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PREFACE

The Munda Languages volume herein is the result of nearly a decade of work. 
Although nine years have passed since the chapters were first commissioned from 
their original intended authors, this was deemed too short a time for some. As 
originally conceived, the volume was very different. For a variety of reasons the 
volume has morphed into what it is now, twelve rather different sketches of the 
major languages and subgroups of the Munda language family, the westernmost 
representative of the far-flung Austroasiatic linguistic phylum as well as a brief  
discussion of Nihali/Nahali which may be related to the Munda languages (or may 
be an isolate language).

It has not been a labour of love for the editor but it has indeed been a labour. 
Several would-be contributors were unable to offer their work and others were 
prevented for a wide range of personal reasons from contributing all that they had 
intended. One chapter changed its author[s] three times, others twice. Indeed, never 
before has such a collection of works on Munda languages been attempted on this 
scale (nor is likely to be again for a long time, if  ever). Some of the languages in 
this volume receive here their first comprehensive description, e.g. Gta or Kera 
Mundari. 

All in all, this book represents the state of Munda linguistics at the beginning of 
the twenty-first century. Contributors are taken from all over the world: three from 
India (including one native Munda-speaking scholar), two from Japan, three from 
central Europe (Germany/Holland) and three from the United States. To be sure, 
this includes contributions from practically every researcher currently active in the 
field of Munda linguistics with only a few exceptions. Each approaches the analysis 
of the Munda languages from a different background and perspective. Naturally this 
includes some variation in both notation and terminology, as well as certain points 
of analysis. For example, palatal nasals may be represented by ñ or by , etc. Other 
conventions, on the other hand, are followed across the chapters including the use 
of c and j for the palatal obstruents (stops/affricates) and the IPA symbols for the 
retroflex (or post-alveolar) series, viz. , , , etc. Note that variation in analysis is 
seen within a single article, where all parties in co-authored papers may not agree 
with each other or share the same interpretation of the data. Overall it is believed 
that the interested reader will derive a wealth of benefits from the materials presented 
in this volume. 

The chapters all follow the same general outline to make comparison easier across 
them. Some individual chapters deviate from the common pattern of numbered 
sections slightly, but all sub-headings are clearly marked and the volume is 
well-indexed so these are mainly minor cosmetic issues. 

The editor would like to thank the following people for helping to bring this 
volume into existence. First, thanks to all contributors for the fine content of their 
chapters. An especially large thank you must be given to Don Reneau, who as 
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literally running to the rescue of a contributor who was having insurmountable 
technical difficulties. Manideepa Patnaik facilitated arrangements for the field 
trips to India. Mark Eglinton offered his photographic expertise on the 2005 field 
trip. Sara Foerster helped with a small but gratefully appreciated fraction of the 
re-keying of contributions by those who did not use Word and/or the SIL IPA fonts. 
Special thanks are here offered to Ironbound Films who made the 2007 field trip a 
possibility and the Living Tongues Institute for Endangered Languages for allowing 
me the opportunity to do this research. I would also like to thank my wife Mary 
and youngest son Oliver for bearing me during the final months of preparation 
when these issues were literally driving me insane. I would also like to thank my 
primary language consultants who shared with me their knowledge and time and 
patience and without whom the final product would have been impossible and indeed 
pointless. These include K.C. Naik and C.M. Haibru (Ho), C.M. Singh (Bhumij), 
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION TO THE
MUNDA LANGUAGES*
Gregory D.S. Anderson

1

1 OVERVIEW

The Munda languages are a group of Austroasiatic languages spoken across  portions 
of central and eastern India by perhaps as many as ten million people total. The Munda 
peoples are generally believed to represent the autochthonous populations over much 
of their current areas of inhabitation. Originally, Munda-speaking peoples probably 
extended over a somewhat larger area before being marginalized into the relatively 
remote hill country and (formerly) forested areas primarily in the states of Orissa and 
the newly constituted Jharkhand; significant Munda-speaking groups are also to be 
found in Madhya Pradesh, and throughout remote areas of Chhattisgarh, West Bengal, 
Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, and Maharashtra (see Map 1.1). Of course much of this 
territory was settled or colonized by the Indo-Aryan speakers and, at an earlier period, by 
the Dravidian-speakers as well, which concluded about 2,500 years ago or so.

The pre-history of the Munda languages remains obscure. Munda languages 
 constitute the westernmost representatives of the far-flung Austroasiatic linguistic 
phylum. Two other Austroasiatic groups are found in the present-day territory of 
India, the Khasi of Meghalaya and the Nicobarese-speaking groups of the Nicobar 
Islands. The other subgroups of Austroasiatic are all found outside of India, and 
it is generally believed that the Austroasiatic ancestral language was not to be 
found in India but rather further to the east. Thus, at some point the ancestors of 
the Munda-speaking peoples must have migrated westward into the subcontinent. 
When, how, and by what path they entered India remains a subject of considerable 
debate. Indeed, it is not even clear that there was a single migration of pre-Munda 
speakers, but there may have been two or more such movements.

Consensus has not yet been reached on the internal relationships of the Munda 
languages, but several subgroups have been proposed and some of these appear to be 
sound. It is hoped that further work in comparative Munda grammar and lexicon may 
shed light on this issue. The northern-, eastern- and westernmost groups of Munda 
languages are clearly related and appear to fall into two broad groupings. The first of 
these is the westernmost Munda language Korku (Zide, this volume-a) which appears 
to be a sister to the remainder of this subgroup, conventionally labelled Kherwarian. 
This latter unit is really a large and complex dialect/language chain, the better-known 
varieties of which are known as Santali (Ghosh, this volume) – by far the largest of 
the Munda groups – and its close sister languages Mundari (Osada, this volume) 
and Ho (Anderson et al., this volume). Kherwarian also includes a number of minor 
varieties as well, for example, Turi, Asuri, Birhor, Bhumij, Korwa, etc. as well as a 
special quasi-creolized variety of Mundari used by former Kurukh speakers, that is, 
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Kera (Kobayashi and Murmu, this volume). Korku and Kherwarian together are 
conventionally known as North Munda; this is a secure subgroup within Munda.

The remaining Munda languages are almost only found in the state of Orissa 
(some Kharia speakers are found in Jharkhand, West Bengal, and Chhattisgarh as 
well), which appears to be the epicentre of diversity of the family (see Map 1.2). How 
each of these non-North Munda languages or subgroups (logically known as South 
Munda in contrast to North Munda) are related to each other remains a topic of 
considerable debate. Some languages clearly form subgroups, such as Sora (Anderson 
and Harrison, this volume) and Gorum/Parenga (Anderson and Rau, this volume) 
in the Sora-Gorum subgroup or Gutob (Griffiths, this volume) and Remo/Bonda 
(Anderson and Harrison, this volume) in the Gutob-Remo subgroup. The classification 
of the remaining three languages remains an open question, as does how exactly the 
non-North Munda languages diversified and developed from the common Proto-
Munda ancestral language. These three languages are Kharia (Peterson, this volume), 
Juang (Patnaik, this volume), and Gta/Didayi (Anderson, this volume).

The ‘traditional’ classification of Munda is to be found in Zide (1969) and Zide 
and Stampe (1968), and may be represented graphically as follows (see Figure 1.1).

MAP 1.1 APPROXIMATE DISTRIBUTION OF MUNDA LANGUAGES
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Anderson (1999) is a first recent attempt to rethink this traditional classification. 
He modified the tree as seen in Figure 1.1 only slightly by eliminating the Koraput 
Munda node and having South Munda branch directly into three daughter groups, 
still keeping Kharia-Juang and Gutob-Remo-Gta intact (see Figure 1.2).

A more radical revision was proposed by Anderson (2001), which adopted a 
slightly different approach, whereby only the clearly obvious subgroups within 
South Munda were recognized as such (see Figure 1.3). He proposed an early  dialect 
continuum in which various languages shared certain features (some retentions and 
some innovations) but did not form a taxonomic unit per se. Such a chain has been 
called by Malcolm Ross (e.g. 1996) ‘a linkage’ in the literature on Austronesian and 
Papuan languages. This revision is largely motivated by the curious, non-archaic, and 
multifaceted  parallels shared between Kharia and Proto-Gutob-Remo which the 
 traditional understanding of South Munda could not explain.

Whether and/or how Munda is related to the enigmatic Nihali/Nahali language 
of Madhya Pradesh is a complicated question, but for an introduction to the issues, 
see Zide (this volume-b).

It is surprising that nothing in the way of quotations from a Munda language 
turned up in (the hundreds and hundreds of) Sanskrit or middle-Indic texts. There 

FIGURE 1.2 TREE DIAGRAM DETAILING REVISED TRADITIONAL CLASSIFICATION 
OF MUNDA LANGUAGES  (ANDERSON 1999a)

FIGURE 1.3 TREE DIAGRAM OF CLASSIFICATION OF PROTO-SOUTH MUNDA 
 LANGUAGES AS REVISED BY  ANDERSON (2001)
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is also a surprising lack of borrowing of names of plant/animal/bird, etc. into 
Sanskrit (Zide and Zide 1976). Much of what has been proposed for Munda words 
in older Indic (e.g. Kuiper 1948) has been rejected by careful analysis. Some possible 
Munda tribal names have been proposed, for example, Savara (Sora) or Khara, but 
 ethnonymy is notoriously messy for the identification of language groups, and a single 
ethnonym may be adopted and used for linguistically rather different or entirely 
unrelated groups.

Despite being spoken in a country with a written tradition over two millennia old, 
the Munda languages remained in total obscurity until the middle of the nineteenth 
century. Throughout the twentieth century, with a few notable exceptions, the minor 
Munda languages were quietly disappearing while the intellectual community (both 
in India and abroad) showed no concern. Because the so-called Kol(arian) languages, 
as this group was frequently known in the past, were spoken by ‘backward tribals’, 
they received little attention from early scholars. Various Christian missionaries have 
provided us with many of the early works on the Munda languages.

The first known reference to data from a Munda language may be Voysey (1821, 
published 1844). Before Cust (1878, 1884), most of the mention of the Munda 
 languages comes from vocabularies and early primers, for example, Tickell (1840a/b), 
Hodgson (1848), Phillips (1845), Phillips (1852, Santali grammar), Campbell (1866, 
Santali vocabulary), Puxley (1868, Santali vocabulary), Das (1871, Mundari gram-
mar), Skrefsrud (1873, Santali grammar), Coates (1875, Chota Nagpur vocabulary) 
or Cole (1879, Santali article), Pendercast (1881, Sora vocabulary). During the 1890s 
Rev. de Smet’s Rudiments of Mundari Grammar (1891), Crooke’s (1892) Korwa 
vocabulary, Banerjee’s Kharia Grammar (1894), Hoffmann’s early work (1893), and 
part 1 of Campbell’s Santal Dictionary (1899) were published.

The first decade of the twentieth century witnessed a relative boom in Munda 
 linguistics; for example, the second and third parts of Campbell’s dictionary appeared 
(1900, 1903). Other important publications of this era were Nottrott’s Kol Grammar 
(1905), Hoffman’s Mundari works (1903, 1909) and Cole’s Santali study (1906). This 
period had also witnessed Grierson’s Linguistic Survey of India (volume 4) and vari-
ous other works and Schmidt’s groundbreaking study establishing the Austroasiatic 
connection of the Munda languages (1906). Burrows’ Ho Grammar (1915), vari-
ous studies by Roy, Przyluski and especially P. Bodding’s Santal materials were 
highlights of the 1910s and 1920s, as well as the ethnographically interesting ‘Tea 
District’ handbooks, with their bizarre phrase-book qualities that were produced for 
Sora, Kharia, and Mundari, in the wake of an increasing Munda-speaking migrant 
labour force mobilized to work in the tea plantations of Assam and Darjeeling.1 The 
period from 1930s through 1940s featured the works of the French Austroasiaticists 
Haudricourt and de Hevesy, and the Dutch Indologist F.B.J. Kuiper; however, two 
studies of this era stand far above the others in their impact on Munda linguistics – 
Hoffmann’s seminal Encyclopedia Mundarica (1930–1950) and Ramamurti’s land-
mark Manual of the Sora (Savara) Language (1931). The 1950s produced works 
by MacPhail and Biligiri, H. Maspero in the French Austroasiaticist tradition and 
Pinnow’s Kharia and Juang materials.

The 1960s and 1970s witnessed another boom in Munda linguistics. Pinnow 
(1966) is the first comprehensive study on the verb in the Munda languages. Written 
in 1960, it lacks knowledge of the existence of Gta. Norman Zide, the pre-eminent 
Western scholar in the field of the emergent discipline of Munda linguistics, led a 
group of linguists (including A. Zide, D. Stampe, K.C. Bahl, and R.D. Munda at 
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the University of Chicago and other linguists from a range of institutions,  including 
F. Fernandez, S. Starosta, D. Matson, R. King, etc.) under the auspices of the Munda 
Language Project, which produced a number of dissertations and smaller works 
in this period. Indian linguists involved in Munda studies in this period include 
B. Das, K. and B.P. Mahapatra and S. Bhattacharya. In the next two decades, in 
addition to a variety of publications by N. Zide, A. Zide and S. Starosta, P. Donegan 
and D. Stampe, Munda languages have occasionally garnered interest from linguists 
 pursuing a range of typologically or theoretically oriented lines of research, includ-
ing Masica (1976; various South Asian areal features), and Mithun (1984; with brief  
discussions of incorporation in some South Munda languages).

In the 1990s and early twenty-first century, a new generation of linguists has 
undertaken an intensive study of the Munda languages. In addition to Norman 
Zide, still active in this period, the names of Toshiki Osada, John Peterson, Arun 
Ghosh, Greg Anderson, Manideepa Patnaik, Ganesh Murmu, K.S. Nagaraja, Felix 
Rau, Masato Kobayashi, and N. Ramaswami have appeared in connection with a 
range of descriptive, typological, and comparative historical studies of the Munda 
language family. Linguists approaching Munda data from a theoretical or South 
Asian areal perspective from the last two decades include Abbi (1992, reduplication), 
Odden (1987, theoretical aspects of Gta phonology), Hook (1991, on complex verb 
structure), and Sadock (1991, syntactic/theoretical aspects of Gta incorporation).

A number of Munda-speaking scholars have actively participated in the linguistic 
analysis and study of the Munda languages such that an indigenous scholarly tradi-
tion may be spoken of. These include the Santals Ganesh Murmu and R. Murmu, 
D. Sahu, Kharia J. Kullu, and P. Kerketta to name but a few.

Most Munda languages remain unwritten or have only fledgling literary varieties. 
Given the pressure to have a script of one’s own to be considered a ‘real’ language 
prevalent in the South Asian area (Zide 1996, 2000), it comes as no surprise that 
there are three or four of the Munda languages which have had indigenous script 
traditions in the twentieth century. Of these, only the Warang Chiti script of the 
Ho appears to have any chance of gaining acceptance (see Anderson et al. [this 
volume] on Warang Chiti and Ghosh [this volume] for a discussion of the seeming 
failure of the Ol Ciki script of the Santals, also Pinnow 1972).

What will researchers find interesting about the Munda languages and what 
remain the outstanding issues in the descriptive analysis of these languages? Little 
data on the Munda languages are in wide circulation among linguists who may be 
inclined to know about them. This volume will serve as a first step in the  direction of 
bringing to light some of the noteworthy features of the individual Munda lan-
guages and the family as a whole. All chapters in this volume more or less follow 
the same general outline, and are largely weighted to morphological structures in 
the languages. Nevertheless, researchers on such diverse topics as reduplication, 
noun incorporation, articulatory phonetics, numeral systems, agreement morpho-
syntax, complex predicate structure, or nasalization will all find some aspect of some 
Munda  language intriguing, stimulating or even challenging analysis.

Among the most interesting of  the linguistic phenomena to be found in Munda 
languages may be included the highly elaborated systems of  demonstratives found 
in many Munda languages (see, for example, the discussion of  these systems in the 
 chapters on Santali, Mundari, or Gorum in this volume). Munda vowel and conso-
nant systems can be quite complex, with different register and secondary articula-
tory features, many of  which are still now in need of  description. Another topic of 
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considerable interest are the elaborate and intersecting systems of  voice/valence/
transitivity, person-marking, and tense/aspect that characterize Kherwarian  verbal 
systems. Further, the highly elaborated system of noun incorporation found in 
Sora push the limits of  our understanding of  such constructions from a theoretical 
 perspective. The highly developed systems of reduplication and expressive formation 
that characterize most Munda languages also bear mention here. Finally, the inter-
action of  tense/aspect marking and negative operators in negative formations in 
South Munda Gutob stand out among the most complex of  such systems known.

As for what topics remain for future analysis, it can be said without reservation, 
that almost all aspects of every Munda language require more analysis before we 
have an adequate consensus understanding of even their basic features. That said, it 
is clear from a comparison of the various chapters that syntactic issues and  phonetic 
analysis are in desperate need of further systematic investigation. Studies on topics 
in the semantics and discourse of Munda languages are practically non -existent. 
Comprehensive comparative study has not been really possible up to this point 
either on the lexicon or the grammar (though many excellent preliminary attempts 
have been made, particularly by Pinnow, N. Zide, A. Zide, Stampe, and Anderson), 
so a more thorough and comprehensive investigation into most historical linguistic 
issues in Munda also remains a goal for the future. This will aid considerably in the 
comparison of Munda with its Austroasiatic sister languages, as well as begin to gain 
a better understanding of the (linguistic) pre-history of South and Southeast Asia.

I will not give a brief  introduction to the content of each chapter pointing out 
their strengths and weaknesses here as is typical in collected volumes such as this. 
I leave it to the interested readers to draw their own conclusions. Suffice it to say, 
that while this volume represents a monumental leap forward in the advancement of 
Munda linguistics, there is still much ground to cover before an adequate descrip-
tion of the languages will have been achieved. However, as the reader will see, these 
 languages have much to contribute to our understanding of such diverse topics rang-
ing from noun incorporation, transitivity, or the very nature of human language 
itself  to the pre-history and contemporary sociolinguistics of India.

NOTES

* Thanks to Norman Zide for some suggestions for this chapter. All errors remain 
my responsibility.

1 The sample sentences in the Tea District publications include such useful phrases 
as Sora barasui badimaranji raptiurungtaaji pa? ‘do you have the chance to get 
other coolies’ pantagooleengan asoongdoong! ‘you must not defecate on the road!’ 
and unta badimaran uggadong ‘do not abuse that coolie!’ (38–39, 89).
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CHAPTER TWO

SANTALI
Arun Ghosh

1 THE LANGUAGE AND ITS SPEAKERS

1.1 Linguistic type

Santali is a Munda language with a suffixing, agglutinating, and a basic SOV 
structure. The most notable characteristic of the language is the weak distinction 
between noun and verb, the addition of verbal suffixes that will turn any lexeme 
into a verb, and case-markers, enclitic definitives, and number markers into a noun. 
In the present study, therefore, the word classes have been postulated on the basis of 
morpho-syntactic criteria rather than lexical criteria alone.

The consonant inventory consists of five categories of plosives distinguished 
with regard to five places of articulation (labial, alveolar, post-alveolar, palatal, 
and velar), a nasal corresponding to each, one trill, one flap, one lateral, two frica-
tives, and two semivowels. There are eight vowels, without any significant length 
distinction. Words are predominantly dissyllabic with stress on the second syllable 
in dissyllabic and multisyllabic words, and on the root vowel if  it is monosyllabic. 
Diphthongs do occur with rising and falling varieties. Consonant clusters are rare. 
As to the syllable structure the language has a predilection for CV structure closely 
followed by CVC. One notable feature of the language is that nasals can form the 
nucleus, found nowhere else among Indian languages apart from Munda.

Grammatically speaking there are classes of nominals (noun and pronoun), verb, 
demonstrative, adjective, adverb, and particle. The language has a gender  agreement 
system. Nouns and demonstratives show a two-way gender distinction – animate 
and inanimate. Furthermore, some nouns show an overt masculine–feminine 
 distinction in their forms. Nouns are declined in three numbers – singular, dual, 
and plural. Pronouns show forms for all the three numbers in all three persons 
with an  inclusive–exclusive distinction in the first person. The third personal pro-
noun is  actually derived from the distal demonstrative root. Use of the anaphoric 
third  personal form is not very common. The demonstrative is divided into three 
classes –  simple, interrogative, and indefinite. Each class shows an animate–inanimate 
 distinction. Case is affected by the use of suffixes and postpositions. Whereas sociative and 
ablative are marked by postpositions, the genitive, comitative, instrumental- locative, 
allative, and locative are marked by suffixes. Nominative is marked on the verb as 
 transitive subject, intransitive subject, and transitive object. Case is divided into core 
and peripheral. Whereas the core agrees with the verb in the form of pronominal 
 argument (subject, direct object, and indirect object), the peripheral is marked on 
the nominals and does not have any agreement with the verb. The root morphemes, 
derived forms, and phrases which serve as attributes in endocentric attributive con-
structions and as predicate complements in subject–predicate complement sentences 
are grouped as adjectives. Adjectives do not agree in number or in gender, except 
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in a few  borrowed items, and in the case of qualified nouns. Adjectives are not 
inflected to show degrees of comparison. To obtain degrees of comparison postposi-
tions are added to the word with which something is to be compared. Numerals are 
generally found as quantifiers combined with classifiers. The quantifiers are used 
singly when they are used in enumerating human beings in the indefinite, whereas in 
counting human beings in the definite and non-human beings and inanimate objects, 
the quantifiers are used combined with classifiers. Adverbs are modifiers irrespective 
of the position they occupy in the sentence.

The verb is defined by the fact that it takes TAM suffixes with or without the 
markers for the active and neutral, personal terminations, the marker for finiteness 
of action, and the gerundial suffix. Words which denote actions, events, or conditions 
are not the only ones treated as verbs, but any word is here treated as such provided 
that it takes verbal suffixes. For finiteness of action it requires the finite marker /a/.

The TAM suffixes have two forms depending on whether it is active or middle – 
one used on the verb in transitive constructions with the other being employed on 
verbs in intransitive constructions. The ambitransitive roots take on active as well as 
middle suffixes. Verbal roots fall into three classes: intransitive only, transitive only, 
and ambitransitive.

Verbal stems are divided into causative, reciprocal, benefactive, passive/reflexive, 
mediopassive, iterative/intensive, and compound, and morphological processes are 
employed to form stems including prefixation, infixation, suffixation, reduplication, 
and compounding. Except the particles /kan/ and /ta�kan/ for the present and past 
tenses respectively there are no separate tense markers. There is a concept of time 
dimension in the present, past, and future tenses and the aspect suffixes along with 
their own functions denote time as well.

On the syntactic level, generally the head follows its determiner. In the simple 
sentence then word order is SOV. In complex sentences, conjunctions, coordinate 
clauses, and the subordinate clauses perform nominal or attributive function. 
Sentence modification is achieved through a set of particles. Polar questions can be 
shown by a marked intonation pattern.

1.2 Name of the language and the tribe

The name Santali, the language, is derived from the ethnic name Sa�otal, the 
Anglicized version being Santal. From Sa�otal the neighbouring non-Santals use the 
name Sa�otali for their language. The Santals themselves call their language h or 
h r. Being more analytical they attach r ‘language, speech’ to h ‘Santal man’, 
hence ‘language of the Santals’. The language is also sometimes returned under 
the name ma�jhi bhasa ‘language of the Majhis’. In North Bengal, in the districts 
of Murshidabad, Malda, Dinajpur, etc. the language is known as jali or pahaia. 
In South Bengal, particularly in the districts of 24-Parganas (north and south) and 
Howrah, and in Orissa the language is known as har. In Bihar it is known as parsi 
‘foreign’. The name Sa�otal, is derived, in turn, from Sa
manta-pa
la1 ‘dweller of the 
frontier’ and is used to name the tribe by the non-Santals, particularly the Bengalees. 
L.O. Skrefsrud2 tried to derive the name from Sa�ot, a place in Midnapur in West 
Bengal where the Santals were supposed to have been settled in remote antiquity. 
There is still a place called Sa�ot in Midnapur district where Santal habitation is 
common. The Santals call themselves h ‘man’ and the name Santal is only used by 
those who are Christianized. From the term majhi or ma�jhi ‘village headman’ they 
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also call themselves majhi or ma�jhi when asked about their caste. Being the oldest 
ethnic stock in India they are also known as a
diva
si ‘those who have been living in 
the land from the beginning.’ S.K. Chatterji3 attaches great importance to this term 
for them remembering the contribution of the Santals in the evolution of Indian life 
and culture.

1.3 Genetic affiliation of Santali

Santali belongs to the Kherwari group of the North Munda sub-family of the Munda 
family which is, in turn, a section of the eastern group of the great Austroasiatic 
family of languages. Pinnow (1959)4 offered a classification of the Austroasiatic 
languages into two main branches – West Obergruppe, consisting of the Munda lan-
guages and Naha-li5 and Ost Obergruppe including the rest of the Austroasiatic 
languages. Norman H. Zide divides the Munda languages into two main groups – 
South Munda (SM) and North Munda (NM). The eastern (i.e. Kherwari) and the 
western (i.e. Korku) form the North Munda branch. Santali is separated off  as a 
special branch of Kherwari. South Munda, on the other hand, consists of Koraput 
Munda (KM) and Central Munda (CM). Koraput Munda consists of Sora-Gorum 
(SG) group and Gutob-Remo-Gta (GRG). Central Munda consists of Kharia 
and Juang.6 Bhattacharya7 conforming to the same geographical  classification puts 
 forward another classification based on morphological criteria. He proposes a two-
way division – Lower Munda, consisting of the three extreme southern Munda 
languages, ieyi (Gta), Bonda (Remo), and Gutob spoken in Koraput and 
Malkangiri districts of Orissa, bordering Andhra Pradesh with Upper Munda 
covering the rest. As the three southernmost languages included in Lower Munda 
do not show pronominal incorporation in the verb, differing from the rest of the 
Munda languages in respect to genitive marker and by not having dual number, they 
are branched off  from the rest of the Munda languages.8 But whatever the situation 
is, the position of Santali remains the same. It has been branched off  as a special 
member of the northeastern group possibly because it has reached a higher stage 
of development than any other language of the same group and also preserves the 
peculiar linguistic features of Munda more faithfully than the rest.

1.4 Number of speakers and locale of concentration

The total population of the Santals is 6,050,0009 in India, Bangladesh, Bhutan, and 
Nepal, of which 5,959,000 are in India, 157,000 in Bangladesh, and 33,332 in Nepal. 
The exact figure for Bhutan is not available. The main concentration of the Santals is 
in India with scattered settlements in Bangladesh, Nepal, and Bhutan. They are also 
found all over the world wherever they have found job opportunities. The classified 
data of 2001 census is for all the states of India, except for West Bengal, which is not 
available yet. In West Bengal it is estimated to be 2,280,540. 

The distribution of the Santals in different states of India, according to the 1981 
census, is shown in Table 2.1.

As it appears from the census data the Santal population is spread over a large strip 
of land covering almost the whole of India. The most compact area of  concentration 
is the western part of West Bengal, the southern portion of erstwhile Bihar, now 
Jharkhand, the areas of Bihar adjacent to Jharkhand, the northeastern districts of 
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Orissa and Assam. The data of 1981 did not give figures for Assam, as census could 
not be conducted due to political turmoil. According to the 1971 census the figure 
goes to 86,303.10 So far as the Jharkhand is concerned the figure is not available, as 
the state was not formed during the last census. The figure for Bihar in Table 2.1 
can be read as that of Jharkhand, as the state of Jharkhand was constituted of the 
southern portion of Bihar which houses almost the whole of the tribes. If  the data 
are represented in a map the areas just described will form a compact area, compris-
ing western parts of the districts of Birbhum and Burdwan, the Sadar subdivision11 
of Bankura, Jhargram subdivision of West Midnapur, Purulia in West Bengal, the 
whole of Jharkhand, especially the Santal Parganas, Hazaribagh, Singbhum and 
Dhalbhum districts, south of Bhagalpur and Munghyr in Bihar, and Balasore, 
Mayurbhanj and Keonjhar in Orissa. In Assam the Santal settlements are confined 
to the tea gardens only, where they were brought as labourers. The process of shift-
ing is now transformed into the process of migration for job opportunity in the tea 
gardens. They are also sparsely distributed in the northern districts of West Bengal,12 
in the districts of South 24-Parganas, Hooghly, Howrah and so on in south Bengal 
where they are employed as day-labourers. The Santals settled at Rajsahi, Rangpur, 
and Chattagram in Bangladesh are said to be immigrants, migrated from the other 
part of the river Padma, that is, India at different periods of history. But considering 
their concentration in Nepal and Bhutan, and going by the different theories of their 
origin and migration it may be conjectured that they are sons of the soil and that 

TABLE 2.1: DISTRIBUTION OF SANTALI SPEAKERS IN INDIA

State Total Male Female

Andhra Pradesh  50 30 20
Andaman & Nicobar Islands  7 3 4
Arunachal Pradesh 484 282 202
Bihar (including Jharkhand) 2,161,032 1,087,820 1,073,212
Chandigarh 10 8 2
Delhi 126 69 57
Goa, Daman & Diu 1 1 —
Gujarat 40 30 10
Haryana 10 5 5
Himachal Pradesh  7 7 —
Jammu & Kashmir 28 26 2
Karnataka 45 30 15
Madhya Pradesh 715 445 270
Maharashtra 110 64 46
Manipur 351 348 3
Meghalaya 212 199 13
Mizoram 2,301 2,278 23
Nagaland 1,100 1,080 20
Orissa 529,574 264,854 264,720
Punjab 10 10 —
Rajasthan 52 37 15
Sikkim 16 14 2
Tripura 3,518 1,812 1,706
Uttar Pradesh 282 257 25
West Bengal 1,632,440 822,973 809,467
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others found further west in India migrated for better living.13 The hypothesis may 
be strengthened by their presence in Nepal and Bhutan.

The Santals are the most numerous among the tribes who speak Munda. In 
the western fringe of  West Bengal, north Orissa and Jharkhand, normally, they 
muster very strong. This helps them maintain group solidarity and preserve their 
language and culture much better than elsewhere. The Santals now remaining 
in other places are nothing but scattered masses floating here and there, and in 
the process they are all but melted with other dominant cultures in the region. 
The greater part of  their substance has already commingled in the fluid around 
them, the remainder is  saturated with it, and it is only in the very kernel and inner 
 centre of  the largest lumps that something like the pure original substance is to 
be sought.

1.5 Bilingualism, processes of Aryanization and nativization 

The proportion of  the population retaining the language decreases as the tribe 
spreads over to industrial areas, nearer to towns and cities. It is also affected by the 
spread of  education among the younger generation. The more they are  educated, 
the more they are oblivious to their own language and drawn nearer to neighbouring 
 languages of  the Indo-Aryan group, say, Bengali in West Bengal, Hindi in Jharkhand 
and Bihar, Oriya in Orissa, and Assamese in Assam. There are, of  course, two 
reasons behind this attitude; first, living by the side of  the majority communities 
and in mixed localities they have to be bilinguals, as there is no other alternative. 
Over a period of  time they are more with the majority language than their own. 
Being constantly in an alien system they automatically adapt. Second, retention of 
a language also has a socio-economic background. In the job market the language 
has less potential than the neighbouring majority languages. So far as the prestige 
factor is concerned, for them it has none, since until recently the language was not 
recognized in the eighth schedule of  the Constitution of  India. So there were and 
still are ample reasons for leaving their own language and welcoming the neigh-
bouring one. In West Bengal, as a whole, 55% of the Santals speak their own 
 language but in the district of  24-Parganas the proportion falls to 10%. The total 
number of  bilinguals among the Santals is 1,501,638, being 34.66% of the total.14 
Whereas the national average of  bilingualism is 13.34%, it is more than 30% in the 
case of  tribal population. Obviously, necessity for knowing the common language 
of  the area is very great in the case of  tribes who speak a language which is not a 
majority one. As already said, being a minority-language community, they cannot 
help speaking the dominant language of  the region where they stay. In every-day 
interaction, they have to come across a group of  people who belong to a differ-
ent speech community, namely the Bengali-speech community in West Bengal, 
the Mundari and the Hindi-speech community in Jharkhand, the Hindi-speech 
community in Bihar, the Oriya-speech community in Orissa, and the Assamese-
speech community in Assam. It is very common then that the local languages 
will influence their own language in some way or another. This way Santali is, 
to some extent, modified in phonology, morphology, and lexicon. Syntax is not 
much altered.The lexical elements of the dominant languages are taken into Santali 
either through a  process of nativization or just as they are. The connotation of some 
 lexical  elements is changed under the influence of  the neighbouring languages. 
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New  postpositions and  particles are  borrowed and nativized following the  phonotactic 
rules of the language. The extent of  influence on Santali grammar and lexicon may 
be clarified with  certain examples.

Being in contact with the neighbouring world they start adopting its language 
system along with many words being Santali-equivalent; for example, lu ‘sweet-
meat’, mihi ‘sweet’, dal ‘beans’, caole ‘rice’, pnhi ‘shoes’ have been incorporated 
into their system. As professions such as shoemaker, blacksmith, and carter do 
not belong to the Santal society, the corresponding terms like muci ‘shoemaker’, 
kamar ‘blacksmith’, and gavan ‘carter’ are borrowed from the neighbouring 
 language system. Similarly, for trades not belonging to their system, they have 
borrowed trade-related terms from the neighbouring language system; for example, 
mal ‘goods’, cij ‘sample’, asbab ‘furniture’, bajar ‘market’, khrca ‘expenditure’, and 
so on. In time calculation the Aryan influence is noticeable; thus ghi ‘a while’, 
din ‘day’, bchr ‘year’, cirkal ‘a long time’. Even though they have their own 
 village administration terms like majhi ‘village headman’ (also ma�jhi ‘id.’) (cf. Skt. 
 madhya), and pancayat ‘village council’ are borrowed by them from the neighbouring 
Indo-Aryan languages to accommodate themselves in the government-controlled 
Panchayat system. Even in the household Aryan influence is noticeable. The inner 
apartment is bhitr or bhitri, door is dur. Terms like pukhri ‘pond’, bande ‘id.’ 
are of  Aryan origin. Normally the kinship terms and terms for body parts are 
kept intact. So are the numerals. But here, the Aryan influence is so strong that 
all three areas are affected to some extent, giving way to foreign elements. Thus, 
wife is bhu, nephew bhgn, niece bhgni, bhi is ‘brother’, hand is hat, one is æk. 
The present generation can only utter their numerals from one through five or 
six, then counting goes on in Aryan numerals. Terms for sentimental feelings like 
maya ‘affection’, daya ‘pity’, laj ‘shame’ are also borrowed. The first three ordinal 
numbers phil/poilo ‘first’, dsar ‘second’, and tesar ‘third’ are also borrowed from 
Indo-Aryan.

On the grammatical level, too, Aryan influence is noticeable. The distinction 
between masculine and feminine, though attested to in a few examples, is framed on 
the analogy of the Aryan system; the masculine noun ending in /-a/ and feminine in
/-i/: thus kala ‘deaf’ masculine, and kli ‘id’ feminine, koka ‘mad’ masc. kuki ‘id’, 
feminine, koa ‘boy’: kui ‘girl’. A good number of postpositions like lgit’ ‘for’, 
sg ‘alongwith’, upr ‘above’, bhitr/bhitri ‘in’, sathe ‘along with’ are borrowed 
from either Bengali or Hindi. A good number of particles is also borrowed from 
the same source: jodi/judi ‘if ’, jmn ‘so that’, tahle ‘then/for that’, ar ‘and’, tkhn 
‘then’, tbe ‘then’ and so on. In conjugation also some roots like cal ‘go’, bujh ‘under-
stand’, etc. are borrowed from the Aryan languages like Bengali, Hindi, or Oriya, 
but with modifications: /-ao/ or /-u/ is added to the root resulting in calao or bujhu. 
When these roots are conjugated the indigenous suffixes are used. TAM suffixes 
are never borrowed. Aryan nouns are also used as verbs but are so nativized that 
they fit well in the Santali system. In bhu-ad-e-a- ‘I gave him a wife’, bid -ka-e-
a-ko ‘they sent him off’, the Santali suffixes are pitted against Aryan nouns. The 
non-native elements making their way into the vocabulary are readily nativized by 
giving a phonetic twist, and thus they are well incorporated in the language. In the 
non-native elements, following the native pattern the vowel /a/ is neutralized if  it is 
preceded or followed by /i/ or /u/: thus bhitr for bhitr or bhetor ‘inside’, kli for 
kali  ‘goddess Kali’, kmi for kam ‘work’, jun for juan or joan ‘youth’, bhu for bahu 
‘wife’, pchim for pachim ‘west’, cukidar for caukidar ‘village guard’, upr for upar 
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‘on the top, above’, sutm for suta ‘thread’, mndir for mandir ‘temple’, lu for lau 
‘sweetmeat’, si for sai ‘cloth’, rni for rani ‘queen’, h�i for ha�i ‘place’, utr for 
uttar ‘north’, ri for rai ‘mustard’, lgit’ for lagi ‘for’, mmi for mami ‘maternal aunt’, 
etc. Borrowed verb roots which are nativized by adding /-ao/ or /-u/ like paao ‘to 
fall’, calao ‘go’, jao ‘to link’, lagao ‘cultivate’ the borrowed words or grammatical 
elements ending in a vowel also add a checked consonant at the end: thus – lgit’ for 
lagi, ak’ for a definite article.

1.6 Dialectal differences

Santali being scattered in different places is subject to differences in phonology, 
 morphology, and lexicon. Considering that there has been no settled standard, 
R.N. Cust mentioned four dialects which, according to him, was not improbable.15 

In some reports the number of dialects is even more.16 Although four or six is a bit 
ambitious, a line of demarcation is emerging gradually between the variety spoken 
in the districts of East and West Midnapur, Purulia and the southern portion of 
Bankura (comprising Khatra, Ranibandh, Raipur, Taldangra, and Simlapal blocks) 
in West Bengal, Balasore, Mayurbhanj, and Keonjhar in Orissa and that spoken in 
the northern portion of the district of Bankura (comprising Chatna and Saltora 
blocks), in Birbhum, Malda, Dinajpur north and south, Murshidabad, Cochbehar, 
and Jalpaiguri in West Bengal, Santal Parganas, Dumka, Singbhum, and Dhalbhum 
in Jharkhand, and Munghyr and Bhagalpur in Bihar. Campbell17 mentioned two 
varieties like Northern and Southern, although he did not enter into the details. 
During our field trip we checked the varieties in detail and found two varieties in the 
areas named. Therefore Campbell’s distinction of Southern versus Northern holds.18 
Differences between the two dialects – Northern (henceforth NS) and Southern 
(henceforth SS) are as follows.

1.6.1 Phonology

In the SS the pronunciation of [] is changing and gradually being replaced by [a], 
especially in the pronunciation of the younger generation, whereas in the NS it 
remains intact. 

Loss of nasal and its compensation by nasalizing the preceding vowel is the rule 
of the SS, whereas in the NS the nasal remains intact. 

Compare:

SS NS
po� pon ‘white’
ma�jhi majhi ‘village headman’
a�ia ni ‘male cow'
bhi�dar bhindr ‘to fall’
ao anok’ ‘to come out’
ca�do cando ‘sun’
n� nn ‘here’
� n ‘there’
ha� han ‘there yonder’
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Pronunciation of post-alveolar stop as flap is a common feature of the SS as 
opposed to the NS where it is pronounced as a stop. 

Compare:

SS NS
po� pon ‘white’
baa baa ‘to know’
hui hui ‘younger’
g g ‘swan’
bhea bhea ‘ram’

There is preference for nasals to checked consonants in case of genitive suffixes 
for inanimate, enclitic definitive and allative suffix /-sc’/ in the SS as opposed to the 
NS which preserves the checked ones.

Compare:

SS NS
/-a/ /-ak’/ ‘genitive suffix for inanimate’
/-ra/ /-rak’/ ‘genitive suffix for inanimate’
/a/ /ak’/ enclitic definitive
/sn/ /sc’/ ‘towards’

In the SS, sometimes there is a tendency, also shared by the younger generation 
of the NS to pronounce /e/ as [i] and /o/ as [u]. In certain examples like abin ‘you 
two’ (cf. aben in NS), unku ‘they two’ (cf. onko in NS), ni ‘this’ (cf. ne in NS) the 
 pronunciation has been established. Among the elders and the enlightened, in the 
NS /e/ and /o/ are pronounced as half-close front and back vowels respectively.

1.6.2 Morphology

In morphology SS has certain features which the NS does not possess.
In the genitive case in the SS two suffixes are found when the governed noun is 

 animate, one for the singular and the other for plural. /-ic’/ is used when the noun 
governed is in singular and /-rn/ when it is plural. In the NS /-rn/ is for both 
 singular and plural.

Example:

SS NS
i-ic’ mrm(SG.) ‘my goat’ i-rn mrm ‘my goat/ goats’(SG. and PL.)
i-rn mrm ‘my goats’ 

The causative stem forming suffix is /-hc/ in the SS and /-oco/ in the NS, although 
this is more phonological than morphological.

1.6.3 Vocabulary

In the lexicon SS and NS are somewhat different, initiated by borrowing from the 
neighbouring languages. The local borrowings in the two dialects are so high that 
sometimes one appears to be unintelligible to the other. In certain cases the usage 
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is also different. Terms like ga ‘mother’, ra ‘wife’, hrl ‘husband’, etc. are 
treated as vulgar in the SS and are almost obsolete, whereas in the NS the terms 
are  regularly used without any pejorative sense. In the SS the corresponding terms 
for the  relations are ayo, bhu, and ja�va�y are used for the kin relations respectively. 
Other examples are, for ‘cloth’ SS has lugri and NS has kicric’, shirt is dt in the SS 
and jama in the NS.

1.7 Orthography

Santali was first written down in Roman script by European missionaries. It was 
used then for translating the Bible into Santali, for writing grammars, and also for 
folk-tales and past history of the people. At that time many scripts, at least four, 
were being used for writing – like Devanagari, Bengali, Oriya and Roman. From the 
middle of the nineteenth century through the third quarter of the twentieth  century 
the language was mostly written in Roman script. Even the people themselves used 
to write in Roman only for obvious reasons. Regional or Devanagari scripts came to 
be used much later. After Pandit Raghunath Murmu developed a script of their own, 
namely Ol Ciki, movements started for its recognition. In the 1970s many schools 
were started to impart training in Ol Ciki with initiative of a group of the Santals. 
A group of writers started writing in Ol Ciki. Magazines, journals, and newspapers 
began to be published. To the present date a consensus has not been reached as to 
which script is to be adopted.

A good many writings, like Kherwal Bso Dhrm Pu�thi by Ramdas Tudu, Ol Dh 
Onrh� and Li Godet’ by Ramchand Murmu, Darega Dhon and Bidhu Chandan by 
Raghunath Murmu, Bhurka Ipil, Bidak Bela, etc. by Saradaprasad Kisku have been 
published in Bengali script. Even Ramdas Tudu and Raghunath Murmu who had 
developed scripts for the language published their own books in the language using 
Bengali script. A good number of books were also written in Devanagari and Roman 
scripts – Stephen H. Murmu’s H Bapla Puthi, G.C. Tudu’s Chandmala (a collection 
of poems) and Bakhra are written in Roman. Since 1965 The Santali Literary and 
Cultural Society has been rendering remarkable service for the development of the 
Santali language and literature by means of publishing Santali books and journals in 
Roman script. Narayan Soren, Balkishore Baskey, Bhagbat Murmu, Babulal Murmu, 
and Manikchand Hansda are well-known writers of Santali literature. Many of their 
writings are published in Devanagari script. However, Manikchand Hansda and 
S.D. Besra wrote in Roman script. Some of the most important Santali magazines are 
Pera H (in Roman) since 1922, Marshal Tabon (in Roman) since 1946, H Smbad 
(in Devanagari) since 1947, Pachim Bangla (in Bengali script) since 1956, Jug Sirijl 
(in Roman) since 1971. Apart from these many other periodic journals are being 
published from West Bengal, Jharkhand, Bihar, Orissa, and Assam. Tetre from West 
Bengal and Upel from Assam need mention. Tetre is published in Bengali script and 
Upel in Roman. Two monthly magazines are published from Bangladesh – Aboak’ 
kurumuTureak’ Kurai and GoDet’, from Rongpur and Dhaka respectively. Both are in 
Roman script and serve as a link among those of Bangladesh, India, and Nepal.

Santali has recently been recognized by the Government of India as an official 
language, and it has been included in the Eighth Schedule of the Constitution of 
India. The Ol Ciki script has also been recognized by the Government of West 
Bengal as a medium of publication of Santali textbooks. It has already been included 
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in the  curricula of the Universities. Whereas two of the Universities, Burdwan and 
Vidyasagar, are flexible in their approach (i.e. teaching, framing of question papers, 
and writing the same, will be in Roman, Bengali, or Ol Ciki until a particular script 
is accepted on consensus), the Vishva Bharati University imparts through Roman 
script. Some of the Universities of Bihar and Jharkhand have introduced Santali 
as a modern Indian language and literature in their syllabi, liberally accepting both 
Roman and Devanagari. It is yet to be seen which script is accepted finally, as a good 
percentage of population is in favour of regional scripts, Roman, or Devanagari. 
They are opposing introduction of Ol Ciki. Seminars and conferences are being 
organized in the government and on the organizational level to resolve the issue. But 
the debate continues.

2 PHONOLOGY

Santali is a Munda language with an elaborate system of vowels and consonants 
when compared with other languages of the same group (cf. Bhattacharya 1954, 
1975, Stampe 1963, Matson 1964, Biligiri 1965, Zide 1965, Fernandez 1967, Rao 
1982, Osada 1992, Nagaraja 1999, Ghosh 2003). There are eight vowel  phonemes 
with nasalized counterparts (except /e/ and /o/). But the nasal ones are used rarely 
as compared with their oral counterparts. Length is not phonemic, although 
 according to Bodding (1922, 1929) all vowels may be short or long. It has post-
alveolar consonants and aspirated stops. It also has checked consonants occurring 
finally. Although most of the aspirates are found in loanwords, in some words of the 
native system the aspirates do occur but their origin is doubtful. In some cases aspi-
rates originate through syllable reduction like aji+hanhar = ajhnar (‘husband/wife’s 
elder sister’). Although aspiration, in Pinnow’s version (1959), was absent in Proto-
Munda, it has spread into the phonemic system of Santali. The status of the checked 
consonants is clear – these are final allophones of the corresponding stop conso-
nants except for post-alveolar, which has none. The checked plosives (labial, alveolar, 
palatal, and velar) involve a closure in the glottal cavity checking release of the air. 
A weak release is audible, however, if  it is immediately followed by the corresponding 
unchecked consonant. Except post-alveolar all plosives have nasals in the phonemic 
level, and occurrence of the post-alveolar nasal is predictable. There is post-alveolar 
non-aspirated flap without having its aspirated counterpart, as  mentioned in some 
literature (Neukom 2001:5).

2.1 Vowels

Table 2.2 lists Santali vowels.

TABLE 2.2: SANTALI VOWELS

 Front  Central Back

High i  i�  u  u�
Mid-high e    � o 
Mid-low   �    �
Low  a  a�
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2.1.1 Vocalic allophony

Note that // is found mostly in the environment preceded or followed by /i/or /u/: 
for example, i ‘very much’, gu ‘bring’, ni ‘this very’, in ‘that very’, gi ‘cow’, 
di ‘elder sister’, gi ‘cart’, ur ‘orphan’, where the occurrence is predictable. In 
some cases there is no such predictable environment, like d ‘take possession of ’, 
s int. (bullock or buffalo), bd ‘high lying rice-field’, b ‘flood’, r ‘a tune’, r 
‘branch of  tree’, sbr ‘tasteless’, y ‘leave alone’, dbl ‘too broad’, dtr ‘a certain 
plant’, ghl ‘low pitched’, etc. In a number of  examples like n ‘law’ (cf. Bengali/
Hindi, ain ‘id.’), d ‘origin’(cf. Bengali/Hindi, adi ‘original’), g ‘fire’ (cf. Sanskrit 
agni, Bengali agun, Hindi ag ‘id.’), gl ‘forthcoming’ (cf. Hindi agla~agila ‘id.’), 
k ‘sugar-cane’ (cf. Skt. iku ‘id.’), �s ‘scales of  fish’ (cf. Hindi a�is ‘id.’), rs ‘heap’ 
(cf. Bengali rai ‘id.’), rt ‘night’ (cf. Hindi, rait ‘night’), rsk ‘joy’ (cf. Hindi, 
rasika ‘id.’), d ‘run’ (cf. Hindi dau, Bengali dau ‘id.’), jt ‘caste’ (cf. Bengali 
jati ‘id.’), pc’ ‘five’ (cf. Skt paca ‘id.’), dl ‘pulse’ (cf. Hindi ail ‘id.’), n ‘witch’ 
(cf. Hindi ain, Bengali aini ‘id.’), gh ‘fault, sin’ (cf. Hindi ghai ‘id.’), bhgn 
‘nephew’ (cf. Bengali bhagina~bhagna ‘id.’), bs ‘age’ (cf. Hindi bais, Bengali byes 
‘id.’); although there is no predictable environment on the surface level, the occur-
rence of  // can be justified by comparing it with the Indo-Aryan words where 
there is [i] or [u] in the neighbouring syllable. In some of  the examples like pc’, 
bs, etc. // occurs because of  the neighbouring palatal consonant or semivowel, 
[c’] and [y],  respectively. Bodding (1922,1929) referred to at least three ‘resultant’ 
vowels: a �, e �, and o �. Besides  (Bodding’s a �) no other variety, either e � or o �, is attested 
to in our data.

2.1.2 Distribution chart

Distribution chart for the vowels is provided as follows:

Vowel Initial Medial Final

/i/ + + +
/e/ + + +
// + + +
/a/ + + +
// + + +
// + + +
/o/ + + +
/u/ + + +

2.1.3 Contrast pairs

Minimal and subminimal pairs are provided for illustration.
Vowels:

/i/:/u/:
 il  ‘feather’ ul ‘mango’
 biri ‘unpaid’ burum ‘lie down’
 si ‘plough’ su ‘hiss’
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/i/:/e/:
 ir ‘reap’ er INTR.(call)
 bir ‘forest’ ber ‘sun’
 ji ‘smell’ je CONJ.part.
/e/://:
 egar ‘undertake’ gr ‘scold’
 hel ‘time’ hl ‘bind together’
 ae ‘edge’ a ‘vicinity’
/e/:/o/:
 eak’ ‘other’ oak’ ‘uncover’
 jel ‘deer’ jol ‘fire’
 je INDEF.PART. jo ‘taste’
//:/a/:
 m ‘give’ am 2 SG. PR.
 mt’ ‘eye’ mat’ ‘bamboo’
 ba ‘please’ baa ‘frequently’
//://:
 r ‘sow’ r ‘pull’
 hl ‘bind together’ hl ‘quickly’
 s ‘or’ s ‘smell’
/a/://:
 ak’ ‘bow’ k’ ‘to smoke’
 jak’ ‘touch slightly’ jk’ ‘sweep’
 hra ‘away,up’ hr ‘tortoise’
/o/://:
 oco causative suff. ck’ ‘remove’
 hon demonstrative hn ‘son’
 lo ‘draw water’ l ‘burn’
/a/://:
 acar ‘pickles’ cur ‘turn’
 bal ‘burn a hole’ bl ‘influence of Bonga’
 paera ‘swim’ pur ‘distilled liquor’
/o/:/u/:
 ot’ ‘mushroom’ ut’ ‘swallow’
 kol ‘send’ kul ‘tiger’
 ato ‘village’ tu ‘flow’
/e/://:
 eto ‘broken in’ tu ‘flow’
 ber ‘time’ b ‘a certain tree’
 hela ‘cut down abundantly’ hl ‘bravo’
/o/://:
 oco causative suff. cu ‘set to do’
 hola ‘yesterday’ hl ‘bravo’
 cir ‘a piece of land’ ciro ‘the sun grass’
/a/:/ã/:
 ak’ ‘bow’ a�k’ ‘bellow’
 jak’ ‘touch slightly’ ja�k’ ‘keep in order’
 aya ‘fem.attendant’ a��ya� ‘true’
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/i/:/i�/:
 miru ‘parrot’ mi�ru��� ‘rimless’
//:/�/:
 hc’ ‘come’ h�c’ ‘heavy’
//:/�/:
 h INTERJ. h� ‘also’
//: /� /:
 kr ‘sore on the leg’ k�r ‘thistle’
/u /:/u� /:
 ut’ ‘swallow’ u� ‘camel’
 miru ‘parrot’ mi�ru����� ‘rimless’

Bodding (1922) gives several values of each of the vowels, that is, each vowel may 
be ‘narrow’ or ‘wide’ or ‘mid-mixed’, in his own words, depending on the environ-
ment in which it occurs. So far as our data goes, such distinctions are non-phonemic. 
Moreover, Bodding’s (1922) identification of six ‘modified’ vowels like a�,e�, e� �, i �, o� and 
u� could not be identified in our data except //, that is, Bodding’s a� and in line with 
Pinnow (1959:35) they can be discarded as non-phonemic.

2.1.4 Length and nasalization

Vowel length is not phonemic. A vowel can be long or short depending on whether 
it occurs in an open (long) or closed syllable (short). Nasalization is phonemic. 
Nasalized forms of all the vowels are attested in our data in a limited number of 
examples. Because of the paucity of data contrastive pairs could not be given.

2.2 Diphthongs

Bodding (1922, 1929) lists three kinds of diphthongs – descending (after glide), 
ascending (before glide), and level (both vowels are equally strong). He arranged the 
following diphthongs into the above three categories. He also suggests most of the 
Santali diphthongs belong to the first category.

Descending: ae, ao, a�i, a�u, eo, e� �o, e�i, e�o, iu, oe, o�e, o�i, and ui
Ascending: ea, ia�, oa, ua�, and ui
Level: ea, ia�, io, iu, oa, ua�

For the ascending  dipthongs he had the words ‘may be counted as’, and for the level 
ones he noted that ‘the last class is not, however, always pronounced as one diphthong; 
they are frequently, some of them generally, dissolved into two distinct syllables with a 
euphonic semivowel between them’ (1922:6). In our data, descending diphthongs are 
the most common ones, although with differences from those of Bodding, with a few 
ascending diphthongs. Level ones are found nowhere in our data.

Descending: ae, ao, eo, iu, ui, i, u, ei, e, o, oe, and oi
Ascending: ea, oa, u, i, and io

Table 2.3 details Santali vowel  combinations.
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Note that wherever there is /i/ or /u/ in the combination /a/ becomes []. It is also 
to be noted that in Bodding’s (1922, 1929) data, diphthongs like ‘ei’ were not attested 
to. He had ‘e�i�’, ‘e�o’, and ‘o�i’, all of which are not found in our data. We found ‘oi’ 
instead. ‘ui’ always behaves like a descending one as opposed to that in Bodding 
where it is both ascending and descending. The so-called level ones of Bodding are 
always found dissolved into two syllables. For most of the combinations, except 
/i, io, ea, u/, the coda is empty. Except these four all other combinations may be 
considered as a nucleus followed by glide. Examples:

iu jiu ‘spirit’ i ni ‘this very’
    tik’ ‘lead’
 ni�uri ‘forest tree’  ni ‘male’
    bi ‘with difficulty’
    ite ‘because of’
ei meila ‘fair’ io tiok ‘to reach’
 meila INT. ‘come’ ea barea ‘two’
    dea ‘back’
    rea ‘cold’
    sea ‘to rot’
eo eoa ‘to wind thread oa noa ‘this’
  round the spindle’  toa ‘milk’
 heoa ‘to accustom’
 leoha ‘mix with a liquid’
   u ru ‘fever’
o ho ‘to carry on heap’  ru ‘to return’
 nota ‘to invite’  ur ‘orphan’
 loh ‘stick to’
ae sedae ‘in the past’
 aema ‘many’
 behae ‘round about’
 maejiu ‘woman’
 naeke ‘priest’
ao sa�o ‘in association’
 barhao ‘to increase’
 batao ‘to obey’
 benao ‘to make’

TABLE 2.3: SANTALI VOWEL COMBINATIONS

V1/V2 i e  a   o u

i     i*  io* iu
e ei   ea*   eo
       o
a  ae     ao
 i       u
  e
o oi oe  oa*
u ui     u*
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i li ‘to tell’
 iku ‘to feel’
 ki ‘sin’
 di ‘elder sister’
u uri ‘soon’
 bisu ‘to establish’
 hilu ‘to shake’
 biu ‘to test’
e hedak’ ‘thunder shower’
 beha ‘brother’
 ke ‘to ask for’
 ke ‘who’
oi moio ‘bald’
 noi ‘listen, my girl’
 oi INT.(‘yes’)
 poi ‘retribution’
 oi ‘wooden spoon’
oe hoe ‘to be’
 hoeo ‘to shave’
 poesa ‘pice’
 podoe ‘puff’
ui uihar ‘fond remembrance’
 rui ‘cotton’
 turui ‘six’
 muiguc’ ‘dirty’

2.3 Vowel harmony

So far as the harmonic sequence is concerned, there appear to be certain restrictions 
that need mention here:

(i) In the same stress group, if  /i/ or /u/occurs, // but not /a/ will occur; ni ‘this 
very’, in ‘that very’, ru ‘fever’, busk ‘give birth to’, butl ‘power’, bid ‘to 
dismiss’.

 (ii) /a/ but not // co-occurs with /e o  /; aben ‘you’ DL, abon ‘we’ INCL, ale ‘we’ EXCL, 
alo prohibitive PART, nahl ‘plough’, tahn ‘to stay’, atn ‘to listen’, asn ‘to lead’, 
ajm ‘to hear’, sadm ‘horse’, adm ‘many’, asl ‘chief’, benao ‘to make’, boga 
‘evil spirit’, pa ‘three’, dela ‘invite to come’.

(iii) If  there is // or // in the first syllable of a stress unit having more than one 
syllable there must always be // or // in the following syllables; gr ‘to scold’, 
hp’ ‘to begin’, tm ‘right’, nc’ ‘to dance, gjr ‘to break, gndrc’ ‘a rag’, 
g ‘to help’, gn ‘part.’, although diphthongs like e and e are found in a 
limited number of examples.

(iv) Although sequence like e-i and o-i are found high vowels seldom co-occur with 
mid-high or mid-low vowels (exceptions being: bedin ‘pagan’, begari ‘forced 
labour’, bepari ‘trader’. These are all loanwords.).

(v) /e/ and /o/ never co-occur with /u/ in the same stress unit.
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2.4 Consonant inventory

Aspirates in Table 2.4 are given in parentheses, as they seem to be borrowed, not 
native. As the language has borrowed extensively from the neighbouring Indo-Aryan 
languages, two sub-systems had developed; I presume one to be native and the other 
borrowed. In the native subsystem the contrast between voiced and voiceless plosives, 
except for retroflex, is neutralized in final position where they are replaced by cor-
responding checked sounds. Within the borrowed sub-system voiced and voiceless 
 plosives contrast in all three positions. The borrowed sub-system has aspirated plo-
sives, both voiced and voiceless. The native sub-system seldom uses aspirates except 
for a few words like dhiri ‘stone’, ajhnar (ji + hanhar) ‘wife’s or husband’s elder sister’. 
Ghosh (1994) did not mention the aspirated plosives, as the words’ aspirates are mostly, 
if not all, of Indo-Aryan origin. Taking together both the native and borrowed words, 
Neukom (2001:5), however, posits aspirates including an aspirated flap /r�h/ in the pho-
nemic system of Santali. Moreover he has, though hesitatingly, identified checked [p’ t’ 
c’ k’] as phonemes, which may not be so. The distribution of the consonants is shown 
in two charts, obviously with the idea of showing the differences between the two.

2.4.1 Consonants

Table 2.4 lists Santali consonants.
Note that the borrowed sub-system is different from the native sub-system in that 

it has aspirated plosives in all the five places of articulation. In addition, it has 
final contrast of voiceless and voiced unaspirated plosives, which is not there in the 
native subsystem. Comparative charts showing distribution of  consonants as seen 
in Tables 2.5 and 2.6 will illustrate the point.

A closer scrutiny of the Tables reveals that

(i) Whereas, within the native sub-system, the contrast between voiced and voice-
less unaspirated plosives, except alveolar in the final position, is neutralized, it 
exists in the borrowed sub-system. There are, however, a few instances (e.g. ook 
‘take out’, buk ‘wash’, ut ‘dark’, t ‘earth’) where non-checked plosives occur 
finally, but those are just too few to lead to a conclusion. Neukom (2001:5) 
considers, perhaps in a reserved way, checked [p’ t’ c’ k’] as phonemes, but in our 
data they are actually allophones of /p t c k/.

(ii) In the native sub-system [p’ t’ c’ k’] are specified when before voiceless plosives, 
and nasals, when they occur finally, optionally appear as voiced [b d j g ] before 
vowels. [t’] is also realized as [t-’] before [k].

TABLE 2.4: SANTALI CONSONANTS

 Bilabial Alveolar Post-alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal

Plosives:vl p t  c k
VL.ASP. (ph) (th) (h) (ch) (kh)
VD. b d  j g
VD.ASP. (bh) (dh) (h) (jh) (gh)
Nasal m n   
Fricative  s    h
Trill  r
Flap   
Lateral  l
Glide w   y
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Examples:

  (1) sap’-ed-a-e ‘He is catching.’ vs. sab-ed-a-e
  (2) sab-a-e ‘He catches/will catch.’ vs. sap’-a-e
  (3) sap’-ket-’-ko-a-e ‘He caught them.’

(iii) Aspirate plosives, both voiced and voiceless, are part of the borrowed sub-
 system. Examples like dhiri ‘stone’ and humbk’ ‘crumple’, as given by 
Neukom (2001:5), are either due to contraction of a vowel (dihiri>dhiri) or 
are borrowed from Indo-Aryan through a process of nativization (k’ added to 
humb).

(iv) Velar nasal occurs medially (mostly with homorganic nasals) and only finally, 
never initially in the native sub-system, whereas in the borrowed sub-system it 
does not occur at all.

(v) Palatal nasals do not occur in the borrowed sub-system.
(vi) // in both sub-systems does not occur initially. Aspirated /h/, postulated by 

Neukom (2001:5), without any minimal pair is not attested to in our data. 
Bodding (1932) also does not give any.

(vii)  Glides do occur in both, but only medially. [v] is not attested in our data. 
Bodding (1936) mentions this as a labiodental open voiced sound.

TABLE 2.5:  NATIVE SUB-SYSTEM

 -V V-V V- #

/p/19 [p] [p] [p’]/--#
/b/ [b] [b] —
/t/ [t] [t] [t’]/--#
   [t-’]/--[k]

/d/ [d] [d] —
//  [ ] [ ] [ ] 
// [ ] [ ] [ ] 
/k/ [k] [k] [k’]/--# 
/g/ [g] [g] —
/c/ [c] [c] [c’]/--# 

/j/ [j] [j] —
/m/ [m] [m] [m] 
/n/ [n] [n] [n] 
  []/--hpA

// [] [] [] 
//  —  [] [] 

/s/ [s]  [s]  —
/h/ [h] [h] [h]20 
/r/ [r] [r] [r] 
//  —  [] [] 
/l/ [l] [l] [ l] 
/w/ — [w] —
/y/ — [y] —

TABLE 2.6: BORROWED SUB-SYSTEM

 -V V-V V- / #

/p/ [p] [p] [p]
/ph/ [ph] [ph] [ph]

/b/ [b] [b] [b]
/bh/ [bh] [bh] [bh]
/t/ [t] [t] [t]
/th/ [th] [th] [th]
/d/ [d] [d] [d]
/dh/ [dh] [dh] [dh]
/c/ [c] [c] [c]

/ch/ [ch] [ch] [ch]
/j/ [j] [j] [j]
/jh/ [jh] [jh] [jh]

/k/ [k] [k] [k]
/kh/ [kh] [kh] [kh]
/g/ [g] [g] [g]
/gh/ [gh] [gh] [gh]
/m/ [m] [m] [m]
/n/ [n] [n] [n]
  []/--hpA —
/s/ [s] [s] [s]
/h/ [h] [h] [h]
/r/ [r] [r] [r]
// — [] []
/l/ [l] [l] [l]
/w/ — [w] —
/y/ — [y] —
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2.4.1.1 Consonant phoneme oppositions 

 (i) Voiceless vs. Voiced:

/p/:/b/:
 pon ‘four’ -bon 1PR PL INCL

 ape 2PR PL aben 2PR DL

/t/:/d/:
 tala ‘middle’ dal ‘thrash’
 ato ‘village’ ad ‘then’
/c/:/j /:
 cele ‘who’ jele ‘length’
/k/:/g/:
 kal ‘pullet’ gal ‘agree upon’
 aka verbal suff. aga ‘exaggerated’
/ /:/ /:
 alao ‘disobey’ alao ‘make over’
 suur ‘crunch’ suur ‘pour down’
 la ‘take possession of’ l ‘excrement of horse’

(ii) Unaspirate vs. Aspirate (In these pairs borrowed words are marked with ‘L’):

/p/:/ph/:
 padao ‘break wind’ phada ‘open’(L)
 paak’ ‘split’ pharak ‘distance’(L)
 ape 2 pr.pl. aphr ‘sow seed’(L)
/b/:/bh/:
 bar ‘two’ bhar ‘load’
 lab ‘profit’
/t/:/th/:
 tala ‘middle’ thapa ‘slap’(L)
 tis ‘when’ thir ‘still’(L)
 latar ‘below’ lathak’ ‘humpy’(L)
 kitb ‘book’(L) kthn ‘feign not to know’
/d/:/dh/:
 dam ‘value’(L) dhama ‘basket’(L)
 diri ‘delay’(L) dhiri ‘stone’
 bada ‘loan of seed’ badha ‘obstruction’(L)
  godha ‘a felled sapling’(L) 
/c/:/ch/:
 cal ‘go’(L) chal ‘bark’(L)
 bickom ‘rather’ bichnu ‘disentangle’(L)
/j/:/jh/:
 jal ‘lick’ jhl ‘long’(L)
 ajmao ‘test’ ajhnar ‘elder sister’
/ /:/h/:
 aka ‘rupee’(L) hk ‘deceive’(L)
 kili ‘kettle’(L) kuhri ‘room’(L)
//:/h/:
 ara ‘bullock’ ha ‘stick’(L)
 canbl ‘tail’ jahna ‘phlegmatic’
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/k/:/kh/:
 kan verb copula khan ‘if ’(L)
 baka ‘perverse’ bakhra ‘share’(L)
/g/:/gh/:
 gan ‘about’ ghana ‘bell’(L)
 baga mixed’ aghrao ‘extend’(L)

(iii) Alveolar vs. Post-alveolar:

/t/://:
 tala ‘half ’ alao ‘transgress’
 at’ ‘lose’ a� ‘greatly’
/d/:/ /:
 dale ‘be heaped’ ala ‘scales of balance’
 ad ‘half ’(L) a ‘cover’
/r/://:
 ara ‘saw’ aa ‘sort, kind’
 bar ‘two’ ba ‘pool’

(iv) Trill vs. Lateral:

/r/:/l/:
 ri ‘mustered’(L) li ‘tell’
 ar ‘nine’ ale 1PR.PL.EXCL.
 ber ‘time’ bel ‘spread a mat’

(v) Nasals:

/m/:/n/:
 ma optative particle na postposition
 eman ‘do such’ ena ‘a while ago’
 dm ‘delay’ dn ‘leap’
/n/://:
 naram ‘soft’ aam ‘suck in’
 im ‘lever’ i 1PR SG.
/n/://:
 enec’ ‘until’ ega ‘mother’
 mun ‘seer’ mu ‘kind of pulse’

(vi) Fricatives:

/s/:/h/:
 sakam ‘leaf’ hako ‘fish’
 busup’ ‘straw’ baha ‘flower’
 as ‘hope’ (L) ah INTRJ of pleasure

(vii) Glides:

/w/:/y/:
 dawa ‘claim’(L) daya ‘mercy’(L)

2.5 Suprasegmental phenomena

Santali has no phonemic tones or registers. Bodding (1929:6) also denies the  existence 
of tone in the language. But level, rising, or falling intonation is significant in the 
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sentence. Stress is always on the second syllable of  a word unless it is  monosyllabic, 
irrespective of whether it is an open or a closed syllable.

2.6 Syllable structure

Santali words have the syllable structure of (C1)V(C2)(C1), where C1 stands for all 
kinds of plosives, nasals (except //), trills, laterals, and fricatives. C2 stands for homor-
ganic nasals. V is a vowel or nasal. In addition there are certain general constraints.

(i)  Words can begin with any vowel, diphthong, and consonant other than //, //, 
/w/, and /y/.

(a) The nucleus may be a vowel or nasal. Both // and /n/ are attested in this 
function. Forms like /mahnder/ ‘day before yesterday’ [ma.hn.der], /mahga/ 
‘dear’ [ma.h.ga], /mahna/ ‘direction’ [ma.h.a] have a nasal at the nucleus 
of the second syllable.

(b) The opposition [+�voice] is neutralized in the coda in the native sub- system.
(c) No native word has either /s/ or /h/ in the coda. Where these are found they 

are invariably Indo-Aryan loans, e.g. as ‘wish’, bes ‘good’, bah ‘excellent’.
(d) Non-native words with CC at the onset simplify CC either by vowel  insertion 

or by dropping a C; for example, prabhu > purbhu ‘lord’, skul > iskul ‘school’. 
With CC at the coda the same process is employed; for example, bench > 
benci, forest > phres, bottle > btl.

(ii)  An instance of CC at the coda is invariably a combination of C2 and C1; for 
example, sendra ‘hunt’, m ‘tail’, mj ‘beautiful’.

(iii)  CCC in the middle of a word is realized as CC.C; for example, sendra [send.ra] 
and C at the onset of the next syllable is invariably alveolar trill.

Santali has the types of syllables illustrated below:

V .hp’ ‘begin’
VV ae.ma ‘many’
VC ac’ ‘self ’
CVC sn ‘go’ dal ‘beat’ r ‘speak’
CV .gu ‘bring’ ma.h.ga ‘dear’
CVV ba.ae ‘know’
CVCC can.bl ‘tail’ gnd.rc’ ‘rag’
VVC ead ‘memorize’(L) 
CVVC ur ‘orphan’

It is to be noted that syllables consisting of V, VV, or VVC, are rare in Santali. 
The language has a predilection for CV structure, which Bodding (1922,1929) has 
described as ‘open syllable’ and Neukom (2001) as ‘light syllable’, closely followed 
by CVC, Bodding’s ‘close’ and Neukom’s ‘heavy’ syllable.

In a frequency counting, out of 1,858 syllables (taken from Macphail (1983) 
 distributed over 1,081 words), CV is 885 (i.e. 47.631%), CVC 641 (i.e. 34.499%), V 
104 (i.e. 5.597%), VC 75 (i.e. 4.036%), VV 10 (i.e. 0.538%), and CVV 122 (i.e. 6.566%). 
Other types are negligible.

Santali also has predominantly dissyllabic word structure. In the same counting it was 
observed that 773 (i.e. 71.507%) are dissyllabic; 269 (i.e. 24.884%) monosyllabic, and 
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31 (i.e. 2.867%) are trisyllabic (most of which are borrowed). Due to the  predominance 
of dissyllabic words, native words which were supposed to have been trisyllabic have 
been reduced to dissyllabic by dropping a vowel off of the second syllable; for exam-
ple, a + kiri > kri ‘sell’, haam + <p> = hapam < hapaam ‘ancestors’.

So far as the syllable structure of the stems is concerned, the following sequences 
are observed:

CV.CV ma.re ‘ancient’
CV.CVV ma.nao ‘honour’
CV.CVC da.pal ‘fight’
CVC.CVC dal.pa ‘half-naked’
CVCC.CV ag.ra ‘bullock’
V.CV .i ‘very’
V.CVV e.koi ‘same’
V.CVC .pr ‘pull mutually’
VC.CV k.t ‘time’
VC.CVV ul.u ‘reverse’
VC.CVC n.tr ‘mind’
VV.CV ae.ma ‘many’
VV.CVV i.ku ‘feel’

Of these sequences, CV.CVC is predominantly used. Tri- and more syllabic words 
are rare. In words with more than one syllable the second syllable gets the stress.

2.7 Morphophonology

 (i) Checked consonants of the verb stems optionally become voiced before finite 
/-a/ and marker for the imperative mood.

  (4) dak’ ‘rain’  dag-a. ‘It rains/will rain.’
  also dak’-a

  (5) sap’ ‘catch’  sab-a-m ‘You catch.’
  also sap’-a- m
  (6) rput’ ‘break’  rpud-a-e ‘He breaks/will break.’
  also rput’-a-e
  (7) prc’ ‘fill’  prj-a-e ‘He fills/will fill.’

  also prc’-a-e

(ii) Checked consonants of the TAM suffixes in the active (t’) are obligatorily voiced 
before finite /-a/ and vowel-initial pronominal suffixes (i ‘I’ and -e 3PR SG.).

  (8) jm-ked-a-e
eat-PST:A-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He ate.’

  (9) dal-ked-e-a-ko
beat-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-3PL:SUBJ

‘They beat him.’

 (10) dal-ket-’-ko-a-e
beat-PST:a-3PL:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He beat them.’
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 (11) sap’-led-e-a-kin
catch-PLUP-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3DL:SUBJ

‘They two caught him.’

This way et’ > ed in present imperfect, ket’ > ked in past, let’ > led in pluperfect.

(iii)  Checked consonants in verb stems become voiced when followed by middle 
voice suffix /-ok’/. Thus,

 (12) hij-uk’-a-e (<hc’ ‘come’)
come-M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He comes/will come.’

 (13) dej-ok’-m (<dc’ ‘climb’)
climb-M-2SG:IMP

‘Climb.’

(iv)  /e/ of TAM suffixes /-et’/, /-ket’/ and /let’/ is raised when followed by 1PR SG. 
suffix. Thus,

 (14) tl-kid-i-a-e
tie-PST:A-1SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He tied me.’

(v) Verb stems ending in a vowel (especially /o/) get an increment [-n] in the  imperative.

 (15) tegon-m (<tego ‘stand’)
stand-2SG:IMP

‘Rise up.’

 (16) topon-m (<topo ‘bathe’)
bathe-2SG:IMP

‘Take bath.’

3 MORPHOLOGY

3.1 Nominal morphology

The morphemes that take case affixes and postpositions and that show agreement in 
the verb are classed as nominals with subcategories of nouns and pronouns. Nouns 
and pronouns are grouped under the same class, as they have the same functional 
load. The major difference between the two is that whereas on the paradigmatic axis 
nouns show opposition in number, (+�gender), and case, pronouns show opposition 
in person, number, and case.

3.1.1 Number

Santali has three grammatical numbers, both on nominals and predicates – singular 
(unmarked), dual (marked by -kin), and plural (marked by -ko). Number marking 
is obligatory in the case of animate nouns. Pronouns have separate forms for all the 
three numbers in the first and second person. The third person pronominal form 
takes the dual and plural suffixes to form their dual and plural forms. In the third 
person animate there is a marker /-i /; in the interrogative and the indefinite, /-e/ in 
the singular, but those are more gender markers (animate and inanimate).

seta-ø ‘dog’ seta-kin ‘two dogs’ seta-ko ‘dogs’
dog-SG. dog-DL. dog-PL.
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nu-i-ø ‘this person’ nu-kin ‘these two persons’ no-ko ‘these persons’
this-ANIM.-SG. this-ANIM.-DL.(ANIM.) this-ANIM.-PL (ANIM.)

no-a-ø ‘this thing’ no-a-kin ‘these two thing’ no-a-ko ‘these things’
this-INAN.-SG. this-INAN.-DL. this-INAN.-PL.

k-e-ø ‘who’ k-e-kin ‘who two’ k-e-ko ‘who all’
INTER.-ANIM.-SG. INTER.-ANIM.-DL. INTER.-ANIM.-PL. 

ok-a-ø ‘which’ ok-a-kin ‘which two’ ok-a-ko ‘which all’
INTER.-INAN.-SG. INTER.-INAN.-DL. INTER.-INAN.-PL.

ja�ha�-e-ø ‘anyone’ ja�ha�-e-kin ‘any two persons’ ja�ha�-e-ko ‘anybody’
INDEF.-ANIM.-SG. INDEF.-ANIM.-DL. INDEF.-ANIM.-PL.

ja�ha�-ø ‘anything’ ja�ha�-kin ‘any two things’ ja�ha�-ko ‘any all’
INDEF.(INAN.)-SG. INDEF.(INAN.)-DL. INDEF.(INAN.)-PL.

Note that, in case of demonstratives the gender suffix for the animate in the  singular 
merges with the number suffixes in dual and plural, but the inanimate marker remains 
intact. This may indicate that /-i / is the animate gender marker which is dropped 
when dual and plural suffixes are present. This may also indicate that /-kin/ and 
/-ko/ are originally dual and plural markers for the animate, and their  application 
to  inanimate nominals is rather secondary. In case of interrogatives and indefinites, 
however, the animate gender suffix is consistently present in singular, dual, and 
 plural.

The dual forms of  the first and second personal pronouns are also used to 
denote singularity when these are used among certain kin-relations. Parents-in-
law and  children-in-law use second person dual in addressing each other, and use 
the  exclusive form of  the first personal pronoun in talking to each other and refer-
ring to  themselves, when just one person is meant. This forms a sub-system of 
honorific usage.

 (17) ceka-en-a-ben bhu
how-PST:M-FIN-2DL:SUBJ daughter
‘How are you, daughter-in-law?’

 (18) ru-k’-kan-a-li
fever-M-COP-FIN-1DL.EX

‘I am getting fever.’

There is no honorific pronoun in Santali. But nowadays there is a tendency among 
the educated Santals to use the dual form of the second personal pronoun to address 
and talk to a respected, senior, or unfamiliar person(s).

The plural also functions as an expression of singularity among certain kin-relations. 
Co-parents-in-law in addressing each other and talking among themselves use the 
inclusive form of the first person when just one person is meant.

 (19) hnda ho sumdhi, cet’leka menak’-bon-a ‘O co-parent-in-law, how are you ?
 (20) di muskil-r-bon paao-aka-n-a ‘I am in great trouble’

Sometimes /-ko / with the addition of /ta-/, hence /-tako/, functions as the plural suffix.

uu ‘a Santal sept’ > uu-tako ‘men of the Tudu sept’
hpnera- ‘my daughter’ > hpnera--tako ‘my daughters’
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In the absence of more examples it is difficult to say anything definite concerning 
this, that is, whether it is plural or has something to do with belongingness.

3.1.2 Case

Case markers attach directly to the bare nominal. Santali cases can be divided into 
following categories:

● Core (subject and object): unmarked.
●  Peripheral (comitative, genitive, instrumental, sociative, allative, ablative, and 

locative): marked on the nominal.

Core cases are unmarked on the nominal but are marked in the verb in the form 
of incorporated pronouns (if  subject or object is animate) as transitive subject, 
 intransitive subject, and transitive object. In the case of  verbs taking two objects 
the so-called indirect object (dative?) is marked in the verb with the applicative pre-
fix /a-/. If  there are two objects and both are animate, only the indirect is marked 
in the verb, that is, the indirect object is raised to object with the applicative /a-/. 
Genitive is also marked in the verb when it denotes inalienable possession, in which 
case the prefix /t-/ is attached to the applicative forms of  the pronouns; otherwise it 
is marked in the noun phrase and functions as an attribute. Consider the following 
examples:

 (21) gidr rak’-ed-a-e (/-e/ is marked for the transitive SUBJ.gidr)
child cry-IMPRF-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘The child is crying.’

 (22) phulmoni sn-k’-a-e (/-e/ marked for intransitive SUBJ.)
Phulmoni go-m-fin-3sg:subj
‘Phulmoni will go/goes.’

 (23) dal-ked-e-a-e (/-e-/ marked for transitive OBJ.)
beat-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He beat him.’

 (24) li-a-ko-a-e (/-ako-/ marked for transitive OBJ. with applicative /a/)
tell-APPL-3PL:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He will tell them.’

 (25) uni d ac’-ak’ jaga rput’-akat’-t-ae-a
3SG TOP 3s-GEN leg break-PRF:A-POSS-3SGPOSS-FIN

‘He has broken his leg.’ (/-tae-/ marked for possessor/undergoer of the action)

Table 2.7 lists case markers.

Genitive. There are two sets of  suffixes for genitive – one for animate the other 
for inanimate. The suffix for the animate /-rn/ is used when the governed noun is 
animate and /-ak’/ is used when the governed noun is inanimate. For the inanimate 
there are other suffixes too, such as /-rak’/, /-ra/, /-rnak’/, and /-rna/. The 
 suffixes marked as ‘other’ are normally attached to inanimate nouns and demon-
stratives. In one example like hapam-ko-rak’ katha ‘story of  the ancestors’, 
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/-rak’/ is found to be attached with animate noun. Examples showing occurrences 
of   genitive suffixes:

i-rn mrm ‘my goat’ am-rn hpn ‘thy son’
ac’-ak’ jaga ‘his leg’ abo-ak’ oak’ ‘our house’
oak’-rak’ dur ‘door of the house’ dare-rak’ j ‘fruit of the tree’

Here genitive suffixes are used to express possessive relationship or belongingness to 
somebody or something.

Sometimes genitive suffixes also mark the topic of discussion:

noa-rak’ mit’a khni li-ad-i-a-e
this-GEN one-CLSSFR story tell-APPL:PST:A-1SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘he told me a story about this’ – denoting something about or concerning.

So far as formation of /-rn/ and /-rak’/ is concerned, Neukom (2001:29) tries to 
derive these from locative suffix /-r/ with the ‘additional element -n’ ( in case of/ -rn /) and 
inanimate /ak’/. Ghosh (1994) tries to derive /-rak’/ in the same way, but he could 
not derive /-rn/ from the same locative, as the meaning of the final -n (in /-rn/) was 
not clear. Neukom, too, has the same problem as he submits ‘which has no clearly 
definable meaning’ (2001:29). L. Burrows (1915:17) called this type of genitive a 
locative-genitive, as this type of genitive often denotes a belongingness of something 
to a place.

Comitative. The suffix for this case is /-hn/ (with the variant -hc’). Bhattacharya 
(1975:148–149) assigned this suffix a dative role in saying that ‘when the verb has 
two objects, if  both the objects are animate, the indirect object which precedes the 
direct object takes a dative suffix (or postposition) whereas the direct object is in 

TABLE 2.7: CASE MARKERS

Case Marker Example Syntactic function

Core
Nominative ø beha Transitive SUBJ

   Intransitive SUBJ

   Transitive OBJ

Peripheral
Genitive -rn (anim) i-rn beha ‘my boy’ possessor
 -ak’,rak’(inan) i-ak’ ti ‘my hand’
  dare-rak’ j ‘fruit of tree’
Comitative -hn/-hc’ beha-hn goal,place
Instrumental- -t a-t instrument,
 Locative  iskul-t  cause, motion
 Sociative sa�o* beha-sa�o association
Allative -sn/-sc’ oak’-sc’ direction
Ablative khn/khc’ dare-khn source, origin
Locative -r dak’-r spatio-temporal 
    location

Note
Peripheral cases are marked on the nominals.
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the accusative case, i.e. it is represented by an object particle in the verb…’. His 
examples are:

maeju-hen gidr- em-ked-e-a
woman-DAT child-1SG:SUBJ give-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘I gave the child to the woman.’

gidr-hen maeju- em-ked-e-a
child-DAT woman-1SG:SUBJ give-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘I gave the woman to the child.’

In my data /-hn / is not found in the dative role and if  there are two animate objects 
of the verb, the indirect object with the applicative marker is always shown in the 
verb rather than the direct object. Neukom (2001: 29) assigns the suffix dative status. 
But the examples he has cited (except examples 10 and 11) appear more comitative 
than dative. Data containing /-hn / in my field notes are more comitative than any-
thing. Consider the following:

 (26) i-hn mena-k’-a
1SG-with exist-M-FIN

 ‘It is with me.’

 (27) ona alo-hn-e seer-en-khan-ge uni bi d
that light-near-3SG:SUBJ reach-PST:M-if-FOC 3SG snake TOP

htir-t-e gc’-en-a
weapon-INS-3SG:SUBJ kill-PST:M-FIN

‘Having been reached near the light that snake was killed by the weapon.’

 (28) uni buhi-hn cl-bon
that old woman-near go-1PL.INC

‘Let us go to that old woman.’

 (29) i am-hn noa katha li-lgit’-i hc’-len-a
1SG:SUBJ 2-near this word tell-for-1SG:SUBJ come-PLUP:M-F
‘I had come to tell you this.’

 (30) uni ato mjhi-hn spht’-e am-a
3SG village headman-with help-3SG:SUBJ get-FIN

‘He will get help with the village headman.’

Instrumental-Locative. The suffix /-t/ is used to indicate two functions – instrumental 
and locative. With the locative function it indicates the place (as well as the time), 
the destination (reached) as against the allative /-sn / which indicates ‘movement 
towards, direction’, etc.

 (31) oka-t-m cal-ak’-kan-a
where-LOC-2SG:SUBJ go-M-COP-FIN

‘Where are you going?’

 (32) iskul-t cal-ak’-m
school-LOC go-M-2SG:IMP

‘Go to the school.’
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 (33) ni-t- cal-ak’-a
river-LOC-1SG:SUBJ go-M-FIN

‘I go/shall go to the river.’

 (34) tin some-t-m cal-ak’-a
when time-LOC-2SG:SUBJ go-M-FIN

‘At what time will you go?’

Functions as instrumental are:
(i) Instrument:

 (35) a-t tiok’-m
stick-by pull down-2SG:IMP

‘Pull down by the stick.’

 (36) uni ui-t c� ui-led-e-a-e
3SG arrow-INS bird pierce-PLUP:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He had pierced the bird with the arrow.’

(ii) Cause:

 (37) uni btr-t d-akad-a-e
3SG fear-INS run away-PRF:A-3SG:SUBJ

‘He has run away out of fear.’

(iii) Manner:

 (38) khusi-t-bon rsk- k’-kan-a
pleasure-INS-1PL.INC enjoy-M-COP-FIN

‘We are enjoying with pleasure.’

(iv) Through, by means of:

 (39) tink’ gn-t-m hatao-a
how price-INS-2SG:SUBJ take-FIN

‘At what price will you take?’

 (40) noa kapa-t ca-lak’-m
this door-INS go-M-2SG:IMP

‘Go through this door.’

 (41) noa dur-t cal-ak’-m
this corridor-INS go-M-2SG:IMP

‘Go through this door.’

Sometimes /-t/ is also found with the subject in passive construction:

 (42) i-t- mak’-akan-a
1SG-INS-1SG:SUBJ cut-PRF-M-FIN

‘It is cut by me.’

Sociative. Sociative is marked by a postposition sa�o ‘with, in association with’.

 (43) al-sa�o hij-uk’-m
1PL.EX-SOC come-M-2SG:IMP

‘Come with us.’
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 (44) ptb-sa�o sele h�-e gu-i-a
book-SOC slate too-3SG:SUBJ bring-y-FIN

‘He will bring slate with books too.’

sa�o is also found to occur with suffix /-t/, thus sa�ot:

 (45) hpn-sa�o-t bana ega h�-e gc’-led-e-a
cub-SOC-INS bear-FEM. too-3SG:SUBJ kill-PLUP:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘He killed a she-bear along with her cub.’

Allative. The allative suffix /-sn / (variant /-sc’/) expresses direction towards  destination.

 (46) ga-sn-g dhar hena-k’-a
all-ALL-FOC sharpness exist:M-FIN

‘There is sharpness in all directions.’

bir-sn ‘towards the forest’ buru-sn ‘towards the mountain’

Ablative. The postposition for the ablative is khn (with variant khc’) and is used 
to express ‘from, away from’:

 (47) dare-khn a�gon-m
tree-ABL come down-2SG.:IMP

‘Come down from the tree.’

 (48) sim-khn l-k’-kan-a
roof-ABL see-m.-COP-FIN

‘It is being seen from the roof.’

khn is also found to occur with inanimate suffix /-ak’/:

 (49) raja oak’-khn-ak’-e d-ked-a
king house-ABL-INAN-3SG:SUBJ run away-PST:A-FIN

‘The king fled away from the house.’

Locative. The suffix for the locative is /-r/, indicating location in spatiotemporal axes. 
It specifies destination or place reached. So, if  /-t / indicates locative of motion, /-r/ 
indicates locative of rest.

khaa-r ‘in the ditch’ sig kt-r ‘at night fall’
ato-r ‘in the village’ utt’-r ‘in the dark’ bhitri-r ‘inside’

3.1.3 Person

Santali distinguishes between alienable and inalienable possession. In the case of alien-
able possession, the possessor appears in the genitive before the head noun. In case of 
inalienable possession, instead of a genitive attribute the head noun itself is marked 
for the possessive relationship by any one of the suffixes for the three persons, namely 
- for first person, -m for second person, and -t for third person, irrespective of 
singular, dual or plural.

The system applies to kinship relational terms only. As in:

bk-t ‘his/their younger brother’ bk- ‘my/our younger brother’
apa-t ‘his/their father’ ga-t ‘his/their mother’
ga-m ‘thy/your mother’ kimin-m ‘thy/your wife’
hpn-i ‘my/our son’
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The full form of the first person is i instead of -, and the second person imperative 
form m for -m is used when the term for the kinship ends in a consonant.

3.1.4 Definiteness

Santali has one marker -tt’ for nouns to mark definiteness and another -ak’ for 
pronouns. To mark unspecified objects Santali has none; the numeral for ‘one’ may 
be used to mark nondefinite referential entity. The definite marker is used to emphasize, 
especially identity.

 (50) gidr-tt’-ko-e m-at’-ko-a, ale d ba
child-DEF-3PL:OBJ-3SG:SUBJ give-APPL:PST:A-3PL:OBJ-F 1PL.EX TOP NEG

‘He gave only to the children, not to us.’

 (51) r-tt’ gu-i-m, dare-tt’ ik-k-k’- m
branch-DEF bring-y-2SG:IMP tree-DEF be-MOD-M-2SG:IMP

‘Bring the branch, let the tree be.’

3.1.5 Nominal class/gender

Santali has two types of gender distinction, one grammatical and the other lexical. 
The grammatical gender distinguishes, on the one hand, between [+�animate], 
which is a native system, and between [+�male] with the inflections /-a/ and /-i/, 
respectively, which is borrowed from Indo-Aryan. The lexical gender is, in 
Bhattacharya’s (1976:195) term, ‘compounded sex-based gender’, that is, sex-linked 
words are attached to the sexually indeterminate nouns to mark male or female.

Santali distinguishes between two classes of nouns – animate and inanimate.
From verb-roots and stems, derived demonstratives as well as lexical attributes, 

indefinite pronouns, and derived adverbials, animate nouns are derived with suffix 
/-ic’/ and inanimate nouns with /-ak’/.

rhy-ic’ ‘sower’ rhy-ak’  ‘that which is sown’ < rhy ‘to sow’
dadal-ic’ ‘man who beats’ dadal-ak’  ‘that which is beaten’ < dal ‘to beat’
nui-ic’ ‘his one’ nui-ak’ ‘his thing’ < nui ‘this one’
nt-n-ic’ ‘one of this side’ nt-n-ak’  ‘thing of this side’(< ntn

‘belonging to this direction’, ‘in this 
direction’

pon-ic’ ‘white one’ pon-ak’ ‘white thing’ < pon ‘white’
arak’-ic’ ‘red one’ arak’-ak’ ‘red thing’ < arak’ ‘red’
ak’-ic’ ‘any one’ ak’-ak’ ‘anything’ < ak’ any’
ja�ha�n-ic’ ‘somebody’ ja�ha�n-ak’ ‘something’ < ja�ha � ‘any, some’
noka-n-ic’ ‘man like this’ noka-n-ak’  ‘thing like this’ < noka ‘in this

manner’

The verb root with TAM suffixes can also take these suffixes, and then the entire 
verb construction becomes a noun, for example:

dal-ked-e-y-ic’ ‘one who struck him’

Besides living beings the following objects are also considered animate. Celestial 
bodies, that is, the sun, moon, and stars are considered animate. Consider the 
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 following examples where the above are marked in the verb in the form of third 
personal pronominal marker:

 (52) sica�do rakap’-kan-a-e
sun rise -COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘The sun is rising.’

 (53) idca�do dubuc’-en-a-e
moon set-PST:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ 
‘The moon set.’

 (54) hola-rn ipil-i l-ket’-ko-a
yesterday-GEN star-1SG:SUBJ see-PST:A-3PL:OBJ-FIN

‘I saw the stars of yesterday.’

Spiritual beings are regarded as animate. Consider the following examples:

 (55) uni mit’-a kli-boga benao-akad-e-a-e
he one-CLSSFR Kali-idol make-PRF:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He has made a Kali idol.’

The words ‘puff-ball’, ‘ear-wax’, ‘complete shells of snails’, ‘thorn when pricked’ 
are regarded as animate.

 (56) puk-ko hala-ket’-ko-a
mushroom-3PL:SUBJ collect-PST:A-3PL:OBJ-FIN

‘They collected mushrooms.’

 (57) �rgt’ mena-k’-ko-a
ear-wax have-M-3PL:OBJ-FIN

‘There are earwaxes.’

 (58) i i-rn jhinuk-i rapak’-ket’-ko-a
I 1s-GEN shells-1SG:SUBJ burn-PST:A-3PL:OBJ-FIN

‘I burnt my shells.’

 (59) jnum-i tot’-ked-e-a
thorn-1SG:SUBJ extract-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘I extracted the thorn.’

Dead human beings and animals are considered animate if  the name is used or the 
person or animal referred to.

 (60) gc’h-ko gu-ked-e-a
deadman-3PL:SUBJ bring-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘They brought the dead man.’

 (61) gc’ ni-ko topa-ked-e-a
dead bull-3PL:SUBJ bury-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘They buried the dead bull.’

The animate–inanimate distinction is also marked in the choice of genitive 
suffixes -/-rn/ for animate and /-ak’/ with variants for inanimate.

Inflected gender. Sometimes the distinction between +�male is expressed morphologi-
cally. Certain nouns ending in -a form their feminine by replacing the final -a by -i. 
This is obviously an Indo-Aryan trait borrowed by Santali.
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koa ‘boy’ : kui ‘girl’; bhola ‘dog’ : bhuli ‘bitch’
bhea ‘ram’ : bhii ‘sheep’ mama ‘maternal uncle’ : mmi ‘maternal aunt’
kala ‘deaf’ : kli ‘deaf.FEM.’ koka ‘foolish’ : kuki ‘foolish.FEM.’
koa ‘dumb’ : kui ‘dumb.FEM.’ cara ‘bald headed’ : cri ‘bald.FEM.’ 

Sex-based gender. This may be purely lexical where separate words for male and 
female are used to indicate different categories.

ni ‘ox’ : gi ‘cow’ beha ‘brother’: misra ‘sister’
ja�wa�y ‘husband’ : bhu ‘wife’ hrl ‘husband’ : maejiu ‘wife’
apat ‘father’ : gat ‘mother’ kaa ‘he-buffalo’ : bitkil ‘she-buffalo’

Compounded sex-based gender. In this type the distinction between +�male is made 
clear by combining sex-based words like ni, sani, p
har, and kuu for male and 
ga, bchi, and phi for female with sexually indeterminate words.

ni pusi ‘male cat’: ga pusi ‘cat’ FEM sni sim ‘cock’ : ga sim ‘hen’
p
har mihu� ‘male calf’ : bchi mihu� ‘do’ FEM kuu sukri ‘boar’ : phi sukri ‘pig’

3.1.6 Pronouns (personal, interrogative, etc.)

The free-forms for the personal pronouns are given in Table 2.8. These pronouns may 
not be overtly marked in the utterance if  the identity of the referent is not focused.

Note that there is an inclusive–exclusive difference in first person dual and plural. 
These forms are used in different social settings among certain kin-relations. They 
are not used indiscriminately. A more formal description would be that inclusive is 
[+speaker +hearer] where as exclusive is [+speaker –hearer], that is, the inclusive 
is marked by the presence of the addressee in the discourse while in the case of the 
exclusive it is not. There is also a distinction in the third person, that of anaphoric 
vs. unmarked.

Personal pronouns are not overtly marked if  they are not focused.

 (62) khan ona ajm-kat goa bd behar-kin si-caba-ked-a.
then that hear-CV whole high low land-2DL:SUBJ plough-finish-PST-FIN

‘Then having heard that they two ploughed up the whole land.’

 (63) am - g li-m tbe cik-kat- gj-e-a
thou- FOC tell-2SG:IMP then how-CV-1SG:SUBJ kill-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘Then thou tell how shall I kill him.’

TABLE 2.8: PERSONAL PRONOUNS

Person Singular Dual Plural  

 INCL EXCL INCL EXCL

First i ala li abo al
Second am  aben  ap
Third ac’  kin  ako
 uni  unkin  onko
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In (62) the full form of the subject pronoun is not used as it is not focused, it is only 
marked in the predicate. In (63) the full form of 2SG. PR subject is used with the focus 
marker g as it is focused.

Use of the dual or plural when one person is addressed. The first person exclusive dual 
li is used by a single speaker when s/he talks about or refers to him/herself  to his/
her father/mother-in-law, and first person plural inclusive is used by a single speaker 
when s/he talks about or refers to him/herself to his/her co-parent-in-law. The second 
person dual is used by parent-in-law in addressing son/daughter-in-law when just one 
person is meant.

 (64) hnda ho sumdhi cet’-leka mena-k’-bon-a
o co-parent-in-law how-like be-M-1PL.INC-FIN

‘O co-parent-in-law how are you (we)?’

 (65) i muskil-r-bon paao-akan-a
very trouble-LOC-1PL:SUBJ fall-PRF:M-FIN

‘I am in great trouble.’

 (66) ceka-en-a-ben bhu
how-PST:M-FIN-2DL:SUBJ daughter-in-law
‘How are you, daughter-in-law?’

 (67) ru-k’-kan-a-li
fever-M-COP-FIN.-1DL:SUBJ

‘I am getting fever.’

Anaphoric vs. Unmarked. There are two sets of forms for the third person, one based 
on ac’ and the other on demonstrative uni which is unmarked. The forms based on 
ac’ are anaphoric while those based on the demonstrative uni, ‘that person’, are both 
anaphoric and deictic. ac’ (with kin and ako in dual and plural) is used for human 
referent only and refers back to the topic; otherwise uni (unkin and onko in dual and 
plural) is used.

 (68) ur kui gidr. ac’ baba bn-uk’-e-a
orphan girl child. she father NEG-M-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘The orphan girl. She has no father.’

It can also be used in the same sentence when it is co-referential of the subject.

 (69) i gu gi d ac’-ak’ goa-r-y-e ader-akad-e-a
1SG bring cow TOP he-GEN cowshed-LOC-y-3SG:SUBJ bring-PRF:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘He has brought the cow which I brought to his cowshed.’

Use of uni is anaphoric and deictic both. It should also be mentioned that frequency-
wise use of uni is more common.

 (70) uni tkhn n-g rsi-t l-k’-kan-tah�kan-a-e
She then there-FOC mirror-LOC see-M-COP-PST-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘Thereupon she was looking at the mirror.’

Forms of the interrogative pronouns are given in Table 2.9.
There are two types of interrogatives with +�animate distinction–referential and 

non-referential. The referential is used when the identity of the person or object is 
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known to the addressor, and the non-referential when it is uncertain. Both the types 
form their dual and plural with -kin and -ko.

 (71) ke- kan-a-m
which person COP-FIN.-2SG:SUBJ

‘Who are you?’

 (72) oka-ak’ d am-ak’
which-DEF TOP thou-GEN

‘Which (thing) is yours?’

 (73) cele kan-a-e
who COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘Who is there?’

 (74) cet’-t-am utum
what-POSS-2SG:SUBJ name
‘What is thy name?’

Note that ke can be used for human only, that is, it is + human, for non-human 
 animate to be specified the definitive suffix -ak’ is added.

 (75) oka-ak’ d am-ak’
which-DEF TOP 2s-GEN

‘Which one is yours?’

Other forms of Interrogative are

tis, ‘when’; tink’ ‘how much’; cedak’ ‘why’; ceka / cik ‘how’
tis is also found to occur with locative suffix -r.

The most common indefinite root is ja�ha�� ‘any’ which itself is used for the inanimate and 
it takes person marker -e for the animate. Both take -kin and -ko for dual and plural.
Forms of the indefinite pronouns are given in Table 2.10.

 (76) ja�ha�e-g met-a-e-m
anybody-FOC tell-APPL-3SG:OBJ-2SG:IMP

‘Tell anybody.’

 (77) ja�ha�-t cal-ak’ li-oo-a--m
any-LOC go-M tell-away-APPL-1SG:OBJ-2SG:IMP

‘Tell me when thou go anywhere.’

 (78) ja�ha� dism-t-bon d-a
any country-LOC-1PL.EX:SUBJ go away-FIN

‘We will go away to any country.’

TABLE 2.9: INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS

 Animate Inanimate

Referential ke oka
Non-referential cele cet’
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Sometimes the inanimate form takes the definitive suffix -ak’ to denote an  inanimate 
object.

 (79) ja�ha�-ak’-g hatao-m
any-DEF-FOC take-2SG:IMP

‘Take any (of these).’

adm, ‘some’, is also found to be used as an indefinite for animates, and for inanimates 
it takes the inanimate suffix -ak’ (i.e. admak’), though more often it is used as 
an attribute rather than a pronoun. ak’, ‘another’, is also used as an indefinite 
 pronoun with -ic’ for the animate and -ak’ for the inanimate. Paradigms are listed 
in Table 2.11:

TABLE 2.10: INDEFINITE PRONOUNS

Animate Inanimate

ja�ha�e ‘anyone’ ja�ha� ‘anything’

3.1.7 Demonstratives

Santali has two types of demonstratives with three distinctions – proximate, distal, 
and remote. While the proximate is in relation to the speaker, the distal and remote 
are in relation to the addressee. Two types of demonstratives are simple, represented 
by the roots no ‘this’, on ‘that’, and han ‘yonder’; and particularized, represented 
by ne (also ni) ‘just this’, en ‘just that’, and hen ‘just that yonder’. Both types have 
+�animate distinction and intensified forms as well. They may be represented in 
 tabular form as shown in Table 2.12.

The intensified demonstratives are derived from both simple and particularized 
demonstratives for the proximate by infixing <k’>; thus nuk’ui ‘this very one’, nk’y 
‘this very thing’ from the simple type, and nik’i ‘just this very one’ from the particu-
larized type. Note that only two forms, one for the animate and the other for the 
inanimate, are derived from the simple type without dual or plural, and only one 
from the particularized type for animate only. It is to be noted that when someone 
or something is to be specified, it is to be done with the proximate, and not with 
the distal or remote.

There are also two other types of demonstratives, one referring to what is seen and 
the other referring to what is heard, detailed in Table 2.13. In the case of the former 
there are two distinctions, one for the distant and the other for the remote. But in the 
case of the latter, there is only distant. While the demonstratives for what is seen are 
derived from on ‘that’ and han ‘that yonder’, the demonstrative of sound is derived 

TABLE 2.11: OTHER INDEFINITES

 Animate Inanimate

Singular adm ‘somebody’ admak’ ‘something’
Dual admkin admak’kin
Plural admko admak’ko
Singular ak’ic’ another person’ ak’ak’ ‘another thing’
Dual ak’kin ak’ak’kin
Plural ak’ko ak’ak’ko
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from t (possibly ot). As both the forms end in -, it may be that it is a suffix pointing 
to some direction. The sets have no +�animate distinction.

3.1.8 Numerals

Numerals in Santali are generally found as quantifiers combined with classifiers. The 
actual number is denoted by the quantifiers used without classifiers in enumerating 
human beings in the indefinite, and with classifiers in enumerating human beings 
with definite and non-human animate and inanimate objects.

3.1.8.1 Cardinal

There are ten basic numerals in Santali, from 1 to 10, and further numerals are 
derived from these basic numerals. There are also two other numerals for ‘twenty’ 
and ‘hundred’, which are also used as bases for further numerals, but they are borrowed 
from Indo-Aryan.

Basic native cardinals Borrowed
mit’ ‘one’ turui ‘six’ isi ‘twenty’
bar ‘two’ eae ‘seven’ sae ‘hundred’

TABLE 2.12: DEMONSTRATIVES

Type I: Simple Demonstrative Animate Inanimate
 Proximate nui ‘this person’ noa ‘this thing’
 DL nukin noakin
 PL noko noako
 Distal uni ‘that person’ ona ‘that thing’
 DL unkin onakin
 PL onko onako
 Remote hni ‘that person yonder’ hana ‘that thing yonder’
 DL hankin hanakin
 PL hanko hanako

Type II: Particularized Demonstrative Animate Inanimate
 Proximate nii ‘just this person’ ni ‘just this thing
 DL nikin nikin
 PL neko niko
 Distal ini ‘just that person’ in ‘just that thing’
 DL inkin inkin
 PL enko inko
 Remote hini ‘just that one yonder’ hin ‘just that thing yonder’ 
 DL hinkin hinkin
 PL henko hinko

TABLE 2.13: DEMONSTRATIVES REFERRING TO SIGHT AND SOUND

 Demonstrative ref. to sight Demonstrative ref. to sound

 Distal Remote Distal

Singular n ‘that seen han ‘that seen t ‘that heard over there’
 over there’ over yonder’
Dual nkin hankin tkin
Plural nko hanko tko
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p ‘three’ irl ‘eight’
pon ‘four’ ar ‘nine’
m�� ‘five’ gl ‘ten’

There are two systems of counting, one based on ‘ten’, that is, decimal; and the other 
by scores, that is, vigesimal. From ‘eleven’ through ‘nineteen’ numerals are formed by 
adding numerals from ‘one’ to ‘nine’ to the base that is ‘ten’. From ‘twenty’ onwards 
decades are formed by the process of multiplication and the numerals between the 
decades are the result of multiplication and addition. In multiplication the base is 
a multiplicand and that which multiplies is a multiplier. In addition the base is an 
augend and that which is added is an addend. The formation of the numerals may 
be given in a formulaic shape.

Numerals from ‘eleven’ to ‘nineteen’: AUGEND + ADDEND
 gl + mit’ = glmit’ ‘eleven’
 gl + irl = glirl ‘nineteen’

Numerals for decades : MULTIPLIER  MULTIPLICAND
 bar  gl = bargl ‘twenty’
 p  gl = pgl ‘thirty’

Intermediate numerals: MULTIPLIER  MULTIPLICAND + ADDEND
 bar  gl + mit’ = ‘twenty-one’
 pon  gl + eae = ‘forty-seven’

All the numerals are derived in this way until ‘ninety nine’. For ‘hundred’ Santali 
does not have any native numeral. It is sae (cp. Skt. atam ‘hundred’, Bangla  ‘id.’), 
borrowed from Indo-Aryan.

In the vigesimal system, that is, counting by scores, the same process operates, 
only the base for ‘twenty’ is isi. Even decades are multiples of ‘twenty’ and uneven 
decades are a combination of ‘twenty’ and ‘ten’.

mit’ + isi = mit’isi ‘twenty’
bar + isi = barisi ‘forty’
barisi + gl + mit’ ‘fifty-one’

3.1.8.2 Classifiers

There are three sets of classifiers in Santali.
Set I: n (with variant c’): This classifier is used with the numeral for ‘one’ and 

signifies non-living human beings, non-human living beings, non-human non-living 
objects and the inanimate. It is also used for human beings when specified.

mit’n gc’ h ‘one dead man’ mit’c’ uric’ ‘one bullock’
mit’n rakkhos ‘one man-eater’ mit’n htir ‘one weapon’
mit’n h ‘one man’

Set II: ea: This classifier is used with the numerals from ‘two’ to ‘four’ and for 
‘twenty’, as well as the same classes of nouns as in Set I.
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barea boga ‘two ghosts’ pa sim ‘three cocks’
ponea jinis ‘four things’ ponea gat ‘four friends’

Set III: gn (with variant gc’): This classifier is used with the numerals from 
‘five’ to ‘ten’ and with the distributive numerals. It is also used rarely with the 
numeral ‘one’. Occurrences with ‘one’ are, however, found in songs and presumably 
demanded for metrical purpose. The classifier is used with the same classes of nouns 
as in Sets I and II.

m��-gn kaa ‘five buffaloes’ turui-gn boga ‘six ghosts’
eae-gn putul ‘seven dolls’

3.1.8.3 Distributive numeral

Distributive numerals in Santali are formed by reduplication of the initial consonant 
along with the vowel. Bodding (1929:60) has given examples of such formations, 
from ‘one’ through ‘ten’. In my data only the first five numerals form their distributive 
counterpart in this process, and any other distributives are formed with kat. Thus:

mit’ ‘one’ > mimit’ ‘one each’
bar ‘two’ > babar ‘two each’
p ‘three’ > pp ‘three each’
pon ‘four’ > popon ‘four each’
m��� ‘five’ > m�m� ‘five each’
turui-kat ‘six each’

3.1.8.4 Inclusive numeral

Santali possesses three inclusive numerals – banar, ‘both’; pn, ‘all three’; and ponon, 
‘all four’ – derived by infixing <n> to the base numerals for ‘two’ to ‘four’. They 
can be used as a subject or object of a sentence and as an attribute in endocentric 
attributive constructions.

 (80) banar-g ui-kin-m
both-EMPH pierce-3DL:OBJ-2SG:IMP

‘Pierce the both.’

 (81) pn gu-akat’-ko-a-
all three bring-PRF:A-3PL:OBJ-FIN-1SG:SUBJ

‘I have brought all three.’

 (82) ponon kombo-ko gc’-en-a
all four thief-3PL:SUBJ die-PST:M-FIN

‘All four thieves died.’

3.1.8.5 Ordinal

Santali has three ordinal numbers – phil ‘first’, dsar ‘second’, and tesar ‘third’ – all 
borrowed from Indo-Aryan. Sometimes the +�animate suffixes -ic’ and -ak’ are also 
added. Each of them can occur as attribute or adverb.
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Santali, being a neighbour of the eastern Indo-Aryan languages like Bangla, 
Hindi, Oriya, and Assamese, has direct contact with speakers of all these languages. 
Among other linguistic features, Santali also uses Indo-Aryan numerals. As a result, 
the first six numerals are used uniformly by all sections of society. The younger 
 generation more often uses Indo-Aryan numerals from seven onwards while the 
older generation preserves the original numerals.

3.1.9 Adpositions

Santali has a large number of postpositions. The postpositions are added either to 
the bare nominals or to the number suffixes and the definitive marker. Some of them 
require the genitive case. Some are used after infinitives and others after a complete 
phrase – even after a sentence. Some postpositions are complex in the sense that 
they are composed of one postposition and a suffix. Some postpositions can take 
derivative suffixes for adjective and +�animate nouns. Here are some of the common 
postpositions:

lagat’/lgit’. To indicate purpose or intention after all nominals and infinitives. It 
may also be combined with the suffix -t without any change in meaning.

 (83) uni raj hpn-lgit’ d bis lu gu-ad-e-a-e
3SG king son-for TOP poison sweet bring-APPL:PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He brought poisonous sweet for the prince.’

 (84) am-lgit’-i hc’-aka-n-a
2SG-for-1SG:SUBJ come-PRF-M-FIN

‘I have come for thou.’

 (85) uduk’-lgit’-e calao-aka-n-a
show-for-3SG:SUBJ go-PRF-M-FIN

‘He has come for showing.’

modre. ‘among’. Bangla word with -r, i.e. moddher is also found to occur in the 
same sense.

 (86) noko-modre kombo mena-e-a
these-among thief  have-3SG:OBJ-FIN.
‘There is a thief  among these persons.’

 (87) ap-moddher ja�ha�e-g lgn hij-uk’-m
2PL-among anyone-EMPH quickly come-M-2SG:IMP

‘Any one of you come quickly.’

dhbic’. Convey the sense ‘till, until, up to’. Used after nominals indicating space 
and after infinitives indicating time.

 (88) cua-dhbic’ a�go-en-a-e
peak-upto climb-PST:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He climbed up to the peak.’

 (89) uni uri hij-uk’-dhbic’ okat-h� alo-m cala-k’-a
3SG before come-M-until where-too PROHIB-2SG:SUBJ go-M-FIN.
‘Do not go anywhere until he comes.’
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bhitrir. ‘inside’ with locative suffix -r, hence ‘within’ too.

 (90) oak’-bhitrir mena-e-a
house-inside have-3SG:OBJ-FIN.
‘He is there in the house.’

talar. locative of tala ‘middle’ with locative suffix -r.

 (91) oak’-talar duup’-aka-n-a-e
house-middle in sit-PRF-M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He is sitting in the middle of the house.’

latarr. locative of latar ‘below’ with suffix -r, used only with noun.

 (92) dhiri-latarr
stone-under
‘Under (a) stone.’

cetanr. ‘above,top’, loc of cetan ‘top’,with suffix -r.

 (93) uri-cetanr mit’-n dare tah�kan-a
hill-under one-CLSSFR tree PST-FIN

‘There was a tree under the hill.’

leka. Adjectival and adverbial postposition meaning ‘like’. It is also found to occur 
with locative suffix of motion -t in the sense of ‘by any means’.

 (94) nui-leka h kan-a-e
DEM-like man be-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He is a man like this person.’

 (95) oka-lekat h� noa d alo-m m-k’-a
which-by means too this TOP PROHIB-2SG:SUBJ give-M-FIN

‘Thou would not give it by any means.’

at. ‘taking alongwith’.

 (96) uni lhi-at taam-ed-a-e
3SG:SUBJ stick-take along walk-PRS:A-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He is walking taking a stick along.’

htc’t. ‘for, by, due to’, indicating instrumentality.

 (97) dak’ bd-htc’t b- topo-le-n-a
water dirty- due to NEG-1SG:SUBJ bathe-PLUP-M-FIN

‘I did not take bath due to dirty water.’

tuluc’. ‘being with, association with’, used with nominals and verb stems.

 (98) i-tuluc’-e hc’-akan-a
1s-along with-3SG:SUBJ come-PRF-M-FIN

‘He has come with me.’
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 (99) sn-k’-tuluc’-e jpit’-idi-ed-a
walk-M –while-3SG:SUBJ sleep-simultaneously-IMPRF:A-FIN

‘While walking he sleeps.’

kat. Gerundial postposition, meaning ‘having done’. It is also used after nominals 
and adjectives in an adverbial sense.

(100) ru- hc’-kat uni noa katha li-ked-a-e
return -come-CV he this story tell-PST:A-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘Having returned he told this story.’

(101) phsiara-kat hatao-ked-a-e
deceitful-CV get-PST:A-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He got possession of it deceitfully.’

mnt. Lit. ‘by saying’(mn ‘say’+ t), ‘for the purpose of’.

(102) hega-mnt mak’-gu-akad-a-e
stick-for the purpose of cut-bring-PRF:A-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He cut and brought it for the purpose of making stick.’

it. Used after nominals and infinitives, with a sense of ‘owing to, due to, on 
account of’.

(103) i h-it ba-e sor-len-a
many people-owing to NEG-3SG:SUBJ come close-PLUP:M-FIN

‘He did not come closer on account of multitude of people.’

3.1.10 Derivation

There are three processes to derive nominals in Santali: prefixation, infixation, and 
suffixation. The processes are employed by verbs, lexical and derived adjectives, and 
nouns to derive the nominals.

3.1.10.1 Suffixation

The suffixes -ic’ for animate and -ak’ for inanimate may be described as nominal-
izers, too (Neukom 2001:57–58). They are used to form referential nominals from:

Reduplicated verb stems and verb roots

dadalic’ ‘one who engaged in beating’ < dal ‘beat’
jmak’ ‘food’ < jm ‘eat’
gc’ic’ ‘dead one’ < gc’ ‘die’
lic’ ‘writer’ < l ‘write’
lak’ ‘that which is written’
rhyak’ ‘that which is sown’ < rhy ‘sow’
nc’ic’ ‘dance’ < nc’ ‘dance’
kiriak’ ‘that which is bought’ <kiri ‘buy’

Simple and derived adjectives

ponic’ ‘white one’, ponak’ ‘white thing’ pon ‘white’
bogeic’ ‘good one’, bogeak’ ‘good thing’  boge ‘good’
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ntnic’ ‘one of this side’, ntnak’ ‘thing of this side’ <ntn ‘belonging to this 
side’ <nt ‘this side’
nnnic’ ‘one of this place’, nnnak’ ‘thing of this place’ < nnn ‘belonging 
to this place’ <nn ‘here’
nokanic’ ‘one like this one’, nokanak’ ‘thing like this’ <nokan ‘like this’
< noka ‘in this manner’

Postposition

sa�otnic’ ‘companion’ < sa�otn ‘accompanying’ < sa�o + t

Suffix

ltak’ ‘that with which is written(pen)’ < l ‘write’ t ‘instrumental suffix’

3.1.10.2 Infixation

The most productive process of nominal derivation in Santali is infixation. There are 
at least five infixes – <tV>, <nV>, <mV>, <V>, and <pV> – of which <tV>, <nV> 
and <pV> are the most productive. The other two, <mV> and <V> are used rarely. 
They are inserted into verbs, nouns, and lexical adjectives to derive nominals. The 
vowel of the infix (normally the first vowel if  the root or stem is bisyllabic) is that 
of the root to which it is inserted, the exception being hp’ ‘begin’, which repeats 
the second vowel.

Examples:
<tV>: btr ‘fear’, < br ‘to fear’; rtk’ ‘seam’, < rk’ ‘sew’; utum ‘name’, < 
um ‘to name’; tr ‘warp of a web’, < r ‘draw/pull’; thp’ ‘beginning’, < 
hp’ ‘begin’; gtr ‘help’, < gr ‘to help’; tmn ‘origin’, < mn ‘germinate’; 
sataht’ ‘breath’, < saht’ ‘breathe’; jele ‘long’, < jetele, length’.

<nV>: nl ‘written piece’, < l ‘write’; jnk’ ‘broom’, < jk’ ‘sweep’; banak’ 
‘hook’, <bak’ ‘to hook’; bnt’ ‘stopper/lid’ < bt’ ‘cover with palm’; gn 
‘bride price’, < g ‘give to marriage’; tnl ‘knot’, < tl ‘bind’; ranakap’ ‘up, 
development’, < rakap’ ‘rise’;  ‘begin’ > n ‘preface’; nsar ‘breadth’, < 
sar ‘broad’.

<pV>: hpn ‘children’, < hn ‘child’; rapaj ‘king and his retinue’, < raj 
‘king’; mpji ‘village chiefs’, <mjhi ‘village chief’; kipis� ‘zamindar and 
his  retinue’, < kis� ‘zamindar’. The infix <pV> is often employed to derive 
 plural nouns.

<mV>: lamak’ ‘scraper’, < lak’ ‘peal, scrap’; cmt’ ‘teaching aid’, < ct’ ‘teach’; 
smlt’ ‘association’, < slt’ ‘associate’; hmn ‘nephew’, < hn ‘child’.

<V>: gm ‘grand old, namesake’, < gm ‘to name’; c�� ‘bird’, < c� ‘squeak’.

3.1.10.3 Prefixation

There is only one unproductive prefix in Santali, ma-, which serves as a nominalizer 
in converting verbs to nouns. It is very restricted in use, and only three verb roots 
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take this prefix for nominalization. In some cases it carries the meaning of result and 
in others that of the active agent.

marsal ‘light’, <arsal ‘to light’; marak’ ‘peacock’, <rak’ ‘ cry’; mact’ ‘teacher’, 
<ct’ ‘teach’.

3.1.11 Adjectives

There is little justification for positing a separate adjectival class except for a few 
derived adjectival words, which function as attributes in endocentric attributive con-
structions and as predicate complements. There are, of course, a handful of borrowed 
words that are adjectives at the source and thus may be treated as typical adjectives. 
The borrowed words show +� sex distinction, otherwise there is no gender distinction 
as such. Borrowed pairs like khepa:khepi ‘mad’, kala:kli ‘deaf’, koka:kuki ‘mad’, 
kãã:k̃i ‘blind’, totra:tutri ‘stammering’, kõda:kũdi ‘dumb’, and phogra:phugri 
‘toothless’ are declined for gender with -a in the masculine and -i in the feminine.

-an is the suffix for deriving adjectives from nouns and demonstrative adverbs of 
location, manner, and direction: daean koa ‘strong boy’, <dae ‘strength’; kaawan 
h ‘buffalo-having man’, <kaa ‘buffalo’; dayawan kui ‘kind girl’, <daya ‘kind-
ness’; nnn mact’ ‘teacher of this place’, <nn ‘here’; ntn agra ‘bullock of 
this side’ <nt ‘this side’; nokan kmi ‘work like this’ <noka ‘like this’.

The following are some examples of their use as a predicate compliment:

(104) uni d dayawan-kan-a-e
3SG. TOP kind-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He is kind.’

(105) ona nl d nokan-g-a
that writing TOP like this-FOC-FIN

‘That essay is like this.’

The word itself is not inflected to show degrees of comparison. To obtain comparative 
and superlative degrees, postpositions are used with the words with which something 
is to be compared. khn is used for the comparative and words of multitude with the 
same postposition for superlative.

(106) hana dare noa dare-ko khn d s̃a-g-a
that yonder tree this tree-PL-ABL TOP big-FOC-FIN

‘That tree is bigger than this tree.’

3.1.12 Adverbials

There are three types of adverbs: simple, derivative, and words with locatives suffixes.

usra ‘quickly’ as in (107) usra kmi-m
 quickly do-2SG:IMP

 ‘Do quickly.’

dme ‘very much’ as in (108) dme-ko rak’-ed-a
 very much-3PL:SUBJ cry-IMPRF:A-FIN

 ‘They are crying very much.’
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lgn ‘hurriedly’ as in (109) lgn hij-uk’-m
 hurriedly come-M-2SG:IMP

 ‘Come hurriedly.’

eskar ‘alone’ as in (110) eskar tahn ba boge-a
 alone stay NEG good-FIN

 ‘Staying alone is not good.’

nahak’ ‘presently’ as in (111) nahak’-e hij-uk’-a
 presently-3SG:SUBJ come-M-FIN

 ‘He will come presently.’

tis ‘when’ as in (112) tis-em hij-uk’-a
 when-2SG:SUBJ come-M-FIN

 ‘When will you come?’

Some other words are nit ‘now’, c ‘immediately’, laha ‘first’, un ‘then’, ntar ‘at 
present’, seday ‘in old days’, acka ‘suddenly’, phil ‘at first’, dinm ‘daily’, ena 
‘then’, dhin ‘after a while’.

The suffixes -ka, -, -t are added to the demonstrative and interrogative roots to 
derive adverbs denoting location, motion, and manner: noka ‘in this manner’; nt 
‘in this direction’; nn ‘here’; okar ‘where’; okat ‘to which side’; ceka ‘how’.

Reduplicated words with or without -t and words along with their echo counter-
parts are used as adverbs.

(113) pri pri-t kmi-m
turn-INS do-2SG:IMP

‘Do by turns.’

(114) kc’ kc’ dak’-et’-tah�kan-a-e
little rain-IMPRF-COP:PST-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘It was raining a little.’

(115) hakopako hij-uk’-m
quickly come-M.-2SG:IMP

‘Come quickly.’

(116) sn-k’ sn-k’-t-e mn-ked- a
go-M go-M-CV-3SG:SUBJ say-PST:A-FIN

‘While going he spoke.’

3.2 Verbal morphology

The Santali verb is defined by the fact that it obligatorily takes tense, aspect and 
mood markers, markers for voice, pronominal arguments, marker for the finiteness 
of action, and sentential modality. The words that denote action, event, or condition 
are not those treated as verbs, but any word is treated as such provided it takes the 
above markers. The verb with the finite marker -a is treated as finite, and without 
this and the gerundial suffix is treated as non-finite.

Typical of the Munda languages and Santali is the fact that the verb may be any 
type of lexeme, any nominal with or without a genitive suffix, interrogatives, and 
indefinite stems, besides an exclusive class of verb roots. In the case of nominals, 
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interrogatives, and indefinites, there is always the need of a copula (light verb) to be 
used with it. Consider the following examples:

(117) uni d am-ak’-kan-a- e
3SG TOP 2SG-GEN-COP-FIN.-3SG:SUBJ

‘He is yours.’

(118) ke-kan-a-m
who-COP-FIN-2SG:SUBJ

‘Who are you?’

(119) oka-rak’-kan-a
which-GEN-COP-FIN.
‘Where does it belong to?’

(120) jn-ad-e-a-
medicine-APPL:PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN.-1SG:SUBJ

‘I gave him medicine.’

(121) m�i d pargana-e kimin-ked-e-ti-a
daughter TOP Pargana-3SG:SUBJ daughter-in-law-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-POSS-1POSS-FIN

‘A Pargana made my daughter his daughter-in-law.’

Note that in examples 117–121 a pronoun, interrogative, and noun are used in the 
predicate position with either a copula or a tense marker.

3.2.1 Subject

Santali is a nominative/accusative type of language in terms of verb agreement. The 
verb obligatorily agrees with the subject NP in terms of person and number. The 
subject is marked by the clitic pronominals in the verb phrase freely standing after 
the verb or with the word preceding it. The pronominals have the same shape as 
personal pronouns, except that the third person is marked by -e, -kin, and -ko in the 
singular, dual, and plural. When an animate noun stands as the subject NP, it agrees 
with the verb in the form of third person clitic pronouns. When the subject NP is a 
pronoun, it agrees with the verb by its clitic form. Table 2.14 gives an overview of 
subject markers on the verb:

TABLE 2.14: SANTALI AGREEMENT MARKERS

Person/Number Singular Dual Plural

 INCL EXCL INCL EXCL

First -(i) -la -li -bon -l
Second -m  -ben  -p
Third -e  -kin  -ko

Note that the clitic form of the first personal pronoun is replaced by the full form i 
when it is added to a consonant-ending word. The first person plural exclusive gets 
an increment n in its clitic form. The second person singular -m gets an increment e 
when added to a consonant-ending word, thus em. The third personal clitic forms 
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are actually number suffixes for the dual and plural. When a negative particle  precedes 
the verb, the clitic pronominals are obligatorily marked in the particle. There is one 
marker, -k’, for an inanimate subject used exclusively with the verbs mena ‘to be’ and 
hena ‘to have’.

(122) ct’ jinis hena-k’-taben-a
what thing exist-M-POSS-2nd dl.POSS-FIN

‘What thing is there of you?’

(123) uni-ak’ oak’-r mit’-a hili mena-k’-a
3s.-GEN house-LOC one-CLSSFR pitcher exist-M-FIN

‘There is a pitcher in (his) house.’

It should be noted that the verbs mena and hena take the subject agreement in the 
position where the object normally comes, that is, not after a finite a, but before it.

Examples for illustrating positions of subject pronominal clitic:

(124) khan-g paoari d-e d-ked-a
then-FOC Patoari TOP-3SG:SUBJ run-PST:A-FIN

Also

khan-g paoari d d-ked-a-e
‘Then Patoari ran away’

(125) ba-e sn-len-a
NEG-3SG:SUBJ go-PLUP:M-FIN

‘He had not gone.’ 

3.2.2 Object types

The marking of pronominal object plays an important role in Santali. The animate 
objects are marked in the verb in the form of infixed clitic pronominals. There are 
two types of objects in Santali: one direct, marked by the clitic pronominals in 
infixed form; and the other indirect, marked by an Applicative a-. In the simple 
present/future the Applicative is prefixed to the clitic pronominals, and with TAM it 
is prefixed to the TAM markers.

(126) dal-a--a-e
strike-APPL-1SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He strikes/will strike for me.’

(127) dal-a--kan-a-e ‘He is striking for me.’
-COP-

(128) dal-ad-i-a-e ‘He struck for me.’
-APPL.PST:A

(129) dal-akawad-i-a-e ‘He has struck for me.’
-APPL.PRF:A-

The clitic pronominals for the object stand after the TAM markers and before  copula 
kan and tah�kan. The clitic pronominals for the object are the same as the subject 
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Further examples:

(130) dal-kid-i-a-e
strike-PST:A-1SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He struck me.’

(131) dal-led-e-a-ko
strike-PLUP:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3PL:SUBJ

‘They had struck him.’

(132) dal-akat’-l-a-e
strike-PRF:A-1PL:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He has struck us.’

(133) dal-k-i-a-e
strike-OPT-1SG:OBJ-FIN -3SG:SUBJ

‘He should strike me.’

(134) dal-le-m-a-e
strike-IRR-2SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He would strike you.’

3.2.3 Tense

In Santali two copulas, kan and tah�kan, express time dimension for the present and 
past, respectively. There is the concept of time for present, past, and future, and the 
aspect suffixes along with their own functions denote time dimension as well.

The copula kan denotes present time. It is quite different from other aspect-
cum-tense suffixes. While aspect-cum-tense suffixes take an object after them, kan 
takes its object before it. It has, again, nothing to do with voice markers for active 
or middle; it can be used with both active and middle. It can also be independently 
conjugated, thus:

(135) kan-a- ‘I am’
be-FIN-1SG:SUBJ

(136) kan-a-m ‘Thou art’

(137) kan-a-e ‘He is’

It is secondarily shifted to the non-completive determinative progressive in the 
 middle and with first and third person singular object in the active.

TABLE 2.15: DIRECT OBJECT PRONOMINAL INFIXES

 Singular Dual Plural

First dal-i-a-e dal-la-a-e dal-li-a-e dal-bon-a-e dal-l-a-e ‘He strikes me/us’
Second dal-me-a-e  dal-ben-a-e  dal-p-a-e ‘He strikes thou/you’
Third dal-e-a-e  dal-kin-a-e  dal-ko-a-e ‘He strikes him/them’

forms, except for second person singular, which is <me>. Examples illustrating the 
position of direct object in the verb are shown in Table 2.15:
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(138) Active : uni dal-i-kan-a-e
 3sS beat-1SG:OBJ-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

 ‘He is beating me.’

Middle : uni cal-ak’-kan-a-e
 3sS go-M-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

 ‘He is going.’

It is also used with the Iterative/Intensive stem to denote non-completive determina-
tive progressive.

(139) dadal-kan-a-e
beat intensively-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He is beating intensively.’

Corresponding to the kan copula for the past is tah�kan. Like kan, it is independ-
ently conjugated.

(140) tah�kan-a- tah�kan-a-m tah�kan-a-e
COP:PST-FIN-1SG:SUBJ COP:PST-FIN-2SG:SUBJ COP:PST-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘I was’ ‘Thou were’ ‘He was’

Unlike kan, it never functions as an aspect marker. In combination with different 
aspect suffixes, it always denotes past action or state. It can combine with the copula 
kan as well to convey the sense of past progressive. The tense nuances expressed by 
this copula will be shown in the aspect-cum-tense network. Zero or the absence of 
any marker denotes the simple present/future.

3.2.4 Aspect

Santali employs a number of suffixes to denote different aspects. It is interest-
ing to note that the suffixes employed to denote different states of action are also 
employed to denote time dimension, thus serving a dual role. Aspects in Santali 
may be divided broadly into non-completive and completive, each having two broad 
divisions –  indeterminative and determinative. Non-completive indeterminative is 
indefinite, while the same determinative is progressive. Completive indeterminative 
is aorist while the same determinative is either resultative, stating an accomplished 
action with a result which is still present; or non-resultative, stating an action which 
 happened long ago with a result which is no longer present or is an action to be 
taken up prior to some other action. In a tabular form the aspect framework of 
Santali may be represented as follows:

Non-completive
Indeterminative: Indefinite Ø
Imperfective: Progressive
 Active -e
 Active & Middle kan

Completive
Indeterminative: Aorist
 Active -ke
 Middle -e
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Determinative Resultative -aka
 (accomplished with the result still present)
 Non-resultative -le
 (accomplished with the result not present)

The non-resultative -le is also used to denote priorative action. All aspect suffixes 
except Ø and kan are added with active and middle voice markers when they are 
suffixed to the verb stems. Aspect suffixes with active and middle markers are shown 
in Table 2.16:

TABLE 2.16: ASPECT SUFFIXES WITH ACTIVE 
AND MIDDLE MARKERS

Non-completive
Indeterminative Active Ø
 Middle -ok’ Ø
Imperfective progressive Active -et’
 Middle -ok’ kan

Completive
Indeterminative aorist Active -ket’
 Middle -en
Determinative resultative Active -akat’
 Middle -akan
Determinative non-resultative Active -let’
 Midddle -len
Determinative priorative Active -le
 Middle -len

Note that determinative priorative active does not take any marker in the active. 
The aspect-cum-tense network can be enumerated as follows:

Non-past
Non-completive indeterminative as simple present/future:
 Active Ø
 Middle -ok’ Ø
Non-completive determinative progressive as present progressive:
 Active -et’
 Middle -ok’ kan
Past
Completive indeterminative aorist as simple past:
 Active -ket’
 Middle -en
With Applicative21 Active -at’
 Middle -an
With Benefactive22 Active -kat’
Completive determinative resultative as perfect:
 Active -akat’
 Middle -akan
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With Applicative Active -akawat’
 Middle -akawan
Completive determinative resultative with tah�kan as past perfect:
 Active -akat’ tah�kan
 Middle -akan tah�kan
Completive determinative non-resultative as pluperfect:
 Active -let’
 Middle -len
With Applicative Active -at’
 Middle -an
With Benefactive Active -kat’
Completive determinative non-resultative with -tah�kan as anterior pluperfect:
 Active -let’ tah�kan
 Middle -len tah�kan
Non-completive determinative progressive as past progressive:
 Active -et’ tah�kan
 Middle -ok’ kan tah�kan 

Examples illustrating use of TAM suffixes with two groups of stems – active and 
middle:

Simple present:
Active: Middle:
Transitive root Intransitive root
dal-e-a-e snk’-a-e
beat-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ go-M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He beats him.’ ‘He goes.’

Transitive-Intransitive root Transitive-Intransitive root
gitic’-e-a-e gitic’-a-e
lay-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ lie-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He lays him.’ ‘He lies.’

Causative23  Reciprocal stem
l-oco--a-e dapal-a-kin
see-CAUS-1SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ beat each other-FIN-3DL:SUBJ

‘He causes/allows me to see.’ ‘They (two) fight.’

Benefactive stem Passive/Reflexive stem
tl-ka-e-a-e dal-ok’-a-e ‘
bind-BEN-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ beat-M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He binds (the cow) for someone.’ ‘He is beaten/beats himself.’

Compound stem(TR.+TR.) Compound stem(INTR.+INTR.)
sendra-am-e-a-e rakap’-hij-uk’-a-e
seek and find-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ ascend and come-M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He searches and finds him.’ ‘He ascends and comes.’
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Present progressive:
Transitive root Intransitive root
dal-ed-e-a-e sn-k’-kan-a-e
beat-PROG:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ go-M-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He is beating him.’ ‘He is going.’

dal-e-kan-a-e
beat-3SG:OBJ-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He is beating him.’

Causative stem Reciprocal stem
l-oco-et’-me-a-e dapal-kan-a-kin
see-CAUS-IMPRF:A-2SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ beat each other-COP-FIN-3DL:SUBJ

‘He is causing/allowing me to see.’ ‘They are fighting.’

dal-oco-e-kan-a-e
beat-CAUS-3SG:OBJ-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He is causing/allowing him to beat.’

Benefactive stem Passive/Reflexive stem
tl-ka-e-kan-a-e l-k’-kan-a-e
bind-BEN-3SG:OBJ-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ see-M-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He is binding it(cow) for someone.’ ‘He is being seen/seeing himself.’

Compound stem(TR.+TR.) Compound stem (INTR.+INTR.)
mak’gu-ed-a-e ruhij-uk’-kan-a-e
cut bring-IMPRF:A-FIN-3SG:SUBJ return- come-M-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He is cutting and bringing.’ ‘He is returning.’

Simple past:
Transitive root Intransitive root
dal-ked-e-a- sn-en-a-e
beat-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-1SG:SUBJ go-PST:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘I beat him.’ ‘He went.’

With Applicative With Applicative
li-at’-ko-a-e li-an-a-e
tell-APPL.PST:A-3PL:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ tell-APPL.PST:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He told them.’ ‘He told for his satisfaction.’

Causative stem Causative stem
dal-oco-kid-i-a-e dal-oco-en-a-e
beat-CAUS-PST:A-1SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ beat-CAUS-PST:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He caused/let me to beat.’ ‘He was caused to/let beat.’

Benefactive stem Passive/Reflexive stem
uyuk’-kad-e-a- l-en-a-e
cover-BEN.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-1SG:SUBJ see-PST:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘I covered it (to help someone).’ ‘He was seen/saw himself.’

Compound stem(TR.+TR.) Compound stem (INTR.+INTR.)
l-am-ked-a-e ru-hc’-en-a-e
see find-PST:A-FIN-3SG:SUBJ return- come-PST:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He saw and found.’ ‘He came back.’
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Perfect:
Transitive root Intransitive root
dal-akad-e-a-m sn-akan-a-e
beat-PRF:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-2SG:SUBJ go-PRF:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘You have beaten him.’ ‘He has gone.’

With Applicative 24 With Applicative
li-akawad-e-a-m dal-akawan-a-e
tell-PRF.Ap:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-2SG:SUBJ beat-PRF.Ap:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘You have told him.’ ‘He has beaten (paddy) for himself.’

Causative Causative
dal-oco-akad-e-a-e gc’-oco-akan-a-e
beat-CAUS-PRF:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ die-CAUS-PRF:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He has been caused to beat.’ ‘He has caused/permitted to die.’

 Reciprocal
 dapal-akan-a-kin
 beat each other-PRF:M-FIN-3DL:SUBJ

 ‘They have fought.’

 Passive/Reflexive
 dal-akan-a-e
 beat-PRF:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

  ‘He has been beaten/has beaten
 himself.’

Compound stem (TR.+TR.) Compound stem (INTR.+INTR.)
mak’-gu-akad-a-e ruhc’-akan-a-e
cut bring-PRF:A-FIN-3SG:SUBJ return come-PRF:A-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He has cut and brought.’ ‘He has come back.’

Pluperfect:
Transitive root Intransitive root
dal-led-a-e sn-len-a-e
beat-PLUP:A-FIN-3SG:SUBJ go-PLUP:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He had beaten.’ ‘He had gone.’

With Applicative With Applicative
li-ad-e-a-m l-an-a-e
tell-APPL.PLUP:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-2SG:SUBJ see-APPL.PLUP:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘You had told him.’ He had seen for himself.’

Causative Causative
dal-oco-led-e-a-m dal-oco-len-a-m
beat-CAUS-PLUP:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-2SG:SUBJ beat-CAUS-PLUP:M-FIN-2SG:SUBJ

‘You had caused/permitted him to beat.’  ‘You had been caused/permitted to
 be beaten.’

Benefactive stem Passive/Reflexive stem
ptm-kad-a-e l-len-a-e
cover-BEN.PLUP:A-FIN-3SG:SUBJ see-PLUP:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He had covered (for someone).’ ‘He had been seen/had seen himself.’
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 Reciprocal stem
 dapal-len-a-kin
 beat each other-PLUP:M-FIN-3DL:SUBJ

 ‘They had fought each other.’

Compound stem (TR.+TR.) Compound stem (INTR.+INTR.)
mak’-gu-led-a-e a�go-hc’-len-a-e
cut-bring-PLUP:A-FIN-3SG:SUBJ descend- come-PLUP:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He had cut and brought.’ ‘He had descended and come.’

Past Progressive:
Transitive root Intransitive root
dal-et’-tah�kan-a-e sn-ok’-kan-tah�kan-a-e
beat-IMPRF:A-COP:PST-FIN-3SG:SUBJ go-M-COP-COP:PST-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He was beating.’ ‘He was going.’

Permissive with Applicative Permissive with Applicative
mn-ad-e-tah�kan-a-m l-an-tah�kan-a-e
say-APPL.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-COP:PST- see-APPL.PST:M-COP:PST-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

 FIN-2SG:SUBJ 
‘You were telling him.’ ‘He was seeing for himself.’

Causative stem Causative stem
dal-oco-ed-e-tah�kan-a-m l-oco-k’-kan-tah�kan-a-e
beat-CAUS-PROG:A-3SG:OBJ-COP:PST- see-CAUS-M-COP-COP:PST-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

 FIN-3SG:SUBJ 
‘You were causing him to beat.’ ‘He was being caused to be seen.’

Benefactive stem Passive/Reflexive stem
l-ka-e-kan-tah�kan-a-e l-k’-kan-tah�kan-a-e
bind-BEN-3SG:OBJ-COP-COP:PST- see-M-COP-COP:PST-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

 FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He was binding it (cow) for  ‘He was being seen/was seeing 
 somebody.’   himself.’

Compound stem (TR.+TR.) Compound stem (INTR.+INTR.)
mak’gu-et’-tah�kan-a-e ruhij-uk’-kan-tah�kan-a-e
cut bring-IMPRF:A-COP:PST-FIN-3SG:SUBJ  return come-M-COP-COP: :PST-FIN-

 3SG:SUBJ

‘He was cutting and bringing.’ ‘He was returning.’

Anterior pluperfect:
Transitive root Intransitive root
idi-let’-ko-tah�kan-a-e hc’-len-tah�kan-a-
take away-PLUP:A-3PL:SUBJ-COP:PST- come-PLUP:M-COP:PST-FIN-1SG:SUBJ

 FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He had taken them them away.’ ‘I had come.’

With Applicative With Applicative
li-ad-i-tah�kan-a-e dal-an-tah��kan-a-e
tell-APPL.PST:A-1SG:OBJ-COP:PST- beat-APPL.PST:M-COP:PST-FIN-
 FIN-3SG:SUBJ  3SG:SUBJ

‘He had told me.’ ‘He had beaten for himself.’
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Causative stem Causative stem
dal-oco-let’-kin-tah�kan-a-e  dal-oco-len-tah�kan-a-e
beat-CAUS-PLUP:A-3DL:OBJ-COP:PST- beat-CAUS-PLUP:M-COP:PST-FIN-
 FIN-3SG:SUBJ  3SG:SUBJ

‘He had caused them to beat.’ ‘He had been caused to beat.’

Permissive stem Reciprocal stem
l-oco-ad-e-tah�kan-a-ko dapal-len-tah�kan-a-kin
see-CAUS-APPL.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-COP:PST- beat<RECIP>-PLUP:M-COP:PST-FIN-3DL

 FIN-3PL:SUBJ

‘They had permitted him to see.’ ‘They two had fought.’

Benefactive stem Passive/Reflexive stem
dapal-kad-e-tah�kan-a-e l-len-tah�kan-a-e
cover-BEN:PLUP:A-3SG:OBJ-COP- see-PLUP:M-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

 FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He had covered it (cow) for someone.’ ‘He had been seen/seen himself.’

Compound stem (TR.+TR.) Compound stem (INTR.+INTR.)
lam-led-e-tah�kan-a-e a�gohc’-len-tah�kan-a-e
see find-PLUP:A-3SG:OBJ-COP-FIN- descend come-PLUP:M-COP-FIN-
 3SG:SUBJ  3SG:SUBJ

‘He had seen and found him.’ ‘He had descended and come.’

3.2.5 Mood

The action or event in Santali can be divided as real (Indicative), desired (Optative), 
simply possible (Subjunctive), advisable (Imperative), and welcoming (Irrealis). 
The optative and subjunctive are subsumed under Optative, since the marker is 
the same for both and the meanings expressed by them are often fluid, and in some 
respects almost identical. There is a special marker for the Indicative – any finite 
clause with a finite -a is treated as Indicative. A verbal form with a suffixed second 
person -m functions as Imperative, and with particle alo as negative Imperative, 
the clitic pronoun for second person added to the particle. Irrealis is expressed by 
the suffix -le.

There is no special marker for conditional; the conditional particle khan, with or 
without a priorative suffix -le (active) and -len (middle), denotes conditionality.

(141) janwar-i am-le-ko-khan gu-ko-a-
animal-1SG:SUBJ find-ANT-3PL:OBJ-COND bring-3PL:OBJ-FIN-1SG:SUBJ

‘If  I find animals I shall bring them.’

(142) ba- sn-len-khan uni ba-e hij-uk’-a
NEG-1SG:SUBJ go-ANT:M-PART 3SG NEG-3SG:SUBJ come-M-FIN

‘If  I do not go he will not come.’

3.2.5.1 Optative

Markers for the Optative are -ke in the active and -kok’ in the middle. The modal 
suffix for the active takes object after it.
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(143) jm-ke-a-e
eat-OPT:A-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He should/might eat.’

(144) dal-k-i-a-e
beat-OPT-A-1SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He should/might beat me.’

(145) sn-k-ok’-a-e
go-OPT-M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He should/might go.’

(146) dal-k-ok’-a-e
beat-OPT-M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He should/might be beaten.’

3.2.5.2 Irrealis

Irrealis is expressed by -le in the active and -len in the middle.

(147) jm-le-a-e
eat-IRR:A-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He would eat.’

(148) h-ko kuhi-len-khan h-ko rgc’-len-a
PROHIB-3PL:SUBJ lazy-IRR:M-if  NEG-3PL:SUBJ poor-IRR:M-FIN

‘If  they are not lazy, they would not be poor.’

3.2.5.3 Imperative

There is no special marker for the Imperative; the clitic pronouns in the second 
person are suffixed to the verb and the finite -a is not added. Clitic pronouns are 
the same as the suffixed pronouns except for the second singular, which is -m. The 
negative Imperative takes a finite -a, and the clitic pronouns for the second person, 
-m, -ben, and -p for singular, dual, and plural, respectively, are added to the particle 
alo preceding the verb.

(149) daka jm-m (150) sn-k’-p
rice eat-2SG:IMP go-M-2PL:IMP

‘Eat rice.’ ‘Go.’

(151) alo-m dal-a (152) alo-ben cal-ak’-a
PROHIB-2SG:IMP beat-FIN PROHIB-2DL:IMP go-M-FIN

‘Do not beat.’ ‘Do not go.’

There is another kind of Imperative with the Irrealis TAM suffixes -le in the active 
and -len in the middle, from which the meaning realized is priorative.

(153) daka jm-le-m tbe- cal-ak’-a
Rice eat-IRR:A-2SG:IMP then-1SG:SUBJ go-M-FIN

‘Eat rice first then I will go.’

(154) calao-len-m ad-e li-a
go-IRR:M-2SG:IMP then-3SG:SUBJ tell-FIN

‘Go first then he will say.’
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3.2.6 Orientation/directionality

The concept of orientation or directionality does not play any morphological role in 
Santali. It is, however, achieved through compound verb constructions.

3.2.7 Voice/version

Santali has two voices, active and middle, corresponding to semantical transitivity 
and intransitivity, respectively. Verbs appearing in the active are transitive and in the 
middle, intransitive. Some can appear in both the active and middle, and are transi-
tive in the active and intransitive in the middle. Below are some of the verbs which 
appear in both the active and the middle:

Verbs Intransitive Transitive

ap’ alight make alight

rakap’ rise, ascend pull up

pahao read teach

prc’ be full fill

caba end finish

rput’ be broken break

gitic’ lie down lay down

busk’ be born give birth

burum lie down lay down(of animal)

Two sets of endings are added to the TAM markers to express active and middle. 
One set consists of one member, -t’, for the active, and the other consists of two 
members, -ok’ and -n, for the middle. The ending -ok’ is used in the simple present/
future, present and past progressive, imperative, and optative while -n appears with 
the other TAM suffixes. There are three verbs – topo ‘bathe’, tego ‘stand’, and a�go25 
‘descend’ – which take the suffix -n directly with the stem in the simple present/
future, present and past progressive, imperative, and optative in place of -ok’, as is 
normally followed in the middle.

(155) topo-n-a-e topo-n-kan-a-e
bathe-M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ bathe-M-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He bathes/will bathe.’ ‘He is bathing.’

(156) tego-n-a-e tego-n-kan-a-e
stand-M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ stand-M-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He stands.’ ‘He is standing.’

(157) a�go-n-a-e a�go-n-kan-a-e
descend-M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ descend-M-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He descends.’ ‘He is descending.’

It should be noted that semantically transitive verbs take middle endings when 
 conjugated in the reflexive, passive, and mediopassive. Reciprocal stems are 
also  conjugated in the middle. Causative stems when conjugated in the passive also 
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take  middle endings. Examples given in Section 3.2.4 illustrate voice endings in 
the Passive, Reflexive, Mediopassive, Reciprocal, and Passive Conjugation of the 
Causative.

3.2.8 Finiteness

A finite verb in Santali gets the finite ending -a. It gives the sentence a demonstrated 
reality. This is attached to all kinds of finite verbs except the Imperative.26 In the 
subordinate clause it is never attached.

(158) uni ato-r cal-ak’-kan-a-e (159) mit’ ghic’ tahn-m
3SG village-LOC go-M-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ one time wait-2SG:IMP

‘He is going to the village.’ ‘Wait for a while.’

(160) ba-m hh-i-khan ur-k-ok’-a-
NEG-2SG:SUBJ call-1SG:SUBJ-COND fall-OPT-M-FIN-1SG:SUBJ

‘If  you did not call me I might have fallen in the ditch.’ 

Non-finite forms used in various types of subordination are discussed in the section 
on Syntax. Non-finite refers to converbs in -kat and -t which never occur with 
any TAM suffix, but they occur with stem formatives like -oco (causative) and -j 
(mediopassive).

3.2.9 Negation

Negation is expressed by three particles in Santali: ba in interrogative and declarative 
sentences, h as emphatic negative in declarative sentences, and alo as prohibitive 
negative in the imperative. When the sentence is negated the subject clitic is attached 
to the particle instead of the verb. The negative particle obligatorily precedes the verb 
it negates. It cannot take any of the TAM suffixes. Consider the following pairs:

(161) m-ad-i-a-e ba-e m-ad-i-a
give-APPL.PST:A-1SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ NEG-3SG:SUBJ give-APPL.PST:A-1SG:OBJ-FIN

‘He gave me.’  ‘He did not give me.’

(162) cal-ak’-a- h- cal-ak’-a
go-M-FIN-1SG:SUBJ NEG-1SG:SUBJ go-M-FIN

‘I go/shall go.’ ‘I do not/shall not go.’

(163) m-a-e-m alo-m m-a-e-a
give-A-3SG:OBJ-2SG:IMP PROHIB-2SG:SUBJ give-APPL-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘Give him.’ ‘Do not give him.’

(164) sn-ok’-m alo-m sn-k’-a
go-M-2SG:IMP PROHIB-2SG:SUBJ go-M-FIN

‘Go’ ‘Do not go.’

ba is realized as ba when pronominal clitics for the subject are added to it. 
Sometimes ba is used with pronominal clitics too, but it is purely optional and has 
nothing to do with strength or force, as noted by Neukom (2001:149).

The particle ba is unmarked and the most frequently used negative. In contrast to 
what has been claimed by Neukom, that ‘verb forms marked for the Past (-ket’/-en) 
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and for the Optative (-ke) cannot be negated; in negated clauses the Pluperfect
(-let’/-len) and the Irrealis (-le/-len) are used instead’ (Neukom 2001:149), Past and 
Optative verb forms are negated also with ba.

(165) uni ba-e mn-ked-a (166) ba-e ruhc’-en-a
3SG NEG-3SG:SUBJ say-PST:A-FIN NEG-3SG:SUBJ return.come-PST:M-FIN

‘He did not say.’  ‘He did not come back.’

(167) ba-e dal-ke-a (168) ba-m sn-kok’-a
NEG-3SG:SUBJ beat-OPT-FIN NEG-2SG:SUBJ go-OPT:M-FIN

‘He should not beat.’ ‘You should not go.’

In (169) the use of h rather than ba does not mean that the Negative does not 
take PST TAM in the verb, but it can be interpreted as Irrealis:

(169) ad uni h koa d-e mn-ked-a h- bl-len-a
then that man boy FOC-3SG:SUBJ say-PST:A-FIN NEG-1SG:SUBJ enter-IRR:M-FIN

‘Then that boy told, “I would never enter”.’ [P.O.Bodding]

The particle h is an emphatic negative used with the Optative, Declarative verb 
forms, and with Irrealis in the apodosis of a conditional sentence.

(170) i d h- li-ke-a
1SG:SUBJ FOC NEG-1SG:SUBJ tell-OPT:A-FIN

‘I might not say.’

(171) onko-ko li-ed-a al li benao-dare-a-e-a
3PL:SUBJ-3PL:SUBJ tell-IMPRF:A-FIN 1PL:SUBJ tell make-able.to-APPL-3SG:OBJ-FIN

tbe jivi d h-l m-ke-a
but life FOC NEG-1PL:SUBJ give-OPT:A-FIN

‘They are saying, “we can make him by uttering (mystical formula) but we 
are unable to give him life”.’

(172) ba-m dal-li--khan h- dal-le-m-a
NEG-2SG:SUBJ beat-IRR:A-1SG:OBJ-if  NEG-1SG:SUBJ beat-IRR:A-2SG:OBJ-FIN

‘If  you did not beat me I would certainly not beat you.’

In (172), two negative particles have been used in the same sentence – ba in the 
protasis and h in the apodosis – and both have taken Irrealis as they are conditional 
sentences. This does not indicate that ba cannot be used in the simple past.

The particle alo indicates prohibition and occurs with the simple present/future 
verb forms to convey a negative imperative sense.

(173) han alo-m cal-ak’-a 
yonder PROHIB-2SG:SUBJ go-M-FIN

‘Do not go there.’

(174) seto-r alo-m dbaay-a
sun-LOC PROHIB-2SG:SUBJ run.about-FIN

‘Do not run in the sun.’
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There is only one instance in my data where alo is used in the final clause without 
prohibitive sense:

khub sktkat tl-m jmn alo la-a
very hard-CV tie -2SG:SUBJ so.that NEG shake-FIN

‘Tie it very hard so that it does not shake.’ 

Both ba and alo can be used predicatively with the meaning ‘not to be’.

(175) i alo-khan huc’ khi-g-e jm-ke-p-g-a
1SG:SUBJ PROHIB-if  if  surely-FOC-3SG:SUBJ eat-OPT:A-2PL:OBJ-FOC-FIN

 ‘If  I had not been, he would surely have eaten you.’

(176) hij-uk’-m alo-m ba-a ‘Come, don’t say no.’

3.2.10 Derivation

There are four processes of verbal derivation in Santali: prefixation, infixation, suf-
fixation, and reduplication.

3.2.10.1 Causative a-/-oco

Causative stems are derived from simple verb roots by means of the causative 
morphemes a- and -oco. Of these, -oco is employed to all types of roots, namely 
transitive, intransitive, transitive-intransitive, and reciprocal stems. The prefix a- is 
restricted to two transitive roots only, jm ‘eat’ and u ‘drink’, which can take the 
suffix also, but never two at a time.

Permissive is also derived by the same suffix -oco as of Causative but the difference 
lies in the status of the person acted upon. In the Causative the person acted upon is 
in the accusative, while in the Permissive the person acted upon is in the dative (with 
the Applicative marker a-).

The suffix for Causative/Permissive -oco27 has a different phonological shape in 
the Southern dialect, while the Causative prefix is a- in both.

By prefixing a-:

jm ‘eat’ aj* ‘feed’; u ‘drink’ au ‘give to drink’

The roots also derive their Causative/Permissive by suffixing -oco as in jmoco ‘feed’ 
and uoco ‘make drink’. Derivation by prefixing a- to jm and u is used in the 
Northern dialect and in the older generation of the Southern dialect. The younger 
generation of the Southern dialect prefers suffixation to prefixation.

By suffixation -oco:

dal ‘beat’ > daloco ‘cause/allow to beat’ l ‘see’ > loco ‘cause/allow to see’

sn ‘go’ > snoco ‘cause/allow to go’ hc’ ‘come’> hc’oco ‘cause/allow to come’

gitic’ ‘lie,lay’> gitic’oco ‘cause/allow to lie/lay’

gc’ ‘die,kill’> gc’oco cause/allow to die.kill’

pl ‘see each other, meet’ > ploco ‘cause/allow to see each other/meet’

apam ‘get together’> apamoco ‘cause/allow to get together’
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3.2.10.2 Benefactive -ka

The Benefactive28 stem is formed by suffixing -ka to the transitive and 
transitive-intransitive roots. When added to the transitive-intransitive roots the 
 transitive meaning is prominent. As the name implies, this category denotes that the 
action is carried out on behalf  of someone other than the subject: tl ‘bind’> tlka 
‘bind for somebody’; dapal‚ cover’> dapalka cover for somebody’.

The Benefactive stem suffix is -kak’ in the Southern dialect when the object is 
inanimate or there is no object at all. If  the object is animate, the final k’ is replaced 
by the pronominal clitics. In the Northern dialect it is invariably -ka. Conjugation 
of the Benefactive stem in Northern and Southern is thus:

Northern Southern
ara tl-ka-e-m ara tl-ka-e-m
bullock bind-BEN-3SG:OBJ-2SG:IMP bullock bind-BEN-3SG:OBJ-2SG:IMP

‘Bind the bullock.’ ‘Bind the bullock.’

hoo dal-ka-m hoo dal-ka-k’-m
paddy thrash-BEN-2SG:IMP paddy thrash-BEN-INAN:OBJ-2SG:IMP

‘Cover the paddy.’ ‘Cover the paddy.’

The Benefactive stem is conjugated in the active with all TAM suffixes.

(177) duup’-kad-e-a-
sit-BEN.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-1SG:SUBJ

‘I made her sit (for somebody).’

(178) gidr-e buk-kad-e-a
child-3SG:SUBJ wash-BEN.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘She washed the baby (on behalf  of somebody).’

3.2.10.3 Reciprocal <pV>

The Reciprocal29 stem is formed by infixing <pV> after the first vowel of the root, the 
vowel of the infix being the same root vowel after which the insertion takes place. The 
insertion of the infix is restricted to the transitive and transitive-intransitive roots. 
In the latter case the transitive meaning is prominent. It is always conjugated in the 
middle and occurs with any of the TAM suffixes.

dal ‘beat’ > dapal ‘beat each other’ r ‘draw,pull’ > pr ‘draw/pull each other’

landa ‘laugh’ >lapanda ‘laugh together’ galmarao ‘chat’ > gapalmarao ‘gossip’

The infix generally has a reciprocal interpretation, but with many verbs it also 
denotes that the two participants of an action did something together, as lapanda 
and gapalmarao indicate.

(179) dapal-kan-a-kin (180) onko-ko gapalmarao-kan-a
beat each other-COP-FIN-3DL:SUBJ 3PL:SUBJ-3PL:SUBJ gossip-COP-FIN

‘They (two) are fighting.’ ‘They are gossiping.’

(181) ala apa hn-la tapam-en-a ad cedak’ m�� h-hn
1DL father son-1DL:SUBJ fight-PST:M-FIN then why five man-with
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d-m nlis-ket’-a
TOP-2SG:SUBJ complain-PST:A-FIN

‘We (two), father and son, fought (lit. seized each other), then why did you 
complain to the village council.’

3.2.10.4 Medio-passive -j

The Medio-passive is formed by suffixing -j to the transitive or a limited number of 
intransitive roots and transitive-intransitive roots, the transitive meaning being promi-
nent in the latter case. The stem is conjugated in the Simple present/future, present 
and past progressive, and Imperative. In other tense/aspects, -j is dispensed with in 
favour of the applicative a- and the middle ending -n. It is conjugated in the middle.

(182) dal-j-a-e (183) dal-j-kan-a-e
beat-MP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ beat-MP-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He beats for himself.’ ‘He is beating for himself.’

(184) dal-j-m (185) dal-an-a-e
beat-MP-2SG:IMP beat-APPL.PST:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘Beat for yourself.’ ‘He beat for himself.’

3.2.10.5 Passive/reflexive -ok’

The suffix for the Passive/Reflexive stem is -ok’. It is added to the transitive roots, tran-
sitive-intransitive roots, and causative stems to derive passive stems. When added to the 
transitive-intransitive roots, the transitive meaning is prominent. In conjunction with the 
transitive roots it denotes reflexivity, that is, the subject’s action affects the subject itself.

Passive from transitive and transitive-intransitive roots:
am ‘get’> amok’ ‘be got’; l ‘see’> lk’ ‘be seen’; ajm ‘hear’ > ajmok’ 
‘be heard’; gc’ ‘kill’> gojok’/gujuk’ ‘be killed’

Passive from causative stems:
ranoco ‘cause to medicate’> ranocok’ ‘be caused to medicate’
jmoco ‘feed’> jmocok’ ‘be fed’

Reflexive from transitive roots:
l ‘write’> lk’ ‘write oneself ’; m ‘give’> mk’ ‘give oneself ’; mak’ ‘cut’> 
magok’ ‘cut oneself ’; ir ‘reap’> irok’ ‘reap oneself ’

The stem formative appears in simple present/future, present and past progressive, 
and Imperative. In other tenses/aspects the simple root is conjugated in the middle 
to denote Passivity/Reflexivity.

(186) dal-ok’-a-e (187) dal-ok’-kan-a-e
beat-PASS/RFLXV-FIN-3SG:SUBJ beat-PASS/RFLXV-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He is beaten/beats himself.’ ‘He is being beaten/is beating himself.’

(188) oak’ hy dak’-t (189) mak’-en-a-e
house storm rain-INS cut-PST:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

rput’-en-a  ‘He cut himself.’

break-PST:M-FIN 
‘The house was damaged by the rainstorm.’
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3.2.10.6 Iterative/intensive: reduplication and infixation

The Iterative/Intensive stem is formed by reduplication of  the initial consonant 
along with the vowel, or reduplication of  the initial vowel in the consonant and 
vowel-initial roots, respectively. Bodding (1929:168) and Neukom (2001:126) 
 mentioned only one way of  forming the Iterative/Intensive stem of  the vowel-
initial roots – by infixation of  -k’. In my field data there are two-ways of  this 
stem formation – one by reduplication of  the initial consonant and the other by 
infixation of  -k’, the latter not being very frequent. The older generation generally 
forms the stem from vowel-initial roots by infixation. The formation is restricted 
to transitive roots and two intransitive roots only. Both stems are formed in the 
same way, and only the context determines whether Intensive or Iterative meaning 
is involved.

gt’ ‘cut’> ggt’ d ‘run’> dd
l ‘see’ > l jk’ ‘sweep’> jjk’
mak’ ‘cut’> mamak’ rk’ ‘pierce’> rrk’
dak’ ‘rain’> dadak’ tu ‘pierce with arrow’> tutu
cas ‘cultivate’> cacas tot’ ‘peck’ > totot’
r ‘speak’> rr gr ‘bite’> ggr
tl ‘bind’ > ttl am ‘get’> aam

The roots of the CV structure are found to reduplicate the whole roots.

u ‘drink’>uu si ‘plough’>sisi

The roots of  the VC structure reduplicate the initial vowel or infix -k’ after 
the vowel.

r ‘draw,pull’ >r/k’r; ir ‘reap’>iir/ik’ir;
r ‘sow’>r/k’r ; m ‘give’>m/k’m; l ‘write’>l/k’l

Only two intransitive roots are found undergoing reduplication to form Iterative/
Intensive stems, iterative meaning being more prominent.

sn ‘go’>ssn ir ‘run’>iir

The stems formed from the dissyllabic roots tend to become trisyllabic, which is not 
tolerated by the language. Therefore, the trisyllabic stems become dissyllabic by eli-
sion of the second vowel. Thus,

benao ‘make’>bebnao(<bebenao) banam ‘play on violin’>babnam(<babanam)
hatao ‘take’>hahtao(<hahatao) kuli ‘ask’> kukli(<kukuli)

Roots with diphthongs reduplicate the first vowel of the diphthong along with the 
initial C.

li ‘tell’> lli ‘reiterate’

In Neukom’s data, dissyllabic roots with initial consonants form an Intensive stem 
by the infixation of -k’. This type of formation is not attested to in my data.

The Iterative/Intensive takes only kan and tah�kan and does not allow any of the 
TAM suffixes and pronominal object clitics.
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3.2.10.7 Compound stem derivation

Compound stems are formed by the root and one more element, either a root or a 
modifier. According to the semantic content of the last element, two types may be 
distinguished:

 (i) Root + Root
(ii) Root + Modifier

In the first category two transitives or two intransitives may be juxtaposed.

Transitive + Transitive

sendra ‘hunt’ + am ‘find’ = sendraam ‘search and find’
mak’ ‘cut’ + gu ‘bring’ = mak’gu ‘cut and bring’

(190) uni kul-e sendra-am-ked-e-a
3SG tiger-3SG:SUBJ search-find-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘He searched for and found the tiger.’

Intransitive + Intransitive

rakap’ ‘ascend’ + hc’ ‘come’ = rakap’hc’ ‘ascend and come’

a�go ‘descend’+ hc’ ‘come’ = a�gohc’ ‘descend and come’

(191) subodh rakap’hc’-en-a-e
Subodh ascend come-PST:M-3SG:SUBJ

‘Subodh ascended and came.’

Transitive and Intransitive as also Intransitive and transitive may be juxtaposed, but 
their number is very limited.

Intransitive + Transitive
sn ‘go’+ dae30 ‘be able’= sndae ‘able to go’

Transitive + Intransitive
l ‘see’ + janam ‘be born’= ljanam ‘see born’

(192) ljanam-ked-e-a-
see be born-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-1SG:SUBJ

‘I saw him being born.’

In the second roots and modifiers are juxtaposed to derive a compound stem.

Root + Adverbial modifiers

Some modifiers occur after the root to give a twist to the basic meaning of the root.
baa,gt’,oo,bc’,dorok’ are some of the most commonly used modifiers. 

Neukom (2001:142) mentions two more modifiers – hata and gela.

3.2.11 Noun incorporation and combining forms

Santali does not allow noun incorporation in the predicate, as is found in the South 
Munda languages in the form of full incorporation or combining forms.
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3.2.12 Auxiliary verb constructions

Two of  the commonly used auxiliaries are dae ‘can’ and lega ‘try to’, described 
as V2 of  the compound stem by Neukom (2001:137). The auxiliaries cited specify 
the modality of  the first root. dae takes the Applicative a and is conjugated 
in the active, even if  there is no object in the surface level. lega is conjugated in 
the middle.

(193) unini� d kana sudh rh-en-ta-e-t ba-e
that male TOP throat also dry-PST:M–POSS-3SG:POSS-CV NEG-3SG:SUBJ

r-dae-at’-a
speak-can-APPL.PST:A-FIN

‘Since even the throat of the jackal had become dry, he could not speak.’

(194) sere-legak’-m jut-ok’-r h� ba-r h�
sing-try-M-2SG:IMP succeed-M-LOC too NEG-LOC also
‘Try to sing whether you will succeed or not.’

3.3 Expressives

Santali has a construction popularly termed in South Asian languages as 
 echo-word formation. It is constructed in more than one way – by repeating the 
element in an identical form, by augmenting a consonant in the repeated element, 
and by vowel mutation. Sometimes repetition and vowel mutation occur simulta-
neously. The repeated form does not have any independent meaning but modifies 
the meaning of  the first element. Different types of  expressive formations are 
as follows:

3.3.1 Identical reduplication

The expressives under this category are formed by repeating the first element.

ahal ahal ‘distressed’ ajak’ajak’ ‘clamour for’
atrm atrm ‘incompletely’ bagak’ bagak’ ‘sharp painful sensation’
bagt’ bagt’ ‘rough’ cuk’ cuk’ ‘noise of pumping into water’
daca daca ‘ubiquitous’ gab gab ‘sink deeply’
halat’ halat’ ‘slightly’ jelep’ jelep’ ‘flashing’
ka�c’ ka�c’ ‘whine as a dog’ mkur mkur ‘sound of crunching’

3.3.2 Partial reduplication

This type of reduplication is formed by augmenting a consonant initially in the 
repeated element. The augmented consonant may be any of j, t, p, b, g, , d, k, c, s, 
m, ph, r and dh.

(i) ØVX CVX
buk’cbuk’ ‘here and there’ ab tab ‘just at the time of’
acel pacel ‘abundance’ i bi ‘arrogant’
adha padha ‘unfinished’ ahal kahal ‘distressed’
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alam galam ‘indistinctly’  alba salba ‘contradictory’
ana gona ‘coming and going’  anak phanak ‘sundries’
uk’ dhuk’ ‘here and there’  aap’ jaap’ ‘parched with thirst’
akjak rakjak ‘lightly’

(ii) ØV1X CV2X (with vowel mutation)
adha sudh ‘half ’; agabig ‘topsy turvy’; agar ir ‘infringe’; hir kuhir ‘fix 
the eyes upon’; �ih��j��ih� ‘leavings of food’; ajak’ bujk’ ‘irregular’; ril kuril 
‘stare as smoke nips the eyes’; aral koral ‘perplexed’; asaha dusha ‘evil omen’; 
is kuis ‘innumerable’

(iii) CV1X CV2X (with vowel mutation)
bacak’ bocok’ ‘nonsensical’; badha bidhi ‘occult adverse influence’; baak’ 
buuk’ ‘move the lips as if  speaking’; bakat’ bkt’ ‘chatter’; bhabhu ‘crash-
ing noise’; caa cuu ‘crackle’; gasac’ gusuc’ ‘solitary’

(iv) C1VX C2VX
bajek sajek ‘sometimes’; cas bas ‘cultivation’; cedro bedro ‘rough’; cehr behr 
‘warmly’; clk mlk ‘wanton’; cr br ‘twitter’; cugur mugur ‘be restless’

(v) C1V1X C2V2X
bacha kuch‚ ‘refuse’ ka�c’ku�c’ ‘stingy’

(vi) V1CV V2CV
ae oe‚ ‘secretly’

(vii) V1CV1C V2CV2C (vowel mutation)
adac’ uduc’ ‘unwieldly through corpulence’ adaodo ‘fat and naked’
agar ogor ‘dumpy’ ama omo ‘diligently’
aae ooe ‘burning’ arak’ orok’ ‘stare vacantly’
aral orol ‘perplexed’ asam usum‚ ‘leisurely’

(viii) V1CV1 V1CV2 (V1 is invariably a and V2 is i)
a�a a�i ‘dispute’ adha dhi ‘half ’
adra dri ‘be ill-humoured’ ara ri ‘bellow’
l gli ‘be forward’ agra gri ‘show temper’
ahka ahki ‘panting’ ala li ‘tired’
andka ndki ‘a strong smell’ ankha nkhi ‘disgusting’
apna pni ‘automatically’ asa si ‘plead an excuse’

Sometimes the initial or the medial consonant of the first form tends to change in 
the repeated form.

kadar kapar ‘rubbish’ hadrak’ gasrak’ ‘stumbingly’

4 SYNTAX

4.1 Syntax of the simple sentence

Santali has the unmarked word order SOV, although the order can be twisted 
depending on the topic of discussion. Topical elements tend to appear first in the 
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sentence followed by less or non-topical elements. The unmarked word order may be 
shown by the following sentence (195):

(195) am ara-m gu-e-a
2SG bullock -2SG:SUBJ bring-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘You will bring the bullock.’

Here am, being the unmarked subject, appears first followed by the object ara, and 
the verb comes at the end. As the following sentence shows, the object can begin a 
sentence if  it is the topic of discussion:

(196) kimin d ba-m gu-ko-a ?
daughter-in-law TOP NEG-2SG:SUBJ bring-3PL:OBJ-FIN

‘Will you not bring daughter-in-law?’

As kimin is the topic of discussion, it appears in the initial slot without any apparent 
mention of the subject which is, however, marked in the word preceding the verb. 
There is one apparent contradiction in the object marking – the object is marked in 
the verb by the third personal plural clitic ko although kimin is in the singular form. 
It indicates that the number of objects talked about are indefinite, and the number 
suffix may not be overtly marked in the object. It may be compared with Bangla bou 
ou ‘wife and the like’ when a singular relation is mentioned.

The subject and object both may not be overtly marked in the sentence; their 
 presence in the sentence in the clitic pronominal form is obligatory.

(197) ona khuni-r-ge- tl-led-e-a, tin-r c
that pole-LOC-EMPH-1SG:SUBJ bind-PLUP-3SG:OBJ-FIN how-LOC ever

topak’-kat d-gt’-ked-a-e
break-CV run-away-PST:A-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘I tied it (goat) to that very pole, however it ran away by breaking it.’

In this sentence neither subject nor object is overtly marked; they are incorporated 
in the verb or the word preceding it, which is obligatory. The locative phrase appears 
first in the sentence with focus marker ge, which is the topic of concern.

In a sentence having an object and a dative (indirect object), the unmarked order 
is subject–dative–object–verb.

(198) i uni noa katha- met-ad-e-a
1SG:SUBJ 3SG this word-1SG:SUBJ tell-A.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘I told him this word.’

However, the dative uni or the dative and the object may be dispensed with if  not 
considered topical.

(199) met-ad-e-a-
tell- APPL.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-1SG:SUBJ

‘I told him.’

Sentences like (199) preclude a context in reference to which the object or the dative 
is dropped. The following couplet illustrates the point:

(200) Q. pas-akad-a-m to, ckri-ko d ba-m l-baa-ed-a?
pass-PRF:A-FIN-2SG:SUBJ DISC job-PL TOP NEG-2SG:SUBJ see-INDEF-IMPRF:A-FIN

‘You have passed, are you not searching for job?’
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A. paja-baa-ed-a-
search-INDEF-IMPRF:A-FIN-1SG:SUBJ

‘I am searching.’

The position after the verb can be used for positing the converb or as a determining 
afterthought.

(201) ct’ hoy-uk’-a kui gidr l-k’ s�	a-kat
what be-M-FIN girl child write-M educate-CV
‘What will happen by educating a girl?’

(202) cal-ak’ cal-ak’-t mit’-a gaa-ge h-r-ko
go-M go-M-CV one-CLSSFR river-FOC way-LOC-3PL:SUBJ

am-ked-a prc’-akan
find-PST:A-FIN be.full-PRF:M
‘While going along the way they found a river full (of water).’ 

In the phrase level, the constituent order adjective, numeral, demonstrative, and 
quantifier precede the head noun. The structure of the noun phrase is as follows:

(DEM) (QUANT) (ADJ) (ADJ) NOUN

nui h ‘this man’  noa serma ‘this year’
nui daan h ‘this strong man’ noa usul dn ‘this high jump’
nui i napay kui ‘this very beautiful girl’  noa i mara bir ‘this very big forest’
mit’ h ‘one man’  mit’ serma ‘one year’
  bele j ‘ripe fruit’
  bele31 bele j ripe fruits’

Identificational sentences marked by kan and tah�kan are formed nowadays without 
the copulas mentioned. This happens in most of the South Asian languages. A story 
begins with the following sentence:

ato utum baei ‘Name of the village Baredi.’ Instead of ato utum baei-kan-a.

In the first paragraph of the story ‘sikhnt’32 there are six sentences, of which only 
two sentences are marked by a finite -a; the other four are without a finite marker 
or copula.

rasi ato ‘Big village.’
big village 

(203) ba ba-t mit’ sae-khn h� bti gan oak’ d mena-k’-a
NEG NEG-CV one hundred-ABL even.more about house FOC have -M-FIN

‘Never-the-less more than hundred houses are there in the village.’

(204) rgc’ kis� sanam lekan h-ge mena-k’-ko-a
poor rich all like man-FOC have-M-3PL:SUBJ-FIN

‘All types of people poor and rich are there.’
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(205) tbe kis�-mnt d bar-ea kaa nahl- dhbic’-rn 
yet rich-said to be TOP two-CLSSFR buffalo plough-up.to-GEN

csi h
farmer man
‘Yet he is said to be rich who has two buffalo-ploughs.’

(206) h ato-ko-r d onko-ge anel kis�
Santal village-pl-LOC FOC 3PL:SUBJ-FOC very rich
‘They are the rich in Santal villages.’

4.1.1 Agreement

Agreement reflects natural number. Nouns like ‘crowd’, ‘board’, or ‘government’ 
agree with a verb with 3rd-PL clitic , although these nouns may not be overtly marked 
for number.

Consider the following sentence:

(207) nui bo d ke h� ckri ba-e m-at’-ko-a
this board FOC who even job NEG-3SG:SUBJ give-APPL.PST:A-3PL:OBJ-FIN

‘This board has given job to none.’

Here bo is unmarked for number, but its singularity as a body is marked in the 
predicate, which is incorporated in the negative particle preceding the verb in 
the form of the third person singular clitic -e. The recipient being indefinite is 
marked by plural -ko.

(208) nui srkar d ba-e bhage-a
this government TOP NEG-3SG:SUBJ good-FIN

‘This government is not good.’

‘Government’ being considered as a single entity agrees with the verb in the form of 
the third person singular clitic -e. ‘Cattle herd’ is considered plural and is marked by 
the plural clitic -ko in the verb.

(209) uni-rn d pal pal gi mena-k’-ko-a
3s-GEN TOP herd REDPL cow have-M-3PL:OBJ-FIN

‘They have herd of cattles.’

Indefinite reference also does not overtly mark the number in the noun, rather it is 
marked in the verb. Here I refer to the sentence in (192) in which the object kimin is 
not marked for number but is marked in the verb.

4.1.2 Verb serialization

Root serialization is quite common in Santali as we have seen in compound verb 
constructions.33 Along with this verb, roots with TAM may be serialized. According 
to Neukom (2001:176) ‘the two verbs either refer to distinct sub-events of the same 
situation, or they are (quasi)-synonyms and denote the same situation.’ Consider the 
sentence quoted in Neukom (2001:176):

(210) bhgt-ko raa-led-e am-led-e
quickly-3PL:SUBJ release-PLUP:A-3SG:OBJ find-PLUP:A-3SG:OBJ
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uni trup’ d-e r-gt’-ked-a
that tiger TOP-3SG:SUBJ speak-V2-PST:A-FIN

‘No sooner had they let him out and found him than the leopard said.’

The pronominal object can appear twice, as in the above example, but the finite -a 
occurs only once with the final verb. This type of verb serialization is very rare, and 
in modern-day language it is not found, at least in my data.

4.2 Complex sentence structure

Santali has a number of conjunctions and disjunctions that coordinate clauses. 
Although they do not have any effect on word order, they play an important role in 
complex sentences. Some of the most common conjunctives and disjunctives are:

ar ‘and’ mnkhan ‘but’ s ‘or’

ad ‘then, thereupon’ bickom ‘rather’ (L) khan/khac’ ‘then’

bakhan ‘otherwise’ br ‘rather’ bama ‘that is to say, namely’

(211) (i) ac’ baba subodh-e hh-ad-e-a
3SG father Subodh-3SG:SUBJ call-APPL.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

ar-e met-ad-e-a
and-3SG:SUBJ tell-APPL:PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘His father called Subodh and told him.’

(ii) ba-bon l-led-e-a-e bama uni 
NEG -1PL:SUBJ see-PLUP:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ that is to say 3SG

hpn era i-e crk-a
child girl very-3SG:SUBJ nice-FIN

‘We did not see her, people say, the girl is very beautiful.’

4.2.1 Coordination

Coordinate clauses are formed by particles denoting conjunction, disjunction, adver-
sative, and conclusive.

4.2.1.1 Conjunctive

ar, ad and khan are the coordinate conjunctives. While ar operates within the 
 sentence, ad and khan operate across sentences.

(212) (i) i jodi mantar-i li-a  ar dak’-i
1SG:SUBJ if  magic.chant-1SG:SUBJ utter-FIN and water-1SG:SUBJ

chiku-a noa ja-ko joon-gd-k’-a
sprinkle-FIN this bone-PL join-V2-M-FIN

‘If I utter mystical formula and sprinkle water these bones will be joined.’

(ii) ad topon somy uni buhi d ona
thereupon bath time 3SG old lady TOP that

alo-e sap’-ked-e-a
light-3SG:SUBJ catch-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘Thereupon at the bathing time that old lady caught hold of that light.’
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(213) khan d koa gidr r-ru-ked-a ‘hnda baba 
then TOP boy child speak-return-PST:A-FIN look father

ona gundli ma bele-jut-akan-a
that millet MOD ripe-properly–PRF:M-FIN

‘Then the boy replied, “Look father that millet has properly ripened.”’
ad and khan occur in continuing discourse, that is, they preclude 
something that is spoken before, and the present sentences are uttered in 
reference to that.

4.2.1.2 Disjunctive

s ‘or’ and bakhan ‘otherwise’ are used to form coordinate disjunctive clauses.

(214) ajm-ked-a-m s-m ba-a
hear-PST:A-FIN-2SG:SUBJ or-2SG:SUBJ NEG-FIN

‘Did you hear or not?’

(215) onka d alo-m r-a bakhan-la dal-me-a
like that TOP PROHIB-2SG:SUBJ speak-FIN otherwise -1DL:SUBJ beat-2SG:OBJ-FIN

‘Do not speak thus otherwise we will beat thee.’

4.2.1.3 Adversative

mnkhan,bickom, br and hutk are used as coordinating conjuncts denoting the 
adversative.

(216) l-led-e-a- mnkhan b- galmarao-ad-e-a
see-PLUP:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-1SG:SUBJ but NEG-1SG:SUBJ discuss-APPL.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘I had seen him but did not discuss with him.’

mnkhan is also used as a switch reference marker.

(217) unkin d din-ge i kurumuu-kin kmi-a mnkhan
3DL TOP day-FOC very deligently-3DL:SUBJ work-FIN but

ceka-kat-e mit’ din uni h-rn oak’ boga d bhk’
how-CV-3SG:SUBJ one day 3SG man-GEN house goddess TOP head 

lac’ haso am-ked-e-a
stomach pain get-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘They two work very hard, but one day for unknown reason the man’s wife 
was affected by pain in stomach and head.’

(218) nitok’ d bickom b- cal-ak’-a
now TOP rather NEG-1SG:SUBJ go-M-FIN

‘Rather I shall not go now.’

(219) h d her d ba-ko sn-len-a br deko
Santal TOP many TOP NEG-3PL:SUBJ go-PLUP:M-FIN rather Hindu

bti-ge-ko tah�kan-a
more-FOC-3PL:SUBJ COP:PST-FIN

‘Many Santals had not gone there rather the Hindus were more.’
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(220) am-em kuli--khan hutk- m-ke-m-a
2SG:SUBJ-2SG:SUBJ ask-1SG:OBJ-if  then-1SG:SUBJ give-OPT-2SG:OBJ-FIN

‘If  thou hadst asked me I would have given it to you’

hutk is used in conditional sentences to introduce the apodosis, in which the  protasis 
is supposed not to have been realized, and therefore, the apodosis would not have 
occurred.

4.2.2 Complement clauses

Complement clauses perform a nominal function which may be subsumed as subject 
or object.

4.2.2.1 In subject function

Verbs in complement clauses in subject function may contain the middle voice marker:

(221) dinm on-r cal-ak’ d ba boge-a
daily that-LOC go-M TOP NEG good-FIN

‘It is not good to go over there daily.’

(222) hamal jinis tul-baa d ba hik-ge-a
heavy thing lift-INDEF TOP NEG proper-FOC-FIN

‘It is not proper to lift heavy weight.’

4.2.2.2 In object function

Complement clauses in an object function are quite common, especially with 
 predicates of speech. The verb form is without TAM suffixes and pronominal  clitics. 
Intensive verb stems are sometimes used:

(223) uni i-hn kky-e hc’-en-a
3SG 1SG-place ask for -3SG:SUBJ come-PST:M-FIN

‘He came to me to ask for.’

(224) uni gu baron-ko-m
3SG bring forbid-3PL:OBJ-2SG:IMP

‘Forbid them to bring him.’

(225) i d uni kombo- l-akad-e-a
1SG:SUBJ TOP 3SG steal-1SG:SUBJ see-PRF:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘I saw him stealing.’

(226) ac’ baba subodh hh-kat-e met-ad-e-a,
3SG father Subodh call-CV-3SG:SUBJ say-APPL.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘tehe d i bir-t h- calao-kok’-a.’
today TOP 1SG:SUBJ forest-LOC NEG-1SG:SUBJ go-OPT-FIN

‘Calling Subodh his father told him, “Today I wont be able to go to the forest.”’

There are complement clauses marked for TAM, personal clitics as well as for the 
finite -a.
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(227) gendak’ ook’-kat-e l-ked-e-a rugi
cloth remove-CV-3SG:SUBJ see-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN patient 

d-e gj-akan-a
TOP-3SG:SUBJ die-PRF:M-FIN

‘Having removed the cloth he saw the patient is dead.’

(228) kui-ko dak’ lo hij-uk’-e l-ket’-ko-a
girl-PL water fetch come-M -3SG:SUBJ see-PST:A-3PL:OBJ-FIN

‘He saw the girls coming to fetch water.’

Complement clauses may be marked by the quotative mnt (lit. by saying).34

(229) onko uni ako apat mnt ba-ko l-huk-e-kan-a
3PL:SUBJ 3SG 3PL father QUOT NEG-3PL:SUBJ see-fully-3SG:OBJ-COP-FIN

‘They do not recognize him as their father.’

Direct speech may be introduced by the quotative marker bama.

(230) seday d mn-a bama kayra sakam-leka jj sakam
long ago TOP say-FIN QUOT banana leaf-like tamarind leaf
‘Long ago it was said tamarind leaf (is) like banana leaf.’

4.2.3 Subordinate clauses

Subordinate clauses in an oblique function are marked by converb kat and t, 
 ablative khn, place marker hn,35 temporal khan, and purposive jmon.

The converb kat refers to an adverbial subordinate clause in the form of non-
finite verb forms. It occurs with bare roots or with the middle voice marker and the 
reflexive marker -j, but never with tense–aspect suffixes and the marker for finite.

(231) ac’ baba subodh hh-kat-e met-ad-e-a-e …
3s father Subodh call-CV-3SG:SUBJ tell-APPL.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘Calling Subodh his father told him …’

Here I also refer to sentence (227) in which the subordinate clause with kat begins 
the sentence. In narrative, the converb in kat can be used as sentence linker, repeating 
the verb of the preceding clause.

(232) uni buhi d ona sara-r-ko dh-ked-e-a dh-kat
that old lady TOP that pyre-LOC-3PL:SUBJ put-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN put-CV

sgl-ko lagao-ad-e-a
fire-3PL:SUBJ apply-APPL.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘They put the old lady on the funeral pyre; having put her on it they set her 
on fire.’

(233) l-j-kat- calao-kok’-a
see-MP-CV-1SG:SUBJ go-OPT-FIN

‘Seeing it I would go.’

The instrumental -t with a verb functions as a converb with simultaneous or 
sequential meaning. -t as a converb formative generally occurs with reduplicated 
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verb forms, Neukom’s data (2001:188) explicate a non-reduplicated verb with -t. 
The verb-forms indicate time and manner of action.

(234) cal-ak’ cal-ak’-t mit’-a toyo l-ked-e-a-e
go-M go-M-CV one-CLSSFR jackel see-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘While going he saw a jackal.’

(235) laha laha-t calao-en-a-e
precede REDPL-CV go-PST:M-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He went in front.’

Subordinate clauses marked by the place marker hn function as locative adverbial 
clauses.

(236) gapa d am-ge si-ok’-hn ara d laga-gu-kin-m
tomorrow TOP 2SG-FOC plough-M-PL bullock TOP drive-bring-3DL:OBJ-2SG:IMP

‘Tomorrow you will drive the bullocks to the place of ploughing.’

Verbs with khn in the subordinate clause indicate the time from which the action 
of the main clause holds. Verbs occurring with khn can take TAM and pronominal 
clitics.

(237) dare-khn-e ur-en-khn d khil ge mena-e-a
tree-ABL-3SG:SUBJ fall-PST:M-ABL TOP ill FOC exist-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘Since he fell down from the tree he became ill.’

Temporal clauses are formed by the suffix -khan. The temporal sense is manifested 
when the verb of the subordinate clause is marked for past. Temporal sense is also 
manifested when the verb is marked for non-past and irrealis.

(238) ona mn-kat ti-e jt’-led-e-khan-ge uni
that say-CV hand-3SG:SUBJ touch-PLUP:A-3SG:OBJ-TEMP-FOC that

maejiu d-e mn-ked-a, bama ‘dohai hakur.’
woman TOP-3SG:SUBJ say-PST:A-FIN, QUOT help God
‘Saying that when he had touched her hand the woman said, “Oh, God, help.”’

(239) ja�ha�nak’-ko kuli-ben-khan ct’ h� alo-m
anything-3PL:SUBJ ask-2DL:OBJ-TEMP what DISC PROHIB-2SG:IMP 

li-a-ko-a
tell-APPL:3PL:OBJ-FIN

‘When they ask you do not tell them anything.’

Temporal clauses may also be marked by tarpre postposed to the main clause.

(240) laha-t jm-le-m tarpre-la cal-ak’-a
before-LOC eat-IRR-2SG:IMP then-1DL:SUBJ go-M-FIN

‘Eat first then we will go.’

Conditional clauses are formed by -khan with or without the irrealis -le and -len. 
Sometimes the particle jodi ‘if ’ is used when introducing the protasis.

(241) am-em hukum-en-khan noa b- kmi-ke-a
2SG-2SG:SUBJ order-PST:M-COND this NEG-1SG:SUBJ work-OPT-FIN

‘If  you order I would not do it.’
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(242) jodi hik dam-i am-le-khan pasc’-i kri-ki-kin-a
if actual price-1SG:SUBJ get-IRR-COND probably-1SG:SUBJ sell-OPT-3DL:OBJ-FIN

‘If  I get actual price I would probably sell the two.’

Purpose clauses are introduced by the postposition lgit’ ‘for’ with verb forms as well 
as with jmn in between the main and purpose clauses. Verb forms taking lgit’ are 
also marked for applicative and pronominal clitics.

(243) i am noa katha met-a-m-lgit’-i hc’-len-a
1SG:SUBJ 2SG this word tell-APPL-2SG:OBJ-for-1SG:SUBJ come-PLUP:M-FIN

‘I had come to tell you.’

A purposive clause with jmn ‘so that’ is postposed to the main clause, and the verb 
of the purpose clause is marked by TAM suffixes and pronominal clitics.

(244) khub skt-kat tl-m jmn alo la-a
very hard-CV tie-2SG:IMP so that PROHIB shake-FIN

‘Tie it hard so that it does not shake.’

Causal clauses are expressed by cedak’ s occurring before the causal clause. The 
causal clause comes after the main clause, and the clause is marked for TAM, suf-
fixes, and pronominal clitics.

(245) uni d chui-i hatao-ked-a cedak’ s uni d-e
3SG TOP leave-3SG:SUBJ take-PST:A-FIN because 3SG TOP-3SG:SUBJ

ru-k’-kan-a
fever-M-COP-FIN

‘He took leave because he is ill.’

4.2.4 Relative-type clause

Santali shows two types of relative clauses: one has the indefinite pronouns ja�ha�e 
and ja�ha�; while the first one is for the animate, the second one is for the inanimate. 
The other has the borrowed relative pronoun ja ‘which’.

(246) ja�ha� klm-t-m l-akad-a  ona d oka-r
any pen-INS-2SG:SUBJ write-PRF:A-FIN that TOP which-LOC

‘Where is the pen which you have written with?’

(247) ja�ha� dare-r-m dc’-len-a on-r
Any tree-LOC-2SG:SUBJ climb-PLUP:M-FIN that-LOC 

mit’-a trm cak mena-k’-a
one-CLSSFR honey-comb exist-M-FIN

‘There is a honey-comb in the tree which you climbed.’

(248) ja�ha�e ato oak’-r-ko tahn-a onko d i-ko
any one village house-LOC-3PL:SUBJ stay-FIN 3PL:SUBJ TOP very-3PL:SUBJ 

pa-a
friend-FIN

‘Those who stay in the village are very friendly.’
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(249) am ja-m mn-ked-a hik-ge-a
2SG that-2SG:SUBJ say-PST:A-FIN right-FOC-FIN

‘The word you said is right.’

4.2.5 Correlatives

Correlative constructions in Santali are formed by using pronouns or correlative 
particles in both the main and attributive clauses.

(250) je hilok’ uni- l-led-e-a un hilok’
which day 3SG-1SG:SUBJ see-PLUP:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN that day

d sombar tah�kan-a
TOP Monday COP:PST-FIN

‘The day I saw him was Monday.’

(251) oka dism-r onko gael h-ko 
which country-LOC 3PL:SUBJ crow man-3PL:SUBJ

jarwa-akan-tah�kan-a ona dism-rn raj d gj-akan-a
gather-PRF:M-COP:PST-FIN that country-GEN king TOP die-PRF:M-FIN

‘The king of  the country where the crowd of  people had gathered 
has died.’

(252) jkhn uni-i met-a-e-kan tah�kan-a un-jokhan uni
when 3SG-1SG:SUBJ tell-APPL-3SG:OBJ-COP COP:PST-FIN that-time 3SG

bhgi-kc’-t  ajm-et’-tah�kan-a
good-attentive-INS hear-IMPRF-COP:PST-FIN

‘When I was telling him he was listening to it attentively.’

(253) jodi uni laha-t ba-e ono-kok’-a tahle han
if  3S Gearly-LOC NEG-3SG:SUBJ come out-OPT-FIN then there

uni ba-e tiyok’-ke-a
3SG NEG-3SG:SUBJ reach-OPT-FIN

‘If  he would not come out earlier then he would not reach there’

(254) jmn-i mn-led-a tmn-ge cando i-ak’ sana-e
as-1SG:SUBJ say-PLUP:A-FIN so-FOC Cando 1s-GEN wish-3SG:SUBJ

puru-ket’-t-i-a
fulfill:PST:A-POSS-1SG-FIN

‘Chando fulfilled my wish as I had asked.’

(255) jodi-p uddhar-i-a tbe ap-rn gat-p
if  -2PL:SUBJ rescue-1SG:OBJ-FIN then 2PL-GEN friend-2PL-2PL:SUBJ 

am-e-a
find-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘If  you rescue me you will find your friend.’

ja�ha�: ona, ja�ha�e:uni/onko, and ja�ha�:on-r are types of constructions given in 246–248 
and may be considered as correlative constructions.
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5 SEMANTICS/DISCOURSE

5.1 Semantics

Here I will briefly address a phenomenon, namely semantic agreement typical of 
Santali. Consider example (256):

(256) puk-ko hala-ket’-ko-a
mushroom-3PL:SUBJ collect-PST:A-3PL:OBJ-FIN

‘They have collected mushrooms.’

Consider the apparent contradiction between the object NP puk ‘mushroom’ 
and its agreement in the verb. Apparently the object is inanimate and as a rule the 
inanimate is not marked in the verb. Here, in the case of  Santali, the Santal’s per-
ception of  animacy is reflected in the verb agreement, as the so-called inanimate 
objects like puff-balls, ear-wax, or thorns being pricked are considered animate 
in Santali. The correlation between the linguistic phenomenon of  verb agreement 
and the concept of  animacy is very close in Santali. The subjects and objects con-
sidered animates by the Santals are invariably marked in the verb in the form of 
third personal clitic pronouns. Consider the following example where an idol is 
considered animate:

(257) uni mit’-a kli boga-e benao-akad-e-a
3SG one-CLSSFR Kali goddess -3SG:SUBJ make-PRF:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

‘He has made a Kali idol.’

Similarly sun, moon, and stars are also considered animate.

(258) sicando rakap’-kan-a-e
sun rise-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘The sun is rising.’

Another area I would like to address is the distinction between direct and indirect 
causation, and the problem of the degree of control retained in the causative macro-
 situation by the causee. The distinction between true causation and permission 
deserves special mention. Consider the following examples:

(259) dal-oco-ked-e-a-e
beat-CAUS-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He caused him to beat.’

(260) dal-oco-ad-e-a-e
beat-CAUS-APPL:PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

‘He permitted him to beat.’

There is only one difference between the two constructions, that is, in (258) the 
object is marked by the applicative a-, here attached to the TAM, which is absent 
in (257). Thus while the cause in (257) is direct, making it a direct causation 
thereby involving the direct object, the cause in (258) is rather indirect, involving 
the indirect object with the applicative marker a-. It is easy to see the relationship 
between true causative and permissive. In both the constructions the marker for 
causation is the same, but while in the true causation (257) the causee is forced to 
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beat, in the indirection (258) the causee is persuaded and/or permitted to beat. In 
other words,

with the true causative, the anterior event/agent has the power to bring the 
effect about; in the permissive, the anterior event/agent has the power to prevent 
the effect from coming about. In both types, the realization of the effect is, at 
least partially, within the control of the causer/permitter. (Comrie 1989:171)

5.2 Discourse

ad is the marker of continuing discourse in Santali. tea is also used for the same 
purpose.

(261) … tkhn bela duor-moto hoi-akan-a. ad
then part of the day two-about be-PRF:M-FIN thereupon

sahan-ko mit’-hn-ko dh- jaora- ket’-t jht
firewood-PL one-place-3PL:SUBJ put down-together-PST:A-CV all

h mit’-hn-ko duup’-en-a
man one-place-3PL:SUBJ sit-PST:M-FIN

‘Then it was about 2 o’clock. Thereupon having put down all the firewoods 
together all men sat together in one place.’

(262) ona jhurk-r d hik-em am-a. tea d uni kui gidr
that door-LOC TOP actual-2SG:SUBJ get-FIN then TOP DEM girl child

prpr sat-i kapa-e parm-idi-ked-a.
consecutive seven-DEF door-3SG:SUBJ cross-away-PST:A-FIN

‘You will get the actual door in that. Thereupon that girl crossed seven 
doors one after another.’

The anaphoric ac’ ‘he/she/him/her’ is used more often in continuing discourse than 
in ordinary speech. The particles like du ‘look’ are used as quotative in the discourse. 
The borrowed particle je ‘that’36 is used as a subordinate clause marker.

(263) ad h-e kuli-ket’-ko-a
thereupon man-3SG:SUBJ ask-PST:A-3PL:OBJ-FIN

je majhi haam oak’ d oka
that village head oldman house TOP where
‘Thereupon the man asked them that where the house of the village 
headman was.’

Another area that needs to be mentioned is the use of pronouns among certain 
 kin-relations in discourse. Consider the following examples:

(264) Q. ceka-en-a-ben, bhu A. ru-k’-kan-a-li
how-PST:M-FIN-2DL, daughter-in-law Fever-M-COP-FIN-1DL:EX

‘How are you, daughter-in-law?’ ‘I am getting fever.’

When the father-in-law addresses the daughter-in-law he uses 2DL for a singular 
addressee, and in reply the daughter-in-law uses 1DL to talk about herself. This 
involves power and solidarity among in-law relations; the more powerful figure, 
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here the parent-in-law, uses 2DL to address the less powerful figure, here the 
 daughter-in-law. The less powerful figure in turn uses 1DL while reporting about 
him- or herself  to the more powerful figure to express solidarity with his- or herself, 
that is, with husband and wife. The concept of more and less powerful figures could 
better be exemplified by the speech pattern among the symmetric relations:

(265) hnda ho sumdhi, cet’-leka mena-k’-bon-a
o (co)parent-in-law how be-M-1PL:INC-FIN

A. i muskil-r-bon paao-akan-a
very trouble-LOC-1PL:INC fall-PRF:M-FIN

‘Oh, co-parent-in-law, how are we (you)?’ ‘I (we) am in great trouble.’

This is a part of a discourse between two parents-in-law. In both the question and 
the answer 1PL inclusive is used to refer to and address, which denotes that the two 
in-laws belong to a symmetric power relation, and that is why they use the same kind 
of pronoun. When a plural form is used, the choice gives rise to certain speculation 
about the social status of the participants in the discourse. When a parent-in-law 
inquires about his counterpart, the latter’s dependents are not left out. In Santal 
society the use of a singular pronoun in this case shows disrespect. Similarly, in 
addressing and referring to son/daughter-in-law the parent-in-law will always use 
2DL, as socially they are supposed to address and refer to both spouses. The son/
daughter-in-law, in reply, will use the first person dual exclusive to denote that they 
(both spouses) are mentally included.

The same kind of social relation and pronominal selection hold in the case of 
bahharea (‘a man and his younger brother’s wife’) and ajhnarea (‘a man and the 
wife of his wife’s younger brother’) relations. But because of paucity of space it 
cannot be detailed.

6 LEXICON

As a Munda language, the status of Santali is much more faithfully preserved than 
any other language of the group. The core areas of the lexicon – the pronouns, 
demonstratives, grammatical morphemes, and numerals – are preserved despite 
 prevailing bilingualism of the speakers of the language. The terms for kinship and 
for body parts are preserved in the vocabulary of the elders, with some changes in 
the vocabulary of the younger generation. The terms for daily needs are affected 
much by the influence of the neighbouring languages. The influence of the neigh-
bouring languages cannot be avoided, as in everyday activity they either have to 
interact with the local non-Munda people or depend on them. In the states they are 
distributed in, they are the minorities. They have to have education in the medium of 
the neighbouring language, as education in their own language is still not  available. 
In this kind of situation it is not always possible for them to maintain a clear-cut 
dichotomy between L1 and L2 – one being at home and among the in-group, and 
the other outside their home area in the out-group. So it is quite natural that their 
own language is affected, and more and more foreign components will find a place 
in their language. Still it is very deserving that the language is maintaining its distinct 
identity, as compared with many Munda languages like Kharia and Juang, which 
have almost lost their Munda identity. The reason may be in the high number of 
speakers Santali claims as opposed to the low number of speakers of Kharia and 
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Juang. Love for their own language is another factor helping the language to preserve 
its ‘purity’. It is this love and persistent struggle for the language of its speakers 
which has earned the language a constitutional status. As the language has gained 
constitutional  status and the script has been recognized as the medium of reading, 
writing, and printing of text, it can be assumed that the speakers of the language will 
be much more  conscious than before in the maintenance of the language.

6.1 Austroasiatic/Munda components

Personal pronouns are more resistant to loans. Not a single pronoun is taken from 
the neighbouring languages. Moreover, the inclusive–exclusive distinction in the first 
person, and their use within a special set of relations, is maintained as faithfully as ever 
before. Most of the grammatical markers such as TAM suffixes, genitive  suffixes, 
and applicative are of Munda origin. Terms relating to beliefs, rituals such as mar-
riage, and funeral and ancestory are retained in the original form. The  cardinal 
numerals are preserved fully. Though the younger generation is more accustomed 
to Indo-Aryan numerals, they can recognize the original numerals, and use them on 
special occasions. The only cardinal borrowed is for hundred, sae, used by both the 
older and younger generations. The explanation behind this may be that because 
counting by a hundred is not a Munda system, the term connected with the system 
has to be borrowed by the speakers of the language.

6.2 Loan strata

The majority of loans come from the neighbouring Indo-Aryan languages, like 
Bengali, Hindi, Oriya, and Assamese, with which the language has been in contact 
for centuries. The most notable of the loans from these languages are the ordinal 
numerals like phil ‘first’, dsar ‘second’, and tesar ‘third’; many postpositions like 
lgit’ ‘for’, sa�o ‘with’, sge ‘along with’, upr ‘above’, bhitr/bhitri ‘inside’, hn 
‘with’, sathe ‘along with’, etc. are borrowed either from Bengali or Hindi. The parti-
cles like jodi/judi ‘if ’, jmn ‘so that’, tahle ‘then’, to emphatic, ar ‘and’, tkhn ‘then’, 
and jkhn ‘when’ are from the same source. The masculine–feminine distinction 
ending in -a or -i as in kala vs. kli ‘deaf’ and koka vs. kuki ‘mad’, is of Indo-Aryan 
 origin. Although there is no exact figure, almost 20% of the lexemes of daily needs 
are borrowed from Indo-Aryan. As there are no statistics of the regional loans, it is 
very difficult to discuss the loans from Oriya or Assamese, which need  further  survey. 
Loans from other Munda languages like Mundari and Ho, with which it is also in 
contact, need in-depth investigation and comparative study. Otherwise it is difficult 
to specify the figure. It is also very risky in the sense that if  the languages under 
consideration are of the same stock, the common vocabulary could be  considered 
as cognates, rather than loans from one another.

7 BRIEF ANALYSED TEXT

The following text was collected from Gobinda Hansda, aged 40, of the village 
Jitpur, Jamtara, Santal Parganas, Jharkhand. The story describes the stepmother’s 
attitude towards the stepson. The area from where the story was collected falls in the 
Northern dialect area of Santali.
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Kki g
Stepmother

(i) mit’c’ casa h-e tah�kan-a.
one-CLSSFR farmer-man-3SG:SUBJ COP-FIN

(ii) uni-rn ra d i khaoa h-e tah�kan-a.
3s-GEN wife FOC very diligent (wo)man-3SG:SUBJ COP-FIN.

(iii) unkin-rn mit’-c’ koa gidr tah�kan-ta-kin-a.
3DL-GEN one-CLSSFR boy child COP-POSS-DL-FIN.

(iv) unkin d din ge i kurumuu-kin kmii-a.
3DL:SUBJ FOC day EMPH very diligent-3DL:SUBJ work-FIN.

(v) mnkhan cik-kat c mit’ din uni h-rn oak’ 
but how-CV ever one day 3SG man-GEN house 

boga  d bhk’ lac’ haso am-ked-e-a.
god(wife) FOC head belly pain get-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

(vi) ar acka ge unkin apa hn
and suddenly EMPH 3DL father son

bgi-at’-kin-a-e.
leave-APPL.PST:A-3DL:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ.

(vii) khan i duk-r-kin paao-en-a.
then very trouble-LOC-3DL:SUBJ fall-PST:M-FIN.

(viii) kmi h� nit d ba-kin kmi-dae-ak’-kan-a.
work even now FOC NEG-3DL:SUBJ work-can-M-COP-FIN

(ix) cedak’je mayjiu kmi-ko d ar unkin oak’-r
because that woman worker-PL FOC and 3DL house-LOC

ekkal bnuk’-ko-a.
absolutely NEG-3PL:OBJ-FIN

(x) ad ayma hudis-baa-kat mit’-c’
thereupon much thought-about-CV one-CLSSFR

kki-g-kin sagha37 gu-ked-e-a.
aunt-mother-3DL:SUBJ marry a widow bring-PST:A-3SG:SUBJ-FIN.

(xi) uni gu-kat thora din d hik-ge din-ko khema-ked-a.
3s bring-CV some day FOC right-EMPH day-3PL:SUBJ pass-PST:A-FIN.

(xii) in taym d uni gidr kki g-ak’ mt’
just that after FOC that boy aunt mother-GEN eye

sama-r d i siki-ge l-e-a.
front-LOC FOC very hate-EMPH see-3SG:OBJ-FIN.

(xiii) ad ona-t mit’ din uni ayo d ac’-rn
thereupon that-INS one day that woman FOC 3s-GEN 

hrl-tt’-e met-a-e-kan-a, ‘nui gidr d
husband-DEF-3SG:SUBJ say-APPL-3SG:OBJ-COP-FIN this boy FOC
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ja�ha�-sn idi-oo-ka-e-m ar bakhan
any-to drive-away-BEN-3SG:OBJ-2SG:IMP and otherwise

gc’-gii-ka-e-m.’
kill-off-BEN-3SG:OBJ-3SG:IMP.

(xiv) khan hrl-tt’ ona katha ajm-toray
then husband-INAL that word listen away

tigit’-gt’-en-a.
deafen-instantly-PST:M-FIN.

(xv) ar mn mn-t mn-j-an-a je nui ayo d
and mind mind-LOC say-MP-APPL.PST:M-FIN that this woman FOC

cit katha-e met-ad-i-a.
what word-3SG:SUBJ say- APPL.PST:A-1SG:OBJ-FIN.

(xvi) ad i hudis-r-e paao-en-a.
then very think-LOC-3SG:SUBJ fall-PST:M-FIN.

(xvii) ad-e kuli-ru-ked-e-a, ‘cedak’-em
then-3SG:SUBJ ask-return-PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN why-2SG:SUBJ

is-a-e-kan-a?’
worry-APPL-3SG:OBJ-COP-FIN?

(xviii) ad uni ayo-e r-ru-ked-a ‘h�, i d
then that woman-3SG:SUBJ tell-return-PST:A-FIN yes 1SG:SUBJ FOC

is-gi- l-e-kan-a’.
worry-EMPH-1SG:SUBJ see-3SG:OBJ-COP-FIN.

(xix) khan hrl-tt’-e mn-ked-a, ‘am-ge li-m
then husband-INAL-3SG:SUBJ say-PST:A-FIN 2sS-EMPH tell-2SG:IMP

tbe cik-kat- gj-e-a’.
then how-CV-1SG:SUBJ kill-3SG:OBJ-FIN.

(xx) ad uni ayo-e li-a-e-kan-a, ‘am-ak’ isi
then that woman-3SG:SUBJ tell-APPL-3SG:OBJ-COP-FIN 2SG-GEN plough

d jkhn si-ok’-ben jao-idi-a un jkhen
FOC when plough-M-2DL:SUBJ link-continue-FIN that time

gidr d laha-ka-e-m ar am d taym-r
boy FOC front-BEN-3SG:OBJ-2SG:IMP and 2SG FOC behind-LOC

si-m ar am-rn ara khub laga laga-kin-m.
plough-2SG:IMP and 2s-GEN bullock very drive drive 3DL-2SG:IMP.

(xxi) un jkhen-ge uni gidr d ona isi-t-e
that time-EMPH that boy FOC that plough-INS-3SG:SUBJ

gutu gjk’-a.
insert kill-M-FIN.

(xxii) khan ona ajm-kat goa bd byhar-kin
then that listen-CV whole upland low.land-3DL:SUBJ

si-caba-ked-a. 
plough-finish-PST:A-FIN.
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(xxiii) mnkhan uni gidr gj-e-lgit’ kte-ge ba hc’-len-a.
but that boy kill-3SG:OBJ-for time-EMPH NEG come-PLUP:M-FIN

(xxiv) khan ayo-e mn-ked-a, ‘sanam kht-ben si- 
then woman-3SG:SUBJ say-PST:A-FIN whole land-2DL:SUBJ plough

caba-ked-a. ad nr h� nui gidr d ba-m
finish-PST:A-FIN yet still even this boy FOC NEG-2SG:SUBJ

gc’-dae-ad-e-a’.
kill-can-APPL.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

(xxv) khan ona kte uni ayo gidr gj-e-lgit’ mit’-c’ kupa-ked-a.
then that time that woman boy kill-3SG:OBJ-for one-INAL effort-PST:A-FIN.

(xxvi) met-ad-e-a-e, ‘hana ni-r gundli-bon
say-APPL.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN-3SG:SUBJ that.yonder plains-LOC millet-1PL:SUBJ

cas-akat’ ona-ge si-ben’.
cultivate-PRF:A that-EMPH plough-2DL:IMP.

(xxvii) un jkhc’-ge uni gidr d ona isi-t sb-k’ 
that time-EMPH that boy FOC that plough-INS pierce-M

gc’-oco-y-e-m. 
die-CAUS-EUPH-3SG:OBJ-2SG:IMP

(xxviii) ar ona jayga-r d ak’ cas-la lagao-a.
and that place-LOC FOC any cultivate-1DL:SUBJ apply-FIN.

(xxix) ad uni hrl-tt’ d ona-ge h�-ad-a.
thereupon that husband-INAL FOC that-EMPH yes-APPL.PST:A-FIN

(xxx) khan dsar hilok’-ge setak’-r gidr-e 
then second day-EMPH morning-LOC boy-3SG:SUBJ

met-a-e-kan-a ‘dla-a si-ok’-la idi-a.
say-APPL-3SG:OBJ-COP-FIN look-DEF plough-M-1DL:SUBJ drive-FIN.

(xxxi) ona gundli-la si-oco-g-a ar ak’
that millet-1DL:SUBJ plough-CAUS-M-FIN and another 

cas-bon lagao-a’. 
cultivate-1PL:SUBJ apply-FIN.

(xxxii) khan koa gidr r-ru-ked-a, ‘hnda baba, ona gundli
then boy child tell-return-PST:A-FIN oh father that millet

ma38 bili-jut- akan-a. 
OPT  ripe-properly-PRF:M-FIN.

(xxxiii) gapa mea khan-ge jm-jut-uk’-a.
tomorrow after tomorrow then-EMPH eat-suitable-M-FIN.

(xxxiv) ona d cedak’-la si-brij-a.
that FOC why -1DL:SUBJ plough-waste-FIN.

(xxxv) khan uni gidr-rn apa-t’-tt’-e hudis-ked-a, ‘sri-ge
then that boy-GEN father-INAL-DEF-3SG:SUBJ think-PST:A-FIN right-EMPH

nui gidr d bhage solha-ge-i li-a--kan-a’.
this boy FOC good advice-EMPH-3SG:SUBJ tell-APPL-1SG:OBJ-COP-FIN
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(xxxvi) ad mn mn-t hudis-j-kan-a-e.
thereupon mind mind-LOC think-MP-COP-FIN-3SG:SUBJ

(xxxvii) hudis-kat gidr-rn apa-t-tt’ d ac’-rn ayo-e
think-CV boy-GEN father-INAL-DEF FOC 3s-GEN wife-3SG:SUBJ

met-ad-e-a, ‘i d nui gidr d h- 
say-APPL.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN 1SG:SUBJ FOC this boy FOC NEG-1SG:SUBJ

gc’-dae-ke-a’. 
kill-can-OPT-FIN

(xxxviii) ona ajm-sa�ot uni ayo d i ragao-gt’-en- a-e 
that listen-with that wife FOC very be angry-instantly-PST:M FIN-3SG:SUBJ

ar boge-t-kin jhoga-en-a.
and good-INS-3DL:SUBJ quarrel-PST:M-FIN

(xxxix) ad uni ayo d-e laga-gii-kad-e-a.
then that woman FOC -3SG:SUBJ drive-away-BEN.PST:A-3SG:OBJ-FIN

(xxxx) muct’-en-a.
finish-PST:M-FIN

TRANSLATION

1. There was a farmer. 2. He had a diligent wife. 3. They had a son. 4. They always 
worked very hard. 5. The farmer’s wife had a sudden attack of headache and stomach-
ache. 6. Soon she passed away leaving behind her husband and son. 7. Thereafter these 
two faced lots of problems. 8. They could not even go to work. 9. The absence of a 
woman to take care of household chores led to this situation. 10. Thereupon after a lot 
of contemplation they brought a stepmother for the boy by sangha marriage. 11. After 
she arrived things worked well for sometime. 12. After sometime the boy was looked 
upon with hatred by the stepmother. 13. One day the woman told her husband, ‘Drive 
away the child anywhere or otherwise kill him.’ 14. Having heard that the husband 
felt as if he had been deafened. 15. He reflected over what the woman told him. 16. 
He then fell into deep  thought. 17. He asked her, ‘What bothers you about the boy?’ 
18. Then she replied, ‘I am looking at him with great fear.’ 19. He told her, ‘Suggest 
to me how to kill him.’ 20. She suggested, ‘When you two go to work in the field, you 
should link your plough then keep the child in front of you, and you plough from 
behind driving your bullocks very hard.’ 21. ‘Then the child will die being pierced by 
the yoke.’ She continued. 22. After that the father and son ploughed up the whole high 
land and low land for many days. 23. But he never got around to killing his son. 24. 
The woman told the farmer, ‘You have ploughed the whole field and still you could 
not kill the boy.’ 25. Then the woman made another suggestion on how to kill the 
boy. 26. She told the farmer, ‘In that far off  plain (where) you plough for our millet 
cultivation.’ 27. ‘At that time when you are ploughing that field, let the boy die by 
being pierced by the yoke’,  she said. 28. ‘And in that piece of land we will cultivate 
other crops.’ 29. The farmer told her he would do as she told him. 30. The next morn-
ing he told his son, ‘Look child, we will take the plough.’ 31. ‘We will plough up the 
millet and cultivate another crop.’ 32. Then the boy replied, ‘Oh father, that millet has 
ripened.’ 33. ‘Tomorrow or the day after it will be edible.’ 34. ‘Why shall we waste the 
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crop by ploughing?’ 35. The farmer thought, ‘The child is giving me advice in good 
spirit.’ 36. He then made up his mind. 37. He told his wife, ‘I can never kill this boy.’ 
38. On hearing that the woman became very angry and quarreled with him. 39. Then 
he drove the woman away. 40. The story ends here.

NOTES

 1  S.K. Chatterji, ‘Foreword’ to HOR BAPLA PUTHI (Pahil hatin) by Stephen 
H. Murmu, Benagaria: Mission Press, pp. v–xi, 1961.

 2  L.O. Skrefsrud, ‘Introduction’ to A Grammar of the Santhal Language, Benares: 
Medical Hall Press, 1873.

 3  S.K. Chatterji, ‘Foreword’ to HOR BAPLA PUTHI (Pahil hatin).
 4  Pinnow in his later papers took up the position of the Munda languages 

and comparing the external relationship of the Munda languages with other 
Austroasiatic ones he revised his earlier thesis slightly, but the position of Munda 
remains the same, that is, Munda-Nahali is separated off as the western branch; 
cf. H.J. Pinnow’s (1960, 1963) ‘Uber den Ursprang der voneinander abweichenden 
Strukturen der Munda Und Khmer-Nikobar Sprachen’, Indo-Iranian Journal 4(1): 
81–103. ‘The position of the Munda languages within the Austroasiatic family’, 
in H.L. Shorto (ed.), Linguistic Comparison in South-East Asia and Pacifi c, pp. 
140–152.

 5  Here the name conforms to that of Robert Shaffer (1940), F.B.J. Kuiper (1962), 
and S. Bhattacharya (1957) rather than Pinnow’s Nihali.

 6  Norman H. Zide, ‘Munda and non-Munda Austroasiatic languages’, in T.A. 
Sebeok (ed.), Current Trends in Linguistics, 5: 411–433. The Hague: Mouton.

 7  S. Bhattacharya, ‘A New classifi cation of Munda’, Indo-Iranian Journal, XVII:1, 
(1975): 97–101.

 8  EDITOR’S NOTE: Both Remo and Gta have dual somewhere active in their 
grammars.

 9 Ethnologue 14th edition 2000.
10  Census of India, 1981 Series 1, INDIA-Part iv-B (i), Population by Language/

Mother Tongue (table C-7), New Delhi: Registrar General and Census 
Commission, India.

11  The sadar sub-division of Bankura covers the western and southern parts of the 
district.

12  The districts having Santal population in the northern part of West Bengal are 
Murshidabad, Malda, North and South Dinajpur, Jalpaiguri and Cochbehar.

13  Ghosh (2003:11) argues that ‘If all the … problems are resolved we may come 
up with different type of classifi cation of the Munda where South Munda 
may or may not fi nd a place. We may even come up with a different theory of 
migration where North Munda including Kharia-Juang may be found to enter 
India through the Himalayan range, leaving traces of their migration in the 
pronominalized Himalayan languages.’

14  Census of India, 1981, Series 1, India-Part iv-B(ii), Population by Bilingualism 
(table C8), 4.

15  R.N. Cust, A Sketch of the Modern Languages of the East Indies, London: Trubner, 
1878.

16  The Ethnologue (Grimmes 1996) mentions six dialects in India: Karmali 
(Khole), Kamali-Santali, Lohari-Santali, Mahali (Mahle), Manjhi, Paharia.

17  A. Campbell (1988: preface) notes that ‘Northern Santali or that spoken in 
Bhagalpur, Munghyr, the Santal Parganas, Birbhum, Bankura, Hazaribagh 
and Manbhum, is the language of the overwhelming majority of the tribe, and 
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is more polished than Southern Santali. The former is, therefore, regarded as 
the Standard, and Southern Santali, or that spoken in the remaining districts, 
as a dialect, or, possibly, a group of dialects of it.’

18  Ghosh (1994:8) notes ‘Covering only West Bengal and Santal Parganas of 
Bihar dialectal situation in Santali has been chalked out and in that case 
also Campbell’s demarcation as Northern and Southern Santali has been 
confi rmed.’

19  /p/>[b]/-V is optional in case verb roots, obligatory in case of TAM.
20  Occurrence of /h/ in fi nal position is found only in interjectives, otherwise /h/ 

does not occur fi nally.
21 With Applicative a- Past and Pluperfect are realized as at’< a+ket’ and a+let’.
22  With Benefactive -ka Past Pluperfect are realized as -kat’ < ka+ ket’and ka+ let’.
23  Causative and Permissive are expressed by the same suffi x -oco, which in 

Southern Santali is realized as -hc.
24  Applicative in the perfect is infi xed between the perfect suffi x and the voice marker 

-t’ in the active, i.e. -aka+a+t’, euphonic w comes between the fi nal -a of aka 
and Applicative a.

25  In the morphophonology it is shown that this n is a phonological increment. 
Considering the verbal paradigms it is better to consider it as a middle voice 
marker.

26 An exception is Negative Imperative which takes the fi nite marker -a.
27 An exception is Negative Imperative which takes the fi nite marker -a.
28  Neukom (2001:123) tries to describe this formation as Completive. The stem is 

conjugated throughout with TAM suffi xes. For a similar formation in Kharia 
see Peterson (this volume).

29  The infi xation is the only process of forming the reciprocal stem in the Southern 
dialect while in the Northern the stem is sometimes formed by suffi xing -ok’ as in 
dal-ok’-kan-a-kin ‘They (two) are fi ghting each other.’ The suffi xed reciprocal is 
used by male teenagers in the Northern dialect. It is then, unlike infi xed stem, 
conjugated in the Simple present/Future, Present and Past progressive and in 
the Imperative. In other tenses and moods simple roots are conjugated in the 
middle.

30  The root also functions as an auxiliary, vide section 3.2.12.
31  Reduplicated adjective indicate plurality of head nouns, compare Bangla paka 

paka am ‘ripe mangoes’, choo choo gach ‘small trees’.
32  The story ‘sikhnt’ written by Upen Kisku is taken from a collection of short 

stories ‘Mit’ sae mit khni’ (one hundred and one stories) published by West 
Bengal Tribal Development Corporation Ltd with introduction and annotation 
by S.K.Bhowmik.

33  Examples of verb serialization given by Neukom (2001:176) are drawn from 
Santali Bakher which is connected with the ritual performed after death. These 
constructions are like Hindu mantra, not of colloquial language.

34  Compare bole in Bangla as in ami jabo bole janiechi ‘I have informed I would 
go.’

35  Compare Bangla kache, Old Bangla hie as in amar kache/h ie aka nei ‘I have 
no money with me.’

36  je is a relative pronoun in Bangla, used also as relative clause marker.
37  sagha is a kind of marriage prevalent among the poor Santals. In this type 

of marriage no social function is organized. A widow or divorcee is taken as a 
mate and no vermillion is applied in this type of marriage.

38  ma is a particle used regularly with the Optative of the verb; with the Imperative 
it has an optative sense. In connection with clauses it implies statement of 
reason or cause.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

The Santals are the most numerous of the Munda groups and the study of their lan-
guage and culture dates back to the early nineteenth century. The language was first 
brought to light by foreign missionaries. Rev. J. Phillips (1845) was a pioneer among 
the European scholars who studied the Santali language. His A Santali Primer (1845), 
Sequel to a Santali Primer (1850), and An Introduction to the Santal Language (1852) 
were sensations in the scholarly world. In his introduction he submits with ‘unfeigned 
diffidence’: ‘…a first effort... necessarily exposed to many errors, which time and care-
ful observation alone can correct. In the absence of all established authority, much 
difficulty has been experienced in fixing the orthography and ascertaining the exact 
meaning of many words, as they are differently used and differently pronounced by 
different persons.’ As the language had no character of its own, he used Bengali 
characters ‘to supply the deficiency’. The verb, being the most complicated, has been 
given much attention. Some thirty-five pages have been devoted to verbs (pp. 13–51). 
Still, vocabulary has been given the most attention (pp. 83–186).

L.O. Skrefsrud’s A Grammar of the Santhal Language (1873) was the first authori-
tative and comprehensive study of the Santali language, although Skrefsrud had 
adopted the old name Turanian as the ultimate source of the language. The  grammar 
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is divided into two parts – the first dealing with phonology and  morphology, 
although not named as such, and the second with syntax. The conditions under 
which the four checked consonants are changed to their corresponding voiced coun-
terparts are  discussed in the section ‘of the permutation of letters’. Santali verb 
morphology is of the greatest complexity, and Skrefsrud’s realization of it can be 
seen from the range of discussion; while the entire phonology and  morphology have 
been  discussed in 40 pages, the verb is discussed in 250 pages.

F.T. Cole attempted in his Santali Primer (1906) ‘to clear up some of the difficulties 
experienced by beginners in their first efforts to acquire their difficult and idiomatic 
language’. The verb morphology is discussed in detail with the remark, ‘The wonder-
ful intricacy of the verbal system is a marvel to the student and  considering the mental 
caliber of the Santals of the present day, one is all the more surprised to find such a 
complex, and yet perfectly regular, verbal system.’ To some extent it is a simplified 
version of Skrefsrud.

G.A. Grierson (1906) in his Linguistic Survey of India, Vol. IV, discussed the 
sounds and grammatical features. A skeleton grammar of  Santali was also given, 
in which nouns,  pronouns, ‘conjugational bases’, ‘ inflexional bases’, and negative 
particles are entered. He recognized locality-based differences in the language, and 
those have in recent years given rise to differences in the languages spoken in the 
east where most loanwords come from Bengali of  the west which chiefly borrows 
from Bihari, and the south where the influence of  Oriya is felt.

P.O. Bodding’s Materials for a Santali Grammar Parts I and II (1922, 1929) is the 
first monumental and the most authentic of the grammars written in the first half  of 
the twentieth century, and still remains unsurpassed. The sounds, stress, syllabifica-
tion, and euphonic harmony are described with minute observations. In the part of 
morphology (named Mostly Morphological) ‘much syntactic matter has come in, 
partly because omission would make it more difficult for the  student to understand 
the peculiar working of this agglutinating  language’. The verb made unnecessarily 
complicated by Skrefsrud is made simple and accessible. Had Bodding not died early, 
he could have completed the proposed part of syntax. Yet the work done by him in 
the field of Santali linguistics is still unsurpassable, and future scholars will remem-
ber him with reverence. His A Santali Grammar for Beginners (1929) is a concise and 
simplified version of his Materials for a Santali Grammar. His A Santal Dictionary 
Vols 1–5 (1929–1936) remains a thesaurus of the Santali language. His Santali Folk 
Tales Vols 1–3 (1925) is still the best Santali text collection.

In the very preface of his Introduction to Santali (1983), R.M. Macphail submits, 
‘As its name implies, this book does not pretend to be a full grammar. Such a work 
already exists, in Bodding’s “Materials for a Santali Grammar,” parts I and II; but 
that is not an easy book for the beginner, and the need has been felt for something 
simpler. This is an attempt to meet that need.’ It is actually meant to help the new 
learners of the language to find easily how the different forms and functions are 
formalized. A. Campbell’s Santali-English Dictionary (1953) and English–Santali 
Dictionary (1954) deal with common Santali words and their use.

Three works have been done recently, two of them in the last quarter of the last 
century, Ghosh (1994) and Suryakumari (1991), and one in the beginning of this 
century, Neukom (2001). Ghosh has dealt with the morphology of the language. 
Suryakumari and Neukom have dealt with phonology, morphology, and syntax. 
While Ghosh and Suryakumari have analysed data collected through a field survey, 
Neukom’s data are mostly drawn from Bodding. Muscat (1989) is basically meant 
for pedagogical purpose.



CHAPTER THREE

MUNDARI*
Toshiki Osada

1 INTRODUCTION

Mundari is mainly spoken in the state of Jharkhand, which was recently set up by 
the Government of India on 15 November 2000, and in the adjoining states of 
Orissa and West Bengal in India. Mua means ‘village-headman’ in Mundari. But 
the language name mua
ri
 is given by the neighbouring peoples, the indigenous 
name is hoo jagar ‘human language’ or mua jagar ‘Munda language’.

As Gregory Anderson shows us in the Introduction of  this book, Mundari 
belongs to the Kherwarian group of  the North Munda branch. According to the 
Census of  India 1991, the number of  speakers of  Mundari is 861,378. The same 
Census reports the number of  speakers of  Munda as 413,894. The names Munda 
and Mundari seem to confuse. It is likely that the census officer did not have perfect 
criteria for naming the languages in India. There is actually no difference between 
the Munda language and the Mundari language linguistically. Thus, the total 
number of  the speakers of  Mundari is likely to be more than one million. From 
a linguistic point of  view, the designation Munda is used for the language family. 
Mundari, on the other hand, refers to an individual language, namely the language 
of  Munda people.

As Hoffmann reported in the Encyclopaedia Mundarica, Vol.1, page (6), Mundari 
has four dialects; that is, Hasada from hasa-da ‘(literally) land water (place name)’ 
in Mundari, Naguri from naguri (place name), Tamaria from tama-ia ‘language 
of Tamar (place name)’, and Kera from kera (perfect ending, instead of keda in 
another dialect). Munda (1980:kha) has proposed the name Latar dialect (latar 
means ‘low’) instead of Tamaria. I do not adopt this term here because I have never 
heard latar jagar in Mundari.

The Hasada dialect is considered as the standard variety among Munda peoples. 
Hasada speakers are located on the eastern side of Ranchi–Chaibasa Road while 
Naguri speakers are situated on the western side. The Tamaria dialect is distributed 
in the Panchpargana area (Bundu, Tamar, Silli, Baranda and Rahe). Further, Kera 
is mainly spoken by the inhabitants of Ranchi city and the adjacent area, who ethni-
cally belong to the Oraon tribe. According to Pinnow (1959:2), Ho should be consid-
ered as a dialect of Mundari from a linguistic point of view.1 We, however, regard the 
Ho language as a separate language on the basis of the ethnic identity of its speakers 
(see the chapter on Ho and the other Kherwarian languages in this book).

The study of Mundari started in the nineteenth century; for example, Haldar 
(1871), Whitley (1873), Nottrott (1882). These works are neither comprehensive, 
nor reliable from a linguistic point of view. For example, the glottal stops were not 
described in these works. Linguistically oriented grammars have been written by 
Hoffmann (1903), Cook (1965) (his data are collected not by him but by Hoffmann), 
Sinha (1975) (his descriptions contain a lot of self-contradiction and some data are not 
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reliable), Munda (1980) (this is written in Hindi and contains reliable data but is not 
comprehensive), and Osada (1992) (the section on syntax is very poor); phonology 
by Gumperz with Biligiri (1957) and Sinha (1974) (the data are not reliable; the same 
as Sinha 1975); verbal morphology by Langendoen (1966, 1967) (his data are based 
on the Naguri dialect; he applied Mundari data to the standard theory by Chomsky 
but unsuccessfully as I show in section 3.2), Munda (1971) (this paper is focussed 
on aspect but incomplete); morpho-syntax by Osada (1999, 2007). A dictionary of 
Mundari has been compiled by Hoffmann (1930–1978), Bhaduri (1931), Prasad 
(1973, 1976) (in these dictionaries she missed a description of the glottal stops), and 
Mundu (1995). The most influential work is Hoffmann’s Mundari Grammar (=MG) 
and Encyclopaedia Mundarica (=EM). The descriptions in MG and EM differ in 
dialect. MG is mainly based on Naguri while EM mainly on Hasada. The data in 
EM are more comprehensive and reliable than those in MG. In addition to EM, 
Munda as a native speaker has given us reliable data. Thus I utilize the data from 
EM and Munda (1971, 1980).

2 PHONOLOGY

2.1 Phonemic inventory

Mundari has a five-vowel system as shown in Table 3.1. Vowel length and  nasalization 
are not phonemic. It is, however, very important to make the distinction  phonetically. 
As regards vowel length, an open and monosyllabic /CV/ is realized as two morae; 
for example, /ru/ ‘to beat a drum’ [ru].2

Vowel nasalizations are found in the following circumstances:

 (i) /(C)VV(C)/ for example, /cee/ ‘bird’ [ t�� ], /ae/ ‘to pour out a liquid’ 
[ a�e� ], etc.

 (ii) /CNV/ (CN means a nasal consonant)
for example, /mu/ ‘nose’ [ mu��:], /nu/ ‘to drink’ [ nu�: ]

(iii) /jV/ (optionally)
for example, /ji/ ‘smell’ [ di�], /ja/ ‘any’ [ da� ] or [ da ], but /jo/ ‘fruit’ [ d ].

(iv) /oe/, /oa/, /ua/ (optionally) for example, /koe/ ‘beggar’ [ k�� ] /koasi/ ‘fog’ 
[ ko�a�si ], /cua/ ‘to extract a liquid by fire’ [ tu�a� ] or [ tua ].

If  expressives are considered, nasalization becomes (very marginally) contrastive. 
We note the following minimal pair in the expressives soe soe ‘sound of boiling 
water’ and so�e� so�e� ‘to sit in a slovenly fashion’.

TABLE 3.1: MUNDARI VOWELS

Vowel inventory

Front Central Back

High i u
Mid e o
Low a
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Mundari has 23 consonants (Table 3.2) including 10 stops: p, b, t, d, , , c, j, k, g; 
one sibilant: s; three liquids: r, , l; five nasals: m, n,  , ñ, ; two glides: w, y; and 
two  glottals: h,  given in the consonant inventory chart. All stop consonants except 
the two glottals h,  appear in word-initial and word-medial position. In word-final 
position, the distinction between voiced stops p, t, k and voiceless stops b, d, g is 
neutralized and realized as checked consonants b, d and a glottal stop  except 
in recent loanwords. The retroflex stops ,  in word-final position only occur in 
loan words from adjoining Indo-Aryan languages; for example, haa ‘market’ from 
Hindi ha 
  The two stops c, j are phonetically realized as affricates [t,d] and occur 
in word-final position in recent loanwords; for example, a�c ‘flame’ from Hindi a� 
c, 
kagoj ‘paper’ from ka
gaz/ka
goz in Persian through adjoining Indo-Aryan. The sibilant s 
appears in all positions but occurs in word-final position only for loanwords; for exam-
ple, bes ‘good’ from bez in Persian (through adjacent Indo-Aryan). The two liquids r 
and l can occur in all positions while another liquid  can occur only in word-medial 
 position. Two nasals m and n can appear in all positions. But among nasal conso-
nants,  occurs only in inter-vocalic position and  occurs only in word-final position. 
The palatal nasal ñ appears only in one word; that is, añ ‘I (1st person singlar)’. añ 
is realized as [ai] or [ai] when used independently but as [a] before genitive suf-
fix -a, aña ‘my’. The frequency of añ is very high, so I recognize /ñ/ as a distinct 
phoneme. The two glides w, y never occur in initial position.

As far as the differences among dialects are concerned, the Hasada, on which my 
description is based, and Tamaria dialects have no aspirated stops while the Naguri 
and Kera dialects have them. The same goes for intervocalic h. Another difference 
among the dialects is that  in Hasada corresponds (Table 3.3) to  in others.

TABLE 3.2: MUNDARI CONSONANTS

Consonant inventory

labial dental retrolex palatal velar glottal

stop  voiceless p t  c k 
stop voiced b d  j g
fricative s h
nasal m n  ñ 
flap r 
lateral l
semivowel w y

TABLE 3.3: MUNDARI DIALECT COMPARISON

Differences among dialects

gloss Hasada Naguri Tamaria Kera
‘flower’ baa baha baa baha
‘pole’ kua khua kua khua
‘river’ gaa gaa gaa gaa
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2.2 Checked consonants

The most peculiar feature of consonants is the so-called checked consonant series. 
The stop phonemes /b/ and /d/ are realized as checked consonants in morpheme-final 
position.

The phonetic description of these checked consonants is as follows: first, the  glottis is 
closed and the tongue or the lips simultaneously form an oral closure. The tongue or lip 
position is the same as that of the corresponding normal stops. Then the glottal closure 
is released, which is optionally followed by nasal release and  voicing. Thus, [b�m], [d�n].

It is mentioned that nasal release after the glottal release is optional. In my 
 observation, whether nasal release occurs or not is determined by the syllable 
 structure of the morpheme. There is no nasal release in polysyllabic words but only 
in monosyllabic ones. For example,

/ub/ ‘hair’ [ub�m] but /udub/ ‘to tell’ [udub�];

/rid/ ‘to grind’ [rid�n] but /birid/ ‘to stand up’ [birid� ].

Gumperz (1957) considers checked stops in word-final position as allophones of 
the voiceless stops /p/ and /t/. But I treat these checked consonants as allophones 
of voiced stops /b/ and /d/ as Hoffmann did. The following morphophonological 
change is very clear: /dub-a/ (/a/: IND) ‘will sit’ [duba] not [dupa] and /birid-a/ ‘will 
stand up’ [birida] not [birita].

Glottal stops are also regarded as checked consonants because these are  allophones 
of /g/ and /y/. Glottal stops are followed by echo-vowel release in monosyllabic 
 morpheme but never in polysyllabic morphemes. For instance, /rag/ ‘to call’ [raa], 
but /racag/ ‘to pull’ [raca]; /poy/ ‘to rinse’ [p], but /tukuy/ ‘to saw’ [tukui].

Recent loanwords in Mundari allow morpheme-final g. Thus the following 
 minimal pair can be found:

[ng] ‘religious feast’

[n] ‘here take it’ (interjection)

I phonemicize the first word as neg and the second one as ne. In addition to this 
final /g/, I describe final /y/ as i or e.

2.3 Syllable structure and phonotactics

A phonological word in Mundari can be syllabified by a simple rule due to the 
 simplicity of consonant clusters. There are only three types of syllable boundary, 
that is, (a) between two successive vowels, (b) between a vowel and a following 
 consonant, and (c) between two consonants which form a consonant cluster.

The middle vowels in trisyllabic words can optionally be deleted. It seems to me that 
a phonological word in Mundari has a tendency to keep two morae. We have already 
seen the examples of monosyllabic words in the form of CV, CVb, CVd, CV, and 
CVy in sections 2.1. and 2.2. Hence we discuss here only monosyllabic words of the 
remaining forms which may be counted as having two morae. In most C1VC2 words, 
C2 is either a liquid or a nasal if  it is not /b, d/ or //. Denoting a mora boundary by %, 
we have sim [si%m] ‘chicken’, dul [du%l] ‘to pour’. We have exceptions in the following 
loanwords, for example, bes [b%s] ‘good’, soj [s%d] ‘straight’. We consider that the 
consonants which occur as C2 in all these cases  constitute one mora.
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We now list all the possible combination of C and V in the syllable structure of a 
phonological word, as seen in Table 3.4.

TABLE 3.4: MUNDARI WORD CV STRUCTURE

Monosyllabic
VC ub ‘hair’
CV jo ‘fruit’
CVC jo  ‘to sweep’

Disyllabic
V.V au ‘bring’
V.CV uku ‘hide’
V.CVC udub ‘tell’
CV.V bai ‘make’
CV.CV bulu ‘thigh’
CV.VC tain ‘live’
CV.CVC bulu ‘salt’
VC.CV e ‘mother’
VC.CVC umbul ‘shade’
CVC.CV oo ‘fool’
CVC.CVC seel ‘fire’

Trisyllabic
V.V.CV auri ‘not yet’
V.V.CVC aosan ‘bring about an  improvement’ (EM)
V.CV.V apia ‘three’
V.CV.CV asadi ‘feel ennui’
V.CV.VC ale-a ‘our’ (plural and exclusive)
V.CV.CVC eper ‘quarrel’
V.CVC.CV ndi ‘marriage’
V.CVC.CVC okoo ‘lift the head whilst lying down’ (EM)
CV.V.CV bil ‘deaf’
CV.V.CVC sitn ‘evil’
CV.CV.V ble  ‘difficulty’
CV.CV.CV rasika ‘rejoice’
CV.CV.VC  balae-n ‘worry’
CV.CV.CVC tutukun ‘cold’
CV.CVC.CV sli ‘tall’
CV.CVC.CVC hsr ‘live coal’
VC.CV.V ega-o ‘mother also’
VC.CV.CV ook ‘human sacrifice’
VC.CV.VC inku-a ‘their’
VC.CV.CVC ega-te ‘his/her mother’
VC.CVC.CV enb ‘rather’ (EM)
CVC.CV.CV kumbuu ‘thief’
CVC.CV.CVC nimne ‘enough (for food)’
CVC.CVC.CV pampalad ‘butterfly’
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2.4 Intonation/stress

Mundari is not a tone language, unlike some Mon-Khmer languages in the other 
branch of Austroasiatic. Among Munda languages, Korku, which forms the North 
Munda language group along with Kherwarian languages (including Mundari, 
Santali, and Ho), has a tonal contrast (Zide 1960, 1966).3 Mundari does not have 
stress but pitch accent. Previous studies have mentioned only stress (Cook 1965: 100, 
Langendoen 1963: 14–15, N.K. Sinha 1975: 39).

Word accent in Mundari can be described in the following manner:

 (i)  Word accent is not phonemic because it is predictable. In each phonological 
word an accent is assigned to only one syllable which is marked by a high 
pitch.

 (ii) The accent patterns are as follows:

(a) A monosyllabic phonological word is always accentuated;4 for example, 
/ba/ ‘flower’ [baa 
] or [ba 
a], da ‘water’ [da 
 a] or [daa 
].

(b)  Accent is normally assigned to the second syllable in disyllabic words; for 
example, bulu
 ‘thigh’, bulu
 salt’, sege
l ‘fire’.

(c)  Exceptions to this rule are the result of syllable weight. When the first  syllable 
in a disyllabic word is heavier than the second syllable, the accent normally 
falls on the first syllable. When a syllable boundary is located between the 
nasal and homorganic stop sequences, the accent is assigned not to the first 
syllable but to the second syllable; for example, s īrma ‘sky, year’, go
mke 
‘lord’ but dondo
 ‘to lift’, campa
 ‘a kind of flower’.

(d)  Further, in a trisyllabic word, accent is never assigned to the first  syllable 
even if  the first syllable is the heaviest. The second syllable in a  trisyllabic 
word  cannot be accentuated unless the element in the last syllable is a 
 suffix. An unaccented vowel in the second syllable can optionally be 
deleted; for  example, pampala 
d ‘butterfly’, arandī ‘marriage’, apī-a ‘three’, 
kumb(u)u 
 ‘thief ’.

(e)  A quadrisyllabic word is divided into two bisyllabic phonological words. 
Accent is allocated to each phonological word; for example, aka
danda
 ‘to 
feel astonished’.

As far as sentence intonation is concerned, the major role of intonation is to provide 
contrast between several sentence types which may be marked by the distinctive use 
of patterns of pitch. Furthermore, intonation functions as a signal of grammatical 
structure such as the marking of sentence boundaries. Moreover, intonation conveys 
paralinguistic features, that is, information about the speaker’s emotion, attitude, 
social background, etc. However we do not discuss these features in detail here. We 
mainly discuss the terminal contour.

Word accent also keeps its high level pitch at the sentence level. Besides high-level 
pitches, falling //, rising // and falling-rising // contours play a major role in 
sentence intonation. As for level-pitches there are three; high1, middle2 and low3.

 (i)  In an affirmative (declarative) sentence a falling intonation is allocated to the 
final syllable.

jom1-ke3-d-a2-ko
eat-COMPL-TR-IND-3PL

‘They ate something.’
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(ii)  In an interrogative sentence a falling–rising intonation is assigned to the final 
syllable of the sentence.

jom1-ke3-d-a2-ko
eat-COMPL-TR-IND-3PL

‘Did they eat something?’

(iii)  When sentence particles occur in sentence-final position, the sentence  intonations 
are different from the pattern of (ii).

(a) In sentences with the question marker ci, ci is always high level pitch.

jom1-ke3-d-a2-ko3 ci1

COMPL-TR-IND-3PL Q

‘Did they eat something?’

(b)  In sentences with question marker ci + negation marker ka, ci is not marked, 
but ka has a marked rising intonation.

jom1-ke3-d-a2-ko3 ci2 ka
‘I wonder whether they ate something or not.’

(c)  A sentence with the negation marker ka is characterized by a falling 
 contour.

jom1-ke3-d-a2-ko2 ka
‘Did they eat something?’

(iv)  Negative and declarative sentences have the same pitch patterns as (i). Further, 
negative and interrogative sentences have the same pitch patterns as (ii).

ka1=ko1 jom1-ke3-d-a2
‘They didn’t eat something.’

ka1=ko1 jom1-ke3-d-a2
‘Didn’t they eat something?’

2.5 Morphophonology

Mundari has a kind of phonological restriction, which divides vowels into two 
 distinct subsets, that is, high vowels and mid-vowels which do not co-occur within a 
morpheme. This phenomenon is well-known as vowel harmony.

These distinct subsets can be described by their distinctive features (Table 3.5).
The subsets 1 and 2 cannot co-occur within a morpheme while 3 can co-occur 
with 1 and 2. This rule can be extended beyond a morpheme boundary within a 

TABLE 3.5: MUNDARI HARMONY
FEATURE SETS

1.  [+high]
2.  [-high, - low]
3.  [+low]
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 phonological word. For instance, in ‘that’ + ko (plural marker) = inku ‘those ones 
(animate)’; ni ‘this’ + ko (plural marker) = niku ‘these ones (animate)’.

Interestingly, not all phonological words can be generated by the rule. Hence it 
seems that only personal pronominal suffixes, including dual and plural suffixes, 
undergo the vowel harmony rule beyond a morpheme. Moreover, this rule can be 
adopted in a newly borrowed word. Thus suri < English sorry. In this case regressive 
assimilation has occurred, whereas progressive assimilation has occurred in the case 
of personal pronominal suffixes.

In the verbal morphology morphophonological changes frequently occur. The 
transitive marker d becomes  with the first and third person singular object. At 
the same time the completion aspect marker ke becomes ki. Thus,

  (1) bi coke= jom-ja--i-a.
snake frog=3SG:SUBJ eat-INGR-TR-3SG:OBJ-IND

‘The snake is eating the frog.’

  (2) bi coke= jom-ki--i-a.
snake frog=3SG:SUBJ eat-COMPL-TR-3SG:OBJ-IND

‘The snake ate the frog.’

3 MORPHOLOGY

3.1 Word class

For Mundari there has been a lengthy discussion of the difficulties in categorizing 
words into classes in terms of the traditional definitions of the parts of speech since 
Hoffmann (1903:xxi) declared the following:

Thus the same unchanged form is at the same time a Conjunction, an Adjective, 
a Pronoun, an Adverb, a Verb, and a Noun, or, to speak more precisely, it may 
become a Conjunction, an Adjective, and so on, but by itself  alone it is none of 
them. It is simply a vague elastic word, capable of signifying, in a vague manner, 
several distinct concepts, that is of assuming a variety of functions.

This means that a prototypical lexical verb like jom ‘eat’ can be used as a noun 
 without any morphological change, while a prototypical noun like buru ‘mountain’ 
can only be verbalized by attaching verbal endings. For example,

  (3) buru=ko bai-ke-d-a.
mountain=3PL:SUBJ make-COMPL-TR-IND

‘They made the mountain.’

  (4) saan=ko buru-ke-d-a.
firewood=3PL:SUBJ mountain-COMPL-TR-IND

‘They heaped up the firewood.’

  (5) mai=ko jom-ke-d-a.
food=3PL:SUBJ eat-COMPL-TR-IND

‘They ate the food.’

  (6) jom=ko nam-ke-d-a.
food=3PL:SUBJ get-COMPL-TR-IND

‘They got the food.’
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In (3) buru is used as an argument, with the meaning ‘mountain’, while in (4) it is 
used as a two-place predicate with the meaning ‘heap up’. To illustrate the other 
direction of deployment, in (5) the word jom is used as a two-place predicate with the 
meaning ‘eat’, while in (6) it is used as an argument with the meaning ‘food’.

Nicholas Evans of  Melbourne University and I published a paper titled 
‘Mundari: the myth of  language without word classes’ in Linguistic Typology in 
2005. We  introduced three criteria for establishing lack of  word class distinctions, 
that is,  equivalent combinatorics (members of  both classes should have  equivalent 
 combinatorics), compositionality (the semantic results of  using a member of  one 
putative class in a constructional slot prototypically associated with the other 
 putative class should be derivable through strict compositional principles) and 
 bidirectionality (members of  X should be deployable in the environments  associated 
with Y, and members of  Y should be deployable in the environments associated 
with X). Further, these three criteria should be exhaustive across the lexicon, that is, 
the same test should yield the same results for all lexemes in the putative class, not 
just for a few well-chosen ones. In our paper, we have seen that applying these three 
 criteria decisively demonstrates that Mundari is not a monocategorial language.5

Thus I describe nouns and verbs as follows: nouns can be morphologically 
marked for certain grammatical categories such as noun class (animate/inanimate) 
and number (singular/dual/plural). Verbs can be marked for grammatical features 
such as aspect and mood. Second, they can take affixes for voice and transitiv-
ity which are related to grammatical functions such as subject and object. The 
verb agrees with subject and object in person and number which are marked by a 
 personal suffix.

In addition to noun and verb we set up the following word classes:

Pronoun, adjective, postposition, adverb, numeral, conjunction, particle, interjection, 
and expressive.

3.2 Nominal morphology

3.2.1 Noun class and number

Nouns are divided into animate and inanimate in terms of a system of concord 
between subject, object, and verb. Animate nouns refer to human beings and  animals. 
In fact most grammatically animate nouns denote human beings and  animals. Besides 
them the following nouns are considered animate:

 (i) Heavenly bodies: cau ‘moon’, sigi ‘sun’, ipil ‘star’.

In relation to heavenly bodies the following verbs can be coded by animate marking: 
gama ‘to rain’, hoyo ‘to blow (the wind)’.

  (7) gama-ja-d-a-e
rain-INGR-TR-IND-3SG:SUBJ

‘It is raining.’

  (8) hoyo-le-d-a-e
wind-ANT-TR-IND-3SG:SUBJ

‘It had blown.’

(ii) Supernatural beings: boga ‘spirit’, si boga ‘supreme God’.
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As for gender distinction, some animate nouns can be divided into female and 
male nouns, marked morphologically by the endings i and a, respectively under the 
 influence of adjoining Indo-Aryan varieties. For instance,

kui ‘woman’ koa ‘man’
kaki ‘aunt’ kaka ‘uncle’

In order to express a distinction of sex in Mundari, a following modifier is preposed 
to the noun: ega (originally means ‘mother’) is used for female while sai (originally 
means ‘cock’) is used for male. Thus,

ega seta ‘bitch’ sai seta ‘dog’
ega sim ‘hen’ sai sim  ‘rooster’

As far as kinship terminology is concerned, koa may be used for male and kui for 
female. For instance,

hon-te koa ‘his/her son’
child-his/her man

hon-te kui ‘his/her daughter’
child-his/her woman

boko-ñ koa  koa ‘my younger brother’
younger sister/brother-my man

boko-ñ  kui ‘my younger sister’
younger sister/brother-my woman 

The number marking system for nouns in Mundari has three tiers, that is, 
 singular-dual- plural. Singular is unmarked, and the dual and plural markers are 
kin and ko, respectively. Count nouns are marked for number irrespective of  their 
animacy.

hon ‘a child’ hon-kin ‘two children’ hon-ko ‘children’

ipil ‘a star’ ipil-kin ‘two stars’ ipil-ko ‘stars’

kitab ‘a book’ kitab-kin ‘two books’ kitab-ko ‘books’

lija ‘a piece of cloth’ lija-kin ‘two pieces of cloth’ lija-ko ‘pieces of cloth’

3.2.2 Case

Mundari NPs do not inflect for case: both the subject and object of a sentence are 
morphologically unmarked. The subject and object of a sentence are determined by 
word order. The unmarked word order is as follows: S + O + Verb.
Examples are given as in (9) and (10).

  (9) pusi-kin seta-ko=kin hua-ke-d-ko-a.
cat-DL dog-PL=3DL:SUBJ bite-COMPL-TR-3PL:OBJ-IND

‘The two cats bit the dogs.’

 (10) seta-ko pusi-kin=ko hua-ke-d-kin-a.
dog-PL cat-DL=3PL:SUBJ bite- COMPL-TR-3DL:OBJ-IND

‘The dogs bit the two cats.’
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In addition to two arguments a postpositional phrase or adverb denoting location or 
time can be inserted in any position before verb. We can illustrate this in (11).

 (11) seta-re seta-ko mai=ko jom-ke-d-a.
morning-LOC dog-PL food=3PL:SUBJ eat-COMPL-TR-IND

‘In the morning the dogs ate the food.’

Case relations in Mundari are mainly marked by postpositions. Thus,  instrumental 
is expressed by the postposition te following a noun or pronoun. Comitative is 
expressed by postposing lo after a noun or pronoun. Benefactive is expressed by 
the postposition nagen following a noun or pronoun. There are several dialectal 
variants; nagen/natin/naten. Source is expressed by postposing ate in Hasada and 
Tamaria dialects or ete in Naguri and Kera dialects after a noun or pronoun.

The possessive is expressed by the suffixes -a, -rea, -ra, and -ren. The  possessive 
suffix -a denotes alienable possession by an animate noun, while -rea/-ra, and -ren 
indicate alienable possession by an inanimate noun. The distinction between -rea/ -ra, 
and -ren is made on account of the animacy of the head noun. We demonstrate it in 
Table 3.6 as follows:

TABLE 3.7: MUNDARI PRONOUNS

 Full form Short form

 Singular Dual Plural Singular Dual Plural

1 (inclusive) añ ala abu -ñ -la -bu
1 (exclusive)  ali ale  -li -le
2 am aben ape -m -ben -pe
3 ae akin ako -e -kin -ko

TABLE 3.6: MUNDARI GENITIVE

Possessor   Possessed

Animate Inanimate

animate -a  -a

inanimate -ren  -rea/-ra

3.2.3 Pronouns

Personal pronouns exhibit a 3 (First, Second, and Third) × 3 (Singular, Dual, and 
Plural) system (see Table 3.7).

We have found abin as a variant of second person dual and aki as a variant of 
third person dual. I used this variant aki in my previous works as Munda (1971) 
did. The form akin, however, is more common. Thus I, henceforth, use akin for the 
third person dual.

The possessive pronoun is formed by adding the genitive suffix -a to a  pronoun. 
Further, the Mundari equivalent of  the independent possessive in English such 
as ‘mine, yours’, etc. is expressed by postposing the genitive suffix -a to the 
 possessive pronoun. The independent possessive is found only in the singular system. 
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Furthermore, we have an old system of possessive pronouns (Table 3.9). This is 
performed by the reduced pronominal suffixes which follow the genitive marker -ta.

In colloquial Mundari, this system has been almost completely replaced by the 
construction, pronoun + genitive suffix -a, though the language of poetry in 
Mundari still retains this system. For instance, we have disum-tabu (disum ‘country’) 
‘our country’ in poetry, but abu-a disum ‘our country’ in colloquial speech.

Thus, the possessive pronoun and independent pronoun can be described as 
 follows (Table 3.8):

TABLE 3.9: MUNDARI POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS – II

 Possessive pronouns

 Singular Dual Plural

1 (inclusive) ta-ñ ta-la ta-bu
1 (exclusive)  ta-li ta-le
2 ta-m ta-ben ta-pe
3 ta-e ta-kin ta-ko

TABLE 3.10: MUNDARI DEMONSTRATIVES – I

 Proximate Intermediate Remote

Demonstrative bases   
 Unmarked ne-/ni- i-/e- hi-/he-
 Marked na- a- ha-

TABLE 3.8: MUNDARI POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS – I

 Possessive pronoun  Independent pronoun

 Singular Dual Plural Singular

1 (inclusive) añ-a ala-a abu-a añ-ag-a
1 (exclusive)  ali-a ale-a 
2 am-a aben-a ape-a am-ag-a
3 ay-a akin-a  ako-a ay-ag-a

3.2.4 Demonstratives

Demonstratives in Mundari make a 3 × 2 contrast set (Proximate: Intermediate: 
Remote x marked: unmarked) as follows (Table 3.10):

The variants ne-/ni-, e-/i-, and he-/hi- are defined by the vowel harmony rule. 
The demonstratives have a rich derivational system. I illustrate them in Table 3.11.

Apart from the demonstratives, we have interrogative and indefinite pronouns as 
word classes. These three have a similar word process.



TABLE 3.11: MUNDARI DEMONSTRATIVES – II

 Proximate Intermediate Remote

Demonstrative  adjectives    
 Unmarked ne-/ni- in-/en- hin-/hen-
 Marked na- an- han-

Demonstrative  pronouns (animate)
 Singular   
 Unmarked nii ini hini

 Marked nai ani hani

 Dual   
 Unmarked nikin inkin hinkin
 Marked nakin akin hankin
 Plural   
 Unmarked niku inku hinku
 Marked nako ako hanko

Demonstrative pronouns (inanimate)
 Unmarked nea ena hena
 Marked naya ana hana

Definite demonstratives
 Adjectivals
 Unmarked nimin/nimun imin/imun 
 ‘this much’ ‘that much’ 
 Marked namin/namun amin/amun 
 ‘this much’ ‘that much’ 
 (more than one’s expectation)  
 Nominals
 Unmarked nimin/nimun/ imin/imun/ 
 niminu/nimunu iminu/imunu 
 ‘this much’ ‘that much’ 
 Marked nmin/nmun/ min/mun/ 
 nminu/nmunu          minu/munu 
 ‘this much’ ‘that much’ 
 (more than one’s expectation)  
 Emphatic
 Unmarked nimpuru/nimpiru/ impuru/impiru/ 
 nimpir/nimpin impir/impin 
 ‘this so much’ ‘that so much’  
 Marked nmpuru/nmpiru/ mpuru/mpiru 
 nmpir/nmpin mpir/mpin 
 ‘this so much’ ‘that so much’ 
 (more than one’s expectation)  

Demonstrative adverbials
 Adverbs of place
 Unmarked  nere, nete, neate enre, ente, enate henre, hente, henate
 ‘here, there, from here’ ‘there, thither,  ‘yonder, to yonder,
   from there’ from yonder’
 Marked nare, nate, naate enre, ente, enate
 ‘here, hither, from here’ ‘there, thither, hanre, hante, hanate
   from there’ ‘yonder, to yonder, 
     from yonder’

(Table 3.11 continued)
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TABLE 3.11: CONTINUED

 Proximate Intermediate Remote

Adverbs of time   
 Unmarked nimt/nimtu imt/imtu 
 ‘this time’ ‘that time’ 
 Marked nmt/nmtu mt/mtu 
 ‘this time’ ‘that time’ 
 (against one’s expectation) (against one’s expectation) 
 Adverbs of manner   
 Unmarked neka enka henka
 ‘like this’ ‘like that’ ‘like yonder’
 Marked naka anka hanka
 ‘like this’ ‘like that’ ‘like yonder’
 (against one’s  expectation)  

TABLE 3.12: MUNDARI INTERROGATIVES

oko ‘which’
ca and ci ‘what’
ci-lika ‘how’

The interrogative ci-lika can be derived from the other interrogative base ci plus 
leka ‘like’. The interrogatives ca and ci may be related to the demonstrative bases a 
and i. These four interrogatives are derivational bases. These derivational  formations 
are identical to the demonstrative ones. The interrogative bases oko and cilika can 
be used independently while ca and ci can act only as a derivational base. The 
 interrogative oko functions as a modifier whereas cilika as an adverb of manner.

Mundari has three indefinite bases (Table 3.13):

TABLE 3.13: MUNDARI INDEFINITES

oko ‘some’
ja ‘any’
jeta ‘any’

The distinction between interrogative oko and indefinite oko is somewhat dependent 
on the context. They, however, have at least one distinguishing syntactic criterion. 
The indefinite oko can be followed by the topic marker do but the interrogative oko 
cannot. For instance,

 (12) oko-e hiju-aka-n-a.
INTER-3SG come-CONT-ITR-IND

‘Who has come?’

There are four interrogative bases (Table 3.12):
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 (13) oko-e do hiju-aka-n-a.
INDEF-3SG TOP come-CONT-ITR-IND

‘Someone has come (but not all).’

The indefinites ja and jeta, which are nearly synonyms, have the same syntactic 
function but the indefinite jete implying emphatic is more frequently used with the 
negative. We should pay attention to the semantic distinction between a (more than 
one’s expectation) and i/e (less than one’s expectation) here. I think that the semantic 
feature ‘negative’ may be related to ‘less than one’s expectation’.

Demonstrative, Interrogative and Indefinite pronouns have a similar word forma-
tion process. We summarize it here in the following way:

  (i) Adjectivals
DB(=Demonstrative bases), INTB(=Interrogative bases), INDB(=Indefinite 
bases) + -n. For example, ca-n ‘what a kind of’, ja-n ‘any kind of’.

 (ii) Pronoun (Animate)
DB, INTB, INDB + (-n-) + -e/-i (for singular), -kin (for dual), -ko/-ku (for 
plural). For example, oko-kin ‘who (dual)’, ja-n-ku ‘any persons’.

 (iii) Inanimate
DB, INTB, INDB + -(n)- + -a. For example, ca-n-a ‘which things’, ja-n-a ‘any 
things’.

 (iv) Possessive pronoun (Animate)
DB, INTB, INDB + (-n-) + -e/-i (for singular), -kin (for dual), -ko/-ku (for 
plural) + a (Genitive). For example, ca-n-kin-a ‘whose (dual)’, jeta-n-ku-a 
‘of  any persons’.

  (v) Possessive pronoun (Inanimate)
DB, INTB, INDB + (-n-) + -a- + -rea/-ra (Genitive). For example, oko-a-
rea ‘of  which thing’, ja-n-a-ra ‘of  any things.’

 (vi) Definites
DB, INTB, INDB + -(i)- + -min/mun- + -(a/u). For example, ci-min-a ‘how 
much’.

 (vii) Emphatic definites
DB, INTB, INDB + -(i)- + mpuru/mpiru/mpira/mpina/mpinu/mpunu. 
For example, ci-mpuru ‘how much exactly’.

(viii) Adverbs of time
DB, INTB, INDB + -(i)- + -mta/mtu. For example, ci-mta ‘when.’

 (ix) Adverbs of place
DB, INTB, INDB + -(n)- + (sa, ta) + re, te, ate. For example, oko-sa-te ‘to 
which side’.

  (x) Adverbs of manner
DB, INTB, INDB + -(i)- + -leka/ka. For example, ja-leka ‘any ways’.
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(a) DB = Demonstrative bases
 Proximate Intermediate Remote
unmarked ne/i e/i he/i
marked na a ha

(b) INTB = Interrogative bases
ca-/ci- ‘what’
oko- ‘which’

(c) INDB = Indefinite bases
oko- ‘some’
ja- ‘any’
jeta-   ‘any’

(d) Semantic features
i/e unmarked or less than expected
a more than expected

3.2.5 Numerals

Table 3.14 presents Cardinal numerals.
As we have seen below, Mundari has a vigesimal counting system. According 

to Norman Zide (1978:1), ‘presumably Proto-Austroasiatic as well as old Indo-
Aryan and Dravidian (old and modern) lacked vigesimal counting systems, but 
both Munda and modern Indo-Aryan use them. Whether the Indo-Aryan vigesimal 
 systems “come from Munda” – as has been claimed – is questionable’.

The following short forms are used for the modifier of a head noun:

mid/mod ‘one’, bar ‘two’, api ‘three’, upun ‘four’, moe ‘five’, turui ‘six’, ee ‘seven’, 
iral ‘eight’, are ‘nine’, gel ‘ten’.

The counting forms consist of the addition of -ia/ea in postconsonantal position or 
a in post-vocalic position to the short forms, as is shown below.

TABLE 3.14: MUNDARI NUMERALS

miad/moyod ‘one’
bar-ia ‘two’
api-a ‘three’
upun-ia ‘four’
moe-a ‘five’
turui-a/turi-a ‘six’
ee-a ‘seven’
iral-ia ‘eight’
are-a ‘nine’
gel-ea ‘ten’
gel miad/moyod ‘10+1=11’
mod/mid hisi ‘1×20=20’
mod/mid hisi miad/moyod ‘1×20+1=21’
bar hisi ‘2×20=40’
api hisi ‘3×20=60’
moe hisi or mod/mid sau ‘5×20=100 or 1x100=100’
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Distributive numerals are expressed by reduplication of the cardinal numerals. 
Distributive forms are a partial reduplication of cardinal forms for the numeral 
forms for ‘one’ to ‘six’ and ‘ten’, while complete reduplication is required for the 
numeral forms ‘seven’, ‘eight’, and ‘nine’. These coincide with the distributive form 
of Santali numerals.

mi-miyad ‘one each’ tu-turi-a ‘six each’
ba-bar-ia ‘two each’ ee-a ee-a ‘seven each’
ap-api-a ‘three each’ iral-ia iral-ia ‘eight each’
up-upun-ia ‘four each’ are-a are-a ‘nine each’
mo-moe-a ‘five each’ ge-gel-ea ‘ten each’

Ordinal numeral forms are as follows:

sida ‘first’
ea ‘second’

The following variant forms are notable:

 (i) mi/mo ‘one’ in mi-sa/mo-sa ‘once’ (c.f. bar-sa ‘twice’, api-sa ‘three times’, etc.)
 (ii)  mu ‘one’ in mu-si ‘one day’ (c.f. bar-si ‘two days’, api-ma ‘three days’, upun-ma 

‘four days’, etc.)

As Emeneau (1956/1980: 115) has pointed out, numeral classifiers are an Indian 
areal feature. Mundari uses hoo ‘person’, oa ‘house’, boo ‘head’ as classifiers. 
Thus,

api hoo hon-ko ‘three children’
three person child-PL 

The word jan/jon (from Indo-Aryan) is also currently used in Mundari. However, 
jan/jon always co-occurs with Indo-Aryan numerals. For example,

tin jan/jon hon-ko
three Numeral Classifier child-PL

‘three children’

3.2.6 Postpositions

Postpositions can be placed in a postnominal position and can form a postpositional 
phrase which may be used as a complement standing in a functional relationship 
with the verb.

The main postpositions can be divided in the following way:

  (i) re ‘in’ te ‘to, by’ ate/ete ‘from’
 (ii) sa ‘on the side’ ta ‘vicinity’ lo ‘with’
(iii) ko ‘approximate’ 

The postposition ko does not appear independently but with (i) or (ii) and following 
(i) and (ii). Compound postpositions can be formed in the following order:

(ii) + (iii) + (i)
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The process is detailed as follows:

 sa ‘on the side’ ta ‘vicinity’ lo ‘with’
re ‘in’ sa-re ‘in the side’ ta-re ‘in the place’ lo-re ‘with’
te ‘to’ sa-te ‘to the side’ ta-te ‘to the place’
te ‘by’ sa-te ‘by the side’ ta-te ‘by the place’ lo-te ‘along’
ate ‘from’ sag-ate ‘from the side’ tag-ate ‘from the place’ 
ko-re ‘near in’ sa-ko-re ta-ko-re lo-ko-re ‘with’
 ‘near the side’ ‘near the place’ ‘shortly before’
ko-te ‘near to’  sa-ko-te ta-ko-te lo-ko-te ‘along’
 ‘near to the side’ ‘near to the side’ ‘shortly after’

Other postpositions will be illustrated below.

 (i) nagen ‘for’.

The semantic functions of this postposition are benefactive and purpose.

(ii) jaked, habi/hami ‘until, up to’.

This may refer to location as in the following example:

 (14) Ranci-jaked (habi/hami)=ko sen-ke-n-a.
Ranchi-up to=3SG:SUBJ go-COMPL-ITR-IND

‘They went up to Ranchi.’

It may also refer to time as in the following instance:

 (15) sombar-jaked (habi/hami) Ranci-re=ko tai-n-a.
Monday-until Ranchi-LOC=3PL:SUBJ stay-ITR-IND

‘They will stay at Ranchi until Monday.’

Moreover, it may refer to quantity as follows:

 (16) ne kea api-hisi-jaked(habi/hami)=e gono-o-a.
this buffalo three-twenty-up to=3SG:SUBJ cost-PASS-IND

‘This buffalo will cost up to 60 rupees.’

3.2.7 Derivation

We have already discussed the lexical semantic ambiguity involving the  distinction 
between nouns and verbs in section 3.0. This distinction should be maintained 
because of the fact that a noun can be derived from a verb by a morphological 
process, namely, infixation:

(C)VC(VC)  (C)V<nV>C(VC)
dub ‘to sit’  du<nu>b ‘a meeting’
rakab ‘to rise’  ra<na>kab ‘a slope’
ol ‘to write’  o<no>l ‘the writing’
ee ‘to begin’  e<ne>e ‘an origin’
teba ‘to arrive’  te<ne>ba ‘arrival’
tukui ‘to sew’  tu<nu>kui ‘the sewing’
tagoe ‘to chew’  ta<na>goe ‘the molar teeth’
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The other nominalizing affixation is the possessive suffix -a following a  postpositional 
phrase which consists of a verb and the instrumental postposition -te. Thus,

ol ‘to write’  ol-te-a ‘an instrument for writing: pen, pencil, etc.’
jom ‘to eat’  jom-te-a ‘an instrument for eating: spoon, chopstick, etc.’
dub ‘to sit’  dub-te-a ‘an instrument for sitting: chair, stool, etc.’

3.2.8 Adjective

The distinction between verbs and adjectives is problematic. It seems to me that 
Mundari is a typical adjectival-verb language; that is, ‘the usual verbal equivalent 
of a predicate adjective is a predicate verb in a non-relative construction while the 
usual verbal equivalent of a modifying adjective is a verb in a relative construction’ 
(Schachter 1985: 18–19). Thus mara ‘big, great’ when used predicatively can be 
marked for aspect, mood, voice and (in)transitivity like a predicate verb. It might be 
said that one word class covers two semantically different classes, that is, adjectives 
and verbs. For example,

 (17) en mara hoo
that great person
that great person’ or
‘that person who will be great’

en jom hoo
that eat person
‘that person who will eat’

 (18) en hoo mara-a.
that person great-IND

‘That person will be great.’

en hoo jom-a.
that person eat-IND

‘That person will eat.’

In my book I wrote ‘the definition of the adjective is rather notional’ (Osada 1992: 
123). I have, however, introduced one morphological criterion: infixation  possibilities 
distinguish verbs and adjectives. There is an infix <pV> as a reciprocal marker which is 
illustrated in section 3.2.7. A number of adjectives take a formally identical marker but 
they do not acquire the reciprocal meaning ‘each other’, which is but natural as these 
adjectives are one-place words. Instead, they acquire the intensive meaning ‘very’. This 
is the sole test justifying the setting up of adjectives as a distinct word class. It is inter-
esting to note that a head noun modified by an adjective with the infix <pV> takes the 
plural marker though it may be either singular or plural in meaning:

 (19) en mara hoo
that great person
‘that great person’

 (20) en ma<pa>ra hoo-ko
that great<INTENS> person-PL

(a) ‘that very great person’
(b) ‘those very great persons’
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At least seven adjectives denoting size, shape, and the like take the intensifying infix, 
because of semantic limitations on intensification. We contain seven adjectives in 
Mundari in terms of this derivation:

 (21) mara ‘big, great’  ma<pa>ra ‘very big, great’
hui ‘small’  hu<pu>i ‘very small’
jili ‘long’  ji<pi>li ‘very long’
salagi ‘tall’   sa<pa>lagi ‘very tall’
igae ‘short’  i<pi>gae ‘very short’
cakar ‘wide’  ca<pa>kar ‘very wide’
moo ‘fat’  mo<po>o ‘very fat’

It is noteworthy that some pronouns: demonstrative (e.g. naminu, etc. ‘this much 
more than one expects’), interrogative (cimunu, etc. ‘how much’), and indefinite 
( jaimunu, etc. ‘to any extent, whatever be’), when modifying an intensive adjective 
also acquire the infix (by way of a kind of ‘pleonastic agreement’):

 (22) naminu mara hoo-ko ka=ñ lel-aka-d-ko-a.
this much big person-PL NEG=1SG:SUBJ see-CONT-TR-3PL:OBJ-IND

‘I have never seen such big person(s).’

 (23) nam<p>inu ma<pa>ra hoo-ko ka=ñ
this much<INTENS> big<INTENS> person-PL NEG=1SG:SUBJ

lel-aka-d-ko-a.
see-CONT-TR-3PL:OBJ-IND

‘I have never seen all so big (but more than one’s expectation) person(s).’

 (24) cim<p>unu hu<pu>i tai-ke-n-a.
how much<INTENS> small<INTENS> remain-COMPL-ITR-IND

‘How small was it?’

 (25) jaim<p>unu ji<pi>li-re-o ka=ñ suku-a.
whatever<INTENS> long<INTENS>LOC-also NEG=1SG:SUBJ like-IND

‘Anything that is too long I don’t like.’

3.2.9 Adverbials

Adverbs can function independently as verbal complements. Expressions for adverbs 
of location can be made by constructing postpositional phrases. The number of 
adverbs is rather small.

Now I illustrate the following adverbs of time:

gapa ‘tomorrow’
tisi ‘today’
meya ‘the day after tomorrow’
honder ‘some days ago’
naa ‘now’
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nimir ‘nowaday’
kalom ‘next year’
satom ‘two years later’

In addition to the adverbs given above, adverbs of time can be expressed by a 
 postpositional phrase. For instance, seta-re ‘in the morning’, sombar-ate ‘from 
Monday’, etwar-jaked ‘until Sunday’.

Adverbs of location must always be expressed by a postpositional phrase. For 
example, Ranci-re ‘in Ranchi’, oa-te ‘to the house’, hatu-ate ‘from the  village’. 
Several local semantic functions are expressed mainly by postpositional phrases.

The postposition te (instrumental) can be used for adverbs of manner; for  example, 
rasika-te ‘joyfully’, mani-te ‘slowly’, eskar-te ‘alone’.

3.3 Verbal morphology

Langendoen (1967) tried to describe Mundari verb conjugation based on Chomsky’s 
standard theory. He confessed the following in a straightforward manner.

The reader who is convinced of the efficacy of morpheme order charts for 
 displaying the facts of a complex morphological system are advised to attempt 
to formulate such a chart for the Mundari data presented in this paper. I 
am reasonably convinced that no such formulation will be a match for the 
 generative-transformational statement given here (inadequate as it is at  various 
points) for displaying the intricate interconnections among the  various  patterns 
found in the Mundari verb conjugation. And really it must be admitted that 
the morphology of the Mundari verbal form is not nearly as complex as that of 
many languages. (Langendoen 1967:57)

I aim to present in this chapter not a theory-oriented but a data-oriented 
 description. The basic verbal structure in Mundari may be described in terms of an 
order element formula as given in Table 3.15.

A verbal base is formed by affixing to a verbal stem. Verbal bases can be simple 
or complex; complex bases are formed by reduplication or serializing of the verbal 
stem. Verbal stems may be either transitive, or intransitive, or labile (i.e. transitive-
intransitive, like the English ‘break’). Intransitive verbs are few in number (here 
belong, inu ‘to play’, a ‘to dawn’, oo ‘to be foolish’, and the like). The intran-
sitive or transitive use of labile verbs is distinguished by means of intransitive and 
transitive suffixes, -n and -d, respectively.

TABLE 3.15: MUNDARI VERB TEMPLATE

Verb base + (Aspect marker) + (n) + a (=Subj)
 + (d/) (+ Obj) 

Notes
a n: intransitive marker, d: transitive marker, with variant .
b  the transitive marker and the intransitive marker only appear 

when an aspect marker is present.
c  the suffix -a (indicative marker) is used to indicate the main 

verb of the clause  excepting certain imperative forms.
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The same forms are used for subject, object and indirect object, but occupy 
 different slots. The subject agreement element is attached either to the end of the 
verb or as a clitic to the preverbal NP, which may be not only the subject but also a 
non-subject. For example,

 (26) hon-ko=ko dub-aka-n-a.
child-PL=3PL:SUBJ sit-CONT-ITR-IND

‘The children have sat.’

 (27) mai=ñ jom-ta-n-a.
food=-1SG:SUBJ eat-PROG-TR-IND

‘I am eating the food.’

 (28) gapa=ko senog-a.
tomorrow=3PL:SUBJ go-IND

‘They will go tomorrow.’

Munda people belonging to the younger generation tend to place the subject 
 agreement element at the end of the verb.

As I have pointed out earlier, the subject agreement element can be marked only 
when the subject NPs are classified as animate nouns. In addition to this principle, 
transitive subject NPs are basically animate nouns. Thus, the following sentence is 
not grammatical because the transitive subject is inanimate.

 (29) *mai hon-ko bisi-ja-d-ko-a.
food child-PL poison-INGR-TR-3PL:OBJ-IND

‘The food has poisoned the children.’

Instead, it is placed in instrumental function by adding the instrumental postposi-
tion -te, in a type of passive construction:

 (30) mai-te hon-ko=ko bisi-ja-n-a.
food-by child-PL =3PL:SUBJ poison-INGR-ITR-IND

‘The children have been poisoned by the food.’

Some inanimate nouns denoting natural objects, which are capable of automatic 
locomotion, can occupy the transitive subject slot. In that case, the subject agreement 

3.3.1 Subject

The subject and object agreement element can be marked only when the subject NP 
and object NP are classified as animate nouns. Table 3.16 lists personal pronominal 
suffixes which are used for subject–object agreement:

TABLE 3.16: MUNDARI AGREEMENT MARKERS

 SG. DL PL

1st   
 Inclusive -ñ -la -bu
 Exclusive  -li -le
2nd -m -ben -pe
3rd -e/-i/-e/-i -kin -ko
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element gets marked on the verb like an animate transitive subject NP. This is called 
animatization. For example,

 (31) gaa buru=i bai-ke-d-a.
river mountain=3SG:SUBJ make-COMPL-TR-IND

‘The river made the mountain (by carrying the sands).’

 (32) gaa hon-ko=e idi-ke-d-ko-a.
river child-PL=3SG:SUBJ take-COMPL-TR-3PL:OBJ-IND

‘The river took away the children.’

Among inanimate nouns, only natural forces, for example, hoyo ‘wind’, gama ‘rain’, 
etc. can be animatized.

It is very easy to identify animate transitive subject NPs subjects because 
an  animate subject is always marked on the verb. Apart from this principle, 
 subjecthood and objecthood can be defined by a syntactic test, which I discuss 
in section 3.2.2.

3.3.2 Object types

As shown earlier, the same pronominal suffix is used for subject and object  agreement. 
But the object agreement element occupies the slot just before the indicative marker -a 
in the indicative sentence or the slot just before the second person  pronominal suffix in 
the imperative sentence or the slot just before the optative marker -ka-. For instance,

 (33) Soma hon-ko=e lel-ko-a.
Soma child-PL=3SG:SUBJ see-3PL:OBJ-IND

‘Soma will see (take care) the children.’

 (34) Soma hon-ko lel-ko-me.
Soma child-PL see-3PL:OBJ-2SG

‘Soma, please see the children.’

 (35) Soma hon-ko lel-ko-ka-e.
Soma child-PL see-3PL:OBJ-OPT-3SG:SUBJ

‘May Soma see the children.’

The above sentences are unmarked for aspect marker and transitive/intransitive 
marker. We can differentiate transitive sentences from intransitive sentence by the 
transitive/intransitive marker, as in the following:

 (36) Soma hon-ko=e dub-ke-d-ko-a.
Soma child-PL=3SG:SUBJ sit-COMPL-TR-3PL:OBJ-IND

‘Soma made the children sit.’

 (37) hon-ko ote-re=ko dub-ke-n-a.
child-PL ground-LOC=3PL:SUBJ sit-COMPL-ITR-IND

‘The children sat on the ground.’

 (38) pulis-ko kumbuu-kin=ko sab-ja-d-kin-a.
police-PL thief-DL =3PL:SUBJ catch-INGR-TR-3DL:OBJ-IND

‘The policemen have caught the two thieves.’
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 (39) kumbuu-kin hola=kin sab-ja-n-a.
thief-DL yesterday=3DL:SUBJ catch-INGR-ITR-IND

‘Two thieves have been caught yesterday.’

Note that the verb dub ‘to sit’ acquires causativity in the transitive sentence, whereas 
the verb sab ‘to catch’ acquires a passive sense in the intransitive sentence.

In ditransitive sentences, the benefactive marker -a is used in the following:

 (40) am seta-ko=ñ om-a-m-ta-n-a.
2SG dog-PL =1SG:SUBJ give-BEN-2SG-PROG-ITR-IND

‘I am giving the dogs to you.’

 (41) am seta-ko=ñ om-ke-d-ko-a.
2SG dog-PL =1SG:SUBJ give-COMPL-TR-3PL:OBJ-IND

‘I gave the dogs to you.’

It is very interesting that only one object, for example, am ‘you’ or seta-ko ‘dogs’ 
can be cross-referenced. Thus the sentence (42a) is ungrammatical. Further, if  you 
want to encode the beneficiary on the verb in the completive sentence the comple-
tion aspect marker ke should change to the ‘cislocative’ or suspended aspect marker 
a as in (42b). Thus,

 (42) (a) *am seta-ko=ñ om-a-m-ke-d-ko-a.
2SG dog-PL=1SG:SUBJ give-BEN-2SG-COMPL-TR-3PL:OBJ-IND

‘I gave the dogs to you.’
(b) am seta-ko=ñ om-a-d-me-a.

2SG dog-P =1SG:SUBJ give-SUS-TR-2SG:OBJ -IND

‘I gave the dogs to you.’

As I mentioned in the previous section, inanimate NPs cannot normally occupy the 
transitive subject slot. But with some verbs, inanimate NPs can do this. The semantic 
range of these verbs is restricted to the following:6

(a) Sensory and mental experiences
(b) Emotional experiences.
(c) Physical and biological experiences.

I call these experiential verbs. This semantic range almost corresponds interestingly 
with dative subject predicates in Indo-Aryan (Klaiman 1986). There are two types 
of sentence in experiential verbal constructions in Mundari, as follows, in one, the 
experiencer is the subject (43, 45) while in the others it is the object (44, 46):

 (43) balbal-te=ñ sowan-ta-n-a.
sweat-by=1SG:SUBJ smell-PROG-ITR-IND

‘I am experiencing a smell of sweat.’

 (44) ne baa maja sowan-ja--ñ-a.
this flower good smell-INGR-TR-1SG:OBJ -IND

‘This flower has made me experience a good smell.’
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 (45) sida samae susun-te=ko rasika-le-n-a.
previous time dance-by=3PL:SUBJ be.joyful-ANT-ITR-IND

‘In the previous time they had experienced joy through dancing.’

 (46) susun bese rasika-ke-d-ko-a.
dance very be.joyful-COMPL-TR-3PL:OBJ -IND

‘The dance made them experience joy.’

Recall that transitive subject NPs are basically animate nouns. If  we assign the NP 
to grammatical relations by the morphological marking system, as for (44) and (46), 
the subjects are either nothing, or inanimate nouns and the objects are ñ ‘me’ in (44) 
and ko ‘them’ in (46). As I have discussed the grammatical relations above, these cri-
teria will be kept throughout this chapter. I give here a new analysis of experiential 
verbal constructions.

The new analysis adopts the term ‘experiencer’ and ‘stimulus’. The experiencer 
denotes the human experiencer of sensory, mental, emotional, physical, and biologi-
cal states expressed by the experiential verbs, whereas the stimulus is the source or 
cause of experience.

Further, I adopt the notion of ‘experiencer-subject’ from Croft (1991,1993) for 
a typological analysis of mental verbs, where experiential verbs assign the experi-
encer to the subject position in (43) and (45). In (44) and (46), on the other hand, 
the  experiencer is assigned to the object position. I, therefore, consider it as the 
 experiencer–object construction. This analysis is useful, because it enables us to keep 
the criteria for subject–object assignment.

Now I give a new analysis of the experiential construction. In general I regard 
an experiential verb as an intransitive verb (see (43) and (45)). Then I consider the same 
experiential verb as a causativized form of an intransitive verb in the  object-experiencer 
construction (see (44) and (46)). This analysis fits Croft (1991:215)’s cross-linguistic 
findings that ‘experiencer-object verbs are causative’.

The stimulus occurs with the instrumental postposition -te in the experiencer–subject 
construction shown in (43) and (45), and as a subject in the experiencer–object con-
struction shown in (44) and (46). Are the NPs ne baa ‘this flower’ in (44) and susun 
‘dance’ in (46) really subjects? And are the NPs ñ in (44) and ko in (46) really objects? 
We can make a syntactic test for subjecthood and objecthood by using relativization, 
as in the following:

 (47) maja sowan-le-n-baa goso-ja-n-a.
good smell-ANT-ITR-flower wither-INGR-ITR-IND

‘The good-smelling flower has withered.’

 (48) ne baa maja sowan-le-d-(hoo)=ko seno-ja-n-a.
this flower good smell-ANT-TR-(people)=3PL:SUBJ go-INGR-ITR-IND

‘The people whom this flower made experience a good smell have gone.’

 (49) bese rasika-ke-n-susun nimir caba-ja-n-a.
very be joyful-COMPL-ITR-dance recently finish-INGR-ITR-IND

‘The very joyful dance has finished recently.’

 (50) susun bese rasika-ke-d-(hoo)=ko mara-ja-n-a.
dance very be joyful-COMPL-TR-(people)=3PL:SUBJ grow-INGR-ITR-IND

‘The people whom the dance made joyful have grown up.’
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As the intransitive marker -n- appears in (47) and (49), the NPs baa and susun are 
subjects. On the other hand, the transitive marker -d- occurs in (48) and (50) the 
NPs (hoo)-ko are objects. My new analysis can be supported by this syntactic test 
of relativization.

I add an important note here. The stimulus is always an inanimate noun. In other 
words, transitive subject NPs in the object–experiencer construction are inanimate 
nouns. For instance, the following sentences are not acceptable:

 (51) *ne kui maja=e sowan-ja--ñ-a.
this girl good=3SG:SUBJ smell-INGR-TR-1SG:OBJ-IND

‘This girl made me experience a good smell.’

 (52) *susun kui bese= rasika-ke-d-ko-a.
dance girl very=3SG:SUBJ be.joyful-COMPL-TR-3PL:OBJ-IND

‘The dancing girl made them experience joy.’

In order to say the equivalent sentences of (51) and (52) in Mundari, these should 
be replaced by (53) and (54), respectively.

 (53) ne kui-a sowan maja sowan-ja--ñ-a.
this girl-GEN fragrance good smell-INGR-TR-1SG:OBJ-IND

‘This girl’s fragrance made me experience a good smell.’

 (54) susun kui=ko lel-ki--i-ci bese
dance girl=3SG:SUBJ see-COMPL-TR-3SG:OBJ-CONJ very

rasika-ke-d-ko-a.
be.joyful-COMPL-TR-3PL:OBJ-IND

‘As they saw the dancing girl she made them experience a joy.’

I, therefore, rewrite the constraint for subject–object assignment here.

 (55)  Transitive subject NPs are animate nouns except for the object–experiencer 
construction.

As illustrated above, an experiential verb in Mundari is considered as an intransitive. 
That is to say, in the experiencer–subject constructions, only the experiencer assigned 
to intransitive subject occurs, and the stimulus occurs with the instrumental postposi-
tion -te. However only a few experiential verbs, for example, suku ‘to feel happy, to 
like’, kairao ‘to feel angry, to get an angry’, giu ‘to feel ashamed, to shame’, can act 
as transitive verbs. In that case, the animate NPs can occupy the transitive object slot 
not as stimuli, but as beneficiaries. I show the general benefactive construction in (56) 
and the experiencer–subject and beneficiary–object construction in (57) and (58).

 (56) mai am=iñ om-a-m-ta-n-a.
food you=1SG:SUBJ give-BEN-2SG:OBJ-PROG-ITR-IND

‘I am giving you the food.’

 (57) am=iñ giu-a-m-ta-n-a.
you=1SG:SUBJ shame-BEN-2SG:OBJ-PROG-ITR-IND

‘I am feeling shame at you.’
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 (58) ne kui-kin=iñ suku-aka-n-a.
this girl-DL=1SG:SUBJ like-CONT-ITR-IND

‘I like these girls.’

Examples (57) and (58) have two-place constructions, but include the  intransitive 
marker -n. We, therefore, consider them semi-transitive; that is, they are two-
place, but  intransitive, they have a subject and an indirect object. Further, there are no 
 experiencer–object constructions paired with (57) and (58) in Mundari. This is a great 
 difference between Indo-Aryan and Mundari with respect to experiential  constructions.

In sum, object types in Mundari are three; patient–object in the unmarked 
 transitive construction, experiencer–object in the experiential construction, and 
experiencer–indirect object in the benefactive construction.

3.3.3–3.3.4 Tense and aspect

The tense system is divided into future (unmarked) and non-future (marked).
The future tense implies the habitual aspect like used to in English. In this case the 

iterative verbal base is usually used. Further, the future tense also indicates universal 
truth. For example,

 (59) uri-jilu ka=le jo-jom-a.
cattle-meat NEG=1PL.EX:SUBJ eat-ITER-IND

‘We (excl.) never eat beef.’

 (60) seta sigi= rakab-a.
morning the Sun=3SG:SUBJ rise-IND

‘The sun rises in the morning.’

Present and past tenses are expressed by the aspect marker following the transitive 
or intransitive marker. Thus,

 (i) Present

 (61) mai=ñ jom-ta-n-a.
food=1SG:SUBJ eat-PROG-ITR-IND

‘I am eating the food.’

 (ii) Past

 (62) mai=ñ jom-ke-d-a.
food=1SG:SUBJ eat-COMPL-TR-IND

‘I ate the food.’

The aspect markers are classified into perfective and imperfective sets. We will look 
at the perfective first. The following perfective aspect markers, for example, a, ke, le, 
ja are involved in the verb morphology of Mundari.

 (i) a.

This is not frequently used. Nobody except Munda takes this aspect marker 
into consideration. Munda regarded it as a ‘cislocative’ aspect which implies ‘an 
action which is completed and suspended for an indefinite period of  time’ (Munda 
1971:29). The ‘cislocative’ a can be followed by both the intransitive marker n and 
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the transitive marker d. The following examples indicate the relationship between 
a-n and a-d:

 (63) diku=ñ itu-a-d-ko-a.
Hindi=1SG:SUBJ teach-SUS-TR-3PL:OBJ-IND

‘I have taught Hindi to them.’

 (64) diku=ñ itu-a-n-a.
Hindi=1SG:SUBJ teach-SUS-ITR-IND

‘I have been taught Hindi; I have known Hindi.’

We have used the term suspended for the aspect marker a.

 (ii) ke.

This aspect marker indicates the completion of an action without reference to any 
other action.

 (65) mai=ñ jom-ke-a.
food=1SG:SUBJ eat-COMPL-IND

‘I will finish eating the food (without waiting for anything).’

 (66) Ranci-te=ñ sen-ke-n-a.
Ranchi-to=1SG:SUBJ go-COMPL-ITR-IND

‘I went to Ranchi.’

(iii) le.

This aspect marker signifies the completion of an action in relation to some other 
action. We call it current relevance of anterior, or simply an anterior. We will com-
pare le with ke as given below.

 (67) duum-le-n-a-e.
sleep-ANT-ITR-IND-3SG:SUBJ

‘He/she had slept first (then has already got up).’

 (68) duum-ke-n-a-e.
sleep-COMPL-ITR-IND-3SG:SUBJ

‘S/he slept.’

(iv) ja.

This aspect marker indicates the completion of an action which is relevant to a 
 current situation; in fact it refers to its inception. According to Comrie (1976:19), ‘the 
other perfect forms of the same verbs can in fact be used to indicate the  beginning 
of a situation (ingressive meaning)’. In other words, this aspect marker is used for 
ingressive aspect.

 (69) seno-ja-n-a-ko.
go-INGR-ITR-IND-3PL:SUBJ

‘They have started going; they have just gone.’
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 (70) mai=ko jom-ja-d-a.
food=3PL:SUBJ eat-INGR-TR-IND

‘They have started eating the food; they are eating the food.’

Within the broad domain of  imperfectivity ‘a distinction is made between the 
terms “progressive” and “continuous,” the former being a situation of  the  latter 
(progressiveness is the combination of  continuousness with non-stativity)’ (Comrie 
1976:12). The following imperfective aspect markers have been treated here:

 (v) ta.

This aspect marker is labelled ‘progressive’ based on the Comrie’s definition; that is, 
the combination of continuousness with non-stativity.

(vi) aka.

This aspect marker is labelled ‘continuous’, on the other hand, slightly different from 
the progressive aspect according to the definition as follows: ‘durative without the 
habitual’ (Comrie 1976:26).

The distinction between the aspect markers ta and aka is based on the contrast 
between a telic and an atelic situation. Telic refers to an event where the activity has 
a clear terminal point while atelic, where the event has no such natural end-point. 
For instance,

 (71) dub-ta-n-a-ko.
sit-PROG-ITR-IND-3PL:SUBJ

‘They are in the process of sitting.’

(This action will have a terminal point when they sit down.)

 (72) dub-aka-n-a-ko.
sit-CONT-ITR-IND-3PL:SUBJ

‘They are sitting.’

(They have already sat down. They can stand up or continue sitting. It does 
not matter.)

Hence we will consider the aspect marker aka as continuous in an atelic situation. 
Unlike English, the stative verb in Mundari has both progressive and continuous 
forms. Furthermore, transitive verbs with a continuous aspect correspond to the 
experiential perfect in English.

 (73) Ranci do=ñ lel-aka-d-a.
Ranchi top=1SG:SUBJ see- CONT-TR-IND

‘I have seen Ranchi; I have been to Ranchi.’

 (74) Ranci-te=ko sen-aka-n-a.
Ranchi-to-3PL:SUBJ go-CONT-ITR-IND

‘They have gone to Ranchi (and have not yet come back).’

3.3.5 Mood

There are three moods in Mundari: indicative (unmarked), imperative, and optative. 
Imperative mood is marked by deleting the indicative marker a in an indicative 
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 sentence. Negation of imperative, that is, prohibitive, is marked by preposing alo to a 
verbal base. Optative mood indicates the attitude of the speaker: it expresses wishes 
and is marked by ka which precedes the pronominal suffix. Although Munda (1971) 
called it subjunctive, we adopt the term optative as Hoffmann (l903), Cook (l965), 
and N.K. Sinha (1975) did. Negation of optative is marked by alo + ka, which are 
preposed to a verbal base. The modal intensifier ko can be added to imperative and 
optative sentences. It implies politeness.

The basic structures are as follows:

(i) Imperative
 second -m/me singular

VB (+ AM) (+ OBJ) + personal -ben dual
 suffix -pe plural

(ii) Optative
VB (+ AM) (+ OBJ) + NEG ka personal suffix

(iii) Prohibitive for second person
 second -m 

alo person VB (+ AM) (+ OBJ) + -a
 suffix -pe

(iv) Prohibitive for first and second persons
alo ka personal suffix VB (+ AM) (+ OBJ) + -a

The sentence examples are given below:

 (75) mai jom-e-me.
food eat-EPEN-2SG

‘Eat the food.’

 (76) mai jom-e-ka-ko.
food eat-EPEN-OPT-3PL

‘May they eat the food.’

 (77) alo=pe jom-a.
NEG=2PL eat-IND

‘Don’t eat.’

 (78) alo-ka=ko jom-a.
NEG-OPT=3PL eat-IND

‘They must not eat.’

We note that all aspect markers except the suspended aspect marker a can follow 
a verbal base in the imperative sentence. The semantic difference between aspect 
markers can be shown below.
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 (i) Completion

 (79) jom-ke-m.
‘Eat up; if  you don’t eat it you won’t get a chance to eat later.’

 (ii) Progressive

 (80) jom-ta-m.
‘(You should) Eat (it); our life is not immortal. So you should eat it’.

(iii) Anterior

 (81) jom-le-m.
‘Eat (it) first (and then).’

(iv) Ingressive

 (82) jom-ja-m.
‘Eat (it) along (while on your way to doing something else).’

(v) Continuous

 (83) jom-aka-m.
‘Eat (it) (continuously).’

3.3.6 Orientation/directionality

Not investigated in this study.

3.3.7 Valence/voice

There are three means of  decreasing valency; that is, reflexive, reciprocal, and 
passive.

Reflexive is expressed by the suffix -en after consonants or -n after vowels. For 
example,

 (84) Soma=e lel-en-ta-n-a.
Soma=3SG:SUBJ see-RFLXV-PROG-ITR-IND

‘Soma is looking at himself.’

The reflexive -en/-n is highly productive but the following verbs do not take the 
reflexive suffix: dub ‘to sit’, kami ‘to work’, giti ‘to lie down’, ajom ‘to feed’. The 
reflexive refers to ‘a verb where the subject and the object relate to the same entity’ 
(Crystal 2003). Causative verbs cannot be reflexivized; for example, ajom ‘to feed’. 
Interestingly, the class of intransitive verbs which can be causativized is also not 
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reflexivized. Thus, dub ‘to sit’ is intransitive but can take the transitive marker to add 
causativity, as in the following:

 (85) dub-aka-n-a-e.
sit-CONT-ITR-IND-3SG:SUBJ

‘He has sat, that is, he is still sitting.’

 (86) hon-ko=e dub-aka-d-ko-a.
child-PL=3SG:SUBJ sit-CONT-TR-3PL:OBJ-IND

‘S/he has caused the children to sit down.’

The reciprocal marker <pV> is monosemous and never attached to non-verbal 
stems. The reciprocal decreases verb valency. Thus the reciprocal verbal base takes 
only the intransitive marker -n even with ditransitive verbs. For instance,

 (87) Soma seta hon-ko=e om-ki--i-a.
Soma dog child-PL=3SG:SUBJ give-COMPL-TR-3SG:OBJ-IND

‘Soma gave the dog to the children.’

 (88) seta-ko=le o<po>m-ta-n-a.
dog-PL=1PL.EX:SUBJ give<RECIP>give-PROG-ITR-IND

‘We are giving the dogs to each other.’

Passive verbal bases can be formed by suffixing -o to a verbal stem. The passive 
suffix can be attached to either transitive or intransitive verbs. The passive may 
imply the sense of  possibility, that is, a ‘passive potential’, as is common in other 
Munda languages.

 (89) (a) ayum ‘to hear’ ➔ ayum-o ‘to be audible’
(b) lel ‘to see’ ➔ lel-o ‘to be visible’
(c) duum ‘to sleep’ ➔ duum-o ‘to feel sleepy’

Further, passivity in Mundari implies non-volitionality. Unlike Mundari, passive in 
Hindi (Pandharipande 1978) and Bengali (Klainman 1986) makes crucial reference 
to the semantic notion of volitionality. For instance, we may look at the following 
Mundari sentences:

 (90) duum-o-ta-n-a-e.
sleep-PASS-PROG-ITR-IND-3SG:SUBJ

‘S/he is feeling sleepy (by a non-volitional cause).’

 (91) kug-o-ta-n-a-e.
cough-PASS-PROG-ITR-3SG:SUBJ

‘He is beginning to cough.’

Thus, the following verbs cannot be passivized due to their implication of  volitionality. 
For example, co ‘to kiss’ ➔*cog-o, dulaa ‘to love’ ➔ *dulaa-o.

The means of increasing valency are causative, conjugation change, and 
 benefactive.

Causative is expressed by the unproductive prefix a-:

 (92) (a) jom ‘to eat’ ➔ a-jom ‘to feed’
 (b) nu ‘to drink’ ➔ a-nu ‘to give to drink’
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Conjugation change affects labile verbs. For convenience we shall consider the  
 transitive use of labile stems as causativization as I have shown above in (85) and 
(86). Thus,

 (93) (a) dub  i. ‘to sit’ (with the intransitive marker -n)
(b) ii. ‘to cause to sit’ (with the transitive marker -d)

 (93a=85) dub-aka-n-a-e.
sit-CONT-ITR-IND-3SG:SUBJ

‘He has sat, that is, he is still sitting.’

 (93b=86) hon-ko=e dub-aka-d-ko-a.
child-PL=3SG:SUBJ sit-CONT-TR-3PL:OBJ-IND

‘S/he has caused the children to sit down.’

The benefactive suffix -a (always followed by the beneficiary agreement marker) 
indicates not only a beneficiary argument added to two-place transitive but 
also (optionally) the indirect object of  ditransitives, and in this case both forms 
may coincide. Although the benefactive suffix increases valency when added to 
a  two-place transitive, the benefactive verbal base takes the intransitive marker -n only. 
This may be the reason why reciprocals cannot be derived from the  benefactive. 
Compare:

 (94) (a) daru=m ma-ke-d-a.
tree=2SG:SUBJ cut-COMPL-TR-IND

‘You cut the tree.’
 (b) daru=m mag-a-ñ-ke-n-a.

tree=2SG:SUBJ cut-BEN-1SG-COMPL-ITR-IND

‘You cut the tree for me.’

3.3.8 (Non-)finiteness

Non-finite verb forms can be made by the deletion of the indicative marker a, and 
are used in the formation of relative clauses. They are of the following type:

Verbal Base (+ Aspect Marker + Transitive/Intransitive Marker).

The aspect markers and transitive/intransitive markers can be deleted in the 
future tense. Aspect markers are obligatorily followed by the transitive/intransitive 
marker -d/-n in relative clauses, although aspect markers without transitive/
intransitive markers can be used in the finite verbal system. Thus,

 (95) jom-hoo
eat-person
‘the man who will eat’

 (96) jom-ke-d-hoo
eat-COMPL-TR-person
‘the man who ate it’

*jom-ke-hoo is not grammatical, although jom-ke-a=e (eat-COMPL-IND=3SG:SUBJ) 
‘He/she will have eaten the food’ is completely acceptable.
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The non-finite form can be followed by a noun or pronoun in a relative clause and by 
a postposition in a subordinate clause. I discuss these clauses in sections 4.4 and 4.5.

3.3.9 Negation

The negative markers in Mundari are ka and alo.
ka is highly productive for lexical and sentence negation in indicative sentences. 

It is a morphologically bound form. alo is used for the negation of imperative or 
optative sentences.

Basically ka is ‘No’ in polar (yes–no) questions. It also functions as a sentence 
negation marker, and is then fixed in preverbal position, followed by the subject 
agreement element. If  the subject is inanimate the negation marker ka is put in pre-
verbal position as a free form. For instance,

 (97) Ranci-te=m seno-ta-n-a ci.
Ranchi-to=2SG:SUBJ go-PROG-ITR-IND Q

‘Are you going to Ranchi?’

 (98) ka, ka=ñ senog-a.
NEG NEG=1SG:SUBJ go-IND

‘No, I don’t go.’

 (99) ne gai Ranci-te ka senog-a.
this car Ranchi-to NEG go-IND

‘This car will not go to Ranchi.’

As is shown in the section on Mood (section 3.2.5), alo functions as a prohibitive 
marker in imperative sentences, and indicates the negation of hope and desire in 
optative sentences.

In sentences with an auxiliary verb we use special forms for negation. These are 
bano for inanimates, bagai for first person singular and third person singular and 
ba for animate other than first person singular and third person singular. I discuss 
these in detail in section 3.2.11.

3.3.10 Derivation

Verbal derivation in Mundari is a type of  partial reduplication. It is not  productive, 
and is only applied to closed monosyllabic words. Beside partial reduplication, we 
have full reduplication. This formation is productive. For example,

Verb Partial reduplication Full reduplication
sab ‘to catch’ sa-sab sab-sab
jom ‘to eat’ jo-jom jom-jom
tud ‘to pick’ tu-tud tud-tud
goe ‘to kill’ go-goe goe-goe
tagi ‘to wait’   tagi-tagi
rakab ‘to rise’  rakab-rakab
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The partial reduplication may indicate either:

 (i) Repetition, implying an emphatic action.
(ii) Customary act, implying a universal fact.

For instance,

(100) alo=m kumbuu-a da-dal-a-ko.
NEG=2SG thief-IND strike-ITER-IND-3PL:SUBJ

‘Don’t steal it. They strike you repeatedly.’

(101=59) uri-jilu ka=le jo-jom-a.
cattle-meat NEG=1PL.EX:SUBJ eat-ITER-IND

‘We (EX.) never eat beef.’

The following particial reduplication is lexicalized:

(102) tasad tu-tud-aka-n-a.
grass pick up-ITER-CONT-ITR-IND

‘The grass is ready to pick up.’

(103) uli-joo jo-jom-aka-n-a.
mango-fruit eat-ITER-CONT-ITR-IND

‘The mango fruit is ready to eat up.’

In addition to the above meaning, we have the meaning of action of limited  duration, 
just in full reduplication.

(104) tagi-tagi-ke-n-a-le.
wait-wait-COMPL-ITR-IND-1PL.EX

‘We (excl) waited for a little while.’

I describe full reduplication formation later, in the section on serial verb  constructions 
(section 3.2.12).

3.3.11 Copula

The equivalent of the verb ‘to be’ has two forms in Mundari:

 (i) The existential copula mena. This refers to the subject’s location in space.
 (ii) The identity copula tan. This refers to the subject’s identity.

Both are irregular verbs. The animate subject of the existential copula mena is 
encoded in the verb morphology while the inanimate subject is not encoded. Thus,

(105) Soma oa-re mena-i-a.
Soma house-LOC COP-3SG-IND

‘Soma is in the house.’

(106) Soma tan-i.
Soma COP-3SG:SUBJ

‘It is Soma.’
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Both the copula mena and tan are defective verbs, occurring only in the present. 
These forms merge into tai ‘to stay’ in the past and future (the past form tai-ke-n, 
the future form tai-n). For instance,

(107) Soma oa-re= tai-ke-n-a.
Soma house-LOC=3SG COP-COMPL-ITR-IND

‘Soma was in the house.’

(108) Soma=e tai-ke-n-a.
Soma=3SG:SUBJ COP-COMPL-ITR-IND

 ‘It was Soma’ or ‘Soma was there.’

(109) Soma oa-re= tai-n-a.
Soma house-LOC=3SG:SUBJ COP-ITR-IND

‘Soma will be in the house.’

(110) Soma=e tai-n-a.
Soma COP-ITR-IND

‘It is going to be Soma who will be there’ or
‘Soma will be there.’

Negation in copula sentences is slightly more complicated. The negative of mena 
has three variants. For example,

(111) Soma oa-re bagai-i-a
Soma house-in COP NEG-3SG-IND

‘Soma is not in the house.’

(112) parkom oa-re bano-a.
bed house-LOC COP NEG-IND

‘A bedstead is not in the house.’

(113) hon-ko oa-re ba-ko-a.
child-PL house-LOC COP NEG-3PL-IND

‘Children are not in the house.’

The negative of tan is formed by just adding to the negative marker ka before tan 
as in a regular verb.

(114) Soma ka tan-i.
Soma NEG COP-3SG

‘It is not Soma.’

The identity copula tan may be related to the progressive aspect marker ta. The dis-
tinction between the existential copula and the identity copula may be considered to 
be an Indian areal feature.7

3.3.12 Auxiliary or serial verb constructions

Serial verb constructions have attracted the attention of linguists who are concerned 
with South Asian languages. Ever since Masica (1976) considered compound verbs 
with the ‘explicator verb’ as a typological areal feature, studies on compound verbs in 
South Asian context have been seriously attempted.
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In Indo-Aryan languages, there are two types of verb–verb constructions; one 
is a verb with a conjunctive participle and another is a compound verb with an 
‘explicator’ verb. For example, in Hindi a conjunctive participle is the so-called -kar 
construction whereas a compound verb is the combination of a main (polar) verb 
and an explicator (vector, operator, or intensifier) which indicates completion, 
passivity, permission, etc. of the action or process expressed by the main verb. Thus, 
we consider this type as an auxiliary verb construction.

In Mundari there are two types of the serial verb construction:

 (i)  Main verb + Main verb. Its meanings are similar to the conjunctive participle 
construction in Hindi, that is, they are perfective and simultaneous.

(ii)  Main verb + Explicator. Unlike other South Asian languages, most of the 
 operators retain their original meaning.

I illustrate the following examples in (i) here:

(a) Pair action

(115) hatu-re=li jom-nu-ke-d-a.
village-in=1DL.EX eat-drink-COMPL-TR-IND

‘We two (excl) ate and drank in the village; we two took dinner in the village.’

These are pair actions like seno-hiju ‘to keep company with’, isin-basa ‘to cook 
and boil, that is, to make food’, etc.

(b) Sequential action

(116) ne saan saima-ceta-te=bu dondo-rakab-e-a.
this firewood roof-over-to-1PL.INC lift-go up-it-IND

‘We will lift this firewood and take it up to the roof.’

This class of serial verbs are go-ader ‘to carry (something) on the shoulder and take 
it into the house’, dul-pere ‘to pour and fill up’, etc.

(c)  Result

(117) ne hon=le asul-mara-ki--i-a.
this child=1PL.EX:SUBJ feed-grow-COMPL-TR-3SG:OBJ-IND

‘We (excl) fed and raised this child up.’

Examples of this type of serial verb are: sen-nam ‘to go and meet (somebody)’, nir-
laga ‘to run and get tired’, etc.

(d) Cause

(118) añ-a hon-kin banda-re=kin umbui-goe-ja-n-a.
my child-DL pond-LOC=3DL:SUBJ be drown-die-INGR-ITR-IND

‘My two children have died by drowning in a pond.’

Other examples are: ma-goe ‘to kill with an axe’, haka-goe ‘die by hanging’, etc.
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(e) Simultaneous action or events

(119) ne gaa poopoia-te=ko har-parom-ke-d-a.
this river motorbike-by=3PL:SUBJ drive-cross-COMPL-TR-IND

‘They drove the motorbike and crossed the river.’

This class of serial verbs are: dub-hape ‘while sitting to keep a silence’, dura-au ‘to 
come along singing’, etc.

The second type (ii) Main verb + Explicator is a common feature in South Asian 
languages. The verbs meaning ‘come’ and ‘go’ are common explicators in Indo-Aryan 
and Dravidian languages (Kachru and Pandharipande 1980:115). In Mundari the 
equivalents of these verbs are never used as explicators, and never appear as the 
 second member of serial verbs either. U.N. Singh et al. (1986) listed the equiva-
lents of the following eighteen vectors (=explicators) for their analysis for classifying 
polar verbs in selected South Asian languages.

TAKE, GIVE, GO, DIE, RISE, SIT, COME, THROW,
KEEP, MOVE, SEND, SEE, KILL, COME-OUT,

BRING-OUT, HOLD, BRING.

Among them the following verbs can be considered the second member of serial 
verb constructions in Mundari.

English gloss Mundari verbs Meaning as a second Serial verbs
  verb of the series

TAKE idi motion onward nir-idi ‘to run away’
   or away kuli-idi ‘to go on asking
   continuation  a question’
DIE goe to the last rasika-goe ‘to rejoice
   degree  excessively’
   landa-goe ‘to be convulsed

    with laughter’
RISE rakab motion up raca-rakab ‘to pull up’
   nir-rakab ‘to run up’
THROW gii to exceed laga-gii ‘to get tired

   excessively’
   pere-gii ‘to full to excess’
SEND kul to send ra-kul ‘to send to call’
   kiri-kul ‘to send to buy’
COME OUT uu motion out of apir-uu ‘to fly out’
   the place dul-uu ‘to pour out’
BRING au motion from nir-au ‘to come running
   a given point  this way’
   towards the jom-au ‘to go for taking
   speaker (to  food, and then
   and fro)  come back’

We will illustrate below the second verbs of the series whose meaning is slightly 
different from their basic meaning as main verbs, that is, the ones that have been 
(partially) grammaticalized.
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Basic meaning Mundari verbs Semantic function Serial/Auxiliary verbs

EAT jom self-benefactive giti-jom ‘to lie down for
     one’s benefit’

   nam-jom ‘to get for oneself ’
FULL pere completion om-pere ‘to give completely’
   leka-pere ‘to count completely’
MAKE bai carefully lel-bai ‘to look carefully/attentively’
   ayum-bai ‘to listen carefully’
PLUCK god for a moment ayum-god ‘to hear for a moment’
(a fruit)   lel-god ‘to see for a moment’
PLUCK sid to stop jagar-sid ‘to stop talking’
(a potherb)   sayad-sid ‘to stop breathing’

The following verbs, when used as second verbs of the series, can act not only as 
modal and aspectual auxiliaries but also as adverbials:

Basic meaning Mundari verbs Semantic function Serial verbs

FINISH caba perfective om-caba ‘to finish giving’
   lel-caba ‘to finish seeing’
BEGlN ee inchoative jom-ee ‘to start eating’
   ol-ee ‘to start writing’
WIN dai can ol-dai ‘to be able to write’
   lel-dai ‘to be able to see’
DO rika causative ol-rika ‘to cause to write’
   bai-rika ‘to cause to make’
RETURN rua again, back lel-rua ‘to see again’
   jom-rua ‘to eat again’
EXCEED laa excessively durum-laa ‘to sleep excessively’
   jom-laa ‘to eat excessively’
FRONT ayar ahead seno-ayar ‘to go ahead’
   nir-ayar ‘to run ahead’
BACK tayom later jom-tayom ‘to eat later’
   sen-tayom ‘to go later’

Every serial verb can be marked by affixation for mood on the basis of semantic 
and grammatical constraints operable on the second verb. In the Main verb + 
Main verb construction, reciprocal infixation of <pV> is applied to each of the 
main verbs; for example, dondo-rakab ‘to lift and go up’, do<po>ndo-ra<pa>kab 
‘to lift and go up each other’.

Verbal intensifiers follow a verbal base. This construction is similar to a serial verb 
construction, but the second element is not a free form but rather a bound form. Unlike 
Indo-Aryan, the system of verbal intensifiers is very rich in Mundari. For instance,

 (i) V-ba/tab ‘V quickly’

(120) mai jom-ba-e-me.
food eat-quickly-it-2SG

‘Eat the food quickly.’

  (ii) V-bapad/goroe ‘V by all means’

(121) en kui au-bapad-i-me. (EM)
that girl bring-by all means-3SG-2SG

‘Marry the woman by all means.’
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 (iii) V-baa/bala ‘V here and there’

(122) aandi-nagen=ko sen-baa-ta-n-a.
marriage-for=3PL:SUBJ go-here and there-PROG-ITR-IND

‘They are going here and there for a marriage.’

 (iv) V-coe ‘almost V’

(123) kaji-coe-ke-d-ci=ko seno-ja-n-a
say-almost-COMPL-TR-CONJ=3PL:SUBJ go-INGR-ITR-IND

‘They began saying and stopped in the middle, then have gone.’

  (v) V-gara ‘intensified V’

(124) kakala-gara-i-me.
shout-loudly-3SG-2SG

‘Shout at him/her loudly.’

 (vi) V-hantaa ‘engage in V’

(125) jom-hantaa-e-me.
eat-engage in-it-2SG

‘Be engaged in eating it.’

 (vii) V-kate/kuca ‘V repeatedly’

(126) mai=ko jom-kuca-ke-d-a.
food=3SG:SUBJ eat-repeatedly-COMPL-TR-IND-3PL

‘They ate it repeatedly.’

(viii) V-no ‘V a little (while)’

(127) saman go-no-le-m.
luggage carry on the shoulder-a little-ANT-2SG

‘Carry it on the shoulder for a while.’

 (ix) V-torsa ‘V along’

(128) hiju-torsa-me.
come-along-2SG

‘Come back at once.’

  (x) V-tuka ‘V and return8’

(129) idi-tuka-ñ-ka-e.
take-return-1SG-OPT-3SG

‘He/she may take me and return.’

  (xi) V-utar ‘V entirely’

(130) Ranci-te=ko seno-utar-ja-n-a.
Ranchi-to=3PL:SUBJ go-entirely-INGR-ITR-IND-3SG

‘They went away to Ranchi for ever.’
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3.4 Expressives

Mundari has a rich system of expressives. The term ‘expressive’ was suggested by 
Diffloth (1976:263–264) and adopted by Emeneau (1980:7) in the South Asian con-
text in the following:

‘(E)xpressive’is the most inclusive term for a form class with semantic  symbolism 
and distinct morphosyntactic properties; ‘ideophones’ are a subclass in which the 
symbolism is phonological; ‘onomaptoetics’ are ideophones in which the  reference 
of the symbolism is acoustic (i.e. imitative of sounds). Since the  ideophones may 
have reference not only to sounds, but to any other objects of sense, including 
internal feelings as well as external perceptions (sight, taste, smell, etc.), and 
since the Indo-Aryan/Dravidian items already examined have this very wide type 
of reference, the broadest term ‘expressives’ seems  appropriate.

I have already written about Mundari expressives in my grammar (Osada 
1992:140–144). However, I could not touch the syntactic and semantic properties of 
expressives. Thus I will discuss here (1) morphology (2) syntax, and (3) semantics 
of expressives.

3.4.1 Morphology of expressives

Expressives can be divided into the following types on the basis of their word 
 formation pattern:

● Full reduplication
● Partial reduplication
● Vowel mutation

3.4.1.1 Full reduplication

This type of expressive should be distinguished from verbal reduplication, which is 
clearly derived from the verbal base. It is a salient feature that a basic unit of the 
reduplicational element has no meaning. Thus,

Expressive form Meaning
cakob cakob ‘to eat noisily’
lugum lugum ‘to mumble (something)’
hayam hayam ‘to talk in whispers’
gusu gusu ‘an inactive character’
suyu suyu ‘lean and small (person)’
kase kase ‘to look askance at (a person)’
mondor mondor ‘a smell of rice beer’
mogo mogo ‘a smell of flowers’
kata kata ‘to roar with laugh by many people’
mugui mugui ‘smiling cheerful’

3.4.1.2 Partial reduplication

Partial reduplication can be formed by two elements. The second element is a par-
tial reduplication of the first element. We can subcategorize this type according to 
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the exact formal pattern. So far it has been impossible to find common meanings 
 associated with each partial formal type:

 (i) CVX pVX

Expressive form Meaning
riti piti ‘very small leaves as those of tamarind’
risui pisui ‘the act of showing the teeth again and again’
rasa pasa ‘a continuous rustle of dry leaves, paper, or straw as
  produced by the gliding of a snake or the passage of
  a rat or other small animals’
laa paa ‘to make a stew thick, pasty’
laar paar ‘a mixture of truth and lies wherein one does not know
  what to believe’
lede pede ‘so fat that in walking he has difficulty’
leco peco ‘connoting several recurvations, or twisting of the mouth  
  to the right and left’
loso poso ‘a loosely limbed body with soft or flabby muscles’

 (ii) CVX bVX

Expressive form Meaning
kau bau ‘to do uncomfortably or uneasily’
kered bered ‘a quarrelling and fighting disposition’
cere bere ‘chattering and twittering of numerous birds’
cali bali ‘trickiness’
lada bada ‘the thuds of things soft, as mud, falling in succession’
ladi badi ‘to put things in a disorderly manner, more or less one over
  another’
sador bador ‘the act of letting bits fall while eating of strewing bits all
  around by pecking’
rada bada ‘onomatopoeia of hail, dry fruit or other hard and dry
  things falling all about in rapid succession, also of rather 
  numerous drops of water falling all about’

(iii) CVX mVX

Expressive form Meaning
celo melo ‘naughty boy’
cegol megol ‘shamelessness’
jaka maka ‘shining with a flashy dress (sari with gold)’
jiki miki ‘shining with leather’
rigi migi ‘a cloth variegated with parallel lines or squashes of
  various colour’
keo meo ‘a feeling of loneliness and fear in the middle of the forest’
kau mau ‘indigestion and pain in the pit of the stomach after eating
  or drinking something acid or sour or unripe’
seled meled ‘mixture of different kinds of grain, etc.’
gero mero ‘a shamed face or a crying face’
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(iv) CVX kVX

Expressive form Meaning
ale kale ‘negligent (of taking care)’
hai kui ‘to do the opposite action’

(v) CVX gVX

Expressive form Meaning
rain gain ‘good or bad principles of conduct’ (EM)
mane gane ‘want of punctuality in starting dilatoriness’ (EM)

(vi) CVX cVX

Expressive form Meaning
repo cepo ‘shrivelled’
dukur cukur ‘uneasiness of mind’

(vii) CVX jVX

Expressive form Meaning
rege jege ‘the condition of getting bothered or being subjected
  to trouble or annoyance’
hauu jauu ‘desultory talk or conversation, passing from one 
  subject to another without order or natural connection’
runu junu ‘to go or walk with difficulty due to a handicap’

(viii) CVX dVX

Expressive form Meaning
rawa dawa ‘opportunity to do someting reprehensible, because there
  is nobody to interfere’

(ix) CVX tVX

Expressive form Meaning
ribui tibui ‘the act of fat people, walking with the buttocks rubbing
  against each other’
roka toka ‘quickly’

(x) CVX sVX

Expressive form Meaning
rahan sahan ‘the use of dress, furniture, plate and utensils by more 
  civilized people’
boro soro ‘cowardice’

(xi) CVX rVX

Expressive form Meaning
tiri riri ‘the sound of a flute’

(i), (ii), and (iii) are very common.

3.4.1.3 Vowel mutation

This type of expressives are divided into six on the basis of vowel mutational 
 patterns.
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(i) (C)aC[(C)a(C)] (C)uC[(C)u(C)]

Expressive form Meaning
ala ulu ‘a fat and short person’
lada ludu ‘a fat child’
ladar ludur ‘a wrinkled old person’
agar ugur ‘to look around restlessly’
ba bu ‘holes here and there’
caba cubu ‘the splashing sound made by repeated poking with a stick
  in water or mud’
apa upu ‘baby tries to walk’
tagam tugum ‘a fat person who cannot walk swiftly’
lada ludu ‘a fat baby’

 (ii) CaC[a(C)(a)] CoC[o(C)(o)]

Expressive form Meaning
sar sor ‘to eat away with a savage appetite’
karae koroe ‘a gurgling breathing of one being strangled’
kal kol ‘a buzzing of the ears’
ragaa rogoo ‘soil mixed with stones so large that it cannot be ploughed’
rakaa rokoo ‘the rattling of something in a box or in a bottle or the like’
a o ‘a deep and big hole’
pagad pogod ‘a swollen state of the whole body’
arad orod ‘a sound of frog’

(iii) CaC[aC] CiC[iC]

Expressive form Meaning
palad pilid ‘the act of shining in various places’
par pir ‘the act of dispersing’

(iv) CaC[(C)aC] CeC[(C)eC]

Expressive form Meaning
pagad peged ‘a glitter of light appearing and disappearing now here, 
  then there’
ca ce ‘used for the cry of babies’ (EM)

(v) CiCa(C) CoCo(C)

Expressive form Meaning
kidar kodor ‘a rooster with a long upright comb and long wavy
  feathers on the neck and tail’ (EM)
kia koo ‘a tall and lean person’
gida godo ‘semi-liquid things’
pica poco ‘to empty a soft or pasty substance by compression’

(vi) CiC CoC

Expressive form Meaning
bir bor ‘tall and straight’
lir lor ‘a long and weak sapling’

The formal analysis of expressives has been done.
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3.4.2 Syntax of expressives

The syntax of  expressives has never been described. Expressives can occupy 
any place, that is, in a predicate, complement, or argument slot. As the head 
of  a  predicate, expresives can take derivational suffixes, for example, passive, 
reflexive, benefactive, and aspect markers. Expressives can also form serial verb 
 constructions. Thus,

(131) busu-re seta-hon=e utul-putul-ta-n-a.
straw-LOC dog-child=3SG:SUBJ EXPR-PROG-ITR-IND

‘The puppy is playing in the straw then the straw is shaking.’

(132) nir-nir-te= agor-sagor-gii-aka-n-a.
run-run-to=3SG:SUBJ EXPR-throw away-CONT-ITR-IND

‘S/he is running and running then s/he is totally getting out of breathe.’

Some expressives require an experiencer object like in the experiential constructions. 
For instance,

(133) rua-te alae-balae-ki--ñ-a.
fever-to EXPR-COMPL-TR-1SG:OBJ-IND

‘I got a trouble by a fever.’

An expressive alone or an expressive with the progressive aspect marker ta and the 
intransitive marker -n can occupy in the complement slot as an adverbial phrase in 
the following:

(134) kata-kata=e landa-ta-n-a.
EXPR=3SG:SUBJ smile-PROG-ITR-IND

‘S/he is laughing uproariously.’

(135) iri-iri-ta-n=(e)-m landa-ta-n-a.
EXPR-PROG-ITR=EPEN-2SG:SUBJ smile-PROG-ITR-IND

‘You are smiling like you are mocking somebody.’

An expressive can occupy in the argument slot to modify a noun or noun phrase. 
For example,

(136) ini do janao ako-bako hoo-ge.
that person TOP always EXPR person-EMPH

‘S/he is always a stupid person.’

An expressive can occupy in the head of noun phrase in the following instance:

(137) ini-a isii-sikii ka=ñ suku-a.
that person-GEN EXPR NEG=1SG like-IND

‘I don’t like her coquettish laughing.’

As is seen above, expressives have a reduplicated form. Although the single form has 
usually no meaning, some single forms which are followed by the completive aspect 
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marker ke and intransitive marker n occupy the complement slot as an adverbial 
phrase:

(138) tii= cada-cada-ke-d-a.
hand=3SG:SUBJ clap:EXPR-COMPL-TR-IND

‘S/he clapped her/his hand.’

(139) cada-ke-n=e tabi-li--i-a.
clap-COMPL-ITR=3SG:SUBJ slap-ANT-TR-3SG:OBJ-IND

‘S/he slapped him/her like clapping.’

3.4.3 Semantics of expressives

Nobody has ever described the semantics of expressives in Mundari. Hoffmann 
has just described the several expressive forms as variants in EM. For example, the 
 following thirteen forms are the sole entry for ‘a smile to smile etc.’:

mogoe,  mogoe-mogoe,  mergoe, mergoe-mergoe, merlo, merlo-merlo, 
mirlu, mirlu-mirlu, moe-moe, mugui, mugui-mugui, musui, musui-
musui.

According to my informants some forms such as mogoe-mogoe, mirlu-mirlu, 
moe-moe are not known by them because of dialectal differences. They, however, 
can differentiate meanings in the following:

mergoe mergoe ‘smiling in mouth’
merlo merlo ‘smiling by children or aged-persons who have no teeth’
mugui mugui ‘smiling cheerful’
musui musui ‘smiling in eyes shyly’

Apart from these, there are a lot of expressives to express the action of laughing, etc. 
I demonstrate the semantic field of laughing, smiling and chuckling below.9

hada hada ‘to roar with laughter successively’
kata kata ‘to roar with laughter (less than hada-hada) by many people’
ka ka ‘to laugh like a hen’s clucking’
ke ke ‘to laugh like a jackal’s howling’
kete kete ‘to laugh innocently (by children)’
ko�e� ko�e� ‘to laugh without sound’
kere kete ‘to laugh while talking’
isii isii ‘to ridicule one’s action or talk’
isii sikii ‘to laugh coquettishly’
iri iri ‘to laugh like a mock at’

I give another example of expressive for light reflection in the following:

jaka jaka ‘shining with gold’
jaka maka ‘shining with a flashy dress (sari with gold)’
jiki miki ‘shining with leather’
caka maka ‘shining with steel or silver’
jili mili ‘shining with building’
jilib jilib ‘dazzle with electric light’
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bijir bijir ‘lighting’
jilab jolob ‘glimmering with a firefly’
jolob jolob ‘glimmering with many fireflies’
jara jara ‘glittering in the sun’
pagad peged ‘a glitter of light appearing and disappearing now here, then there’
piid piid ‘glimmering on the sand’
palad pilid ‘the act of shining in various places’
pilid pilid ‘twinkling with stars’

3.4.3.1 Sound symbolism

As far as sound symbolism is concerned, ‘it is often said that if vowel quality is used 
for size symbolism, [i] will symbolize smallness, and the lower vowels, especially [a], will 
symbolize largeness, with degrees in between’ (Diffloth 1994:107). Diffloth, however, 
has suggested a counter-example (i: big, a: small) from Bahnar, which also belongs to 
the Austroasiatic language family.

In Mundari, it seems to me that i symbolize smallness while a symbolize largeness 
in the following:

saa saa ‘a passing rain for a long time’
sii sii ‘a passing rain’
jaam jaam ‘a heavy rain (the water in the river is full)’
jiim jiim ‘a heavy rain (the water in the rice-field is full)’
kaca kaca ‘to scold somebody with action’
kici kici ‘to scold somebody only by mouth’

The following cases should be taken into consideration in our future study:

baya baya ‘to act lazily’
buyu buyu ‘to act, especially walk lazily (more lazy than baya-baya)’
pisir pisir ‘to drizzle (not enough to get wet, even without an umbrella)’
pusur pusur ‘to drizzle (but to get wet)’

4 SYNTAX

4.1 Syntax of the simple sentence

As we have seen in section 3.2.2, the subject and object of a sentence are determined 
by word order. The unmarked word order is as follows: S + O + Verb.

The word order is not fixed for subject NP and object NP. Subject and object 
agreement, therefore, is very important for the signalling of grammatical relations. 
But in some cases ambiguity cannot be excluded. When the subject NP and object 
NP have the same person and number, the sentence is ambiguous. For instance,

(140) Soma seta=e hua-ki--i-a.
Soma dog=3SG:SUBJ bite-COMPL-TR-3SG:OBJ-IND

(a) ‘Soma bit the dog.’
(b) ‘The dog bit Soma.’

On pragmatic grounds, meaning (a) may be less likely. But if  pusi ‘cat’ is placed in 
the first position instead of Soma, the sentence is totally ambiguous.
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(141) pusi seta=e hua-ki--i-a.
cat dog=3SG:SUBJ bite-COMPL-TR-3SG:OBJ-IND

(a) ‘The cat bit the dog.’
(b) ‘The dog bit the cat.’

One construction in which subjects and objects are distinguishable is in relative 
clause constructions. The head NP in relative clauses can be a subject or an object 
in Mundari. But the transitive marker and intransitive marker can be used to distin-
guish the subject head NP from the object head NP: the intransitive marker is used 
when the pivot is the subject. Thus,

(142) (a) pusi hua-ke-n-seta=e goe-ja-n-a.
cat bite-COMPL-ITR-dog=3SG:SUB die-INGR-ITR-IND

‘The dog who bit the cat has died.’
(b) pusi hua-ke-d-seta=e goe-ja-n-a.

cat bite-COMPL-TR-dog=3SG:SUB die-INGR-ITR-IND

‘The dog whom the cat bit has died.’

The subject and object agreement elements can be marked only when the subject NP 
and object NP are classified as animate nouns.

In addition to two arguments, a postpositional phrase or adverb denoting location 
or time can be inserted into any position before the verb. In this case the orders of 
NPs and PP are rather free except the last position, which is reserved for the verb. 
We illustrate this in (143).

(143) (a) seta-re seta-ko mai=ko jom-ke-d-a.
morning-LOC dog-PL food=3PL:SUBJ eat-COMPL-TR-IND

(b) mai seta-ko seta-re=ko jom-ke-d-a.
food dog-PL morning-LOC=3PL:SUBJ eat-COMPL-TR-IND

(c) mai seta-re seta-ko=ko jom-ke-d-a.
 food morning-LOC dog-PL=3PL:SUBJ eat-COMPL-TR-IND

 ‘In the morning the dogs ate the food.’

4.2 Typological features

I list the constituent order below:10

 (i) S + O + V

(144) Soma mai= jom-ke-d-a.
Soma food=3SG:SUBJ eat-COMPL-TR-IND

‘Soma ate the food.’

(ii) S + O + V or O + S + V

(145=141) pusi seta=e hua-ki--i-a.
cat dog=3SG:SUBJ bite-COMPL-TR-3SG:OBJ-IND

(a) ‘The cat bit the dog.’
(b) ‘The dog bit the cat.’
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 (iii) Oblique + S + O + V or S + Oblique + O + V or S + O + Oblique + V

(146=143) (a) seta-re seta-ko mai=ko jom-ke-d-a.
morning-LOC dog-PL food=3PL:SUBJ eat-COMPL-TR-IND

(b) mai seta-ko seta-re=ko jom-ke-d-a.
food dog-PL morning-LOC=3PL:SUBJ eat-COMPL-TR-IND

(c) mai seta-re seta-ko=ko jom-ke-d-a.
food morning-LOC dog-PL=3PL:SUBJ eat-COMPL-TR-IND

‘In the morning the dogs ate the food.’

  (iv) Noun Phrase + Postposition
For example, oa-re ‘at home’

  (v) Genitive + Noun Phrase
For example diri-rea oa ‘a stone house’

  (vi) Adjective + Noun
For example mara oa ‘a big house’

 (vii) Demonstrative + Noun
For example, ne oa ‘this house’

(viii) Numeral + Noun
For example, baria oa ‘two houses’

 (ix) Relational clause + Head Noun

(147=142) (a) pusi hua-ke-n-seta=e goe-ja-n-a.
cat bite-COMPL-ITR-dog=3SG:SUBJ die-INGR-ITR-IND

‘The dog who bit the cat has died.’
(b) pusi hua-ke-d-seta=e goe-ja-n-a.

cat bite-COMPL-TR-dog=3SG:SUBJ die-INGR-ITR-IND

‘The dog whom the cat bit has died.’

  (x) Degree word + Adjective
For example, bese mara ‘very big’

 (xi) Final position of polar question particle

(148) Soma mai= jom-ke-d-a ci.
Soma food=3SG:SUBJ eat-COMPL-TR-IND Q

‘Did Soma eat the food?’

 (xii) First position of interrogative in content questions

(149) oko-e hiju-aka-n-a
who come-CONT-ITR-IND

‘Who has come?’

(xiii) Clause + Adverbial subordinator

(150) mai jom-tayom-te=ko senog-a.
food eat-after-LOC=3PL:SUBJ go-IND

‘After eating the food they will go.’
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4.3 Complex sentence structure

4.3.1 Coordination

Coordination is expressed by the following particles:

(i) oo/ad ‘and’

This coordinating conjunction can conjoin not only noun phrases but also clauses.

(a) Noun Phrases

(151) ara sim oo hende merom
red fowl and black goat
‘red fowl and black goat’

(b) Clauses

(152) jom-ke-d-a-e ad=e seno-ja-n-a.
eat-COMPL-TR-IND-3SG and=3SG:SUBJ go-INGR-ITR-IND

‘He/She ate and went away.’

 (ii) ci ‘or’

This coordinating conjunction can connect not only noun phrases but also clauses.

(a) Noun Phrases

(153) ara sim ci hende merom
red fowl or black goat
‘red fowl or black goat’.

(b) Clauses

(154) haga-m Ranci-te- seno-ja-n-a ci hatu-re mena-i-a.
brother-your Ranchi-to-3SG go-INGR-ITR-IND or village-LOC COP-3SG-IND

‘Your brother has gone to Ranchi or he is at home.’

 (iii) ca ‘or’

This coordinating conjunction is not used to connect two noun phrases but to con-
nect two clauses.

(155) Soma hiju ca=e seno ka-ñ itu-a-n-a.
Soma come or=3SG:SUBJ go NEG-LSG:SUBJ know-SUS-ITR-IND

‘I don’t know whether Soma comes or goes.’

 (iv) ci-aci ‘because’

According to Hoffmann in EM, ‘this conjunction was introduced into the transla-
tion of the Bible made by the first Lutheran Missionaries’ (p. 843). It has been made 
by the calque of Hindi kyõki or cu�ki.

(156) Ranci-te nida=le teba-ke-d-a. ci-aci bas
Ranchi-to night=1PL.EX:SUBJ reach-COMPL-TR-IND because bus

bagao-le-n-a.
be.broken-ANT-TR-IND

‘We (excl.) arrived at Ranchi at night, because the bus was out of order.’
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 (v) mendo ‘but’

This coordinating disjunction mendo can be analyzed into men ‘to say’ and the 
 particle do. This can connect two sentences.

(157) mai jom-mone-ja--ñ-tai-ke-n-a. mendo ka-ñ
food eat-want-INGR-TR-1SG-COP-COMPL-ITR-IND but NEG-1SG

nam-ke-d-a.
get-COMPL-TR-IND

‘I wanted to eat the food, but I have not got it.’

 (vi) karedo ‘otherwise’

This consists of the negator ka the postposition -re and the particle do. This connects 
two sentences, especially an indicative sentence.

(158) mai jom-le-m. karedo loyo-te=bu senog-a.
food eat-first-2SG otherwise rice field-to=1PL.INC go-IND

‘Eat the food first, or we will go to the rice-field.’

4.3.2 Relative-type clauses

I have already illustrated the non-finite form in Mundari. The non-finite form can 
be followed by a noun or pronoun in a relative clause. For instance,

(159) Ranci-te sen-ke-n-hoo=e hiju-rua-ja-n-a.
Ranchi-to go-COMPL-ITR-person=3SG:SUBJ come-return-INGR-ITR-IND

‘The person who went to Ranchi has just returned.’

(160) Ranci-te sen-ke-n=i hiju-rua-ja-n-a.
Ranchi-to go-COMPL-ITR=3SG:SUBJ come-return-INGR-ITR-IND

‘The one who went to Ranchi has just returned.’

(161) abu jom-ke-d-sim-do=e sibil-ge-tai-ke-n-a.
1PL.INC eat-COMPL-TR-chicken-TOP=3SG:SUBJ tasty-EMPH-COP-COMPL-ITR-IND

‘The chicken that we (INC) ate was tasty’.

In a relative clause the following points can be noted:

 (i)  The head noun can be the object (161) or the subject (159) of the non-finite 
verb. It is very clear that the object follows the transitive marker d and the 
 subject follows the intransitive marker n. As was shown above, this is a syntactic 
test to distinguish objecthood from subjecthood.

 (ii)  The head noun can be omitted; in this case the third person singular form which 
follows is =i rather than =e.

(iii)  The personal pronoun other than the third person cannot be allocated in the 
postverbal position as a head noun in a relative clause. Thus, *jom-ke-d-pe ‘you 
who ate it’ is ungrammatical (-pe is second personal plural suffix). If  we change 
‘one’ to ‘you’ in the sentence (160), we should paraphrase it with two sentences.

(162) Ranci-te=m sen-ke-n-a. ena-te=m
Ranchi-to=2SG:SUBJ go-COMPL-ITR-IND that-by=2SG:SUBJ

hiju-rua-ja-n-a.
come-return-COMPL-ITR-IND

‘You went to Ranchi and (then) you have just returned.’
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4.3.3 Subordinate clauses

The non-finite form can be followed by a postposition or a question marker in 
a  subordinate clause. The postposition re and the question marker ci are most 
 frequently used. The difference between re and ci is complicated. The basic mean-
ing re is ‘in that time’ while ci is ‘while’. The usage of the aspect marker is also 
 complicated. I give an example of each below:

(163) mai jom-ta-n-ci=ko jagar-ta-n-a.
food eat-PROG-ITR-CONJ=3PL:SUBJ talk-PROG-ITR-IND

‘While they are eating the food, they are talking simultaneously.’

(164) mai jom-ta-n-re=ko jagar-ta-n-a.
food eat-PROG-ITR-LOC=3PL:SUBJ talk-PROG-ITR-IND

‘When they are eating the food they are talking at that time.’

(165) hoo-ko ukua jagar-ta-n-ci=ko
people-PL backbiting talk-PROG-ITR-CONJ=3PL:SUBJ

ayum-ke-d-li-a.
hear-COMPL-TR-1DL.EX:OBJ-IND

‘While we two were backbiting, people heard us.’

(166) mai jom-ta-n-re hoo-re=ñ i-ja-n-a.
food eat-PROG-ITR-LOC throat-LOC=1SG:SUBJ stick-PROG-ITR-IND

‘When I was eating the food it stuck in my throat.’

(167) paisa nam-aka-d-ci rasika-ja--ñ-a.
money get-CONT-TR-CONJ joy-INGR-TR-1SG:OBJ-IND

‘I am joyful because I have got money.’

(168) paisa nam-aka-d-re uri=le kiri-li--i-a.
money get-CONT-TR-LOC cattle=1PL.EXC:SUBJ buy-ANT-TR-3SG:OBJ-IND

‘By the time we got money, we had already bought the cattle.’

As for the personal marking, the subject marking in the subordinate clause can be 
omitted when the same subject occurs in the main clause in the following:

(169) hon-ko mai jom-ke-d-ci=ko seno-ja-n-a.
child-PL food eat-COMPL-TR-CONJ=3PL:SUBJ go-INGR-ITR-IND

‘When the children had eaten the food they went.’

(170) hon-ko mai=ko jom-ke-d-ci
child-PL food=3PL:SUBJ eat-COMPL-TR-CONJ=3PL:SUBJ

kami-te=ñ seno-ja-n-a.
work-to=1SG:SUBJ go-INGR-ITR-IND

‘As the children ate the food I have gone to work.’

The -re clause also means conditional ‘if ’. The combination -re-do (locative and 
topic marker) is more common for the conditonal clause:

(171) bisi jom-ja-n-re go-goe-a.
poison eat-INGR-ITR-LOC die-ITER-IND

‘If  the poison will be taken everybody shall die.’
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(172) mai=m jom-ke-d-re-do piii-te=la senog-a.
food=2SG:SUBJ eat-COMPL-TR-LOC-TOP market-to=1DL.INC:SUBJ go-IND

‘If  you finish eating the food let us go to the market.’

Instead of  re, sida-re ‘before’ and tayom-te can be used in the subordinate clauses:

(173) mai jom-sida-re=ko seno-ja-n-a.
food eat-before-LOC=3PL:SUBJ go-PROG-ITR-IND

‘Before eating the food they have gone.’

(174) mai jom-tayom-te=ko senog-a.
food eat-after-LOC=3PL:SUBJ go-IND

 ‘After eating the food they will go.’

The following examples denote supposed reality. In this sentence te-ra or hona 
should be added:

(175) ini-lo aandi-ja-n-re-do naa-lo-do=ñ
that person-with marry-INGR-ITR-LOC-top now-with-top=1SG:SUBJ

buia-ja-n-te-ra.
old-INGR-ITR-INS-GEN

‘If  I would marry him I should get old (I am still young because I didn’t 
marry him).’

(176) añ-hona seta bai-ja-n-re-do cadlom
1SG-if  dog become-INGR-ITR-LOC-TOP tail

pee-pee-baa-i-a. 
sway-repeatedly-EPEN-IND

‘If  I were a dog I may sway my tail repeatedly (I flatter my master).’

Another postposition lo can follow the non-finite form in a subordinate clause:

(177) mai jom-ta-n-lo=ko dura-ta-n-a.
food eat-PROG-ITR-LOC=3PL:SUBJ sing-PROG-ITR-IND

‘While they are eating the food they are singing.’

It is very similar to (163). But jom-ta-n-lo is used in a wider range of contexts than 
jom-ta-n-ci.

The postposition ate ‘from’ cannot follow the non-finite form directly. But ke-ate 
in the indicative sentence and le-ate in the imperative sentence are very common 
when denoting successive action:

(178) mai jom-ke-ate=ko seno-ja-n-a.
food eat-COMPL-from=3PL:SUBJ go-INGR-ITR-IND

‘After taking the food they have gone.’

(179) mai jom-le-ate seno-me.
food eat-ANT-from go-IND

‘When they are eating the food they are talking in that time.’
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In addition to ke-ate and le-ate there are ta-n-ate, ke-n-ate,11 ja-n-ate, le-n-ate, and 
aka-n-ate, as in the following:

(180) mai jom-ta-n-ate=m paao-ta-n-a.
food eat-PROG-ITR-from=2SG:SUBJ study-PROG-ITR-IND

‘You are still eating but starting to study.’

(181) mai jom-ke-n-ate=ko abo-en-ja-n-a.
food eat-COMPL-ITR-from=3PL:SUBJ wash-RFLXV-INGR-ITR-IND

‘After taking the food they have washed their hands’.

(182) ega-m goe-ja-n-ate bar-sirma hoba-ja-n-a.
mother-your die-INGR-ITR-from two-year happen-INGR-ITR-IND

‘It has taken two years after your mother’s death.’

(183) dub-aka-n-ate=ñ jom-ta-n-a.
sit-CONT-ITR-from=1SG:SUBJ eat-PROG-ITR-IND

‘I am eating while sitting on the ground.’

The concessive clauses are as follows:

(184) jom-e-ca ka=e jom-e mai bai-ta-m.
eat-it-or NEG=3SG:SUBJ eat-it food make-PROG-2SG

‘Whether s/he eats or not, you must be ready for the food.’

(185) seno-re-o ka=m seno-re-o kami-do calao-a.
go-LOC-also NEG=2SG:SUBJ go-LOC-also work-TOP go well-IND

‘Whether you go or not, the work goes well.’

A negative clause is illustrated in the following:

(186) ne-hoo auri nu-bairi-do ka=e jagar-a.
this-person yet drink-only-TOP NEG=3SG:SUBJ talk-IND

‘He doesn’t talk until he drinks liquor.’

4.4 Switch reference

According to Anderson and Boyle (2002:48), based solely on some of the very 
 limited data in (Osada 1992), it was speculated that ci in Mundari might be a same 
subject marker. Thus,

(187) jom-ke-d-ci=ko seno-ja-n-a.
eat-COMPL-TR-=3PL:SUBJ go-INGR-ITR-IND

‘They went away as soon as they had eaten.’

In our observation it is not the same subject marker as is shown below.

(188) añ jom-ke-d-ci=ko seno-ja-n-a.
1SG eat-COMPL-TR-CONJ=3PL:SUBJ go-INGR-ITR-IND

‘They went away as soon as I had eaten.’
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5 SEMANTICS/DISCOURSE

5.1 Semantics

There are many verbs in Mundari which are equivalent to the meaning of ‘cut’ in 
English.

 (i) had
‘to cut with sawing motion by a knife, a saw, an axe, etc.’

 (ii) ged
‘to cut meat by ba�ii (a large meat cutter)’

(iii) laab
‘to cut a paper, hair, etc. by scissors’

(iv) ma
‘to cut a tree with a striking motion by an axe’

 (v) od
‘to cut through and through a tree and so fell it’

(vi) sama
‘to cut something (meat bone, jackfruit, etc.) in small pieces with a koe (axe)’

(vii) ir
‘to cut the stalk of grain by atrom (sickle) for reaping’

(viii) gaui
‘to cut the long things (rope, etc.) in pieces of a given length’

(ix) ona
‘to cut timber into log’

(x) ula
‘to cut the top portion of trees with duu (long axe)’

(xi) paa
‘to cut the long things (firewood, etc.) into two portions’

According to Suwilai (2002), there are numerous verbs in the same semantic field in 
Kham, which belongs to the Austroasiatic language family spoken in Cambodia.

5.2 Discourse

As far as discourse is concerned, there are the topic marker and emphatic marker in 
Mundari. I describe these here.

The particle do follows the noun phrase or postpositional phrase that it marks as 
the topic in discourse. It singles out the element about which the comment is made 
in the sentence. The following elements can be marked by the topic marker do:

 (i) Subject

(189) añ do=ñ senog-a.
1SG TOP=1SG:SUBJ go-IND

‘I will go.’
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 (ii) Direct object

(190) mai do=ñ jom-ke-d-a.
food TOP=1SG eat-COMPL-TR-IND

‘I ate the food.’

(iii) Location

(191) Ranci-re do=ñ tai-ke-n-a.
Ranchi-LOC TOP=lSG:SUBJ live-COMPL-ITR-IND

‘I lived in Ranchi.’

(iv) Source

(192) Ranci-ate do=m hiju-aka-n-a.
Ranchi-from TOP=2SG:SUBJ come-CONT-ITR-IND

‘You have come from Ranchi.’

(v) Instrumental

(193) ne daru hake-te do=pe ma-ke-d-a.
this tree axe-by TOP=2PL:SUBJ cut-COMPL-TR-IND

‘You cut this wood with an axe.’

(vi) Benefactive

(194) Soma-nagen do naki=ñ kiri-a-i-a.
Soma-for TOP comb=1SG:SUBJ buy-BEN-3SG-IND

‘I will buy the comb for Soma.’

(vii) Comitative

(195) añ-lo do han-te=la sen-ke-n-a.
1SG-with TOP yonder-to=1PL.INC:SUBJ go-COMPL-ITR-IND

‘We two (inc) went there together.’

The possessive is not marked for the topic by the particle do. For example, *diri-rea 
/ra do oa (diri ‘stone’, -rea/-ra GEN oa ‘house’) is ungrammatical. While the 
independent possessive is marked for the topic. Thus, añ-ag-a do mena. (añ-ag-a 
‘mine’, mena COP) ‘There is mine.’

In addition to the topic of a sentence, do in Mundari marks the contrast as well. 
For instance,

(196) am do Ranci-te, añ do Kui-te=ñ sen-ke-n-a.
2SG TOP Ranchi-to 1SG TOP Khunti-to=1SG:SUBJ go-COMPL-ITR-IND

‘You (went) to Ranchi, but I went to Khunti.’

Further, as we have mentioned in the indefinite oko can be followed by the topic 
mark do as in (198) but the interrogative oko cannot.

(197) oko-e hiju-aka-n-a
who come-CONT-ITR-IND

‘Who has come?’

(198) oko-e do hiju-aka-n-a.
someone TOP come-CONT-ITR-IND

‘Someone has come, (but not all).’
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The particle ge may function as an emphatic marker in discourse. The following 
 elements can be marked by the emphatic marker ge:

 (i) Subject

(199) añ ge=ñ senog-a.
1SG EMPH=1SG:SUBJ go-IND

‘It is I who will go.’

 (ii) Direct Object

(200) mai ge=ñ jom-ke-n-a.
food EMPH=1SG:SUBJ eat-COMPL-ITR-IND

‘It is the food that I ate.’

(iii) Benefective

(201) Soma-nagen ge naki=ñ kiri-a-i-a.
Soma-for EMPH comb=1SG:SUBJ buy-BEN-3SG-IND

‘For Soma, I will buy the comb.’

(iv) Source

(202) Ranci-ate ge=m hiju-aka-n-a.
Ranchi-from EMPH=2SG:SUBJ come-CONT-ITR-IND

‘From Ranchi, you have come.’

(v) Instrumental

(203) ne daru hake-te ge=pe ma-ke-n-a.
this wood axe-with EMPH=2PL:SUBJ cut-COMPL-ITR-IND

‘With axe, you cut this wood.’

(vi) Independent possessive

(204) nea do añ-ag-a ge mena.
this TOP 1SG-GEN-GEN EMPH COP

‘This is mine (not any other persons’).’

While the topic marker do is never allocated in the postverbal position, the emphatic 
marker ge can be used for the verbal phrase in postverbal position. Thus,

(205) mai=ko jom-ta-n-ge-a.
food=3SG:SUBJ eat-PROG-ITR-EMPH-IND

‘They are taking food indeed.’

As seen above, the interrogative oko cannot be followed by the topic marker do as in 
(198) but it can be followed by the emphatic marker ge. The indefinite oko, on the 
other hand, cannot be followed by the emphatic marker ge. For instance,

(206) okoe ge her-le-d-a mani do
who EMPH sow-ANT-TR-IND mastard TOP

‘Who has sown the mustard seed indeed?’
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6 LEXICON

6.1 Austroasiatic/Munda components

It is easy to list the cognated words as Schmidt (1906) and Pinnow (1959) have 
 proposed. I list here some words with Pinnow’s index number.

Mundari meaning Pinnow’s index number

baba ‘paddy’ V-4
bir ‘forest’ V-321
buru ‘mountain, hill’ V-278
da ‘water’ V-2
hon ‘child’ V-205
j ‘seed, bone’ V-7
jpid  ‘to shut eyes’ V-93
kul ‘tiger’ V-281
lutur ‘ear’ V-147
lu ‘to ladle out’ V-400
mui ‘ant’ V-130
mid/miyad, mod/moyod ‘one’ K-338
nu ‘to drink’ V-112
ra ‘to call, cry’ V-57
sim ‘fowl’ V-314
ti ‘hand’ K-160

6.2 Loan strata

There are many loanwords in Mundari mainly from the adjoining Indo-Aryan 
 languages, notably Sadani. I note the following points:

 (i)  As for nouns, Mundari-speaking area is in a boundary of vowel variant a/ in the 
Indo-Aryan. So some word forms coexist in the following: man/mon ‘mind’ < Indo-
Aryan man/mn, badnam/bodnam ‘infamous’ < Indo-Aryan badna
m/bdnam, etc.

 (ii)  As for verbs, those with the endings -ao in Mundari are borrowed from the 
Indo-Aryan languages; For example, bujao ‘to understand’, dekao ‘to show’, 
hatao ‘to remove’, etc.

(iii)  In some dialects, the dative marker ke has been introduced from Sadani. Thus, 
ape-ke joar (2PL-Dative greeting) ‘Joar to you’.

(iv)  From a phonetic point of view, the final b in some loanwords is realized as a 
so-called checked consonant; For example, /kitab/ ‘book’ [kitab�].

7 BRIEF ANALYSED TEXTS

7.1 Riddles

 (i) Q. aakaa palad-pilid.
rafter flickering:EXPR

‘Over the rafters of the roof flickering here and there.’
A. kaea ‘mouse’
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 (ii) Q. aa-maa bir-ko tala-re boga hon-ko
dense jungle-PL middle-LOC spirit son-PL

cau=ko harub-ta-d-a.
the earthen pot=3PL:SUBJ cover-PROG-TR-IND

‘The sons of spirits are covering the earthen pot in the middle of jungle.’
A. ud ‘mushroom’

(iii) Q. aa-maa bir-ko tala-re boga hon-ko
dense jungle-PL middle-LOC spirit child-PL

ub=ko raa-ta-d-a.
hair=3PL:SUBJ untie-PROG-TR-IND

‘The sons of spirit are untieing their hair in the middle of jungle.’
A. badcom. ‘a kind of grass which looks like a child who untied his hair’

(iv) Q. catoma-re oa lo-ta-n-a.
Catoma (Village name and umbrella)-LOC house fire-PROG-ITR-IND

gagara-re=ko ra-ta-n-a.
Gagara (Village name and brasspot)-LOC=3PL:SUBJ cry-PROG-ITR-IND

‘The house in the umbrella is on fire while they are crying in the brasspot.’
A. huka ‘hookkah (a kind of pipe for smoking)’

  (v) Q. da ta-ñ koko aa.
give me GEN-1SG hockey stick
‘Give me my hockey stick.’

A. seta cadlom. ‘dog’s tail’

  (vi) Q. dub-me daru emka daru de-a.
sit-2SG tree dwarf tree climb-IND

‘Sit down please tree, dwarf tree will climb.’
A. haad boo ‘a yam of the jungles’

 (vii) Q. edel daru rau-ta-n-a
cotton tree felt down-PROG-ITR-IND

bajuia-ko hiju-ta-n-a.
musician-PL come-PROG-ITR-IND

‘The cotton tree is falling down then the musicians are coming.’
A. i ‘excrement’ (the raw cotton tree smells. the musician means a fly.)

(viii) Q. gaa-gaa-te ledera atu-ta-n-a.
river-river-to cloth float-PROG-ITR-IND

‘The clothes are floating towards rivers.’
A. geded ‘algae’

 (ix) Q. gaa-gaa-te laka koa kapi go-aka-d-a.
river-river-to thickset boy axe carry-CONT-TR-IND

‘The thickset fellow has carried the axe on shoulder towards rivers.’
A. kaakom ‘crab’

  (x) Q. gaa-gaa-te laka koa paciri tapa-ta-n-a.
river-river-to thickset boy wall raise-PROG-ITR-IND

‘The thickset fellow is raising the walls towards rivers.’
 A. kaakom ‘crab’
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7.2 Kande’s story

This is a part of sea jumbaa ‘Tree of intelligence in the Munda way’ written by the 
late Kande Munda who was a good writer and musician.

  (i) kalam ku<nu>li utrao-re=ñ met-a-i-ta-n-a.
pen ask-Nom-ask rise-LOC=1SG:SUBJ say-BEN-3SG-PROG-ITR-IND

‘When the question rises why you are writing this I am saying to him/her.’

  (ii) jumbaa mane oo daru-ko-ra
a bunch of branch and leaf mean sponge gourd tree-PL-GEN

koto-ko-re sakam ar sakam-koto-ge
branch-PL-LOC leaf and leaf-branch-EMPH

jumbaa-gii-aka-n-jumbaa.
dense-totally-CONT-ITR-a bunch of branch
‘Jumbaa, a dense bunch of branches and leaves means jumbaa which is a 
dense bunch of flowers in the branch of the tree.’

  (iii) jaan jetan bir-ko-re ana-mana nai-ko,
any any forest-PL-LOC various:EXPR climber-PL

daru-cupad-ko-te juuu-gii-aka-n-jumbaa
tree-bush-PL-to bush-totally-CONT-ITR-a bunch of branch
‘In any forest jumbaa in which various creepers overgrow in the trees and 
bushes.’

 (iv) jumbaa u hiju-ta-n-a.
a bunch of branch meaning come-PROG-ITR-IND

‘The meaning of jumbaa is coming clear.’

  (v) ne vacak-re mosa-te-ge bariya oroto hambud-aka-n-a.
this significance-LOC once-by-EMPH two meaning embrace-CONT-ITR-IND

‘This significance embraces two meanings.’

miyad-do huldub-huldub daru jumbaa-ko-re
one-TOP dense:EXPR tree a bunch of branch-PL-LOC

nana-boron cee-cipurub=ko dub-aka-n-ci
varous:EXPR bird-feather=3PL:SUBJ sit-CONT-ITR-that

niral cere-bere, kere-ore-ta-n=ko jagar-a.
clean chatting-EXPR screeching:EXPR-PROG-ITR=3PL:SUBJ talk-IND

‘First, when the various birds are sitting in the dense branch they are talking 
clearly to each other.’

 (vi) ne jagar-ta-n-ko-re ako-a duku-suku-ko-ra
this talk-PROG-ITR-PL-LOC 3PL-GEN grief-joy-PL-GEN

jagar-ko-ge da jaa=ko ja<pa>gar-ta-n-a.
talk-PL-EMPH indeed perhaps=3PL:SUBJ talk<RECIP>PROG-ITR-IND

‘They are perhaps talking each other’s grief  and joy in their talk.’

 (vii) en leka-ge ne puti paao-ko-yo.
that like-EMPH this book read-PL-also
‘To read this book is also in the same way like a bird.’
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(viii) jidan-jumbaa-re=ko dub-aka-n-a.
life-a bunch of branch-LOC=3PL:SUBJ sit-CONT-ITR-IND

‘They are sitting in the dense bunch of branch.’

 (ix) ad duku-suku-ra heem-haad oncar-re=ko tain-a.
and grief-joy-GEN sweet-bitter care-LOC=3PL:SUBJ remain-IND

‘And their desire remains a sweet or bitter memory in their suffering and 
 joyful life.’

  (x) neya sea-jumbaa cae
this  intelligence-jumbaa or

duku-suku-jumbaa men-ke-re-yo bai-o-a.
grief-joy-jumbaa say-COMPL-LOC-also make-PASS-IND

‘You can call it the tree of intelligence or the tree of grief  and joy.’

 (xi) paao-ta-n-re gaa-gaa-ko-re med-da
study-PROG-ITR-LOC various:EXPR-PL-LOC ear-water(=tear)

joro=e leka-n-kaji-ko nam-og-a.
shed=3SG:SUBJ like-RFLXV-word-PL meet-PASS-IND

‘S/he is faced with the critical words because of which s/he sheds tears.’

 (xii) ar lai capu-capu-te landa=e leka-n-a-o.
and belly touch-touch-INS laugh=3SG:SUBJ like-RFLXV-GEN-also
‘And s/he is also convulsed with laughter.’

(xiii) ne puti sea-jumbaa duku-suku-jumbaa
this book intelligence- jumbaa grief-joy-jumbaa

ar prem-prit-jumbaa=bu men-ta-.
and love-love-jumbaa=1PL.INC say-PROG-TR

‘This book is the tree of  intelligence or the tree of  grief-joy or the tree 
of  love.’

(xiv) ol-o-do neya haya-te-o mone-ja-n-a.
write-PASS-TOP this desire-INS-also desire-INGR-ITR-IND

‘I am writing because of the following intention.’

 (xv) juug badli-idi-badli-idi-ta-n-a.
time change-continue-change-continue-PROG-ITR-IND

‘The time is changing and changing continously.’

(xvi) mua daga-dagi-ko isukul-kolej-ko-re
Munda boy-girl-PL school-college-PL-LOC

isu=ko paao-n-ja-n-a.
very=3PL:SUBJ study-RFLXV-INGR-ITR-IND

‘The Munda boys and girls have studied at school and college.’

(xvii) isu=ko paao-n-ta-n-a ar
very=3PL:SUBJ study-RFLXV-PROG-ITR-IND and

ayar-te-o=ko paao-n-ge-a.
future-INS-also=3PL:SUBJ study-RFLXV-EMPH-IND

‘They are studying very much and will study in the future.’
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(xviii) paao-sea-ja-n-isu-hoo-ko jagar-ta-n ayum-le-ko-re
study-intelligent-INGR-ITR-many-person-PL talk-PROG-ITR hear-ANT-PL-LOC

ega-a jagar muari hirum-hirum-te-do=ko
mother-GEN talk Mundari co-wife-co-wife-INS-TOP=3PL:SUBJ

lusuu-gii-ja--i-leka=ko ayum-o-a.
despondent-totally-INGR-TR-3SG-like=3PL hear-PASS-IND.
‘When educated persons speak and hear in their mother tongue, Mundari, 
they hear totally in a despondent way to face their co-wives.’

(xix) sen-hora seae, paidal cae moor-ko-re,
go-road go-about walk or motorcycle-PL-LOC

‘Along the path and travelling way by walk or by motorcycle,’

  (xx) buru piii-pii-ko-re, jeta hoel-ko-re,
festival market-place-PL-LOC any hotel-PL-LOC

‘in the festival and weekly market place, or in any hotel,’

 (xxi) ne samae hui-hui paao-aka-n-mua-daa-dai-ko
this time little-little study-CONT-ITR-Munda-boy-girl-PL

‘The Munda boys and girls who educated a little bit recently.’

  (xxii) na<pa>m-ja-n-lo-ge hindi-te-ge
meet<RECIP>INGR-ITR-COMIT-EMPH Hindi-INS-EMPH

joar-jagar=ko ee-torsa-e-a.
greeting-talk=3PL:SUBJ begin-quickly-EPEN-IND

‘(They) are quickly greeting and talking in Hindi.’

 (xxiii) Buu-re mid sirma sarna-samaj-ra du<nu>b aharao-le-n-a.
Bundu-LOC one year Sarna society-GEN sit<NMLZ> open-ANT-ITR-IND

‘One day there was a meeting of the Sarna society in Bundu.’

  (xxiv) kaji-do mua-ko-a du<nu>b
word-TOP Munda-PL-GEN sit<NMLZ>
‘The name is for the Mundas’ meeting.’

   (xxv) en-re sea-gara-aka-n-leka-n mua-dagaa-ko-ge=ko
there intelligent-highly-CONT-ITR-like-ITR Munda-boy-PL-EMPH=3PL:SUBJ

jama-le-n-a.
gather-ANT-ITR-IND

‘The highly intelligent Munda boys have gathered there.’

  (xxvi) ali-o akar Ram Dayal Mua-lo=li
1DL.EX-too Dr Ram Dayal Munda-with=1DL:SUBJ

sen-aka-n-tai-ke-n-a.
go-CONT-ITR-COP-COMPL-ITR-IND

‘I had been with Dr Ram Dayal Munda there.’
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 (xxvii) en-re je jagar-ta-n-ko hindi-te-ge
there all talk-PROG-ITR-3PL Hindi-INS-EMPH

jagar-la<pa>-ta-n-ko ayum-o-ta-n-a.
talk-excess<RECIP>PROG-ITR-3PL hear-PASS-PROG-ITR-IND

‘All speakers speak and compete to talk in Hindi.’

(xxviii) akar sayob-a jagar pai teba-le-n-a,
Doctor Lord-GEN talk turn reach-ANT-ITR-IND

‘It had been a time to speak, Dr Munda’s turn.’

  (xxix) do=e met-a-ko-ta-n-a.
then=3SG:SUBJ say-BEN-3PL-PROG-ITR-IND

‘Then he is saying something for them.’

  (xxx) hela, neya-do mua-ko-a du<nu>b tana.
alas this-TOP Munda-PL-GEN meeting COP

‘Alas! This is the Mundas’ meeting.’

  (xxxi) ar diku-te-ge soben=pe jagar-ja-d-a.
and Hindi-INS-EMPH all=2PL:SUBJ talk-INGR-TR-IND

‘And everyone speaks in Hindi.’

 (xxxii) neya-do mua du<nu>b tana.
this-TOP Munda meeting COP

‘This is the Mundas’ meeting.’

(xxxiii) are=ñ ayum-ja-d-pe-a, hindi-ra ekano bano.
well=1SG:SUBJ hear-INGR-TR-2PL:OBJ-IND Hindi-GEN certainty NEG.COP

‘I am listening to you but your Hindi is not good.’

(xxxiv) ni neka=e okoe-le-d-ko-a-te
this person like this=3SG:SUBJ scold-ANT-TR-3PL:OBJ-IND-to
‘This person had scolded them like this.’

 (xxxv) mua-te jagar-ja<pa>gar-se-sen-ja-n-a.
Munda-INS talk-talk<RECIP>go-ITER-INGR-ITR-IND

‘Then people start talking in Mundari.’

NOTES

 *  I would like to express my sincere thanks to the editor, Gregory D.S. Anderson 
who encouraged me to complete my paper and to Nicholas Evans and Yoshiharu 
Takahashi who gave me useful comments on the early version of my paper. I am 
also indebted to my wife, Maki who gave me a lot of data as a native speaker of 
Mundari. Naturally, the description in this chapter will overlap with my previous 
work to some extent.

 1  According to Gregory Anderson, his Ho informants in Mayurbhanj claim only 
about 80–85% intelligibility with Mundari which is only a little higher than that 
for Santali. In my own experience, however, when I spoke to Ho speakers in 
Mundari in the Chaibasa area they considered me to be speaking in Ho. Thus, 
the Ho of Chaibasa is obviously closer in the dialect/language continuum to 
Mundari than the Ho of Mayurbhanj.
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 2  According to Anderson and Zide (2002:55), ‘a minimally bimoraic shape appears 
to have been obligatory for free-forms of nouns in Proto-Munda and many of its 
daughter languages’. Our data on Mundari supports this.

 3 According to Nagaraja (1999), he never reported a tonal contrast in Korku.
 4 We use the upper bar V

–
 for the pitch accent here.

 5  According to our definition, we classified into four types among languages  proposed 
to lack a noun–verb distinction to distinguish morphological from  syntactic  evidence 
and to leave open the possibility that word classes  distinguishable by morphological 
criteria could be indistinguishable by syntactic criteria; that is, (i) Omnipredicative 
languages (all major word classes are able to function directly as predicates  without 
derivation, and with no change of meaning), (ii) Precategorial languages (we 
will restrict ‘precategorial’ to the case where – as in  omnipredicative languages – 
open-class lexemes can occur in any syntactic position. However, in  precategorial 
 languages, it is not possible to state a predicate-type meaning for the lexeme directly; 
rather there is an increment that is made, according to the  functional  position it is 
plugged into), (iii) Broschartian languages (the  semantic result of placing lexemes 
in referring or predicating environments depends not on a  high-level word class 
category like noun or verb, but rather is sensitive to much more specific  semantic 
categories, each characterized by their own particular  pattern of  semantic 
 incrementation), and (iv) Rampant zero  conversion languages (the vast majority 
of lexical items of a given form may appear in both predicating and referring 
syntactic environments with no formal signalling of conversion, but unlike in a 
Broschartian language, the semantic effects of syntactic environment are far less 
predictable). It is only monoprecategorial languages, from among the types above, 
that can truly be claimed to lack a noun–verb  distinction. As the space of my 
chapter is limited in this book I cannot touch on the details of this issue. Please 
see (Evans and Osada 2005a), three  commentaries (Croft 2005, Hengeveld and 
Rijkhoff 2005, Peterson 2005) and our response (Evans and Osada 2005b).

 6  These categories are due to Klaiman (1986). I give a list of verbs in Osada 
(1999).

 7 See my paper (Osada 1991) for details.
 8 tuka may be derived from the noun tuka ‘nest’.
 9 I do not repeat the above-mentioned expressives here.
10 This list owes to Haspelmath, Dryer, Gil and Comrie (eds) (2005) WALS.
11  ke-ate and ke-n-ate are slightly different. The former is the successive action 

while the latter is the reverse action. It means they must wash their hands before 
taking the food.
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CHAPTER FOUR

KERA MUNDARI
Masato Kobayashi and Ganesh Murmu*

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Speakers

Kera Mundari is a variety of  Mundari spoken by the Oraons residing in and 
around Ranchi, the capital of  the new state of  Jharkhand. According to their oral 
tradition, the Oraons once lived in the area between the Son and the Ganges.1 
When they left Rohtas under the attack of  invaders,2 they moved south along the 
North Koel river, settled in the Chota Nagpur plateau, mainly in the northwest-
ern part of  it. In Gumla, Lohardaga, and Latehar districts, Kurux (Kurukh), the 
Oraons’ original language belonging to the Dravidian family, continues to be in 
active daily use. In the eastern part of  Ranchi district, on the other hand, the 
Oraons have  completely switched from Kurux to Mundari, which was, and to 
some extent still is, the  dominant language of  the area. However, their Mundari 
has unique characteristics and constitutes a distinct regional as well as ethnic 
dialect.3

It is not clear how long ago it was that Oraons in this area gave up Kurux (if  they 
ever spoke it), and shifted to Mundari.4 According to the tradition of the Nagbanshi 
Raja family, the erstwhile kings of Chota Nagpur, Oraons as well as Mundas were 
present at the coronation of Phani Mukut Rai, the adopted heir of Madra Munda, 
manki of Sutiambe.5 The implication of this story is that Kera Mundari-speaking 
Oraons lived for a long time in an area where the Mundas were the dominant body 
of residents and where the royal family and its administrative officers spoke a non-
Munda language (Sadani or Nagpuri). Although the Oraons now greatly outnumber 
the Mundas in the areas where they settled, they continue to use Kera Mundari and 
usually do not know Kurux. The Oraons living in the neighboring blocks, namely 
Ratu, Mandar, Bero, and Burmu Blocks of Ranchi district, speak Kurux, but Sadani 
(Sadri) or Hindi is also commonly used in these areas and serve as a link language 
between the two groups of Oraons.6

Map 4.1 shows the approximate area where Kera Mundari is spoken, based 
on the village names which our consultants gave us as Kera Mundari areas. 
Except on the northern side where steep slopes separate the Ranchi plateau from 
Hazaribagh District, there are no geographical boundaries around the area where 
Kera Mundari is spoken. On the southern side of the Kera Mundari area, the 
Mundas and the Oraons live in separate villages and it seems possible to draw a 
clear demarcation line, but on the western part, there might be a transitional area of 
Kera  Mundari-speaking and Kurux-speaking Oraons which remains to be studied 
in future fieldwork.
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The Census of India does not provide a separate entry for Kera Mundari speakers, 
and it is difficult to get an exact number of them. According to the 1991 Census of 
India, the total number of the Oraons in Ranchi district is 1,054,064. By subtract-
ing from it 158,447, which is the number of the people who returned Kurux as their 
mother tongue, we get 895,617 as the possible maximum number, but this figure 
undoubtedly includes a large number of Oraons who speak Hindi or Sadani as their 
first language. Considering that the number of total Mundari speakers in Jharkhand 
is 667,872, the number of Kera Mundari speakers probably does not exceed a third 
or quarter of that.

Kera Mundari-speaking Oraons are mostly settled agriculturists engaged in 
paddy and pulse cultivation, or vegetable farming where underground water supplies 
are abundant. Some of those in urban and suburban settings are employed workers 
in the public and various other sectors.

1.2 Name of the language

According to a generally accepted etymology,7 the name of the language comes from 
the past suffix -kera (pronounced -kera in careful speech), one of its salient features 
distinguishing it from other dialects of Mundari which have -keda instead.

1.3 History of research

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, Kera Mundari has never been systematically 
described. Oraon villages near Ranchi are being absorbed by the growing suburbs 
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of Ranchi, which have been rapidly urbanizing for the past century and especially in 
recent years. Due to the impact of urbanization on village life, and due also to the 
low recognition of the language even by the Oraons themselves, Kera Mundari may 
fall out of use in a few generations. In this report, we will describe the basic structure 
of Kera Mundari, focusing on the differences from Hasada Mundari8 and also on 
the influence from neighboring languages.

1.4 Taxonomy

Kera Mundari shares a large part of its basic vocabulary with other dialects of 
Mundari, and in that respect it can be called a dialect of Mundari. But its verbal 
morphology, both derivation and inflection, is significantly different from that of 
the Hasada dialect, in that it lacks infixation, intricate marking of indirect and 
direct objects, or noun incorporation, while having suffixes not used in other  dialects. 
Among the dialects of Mundari, it seems to be closer to the Naguri than to the 
Tamaria or Hasada dialects. For example, it shares with Naguri the past suffix -en- 
and genitive suffix -ra. Major features which distinguish Kera from other dialects 
of Mundari are the simpler verbal morphology such as the use of -o in both an 
intransitive and reflexive sense (sections 3.2, 3.2.6 and 3.2.10), the lack of the transi-
tive marker -d- (section 2.6), negative forms in ka- such as kano ‘do not’ or kaale 
‘there is no . . .’ (section 3.2.9) and the existential verb dahin. Interestingly, it has some 
features in common with Kherwarian languages other than Hasada Mundari, such 
as the  possessive formation with -t-, for example, hon-t-aa ‘own child’, cf. Santali 
hon-t-i ‘my child’, or words such as rama ‘nail’, cf. Santali rama : Hasada sarsar.9

Since Kurux is considered to be the original language of the Oraons, we  naturally 
expected to see substratum influence of Kurux on Kera Mundari. We have not 
 conducted an extensive comparison of their vocabulary yet, but with respect to 
grammar there are relatively few common features with Kurux, and none of them 
serves as conclusive evidence of Kurux influence.

●  The perfect suffix -kera, for example (section 3.2.3), resembles Kurux kera, past 
third singular non-masculine form of the root kana ‘to go’, which is often added 
to a past form of a Kurux verb to emphasize completion of  an action. However, 
since Kera Mundari has other perfect forms with k-, such as -kia (third  person 
singular animate object) and -kuka (plural), borrowing from Kurux is rather 
unlikely.

●  While other dialects have a distinct personal pronoun ae ‘he, she’ for the third 
 person singular, Kera Mundari uses a demonstrative pronoun ini() instead (section 
3.1.6). The same holds true of Kurux as ‘he, that man’, but also of Indo-Aryan 
like Hindi vah ‘that, he, she’.

●  While a participial clause serves as a relative-type construction in Hasada 
Mundari, Kera Mundari uses neither a participial clause nor a relative pronoun 
of Munda origin, and simply repeats a demonstrative pronoun. Kurux and Malto 
also have the same type of relative construction (section 4.2.3).

● Neither second dual nor plural forms, which are used in an honorific sense in 
Ho and Hasada Mundari respectively, are used for a singular entity in Kera 
Mundari and Kurux (section 3.2.1).

● Kera Mundari almost completely lacks prefixation (such as the Hasada  causative 
a-) and infixation (such as the Hasada reciprocal -pV-) in its derivational  morphology 
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(section 3.1.10, 3.2 and 3.2.10). Kurux, as well as Indo-Aryan  languages like Hindi, 
also uses only suffixation in derivation.

● As in Kurux or Hindi, Kera Mundari does not show flexible use of nouns as verbs 
as is found in Hasada dialect (section 3.2.10).

● While the glottal stop occurs only after a vowel in Hasada, in Kera Mundari // 
tends to occur between a consonant and a vowel (section 2.3). This is a  possible 
context of // also in Kurux.

2 PHONOLOGY

2.1 Vowels

Kera Mundari has five vowels, /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/ and /u/ as does Hasada. Although 
there is no phonemic contrast in vowel length, lengthening occurs in  monosyllabic 
words, for example, ub ‘hair’ or bir ‘forest’.10 There are vowel sequences as in 
Hasada, for example, au- ‘bring’, nia ‘this’, but they do not pattern as phonemic 
diphthongs. Nasalized vowels are found both in Indo-Aryan loanwords such as 
ku�ãsa ‘fog’ and in Munda words such as mej mu�ha ‘face’.

/a/ is sometimes fronted and raised to /e/ or /i/ before //: 11 /a-a/ ‘my’> ea, 
ia, /sen-kan-a-/ ‘I am going/have been to’ > senkane, /lel-ku-a-/ ‘I saw them’ > 
lelkui. /e/ and /o/ are also often raised, -ge ~ -gi (emphatic particle), nia ‘this’ vs. 
Hasada nea, -ko ~ -ku (plural marker).

2.2 Suprasegmentals

Kera Mundari has no phonemic tone. For stress and intonation, see section 2.5.

2.3 Consonants

Kera Mundari has the same set of consonants as Hasada (Osada, this volume) 
except that the former has a checked palatal stop /j/ which the latter lacks, for 
 example, mej ‘eye’ (Hasada med), mu�j ‘ant’ (Hasada mui). However, it may not 
necessarily be an archaism, for Kera Mundari /j/ does not seem to show a consistent 
correspondence to other Mundari dialects or Kherwarian languages:

 Kera Hasada Ho Santali
‘eye’ mej med me met
‘come’ hej hij-u huju hec
‘ant’ mu�j mui mui mu�c, muc

An archaism Kera consonants show is that intervocalic /h/ is not lost as in Hasada. 
This is common to Kera, Naguri, and Santali. For example, Hasada baa ‘flower’: 
Kera, Naguri baha : Santali baha.

In Hasada Mundari, // is found only in post-vocalic, syllable-final position, often 
accompanied by an echo vowel following it. On the contrary, Kera prefers // to be 
post-consonantal and syllable-initial; for example, Kera seta ‘morning’ : Hasada 
seta; Kera a-a ‘my’ : Hasada a-a; Kera tore ‘ash’ : Hasada toroe; Kera 
naha ‘now’ : Hasada na; Kera lahi ‘belly’ : Hasada lai; Kera boho ‘head’ : 
Hasada bo, cf. Santali bohok.
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Note that /-h-/ is a possible cluster in Kurux, for example, cahoi ‘you will want’. 
Change of /h/ in loanwords to // seems to have occurred in both Kera Mundari and 
Kurux for the Indo-Aryan verb rah- ‘be’ (Sadani rh-), Kera ra-(a)e ‘is’, Kurux 
rai present non-masculine 3SG. ‘is’. Etymological // is often lost in Kera Mundari, 
for example, Kera ini() ‘he’ : Hasada ini ‘that person’, or -ki()a (past suffix 
with 3SG. animate object) : Hasada -kiia, while in careful speech adventitious // is 
freely inserted to make a morpheme boundary clear.

While the distinction between // and // is neutralized in Hasada, it is preserved 
in Kera as well as in Tamaria and Naguri Mundari, for example, gaa ‘river’, oo 
‘furthermore’, hui ‘small, little’ (Osada 1992:27).

Double /r/ is often pronounced single as in other dialects, for example, /sahar-re/> 
sahare ‘in a city’.

2.4 Syllable structure and phonotactics

(C)V and (C)VC are the most typical shapes of a syllable, and a maximal syllable is 
CV1V1C.

2.5 Intonation/stress

As in other languages of Chota Nagpur, word stress is nondistinctive in Kera 
Mundari. Although it is an impressionistic observation and is not confirmed by an 
acoustical analysis yet, iterative rhythm of high and low pitch is not as conspicuous 
as in Hasada Mundari, and sounds somewhat flat as in Santali.

That the vowel of a monosyllabic word is lengthened (section 2.1) suggests an 
existence of a foot structure. Typically, a nominal or a verbal phrase constitutes its 
own stress unit, which often begins low unless the initial syllable is a verbal root, 
and becomes high in the penultimate syllable, or ends high if  the word is disyllabic. 
We have not noticed any sentential stress other than the rising tone at the end of 
yes-no questions.

2.6 Morphophonology

At a morpheme boundary, morpheme-final /n/ is sometimes deleted when it is 
 followed by //, for example, kanale ‘is not’ ~ kaale, /sen-ena/ ‘went’ > seena. 
Root-final stops of some verbs are also replaced by //, for example, /dub-akan-a-e/ 
‘is sitting’ > duakanae, /sab-ku-m/ ‘catch them!’ > sakum.12

Vowel harmony is not an active phonological process in Kera Mundari. It is 
found in lexicalized items such as kuri ‘girl’ : kora ‘boy’. In a few verbal forms, 
umlaut is observed between a suffix vowel and a vowel of  an immediately pre-
ceding root, such as lil-i-m see-OBJ.3SG.INAN-2SG.IMP ‘look’ : lel-ker-a see-PST-IND 
‘looked’, or hin-i-a be-3SG.AN-IND ‘he is’ : hen-a be-IND.INAN ‘it is’. When there is a 
variation between high- and mid-vowels within a paradigm, a high one tends to be 
generalized by paradigmatic leveling, for example, nii ~ nia ‘this’ (Hasada nea),  plural 
marker -ku (Hasada -ku/-ko as in si-ku ‘lice’ : hon-ko ‘children’). Such heightening 
is apparently a postlexical phenomenon, for it does not trigger further umlaut, 
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for example, lel-li-a ‘saw him’, em-ki-a-ku ‘they gave to him/her’, or lel-e-a-ku 
‘they see’.

Kera Mundari has the intransitive marker /n/ as in Hasada, but transitive 
marker /d/ in Hasada does not find its equivalent in Kera, possibly except in /r/ 
in the past endings -kera and -tara, which are used when there is no explicit object. 
The /r/ in these sequences might be a result of flapping of /d/ in original *-ke-d-a or 
*-ta-d-a, which was then grammaticalized as -ker-a or -tar-a because transitive /d/ is 
suppressed elsewhere in verbal inflection. The past suffix -ke- becomes -ki- when the 
object is third person animate, -ki-- for first singular object, etc. (section 3.2.2), and 
there is no // which Hasada has probably as a slot holder of the elided transitive 
suffix -d- (cf. Osada 1992:100f.).13 Note that etymologically unexplainable /r/ also 
appears in the genitive suffix -ra (vs. Hasada -a, cf. section 3.1.2).

3 MORPHOLOGY

3.1 Nominal morphology

3.1.1 Number

As in Hasada Mundari, Kera has three numbers, singular (unmarked), dual (-kin), 
and plural (-ku/-ko). The number marker is often unattached both after human and 
non-human nouns, especially when number is expressed elsewhere as in (1):

 (1) tin ho hon
 three CLSSFR son

 ‘three sons’

 (2) baria seta pusi-ke sa-ker-a-e
 two dog cat-ACC catch-PST-IND-3SG

 ‘Two dogs caught a cat.’

 (3) ro-ko segel-re boloy-en-a-e
 fly-PL fire-LOC enter-PST-IND-3SG

 ‘Flies flew into the fire.’

For non-human entities as in the last two cases, it is ungrammatical to use plural verb 
forms according to the judgment of some of our consultants (cf. example 60 in 3.2.9).

3.1.2 Case

In Kera Mundari, postpositions are not always preceded by oblique (i.e. genitive) 
forms of the words they follow, and there is no clear distinction between post-
positions and case endings. Kera Mundari shares three case suffixes, -(r)a, -re, 
and -lo with other dialects, and other suffixes such as Hasada -sa ‘toward’, -ta 
‘near’, or -ate ‘from’ were not used by our consultants.

The genitive suffix -a as in Hasada is found only in pronominal forms such as 
a-a ‘my’, and -ra is used for nouns in general. -ra is used in the Naguri dialect as 
well (Cook 1965:204). It might come from -re-a, or from -a with secondary /r/. In 
any case, the initial /r/ of this suffix effectively keeps the boundary of the stem-final 
syllable intact, and makes -ra more like a postposition than a suffix. -re is a locative 
suffix as in Hasada, for example, segel-re ‘in the fire’. The comitative suffix -lo as 
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in ini-lo ‘with him’ or regao-lo ‘walking’ is a Kera equivalent of Hasada -lo. 
One of our consultants also returned -ta as a dative case ending, as in

 (4) nia kicri am-ta- au-tar-a
 this cloth you-DAT-1SG bring-PRF-IND

 ‘I brought this cloth for you.’

Other case functions are expressed with postpositions of which multisyllabic ones 
form separate stress units. While accusative is not marked on the substantive in 
Hasada, Kera has borrowed Sadani -ke (-ko in Hindi), used when the referent of 
the nominal is animate.

3.1.3 Person

Three persons are distinguished in Kera Mundari pronouns and verbal inflection. 
There are inclusive and exclusive forms in the first person dual and plural depending 
on whether the speaker is included in the reference.

3.1.4 Definiteness

Kera Mundari has no marker of definiteness. The only morpheme related to 
 definiteness is the suffix -t- which introduces a possessor pronominal suffix, for example, 
hon-t-aa ‘my/own child’. This suffix is also used in Santali, but more extensively than 
in Kera Mundari, as in Santali hon-t-i ‘my child’, oak-ta-le ‘our house’, etc.

3.1.5 Class/gender

In section 3.1.1 we noted that plural subject suffixes are not used to refer to multiple non-
human entities in Kera Mundari. In Hasada Mundari, on the contrary, all  multiple 
animate entities take plural forms. On the other hand, Mundari makes no grammatical 
distinction between male and female-neuter genders as does Kurux. As far as concord 
with verbs is concerned, nouns are grouped into the following classes:

 Subject marking Object marking
Hasada Mundari animate/inanimate animate/inanimate
Kera Mundari human/nonhuman human/nonhuman
Kurux masculine/non-masculine (female/nonhuman)

3.1.6 Pronouns

For the third person singular, Hasada has a personal pronoun ae ‘he, she’ 
(Table 4.1). Kera uses demonstrative pronouns ni() ‘this one’, ini() ‘that one’, 
ini hoo ‘that person’, etc. and never ae. This might be due to influence from Kurux 
or Indo-Aryan languages such as Sadani, which both use the demonstrative as third-
person pronouns. The person/number suffixes of Kera Mundari are the same as 
in Hasada, except that the glottal stop of the third person singular -e is often 
dropped and the third person plural is usually -ku with a high vowel: 1sg. -, 2sg. -m, 
3sg. -e(), 1du.incl. -la, 1du.excl. -li, 2du. -ben, 3du. -kin, 1pl.incl. -bu, 1pl.excl. 
-le, 2pl. -pe, 3pl. -ku(/-ko).
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TABLE 4.1: PERSONAL PRONOUNS

  Dual Plural

 Singular Inclusive  Exclusive Inclusive  Exclusive

First person a ala       ali abu        ale
Second am aben ape
Third ini()/ni()/ ani() etc. inkin inku

Interrogatives:

cito, cilo ‘when’ (Hasada cimta).14

ohai ‘where’ (Hasada kore, kote)
okoi ‘who’ (Hasada okoe)
cikan ‘what’ (Hasada cana)
oka, cikan ‘which’ (Hasada okoa)
cia, cikan le ‘why’ (Hasada cilikate)
cimti, citi ‘how much, how many’ (Hasada cimina)
cilka ‘how’ (Hasada cilika)

Relative and indefinite pronouns. Aside from Indo-Aryan relative pronouns, 
Kera Mundari uses demonstrative pronouns in the relative construction (see 
section 4.2.3), and not interrogative pronouns as in other dialects of  Mundari. 
Indefinite pronouns are jeta, jetan ‘some’, and jetae ‘somebody’ as in Hasada, 
for example.

 (5) jetan kaa-le-a
 some NEG.COP-SG-IND

 ‘There is nothing.’

3.1.7 Demonstratives and other deictics

While Hasada Mundari has different forms for demonstrative pronouns and adjec-
tives, for example, en adj. ‘that’: ena inanimate pron. ‘that’, Kera uses forms with -a 
both as an adjective and a pronoun. The distinction between animate and inanimate 
classes is not strict (Table 4.2). In animate forms without a final glottal stop, the 
vowel is lengthened.

Examples of demonstrative pronouns are as follows: ina kahani ‘that story’ ~ ini 
hoo ‘that person, he’, nia gaa ‘this river’ ~ ni kisan ‘this farmer’.

Deictic adverbs are formed from the stems ni- ‘this’, en- ‘that’ and (h)an- ‘that’ 
(remote). Place deixis: neman, netai, nee, noe ‘here’, eman, entai, ee ‘there’ 
(Hasada neta, henta), (h)aman, (h)antai ‘yonder’. When a speaker is calling 
someone’s attention, nilim ‘look, here’, inilim ‘look there’, (h)anlim ‘look yonder’ 
are used, for example, anlim seno-ra-e ‘Look! There he goes.’

Direction: neter ‘this way’, enter ‘that way’, (h)anter ‘that way yonder’ (nesa, 
ensa, hensa). Degree: niti ‘this much’, enti ‘that much’. Comparison: ninka ‘like 
this’, enka ‘like that’.
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3.1.8 Numerals

While original Munda cardinals are preserved in other dialects relatively well, our 
consultants of Kera Mundari returned only miyad ‘one’ and baria ‘two’ of Mundari 
origin, while all other cardinals and ordinals are loanwords from Hindi. For collectives, 
we could find only barno ‘both (people)’.

Kera Mundari uses of Indo-Aryan (Sadani) classifiers, ho for human as well as 
 non-human and inanimate entities, and never jan, a classifier for humans used in 
neighboring languages: tin ho daru ‘three trees’, tin ho hon ‘three sons’. go is used 
for animate entities: du go kaea ‘two mice’.

3.1.9 Adpositions

As we noted in section 3.1.2, the distinction between a case ending and a postposition 
is not always clear in Kera Mundari (or many other Munda languages for that 
matter); in this section, we will give those which are of Indo-Aryan origin or form 
their own stress domain.

Preposition: We have found only one preposition, bin, bina ‘without’ (< Indo-Aryan).

 (6) a-ke bin kaji ge ini se-en-a-e
 I-ACC without talk EMPH she go-PST-IND-3SG

 ‘She went without talking to me.’

Postposition
ke: animate object marker (< Sadani, = Hindi ko)

 (7) a ini-ke ka- sari-
 I he-ACC not-1SG know-1SG

 ‘I don’t know him.’

Note the double subject marking in the form in (7); similar doubled subject forms in 
emphatic discourse (often with negatives) are found in Mayurbhanj Ho (Anderson 
et al., this volume) as well.

le ‘for’ (< Sadani): am-a le ‘for you’, kiri le ‘in order to buy’.
lagin ‘for’ (< Sadani).

Dative use of the quotative particle mente as in Hasada was not observed (cf. ex.(4)).

 (8) nia kicri am-a lagin au-tar-a
 this cloth you-GEN sake bring-PRF-IND

 ‘(I) brought this cloth for you.’

TABLE 4.2: DEMONSTRATIVES

 Proximate Middle Remote

 Animate Inanimate Animate Inanimate Animate Inanimate

Adjectives/pronouns ni() nia ini() ina ani() ana
Interjections nilim nilim inilim inilim anlim anlim
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se, te ‘from, since; than’ : seta se ‘since morning’, a-a te mara ‘older than I’.
segin ‘from’

 (9) a miil iskul a-a hatu segin pahao-en-i
 I middle school I-GEN village from study-PST-1SG

 ‘I went to the middle school from my village.’

 (10) ini apne segin koa nam-ki-a-e
 she self  from boy get-PST.OBJ.3SG.AN-IND-3SG

 ‘She found a husband herself.’

3.1.10 Derivation

In Hasada Mundari, the infix -nV- derives a noun from a verbal root, for example, 
rakab ‘climb’ ~ ranakab ‘slope’. This formation is not active in Kera Mundari, but 
there are lexicalized -nV- derivatives like jono ‘broom’ to jo ‘sweep’. Infixation is 
not found in verbal morphology either (section 3.2).

Compound nouns and adjectives are formed by juxtaposing two nouns in normal 
syntactic order:

hatu hoo-ko village people-PL = ‘villagers’
haku utu fish curry = ‘fish curry’
mid loa da one cup water = ‘a cup of water’

Words of similar meaning are sometimes combined (section 6):

booj ili rice.beer rice.beer = ‘rice beer’
deota boga god(Indo-Aryan) spirit = ‘god’
parab buru festival(Indo-Aryan) festival = ‘festival’ (possibly to make clear it
 is not buru for ‘mountain’)

However, Kera Mundari does not make use of the verb+noun compounds typical 
of many South Munda languages (Anderson 2007).

3.1.11 Adjectives

An adjective takes the indicative suffix -a when it is used as a predicate, for example, 
attributive: mara daru ‘a big tree’ vs. predicative:

 (11) nia daru gapa mara-a
 this tree tomorrow big-IND

 ‘This tree will be big tomorrow.’ [not ‘become big’]

Adjectives cannot be used as verbs meaning ‘become …, make …’ as in Hasada; 
so for the verb meaning ‘to become big’, a different etymon, harao, is used, and not 
mara-o as in Hasada.

Comparison is expressed by an adjective preceded by what is to be compared, 
plus the postposition -se/-te ‘from’, for example, a-a te mara ‘older than I’. For 
superlatives, an Indo-Aryan phrase sob kui se ‘than anyone (else)’ is used:

 (12) ini sob kui se mara hin-ia (or mara-a-e).
 he all someone than big be-3SG.AN big-IND-3SG

 ‘He is the biggest/eldest one.’
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-ren ‘belonging to …’ derives an adjective from a noun, for example, hatu-ren 
mua ‘village master’.

Verbs can also be used as verbal adjectives as in hejo hapta ‘next (lit. coming) week’, 
or hejo-ra hapta ‘id.’ with genitive suffix -ra functioning as an adjectivizer. They 
can also combine with the Indo-Aryan suffix -wala:

 (13) da hejo wala hen-a
 water come ADJV be-3SG.INAN

 ‘It is about to rain.’

3.1.12 Adverb(ial)s

Most adverbs the authors have come across are Indo-Aryan loanwords, such as bahut 
‘much, very’, jyada ‘much, very’, jaldi ‘fast’, aste ‘slowly’, acanak ‘suddenly’, etc. 
Deictic adverbs are mostly of Munda origin, for example, ena le ‘therefore’, neter ‘this 
way’, etc. (section 3.1.7). An adverb can be derived by adding te ‘from’, for example,

 (14) hik te ayum-e-a-pe
 good from listen-OBJ-IND-IMP.2PL

 ‘You guys listen carefully.’

By adding -re, as in pahle (-re) ‘before’, bad (-re) ‘after’ both used with genitive 
forms of verbs in the formation of adverbial (temporal) subordinate clauses:

 (15) a do sigi dubuc-ra pahle-re uri-ku ader-ku-a-
 I FOC sun sink-GEN before-LOC cow-PL bring.in-OBJ.3PL-IND-1SG

 ‘I drove the cattle in before the sun set (i.e. ‘‘before the sinking [of the] sun’’).’

 (16) rãci hejo-ra bad
 Ranchi come-GEN after
 ‘after coming to Ranchi’

The suffix -lo is a converbal marker denoting simultaneity, for example, nir ‘run’ : 
nir-lo ‘running’.

3.2 Verbal morphology

In Hasada Mundari, the possible maximal structure of a verb is

(prefix a- + (root + infix -pV-)) + voice {-en, -o} + (benefactive -a + indirect 
object) + (tense + object) + mood + subject. (cf. Cook 1965:140)

In comparison with this, Kera Mundari has a simpler structure with fewer slots 
and affixes:

(root + o) + {A(benefactive -a + indirect object) or B(tense + object)}15 + 
mood + subject

The present authors have not come across any verb form in which the bracketed 
elements A and B co-occur. Thus when a present form with a benefactive suffix is 
turned into a past form, the past suffix takes over the second slot and the benefactive 
suffix is suppressed. For example,

isin-a-m-a- cook-BEN-2SG-IND-1SG ‘I will cook for you’ vs. am-a le isin-ker-a- 
you-GEN for cook-PST-IND-1SG ‘I cooked for you’.
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Verbal roots in Kera Mundari do not take the causative prefix a- or the reciprocal 
infix-pV (section 4.6).

 Hasada Kera
jom ‘eat’ a-jom ‘feed’ khiao (<Indo-Aryan)
dal ‘hit’ da-pa-l ‘hit each other’ dal-o (see section 4.6 for -o)

The suffix -o forms an intransitive verb. For example, the root uu ‘take out’ is used 
in a transitive sense in uu-ata--me ‘take ... out for me!’; with -o, it takes on an 
intransitive meaning, for example, uu-o ra-e ‘(It) is coming out’. -reta- is attached 
to form a causative verb, for example (73) uu-reta-ku-i ‘I make them take out’.

3.2.1 Subject

The person and the number of  the subject are either marked at the end of  a 
finite verb, at the end of  a word immediately preceding a finite verb, or often 
at both.16

 (17) hatu-ren mua ar pahan hec-len-a-kin
 village-ADJ village.master and priest come-ANT-IND-3DL

 ‘The village master and the pahan have come.’

 (18) am mai-m khiao-ki-a
 you food-2SG feed-PST.OBJ.3SG.AN-IND

 ‘You made (her) eat food.’

 (19) ini-ku lel-ki-a-ku
 he/she-3pl see-PST.OBJ.3SG.AN-IND-3PL

 ‘They saw him/her.’

 (20) a alu ka- jom-e-
 I potato not-1SG eat-IND-1SG

 ‘I don’t (=can’t) eat potatoes.’

In addition to the same subject markers as in Hasada (section 3.1.6), -le seems 
to be used as a third person singular suffix: kaji-ke-le ‘he says’, ka-a(n)-le-a ‘there 
is no ...’.

Non-human dual or plural subjects (and objects) are usually not marked as such 
on the finite verb (7):

 (21) baria seta pusi-ke sa-ker-a-e
 two dog cat-ACC catch-PST.INAN-IND-3SG

 ‘Two dogs caught a cat.’

In Hasada, this would be baria seta-kin pusi sab-kia-kin, with the dual ending -kin 
and with no accusative ending, at least with older speakers (Osada 2000:46f.). In 
Kera, on the other hand, the object is explicitly marked by the postposition ke, and 
no ambiguity is incurred by not using a dual ending (cf. section 3.1.1) or animate 
object marker --.

Kera Mundari does not use plural forms for a single person in an honorific 
sense, as is often done in Hasada Mundari and in some Indo-Aryan languages, nor 
dual forms as in Ho. Among neighboring languages, Kurux also lacks the honorific 
plural.
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Some culturally important natural phenomena are treated as animate as in 
Hasada Mundari, and not as inanimate as in Kurux.

 (22) sigi uguc-en-a-e
 sun sink-PST-IND-3SG

 ‘The sun has set.’

3.2.2 Object types

Hasada Mundari, at least in the speech of the older generation, lacks dative and 
accusative case marking in nominal phrases, and personal suffixes on the verb  function 
as markers of those cases. Kera Mundari uses -ke, a dative/accusative case-marker 
of Indo-Aryan origin, and does not use the verbal indirect object marker -a- except 
in non-past forms such as (55) bano-a-m-e- ‘I will make for you’.17

First person:

 (23) mihai em-ki--a-e
 sweets give-PST-OBJ.1SG-IND-3SG

 ‘He gave me sweets.’

In Hasada, the benefactive object ‘me’ (-a--) comes before the past suffix -ked-, 
that is, om-a--ked-a-e ‘he gave … to me’.

Second person:

 (24) ini aben dono-ke pasand-ke-b(e)n-a-e
 he you.DL both-ACC like-PST-OBJ.2DL-IND-3SG

 ‘He liked both of you.’

A corresponding Hasada form is suku-a-ben-tan-a-e like-BEN-2DL-CONT-IND-3SG.

Third person:

In principle, Kera Mundari marks the third person singular animate object 
with -i-, which is fused with past suffix -ke into -ki.

 (25) khiao-ki-a- (Hasada ajom-ki--i-a-)
 feed-PST.OBJ.3SG.AN-IND-1SG

 ‘I let him/her eat.’

 (26) em-ki-i-
 give-PST.OBJ.3SG.AN-IND-1SG

 ‘I gave him/her something.’

 (27) lel-ki-a-ku
 see-PST.OBJ.3SG.AN-IND-3PL

 ‘They saw him/her.’

 (28) lil-i-m (Hasada lil-i-me)
 look-OBJ.3SG.AN-2SG

 ‘Look at him/her!’

In Hasada ajom-ki--i-a- (25), the transitive suffix -d- is lost and // is inserted in its 
place. In Kera Mundari, // is not observed in this position unless pronounced carefully. 
For the possibility that Kera Mundari originally lacked the -d- suffix, see section 3.2.3.
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The element -e- is used for an inanimate object (cf. Osada 1992:87 jom-e-a-e):

 (29) hon-ku ivi-ku lel-e-a-ku
 child-PL TV-PL see-OBJ-IND-3PL

 ‘Children watch TV.’

 (30) am jyada alo jom-e-am
 you too.much don’t eat-OBJ-IMP.2SG

 ‘Don’t eat so much.’

But -e- is also found in verbs referring to an animate object:

 (31) ini hoo cinha-e-a-m
 this person know-OBJ-IND-IMP.2SG

 ‘Do you know him?’

The third person dual is marked with -k-, and the plural with -ku- or -uk- (see 
 section 3.2.3):

 (32) sob hon-ke pãc rupia em-ku-m
 all child-ACC five rupee give-OBJ.3PL-IMP.2SG

 ‘Give five rupees to each child.’

 (33) caca caci-ra bea-ko-ke lel-ku-i
 uncle aunt-GEN son-PL-ACC see-OBJ.3PL-1SG

 ‘I look after my uncle and aunt’s sons.’

 (34) sipahi baria cor-ke sa-ki-k-a-e (Hasada sab-ke-d-ki-a-e)
 policeman two thief-ACC catch-PST-OBJ.3DL-IND-3SG

 ‘The policeman caught two thieves.’

The following is an inflectional table (Table 4.3) of object marking for the verb sa 
‘catch’ and the past suffix -ke. Since dual objects are relatively rare, singular and 
 plural forms are often found in the place of the dual forms. Subject markers are 
added either after the final indicative suffix -a or after the preceding word (section 
3.2.1). For the morpheme boundary of the third person forms, see section 3.2.3.

3.2.3–3.2.7 Tense, aspect, mood, and voice

Tense. The future (or imperfective) tense is expressed by not attaching any aspect 
suffix, as in Hasada:

 (35) ini sen-a-e
 he go-IND-3SG

 “He will go.”

TABLE 4.3: OBJECT PARADIGM

Object Singular Dual Plural

  Inclusive Exclusive Inclusive Exclusive

First person sa-ki--a sa-ke-l-a sa-ki-l-a sa-ku-bu-a sa-ke-le-a
Second person sa-ke-m-a sa-ke-b(e)n-a sa-ke-pe-a
Third human sa-ki-a sa-ki-k-a sa-kuk-a 
 non-human sa-ker-a sa-ker-a sa-ker-a
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It also functions as habitual present: (29) hon-ku ivi-ku lel-e-a-ku ‘Children watch TV.’
The sequence -e-a OBJ-IND or NPST-IND also refers to a non-past action. Whether it is 
different from just the indicative suffix -a in function remains an open question.18

 (36) inkin dau suru-e-a-kin
 3.DL run begin-NPST-IND-3DL

 ‘They start running.’

Aspect markers. -kan-/-akan- are equivalent to Hasada -akan-, which Osada 
(1992:96) describes as having continuous and atelic aspect.19 They are used only for 
intransitive verbs in Kera Mundari, and ra is attached to transitive verbs instead 
(section 3.2.12).

 (37) ek ho seta kua-re tol-kan-a-e
 one CLSSFR dog post-LOC tie-CONT-IND-3SG

 ‘A dog is tied to the post.’

 (38) ini seta se tigu-akan-a-e
 he morning from stand-CONT-IND-3SG

 ‘He has been standing since morning.’

As in Hasada -akan-, -kan- is used for experience in the past:

 (39) am kabhi raci hej-kan-a-m ? (Hasada hiju-akan-a-m)
 you ever Ranchi come-CONT-IND-2SG

 ‘Have you come to Ranchi before?’

 (40) a kalkatta kabi ka- sen-kan-e-
 I Calcutta ever not-1SG go-CONT-IND-1SG

 ‘I have never been to Calcutta.’

 (41) sahar-wala kabhi kabhi hej-ka-a-ku (/hej-kan-a-ku/)
 city-ADJV sometimes sometimes come-CONT-IND-3PL

 ‘City people sometimes come.’

-ta-n- and -ta-r- are used in perfect or past sense, unlike Hasada -ta-n-/-ta-d- which 
is used in progressive sense:

 (42) a mai ka- bana-tar-e-
 I food not-1SG make-PF-IND-1SG

 ‘I did not prepare food.’

-ke- is a past tense suffix, although it might have the connotation of ‘completion of 
an action’ as in Hasada (Osada 1992:95).

 (43) dulan-ra ente-ke ga em-ki-a-ku (Hasada om-ke-d-a-ko)
 bride-GEN mother-ACC cow give-PST.OBJ.3SG.AN-IND-3PL

 ‘They gave cows to the bride’s mother.’

 (44) sukanburu lel-ker-a-
 Sukanburu see-PST.INAN-IND-1SG

 ‘I have seen Mt Sukanburu.’

 (45) ini sen-akan dahin-ke-n-a
 he go-CONT be-PST.ITR-ITR-IND

 ‘He was going.’
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-ka- is probably an allomorph of -ke-, for our consultants gave sakukae as a plural 
equivalent of sa-ki-a-e. If  -ku- in this form refers to the object, it is the only case 
where an object marker comes before a tense suffix (cf. section 3.2.2).

 (46) sipahi do cor-ke sa-ku-ka-e20

 policeman two thief-ACC catch-3PL-PST-3SG (tentative analysis)
 ‘The police caught two thieves.’
 (Hasada sab-ke-d-ki-a-e catch-PST-TR-OBJ.3DL-IND-3SG)

 (47) sigi uguc-ka ina-ra bad-re
 sun sink-PST that-GEN after-LOC

 ‘after the sun sets (= the sun set, after that)’

-ka- can also be used by itself  to denote non-preterite perfect, as in durum-ka-e 
‘he has/will have fallen asleep’, hej-ka-e ‘he has come’. Or alternatively, we can 
consider the -k- part to be the perfect suffix, -uk-, -i-, -e(-)r- 3PL, 3SG animate, 
and inanimate object markers respectively, and -a the normal indicative marker. 
Although a third person plural object marker -uk- is unknown in other dialects, 
Kera has another case of  it in kaa(n)luka ‘there are no …s’ (3PL.), and there 
also -uk- can be  analyzed to be the third person personal suffix, for the singular 
form is kaa(n)le(a). Synchronically, we think it is best to interpret these forms 
as follows: The suffix is -ke-, of  which e is deleted when a vowel-initial object suffix 
follows, for example,

/sab-ke-i-a/ /lel-ke-e(-)r-a/ /sab-ke-uk-a-e/
sa-k-i-a lel-ke(-)r-a sa-k-uk-a-e
catch-PST-OBJ.OBJ.3SG.AN-IND see-PST-OBJ.3SG.INAN-IND catch-PST-OBJ.3PL.AN-IND-3SG

‘caught him/her’ ‘saw it’ ‘he/she caught them’

-en- is a past marker found in Naguri as well as in Kera:

 (22) sigi uguc-en-a-e ‘The sun set.’

 (48) apu-m piia se--en-a-e (< /sen-en-a-e/)
 father-2SG market go-PST-IND-3SG

 ‘Did your father go to the market?’

 (49) hej-en-a-e
 come-PST-IND-3SG

 ‘He came.’

-le- denotes an anterior past action:

 (50) a torasa man sunum kiri le piia sen-le-n-a-
 I a little mustard oil buy for market go-ANT-ITR-IND-1SG

 ‘I first went to the market in order to buy some mustard oil.’

 (51) ini ho- ke bis baras pahle lel-li-a-
 that man-ACC twenty year before see-ANT.OBJ.3SG.AN-IND-1SG

 ‘I saw him twenty years ago.’

 (52) a tanisun aram-le-
 I a little rest-ANT-1SG

 ‘I will first take a little rest.’
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Mood. The only mood suffix we have found so far is the imperative marker of the 
second person singular -m/-me: tigu-n-am ‘stand!’, sen-am ‘go!’, em-me ‘give!’. 
Normal second person suffixes -m, -ben and -pe are also used to make an imperative 
form: lil-i-m ‘look!’.

 Kera Mundari shows an interesting reduplication of the last syllable of verbs 
in subordinate clauses when they have a subjunctive function, for example, idi-di from idi 
‘take’, likhae-khae from likh ‘write’ (see section 4.2).21 When a subordinate clause has a 
connotation of unrealized condition, huna ‘would have …’ is attached after the fully 
inflected verb, as in kaji-ki-a huna ‘(I) would have talked to him/her’.

Voice. While the intransitive voice is expressed by attaching -n- after a tense suffix 
as in Hasada, transitive -d- is not found in Kera. The /r/ in -kera or -tara might 
originate from a flapped -d-, which is suppressed elsewhere in inflection:

(23) em-ki--a-e ‘he gave me (sweets)’ (Hasada om-a--ke-d-a-e)

(42) bana-ta(-)r-a- ‘I prepared (food)’ (Hasada -ta-d-a-)

(44) lel-ke(-)r-a- ‘I saw (the mountain)’ (Hasada -ke-d-a-)

The suffixes -kan-/-akan-, which denote an atelic aspect, are used only for the intran-
sitive voice, and suppletive forms with ra-, an auxiliary verb of Indo-Aryan origin, 
is used for a transitive verb (section 3.2.12).

3.2.8 Finiteness

As in Hasada Mundari, finite verb forms are usually marked with the indicative 
suffix -a, which is often raised to /e/ or /i/. In Kera, verbs are sometimes found 
without the indicative suffix:

(7) ka- sari- ‘I do not know.’

 (53) ali do barno uraon tan-li (Hasada tan-a-li)
 we.DL.EXCL FOC two.people Oraon be-1DL.EXCL

 ‘We two are Oraons.’

 (54) am accha hoo tan-me
 you good person be-2SG.
 ‘You are a good person.’

Verb forms without the indicative suffix -a are also found in subordinate clauses, as 
in the conditional clause of the following sentence:

 (55) am oa-re dahin-ke-n do am-a le pia bano-a-m-e-
 you home-LOC be-PST-ITR FOC you-GEN for bread make-BEN-2SG.-IND-1SG

  ‘If  you were home, I would have made roti (bread) for you.’

3.2.9 Negation

Kera Mundari uses negative ka ‘not’ and negative imperative alo ‘do not’, which 
are used in Hasada as well:

 (56) ka hoba-o-a
 not happen-ITR-IND

 ‘(It) will not take place.’
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 (57) dura-ra samne alo tigu-n-am
 door-GEN near don’t stand-ITR-IMP.2SG.
 ‘Don’t stand near the door.’

A unique negative form kano, which might be a cross-formation of negative ka and 
bano found in Hasada, is also used:

 (58) am-ke jyada mai kano jo-jom rahen-a
 you-ACC too.much food don’t REDPL-eat should-IND

 ‘You should not eat that much food.’

kaali/e ‘there is no …’, kaanlea ‘there is no …’ and kaanluka ‘there are no …’ are 
negative verbs of existence, equivalent to bano, bankoa, etc. in other dialects:

 (59) Soma-ra era do oa-re kaa-li
 Soma-GEN wife FOC house-LOC NEG.COP-3SG

 ‘Soma’s wife is not home.’

 (60) bhusui kaan-luk-a
 mosquito NEG.COP-3PL-IND

 ‘There are no mosquitos.’

3.2.10 Derivation

Mundari is known for the flexibility regarding the use of  nouns and nominal phrases 
as verbs (Hoffmann 1903:xxi). Kera Mundari does not share this feature with other 
dialects so much, and nouns are used as verbs only in the sense of  ‘do ...’, with or 
without a verbalizing suffix -o/-u, for example, aandi-u-a-le wedding-VBLZ-IND-1PL 
‘we  conduct wedding’ (aandi ‘wedding’), sindri-u-a-le vermillion-VBLZ-IND-1PL ‘we 
put vermillion’ (sindri ‘vermillion’), katam-a end-IND ‘finishes’ (katam ‘end’), etc.

With respect to extending the meaning of verbal roots with affixes, Kera Mundari 
does not show nearly as much variety as Hasada either. Where Hasada extends a 
verb with affixation, Kera almost always uses compound verbs or a different lexi-
cal item:

 (61) ini gitic seno ra-a-e :: Hasada duum-o-tan-a-e
 he sleep go be-IND-3SG sleep-RFLXV-CONT-IND-3SG

 ‘He is falling asleep (lit. going to sleep).’22

 (62) khiao-ki-a :: Hasada a-jom-ki--i-a
 feed-PST.OBJ.3SG.AN-IND CAUS-eat-PST-TR-OBJ.3SG.AN-IND

 ‘feed him/her’

In Kera Mundari, the intransitive suffix -o also has a reflexive function, just like 
Hasada -en:

 (63) ini hoo apne-ap ge dal-o ra-a-e (Hasada dal-en-tan-a-e)
 that man himself  EMPH hit-ITR be-IND-3SG

 ‘He hits himself.’

 (64) ti abum-o-m
 hand wash-ITR-IMP.2SG

 ‘Wash your hands.’
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In Hasada Mundari, reciprocity is expressed by the -pV infix. Here also, Kera uses 
the intransitive suffix -o- in a reciprocal sense, for example, dal ‘strike’, Hasada 
 da-pa-l ‘hit each other’, Kera dal-o ‘id.’.

3.2.11 Noun incorporation

While Hasada Mundari shows a considerable flexibility with respect to incorporat-
ing nouns into a verbal form, the authors have been unable to find any such example 
in Kera Mundari. Certainly a system of the type found in South Munda languages 
like Sora is lacking in Kera Mundari.

3.2.12 Compound verb constructions

Here again, Kera Mundari does not show as much variety as in Hasada. Where a 
compound verb is used in Hasada, Kera has a tendency to use an adverb with a 
simplex verb, for example,

 (65) Hasada cii ol-rua-me :: Kera dobara cihi
 letter write-return-IMP.2SG  again letter

 likha-em.
 write-IMP.2SG

 ‘Write a letter again.’

The following are a few verbs and verbal modifiers found in Kera Mundari:

dai ‘can’

 (66) alua ka- jom dai-a
 potato not-1SG eat can-IND

 ‘I cannot eat the potatoes.’

 (67)  giia ka- seno dai-ker-a
 market not-1SG go can-PST.INAN-IND

 ‘I could not go to the market.’

ra progressive: Kera Mundari forms the progressive present by adding ra, an 
auxiliary verb of Indo-Aryan origin, to the root.

 (68) ini ghumao -ta-a-e
 he stroll -PROG-IND-3SG

 ‘He is strolling.’

 (69) ini aa jom-e-ra-a-e
 he egg eat-OBJ-PROG-IND-3SG

 ‘He is eating an egg.’

 (70) naha das bajao-ra-a
 now ten strike-PROG-IND

 ‘It is ten o’clock now.’

This is equivalent to Hindi … raha hai. In form, it looks similar to Sadani krt rhe, 
preterite imperfect ‘was doing’ (Jordan-Horstmann 1969:87), or Kurux kamcki rai, 
present perfect ‘she has made’ (Grignard 1924:74), but agrees with neither in meaning.
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raen, rahen ‘should’ (originally ‘be, stay’)

 (58) am-ke kano jojom rahen-a ‘You should not eat.’

 (71) ale-a loyo-re sio khoja raen
 we-GEN paddy.field-LOC plowing begin should
 ‘We (GEN.) should start plowing our paddy field.’

-tuka is attached to a verbal root and denotes completion of an action:

 (72) ini inku heju mente kaji-tuka-e
 he they come QUOT say-CMPLT-3SG

 ‘He has told them to come.’

-reta forms a causative verb (Hasada -rika):

 (73) paisa uu-reta-ku-i-
 money bring-CAUS-OBJ.3PL-IND-1SG

 ‘I make some people withdraw money.’

-hata denotes a continuative action:

 (74) kea-hata-ku-am
 call-CONT-OBJ.3PL-IMP.2SG

 ‘You please keep calling them.’

khoja ‘start …ing’ < Sadani khoj- “try, search”: (71) ale-a loyo-re sio khoja raen
‘(We) should start plowing our paddy field.’

cahao ‘would like to’ < Indo-Aryan cah- ‘want’:

 (75) am citi pia idi cahao-am
 you how.many bread take want-2SG

 ‘How many pieces of roti (bread) would you like to take?’

 duk- ‘begin, start’

 (76) inku hoo naha ge mai jom duk-akan-a-ko
 those person now EMPH foot eat begin-PF-IND-3PL

 ‘They have just started eating.’

3.3 Expressives

Echo-word construction, which is common in neighboring Indo-Aryan languages and 
in the Dravidian languages Kurux and Malto, is found in a few expressions such as 
mai ui ‘food and the like’ (mai ‘food’), sabji-ubji ‘vegetables and the like’ (sabji 
 ‘vegetable’), jaldi paldi ‘quickly’ (< Hindi jaldi). Forming reduplicants with u is not 
unknown in other Kherwarian languages, such as Naguri Mundari pia ua ‘bread and 
the like’ (pia ‘roti bread’).

4 SYNTAX

4.1 Simple sentence

The following are examples of equative sentences:

 (77) nia bahut u�ca daru tan-a
 this very tall tree be-INAN

 ‘This is a very tall tree.’
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 (78) ini ram tan-i
 he Ram be-3SG.AN

 ‘He is Ram.’

 (79) bugi ge men-i-a
 fine EMPH exist-1SG-IND

 ‘I am fine.’23

Yes–no questions can be introduced by a question marker iciam, which is not 
 obligatory.

 (80) iciam apu-m bajar se-en-a-e
 QM father-2SG market go-PST-IND-3SG

 ‘Did your father go to the market?’

 (81) ni am-a pustak tan-a
 this you-GEN book be-IND.INAN

 ‘Is this book yours?’

A possessive relationship is expressed by verbs of existence, with the possessor in the 
genitive or sometimes in the dative/accusative case in -ke.

 (82) du bea tin bei (kuri-hon) a-a mena-ku-a
 two son  three daughter I-GEN exist-3PL-IND

 ‘I have two sons and three daughters.’

 (83) ini-ra miyad kuri-hon mena-i-a
 he-GEN one daughter exist-3SG.AN-IND

 ‘He has a daughter.’

 (84) a-a bahut kami mena- = a-ke bahut kami hen-a
 I-GEN much work exist-IND.INAN I-ACC exist-IND.INAN

 ‘I have a lot of work.’

 (85) a-a du kitab hen-a, kalam do kaa-le
 I-GEN two book exist-IND.INAN pen FOC NEG.COP-3SG

 ‘I have two books, but I don’t have a pen.’

4.2 Complex sentence

A main clause seems to come first in a complex sentence.

 (86) am bhula-en-a-m, aandi cito hoi-a (seki)
 you forget-PST-IND-2SG wedding when be-IND COMP

 ‘Did you forget when the wedding will take place?’

 (87) ram-ke kaji-m mia cihi 
 Ram-ACC say-IMP.2SG one letter

 likha-e-khae (See section 3.2.3 for likha-e-khae)
 write-OBJ-REDPL

 ‘Tell Ram to write a letter (lit. that he should write one letter).’
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4.2.1 Coordination

Coordinate conjunctions used in Kera Mundari are oo() ‘and further’, ar ‘and’ 
and baki ‘but’ (< Urdu):

 (88) ini piyakar hin-i-a baki bes hoo hin-i-a
 he drunkard be-3SG.AN-IND but good person be-3SG.AN-IND

 ‘He is a drunkard, but he is a good person.’

Converbs in -kotor or -koto are more common for clauses with temporal sequence:

 (89) ina kahani-ke ayum kotor bahut khus-le-n-a-
 that story-ACC hear CV much be.happy-ANT-ITR-IND-1SG

 ‘I heard that story and became happy.’ (Hasada ayum-ked-ci)

 (90) a-ke bin kaji kotor ge ini se-en-a-e
 I-ACC without talk CV EMPH she go-PST-IND-3SG

 ‘She went without talking to me.’

4.2.2 Complement clauses

We could not collect enough examples of complement clauses to draw any general rule. 
Kera Mundari uses seki to introduce a complement clause, for example, (86) am bhula-
en-a-m, aandi cito hoi-a seki ‘Did you forget when the wedding will take place?’

4.2.3 Relative-type clauses

In Hasada Mundari, relative clauses are made with interrogative pronouns such as okoe 
‘who’, and are placed after main clauses. In Kera Mundari, on the other hand, relative 
clauses are placed first, and demonstrative pronouns are used instead of interrogatives:

 (91) ini korahon hola susun-ke-n-a ini
 this boy yesterday dance-PST-ITR-IND he
 ‘He is the boy who danced yesterday.’

 (92) ini hoo hola hec-le-n-a-e cinha-e-a-m
 that person yesterday come-ANT-ITR-IND-3SG know-OBJ-IND-2SG

 ‘Do you know the man who came yesterday?’ (Hasada hola hiju-le-n hoo)

 (93) ini laki bare jagar-ke-n-a-le ini laki ka-e hej-kan-a-e
 that girl about talk-PST-ITR-IND-1PL that girl not-3SG come-CONT-
 IND-3SG

 ‘That girl whom we were talking about has not come.’24

Kurux (Grignard 1924:288, 292) and Malto (Droese 1884:40f.) have a similar relative 
construction, in addition to the one with interrogative pronouns, for example,

 (94) Kurux (Grignard)
 endr is as-im malk-as okk-ar
 QM this.MASC.SG that.MASC.SG-EMPH NEG.COP-MASC.3SG sit.CV

 tembalagyas as
 beg.PST.PROG.MASC.3SG that.MASC.SG

 ‘Is not this the man who used to sit and beg for alms?’

Indo-Aryan relative pronouns are also used.
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Another element found in complex clause structures in Kera Mundari is jesan: ‘as, 
like’ (used here as a postposition):

 (95) a am-a jesan jaldi-jaldi nir ka- dai-
 I you-GEN like fast run not-1SG can-1SG

 ‘I cannot run as fast as you do.’

jab: relative adverb, ‘when’:

 (96) jab a japan seera-e- cihi ge likhao-i-
 when I Japan arrive-IND-1SG letter EMPH write-IND-1SG

 ‘When I arrive in Japan, I will write a letter.’

4.2.4 Subordinate clauses

In Hasada Mundari, participial forms followed by the locative case suffix -re, 
optionally marked by the topic marker do, function as adverbial clauses of time 
and condition, for example, jagar-ken-re-do ‘while I was talking’. In Kera Mundari, 
where simple coordination is preferred to a participial construction, clauses usually 
contain a finite verb.

Temporal clause:

 (97) sigi uguc-ka ina-ra bad-re bahar alo sen-am
 sun sink-PRF that-GEN after-LOC outside don’t go-IMP.2SG

 ‘Don’t go out after the sun has set.’

 (98) seta hui-a hulaleke bagi-tuka-m
 morning become-IND before leave-CMPLT-2SG

 ‘Leave before dawn.’

 (99) abu jagar-ke-n-a-bu du ini hej-en-a-e (Hasada jagar-ken-re-do)
 we.INCL talk-PST-ITR-IND-1PL FOC he come-PST-IND-3SG

 ‘He came while we were talking.’

Conditional clause:

(100) agar a sari-ker-a- ki am oa-re dahin-a
 if  I know-PST-IND-1SG that you house-LOC be-IND

 am-ta- pia pako-a-m-i- huna
 you-for-1SG bread cook-BEN-2SG-IND-1SG would.have …
 ‘If  I knew you would be home, I would have baked roti (bread) for you.’

Equivalents of English clauses with ‘so that’ (Hindi jisse) are hard to find in Kera 
Mundari, but the following sentences are close in meaning:

(101) aste aste jagar-me a samjhao sakabe
 slowly slowly talk-IMP.2SG I understand will.be.able (I-A)
 ‘Please speak slowly so that I can understand.’ (Hasada bujao-leka)

(102) egen du-en-a-e mai jom-e-a-e
 mother sit-PST-IND-3SG food eat-OBJ-IND-3SG

 ‘Mother sat down (so that) she will (be able to) eat.’
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5 SEMANTICS/DISCOURSE

Some verbs, like jom ‘eat’, are repeated, as in jom jom samapt-ker-a-e ‘He has  finished 
eating.’ The first one in such repetitions seems to be a cognate object, like English 
dream a dream.

(103) dura-ra samne-re tigu alo tigu-n-am (~57)
 door-GEN proximity-LOC stand don’t stand-ITR-IMP.2SG

 ‘Don’t stand near the door (at all).’

(104) jagar alo jagar-am
 talk don’t talk-IMP.2SG

 ‘Don’t talk (and keep silent).’

6 LEXICON

The present authors have not conducted any systematic study of Kera Mundari 
lexicon except the list of 272 words in Kobayashi et al. (2003), but according to 
our limited research, Kera Mundari lexicon consists of a Mundari core vocabu-
lary and a part which is common with Santali, such as Kera Mundari and Santali 
rama ‘nail’ vs. other Mundari dialects sarsar. Borrowing from Indo-Aryan languages 
like Sadani is more extensive than any of the other Mundari dialects. There are 
also compounds of Indo-Aryan and Munda words, like deota boga ‘god’, parab 
buru ‘festival’ (section 3.11, Kobayashi et al. 2003:357). Although Kera Mundari 
speakers identify themselves ethnically as Oraons, we found very few cases of Kurux 
words left in their language. Two possible examples are

Hasada mera ‘rice boiled for fermenting’ : Kera jagu ‘id.’ : Kurux jagu ‘id.’, 
Malto jagu ‘boiled rice’,
Hasada sikii ‘mosquito’: Kera bhusui ‘id.’ : Kurux bhu�si ‘id.’

7 BRIEF ANALYZED TEXT

This is a spontaneous narrative about wedding and the first Sarhul festival after 
marriage, told by Ms Birsi Minj of Hatma, our main consultant.

  (i) baplao-a-le aandi-u-a-le.
marry-IND-1PL wedding-VBLZ-IND-1PL

‘We conduct a wedding.’

  (ii) aandi-ra bad-re pai ae-kotor sunum sindri-u-a-le.
 wedding-GEN after-LOC mat spread-CV oil vermilion-VBLZ-IND-1PL

 mai khiao-a-le
 meal feed-IND-1PL

  ‘After the wedding we spread a mat and apply oil and sindur [on it]. [Then] 
we give meal.’

 (iii) tab se-le ina-ra bad-re booj -ili nu-a-le.
 then from-1PL this-GEN after-LOC rice.beer-rice.beer drink-IND-1PL

  ‘Then after that we drink rice beer.’
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  (iv) neka nia-ke nia-ke sag-a-le, dura-e-a-le.
 this way this one-ACC this one-ACC hold-IND-1PL sing-OBJ-IND-1PL

 jom-e-a-le enej-a-le, susun-a-le.
 eat-OBJ-IND-1PL dance-IND-1PL dance-IND-1PL

 ‘This way we hold this and that person, sing, eat, dance and dance.’

  (v) cilka nu-e-a-ko cilka jom-e-a-ko lel-e-a-m.
 how drink-OBJ-IND-3PL how eat-OBJ-IND-3PL see-OBJ-IND-2SG

 ‘You see how they drink, how they eat?’

  (The new couple is invited to the first Sarhul of the bride’s village after their 
 marriage.)

  (vi) sarhul-re pahan-ke da duli-a-le.
 Sarhul-LOC Pahan-ACC water pour-IND-1PL

 ‘At Sarhul, we pour water on the Pahan priest.’

 (vii) pahan dub-kan-ge-a iya-re, akhara-re sarna-re.
 Pahan sit-CONT-EMPH-IND somewhere-LOC Akhara-LOC Sarna-LOC

 ‘Pahan sits somewhere, Akhara or Sarna.’

  (viii) to ini-ke sunum idi-di mid loa da idi-koto
 then he-ACC oil take-REDPL one metal.cup water bring-CV

 sen-a-le.
 go-IND-1PL

 ‘Then we go after taking oil and one metal cup of water.’

  (ix) da dul-koto bad-re ini-ke tir dhanu sa-e-a-ko.25

 water pour-CV after-LOC he-ACC arrow bow hold-OBJ-IND-3PL

 ‘After they pour water on the Pahan, they hand over bow and arrow to him.’

  (x) akhaa-re ghumao-e-a-ko.
 Akhara-LOC walk.around-OBJ-IND-3PL

 ‘They walk around in the Akhara.’

  (xi) tab ini dusra hulai oo hej-a ini.
 then he other day again come-IND he
 ‘Then he (the Pahan) comes again on another day.’

 (xii) baha khosao hej-a-e.
 flower put.on.the.back.of.the.ear come-IND-3SG

 ‘He comes to put the Sal flower on the back of (our) ear.’

  (xiii) nawa haa ar mid haa baha dahin-a.
 new winnow and one winnow flower be-IND

 ‘There are a new winnow and a winnowful of flowers.’

  (xiv) ini-ke apan oa idi-a-ku.
 he-ACC self  house take-IND-3PL

 ‘The villagers take him to his own house.’

  (xv) oo ini hej-a-e dosar hulai.
 and he come-IND-3SG second day
 ‘And he comes on the next day.’
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 (xvi) ini oo baha dura dura khosao-e-a,
 he more flower door door put-OBJ-IND

 ‘He puts more flowers on every door.’

 (xvii) ini-ke ek rupia eh rupia kaca em-a-i-a.
 he-ACC one rupee one.and.half  rupee money give-DAT-OBJ.3SG-IND

 ‘To him (they) give one rupee or one and a half  rupees.’

(xviii) oo sim puja-e-a-ko.
 and chicken sacrifice-OBJ-IND-3PL

 ‘And they sacrifice a chicken.’

 (xix) tab ina ge niti mara mara sim puja-e-a-ko.
 then this EMPH extent big big chicken sacrifice-OBJ-IND-3PL

 ‘They sacrifice a very big chicken like this.’

  (xx) inku-ke rag lagao-ku-a-le.
 they-ACC color put-OBJ.3PL-IND-1PL

 ‘We put color (with soil) on them (=the bridegrooms).’

 (xxi) ina-ra bad-re inku-ke saikil em-ku-m gai
 that-GEN after-LOC they-ACC bicycle give-OBJ.3PL-2SG car

 em-ku-m.
 give-OBJ.3PL-2SG

 ‘After that give them bicycles (and) cars.’

 (xxii) ini nawa dulhai hej-kan-a-e kano.
 this.one new bridegroom come-CONT-IND-3SG no
 ‘The new bridegroom is visiting, isn’t he?’

(xxiii) ini-ke am jobhi khusi hen-a jobhi em-ku-m.
 he-ACC you whatever happiness be-IND that.much give-OBJ.3PL-2SG

  ‘To him (lit. them) you give as much as you are happy [having a new son-in-law].’

(xxiv) ar du roj-ra bad-re bida-ku-a.
 and two day-GEN after-LOC see.off-OBJ.3PL-IND

 ‘And after two days they see them off.’

The following is a well-known story from Aesop’s Fables, kachua ar khargos kahani 
‘the story of the tortoise and the hare’, told by Ms Pushpa Kacchap of Doranda in 
a flowing narrative style.

  (i) ek ho kachua oo khargos dahin-kan-a-kin.
 one CLSSFR tortoise and hare be-CONT-IND-3DL

 ‘There was a tortoise and a hare.’

  (ii) in-kin apas-re bahut lahao-kan-a-kin.
 they-DL self-LOC much fight-CONT-IND-3DL

 ‘Between themselves they were fighting a lot.’

 (iii) ke a bese am-a se bese nir dai- kahi-ke-le.
 COMP I well you-GEN from well run can-1SG say-PST-3SG

 ‘Saying “I can run faster (lit. better) than you.”’
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 (iv) ke to khargos kaji-re-a, dol, tab ala.
 COMP then hare say-NPST-IND26 INTERJ then we.INCL

 res lagao-e-a-la
 race conduct-OBJ-IND-1DL.INCL.
 ‘Then the hare says “Come on, then let us do a race.”’

  (v) to kachua kaji-ra-e, hik hen-a.
 then tortoise say-PROG-3SG good be-3SG.INAN

 ‘Then the tortoise says “Okay”.’

 (vi) dol, tab ek jagah inkin jagah-kin nicit-le-a-kin,
 INTERJ then one place they-DL place-3DL fix-ANT-IND-3DL

 ‘Okay, then, they fixed one place’,

  (vii) oo dau lagao-e-a-kin.
 and run set.to-OBJ-IND-3DL

 ‘And they set themselves to race.’

 (viii) in-kin dau suru-e-a-kin ek jaga se.
 3.DL run begin-OBJ-IND-3DL one place from
 ‘They start running from one place.’

 (ix) to khargos, ea, jor se nir-a-e.
 then hare INTERJ power with run-IND-3SG

 ‘Then the hare, well, he runs powerfully.’

  (x) hã, oo kachua, na, dhire dhire regao-lo se-en-a-e.
 INTERJ and tortoise INTERJ slowly walk-with go-PST-IND-3SG

 ‘Well, and the tortoise went walking slowly.’

 (xi) to khargos socao-ra-e.
 then hare think-PROG-3SG

 ‘Then the hare is thinking.’

  (xii) dola kachua to her doya-re hin-ia.
 INTERJ tortoise FOC very far.back-LOC be-3SG.IND

 ‘Look, tortoise is very far back.’

 (xiii) se a tanisun aram-le- kahi-ke-le.
 so I a.little rest-ANT-1SG say-PST-3SG

 ‘He said “So, I first take a little rest.” ’

 (xiv) ek ho daru-ra lata(r)-re gitic-ka-e.
 one CLSSFR tree-GEN below-LOC lie.down-PF-3SG

 ‘He has lain down under a tree.’

  (xv) to ini gitic-ka-e ki ini duum-ka-e.
 then he lie.down-PF-3SG COMP he sleep-PF-3SG

 ‘Then he has lain down and then fell asleep.’

 (xvi) itna duum-ka-e, ki khargos kachua ayur-ka-e.
 so sleep-PF-3SG COMP hare tortoise pass-PF-3SG

 ‘He has slept so soundly that the tortoise has passed the hare.’
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 (xvii) oo khargos acanak ini-ra duum khulao-a to
 and hare suddenly he-GEN sleep cause.to.open-IND then

 lel-e-a.
 see-OBJ-IND

 ‘And the hare suddenly wakes from the sleep and then sees him.’

(xviii) are kachua do here dur sen-en-a-e.
 INTERJ tortoise FOC very far go-PST-IND-3SG

 ‘Oh! the tortoise has gone very far.’

 (xix) a do neta ge hin-a-.
 I FOC here EMPH be-IND-1SG

 ‘I am only here.’

  (xx) to acanak birid-a,
 then suddenly stand-IND

 ‘Then suddenly he gets up.’

 (xxi) ekdam nir-lo sen-o,
 at once run-with go-RFLXV

 ‘At once he goes running.’

 (xxii) to lel-e-a to kachua enta sida-re gen.
 then see-OBJ-IND then tortoise there first-LOC EMPH

 teba-kan-ge-a-e
 arrive-CONT-EMPH-IND-3SG

 ‘Then he sees the tortoise has arrived there first.’

NOTES

  *  We wish to thank our Kera Mundari consultants, Ms Birsi Minj, Ms Pushpa Kacchap, 
Ms Vina Kacchap, Ms Asha Tirkey and Ms Vinita Kacchap, Naguri, Tamaria, and 
Hasada Mundari consultants Ms Louni Kandulna, Mr Bisheshwar Munda, and 
Mr Birendra Soy. We thank Dr Ram Dayal Munda and Dr Toshiki Osada for their 
advice on Mundari in general, Dr Gregory D.S. Anderson for encouraging us to 
work on Kera Mundari and for giving us illuminating suggestions on the drafts of 
this paper, and Dr John Peterson for reading the  nal draft of this paper and giving 
us many invaluable comments. This research was conducted under the auspices 
of the Grant-in-aid (No. 14710379) of the Japanese government. The recordings 
of Kera Mundari we made in our  eldwork are available at http://www.hakuoh.
ac.jp/~masatok, accessed on 29 October 2007.

 1 Roy (1912[1995:77]).
 2  As is often the case with Oraon folklore, the Mundas have a similar legend. See Roy 

(1912[1995:64]). See Peterson’s article in the present volume for a Kharia version of 
this story.

 3  A few non-Oraons living in Oraon villages may speak Kera Mundari, but it is 
primarily an ethnic dialect and there are no Munda villages we know of where Kera 
Mundari is used.

 4  If Kera Mundari came to share some common features with Santali (section 1.4) 
through contact with the Santals, it must have been spoken when they still lived in 

http://www.hakuoh.ac.jp/~masatok
http://www.hakuoh.ac.jp/~masatok
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their original homeland, the present-day Hazaribagh District, which adjoins Ranchi 
District to its south.

 5 Roy (1915:30).
 6  These two groups of the Oraons share the same totemic system, and marriage between 

them is also considered to be acceptable. Cf. the case of Gutob and Konekor Gadabas 
in Grif  ths’s article in the present volume.

 7 Hoffmann, EM 8, p. 2294, s.v. kera-Munda.
 8  The reason why we compare Kera with Hasada is that the latter is the best described 

dialect. Hasada is also a dialect least in  uenced by neighboring Indo-Aryan 
languages, although not necessarily the most conservative, and makes a good contrast 
with Kera Mundari.

 9  In Kherwarian languages, dialects often share common words and phonological 
features across language boundaries. See Kobayashi et al. (2003:341ff.)

10  For possible Proto-Munda origin of the minimal word length of two morae, see 
Anderson and Zide (2002).

11  According to Anderson (personal communication), fronting before // is also found 
in Mayurbhanj Ho.

12  This verb is pronounced /sag/ and not /sab/ in careful speech (e.g. in Text A, 4). See 
Osada (1992:29) for the complementary distribution of /g/ and //.

13  Actually, one of our consultants said -kia in careful speech, but as she inserted // in 
other morpheme boundaries as well, we interpret that the // here is a  non-etymological 
morpheme separator.

14 Cf. the temporal suf  x -to in Santali, for example, nito ‘now’.
15  See section 3.2.3 for a possible case of a direct object marker coming before a tense 

suf  x.
16  Double subject marking is found in a few other Kherwarian languages/dialects such 

as Mayurbhanj Ho (Anderson, this volume), cf. example 7 in Section 3.1.9. 
17  A few other Kherwarian languages such as Hazaribagh Korwa also mark only primary 

objects in their verbal forms (Anderson 2007).
18  According to Anderson (2007), -e is found as a future marker in Bhumij, some 

Ho varieties, and in some South Munda languages such as Kharia, Juang or Gta/
Didey as well. The -e- in example (36) might also be an object marker referring to 
dau ‘running’.

19  In examples (37) to (40), ‘perfect’ might better describe the meaning of 
-kan-/-akan-.

20  In the pronunciation of one of our consultants, this form sounds more like sakukoe. 
Singular and plural object forms are freely used to denote an object in the dual 
number (section 3.2.2). Another possibility John Peterson suggested (personal 
communication) is that -ka comes from past suf  x -ke and indicative marker -a, so 
sakukae is analyzed sa-ku-k-a-e catch-OBJ.3PL-PST-IND-3SG.

21  There is at least one case of free-form reduplication, jom jom ‘meal’ from the verb 
jom ‘eat’.

22 Probably a calque of Hindi sone ja raha hai.
23  One consultant also said kami hena--a work be-1SG-IND ‘I have work (to do)’ 

in spontaneous speech. This sentence is yet to be cross-checked with other 
speakers.

24  In other dialects of Mundari, a speaker of the Tamaria dialect judged these sentences 
to be understandable, and made the following sentence, in which a demonstrative 
pronoun is used but the relative clause comes after the main clause: Tamaria Mundari 
en kuri ke lil-i-pe ini dura-tan-a this girl ACC see-OBJ.3SG.AN-2PL she sing-PROG-IND 
‘Look at the girl who is singing.’

25 Or saga-e-a-ko.
26 -re-a is probably the same as the non-past suf  x -e-a (section 4.3).
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CHAPTER FIVE

HO AND THE OTHER 
KHERWARIAN LANGUAGES
Gregory D.S. Anderson, Toshiki Osada, and K. David Harrison

1 INTRODUCTION

Strictly speaking, we have no consensus which ‘languages’ are to be considered 
Kherwarian. The Kherwarian language continuum consists of, according to Norman 
Zide and his mid-1960s Munda languages project group at the University of Chicago, 
Asuri, Bhumij, Birhor, Ho, Korwa, Mundari, Santali, and Turi. According to the 
most recent edition of the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005), Kherwarian has 12 languages; 
that is, Asuri, Birhor, Koda, Ho, Korwa, Mundari, Mahli, Santali, Turi, Agariya, 
Bijori (Binjhia, Birjia), and Koraku. The International Encyclopedia of Linguistics 
(Bright 1991) follows their classification, in which, Bhumij is not considered a 
 separate language, but rather a dialect of Mundari, whereas Agariya, Mahli, Koda, 
and Koraku are considered to be separate languages.

The language/ethnolect distinction in India in general is complex and in the case 
of the Kherwarian varieties, particularly so. Many factors contribute to this: Some 
language designations are questionable because of the confusion of ethnic or jati1 
names with language names. For example, ‘Mahli’ denotes a socially distinct and 
endogamous group among the Santal people, whose language appears to be the same 
as the Santali language. Further, the Asur, Agariya, and Birjia are three subtribal 
distinctions of one tribe, the Asuri. Binjhia or Birjia in its normal understanding 
(there may be others) does not appear to belong to the Munda language family 
at all, but rather to the Indo-Aryan languages according to Prasad (1961:314). 
Moreover, the description of the Koda language has been done only by Konow 
(1904) in Linguistic Survey of India (henceforth LSI). Munda (1968:10) demon-
strated that Kodas ‘speak the dialect of the neighboring tribe, thus the Kodas of 
Burdwan and Bankura speak Santali and Bengali and those of Madhya Pradesh 
speak Kurukh’. As far as Koraku is concerned, Barker (n.d.:3) points out: ‘The ear-
lier writers did not draw a distinction between Koraku and Korowa, lumping them 
together as “Korwa”. Koraku is  spoken in southern Mirzapur, southwestern Bihar, 
and northern Surguja, and is more closely related to Santali. Korowa is spoken in 
southern Surguja, Jashpur, parts of Raigarh, and so on. These two groups must be 
carefully separated on the basis of mutual unintelligibility, for, though the phone-
mic systems are almost identical, the morphology and vocabulary vary.’ Although 
this first-hand information should be respected, to our dismay we do not have a 
proper description of Koraku so far. At the moment we exclude the Koraku lan-
guage from the Kherwarian languages here but further work on Koraku is urgently 
required.2 As a whole, it can be said that an understanding of the actual number of 
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distinct Kherwarian speech varieties that exist, whether judging on formal linguistic 
or  ethnolinguistic/sociolinguistic criteria, remains in its infancy.

The designation Kherwari or Kharwari is used to denote the common stock from 
which the Santals, the Mundas, the Hos, and so on have sprung, as the Santal myths 
tell us. Since Sten Konow adopted this term in the LSI, we use it for this language 
group. Descriptions of Santali (Ghosh), Mundari (Osada), and a special variety 
of Mundari used by a (former) Kurukh population (Kobayashi and Murmu) have 
been given elsewhere in this book. In this chapter we describe the lesser known 
‘major’ Kherwarian language, Ho, and several other ‘minor’ Kherwarian languages 
(Bhumij, Asuri, Turi, Korwa, and Birhor).

1.1 Ho

Ho speakers are mainly located in the East Singhbhum district of Jharkhand and the 
Mayurbhanj and Keonjhar districts of Orissa. According to the Census of India, the 
number of speakers of Ho is as follows: 949,216 in 1991; 802,434 in 1981; 648,066 in 
1961; 599,876 in 1951; and 383,126 reported in LSI. The most recent figure is from 
the Ethnologue.

The designation of Ho is derived from ho ‘human’ in the Ho language. From a 
 linguistic point of view, Ho is quite close to Mundari, although the Mayurbhanj 
variety that forms the basis of this description is less similar both lexically and struc-
turally to Mundari than the Ho of Jharkhand. While linguistically quite close, the 
ethnic identity of Ho speakers is, however, quite different from that of Mundari 
speakers. Similar arguments can be made for many of the other languages, for 
 example, Bhumij or Birhor, Turi, or Asuri.

The Ho call their language ho basa and ho haam, but ho kaji is more general. 
It is in the Mundari-type set of Kherwarian speech varieties. Ho has been written 
in Romanized transcription, Hindi-based Devanagari, Oriya script and the indig-
enous Warang Chiti script, devised by the Ho pandit Lako Bodra in the early 1950s 
(Pinnow 1972, Zide 1996, 2000). Though a standard orthography for Ho has not 
been fully institutionalized, there are considerable efforts among the Ho  intelligentsia 
of Mayurbhanj, Orissa to promote the Warang Chiti script in educational mate-
rials and publications. The authors have been working closely with both the Ho 
 community in Orissa and the Unicode consortium over the past couple of years to 
help codify and encode the Ho script for computational and Internet purposes (see 
section 8 and Harrison and Anderson 2007).

1.2 Bhumij

Bhumij speakers are spread across the state of Jharkhand and Mayurbhanj  district, 
Orissa. According to the Census of India, the number of speakers is as follows: 
46,680 in 1981; 131,258 in 1961; 101,938 in 1951; 108,230 in 1941 and 79,078 
recorded in LSI. According to the Census reports, the number of speakers is in 
decline. As Indian Census statistics reflect ethnolinguistic identity not actual lin-
guistic competence, so as with most other Munda languages, in particular the minor 
ones, it is impossible to know how accurately these Census numbers reflect reality. 
One Bhumij speaker from Mayurbhanj estimated that there were 50,000 Bhumij 
speakers in 2005.
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As with all Kherwarian languages, whether Bhumij or any of the other minor 
Kherwarian languages discussed here (or even Santali and Mundari for that 
 matter) constitute separate languages in a linguistic sense is debatable. In terms of 
 ethnolinguistic identity they are all distinct groups and that is the only criteria that 
can be meaningfully applied. Relatively minor lexical, phonological, or structural/ 
morphosyntactic differences are attested between any two groups or between 
 ‘dialects’ (or even individual speakers) of a given (set of) Kherwarian language[s] 
(e.g. between Mayubhanj and Chaibasa varieties of Ho). We cite Munda’s (1968:33) 
comment here:

One can conclude by saying that Bhumij is a name of a Munda tribe and not 
of a Munda language. The Bhumij speakers are speakers of a more or less 
Latar (=Tamaria) dialect of Mundari with a heavy borrowing from the local 
dialects of Indo-Aryan. Culturally, too, as has been pointed out earlier, they 
are the most acculturated people among the Munda-speaking peoples. As their 
 geography extends to the Santali speaking area, there can be borrowings of 
certain formal characteristics from the former language, but its overall pattern 
seems to be Mundari. 3

The acculturation process alluded to includes both socioreligious consequences as 
well as processes of language shift. Bhumij like many other minor Munda languages 
is rapidly losing speakers to local Indo-Aryan variants, for example, Sadani/Sadri 
or Oriya.

1.3 Korwa

According to the Census of India, the number of speakers is in the following: 
28,286 in 1981; 17,720 in 1961; 26,447 in 1951; 13,021 in 1941; and 20,227 in LSI. 
This number includes Kodaku/Koraku speakers. Korwa speakers have also been 
 erroneously classified as Koraku. Apart from the LSI, Philip Barker carried out field 
work among Korwa people in 1953 and K.C. Bahl of the University of Chicago did 
field work in 1962. No real linguistic publications have resulted from these and only 
minimal unpublished source materials exist.

1.4 Asuri

According to Census of India, the speaker population of Asuri was 7,703 in 1981; 
4,540 in 1961; 1,510 in 1951; 4,564 in 1941; and 19,641 in LSI. The recent figure is 
16,596 in 2001 from Ethnologue (Gordon 2005). It is impossible to say how many 
actual speakers of this fairly acculturated Munda group exist.

1.5 Birhor

Birhor is one of the most endangered languages in India. We have the following 
number for Birhor speakers in the Census of India: 5,950 in 1981; 590 in 1961; 37 in 
1951; 2,550 in 1941; and 1,234 in LSI. The Ethnologue (Gordon 2005) improbably 
reports 10,000 in 1998.

Osada has done field work among Birhor speakers in 1989 and published the 
short paper on Birhor (Osada 1993). Birhors are nomadic hunter/foragers. When 
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settled, they take on the ethnolinguistic identity of the locally dominant group. 
Such  practices further complicate the issues in assessing numbers of speakers, 
 levels of  endangerment, or actual discrete (if  any) distinctions in communalects or 
Kherwarian speech varieties.

1.6 Turi

According to the Census of India 1981, the number of Turi people is as follows: 
133,137 in Bihar (now Jharkhand); 26,443 in West Bengal; 7,374 in Orissa. This 
number is not that of actual speakers of Turi but of ethnic or caste members of 
Turi. Turi is usually considered to belong to the Santali-type end of the Kherwarian 
continuum, as is shown in the International Encyclopedia of Linguistics (Bright 1991: 
(3)16). Ram Dayal Munda has, however, pointed out the following:

The place of Turi was left undefined in Grierson’s LSI but we feel that it – along 
with Asuri, Birhor and Korwa – is now more like Mundari than Santali. In 
certain respects (e.g. in sharing the same vowels in a few items and in drop-
ping morpheme final vowels in certain forms), however, they look more like 
Santali than Mundari but they can be derived for the most part as simply from 
 Pre-Mundari. (Munda 1968:i–ii)

However, until better systematic field data are collected from a wide range of 
Kherwarian varieties and these are coherently and globally analyzed within the 
context of the ongoing comparative Munda lexical and typological databases, such 
statements need to be taken with considerable caution. Osada (1991a) has published 
Father Ponette’s field notes on Turi. Anderson and Harrison are planning a field 
expedition to locate remaining Turi speakers across Jharkhand, northern Orissa, 
and western West Bengal in the near future.

Generally the discussion in the following sections focuses on Ho and then adds 
data where relevant and available from the various other Kherwarian speech 
 varieties after the presentation of  Ho facts. Sections lacking data from these other 
varieties should be understood to mean that either there is no significant devia-
tion across these varieties with respect to the particular feature at hand from the 
perspective of  Ho, or that data of  this type is simply lacking. Where possible we 
comment on such.

2 PHONOLOGY

2.1 Vowel inventory

There is a five-vowel system for Mundari-like Kherwarian such as Ho, Bhumij, 
Asuri, Turi, Birhor, Korwa, (+Koa/Kora, Koraku/Koaku); some varieties of 
Santali have more vowels.

  (1) Front Back
High i        u
Mid   e   o 
Low     a 

Some examples demonstrating the contrasts in these basic vowels are offered in (2).
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  (2) Ho
ko ‘egret, crane’ ku ‘cough’ ka ‘crow’
bal ‘burn hole into’ bul ‘make drunk’ bil ‘spread mat’
ea  ‘throw out, get rid of’ oa ‘bathe’
lin ‘press between fingers’ len ‘press oil’
gel ‘10’ gil ‘strike with swinging fist (not straight)’
 (Deeney 1978a)

Bahl has distinguished between long and short vowels within morphemes for Korwa. 
But this description seems dubious as Norman Zide (1991:2538) has  correctly 
pointed out. Rather, it appears that syllable nuclei may be short (oral or nasalized) 
long or glottalized as in Ho; in the last mentioned case, a short echo release vowel is 
common following the glottal catch. A few minimal pairs exist but the oppositions 
(length and glottalization of syllable nuclei) are too few to speak of a system, rather 
they appear to be idiosyncratic features of particular lexemes (and gramemes) in Ho. 
Some examples of such contrasts include the following:

  (3) nae ‘after a little while’ nae ‘surely(interjection)’
ni  ‘this one’ ni ‘to open’
ne ‘this’ ne  ‘here (interjection)’
oe ‘a bird’ oe ‘to tear’
jo ‘to sweep’ jo ‘fruit’
ti ‘set fire to firewood’ ti  ‘lift, hold, carry in hand’
mui ‘small ant’ mui  ‘sink down into non-liquid’
ga� ‘side shoots of paddy’ ga ‘sew’
eto ‘teach, know’ eto[] ‘be feasible’
-re ‘in’ re  ‘to rob’ (cf. re� ‘joy of companionship’)
ko�e ‘beg[gar]’ koe ‘gulp’ ko ‘egret, crane’
he ~ he ‘pluck whole leaf’ he�  ‘chaff’    he�  ‘a swallow’
ram ‘brushwood/thorny branches used to protect tree or shut a path’
ram ‘having salty taste’ (Deeney 1978a)

Diphthongs are found in a number of common stems in Ho:

  (4) hau ‘a red ant’ paii ‘work’
goe ‘wilt’  goe ‘kill’ (cf. gojo ‘die’, goeen ‘commit suicide’) 

(Deeney 1978a)

What are considered ‘poetic’ forms or variants in Ho often reflect older  pronunciations 
when compared with other Kherwarian languages (e.g. Mundari). Thus, some long 
vowels in Ho are produced by the loss of Proto-Kherwarian * (including also the 
autoethnoym ho < *hoo).

  (5) raa = ra  ‘untie’ rae = rae ‘cool something off’ (Deeney 1978a)

There is conditioned but only semi-regular vocalic variation in certain words in 
 different Ho-speaking regions, such that it may be possible to speak of a Northern 
(Jharkand) and Southern (Mayurbhanj, Orissa [=M(ayurbhanj) H(o)]) dialect. This 
variation includes harmonic and assimilative variants. For example, some original 
i-forms become u when u follows in the next syllable (i.e. a kind of leftward spread 
of roundness) while an a following certain high vowels (any i sounds and some 
u sounds) fronts to e in Mayurbhanj (Orissa) Ho.
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  (6) MH
cilike = cilika
miyu ~ muyu ‘calf ’
mue[]  = mua ‘nose’ (Deeney 1978a, Field Notes, KCN)

2.2 Suprasegmental phenomena (tone, register)

Vowels can be nasalized in Ho and Bhumiij in the same circumstance as is shown 
in the chapter on Mundari (Chapter 3). Some morphemes are inherently nasalized, 
for example, the first vowel in ra �sa ‘happy’ (KCN, Ho of Orissa). As for allophones, 
the vowel /a/ is realized as [] and [] after a syllable with a high vowel /i/ or /u/. 
The stop consonants /b/, //, and /g/ are realized as checked consonants; that is, 
unreleased and preglottalized [b] and [], and as the glottal stop [] respectively in 
 morpheme-final position.

As already briefly alluded to above within the domain of single lexemes, harmonic 
alternation of vowels in affixes (and in at least one case, possibly stems as well) is 
also found in Mayurbhanj Ho. Here stems with i and some with u (i.e. most high 
vowel stems) require front-vocalism affixes for certain suffixes (for certain speakers 
at certain times or when using certain registers or communalects). One such affix is 
the progressive/present in -tan- ~ -ten-. Compare the two sentences in (7i, 7ii) which 
were uttered in sequence.

  (7) (a) cimi ho-ko kaji-ten-e 
how.many Ho-PL speak-PROG-FIN

‘how many Ho speak (their language)?’ [KCN]
(b) cimi ho-ko jagar-tan-a

how.many Ho-PL speak-PROG-FIN

‘How many Ho speak (their language)?’ [KCN]

This ‘harmony’ can take place with intervening consonants, so there need not be a 
vowel directly preceding the affix to trigger the alternation.

  (8) (a) aca okoe=m tayi-ten-e
so where=2 stay-PROG-FIN

‘so where do you stay?’ [KCN]
(b) i jaypura-a tayi-n-ten-i

I Jaypur-GEN stay-RFLXV-PROG-FIN:1
‘I live in Jaypur.’ [DH]

As alluded to above, not only do -i-stems trigger this alternation but certain stems 
with u-vocalism as well. Why this is the case remains a subject for future research.

  (9) (a) jilike=pe huju-ye-n-e
how=2PL come-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘How did you come (here)?’ [KCN] 31:30
(b) ale-do bas-te=le huju-ye-n-e

we.PL.EX-EMPH bus-ABL=1PL.EX come-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘We came by bus.’ [KCN] 0:03

Another affix that shows this alternation is the first dual inclusive subject marker, 
=la/=le. If  it attaches to the word preceding the verb in the following spontaneous 
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utterances with a-vocalism, then the vowel is -a- but when it attaches to the ‘front’ 
stem n/u[e] it is realized as -e-

 (10) (a) ca ka=la uy-e
tea NEG=1DL drink:3-IMP tea
‘Let’s not drink the tea.’ [DH]

(b) ca ue=le  
tea drink:3:IMP=1DL

‘Let’s drink the tea.’ [KCN]
(c) ca=la uy-e

tea=1DL drink:3-IMP

‘Let’s drink the tea.’ [KCN]

2.3 Consonant inventory

The consonant system of Ho is straightforward and typical of Kherwarian Munda 
languages. Perhaps 22 phonemes are to be distinguished. The phonemic status of  
is dubious as is the opposition of  and .

 (11)  Labial Dental Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal
Obstruents: 
Voiceless p t  c k 
Voiced b d  j g
Fricatives  s    h
Nasals m n [ ] < >
Flaps   r  
Lateral  l
Glides w   y

Note: [ ] marginal, allophonic, < > perhaps one segment underlyingly

Examples of words/minimal pairs showing some of these phonemic oppositions in 
Ho include

 (12) ba-re ‘outside’ bale ‘young’ 
munu  ‘beginning’ mulu ‘new moon’
muka ‘settlement’ muga ‘coral’
bo ‘head’ mo ‘to swell’
bir ‘forest, jungle’ bi ‘a snake’
bi  ‘to put in the ground’ bil ‘to spread’ (e.g. a bed or table)  
bor ‘smooth to touch’ bo ‘straw rope’
cara ‘bait’ caa ‘bald’
ota ‘press down’ oa ‘open up, expose’

Among the characteristic differences seen between Chaibasa Ho which is the 
variety that has been described generally in the literature and that of  Mayurbhanj 
district, Orissa, where most of  the field data for this chapter were collected, 
includes individual speaker variation in the latter Ho variety between d : j and 
t : c. For example, ‘how do you say’ in Mayurbhanj Ho may be heard as either 
tilekepe kadiye or cilekepe kajiye, ‘how many’ can be heard as timi or cimi, 
and so on.
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 (13) (a) tileke=pe kadi-ye vs. (b) cileke=pe kaji-ye
how=2PL say-T/A:FIN   how=2PL say-T/A:FIN

‘How do you say?’   ‘How do you say?’ [KCN]

(c) cimi sirmi=m hoba-ya-n vs. (d) timi sirme
how.many year=2 happen-T/A-ITR  how.many year
‘How old are you?’ [KCN]  ‘How old.’ [KCN]

The status of  in Ho is unclear. There are sufficient numbers of contrasts to  consider 
 phonemically distinct from t, , and   (e.g. cau ‘earthen pot’ vs. cau ‘throw/fall 
into deep water’), but nevertheless in Ho dialects, there is variation between  ~ t and 
 ~  in various words, as in the following examples:

 (14) ai ~ tai  ‘remain’
pee/pee ‘pluck twig or small branch with one or both hands’
kee/kee ‘hard’

Further,  and  are in near complementary distribution in Ho, with  appearing 
after i and a small number of words with e (except in Mayurbhanj Ho where e 
arises ‘harmonically’ from a, for example, diye for diya ‘country rice liquor’) and 
appearing as  after o and a, u being found in a small number of words with both 
(and in fact perhaps the only minimal pairs), again speaking to a phonologically 
front vs. back u. Neither sound is ever found in onset position. There are a small 
number of exceptions to this general pattern including the first singular pronoun 
which for some Ho speakers is a [also ai and i] and germo ‘fleeting smile’. There 
are almost no minimal pairs except in some dialects between vocative and first sin-
gular possessed forms of certain kinship terms, for example, apu : apu ‘father’ 
and the sets a ‘I’ : a ‘dawn’ and ru ‘sensation of having limb asleep’, ru ‘to husk’ 
(cf. ru ‘poke, prod’) among a small group of others. There is also plenty of evidence 
of individual pronunciations, even in spontaneous repetitions of the same word by a 
single speaker, of  alternating with .

 (15) (a) ui=     (b) ui=
drink:3/T:A/IMP=1 drink:3T/A:IMP=1
‘I will drink mine.’ [KCN]

Some words in standard Jharkhand (Chaibasa) Ho with i have i in Mayurbhanj 
Ho: Chaibasa Ho barsi = M. H. > barsi  ‘two days’ and all ‘day’ combinations 
< sigi, for example, tisi (not tisi ‘today’). As mentioned above, there are almost 
no words in Ho that show the configurations *a and *o. The former is found only 
in certain pronunciations of the first singular pronoun ‘I’ a[i], and before phonetic 
 in a small number of words with -j- medial clusters, and the latter in the words 
germo ‘fleeting smile’ and lo.
Note also the following alternation between n and :

 (16) (a) ala ui-ten-e   (b) ala nu-tan-a
we:2 drink:3-PROG-FIN   we.2 drink-PROG-FIN

‘We 2 are drinking it.’ [KCN]   ‘We 2 are drinking.’ [KCN]

 appears to be non-phonemic as it occurs only before  medially and in the word 
dua ‘resin of sal tree used to make incense’ (albeit in a near minimal contrast 
with -n- in duna[] ‘times’ ). It seems better to treat it as an allophone of /n/ before  
(and ?) and a form that occurs in a small number of mainly loanwords.
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Individual speaker variation can be seen between y and j in intervocalic position 
in Ho. Indeed, the following two variants were uttered by a single speaker within 
seconds of each other:

 (17) (a) hobo-ya-n-a (b) hobo-ja-n-a
happen-T/A-ITR-FIN  happen-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘happened’  ‘happened’ [KCN]

(cf. Chaibasa Ho hoba-, a variant form also appearing in Mayurbhanj Ho. 
Mayurbhanj Ho hobo likely is from *hoba-o[] a form known from other 
Kherwarian varieties).

2.4 Syllable structure and phonotactics

Words and morphemes may have the following syllabic structural or CV-skeletal 
shape in Ho.

 (18) V only morphemes like -a FIN or -a- BEN

V a ‘bow’
V a ‘herbs’ i ‘excrement’
CV only morphemes -ka- MODAL or ka NEG

CV ba ‘flower’ ti ‘hand’
CVC jur ‘smooth’ (cf. jur ‘crowd around’)
CVC bi ‘snake’
VC am ‘you’
VCV ape ‘you (PL)’
CVCV bulu ‘thigh’
VCCVC enel ‘meal left overs’
CVCVC daob ‘press compactly’, mara ‘big’
CVCCVC halma ‘salt lick’, hambu ‘embrace’
CVCCCV[C] tumbrub ‘short’
CVCCV  dumbu ‘any kind of grass or weed’, dursu ‘aim (a bow)’, 

ganta ‘four-cornered basket’, gugu ‘great grand parent/
child’, ca[]a ‘bald’

CV [V] aa ‘water’
CV � he� ‘chaff’
CV � ga� ‘side shoots of paddy’ 
CV � he� ‘a swallow’

There are significant phonotactic restrictions on which of the Ho consonantal 
 phonemes may appear in which syllabic structural position, for example, in onset 
or coda position. For example, in onset position, the following consonants are not 
 permitted in Ho: *#-, *#-, *#[]   (which is non-phonemic anyway), *#w, *#, and 
*#y except in recent loans). As for coda restrictions, there is no *h# permitted, w# 
is found only minimally [possibly loans?] buaw ‘wipe out completely’) y# is rare, 
*# never occurs, (nor does *# which is non-phonemic anyway). Further, there are 
no final voiceless stops except in the word map ‘forgive[ness]’, and no -s# except in 
loanwords like biswas ‘belief ’ and asis ‘bless[ing]’ or bogsis ‘reward’.
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Metathesis is seen in certain lexical variants in Ho such as in the following sets:

 (19) lapa lapa ~ lagab-lagab ‘out of breath’
siimi ~ simii ‘bean’
maasor ‘master’

The prohibition of  syllable onset  necessitates the insertion of  a homo-organic 
stop in onset position in the first set of  metathesized forms above. Sometimes there 
is  apparent consonant alternation with metathesis in certain pairs, for example, 
k ~ r, l ~ n.

 (20) maskal ~ marsal ‘shine (of flame)’
askal ~ arsal ‘shine, moving light here and there looking for something’
rulbi ~ nurbi ‘milk-snake’

Infixation may apply to metathesized variants of this type (as below with  ~ t) 
 further obscuring the relation, as with -p- reciprocal in bepea ~ tepeba ‘meet’. Note 
that bea ‘to reach’ in Ho corresponds to teba  ‘to reach’ in Mundari.

2.5 Intonation/stress

Word-initial stress is common but the details of stress assignment remain largely 
uninvestigated.

Rising intonation in questions is also found regularly. Note that sometimes inter-
rogative forms are unmarked for finiteness but other times they are distinguished 
from corresponding declaratives only intonationally.

2.6 Morphophonology

Morphophonemic alternations in Ho remain largely undocumented, and await 
 further research. There is a limited degree of ‘vowel harmony’ or local  assimilation 
in Ho of Mayurbhanj Orissa already mentioned above. Voicing or deglottalization 
in intervocalic position is seen in the alternations of the transitive ‘past/ perfect’ 
with unexpressed or singular object vs. plural object; note the alternations 
between -ke-d/-[e]-a and -ke-//t/d-ko-a in

 (21) (a) nele-ke--a=m (b) nele-ke-/-ko-a=m
see:INAN-T/A-TR-FIN=2  see-T/A-TR-PL-FIN=2
‘Did you see (it)?’ [CMH]  ‘Did you see them?’ [CMH]

3 MORPHOLOGY

According to Deeney (1975:viii), ‘unchangeable primary roots (are those) which can 
be used for nouns, verbs, or adjectives’ in Ho. This is the same problem as we have 
seen in Mundari (Osada, this volume). As discussed in detail in Evans and Osada 
(2005), zero conversion frequently occurred in Ho as in Mundari. So we can divide 
words into classes in the following: noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, postposition, 
numeral, conjunction, interjection (vocative), particle, and expressive.
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3.1 Nominal morphology

3.1.1 Number

Nouns are divided into two classes; that is, animate and inanimate, the distinction 
being covert, realized only in terms of the concord system between subject/object and 
verb. Animate nouns refer to human beings and animals. Besides these, the follow-
ing nouns are classified into animate nouns in Ho: (1) Celestial bodies, for example, 
sigi ‘sun’, ipil ‘star’, and so on. (2) Supernatural beings, for example, boga ‘spirit’, 
si boga ‘the supreme God’, and so on. (3) Natural phenomena, for example, gama 
‘rain’, aril ‘hail’, and so on.

There are three numbers; singular, dual, and plural. Singular is unmarked while 
dual and plural are marked by -ki and -ko respectively. Dual and plural marking 
is compulsory for animate nouns but optional for inanimate nouns. For example, 
animate nouns: hon ‘a child’, hon-ki ‘two children’, and hon-ko ‘children’; inanimate 
nouns: daru ‘tree’, daru(-ki) ‘two trees’, daru(-ko) ‘trees’.

 (22) (a) esu lali ho-ko
very enough people-PL

‘quite a few people, more than enough’ [KCN]
(b) cimi ho-ko Bhubaneswar-re mena-ko

how.many person-PL Bhubaneswar-LOC COP-PL

‘How many people are there in Bhubaneswar?’ [CMH]

Sometimes the agreement rules are laxed and plural agreement is found where dual 
might be expected in Mayurbhanj Ho. This may be an idiolectal feature or a speech 
error, as forms such as these are infrequently attested.

 (23) am-a barea hon-ko mena-a=ko
you-GEN two child-PL COP-FIN=PL

‘You have two children.’ [CMH]

In Mayurbhanj Bhumij variation may be seen in the same speaker with respect to 
plural or dual number assignment with the numeral ‘two’. Note also the N Num 
order (see section 4.1), which may reflect local Indo-Aryan influence.

 (24) Bhumij
(a) kui hon barie mea=ko (b) kui hon-ki barie

girl child two COP=3PL  girl child-DL two
‘I have two daughters.’ [CMS] ‘Two daughters.’ [CMS]

3.1.2 Case

Grammatical case marking, that is, that which indicates grammatical  relations, 
for example, nominative/accusative or ergative, and so on, is not found in 
Ho. The unmarked form of  the noun thus appears in both subject and object 
 functions.

 (25) (a) ale mai=le jom-i-a (b) ale jilu jom-e-a=le
we food=1PL eat-3:T/A-FIN we meat eat-3:T/A-FIN=1PL.EX

‘We (would/used to) eat food.’ [KCN]  ‘We (do) eat meat.’ [KCN] 
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The case roles of benefactive, instrumental, locative, comitative, goal, on the other 
hand, can be expressed by a case or clitic postposition following a noun or pronoun. 
For instance, there is locative -re, benefactive -nangen ‘for’, source -ete ‘from’, instru-
mental -te ‘by’ (or general oblique) comitative -lo ‘with’.
As for the locative -re, it marks location at, in, or near a place.

 (26) (a) cimi  ho-ko Bhubaneswar-re mena-ko
how.many person-PL Bhubaneswar-LOC COP-PL

‘how many people are there in Bhubaneswar?’ [CMH]
(b) owa-re i-a ma� meiy-a

family-LOC I-GEN mother COP:3-FIN

‘I have my mother in my family.’ [DH]

In rapid speech with inanimate possessors of inanimate nouns, the possessive/ 
genitive (see below) -rea may be reduced to -re.

 (27) ape hatu-re numu cie
you.PL village-LOC name what
‘What is the name of your village?’ [KCN]
NB: Chaibasa Ho nutum ‘name’ with infixed -t- is also used in 
Mayurbhanj Ho

In Bhumij it may appear on a nominal complement of paii ‘work’ to mark one’s 
profession.

 (28) Bhumij
bilar-re- pai-[t]en-e
builder-LOC-1 work-PROG-FIN

‘I work as a builder.’ [CMS]

The multi-purpose oblique marker is -te. It may mark source, goal, instrument, and 
so on. With verbs it marks various kinds of dependent clauses (see below).

 (29) (a) abu hotel-te=bu seno-tan-a=bu
we hotel-ABL=1PL.INC go-PROG-FIN=1PL.INC

‘We are going from the hotel.’ [CMH]
(b) ale-do bas-te=le huju-ye-n-e

we.PL.EXCL-EMPH bus-ABL=1PL.EXCL come-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘We came by bus.’ [KCN]
(c) ti-te=le jom-i-a

hand-ABL=1PL.EX eat-3:t/a-FIN

‘We (would/used to) eat with our hands.’ [KCN]
(d) jilike-te=m huju-ye-n-e

how-ABL=2 come-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘How did you come (here)?’ [KCN]
(e) uao gai-te= huju-ye-n-e

airplane-ABL=1 come-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘I came by airplane.’ [KCN]

In the instrumental function, the use of the oblique marker appears to be optional, 
at least in interrogative forms.
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 (30) (a) jilike=m huju-ye-n-e (b) jilike-te=m huju-ye-n-e
how=2 come-T/A-ITR-FIN  how-ABL=2 come-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘How did you come (here)?’  ‘How did you come (here)?’ 
[KCN]  [KCN]

In addition to these case roles, the possessive/genitive can be made by adding the 
nominal suffixes -a, -rea/-ra, and -ren to a noun or pronoun. The possessive suffix -a 
demonstrates possession by an animate noun while -rea/-ra, and -ren denote 
 possession by an inanimate noun of an inanimate and animate one, respectively. 
Thus the elements encode animacy of both possessor and possessum. For instance, 
hon-a hatu ‘the village of the child’, owa-rea/-ra ba ‘the flower of the house’; 
owa-ren hon ‘a child of the house’.

 (31) (a) am-a nutum do cikana
you-GEN name EMPH what:COP:FIN

‘Your name, what is it.’ [KCN]
(b) ay-a desum ngland

3:GEN country England
‘His country is England, he is English, from England?’ [KCN]

(c) side munu-ri-a kaji
past times-LOC-GEN story
‘The story of past times.’ [KCN]

(d) i jaypur-rea tayi-n-ten-i
I Jaypur-GEN.INAN stay-RFLXV-PROG-FIN:1
‘I’m Jaypurian.’ [DH]

3.1.3 Person

A bound form or short form may be used with first and second person’s possession 
of kinship terms; for example, apu-m ‘your father’ but apu-te ‘his/her father’.

3.1.4 Definiteness

Definiteness as a category of syntactically nominal elements is not  formally defined 
per se in Ho. Within the verbal system, object agreement is generally restricted (but 
not for all speakers) to definite referents.

 (32) kadal daru mara mara sakam-ko mena-a
banana tree big big leaf-PL COP-FIN

‘Banana tree; (it) has really big leaves.’ [KCN]

3.1.5 Class/gender

As noted above, the possessive can be made by adding the nominal suffixes -a, 
-rea/-ra, and -ren to a noun or pronoun, with -a denoting possession of  an 
 animate noun, -rea/-ra and -ren denoting possession of  or by an inanimate noun. 
For instance, hon-a hatu ‘the village of  the child’, owa-rea/-ra baa ‘the flower of 
the house’; owa-ren hon ‘a child of  the house’. The demonstrative pronoun, which 
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is derived from a demonstrative base, is divided into two classes, that is, animate 
and inanimate and three forms of  numbers, that is, singular, dual, and plural.

 (33)  Animate  Inanimate
 Proximate Inter- Remote Proximate Inter- Remote
 mediate mediate 
Singular nii ini hani neya/nena ena hana
Dual ni-ki in-ki han-ki neya/nena-ki ena-ki hana-ki
Plural ne-ko en-ko han-ko neya/nena-ko ena-ko hana-ko

3.1.6 Pronouns

The personal pronouns of Ho of Chaibasa are as follows:

 (34) Personal Pronouns
 Full/free form  Short/bound form
 Singular Dual Plural Singular Dual Plural
1 (inclusive) a ala abu -/-e /-i -la -bu
   (exclusive)  ali ale  -li -le
2 am aben ape -m/-me/-em -ben -pe
3 ae aki ako -e/-i -ki -ko

The personal pronoun has two forms, that is, a free form and a bound form. The 
free or full form appears as subject or object of  sentence and head of  a postposi-
tional phrase. Full forms are used as NPs filling argument functions and may be 
omitted. The short forms are used for possession with a restricted set of  inalien-
ably  possessed noun forms (e.g. apu-m ‘your father’ but apu-te ‘his/her father’) 
and as subject or object markers in the verbs, the difference being determined by 
their structural  position within the verbal template: before the finite marker the 
short form pronominal encodes various kinds of object functions, while following 
the finite marker (or preferentially enclitic to the word immediately preceding the 
verb), it functions as a subject argument agreement marker (see sections 3.2.1 
and 3.2.2). Under certain yet-to-be determined discourse conditions, agreement 
 morphology with short form pronouns may be lacking on the verb as well (for 
more see section 3.2.1).

Possession is marked either syntactically via combination with a preposed 
 possessive form of the pronoun or by the t-series of inflection added to the noun 
(or in a Santali-esque manner in verbs as well, see section 3.2.2 for more). Examples 
of the t-series of possessives include hon-taben ‘your (dual) child’ or disum-tabu ‘our 
(inclusive) land’. The ‘postpositional’ or morphological form is to be considered 
archaic. However the preposed syntactic variant is dominant in recent usage. Thus 
aben-a hon ‘your (dual) child’ and abu-a disum ‘our (inclusive) land’ are  frequently 
heard nowadays.

 (35)  Preposed form  Postposed form
 Singular Dual Plural Singular Dual Plural
1 (inclusive) a-a ala-a abu-a -ta -tala -tabu
   (exclusive)  ali-a ale-a  -tali -tale
2 am-a aben-a ape-a -tam -taben -tape
3 ay-a aki-a ako-a -te -taki -tako
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The following set of first and second person pronouns is from Mayurbhanj Ho and 
shows little difference from Chaibasa/Jharkhand Ho.

 (36) ai ali ala ape abu ale aben
I we.2 we.2.EX you.PL we.PL we.PL.EX you.2 [CMH]

Note that a ~ i all may be used for the first person pronoun among self-identifying 
Ho speakers in multilingual and multiethnic Kherwarian communities in Mayurbhanj 
where ‘Santali’, ‘Mundari’, ‘Ho’, ‘Bhumij’, and ‘Munda’ might be spoken.

 (37) (a) i jaypura-a tayi-n-ten-i
I Jaypur-GEN stay-RFLXV-PROG-FIN:1
‘I live in Jaipur.’ [DH]

(b) a-a  nutum kej si naik
I-GEN name K C Naik
‘My name is K C Naik.’ [KCN] 3:00

(c) i-a nutum Damodar Hembram
I-GEN name D. H.
‘My name is Damodar Hembram.’ [DH]

In terms of degree of respect, there are three forms for second person singular in New 
Indo-Aryan languages; for example, tu
, tum, are and a�p in Hindi. These kinds of  various 
forms of personal pronoun are rare in Munda. In Ho, however, dual forms are used for 
respect; for example, ali first person exclusive dual form for first  person  singular (respect 
to addressee); aben second person dual form for second person  singular (respect); aki 
third person dual form for third person singular (respect to the third person).

 (38) Bhubaneswar Ho
ali baro ca u-te-li sana-tan-a
we.DL two tea drink-ABL-1DL desire-PROG-FIN

‘I/We two wish to drink tea.’ [CMH]

3.1.7 Demonstratives

The demonstrative system has a set of three terms for location (proximate, 
 intermediate, and remote); that is, ne/nen ‘this’ (dialectal variants), en ‘that’ and han 
‘yonder’. These demonstrative bases are used as adjective; that is, ne bir ‘this 
forest’, en baa ‘that flower’, and han owa ‘yonder house’. The demonstrative 
 pronoun, which is derived from demonstrative base, is divided into two classes, that 
is, animate and inanimate, and three forms of numbers.

 (39)  Animate   Inanimate  
 Proximate Inter- Remote Proximate Inter- Remote

  mediate    mediate 
Singular nii ini hani neya/nena ena hana
Dual ni-ki in-ki han-ki neya/nena-ki ena-ki hana-ki
Plural ne-ko en-ko han-ko neya/nena-ko ena-ko hana-ko

The demonstrative adverbials are made by the combination of demonstrative bases 
and postpositions. For instance, in the case of ne/nen ‘this’ there are 11 derivations:

 (40) (a) -ta ‘exact place’ (b) -paa ‘vicinity’
nen- ta ‘this exact place’  nen-paa ‘near here’
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(c) -re ‘in’
ne(n)-re ‘here’ nen-ta-re ‘in this exact place’ nen-paa-re ‘near here’

(d) -te ‘to’
ne(n)-te ‘hither’ nen-ta-te ‘to this exact place’ nen-paa-te ‘to near here’

(e) -ete ‘from’
nen-ete ‘from here’ nen-ta-ete ‘from this exact place’

nen-paa-ete ‘from near here’ 
Note: ne(n) can be replaced by en ‘that’ and han ‘yonder’.

In addition to demonstrative adverbials, definite demonstrative derivations can be 
found. Definite demonstrative adjectivals are nimin ‘this much’ and imin ‘that much’, 
definite demonstrative nominals are nimina ‘only this much’ and imina ‘only that 
much’.

3.1.8 Numerals

Numerals in Ho occur in two forms, a long form and short form. For example,

 (41) 1 miya mi, mi  6 turuiya turui
2 bariya bar  7 aiya ai
3 apiya apee  8 irleya iril
4 upuniya upun  9 areya aree
5 mooya moe 10 geleya gel

The short forms of numerals are used in counting money, for any units of  measuring 
while the long forms of numerals are used in counting other things. For instance, 
apiya kanci-ko ‘three baskets’ but apee canu ‘three months’; mooya oe-ko ‘five birds’ 
but moe aka ‘five rupees’; apiya daru-ko ‘three trees’ but apee maa ‘three days’, and 
so on. The numeral classifiers ho[] for counting humans, owa for  counting houses 
and bo for counting cattle are used in the following; for example, gel ho hon-ko ‘ten 
children’. This classifier requirement has weakened in Mayurbhanj Ho and Bhumij.

The following set was collected from speakers of Mayurbhanj Ho and Bhumij. Note 
the spontaneous use (and incidentally following the Ho speaker) of Indo-Aryan 
stems for numbers ‘7’ and higher. This reflects the endangered and tenuous status of 
Bhumij with respect to Ho, which is a vigorous and flourishing language.

 (42) Bhumij Ho gloss
muje moy miye[]  ‘1’
barie  bári� ‘2’
apie api� ‘3’
upunie upunie ‘4’
moni/mo�ri�a� mo�ne ‘5’
turie turie[] ‘6’
satta aye ‘7’
atta erilia ‘8’
no� arey...arelia ‘9’
dosta gele ... geli ‘10’
 gelimiye   ‘11’
 hisi ‘20’
 hisibari   ‘22’
 hisigel ‘30’
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 barhisi ‘40’
 barhisigel ‘50’
 apehisi ‘60’
 apehisigel ‘70’
 upunhisi ‘80’
 upunhisigel ‘90’
mo�yhisi [CMS] mo�n[e]hisi [KCN] ‘100’

As is clear from the higher numerals, Ho like many Munda languages makes use 
of a vigesimal counting system. Note the difference in placement of the numeral 
and associated noun in the following Ho of Bhubaneswar and rural Mayurbhanj 
Bhumij forms. Bhumij is usually N Num and this urbanized Ho is Num N like the 
interrogative expression (cimi hon-ko) and variable in varieties used by educated 
Mayurbhanj Ho speakers and in response to a preposed interrogative quantifier in 
Bhumij. Nouns following numerals that are animate take plural (or dual) marking, 
but inanimate ones remain unmarked.

 (43) Bhubaneswar Ho
(a) am-a barea hon-ko (b) am-a upunia hon-ko

you-GEN two child-PL  you-GEN four child-PL

mena-a=ko   ban-ko-a
COP-FIN=3PL    NEG.COP-PL-FIN

‘You have two children.’ [CMH]  ‘You don’t have four kids.’ [CMH]

 (44) Mayurbhanj Ho
(a) cimeni hon-ko mena-ko-a

how.many child-PL COP-PL-FIN

‘How many children do you have?’ [KCN]
(b) barhisi sirmi= hobo-ya-n-a

forty year=1 happen-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘I am 40’ [KCN]
(c) hisigeliril sirme= hobo-ja-n-a

38 year=1 happen-T/A-ITR-FIN 
‘I am 38 years old.’ [KCN]

(d) am-a cimi sirm hobo-ja-n-a
you-GEN how.many year happen-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘How old are you?’ [KCN]

 (45) Mayurbhanj Bhumij
(a) barhisituri sirme (b) mo�ri�a� hon-ko

forty-six year  five child-PL

‘[I am] 46 years old.’ [CMS]  ‘[I have] five children.’ [CMS]

 (46) Mayurbhanj Ho
kui hon-ko cmi mena-ko-a
daughter child-PL how.many COP-PL-FIN

‘How many daughters?’ [KCN]

 (47) Mayurbhanj Bhumij
(a) kui hon barie mea=ko  (b) kui hon-ki barie

girl child two COP=3PL girl child-DL two
‘I have two daughters.’ [CMS] ‘Two daughters.’ [CMS]
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Distributive numerals are very common in Kherwarian. The following distributive 
numerals are found in Ho, with both long and short forms:

 (48)  1 miipiya mimi
 2 baa-bariya baa-bar
 3 aa-apiya aa-apee
 4 uu-upuniya uu-upun
 5 moo-mooya moo-moe
 6 tuu-turuiya tuu-turui
 7 aa-aiya aa-ai
 8 ii-irleya ii-iril
 9 aa-areya aa-aree
10 gee-geleya gee-gel

The distributive numeral forms are basically made by repeating the first syllable and 
 doubling the first vowel of cardinal numeral forms except ‘one’ which is formed by 
inserting the infix -pV-. These constructions are slightly different from Mundari, 
where -pV- infixation predominates, for example, apapia ‘three each’, upupunia ‘four 
each’ in Mundari.

3.1.9 Adpositions

The distinction between adpositions (postpositions) and case markers is not clear 
synchronically, and the connection diachronically in Ho is obvious. Postpositions 
follow their nominal complements in Ho and show varying degrees of phonological 
dependency on the noun, for example, mente is still free-standing while =/-leka is 
well on its way to affixal ‘case’ status. Combined with the demonstrative stem, leka 
is a common clause-initial adverbial used for stringing clauses together in certain 
discourse registers and conversational genres.

 (49) (a) wa� mente ma mente ka-e kaji-e  wa� mente kaji-e[]
wa� like ma like NEG-3 speak-FUT wa� like say-FUT-?
‘like wa� s/he speaks not ma, s/he speaks like wa �’ [KCN]

(b) enleka ne-ya=ko men-iy-a a cilike kaji-re
like.that this-EMPH=3PL say-FUT-FIN a how say-LOC

‘it’s like that, how they will say it, like a’ [KCN]
(c) enleka uy-ke-redo yuw-e

like.that jump.up-T/A-COND fall.down-FUT:FIN

‘(and) if  (s/he) jumps up like that, (then) she will fall down’ [KCN]

Like many Eurasian SOV languages, Ho uses case-marked relational nouns, like 
biter/bitar or dana in the following examples:

 (50) (a) aki-e mon biter-re jetan pap uu-ko ka
they.two-GEN mind inside4-LOC any sin thought-PL NEG

taiken-a
PST.COP-FIN

‘They two had no sinful thoughts in their minds.’ [KCN]

(b) aki-e mon biter-re etalekan ra�sa uu-ko
they.2-GEN mind inside-LOC other.type joy thought-PL
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huju-ye-n-a
come-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘In their minds they felt another type of joyful thoughts.’ [KCN]
(c) barsi dana-re diye upue-ya-n-a

two.day later-LOC liquor liquor.become.ready-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘After two days the liquor was ready.’ [KCN]

3.1.10 Derivation

There is no productive nominal derivation in Ho and the minor Kherwarian  languages 
except for verbal nouns often, but not necessarily with instrumental semantics, marked 
by infixation of -nV-, with V representing a short copy of whatever the vowel of the 
initial syllable of the stem is, whether it is monosyllabic (as is typical) or bisyllabic. That 
is, the shape of infix is seen by the lack of vowel length, nasalization, or glottalization 
of the vowel before the -n- which is always otherwise identical to the one following it.

 (51) sunutu ‘follow after’ < sutu  ‘next one in birth’
tanagoe ‘jaw’ < tagoe  ‘chew’
tonol ‘bond, strap’ < tol ‘tie’
enem ‘gift’ < em ‘give’
anasi ‘petition’ < asi ‘ask for’
anacu ‘a command to do some work’ < acu ‘command to do some work’
anadu < adu ‘descent’
danalob ‘covering’ < dalob ‘cover’
dunub ‘meeting’ < dub ‘sit’
gonoe ‘death’ < goe ‘kill’
giniyu ‘private body parts’ < giyu ‘(be) [a]shame[d], bashful, shy’
gono ‘cost, brideprice’ < go ‘give girl in marriage’ cf. gonoan ‘valuable’
hanati ‘share’ < hati ‘divide’
jini ‘life, living’ < ji  ‘to live’
hunuju < huju ‘a coming, an advent’
jono ‘broom’ < jo ‘sweep’
kanaji ‘something told related’ < kaji ‘tell’
onol ‘writing, inscription’ < ol ‘write’
manara ‘greatness, glory’ < mara 
ranapi ‘eyelid’ < rapid ‘wink, blink’
pana ‘fork in road, part in hair’ < ? pa ‘chop (wood)’
ranakab ‘steep ascent’ < rakab ‘climb’
sanari ‘truth’ < sari ‘true’ (note in passive means ‘believe’)

Some forms are variably formed with an -n- infix in Ho.

 (52) racam ~ ranacam ‘scissors’
uka ~ unuka ‘elbow’

There is also evidence of nouns derived via a -p- infix, found in both its verbal 
 reciprocal meaning and in certain kin terms.

 (53) sopola ‘reconciliation’
sepe ‘young man’ (cf. honse ‘older sister’s nephew’)
hapanum ‘young woman’
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epeser ‘counter claims of possession’
gopoe ‘a fight, battle’
kupusur ‘mutual enmity’

One element that appears in a number of Ho lexemes with identifiable or probable 
roots is -ob.

 (54) kakom ~ kaob ‘crab’
apir ‘fly’ aparob ‘wing’

In addition, another common sequence found in a range of nouns is -kom; there are 
a number of phonologically similar elements that occur less frequently, for example, 
-com (~-lom) and -om.

 (55) kamakom ‘the stem of a leaf’ damkom ‘young bull’
kakom ‘crab’ k/parkom ‘bed’
bacom ‘sabai grass’ cacom ~ calom ‘tail’
tonom ‘knot’ kanom ‘rim of vessel or basket’

There is a semi-productive means of deriving adjectival forms via either full 
 reduplication (CVCVC-CVCVC) or stem reduplication (CV[C]-CVC), often (though 
far from obligatorily) verbal in nature. Note that C2 can be r in the reduplication 
 pattern and contain a homo-organic nasal/stop cluster in the duplication pattern. 
In addition to reduplication and duplication, an ‘expressive’ (derivational) use of 
lengthening of a verb stem vowel can show the same function: jila ‘slip’ > jila 
‘slippery’.

 (56) taga ‘separate (vb)’ > taga-taga ‘separate (adj)’
jil ‘slip’ > jijil ‘slippery’
juwa ‘to stick’ > jujuwa ‘sticky’
jer ‘to weld’ > jer-jer ‘to be jammed’
jerem ‘wet or damp and sticky’ > jerem-jerem ‘wet or damp and sticky’
ipil ‘star’ > ipi-ipi ‘twinkle (of stars)’

 (57) tepe-tepe ‘shallow’ kurkur ‘angry’5

lolo ‘hot’ sasa ‘yellow’
mamara ‘proud’ sasa ‘cold’

Reduplication may also be found in words such as sasan ‘burial place’. Syntactic 
compounding is also found in certain noun phrase-cum-lexical expressions.

 (58) (a) kani agui (b) bo bale [kan-a]
?pinky finger  head hair [COP-FIN]
‘pinky finger’   ‘(it is) head hair’ [KCN]

(c) mute-re sunui[]
nose-LOC ‘snot’
mucous (cf. sului Deeney 1975; Mundari: sului, sunui, suli, suni) [KCN]

(d) sim jilu vs. merom jilu
‘chicken meat’  ‘goat meat’ [KCN]

3.1.11 Adjectives

Adjectives precede the nouns they modify in Ho. On the distinction of parts of 
speech in Mundari, including adjectives, most arguments of which appear valid for 
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Ho and the other minor ‘Mundari’-like Kherwarian speech varieties, see Evans and 
Osada (2005) for a discussion about Mundari. Adjectives may be modified by degree 
adverbs like esu ‘very’.

 (59) (a) ciliken lipi-ko mena-a
what.kind letter-PL COP-FIN

‘What kinds of letters there are.’ [KCN]
(b) tisi ali kaji tey-a-a-do nen citi-do-ko 

today we say AUX-ITR/PASS-FIN-EMPH this writing-EMPH-PL

meta--a wara citi lipi
say-ITR/PASS-FIN wara citi letter
‘Today we will speak about these ways of writing, that are called the 
Warang Chiti letters.’ [KCN]

(c) ne-ya-do wara citi ne-ya-do huri
this-FOC-EMPH big case this-FOC-EMPH small
‘This one is the upper case and this one is the lower.’ [KCN]

(d) esu puree sitme parom-e-ya-n-a
very many year pass-EPEN-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘very many years have passed since then.’ [KCN]
(e) esu pure kili bai-y-n-a

very many clan form-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘Very many clans have been formed.’ [KCN]
(f) nimi cera jharna-ko taiken-a

very beautiful spring-PL PST.COP-FIN

‘There were very beautiful springs.’ [KCN]
(g) aki-e mon biter-re etalekan ra�sa uu-ko

they.2-GEN mind inside-LOC other.type joy thought-PL

huju-ye-n-a
come-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘In their minds they felt another type of joyful thoughts.’ [KCN]

Doubling of adjective stems is also seen in cases of emphasis.

 (60) kadal mara mara sakam-ko mena-a
banana big big leaf-PL COP-FIN

‘Banana; it has really big leaves.’ [KCN]

Augmentatives of certain stems may be formed by copying a lengthened form of the 
stem vowel and infixation of -p- after the first consonant.

 (61) mapara ‘very big’ < mara

3.1.12 Adverb(ial)s

Ho realizes a range of different adverbial forms. Formally speaking, adverbials 
are a heterogeneous class of elements, and include case forms of nouns, opaque 
derived, compound or root forms. Some elements are preferentially clause-initial, 
but adverbials generally appear in a position preceding the verb or adjectival form 
they modify. 
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 (62) (a) ent aki=do=ki jui-y-n-a
then they.2=EMPH=3DL copulate-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘Then they started copulating.’ [KCN]
(b) ena-ge saben etoi-e-ka bugi-leka-te ondoo 

that-FOC all learn-3-OPT do.well-ADV=ABL and

desum-re nitir-e=pe
country-LOC spread-FUT:FIN=2PL

‘(So that) it will all have been learned well and you will spread it out in 
the country.’ [KCN]

(c) tisi ali kaji tey-a-a-do nen citi-do-ko 
today we say AUX-ITR/PASS-FIN-EMPH this writing-EMPH-PL

meta--a wara citi lipi
say-ITR/PASS-FIN wara citi letter
‘Today we will speak about these ways of writing, that are called the 
Warang Chiti letters.’ [KCN]

(d) nimi cera jharna-ko taiken-a
very beautiful spring-PL PST.COP-FIN

‘There were very beautiful springs.’ [KCN]
(e) barsi dana-re diye upud-e-ya-n-a

two.day later-LOC liquor ferment-EPEN-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘After two days the liquor was ready.’ [KCN]

Both locative (-re) and oblique/ablative (-te) forms of  nouns may function as 
 adverbial forms in Ho, sometimes from the same stem. Usually ‘auxiliary’ or 
relational nouns appear in locative case forms and adjectival-type stems in the 
oblique/ablative.

 (63) samanare ~ sanamare ‘in front of’
sanate ‘intentionally’
sari sarite ‘really’
ra�sate ‘willingly’
bar ‘outside’
bar-re ‘outside’
bar-te ‘(from/to) outside’

Adverbs often appear to be (partially) reduplicated words, though the base is not 
always attested as an independent lexeme.

 (64) mir mir ‘just before daylight’
pari pari ‘in turn, by turns’
amna samna ‘face to face’
gene gene ~ gete gete ‘in a line’

3.2 Verbal morphology

The verbal morphology in Ho is very complex. It involves the following grammatical 
categories: TAM(=Tense, Aspect, Mood), Voice, Transitivity, Finiteness, as well as 
subject, object, and possessor markers. The verbal base is formed by the verbal root 
and (additionally, if  motivated) a derivational affix. Serial verb and auxiliary verb 
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constructions frequently occur. A verbal intensifier is also found. The Ho verbal 
template (Box 5.1) is as follows:

VB + (Asp) + (Trans/Intrans) + (Obj) + (IND/FIN) + (Subj)

VB = VR + (VR) + (INTEN) + (Affix)

BOX 5.1: HO VERB TEMPLATE

Tense is not morphologically marked and is divided into future (usually unmarked) 
and non-future. There are three moods; that is, indicative (unmarked), imperative, 
and optative.

3.2.1 Subject

As in Mundari and Santali, the expression of subject takes one of two basic patterns 
in the Ho verb. The most common pattern is for the short form of the pronominal 
to appear enclitic to the word immediately preceding the (finite) verb, regardless 
of what kind of word that preverbal word is. It can be a negative particle, a verbal 
complement in a complex predicate or complement structure, an interrogative pro-
noun, case-marked oblique or complement phrases, argument noun phrases, or even 
subject pronoun elements themselves (as in example (65g)).

 (65) (a) ka=m samao-tan-a
NEG=2 understand:ITR-PROG-FIN

‘You don’t understand.’ [KCN]
(b) ali baro ca u-te=li sana-tan-a

we.DL two tea drink-ABL=1DL desire-PROG-FIN

‘We two wish to drink tea.’ [CMH]
(c) okonde=m jonom-le-n-a

where=2 born-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘Where were you born?’ [KCN]
(d) i jaypura hatu-r=i jonom-le-n-a

I Jaypur village-LOC=1 born-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘I was born in Jaypur village.’ [DH]
(e) ai ho-ko= nel-ko-a

I person-PL=1 see-3PL-FIN

‘I will see them.’ [KCN]
(f) ale-do bas-te=le huju-ye-n-e

we.PL.EX-EMPH bus-ABL=1PL.EXCL come-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘We came by bus.’ [KCN]
(g) neene-ya abu-do=bu mene-tan-a cimita 

this.one-FOC we-EMPH=1PL.INC say-PROG-FIN when

abu=bu boga-e-tan-a
we=1PL.INC worship-3-PROG-FIN

‘This one here we say it when we are worshipping.’ [KCN]

The other pattern is to mark subject at the very end of the verbal complex, after the 
finitizer -a.
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 (66) mai jom-ke--a=m   am andi-ka-n-a=m
rice/food eat-T/A-TR-FIN=2  you marry-T/A-ITR-FIN=2
‘You ate rice/food.’ [CMH]   ‘Are you married?’ [KCN]

Under yet to be determined discourse or conversational conditions, in particular, 
but certainly not obligatorily, in the presence of an overt subject pronoun, subject 
marking in the verb can be omitted in Mayurbhanj Ho.

 (67) ai nel-ki-e  ai ho nel-ki-e
I see-T/A-3:FIN  I person see-T/A-3:FIN

‘I saw him.’ [KCN]  ‘I saw the person.’ [KCN]

In conjoined phrases, one subject clitic may suffice for both conjuncts in a same 
subject structure.

 (68) daa ka=la u-e ca u-e
water NEG=1DL drink-IMP tea drink-IMP

‘Let’s not drink water, let’s drink tea.’ [KCN]

Given that plural number marking can be optional, it is sometimes not clear whether 
a given form has subject marking or not, as in the following sentence. It is not clear 
whether the -ko is a nominal plural marker, a third animate plural subject marker, 
or a haplologized form of both.

 (69) ho-/=ko nel-i-e
person-/[=3]PL see-1-FIN

‘The people will see me.’ [KCN]

The preverbal and postverbal subject marking strategies alternate freely, with no 
apparent difference in meaning as in the following three nearly sequential spontane-
ous utterances. What exactly triggers the use of one variant over the other in given 
contexts remains a subject for future research. Note that there is a difference between 
jom-i-a and jom-e-a in some Kherwarian dialects, meaning ‘eat Animate being’ and 
‘eat Inanimate thing’. It is possible that this particular difference in the forms below 
signals a differential gender class between food and meat in these examples. It could 
just be simple phonetic variation, however.

 (70) (a) ale mai=le jom-i-a (b) ti-te=le jom-i-a
we food=1PL eat-3:T/A-FIN  hand-ABL=1PL.EX eat-3:T/A-FIN

‘We (would/used to) eat food.’  ‘We (would) eat with our hands.’
[KCN]   [KCN]

(c) ale jilu jom-e-a-le
we meat eat-3:T/A-FIN=1PL.EX

‘We eat meat.’ [KCN]

Other minor Kherwarian languages show similar patterning, with a statistical 
 dominance of the preverbal pattern, but both well attested.

 (71) Mayurbhanj Bhumij
(a) am cie-ko=m paii-ten-e (b) cie= paii-ten-e

you what-PL-2 work-PROG-FIN   what work-PROG-FIN

‘What jobs do you do?’ [CMS]  ‘What do I do?’ [CMS]
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 (72) Asuri
duup-ge-tan-a-i
sit-CAUS-PROG-FIN-1
‘I cause to sit.’ (Grierson 1906:139)

Double marking of subject is also possible in Ho and the minor Kherwarian lan-
guages, primarily in contrastive or expressive discourse. For example, in Koa, 
double marking of subject (with both the preverbal and post-finitizer positions of 
subject marking filled) is found in negative forms (under certain discourse condi-
tions), as well as in Mayurbhanj and Bhubaneswar Ho varieties. Note that this is 
also characteristic of Kera Mundari (Kobayashi and Murmu, this volume).

 (73) (a) Koa  (b) Koa
ka-m äm-ta-t-iñ-a-m  ka-ñ taam-paâm-ta-t-iñ
NEG-2 give-ASP-TR-1-FIN-2  NEG-1 sin-ECHO-ASP-TR-1
‘You didn’t give me (it).’  ‘I didn’t sin.’
(Grierson 1906:112)  (Grierson 1906:112)

 (74) Bhubaneswar Ho
abu hotel-te=bu seno-tan-a=bu
we hotel-ABL=1PL.INC go-PROG-FIN=1PL.INC

‘We are going to/from the hotel.’ [CMH]

3.2.2 Object types

A range of different object types may be encoded in the Ho verb. This includes patient 
and recipient arguments as well as possessor of object. The last two are  preceded by 
the benefactive and possessive affixes, respectively. Usually only animate beings trig-
ger object agreement, but some culturally significant objects (optionally) trigger this 
argument encoding pattern as well. The object position in the verb template, encoded 
by short form pronominal elements, is following the transitivity marker and before 
the finitizer. Note that nouns that fill patient or recipient argument roles themselves 
appear unmarked even if  encoded within the object agreement  morphology of the 
verb, although recipients may optionally take -te as well.

 (75) (a) merom jilu bugine bugi=le jom-i-a
goat meat well well=1PL eat-T/A:3-FIN

‘We like to eat goat meat.’ [KCN]
(b) ai ho-ko= nel-ko-a

I person-PL=1 see-3PL-FIN

‘I will see them.’ [KCN]

Subcategorized ‘object’ arguments of verbs may, depending on the inflectional para-
digm/category and a variety of still poorly understood discourse factors, appear as 
object morphology in the verb, as a transitivity marker, or both.

 (76) (a) ale diye=le u-i-e
we.PL country.liquor=1PL drink-T/A:3-FIN

‘We (like to) drink country liquor.’ [KCN]
(b) diye diye nele-ke--a

country.liquor country.liquor see-T/A-TR-FIN

‘Country liquor. Have (you) tried country liquor?’ [KCN]
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Minor Kherwarian lanaguages form two subgroups with respect to the formal 
 encoding in the verb of non-patient arguments, in particular recipients. One group, 
which includes Ho, treats recipients as morphosyntactically distinct from patient-type 
object arguments, and this is encoded by the use of the benefactive ‘aspect’ marker -a-. 
Thus, recipient marking in Ho consists of the object markers preceded by -a-.

 (77) ca= em-a-m-tan-a
tea=1 give-BEN-2-PROG-FIN

‘I’m giving you tea.’ [KCN]

Many minor Kherwarian languages not surprisingly show a pattern similar to that 
of Ho. The benefactive marker itself  may appear in a variety of phonetic realizations 
across these Kherwarian varieties, for example, -a-, -wa-, -ova, or even -ga-.

 (78) (a) Singbhum Bhumij (b) Asuri
kayi-a-d-i-ya  hai-ova-t-ki-a
say-BEN-TR-3-FIN  divide- BEN-TR-3DL-FIN

‘said to him’  ‘divided to them 2’
(Grierson 1906:100)  (Grierson 1906:138)

(c) Palamau Brijia Asuri (d) Palamau Korwa
hai-wa-d-i-a  hai-wa-i-me
divide-BEN-TR-3-FIN  divide-BEN-1–2
‘divided to him’  ‘divide to me!’
(Grierson 1906:143)  (Grierson 1906:151)

(e) Hazaribagh Korwa
mene-m em-ga-d-iñ-a
not-2 given-ASP-TR-1-FIN

‘you haven’t given to me’
(Grierson 1906:161) *w > *g ??

 (79) (a) Era Korwa (b) Era Korwa
ñaw-a
-i  kiya
-wa
-i-a
seek-BEN-1  buy-BEN-1-FIN

‘seek for me’  ‘buys for me’
(Grierson 1906:163)  (Grierson 1906:166)

Less commonly, other minor Kherwarian languages treat recipients in common 
ditransitive verbs as formally similar to patient objects, in a primary object like 
 configuration (Dryer 1986). Such languages include Birhor.

 (80) Birhor
kahi-kich-a-e
tell-ASP:TR:3-FIN-3
‘He told him.’ (Grierson 1906:103)

In a restricted set of instances, it is also possible in Ho to encode the possessor of a 
logical argument (object), similar to the system seen in Santali (Ghosh this volume, 
Neukom 2000). Similar forms are reported for Koa as well (Grierson 1906).

 (81) Ho
bo=e he-ki--i-a bo=e he-ki--t-i-a
head=3  pull-T/A-TR-1-FIN head=3 pull-T/A-TR-POSS-1-FIN

‘She/he pulled my hair.’ ‘She/he pulled my hair.’ [Burrows 1915:40] 
  confirmed by C.M. Haibru
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 (82) Koa
tusi-tae-pe
put.on- POSS:3SG –2PL

‘put on his (y’all)!’ (Grierson 1906:110)

On rare occasion for emphasis an object can be doubled in Ho, as in the following 
utterance:

 (83) ca= em-a--me
tea=1 give-BEN-1–2
‘Give me tea.’ [KCN] 18:40

3.2.3–3.2.4 Tense/aspect

Kherwarian tense/aspect systems (which are generally conflated) are decidely 
 complex. Perhaps in a strict sense, it is possible to say that tense proper is not 
 reckoned within the Ho and minor Kherwarian verbal complexes, and that 
 aspectual distinctions of some sort are superordinate to any functional temporal 
categories, one  possible exception to this is a future element in -e- (~ -i-) found in 
Mayurbhanj Ho and some varieties of Bhumij. Anderson (2007) reckons a two-way 
set of  oppositions in the Kherwarian verbal complex, labeled Series-A and Series-B, 
respectively (although the primary aspectual marker in Series-A is of Series-B origin, 
all  diachronically  semi-fused ‘auxiliary’ or complex predicate structures). Initimately 
connected with, but logically and formally independent of, (tense/)aspect  marking 
in Ho verb morphology are categories of valence/transitivity, possibly derived 
themselves from original tense markers from Proto-Munda. Specifically, some T/A 
markers in Series-B come in transitive and intransitive sets, while in other instances, 
one variant or another has been grammaticalized in a particular function, a system 
which may in fact be older, dating from Proto-North Munda. Thus in ‘aorist’ or 
‘perfect’, that is, default ‘past’ contexts, the preferred affix combination is ke- for 
transitives or class-I verbs and ya-n for intransitives (detransitive) or class-II verbs; 
-ke-n occurs now mainly in a frozen form in the ‘past’ copula form taiken and ya-d 
is an ostensible transitive form corresponding to intransitive tan in Series-I/progres-
sive (Ramaswami 1992) but this does not occur in our field corpus. The set of these 
T/A-cum-transitivity elements in Ho and Bhumij is offered below.

 (84) Ho TRANS ke- le- aka- ke-
 INTRANS (e)ya-n6 le-n aka-n7 ke-n8

Bhumij TRANS -tat, ke-d le-d  ke-d/ki
 INTRANS -ya-n le-n aka-n ke-n/ya-n

 (85) (a) mai jom-ke--a=m (b) seno-ya-n-a=m
rice eat-T/A-TR-FIN=2  go-T/A-ITR-FIN=2
‘You ate the rice.’ [CMH]  ‘You went.’ [KCN]

A somewhat large set of these are used across the minor Kherwarian languages, 
at least in terms of realizations of the relatively restricted functional (and formal/ 
templatic) set of affixes. Different languages prefer different combinations in particular 
lexical/functional configurations, but most show the same -ke- : -ya-n opposition 
attested in Ho. Note that the T/A + transitivity combinations minus the finitizer (but 
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optionally including object agreement morphology) may function in non-sentence 
final position as participial verb forms in different complex clause configuration 
subtypes.

 (86) (a) Palamau Brijia Asuri (b) Palamau Brijia Asuri
kul-tad-i-a  rae-than-a
send-ASP-TR-3-FIN  poor-ASP-ITR-FIN

‘sent him’  ‘became poor’
(Grierson 1906:144)  (Grierson 1906:144)

 (87) (a) Jashpur Korwa (b) Palamau Korwa
bol-ta  sen-te-n-a
enter-ASP:FIN  go-ASP-ITR-FIN

‘he entered’  ‘he went’
(Grierson 1906:150)  (Grierson 1906:151)

 (88) (a) Koa (b) Asuri
pap-ta-t-iñ  sen-ta-d-a
sin-ASP-TR-1  go-ASP-TR!-FIN

‘I sinned’  ‘he went’
(Grierson 1906:111)    (Grierson 1906:139)

 (89) ‘Raigarh Mañjhi’
torya-kul-ta-i-ya
away-send-ASP-3-FIN

‘sent him away’ (Grierson 1906:146)

 (90) (a) Turi (b) Turi
idi-ta-n-a-ku  got-chaba-ta-n-a-ku
take.away-ASP-ITR-FIN-PL  pluck-COMPLT-ASP-ITR-FIN-PL

‘They took away.’  ‘They finished plucking.’
(Grierson 1906:131)  (Grierson 1906:131)
[NB: original serial verb construction]

 (91) (a) Koa (b) Koa
dal-ek-et-iñ  dal-ich-et-iñ
strike-INAN-ASP-1  strike-3-ASP-1
‘I strike (it).’  ‘I strike him.’
(Grierson 1906:114)  (Grierson 1906:114)

 (92) (a) Asuri (b) ‘Raigarh Mañjhi’
sen-ya-n-a  para-ya-n-a
go-ASP-ITR-FIN  fall-ASP-ITR-FIN

‘She went.’  ‘He fell.’
(Grierson 1906:139)  (Grierson 1906:146)

 (93) (a) Asuri (b) Birhor
sen-e-n-a  nam-e-d-e-a-e
go-ASP-ITR-FIN  find-ASP-TR-3-FIN-3
‘He went.’  ‘He found him.’
(Grierson 1906:139)  (Grierson 1906:103)
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 (94) Jashpur Korwa9

sen-e--a
go-ASP-TR!-FIN

‘(he) went’ (Grierson 1906:151)

 (95) (a) Koa (b) Palamau Brijia (Asuri)
dal-e’t-a-ñ  seno-a-n-a
strike-ASP-TR-FIN-1  go.ITR/PASS-ASP-ITR-FIN

‘I struck’  ‘went’
(Grierson 1906:110)  (Grierson 1906:140)

Note that in the sets that have both transitive and intransitive members in Ho, a 
transitive stem can be semantically marked as detransitive (passive, reflexive) by 
using the -n- for the expected --/-d- ui tisi rapud-ea-n-a ‘today the bridge was 
broken’; cf. ui-e rapud-ke-d-a ‘he broke the bridge’. (Burrows 1915:33)

 (96) ne-ya-do=ko huri huri-ti-a mara-ti-a-do
this-FOC-EMPH=3PL small small-ABL//T/A-FIN big-ABL//T/A-FIN-EMPH

mara-leka-ge ol-aka-n-a
big-PP-FOC write-PLUP-ITR-FIN

‘these ones here, small and large, like, have been written’ [KCN]

In terms of  historical origin, the Series-B ‘progressive’ or present marker tan 
(~ harmonic variant in Mayurbhanj Ho ten) is *-ta-n of  the same formal shape 
as the Series-B T/A+transitivity markers. However, in Ho, it is used with intransi-
tive and transitive verbs alike. Although historically a part of  Series-B, this is no 
longer the case in Ho, and -tan is now a part of  a formally different paradigmatic 
class, distinguished by the use of  the inflectional detransitive marker -o[] on 
verbs (since the -n- is found with both transitive and intransitive stems, and the 
functional flexibility exhibited by -n- seen in Series-B is not available in Series-A 
inflections) and the  pre-aspectual position of  the object agreement markers (see 
example (97e)).

 (97) (a) cimi ho-ko kaji-ten-e
how.many Ho-PL speak-PROG-FIN

‘How many Ho speak (their language)?’ [KCN]
(b) cimi ho-ko jagar-tan-a

how.many Ho-PL speak-PROG-FIN

‘How many Ho speak (their language)?’ [KCN]
(c) ali baro ca u-te=li sana-tan-a

we.DL two.people tea drink-ABL=1DL desire-PROG-FIN

‘We two wish to drink tea.’ [CMH]
(d) ka=m samao-tan-a

NEG=2 understand:ITR-PROG-FIN

‘You don’t understand.’ [KCN]
(e) ca= em-a-m-tan-a

tea=1 give-BEN-2-PROG-FIN

‘I’m giving you tea.’ [KCN]

Asuri and other ‘minor’ Kherwarian languages make similar use of -tan-
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 (98) Asuri
duup-ge-tan-a-i
sit-CAUS-PROG-FIN-1
‘I cause to sit.’
(Grierson 1906:139)

 (99) (a) Turi (b) Turi
idi-ta-n-a=ku  got-caba-ta-n-a=ku
steal-ASP-ITR-FIN=PL  gather-COMPL-ASP-ITR-FIN=PL

‘They stole.’  ‘They finished gathering.’
(Grierson 1906:131)  (Grierson 1906:131)

(100) (a) Koa (b) Koa
dal-ek-et-i  dal-ich-et-i
strike-INAN-ASP-1  strike-3-ASP-1
‘I strike (it).’  ‘I strike him.’
 (Grierson 1906:114)  (Grierson 1906:114)

cf. (c) Koa
dal-ed-ich’-tan-a-
strike-TR-3-PROG-FIN-1
‘I’m striking him.’
(Grierson 1906:110)

Some varieties of Jharkhand Bhumij may have preserved an older state with the tan 
intransitive progressive, and with antipassivized or detransitivized  semantics with 
transitive stems, in opposition to the -jat (<*-ya-d) transitive progressive.

(101) (a) Bhumij  (b) Bhumij
Soma sen-ta-n-a-e10  ape nuu-ya-t-a-pe
Soma go-ITR-FIN-3  you drink-ASP-TR-FIN-2PL

‘Soma is going.’  ‘You are drinking it.’
(Ramaswami 1992:99)  (Ramaswami 1992:99)

(c) Bhumij  (d) Bhumij
hta-ke lel-(jat)-ji-a-i  darua lel-jat-a-i
man:CLSSFR-OBJ see-ASP.(TR)-3-FIN-1  tree:CLSSFR see-ASP-FIN-1
‘I am looking at the man.’11  ‘I am looking at the tree.’
 (Ramaswami 1992:99; 93)  (Ramaswami 1992:99)

(e) Bhumij (f) Bhumij
jom-ta-n-a-i ir-ta-n-a-i
eat-PROG-ITR-FIN-1 reap-PROG-ITR-FIN-1
‘I’m eating.’ ‘I am reaping.’
(Ramaswami 1992:98) (Ramaswami 1992:98)

This is further suggested by the range of elements that may function as an imperfect 
or past progressive, utilizing many of the T/A elements found in Series-B.

(102) (a) Bhumij12 (b) Bhumij
sen-lentailen-a-e  jom-tantailen-a-i
go-ASP.TR.AUX.ASP.ITR-FIN-3  eat-PROG. ITR.AUX.ASP.ITR-FIN-1
‘She/he was going.’  ‘I was eating.’
(Ramaswami 1992:99)  (Ramaswami 1992:99)
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(c) Bhumij (d) Bhumij
jom-tantaiken-a-i  jom-ke-n-a-i
eat-PROG.ITR.AUX.ASP.ITR-FIN-1  eat-ASP-ITR-FIN-1
‘I was eating.’  ‘I was eating.’
(Ramaswami 1992:99)  (Ramaswami 1992:99)

As alluded to above, in certain verb forms in Mayurbhanj Ho (and in Bhumij as described 
by Ramaswami 1992) one finds the use of a seeming future tense marker in -e-/-i-.

(103) en gapa paa-o hoba-i-redo kitep-ko
that tomorrow read-PASS/ITR AUX-FUT-COND book-PL

cilike udub-kete en na saben
how make.understand-DS that now all

kaji=li udub-e-pi-a
say=1DL make.understand-FUT-2PL-FIN

‘Tomorrow reading will continue and we will teach you all to understand 
how (to read) these books and how to say (the sounds).’ [KCN]

3.2.5 Mood

Modal categories in the Ho verb include imperative, conditional, and capabilitive 
and optative/subjunctive (marked by -ka). Imperatives are formed by a stem and 
person marker (second singular is optionally zero or overt in Ho imperatives), and 
with some stems, an imperative marker as well.

(104) (a) ca eya ui-ya=bu (b) nu-ya=bu 
tea yes drink:3-IMP=1PL.INC   drink-IMP=1PL.INC

‘Tea, yes, let’s drink it.’ [KCN]  ‘Let’s drink.’ [KCN]
(c) am ca nuy-a (d) ace ca ui=me

you tea drink-IMP  so tea drink:3=2
‘Drink your tea.’ [KCN]  ‘So drink your tea.’ [KCN]

(e) ui-pe (f)  jome-pe
drink:3-2PL   eat:3-2PL

‘Drink <it>’ (you-PL)!’   ‘Eat <it>’ (you.PL)
(g) ka=la uy-e (h) ca ka=la uy-e

NEG=1DL drink:3-T/A:FIN/IMP  tea NEG=1DL drink:3-IMP

‘Let’s not drink it.’ [KCN]  ‘Let’s not drink the tea.’ [DH]
(i) ue=le ( j) ca  ue=le  

drink:3:T/A=1DL   tea drink:3:IMP=1DL

‘Let’s drink (it).’ [KCN]   ‘Let’s drink the tea.’ [KCN]
(k) ca=la  uy-e

tea=1DL drink:3-IMP

‘Let’s drink the tea.’ [KCN]

Bhumij prefers the use of the second singular subject marker in the imperative as 
well, à la Santali.

(105) Bhumij
jo jome-me
fruit eat[:3]-2
‘Eat the fruit!’ [CMS]
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In Ho, there is a conditional formation that consists historically of a locative 
case marker -re- attached to a participial form of the verb, followed by an emphatic 
clitic -do, that is, -redo:

(106) águ-le-d-redo-i
bring-ANT-TR-COND-1
‘if  I will bring it’ (Burrows 1915)

The capabi1litive in -ai/-iy is from a fused auxiliary structure (see section 3.2.12 
below for more on such structures in Ho and other Kherwarian languages).

(107) akar-iy-e-bu
know-CAP-FUT:FIN-1PL

‘We will come to know.’ [CMH]

The optative/subjunctive -ka appears to occupy the same slot in the verb template as 
the finitizer -a, appearing between object marking and subject marking in Ho.

(108) enage saben etoi-e-ka bugi-leka-te ondoo 
that-FOC all learn-3-OPT do.well-ADV=ABL and

desum-re nitir-e=pe
country-LOC spread-3:FIN=2PL

‘(so that) it should all have been learned well and you will spread it out in 
the country’ [KCN]

águ-e-ká-i ema-m-ká-e
bring-3-OPT-1 give:BEN-2-OPT-3
‘I may bring it.’ (Burrows 1915:55) ‘He may give you.’ (Burrows 1915:56)

3.2.6 Orientation/directionality

Not investigated for Ho or the other so-called minor Kherwarian languages for this 
study.

3.2.7 Voice/version

Like other Munda languages, categories of grammatical voice form a part of the 
Ho and other Kherwarian verbal systems. Causative is realized by a number of 
 formal strategies, primarily suffixes as in Asuri -ge- or through auxiliary (explicator/ 
compound/light) verb constructions.

(109) Asuri
duup-ge-tan-a-i
sit-CAUS-PROG-FIN-1
‘I cause to sit.’ (Grierson 1906:139)

Only a very small number of  lexical items preserve the old prefixal marker of 
 causative (Anderson 2004, Anderson and Zide 2001) in these North Munda 
languages.

(110) Bhumij
ajom- ‘feed’ anuu- ‘give to drink’ (Ramaswami 1992:86)
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A passive is formed by the inflectional detransitivizer (or passive/intransitive) marker 
of series-A and by the alternation of -- with -n- in Series-B in Ho (as seen earlier).

(111) ondoo cilike=ko paa-o-iy-a
and how=PL read-PASS/ITR-FUT-FIN

‘And how they are to be read?’ [KCN]

Reciprocals marked by an infixed -p- occurs in a number of stems, but its productivity 
has not been tested.

(112) dol=la kapaji-a aloka=la epera
come=1DL talk/RECIP/-FIN PROHIB/NEG=1DL fight/RECIP

‘Come let’s talk together.’ ‘Let us not quarrel.’ (Burrows 1915:61)

An infixed reciprocal -p- seems to be optional in the following verbal pair darom ~ 
daparom ‘meet’.

3.2.8  Finiteness

The finitizer or declarative marker in -a appears in all finite declarative utterances. It 
is often but not always or obligatorily dropped in interrogative questions. Compare 
the following forms in this regard.

(113) am-a arie mena am-a arie mena-a
you-GEN beard COP you-GEN beard COP-FIN

‘Do you have a beard?’ [KCN] ‘You have a beard.’ [KCN]

Some elements appear to occupy the same slot as the finitizer in the verbal  template 
and are mutually exclusive with it, for example, modal clause operators like the 
 subjunctive, conditional, and so on.

3.2.9 Negation

Negatives are formed first and foremost by the negative particle ka which appears 
in preverbal position (and thus often with the subject marker) in finite declarative, 
interrogative and imperative forms.

(114) (a) ka=m samao-tan-a
NEG=2 understand:ITR-PROG-FIN

‘You don’t understand.’ [KCN]
(b) ka=la uy-e (c) ca ka=la uy-e

NEG=1DL drink:3-T/A:FIN/IMP   tea NEG=1DL drink:3-IMP

‘Let’s not drink it.’ [KCN]  ‘Let’s not drink the tea.’ [DH]

Negative copular forms are made off  of the stem ban[o].

(115) ama upunia hon-ko ban-ko-a
you-GEN four child-PL NEG.COP-PL-FIN

‘You don’t have four children.’ [CMH]

Other minor Kherwarian languages have ka as well, for example, Turi. Chaibasa 
Ho on the other hand prefers the ban element that functions as a negative copula in 
Mayurbhanj Ho.
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(116) Turi
ini-ke ka=ko em-a-i-ke-n-a
he-DAT/ACC NEG=3PL give-BEN-3-ASP-ITR-FIN

‘They didn’t give him.’ (Grierson 1906:130)

The alo/alu prohibitive form on the other hand seems to be lacking or little used in 
Mayurbhanj Ho.

(117) (a) Turi (b) Jashpur Korwa
alu do-i-me  alo-i bol
PHB keep-1–2  NEG-3 enter
‘Don’t keep me!’  ‘He did not enter.’
(Grierson 1906:130)  (Grierson 1906:151)

Both alo and ka may be used together as well in Chaibasa Ho.

(118) aloka=la epera
PROHIB/NEG=1DL fight/RECIP

‘Let us not quarrel.’ (Burrows 1915:61)

3.2.10 Derivation

Derivation per se in Ho verb stems has not been examined. Some verbs seem to have 
a (lexicalized?) -Vn suffix to mark reflexive action (e.g. goe ‘kill’ goeen ‘kill self ’). 
How productive this is is currently unknown.

3.2.11 Noun incorporation and combining forms

Unlike South Munda languages where incorporation is widely attested or even 
 productive, there is little evidence of noun incorporation in North Munda languages 
as a whole. However, much as ‘poetic’ language preserves certain phonological archa-
isms (e.g. intervocalic *--), so too does it hold (morpho)syntactic archaisms as well, 
here in the form of VN order in some fixed frozen expressions in an archaic form 
used in prayers, just as in older forms of incorporation attested across South Munda 
languages (see Anderson 2004, 2007 for more).

(119) jom-mani nu:-da-ka-e
eat-food drink-water-OPT-3
‘May she/he take a dinner’ (Deeney 1978a:248)

3.2.12 Auxiliary verb constructions

Fused or synchronically (semi) bi-partite auxiliary verb constructions or complex 
predicate structures form an integral part of Ho sentence and verbal structure. As 
alluded to above, the tense/aspect forms discussed above all seem themselves to 
derive from a stage in [(pre)Proto-]North Munda when complex predicate structures 
marked a range of aspectual categories and tense marking was split according to two 
mainly semantically determined inflectional classes, roughly transitive and intransi-
tive (or active/neutral). Such a system has been preserved more or less to this day in 
South Munda Juang (see Anderson 2001).
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While Munda languages as a whole show considerable formal and functional 
variation with respect to the structure of  auxiliary verb constructions [AVC] 
(as the whole set of  complex predicate types is known), Kherwarian languages 
in their  current state prefer AUX-headed and split inflectional configurations, often 
the former with zero-marked lexical verbs, probably resulting from a nuclear seri-
alized structure (Anderson 2006). The number of  such elements that appear as 
Verb2 or the ‘auxiliary’ in such AVCs or complex predicate subtypes in Ho and 
the minor Kherwarian languages is quite large, and the system seems to allow new 
members rather easily as needed by speaker or speech context. Some examples are 
given below.

(120) (a) ui=ben-ten-e  (b) nir=ban-tan-a
jump-AUX-PROG-FIN   run-AUX-PROG-FIN

‘jumping’ [CMH]  ‘running’ [CMH]
(c) jom hoba-n-a (d) inu hoba-n-a

eat AUX-ITR-FIN  play AUX-ITR-FIN

‘Eating will continue/happen.’  ‘Playing will continue/happen.’
[CMH]  [CMH]

(e) akar-iy-e-bu
know-CAP-FUT:FIN-1PL

‘we will come to know’ [CMH]

(121) (a) Turi (b) Asuri
got-chaba-ta-n-a-ku   goj-doho-le-n-a
gather-COMPL-ASP-ITR-FIN-PL  die-AUX-ASP-ITR-FIN

‘They have gathered.’  ‘had been dead’
(Grierson 1906:131)  (Grierson 1906:141)

Note that the progressive marker, which, probably derives from Series-B intransi-
tive T/A inflections – which themselves likely reflect grammaticalizations of (now 
opaque) tense-marked auxiliary verbs – is seen in the Turi form above (ta-n) in a 
non-present, non-progressive function.

The progressive and imperfect forms of the verb in Kherwarian Munda are either 
synchronic AVCs or undergoing phonological fusion in the modern states of the 
various individual languages.

(122) ‘Raigarh Mañjhi’
para:-ya-n-a:
fall-ASP-ITR-FIN

‘He fell.’ (Grierson 1906:146)

(123) Jashpur Asuri
holate i huu ir-i sen-tehin-en-a-i
yesterday I paddy cut-1 go-T/A-ITR-FIN-1
‘Yesterday I went and cut rice.’ (Grierson 1906:142)

Note the double subject marking in this form.

(124) Ho
ali baro ca u-te-li sana-tan-a
we.DL two tea drink-ABL-1DL desire-PROG-FIN

‘We two wish to drink tea.’ [CMH]
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3.3 Expressives

Reduplicated expressive elements may serve as verb stems, and bear a range of (at 
times unexpected) inflectional suffixes. Note the following paradigm of m�m� ‘bleat 
(of a goat)’.

(125) (a) merom m�m�-tan-a=e
goat bleat-PROG-FIN=3
‘The goat is bleating.’ [CMH]

(b) merom m�m�-e-a=e
goat bleat-FUT-FIN=3
‘The goat will bleat.’ [CMH]

(c) merom m�m�-ke--a=e
goat bleat-T/A-TR!-FIN=3
‘The goat bleated.’ [CMH]

It appears with the transitive past form which is quite unexpected. This remains to 
be checked with other speakers before an explanation is offered. It is true that some 
monovalent verbs unexpectedly belong to the inflectional class that takes -ke-- in 
the ‘aorist/perfect/past’. Other expressive reduplicated elements may function as 
verb stems in a similar manner in Ho.

(126) seta bubu-tan-a=e
dog bark-PROG-FIN=3
‘The dog is barking.’ [CMH]

Reduplication is common in a number of lexical items, often ones that have 
 distributed or collective semantics. As mentioned above, it also appears to have 
 limited productivity in producing adjectives with vaguely distributive, collective, and 
so on, semantics derived from verbs or unattested simplex stems.

(127) sun ~ susun ‘dance’ nu ‘drink’ nunu ‘nurse (tr)’
ipiipi ‘star twinkle < ipil ‘star’ sasan ‘burial place’
balbal ‘perspire/sweat’ sisir ‘dew’
dudu ‘steam’ sosoe ‘tree sap’
eem ‘sparrow’ didi ‘vulture’
baba ‘husked rice, paddy’ sarsar ‘fingernail’
tepetepe ‘shallow’ lolo ‘hot’
sasa ‘yellow’ mamara ‘proud’
sasa ‘cold’ taga-taga ‘separate (adj)’ <taga
 ‘separate (v)’)
jil ~ jijil ‘slip’ > slipper juwa ‘to stick’ > jujuwa ‘sticky’
jerem-jerem ‘sticky’ < jer ‘to stick’

A small number of lexical items share sufficient lexical and phonological content to 
believe them to be in some kind of ‘affective’/expressive relationship to one another. 
One such pair involves a kind of initial [de-]voicing (the ‘base’ form is unclear 
and therefore the process as well): jur ‘surround’ vs. cur ‘surround so as to prevent 
escape’; jega ~ jege ~ jugu ‘degrees of red’. Some seem to involve the same kind 
of vowel alternation (plus stem augmentation) typical of the highly developed and 
rich expressive [re]duplication and ablaut system described below.

A preliminary survey of the Ho lexical materials (e.g. Deeney 1978b) reveals rich 
use of expressive, mimetic or echo reduplication patterns of a type found across the 
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Munda family, and more broadly across the Eurasian continent as an areal  feature. 
These include (128) full reduplication, (129) full reduplication with overwriting of 
one or more vowels, and (130) full reduplication with overwriting (or prothesis) 
of an initial consonant, typically [s], [m] or [b]. Semantically these encode a range of 
meanings: intensity, iterativity, continuity (esp. of sounds), rapidity, distributivity, 
diversity, and so on.

(128) mir-mir ‘twilight’
hiti-hiti ‘sensation which precedes fainting’ (= English ‘seeing stars’)
biur-biur ‘tortuous’ (< biur ‘to turn’)
banka-banka ‘roundabout’
joro-joro ‘everlasting’
ungud-ungud ‘doubled up’
rusu-rusu ‘ague’
sa-sa ‘the sound of reaping and grazing’
sae-sae ‘to look repeatedly at from the corner of one’s eyes’
a col-col ‘a long beak of a stork’ (a  ‘mouth, beak’)

(129) sida-sada ‘frank’, ‘open’, ‘simple’
dampa-dumpu ‘to stagger’
a-u  ‘to swing’
balu-balu ~ bala-balu ‘mad (of animals only)’
sa-so  ‘to do something very quickly or in a very short time’

(130) amna-samna ‘face to face’
kili-mili ‘various, different’ ( < kili ‘a tribe, sect’)
sago-bago ‘a low rumbling noise, for example, of  the breathing of  a weak 
or dying person ... or the sound of  fermenting rice beer, or the sound made 
by a crowd of  flying ants moving around in their hole before coming out’
sagor-bagor ‘the sound made by rice being cooked when the water is very 
little, the sound made by a cow eating straw’

4 SYNTAX

4.1 Syntax of the simple sentence

One distinction that can be made for many Kherwarian languages syntactically 
is between ‘verbal’ and ‘copular’ sentences. The former is the majority of  sen-
tences while the latter contains one of  a number of  elements filling the role of 
clause-final, finitizable copula. Verbal clauses can be declarative, interrogative, or 
imperative.

(131) Bhumij
jo jome-me
fruit eat:3-2
‘eat the fruit!’ [CMS]

(132) Ho
(a) mandi jom-ke--a-m
 rice eat-T/A-TR-FIN-2
 ‘you ate rice’ [CMH]
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 (b) cena=ko mena-a o
 what=3PL say-FIN o
 ‘What do they call it? o’ [KCN]

The basic forms of the copula are mena (~ meni optionally if  animate singular) in 
the positive and ban[o] in the negative. The copula can be used in both existential 
and possessive functions.

(133) (a) cimi ho-ko Bhubaneswar-re mena-ko
how.many person-PL Bhubaneswar-LOC COP-PL

‘How many people are there in Bhubaneswar?’ [CMH]
(b) ay-e era mena

3:GEN wife COP

‘Is he married?’ [DH]
(c) kadal daru mara mara sakam-ko mena-a

banana tree big big leaf-PL COP-FIN

‘The banana tree; it has really big leaves.’ [KCN]
(d) am-a barea hon-ko mena-a=ko

you-GEN two child-PL COP-FIN-PL

‘you have two children’ [CMH]
(e) am-a arie mena (f) am-a  arie  mena-a

you-GEN beard COP  you-GEN beard COP-FIN

‘Do you have a beard?’  ‘You have a beard.’
[KCN]    [KCN]

Note also

(134) Bhumij
e ai-a[] era mena-y
yes I-GEN wife COP-FIN

‘Yes, I have a wife.’ [CMS]

Examples with negative copula forms include the following: 

(135) (a) Ho
am-a upunia hon-ko ban-ko-a
you-GEN four child-PL NEG.COP-PL-FIN

‘you don’t have four kids’ [CMH]
(b) ariye a-a bano[]-a

beard I-GEN NEG.COP-FIN

‘I don’t have a beard.’ [KCN] 6:05

Identificational copula constructions seem to involve the element kan-a, similar 
to the progressive/present form in Santali, in this idiolect from Gungupari village, 
Mayurbhanj district, Orissa.

(136) (a) ne-ya-do a-a bo kan-a
this-FOC-EMPH I-GEN head:COP-FIN

‘This here is my head.’ [KCN] 3:50
(b) ne-ya-do a-a mute kan-a

this-FOC-EMPH I-GEN nose:COP-FIN

‘This here is my nose.’ [KCN] after 3:50
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(c) ne-ya-do me kan-a  (d) ne-ya-do ti kan-a
this-FOC-EMPH eye:COP-FIN  this-FOC-EMPH hand:COP-FIN

‘This here is (my) eye.’ [KCN]  ‘This is (my) hand, arm.’ [KCN]

This element is optional however:

(137) (a) ne-ya-do a�ta (b) ne-ya-do ala  
this-FOC-EMPH tooth this-FOC-EMPH tongue
‘This here (is my) tooth.’ [KCN]  ‘This here (is my) tongue.’ [KCN]

(c) ne-ya jua (d) ne-ya-do lutur
this-FOC cheek  this-FOC-EMPH ear
‘This (is my) cheek.’ [KCN]  ‘This here (is my) ear.’ [KCN]

(e) ne-ya-do hoo (f) ne-ya-do kaa
this-FOC-EMPH throat  this-FOC-EMPH foot/leg
‘This here (is my) throat.’ [KCN]  ‘This here (is my) foot.’ [KCN]

Occupying the same functional space as this kana copula element may also be found 
the Ho ‘progressive’ or Series-A marker in a verbal construction. Perhaps the kana 
forms are best understood as a special use of a Series-B form in a copular (present) 
construction.

(138) ne-ya-do sarsar-tan-a
this-FOC-EMPH nail-PROG-FIN

‘This here is (my) nail.’ [KCN]

That no copula is obligatory is seen above with the identificational forms and 
in the following Wh-question with the interrogative element in clause-final 
 position.

(139) ay-a nutum ci-ka-n-a
3-GEN name what-T/A-ITR-FIN [or what]
‘What’s his name?’ [KCN]

4.1.1 Typological features

SOV is the basic clausal constituent order found in Ho. Other orders (SVO, OSV) 
are permitted in various circumstances, for example, focus, topicalization, and so on, 
but the details of this remain a subject for future research.

(140) SOV
ali baro ca u-te=li sana-tan-a
we.DL two tea drink-ABL=1DL desire-PROG-FIN

‘We two wish to drink tea.’ [CMH]

(141) SVO 
cimi ho-/=ko jagar-tan-a ho kaji
how.many people-[/=3]PL speak-PROG-FIN Ho language
‘How many people speak Ho language?’ [KCN] 20:40

(142) OSV
Bhumij kaji cimi ho-ko jagar-tan-a
Bhumij language how.many person-PL speak-PROG-FIN

‘How many people speak the Bhumij language?’ [KCN]
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Within the noun phrase, adjectives, demonstratives, and genitives precede the 
noun, while numerals may precede or follow the governed noun. Adverbs precede 
both adjectives and verbs, while auxiliaries follow the lexical verb as is typical 
in Eurasian SOV languages (Anderson 2006). Within possessive sentences the 
order can be Gen N or N Gen (either order between possessor and possessum is 
permitted).

(143) am-a seta menaa-koa
you-GEN dog COP-PL:FIN

‘Do you have any dogs?’ [KCN]

(144) sadom a-a ban-kue
horse I-GEN NEG.COP-PL:FIN

‘I have no horses.’ [KCN]

4.2 Complex sentence structure

4.2.1 Relative-type clauses

There are no spontaneous forms of this type in our corpus. Non-finite verbs marked 
by -te (see below) may appear in clauses that have relative-type functions.

(145) nen-te saben=ko ajaraj-te nen-do-ko meta--a omm
this-FOC/EMPH all=PL come.first-ABL that-EMPH-PL say-PASS/ITR-FIN Om
‘That one there, the ones that always come first, those are said “Om.”’ 
[KCN]

4.2.2 Other subordinate clauses (time, manner, cause, purpose, and so on)

One particularly common means of marking subordinate clauses in Ho is through 
a system of case-marked clausal subordination (cf. Anderson 2002 for an elabo-
rate such system in Burushaski). The general oblique or ablative marker marks 
 complements of certain head verbs in various complex predicate structures in Ho.

(146) ali baro ca u-te=li sana-tan-a
we.DL two tea drink-ABL=1DL desire-PROG-FIN

‘We two wish to drink tea.’ [CMH]

Note that as is commonly the situation in the history of complex predicates, the 
case-marked (same subject) verb complement structure has the same formal 
 characteristics to the (same subject) serialized formation.

(147) goe-te jonom-le-n
die-ABL born-ANT-ITR

‘stillborn’

Attached to a participle- (or T/A+transitivity)-marked stem, temporally subordinate 
clauses may be formed.

(148) (a) seno-ja-n-te (b) paa-ja-n-te (c) jome-ja-n-te
 go-T/A-ITR-ABL read-T/A-ITR-ABL  eat-T/A-ITR-ABL

 ‘after going’ ‘after reading’  ‘after eating’ [CMH]
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(d) hoba-o-tan-a cilike lele-do neenen talu-re
happen-PASS/ITR-PROG-FIN how tongue-EMPH this.one jaw-LOC

joga-o-ka-n-te raa-ja cilike wa� wa� wa�
touch-PASS/ITR-T/A-ITR-ABL cry-[TA:]FIN how wa� wa�� wa��
‘is like this when the tongue touches the upper jaw and it cries like 
wa� wa� wa�’ [DB]

Another formation involves a finitizer or a genitive marker added to the case and 
makes a nominal sentence of the following type.

(149) ol-e-ti-a
write-T/A-ABL-FIN/GEN??
‘this is to write with’ [CMH]

Attaching to a T/A form (with or without the transitivity marker), the locative case 
marker in -re may form temporally subordinate clauses as well:

(150) ena-do ne-ya-do mis-ete ule-tan-re
that-EMPH this-FOC-EMPH throat-ABL vomit-PROG-LOC

jantan-ko-re ka=bu men-iy-a
different.places-PL-LOC NEG=1PL.INC say-FUT-FIN

‘That’s not what we call that one, this is when vomit comes out all over.’ [KCN]

Mixed structures are also found with case-marked verbs in combination with (co-)
relative pronominal-type elements. Such mixed varieties are found in high-contact 
varieties of Siberian languages, where such subordination strategies abound but are 
lacking in the socially dominant Russian (for more see Anderson 2003, 2004).

(151) ne-ya-do hoba-tan-a cimita citi=e jonom-o-a 
this-FOC-EMPH happen-PROG-FIN when baby=3 birth-PASS/ITR-FIN

imite sii=e jonom-ta-re raa-ya ina-do 
then small.child=3 birth-T/A-LOC cry-[T/A:]FIN that-EMPH

‘So it is that when a baby is born, at that time it starts to cry that one.’ [KCN]

On the other hand, a possibly innovative feature of complex sentence structure in the 
speech of younger Ho speakers is the presence of a clause-initial subordinator and 
two finite verbs rather than a case-marked subordinate verb.

(152) neene-ya abu-do=bu mene-tan-a cimita 
this.one-FOC we-EMPH=1PL.INC say-PROG-FIN when

abu=bu boga-e-tan-a
we=1PL.INC worship-3-PROG-FIN

‘This one here we say it when we are worshipping.’ [DB]

4.2.3 Coordination and switch reference

Clauses can be coordinated by the conjunction ondo[o] or by simple  concatenation. 
In the latter structure, the last verb is sometimes the only fully finite one.

(153) enleka uru-i-pe ondo kaji-pe
like.that think-FUT-2PL and speak-FUT-2PL

‘Think about it like that and say it.’ [KCN]
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ean-ge saben etoi-e-ka bugi-leka-te ondoo 
that-FOC all learn-3-OPT do.well-ADV=ABL and

desum-re nitir-e=pe
country-LOC spread-FUT:FIN=2PL

‘(So that) it will all have been learned well and you will spread it out in the 
country.’ [KCN]

(154) Jashpur Asuri
holate i huu ir-i sen-tehin-en-a-i
yesterday I paddy cut-1 go-T/A-ITR-FIN-1
‘Yesterday I went and cut rice.’ (Grierson 1906:142)

Note the double subject marking in this form but tense/aspect marking only on the 
final conjunct. This is an example of a semi-finite conjunctive structure.

5 SEMANTICS/DISCOURSE

5.1 Semantics

Semantics in Ho have not been extensively investigated. Some things were touched 
on briefly in section 3.3 above in the discussion of expressive formation. Another 
feature of Ho that would be apparent to anyone casually looking through the Ho 
dictionary of Deeney (1978a) is the fine-grained semantic nature of many Ho verbs. 
Thus, there are numerous verbs translatable as English ‘cut’, depending on motion 
used, instrument, and so on. A small selection of these are offered below.

(155) ha�r ‘cut with small instrument’
o ‘cut down, by self ’
maa ‘cut with axe, heavy strokes’
ir ‘cut paddy’
ged ‘cut (meat) or w/saw’
sa maa ‘cut into small pieces’ [CMH]

5.2 Discourse

The study of the discourse structure of Ho and the minor Kherwarian languages 
is in its very infancy. Only a brief  overview and some impressionistic comments are 
offered below on Ho conversation.
In emphatic speech, multiple references to a single referent is possible in Ho.

(156) abu hotel-te=bu seno-tan-a=bu
we hotel-ABL=1PL.INC go-PROG-FIN=1PL.INC

‘we are going to/from the hotel’ [CMH]

Dropping of noun phrases recoverable from the discourse is commonly attested in 
spoken varieties of Mayurbhanj Ho. Copular forms, like verbs, can themselves alone 
serve as answers to questions.

(157) (a) am-a mena-kwa
you-GEN COP-PL:FIN

‘Do you have any?’ [KCN]
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(b) ban-ku-e
 NEG.COP-PL-FIN

 ‘(I’ve) got none.’ [KCN]

6 LEXICON

6.1 Austroasiatic/Munda components

Ho like any other language reflects numerous layers of its history in the make up of 
its lexicon. Austroasiatic and Munda components are found alongside Indo-Aryan, 
English, and other loan strata.

The Kherwarian languages are closely related to each other. The language/ dialect/
communalect/ethnolect continua are complex with respect to the Kherwarian Munda 
languages. There are groups that are linguistically very similar but whose ethnocom-
munity identities are quite distinct. One such group consists of the Mah[a]li, Karmali, 
and Santali. Also, variation of a not-insignificant sort (i.e. cross-cutting ostensible 
language-defining structural boundaries) is found, with features of individual 
 idiolects showing one or more Kherwarian language features, for example, in multi-
lingual Kherwarian villages in Mayurbhanj, Orissa, where ethnolinguistic identity is 
largely Ho but linguistic features of individual community members may show more 
Mundari or even Santali-like features (see below for more and examples). Suffice it 
to say that how many Kherwarian ‘languages’ or ‘speech varieties’ there are remains 
an open question, and how these can be meaningfully distinguished using linguistic 
critieria, rather than ethnolinguistic or sociohistorical identity is a subject for future 
research. All of this should be borne in mind when considering the  discussion which 
follows.

The correspondence among Kherwarian languages including Santali and Mundari 
is remarkable in Table 5.1. The following phonological correspondences and discrep-
ancies among the Kherwarian languages should be noted:

 (i) The identical correspondences like (1) and (2) are copious. We can fi nd easily 
word correspondences of these words in Austroasiatic. Thus (1) ‘forest’ bri in 
Sre, pri in Riang, brei in Palaung, brai in Khmer and brai in Wa; (2) ‘thigh’ 
bhlau (phlou) in Khmer, blau/ bleu in Palaung and pelau in Tareng.13

  (ii) Intervocalic * is lost in Ho but retained in other Kherwarian in (3) and (4).
 (iii) Intervocalic * is changed to  in Ho, Mundari, Birhor, and Turi but retained 

in Santali, some dialects of Mundari, Korwa, and Asuri in (5).
 (iv) Intervocalic *h is lost in Ho and Mundari but retained in the other Kherwarian 

languages in (6) and (7).
  (v) The position of articulation of checked consonant in word-fi nal position is a 

retrofl ex  in Ho and Korwa but a dental d in the other Kherwarian languages 
in (8) and (9).

 (vi) The mid-vowel in Santali and Korwa corresponds to the low vowel in other 
Kherwarian in (10) and (11). The vowel correspondences of mid-vowel e, o in 
Santali and i, u in other Kherwarian, especially Mundari and Ho are already 
discussed in Pinnow (1959), Zide (1966), Zide and Munda (1966), and Osada 
(1996). According to Minegishi (1990) and a recent report, that is, Kobayashi 
et al.(2003), the high vowel correspondences i, u are found even in some dialects 
of Santali. Thus we have given these cases in { } of (10) and (11).
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 (vii) The vowel in word-fi nal position in some words is dropped in Santali, Korwa, 
Asuri, Birhor, and Turi but retained in Mundari and Ho in (12) and (13). A 
notable example is ot ‘earth’ in Santali, Korwa, Asuri, Birhor, and Turi but ote 
in Mundari and Ho.

(viii) The intervocalic -m- in Santali and some dialects of Mundari corresponds 
to a consonant cluster; that is, of homorganic nasal and stop -mb- in other 
Kherwarian shown in (14) and (15). But the distribution of the following case 
is slightly different; for example, rimil ‘cloud’ in Ho, Santali, some dialects of 
Mundari while rimbil in Mundari.

 (ix) Two different forms are distributed among Kherwarian in (16) and (17). These 
are usually divided into two groups; that is, Santali, some dialects of Mundari, 
Korwa, Asuri, Birhor, Turi on the one hand, Ho and Mundari on the other 
hand. Such instances are as follows: rama ‘nail’ in Santali and so on while sar-
sar in Mundari and Ho; hoo or huu ‘paddy’ in Santali while baba in Mundari 
and Ho, except Mayurbhanj Ho which often uses huu.

  (x) The sporadic vowel correspondences are found in (18) and (19). Additional 
cases include the following instances: taren ‘shoulder’ in Santali while taran in 
other Kherwarian; laser ‘blade’ in Santali while leser in other Kherwarian.

 (xi) The initial - in Santali, Korwa, and Asuri is correspondent to the initial n- in 
other Kherwarian languages in (20) and (21).

 (xii) The CaC(C)e(C)/CeC(C)a(C) and CaC(C)o(C)/CoC(C)a(C) of the disyllabic 
words in Santali corresponds to the CaC(C)i(C)/CiC(C)a(C) and CaC(C)u(C)/
CuC(C)a(C) in other Kherwarian languages in (22), (23), (24) and (25). In 
these cases Osada (1996) suggested that the high vowel i/u became lowered 
due to the assimilation of the low vowel a in Santali under the infl uence of an 
adjoining Indo-Aryan language; that is, Bengali in which the same assimilation 
can be found according to Dimock (1957).

6.2 Loan strata

Ho is covered quite excellently in the lexical materials of Father Deeney in which 
numerous loanwords are identified. As mentioned in section 3.1.8 above, numeral 
stems in Bhumij even down to ‘five’ reflect Indo-Aryan sources.

7 BRIEF ANALYZED TEXT

The following text was recorded by Anderson and Harrison in Bhubaneswar, India, 
September 2005. It is a lesson given to a group of Ho children by a well-known Ho 
orator and performance artist, Mr. K.C. Naik Biruli. In this lesson, he emphasizes 
the spiritual and cultural significance of Ho writing. The syllabary begins with ‘om’, 
a grapheme of religious significance that serves no orthographic purpose. Each suc-
cessive grapheme has a mythology that relates its shape, sound, or appearance to the 
unique Ho cultural context and worldview. This mythology serves as a mnemonic 
used in teaching and memorizing the Ho syllabary.

    (i) joarge hon-ko
greetings child-PL

‘Greetings children!’
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   (ii) enredo abu abu-e ho hayam-te ho bhasa-te
ok we we-GEN Ho language-ABL Ho language-ABL

ho language-te tisi
Ho E.language-ABL today
‘OK today we are going to (talk) about our Ho language.’

   (iii) ciliken lipi-ko mena -a
what.kind letter-PL COP-FIN

‘What kinds of letters there are?’

   (iv) ondoo cilike=ko paa-o-iy-a
and how=PL read-PASS/ITR-FUT-FIN

‘and how they are read’

   (v) ena-ko ape-ko sama-re=li jagar-iy-a
that-PL you.PL-PL front-LOC=1DL.EXCL speak-FUT-FIN

‘I (POL) will speak about these in front of you.’

   (vi) ena-ge saben etoi-e-ka bugi-leka-te ondoo 
that-FOC all learn-3-OPT do.well-ADV=ABL and

desum-re nitir-e=pe
country-LOC spread-FUT:FIN=2PL

‘(so that) it will all have been learned well and you will spread it out in 
the country.’

  (vii) ayum-ke--a=pe ondoo may-ta-ko babu-ta-ko
listen-T/A-TR-FIN=2PL and girl-EMPH-PL boy-EMPH-PL

‘Did you listen girls and boys?’

   (viii) tisi ali kaji tey-a-a-do nen citi-do-ko 
today 1DL.EX say AUX-ITR/PASS-FIN-EMPH this writing-EMPH-PL

meta--a wara citi lipi
say-ITR/PASS-FIN wara citi letter
‘Today I will speak about these ways of writing, that are called the 
Warang Chiti letters.’

   (ix) ne-ya-do Pandit Lako Bod[o]ra tiki nen
this-FOC-EMPH Pandit Lako Bodra himself  this

lipi-do=ki olen=taiken-a
letter-EMPH=3DL write=PROG.PST-FIN

‘This Pandit Lako Bodra himself  produced in writing these letters.’
[NB: use of dual in polite discourse for singular referent]

    (x) nen citi-re-a nutum-do cikana--a wara citi
this writing-GEN:INAN name-EMPH what-FIN wara citi
‘What is this way of writing(? it is) the Warang Chiti.’

   (xi) cinakana--a wara citi
call-RFLXV-T/A-ITR-FIN wara citi
‘was called Warang Chiti’
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  (xii) nen-te saben=ko ajaraj-te nen-do-ko
this-FOC/EMPH all=PL come.fi rst-ABL that-EMPH-PL

meta--a omm
say-PASS/ITR-FIN Om
‘That one there, the ones that always come fi rst, those are said “Om.”’

   (xiii) cinaka-a meta--a omm
call-PASS/ITR-FIN say-PASS/ITR-FIN Om
‘How is it called? It is said Om.’

   (xiv) ena canap-te ne-ya-do siie-ko raay-e=ko-leka
that fi nish-ABL that-FOC-EMPH small.child-PL cry-FUT=PL-PP

wa� cenaa=ko kaji-e wa�
wa� what=3PL say-FUT:FIN wa�
‘That next one there, that one is like as babies cry, wa �, what do they say, wa�.’

  (xv) saben-ko ajte ayar-re sii-e jonom-eya-n-[d]re wa� 
all-PL fi rst come.fi rst-LOC small.child-3 be.born-T/S-ITR-LOC wa�
mente raay aci bano
like cry:FUT:FIN or not
‘When all of them fi rst come out, when a small child is born, (he) cries 
wa�, isn’t it so?’

   (xvi) manoa jonom-re ratom kaji ee-ti-a-do
human birth-LOC just.at? speak AUX-T/A-FIN-EMPH

‘Just when a human is born, [s]he starts to speak.’

  (xvii) wa mente ma mente ka=e kaji-e wa mente kaji-e[]
wa like ma like NEG=3 speak-FUT wa like say-FUT-?
‘like wa� s/he speaks not ma, s/he speaks like wa �’

  (xviii) ne-ya-do mara citi ne-ya-do huri
this-FOC-EMPH big case this-FOC-EMPH small
‘This one is the upper case and this one is the lower.’

   (xix) enete ena canap-te siie-do-ko=e mara-ya-n-[d]re/te
then that fi nish-ABL little.child-EMPH-PL=3 grow-T/A-ITR-LOC/ABL

cina men-iy-a
what say-FUT-FIN

‘Then this next one, little children, when they grow up, what do (they) say?’

  (xx) ega-do aay-ta-ye ka=ko men-iy-a
mother-EMPH set.free-T/A-3:FIN NEG=3PL say-FUT-FIN

‘The mother sets them free, isn’t it so?’

   (xxi) enleka ne-ya=ko men-iy-a a cilike kaji-re
like.that this-EMPH=3PL say-FUT-FIN set.free how say-LOC

‘It’s like that, how they will say it, like a’

  (xxii) sii=e aa-k-i-redo inii-do sen-iy-a
child=3 set.free-PASS/ITR-FUT-COND those-EMPH go-FUT-FIN

‘When the child is set free, those ones will go.’
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  (xxiii) ban-ta-redo iyu-e yue iyu-e ban-ta-re yuw-e
not-EMPH-COND jump.up(3x) not-EMPH-LOC jump.up-FUT:FIN

parkom-ete iyu-e
bed-ABL jump.up-FUT:FIN

‘If  not, (s/he will) jump up, if  not, (s/he) will jump up from the bed.’

  (xxiv) ente ni-ya-do=ko men-iy-a uy
then this-FOC-EMPH=3PL say-FUT-FIN uy
‘Then this is how they say this one uy’

  (xxv) cina=ko men-iy-a uy
what=3PL say-FUT-FIN uy
‘What do they say? uy’

  (xxvi) enleka uy-ke-redo yuw-e
like.that jump.up-T/A-COND fall.down-FUT:FIN

‘(and) if  (s/he) jumps up like that, (then) she will fall down’

 (xxvii) ena cina ne-ya cina =ko meta yu
that what this-FOC what=3PL say yu
‘What’s that? This one they pronounce yu’

  (xxviii) enayte nee ne-ya-do ae
then this this-FOC-EMPH ae
‘Then this one here, this one is ae’

  (xxix) cina=ko mena-ye ae
what=3PL say-FUT:FIN ae
‘What they call this is ae’

   (xxx) ondo ne-ya-do o
and this-FOC-EMPH o
‘and this one is o’

  (xxxi) cina=bu meta o
what=1PL.INC say o
‘What we call this one is o’

 (xxxii) ena-do ne-ya-do mis-ete ule-tan-re
that-EMPH this-FOC-EMPH throat-ABL vomit-PROG-LOC

jantan-ko-re ka=bu men-iy-a
different.places-PL-LOC NEG=1PL.INC say-FUT-FIN

‘That’s not what we call that one, this is when vomit comes out all 
over.’

  (xxxiii) iya o ka=bu men-iy-a 
iya o NEG-=1PL.INC say-FUT-FIN

‘iya (we say) we don’t say o’

  (xxxiv) heya cina-ko-ta 
heya what-PL-T/A:FIN

‘heya is what they (say)’
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 (xxxv) ente ne-ya-do=ko meta-a heyo
then this-FOC-EMPH=3PL say-FIN heyo
‘Then this one here they pronounce heyo’

  (xxxvi) cina=ko meta-[a] heyo
what=3PL say-FIN heyo
‘What do they say, heyo’

 (xxxvii) ena canap-te ne-ya-do i
that fi nish-ABL this-FOC-EMPH i
‘That next one, this is i.’

 (xxxviii) cenaka=ko men-iy-a i
what=3PL say-3:FIN i
‘What they call this is i.’

  (xxxix) ondoo ne-ya-do cina=bu men-iy-a u
and this-FOC-EMPH what=1PL.INC say-FUT-FIN u
‘and this one here what we call it is u’

   (xl) ne-te enayte nen ayer-te ko nen-ta-re
this-ABL then this come.fi rst-ABL they? this-EMPH-LOC

‘after this then, starting from the beginning here’

   (xli) ena ete nen wa a[] uy yu ae o i u heyo heya
that begin:FUT:FIN this wa� a[] uy yu ae o i u heyo heya
‘that begins like this wa� a uy yu ae o i u heyo heya’

   (xlii) neen ne-ya-do-ko meta-a bhowels bhowels
this:EMPH this-FOC-EMPH=3PL say-FIN vowels vowels
‘These ones here they call vowels.’

  (xliii) bhowel english-te vowel citi=ko meta-a ho-te-do...
bowel English-ABL vowel word=3PL say-FIN ho-ABL-EMPH

‘Bowel (we say) in Ho, from the English word vowel.’

  (xliv) iya enlekan doburi citi-te=ko meta-a
DISC like.that double/diphthongs letter-ABL=3PL say-FIN

‘Those ones like that they call doburi (diphthongs.)’

   (xlv) enayte abu na-do nen-ta-ete=bu ee -ey-a
then we now-EMPH this-EMPH-ABL=1PL.NC start-FUT-FIN

‘Now then we will start with these here.’

  (xlvi) ne-ya cina=ko mena-a o
this-FOC what=3PL say-FIN o
‘This one is what they call o.’

  (xlvii) cena=ko mena-a o
what=3PL say-FIN o
‘What do they call it? o’

 (xlviii) cena=ko men-ey-a goy
what=PL say-FUT-FIN goy
‘What they call (this) is goy’
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  (xlix) cina=ko men-iy-a ko
what=3PL say-FUT-FIN ko
‘What they call (this) is ko’

    (l) ena-ya-ko meta wi
that-FOC=3PL say:FIN wi
‘That one they call wi.’

   (li) kaji-pe siie-ko bi wi
say-2PL child-PL bi wi
‘Say it children, bi, wi.’

   (lii) enete na-ya-do=ko meta wij
then this!-FOC-EMPH=3PL say wij
‘This one here they call wij.’

  (liii) cena=ko meta wij
what=3PL say wij
‘What they call it is wij.’

   (liv) enate canap-te cena=ko meta-a wic
then fi nish-ABL what=3PL say-FIN wic
‘Then the next one is what they call wic.’

   (lv) ena canap-te nen-ta=bu nele-tan-a
that fi nish-ABL this-EMPH=1PL.INC see:3?-PROG-FIN

‘the next one we see’

  (lvi) ne-ya-do=ko meta e
this-FOC-EMPH=3PL say:FIN e
‘This one they call e.’

   (lvii) e kaji-pe
e say-2PL

‘Say e.’

  (lviii) enayte ne-ya-do daru o-ia-n-a
then this-FOC-EMPH tree cut.down-T/A-ITR-FIN

ka=ko  meta-a
NEG=3PL say-FIN

‘Then this next one here, trees are cut down, don’t they say?’

  (lix) daru nen-ta o-ia-n-a
tree this-FOC cut.down.by.person-T/A-ITR-FIN

   (lx) rapu-iya-n-[a]
cut.down.by.nature-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘a tree is (/may be) cut down’

  (lxi) nen lipi=ko meta-a o
this letter=3PL say-FIN o
‘This letter they call o.’

   (lxii) cina=ko meta-a o
what=3PL say-FIN o
‘What do they call this, o?’
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  (lxiii) ena canap-te ne-ya-do jana iyu-ye-n-dre
that fi nish-ABL this-FOC-EMPH side fall-T/A-ITR-LOC

‘The next one, this is when (something) falls on its side.’

  (lxiv) citana-ete latar otere yu-yen-re ee mente kasar-iye
up-ABL down ground-LOC fall-T/A-ITR-LOC ee like sound-FUT:FIN

‘When from up above it falls and hits the ground, it sounds like ee.’

    (lxv) enleka uru-i-pe ondo kaji-pe
like.that think-FUT-2PL and speak-FUT-2PL

‘Think about it like that and say it.’

  (lxvi) en cina=ko kaji-ye
that what=3PL say-3:FIN

‘That is what they call it.’

  (lxvii) enayte ho ungur-e-n-re cilike
then person bend.forward-T/A-ITR-LOC when

nanu ban-tan-a ka=ko men-iy-a
back.and.forth AUX-PROG-FIN NEG=3PL say-3-FIN

‘When a person bends forward, they rock back and forth so (nnu) 
don’t they say it?’

 (lxviii) ne-ya-do cina=ko kaji-ye nu
this-FOC-EMPH what=3PL speak-3:FIN nu
‘This one is what they call nu.’

  (lxix) ayum-ke--a-pe saben
hear-T/A-TR-FIN-2PL all
‘Did you all hear (that)?’

   (lxx) enayte nen-ta-do cilike nel-o-tan-a
then this-EMPH-EMPH how see-PASS/ITR-PROG-FIN

‘Then this one here how does it look?’

  (lxxi) nen-ta nen-do cikana em-aka-n-a
this-EMPH this-EMPH what give-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘This one here what’s it give (the appearance of)?’

  (lxxii) nemene leka daa pere-yeka-n-a leka
up.to.this like water be.fi lled-T/A-ITR-FIN like

nel-oo-tan-a
see-PASS/ITR-PROG-FIN

‘It looks like water could be fi lled up to this like that.’

 (lxxiii) esu ra�sa-te=bu urum-ke--a
very happy-ABL=1PL.INC know/recognize-T/A-TR-FIN

‘We very happily recognize it.’

 (lxxiv) naa-do cina=bu kaji-e menta-do
now-EMPH what=1PL.INC say-3:FIN like-EMPH

‘Now what is it that we call this one like.’
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  (lxxv) cinaa=ko kaji-e daa
what=3PL say-FIN:FUT daa (water)
‘What they call it is daa.’

 (lxxvi) abu-e desum-do golge menaaca gulge
we.PL.INC-GEN country-EMPH round COP.NFIN round[ness]

mena-ke--a
say-T/A-TR-FIN

‘Our country is round, (they) have told (us) it is round.’

  (lxxvii) ne-ya-do enleka abu desum-rea desum leka
this-FOC-EMPH like.that we.PL.INC country-GEN country like

nel-o-tan leka ot
see-PASS/ITR-PROG like ot
‘This one here, we, it looks like our country, like our world.’

 (lxxviii) cina=bu kaji-e ot
what=1PL.INC say-FUT:FIN ot
‘What we call (this) is ot.’ (Note: desum = world)

 (lxxix) ne-ya-do abu cina=bu kaji-e
this-FOC-EMPH we.PL.INC what=1PL.INC say-FUT:FIN

ne-ya-do=ko meta homo
this-FOC-EMPH=3PL say:FIN homo
‘This one here, what we call this one here, they call it homo.’

  (lxxx) ado enleka-ge ne-ya-do bu cina=ko kaji-e bu
it like.that-FOC this-FOC-EMPH bu what=3PL say-3:FIN bu
‘Then that one it is like that, this one is bu, we they call this is bu.’

 (lxxxi) ne-ya-do cilike nel-o-tan-a marda
this-FOC-EMPH how see-PASS/ITR-PROG-FIN come.now

miye� sakam-te bai-o-leka pu leka
one.NONHUMN leaf-ABL create-PASS/ITR-PP leaf.cup like

nel-o-tan-a kalgi leka
see-PASS/ITR-PROG-FIN leaf.plate like
‘This one here how does it look, come now, it looks like a leaf cup made 
from a single leaf, (or) like a leaf plate?’

  (lxxxii) ne-ya-do=ko meta-a pu
this-FOC-EMPH=3PL say-FIN pu
‘This one they call pu.’

 (lxxxiii) diye=ko nui-ti-a leka kaji-oo-tan-a 
country.liquor=3PL drink:3-ABL-GEN like say-PASS/ITR-PROG-FIN

enleka nel-o-tan-ti-a esu bania-te leka-te 
like.that see-PASS/ITR-PROG-ABL-GEN very beauiful-ABL like-ABL

‘It is said like what they drink country liquor from, it looks like that, 
quite beatiful[ly].’
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  (lxxxiv) esu anya-te yirgel eto-ya marci naa=bu 
very quick-ABL be.aware learn-FUT:FIN let’s.try now=1PL.INC

 kaji-e pu
say-FUT-FIN pu
‘Very quickly (you) will learn it, nowlet’s have a go, let’s say pu.’

 (lxxxv) ente ne-ya-do=ko meta-a hoyo
then this-FOC-EMPH=3PL say-FIN hoyo
‘Then this one here they call hoyo.’

 (lxxxvi) ente=ko cina=ko meta-a hoyo
then=3PL what=3PL say-FIN hoyo
‘That one, they, they call it hoyo’

 (lxxxvii) ente enleka-ge ne-ya-do holo holo
then like.that=FOC this-FOC-EMPH holo holo
‘Then this is one like holo holo.’

(lxxxviii) cina=ko meta-a holo holo
what=3PL say-FIN holo holo
‘What they call this one is holo, holo.’

 (lxxxix) ondoo ne-ya-do-ko meta-a hoa
and this-FOC-EMPH=3PL say-FIN hoa
‘and they call this one hoa’

   (xc) cina=bu kaji-e ne-ya-do
what=1PL.INC say-FIN this-FOC-EMPH

‘what we call this one is’

   (xci) ente ne-ya-do meta-a=bu kaji-e har
then this-FOC-EMPH say-FIN=1PL.INC say-FIN har
‘Then this one is what that is called, we call it har.’

  (xcii) cina=ko meta-a har
what=3PL say-FIN har
‘What they call this one is har.’

  (xciii) enayte ne�e ne-ya-do su
then this:EMPH this-FOC-EMPH su
‘Then this one is su.’

  (xciv) cina=bu kaji-e su
what=1PL.INC say-FIN su
‘What we call this is su.’

   (xcv) ondoo ne-ya-do esu anya-te tora=bu
and this-FOC-EMPH very quick-ABL perhaps=1PL.INC

nel urum-ey-a nayele-leka nel-oo-tan-te-a 
see+recognize-FUT-FIN plough-PP see-PASS/ITR-PROG-ABL-GEN

cina=bu kaji-e si
what=1PL say-FIN si
‘and this one perhaps very quickly (you) will see and recognize as 
because it looks like a plough, what we call this is si.’
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  (xcvi) ne-ya-do=bu si-ti-a
this-FOC-EMPH=1PL.INC plough-ABL//T/A-FIN

‘This is what we plough with.’

 (xcvii) enayte ne-ya-do mara keroo mena-a kero mena-a
then this-FOC-EMPH big case COP-FIN case COP-FIN

‘Then this one here is the upper case, the case.’

   (xcviii) ne-ya-do=ko huri huri-ti-a mara-ti-a-do
this-FOC-EMPH=3PL small small-ABL//T/A-FIN big-ABL//T/A-FIN-EMPH

mara-leka-ge ol-aka-n-a
big-PP-FOC write-PLUP-ITR-FIN

‘These ones here, they, small and large, like this big, have been written’

   (xcix) enleka kitep-ko cap-aka-n-ti-a bano-leka-te-a
like.that book-PL print-PLUP-ITR-ABL-GEN NEG.COP-PP-ABL-GEN

‘because there aren’t any printed books (available to show you).’

    (c) ka=li udub daie-ten-e
NEG=1DL.EX [make.]understand CAP-PROG-FIN

‘I can’t really make you understand.’

   (ci) uruu-ye=li ape esu anyate en
think-T/A=1DL you very quickly that

kitep-ko=li udub-e-pi-a
book-PL=1DL make.understand-FUT-2PL-FIN

‘I think that I could make you understand (how to read) those books 
very quickly.’

   (cii) gapa gapa cimite paa-o hob-a-n-a
tomorrow tomorrow when read-PASS/ITR AUX-T/A-ITR-FIN

‘Tomorrow, tomorrow when the reading continues’

   (ciii) en gapa paa-o hoba-i-redo kitep-ko
that tomorrow read-PASS/ITR AUX-FUT-COND book-PL

cilike udub-kete en na saben
how make.understand-DS that now all

kaji=li udub-e-pi-a
say=1DL make.understand-FUT-2PL-FIN

‘Tomorrow reading will continue and I will teach you all to understand 
how (to read) these books and how to say.’

    (civ) tisi=e pa-o-do nen-ta-re=bu
today=EMPH?/3 read-PASS/ITR-EMPH this-EMPH-LOC=1PL.INC

mucire-tan-a
stop-PROG-FIN

‘Today we are going to stop here now.’

   (cv) eya marena-do tisi nen-ta-re mucire-tan-a
yes for.now-EMPH today this-EMPH-LOC stop-PROG-FIN

‘Yes, today (let’s) stop here for now.’
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As told by Mr. K.C Naik Biruli (see Figure 5.1) 12 September 2005, Bhubaneswar. 
Recorded, translated, and annotated by Gregory D.S. Anderson and K. David 
Harrison.

8 HO ORTHOGRAPHY

Oral use of the Ho language is vigorous in all speech domains and age groups. 
The Ho are typically bilingual or trilingual, and literate in languages of wider 
 communication, for example, Oriya, Hindi, English. Use of Ho writing remains 
limited. It has been written using multiple scripts, including Devanagari and Oriya, 
but these are considered by the community as nonideal, and the use of an exclusively 
Ho script is to be preferred. Following the rationale of other writing systems of the 
Indian subcontinent, the Ho orthography (called Warang Chiti) was designed by the 
scholar Lako Bodra to appear maximally distinctive from all other writing systems 
in nearly all its graphemes.

During two field trips to India, Anderson and Harrison recorded the use of the 
orthography and narratives, inlcuding the one presented above, about the meaning 
and cultural importance of the writing system. We were able to collect samples of 
Ho handwriting from individuals (Figures 5.2 and 5.4), as well as one printed book, 
an alphabet primer (see Figure 5.3). The Ho orthography is rapidly gaining a wider 
user base, despite lack of representation of the language in official media and in 
state schools. A proposal for inclusion of Ho in the Unicode standard is currently 
being prepared (cf. Harrison and Anderson 2007).

FIGURE 5.1 MR K.C. NAIK BIRULI, HO ORATOR AND SCHOLAR, 2005



FIGURE 5.2 THE HO ORTHOGRAPHY, A HANDWRITTEN VERSION FROM 2005, 
INCLUDING NUMBER SYMBOLS (LOWER ROW), BUT EXCLUDING LOWER-CASE 
LETTERS

FIGURE 5.3 A SAMPLE PAGE FROM THE HO ALPHABET PRIMER BOOK (CHLEC 2002) 
SHOWING THE USE OF BOTH UPPER- AND LOWER-CASE FORMS
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NOTES

 1 jati means ‘descent, lineage’ in Sanskrit. But this term is frequently used in 
Indian sociological literature and discourse to mean ‘caste, tribe, ethnic group, 
social group, and so on’ in English.

 2 Singh and Danda published the ethnography of Kodaku (=Koraku) in 1986. 
They wrote ‘a Kodaku is very clear about the differences between himself  and the 
Korwa and a clear-cut distinction is made when a Korwa asks a Kodaku about 
his tribe, and vice versa’ (p. 1). They didn’t describe the Kodaku language except 
the kinship terminology. In the same way that Ho and Bhumij merit individual 
consideration in this regard, so too does Kodaku/Koraku.

 3 According to Ethnologue (Gordon 2005), Bhumij is a dialect of Mundari. Bear 
in mind the caveats mentioned above that the dialect/language distinction is 
a dubious one to maintain in the face of linguistic considerations alone, and 
that sociohistorical factors are at work here. Mundari-speaking people and 
researchers familiar with Mundari (one of the better known Kherwarian speech 
 varieties) are more inclined to view other ethnolects as ‘dialects’ of Mundari. 
Thus Ho and Bhumij are considered dialects of Mundari by such people, but 
Mundari and Bhumij are considered varieties of Ho by many Ho speakers 
 (personal  communication). Even the differences between Mundari and Santali 
are minimal on most linguistic levels and differ from each other less than many 
‘dialects’ of better known languages.

 4 Note that inside is listed as bitar in Deeney (1978a).
 5 This is a common expressive in Jharkhand. We find this form in Sadani, Kurukh, 

Kharia, and Mundari (Osada 1991b).
 6 As in Mundari, this is the unmarked PST.ITR. PST.TR requires a tense/aspect 

marker.
 7 Deeney translates this as PROG.PRF, that is, ‘have been Xing’.
 8 In nonpast uses of this, Deeney translates this like le- ‘first do X’.
 9 With possible anomalous transitivity marking with these verbs. Such  unmotivated 

‘transitive’ inflection with semantically intransitive verbs is also attested in 
 correspondences between Kharia and Juang as well.

10 Also seno-tan-a-e (Ramaswami 1992:98) with the Series-A ‘detransitive/ 
intransitive’ marker -o.

11 According to Ramaswami, Transitive Animate forms in Bhumij (ones with 
 animate object) take -jatji or -ji in the PROG, while Transitive Inanimate is 
 simply -jat. Note the discussion of the Koraku data in Zide (this volume) and 
Nagaraja (1999).

12 Some stems, as in Series-B inflections, use Proto-Kherwarian *-le-, rather than 
*ke or *ya as their unmarked PST forms; likewise these stems generally appear 
with -lentailen, and so on in the IMPERF.

13 These data on Austroasiatic languages are cited from Donegan (1993:25).

FIGURE 5.4 HANDWRITTEN SAMPLE OF HO ORTHOGRAPHY, WITH UPPER- AND 
LOWER-CASE LETTERS, 2005
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CHAPTER SIX

KORKU*

Norman H. Zide

1 INTRODUCTION

Korku is a North Munda language. It constitutes the western branch of North 
Munda, the Kherwarian languages making up the eastern branch. Korku is thus 
the westernmost language of the Austroasiatic phylum. There are some interesting 
dialect chain features (e.g. involving the complex demonstrative stems characteristic 
of Munda) extending across the whole North Munda area. Our knowledge of the 
minor Kherwarian languages in western Jharkhand and eastern Madhya Pradesh or 
Chhattisgarh is limited.

This language, also called Kurku in the western regions of its range, is called Muwasi 
(Mowasi, Mawasi) by the speakers of its eastern dialect, who reject the name ‘Korku’ 
(see other names in Ethnologue). The name comes from koro-ku, koro ‘person, member 
of the Korku community’ (Santali hoo, Ho ho, etc.), and -ku, animate plural. Most 
of our knowledge of the language comes from the western or Melghat region, and the 
Melghat dialect (Drake 1903; Girard 1965; Nagaraja 1999; Zide 1960; also Nagaraja 
1989). What little we know of Mawasi comes from the old LSI (Grierson 1906).

Korku is spoken in northeastern Maharashtra (most of the speakers residing in 
Amraoti (Amravati) District), and in south central Madhya Pradesh (East Nimar, 
Betul, and Hoshangabad Districts). The SIL do not mention the area of Chhindwara 
District just east of Hoshangabad where there must still be Mawasi speakers.

Ethnologue (2000) gives the number of Korkus as 478,000, most of them presumably 
speaking the (Kurku, Mawasi – Ethonologue gives other ‘alternate names’ as well) 
 language. They claim bilingualism in Hindi and Marathi is low (no percentage is 
given). I suspect ‘low’ is an underestimate, perhaps a considerable underestimate 
(depending on what degree of competence in Hindi is understood). Literacy in Korku 
(5% maximum according to Ethnologue) probably is fairly low, but literacy in Hindi and/
or Marathi (which they do not mention) would be higher, certainly greater than 5%.

The Korku, certainly the men, are almost all bi- or multilingual, speaking the 
regional ‘varieties of Hindi’ in Madhya Pradesh, and Marathi (and dialectal Hindi) in 
Maharashtra. Korku has borrowed heavily from neighboring Indo-Aryan languages, 
particularly in lexicon. There are a few words apparently borrowed (directly?) from 
some Dravidian language (e.g. bo ‘let’s go’). N. Zide observed considerable change 
in syntax, for example, the new Indo-Aryan-like relative clause structures preferred 
by some younger speakers.

Inter-dialect intelligibility, they say is high (76 to 97%), but it is not clear that the 
Mawasi dialect – the most divergent dialect in the extreme east of the Korku area – was 
included in the inter-intelligibility tests. It is hard, without much data, to judge the kind 
and scale of difference between Korku now from Melghat, and the Betul–Hoshangabad 
and Mawasi dialects. Very broad observations of a few Lahi (Hoshangabad) speakers 
showed that, for instance, they had not only lost the dual, but had no memory of it.

256
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Korku uses the Devanagari script (used for Hindi and the Marathi form of it) 
and has not, like some of the Kherwarian languages, devised a script of its own. 
Very little has been written, and I have learned very little about the small amount of 
 earlier-published materials in Korku. Earlier scholars – missionary scholars among 
them – recorded folk songs and tales in the Melghat region, these preserved more 
by women than men (Girard, unpublished texts). There was little printed mate-
rial in Korku: some Bible translations, Christian hymns put into Korku by foreign 
 missionaries, etc. The Madhya Pradesh government prepared simple language-
teaching materials. With increasing population and an increased number of literate 
(mostly in Hindi) speakers, and some greater general recognition of ‘tribal’ languages 
in India, particularly after the creation of the state of Jharkhand and the promotion 
of the local Munda languages there, one might expect an increased use of Korku 
(rather than Hindi or Marathi) in written materials of all sorts. (There are still 
Christian missionaries in the Melghat area. The earlier missionaries were British, 
Canadian, and American. The current missionaries are Indian and are from the 
northeast of India.)

2 PHONOLOGY

2.1 Vowel inventory

Korku possesses a basic five-vowel system.

 (1) i  u
e o

a

There is considerable intra-dialect (and even intra-idiolect) variation in the phonetic 
forms of vowel sequences; that is, there are glides, more or less prominent semivowels, 
etc. There is some phonetic description and detail in Nagaraja (1999), and a few 
(questionable?) forms in their lexical materials showing contrasting, Cya and Cia 
vs. Ciya. But note for instance (Zide field notes) baon; (Girard), bavon; (Nagaraja 
1999), and bawan ‘wife’s younger sister’; (Zide) tia�/tea�, (Nagaraja) tya�, (Girard) tiya� 
‘husband’s older sister’; (Zide) mia�� (Nagaraja) mya, (Girard) miya ‘one’.

Long vowels, that is, sequences of the same vowel, interpreted by Zide as belonging 
to separate syllables, occur frequently, almost always in borrowed forms. Final  vowels 
in monosyllabic nouns are automatically lengthened, for example, jo {joo} ‘fruit’; ti 
{tii} ‘hand’; thus Korku appears to conform to the Munda minimal bi-moraic word 
constraint it inherited from Proto-Munda (and probably Proto-Austroasiatic, see 
Anderson and Zide [2002] for details).

An -o is usually added to consonant-final monosyllabic loan stems in Korku. 
Examples of monosyllabic nouns in borrowed forms include: Hindi sath Korku saato 
‘with’, Hindi ko (< English) ‘coat’, Korku kooo. Zide reports a few examples of syl-
labic nasal, for example, jilgod (Nagaraja: jilngo, but Girard jirigod ‘worm species’).

2.2 Suprasegmental phenomena (tone, register)

Aspiration in Hindi gives low tone in Korku: Hindi phlaa (the a phonetically a 
lower e), ‘first, before’ Korku pee�la.
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There is a small number of old Korku morphemes of CVV`(C) shape, for  example, 
doo�, ‘to put, place’ koo�, ‘to call’, but there are many morphemically complex forms 
of that shape, for example, ee�n ‘there’ (< i- ‘that’ + -e�n ‘locative’) and many redu-
plicated verbs with initial V, for example, ira, ‘to return (intransitive)’, i ı �ra ‘to 
return (transitive)’. That is, the reduplicated form can be said to be made by infixing the 
(necessarily low-toned) verb-stem initial or, by another interpretation, prefixing a 
non-low initial syllable to a stem with its initial syllable lowered. Nagaraja does not 
usually distinguish these. Tone was recorded (by Zide, but not by Drake, Girard, or 
Nagaraja) consisting of a marked low tone contrasting with an unmarked high, for 
example, bulu� ‘thigh’, lulu (reduplicated stem) ‘to draw water’; non-low before glot-
tal stop slightly rising, ura ‘house’; low, before glottal a fall-rise sasa� (reduplicated 
stem) ‘to bring’. Low tone in allegro speech has as its domain a whole noun phrase, 
that is, anything in the phrase after a low tone is low: ‘my small black goat’ ia� sani 
ke�e siì (i ‘I’ -a� genitive, sanì ‘small’, ke�e ‘black, sii ‘(male) goat’ comes out as 
i-a� sa�-nì ke�-e� sì-ì.

Only non-initial syllables exhibit tone distinction. Tone is correlated with aspira-
tion – any non-initial syllable with syllable-initial aspirate is necessarily low-toned, 
for example, ukhu� ‘to hide’, *ukhu is impossible. But note the exception mentioned 
above for the reduplicated and automatically lowered final syllable of dissyllabic 
verb-stems (due to the stem-final glottalized consonant). The reduplicated form of 
kab- is kaka�b, not *kakha�b, that is, the preglottalization blocks the aspiration. Thus 
a more economical transcription would be: ukHu, with H used to mark low tone 
aspiration. Where a lost syllable is contracted (i.e. VV` > V) initially, since initial 
 syllables cannot be ‘low’, its low tone shifts to the following syllable. For example, 
the verb-stem koo�- is reduced to ko- when preceding a consonant-initial syllable, 
but the aspiration-tone-lowering affects the following syllable, for example, koo�-ki 
‘call them-2’> ko-khì which, as suggested above, could be morphophonemically 
written as koH-ki. The only aspirated stops that occur medially are voiceless 
stops. Where reduplication of a voiced initial aspirate occurs, the aspiration in the 
reduplicated second syllable is absent, but the low tone expected from a non-initial 
aspirate – that is, *gha-ghal – remains in, for example, ghal- ‘to show’, reduplicated 
ghaga�l. With some speakers the medial g is slightly aspirated.

Tone has a limited functional load and has been lost in some speakers as Zide 
observed, and Nagaraja looked but didn’t find it at all. But where a name ends in a 
vowel, the only morphological indicator of genitivity is the low tone, for example, 
dadu� ura (from) dadu-a� ura ‘Dadu’s house’.

2.3 Consonant inventory

The Korku consonants are those standard for the area along with the typical (more 
fully North than South) Munda pre-glottalized final stops. Bhattacharya (personal 
communication c.1956) entertained the idea that Korku had, like Dravidian, three 
series of coronal stops, roughly: dental, alveolar, and retroflex, but finally decided 
that there were only two. The early Proto-Munda system must have had two terms 
for coronal stops – dental t  and retroflex   (this arrangement surviving most clearly 
in Sora). It looks as if  such a two-term system persisted into earlier Korku, before 
the present system was firmly established, with heavily borrowed lexicon resulting in 
an Indo-Aryan-like ‘pattern-filling’ dental d and t, and retroflex  and . The later 
phonemic alignment of the phonetic data was perhaps different in different dialects 
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and idiolects, the aligning having gone on – back and forth – over a period of time. 
The different phonemic transcriptions (in some words) of, for example, initial t in 
Nagaraja and Zide (Nagaraja , Zide t) probably reflect different judgments on how 
to classify allophones of alveolar t (in, for example, ti, i ‘hand). Girard transcribed 
almost no forms with t and th. If  there were fuller lexical data more words would 
be listed where alternative forms are now found – forms with both t and , and 
d and .

The current consonontal inventory for Melghat Korku as described by Zide (1960) 
is offered in (2).

 (2) b bh d dh  h j jh g gh
p ph t th  h c [ch] k kh  
m mh n  
s h

         r l   y   

In most older speakers of  the dialects studied, the many loanwords with final 
stops in the source language are given the final vowel o, when borrowed into Korku 
and their final syllables lengthened, either by doubling their syllable-final conso-
nant or lengthening that syllable vowel, for example, kuluppo (but Girard, Nagaraja 
kulupo) ‘lock’, dial. Hindi kulup[h], cooo, Hindi co, ‘wound, injury’, kooo ‘coat, 
jacket’.

Nagaraja does not find  in many forms, stems, and affixes, where Zide and 
Girard record them, for example, Girard/Zide -te  ~ -e , Nagaraja -te inalienable 
 possession; Nagaraja ra ‘roar, break’, Girard/Zide ra- ‘roar, crow (of a cock), cry 
(of an animal)’, Nagaraja ura ‘house’, Girard/Zide ura, Nagaraja ira ‘to return’ 
(intransitive), Girard/Zide ira, etc.

2.4 Syllable structure and phonotactics

There are no initial or final consonant clusters in Korku in the older language. Initial 
clusters in loanwords were usually reduced from the presumed source words in vari-
ous ways depending on the consonants involved (e.g. Brahman, bra(h)man > bamman/
bamma�n, or seshan (the Hindi dialect source form may not have been much different 
from the Korku) >tesan ‘station’, etc.

Nagaraja treats the semivowels as consonants so that he analyzes more and 
longer consonant cluster sequences. I treat them as vowels, the CV1 in, for  example, 
tia- being a short syllable, the lightest – least weighted – syllable type in Korku. 
Nagaraja gives a long list of  examples of  sequences of  consonants. I consider 
Nagaraja’s syllable-final y to be the vowel -e, and i- and u- before V (usually a) 
as vowels, not consonants, and come up with a different and shorter list. See also 
my (1960) comments on the short vocalic link that he takes as ‘zero’ – no vowel 
(e.g. koc[e]re ‘eggshell’), and that I take as a minimal vowel. Nagaraja lists as 
units (‘words’?) forms that I would analyze differently, that is, as different kinds 
of  intra-word structures: noun phrases, compounds with ‘plus juncture’, etc. The 
C1 C2 sequences that we both would agree on include a number of  borrowed forms, 
for example, masar ‘school teacher’. Nagaraja in his lists does not distinguish 
C1-C2 sequences across morpheme boundary from morpheme-internal consonant 
sequences.
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2.5 Intonation/stress

Stress is largely automatic, determined by the syllable weight (closed syllables, those 
with final consonant, are heavier than open syllables) and position, final position 
syllables having more weight than initial ones. The earlier mention of longer – that 
is, half-long or longer than simple single stops, but less longer than geminate stops 
(for example, ti(tt)ipi above), can be considered to reflect phonemically stressed 
initial syllables. Initial syllables of reduplicated verb forms perhaps generally get 
more (not necessarily phonemically) stressed, but they are – phonemically – stressed 
where the syllable weight would not otherwise give them the requisite stress. Medial 
CV syllables are short, particularly where the following syllable begins with a 
continuant. kath()la� ‘armpit’. One can treat – as Nagaraja does – these as 
reduced (or nonexistent) zero vowels. The analysis of  medial consonant clusters 
obviously depends on such a decision.

Various juncture phenomena are noted, in connection with various types of com-
pounding: where two (possible) words are not considered separate words, but are 
written with a plus juncture, for example, with commonly paired words (pair of 
nouns and verb infinitives). We distinguish the following types (these distinctions 
apply widely, and not just to Korku): the first type (type-I) where both Word1 and 
Word2 can occur independently, but in some cases, for example, ayom-ba ‘mother-
father’ the forms in the compound are not the regular free forms in which mae is 
usually for ‘mother’ and aba for ‘father’. In type-II Word2 does not occur independ-
ently and does not fit with types III and IV. It is often an archaic form. Type-III is 
onomatopoetic/sound-symbolic or belonging to the domain of forms often called 
expressive formation, for example, oe�+oe� ‘dragonfly’, re+re ‘to whimper (of 
a baby)’, kusu-+musu (A type-III form, since kusu does not occur independently) 
‘whisper’. Lastly, there are type-IV ‘echo’ forms like sita+mita ‘dogs and the like’. 
Echo forms are derived by adding an initial m- to Word2 words beginning with V, or 
replacing an initial consonant with m-.

Practically nothing is known about intonation in Korku and this remains a subject 
for future research.

2.6 Morphophonology

The (pre-)glottalized consonants – weakly voiced ‘b, ‘, ‘j – are a salient and 
distinctive characteristic of  (almost all) the Munda languages. These occur 
word-finally,  syllable-finally, and word-medially in open juncture. Pre-glottalized 
‘g occurs in some Munda languages, but not in Korku; but the morphophonemic 
alternation of  with -g- (found elsewhere in Munda with ‘g and g-) occurs: the 
-g- occurs before V in close, word-internal juncture, for example, ura, ‘house’, -e�n, 
locative, urage�n ‘in the house’. Note also that stem-final  behaves differently in its 
morphophonemics from affix-final . These are the only permitted noncontinuant 
(i.e. nasals, and l, r, and ) final stops in the older language.

Monosyllabic verb-stems with (underlying) final b,  or j or  when reduplicated in 
their final (second) syllable become low-toned, for example, kab- ‘to bite, hold in the 
mouth’, bid- ‘to sow seed’, reduplicated kaka�b (not *kakha�b), bibìd. For polysyl-
labic verb-stems, the morphophonemic rules are similar. The glottalization, wher-
ever ‘basically located’ and whatever its domain, has the same lowering effect as an 
 aspirated initial would. s functions as an aspirate, a completely regular  aspirated 
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equivalent to (unaspirated) c in some dialects, so that the reduplication of sun- would 
be cusu�n; sod-, coso�d (see Ramsay). There is a reduction of aspirates rule (only one 
permitted, something akin to Grassmann’s Law in Indo-European studies). With 
voiceless aspirates (e.g. kh, s) the aspirate occurs medially (cusu�n, kakha�d); with 
voiced aspirates the aspirate occurs initially (ghaga�l). The reduction-of-aspirates 
rule occurred in some forms where only cognate forms elsewhere show an origi-
nal aspirate, that is, s (example: cakha�n ‘firewood’, Santali sahan). Note also Korku 
sanì ‘small’, where the plural is marked with the -(V)p- infix – caphinì ‘little (ones)’, that 
is, Ch1-VC2-VCV  > C1-VC2h-VCV. In other dialects there is no s/c alternation, that is, 
s is a ‘simple  consonant’ exhibiting no alternation with any other consonant, thus sod-, 
reduplicated form soso�d. No stems of form CVC were recorded.

Unaspirated stops can be geminated. Zide also noted half-length – longer than 
simple C, shorter than geminated C – voiceless stops, occurring in one restricted 
morphological environment – verb reduplication, for example, tipi-, ‘to inform’, 
reduplicated: ti[tt]ipi.

There is very little word-internal consonantal assimilation across morpheme 
boundaries. Among the very few examples are those with the auxiliary lab- (used in 
forming progressive tenses) before -ken (ki-en) and -jen (ya-en) > lakken, and lajjen, 
V+lakken ‘is V-ing’, V+lajjen ‘was V-ing’. For example,

 (3) kukullaken kukullajjen
ku-kul-lab-ki-en ku-kul-lab-ya-en
REDPL:send-PROG-T/A-ITR REDPL:send-AUX-T/A-ITR

‘is sending’ ‘was sending’

Note that Drake (1903) preserved the earlier–pre-assimilation’–forms: /labjen/ and 
/labken/.

Most morphophonemic complication (as pretty much everywhere else in Munda) 
occurs in verb forms and demonstrative derivatives, almost always with verb  suffixes 
or demonstratives, particularly with those demonstrative stems with a final vowel, for 
example, in forms exhibiting vowel harmony (vowel harmony is found as  elsewhere 
in NM in demonstratives): in-e�n > ene�n ‘here’, i-e�n > ee�n ‘there’, from in- ‘this’, 
di- ‘that’, -e�n (locative), i(n)to > eto, -to ‘quantity’, ‘this much/many (of)’. Front 
vowels (i.e. the Dem stem i(n), and the back vowel u in hu- ‘a further that, yonder’, 
‘this’ harmonize (are lowered) to e and o respectively before (more heavily phoneti-
cally stressed) following syllables with the vowels -e or -o, for example, hu-to > oto 
‘that many’. For more detail on the morphophonemics of demonstrative forms, see 
the section on demonstratives (section 3.1.7).

The initial syllable changes to harmonize with the more stressed final. Glottal stop is 
lost everywhere but before #. In verb morphology vowels on -CV suffixes contract with 
and are reduced when preceding suffixes with initial vowels, usually the -e� transitive 
past, or -en intransitive (participial) past, and -a� genitive, -e�n locative. Examples include 
-ki-e > khe�:

 (4) kulkhe�ne�j
kul-ki-e�-(n)ej
send-INTNS/TLOC-PST.TR-3OBJ

‘sent him’

Glottal stop finally in affixes (-a� genitive, -e� past transitive) is lost (as in the above 
example) except before #, for example, i-a� jumu ‘my name’ > ia� jumu, but its 
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morphophonemic alternate -g is found before a following vowel, where the  is not an 
affix-final sound (e.g. in the genitive, past transitive, etc.) but the final consonant of 
a noun or verb, for example, urag-a� doroja ‘the door of the house’, oo�g-a� pee�la 
[REDPL:look/see-GEN before] ‘before seeing/looking’. For some speakers for some 
nouns the -g-, originally an alternate of  when final on a verb or noun-stem is 
extended, that is, reanalyzed, it is treated as part of the genitive affix (thus, a new 
allomorph, -ga�), in a few examples: yisu-ga�, ‘Jesus’-reconfigured genitive, yisuga� 
dherom ‘Jesus’s religion (dharma)’ instead of the expected – earlier – yisu� dherom on the 
analogy of urag-a� doroja ‘the door of the house’. Nagaraja records byaugasutu, 
that is, byau-ga�-sutu from byau ‘wedding’, -ga �- GEN- and sutu ‘before’ and ‘before 
the wedding’. The new genitive allomorph -ga� occurs, as above, on V-final mor-
phemes for some speakers, but is probably spreading. This marks genitivity more 
prominently. Note that, as mentioned above, when a name ends in a vowel, the only 
morphological indicator of genitivity is the low tone, for example, dadu� ura (from) 
dadu-a� ura ‘Dadu’s house’.

3 MORPHOLOGY

3.1 Nominal morphology

Nominal morphemes in Korku are not marked by classifiers or class markers of any 
kind. In the non-borrowed vocabulary Korku simple – monomorphemic – nouns 
can be monosyllabic, dissyllabic, and – not often – longer than that. There is little 
derivational morphology (older derivational affixes can be identified in a few forms). 
A great deal of Korku vocabulary is borrowed from local Indo-Aryan, and a perusal 
of Girard’s lexicon shows that as many as half  the nouns she lists are borrowed.

3.1.1 Number

Inanimate nouns are not usually marked for number (see also the sections on 
pronouns and demonstratives, sections 3.1.6 and 3.1.7) and quantifying adjectives 
are used. Animate nouns – particularly humans – require number marking: dual 
with -ki, and plural with -ku. As noted above, at least one Hoshangabad Korku 
dialect has lost the dual. For some kin-terms there is a non-singular infix -(V)p-, for 
example, kup(a)rar-ku ‘grandchildren’ from kurar ‘grandchild’. These contrast with 
‘simple’ duals and plurals. They are used with third (and possibly second) persons. 
The -(V)p- infix also occurs with two adjectives, khad ‘big’ and sanì ‘small’. The same 
(?) infix is used with verbs to form reciprocals (see section 3.2 on verb morphology). 
The -(V)p- is found in very few distributives derived from demonstrative stems, for 
example (Girard) copta, copha�, the distributive of coto ‘how many’, that is, ‘how 
many each’ (cf. Hindi kitne kitne). Distributives are usually formed by repeating the 
word, for example, je je (je ‘who’) ‘who all’. Note also the -Vm- infix in some South 
Munda languages, for example, Gutob b-um-uya ‘a set of (each other’s) brothers’ 
from buya, ‘older brother’. For demonstrative derivatives we find the suffix -(n)u�r 
for non-singular (see below). Nagaraja points out that when we find (animate) plural 
suffixes with certain inanimate nouns, the word means the ‘inanimate’s people’ – 
people somehow associated with the noun, for example, ura-ku (ura, ‘house’), ‘the 
members (residents) of the house’.
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3.1.2. Case suffixes and postpositions

The case suffixes – as in most of the Munda languages – are few, and supplemented 
for nominal location, purpose, accompaniment, etc. by (clitic) postpositions. The set 
of postpositions varies widely over the dialects of the language. The case suffixes are 
mostly common to the dialects (but see Nagaraja’s informants’ dialect which lacked 
-ae). The usual criterion to distinguish case markers from postpositions, that postposi-
tions follow the genitive (-a�) form of the noun may not be a useful criterion, but one 
wants to make certain neater syntactic generalizations. The usual set of case suffixes:

Genitive: -a� ~ a� ~ -`, for example, am-a� your (you sg), diku  diku�, the 
glottal stop being lost before anything but word boundary.

 (5) ai ija� ije par uye�
            ij-a� ij-e   u-ya-e�

current he-GEN shit-3 completely carry.away-TLOC-PST.TR

‘The current/flood carried away all his shit.’

Locative: -e�n, for example, in-e�n > ene�n ‘here’, Nagpur-e�n ‘in Nagpur’.

Accusative–Dative: -khe, ~ -khe Nagaraja (1999) has -ke. Some sources also 
list variants with final -n, (Girard’s -khen, Drake’s -ken). There are -n/- alter-
nations elsewhere after -e�, for example, with past transitive -e�, for example,

 (6) i dij-khe� o-khe�nej
o-ki-e�/n-ej
I he-ACC see-INTSV-PST-3
‘I saw him.’

Allative: at/up to -ae (Girard, Zide) Nagaraja doesn’t find -ae.

ee�n-ae, ‘up to there’ dij acalpur-ae olen
 He Achalpur-ALL go:PST

 ‘He went up to/as far as Achalpur.’

Ablative: (Girard, Zide) -a�ten -`ten Example: uraga�ten ‘from the house’ ura 
‘house’

Instrumental: -ten ‘by, by means of’

 (7) i kolom-ten ol-ba (oo�lba ia the reduplicated stem).
I pen-INS write-FIN

‘I write with a pen.’ (Nagaraja 1999)

Nagaraja sees -ten/-en as both an instrumental and an ablative marker. But -a �ten is 
used more widely for both ablative and instrumental. In some cases this is  probably 
an erroneous conflation, arrived at because -a �ten and -ten look  identical after a 
noun with a final vowel (all his examples have such nouns). The  contrast would 
be, in such cases, one of  tone only, for example, in-ku > inkuten [INS] inku �ten [ABL]. 
Nagaraja or his informants do not distinguish low-tone syllables from high-tone 
syllables, so the two are identical, and such contrasting examples as i-ten ‘by me’ 
vs i-a �ten ‘from me’ were either missed or misinterpreted (as  variant forms).

Comitative, ‘with’ (a person) Nagaraja -gon, gella, sopin, Zide -go�n
Benefactive, -ghalya for (the sake of)
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Other postpositions with the genitive -a�: location and taking the locative suffix -e�n

 (8) (a)  -a�-mera-e�n ‘near’ for example ratana�meran Ratana-a�-mera-e�n ‘near 
Ratana’ (the use of -mera- also can occur with possessive meaning, like 
for example Hindi mere pas ‘near me’, but also ‘my (but usually ‘my, 
meaning with/on me’). Korku i-a�-mera-e�n. ia�meran

(b) -a�-li-e�n ‘on, on top of’
(c) -a�-ita/ia-e�n ‘under, below’
(d)  -a�-PP-e�n ura-a�-samma-e�n  uraga�samman/ ‘in front of the house’  

cf. Hi -ke samne
(e) -a�-tau-e�n ‘behind’
(f) -a�-sutu before (temporal)
(g) -a�-baado�n after (temporal)

3.1.3 Person

Person is not widely expressed in the Korku nominal system. Inalienable possession 
is marked by -te ~ -e (a cognate affix to which is found in most of the Munda 
languages) for some kin-terms and body parts, for example, kimin-te ‘daughter-in-law’, 
gal-te ‘cheek’, used with third and second persons, for example, but not the first 
person in these examples, that is, not of the speaker’s (daughter-in-law, cheek, etc.). 
It may follow a genitive marked possessor.

 (9) ai  ija� ije par uye�
  ij-a� ij-e  u-ya-e�
 current he-GEN shit-3 completely carry.away-TLOC-PST.TR

 ‘The current/flood carried away all his shit.’

3.1.4 Definiteness

Not explicitly investigated for this chapter in Korku.

3.1.5 Class/gender

Gender is weakly expressed in the Korku nominal system. There is a feminine suffix 
-jei (-jay, -je) found with a small number of kin-terms, for example, kon-jei  ‘daughter’ 
vs. kon ‘child, son’. There are forms borrowed from Hindi where the  masculine ends 
in long a, the feminine with -i (long i). Similarly with adjectives, for example, laa 
masculine vs. lii feminine ‘lame, limping; lame person’.

3.1.6 Pronouns

The pronouns of Korku exhibit slight dialect differences. In Nagaraja (slightly 
edited), we find the following set of basic pronominal forms for the first person 
singular, dual, and plural:

(10)   Singular Dual Plural
 1st person i(j) ala INC. abu INC.
   ali EX. ale EX.
    alam (not specified)
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Girard’s materials on the other hand yield the following slightly different set:

(11)   Singular Dual Plural
 Girard i INCL alom/alam abu/abu�
  EXCL ali ale

Both have a similar set of second person pronominal forms

(12)   Singular Dual Plural
 2nd person am api ape
   (apo honorific) 

Girard’s third person pronouns are the following in-ij, in-ki, in-ku; Nagaraja 
gives the same forms in his own transcription, and calls i – inaccurately – 
neuter.

(13)   Singular Dual Plural
 Masc/Fem ic*/in i-kij  i-ku
 Neuter i* [i-kij] [i-ku]
 (Girard, Zide) 
 Reflexive hec/j
 (Girard) hej i-ki i-ku

Zide agrees with Girard, and also notes occasional – older – ala for 1st dual inclu-
sive from which alom and alam derive.

I include here also the pronominal stem to(n)- ‘which (one)’, – paralleling i(n)-, 
i-, and hu- (see below), its pronominal derivatives and the adverbs derived from 
o[n]-/to(n)-/co-, je, ‘who’, and miscellaneous other forms.

 (14) Singular Dual Plural
 ton-ej ton-ki ton-ku ton-e (INAN) ‘which (one)’

Another interrogative stem similar to on/ton- appears as u[u], yielding uu�ej [SG.] 
ukie � [DL] and ukue � [PL]. je ‘who’ takes case suffixes, and also occurs as an 
adjective, ex. (Nagaraja) je kon-e ‘whose son’ (Nagaraja) je-ka ‘anyone’ je je 
(distributive) ‘who all’. The difference between je and tone (as adjectives) parallels 
that of Hindi kya, ‘what’ and kaun-(sa), the former meaning ‘what Noun’, the latter 
‘which Noun of an understood set’.

Another interrogative pronoun is coj ‘what’ (Nagaraja coch Girard coj/co). Girard 
points that coj is now used by some speakers (on the model of Hindi kya, ‘what’) 
as a question marker, usually at the beginning of a sentence. coj as a pronoun takes 
the expected case suffixes. co-e�n (-e�n LOC) ‘why’, coj-a�, ‘why’. It is not clear under 
our current state of understanding what exactly is the difference in meaning between 
these two variant forms of ‘why’.

Interrogatives derived from to(n)- include: ton-e�n ‘(at) where’ – paralleling ene�n 
‘here’ ee�n, ‘there’ hue�n ‘yonder’. Another interrogative element is (Girard) tuan/
tu�a�n (Zide) tu�ga�n, (Nagaraja) oan ‘to where, whither’ also tuwon. Note Girard also 
has the form tuan-e, ‘where is it’ (see also the comment on interrogatives as verbs 
below, cf. cupha�r, ‘(do) how’).

(15) am cophar-khe {cf. Zide cupha�r-ki-e� ‘do how, in what way?’}
 you do.what-PST

 ‘What did you do? (Nagaraja 1999)
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But the members of that set are expressive. On the set with iìe, huu�e, etc. see below. 
The suffix -bi- from Hindi bhi (emphatic) ‘too’ is used to form indefinite interrogative 
‘ever’ forms, often with the emphatic -ka, (Nagaraja) cola-ka-bi ‘whenever’.

The interrogative stems co(-j) and to(-n) are probably related – earlier perhaps 
even the same morpheme – but are now separate stems with a difference of mean-
ing (more or less the one offered for je vs. to(n) above). Those derived from co(j) 
in addition to those taken up under demonstratives: (coto cupha�r/(Girard) cophar, 
cuphìn/cuthìn) we find (Girard) cupta, (Zide) cuptha�, the distributive of coto with 
infix -p- (see -p- in kin-term plurals), that is, ‘how many each’, and forms such as 
(Girard/Zide) cuha�/cuttha�, (N) coa ’what sort of, who’ (-ta as an obscure pronomi-
nal suffix, perhaps a nominalizer in North Munda); coo�la ‘when’ (-la not identified 
elsewhere), and (Zide) coo��j(-)a�() (Girard) coja (Nagaraja) coja, (Girard) coja-ki 
‘because’ (cf. Hindi kyo � ‘why’ ki). Note that the lengthening in coo�ja, and coo�la is 
‘expressive’ in nature.

3.1.7 Demonstratives

The demonstrative stems are i(n) ‘this’, i- ‘that’, hu- ‘yonder’ (a further ‘that’) and 
ton- ‘which’. They take – as nouns and adjectives – the number suffixes, for example, 
for animates: sing -ej, dual -ki, and plural -ku and for inanimates (not marked 
for number, but usually singular) -e, and non-singular -(n)u�r. Note that expected 
*hu-[n]u�r was not recorded (see also (Zide 1991)).

Additional forms were recorded by Nagaraja, and there are also other – possibly 
archaic – less productive forms. These can be considered pronouns as well as demon-
strative forms. Nagaraja gives several forms with final -e not noted elsewhere noje, 
(near, SG. INAN), hu-je (remote, SG. animate). Nagaraja distinguishes very near/near/
far and remote. Nagaraja’s morpheme boundaries (e.g. i-nij as well as the last two) 
are misplaced. What these -e forms mean is not stated. Perhaps these are equivalent 
to Zide’s ‘exclamatory verbs’ with demonstrative stems, for example, huu�e (remote, 
SG. animate) ‘there (yonder) he is’ i-ki-e� ‘here these two are!’ (Nagaraja does not 
record glottal stops), with slightly different morphophonemics. What is interesting 
in Nagaraja’s demonstrative table – and not noted elsewhere are the ‘very near’ (ni-) – 
contrasting with ‘near’ (no-, i(n)- forms), and the ‘remote’ vs. (remote) ‘pinpointing’ 
forms. He gives ha-/ho- and hu- as remoter stems, and usually ho- (once hu-) in the 
‘pinpointing’ forms. The -e suffix occurs with both the remote non-pinpointing 
forms as well as (two of the) pinpointing forms. There is considerable local variation 
in demonstrative stems and derivations. Girard, surprisingly, does not go into detail 
on the subject. Zide finds different – apparently archaic – forms in his ‘exclamatory 
verbs’ – as does Girard.

Zide finds what might be called ‘pinpointing’ demonstrative stem modifiers, na 
occurring before i(n)- and han before i-.

(16) na ini koro ‘this very man’ han i japae ‘this very/particular woman’

The demonstrative derivations with -e�, not neatly matched with the regular pro-
nominal and demonstrative nouns and adjectives, are as follows:

(17) inanimate (near)
 naa�ne ‘here it is/they (INAN) are!’ haa�ne ‘there it is/they are’
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(18) animate (near) ni-/i- (no difference in meaning noted)
 sing niìde/iìde dual nikie�, ikie�, plural nikue�, ikue�
 (far) hu- SG. huu�e, dual hukie� PL hukue�

Note that there is vowel harmony (lowering or height harmony), with the demonstra-
tive stems in i- or u- becoming e- or o- before a manner suffix with -e or -o, for example, 
i(n)-to > eto. Note also that the -n- in i(n)- seems to be an old  nominalizer, cf. 
Santali. But in Korku it seems to be just a linking or liaison  phoneme, appearing 
where i(n)- is followed by a vowel, for example, in-ej > inij, with a ‘raising’  harmonic 
pattern, but it is not found in the ‘exclamatory verb’ demonstrative derivatives, that is, 
iìe {i-ej-e�}.

Adverbs are regularly derived from these demonstratives, at least from a pair of 
them usually i(n)-, ‘this’ vs. i-, ‘that’ or from a set of three. The adverbial deriva-
tives that commonly appear in such formations are offered below.

(19) (i)  -phı�n ‘manner’ – also -thı�n (Nagaraja/Zide) i-phı�n i-phn (+Zide hu-phı�n), 
(Nagaraja) i-thin, i-phìn

 (ii)  -pha�r manner (Nagaraja) i-phar, (Nagaraja/Girard) i-phar Zide i�a�r/
hi�a�r, i�-a�r/hi�a�r but interrogative cu-phar ‘how’

Note that Nagaraja distinguishes -phar ‘like this’ from -phin ‘this way’. Note also 
that for Zide’s speakers the initial syllables of demonstrative derivatives where the 
second – final, stressed – syllable is low-toned, frequently aspirate the first syllable. 
Note that some of these adverbs can be used as verbs, for example, cupha�r.

(20) i cupha�re {cu-phar-e}
 I how-MANNER-INAN.OBJ

 ‘I how it?’ that is, ‘How shall I do it?’

 (iii)  -o ~ -to Quantity as in e-to ‘this many’ e -to ‘that many’ o-to ‘a 
greater that many’ that is, still more than eto

Nagaraja gives an example with a number suffix after coto, coto-ki, ‘how many 
(dual)’.

Finally, there are the adverbial demonstratives of direction or movement toward 
(the transcriptions vary, some use , some [~g] (i.e. nasalization + velar obstruent 
vs. velar nasal); here I have transcribed all of them with ~g, for example, i�ga�n 
‘hither’, etc.

(21)  (Nagaraja) iga/i�gan  i�ga/i�gan (Girard) i�gan  i�gan  u�gan/hu�gan (Zide) i�ga�n/
higa�n  i�ga�n  huga�n.

3.1.8 Numerals

The numeral system of Korku is complex as it is in many Munda languages. Numbers 
for ‘11’ and above are mainly from Indo-Aryan (and from what could be remem-
bered of these, from ‘30’ and above there was a vigesimal system as in many Munda 
languages), but the first decade exhibits (or did 40–50 years ago) a clear Munda 
base. The basic set is

(22) mia�� ‘one’ (also mia�)
 bari ‘two’
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 apha�i/aphe�i ‘three’
 uphu�n ‘four’
 monoe ‘five’
 turui ‘six’
 eì ‘seven’
 ilar ‘eight’
 arei ‘nine’
 gel ‘ten’ (Zide 1978:35–36)

There are special derived forms for counting animate beings and inanimate 
ones as well. The latter is mainly derived from the basic set by the addition 
of  -a �. The former set usually keep the number suffixes for numbers beyond 
‘one’ mikho �r/mikho �m ‘one (ANIM)’ barkhòm ~ barkhì ‘two (ANIM), aphkhòr/
aphàiku/aphèiku ‘three (ANIM), uphùnku ‘four (ANIM), etc. For more details see 
Zide (1978).

3.1.9 Adpositions

Adpositions and case forms occupy similar formal and functional space in Korku 
and therefore are addressed in the section on case above (section 3.1.2). Some 
further examples of  postpositions used with nominal and clausal complements 
in Korku include the following. Note that the complement is marked genitive 
(whether nominal or verbal) and the postposition may itself  take locative case 
marking. Common ones such as these are often fused into a single large complex 
phonologically.

(23) ebal-a�-li-en  iraga�baadon ij jojom-a�-suu 
 table-GEN-on-LOC {irag-a�-baado-n} she REDPL.eat-GEN-before.
 ‘on the table’ return-GEN-after-LOC ‘before she eats’
 ‘after returning’

3.1.10 Derivation

Nominal derivation is weakly developed in Korku. The infix -(V)n- used to derive 
nouns from verbs so productive in other, particularly South Munda languages 
(in some South Munda languages one distinguishes several -(V)n- nominalizing 
infixes with distinctive meanings), and somewhat more productive elsewhere in 
North Munda has, in the recorded lexicon, only a few examples in Korku: j-un-u 
‘broom’ < jukh(V)rij ‘to sweep’ (presumably from earlier *ju-, as elsewhere in 
Munda), k-an-uub, ‘lid, cover’, kaub-, ‘to cover’. The derivation is no longer 
productive. Nagaraja (1999) notes two other minimally productive derivational 
infixes.

As mentioned above in the section on phonology (section 2), there are a number 
of stem-combining processes in Korku. Conjunctive compounds of a really com-
mon type are formed from Word1+Word2 where (i) Word2 may be a word occurring 
independently (occasionally with morphophonological accommodation), (ii) where 
Word2 does not occur elsewhere – independently – and is not phonologically derived 
from Word1, (iii) onomatopoetic forms, where Word2 usually identical with Word1 
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(i.e. reduplicated or copied), and (iv) echo-words, where Word2 derived phonologically 
from Word1.

Finally, note that my interpretations of the Korku materials differ from those 
of Nagaraja in the placement of word and clitic boundaries, and in hearing the 
 distinguishing features thereof, that is, N-sfx vs N+X (X is usually Noun2). I have 
here  distinguished compound nominals (bound forms) from multi-word noun 
phrases. Sometimes – rarely – the two are hard to distinguish, and the choice is 
arbitrary, but not in most of the cases. Girard and I are usually in agreement in what 
we have heard.

3.1.11 Adjectives

Adjectives are intransitive verbs in most cases – there are a few exceptions, where the 
adjective occurs only as prenominal adjective. The intransitive verb adjectives can be 
transitivized/causativized by adding transitive verb inflections. The adjective khad- 
‘big’, when it occurs as a prenominal adjective it takes the plural -(V)p- > khaped, noted 
above in section 3.1.1 in connection with sanì, caphìni, ‘small’, but not when it is used as 
a verb-stem. An example of a predicate ‘adjective’ in Korku may be seen in (24).

(24) dij doroja khad-kh-e�
 S/he door big-INTNSV-TR.PST

 ‘He/she enlarged, made big(ger) the door.’

Korku, unlike the South Munda languages has no causative marker (usually  realized 
as verb prefix). Instead, the transitive- or transitivized-verb is used with syntactic 
rules marking agent, object(s), etc. with the appropriate case  suffixes. See the 
functional classification of verb-stems below, and for the contrast between (when 
both are possible) N Adj<verb> #, ‘N is Adj’, and N Adj-ba�- also  translated as 
‘N is Adj’ (with -ba� the verbal nonpast predicator, which is  realized as -o� in Lahi 
(Hoshangabad) Korku). Such distinctions – and the ‘copular’ constructions involved – 
are expressed in various ways, depending, often, on the existence of a (borrowed, 
more and less integrated and productive) copula, ‘to be’ – sometimes only on the 
awareness of the distinction in the – dominant – source  language before borrowing 
of an overt morpheme takes place. Korku has  locational copulae, that is, ‘to be 
(somewhere)’, but not an existential one – except, as in some of Nagaraja’s examples, 
where ho- has been borrowed. Some North Munda languages (probably all the 
Kherwarian languages), for example, Santali, have an entrenched positive copula 
(note also that all have negative  copulae), so such forms and constructions are not 
to be reconstructed for proto-North Munda. Some Korku idiolects seem to have 
moved the emphatics -ka and -se into (incipient) copular roles.

Unfortunately, a detailed description of the grammaticalization machinery 
involved cannot be provided. The areal pressure in a bilingual community where the 
dominant outside community uses a copula will probably strengthen its advent and 
use in all the various Korku dialects.

3.1.12 Adverbials

Adverbials generally precede the verb, adjective, or adverb they modify in Korku. 
Examples may be found in cited forms throughout the chapter.
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3.2 Verbal morphology

As is common for most Munda languages, (basic) nouns, adjectives, and adverbs in 
Korku are used as verb-stems, with the following (usually intransitive) meanings: 
with Nouns, ‘to become/act as the Noun’, with adjectives ‘to be/become Adjective’, 
with Adverbs ‘to what/how’, that is, ‘to be what’ or ‘to do-how’. There are many 
onomatopoetic verbs, usually of the form Verb1+Verb1, for example, a type of (probably 
expressive, augmentative or repetitive) reduplication or stem-copy: keej+keej- ‘to 
clatter’, re+re ‘to whimper of a very young baby’.

With regard to verb-stem shapes, most Korku (non-borrowed) verb-stems are mono-
syllabic or dissyllabic (the few longer stems seem to be borrowed). Nagaraja finds no 
simple verb-stems of more than two syllables. I found a few, all borrowings. One such 
stem is phijito – (from a local Hindi noun, /phajii(ha)t (Urdu faziihat), in Korku ‘trou-
ble, annoyance, persecution’. As a verb it is reduplicated to piphìjito, ‘to persecute, to 
annoy’. Another stem of this type is bhaoa- ‘to scratch an itch’, with its reduplicated form 
bhaba�oa . Such borrowed verb-stems in Korku are usually reduplicated when transitive.

There are many monosyllabic and dissyllabic simple – monomorphemic – stems. 
The ‘extension’ morpheme -e is added to some basic stems (see below on a few verbs 
of motion – sen-, ni-, etc. (for Nagaraja and Drake, but not for Zide) where no real 
object is to be understood, and in derivation from Nouns, Adverbs, etc. where some 
of the V-e- stems again have no ‘understood object’.

Transitive verbs mark animate and usually animate (direct) objects with pro-
nominal markers (mainly) simply derived from the pronoun baseforms, that is, -i 
‘me’, -mi ‘you’ (the only object marker not simply derived from the base nominative 
form), -ej ‘him/her’, -e ‘it’, etc.

Like nominal compounding, double verb-stems are of  several kinds: (i) Verb1–
Verb2 both occur independently and the combination is ‘more than the sum of the 
parts’. (ii) where Verb2 is an echo form, derived by a phonological rule from Verb1. 
(iii) Onomatopoetic stems with limited morphology where the two pieces – joined 
by a plus juncture – are identical or a copy one from the other. Most of  these have 
limited ‘Mode’, Object, etc. morphology, apart from the tense/aspect markers.

  (i)  (Nagaraja) asi-jom- ‘to beg and eat’. This he says is a simple sequence with the 
combination meaning no more than two related successive actions with their 
regular meanings, that is, a type of serialized formation. (Nagaraja) jom-kab- 
(lit. eat-bite), roughly ‘eat and drink’. /jojom+nunu/, ‘to eat, drink – and carry 
on.’ There are also constructions with Verb1 Verb2 that are not double verbs 
in this sense. Nagaraja gives giij-sene-suu (Zide: /sutu/): ‘sleep-go-before’, 
‘before going to sleep’. I take this as not a more tightly bound double verb, 
but as a sequence of verbs, specifically an infinitive of a Verb that is serving 
as a complement of a verb of motion, here meaning ‘to go (off) “to V”, – or 
‘for the purpose of V-ing’, that is, ‘before he went to sleep’. One commonly 
finds in Korku such formations as the following:

(25) dij giij olen ij jojom olen
 he sleep go:PST:ITR he REDPL:eat go:PST.ITR

 ‘He went (off) to sleep.’ ‘He went off  to eat.’

where the reduplicated stem of the monosyllabic verb (at least in this construction) 
is clearly marked as a complement of the verb ‘go’, appearing in this dependent stem 
allomorph.
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 (ii)  The phonological formation rule for Verb2 ‘echo verbs’ closely parallels that 
of echo forms of nouns: copy the stem and add /m-/ when the verb begins 
with an initial vowel, or replace the initial consonant of a verb when there is 
one with /m-/. This sort of formation and its meaning is pan-Indian, with a 
bilabial (‘prefix’) in a number of Indian languages as the added consonant/
kusu�+musu�-ba/, ‘to whisper’ is a pseudo-echo formation because there is no 
free /kusu�/ to derive the /+musu/ from. The meaning of this sort of double stem 
is ‘to Verb etc.’, or ‘to Verb and do associated activities’ /saub+maub/, ‘to 
run, etc.’; /ukhu�+mukhu�/ ‘to hide – and perform actions related in a particular 
context’.

(iii)  There are many of the copied verb-stem, some speakers using them frequently. 
Examples:

/ keej+keej/, ‘to clatter’ (of hooves); /bhen+bhen/, ‘to buzz or whine – of  certain 
insects’. Some of these expressive words stretch the usual sound pattern of the lan-
guage. /re+re/, ‘to whimper of a very young baby’. These verb-stems don’t take 
Object or ‘Mode’ suffixes and are most common in the Present/Future form.

3.2.1–3.2.2 Subject and object

Korku regularly marks object on transitive verb forms. Unlike the other North 
Munda (Kherwarian) languages it does not regularly mark subject on transitive 
verbs. The few exceptions: Nagaraja notes subject-marking for a few examples with 
only one verb, /jom-/, ‘to eat’, and only with certain pronouns. How these forms are 
understood as marking subject rather than object is not clear, perhaps it is due to 
contextual semantic interpretation, since (here anyway) one does not eat people, so 
subject is understood. Perhaps the (not clearly identifiable) ‘mode’ (or tense/aspect 
form, see below) preceding the subject is distinctive, that is, it is a morpheme indicat-
ing: switch from object to subject (a type of ‘inverse’?).  One of his forms /jom-a-
pi/, ‘you (DL) eat, will eat’ has the ‘object’ following !/-a/. Is this /-ya/ with a (new) 
person-role switching meaning or a new mode marker, /-a/, with that particular
fuction? Drake (1903), Girard (1965), and Zide (field notes) record no examples of 
subject-marking in their Melghat materials. However, I worked very briefly with a 
Lahi (Hoshangabad) informant and did find a few such forms. This  suggests that 
subject-marking may vary in a dialect chain across North Munda; remember that 
Melghat Korku is the westernmost North Munda language.

One systematic exception to this lack of subject-marking in Korku verbs is that 
subjects are marked (in all grammars) for a few locative verbs, in particular the 
common /aa�kha()/, ‘to be (located)’. Nagaraja translates it, confusingly, as ‘have’, 
indicating that one common use of the verb is in locative constructions (corresponding 
to English subject + have constructions). So, for example, the normal way to say ‘he 
has four sons’ in Korku is literally ‘in him four sons are’:

(26) dij-e�n uphu�n kon-ku aa�kha-ku
 3-LOC four son-PL LOC.COP-3PL

 ‘He has four sons.’

The 3 PL /-ku/ marks the plural subject , ‘sons’. This verb /aa�kha()/ occurs with third 
person subjects only, and there is considerable variation in the forms, for example, 
aa�kha() INAN, ijka� ANIM SG., aa�khaki ANIM DL aa�khaku, ANIM PL. Drake (1903) 
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finds a few first person forms but says they are dubious, ‘not worth considering’. His 
dual and plural forms are based on tijka: tijkaki and tijkaku. The inanimate form 
is, in the P/F (with -ba�!) /taakaayeba/, that is, /aa�kha-e-ba�) such tense forms with 
-ba� forms are not common or found at all elsewhere. As well as aakha[] we find 
aakhaa and aakaa.

The /-j-/ or /-ij/ in the singular presumably represents the usual 3 SG. ANIM /-ej/- 
infixed here – in demonstrative derivatives and as the 3 SG. ANIM object suffix in 
transitive verb forms.

The other verb constructions with marked third person subjects are: Place-LOC-
Subject (27), and in ‘exclamatory’ ( or interjectional) verbs in Demonstrative-
Subject-e � constructions (29). In the former instance, such constructions occur with 
‘place words’, for example, house, Nagpur (a city), and one can, with animate sub-
jects, suffix the usual singular, dual, and plural suffixes to the Place-LOC formation.

(27) i-ku urag-e�n-ku
 He-PL house-LOC-3PL

 ‘They are in the house.’

 ij Nagpur-e�n-an
 He Nagpur-LOC-PST:AUX

 ‘He was in Nagpur.’

For inanimates the simple locative is used:

(28) kitaabo urag-e�n
 book house-LOC

 ‘The book is in the house.’

With a limited set of old, irregular demonstrative stems, plus the third person suffix, 
the exclamatory verbalizer /-e�/ is added (this set for Zide includes /i-, hu-/, and for 
Nagaraja n-i-, i-, ‘this’ hu- ‘that, yonder’, and u- interrogative, ‘which (person)’ . The 
/-e�/ in these forms is not to be identified with the past transitive /-e�/ but with the 
emphatic ‘verbalizer’ in the emphatic negative copula banne� {ban- (n)e�}. The /n-/ 
in /n-i-/ is a prefixed element (compare the demonstratives in Kherwarian, see Ghosh 
(this volume); Osada (this volume); Zide (1972)).

(29) i-ki-e� am-a� tarei-ki, 
 DEM-DL-VBLZR you-GEN daughter-DL

 ‘Here they are! Your (dual) daughters/girls.’

 huu�e, i-a� aba
 hu-ej-e�
 DEM-3-VRBLZR I-GEN father 
 ‘There (yonder) he is!, my father.’

Object-incorporation of pronouns. The incorporated forms of the pronouns are 
 simply derived from the full forms in almost all cases (see section 3.1.6) but for third 
persons the usual elements in the demonstratives are found: -e, INAN, -ej ANIM/3 SG., 
-ki ANIM/3 DL, -ku ANIM/3 PL; -i 1 SG. and -mi 2 SG., etc. Note that for Nagaraja 
-mi is commonly used for not only second singular but, curiously, first singular as 
well. For the other pronouns ape, ale alom, etc. the a- is deleted and the incorpo-
rated/monosyllabic form of the pronoun is used, for example, /-pe, -le, lom/, etc. The 
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 inanimate -e is used in verb forms without a following ‘mode’ suffix. With a mode 
suffix inanimate remains unmarked, that is, is marked with Ø ol-ki ‘tie it/them’.

(30) baki tol-e
 NEG tie-INAN

 ‘Don’t tie it/them.’

Note that the suffix -e also marks the imperative for intransitive verbs, for example, 
haj-e.

My materials have a few intransitive verbs that take /-e/ before the Present/Future 
/-ba�/, that is, seneba/, ‘to go’, not *senba (but Drake seems to allow some such 
forms)> among the verbs that do this haj-/hej-, ‘to come’, and /sen-/ ‘to go’ should 
be mentioned. Also noted was ni- ‘to run off, escape’. Note that for /ni-/ but not/
sen-/ or haj-/hej- there is a reduplicated form, nini, ‘to cause to, get to run off’.

Nagaraja has more intransitive verb -e forms (I am not speaking of those derived from 
nouns, adverbs, etc. ), for example, bi-, ‘to rise, awaken’. These are verbs of motion, the 
/-e/ perhaps marking or ‘reflecting’ that. Perhaps there is some phonological motivation 
as well, for example, a preference for dissyllabic bases occurring before -ba�.

3.2.3–3.2.8 Tense, aspect, mood, direction/orientation, voice, and finiteness

The categories of tense, aspect, mood, directionality, voice, and finiteness are all 
interconnected in Korku in a complex manner and thus not differentiated by  sections 
explicitly in this presentation. I do attempt however to roughly follow the order of 
presentation of these facts, when possible, with those sub-headings found in other 
chapters in this volume.

There are two tense systems in Korku, Past and Present-Future (PRS/FUT), as 
there are in some other Munda languages (and, presumably, Proto-Munda). Some 
Munda languages have – independently – innovated Futures. Korku has not. The 
only strictly Present (and not Present-Future) verb is the borrowed auxiliary hoy (see 
below). The Past and PRS/FUT systems are not symmetrical.

There is no PRS/FUT tense marker. That tense is regularly indicated by the 
Predicator or finitizer suffix -ba � (realized as -o � in the Hoshangabad (Lahi) 
 dialect); this is probably cognate with the finitizer or predicator suffix -a found 
in Kherwarian languages, but there it is found with (almost) all finite tense/aspect 
forms, not just those of  the PRS/FUT series. Nagaraja (1999) calls it a tense suffix 
marking the PRS/FUT, but I for various reasons – for example, the loss of  -ba � in 
participles and adjectival forms – sees it as something separate, looser – less tightly 
bound – than a tense suffix. The Past is marked by two tense suffixes: -en for the 
Intransitive (ITR) and -e � (with variants -e, -en in Nagaraja and Drake who do not 
transcribe tone) for Transitive (TR). The ITR too has variant forms, usually in defec-
tive verbs: /-an, -on/

There are two large inflectional classes of verbs: a simple stem class (Class-I), 
where the (intransitive) verb takes the predicator -ba� directly, for example, bi-ba�, 
‘gets up, arises’ or ira-ba�, ‘returns (ITR), suban-ba�, ‘sits’, and a derived stem class 
(Class-II), where there is a (reduplicated) transitive stem and a derived intransitive in 
-u�, for example, guju�ba {goj-u�-ba�}, ‘to die’. A small set of intransitive verbs (limited 
in my materials to sen- ‘to go’ and hej-/haj- ‘to come’ and a few others, but found 
with a larger set in Nagaraja and Drake) that take -e in intransitive forms, that is, 
sen-e-ba�, ‘goes’, hej-e-ba�, ‘comes’, ni-e-ba�, ‘runs/goes away’.
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There is some variation among the sources as to which inflectional class a 
given stem belongs to. For example, Nagaraja has bi- in the Verb-e class but 
Zide does not. Drake calls the /-e/ an increase or increasing element, Zide calls it 
an extension. It is common in deriving verb-stems from nouns, for instance (see 
Drake for many examples). For the intransitive infinitives (used in the prohibitive, 
for instance) Zide has the regular intransitive (pre-ba � forms), for example, /bi, 
ira, guj-u �, sen-e/, but, apparently not /*ni-e/. Here the transitive infinitive R-V 
(/nini/) may be used.

Class-II transitives, where corresponding Class-I verbs occur, are marked by [C]V- 
stem reduplication, /bid/ and /bibìd/, /ira/ and /iìra/, /suban/ and /susu�ban/) and have 
causative meaning. Thus we find /bid-/, to arise, get up/ and /bibìd/, ‘to wake up some-
one, get someone up/, /ira/ ‘to return’ and /iìra/, ‘to return something/someone’, 
and /suban/, ‘to sit’ and /susu�ban/, ‘to seat someone, get someone to sit’. There are no 
reduplicated forms for ‘come’ (/hej-) and ‘go’ (sen-). As to which verbs are Class-I, 
which take the form Verb-e, and which Verb-u�, and the semantic notions underlying 
the selection, nothing much can be said. For /goj/, the meaning ‘to kill’ is somehow 
‘primary’, and /guj-u�/, ‘to die’, ‘be killed’ is derived. Thus, this appears to be a kind 
of passive-type derivation but not all stems with this inflectional class marker share 
these functional semantics. Note that there is no form */goj-ba�/ possible.

A schematic of the inflectional classes in both past and PRS/FUT forms are offered 
in (31).

(31)   Intransitive Transitive
 PRS/FUT Verb-ba� REDPL-Verb-ba�
  Verb -e-ba� Verb-<Mode>-Object-ba�
  Verb -<Mode>-u�-ba�
 PST Verb -Mode-en Verb -<Mode>-Object-e�

The Mode suffixes are one of the characteristic features of the Korku verb system, 
with parallels in Kherwarian languages as well. There are five commonly used ones of 
these, namely -ki-, -ya-, -lì-, -wa-, and -ha�-. These occur after the Verb stem and before 
Object suffixes (including zero) and the predicator suffix-ba� in transitive verbs, and more 
restrictedly with some intransitives as well. A brief description of the same follows.

The first two Mode suffixes are common and recognized by Nagaraja and Drake, 
although their functions are differently analyzed (and in some cases the suffixes 
function differently in their material as well). I don’t find -ki- to be a transitivizer 
as they do. For Nagaraja the -ki- (his /khe/) forms seem to be the simple – unmarked – 
forms, not markedly intensive, because the simple Modeless forms do not exist, or are 
found very rarely. It is an intensive occurring with intransitives and transitives, 
more commonly with transitives. The element -lì occurs as a Mode suffix with 
 cislocative meaning, infrequently in Nagaraja and Drake, but Nagaraja tends to 
see it at a separate verb, which I think is wrong. I explain these in my data briefly 
and then have some remarks about these morphemes and related ones in Drake and 
Nagaraja. Suffixes -ki and -ya also occur before -u� (for more, see the discussion of 
u� that follows, my analysis of -yu� and -khu� is open to question).

With respect to verbal directionality or orientation, we find the -lì- cislocative 
opposed with the -ya-, translocative. Note that -ya- also participates in another 
opposition in the past: -ya- vs. -ki-, in which -ki- indicates a recent past action, 
where -ya- an action performed in the remoter past. Nagaraja gives examples of 
-ki- with a past action not completed. -ya- before Object of the shape -VC- (i.e. -ej, 
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3SG., and -i,1SG) takes a second Mode suffix, -ki-, for example, not the expected 
and semantically simple/-en/ *kulyejba�, but kulyakhe�jba�. This is the only example of 
a Mode1–Mode2 sequence noted and remains unexplained. In the Past we find the 
expected Verb–Mode–Tense–Object order – /kulye �nej/ {kul-ya-e�(>n)-ej}.

The Mode suffix /-ha�/ is common and has a attemptive modal meaning, for 
 example, Verb-/ha�/- thus for ‘try (eat) it-and-see’ we get jom-ha�- while oha�- 
means ‘look and see’.

Zide also records the Mode suffix -wa-, a benefactive – that is relatively  uncommon, 
with the beneficiary noun phrase appearing in the accusative (i.e. with /-khe�/). 
Girard also records this form ‘for someone else’s benefit’.

The simple Past is used to translate ‘has sent’ as well as ‘sent’, the use of the Mode 
/-ki/ and /-ya/ indicate degrees of recency or remoteness, /-ki/ meaning ‘just sent, sent 
very recently’, or, as Nagaraja states, for some verbs an action begun but not neces-
sarily completed. Thus, the ‘ongoingness of effect’ implied with ‘has V-ed’ is to some 
extent conveyed by the /-ki/ recent past.

Other Mode suffixes may be attested as well. For example, Nagaraja has /-an/ 
where Zide has- /-en/(<*ya-en after nasal). Nagaraja also has a unique suffix after 
vowels/-/, which seems to be the past intransitive – from /-en/, or more likely, /-yen/. 
Examples from Nagaraja (1999): ukhu- ‘concealed’, from /ukhu-/, ‘to conceal’ or 
pura- ‘became complete’, from /pura-/, ‘to become complete’.

We need to mention here the very few verbs – and presumably archaic verb forms – 
that take {-en} directly with no preceding Mode suffix. Again there are differences in the 
set of these in the different grammars. All have the common form ol-en, ‘went’, /ol-/ 
being the suppletive past stem for PRS/FUT /sen-/, and {mhen-an} – sometimes /menan/ 
and /menon/, ‘it is said’, ‘they said’, a very common narrative introducer.

The inflectional element U /-u�/ (also realized as -Mode- u�) is ‘passive-potential’, 
with one or both connotations in the differing uses with different kinds of verb. It 
occurs with both transitive and intransitive verbs, in three realizations, namely /-u�/
/-yu�/, (< {-ya-u�}), and /-khu�/ presumably from {-ki-u�}. The form -khu� has a 
distinct but similar meaning for Girard and Zide, but is used differently in Nagaraja’s 
materials (see below). The analysis of /-khu�/ into -ki-u� is morphophonemically neat, 
but no semantic interpretation of the morpheme combination is obvious.

In derivation from nouns, adverbs, etc. for Drake yu and only yu (not u) is used. For 
Zide there is semantic overlap, but -u� is used for (stative) ‘to become Adjective’ with 
-yu� more ‘can (potentially) be’, is ‘to be Adjective’. The u is used in forms meaning 
‘to become X’ (in Nagaraja it is -yu). Note that verb-stems with final vowel or  (from 
j-y) have alternative realizations of -yu�. We find also /ì/. Thus gola-yu�-ba� comes out 
as either golayu�ba or golaìba; for /goj-ya-u�ba�/ we get only /goìba/. That they form one 
kind of set is clear: in the Negative the set reduces to Verb-u�, that is, in the negative, 
the contrast of Verb-u�, Verb-yu�, and Verb-khu� are neutralized in favor of Verb-u�: 
‘Remain seated’ is subankhu� but ‘don’t “remain seated” ’ is baki subanu�.

With transitive verbs the passive is formed with -u�, for example, ij mu�a�yuba 
{mu�a�-ya-u�-ba�} ‘he/she will be beaten/is beaten’. The form with /-yu�/ in place of 
/-u�/ means, He can (potentially) be beated, he is to be beaten.’ With intransitives, 
for example, from /ira/, ‘to return’ we find irayu�ba which has the potential tran-
sitive meaning. How the meaning of V-u�-ba� differs from the /-yu�/ form is less 
clear. Informants usually say that there is no difference in meaning. The difference is, 
 perhaps for the -u form ‘will, may Verb’ as opposed as contrasted with the -yu- form 
‘is to/can Verb’.
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/-u�/ and /-yu�/. Here one should note – as not all the linguists who have written 
on Korku have – that for Class-I intransitives there is a three-way difference between 
(Verb-ba�), {Verb-u�-ba�} and {Verb-ya-u�-ba�), for example, /subanba�/, /subanu�ba/, 
and subanyu�ba/ (/suban/, ‘to sit (down)’. Examining the contrasting meanings here 
should be particularly useful for understanding -u� and -yu�. But we also have here 
the transitive/causative susu�banba derivatives, with -u� and -yu� forms homonymous 
with those derived from the intransitive. These homonyms complicate the picture, 
that is, although distinctive meanings can be given for all five forms a preference 
for one (e.g. the -u� form derivative from the transitive with passive meaning) may 
make the homonymous nonpassive intransitive /-u�/ derivative of the intransitive 
a less favored interpretation of /subanu�ba/ rare, or at least less favored. The simple 
infinitival stem – for example, /ira/ has the usual – definite, customary – meaning 
of infinitives.

Drake finds a ‘potential’ /-ye/, something the other dialects (grammars) do not 
have so that the ‘potential’ properties of -u� and -yu� are not made use of, if  in fact 
they existed in that Korku dialect. If  we take -yu� as derived from {-ya-u�-}, the 
general ‘movement away from’ (in time or space) is only in fanciful ways useful in 
characterizing the difference between the two.

Note that for Nagaraja in a number of cases in the PRS/FUT for intransitive verbs, 
V-u� is translated as ‘will V’ where -yu� is (not systematically) translated more 
‘potentially’ with the meaning ‘can V, may V’ also with transitives /u�/ ‘will be V-ed’ 
vs. /-yu�/, ‘may be V-ed’, ‘is to be V-ed’.

The element /-khu�/, on the other hand, is functionally quite distinct. For Zide and 
Girard it is a durative, occurring usually with verbs where the action results in a state 
that can be continued, or statives, for example, subankhu�, ‘remain seated’ < suban 
‘sit’; cf. susu�ban ‘to seat, to make/get someone (to) sit; katankhu� ‘remain quiet’ < 
katan, ‘be(come) quiet, shut up’. Nagaraja has several examples of /-khu�/ with the 
continuous/progressive auxiliary /lak-/ (from lab-; the lab- is preserved in Drake, but 
has assimilated to laj- and lak- in Girard, Zide, and Nagaraja) which have durative 
meaning,

(32) jamlakkhu�ba
 {jam-lak-khu�-ba�},
 weep-PROG-DUR-FIN:PRS/FUT

 ‘will keep weeping’ (Nagaraja 1999)

But /jamkhu�ba/ is translated by him as ‘would weep’, not a meaning found in Zide 
and Girard. A few other examples with -/khu�/ he calls optative and translates 
(roughly) ‘may you Verb’ and ‘let me Verb’ are not found in Drake.

Korku also recognizes a number of modal formations in its basic verb structure, 
The probabilitative modal suffix /-ki/ (or ki2 so as not to confuse it with the intensive 
or recent past Mode suffix, among other morphemes) occurs in the PRS/FUT as the 
final morpheme before /-ba�/ with the meaning ‘probably’. It is more common with 
transitive verbs but can occur with intransitive stems as well.

As alluded to above Drake has /-ye/ as a potential or capabilitive mood 
marker.

(33) ij tol-ye-ba�
 He bind-CAP/POT-FIN:PRS/FUT

 ‘He can bind’ or ‘He will be able to bind.’ (Drake 1903)
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Drake also has the ‘permissive’ prefix wa- which similarly was not found by the other 
investigators of Korku.

(34) dich ing-ken wa-shen dan
 he I-ACC PRMSSV-go PST

 ‘He was letting me/permitting me to go.’ (Drake 1903)

A yes/no question in Korku is marked by another -ki (-ki3); this is the final 
 morpheme of a verb form in the interrogative and not part of its internal structure. 
It really functions as a clitic and probably is a loan element.

(35) am sene-ba�-ki
 you go-FIN:PRS/FUT-Q

 ‘Are you going/will you go?’

A confirmative construction is found (only?) in the Lahi (Hoshangabad) dialect of 
Korku and not in any of the published materials. Here the final pre-ba�  syllable – the 
penultimate syllable of the verb form is repeated in a reply to a sentence  proposing or 
asking something where the respondent agrees or confirms what is proposed, asked, 
stated. The syllable is the pronominal Object suffix if  it begins with a  consonant, 
but if  the Object begins with a vowel (/-ej/, 3SG. or /i/1SG.) the syllable consists of 
Mode-Object (note that -ki2 cannot occur in these forms).

(36) am dij-khe� kul-khe�j-o-ki {kul-ki-ej-o�-ki3}(Lahi has /-o�/ for /-ba�/)
 you he-ACC send-INTNSV:3ANIM-FIN:PRS/FUT-Q

 ‘Will you send him/her?’

(37) Confirmative answer:
 haa�, kul-khe�j-khej-o
 yes send-INTNSV:3ANIM-INTNSV:3ANIM-FIN:PRS/FUT

 ‘Yes, I’ll send him.’

The imperative of an intransitive verb is marked by the suffix -e; those forms 
derived from U-infinitives take /-u�/ imperatives. From suban ‘to sit’ we can form 
suba�e {suban-e}, ‘sit (down)’ and also suba�u� {suban-u�}. The latter, a more polite 
form, means, literally, ‘be seated’. The usual transitive imperative can take Object 
suffixes, but not commonly Mode ones. The negatives – see section 3.2.9 – have the 
prohibitive copula /baki/ ( from /ban-ki/) with an infinitive, usually REDPL-Verb, Verb, 
or for irregular intransitive, for example, /hej-/, ‘to come’ (where the infinitive takes 
the ‘extension’-e), Verb-e, that is, ‘don’t come’ is baki heje Verb-e. For ‘go’ in the 
positive sen-e, a politer imperative occurs with the potential /-yu�/.

There are defective imperative stems, verbs that just occur in the imperative, for 
example, /bo/, ‘come on (let’s go)!’ /na/, ‘take it !’.

(38) Positive Negative
 INTRANS Verb-e; Verb -(ya-, -ki-)-u� ba-ki Verb; ba-ki Verb -u�
 TRANS Verb-(Mode-)-Object ba-ki REDPL-Verb
  ba-ki Verb-(Mode)-Object

Girard writes that the imperative forms also serve as subjunctives, but with 
no examples of  either use in the Appendix to her dictionary. Drake finds the 
‘imperative forms with overt “subject” for example and an invariant verb form’ 
(as above).
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(39) ij bi-e or ij bi-bì
 He rise-IMP  he REDPL-rise
 ‘He may/should rise/get up.’

The transitive meaning of /bi-bi/ would be made explicit by adding an object to the 
REDPL-Verb form:

(40) ij poera-khe� bi-bì
 He boy-ACC REDPL-get.up
 ‘He should/may get the boy up.’

The emphatics /ka�~-ka�/ and /-se�/ (-sen in Drake) can give ‘tense/aspect meaning’, 
but the subtleties of such meaning have not been explored. ij olen-ka� (or /-se�/) 
would be translated by Drake as ‘he has gone’ (with tense/aspect meaning) where 
Zide and Girard would translate (with emphatic meaning) ‘He DID go/ he certainly 
went/ indeed he went’. Certainly these emphatics ‘have increasingly taken on verbal 
value’, but to describe what could be meant by this – with numerous examples – is 
more than we can do here. /-ka�/ is commonly used with nouns as well; it is the usual 
translation of Hindi /-hii/.

Apart from the complex of elements clustering around passive mentioned above, 
the other voice morphemes in Korku include a productive reciprocal and a lexical-
ized causative, both with parallels in other Munda languages (Anderson 2007). A 
bilabial reciprocal morpheme is old in Munda. It is /-p-/ in Korku. Examples: /juu�/, 
‘to give’, /jupuu�/, ‘to exchange, give each other’; /mu �a�/, ‘to hit, beat’ /mupu�a�/, 
‘to fight, beat each other’. These are transitive verbs formed from simple transitive 
verbs. They take no Mode form or object agreement.

The /a-/ causative is old in Munda, but like other prefixes gone or almost in 
Korku. In fact, there are only two verb-stems that take a- (compare the richer set of 
such forms elsewhere in North Munda in Mundari). These are {a-jom}, ‘to feed, give 
to eat’, from /jom/, ‘to eat’, and {a-nu} ‘to give to drink’, from /nu/, ‘to drink’. The 
preservation probably owes something to the very common (and somewhat irregu-
lar) causatives of ‘eat’ and ‘drink’ in Hindi /khilaanaa/ from /khaanaa/ ‘to eat’, and 
/pilaanaa/ from /piinaa/, ‘to drink’.

The intransitive past forms with -Mode-en neutralize transitivity, that is, {goj-
ya-en} > /goen/ and {goj-ki-en}> /gojken/ mean both ‘died’ and ‘was killed’ as 
finite verb forms and as non-finite adjectives. -en- occurs after the Mode suffixes 
-wa and -lì, but not commonly. There is an archaic adjectival form using the  simple 
stem (e.g. /goj/, ‘dead’, /ej/, ‘broken’) for only a small number of  verbs where 
a state with no history of agent or action (dying or killing) is implied. Thus, goj 
sim, ‘dead chicken’ contrasts with goen sim and gojken sim, both for – more 
literally – ‘died chicken’ and ‘killed chicken’. The difference between these two – the 
difference indicated by the Mode suffix /-ya-/ in one and /-ki-/ in the other is of 
relative pastness: /gojken/ for recent past (‘just died, been killed’) and /goen/ for 
remoter past. Nagaraja points out that in some cases the /-ki-/ form also indicates that 
the past action has begun but is not complete. There are a number of allomorphs of 
/-ya-en/, the common ones /-en/, and /-jen/ being simply phonologically conditioned, 
the first occurring after stems with final nasal, and the second after stems with 
final glottalized consonants -b and , while glottalized -j-y- >  :{goj-ya-en} > goen. 
After stem-final vowels various glides are found in Nagaraja: -a(y)en, -i(y)en, 
-o(w)en and -u(y)en.
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Pinnow talks of several kinds of reduplication, full and partial ((C)V-). Korku 
lacks the iterative CV-reduplication found in some South Munda languages, and 
has no full syllable or full stem reduplication in the verb-stem. Some apparently 
simple stems are partially – CV-reduplicated in form, and may derive from an old 
reduplication function (e.g. /raram/, ‘to feel cold’). Full stem copies in the form of 
repeated, for example, /sene sene/, ‘going along’ – non-finite – participial forms are 
common as elsewhere in India for continuing action. In onomatopoeic verbs (with 
limited  morphology) the whole first piece is repeated, for example, /keej+keej/, ‘to 
clatter’.

The usual – and very common – reduplication (discussed above in presenting 
the simple tense forms for verbs, transitive and intransitive) is used in forming the 
transitive infinitive – ‘customary’ when used as a verb-stem, for example, /jojomba�/, 
‘eats’ (customarily), ‘will eat’.

Class-I intransitives can be reduplicated to give transitive/causative meaning, for 
example, in the examples above: /susu�ban/ from /suban/, ‘to sit’; /i-ìra/ to return 
(something) from /ira/, ‘to return, come back (ITR). Class-II verbs are basic 
 transitives where no same stem Class-I intransitive is found, for example, /gogoj/, 
‘to kill’, /eej/, ‘to break’. Nagaraja claims that ‘grammatically reduplicated’ verbs 
with initial vowels are homonymous with their unreduplicated forms. He is mis-
taken. He has-hears- /ira/ and /iìra/ as the same. They are not the same.

3.2.9 Negation

Nagaraja’s Korku materials exhibit more differences from Girard and Zide here 
than almost anywhere else in his grammar. Of particular interest is the  surprising 
retention of the present negative ban in Past sentences, so that the sentence has two 
negatives, the semantically appropriate Past Negative -u�n, and the no longer seman-
tically  appropriate ban. For Girard/Zide, the negative copula used in the indicative, 
that is, the present/future ban ~ ba; the emphatic banne� is usually found only in 
sentence-final  position. The /-e�/ in the latter form is probably to be identified with 
the /-e�/ in the exclamatory locative verbs (see above), not with the Past Transitive 
/-e�/. The emphatic  prefix /he-/ can be used to form he-ban, he-banne�. Nagaraja’s 
speakers use /he-/ forms more commonly than Girard’s and Zide’s. The negator ban 
can occur either before or after the verb it is negating. A monosyllabic lexical verb 
appears in its reduplicated stem allomorph.

(41) i-ku jika-a� jilu jo-jom (he)banne�
 He-PL porcupine-GEN meat REDPL-eat NEG.COP

 ‘They don’t eat porcupine(-s) meat.’

 or

 i-ku jika-a� jilu (he)ban jo-jom
 He-PL porcupine-GEN meat NEG.COP REDPL-eat
 ‘They don’t eat porcupine(-s) meat.’

 or

 i-ku jika-a� jilu jo-jom (he-)ban
 He-PL porcupine-GEN meat REDPL-eat NEG.COP

 ‘They don’t eat porcupine(-s) meat.’
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In the Past (replacing tense markers /-en/ or /-e�/) the enclitic – u�n is used which 
follows a bare verb-stem, with no ‘Mode’ or Object suffix.

(42) iku jika-a� jilu jom-u�n
 He-PL porcupine-GEN meat eat-NEG.PST

 ‘They didn’t eat porcupine meat.’

 i-ku am-khe o-u�n
 He-PL you-ACC see-NEG.PST

 ‘They didn’t see you.’

 i-ku ira-u�n
 He-PL return-NEG.PST

 ‘They didn’t return.’

Since the stem occurs with no Mode or Object or Reduplication, the negative of the 
reduplicated transitive/causative is also -u�n.

(43) ij kitaabo ira-u�n
 she book return-NEG.PST

 ‘She didn’t return the book.’

In the prohibitive ban is found with the intensive Mode suffix, that is, /ban-ki/ > baki. 
This is used with a reduced set of Present/Future infinitive verb forms. The various 
transitive infinitives are comparatively rare in these constructions, the Mode suffix 
/-ki/, the intensive, is more common than the others (e.g. the directionals, i.e. /-lì/ and 
/-ya/). The intransitive infinitives are /V-u�/ (for all three positive intransitives: those 
with V-u�, V-ya-u and V-ki-u�)/ V, and for V-e, V-e.

(44) baki o
 PROHIB go.out
 ‘Don’t go out!’

 baki oo�
 PROHIB REDPL:take.out
 ‘Don’t take (something) out!’

 baki o-ej
 PROHIB take.out-3
 ‘Don’t take him/her out!’

 baki kul-kh-e�j
 PROHIB send-INTNSV-3
 ‘Don’t send him/her.’

 baki sene
 PROHIB go:INF

 ‘Don’t go!’

 baki kul-lì- {kul-lì-i}
 PROHIB send-CLOC-1
 ‘Don’t send me (here, this way, in this direction).’

Nagaraja has apart from the distinctive double negatives other differences in his 
 negative forms: he writes baw (not found in Drake, Girard, or Zide) for negated 
propositions. It occurs in verbless constructions, for example, inija  bae  baw ‘this 
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boy has no father’ (Girard/Zide have he-ban, he-ba, ban, (he)banne�). This  distinction – a 
special Negative Copula in these cases probably owes something to the reorganiza-
tion of the system following on the innovating – borrowing – of a positive copula 
hoy, not known to Drake’s, Girard’s and Zide’s speakers which would be used in the 
positive of the above sentence. The other grammars have nothing – a zero copula – 
in Nagaraja’s hoy position.

The earlier use in Past sentences of forms with /ban/ implied no Present/Future 
meaning. It was only after the later introduction of /-u�n/ and the tense specializa-
tion in some dialects, that is, /ban/ only with Present/Future negation, and /-u�n/ 
only with Past – that the double negation would be felt as strange and contradictory 
by speakers of Korku dialects who were familiar only with a completely regularized 
tense specialization; that is, /ban/ is always used in Present/Future forms and deriva-
tives, and /-u�n/ is always used with Past forms.

(45) bhuri sirup heba ira-un-ka
 bird evening NEG return-NEG.PST-EMPH

 ‘The bird did not return in the evening.’ (Nagaraja 1999)

 i amen heba ji-un-ka
 I you-LOC NEG give-NEG.PST-EMPH

 ‘I had not given you.’ (cf. i am-e�n he-ban ji-u�n-ka), (Nagaraja 1999)

The form aika� (Girard ahikha, Nagaraja ahika) means ‘not yet’ and is used with a 
past verb form. The expression of ‘not-yet-ness’ is common in the Munda languages. 
Gutob has two contrasting negative copulas: /ura/, ‘to not be’, and /oroj/ ‘to not yet 
be’. Note also the negative verb form baa��gon, presumably some sort of derivative of 
ba. The verb means ‘to not do’, ‘to refuse to do’.

(46) urag-a�ten oe! i baa ��gon,
 house-ABL come.out:IMP I NEG.VERB

 ‘Come out of the house !’ ‘I won’t’, ‘I refuse to’.

A partial paradigm in the positive/affirmative and negative of the verb ol ‘tie’ is 
offered in the following example.

(47)  Positive Negative
 PRS/FUT oolba�, olejba ool ban(n)-e�
  ‘ties, will tie’ ool ban(n)-e�

  olu�ba ‘will be tied’ olu� banne�
  otola�n otol banne�an
  ‘used to tie, has tied’ olu� ban[n]e�an
  ‘formerly tied’

 PST olken ‘was tied’ olu�n
  olkhe�nej olu�n
  ‘tied something/someone’ 

 ITR olkena�n ‘had been tied’ olu�nan

 TR olkhe�nejan ‘had tied’ olu�nan
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3.2.10 Derivation

The many verbs derived from Indo-Aryan – in one common derivational pattern – 
add -ati to the source language stem, usually the transitive stem, sometimes the 
intransitive, and sometimes for a few stems – both (with no apparent difference in 
the Korku meaning).

For example, kholna (I use the standard Hindi forms, dialectal forms for these 
purposes are much the same) ‘to open’ (TR) and khulna ‘to open (ITR)’ yield Korku 
kholati- and khulati-, for some speakers meaning the same thing. This is not a recent 
borrowing. Such forms are common in Drake. There are dozens of examples, and 
nonce forms with /-ati/ also occur. Some examples of it use include the following:

/k(h)ukhu�lati~k(h)okho�lati/; /khulatieba�/, opens it, will open it’, /khulatiu�ba/, 
is opened’, ‘will be opened’, /khulati()u�ba/ ‘may be opened’{khul-ati-ya-u�-
ba�},  khulatien, khulatiken (past participles), etc. Even onomatopoetic stems 
(apparently borrowed), can take /-ai/ for example, pha+pha- ‘to flutter, 
quiver’ > /pha+phaai/.

Note the full syllable repetition is onomatopoeia, not the usual CV-reduplication.
Some Hindi verb-stems are borrowed directly – with no additions – as Korku stems 

(with minor phonological adjustments and reduplicated), particularly when they are 
derived from nouns (Nagaraja) khyal, ‘thought’ > kikhyal- ‘to think (about)’, mui 
a handful  mumui ‘to grasp’. In some cases transitive uses are unexpected, for 
example, kunum, ‘urine’ (not borrowed). That the verb kunum-, ‘to urinate’ would 
take an inanimate object {kunum-e-ba�) was expected, but that kunum-ej-ba� occurred 
was not. This turned out to mean ‘urinates on someone’.

A common – rough – observation about the Munda languages, particularly the 
North Munda languages, is that anything can be verbalized; any nonderivational or 
inflectional or other special functional morphemes, can be a verb-stem. A nice exam-
ple of that comes in comparing the two early Santali dictionaries, that of Bodding 
and the other one of Campbell. Campbell defines the first dictionary entry simply 
as ‘the grunt of a water buffalo’, an interjection. Bodding, scrupulous about such 
 matters, classifies it not only as an interjection but as a verb(stem) – and more. 
Certainly many – most – nouns can serve as verb-stems. To list some from Drake 
(many of his nouns are loanwords), the nouns and the verbs and their meanings 
(one can argue the direction of the derivation, but for many of these, the noun form 
is primary):

akom, egg, as Verb ‘to lay an egg’, koyo[] ‘wind, to blow of the wind’ jo, 
‘fruit’, V , ‘to yield fruit’; chaaso (loan), ‘breath’, to sigh; luuo, (loan) loot, ‘to 
loot’ (but note that luunaa is a verb in Hindi). The meaning of the derived verb 
is usually fairly predictable.

Certain adverbs are verbalized, for example, /cupha�r/, ‘how, in what way’, from 
‘interrogative-manner’. In all four grammars ‘to how’ is to do what was referred in 
the previous sentence ‘in what way’. For example, ‘to yoke a bullock’ is the action 
in the previous sentence, ij cupha�rej ‘how will he (yoke) him’. Similarly {cupha�r-e}, 
with an inanimate ‘object’.1 Also like these are: i-phìn-e/i-phìn-ej from i-phìn < 
/in-phìn/, ‘this-manner’: ‘to do (the action) in this way’; ee�n, ‘there’ < {i-e�n}, ‘that-
LOC’; as a verb (Drake) ‘to get there’. For Drake ‘to get there’ and ‘to become how’ 
are inceptive (‘reponent’) verbs. Their intransitives for Drake are formed with /-yu/ 
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{ya-u�-); such Verb-yu forms have as infinitives V-yu�; the corresponding transitive 
infinitives take /-e/, for example, /cupha�re/, etc. Verbs derived from adjectives for 
Drake – it is not clear that the distinction Adjective vs. Adverb is made in Drake’s 
material – also have V-yu infinitives in the intransitive and V-e infinitives in the 
transitive.

3.2.11 Noun incorporation and combining forms

Noun incorporation (and the use of combining forms of nouns) such as is found 
in various South Munda languages either productively or in a lexicalized manner 
(Anderson 2007) is not attested in Korku.

3.2.12 Auxiliary verb constructions

Many – if  not most – of the verbal forms functioning as auxiliaries in Korku (like 
the postpositions) are borrowed, and their use is different in the various  grammatical 
sources. Some are found in only one source. The auxiliaries in this  section  supplement 
those in the Negation section 3.2.9 (-u�n and (he)ban/banne�) and the section on 
Tense/aspect (sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 (-a�n and /lab)).

The Korku auxiliary usually follows an infinitive form of the lexical verb which 
is formally reduplicated for certain stems. With the auxiliary /lab-/ it may – dialects 
differ – follow Verb-Object and, more rarely, Verb-Mode-Object. Following a bare 
verb-stem is the Past Negative AUX -u�n, which neutralizes all Mode and Object 
 distinctions on the verb elsewhere, for example, those in preceding sentences with common 
reference. Also, the bare verb-stem form is used with the permissive prefix wa-, only by 
Drake who states ‘the principal verb in its shortest possible form is found’.

No semantic characterizations of auxiliaries are offered although modal and 
 causative notions are central. A number of the notions that are expressed in 
 Indo-Aryan with auxiliaries – and that are obviously borrowed from Indo-Aryan 
into Korku, for example, the cislocative and translocative – are part of – internal to – 
‘the basic verb form’ in Korku (e.g. cislocative (-lì), translocative (-ya-), intensive 
(-ki-), delayed action (-jom-), and tentative (-ha�-)).

Korku and probably most of the other Munda languages must, in earlier – 
pre-borrowing – times, have used various discourse features to convey some of these 
auxiliary – for example, modal – meanings. Most of the auxiliaries are borrowed. 
Unfortunately we do not have data on the eastern dialect(s) of Korku, Mowasi/Mawasi, 
to confirm the suspicion that they would exhibit a rather different set of auxiliaries.

The various auxiliaries are presented below with brief descriptions and examples. 
There are a few interesting differences in usage (e.g. concerning /lab-/). One could 
sort the  auxiliaries by meaning, grouping together the different grammars’ auxil-
iaries (and non-auxiliary machinery), for example, permissive, causative, potential 
but that will not be done (explicitly) here. The auxiliaries to be discussed here (the 
descriptive labels/translations are mostly those used in the original sources):

(48) ekko- (Drake, Girard, Zide, Nagaraja) ‘to want to V’
 hona (Girard, Zide, Nagaraja) ‘to have to V’ (obligative)
 lag-ati- (Drake) ‘to have to/be obliged to V’
 hola- (Girard, Zide, Nagaraja) ‘to cause/force to V’
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 ghaa- (Drake ) ‘to manage/find a way to V’
 -ni bhala (Nagaraja) ‘should have Ved’
 -len (Nagaraja) ‘to (V) for someone else’
 -lab- (Drake, Girard, Zide, Nagaraja) (a) progressive/continuous
   (b) inceptive
   (c) and more (see below)
 a- (Drake, Nagaraja) inceptive
  (Nagaraja) ‘to be about to V’
  (Drake, Girard, Zide, Nagaraja) permissive
  (Nagaraja) ‘would V’

With regard to ekko ‘to want to’ (Drake taku), Nagaraja has it in his lexicon as 
a noun meaning ‘desire’, but without examples of its use. In Girard and Zide’s 
 materials it takes an infinitive in the genitive.

(49) dij jilu jojom-a� ekko-ba�
 he meat REDPL:eat-GEN AUX-FIN:PRES/FUT

 ‘He/she wants/will want to eat (the) meat.’

In Drake, along with the genitive construction, he finds a simple genitiveless  infinitive. 
Thus he finds both.

(50) hadiru taku-ba and hadiru-ga taku-ba
 arrive AUX-FIN:PRES/FUT arrive-GEN AUX-FIN:PRES/FUT

  ‘wants to (sometimes “intends to”) arrive’ (cf. Zide {(h)adir-u�-[a�] 
ekko-ba�}

The auxiliary hona ‘to have to’ appears in an invariant form without -ba�. The 
usage is borrowed from regional, not Standard Hindi. The form is lacking in Drake. 
It is used with the simple infinitive. In Girard’s, Zide’s, and Nagaraja’s texts, the 
‘logical subject’ is in the nominative. (One might have expected from the equivalent 
structures in Standard Hindi and elsewhere in the region for it to be in the accusa-
tive, but it is not.)

(51) iighalya mumu�a�mithaj ija� bagolten 
 i-e-ghalya mu-mu�a�-mi-tha�-(e)j ij-a� bagol-ten 
 that-INAN-REASON REDPL:beat-one-NMLZR-3SG.ANIM he/she-GEN place-ABL

 saub hona o ijkhe� mumu�da� hona 
 saub hona o ij-khe� mu-mu�da� hona
 to run to have to and him/her-ACC REDPL:beat/hit have.to
  ‘For that reason the hunter (lit. beater) has to run at the side/alongside him 

(the porcupine) to beat him.’

  Drake has lagati-ya-en and lagati-yu-ba�  as an ‘obligative’, ‘to have to’, ‘to 
be obliged to’. Presumably this derives from Hindi lag-naa.

The auxiliary hola (Girard hoa/hora, Nagaraja hoa; not found in Drake) is used 
with the infinitive form of the lexical verb.

(52) i gai cacalu hola-kh-en-ej 
 I car REDPL:move AUX-INTSNV-PST.TR-3
 ‘I started the car.’ (Nagaraja 1999)
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This is an example of /-ej/ the third singular animate object marker used in Nagaraja 
more widely (as it is not in Girard and Zide), to refer to inanimate objects. This 
would be a ‘causative’ of the intransitive, that is, ‘I caused the car to move.’

(53) i ij-khe� cuciri hola-kh-en-ej
 I he-ACC REDPL:steal AUX-INTNSV-PST.ITR-3ANIM

 ‘I caused/forced him to steal.’

As noted above the old Munda causative prefix – /a-/ in Korku – is found only with 
jom-, ‘to eat’, and nu-, ‘to drink’. Causatives are commonly formed syntactically by 
taking a transitive sentence and adding the agent of the action caused – marked 
by the ablative, with no auxiliary.

(54) ij dadù-ten sita-khe� tol-kh-èn-ej
 She Dadu-ABL dog-ACC tie-INTNSV-PST.TR-3ANIM

 ‘She had Dadu tie the dog.’

With hola one could have both Dadu and sita in the accusative, or Dadu in the 
 ablative. A ‘second causative’ – à la Hindi – for a-nu and a-jom is possible to form by 
treating the /a-/ causative, for example, ajom, ‘feed’ as a simple transitive – to translate
‘I had Dadu feed the child’, or with hola ‘I forced Dadu to feed the child’, etc.

Drake finds an ‘acquisitive’ ghaa(-)u, ‘to manage to, to find a way to’ that is 
 lacking as an auxiliary in other sources. Note that ghaa here takes not a simple 
infinitive but Verb-Object form.

(55) oba-khe� tol-ej dij-khe� ghaa-u�n
 Bullock-ACC tie-3.ANIM he-ACC AUX-NEG.PST

 ‘He did not manage to tie the bullock.’ (Drake 1903)

Nagaraja finds another borrowed auxiliary construction: Verb-e-nibhala meaning 
‘should have’. The auxiliary -nibhala follows the augmented infinitive form in V-e-.

(56) paa�i-e-nibhala saub-e-nibhala
 study-INF-AUX run-INF-AUX

 ‘should have studied’ ‘should have run’ (Nagaraja 1999)

Another auxiliary element is the benefactive mood form in -le[n]. It is found only 
in the imperative. It marks action performed for benefit of another, for example, 
ol-ki ‘write!’ vs. ol-ki-len, ‘write for someone else’s sake’ (Nagaraja 1999).

As discussed in the section on tense/aspect etc. above (sections 3.2.3–3.2.8), one 
of the most common auxiliary elements in Korku is the (now fused) construction 
involving an element that appears to be underlyingly /lab-/ though it now is almost 
never realized in this form. The progressive is formed with the auxiliary lab-, pre-
served as lab- in Drake, but with the /b/ assimilated to the following /j/ or /k/ in the 
other three grammars. There is some disagreement about the reduced set of Verb-
Mode-Object forms that occurs with /lab-/ progressive forms. Girard says /lab-/ – 
independently – means ‘to begin’. It for Zide is a progressive and not an inceptive, 
but it has inceptive meaning too elsewhere.

The forms are REDPL-Verb-lab- or Verb-Object-lab-. Almost none of the lab- 
forms have Mode suffixes. The forms that are realized include -lakken {-lab-ki-en} 
‘is V-ing, is in the act of V-ing’ also with inceptive meaning ‘beginning to V’ in 
some areas. Examples include jojomlakken, jomelakken ‘is in the act of eating’. Other 
forms include the realization -lajjen {-lab-ya-en} ‘was V-ing, was in the act of V-ing’, 
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for example, jojomlajjen, ‘was in the act of eating’ and less common forms such 
as  jojom-lakkhu�ba {-lab-ki-u�-ba�}, ‘go on’ – or ‘will go on’ – (being in the act of) 
eating’and jojom-lajju�ba ‘went on (being in the act of) eating’, also with ‘potential’ 
meaning, ‘went on being able to continue eating’.

As alluded to above, for Drake, Girard, and Nagaraja /lab-/ has both  progressive 
and inceptive meaning. For Zide it is only progressive in the -lakken and -lajjen 
forms. For Zide – and, Girard (Drake) and Nagaraja -jojomlakken //-labken 
means ‘is eating’ and, for Zide, /jojomlajjen/ – {-lab-ya-en} means ‘was eating’, 
whereas for the others it has primarily an inceptive meaning, ‘began to eat’. 
Drake is more nuanced in finding both meanings and trying to ascertain which 
one  predominates where). Nagaraja has the emphatic /-ka/ commonly in /-lab/ 
 sentences with progressive meaning, that is, in /Verb:INF-ka-lab-/ structures (see 
Drake and Nagaraja for details). Some examples of  somewhat unexpected /lab-/ 
uses in Nagaraja include:

(57) kamay-ku laj-j-en
 {kamay-ku-lab-ya-en}
 work-3PL-AUX-MODE-PST.ITR

 ‘It started to work (by many people).’ (Nagaraja 1999)

 kama:y-mi-laj-ju-ba
 {kamay-mi-lab-yu-ba}
 work-1/2-AUX-MODE-FIN:PRS/FUT

 ‘It starts/will start to work – by 1SG. or 2SG. Person.’ (Nagaraja 1999)

I am not sure what Nagaraja’s English translations mean. The pronominal  marking 
on the verb, it seems, marks Subject, not Object (see also sections 3.2.1–3.2.2)!

Drake has e�a- as in inceptive much like /lab-/

(58) ura jul-u e�a-u-ba
 house burn-u� begin-u�-FIN:PRS/FUT

 ‘The house will begin to burn.’ (Drake 1903)

This e�a- ‘to apply, attach (to)’ apparently does not occur as an auxiliary in the other 
grammatical sources. The equivalent form with /lab-/ would be {lab-yu�-ba}.

One of  the most varied and multifunctional elements in Korku, and one which 
 differs the most among the various descriptions is the element a –with, among 
other meanings–‘about to’. It may be used with a range of  lexical verb forms 
(±reduplicated, etc.): olkena �n, ‘was about to write/wrote’; nunukenàn, ‘was about 
to drink/drank’.

Nagaraja’s material suggests an interesting difference between his Korku and 
the Korku of  Girard and Zide (and presumably Drake): that for Nagaraja’s 
 speakers the action – with /V-ki-en/ begins with an ‘about to’ phase and continues 
with the start of  the performance of  ‘the action proper’ which may or may not be 
completed. This contrasts with the /V-ya-en/ forms which describe remoter past 
actions with the action complete. For the other sources the action in Verb-ken 
forms begins with the start of  the ‘performance of  the act proper’ (no ‘about to’ 
phase) and is usually completed . For these speakers too /V-ya-en/ forms refer to 
remoter – completed – past actions.

His second ‘about to’ usage – with plain a – has the element suffixed to the 
verb root directly, the ‘root’ in his three examples is either a transitive verb with 
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 reduplicated infinitive jojom-a, ‘is/was about to eat’, or Verb-Object-a,  mu�a�-mi-a, 
‘is/was about to beat me’. (Note: for Nagaraja /-mi/ is commonly used for both first 
and second persons whereas for other researchers it is used only for second.) If  /a/ 
is the verb /a/ – which I think it must be – this is a very odd construction with 
no Tense or Mode suffix on either /jojom/ or /a/. Is /a/ a verb-stem functioning 
as a kind of ‘Second Predicator’, contrasting with /-ba�/ in these structures? More 
research is required to make this clearer.

The element /-a�n/, presumably from {a-en}, where /-en/ is the Past Intransitive. 
Thus -a�n – like /olen/, ‘went’, and /mhenan~mhenen~mhenon~menan//, ‘said’, a 
 narrative introducer, is one of the very few old intransitive past forms lacking a 
Mode suffix. -a�n figures in the basic tense/aspect system occurring with both PRS/
FUT and Past forms, positive and negative. Drake gives /aen/ as the Past where a- is 
the main verb, and an is found in functional compounds.

One also finds a in Girard’s Dictionary aa ‘to do’, ‘a-u� ‘to be done’, ‘to 
 happen’ (also ‘become’). This is an auxiliary used in forming permissives.

The ‘permissive’ for Nagaraja uses /aw/ (presumably from /au�/ elsewhere). It 
follows the infinitive, and the auxiliary takes Mode and Object suffixes.

(59) i ij-khe sen-aw-khe(n)-ej
 I he-ACC go-AUX-INTNVS-TR.PST-.3SG.ANIM

 ‘I allowed him to go.’ (Nagaraja 1999)

 naaka ij sen-aw-ej
 now he go-AUX-3.SG.ANIM

 ‘Now, let him go’, that is, ‘he may go, is permitted to go’. (Nagaraja 1999)

Note that ‘He’ (ij) is in the nominative in the second example, that is, this is a 
 ‘subjunctive’ but the auxiliary /aw/ takes a 3.SG.ANIM marker, which presumably 
marks subject! In the first example /aw/ is not the main verb, but an auxiliary with 
verb /sen/, ‘to go’.

For the most part, Drake attests the same structures as described above (from 
Nagaraja), but with some differences. Drake’s speakers can use the /-e-/ as well as the 
(passive-potential) /-u�/ before /-ba�/. With the /-u�/ forms the ablative /-a�ten/ is used 
for the ‘logical subject’; with the /-e-/ forms, the  nominative:

(60) i sen-e a-e-ba
 I go-AUGM/INF AUX-TR-FIN:PRS/FUT

 ‘Let me go.’ (Drake 1903)

 i-aten sen-e a-u-ba
 I-ABL go-AUGM/INF AUX-PSSV/ITR-FIN:PRS/FUT

 ‘Let me go.’ (Drake 1903)

OR

 i-aten sen-yu a-u-ba
 I-ABL go-PSSV/ITR AUX-PSSV/ITR-FIN:PRS/FUT

 ‘Let me go.’ (Drake 1903)

With /a-wa-/ for the permissive, the alternative constructions are (61) the ACC object 
of ‘let-go’, /-i/, ‘me’ is not marked on the (ITR) verb, (62) the awa- marks the 
 accusative object.
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(61) ij i-khe sen-e awa-ba (or a(a)ba)
 He I-ACC go-AUGM/INF AUX-FIN:PRS/FUT

 ‘He lets/will let me go.’ (Drake 1903)

(62) ij i-khe sen-e aw-i-ba
 He I-ACC go-AUGM/INF AUX-FIN:PRS/FUT

 ‘He lets/will let me go.’ (Drake 1903)

A type of past tense meaning is conveyed by the suffix or (former) AUX in -a�n in 
Korku. Used with a PRS/FUT infinitive or a Mode-marked verb it commonly serves 
to mark a kind of imperfect or past habitual. The element a�n is also used in past 
copular constructions.

(63) i-ku ape-khe� o-o�-a�n i-ku ape-khe� o-khe�-pe-a�n
 They you.PL-ACC REDPL-see-PST.AUX They you.PL-ACC see-INTNSV-2PL-PST.AUX

 ‘They used to see you (pl). They formerly saw you.’

3.3 Expressives

Not explicitly investigated for this study. Some brief  comments on expressive-type 
copy forms in verb-stems and noun-stems are offered in sections 3.1 and 3.2.

4 SYNTAX

The syntax of Korku remains largely unstudied. One can infer some syntactic fea-
tures from, for example, the texts in Nagaraja (1999), but I leave this to the interested 
reader. Only a few brief  comments are offered here.

The introduction of the copula hoy (see Nagaraja), in the Melghat area or much 
of it, probably came some time in the last 50 years. Nagaraja finds it all over the 
place, but it is unknown to Drake, Girard, and Zide. As a result of a reorganiza-
tion of copular predications following the introduction of /hoy/ all the adjectives 
in Nagaraja’s Korku now work identically; none of them takes -ba�; they all take 
the introduced copula /hoy/, ‘is, are’. In the present – not the Present/Future (this 
distinction found only here is also a result of the introduction of /hoy/) – this homog-
enized construction is now like Hindi, from some variety of which /hoy/ must have 
been borrowed.

(64) ii simìl hoy [Zide=simìlba] i-ku  la�ga hoy [Zide=lãgra Ø]
 3 sweet COP 3-PL lame COP

 ‘They (inanimate) are sweet.’ ‘They are lame.’ (Nagaraja 1999)

The element a�n is used in past copular constructions. In Nagaraja’s Korku the 
negative copula /baw/ is distinguished from /ban~ba/ and /ban(n)-e�/ which have 
similar meanings. He writes ‘it occurs in verbless (non-locative) constructions after 
the object and is used to negate equational constructions as well.’

(65) inij-e�n ba-e baw
 DEM-LOC father-3 NEG.COP

 ‘He has no father.’ (Nagaraja 1999)
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4.1 The simple sentence

The constituent order in the Korku sentence is the one that is common in the Indian area, 
that is, SOV. An indirect object precedes the direct object in ditransitive  sentences. In 
simple transitive sentences, the (human or animate, rarely inanimate, referential) direct 
object is marked with the accusative /-khe�/ (for Zide, elsewhere /-ke ~ khe ~ ken.). In 
ditransitive sentences the indirect (animate, usually human) object usually takes /-khe�/, 
the direct object usually being inanimate. When both are human both can take /-khe�/.

In informal discourse, the subject, understood from the previous sentence(s), is 
often deleted, but in the dominant languages of the area (e.g. Hindi) – and this 
is true of  the other North Munda – that is, Kherwarian – languages as well, the 
subject is marked on the verb as it is not in Korku. This permits a simple subject-
less construction (or unspecified subject), a sentence with a transitive verb with a 
 ‘passive  meaning’ to occur in Korku:2

(66) sita-khe� ol-kh-èn-ej
 Dog-ACC tie-INTNSV-TR.PST-3.SG.ANIM

 ‘The dog was tied (down)/somebody tied the dog.’

With an explicit subject, the only difference in the form is the overt subject.

(67) Ratana sita-khe� ol-kh-èn-ej
 Ratana dog-ACC tie-INTNSV-TR.PST-3.SG.ANIM

 ‘Ratana tied the dog down.’

The subject can sometimes, with a ‘resumptive’ intonantion, come at the end of 
a sentence, again, as in Hindi. Objects too in Hindi in conversation are not uncom-
monly deleted (sometimes with deleted subject as well in the same sentence). This 
sort of object dropping is not common in Korku, although the object, marked on 
the verb, would be apparent.

As noted earlier (but not in Nagaraja’s material) there is/was no positive copula, 
so that sentences like ‘this house is mine’ lack a verb as in ini ura i-a� [this house 
I-GEN]. In Nagaraja’s material a borrowed copula verb /hoy/ would be used: ini ura 
ia� hoy [this house I-GEN COP].

Another simple sentence construction common in the area and in most Munda 
 languages is the ‘dative subject’ construction; this also is found in Korku with 
the  locative in /-e�n/ encoding the ‘dative subject’, with roughly similar semantics 
to the parallel Hindi sentences.

(68) i-e�n raram-ba�
 I-LOc REDPL:feel.cold-FIN:PRS/FUT

 ‘I will be/feel cold.’

In some cases along with the above construction, a calque on the Hindi using the 
verb ‘come’ – lit. ‘hunger will come to him’ – is also used. See (69a) vs. (69b).

(69)  (a) ij-e�n rangejba� or rangeju�ba
  he-LOC hungry-FIN:PRS/FUT hungry-PASS/ITR-FIN:PRS/FUT

  ‘He will be/feel hungry.’

 (b) ij-e�n rangej heìba/ {hej-ya-u�-ba�}
  he-LOC hunger come-MODE-PASS/ITR-FIN:PRS/FUT

  ‘He will be/feel hungry.’
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based on /hej-/, ‘to come’. Nagaraja gives an example of this sort of construction 
with a ‘complement’ (?) (not his term, he doesn’t say anything about the grammar 
of /a/ ‘water’) in a sentence with /aam/, ‘to be thirsty’:

(70) ij-èn a aam-en
 He-LOC REDPL:water thirst-MODE:ITR.PST

 ‘He/she is (for) water thirsty.’

Adjectives – including possessives – precede nouns, numerals follow adjectives and 
precede nouns

(71) ij-a� apha�i kene sim[-ku]
 S/he-GEN 3 black chicken[-PL]
 ‘her/his three black chickens’

Note that either a singular or plural form of the noun may follow a numeral in 
Korku (singular or dual for ‘two’).

Roughly, adverbs – the details for the semantic classes of adverbs are not given 
here – precede the verb phrase; some adverbs – for example, of time – commonly 
occur at the beginning of the sentence.

Although examples of simple sentences in Korku are numerous throughout this 
 chapter, I offer some more in the following text.

(72) am je mia�� gao an
 you who one village PST.COP

 ‘Who are you ?’ ‘(once) there was a village’, literally ‘one village was’

 ij coj-ghalya en-e�n-ej
 he what-for this-LOC-3.SG.ANIM

 ‘Why is he here?’

 sebei tarei-ku sisìri-lak-k-en 
 all girl-ANIM.PL REDPL.sing-PROG-PST-ITR

 ‘All the girls are singing.’

4.2 Complex sentences, relative-type clauses

Zide, in his (still unpublished) review of  Nagaraja (1999) was trying to make 
observations on language change in regard to complex sentence structure in 
Korku, juxtaposing Drake (1903) with Nagaraja (1999) and Girard and Zide 
(roughly, 1950s to 1960s), comparing three possibilities: the (older) adjectival 
modifiers (e.g. olken sita ‘the tied dog/the dog that was tied’, and the Indo-Aryan 
like –  relative-and-correlative – structure, and – by far the most common Korku 
 arrangement – two simple sentences. I went through ~50 pages of Girard’s unpublished 
texts and all of  Nagaraja’s texts and found no ‘relative-type clauses’ of  the first 
two types at all. Then how can we account for those of  the first type found in all 
four of  the  grammars. Is the presence of  relative-type clauses of  the first two kinds 
an artifact of  the elicitation (in Hindi or Marathi, where the relative–correlative 
construction would be used, but if  a relative is encouraged the first type – not the 
relative–correlative – is usually preferred), or of  the kinds of  texts recorded, or of 
the kinds of  informants worked with? Could it be that monolingual Korku speak-
ers never used or use ‘relative-type’ clauses? It is true that ‘instant calquing’ – for 
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the most part falling back on existing  adaptations of  the ‘upper’ language, rather 
than nonce invention – is common in a lot of  ‘lower languages’. Working with 
Gutob in Orissa (where a knowledge of  the ‘upper’ language, Oriya, was not as 
common among the Gutob as Hindi is among the Korku) it was clear that one 
could show off  one’s literacy, and presumably one’s intelligence, by a command of 
the upper language, and importing features of  it into the lower language where it 
was thought some might find it – their native language – wanting, and thus ‘primi-
tive’. Clearly, a  different kind of  field study of  Korku usage is needed to under-
stand what is going on. What discourse – or cultural(?) – features are promoted by 
being able to say not just ‘Bau’s daughter brought the mangoes’, but also ‘It was 
Bau’s daughter who brought the mangoes’? Are there, perhaps, subtler discourse 
resources in (earlier) Korku to handle some such features?

The adjectival relative-type clauses common, or at least mentioned, in the more 
recent Korku material, and apparently common earlier in Drake’s material are 
of  the following structure. (The structure is typologically common, found, in 
India, also in Dravidian.) The simple sentence can be converted into a modifier 
by  preposing it before the appropriate noun (formerly the subject) with minimal 
modification.

(73) tarei sita-khe� ol-kh-e�n-ej
 girl dog-ACC tie-INTNSV-PST.TR-3
 ‘The girl tied (down) the dog.’

transforms to ‘the girl who tied down the dog’ by preposing the verb phrase to the 
former subject noun:

(74) sita-khe� ol-kh-e�n-ej tarei
 dog-ACC tie-INTNSV-PST.TR-3 girl
 ‘The girl who tied down the dog’ literally ‘the tied down the dog girl.’

Similarly – and as simply – for almost the whole range of verb forms, for example, 
‘the just tied dog’, ‘the not tied dog’ ‘the to-be-tied tomorrow dog’, the ‘they-were-
tieing-him-down-dog’, etc.

The Indo-Aryan relative–correlative structure, roughly literally translated, gives 
for ‘the dog that she tied down’ as (relative) ‘which dog she tied down’ (correla-
tive), ‘that dog . . . verb phrase (e.g. ‘died’, ‘which house we lived in . . . ’ ‘that house 
(burned down)’, etc. This construction was not common in any of the Korku gram-
mar, perhaps it is more common now. Earlier there was variation in the morphemes 
used. For Zide, /je/ (literally ‘who’) for ‘which (Noun)’, /i/, for ‘that’ (Noun) for the 
correlative. Nagaraja has /jo/ (which is the Hindi form) where Zide has /je/, and /i/ 
for the ‘that’ introducing the correlative phrase, such as the following example from 
Nagaraja (1999):

(75) jo kitaabo tebal-a�-li-en oo�-k-en 
 which book table-GEN-on-LOC put/keep-INTNSV-ITR.PST 

 ii kitaabo i-a� hoy
 that book I-GEN COP

 ‘The book put/kept on the table is mine.’

Compound coordinative sentences are common (formed in a common way) with 
/o/ ‘and’(see the texts, for example, sentence 6 of the porcupine story), and (the 
borrowed) /ya/, ‘or’. Disjunctive coordination, that is, ‘but’ (Zide/Girard phìni, pini, 
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Nagaraja phene, phire) again occurs where, in many languages, it commonly does. 
An example from Nagaraja (1999):

(76) ini dukan-a�ten saman sa-jom, phene i dukan-a�ten
 this shop-ABL goods take/bring-TENTATIVE, but that shop-ABL

 baki sa-sa�
 don’t REDPL-take
 ‘Buy goods from this shop, but don’t buy from that shop.’

For the ‘adversative’ use, that is, ‘nevertheless’ – an example comes from the porcu-
pine text:

(77) jika-khe� coo-ka�-bi jorten mu�a�-ej
 porcupine-ACC however-EMPH1-EMPH2 strongly hit-3.SG.ANIM

 pini ij ban guj-u�
 but he not kill-passive. . .
 ‘(If) you hit him however hard, but (pini) he doesn’t die, then . . .’

‘If ’ – sentences are formed with /taaso �(n) ~ taa �so(n)/, ‘if ’, at the end of  the 
 antecedent clause (following the verb). If  the antecedent clause is PRS/FUT the 
predicator is  usually absent, but with past antecedents the tense is marked. Note 
the consequent also has no predicator (-ba �/). The following example comes from 
Nagaraja (1999).

(78) am heje-taaso i ij-khe� ban mumu�a�
 you come-if� I he-ACC NEG REDPL:beat
 ‘If  you come I won’t beat him.’

Other ‘if ’ sentences (again as in Hindi, with only the ‘then’ (Hindi /to/) introduc-
ing the consequent clause present, but no overt ‘if ’; with makha�n as ‘then’. Example 
from the jackal story makha�n also occurs as ‘sequential then’. ‘They did that. Then 
makha�n they did (something else)’, etc.

(79) ij mhen-laj-jen: i-a��  ij ban, makha�n i-khe� kaku je,
 He say-PROG-MODE:PST.ITR I-GEN feces NEG.COP then I-DAT/ACC fish give
  ‘He was saying (to the river): “(if/since) my feces is-not (here), so/then give 

me a fish”’

Quotatives with the (final) verb /mhenan/ (and less commonly /mhen-/ in other 
verb forms), ‘said’ or (with no subject), ‘it is said’/’they say’ are followed by what is 
said (as said, no modifications). Example: ij mhenan: i baa�ngon ‘he said: ‘I won’t/ I 
refuse to (do whatever was proposed in the previous sentence)’. See also the sentence 
above – in the ‘if ’ section – with /mhenlajjen/.

Some common subordinate constructions are listed here (see Nagaraja for more 
examples and a more detailed treatment):

1  The repeated present participle (a restricted set of PRS/FUT forms without the pred-
icator), the doubled – repeated – form meaning continued, protracted, repeated 
action, a common areal feature. Example from the ‘jackal text’ :

(80) ij ij-e ij-e gaa pai-kh-e�
 he defecate-INAN COPY river block-INTNSV-PST.TR.
 ‘He (the jackal) defecating (repeatedly) blocked up the river.’
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2  Clauses introduced by ‘because of, -ghalya’; ‘after’ /-a�-baado-e�n/; ‘before’ /V-a�-
suu/, .and many others, postpositions, the ablative, etc. Example jojoma�suu 
(REDPL-eat-GEN-before), ‘before eating’.

3  ‘in order to’ the ‘customary’ reduplicated infinitive ‘to V’, ‘in order to V’: jika-
khe� lalaga . . ./ , ‘to chase/follow the porcupine(s)-ACC . . .’

4 ‘when’ with clause -final /-ki/ Example from the porcupine story:

(81) dhuia� aka+baka-en ki i-ku popa-a�ten oled-ba�...
 smoke suffocate-PST.ITR-ki, they hole-ABL come.out-FIN:PRS/FUT

  ‘when they have suffocated (begun to suffocate), they will come out of their 
hole(s)...’

5 SEMANTICS/DISCOURSE

Not explicitly examined for this study.

6 LEXICON

Although Korku has borrowed extensively from Hindi, with up to half  or more 
of its nominal lexicon borrowed from this language, much of the Munda ‘basic’ 
vocabulary remains such as body-parts, verbs of motion, etc.

7 BRIEF ANALYZED TEXTS

7.1 Text 1: kolia ‘The Story of Jackal’

    (i) mia�� kolia an
 mia�� kolia a-en
 ONE JACKAL be-PST.ITR

 ‘There was a jackal.’

   (ii) ij ije ije gaa paikhe�
 i-ej ij-e ij-e gaa pai-ki-e�
 DEM-3SG.ANIM defecate-VB.SFX COPY river block.up-INTNSV-PST.TR

 ‘He, defecating (continually, repeatedly), blocked up the river.’

  (iii) i�ga�ten ba�a ai heen
 i�-ga-a�ten ba�a ai hej-ya-en
 that-direction-ABL flood, big wave current, flow come-TLOC-PST.TR

 ‘A big wave (flow, current) came there.’

  (iv) ai ija� ije par uye�
 ai ij-a� ij-e par u-ya-e�
 current he-GEN shit-3 completely carry.away-TLOC-PST.TR

 ‘The current/flood carried away all his shit.’

   (v) dusra din kolia gaa oo�� olen
 dusra din kolia gaa o-o� ol-en
 next day jackal river REDPL:see go-PST.ITR

 ‘The next day the jackal went to see the river.’
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  (vi) ij gaakhe� mhenan: gaa gaa, in�a� ij
 i-ej gaa-khe� mhen-an gaa gaa, in�-a� ij
 that-3SG.ANIM river-ACC say-PST.ITR river river I-GEN shit

 u�gane�
 on-ga-e�n-e
 which-direction-LOC-VBLZR

 ‘He (the jackal) said to the river: where is my shit?’

 (vii) ij mhenlajjen: in�a� ij ban
 i-ej mhen-lab-ya-en in�-a� ij ban
 that-3SG.ANIM say-AUX-T/A-PST.ITR I-GEN shit not(be)

 makha�n in�khe�  kaku je
 makha�n in�-khe� kaku i-e
 then I-ACC fish give-INAN.O
  ‘He then (lit. ‘was saying’) went on to say: my shit isn’t (there); then give me (a) 

fish (instead).’

(viii) iikalaaka gaa mia� kakukhe� tepakhe�nej
 i-ka-laaka gaa mia� kaku-khe� tepa-ki-e�(n)-ej
 that-EMPH-time river one fish-ACC throw-INTNS-PST.TR-3SG.ANIM

 ‘Then (‘at that time’) the river threw (him) a fish.’

  (ix) kolia kaku oja(w)en o olen
 kolia kaku oja-wa()-en o ol-en
 jackal fish pick.up-BEN()-PST.ITR and go-PST-ITR

 ‘The jackal picked up the fish and left.’

7.2 Text 2: jika ‘The story of the porcupine’

    (i) jika mia�� jaato janoar haa�ba
 jikra mia�� jaato janoar haa�-ba�
 porcupine one community animal be, exist-PRES/FUT

 ‘There is a kind of animal, the porcupine.’

   (ii) iku o�gor-e�n kapighera�n popa harujom-ba� 
 i-ku o�gor-e�n kapi-ghera-e�n popa haru-jom-ba� 
 this-ANIM.PL forest-LOC mountain:side:LOC den,hole build:AUX-PRES/FUT

 o ee�n haa�ba
 o i-e�n haa�-ba�
 and that-LOC dwell-PRES/FUT

 ‘They make their holes (dens) on hillsides in the forest and live there.’

  (iii) jikaku�n pakha haa�ba pini iku�ten aphìru 
 jika-ku-e�n pakha�  haa�-ba pini i-ku-a�ten aphir-u� 
 porcupine-PL-LOC quill be-PRES/FUT but this-ANIM.PL-ABL (make)fly-PSSV

 khob banne�
 khob ban-[n]e�
 much NEG-3/PST.ITR

  ‘Porcupines have quills in them, but they don’t make them fly [eject them] 
much.’
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  (iv) iku� ko�bore�n khaped kaha� haa�rba
 i-ku-a� ko�bor-e�n kha/pe/d kaha� haa�-ba� 
 this-anim.PL-GEN body-LOC big/NSG/big quill be-PRES/FUT

 ‘In their bodies are large quills.’

   (v) jikaku� kaha� suaro�go liei haa�ba
 jika-ku-a� kaha� sua-ro�go liei haa�-ba�
 porcupine-PL-GEN quill needle-LIKE ?? be-PRES/FUT

 ‘Porcupine quills are like needles.’

  (vi) iku balla� ghera� khiti cana jo�ra kapuso jojom raato raato 
 i-ku balla-a� ghera-a� khiti cana jo�ra kapuso jo-jom raato raato
  this-ANIM.PL hill-GEN side-GEN field.gram millet cotton  REDPL-eat night

 night

 hajeba� o khob nuksan aebà
 haj-e-ba o khob nuksan a-e-ba�
 come-AUGM-PRES/FUT and much damage do-INAN-PRES/FUT

  ‘They come out at night to the hillside fields and eat gram, millet, cotton plants 
and do a great deal of damage.’

 (vii) haeiminku inku� sikar seneba�        
 haei-mi-en-ku in-ku-a� sikar sen-e-ba�   
 know.how-one-LOC-ANIM.PL this-ANIM.PL-GEN hunt go-AUGM-PRES/FUT

 ‘People-who-know-how go hunting for them.’

(viii) makhan inku� popakhe� okibà o ee�n 
 makhan in-ku-a� popa-khe� o-ki-bà o i-e�n 
 then this-ANIM.PL-GEN hole-ACC see-INTNS-PRES/FUT and that-LOC

 kacra-bucra julebà o ikukhe�
 kacra-bucra jul-e-bà o i-ku-khe�
 trash+ECHO set.fire-INAN-PRES/FUT and that-ANIM.PL-ACC

 dhunikuba�
 dhuni-ku-ba�
 smoke.out-ANIM.PL-PRES/FUT

  ‘Then they find their holes, and set fire to trash, etc. there and smoke 
them out.’

  (ix) dhuiã akabakaenki iku� popa�ten oledbà
 dhuiã aka-baka-en-ki i-ku-a popa-a�ten oled-bà
 smoke suffocate-PST.ITR-when that-PL-GEN hole-ABL come.out-P/F

 o nieba�
 o ni-e-ba�
 and run.off-AUGM-P/F

 ‘When they are suffocating they come out of their holes and run off.’

   (x) ii khento ikukhe� mu�da�kuba o gojkuba�
 ii khento i-ku-khe� mu�da�-ku-ba� o goj-ku-ba�
 this time that-ANIM.PL-ACC beat-3PL-P/F and kill-ANIM.PL-P/F

 ‘At that time they beat them and kill them.’
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  (xi) jikakukhe� lalaga o mumu�a�n
 jika-ku-khe� la-laga o mu-mu�-a�-e�n
 porcupine-ANIM.PL-ACC REDPL:follow/chase and REDPL-hit,strike-LOC

 khob catraeten ikù tauten saub hona
 khob catrae-ten i-ku-a� tau-ten saub hona
 much,very clever-INSTR that-ANIM.PL-GEN (place)behind-INSTR/ABL run have.to
  ‘To chase and kill (lit. “beat”) the porcupines (one, hunters) have to very cleverly/ 
carefully run behind them.’

 (xii) banbaken iku  kaha� phapha-atikhe�-ki
 ban-ba-ki-en i-ku kaha� phapha-ati-khe�-ki
 not-otherwise-INTNS-PST.ITR they quill(s)  move, make.quiver-AUGM-PST.TR.NF

 ikù kaha� tirkhija oledba� o i�gie�n
 i-ku-a� kaha� tir-khija oled-ba� o i�gi-e�n
 that-ANIM.PL-GEN quill(s) arrow-like come.out-P/F and leg-LOC

 khuiu�ba
 khui-(ya)-u�-ba�
 pierce-TLOC-PASS-P/F

  ‘Otherwise they move/make quiver their quills and like arrows they come out 
(are released) and can pierce the leg(s) (of the hunters).’

(xiii) kaha� sarkaka�() tau�n u�yu�ba
 kaha� sarka-ka� tau-e�n u-ya-u�-ba
 quill(s) straight-EMPH place.behind-LOC to shoot-TLOC-PASS-P/F

 mhenan
 mhen-an
 say-PST.ITR

 ‘It is said the quills are shot straight behind (them).’

 (xiv) iighalya mumu�a�mithaj ija�
 i-e-ghalya mu-mu�a�-mi-tha�-(e)j ij-a�
 that-INAN-REASON REDPL:beat-one-NMLZR-3SG.ANIM he/she-GEN

 bagolten saub hona o ijkhe� mumu�da� hona 
 bagol-ten saub hona o ij-khe� mu-mu�da hona
 PLACE-PROL/ADESS to run to have to and him/her-ACC REDPL:beat/hit have.to
  ‘For that reason the hunter (lit. beater) has to run at the side/alongside him 

(the porcupine) to beat him.’

  (xv) jikakhe� cooka�bi jorten mu�a�ej
 jika-khe� co-o-ka�-bì jor-ten mu�a�-ej
 porcupine-ACC which-QUANTITY-EMPH-EMPH strength,force-INSTR beat-3SG.ANIM

 pini ij ban guju� pini kaparten mia�� jirasan mu�a�
 pini ij ban goj-u� pini kapar-ten mia�� jirasan mu�a�
 but he not kill-PASS but head-INSTR one mild, slight hit,strike

 ghaienki eoge�nka[]
 ghai-en-ki i-o-e�n-ka� 
 to.adhere.to,receive.a.blow-PST.ITR-WHEN that-quantity-LOC-EMPH

 guju�ba mhenan
 goj-u�-ba� mhen-an
 kill-PASS-FIN:PRS/FUT say-PST.INTR
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‘[If] however hard (lit. with however much force) (they) beat him he does not die (is 
not killed) but (then if) he gets a light blow on the head that is enough to kill him, it 
is said (lit. from that much[emphatic] he is killed/dies).’

 (xvi) korku jikaku�  jilu jomeba�
 koro-ku jika-ku-a� jilu jom-e-ba�
 person-ANIM.PL porcupine-ANIM.PL-GEN meat eat.ITR-P/F

 ‘The Korkus eat porcupine(’s) meat.’

 jikaku� na�ga�+ti korku� na�ga�+ti-khijaba�
 jika-ku�-a� na�ga�+ti korku-a� na�ga�+ti-khija-ba�
 porcupine-ANIM.PLU-GEN foot+hand person-GEN foot+hand-SIMIL-P/F

 mhenan
 mhen-an 
 say-PST.ITR

  ‘They say/it is said that the porcupines’ feet-and-hands are like humans’ feet-
and-hands.’

   iighalya sikarminku iku�() na�ga�+ti 
   di-ghalya sikar-mi-en-ku i-ku-a� na�ga �+ti
 that-reason hunt.one-NMLZR-ANIM.PL that-ANIM.PL-GEN foot+hand

 ge�akiba o tepakiba�
 ge�a-ki-ba� o tepa-ki-ba�
 cut.off-INTNS-P/F and throw-INTNS-P/F

  ‘For that reason hunters cut their (the porcupines’) feet-and-hands off  and 
throw them away.’

NOTES

*  I am grateful to Arjun Jade Patel, my Korku tutor and friend, for what I know – not 
enough – of that language. But for Arjun Guruji I would not have gone on in Munda 
studies, the University of Chicago Indo-American Munda Languages Project would 
not have happened, and, presumably, Greg Anderson would not have gone into Munda, 
and this volume would in all likelihood not exist. Thanks to the editor for making 
extensive revisions and formatting to this chapter without whose encouragement, 
persuasion and assistance this chapter would simply not have seen the light of day. 
Responsibility for the content rests solely with the author of course. 

1  One  nds ‘bullocks’ in some places (with some speakers) as animate, in some as 
inanimate. 

2  See the discussion of U in the verb section (sections 3.2.3–3.2.8) above for the contrast 
in meaning of this subjectless transitive and the passive(-potential) with U. For both of 
these one can translate the sentence ‘the dog was tied (down)’.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

SORA*

Gregory D.S. Anderson and K. David Harrison

1 INTRODUCTION

The Sora language, also known variously as Saora, Saura, Savara, or Sabar[a] 
is one of the most important Munda languages. The tribal name is known from 
the Sanskrit sources but has been applied to numerous people other than the Sora 
proper. The main concentration of Sora speakers are located in Ganjam, Gajapati, 
and Rayagada districts of Orissa, but speakers are found throughout this state and in 
the adjacent parts of northern Andhra Pradesh. It is difficult to gauge accurately the 
total number of speakers of Sora, but estimates vary between 150,000 and 300,000, 
but could be much more. In some areas with significant ethnic Sora populations 
however (e.g. Sambalpur district of Orissa) a language shift has occurred. Thus, Sora 
language appears to be endangered in some areas, but in others (e.g. Gumma block 
of Gajapati district), most women and children are monolingual Sora speakers.

The only language that Sora is clearly at all closely related to within Munda is 
Gorum (Parengi) with which it forms the Sora-[Juray]-Gorum subgroup; Juray is 
a poorly known language that largely appears to be a divergent Sora dialect, but 
future research will have to tease apart their exact relation. Some accounts (e.g. 
Gordon (2005)) suggest that the Lodha (or Lodhi) language of northern Orissa is 
related based in part on the use of the autonym Sabar[a] by at least some members 
of this ‘criminal tribe’; the only extant linguistic materials on this language (Das 
Gupta 1978) suggest that the autonym may be misleading in this case as the language 
appears to be an Indo-Aryan variety, not an undocumented member of the Munda 
language family. Traditional classifications of Sora-Gorum include this within a 
larger genetic group called Koraput Munda, and this in turn within a group called 
South Munda. Anderson (2001) suggests an alternative classification, which has 
Sora–Gorum splitting off  early from the Proto-(South)-Munda language  (sharing 
certain features with North Munda and a number of others with various South 
Munda subgroups). Unfortunately, resolving this taxonomic issue and  recovering 
an adequate understanding of Sora–Gorum pre-history must await the discoveries 
of future research.

There is no adequate map or study of Sora dialectology. Speakers we interviewed 
in 2007 reported awareness of regional Sora speech differences across a range of 
structures, for example, phonetic, morpho-syntactic, prosodic, etc. The Sora speech 
community is also distributed across Oriya- and Telegu-speaking areas, and one 
would expect to find different language-contact effects in the two parts. The variety 
described in this chapter is that spoken by Sora of the central Gumma Hills region, 
Gajapati district, Orissa state.

Sora remains primarily an oral language, not widely read or written even by 
speakers who may be fully fluent and literate in Oriya and English. Though the 
Sora Bible may be found as a prized household possession in some Christianized 
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villages, it is not typically read. When highly literate speakers in Gajapati district of 
Orissa do read it, they report that it contains many unfamiliar words, and that the 
orthographic system is not completely familiar to them. Thus, the dialect differences 
in Sora are such that the fledgling literary standard is clearly non-ideal for all possible 
users of the language and that the norms for its orthographic rendering have not 
been sufficiently disseminated to make Sora literacy truly viable in its current state.

The following is a sample text from the Sora Bible, Psalm 23 (page 827, verse 
numbers as in original, Sora orthography is shown on the first tier):

  (i) GAMANGtungan na Gupa Mar-hen, henate er asuige
gmatun-na gupa[]mar-en en-ate er-asu-ige 
rich.god-EMPH shepherd:HUM-1 I-? NEG-be.ill-AUX:T/A

‘The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not be in want (be ill).’

 (ii) Anin d’ong-hen ledenggab lingan abtabmutih;
anin do[o]-en ledegab-len 
he BODY-1 tender.green.grass-LOC:N.SFX

ab-tabmu-t-i
CAUS-lay.down[doll/child]-NPST-1
‘He makes me lie down (like a sheep) in the tender green pastures;’

Anin lagad hana d’an adam adamban d’ong-hen urungtih
anin lagad ana daa-n admadm-ban do[o]-en
3SG peaceful/docile? water-N.SFX along-ALL OBJ-1

uru-t-i
convey-NPST-1
‘He leads me beside quiet waters.’

(iii) Anin pwrarda-hen absamagte;
anin purarda-en absamag-te 
3SG life-1 CAUS:restore-NPST

‘He restores my soul;’

Anin ahimdaman apsele roitadgod lingan d’ong-hen urungtih.
anin aim-damn psele roytadgod len doo-en  
he name-PURP PURP righteousness=road-LOC:N.SFX OBJ-1

uru-t-i
convey-NPST-1
‘He guides me in paths of righteousness for His name’s sake.’

The Sora Bible employs a Latin-based orthography with a number of Sora-specific 
conventions. Sora has also been rendered in the Oriya script in Orissa and in 
the Telugu script in Andhra Pradesh, as well as a modified phonetic alphabet in 
Ramamurti’s grammatical materials and dictionary. The use of and knowledge of 
Sorang Sompeng (N. Zide 1996), the indigenous script, appears to be quite limited.

In many areas Sora remains a vital and thriving language, but one that has no state 
or institutional support (sermons and materials are increasingly in Oriya in Gajapati 
district which we observed and were told about in Christianized Sora communities). 
In other areas, Sora is reportedly being or indeed has already been replaced by Telugu 
or Oriya. So, although not an endangered language in sensu stricto, Sora (except in 
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the areas shifting to Telugu and Oriya) like other similarly sized and underdeveloped 
minority languages of India, may be considered threatened overall.

2 PHONOLOGY

2.1 Vowel inventory

Sora has vowel phonemes and contrastive vowel length. Schwa [] is never stressed 
and has no long counterpart. Vowels [a] [o] [i] [u] [e] [] [] may be stressed or 
unstressed.1 There appears to be significant variation in vowel quality across Sora 
dialects, not yet adequately documented.

Vowel length is (probably) not phonemic in Sora, but may be used to create expres-
sive formations with certain stems, for example, sura ‘big’ sura ‘really big’. According 
to Ramamurti (1986), vowels may be short, half-long, or long, but the phonemic 
status of vowel length requires further study. In data drawn from Ramamurti, we 
preserve his length marking.

Vowel assimilation processes have not been adequately studied, but vowels may 
undergo assimilation to their preceding consonant for rounding:

  (1) /i/ > [u] / [p] __ yurpid ~ yurpud ‘to shake off’

2.2 Suprasegmental phenomena (tone, register)

Tone and register or voice quality have not been reported in the literature on Sora 
but impressionistically, there appeared to be certain features of this type associated 
with certain words for at least some speakers. This has not been tested experimen-
tally. Note that Gorum, Sora’s only close sister language, has a creaky voice feature 
(see Anderson and Rau, this volume).

Vowels may be glottalized or glotally interrupted. This strategy is particularly 
noticeable in the case of monosyllabic nouns, for which the glottal stop may serve 
phonologically to add a mora to the syllable, thus satisfying a minimal word template. 
Evidence of this can be seen in the following minimal pair:

mu ‘nose’ (lexical form) vs. mu ‘nose’ (combining form)

2.3 Consonant inventory

  (2)  Labial Dental Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal
Obstruents: 
 Voiceless p t  c k 
 Voiced b d  j g
Fricatives  s
Nasals m n   
Flaps   r  
Lateral  l
Glides    y

Consonants may also be pre-glottalized, for example, [b], [m] a phenomenon known 
from other Munda languages, and one that awaits instrumental analysis in Sora.
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Assimilation of both progressive and regressive types may be observed. Geminate 
consonants may result from these processes.

  (3) Assimilation Attested variants Gloss2

/b/ > [m] / __ [m] mibmib ~ mimmib ‘to be sleepy’
/b/ > [r] / __ [r] jnarruj < /j<n>ab-ruj/ ‘to churn’
/b/ > [s] / __ [s] rabsadoln ~ rassadoln ‘dry leaves’
/b/ > [k] / __ [k] rabkud- ~ rakkud- ‘to make narrow’
/d/ > [b] / __ [b] ribbidn ~ ridbidn ‘powdered salt’
/d/ > [s] / __ [s] pudsu ~ pusse ‘to persuade’
/d/ > [r] / __ [r] radrad ~ rarrad ‘chop’
/d/ > [p] / __ [p] rad#pui ~ rappui ‘to fall off ’
/d/ > [l] / __ [l] idloj ~ illoj ‘to be contracted’
/n/ > [m] / __ [b] anba ~ amba ‘to hear, listen’
/m/ > [n] / __ [t] santab ~ samtab ‘to set apart’
// > [m] / __ [b] ili bon ~ ilim bon ‘rainbow’
/n/ > [l] / __ [l] punlan ~ pullan ‘chaff’
 jalla ~ janla ‘to be slow’
/r/ > [m] / __ [m] mommorin ~ mormorin ‘mist’
/b.s/ > [t.t] rabsuisin ~ rattuisin ‘pointing hand’

  (4) Epenthesis of linking consonant
Ø > d /[n]__[r], [l] knri ~ kndri ‘rice gruel’
 kanlan ~ kandlan ‘a leaf-stitched cup’
 bnrab- ~ bndrab- ‘be angry’
Ø > g /[]__ eran ~ egran ‘prickly cucumber’

Sora has true geminates for all consonants except the glottal stop and the glide [y]. 
From our limited set of relevant field data, it appears that geminate stop consonants 
are (nearly) twice the duration of simplex ones. In the two examples that follow, 
the geminate [gg] tokens have a duration or 0.14 and 0.12 seconds, respectively, as 
 compared to a typical duration of 0.07 seconds for tokens of singleton [g].

  (5) (a) ag-ga (b) amn ag-ga 
CAUS-eat:IMP  you CAUS-eat
‘Make him eat’, that is, ‘feed him’  ‘Make him eat’

2.4 Syllable structure and phonotactics

The velar nasal does not occur in syllable or word-initially, except in rare cases. 
Ramamurti lists just seven words with initial [], all expressives, for example, akak  
‘dead silence, as at midnight’ (Ramamurti 1986 (1933):185).

The following heterosyllabic consonant clusters are found in Sora lexemes.3

  (6) 
 p b m t d n  y j s r l k g  4

p ✓   ✓     ✓ ✓      
b (✓) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓    ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓   ✓
m ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓  ✓
t    ✓        ✓    ✓
d ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓    ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ (✓) ✓
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n ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓  
  ✓   ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓   (✓)
y5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  
j         ✓       ✓
s          ✓      ✓
r ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ (✓) ✓
l ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓    ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  
k             ✓  (✓) 
g              ✓  ✓
 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Note
✓ indicates geminates. (✓) indicates rare, found only in expressives, 
 compounds or loanwords.

  (7) p
kuppa ‘fat’
raptij- ‘to be able to do’
apsele ‘for, on account of’ (postposition)

  (8) b
gabtur ‘to pinch between fingers’
babje ‘to console’
jabda- ‘to suck or munch with noise’
jabjab- ‘to adjure, abut’
rabsadoln ‘dry leaves that have dropped from a tree’
rabkud- ‘to make narrow’
bob ‘head’
abbaja- ‘to hasten, vex’
bai ‘to turn into seed’
dubmad- ‘to shut one’s eyes’
oble- ‘to reply, cross-examine’
pijebpijeb ‘peep’ (onomatopoetic)
pabjab- ‘to smite’

  (9) m
kmbud ‘to be carried away by a bear’
gumte ‘to dream’
kimmad ‘to close the eyes’
kumsi ‘to hold one’s fist’
kimpn ‘belly’
jumjum ‘cover body with cloth’
tamd- ‘to wash (clothes)’
amam- ‘to eat’ (children’s language)
amjo- ‘to fish’
padum-gamle ‘suddenly, with a thud’ (onomatopoetic)
mun ‘nose, beak of bird’

 (10) t
kuttan ‘a pen for sheep’, ‘a vegetable garden’
taln ‘spleen’
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 (11) d
nartudpel ‘matchbox’
kudtan ‘a horse’
idid bren ‘balderdash’
radmoy ‘to wring out’
raddu ‘strong’
ridbidn ‘powdered salt’
sudsud- ‘to mix up’
sudgum- ‘to be drenched’
dul- ‘to suck’
padkad- ‘distribute buffalo flesh’

 (12) n
gunturn ‘a large rat’
ondota ‘forwards’
gunlun ‘snail’
minnum ‘year’
anre ‘already’
anbnartiki ‘afterwards’
dunpuln ‘projected navel, one who has such’
ensoy ‘alone’

 (13) 
rajam- ‘to become dry or withered’
aam- ‘to name’
aja ‘barren’
dibo- ‘to cook the flesh of a buffalo’
didarpadn ‘pot in which rice is cooked’
oi oi ‘the bellowing of a buffalo’

 (14) y
yojn ‘a stranger’
puirab ‘to put forth a new sprout’
puida- ‘to peel off  in thin layers’
nain ‘river’
mokiyla ‘not uniform in size’ 
paygajn ‘the halo around the moon’

 (15) j
bajje- ‘to console’
jun ‘to be fit, to suit’

 (16) s
sor- ‘to bubble up’
sussub ‘a fib’

 (17) r
ura ‘to unstring the bow’
ersin ‘crime, sin’
ararloge ‘with a quaver’
irdodoi- ‘to rebound’
jarre ‘again’
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ran ‘elephant’
nartudpel ‘matchbox’
argadi ‘alliance, friendship’ (~algadi)
arda- ‘to ladle water’
arpad- ‘to unfold’
armodn ‘cobwebs’
aurgab- ‘to chew the cud’
bnarjmn ‘dinner given in recognition of service’
erlnu ‘undomesticated, wild’
ernanan ‘name of Sora deity’
ersin ‘crime, evil menstruation’

 (18) l
molloi ‘five’ (~ monloi)
talmad- ‘to see with fixed eyes’
talsi ‘palm of hand’
aldub- ‘to wrench the neck’
alber- ‘to converse’ (Reciprocal)
algadi ‘alliance, friendship’ (~argadi)
alpadded- ‘to quarrel with one another’
alrode- ‘to quarrel or dispute with one another’
alkalla- ‘to be astounded, dumbfounded’
dultid- ‘to beat in return’
dulna ‘instead of’

 (19) k
akak ‘dead silence’
takko- ‘to deduct’

 (20) g
miggal ‘twelve’
gur- ‘to ripen’

 (21) 
mukan ‘face’
kegn ‘woodpecker’
jojo ‘to pour rice’
jenaden ‘however’
mepurn ‘raw meat sacrifice’
soneb ‘a kind of tree’
somedtuln ‘Bengal gram, or peas’
sobobmarn ‘insolent man’ (lit. ‘shit-head’)
duroi ‘early in the morning’
dusi- ‘to carry something in the hand’
dilud- ‘to have ears hanging down’
aa ‘to teach’
saaj- ‘to keep at a distance’

Tri-consonantal clusters are rare, including

 (22) nts
ntsri ‘thereafter’
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2.5 Intonation/stress

The system of stress assignment in Sora remains largely unstudied. It may appear 
in different syllables in a word. Some morphemes seem to attract stress while others 
do not accept it at all (see Ramamurti 1931:7–8). This suggests at least a partially 
morpho-lexically conditioned system.

2.6 Morphophonology

Both consonants and vowels may show some (conditioned?) alternations perhaps 
based on stress-shifts or perhaps morphologically conditioned. The details remain 
to be worked out. Note in this regard the following possessive paradigm for the word 
meaning ‘eye’, that is, ‘my eye’, ‘your eye’, etc. Here we find allomorphs ma/mad, 
md, and mo.

 (23) (a) en ma-en (b) ma-nm  (c) ma[d]-len 
I eye-1  eye-2  eye-1PL

‘my eye’  ‘your eye’  ‘our eye(s)’
(d) a-md-an (e) amben mo-bim

3-eye-N.SFX  you (PL) eye-2PL

‘his/her eye’  ‘your (PL) eye(s)’ [OG]

The past tense marker -l- variably (idiolectally?) may undergo assimilation to a 
 preceding stem-final -r.

 (24) (a) anin-a suu-ban iar-l
He-GEN house-ALL go-PST

‘he (elephant) went to his (big-frog’s) house.’ [Text-1, line 11]
(b) uan a-ir-re nn-l-n-ed-ji

where 2PL-go-PST NEG-answer-PST-NEG-PL

‘ “where did you go?”, they didn’t answer him.’ [Text-1, line 16]

In rapid speech, there may be a place assimilation across word boundaries, for 
example, between the final nasal in the first or third person pronoun and the initial 
obstruent of the following word, for example, from en ‘I’ or ann ‘she/he’ we hear 
such forms as the following:

 (25) (a) em bajar-n yer-t-e 
I market-N.SFX go-NPST[:1/TLOC]
‘I am going to the market.’ [OG]

(b) an gy-t-ey
she/he see-NPST-2/3
‘she/he sees’ [OG]

3 MORPHOLOGY

Sora has an elaborate derivational apparatus that is seen in the formation of  nominal 
forms. From an inflectional perspective, Sora nouns may realize number, a range of 
case and quasi-case adpositional categories, and person/possession. In addition to 
nouns, nominal forms include pronouns (including demonstratives, indefinites, and 
interrogatives) numerals, adjectivals, and adverbials.
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3.1 Nominal morphology

The maximally expanded form of a noun in Sora has not yet been investigated. Stems 
may be compounded yielding fairly long constructs. How these are constrained 
remains a topic for future research. At least three stems can be found compounded 
in certain common words.

 (26) daiburyn ‘sunrise’ (Lit. climb-hill-sun)
dai ‘climb’ + bur(n) contracted form of brun ‘hill’ (Ramamurti 1933:114)

A quick look through Ramamurti’s Sora dictionary’s numerous three-part and 
indeed four-part compounds, for example, godlobum, jaradatid, rartuddapel, 
angatidlud, and abdimmaddaren, etc. (Ramamurti 1986 (1933):5–6, 11, 21, 33). 
Long forms can arise from simple two-part  compounding (or perhaps izafet con-
structions) with derived nominal forms that have reduplication (Ramamurti 1986 
(1933):10).

Some common inflected morphological noun templates attested in our materials 
include

 (27) Stem-Stem-Noun.Suffix-Plural
snna-mr-n-ji
little-person-N.SFX-PL

‘the little guys’

 (28) Noun-1/2POSS-Plural/Case
ala-ben-ji
tongue-2PL-PL

‘your (pl) tongues’ [OG]

 (29) 3POSS-Noun-Noun.Suffix-Plural
a-on-n-ji
3POSS-child-N.SFX-PL

‘his children’

 (30) 3POSS-Noun-Noun.Suffix-Case
a-kako-n-ad
3-older.brother-N.SFX-OBJ

‘his older brother’

Formal nominal derivational and inflectional processes in Sora may be realized 
through prefixes, reduplication, suffixes, at least one common infix, and even a 
 process of circumfixation.

3.1.1 Number

Plural in both nouns and (third person) verbs is marked by the suffix/enclitic -ji. 
It follows the multipurpose []n noun–suffix and possessive markers in the Sora 
 noun-word template.

 (31) (a) gam-le kun snna-mr-n-ji bibi eaka-le-n-ji
say-PST DEF little-person-N.SFX-PL very rejoice-PST-ITR-PL

‘the little guys said and rejoiced greatly’ [Text-1, line 33]
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(b) nt ttele oa-l-n t kndd-n-ji dk-l
thus like.that drain-LOC-N.SFX many frog-N.SFX-PL COP-PST

‘like that there were many frogs in the ditch’ [Text-I, line 14]
(c) amben ala-bn-ji

you (PL) tongue-2PL-PL

‘your (PL) tongues’ [OG]

There is no adjective noun concord, but adjectives may be nominalized and then 
marked for plural.

 (32) (a) anin kddb kndd-n-ji sr anin sua
he all frog-N.SFX-PL from/than he big
‘he is bigger than all the other frogs.’ [Text-1, line 7]

(b) kudub-n-ji daa-le-n glu-le-ji
all-N.SFX-PL water-LOC-N.SFX fall-PST-PL

‘(they) all fell into the water.’ [Text-III, line 14]

Numerals may take a similar set of markers as well in Sora.

 (33) aninji bagu-n-ji b/n/ua dk-le-ji
they two-N.SFX-PL clan/NMLZ/clan COP-PST-PL

‘both of these were two brothers (of one clan).’ [Text-2, line 2]

While animate nouns generally (but non-obligatorily) take the plural suffix, 
 inanimates often may not.

 (34) anlen si-len si-len nln si-len
we hand-1PL hand-1PL we hand-1PL

‘our hand(s)’ ‘our hand(s)’ ‘our hand(s)’ [OG]

si-ben 
hand-2PL

‘your (PL) hand(s)’ [OG]

Two coordinated nouns marked for plural may appear in an asyndetic/juxtaposed 
form with plural only on the rightmost conjunct. However, both may appear plural-
marked as well, so plural is not obligatorily phrasally marked in Sora.

 (35) uan-ji knit-le-n-a tiki bagu-n-ji jnn 
father-3PL die-PST-N.SFX-GEN after two-N.SFX-PL field

srba-n-ji mailen bara-le-ji
paddy-N.SFX-PL together work-PST-PL

‘after their father died, they both worked in their fields and paddies together’ 
[Text-2, line 6]

Except after numerals, where the singular form of the noun is generally used, after 
quantifiers, (animate) nouns may or may not appear pluralized but inanimates 
 generally do not.

 (36) (a) aboj tulb-le-n dje arsi-n-ji dk-le-ji
one forest-LOC-N.SFX several monkey-N.SFX-PL be-PST-PL

‘a number of monkeys were in a certain forest’ [Text-3, line 1]
(b) dji mem ettegoy bara-le-n-ji-a tiki

several year like.this work-PST-N.SFX/ITR-PL-GEN after
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a-snna-mr sukku-n a-kako-n-ad
3-young-man Sukku-N.SFX 3-older.brother-N.SFX=OBJ

sarba-n er-ti-l-be anson bara-eten
paddy.field-N.SFX NEG-give-PST-NF:W/O himself  work-T/A:3
‘[after] they worked like this for several years, Sukku the younger brother 
cultivated the paddy-field himself  without giving his older brother the 
paddy-field’ [Text-2, line 7]

(c) nt ttele oa-l-n t kndd-n-ji dk-l
thus like.that drain-LOC-N.SFX many frog-N.SFX-PL COP-PST

‘like that there were many frogs in the ditch’ [Text-1, line 4]
(d) en bagu manra gi-l-ay 

I two man see-PST-1
‘I saw two men.’ [OG]

3.1.2 Case

The unmarked, basic, or uninflected form of the [pro]noun serves the function of the 
subject, primary (direct/indirect) object and goal arguments as well in Sora. Note that 
as in all nominal forms, the suffix in -n, so common in nominal forms in Sora, appears 
frequently on nouns in any of these functions. This is, however, not a case marker 
per se at least synchronically. For a discussion (without much resolved) on (some of) 
its use(s), see Starosta (1967:255–256) (1981) and Ramamurti (1931:16–17).

 (37) (a) aninji anin daa-n ty-te-ji 
they she/he water-N.SFX give-NPST-3PL

‘they give him/her water’ [OG]
(b) en bo-mara...bo-manra gi-l-ey 

I one-man one-man see-PST-1[:3]
‘I saw a man.’ (Note /n/ deletion in rapid speech) [OG]

(c) en bajar-n yer-t-e 
I market-N.SFX go-NPST[:1/TLOC]
‘I am going to the market.’ [OG]

The enclitic -d[]- ‘body’ (in a possessed form) may function as an oblique object 
of an animate (or narratively elevated to quasi-animate) primary object argument of 
a verb that cannot be expressed morphologically in it (the complex system of verb 
agreement in Sora is discussed in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). Thus, this element may be 
considered an oblique object or dative marker synchronically in Sora. Historically it 
is probably a (possessed form of the) word meaning ‘body’ (see section 3.1.3)

 (38) (a) en deyvd ad g-l-ay 
I David OBJ see-PST-1
‘I saw David.’ (emphatic)

(b) en ka-mr-n ad g-l-ay 
I tall man-N.SFX OBJ:3 see-PST-1
‘I saw the tall man’

(c) en boonsl-a jelu-n tg-e-n jelu-n 
I one woman-OBJ meat-N.SFX give-PST-NF meat-N.SFX

‘I gave the meat to the woman, meat’ [OG]
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(d) ubban-ad gam-etan amn etenasn
younger.brother-OBJ say-T/A-N.SFX/ITR you why

srba-n t-ti-
paddy.field-N.SFX NEG-give-1
‘He said to his younger brother ‘why (do) not (you) give me some paddy 
field.’ [Text-2, line 9]

(e) kun asn kun snna-dd-n-ji raa-n=ad 
DEF for DEF small-frog-N.SFX-PL elephant:N.SFX=OBJ

gj-an gj-le bt-le iersed-l-ji
see-N.SFX see-PST be.frightened-PST go.AUX-PST-PL

‘Because of seeing the elephant, the small frogs were frightened and ran 
away.’ [Text-1, line 12]

(f ) bind a-gain-ji gam-le-ji ian-gamle agaj-n-ad tb-be
but 3-friend-PL say-PST-PL how! moon-N.SFX-OBJ take.out-1PL

‘“But how can we get the moon out?” her friends said.’ [Text-3, line 7]
(g) en do-nam ii-ti-n-e

I OBJ-2 believe-NPST-RFLXV-1
‘I believe you.’ [OG]

(h) en doo-nam glam-t-ai
I OBJ-2 know-NPST-1
‘I know you.’ [slowly]

(i) en doo-nam a-glam-ai 
I OBJ-2 NEG-know-1
‘I do not know you.’ [OG]

A different but similar adessive oblique ‘object’ ma- construction is found 
with verbs like ‘believe’ in forms like the following with a negative marked (and 
overtly intransitive) verb. Whether this is an idiosyncracy of  this speaker from 
Gajapati  district or an example of  the kind of  object ‘demotion’ one finds in such 
 languages as Russian or Estonian in negative formations is unknown (to genitive/
partitive).

 (39) (a) en do-nam ii-ti-n-e 
I OBJ-2 believe-NPST-RFLXV-1
‘I believe you.’

(b) en ma-nam a-iri-n-e... a-ii-n-e 
I ADESS-2 NEG-believe-RFLXV-1 NEG-believe-RFLXV-1
‘I do not believe you.’

(c) en ma-nam a-irir-n-e...
I ADESS-2 NEG-believe-RFLXV-1
‘I do not believe you.’ [OG]

When it has its directional or locational meaning it may be augmented by -ba-n, 
especially in non-pronominal complements in the form -a-m -ba-n, for example, 
nslo-n-a-m-ba-n ‘to (near) the woman’ (Starosta 1967:164).

The clitic or suffix a may appear with pronouns and some nominal formations 
to mark a genitive-like or possessive relation between a [pro]noun and a noun. 
The second noun may be a relational noun functioning as a postposition (and 
with  nominalized verbal forms, adverbial clausal subordinators as well). It is here 
glossed -GEN. It is likely a very old feature of Sora, with parallels in Juang and North 
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Munda. In some instances its function seems to be something akin to the izafet 
vowel of Persian, serving as an attributive link between nominals.

 (40) (a) kuna gail-n-a jatt abj a-n dk-l
DEF road-N.SFX-GEN below one/INDEF ditch/drain-N.SFX COP-PST

‘There was a ditch/drain below that road.’ [Text-1, line 2]
(b) eale kun gan- mndra-ji -lo-n-a mn

how DEF town-GEN person-PL PFX-road-N.SFX-GEN beside

e gailun-a mn a-n daku
or river-N.SFX:GEN beside ditch/drain-N.SFX be[come]
‘How is it that the town people have a drain/ditch either beside a river 
or by a road?’ [Text-1, line 3]

(c) anin-a suu-ban iar-r[…iar-l]
he-GEN house-all go-PST

‘He (elephant) went to his (big-frog’s) house.’ [Text-1, line 11]
(d) dji mem ettegoy bara-le-n-ji-a tiki

several year like.this work-PST-N.SFX/ITR-PL-GEN after

a-snna-mr sukku-n a-kako-n-ad
3-young-man Sukku-N.SFX-PL 3-older.brother-N.SFX=OBJ

sarba-n er-ti-l-be anson bara-eten
paddy.field-N.SFX NEG-give-PST-NF:W/O himself  work-T/A:3
‘[after] they worked like this for several years, Sukku the younger brother 
cultivated the paddy-field himself  without giving his older brother the 
paddy-field.’ [Text-2, line 7]

(e) ettegoy anlen-a alale-n-ji ted-an td-le-n
like.this we-GEN REDPL:tail-N.SFX-PL hold-N.SFX hold-PST-N.SFX/ITR

agaj-n-ad a-tb-n-ai-b
moon-N.SFX-OBJ 1PL-get.out-n-CLOC-PL:IMP

‘In this way let’s hang by our tails and get out the moon.’ [Text-3, line 10]

The complex case suffix -le-n sometimes just -le marks inessive,  general locative, 
and illative functions in Sora.

 (41) -le-n
(a) pttar-le-n jpba-le-n tltl-l--ji

hole-LOC-N.SFX mire-LOC-N.SFX REDPL:bury-PST-ITR/RFLXV-PL

‘They buried themselves in holes and mud.’ [Text-1, line 13]
(b) aboj tulb-le-n dje arsi-n-ji dk-le-ji

one forest-LOC-N.SFX several monkey-N.SFX-PL be-PST-PL

‘A number of monkeys were in a certain forest.’ [Text-3, line 1]
(c) kun arsi-n gam-eten bo-mnra a-kndar-le-n 

that monkey-N.SFX say-T/A:3 one person OBJ-branch-LOC-N.SFX

a-td-n-ba
1PL-hold/hang-n-PL:IMP

‘That monkey told them “let one of us guys hold/hang from the tree 
branch.” ’ [Text-3, line 8]

(d) nt ttele oa-l-n t kndd-n-ji dk-l
thus like.that drain-LOC-N.SFX many frog-N.SFX-PL COP-PST

‘like that there were many frogs in the ditch’ [Text-1, line 14]
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(e) d b dinna kuna gail-le abj raa-n
so one day the road-LOC one/INDEF elephant-N.SFX

iar-ted
walk-T/A:3
‘so one day an elephant was walking along the road’ [Text-1, line 9]

(f) e g-ji a-gij-ba agaj-en daa-le-n
hey friend-PL 1PL-see-PL:IMP moon-N.SFX water-LOC-N.SFX

glu-le gamle pp-eten
fall-PST QUOT tell-T/A:3
‘She told them “Hey friends, let’s go have a look; the moon has fallen in 
the water.”  ’ [Text-3, line 5]

Like many locative elements across the world’s languages, this case may appear with 
time nouns in Sora as well.

 (42) nt aim-le-n anin sua-dd-n t-dk-d
that time-LOC-N.SFX he big-frog-N.SFX NEG-COP-NEG[.PST:3]
‘At that time he, the big-frog, wasn’t there.’ [Text-1 , line 10]

A number of postpositional elements (and relational noun formations, see 
section 3.1.9) exist in Sora. Some of these appear to being drawn or have already 
been drawn into a now-increasing local case system. One such element is the allative 
marker -ban.

 (43) (a) anin-a suu-ban iar-r[…iar-l]
He-GEN house-ALL go-PST

‘He (elephant) went to his (big-frog’s) house.’ [Text-1, line 11]
(b) anin lagad ana daa-n admadm-ban

3SG peaceful/docile?? water-N.SFX along-ALL

do[o]-en uru-t-i
OBJ-1 convey-NPST-1
‘He leads me beside quiet waters.’ (Sora Bible)

3.1.3 Person

Possession of certain nouns may be marked by enclitic, possessive, and pronominal 
forms for first and second person (and third plural?) and prefixally/proclitically 
for third person singular. Sometimes, not insignificant morphophonological shifts 
occur in stems in possessed forms (see the paradigm for ‘eye’ below). Some pronouns 
may occur with the genitive/possessor enclitic a. Whether this is the same as the 
homophonous third person proclitic is unknown at present although they seem to 
not (usually?) co-occur. Common forms like ‘their hands’ are pronounced as one 
word usually anyway or use the alternative suffixal/enclitic third plural possessor 
strategy on the noun itself, like first and second person forms.

 (44) (a) en-a si-en (b) en si-en 
I-GEN hand-1  I hand-1
‘my hand’  ‘my hand’

(c) amn-a si-nam (d) anlen si-len 
you-GEN hand-2  we hand-1PL

‘your hand’  ‘our hand(s)’
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(e) si-ben 
hand-2PL

‘your (PL) hand(s)’
(f) aninj-a-si�[-n] (g) aninj-a-si&

they-GEN-hand-N.SFX  they-GEN:3-hand
‘their hand(s)’  ‘their hand(s)’

(h) ma[d]-en (i) ma-nam 
eye-1  eye-2
‘my eye’  ‘your eye’

(j) a-md-an (k) ma-ln
3-eye-N.SFX  eye-1PL

‘his/her eye’  ‘our eye(s)’
(l) mo-bim (m) a-md-an

eye-2PL  3-eye-N.SFX

‘your (PL) eye(s)’  ‘their eye(s)’
(n) a�la

[3:]tongue
‘his/her tongue’

(o) ala-n (p) ala-nm
tongue-1  tongue-2
‘my tongue’  ‘your tongue’

(q) nlen ala-[l]n-ji
we tongue-N.SFX/1PL-PL

‘our tongues’
(r) amben ala-bn-ji... amben ala-bn-ji

you (PL) tongue-2PL-PL… tongue-2PL-PL

‘your (PL) tongues’ [OG]

The variation between prefix/proclitic/enclitic/suffix a between the possessor and 
possessum may be seen in the following pair of sentences with the words/phrases 
meaning ‘their father’.

 (45) (a) bo dinna aninji-a-uan kniet-le
one day they-GEN-[3:]father die-PST

‘one day their father died’ [Text-2, line 5]
(b) uan-ji knit-le-n-a tiki bagu-n-ji jnn

father-3PL die-PST-N.SFX-GEN after two-N.SFX-PL field

srba-n-ji mailen bara-le-ji
paddy-N.SFX-PL together work-PST-PL

‘After their father died, they both worked in their fields and paddies 
together.’ [Text-2, line 6]

Nouns that begin in a- have an unmarked third (singular) possessive form.

 (46) (a) anim-en opino gomango 
name-1 Opino Gomango
my name is O. G. [OG]

(b) bo-mnra-n am sukku bar bo-mnra am mnga
one person-N.SFX 3:name Sukku and one person:GEN 3:name Mangaa
‘one was named Sukku one was named Mangaa’ [Text-2, line 3]
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The possessive marker a- appears most frequently with kin-terms.

 (47) (a) bid a-kako-n kan-ate md-n md-l d
but OBJ-elder.brother-N.SFX that-PRTCL hear-N.SFX hear-PST and

gj-an gj-l bibi barab-l
see-N.SFX see-PST very get.angry:EMPH-PST

‘But the elder brother got very angry when he heard and saw (all) that 
(his brother was doing).’ [Text-2, line 8]

(b) bar bndi-l-n-ji-na tiki djin dinna de-le
and put.in.jail-PST-N.SFX-PL-GEN after few day become-PST

anin a-duk- d a-on-n-ji jna doljn batte
he 3-wife-N.SFX and 3-child-PL also hunger-N.SFX SOC/INS

kniet-l-ji
die-PST-PL

‘and a few days after they put him jail, his wife and children also died 
of starvation.’ [Text-2, line 13]

(c) bid a-ubban bibi barab-le ier-an ier-le
but OBJ-younger.brother very get.angry-PST go-N.SFX go-PST

anin ad tub-eten
he OBJ thrash?-T/A:3
‘But the younger brother got very angry went to him and thrashed[?] 
him.’ [Text-2, line 10]

Nouns in the possessive a- form may appear in any function in the sentence, for 
example, subject, various kinds of objects.

 (48) (a) kun arsi-n kun agaj-n-ad gij-an gij-le
that monkey-N.SFX that moon-N.SFX-OBJ see-N.SFX see-PST

a-gai-ji-ad gam-eten
3-friend-PL-OBJ tell-T/A:3
‘That monkey saw that moon and told her friends.’ [Text-3, line 4]

(b) bind a-gain-ji gam-le-ji ian-gamle agaj-n-ad tb-be
but 3-friend-PL say-PST-PL how! moon-N.SFX-OBJ take.out-1PL

‘ “But how can we get the moon out?” her friends said.’ [Text-3, line 7]

Sometimes the use of  what appears to be the a- possessive prefix does not appear 
to be motivated or at least typical of  its ‘usual’ uses. In some instances, it may 
be functioning more as a definite marker, as in its use in the word a-snna-mr 
below.

 (49) dji mem ettegoy bara-le-n-ji-a tiki a-snna-mr 
several year like.this work-PST-N.SFX/ITR-PL-GEN after 3-young-man

sukku-n a-kako-n-ad sarba-n 
Sukku-N.SFX 3-older.brother-N.SFX=OBJ paddy.field-N.SFX

er-ti-l-be anson bara-eten
NEG-give-PST-NF:W/O himself  work-T/A:3
‘[after] they worked like this for several years, Sukku the younger brother 
 cultivated the paddy-field himself  without giving his older brother the 
 paddy-field.’ [Text-2, line 7]
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In the following example, its use is even more curious. The phrase a-kndar-le-n 
sre ‘from on the branch’ is a postposition sre and a -le-n (locative) case marked 
noun of a stem kndar ‘branch’. It is not yet clear what motivates this other than 
possibly the same kind of ‘definite’ marking that seems to characterize its use in the 
example above.

 (50) aninji kn gam-n gam-le ajaij-n a-kndar-le-n
they that say-N.SFX say-PST really-EMPH OBJ-branch-LOC-N.SFX

sre alan-ji td-le-n td-le-n aninji agaj-n-ad
from [3-]tail-PL hang-PST-NSFX hold-PST-NSFX they moon-N.SFX-OBJ

a-idb-ben-asn skai-le-n-ji
PFX-pick.up-INF-FOR prepare-PST-[ITR/RFLXV]-PL

‘They thus discussed and then really began to pick up the moon hanging 
from the branch from each other’s tails.’ [Text-3, line 12]

3.1.4 Definiteness

Definiteness does not have a particular realization per se in the morphology of 
the Sora noun (phrase). The characteristic suffix -n may appear with all kinds of 
nouns and does not appear to be restricted with regard to definiteness with our cur-
rent state of understanding. An indefinite specific referent in narratives is usually 
 qualified with the numeral abj ‘one’.

 (51) (a) abj gail-n dk-l
one/INDEF road-N.SFX COP-PST

‘There (once) was a road.’ [Text-1, line 1]
(b) kuna gail-n-a jatt abj a-n dk-l

DEF road-N.SFX-GEN below one ditch/drain-N.SFX COP-PST

‘There was a ditch/drain below that road.’ [Text-1, line 2]
(c) d  b dinna  kun  a-gail-le abj  raa-n iar-ted

so one  day DEF OBJ-road-LOC  one elephant-N.SFX  walk-T/A:3
‘So one day an elephant was walking along the road.’ [Text-1, line 9]

(d) aboj tulb-le-n dje arsi-n-ji dk-le-ji
one forest-LOC-N.SFX several monkey-N.SFX-PL be-PST-PL

‘A number of monkeys were in a certain forest.’ [Text-3, line 1]

3.1.5 Class/gender

Class or gender is not an active part of Sora morphosyntax. There are both covert 
classes seen in the realization of various types of morpho-syntactic phenomena (e.g. the 
restriction of the ‘oblique/dative object’ element to animates or narratively energized 
inanimate referents (e.g. ‘the moon’ that is serving as a character in a story)). Relics of 
noun classes may be found in the prefix that typify Sora noun structure (see section 
3.1.10) but the semantics of these remain an object of intensive future study. Gender 
of masculine/feminine elements can be signalled by various indigenous compounding 
means [=mar (etc.) ‘man, person’, =boj  (female)] as well as in a limited set of loanwords 
via the Indo-Aryan suffixal contrast -a (masculine) -i (feminine) – a  similar sys-
tem to those found across the Munda languages. Some words combine the two means 
dagda=mar and dagdi=boj ‘young-man’ and ‘young-woman’, respectively.
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3.1.6 Pronouns

The personal pronouns of Gajapati Gumma Sora are offered in (52) below. It is a 
simple 3 × 2 system.

 (52) Pronouns
 Singular Plural
1 en anlen
2 amn ambe
3 ann annji

 (53) (a) ien kulu jar-an m-t-ay
I green snake-N.SFX catch-NPST-1
‘I am catching the green snake.’ 

(b) en am-yim-t-n-ay
I catch-chicken-NPST-RFLXV/ITR-1
‘I am chicken-catching.’

(c) amn am-yo-ti-
you catch-fish-NPST-ITR:2/3
‘You are catching fish.’ 

(d) anin am-yo-ti-
she/he catch-fish-NPST-ITR/RFLXV:2/3
‘She/he is catching fish.’

(e) anln a-m-yo-ti-n-ay
we 1/2PL-catch-fish-NPST-ITR-1
‘We are catching fish.’

(f ) ambn a�-m-yo�-ti-
you (PL) 1/2PL-catch-fish-NPST-ITR:2/3
‘You (PL) are catching fish.’

(g) aninji am-yo-t-n-ji 
they catch-fish-NPST-ITR/RFLXV-3PL

‘They are catching fish.’ [OG]

Reflexive pronouns may be formed with the reflexive -dm.

 (54) sntan aninji-dm t/b/ubaj-le-ji
in.vain they-RFLXV drown/CAUS/-PST-PL

‘In vain they got themselves drowned.’ [Text-3, line 16]

Starosta lists a set of emphatic first and second plural pronouns anlenji and ambenji 
(1967:276).

Third person pronouns can be used as definite markers in noun phrases in Sora 
along with demonstratives, adjectives, and nouns.

 (55) (a) ntann kuni anin sua-dd-n ir-ai-ted
then DEF he big-frog-N.SFX go/come-CLOC-T/A:3
‘Then that one, him, the big-frog, came back.’ [Text-1, line 14]

(b) aninji snna-dd-n-ji gam-le-ji amn sre boiboi sa
they small-frog-N.SFX-PL say-PST-PL you from very big
‘The small frogs (they) said “much bigger than you”.’ [Text-1, line 23]

(c) anin kddb kndd-n-ji sr anin sua
he all frog-N.SFX-PL from/than he big
‘He is bigger than all the other frogs.’ [Text-1, line 7]
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Wh-questions in Sora involve a variety of elements. These include ian ‘how’ ete-n 
‘what’ iando ‘why’ ete-n-asn ‘why’, and ia ‘who’.

 (56) (a) anin ian de-le (b) iando td-t-
he how become-PST  why hit-NPST-1
‘What happened to him?’  ‘Why are (you) hitting me?’

Interrogative pronouns with the additive focus marker are used as indefinites in 
Sora as in many other Eurasian languages and indeed many Munda languages, for 
 example, Gta (Anderson, this volume).

 (57) ete-j ti-
what-ADD give-1
‘Give me anything!’ (Starosta 1967:288)

3.1.7 Demonstratives

Sora has a developed deictic and demonstrative system like most other Munda 
 languages. Some common elements found include nt- ‘that’ and kun[a] ‘this/that’, 
kni ‘this’, tene ‘here’, tete ‘there’, etc.

 (58) (a) ntann kuni anin sua-dd-n ir-ai-ted
then DEF he big-frog-N.SFX go/come-CLOC-T/A:3
‘Then that one, him, the big-frog, came back.’ [Text-1, line 14]

(b) nt aim-le-n anin sua-dd-n t-dk-d
that time-LOC-N.SFX he big-frog-N.SFX NEG-COP-NEG[.PST:3]
‘At that time he, the big-frog, wasn’t there.’ [Text-1, line 10]

(c) nt ttele oa-l-n t kndd-n-ji dk-l
thus like.that drain-LOC-N.SFX many frog-N.SFX-PL COP-PST

‘Like that there were many frogs in the ditch.’ [Text-1, line 4]
(d) ntpsl anlen kn bega a-s-le-n-ai

therefore we DEF different.place 1PL-[go.]hide-PST-CLOC/1PL

‘Therefore we went and hid in (the[se]) different places.’ [Text-1, line 19]
(e) kuna gail-n-a jatt abj a-n dk-l

DEF road-N.SFX-GEN below one ditch/drain-N.SFX COP-PST

‘There was a ditch/drain below that road.’ [Text-1, line 2]
(f ) kun asn kun snna-dd-n-ji raa-n-ad gj-an

DEF for DEF small-frog-N.SFX-PL elephant:N.SFX-OBJ see-N.SFX

gj-le bt-le iersed-l-ji
see-PST be.frightened-PST run.away-PST-PL

‘Because of seeing the elephant, the small frogs were frightened and ran 
away.’ [Text-1, line 12]

(g) eale kun gan- mndra-ji -lo-n-a mn e 
how DEF town-GEN person-PL PFX-road-N.SFX-GEN beside or

gailun-a mn a-n daku
river-N.SFX:GEN beside ditch/drain-N.SFX be[come]
‘How it is is that the town people have a drain/ditch either beside a river 
or by a road.’ [Text-1, line 3]

(h) d  b dinna  kun  a-gail-le abj  raa-n iar-ted
so one  day DEF OBJ-road-LOC  one elephant-N.SFX  walk-T/A:3
‘So one day an elephant was walking along the road.’ [Text-1, line 9]
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(i) kun arsi-n kun agaj-n-ad gij-an gij-le 
that monkey-N.SFX that moon-N.SFX-OBJ see-N.SFX see-PST

a-gai-ji-ad gam-eten
3-friend-PL-OBJ tell-T/A:3
‘That monkey saw that moon and told her friends.’ [Text-3, line 4]

Starosta (1967:203–204) lists the following demonstrative forms for Sora using the 
elements -ne (corresponding to kn) and -te (corresponding to kun) in a roughly 
proximal/distal opposition.

 (59) ne ‘like this’ te ‘like that’
negj ‘like this, this way’ tegj ‘like that, that way’
dkiyne ‘this (little)’ dkiyte ‘that (little)’
dkne ‘this (big)’ dkte ‘this (big)’
tene ‘here’ tete ‘there’
arne ‘around here’ slete ‘at that time’

3.1.8 Numerals

Sora employs a base-12, base-20 system that is productive up into the thousands. It 
shows some signs of restructuring or variation. The following sets were collected in 
March 2007, from Oruncho Gomango, aged 50 in Gumma block, Gajapati district, 
Orissa, India.

 (60) aboy   ‘1’ ba'go    ‘2’
yagi   ‘3’ unji    ‘4’
mo�nlo�y   ‘5’ tudru    ‘6’
gulji   ‘7’ tha'mji    ‘8’
tinji   ‘9’ gelji   ‘10’
gelmuy  ‘11’ miel   ‘12’
migelboy  ‘13’ [migelbagu] [‘14’]
migelyagi  ‘15’ migelunji   ‘16’
migelmonloy  ‘17’ migeltudru   ‘18’
migelgulji  ‘19’ bokuri   ‘20’
bokuri aboy  ‘21’ bokuri bagu   ‘22’
bokuri yagi  ‘23’ bokuri unji   ‘24’
bokuri monloy  ‘25’ bokuri tudru   ‘26’
bokuri gulji  ‘27’ bokuri thamji   ‘28’
bokuri tiynji  ‘29’ bokuri gelji   ‘30’
bokuri gelmuy  ‘31’ bokuri migel   ‘32’
bokuri migelboy  ‘33’ bokuri migelbagu   ‘34’
bokuri migelyagi  ‘35’ bokuri migelunji   ‘36’
bokuri migelmonloy  ‘37’ bokuri migeltudru   ‘38’
bokuri migelgulji  ‘39’ bakuri   ‘40’
bakuri aboy  ‘41’ bakuri bagu   ‘42’
bakuri yagi  ‘43’ bakuri unji   ‘44’
bakuri monloy  ‘45’ bakuri tudru   ‘46’
bakuri gulji  ‘47’ bakuri thamji   ‘48’
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bakuri tinji  ‘49’ bakuri gelji   ‘50’
bakuri gelmuy  ‘51’ bakuri migel   ‘52’
bakuri migelboy  ‘53’ bakuri migelbagu   ‘54’
bakuri migelyagi  ‘55’ bakuri migelunji   ‘56’
bakuri migelmonloy  ‘57’ bakuri migeltudru   ‘58’
bakuri migelgulji  ‘59’ yakuri   ‘60’
yakuri aboy  ‘61’ yakuri bagu   ‘62’
yakuri yagi  ‘63’ yakuri unji   ‘64’
yakuri monloy  ‘65’ yakuri tudru   ‘66’
yakuri gulji  ‘67’ yakuri thamji   ‘68’
yakuri tinji  ‘69’ yakuri gelji   ‘70’
yakuri gelmuy  ‘71’ yakuri migel   ‘72’
yakuri migelboy  ‘73’ yakuri migelbagu   ‘74’
yakuri migelyagi  ‘75’ yakuri migelunji   ‘76’
yakuri migelmonloy  ‘77’ yakuri migeltudru   ‘78’
yakuri migelgulji  ‘79’ unjikuri   ‘80’
unjikuri aboy  ‘81’ unjikuri bagu   ‘82’
unjikuri yagi  ‘83’ unjikuri unji   ‘84’
unjikuri monloy  ‘85’ unjikuri tudru   ‘86’
unjikuri gulji  ‘87’ unjikuri thamji   ‘88’
unjikuri tinji  ‘89’ unjikuri gelji   ‘90’
unjikuri gelmuy  ‘91’ unjikuri migel   ‘92’
unjikuri migelboy  ‘93’ unjikuri migelbagu   ‘94’
unjikuri migelyagi  ‘95’ unjikuri migelunji   ‘96’
unjikuri migelmonloy  ‘97’ unjikuri migeltudru   ‘98’
unjikuri migelgulji  ‘99’ bo sua  ‘100’
bosua migel ‘112’ bagusua/bagusoa  ‘200’
monloysua ‘500’ bo ajar ‘1000’

No plural form of the noun is used after a numeral in Sora but it may trigger (seman-
tic) plural verb agreement.

 (61) dje-antde sua snna-dd-n dk-l-ji
how.many 100 little-frog-N.SFX COP-PST-PL

‘How many hundreds of little frogs there were!’ [Text-1, line 5]

Numeral stems themselves are commonly either found in nominal compounds, or 
may be nominalized and themselves take plural marking.

 (62) (a) bagu-mr-an-ji mele kata-n-a+ber
two person-N.SFX-PL about talk-N.SFX-GEN+word
‘The story of two people’ [Text-2, line 1]

(b) aninji bagu-n-ji b/n/ua dk-le-ji
they two-N.SFX-PL clan/NMLZR/clan COP-PST-PL

‘There were two brothers (of one clan).’ [Text-2, line 2]

Unlike many other Munda languages, there does not appear to be a difference, or at 
least not a rigidly maintained distinction, between animate and inanimate forms of 
the word ‘one’; for example, both are aboj/abj in the sentences below.
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 (63) (a) aboj tulb-le-n dje arsi-n-ji dk-le-ji
one forest-LOC-N.SFX several monkey-N.SFX-PL be-PST-PL

‘A number of monkeys were in a certain forest.’ [Text-3, line 1]
(b) d b dinna kun a-gail-le abj raa-n

so one day DEF OBJ-road-LOC one elephant-N.SFX

iar-ted
walk-T/A:3
‘So one day an elephant was walking along the road.’ [Text-1, line 9]

3.1.9 Adpositions

A range of variably clitic or free-standing postpositional elements are  characteristic 
of the Sora nominal system. Some of these appear with the noun in the basic, 
unmarked form, while with others, so-called relational nouns, the noun complement 
appears in a dependent/genitive form.

Some examples of postpositions taking the basic form of the noun, which is the 
largest class by far, include the following:

 (64) (a) ntann kuni anin sua-dd-n ir-ai-ted
then DEF he big-frog-N.SFX go/come-CLOC-T/A:3
‘Then that one, him, the big-frog, came back.’ [Text-1, line 14]

(b) en jelu-n asan bosl pu-l-a 
I meat-N.SFX for woman tell-PST-1
‘I told the woman about the meat.’

(c) em bonslo baiy tuib-n ye--e 
I woman with forest-N.SFX go-PST-1
‘I went to the forest with the woman.’

(d) tuib-n se bonslo baiy en ye--a 
forest-N.SFX from woman with I go-PST-CLOC/1
‘I came from the forest with the woman.’

(e) ejuwm baiy anao=el-l-ay 
axe with tree-N.SFX-OBJ=cut-PST-1
‘I cut down the tree with an axe.’ [OG]

(f ) bagu-mr-an-ji mele kata-n-a+ber
two person-N.SFX-PL about talk-N.SFX-GEN+word
‘The story of two people’ [Text-2, line 1]

(g) aninji kn gam-n gam-le ajaij-n a-kndar-le-n
they that say-N.SFX say-PST really-EMPH OBJ-branch-LOC-N.SFX

sre alan-ji td-le-n td-le-n aninji
from [3-]tail-PL hang-PST-N.SFX hold-PST-N.SFX they

agaj-n-ad a-idb-ben-asn skai-le-n-ji
moon-N.SFX-OBJ PFX-pick.up-INF-PURP prepare-PST-[ITR/RFLXV]-PL

‘They thus discussed and then really began to pick up the moon  hanging 
from the branch from each other’s tails.’ [Text-3, line 12]

On the other hand, some relational noun adpositions prefer their noun complement 
to be in the genitive case form.
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 (65) (a) kun a-gail-n-a jatt abj a-n dk-l
DEF PFX-road-N.SFX-GEN below one ditch/drain-N.SFX COP-PST

‘There was a ditch/drain below that road.’ [Text-1, line 2]
(b) eale kun gan- mndra-ji -lo-n-a mn e 

how DEF town-GEN person-PL PFX-road-N.SFX-GEN beside or

gailu-na mn a-n daku
river-N.SFX:GEN beside ditch/drain-N.SFX be[come]
‘How is it that the town people have a drain/ditch either beside a river 
or by a road?’ [Text-1, line 3]

This pattern is also seen with subordinate clause complements of various types, 
thus certain clausal subordinators appear to be a sub-type of adpositional  element 
(relational nouns (i.e. ones that take genitive complements) that take clausal 
 complements).

 (66) bar bndi-l-n-ji-na tiki djin dinna de-le anin 
and put.in.jail-PST-N.SFX-PL-GEN after few day become-PST he

a-duk- d a-on-n-ji jna doljn batte kniet-l-ji
3-wife-N.SFX and 3-child-N.SFX-PL also hunger-N.SFX SOC/INS die-PST-PL

‘And a few days after they put him in jail, his wife and children also died of 
starvation.’ [Text-2, line 13]

There are also the case-like adpositions which appear to be a class of relational nouns. 
This includes the oblique object marker d[] the adessive ma, etc. see section 3.1.2.

3.1.10 Derivation

As alluded to above, Sora makes extensive use of root/stem-compounds and 
 lexicalized derivational elements in the creation of its nominal lexicon. At the heart 
of this is the use of combination with a set of largely monosyllabic combining forms 
or nominal roots and a host of compounding and derivational processes that serve 
to derive inflectable free-standing syntactic elements or words/noun phrases. All 
South Munda languages show this system to some degree but it is most pronounced 
in Sora and Gta (see Anderson, this volume).

In Sora, the means used to derive the syntactically free-standing full forms from 
their corresponding combining forms include reduplication, prefixation, infixation, 
suffixation, and compounding. In a small number of instances there are suppletive 
combining form/free form sets (A. Zide 1976, Starosta 1992). A discussion of this is 
found in Anderson (2007), on which the following is based. One common means of 
deriving free forms of nouns from monosyllabic roots in Sora was via prefixation of 
an original syllabic nasal, synchronically realized as [] (67).

 (67) - < *N-
Full form Combining form Gloss
da =da ‘bee-hive’
leb =leb ‘wild-goat’
so =so  ‘dung’
(Starosta 1992:85–86, Ramamurti 1931:69ff.)
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Another common prefixal element that was used to derive full forms from 
 corresponding monosyllabic (combining form) elements was *kVN-, where V is 
either -i- or  (sometimes u assimilated to a following u).

 (68) *kVN-
Full form Combining form Gloss
kinsod =sod ‘dog’
kmbud =bud ‘bear’
kntuj =tuj ‘owl’
kimpu =pu  ‘stomach’
(Starosta 1992:85–86, Ramamurti 1931:69ff.)

A small number of other prefixes may be evinced when comparing Sora combining 
forms and free forms. These include *VN- realized as a non-high vowel and a usually 
assimilating nasal, on- or u-.

 (69) (a) *VN-
Full form Combining form Gloss
enjum =jum ‘axe’
agaj =gaj ‘moon’

(b) on-
Full form Combining form Gloss
on[d]re =re ‘rat’
ontid =tid ‘bird’

(c) u-
Full form Combining form Gloss
uab =ab ‘vegetable’
umud =mud ‘smoke’
usal =sal ‘skin’ (Ramamurti 1931:69ff.)

A very small number of nouns seem to be compounds of the noun–noun shape, 
where the dominant root element (i.e. the one used as a combining form) is the 
 second member. These include the following:

 (70) X-√
Full Form Combining Form Gloss
boma =ma ‘chameleon’
gorza =za ‘village’ (Ramamurti 1931:69ff.)

Another means of deriving bimoraic/bisyllabic full forms of nouns in Sora from 
 corresponding monomoraic/monosyllabic combining forms is reduplication (71). 
This takes the shape of a CV(C) copy of the stem.

 (71) *Reduplication-X
Full form Combining form Gloss
sasa =sa ‘turmeric’
tujtuj =tuj ‘star’
tittin =tin ‘tamarind’ (Ramamurti 1931:69ff.)

Infixation processes are commonly made use of in deriving bisyllabic/bimoraic free 
forms of nouns. One infix of relatively high frequency in Sora is --.
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 (72) *--
Full form Combining form Gloss
daa =da ‘water’
jee =je ‘leg’
raa =ra ‘elephant’
oon =on ‘child’
suu =su ‘house’
mood  =mad ‘eye’
(Starosta 1992:85–86, Ramamurti 1931:69ff.)

Another common infix in Sora is -n-. This marks primarily, though not exclusively, 
instrument nouns (at least synchronically).6

 (73) *-n-
Full form Combining form Gloss
jno =jo ‘broom’
knu =ku ‘razor’
pnad =pad ‘latch’
sna =sa ‘door’
(Starosta 1992:85–86, Ramamurti 1931:69ff.)

Infixed elements of various lexically restricted sorts may be found as well (e.g. -l-, -d-, 
-a-, or -s) in order to derive free-standing full-forms from corresponding  combining 
root forms of nouns in Sora.

 (74) Full form Combining form Gloss
bled =bed ‘feathers, plume’
kdib =kib ‘sword’
rua =ru ‘sky’
bsed/bsud =bud ‘salt’
bisi =bi ‘district chief’ (Ramamurti 1931: 69ff.)

True suffixed forms do not appear to be overly common. Some recurrent elements have 
been noted, which may constitute suffixes used to derive phonotactically acceptable free 
forms of nouns from their monosyllabic combining forms. These include -al, -e, and 
-en. For more on this, see below and Anderson and Zide (2002), Anderson (2004b).

 (75) (a) √-al
Full form Combining form Gloss
taal =ta  ‘crocodile’
al =a  ‘fuel’

(b) √-e
Full form Combining form Gloss
dare  =dar ‘horn’
dere  =der  ‘horn’

(c) √-en
Full form Combining form Gloss
raen =ra  ‘wind’
(~ rien  =ri)  ‘wind’ (Ramamurti 1931:69ff.)

Much more common is root–root compounding with the dominant root – the one 
that appears as the combining form – being the first element.
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 (76) *√-X forms (compounds and suffixed forms)
Full form Combining form Gloss
benta  =ben  ‘hunting’
botel  =bo  ‘buffalo’
busa  =bu ‘cattle trough’
dagu  =da  ‘stick’
daki  =da  ‘pot’
darej =dar  ‘rice’
sambi  =sam  ‘buttocks’
tember  =tem  ‘rat’
saka  =sa  ‘neck’
era =e  ‘cucumber’
(Starosta 1992:85–86, Ramamurti 1931:69ff.)

Phonological variants of certain nouns may account for some seemingly anomalous 
full form: combining form correspondence sets. The general lack of * in syllable 
onset position in Sora (with a small number of lexical exceptions) blocks the surface 
realization of the first combining form below, while the second form preserves the 
initial-[s] in the combining form that has been lost in the corresponding free form.

 (77) Full form Combining form Gloss
al =al  ‘clearing on field’ (< *=al-)
ali  =sal  ‘liquor’ (Ramamurti 1931:69ff.)

Suppletive forms are also found, where the combining form and the full form bear 
no relationship to each other phonologically or morphologically, but rather consti-
tute a set of words that form a synchronic paradigm of heterogeneous diachronic 
origin (of the go/went sort).

 (78) (a) Full form Combining form Gloss
rogo  =san  ‘red-gram’
bati  =pud ‘mushroom’
nselo =boi  ‘woman’ (Ramamurti 1931:43, 69ff.)

Note that in Sora numeral and adjectives/adjectivals may combine in a stem com-
pound {Num-N}/{Adj-N} rather than appear in a Numeral [Num N] or Adjectival 
Phrase [Adj N].

 (78) (b) ajaid po gam-le anin sua-mr
   true DOUBT say-PST he big-person

‘ “Is that really true?” he, the big guy said.’ [Text-1, line 24]
     (c) d turkas-n anin-ad bndi-l-ji
 DISC jail-N.SFX he-OBJ put.in.jail-PST-PL

‘They put him in jail.’ [Text-2, line 12]

Complex derivational masses can arise through a concatenation of words that  typifies 
many Munda languages (so-called tag and echo words, in addition to the elaborate 
compounding structures of Sora) each with multiple derivational elements. Note in 
this regard the following monster noun form: j-n-r-om+g-n-r-a-n-ji ‘food supplies’  
from jom+ga ‘eat meal’ and two infixes each in the verbal stems -n- and -r- (Starosta 
1967:66). More than one way of deriving nouns from, for example, a single verb 
stem with differences in meaning, may also be seen in a limited number of instances 
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in Sora, for example, from ga ‘drink, eat’ we find g-n-a-ga-n ‘potables’ and ga-ga-
n-n ‘eating’ (Starosta 1967:215).

3.1.11 Adjectives

Adjective as an independent word class has yet to be justified in Sora. Many adjectival 
forms in Sora appear in nominal compounds as phrase-words rather than syntactic 
phrases. Other adjectives in Sora appear pre-nominally in modificational function. 
They may also be used predicatively with a zero-copula in NPST formations.

 (79) (a) dje-antde sua snna-dd-n dk-l-ji
how.many 100 little-frog-N.SFX COP-PST-PL

‘How many hundreds of little frogs there were!’ [Text-1, line 5]
(b) anin sua-dud-n a-ber-n-an etente beren aninji 

he big-frog-N.SFX PFX-say-n-N.SFX what say-N.SFX they

snna-dd-n-ji mane-l-ji
small-frog-N.SFX-PL obey-PST-PL

‘Whatever the big-frog said, the small frogs obeyed, had to obey.’ 
[Text-1, line 8]

(c) dji mem ettegoy bara-le-n-ji-a tiki
several year like.this work-PST-N.SFX/ITR-PL-GEN after

a-snna-mr sukku-n a-kako-n-ad
3-young-man Sukku-N.SFX 3-older.brother-N.SFX-OBJ

sarba-n er-ti-l-be anson bara-eten
paddy.field-N.SFX NEG-give-PST-NF:W/O himself  work-T/A:3
‘[after] they worked like this for several years, Sukku the younger brother 
cultivated the paddy-field himself  without giving his older brother the 
paddy-field.’ [Text-2, line 7]

Comparatives are formed by the construction: {Noun sre [qualifier] Adjective}, 
with sre being the ablative postposition ‘from’.

 (80) aninji snna-dd-n-ji gam-le-ji amn sre boiboi sa
they small-frog-N.SFX-PL say-PST-PL you from very big
‘The small frogs (they) said, “much bigger than you”.’ [Text-1, line 23]

Superlatives are built off  this with the construction: {kuddb Noun sre [qualifier] 
Adjective}, where kuddb means ‘all’.

 (81) anin kddb kndd-n-ji sr anin sua
he all frog-N.SFX-PL from he big
‘He is bigger than all the other frogs.’ [Text-1, line 7]

3.1.12 Adverb(ial)s

Adverbials in Sora are uniflecting elements that modify verbal actions and stand in 
a pre-verbal position preferentially. Many occur in clause-initial position.

 (82) (a) uan-ji knit-le-n-a tiki bagu-n-ji
father-3PL die-PST-N.SFX-GEN after two-N.SFX-PL
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jnn srba-n-ji mailen bara-le-ji
field paddy-N.SFX-PL together work-PST-PL

‘After their father died, they both worked in their fields and paddies 
together.’ [Text-2, line 16]

(b) tikki aninji l-le-n-ji d etenasn a-s-le-n 
afterwards they answer-PST-[ITR]-PL so why 2PL-hide-PST-ITR

gam-le sua-dd-n
say-PST big-frog-N.SFX

‘After that they answered, and the big-frog said “why did you hide?”’
[Text-1, line 17]

(c) ntpsl anlen kn bega a-s-le-n-ai
therefore we DEF different.place 1PL-[go.]hide-PST-ITR-1PL

‘Therefore we went and hid in (the[se]) different places.’ [Text-1, line 19]
(d) bid a-ubban bibi barab-le ier-an

but OBJ-younger.brother very get.angry-PST go-N.SFX

ier-le anin ad tub-eten
go-PST he OBJ thrash?-T/A:3
‘But the younger brother got very angry went to him and thrashed[?] 
him.’ [Text-2, line 10]

Nouns in Sora, often in the suffixed -n form, may appear in an  adverbial function 
as well, for example, certain common temporal nouns.

 (83) aninji tmba-n ann jum-le ga-le tgl-n ann 
they noon-N.SFX during eat-PST drink-PST at.night-N.SFX during

aboy mne bnda-n a-bo ara-le-n dimd-le-n-ji
one edge tank-N.SFX OBJ-one tree-LOC-N.SFX sleep-PST-ITR-PL

‘They would eat and drink during the day and at night they would sleep in a 
tree in one corner of a tank.’ [Text-3, line 2]

Some examples of Sora adverbials in our corpus include:

 (84) Wh-words
uan a-ir-re nn-l-n-ed-ji
where 2PL-go-PST NEG-answer-n-NEG-PL

‘ “Where did you go?”; they didn’t answer him.’ [Text-1, line 16]

 (85) Time adverbials
nam ‘now’ (Ramamurti 1931:53)

 (86) Reduplicated time adverbials
aanaan ‘sometimes’

 (87) Deictic day names (Ramamurti 1931:53)
naanam ‘today’
biyo ‘tomorrow’
eramme, n(b)biyo ‘day after tomorrow’
rbn ‘yesterday’
rubnta, moyed ‘day before yesterday’
yagi dinadele ‘three days ago’
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Some adverbials formally appear fully reduplicated in Sora. A special class of these 
is treated in section 3.3.

 (88) moyed ‘day before yesterday’, ‘previous’
moyed moyd ‘recently’ (Ramamurti 1931:178)

3.2 Verbal morphology

The verbal morphology of Sora is complex to be sure. It is fairly straightforward 
from a pan-Munda comparative perspective, although as a likely early off-shoot of 
 Proto-Munda, it has certain important idiosyncratic and individuating  characteristics 
(see Anderson 2007 for more).

3.2.1 Subject

The subject markers in Sora for one class of verbs are as follows:

 (89)  SG PL

1 -ay a-...-ay
2 -e[y] a-e[y]
3 -e[y] -ji

 (90) (a) gy-t-ay (b) gy-t-ey (c) an gy-t-ey
see-NPST-1  see-NPST-2/3  see-NPST-2/3
‘I see’  ‘you see’  ‘she/he sees’

(d) nln a-gy-t-ay (e) amben a-g-t-ey (f) aninji g-t-ji
we 1/2PL-see-NPST-1  you 1/2PL-see-NPST-2/3  they see-NPST-3PL

‘we see’ ‘you (PL) see’ ‘they see’ [OG]

A noun may be marked with the plural suffix but the verb lacks it in Sora.

 (91) nt ttele oa-l-n t kndd-n-ji dk-l
thus like.that drain-LOC-N.SFX many frog-N.SFX-PL COP-PST

‘Like that there were many frogs in the ditch.’ [Text-1, line 4]

The reverse is also true, where a semantically plural noun (e.g. the complement of a 
numeral over one if  semantically animate) may trigger plural verb agreement even if  
formally lacking the plural marker itself.

 (92) dje-antde sua snna-dd-n dk-l-ji
how.many 100 little-frog-N.SFX COP-PST-PL

‘How many hundreds of little frogs there were!’ [Text-1, line 5]

Naturally both are possible as well, with both subject noun and verb marked with 
the plural suffix/enclitic ji.

 (93) aninji snna-dd-n-ji gam-le-ji amn sre boiboi sa
they small-frog-N.SFX-PL say-PST-PL you from very big
‘The small frogs (they) said “much bigger than you”.’ [Text-1, line 23]

First plural subject marking in Sora is either prefixal or circumfixal, consisting of a 
prefix a- and suffix/enclitic -ai/ay, also found with first singular subjects.
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 (94) (a) ntpsl anlen kn bega a-s-le-n-ai
therefore we DEF different.place 1PL-[go.]hide-PST-ITR-1PL

‘Therefore we went and hid in (the[se]) different places.’ [Text-1, line 19]
(b) nlen daa-n a-tiy-t-ay 

we water-N.SFX 1PL-give-NPST-1
‘We give (him/her) water.’ [OG]

First plural subjects with second singular objects drop the -ai/ay part of  the 
marker and replace that part of the verbal word-template with the second singular 
object marker -am. They remain one of  the few bi-personal verb forms in the 
language.

 (95) a'-tiy-t-am 
1PL-give-NPST-[1>]2
‘we give you’ [OG]

With first singular subjects and second singular objects, this suppression means the 
forms agree with their objects only.

 (96) (a) en daa-n tiy-t-am 
I water-N.SFX give-NPST-[1>]2
‘I (will) give you water.’ [OG]

(b) rban en daa-n tiy-l-am 
yesterday I water-N.SFX give-PST-[1>]2
‘I gave you water yesterday.’ [OG]

Second plural subject has the prefix a-; it may have a circumfixal suffix component 
but the suffix is either zero or -e[y], whatever the second/third singular form is.

 (97) (a) uan a-ir-re nn-l-n-ed-ji
where 2PL-go-PST NEG-answer-n-NEG-PL

‘“Where did you go”; they didn’t answer him.’ [Text-1, line 16]
(b) tikki aninji l-le-n-ji d etenasn a-s-le-n 

after they answer-PST-[ITR]-PL so why 2PL-hide-PST-ITR

gam-le sua-dd-n 
say-PST big-frog-N.SFX

‘After that they answered, and the big-frog said “why did you hide”’
[Text-1, line 17]

There are at least two other conjugational types (more if  you include ones that 
 obligatorily use -n- as well) in Sora based on the system of subject inflection. One 
has the suffixal agreement marker -be (~ -biy), for example, in the first plural.

 (98) (a) aninji po pisa-n pa-ai-ji d gam-be
they Q/DOUBT money-N.SFX carry-CLOC-PL DISC say-1PL

‘We say “will they bring the money”’ (Starosta 1967:146)
(b) byoiy allen ar-g -t-biy (c) allen ar-g-t-biy

tomorrow we RECIP-see-NPST-1PL  we RECIP-see-NPST-1PL

‘Tomorrow we will see each other.’  ‘We see ourselves.’ [OG]

Another set has what appear to be object markers used as subject markers. These are 
like undergoer subject markers.
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 (99) anin boiboi barab-l-i
He very get.angry-PST-1
‘I got very angry at him.’ (Starosta 1967:109)

Sometimes impersonal formations are encountered and there is no agreement with 
the logical ‘subject’.

(100) en ete-n-a-gam-ben d-t
I what-N.SFX-DEP-say-INF AUX-NPST

‘What should I say?’ (Starosta 1967:109)

3.2.2 Object types

Sora belongs to the group of languages that encodes the verbal object properties 
within the verbal word form itself. The person/number features of a primary object 
in the Dryer (1986) sense may be encoded suffixally in the Sora verbal word-template 
following the tense marker. They can appear in forms that lack tense markers as well, 
for example, negative forms and imperatives.

(101) (a) iando td-t-
why hit-NPST-1
‘Why are (you) hitting me?’ (Starosta p.c.)

(b) anlen r-gnij-ji
we NEG-see/NEG/see-3PL

‘We didn’t see them.’ (Starosta 1967:277)
(c) rban en daa-n tiy-l-am 

yesterday I water-N.SFX give-PST-[1>]2
‘I gave you water yesterday.’ [OG]

(d) en daa-n tiy-t-am
I water-N.SFX give-NPST-[1>]2
‘I (will) give you water.’ [OG]

(e) en rban daa-n ty-l-i
I yesterday water-N.SFX give-PST-1
‘You gave me water yesterday.’ [OG]

(f ) daa-n ty-t-i
water-N.SFX give-NPST-1
‘You (will) give me water.’ [OG]

(g) ubban-ad gam-etan amn etenasn
younger.brother-OBJ say-T/A you why

srba-n t-ti-
paddy.field-N.SFX NEG-give-1
‘He said to his younger brother “why (do) not (you) give me some paddy 
field.” ’ [Text-2, line 9]

(h) sen-ta-ben 
thank-NPST-2PL

‘thank you (PL)’ [LG]
(i) aninji snna-mr-n-ji gndi-le-ji ttedn anlen

they little-person- N.SFX-PL think-PST-PL therefore we

snja-n t-tr-d jitk-n
grain.tribute-N.SFX NEG-measure-NPST tax-N.SFX
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d-ji-e gam-le jre-l-len bi
NEG-give-NPST COMP twist-PST-1PL MOD

‘The little guys thought “we won’t measure out the grain-tribute and 
won’t pay the tax because he oppressed us.”  ’ [Text-1, line 32]

The only bi-personal verb forms in Sora are second person (singular/plural) object 
forms with first plural and third plural subjects, second plural subjects with first 
person (singular/plural) and third plural objects, and first plural subject with third 
plural or second person (singular/plural) object in negative (past) conjugations (for 
some speakers at least).

(102) (a) aninji rban daa-n a-ty-l-m-ji 
they yesterday water-NN.SFX NEG-give-PST-2-3PL

‘Yesterday they didn’t give you water.’ [OG]
(b) nlen aman daa-n a'-tiy-t-am 

we you water-N.SFX 1PL-give-NPST-2
‘We give you water.’ [OG]

(c) nlen daa-n a-tiy-t-ay 
we water-N.SFX 1PL-give-NPST-1
‘We give (him/her) water.’ [OG]

(d) -gij-l-be-ji
NEG-see-PST-1PL-3PL

‘We didn’t see them.’ (Starosta 1967:276)

An incorporated noun in the verbal stem allows the possessor of that verbal stem 
to be expressed in the verbal form in Sora. This is a relatively common feature in 
languages worldwide (Anderson 1997).

(103) (a) lem-si-t-am
bow-hand-NPST-2
‘I bow to your hand.’ (Ramamurti 1931:43)

(b) ku-bb-t-m
shave-head-NPST-2
‘Your head is shaven.’ (Biligiri 1965:240)

(c) pokunp-am-ten
stab:belly:knife-2-3:PST

‘(who) stabbed you in the belly?’ (Ramamurti 1931:25)

Note that object encoding in the verbal form is not obligatory in Sora and may be 
omitted or suppressed.

(104) ir-ai-n-a tiki aninji gude-le
go/come-CLOC-N.SFX-GEN after they call-PST

‘After he came, he called them.’ [Text-1, line 15]

3.2.3 Tense

Sora has a simple past/non-past opposition in its tense system, the former marked 
by -t-, the latter with -l-. Second and third person forms have the vowels -e[y]/ 
and first person forms have -ay. There is a class of verbs that require an -n- between 
the tense marker, here always realized as -le-n/-te-n in Sora, a class that optionally 
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may with no apparent meaning change, and a class whose meaning alters and a new 
(discontinuous) stem is created.

The Sora verbal template looks something like the following:

 BOX 7.1: SORA FINITE VERB TEMPLATE

1/2PL:SUBJ//[NEG]-verb.stem-TNS -ITR-OBJ/1[SG/PL:SUBJ]//T/A+SUBJ

that is, with two prefixes or one where they almost always coalesce since they are 
sometimes homophonous, a verb stem that may be morphogically complex inter-
nally itself  (e.g. have a causative or reciprocal prefix), a tense marker, then object- 
or suffixal (parts of) subject-agreement markers or a special tense/aspect form. 
Sometimes post-verbal uniflecting modal operators (at least one of which may be 
a LEX-headed auxiliary structure in the Anderson (2006) sense) are also found, see 
section 3.2.5/3.2.12.

A partial paradigm may be seen in the following sets from the verb g[y]j ‘see’ 
in the past and non-past forms, positive and negative. Note that the tense marker is 
lacking in negative past forms in Sora (see section 3.2.9).

(105) (a) gy-t-ay (b) gy-t-ey (c) an gy-t-ey
see-NPST-1 see-NPST-2/3 she/he see-NPST-2/3
‘I see’ [OG] ‘you see’ [OG] ‘she/he sees’ [OG]

(d) nln a-gy-t-ay (e) amben a-g-t-ey
we 1/2PL-see-NPST-1 you 1/2PL-see-NPST-2/3
‘we see’ [OG] ‘you (pl) see’ [OG]

(f ) aninji g-t-ji (g) en g-t-ay do-om
they see-NPST-3PL I see-NPST-1 OBJ-2
‘they see’ [OG] ‘I see you.’ [OG]

(106) (a) en drban g-l-ay
I yesterday see-PST-1
‘I saw yesterday.’ [OG]

(b) aman drban g-l-ey
you yesterday see-PST-2/3
‘Yesterday she/he saw.’ [OG]

(c) aninji r�ba�n g-l-ji 
they yesterday see-PST-3PL

‘They saw yesterday.’ [OG]
(d) anlen drban a-g-l-ay

we yesterday 1/2PL-see-PST-1
‘We saw yesterday.’ [OG]

(e) amben drban a-g-l-ey
you (PL) yesterday 1/2PL-see-PST-2/3
‘You (PL) saw yesterday.’ [OG]

(107) (a) anlen ir-g/en/i
we NEG-see/NEG/see:1
‘We didn’t see.’ [OG]
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(b) en ir-g/n/i[]
I NEG-see/NEG/see:1
‘I did not see.’ [OG]

(c) amn ad-gj-ad
you NEG-see:2/NEG-NEG

‘You do/did not see.’ [OG]
(d) aninji a-g-dd-ji cf. g-le-ji

they NEG-see-2/3:NEG-3PL see-PST-3PL

‘They didn’t see.’ [OG] ‘They saw.’ [OG]

(108) (a) en gt-t-ay
I see-NPST-1
‘I see.’ [OG]

(b) en ir-g/n/iy
I NEG-see/NEG:1/see
‘I don’t see.’ [OG]

(c) en a-gjj-ay
I NEG-see[:NEG]-1
‘I didn’t see (you).’ [OG]

(d) a-gj-ey
NEG-see-NEG:2/3
‘You didn’t see (me).’ [OG]

(e) anin a-gj-ey
s/he NEG-see-NEG:2/3
‘She/he didn’t see.’ [OG]

(f ) anlen a-gj-ay
we NEG:1PL-see-NEG:1
‘We didn’t see (you).’ [OG]

(g) a'-gj-ay
NEG:1PL-see-NEG:1
‘We didn’t see (you).’ [OG]

(h) ã-a-gj-ey
1/2PL-NEG-see-NEG:2/3
‘You all didn’t see.’ [OG]

Some more examples of the non-past in -t[e/]-(n) and the past in -l[e/]-(n) in 
Sora include sentences such as these from the brief  texts in section 7 and our field 
corpus.

(109) te-/t- etc.
(a) iando td-t-

why hit-NPST-1
‘Why are (you) hitting me?’ (Starosta, p.c.)

(b) an gy-t-ey
she/he see-NPST-2/3
‘She/he sees.’ [OG]

(c) aninji gt-te-ji
they see-NPST-3PL

‘they see’ [OG]
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(d) en daa-n tiy-t-am
I water-N.SFX give-NPST-[1>]2
‘I (will) give you water.’ [OG]

(e) opino do oruncu ar-ge-ta-jiy 
Opino and Orunchu RECIP-see-NPST-3PL

‘Opino and Orunchu see each other.’ [OG]

Note also the following set of immediate future marked by -t- and a more remote 
future encoded by the lack of tense marker. This opposition is localized to a small 
set of motion verbs and is not characteristic of all Sora speech varieties.

(110) (a) pa-t-ai-ji
carry-NPST-CLOC-3PL

‘They(‘ll) bring now.’
(b) pa-ai-ji

carry-CLOC-3PL

‘They’ll bring later.’ (Starosta 1967:146)

The forms with -n- include reflexive, intransitives, some passives, and other 
 detransitivized stems. Some stems seem to require this, and thus one may speak 
of an -n-conjugation in Sora. This -n- element is likely an archaic feature in Sora, 
shared with North Munda languages (Anderson 2007).

(111) te/i-n-
(a) gigi-ti-n-ay

REDPL:scratch-NPST-ITR-1
‘I scratch myself.’

(b) gi-dam-ti-n-ay
see-RFLXV-NPST-ITR-1
‘I see myself.’

(c) jum-te-ti-n-ai (d) ien am-yo-ti-n-ay
eat-banana-NPST-[ITR]-1 I catch-fish-NPST-ITR/RFLXV-1
‘I am eating a banana.’ ‘I am fish-catching.’ [OG]

Sometimes alternate forms may be attested with and without the -n- inflectional 
element without any clear difference in meaning. Presumably these differ in at least 
connotation but how exactly is unknown and has not been tested with speakers in 
the field.

(112) (a) m-t-di
happy-NPST-PL

‘They are very happy.’ 
(b) m-t-en-di 

happy-NPST-ITR-PL 
‘They are very happy.’ (Starosta 1967:106)

Some more examples of past tense forms in -l- in Sora are offered below.

(113) le/-l-
(a) kan aim-le-n a-ie-n arsi a-kndar-le-n

that time-LOC-N.SFX PFX-who-N.SFX monkey 3-branch-LOC-N.SFX 
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td-n-eten kun a-kndar-n ld-le
hang-n-T/A:3 that 3-branch-N.SFX break-PST

‘At that time, the monkey which hung from the branch of the tree, that 
branch broke.’ [Text-3, line 13]

(b) anin sua-dd-n gam-eted p-pp-le
he big-frog-N.SFX say-T/A CAUS-REDPL:puff-PST

‘He, the big-frog said puffing himself  up.’ [Text-1, line 26]
(c) ukj p-pupu-le-n dkt-ne po

AUGM CAUS-REDPL:puff-PST-N.SFX this.much-EMPH DOUBT

a-gam-le-n anne kun -p-n- kmp-n
DEP-say-PST-N.SFX while DEF PFX-bloat-N.SFX-GEN stomach-N.SFX

ptaj-n ptaj-le kniet-le
burst-N.SFX burst-PST die-PST

‘He puffed himself  up even more while saying “this big”?! and his 
bloated stomach burst and he died.’ [Text-1, line 31]

Note that the past tense suffix in Sora shows assimilation of its initial consonant to 
a preceding stem-final r:

(114) uan a-ir-re nn-l-n-ed-ji
where 2PL-go-PST NEG-answer-n-NEG-PL

‘ “Where did you go?”; they didn’t answer him.’ [Text-1, line 16]

Some examples of the intransitive inflectional (detransitive) class in the past tense 
in -le-n in Sora includes sentences like these from the texts. As mentioned above, for 
some stems this -n- is obligatory while for others it does not appear to be so.

(115) (a) aninji tmba-n ann jum-le ga-le tgl-n
they noon-N.SFX during eat-PST drink-PST at.night-N.SFX

ann aboy mne bnda-n a-bo ara-le-n
during one edge tank-N.SFX OBJ-one tree-LOC-N.SFX

dimd-le-n-ji
sleep-PST-ITR-PL

‘They would eat and drink during the day and at night they would 
sleep in a tree in one corner of a tank.’ [Text-3, line 2]

(b) ntpsl anlen kn bega a-s-le-n-ai
therefore we DEF different.place 1PL-[go.]hide-PST-ITR-1PL

‘Therefore we went and hid in (the[se]) different places.’ [Text-1, line 19]
(c) pttar-le-n jpba-le-n tltl-l--ji

hole-LOC-N.SFX mire-LOC-N.SFX REDPL:bury-PST-ITR-PL

‘They buried themselves in holes and mud.’ [Text-1, line 13]
(d) tikki aninji l-le-n-ji d etenasn

afterwards they answer-PST-[ITR]-PL so why

a-s-le-n gam-le sua-dd-n 
2PL-hide-PST-ITR say-PST big-frog-N.SFX

‘After that they answered, and the big-frog said “why did you hide”’
[Text-1, line 17]
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(e) bnlusaj kniet-le bsa gam-le kun snna-mr-n-ji 
serves.him.right die-PST good say-PST DEF little-person-N.SFX-PL

bibi eaka-le-n-ji
very rejoice-PST-ITR-PL

‘Serves him right that he died! Good! the little guys said and rejoiced 
greatly.’ [Text-1, line 33]

(f ) ukj p-pupu-le-n dkt-ne po
AUGM CAUS-REDPL:puff-PST-N.SFX this.much-EMPH DOUBT

a-gam-le-n anne kun -p-n- kmp-n
DEP-say-PST-N.SFX while DEF PFX-bloat-N.SFX-GEN stomach-N.SFX

ptaj-n ptaj-le kniet-le
burst-N.SFX burst-PST die-PST

‘He puffed himself  up even more while saying “this big”?! and his 
bloated stomach burst and he died.’ [Text-1, line 31]

(g) aninji agaj-n-ad a-idb-ben-asen skai-le-n-ji
they moon-N.SFX-OBJ DEF-pick.up-INF-FOR prepare-PST-ITR-PL

‘They prepared to pick up the moon.’ [Text-3, line 11]

Both the -t- non-past and the -l- past have parallels in other Munda languages. The 
former is found in this function throughout the South Munda languages (except 
Juang and Plains Gta), while the -l- past likely reflects the -l- anterior forms of 
Kherwarian languages (Anderson 2007).

In Sora a range of post-verbal functional elements or post-inflectional operators 
express different verbal inflectional categories, for example, aspect (+tense), mood, 
negation, etc. One such element that appears to belong to the system of tense mark-
ers synchronically (but probably was historically an aspectual marker of some sort) 
is the second past in -eten. Sometimes it appears as -eted (this is seemingly even 
more true in Juray). It sometimes is used in durative or progressive contexts and 
other times in perfective/completive ones. How it differs from the ‘regular’ past in 
-l- has not been sufficiently investigated. It may be used with the same verbs and in 
the same texts and contexts as the -l- past, but seems mainly to be restricted to third 
person (singular?) subjects.

(116) (a) kan aim-le-n a-ie-n arsi a-kndar-le-n
that time-LOC-N.SFX PFX-who-n.SFX monkey 3-branch-LOC-N.SFX

td-n-eten kun a-kndar-n ld-le
hang-n-T/A:3 that 3-branch-N.SFX break-PST

‘At that time, the monkey which hung from the branch of the tree, that 
branch broke.’ [Text-3, line 13]

(b) kun arsi-n kun agaj-n-ad gij-an gij-le 
that monkey-N.SFX that moon-N.SFX-OBJ see-N.SFX see-PST

a-gai-ji-ad gam-eten
3-friend-PL-OBJ tell-T/A: 3
‘That monkey saw that moon and told her friends.’ [Text-3, line 4]

(c) kun arsi-n gam-eten bo-mnra a-kndar-le-n 
that monkey-N.SFX say-T/A: 3 one person OBJ-branch-LOC-N.SFX

a-td-n-ba
1PL-hold/hang-ITR-PL:IMP
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‘That monkey told them “let one of us guys hold/hang from the tree 
branch.” ’ [Text-3, line 8]

(d) ettegj dimd-ata dimd-at aboj arsi-n 
like.this sleep-NF:DUR/SIMULT sleep-NF:DUR/SIMULT one monkey-N.SFX

kun a-bnda-le-n aboj agaj-n-ad gij-eten
that OBJ-tank-LOC-N.SFX one moon-N.SFX-OBJ see-T/A:3
‘They kept sleeping and sleeping like this and one monkey saw a moon 
in that tank.’ [Text-3, line 3]

(e) anin sua-dd-n gam-eted p-pp-le
he big-frog-N.SFX say-T/A CAUS-REDPL:puff-PST

‘He, the big-frog said puffing himself  up.’ [Text-1, line 26]
(f ) dji mem ettegoy bara-le-n-ji-a tiki 

several year like.this work-PST-N.SFX/ITR-PL-GEN after

a-snna-mr sukku-n a-kako-n-ad 
3-young-man Sukku-N.SFX 3-older.brother-N.SFX-OBJ 

sarba-n er-ti-l-be anson bara-eten
paddy.field-N.SFX NEG-give-PST-NF:W/O himself  work-T/A:3
‘[after] they worked like this for several years, Sukku the younger brother 
cultivated the paddy-field himself  without giving his older brother the 
paddy-field.’ [Text-2, line 7]

(g) bid a-ubban bibi barab-le ier-an ier-le 
but OBJ-younger.brother very get.angry-PST go-N.SFX go-PST

anin ad tub-eten
he OBJ thrash-T/A:3
‘But the younger brother got very angry went to him and thrashed(?) 
him.’ [Text-2, line 10]

(h) d b dinna kun a-gail-le abj raa-n iar-ted
so one day DEF OBJ-road-LOC one elephant-N.SFX walk-T/A:3
‘So one day an elephant was walking along the road.’ [Text-1, line 9]

(i) ntann kuni anin sua-dd-n ir-ai-ted
then DEF he big-frog-N.SFX go/come-CLOC-T/A:3
‘Then that one, him, the big-frog, came back.’ [ Text-1, line 14]

It may appear on a predicate in sentence-medial position, so it has the same syntac-
tic flexibility as -l- marked past forms. It may even appear with the -n- inflectional 
element as the second example demonstrates, but its use here seems to be motivated 
not by the contextual or lexical transitivity specification but rather by some as-yet-
not understood factor.

(117) (a) bar anin gam-eten jaba anlen kun agaj-n-ad 
and she say-T/A:3 hey we that moon-N.SFX-OBJ

a-tb-n-ai-ba
1PL-take.out-n-CLOC/1-PL:IMP

‘and she told them “let’s go and take out that moon.” ’ [Text-3, line 6]
(b) do bo-mnra a-kndar-le-n td-n-eted d anin 

and one person OBJ-branch-LOC-N.SFX hold-n-T/A and he

ale-n bo-mnra td-n-ete
tail-N.SFX one man hold-n-3:IMP
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‘When that one guy has held onto the branch, let another guy grab his 
tail.’ [Text-3, line 9]

In negative non-past and negative past, tense markers are often lacking in Sora (cf. simi-
lar kinds of negative conjugations in such sister languages as Remo, Gutob, or Gta).

(118) ubban-ad gam-etan amn etenasn srba-n 
younger.brother-OBJ say-T/A-N.SFX/ITR you why paddy.field-N.SFX

t-ti-
NEG-give-1
‘He said to his younger brother “why (do) not (you) give me some paddy 
field.” ’ [Text-2, line 9]

In a small number of instances, there are uses in our corpus of what appears to be - 
or e as a tense/aspect/mood marker in its own right without a consonantal augment. 
Its use remains a topic for future investigation.

(119) Possible suffix -e/--
eten agaj idb--ji
what moon pick.up-FUT//MOD//T/A-PL

‘What moon will they (be able to) pick up?’ [Text-3, line 15]

3.2.4 Aspect and Aktionsart

Developed systems of morphological aspect as is seen in such Munda languages as 
Kharia (Peterson this volume) or Juang (Patnaik this volume) or even less developed 
ones found in such languages as Remo (Anderson and Harrison this volume) are not 
characteristic of Sora structure. The use of the ‘detransitivizer’ -n sometimes appears 
to have aspectual, rather than valence or voice functions, with certain  predicates at 
least. However, such notions are compatible with scalar concepts of transitivity as 
discussed the seminal paper by Hopper and Thompson (1980).

(120) (a) anin dolba-t
he clear.field-NPST

‘He will clear the field.’
(b) anin dolba-te-n

he clear.field-NPST-ITR

‘He is clearing the field.’ (Starosta 1976:103)

One aspectual element that appears in post-verbal position, here generally following 
an inflected verb in the past, seems to have the function of a past habitual in Sora 
(cf. the an element found in similar function and similar phrasal position in Korku 
(Zide this volume).

(121) aninji snna-mr-n-ji gndi-le-ji ttedn anlen 
they little-person- N.SFX-PL think-PST-PL therefore we 

snja-n t-tr-d jitk-n d-ji-e
grain.tribute-N.SFX NEG-measure-NPST tax-N.SFX NEG-give-NPST 

gam-le jre-l-len bi 
COMP twist-PST-1PL MOD

‘The little guys thought “we won’t measure out the grain-tribute and won’t 
pay the tax because he oppressed us.” ’ [Text-1, line 32]
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3.2.5 Mood

Imperative constructions in Sora may consist of a verb stem and an imperative 
 suffix, or they may have an object marker if  they contain a transitive verb with a 
personal object. As in several other Munda languages, monosyllabic Sora verbs may 
take an imperative suffix, and are often realized as -[a]/, in Gajapati Sora.

(122) (a) kinte-n jum-a 
banana-N.SFX eat-IMP

‘Eat the banana.’
(b) jelu-n jum-a

meat-N.SFX eat-IMP

‘Eat (the) meat!’
(c)  -jum-a

CAUS-eat-IMP

‘Make him eat!’
(d) jum- 

eat-IMP 
‘Eat!’

(e) ga 
eat:IMP

‘Eat (food w/water)!’
(f ) ag-ga

CAUS-eat:IMP 
‘Feed (him)!’

(g) amn ag-ga 
you CAUS-eat 
‘(you) make him eat!’ [OG]

Object agreement can be suppressed in imperative forms in Sora yielding what 
appears to be an uninflected stem form of the verb.

(123) (a) kulu-n tiy[i]
rice-N.SFX give[:1] 
‘Give (me) the rice.’

(b) arj-en tiy[i]
rice-N.SFX give[:1]
‘Give (me) rice.’ [OG]

Plural addressee imperatives are mainly formed with the element -ba. This may also 
appear in first plural hortative or other modal forms as well.

(124) (a) arj-en di--ba
rice-N.SFX give-1-PL:IMP

‘Give me rice!’ (PL addressee) [OG]
(b) gj-i=ba

see-1=2PL

‘(y’all) see me!’ (Biligiri 1965:244)
(c) bar anin gam-eten jaba anlen kun agaj-n-ad 

and she say-T/A:3 hey we that moon-N.SFX-OBJ
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a-tb-n-ai-ba
1PL-take.out-n-CLOC/1-PL:IMP

‘and she told them “let’s go and take out that moon.” ’ [Text-3, line 6]
(d) e g-ji a-gij-ba agaj-en daa-le-n 

hey friend-PL 1PL-see-PL:IMP moon-N.SFX water-LOC-N.SFX

glu-le gam-le pp-eten
fall-PST QUOT tell-T/A:3
‘She told them “Hey friends, let’s go have a look; the moon has fallen 
in the water.” ’ [Text-3, line 5]

(e) kun arsi-n gam-eten bo-mnra a-kndar-le-n 
that monkey-N.SFX say-T/A: 3 one person OBJ-branch-LOC-N.SFX

a-td-n-ba
1PL-hold-n-3:IMP

‘That monkey told them “let one of us guys hold/hang from the tree 
branch.” ’ [Text-3, line 8]

In this latter function (modal/hortative first plural), it may appear as -b or 
even -be.

(125) ettegoy anlen-a alale-n-ji ted-an td-le-n 
like.this we-GEN REDPL:tail-N.SFX-PL hold-N.SFX hold-PST-N.SFX/ITR

agaj-n-ad a-tb-n-ai-b
moon-N.SFX-OBJ 1PL-get.out-n-CLOC-PL:IMP

‘In this way let’s hang by our tails and get out the moon.’ [Text-3, line 10]

Third person imperatives or optatives/hortatives are marked by the suffix or enclitic 
-[e]te -in Sora.

(126) (a) do bo-mnra a-kndar-le-n td-n-eted d anin 
and one person OBJ-branch-LOC-N.SFX hold-n-T/A and he

ale-n bo-mnra td-n-ete
tail-N.SFX one man 1PL-hold/hang-n-PL:IMP

‘When that one guy has held onto the branch, let one other guy grab 
his tail.’ [Text-3, line 9]

(b) k-g-b-l set-n-te tkd-aj-te
CAUS-sit-buffalo-CV give.up-ITR-3:IMP finish-AUX:COMPL-3:IMP

‘Let the making of (him) sit on the buffalo get finished up altogether.’ 
(Starosta 1967:232)

The prohibitive or negative imperative formation in Sora is marked by the suffix/ 
enclitic (or original auxiliary) do[]. As with positive imperatives, object agree-
ment may be suppressed. Note that the object enclitic or suffix attaches to the right 
of the prohibitive particle in these constructions. The plural addressee element 
 follows this.

(127) (a) y-do-i (b) y-do-len
give-PROHIB-1 give-PROHIB-1PL

‘Do not give.’ ‘Don’t give us.’
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(c) a(a)j-en ty-do-(i) (d) a(a)j-en ty-do-i-ba
rice-N.SFX give-PROHIB-(1) rice-N.SFX give-PROHIB-1-PL:IMP

‘Do not give me rice.’ ‘Do not give me rice.’
(SG addressee) (PL addressee) [OG]

Other modal constructions are also found in Sora. One such form is the evidential 
or dubitative element po[]. It follows immediately after whatever element it has its 
scope over.

(128) (a) ajaid po gam-le anin sua-mr
true DOUBT say-PST he big-person
‘ “Is that really true?” he, the big guy said.’ [Text-1, line 24]

(b) dkt-ne po gam-le
this.much-EMPH DOUBT say-pst
‘  “This (big)?!” he said.’ [Text-1, line 27]

(c) ukj p-pp-le dkd-ne po gam-le
AUGM CAUS-REDPL:puff-PST this.much DOUBT say-PST

‘So he puffed himself  up some more and said “this (big)?!” ’ [Text-1, 
line 29]

(d) ukj p-pupu-le-n dkt-ne po 
AUGM CAUS-REDPL:puff-PST-N.SFX this.much-EMPH DOUBT

a-gam-le-n anne kun -p-n- kmp-n
DEP-say-PST-N.SFX while DEF PFX-bloat-N.SFX-GEN stomach-N.SFX

ptaj-n ptaj-le kniet-le
burst-N.SFX burst-PST die-PST

‘He puffed himself  up even more while saying “this big”?! and his 
bloated stomach burst and he died.’ [Text-1, line 31]

One final modal form that bears mention here is the conditional construction in 
Sora. This is marked by the verb in a dependent-marked past (participle) form 
in –le-n-den. Note that the plural marker comes between the -n- and the -den in the 
conditional.

(129) (a) am gil-le-n-den (b) gil-l-en-ji-den
you see-PST-ITR-COND see-PST-ITR-PL-COND

‘if  you see’ ‘if  they see’ (Ramamurti 1931:28)
Note: l-en-den (always PST)

In Juray, Sora’s closest sister language or a divergent Sora dialect, a kind of strength-
ening or assimilation of *-n- to (pre-glottalized) -d- is found in certain conditional 
formations (130); the range of environments triggering this strengthening is still 
unknown. Note that in Juray, unlike Sora, the verb may appear in forms other than 
the dependent past participle form. This is also true of the cognate formation in 
Gorum (Anderson and Rau, this volume).

(130) (a) Juray (b) Juray
se’d-l’d-dn lakod-n-den
accompany-PST:ITR-COND carry-ITR-COND

‘if  you accompany (me)’ ‘if  you carry’
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(c) Juray
loe’d-t’d-den
get.dark-NPST:ITR-COND

‘if  it becomes dark’ (A. Zide 1983)

3.2.6 Orientation/directionality

In Sora, among the many verbal categories that find some formal expression may 
be included verbal deixis, orientation, or directionality. This means action moving 
towards or away from the subject (or topic/discourse locus). The two oppositional 
categories are translocative/itive (131), or motion away from speaker/discourse locus, 
and cislocative/ventive, or motion towards it (132). In a small set of motion verbs, 
the opposition is realized as -a//e/Ø vs. -ai/-ay.

(131) (a) en bajar-n yer-t-e 
I market-N.SFX go-NPST[: 1/TLOC]
‘I am going to the market.’ [OG]

(b) em bajar-n yer-t-e 
I market-N.SFX go-NPST[: 1/TLOC]
‘I am going to the market.’ [OG]

(c) amn bazar-n yer-e
you market-N.SFX go-2:NPST[/TLOC]
‘You go to market.’ [OG]

(d) em bazar-n yer-e amn bazar-n yer- 
I market-N.SFX go-1:TLOC you market-N.SFX go-2.NPST

‘I am going to market, you are going to market.’ [OG]
(e) d b dinna kun a-gail-le abj raa-n iar-ted

so one day DEF OBJ-road-LOC one elephant-N.SFX walk-T/A:3
‘So one day an elephant was walking along the road.’ [Text-1, line 9]

(f ) uan a-ir-re nn-l-n-ed-ji
where 2PL-go-PST NEG-answer-n-NEG-PL

‘ “Where did you go”; they didn’t answer him.’ [Text-1, line 16]
(g) -i-si-a

‘Make signal with hand to say “go away”.’
(h) -i-si-ai

‘Make signal with hand to say “come on”.’ (Ramamurti 1933:3)

(132) (a) ntann kuni anin sua-dd-n ir-ai-ted
then DEF he big-frog-N.SFX go/come-CLOC-T/A:3
‘Then that one, him, the big-frog, came back.’ [Text-1, line 14]

(b) ir-ai-n-a tiki aninji gude-le
go/come-CLOC-N.SFX-GEN after he-PL call-PST

‘After he came, he called them.’ [Text-1, line 15]
(c) ettegoy anlen-a alale-n-ji ted-an td-le-n 

like.this we-GEN REDPL:tail-N.SFX hold-N.SFX hold-PST-N.SFX/ITR

agaj-n-ad a-tb-n-ai-b
moon-N.SFX-OBJ 1PL-get.out-n-CLOC-PL:IMP

‘In this way let’s hang by our tails and get out the moon.’ [Text-3, line 10]
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The element -a (> -e/) in this opposition is simply the regular tense-cum-subject 
marker while the origin of -ai/-ay remains obscure. Based on typological and com-
parative Austroasiatic data, it seems likely that this (and the first person subject 
marker -ai/-ay) originally derives from a deictic serial verb construction involving 
‘come’ (Anderson 2006, 2007). Note that the cognate element has developed into 
one of the variant means of marking of version in addition to cislocative meanings 
in Sora’s sister language Gorum (Parenga) (A. Zide 1972, Anderson 2007, Anderson 
and Gurevich forthcoming, Anderson and Rau this volume). Developments (of 
‘come’) to  cislocatives are found, for example, in Turkic languages (Anderson 
2004a), to first person markers in Iwaidjan languages (Nicholas Evans, personal 
communication) and to now-lexicalized version markers in Burushaski (Anderson 
and Gurevich forthcoming, Bashir 1985).

3.2.7 Voice/version

Voice categories morphologically realizable in the Sora verbal complex include 
causative, reciprocal; and reflexive/detransitive/passive/intransitive. Voice categories 
in Sora deal with argument structure of the predicate and affect the conjugational 
pattern of the verb stem.

The causative in Sora is marked by the prefix b- (and many variants) which is 
attached to the rightmost stem syllable. In monosyllabic stems this is realized as a 
prefix, while the causative in Sora (as a hallmark of Austroasiatic languages gener-
ally speaking (Anderson 2007) in stems greater than single syllable, bisyllabic in the 
case of Sora, the prefix is realized word-internally as an infix.

Some examples with prefixed causative, an assimilation to a geminate consonant 
can be seen in the following tokens of ‘make him eat’ and some unassimilated exam-
ples in (133).

(133) (a) amn ag-ga  (b) ab-gugu-t-ai
you CAUS-eat:IMP CAUS-REDPL:call-NPST-1
‘Make him eat.’ [OG]  ‘I’ll make someone call.’

(c) ab-uma-dm-te-n-ai
CAUS-wash-RFLXV-NPST-ITR-1
‘I’ll get myself  washed’ (Ramamurti 1931:29)

Infixed (or rightmost syllable prefixed) causative forms in Sora include the following:

(134) (a) batto (<*bt) < bato
(b) kjjed (< *bj) ‘kill’ < kjed ‘die’ (Ramamurti 1931:47)
(c) sntan aninji-dm t/b/ubaj-le-ji

in.vain they.self  drown/CAUS/-PST-PL

‘In vain they got themselves drowned.’ [Text-3, line 16]
(d) d a-ie-n a-mnra srb-n t-ti-d anin

so OBJ-who-N.SFX OBJ-man paddy.field-N.SFX NEG-give-NEG he 

bndi ier-le d a-ie-n -mnra srb-n
jail:N.SFX go-PST and OBJ-who-N.SFX OBJ-man paddy.field-N.SFX

d-a-d anin suu-le-n dku-le-n d tiki 
NEG-get-NEG he house-LOC-N.SFX COP-PST-N.SFX and afterwards
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klkl-n batte anin k/b/ied-dm-le-n
REDPL:worry-N.SFX with he kill/CAUS/kill-RFLXV-PST-ITR

‘The one who didn’t give the fields, he went to jail and the one who 
didn’t get the fields, he was at home, with worry, and afterwards he 
killed himself.’ [Text-2, line 14]

Reciprocal is marked morphologically in the Sora verb, as it is in several of its sis-
ter languages (Kharia, Juang, Gta). The prefix is reported as al- in the variant 
described by Ramamurti, but in our Gajapati district Sora materials it is consist-
ently ar-. Note that the reciprocal is not valence-changing in Sora and verbs remain 
 transitive. The reciprocal neither increases nor decreases a verb’s valence.

(135) (a) anji ar-gi-t-jiy (b) an ar-g -t-biy 
they RECIP-see-NPST-3PL we RECIP-see-NPST-1PL

‘They see each other.’ ‘We see each other.’
(c) ambn ar-g -t-ey

you (PL) RECIP-see-NPST-2PL

‘You (PL) see each other.’ [OG]
(d) an an-ar-g-t-bi 

we NEG-RECIP-see-NPST-1PL 
‘We didn’t see each other.’ 

(e) rban anjiy ar-ge-la-jiy 
yesterday they RECIP-see-PST-3PL

‘Yesterday they saw each other.’
(f ) opino do oruncu ar-ge-ta-jiy

O. and O. RECIP-see-NPST-3PL

‘Opino and Orunchu see each other.’
(g) rban anjiy an-ar-g-la-jiy

yesterday they NEG-RECIP-see-PST-3PL

‘Yesterday they did not see each other.’
(h) biyo anjiy ar-g-t-jiy

tomorrow they RECIP-see-NPST-3PL

‘Tomorrow they will see each other.’
(i) byoiy anjiy ar-g-t-jiy

tomorrow they RECIP-see-NPST-3PL

‘Tomorrow they will see each other.’
( j) byoiy aen ar-g-t-biy (k) aen ar-g-t-biy

tomorrow we RECIP-see-NPST-1PL we RECIP-see-NPST-1PL

‘Tomorrow we will see each other.’ ‘We see ourselves.’ [OG]

Valence-reducing morphology is somewhat limited in Sora. There is an element –n- 
that is obligatorily present in the conjugation of some stems but optionally so with 
others. In those where it is optional, it appears to function like a reflexive marker, 
sometimes with passive-like semantics as well, some percentage of which have pas-
sive potential semantics. The -n- appears after the tense marker except -eten/eted 
which follows it.

(136) Sora
(a) i. dum-le ‘having eaten’ vs. (b) uma-le-n ‘having bathed’
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(c) er-dum-le-be ‘without having eaten’
 vs.
(d)  er-uma-le-n-be ‘without having bathed’ (Ramamurti 1931:29)
(e) pa-n ‘take back/home for oneself ’ (Starosta 1967, 1976)
(f ) pttar-le-n jpba-le-n tltl-l--ji

hole-LOC-N.SFX mire-LOC-N.SFX REDPL:bury-PST-ITR/RFLXV-PL

‘They buried themselves in holes and mud.’ [Text-1, line 13]
(g) en aagina-le gi-t-y ... gi-dam-i-n-ay 

I mirror-LOC see-NPST-1 see-RFLXV-NPST-[ITR]-1
‘I (can) see myself  in a mirror.’ [OG]

(h) en aagina-le gi-gi-ti-n-ay 
I mirror-LOC REDPL:see-NPST-ITR-1
‘I (can) see myself  in a mirror.’

(i) so-te-n-ai
hide-NPST-ITR-1
‘I’ll hide myself.’ (Ramamurti 1931:26)

( j) ran-n-eten
crush-ITR-3.PST

‘It was crushed.’ (Starosta 1967, Ramamurti 1931)
(k) mo-te-n

swallow-NPST-ITR

‘It can be swallowed.’ (Starosta 1967, 1976)

Another reflexive marker is the suffix -dm/dam- which appears after the verb 
root and before the tense marker. This (always?) co-occurs with -n- inflectional 
forms.

(137) (a) gi-dam-i-n-ay  (b) tid-dm-te-n
see-RFLXV-NPST-[ITR]-1 beat-RFLXV-NPST-ITR

‘I see myself.’ ‘He beats himself.’ (Ramamurti 1931:26)
(c) anin p-dm-n-ten

he stab-RFLXV-ITR-T/A

‘He stabbed himself.’ (Starosta 1967:136, Ramamurti 1931:23)

Sometimes the semantics are unclear and general detransitive or low transitivity 
marking seems to be involved.

(138) Juray
(a) bulbule-dm-ll-ln (b) pa-dm-ln-ti

REDPL:wander-RFLXV-PROG-PST:ITR take-RFLXV-PST.ITR-DEP

‘She kept wandering.’ ‘took with her’ (A. Zide 1983)

Another option for creating passive-like semantics in Sora is through use of object 
markers with transitive stems with suppressed agents.

(139) Sora
gj-l-i
see-PST-1
‘I was seen.’ (Biligiri 1965:233)
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3.2.8 Finiteness

Finiteness in Sora is not formally marked per se as it is Kherwarian languages. 
A verb in Sora in complex clause and complex predicate structures may appear in 
a range of formal guises or non-final forms. The finite verb template was given in 
Box 7.1.

Non-finite forms show a range of other realizations. One dependent or nominal-
ized verb form takes the shape of a/-…-n/an. This appears sentence medially in 
clause-final position in complex sentences of various types.

(140) (a) anin sua-dud-n a-ber-n-an etente beren aninji 
he big-frog-N.SFX DEP-say-n-N.SFX what say-N.SFX they

snna-dd-n-ji mane-l-ji
small-frog-N.SFX-PL obey-PST-PL

‘Whatever the big-frog said, the small frogs obeyed, had to obey.’ [Text-1, 
line 8]

(b) d a-ie-n a-mnra srb-n t-ti-d anin
so OBJ-who-N.SFX OBJ-man paddy.field-N.SFX NEG-give-NEG he

bndi ier-le d a-ie-n -mnra srb-n
jail:N.SFX go-PST and OBJ-who-N.SFX OBJ-man paddy.field-N.SFX

d-a-d anin suu-le-n dku-le-n d tiki 
NEG-get-NEG he house-LOC-N.SFX COP-PST-N.SFX and afterwards

klkl-n batte anin k/b/ied-dm-le-n
REDPL:worry-N.SFX with he kill/CAUS/kill-RFLXV-PST-ITR

‘The one who didn’t give the fields, he went to jail and the one who 
didn’t get the fields, he was at home, with worry, and afterwards he 
killed himself.’ [Text-2, line 14]

(c) ukj p-pupu-le-n dkt-ne    po  
AUGM CAUS-REDPL:puff-PST-N.SFX this.much-EMPH DOUBT

a-gam-le-n anne kun -p-n- kmp-n
DEP-say-PST-N.SFX while DEF PFX-bloat-N.SFX-GEN stomach-N.SFX

ptaj-n    ptaj-le kniet-le
burst-N.SFX burst-PST die-PST

‘He puffed himself  up even more while saying “this big”?! and his 
bloated stomach burst and he died.’ [Text-1, line 13]

A subtype of this had been grammaticalized as a kind of purposive infinitive in 
a/-…be-n [asn]

(141) (a) aninji agaj-n-ad a-idb-ben-asen skai-le-n-ji
they moon-N.SFX-OBJ DEP-pick.up-INF-FOR prepare-PST-ITR-PL

‘They prepared to pick up the moon.’ [Text-3, line 11]
(b) aninji kn gam-n gam-le ajaij-n a-kndar-le-n 

they that say-N.SFX say-PST really-EMPH OBJ-branch-LOC-N.SFX

sre alan-ji td-le-n td-le-n aninji 
from [3-]tail-PL hang-PST-N.SFX hold-PST-N.SFX they 
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agaj-n-ad a-idb-ben-asn skai-le-n-ji
moon-N.SFX-OBJ PFX-pick.up-INF-FOR prepare-PST-[ITR/RFLXV]-PL

‘They thus discussed and then really began to pick up the moon hang-
ing from the branch from each other’s tails.’ [Text-3, line 12]

A kind of same subject structure called ‘perfect participle’ by Starosta (1967) but 
with a range of functions (including causal subordinate clause formation), is com-
monly found in narratives which consists of a kind of verbal reduplication of the 
shape Verb-an Verb-le. 

(142) (a) kun asn kun snna-dd-n-ji raan-ad  
DEF for DEF small-frog-N.SFX-PL elephant:N.SFX-OBJ

gj-an gj-le bt-le iersed-l-ji
see-N.SFX see-PST be.frightened-PST run.away-PST-PL

‘Because of seeing the elephant, the small frogs were frightened and 
ran away.’ [Text-1, line 12]

(b) ettegoy anlen-a alale-n-ji ted-an td-le-n 
like.this we-GEN REDPL:tail-N.SFX hold-N.SFX hold-PST-N.SFX/ITR

agaj-n-ad a-tb-n-ai-b
moon-N.SFX-OBJ 1PL-get.out-n-CLOC-PL:IMP

‘In this way let’s hang by our tails and get out the moon.’ [Text-3, line 10]

Note that the reduplicated infinitive found in various Munda languages is largely 
confined to various grammaticalized uses with (often fused) TAM auxiliaries or 
‘explicator’ verbs. It probably is a historical relic of this system even in tense- inflected 
forms, since these elements themselves are likely to derive from auxiliary structures 
historically (Anderson 2007).

en aagina-le gi-gi-ti-n-ay gi-gi-ti-n-ay
I mirror-LOC REDPL:see-NPST-[ITR]-1 REDPL:see-NPST-[ITR]-1
‘I see myself  in a mirror.’ [OG]

3.2.9 Negation

There are a number of different negative constructions in Sora. Most involve the use 
of the prefix, variably realized as a/-, d-, t-, an-, nn-, r-, etc. These form  various 
combinations with other elements to yield a range of negative conjugations. The 
presence of negative conjugations that differ from corresponding ones is a  feature 
of South Munda languages, for example, Gutob, Remo, or Gta.

The negative non-past is usually marked by the combination of the negative prefix 
a-/- with the tense-cum-subject-cum-polarity suffix -e[y]. This corresponds to the 
t- non-past declension in the positive.

(143) a-/-…-e[y]
(a) en bazar-n -yer-ey 

I market-N.SFX NEG-go-1
‘I don’t go to the market.’

(b) byoe bazar-n [-]yer-ey 
tomorrow market-N.SFX [NEG:]go-1
‘Tomorrow I won’t go to the market.’
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(c) manyeey guna dako-lenen en bazar-n an-iy-e 
money find:DEP AUX-COND I market-N.SFX NEG-go-[FUT:]1
‘If  I do not find my money, I cannot go to the market.’

(d) manyeey guna dako-lenen en bazar-n an-iy-e 
money find AUX-COND I market-N.SFX NEG-go-[FUT:]1
‘If  I do not find my money, I cannot go to the market.’ [OG]

(e) aninji snna-mr-n-ji gndi-le-ji ttedn anlen 
they little-person-N.SFX-PL think-PST-PL therefore we

snja-n t-tr-d jitk-n d-ji-e  
grain.tribute-N.SFX NEG-measure-NPST tax-N.SFX NEG-give-NPST

gam-le jre-l-len bi
COMP twist-PST-1PL MOD

‘The little guys thought “we won’t measure out the grain-tribute and 
won’t pay the tax because he oppressed us”.’ [Text-1, line 32]

Some hints of object demotion in negative structures may be found in the speech of 
certain Sora, from objective to allative adessive, at least with certain verbs.

(144) (a) en ma-nam a-iri-n-e... a-ii-n-e 
I ALL-2 NEG-believe-n-1 NEG-believe-n-1
‘I do not believe you.’

(b) en ma-nam a-ii-n-e... 
I ALL-2 NEG-believe-n-1
‘I do not believe you.’

(c) en doo-nam a -glam-ai 
I OBLQ/OBJ-2 NEG-know-1
‘I do not know you.’ [OG]

Object encoding in the verb is permitted however in negative forms in Sora.

(145) (a) a'-ty-l-am (b) nemi daa-n a-ty-l-m 
NEG-give-PST-[1>]2 today water-N.SFX NEG-give-PST-[1>]2
‘I didn’t give you.’ ‘I didn’t give (it to) you today.’

(c)   a'-til-l-i
NEG-give-PST-1
‘You didn’t give me.’

(d) aninji rban daa-n a-ty-l-m-ji 
they yesterday water-N.SFX NEG-give-PST-2-3PL

‘Yesterday they didn’t give you water.’
(e) rban annjiy an-ar-g-l-ji

yesterday they NEG-RECIP-see-PST-3PL

‘Yesterday they did not see each other.’ [OG]
(f ) ubban-ad gam-etan amn etenasn 

younger.brother-OBJ say-T/A-N.SFX/ITR you why 

srba-n t-ti-
paddy.field-N.SFX NEG-give-1
‘He said to his younger brother “why (do) not (you) give me some 
paddy field.” ’
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Sometimes present tense reciprocal forms may keep the -t- non-past form in  negative 
forms. The use of this remains uninvestigated.

an an-ar-g-t-bi 
we NEG-RECIP-see-NPST-1PL

‘We don’t see each other.’ [OG]

Past tense negative forms with second and third person subjects tend to have a 
 circumfix negative+co-negative construction. Unlike many other languages where 
this kind of construction may be found (e.g. French ne and pas), the negative and 
co-negative elements in Sora are identical (subject of course to morphophonogical 
and idiosyncractic idiolectal alter[n]ation). Also, like the negative non-past, there is 
no tense marker -l- in negative past forms in Sora.

(146) d/t-…-d
(a) d a-ie-n a-mnra srb-n t-ti-d anin

so OBJ-who-N.SFX OBJ-man paddy.field-N.SFX NEG-give-NEG he

bndi ier-le d a-ie-n -mnra srb-n
jail:N.SFX go-PST and OBJ-who-N.SFX OBJ-man paddy.field-N.SFX

d-a-d anin suu-le-n dku-le-n d tiki 
NEG-get-NEG he house-LOC-N.SFX COP-PST-N.SFX and afterwards
klkl-n batte anin k/b/ied-dm-le-n
REDPL:worry-N.SFX with he kill/CAUS/kill-RFLXV-PST-ITR

‘The one who didn’t give the fields, he went to jail and the one who 
didn’t get the fields, he was at home, with worry, and afterwards he 
killed himself.’ [Text-2, line 14]

(b) nt aim-le-n anin sua-dd-n t-dk-d
that time-LOC-N.SFX he big-frog-N.SFX NEG-COP-NEG[.PST: 3]
‘At that time he, the big-frog, wasn’t there.’ [Text-1, line 10]

(c) uan a-ir-re nn-l-n-ed-ji
where 2PL-go-PST NEG-answer-n-NEG-PL

‘ “Where did you go”; they didn’t answer him.’ [Text-1, line 16]
(d) amn ad-gj-ad  (e) gy-l-ji

you NEG-see: 2/3NEG-NEG see-PST-3PL

‘You do/did not see.’ [OG] ‘They saw.’ [OG]
(f ) aninji a-g-dd-ji (g) a-g-jey

they NEG-see-2/3:NEG-3PL NEG-see-NEG: 2/3
‘They didn’t see.’ [OG] ‘You didn’t see (me).’ [OG]

(h) anin a-g-jey  (i) a'-a-g-jey
she/he NEG-see-NEG: 2/3 NEG-1/2PL-see-NEG: 2/3
‘She/he didn’t see.’ [OG] ‘You all didn’t see.’ [OG]

First person subject forms in the negative past tense on the other hand are overtly 
nominalized signalled both by the use of the nominal negator prefix er- (r-/ir-) in 
combination with the nominalizing infix -n-. This is used with first singular and first 
plural forms.

(147) (a) anlen a-g-l-ay (b) anlen ir-g/n/i[]
we 1/2PL-see-PST-1  we NEG-see/NEG:1/see
‘We saw.’ [OG] ‘We don’t/didn’t see.’ [OG]
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(c) ir-g/n/i (d) en ir-g/n/i
NEG-see/NEG:1/see I NEG-see/NEG:1/see
‘I/we didn’t see.’ ‘I did not see.’

(e) anlen a-g-l-ay (f) anlen r-g/n/iy
we 1/2PL-see-PST-1 we NEG-see/NEG:1/see
‘We saw’ ‘We didn’t see.’

(g) anlen a-g-l-ay (h) r-g/en/iy
we 1/2PL-see-PST-1 NEG-see/NEG:1/see
‘We saw.’ ‘We didn’t see.’

(i) en gt-t-ay (j) en ir-g/n/iy
I see-NPST-1 I NEG-see/NEG:1/see
‘I see.’ ‘I didn’t see. [OG]

(k) em bajar-in egelir... eni... em bajar-n eni
I market-N.SFX NEG-n-go:[1]
‘I didn’t go to the market.’ [OG]

Note that the -n- infix is lacking in first person subject negative forms in the  non-past 
in Sora.

(148) (a) en a-gjj-ay (b) a en a-gd[j]-ay
I NEG-see[:NEG]-1 DISC I NEG-see-NEG-1
‘I don’t see (you).’ ‘I don’t see (you).’

(c) anlen a-gj-jay (d) a'-gj-jay
we NEG:1PL-see-NEG:1 NEG:1PL-see-NEG:1
‘We don’t see (you).’ ‘We don’t see (you).’ [OG]

Negative nominalized verbs are marked by this same construction (er-…-n-) in Sora 
as well. Compare the following two examples in this regard, with a nominalized and 
non-finite negative verb, respectively.

(149) (a) r-t-n-i-n asn (b) -ti-l-n asn
NEG-give-NEG-give-N.SFX SUBORD NEG-give-PST-DEP SUBORD

‘because of not giving…’ ‘because he didn’t give’
 (Starosta 1967:216)

A negative subordinate clause is made by combining the negative prefix er- with the 
subordinator or case/post-positional element -be in a circumfixal combination of 
er-…-be.

(150) dji mem ettegoy bara-le-n-ji-a tiki 
several year like.this work-PST-N.SFX/ITR-PL-GEN after

a-snna-mr sukku-n a-kako-n-ad sarba-n 
3-young-man Sukku-N.SFX 3-older.brother-N.SFX-OBJ paddy.field-N.SFX

er-ti-l-be anson bara-eten
NEG-give-PST-NF:W/O himself  work-T/A:3
‘[after] they worked like this for several years, Sukku the younger brother 
 cultivated the paddy-field himself  without giving his older brother the 
 paddy-field.’ [Text-2, line 7]

Negative imperatives (prohibitives) are formed by the suffix do[]/[]-. Object 
 suffixes attach to this element so it occupies the same slot in the template as do the 
tense markers.
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(151) =do[]-[1/2] ‘don’t’
(a) amn ga-d... jum-o[] 

you eat/drink-PROHIB eat-PROHIB

‘Do not eat.’ [OG]
(b) amn jum-o[] (c) jum-o

you eat-PROHIB eat-PROHIB

‘Do not eat.’ [OG] ‘Do not eat.’ [OG]
(d) ag-ga-o (e) a-jum-do[] 

CAUS-eat-PROHIB CAUS-eat-PROHIB 
‘Don’t make him eat.’ [OG] ‘Don’t make him eat.’ [OG]

(f ) a -jum-do[]
CAUS-eat-PROHIB

‘Don’t make him eat.’ [OG]
(g) y-do-i (h) a(a)j-en ty-do-(i)

give-PROHIB-1 rice-N.SFX give-PROHIB-1
‘do not give’ [OG] ‘do not give me rice’ [OG]
(SG addressee)

(i) a(a)j-en ty-do-i-ba
rice-N.SFX give-PROHIB-1-PL:IMP

‘Do not give me rice.’ (PL addressee) [OG]

Note that in causative prohibitive forms, the ‘object’ marking on do is the causee 
and semantically the subject of the verb, not its object, thus a -jum-do-i ‘don’t 
make me eat’ not ‘don’t make (him) eat me’.

(152) (a) a-jum-do-i (b) a-jum-do-len
CAUS-eat-PROHIB-1 CAUS-eat-PROHIB-1PL

‘Don’t make me eat.’ ‘Don’t make us eat.’ [OG]

There are two negative nominal copular forms in Sora. The non-equational or 
non-identity copula is tet and the existential/locational negative copula is agasa. 
Compare the contrastive use of the two of these with and without the possessed kin 
noun below.

(153) tet
(a) anin bsa tet (b) keke-mr tet

he good NEG.COP crazy-man NEG.COP

‘He is not good.’ ‘He is not a nut.’
(c) anin oaa-n tet

he 3-father-N.SFX NEG.COP

‘He isn’t a father.’ (Starosta 1967:107, 114)

(154) agasa
(a) anin suu-n agasa 

she house-N.SFX NEG.COP.EX

‘She isn’t in the house/at home.’ (Starosta 1967:113)
(b) anin a-oaa-n agasa cf. (c) anin a-oaa-n dko

he 3-father-N.SFX NEG.COP.EX   he 3-father-N.SFX COP

‘He does not have a father.’ ‘He has a father.’
  (Starosta 1967:114)
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3.2.10 Derivation

Verbal derivation in Sora is properly subsumed under different sub-headings in 
this chapter. Thus, the major derivational processes are ones of voice covered in 
 section 3.2.7. The extensive and elaborate compounding of verbal and nominal 
stems that typifies Sora verb structure is addressed in section 3.2.11.

3.2.11 Noun incorporation and combining forms

Of all the Munda languages, Sora has far and away the most elaborate and devel-
oped system of verb–noun stem combining of a type that is generally known in the 
literature as noun incorporation. Formally speaking, the nominal component that 
combines with the verb root is the so-called combining form, the often monosyllabic 
‘root’ form of the noun. Like many languages with incorporation, the most com-
mon use of this structure in Sora is to incorporate the object/patient of a transitive 
(2-argument) verb. Most typically, the incorporation of this element into the verb 
reduces the valency of the verb in Sora, and it appears with intransitive inflection 
(marked by the suffix -n-).

(155) (a) en jum-t-ai (b) ien knte-n jum-t-ai 
I eat-NPST-1 I banana-N.SFX eat-NPST-1
‘I am eating.’ ‘I am eating a banana.’

(c) en jum-te-ti-n-ai
I eat-banana-NPST-ITR-1
‘I am eating a banana.’

(d) ien jaat em-t-ay (e) en am-jat-[t]-n-ay
I snake catch-NPST-1 I catch-snake-NPST-ITR-1
‘I am catching a snake.’ ‘I am snake-catching.’

(f) en am-jat-t-n-ay 
I catch-snake-NPST-ITR-1
‘I am snake-catching.’ [OG]

This is a highly productive feature of the Sora verbal system with virtually every 
noun having a combining form, and most combinations being acceptable, given an 
appropriate discourse context for the creation of the form. Full paradigms in the 
past and non-past can be generated easily by speakers.

(156) (a) ien am-yo-ti-n-ay (b) amn am-yo-ti-
I catch-fish-NPST-ITR-1 you catch-fish-NPST-ITR:2/3
‘I am fish-catching.’ ‘You are catching fish.’

(c) anin am-yo-ti-
she/he catch-fish-NPST-ITR:2/3
‘She/he is catching fish.’

(d) anln a-m-yo-ti-n-ay 
we 1/2PL-catch-fish-NPST-ITR-1 
‘We are catching fish.’

(e) ambn a�-m-yo�-ti- 
you (PL) 1/2PL-catch-fish-NPST-ITR:2/3
‘You (PL) are catching fish.’
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(f ) aninji am-yo-t-n-ji 
they CATCH-fish-NPST-ITR-3PL

‘They are catching fish.’
(g) am-yim-ti-n-ai (h) am-jat-ti-n-ai

catch-chicken-NPST-[ITR]-1 catch-snake-NPST-[ITR]-1
‘I catch a chicken.’ ‘I catch a snake.’

(i) am-yo-ti-n-ai 
catch-fish-NPST-[ITR]-1
‘I catch a fish.’ [OG]

(157) (a) drban en m-jat-l-n-ay 
yesterday I catch-snake-PST-ITR-1
‘Yesterday I snake-caught.’

(b) amn drban m-jat-li-
you yesterday catch-snake-PST-ITR: 2/3 
‘Yesterday you snake-caught.’

(c) a-am-jat-l-n-ay 
1PL-catch-snake-PST-RFLXV/ITR-1
‘We snake-caught.’

(d) m-jat-l-n-ji
catch-snake-PST-RFLXV/ITR-3PL 
‘They snake-caught.’

(e) aninji nemi am-jat-l-n-ji 
they today catch-snake-PST-RFLXV/ITR-3PL

‘They were snake-catching today.’
(f ) en drban em-jat-l-n-ay 

I yesterday catch-snake-PST-[ITR]-1
‘Yesterday I caught a snake.’ [OG]

Forms cannot just be created without using a proper combining form. Anderson 
used the following two sentences with Orunchu Gomango. The first one was accepted 
readily and repeated. The second one was said, ‘productively’ (or so was being tested) 
formed from the noun by dropping the derivational prefix kn- (see  section 3.1.10), 
he mused over it for a while before rejecting it and supplying the third form with the 
proper but semi-suppletive combining form for ‘chicken’.

(158) (a) en kansim-n m-t-ay 
I chicken-N.SFX catch-NPST-1
‘I am catching a/the chicken.’

(b) *en am-sim-te-n-ay ??
I catch-?chicken-NPST-RFLXV/ITR-1
‘I am catching a/the chicken.’

(c) m-yi�m-t-n-ay 
catch-chicken-NPST-RFLXV/ITR-1
‘I am catching a/the chicken.’ [OG]

In incorporated complexes the use of the intransitive marker -n- encodes reflexive/
detransitive or actor-oriented action and contrasts with the transitive, undergoer-
oriented form lacking this element in incorporated complexes.
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Object noun incorporation is apparently also permitted in non-finite, infinitive 
and nominalized forms in Sora.

(159) (a) am-jo-le-n
catch-fish-NF/SS/PST-ITR

‘having caught fish’ (Ramamurti 1931:142)
(b) -gik-kid-ben

2PL-see-tiger-INF

‘(for you ) to see the tiger’ (Ramamurti 1931:44)
(c) ram-jo:n (d) an-nam-jo-n

catch.NMLZ.catch-fish-NOUN PFX-catch.NMLZ.catch-fish-NOUN

‘means of catching fish’ ‘fish that have been caught’
(Ramamurti 1931:46) (Ramamurti 1931:44)

Note that not all incorporated object forms require the intransitive suffix -n- in Sora.

(160) (a) gad-bo-t-e-ji
cut-buffalo-NPST-3-PL

‘They are cutting the buffalo.’ (Ramamurti 1931:49)

   bagu-n-ji a=boj-l-ji
two-N.SFX-PL get/take=woman-PST-PL

‘They both got married.’ [Text-2, line 4]

Contrast the following forms in this regard:

(161) (a) ku-bb-t-
shave-head-NPST

‘You shave (s.o.’s) head.’
(b) ku-bb-te-n

shave-head-NPST-ITR

‘You shave your head.’ (Biligiri 1965:240)

Here the opposition appears to be between reflexive object with -n- and action 
directed at another which lacks this element.

Pronominal object marking may be found with verb forms also exhibiting noun 
incorporation, so these incorporated complexes are not obligatorily intransitive in Sora, 
that is, incorporation is not an inherently valence-reducing process in this  language.

(162) (a) lem-ji-t-am (b) lem-si-t-am 
bow-feet-NPST-2 bow-hand-NPST-2
‘I bow to your feet.’ (wlaj foot) [OG]  ‘I shake (bow to) your 

 hand.’ [OG]
(c) lem-je-te-ben-ji 

bow-foot-NPST-2PL-3PL

‘They bow to your feet.’ [OG]
(d) aninji pa-sal-l-i-ji

3PRON-PL bring-liquor-PST-1-PL

‘They brought me liquor.’ (Ramamurti 1931:142)

Thus, in addition to the stem change (causativization) with the incorporated noun forms 
below, there is alternation between presence and absence of -n- corresponding to reflexive 
vs. non-reflexive possessor of the hand being washed. First person subjects remain in 
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an uniflected form but third person pronouns are in the oblique/dative object form, and 
the verb is marked transitive (at least non-intransitive). This shows that, as are certain 
Kherwarian languages, Sora is sensitive to degrees of transitivity in its verbal morpho-
syntax. This likely is an archaic feature in these two Munda subgroups.

(163) (a) en a-si-ti-n-ai 
I wash-hand-NPST-RFLXV/ITR-1 
‘I am washing my hand.’ [OG]

(b) en ann ao aba-si-t-ai
I he OBJ wash-hand-NPST-1 
‘I am washing his hand.’ [OG]

(c) en annji ao aba-si-t-ai aba-ji-t-ai
I they OBJ wash-hand-NPST-1 wash-foot-NPST-1
‘I am washing their hands.’ [OG] ‘I am washing their feet.’ [OG]

Apparently the -si- incorporated in this verb can be an instrumental as well as a 
patient in Gajapati Sora.

(164) en a-ji-n-ji ao aba-si-t-ai 
I 3-foot-N.SFX-PL OBJ wash-hand-NPST-1
‘I am washing their feet.’ [OG]

‘Double marking’ with an external noun and an incorporated noun together may 
also be possible in this Sora variety.

(165) a-ji-n-ji aba-ji-t-ai 
3-foot-N.SFX-PL wash-foot-NPST-1
‘I am washing their feet.’ [OG]

This is certainly possible with words meaning ‘right hand’, ‘left hand’, and ‘hand’ 
incorporated into the verb. As already pointed out by Sadock (1991) (with regard to 
Gta), Munda languages have an unusual but not unheard of transparency between 
incorporated elements and referents in the external phrasal syntax.

(166) (a) en janumsi-e aba-si-t-ai 
I right.hand-1 wash-hand-NPST-1
‘I am washing my right hand.’ [OG]

(b) kaabuisi-e aba-si-t-ai
left.hand-1 wash-hand-NPST-1
‘I am washing my left hand.’ [OG]

Under questioning, a speaker was able to produce a form with an external modifier 
‘big’ modifying an incorporated noun ‘snake’; he then replaced it and was happy 
with a nominal form of this type instead. Other forms he outright rejected so there 
may be some cline of acceptability of external modifiers in Sora. This needs to be 
investigated further.

(167) (a) en sua jaad-an am-t-ay
I big snake-N.SFX catch-NPST-1
‘I am catching a big snake.’ [OG]
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(b) en sua am-jat-t-n-ay
I big  catch-snake-NPST-RFLXV/ITR-1 
‘I am big snake catching.’ [OG]

(c) en sua am-jat-mar 
I big catch-snake-man 
‘I am a big snake catcher.’ [OG] 

(d) ien sua am-jap-mar
I big catch-snake-man
‘I am a big snake catcher.’ [OG]

(e) ien kulu jar-an m-t-ay
I green snake-N.SFX catch-NPST-1
‘I am catching the green snake.’ [OG]

(f) *en kulu am-jat-t-n-ay
I green catch-snake-NPST-RFLXV/ITR-1 
‘*I am green snake catching.’ [OG]

As in many languages with noun incorporation (Anderson 1997), the non-subject 
agreement position in Sora is frequently used to mark affected animate possessors. 
Possessor raising is frequently found in such incorporated constructions.

(168) (a) soi-tam-t-am (b) en ag-ga-si-am
burn-mouth-NPST-2 I NEG-drink-hand-2
‘I will burn your mouth.’ ‘I will not drink from your hand.’
 (Ramamurti 1931:142)

(c) ji-lo-si-t-am (d) en aj-ja-dar-si-am
stick-earth-hand-NPST-2 I NEG-receive-cooked.rice-hand-2
‘mud will stick to your leg.’ ‘I won’t receive rice from your hand.’
 (Ramamurti 1931:44)

Note that forms (c-e) have both possessor raising and double noun incorporation. 
Subject possessor raising is also possible in Sora incorporated forms.

(169) (a) ku-bb-t-m 
shave-head-NPST-2 
‘You head is shaven.’ (Biligiri 1965:240) 

(b) asu-bob-t-i 
hurt-head-NPST-1
‘My head hurts.’ (Ramamurti 1931:143)

Another of the noteworthy characteristics of the system of noun incorporation in 
Sora is the presence of multiply incorporated constructions. Two such examples are 
found in (168 c and d) and one more is offered as follows.

(170) jo-me-bob-dem-te-n-ai
smear-oil-head-RFLXV-NPST-ITR-1
‘I will anoint myself  with oil.’ (Ramamurti 1931:143)

There are also forms with an original serialized verb construction and a single incor-
porated noun in Sora as well.

(171) pa-ti-dar-i-ten
bring-give-cooked.rice-1-3.PST

‘He brought and gave me cooked rice.’ (Ramamurti 1931:43)
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One of the most, if  not the most, noteworthy aspects of Sora noun incorporation 
is that a transitive verb may incorporate its agent argument. While many languages 
allow for incorporation of intransitive (unaccusative) subjects, incorporated agent 
forms of transitive verbs are not frequently attested cross-linguistically, if  at all, in 
other languages. Because of the nature of Sora verb morphology with its distinction 
between free forms and combining forms of nouns, it is clear that these are indeed 
incorporated complexes. These incorporated stems remain transitive in Sora: they 
allow for the formal indexing of objects as well within the incorporated complex.

(172) (a) am-kit-t-am
seize-tiger-NPST-2
‘Tiger will seize you.’ (Ramamurti 1931:40)

(b) sa-bud-t-am 
mangle-bear- NPST-2
‘Bear will mangle you.’ (Ramamurti 1931:142)

(c) mo-kul-t-am
swallow-ghost- NPST-2
‘Ghost will swallow you’

(d) pa-sum-t-am
carry-spirit-NPST-2
‘Spirit will carry you away’ (Ramamurti 1931:142)

The forms with incorporated agent differ from corresponding forms lacking 
 incorporation both formally and functionally in Sora. From a formal perspective, the 
free-standing full form noun subject appears with the absolutive or nominal suffix -n 
and stands in pre-verbal position. In incorporated subject forms, the noun appears 
in a monosyllabic combining form after the verb root within the verb  complex before 
the tense marker. Compare the following synonymous variants.

(173) (a) kina-n am-t-am
tiger-N.SFX seize-NPST-2
‘The tiger will seize you.’

(b) am-kid-t-am
seize-tiger-NPST-2 
‘Tiger will seize you.’ (you will be tiger-seized) (Ramamurti 1931:40)

These incorporated agent forms contrast formally with (most) incorporated object 
forms by never allowing the intransitive suffix -n, while incorporated object forms as 
mentioned and exemplified above frequently (but not obligatorily) have this element. 
Unfortunately, the details of this usage have to date not been adequately worked out 
and must remain a subject for future research.

(174) am-kid-te-n-ai
seize-tiger-NPST-ITR-1
‘I will seize the tiger.’ (Ramamurti 1931:40)

Like incorporated object forms, a full paradigm of incorporated subject forms may 
be found in Sora. Note not only the usual lack of a tense marker in the negative non-
past forms but also its use of negative past forms (they are highly marked forms and 
do not have ‘regular–irregular’ inflection).
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(175) ‘tiger’ = subject/agent, pronominal suffix = object/patient

Past Non-past Imperative Prohibitive
am-kil-l-i am-kit-t-i am-kid-i-te  am-kid-do-i-te
am-ki-l-am am-kit-t-am am-kid-am-te  am-kid-do-am-te
am-kil-l-e am-kit-t-e am-kid-e-te  am-kid-do-e-te
am-kil-l-len am-kit-t-ten  am-kid-len-te  am-kid-do-len-te
am-kil-l-ai  am-kit-t-ai  am-kid-ai-te  am-kid-do-ai-te
am-kil-l-ben am-kit-t-ben am-kid-ben-te am-kid-do-ben-te
am-kil-l-e-ji  am-kit-t-e-ji  am-kid-e-te-ji am-kid-do-e-te-ji

Neg.past Neg.non-past
a-am-kil-l-i a-am-kid-i (Ramamurti 1931:40–41)

Agent incorporation may be found in the imperative as well in Sora. Thus, both of 
the following sentences are grammatical in Sora.

(176) (a) kina-n am-i-te vs. (b) am-kid-i-te
tiger-N.SFX seize-1-3.IMP seize-tiger-1-3.IMP

‘May the tiger seize me!’  ‘May I be tiger-seized.’ (Ramamurti
 1931:41)

3.2.12 Auxiliary verb constructions

In Sora there is also considerable evidence that speaks to a formally active system of 
complex predicate formation in addition to a synchronically active use of deictic serial 
verb constructions. Many South Asian languages make use of complex  predicates to 
mark a wide range of tense, aspect, and mood categories, or show morphologically 
complex verb forms which originated in such formations; Munda languages gener-
ally being no exception to this tendency (Hook 1991, Anderson 2007). In Sora, many 
of these former auxiliaries or explicator verbs function as semi-affixal elements that 
encode primarily aspectual (e.g. habitual, frequentative, completive), less commonly 
modal categories. As is the case in complex predicate structures across the South 
Munda languages, monosyllabic lexical verbs in such formations may be reduplicated, 
but bisyllabic stems are not.

(177) -lo
gugu-lo-te-n
RDPL:call-FREQ-NPST-ITR

‘He calls (me) frequently.’ (Ramamurti 1931:28)

(178) -la
(a) ka-ka-la-te-n

RDPL:abuse-HAB-NPST-ITR

‘He abuses (all people)’ (Ramamurti 1931:28) 
(b) gur-l-te-n 

sacrifice-HAB-NPST-ITR

‘he sacrifices’ (Starosta 1967)

Not all of these now-fused original auxiliary verb constructions take reduplicated 
 lexical stems in Sora. Some rather require a bare, unmarked (or Ø-marked) lexical 
verb stem. Again, this patterning is also familiar from the synchronically bi-partite 
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auxiliary verb constructions in a number of Sora’s sister Munda languages (e.g. Remo 
or Gta). One such element is the completive ‘auxiliary’ or aspectual suffix -a[] j.

(179) -aj
(a) k-g-b-l set-n-te tkd-aj-te

CAUS-sit-buffalo-CV give.up-ITR-3:IMP finish-AUX:COMPL-3:IMP

‘let the making of (him) sit on the buffalo get finished up altogether’
(Starosta 1967:232)

(b) jum-aj-a
eat-COMPL-IMP

‘eat it (all) up!’ (Ramamurti 1931:27)

The functions of such elements appear to be in line with areal norms, insofar as 
these can be gleaned per se in the Sora structures. Thus a now-fused verb originally 
meaning ‘throw’ seems to form perfective action (Hook 1991, Anderson 2003) in 
both Sora and Juray, at least with motion verbs. Note that there is another homoph-
onous functional element in Sora that means ‘leave, give up’ that appears to be used 
as a marker of durativity, for example, ‘keep Verb-ing, continue to Verb’.

(180) Juray
jir-(e)-sed-n
go-AUX-ITR

‘went away’ (A. Zide 1983)

(181) Sora
kun asn kun snna-dd-n-ji raan-ad gj-an 
DEF  for   DEF  small-frog-N.SFX-PL elephant:N.SFX-OBJ see-N.SFX

gj-le bt-le iersed-l-ji
see-PST be.frightened-PST run.away-PST-PL

‘Because of seeing the elephant, the small frogs were frightened and ran 
away.’ [Text-1, line 12]

The tense markers of Sora are likely to have originated in auxiliary structures. In 
careful speech, the tense markers can still be given independent stress, speaking to 
the original phrasal nature of the construction.

(182) en am-yim t-n-ay 
I catch-chicken NPST-RFLXV/ITR-1
‘I am chicken-catching.’ [OG]

There are a range of verbal inflectional elements that synchronically appear to be 
uninflecting functional elements but which have the position and function typi-
cally found with auxiliaries in Sora. One of these is the second past tense form in 
-[e]ten. These may have been original LEX-headed or split inflectional structures in 
the Anderson (2006) sense, with at least object marking on the lexical verb.

(183) pa-ti-dar-i-ten
bring-give-cooked.rice-1-3.PST

‘He brought and gave me cooked rice.’ (Ramamurti 1931:43)

The capabilitive construction in Sora is one that bears special mention. Unlike other 
verbal operators which generally follow the lexical head verb, this element, which can 
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be used predicatively when no complement is expressed and take tense and subject 
marking, the capabilitive rapti, precedes the lexical verb. The lexical verb remains the 
inflectional head and takes subject and tense marking (and cislocative, intransitive) 
as appropriate. A representative set of forms (Starosta 1967: 187–188) in the positive 
and negative of this construction is offered in (184).

(184) rpti -i-t rpti -pa-t-ai//-pa-te-n-ai
CAP 1PL-go-NPST CAP 1PL-carry-NPST-1PL/CLOC//1PL-carry-NPST-ITR-1PL/CLOC

rpti -i-t pa-n-ai
CAP 1PL-go-NPST carry-ITR-CLOC/1PL

‘We can go.’ ‘We can bring’ //‘we can bring back.’ ‘We can go and bring back.’
(Starosta 1967:187)

rpti -i- rpti -pa-[n-]ai
CAP NEG-go-NPST CAP NEG-carry-NPST-[ITR]-1PL/CLOC

rpti -i- pa-n-ai
CAP NEG-go-NPST carry-ITR-CLOC/1PL

‘We can go.’ ‘We can bring’ //‘we can bring back.’ ‘We can go and bring back.’
(Starosta 1967:188)

Serial verb structures or (fused) semi-dependent clause-chaining structures are also 
characteristic of the Sora verb system. These come in two basic formal types. The 
first type is akin to nuclear serialization and is a close compounding of predicates.

Note, for example, the following forms of the shape verb1-verb2-NPST, with single 
non-past inflection.

(185) (a) pa-ti-t-am
bring-give-NPST-2
‘I’ ll bring and give (it to) you.’ (Ramamurti 1931:44)

(b) ti-jum-t-am
give-eat-NPST-2
‘I’ll give you to eat.’ (Ramamurti 1931:44)

Such forms can also appear with incorporated nouns as well, yielding rather fright-
ful complexes of the following sort:

(186) mal-jum-pu-da-tam-t-m po
wish-eat-cake-AUX-mouth-NPST-2 Q/DOUBT

‘Do you long to eat cake?’ (Ramamurti 1931:143)

Other ‘serialization’ patterns are more like a set of fused clause-chained structures, 
with a semi-inflected form of verb1 that obligatorily appears in the past tense and 
functionally the completion of the action of which is necessary and prior to the 
action described by verb2.

(187) (a) gil-le-jir-i
see-PST-leave-1
‘See me before you go.’ (Ramamurti 1931:44)

(b) -berna op(p)u-le-jir-i=ten
ACC-word tell-PST-go-1-3.PST

‘Having told me the word, he left.’ (Ramamurti 1931:44)
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Sometimes this yields structures that are ambiguous between a non-finite verb and a 
finite verb or a sequence of juxtaposed coordination of two finite verbs.

(188) nsl-n oro-l ir-l
woman-N.SFX carry-CV/PST go-PST

‘(He) went carrying the woman’ or ‘having carried the woman, (he) went’ or 
‘he carried the woman and then left.’ (Starosta 1967:180)

Non-past marking is permitted in such sequences as well.

(189) anin ijai-te-n-gu-am
he come-NPST-ITR-call-2
‘He came and called you.’ (Ramamurti 1931:44)

Serialized forms of this latter type can appear with (an) incorporated object(s) as 
well in Sora. In these structures, however, the order of elements in serialized and 
incorporated sequences is mostly set in Sora, following a morphological, not semantic 
ordering, for example:

 BOX 7.2: SORA INCORPORATION AND COMPLEX VERB TEMPLATE

(PERS-NUMB/NEG)-verb1-PST/CNCTV-(-ITR-)-verb2-N:CF-PRS/ TENSE-ITR-PERS/NUMB

Note that the intransitive marker may appear following either verb1 or verb2. The 
element -le- frequently appears in serialized forms. Subject/object markers of person 
and number on the other hand, always appear in final position.

(190) bagun-ben -il-le-ga-sal-n-e
both-2PL 1/2.PL-go-PST-drink-liquor-ITR-1PL

‘Both of you went and drank liquor.’ (Ramamurti 1931:44)

3.3 Expressives

In Sora, as in other Munda languages, there is a set of tag or echo word forms which 
are identical or are sometimes phonological variants of each other. These may be 
typologized as follows:

(191) Full reduplication (type A)
dudu ‘thud, thump’
yeye ‘to blow gently, as breeze’
duduyeye (Adv.) ‘like a storm’
rumrum ‘rapidity of movement in dancing’
meder meder ‘dim, dusky’
takar takar ‘in a tottering or trembling manner’
yub yub ‘sounds of footsteps’
kejem kejem- ‘to be fond of’ 
pada pada ‘smack’ (sound) 
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(192) Full reduplication with consonant overwriting (type B)
sora mora ‘the Soras and the Oriyas, etc.’
ag ag ‘sound of pounding, blowing or thumping’
mandin tadin ‘plates, dishes’ (<mandin ‘a dish’)
ajete pajjete ‘toddle, walk’

(193) Full reduplication with vowel(s) overwriting (type C)
padum padam ‘the sound produced by blows’
sai le mui le ‘having searched’
rum ram ‘to trot or prance, as horses’
kasula kasela ‘falling into the well’
kiki koko ‘to produce the click sound heard in kissing’
kermoiloge karmoiloge ‘smilingly, cheerfully’ (< kermoi ‘to smile’)
me ma ‘humming of bees and insects’
medor mador ‘glitteringly’
sukal sakal-n ‘early’ (< Marathi sakal)
bri bra- ‘to dazzle’
pseiloge psuiloge ‘loudly with a hissing sound’
kokede kakode ‘crooked, curved’
obule abule ‘turning from side to side in bed’
padum padam ‘sound produced by blows’
rdemai rademai ‘sound of crackling’ 

(194) Full reduplication with both vowel and consonant overwriting (type D)
modete paddete ‘twists’

Some verb roots appear only in reduplicated forms:

(195) mel mel ‘to inspect’
me me ‘to nod, to shake’
a a ‘to teach, admonish’
ye ye ‘to blow gently, as breeze’
pi pi (~pe pe) ‘to be cracked’ ‘to have chinks’
se se ‘to choose’
sib sib ‘to feel pinched’

These inherently reduplicated verbs may sometimes themselves undergo type C 
reduplication:

(196) pi pi pa pa ‘to be sunken (as the eyes of an old person)’ 

Other verbs have semantically distinct unreduplicated and reduplicated forms:

(197) gu- ‘to fall, to tumble’
gu gu- ‘to strike, to knock’
sa- ‘to crush, to bruise’
sa sa- ‘to shell or break open (cashew nuts, etc.)’
poi- ‘to hoe around a plant’
poi poi- ‘to curl, as a tendril’
jun- ‘to escort’
jun jun- ‘to take back, return, restore’
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Similarly, some nouns and adjectives exist only in reduplicated forms:

(198) ililn ‘masturbation’
sasan ‘turmeric paste’

Morphological retriplication is infrequently encountered in Ramamurti’s materials; 
the authors have not confirmed these forms with contemporary speakers.

(199) sidsidsidlamge ‘commotion’

We also find restricted co-lexicalized collocations that duplicate certain elements.

(200) (a) su-bb ra-bb
sick-head cold-head
‘sick as a dog’ (Starosta 1967:263)

(b) nsl tet kmbj tet
woman NEG.COP woman:TAG NEG.COP

‘there is no woman here’ (Starosta 1967:264)

4 SYNTAX

Much remains to be investigated in the syntax of the Sora language. A first but now 
rather dated attempt at Sora syntactic analysis may be found in Starosta’s (1967) 
dissertation to which the interested reader is referred. We offer only the briefest of 
comments below.

4.1 Syntax of the simple sentence

The basic clausal constituent order of Sora is Subject-Object-Verb which is typical 
of the languages of South Asia. Intransitive sentences have the structure Subject-
Verb/Copula. 

(201) (a) allen si-n a-sabja-le 
we house-N.SFX 1PL-build-PST:1PL

‘We built the house.’
(b) abj gail-n dk-l

one road-N.SFX COP-PST

‘There (once) was a road.’ [Text-1, line 1]

‘Have’ possession constructions in Sora are marked by a copular verb and a  possessed 
nominal (if  permitted), as is commonly found in Eurasian SOV languages.

(202) yagi on-en di dku 
three child-1 DISC COP

‘I have three kids, ya know.’ [OG]

The relative order between two objects in a ditransitive is not set and subject to as 
yet unexplored discourse considerations.

(203) nlen aman daa-n a'-tiy-t-am 
we you water-N.SFX 1PL-give-NPST-[1>]2
‘We give you water.’ [OG]
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While dominantly verb final, some post-verbal nominal elements are permitted, 
under conditions that remain opaque and a subject for future research.

(204) en g-t-ay do-om 
I see-NPST-1 OBJ-2
‘I see you.’

As an SOV language of Eurasia, certain other phrasal features of Sora are are-
ally typical. This includes within the domain of nominal syntax a predominance of 
head-final order, so in addition to OV we find Gen N, Num N, Dem N, N Postpos, 
Adv Adj and Adj N. Within the verbal phrase, one typically encounters the order 
Adverb–Verb and Verb–Auxiliary (often in Sora, as mentioned in section 3.2.12, in a 
synchronically fused order of Verb–Auxiliary). Some examples of phrasal structures 
illustrating these are offered below.

(205) (a) migelturu minyun (b) migelyagi minyu (c) abj gail-n
eighteen year:N.SFX fifteen year one road-N.SFX

‘eighteen years old’ ‘fifteen years old’ ‘one road’
(d) bo-mnra-n am sukku bar bo-mnra 

one person-N.SFX 3:name Sukku and one person:GEN 

am mnga
3:name Mangaa
‘One was named Sukku one was named Mangaa.’[Text-2, line 3]

(e) ien kulu jar-an m-t-ay (f) ej  bibi sua
I green snake-N.SFX catch-NPST-1 No very big
‘I am catching the green snake.’ ‘No, very big’ [Text-1,
  line 22]

(g) kun a-gail-le 
that OBJ-road-LOC

‘on that road’

Note that while (pro)nominal possessors precede nouns, first and second person 
pronominal possessives are enclitic to the noun.

(206) (a) aim-en opino gomango 
name-1 Opino Gomango
‘My name is O.G.’

(b) en-a si-en (c) en si-en (d) amn-a si-nam
I-GEN hand-1 I hand-1 you-GEN hand-2
‘my hand’ ‘my hand’ ‘your hand’

(e) anlen si-len 
we hand-1PL

‘our hand(s)’ [OG]

Adverbs are not infrequently found in clause-initial position, but this is in no sense 
obligatory.

(207) (a) en rban daa-n ty-l-m 
I yesterday water-N.SFX give-PST-[1>]2
‘I gave you water yesterday.’ [OG]
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(b) rban en daa-n tiy-l-am 
yesterday I water-N.SFX give-PST-[1>]2
‘I gave you water yesterday.’ [OG]

Thus, in intransitive clauses the order of Adverb-Oblique-Subject-Verb is not 
uncommon in Sora narratives.

(208) (a) d b dinna kun a-gail-le abj raa-n iar-ted
so one day DEF OBJ-road-LOC one elephant-N.SFX walk-T/A:3
‘So one day an elephant was walking along the road.’ [Text-1, line 9]

(b) dje-antde sua snna-dd-n dk-l-ji
how.many 100 little-frog-N.SFX COP-PST-PL

‘How many hundreds of little frogs there were!’ [Text-1, line 5]
(c) a-gam-le-n anlen kn t-n abj 

1PL-say-PST-ITR we this road-N.SFX INDEF 

sa-mr-n ir-re
really.big-person- N.SFX go-PST

‘We said “one really big guy travelled this road.” ’ [Text-1, line 18]

4.2 Complex sentence structure

Very little can be said here about complement clause structure or the range of use of 
sentential or clausal arguments in Sora. Some predicates which take clausal comple-
ments require a purposive-marked complement (with asn taking either an unmarked 
or dependent for the verb stem) or a purposive infinitive in (a-…) -ben asn.

(209) (a) en bajar-n ayu y-asn ism-t-ai 
I market towards?? go-PURP DES-NPST-1
‘I want to go to the market.’ [OG]

(b) en jum-bin asen ism-t-ai 
I eat-INF PURP DES-NPST-1
‘I want to eat.’ [OG]

(c) jenum-n jum-bin asen ism-t-ai 
something-N.SFX eat-INF PURP DES-NPST-1
‘I want to eat something.’ [OG]

Other verbs require their complement clause to be simply marked as non-final or 
non-finite (or perhaps nominalized) with the ‘noun’ suffix -n.

(210) (a) amin a-git-e-n a-mana en glam-t-ai 
you DEP-see-PST-N.SFX OBJ-man I know-NPST-1
‘I know that you saw the man.’ [OG]

(b) a-tit-le- a-mana e galam-t-ai
DEP-hit-PST-N.SFX OBJ-man I know-NPST-1
‘I know that you hit the man.’ [OG]

Complements usually precede the verbs that subcategorize for them in Sora but may 
also follow them under appropriate conditions (the details of which remain to be 
worked out).

(211) en /an/simai amn bazar-n yer-gi-n-asn 
I want/NEG/:1/NEG.NPST you market-N.SFX go-ECHO-N.SFX-PURP

‘I do not want you to go to market.’ [OG]
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Like many SOV languages of Eurasia, a non-finite or participle/converb form of the 
verb ‘say’, in Sora gamle, may function to introduce direct discourse as a quotative, 
and with certain predicates of mental action to also serve as a complementizer.

(212) (a) e g-ji a-gij-ba agaj-en daa-le-n 
hey friend-PL 1PL-see-PL:IMP moon-N.SFX water-LOC-N.SFX

glu-le gam-le pp-eten
fall-PST QUOT tell-T/A:3
‘She told them, “Hey friends, let’s go have a look; the moon has fallen 
in the water.” ’ [Text-3, line 5]

(b) amn ian gam-l gnur-t gam-l glm-l
you how rain-NPST COMP know-PST

‘How did you know that it would rain?’ (Starosta 1967:197)

4.2.1 Relative-type clauses

Like most other topics in Sora syntax, only the briefest of comments can be offered here 
on the nature of relative clauses in Sora. For more detail see Starosta (1967:242–254).

Relative clauses in Sora appear to reflect areal norms to a large degree. They 
are usually restrictive clauses consisting of a relative pronoun often marked by the 
focus marker -te, in a clause preceding the main clause and linked to it through a 
correlative element. Thus, in the following examples, the marked dependent relative 
marker a-ien-n appears in the preposed relative clause often followed by a noun and 
co-indexed with the pronoun anin or deictic kun in the main clause.

(213) (a) d a-ie-n a-mnra srb-n t-ti-d anin
so OBJ-who-N.SFX OBJ-man paddy.field-N.SFX NEG-give-NEG he

bndi ier-le d a-ie-n -mnra srb-n
jail:N.SFX go-PST and OBJ-who-N.SFX OBJ-man paddy.field-N.SFX

d-a-d anin suu-le-n dku-le-n d tiki 
NEG-get-NEG he house-LOC-N.SFX COP-PST-N.SFX and afterwards

klkl-n batte anin k/b/ied-dm-le-n
REDPL:worry-N.SFX with he kill/CAUS/kill-RFLXV-PST-ITR

‘The one who didn’t give the fields, he went to jail and the one who 
didn’t get the fields, he was at home, with worry, and afterwards he 
killed himself.’ [Text-2, line 14]

(b) kan aim-le-n a-ie-n arsi a-kndar-le-n
that time-LOC-N.SFX PFX-who-N.SFX monkey 3-branch-LOC-N.SFX

td-n-eten kun a-kndar-n ld-le
hang-n-T/A:3 that 3-branch-N.SFX break-PST

‘At that time, the monkey which hung from the branch of the tree, that 
branch broke.’ [Text-3, line 13]

(c) d ete-n-te j-n-om-jom-n a-t-ji kun batte
so what-N.SFX-FOC eat-NMLZ-eat-N.SFX get-NPST-3PL that with

aninji m-t-ji
they live-NPST-3PL

‘so whatever food they get that’s what they live on’ (Starosta 1967)
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4.2.2 Other subordinate clauses (time, manner, cause, purpose)

Sora makes use of a range of subordinate clause types. One such formation is a kind 
of temporally subordinate clause of simultaneous ongoing or repeated action. It is 
formed by the suffix -ata/at and appears in a doubled or fully reduplicated form, 
that is, X-ata X-ata, etc.

(214) ettegj dimd-ata dimd-at aboj arsi-n
like.this sleep-NF:DUR/SIMULT sleep-NF:DUR/SIMULT one monkey-N.SFX

kun a-bnda-le-n aboj agaj-n-ad gij-eten
that OBJ-tank-LOC-N.SFX one moon-N.SFX-OBJ see-T/A:3
‘They kept sleeping and sleeping like this and one monkey saw a moon in 
that tank.’ [Text-3, line 3]

Another common formation is made with a non-finite verb form in -n- in the archaic 
genitive case form -a followed by the subordinating adverb tiki ‘after[wards]’.

(215) (a) bar bndi-l-n-ji-na tiki djin dinna de-le anin
and put.in.jail-PST-N.SFX-PL-GEN after few day INS he

a-duk- d a-on-n-ji jna doljn batte kniet-l-ji
3-wife-N.SFX and 3-child-N.SFX-PL also hunger-N.SFX SOC/INS die-PST-PL

‘And a few days after they put him in jail, his wife and children also 
died of starvation.’ [Text-2, line 13]

(b) dji mem ettegoy bara-le-n-ji-a tiki 
several year like.this work-PST-ITR-PL-GEN after

a-snna-mr sukku-n a-kako-n-ad 
3-young-man Sukku-N.SFX 3-older.brother-N.SFX-OBJ 

sarba-n er-ti-l-be anson bara-eten
paddy.field-N.SFX NEG-give-PST-NF:W/O himself  work-T/A: 3
‘[After] they worked like this for several years, Sukku the younger brother 
cultivated the paddy-field himself  without giving his older brother the 
paddy-field.’ [Text-2, line 7]

(c) uan-ji knit-le-n-a tiki bagu-n-ji jnn 
father-3PL die-PST-N.SFX-GEN after two-N.SFX-PL field

srba-n-ji mailen bara-le-ji
paddy-N.SFX-PL together work-PST-PL

‘After their father died, they both worked in their fields and paddies 
together.’ [Text-2, line 6]

(d) ir-ai-n-a tiki aninji gude-le
go/come-CLOC-N.SFX-GEN after they call-PST

‘After he came, he called them.’ [Text-1, line 15]
(e) amn a-ga-t-na tiki anji ye-t-jiy

you PFX-eat-NPST-N.SFX:GEN after they go-NPST-3PL

‘They went away after you ate.’ [OG]

Sometimes the same subject construction in X-an X-le[-n] (see section 4.2.3) can be 
used in such ‘after’ clauses (temporally subordinate clauses where the action of the 
first clause precedes that of the second).
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(216) (a) anji gaga-n gaga-l-n tn-seiy ye-jiy 
they REDPL:eat-N.SFX REDPL:eat-PST/CV-ITR here-from go:PST-3PL

‘They went away after eating it.’ [OG]
(b) anji gaga-n gaga-l-n tn-seiy ye--jiy 

they REDPL:eat-N.SFX REDPL:eat-PST/CV-ITR here-from go-PST-3PL

‘They went away after eating it.’ [OG] (slow repetition)

Formal variants are attested for seemingly isofunctional complex sentence 
 structures, semantically speaking. Thus, one type of negative subordinate clause in 
Sora with a first person subject ‘since…I not…’ may be expressed in either of the 
following ways.

(217) (a) -a-a en psl
NEG-get-NEG:CV I SUBORD

‘since I didn’t get …’
(b) r--n-a-n asn

NEG-take-NEG-take-N.SFX SUBORD

‘since I didn’t get …’ [OG]

How these differ remains a subject for the future investigation of the syntax of com-
plex sentences in Sora.

Causally subordinate clauses are formed with the complex (often clause-initial) 
 subordinator itnasangamleden ‘because’. Note also the use of the non-finite 
‘same subject’ verbal construction as well in X-an X-le[-n].

(218) (a) itnasangamleden en bazar-an y-an yer-[r]i 
Because I market-N.SFX go-N.SFX go-CV

gagana- yi-t-ay 
food-N.SFX buy-NPST-1
‘Because I went to the market, I bought some food.’

(b) tnasangamledn en bazar-an y-an yer-[r]i 
Because I market-N.SFX go-N.SFX go-CV

gagana- yi-t-ay ganaga yi-t-ay 
food-N.SFX buy-NPST-1 food-N.SFX buy-NPST-1
‘Because I went to the market, I bought some food.’ [OG]

As mentioned in section 3.2.5, conditionals in Sora are formed by the complex 
sequence -le-n-de[]n

(219) manyeey guna dako-lenden en bazar-n an-iy-e 
money find:DEP AUX-COND I market-N.SFX NEG-go-[FUT:]1
‘If  I do not find my money, I cannot go to the market.’ [OG]

As mentioned in section 3.2.9 a negative or privative subordinate clause in er-X-le-be 
is found meaning ‘without having Xed’.

(220) dji mem ettegoy bara-le-n-ji-a tiki 
several year like.this work-PST-N.SFX-PL-GEN after

a-snna-mr sukku-n a-kako-n-ad sarba-n 
3-young-man Sukku-N.SFX 3-older.brother-N.SFX-OBJ paddy.field-N.SFX

er-ti-l-be anson bara-eten
NEG-give-PST-NF:W/O himself  work-T/A:3
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‘[After] they worked like this for several years, Sukku the younger brother 
cultivated the paddy-field himself  without giving his older brother the 
 paddy-field.’ [Text-2, line 7]

4.2.3 Coordination

One of the most common ways of stringing together conjoined clauses in Sora is a 
structure in which there is either a reduplicated verb with a nominalizing suffix/infix 
after the first verb stem and in a past ‘participle’ form or, perhaps more likely a full 
copy of the verb stem in the attributive/dependent/noun suffix form -an. Subject 
marking is found only on the final, (fully) finite verb.

(221) (a) ukj p-pupu-le-n dkt-ne po 
AUGM CAUS-REDPL:puff-PST-N.SFX this.much-EMPH DOUBT

a-gam-le-n anne kun -p-n- kmp-n
DEP-say-PST-N.SFX while DEF PFX-bloat-N.SFX-GEN stomach-N.SFX

ptaj-n ptaj-le kniet-le 
burst-N.SFX burst-PST die-PST

‘He puffed himself  up even more while saying “this big?”! and his 
bloated stomach burst and he died.’ [Text-1, line 31]

(b) bid a-ubban bibi barab-le ier-an ier-le 
but 3-younger.brother very get.angry-PST go-N.SFX go-PST

anin ad tub-eten
he OBJ thrash?-T/A: 3
‘But the younger brother got very angry went to him and thrashed 
him.’ [Text-2, line 10]

(c) kun arsi-n kun agaj-n-ad gij-an gij-le 
that monkey-N.SFX that moon-N.SFX-OBJ see-N.SFX see-PST

a-gai-ji-ad gam-eten
3-friend-PL-OBJ tell-T/A: 3
‘That monkey saw that moon and told her friends.’ [Text-3, line 4]

(d) ettegoy anlen-a alale-n-ji ted-an td-le-n 
like.this we-GEN REDPL:tail-N.SFX-PL hold-N.SFX hold-PST-N.SFX/ITR

agaj-n-ad a-tb-n-ai-b
moon-N.SFX-OBJ 1PL-get.out-n-CLOC-PL:IMP

‘In this way let’s hang by our tails and get out the moon.’ [Text-3, 
line 10]

(e) aninji kn gam-n gam-le ajaij-n a-kndar-le-n
they that say-N.SFX say-PST really-EMPH OBJ-branch-LOC-N.SFX

sre alan-ji td-le-n td-le-n aninji
from [3-]tail-PL hang-PST-N.SFX hold-PST-N.SFX they

agaj-n-ad a-idb-ben-asn skai-le-n-ji
moon-N.SFX-OBJ PFX-pick.up-INF-FOR prepare-PST-ITR-PL

‘They thus discussed and then really began to pick up the 
moon  hanging from the branch from each other’s tails.’ [Text-3 
line 12]
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Such formations can also have a causal (dependent clause) sense in Sora under 
 certain conditions.

(222) kun asn kun snna-dd-n-ji raan-ad gj-an gj-le 
DEF for DEF small-frog-N.SFX-PL elephant:N.SFX-OBJ see-N.SFX see-PST

bt-le iersed-l-ji
be.frightened-PST run.away-PST-PL

‘Because of seeing the elephant, the small frogs were frightened and ran 
away.’ [Text-1, line 12]

In some instances coordinating particles or conjunctions can be found, often in 
 leftmost clause position.

(223) (a) bar bndi-l-n-ji-na tiki djin dinna de-le  anin
and put.in.jail-PST-N.SFX-PL-GEN after few day INS he

a-duk- d a-on-n-ji jna doljn batte kniet-l-ji
3-wife-N.SFX and 3-child-N.SFX-PL also hunger-N.SFX SOC/INS die-PST-PL

‘And a few days after they put him in jail, his wife and children also 
died of starvation.’ [Text-2, line 13]

(b) tikki aninji l-le-n-ji d etenasn a-s-le-n 
after they answer-PST-ITR-PL so why 2PL-hide-PST-ITR

gam-le sua-dd-n 
say-PST big-frog-N.SFX

‘After that they answered, and the big-frog said “why did you hide?”’
[Text-1, line 17]

Simple juxtaposition of clauses with no coordinating conjunction or particle is also 
possible in Sora.

(224) aninji tmba-n ann jum-le ga-le tgl-n ann
they noon-N.SFX during eat-PST drink-PST at.night-N.SFX during

aboy mne bnda-n a-bo ara-le-n
one edge tank-N.SFX OBJ-one tree-LOC-N.SFX

dimd-le-n-ji
sleep-PST-ITR-PL

‘They would eat and drink during the day and at night they would sleep in 
a tree in one corner of a tank.’ [Text-3, line 2]

Disjunctive sentences can be introduced in Sora with the complex element bid 
used in clause-initial position.

(225) (a) bid a-kako-n kan-ate md-n md-l
but 3-elder.brother-N.SFX that-PRTCL hear-N.SFX hear-PST 

d gj-an gj-l bibi barab-l
and see-N.SFX see-PST very get.angry-PST

‘But the elder brother got very angry when he heard and saw (all) that 
(his brother was doing).’ [Text-2, line 8]

(b) bid a-ubban bibi barab-le ier-an ier-le 
but 3-younger.brother very get.angry-PST go-N.SFX go-PST

anin a-d tub-eten
he OBJ thrash?-T/A:3
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‘But the younger brother got very angry went to him and thrashed? 
him.’ [Text-2, line 10]

5 SEMANTICS/DISCOURSE

5.1 Semantics

The study of the semantics of Sora remains in its infancy and nothing will be 
offered here. However, one noteworthy aspect of Sora narrative syntax with regards 
to  definiteness that merits mentions is that in addition to demonstrative elements 
as might be expected, third singular pronouns in Sora are not otherwise used as 
demonstrative elements as found in a range of languages, but may augment the 
definite and known qualities of a salient referent.

(226) (a) ntann kuni anin sua-dd-n ir-ai-ted
then DEF he big-frog-N.SFX go/come-CLOC-T/A:3
‘then that one, him, the big frog, came back’ [Text-1, line 14]

 (b) anin sua-dd-n gam-le su 
he big-frog-N.SFX say-PST big yes
‘the big frog (, he) said “(he was) big?” “yes!”’ [Text-1, line 20]

5.2 Discourse

As in any language, Sora makes liberal use of various discourse particles, the nuances 
of which are nearly impossible to render in English translation. Examples of a small 
number of these are offered below. Formal study of Sora discourse as a whole has 
not been undertaken. An anthropological study of shamanic and public discourses 
with the dead among the Sora may be found in Vitebsky (1993).

(227) (a) d turkas-n anin-ad bndi-l-ji
DISC jail-N.SFX he-OBJ put.in.jail-PST-PL

‘They put him in jail.’ [Text-2, line 12]
(b) aninji kn gam-n gam-le ajaij-n a-kndar-le-n

they that say-N.SFX say-PST really-EMPH OBJ-branch-LOC-N.SFX

sre alan-ji td-le-n td-le-n aninji
from [3-]tail-PL hang-PST-N.SFX hold-PST-N.SFX they

agaj-n-ad a-idb-ben-asn skai-le-n-ji
moon-N.SFX-OBJ PFX-pick.up-INF-FOR prepare-PST-ITR-PL

‘They thus discussed and then really began to pick up the moon hanging 
from the branch from each other’s tails.’ [Text-3, line 12]

The dubitative/interrogative particle po/pa and so on is especially characteristic of 
Sora conversational genres.

(228) (a) dkt-ne po gam-le
this.much-EMPH DOUBT say-PST

‘ “This (big)?!” he said’ [Text-1, line 27]

(b) anin sukku-n pa a-duki-n
she Sukku-N.SFX Q 3-wife-N.SFX

‘Is she Sukku’s wife?’ (Starosta 1967:291)
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6 LEXICON

6.1 Austroasiatic/Munda components

The Sora lexicon shows fewer loans than many other Munda languages. Austroasiatic 
elements and derivational processes abound and the language has an archaic feel 
about it especially in the make-up and structure of its lexical component (and indeed 
Sora is archaic in many features of its verbal morphology as well). The following 
forms were collected in Gajapati district, Orissa in early March 2007.

(229) sii ‘hand’, ‘arm’ bob ‘head’
mu( ‘nose’ amr ~  amd ~  mr ‘eye’
ji& ~ jii ~ j  'ii ‘tooth’ alud ~  a�lu�d ~  a�lu�d ‘ear’
ala ‘tongue’ uu ‘hair’
t'd ~ tr ~ td ‘mouth’ j ~ je ~ j ‘leg’
ndersi ‘finger’ abobsi ‘thumb’
senka ‘neck’ kampu ‘belly’
knu ‘back’ di�a� ‘butt’
kap[]ra ‘shoulder’ sanaan ~ sana ‘door’
sasa ‘yellow’ asi ‘monkey’
kambun ‘pig’ knte ‘banana’
ua ‘mango’ ae ‘stone’
uyu ‘sun’ agai ‘moon’
knsim ~ kansim[a] ‘chicken’ aresim ‘egg’
aa bu[] ‘honey bee’
jaat ‘snake’ jaaranji ‘snakes’
samai ‘mosquito’ kand kandd ‘frog’
gnlo[] ‘cashew nut’ saro ‘rice (growing in paddy)’
titin ‘tamarind’ uku ‘rice (eaten form)’
jelo ‘meat’ btel ‘buffalo’
ayo ‘fish’

6.2 Loan strata

The contacts Sora speakers have had with Indo-Aryan and Dravidian speakers have 
left their mark. Loans can be seen from Telugu, Oriya varieties, and even English.

(230) bæg ‘bag, sack’
saikl ‘bicycle’
goi ‘watch’
pen ‘pen(cil)’
pnka ‘fan’
sopa ‘bamboo mat’
nliy ‘blue, purple, violet’
kuap kuap ‘light blue’
kusi ‘chair’

7 BRIEF ANALYSED TEXTS

The following texts were collected in the 1960s by Stanley Starosta from a speaker of 
the Serango variety of Sora. They are used here with permission from this deceased 
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linguist, secured orally before he died (he was slated to be the original author of 
this chapter, but his untimely death obviously prevented this). Translations are the 
result of both Starosta’s work and that of Anderson and Harrison, the authors of 
the present contribution. Interlinear glossing is solely the responsibility of Anderson 
and Harrison.

7.1 Text 1: The leader

(i) abj gail-n dk-l
one road-N.SFX COP-PST

‘There (once) was a road.’

(ii) kun a-gail-n-a jatt abj a-n dk-l
DEF PFX-road-N.SFX-GEN below one ditch/drain-N.SFX COP-PST

‘There was a ditch/drain below that road.’

(iii) eale kun gan- mndra-ji -lo-n-a mn e
how DEF town-GEN person-PL PFX-road-N.SFX-GEN beside or

gailun-a mn a-n daku
river-N.SFX:EN beside ditch/drain-N.SFX be[come]
‘How it is is that the town people have a drain/ditch either beside a river or 
by a road.’

(iv) nt ttele oa-l-n t kndd-n-ji dk-l
thus like.that drain-LOC-N.SFX many frog-N.SFX-PL COP-PST

‘Like that there were many frogs in the ditch.’

(v) dje-antde sua snna-dd-n dk-l-ji
how.many 100 little-frog-N.SFX COP-PST-PL

‘How many hundreds of little frogs there were!’

(vi) nte a-sua-le bj sua-dd-n ek-le
thus PFX-100-LOC one/INDEF big-frog-N.SFX COP-PST

‘Thus among (= in) the hundreds, there was one big frog.’

(vii) anin kddb kndd-n-ji sr anin sua
he all frog-N.SFX-PL from he big
‘He is bigger than all the other frogs.’

(viii) anin sua-dud-n a-ber-n-an etente beren aninji 
he big-frog-N.SFX DEP-say-n-N.SFX what say-N.SFX they

snna-dd-n-ji mane-l-ji
small-frog-N.SFX-PL obey-PST-PL

‘Whatever the big frog said, the small frogs obeyed, had to obey.’ <  manniba 
‘obey’ Oriya

(ix) d b dinna kun a-gail-le abj raa-n iar-ted
so one day DEF OBJ-road-LOC one elephant-N.SFX walk-T/A:3
‘So one day an elephant was walking along the road.’

(x) nt aim-le-n anin sua-dd-n t-dk-d
that time-LOC-N.SFX he big-frog-N.SFX NEG-COP-NEG[.PST:3]
‘At that time he, the big-frog, wasn’t there.’
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(xi) anin-a suu-ban iar-r[…iar-l]
he-GEN house-ALL go-PST

‘He (elephant) went to his (big-frog’s) house.’

(xii) kun asn kun snna-dd-n-ji raan-ad gj-an
DEF for DEF small-frog-N.SFX-PL elephant:N.SFX-OBJ see-N.SFX

gj-le bt-le iersed-l-ji
see-PST be.frightened-PST run.away-PST-PL

‘Because of seeing the elephant, the small frogs were frightened and ran away.’

(xiii) pttar-le-n jpba-le-n tltl-l--ji
hole-LOC-N.SFX mire-LOC-N.SFX REDPL:bury-PST-ITR/RFLXV-PL

‘They buried themselves in holes and mud.’

(xiv) ntann kuni anin sua-dd-n ir-ai-ted
then DEF he big-frog-N.SFX go/come-CLOC-T/A:3
‘Then that one, him, the big frog, came back.’

(xv) ir-ai-n-a tiki aninji gude-le
go/come-CLOC-N.SFX-GEN after he-PL call-PST

‘After he came, he called them.’

(xvi) uan a-ir-re nn-l-n-ed-ji
where 2PL-go-PST NEG-answer-PST-NEG-PL

‘ “Where did you go?”; They didn’t answer him.’

(xvii) tikki aninji l-le-n-ji d etenasn a-s-le-n 
after they answer-PST-[ITR]-PL so why 2PL-hide-PST-ITR

gam-le sua-dd-n 
say-PST big-frog-N.SFX

‘After that they answered, and the big-frog said “why did you hide?” ’

(xviii) a-gam-le-n anlen kn t-n abj sa-mr-n
1PL-say-PST-ITR we this road-N.SFX INDEF really.big-person-N.SFX

ir-re
go-PST

‘We said “one really big guy travelled this road.”’

(xix) ntpsl anlen kn bega a-s-le-n-ai
therefore we DEF different.place 1PL-[go.]hide-PST-ITR-1PL

‘Therefore we went and hid in (the[se]) different places.’

(xx) anin sua-dd-n gam-le su 
he big-frog-N.SFX say-PST big yes
‘The big frog (he) said “(he was) big?” “yes!” ’

(xxi) dkn-a sua
so/yay/how-N.SFX-GEN big
‘Yay big??’

(xxii) ej bibi sua
No very big
‘No, very big.’
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(xxiii) aninji snna-dd-n-ji gam-le-ji amn sre boiboi sa
they small-frog-N.SFX-PL say-PST-PL you from very big
‘The small frogs (they) said “much bigger than you.”’

(xxiv) ajaid po gam-le anin sua-mr
true DOUBT say-PST he big-person
‘ “Is that really true?” he, the big guy said.’

(xxv)  amn sre krra su
yes you from much big
‘Yes, much bigger than you.’

(xxvi) anin sua-dd-n gam-eted p-pp-le
he big-frog-N.SFX say-T/A CAUS-REDPL:puff-PST

‘He, the big frog said puffing himself  up.’

(xxvii) dkt-ne po gam-le
this.much-EMPH DOUBT say-PST

‘ “This (big)?!” he said.’

(xxviii) ej  ukj sue
No AUGM big
‘No bigger still.’

(xxix) ukj p-pp-le dkd-ne po gam-le
AUGM CAUS-REDPL:puff-PST this.much DOUBT say-PST

‘So he puffed himself  up some more and said “this (big)?!”’

(xxx) ej  su
No big
‘Even bigger.’

(xxxi) ukj p-pp-le-n dkt-ne po
AUGM CAUS-REDPL:puff-PST-N.SFX this.much-EMPH DOUBT

a-gam-le-n anne kun -p-n- kmp-n
DEP-say-PST-N.SFX while DEF PFX-bloat-N.SFX-GEN stomach-N.SFX

ptaj-n ptaj-le kniet-le
burst-N.SFX burst-PST die-PST

‘He puffed himself  up even more while saying “this big?!” and his bloated 
stomach burst and he died.’

(xxxii) aninji snna-mr-n-ji gndi-le-ji ttedn anlen
they little-person-N.SFX-PL think-PST-PL therefore we

snja-n t-tr-d jitk-n
grain.tribute-N.SFX NEG-measure-NPST tax-N.SFX

d-ji-e gam-le jre-l-len bi
NEG-give-NPST COMP twist-PST-1PL MOD

‘The little guys thought “we won’t measure out the grain-tribute and won’t 
pay the tax because he oppressed us.” ’

(xxxiii) bnlusaj kniet-le bsa gam-le kun snna-mr-n-ji
serves.him.right die-PST good  say-PST DEF little-person-N.SFX-PL
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bibi eaka-le-n-ji
very rejoice-PST-ITR-PL

‘Serves him right that he died! Good! the little guys said and rejoiced greatly.’

7.2 Text 2: The two brothers

(i) bagu-mr-an-ji mele kata-n-a+ber
two person-N.SFX-PL about talk-N.SFX-GEN-word
‘The story of two people’

(ii) aninji bagu-n-ji b/n/ua dk-le-ji
they two-N.SFX-PL clan/NMLZ/clan COP-PST-PL

‘There were two brothers (of one clan).’

(iii) bo-mnra-n am sukku bar bo-mnra am mnga
one person-N.SFX 3:name Sukku and one person:GEN 3:name Mangaa
‘One was named Sukku one was named Mangaa.’

(iv) bagu-n-ji a-boj-l-ji
two-N.SFX-PL get/take-woman-PST-PL

‘They both got married.’

(v) bo dinna aninji-a-uan kniet-le
one day they-GEN-[3:]father die-PST

‘One day their father died.’

(vi) uan-ji knit-le-n-a tiki bagu-n-ji jnn
father-3PL die-PST-N.SFX-GEN after two-N.SFX-PL field

srba-n-ji mailen bara-le-ji
paddy-N.SFX-PL together work-PST-PL

‘After their father died, they both worked in their paddy-fields together.’

(vii) dji mem ettegoy bara-le-n-ji-a tiki
several year like.this work-PST-N.SFX-PL-GEN after

a-snna-mr sukku-n a-kako-n-ad sarba-n
3-young-man Sukku-N.SFX 3-older.brother-N.SFX-OBJ paddy.field-N.SFX

er-ti-l-be anson bara-eten
NEG-give-PST-NF:W/O himself  work-T/A: 3
‘[After] they worked like this for several years, Sukku the younger brother 
cultivated the paddy-field himself  without giving his older brother the 
 paddy-field.’

(viii) bid a-kako-n kan-ate md-n  md-l d
but 3-elder.brother-N.SFX that-PRTCL hear-N.SFX hear-PST and

gj-an gj-l bibi barab-l
see-N.SFX see-PST very get.angry:EMPH-PST

‘But the elder brother got very angry when he heard and saw (all) that (his 
brother was doing).’

(ix) ubban-ad gam-etan amn etenasn
younger.brother-OBJ say-T/A-N.SFX/ITR you why
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srba-n t-ti-
paddy.field-N.SFX NEG-give-1
‘He said to his younger brother “why (do) not (you) give me some paddy field?” ’

(x) bid a-ubban bibi barab-le ier-an ier-le
but 3-younger.brother very get.angry-PST go-N.SFX go-PST

anin ad tub-eten
he OBJ thrash?-T/A:3
‘But the younger brother got very angry went to him and thrashed him.’

(xi) kn-ate mdn-le turkan-ji anin-ad m-l-ji
That-PRTCL hear-PST police-N.SFX-PL he-OBJ take-PST-PL

‘The police heard about it and seized him.’

(xii) d turkas-n anin-ad bndi-l-ji
DISC jail-N.SFX he-OBJ put.in.jail-PST-PL

‘They put him in jail.’

(xiii) bar bndi-l-n-ji-na tiki djin dinna de-le anin
and put.in.jail-PST-N.SFX-PL-GEN after few day INS he

a-duk- d a-on-n-ji jna doljn batte kniet-l-ji
3-wife-N.SFX and 3-child-N.SFX-PL also hunger-N.SFX SOC/INS die-PST-PL

‘And a few days after they put him in jail, his wife and children also died of 
starvation.’

(xiv) d a-ie-n a-mnra srb-n t-ti-d anin bndi
so OBJ-who-N.SFX OBJ-man paddy.field-N.SFX NEG-give-NEG he jail:N.SFX

ier-le d a-ie-n -mnra srb-n d-a-d 
go-PST and OBJ-who-N.SFX OBJ-man paddy.field-N.SFX NEG-get-NEG

anin suu-le-n dku-le-n d tiki klkl-n
he house-LOC-N.SFX COP-PST-N.SFX and afterwards REDPL:worry-N.SFX

batte anin k/b/ied-dm-le-n
with he kill/CAUS/kill-RFLXV-PST-ITR/N.SFX

‘The one who didn’t give the fields, he went to jail and the one who didn’t get 
the fields, he was at home, with worry, and afterwards he killed himself.’

(xv) tkod-le
finish/end-PST

‘The End’

7.3 Text 3: Monkey (moon) shines

(i) aboj tulb-le-n dje arsi-n-ji dk-le-ji
one  forest-LOC-N.SFX several monkey-N.SFX-PL be-PST-PL

‘A number of monkeys were in a certain forest.’

(ii) aninji tmba-n ann jum-le ga-le tgl-n ann
they noon-N.SFX during eat-PST drink-PST at.night-N.SFX during

aboy  mne  bnda-n a-bo ara-le-n dimd-le-n-ji
one edge tank-N.SFX  OBJ-one  tree-LOC-N.SFX  sleep-PST-ITR-PL

‘They would eat and drink during the day and at night they would sleep in a 
tree in one corner of a tank.’
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(iii) ettegj dimd-ata dimd-at aboj arsi-n
like.this sleep-NF:DUR/SIMULT sleep-NF:DUR/SIMULT one monkey-N.SFX

kun a-bnda-le-n aboj agaj-n-ad gij-eten
that OBJ-tank-LOC-N.SFX one moon-N.SFX-OBJ see-T/A:3
‘They kept sleeping and sleeping like this and one monkey saw a moon in 
that tank.’

(iv) kun arsi-n kun agaj-n-ad gij-an gij-le
that monkey-N.SFX that moon-N.SFX-OBJ see-N.SFX see-PST

a-gai-ji-ad gam-eten
3-friend-PL-OBJ tell-T/A:3
‘That monkey saw the moon and told her friends.’

(v) e g-ji a-gij-ba agaj-en daa-le-n
hey friend-PL 1PL-see-PL:IMP moon-N.SFX water-LOC-N.SFX

glu-le gam-le pp-eten
fall-PST QUOT tell-T/A:3
‘She told them “Hey friends, let’s go have a look; the moon has fallen in the 
water.” ’

(vi) bar anin gam-eten jaba anlen kun agaj-n-ad
and she say-T/A:3 hey we that moon-N.SFX-OBJ

a-tb-n-ai-ba
1PL-take.out-n-CLOC-PL:IMP

‘And she told them “let’s go and take out that moon” ’ (CLOC?)

(vii) bind a-gain-ji gam-le-ji ian-gamle agaj-n-ad tb-be
but 3-friend-PL say-PST-PL how! moon-N.SFX-OBJ take.out-1PL

‘ “But how can we get the moon out?” her friends said.’

(viii) kun arsi-n gam-eten bo-mnra a-kndar-le-n
that monkey-N.SFX say-T/A:3 one person OBJ-branch-LOC-N.SFX

a-td-n-ba
1PL-hold/hang-n-PL:IMP

‘That monkey told them ‘let one of us guys hold/hang from the tree branch.’

(ix) do bo-mnra a-kndar-le-n td-n-eted d anin
and one person OBJ-branch-LOC-N.SFX hold-n-T/A and he

ale-n bo-mnra td-n-ete
tail-N.SFX one man hold-n-3:IMP

‘When that one guy has held onto the branch, let one other guy grab his tail.’

(x) ettegoy anlen-a alale-n-ji ted-an td-le-n
like.this we-GEN REDPL:tail-N.SFX hold-N.SFX hold-PST-N.SFX/ITR

agaj-n-ad a-tb-n-ai-b
moon-N.SFX-OBJ 1PL-get.out-n-CLOC-PL:IMP

‘In this way let’s hang by our tails and get out the moon.’

(xi) aninji agaj-n-ad a-idb-ben-asen skai-le-n-ji
they moon-N.SFX-OBJ PFX-pick.up-INF-FOR prepare-PST-ITR-PL

‘They prepared to pick up the moon.’
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(xii) aninji kn gam-n gam-le ajaij-n a-kndar-le-n sre
they that say-N.SFX say-PST really-EMPH OBJ-branch-LOC-N.SFX from

alan-ji td-le-n td-le-n aninji agaj-n-ad
[3-]tail-PL hang-PST-N.SFX hold-PST-N.SFX they moon-N.SFX-OBJ

a-idb-ben-asn skai-le-n-ji
PFX-pick.up-INF-PURP prepare-PST-ITR-PL

‘They thus discussed and then really began to pick up the moon hanging from 
the branch from each other’s tails.’

(xiii) kan aim-le-n a-ie-n arsi a-kndar-le-n
 that time-LOC-N.SFX PFX-who-N.SFX monkey 3/OBJ-branch-LOC-N.SFX

td-n-eten kun a-kndar-n ld-le
hold-n-T/A:3 that 3-branch-N.SFX break-PST

‘At that time, the monkey which hung from the branch of the tree, that branch 
broke.’

(xiv) kudub-n-ji daa-le-n glu-le-ji
all-N.SFX-PL  water-LOC-N.SFX fall-PST-PL

‘They all fell into the water.’

(xv) eten agaj idb--ji
what moon pick.up-FUT//MOD//T/A-PL

‘What moon will they (be able to) pick up.’

(xvi) sntan aninji-dm t/b/ubaj-le-ji
in.vain they-self  drown/CAUS/-PST-PL

‘In vain they got themselves drowned.’

(xvii) tkod-le
end-PST

‘The End’

NOTES

*  EDITOR’S NOTE: This chapter more than any other in this volume has a long and 
storied history. It was originally assigned to the late Stanley Starosta, whose untimely 
death precluded him from completing it. His family was unable to provide his draft 
or notes to the editor before his demise. The chapter was then offered to others who 
reluctantly agreed but whose previous commitments unfortunately prevented them from 
doing this chapter as well. Therefore, it fell upon the present authors of this chapter 
who have put this sketch grammar together using unpublished texts from Starosta’s 
collection given to the editor via Norman Zide before Starosta’s death, along with the 
results of a brief exploratory  eld visit to the Sora during the winter of 2007. Much 
remains to be worked out in the grammar of this Munda language.

1  G.V. Ramamurti (1986) also uses vowel symbol [ü] in a few of his dictionary entries, 
for example, müra- ~ mira- ‘to be frightened’. This may be an archaic feature of the 
language as Mayurbhanj Ho seems to have two u sounds, one phonologically back 
and one that appears to be phonologically front (Anderson, Osada, and Harrison, this 
volume). Ramamurti also uses [] but notes that this sound is one that speakers are ‘apt 
to confuse with [i] and [e], so that it has not been possible to accurately distinguish 
between [i] and [] in all the words in which they occur’ (Ramamurti 1986:107). 
Clearly, the phonemic status of [] needs further study.
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2  The page numbers in this section refer to Ramamurti 1986.
3  This table is based on a thorough analysis of Ramamurti (1986) and of our  eld corpus. 

We do not exclude the possibility that additional clusters may occur.
4  Consonants followed by a glottal stop (in Ramamurti’s notation) may in fact be

 pre-glottalized, for example, {b} = [b]. Further analysis of the phonetics is 
required.

5  In Ramamurti’s transcription system, syllable coda [y] is transcribed as [i]; for example, 
penaipod ‘tobacco hoe’, osoimarn ‘  atterer’, sattoiber- ‘to declare’.

6  Note that this is a pan-Munda feature (dating from the Proto-Munda era) and indeed an 
archaic derivational process attested throughout the Austroasiatic languages.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Name of language

For this language (Ethnologue code [pcj]) a wide variety of names is in use: Gorum, 
Parengi/Parenga and Porja (Basa)/Poroja (Basa). Its speakers mostly refer to 
the  language as Porja Basa (Por[o]ja < Oriya prja ‘people’; Basa < Oriya bhasa 
 ‘language’) a name of obvious Indo-Aryan etymology.

The name now most widely used in linguistic and anthropological literature is 
Gorum. The etymology of this word is unclear, it is most probably of Munda  origin 
and can be segmented into two parts go- and rum. The second part rum may be 
(related to) the root that occurs in several Munda words for ‘(hu)man’ or ‘cat’ (cf. 
Gutob remol ‘man’, girem ‘cat’, the language name Remo, or the Gorum word for 
‘cat’ ruma). The prefix gV- very frequently occurs in lexemes denoting animal 
 species or people; it has been suggested to be a fossilized classifier for animate nouns 
(Anderson and Zide 2002, Smith 1975), but in some languages it is found in inani-
mate nouns as well. The use of prefixes (among other morphological processes) in 
free forms of nouns in Munda is a complex problem; for more, see Anderson and 
Zide (2002). The origin of the name Parengi/Parenga is unclear. In this chapter the 
tribe and the language will be referred to as Gorum.

1.2 Classification

Since the work of the Chicago Munda Language Project the position of Gorum in 
the Sora–Juray–Gorum (SJG) branch of South Munda is well established. Its wider 
connections in South Munda are disputed. Some (Zide and Stampe 1968) believe 
this group to form a larger subgroup called Koraput Munda, while others (Anderson 
2001a) view this to be an areal grouping, and SJG to have split off  from the rest of 
South Munda rather early.

1.3 Number of speakers and location of speakers

The Gorum, classified as a scheduled tribe by the Indian administration, are scattered 
over Koraput district of southern Orissa, specifically the former Nandapur and 
Pottangi taluks, and adjacent parts of Munchingput block of Visakhapatnam district, 
of northern Andhra Pradesh. Within southwestern Orissa, Gutob is spoken to the 
north of Gorum, with Gta to the west. Estimates of total numbers of speakers 
range from a handful to a few hundred to a few thousand. This results among other 
things from a confusing variety of ethnonyms and subgroupings of the tribe. The 
Gorum apply the name Gorum not only to themselves and their inherited language 
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but also to the neighboring Gutob (Gadaba). This may be the reason why Thurston 
(1909) treats the Parenga as a section of the Gadaba and also why the language 
documented under the name Gadaba (Vizagapatnam) in the Linguistic Survey of 
India (Grierson 1906) is actually Gorum. The name Parenga is even more complex. 
While it was the most common ethnonym for the tribe during the colonial period 
till recently, it is now sometimes assumed to be one section of the tribe, the Kolai 
being the other inferior or junior one (Parkin 1991). But the (non-Kolai) informants 
of Felix Rau insist that the Kolai are also Parenga, at the same time they can offer 
no name for the non-Kolai section except Parenga. Results of surveys are addition-
ally blurred by the fact that the Gorum prefer the Indo-Aryan Por[o]ja for self-
designation, this being a term also used by other tribes and castes speaking different 
Dravidian or Indo-Aryan languages.

All Gorum speakers are bilingual in Desia Oriya. Among the Gorum the speakers 
of the language are now a decreasing minority. The authors have met no speaker 
younger than 20–30 years old. It is apparently not used in village meetings or in 
 rituals any more but is restricted to occasional private communication among elders. 
It is severely endangered and possibly moribund, at least in Orissa.

1.4 Dialect divisions

There are two communalects, reported by Aze (1971, 1973) and A. Zide (1982), 
Gorum proper and the less linguistically Aryanized Kolai; the latter differs from the 
first variety in a number of mainly trivial ways. This  division seems to have nearly 
 vanished since that time and could not be verified by Rau  during his fieldtrips.

1.5 Literary status

Gorum is unwritten. The second language literacy rate among the Gorum is very 
low, the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005) reports a rate of 11.5% which is probably higher 
in Andhra Pradesh and lower in Orissa.

Gorum has been studied in English by Sitapati (1933), Bhattacharya (1954), 
A. Zide (1963, 1966, 1972, 1976, 1982, 1997), Aze (1971, 1973), Aze and Aze (1973) 
and in Oriya by Mahapatra (1995). It has recently been studied by Senkuttuvan 
(2002) and Rau (2004).

2 PHONOLOGY

Although phonology is the only part of the grammar of Gorum to which several 
publications are devoted, a lot of questions remain unsolved. For example Aze 
(1971, 1973) and A. Zide (1963, 1982) both analyzed the phonological system of 
Gorum and came to different conclusions. Further research has to be dedicated 
especially to prosodic and syllabic aspects in particular. The following presentation 
should therefore be considered no more than preliminary.

2.1 Vowel inventory

Like many languages of the Munda family, Gorum has a triangular five-vowel 
 system, shown in (1).
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 (1) /i/ [i, ] /u/ [u, ]
 /e/ [e, ] // [, o]

 /a/ [a]

/e/ is realized as [] in closed syllables as well as in syllables with some kind of 
 glottalization. The same conditions govern the variation between [i] and []. Although 
// is sometimes realized as [o] and /u/ sometimes as [], it is unknown whether the 
nature of this variation is idiolectal, positional, lexical or harmonic. Word-final /u/ 
can be reduced to [] or dropped entirely.

Examples showing various phonemic oppositions in the system of Gorum vocalism 
are given below:

 (2) ir-u ‘to jump’ ur-u ‘to tie loose’
 r-u ‘to plough’
 ar-u ‘to twist, to scrape out’
 ari-nu ‘to get choked’ are ‘stone’

The Gorum vowel system is far from simple however. In addition to the five basic 
short vowels, long and nasalized variants of these vowels may be found in a small 
numbers of Gorum words. The status of these phenomena is not certain, as is typical 
of Munda vowel systems. Vowel nasalization alternates with nasal consonants in 
certain consonant clusters, otherwise nasalization is predictable in an environment 
adjacent to nasals. However there remain a few unpredictable nasal vowels, for example, 
in the affirmative � or u� ‘yes’ which contrasts with the demonstrative n ‘this’.

There are also some words which exhibit a lengthened vowel, but most of them 
are loans from Desia Oriya, like laz [lad] ‘shame’. Additionally some vowels get 
lengthened when the word is emphasized in discourse, like ai ‘that one’ which some-
times becomes [ai], this is also true for loans like dinke ‘daily’ which may be realized 
emphatically as [dink� ].

2.2 Suprasegmental phenomena (tone, register)

The question whether Gorum possesses a register distinction is unresolved and 
depends on the interpretation of the glottal elements of the language. Arlene Zide 
(1982) distinguishes three different glottal phenomena in Gorum: the glottal stop 
//, creaky voice (represented in Zide (1982) by /H/) and glottalized syllable-final 
obstruents. But she treats both the glottal stop as well as the creaky voice as segments, 
and the glottalization of syllable-final voiced obstruents as a non-phonemic process. 
Thus Zide does not assume any register in Gorum. Aze (1971, 1972) treats all these 
phenomena as one prosodic feature ‘glottalization’, and therefore comes nearer to 
assuming a register distinction.

Three phenomena are phonetically identifiable: the creaky voice extends over 
the whole syllable rhyme and effects its voice quality as in example (3). The glottal 
stop is, if  not followed by a different vowel, accompanied by an echo vowel of the 
 preceding vowel (as in most if  not all Munda languages), and although the stop is 
sometimes weakened by opening, it produces minimal-to-no coarticulatory effects 
on the voice quality of the surrounding segments. The glottalized consonants are 
syllable-final stops accompanied by a glottal stop or a glottal constriction and are, 
depending on the following sounds, unreleased or have a nasal release (4). These 
are often called ‘checked consonants’ in the literature on Munda.
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 (3) a'l ‘hole (for pounding rice)’ [�l�]
 al-u ‘to thatch’

 (4) a-u ‘to do’
 a ‘water’ [aa]
 ad ‘for’ [ad]/[adn]

As is well-known, the pre-glottalized or ‘checked’ release of voiced obstruents in 
coda position is a family level characteristic of Munda, found in both North and 
South Munda, and indeed is one of the characteristic features of Munda phonology 
as a whole, distinguishing these languages in this way from Dravidian and Indo-
Aryan languages of South Asia. Similarly, an echo or release vowel often accom-
panies syllables with glottalized nuclei and/or glottal stop in coda position, even 
in North Munda (cf. the description of Ho (Anderson et al.) this volume). Creaky 
voice, on the other hand, is characteristically Gorum, being absent, for example, 
even in (most varieties of) the closely related Sora (although Gajapati Sora may well 
have something cognate with this, see Anderson and Harrison, this volume-b), but 
may be historically related to various other kinds of suprasegmental phenomena in 
Munda, for example, Korku low tone or certain kinds of aspiration in Kharia seen 
at particular morpheme juncture loci.

In the current stage of research, it remains unclear whether there are one, two, 
or three contrasting glottal phenomena in Gorum and what their place in the pho-
nological system of the language might be. So whether Gorum should be regarded 
a register language and thus probably preserves the distinction reconstructed for 
Proto-Munda (Zide 1976) and Proto-Austroasiatic (Diffloth 1989), or not, is still an 
unresolved question.

2.3 Consonant inventory

From a South Asian perspective, Gorum consonantism is characterized by a lack 
of phonemic aspiration and a peripheral dental/retroflex distinction. The status of 
the dental and retroflex articulation is not as prominent as in other South Asian 
languages and has a very limited distinctive function in Gorum. All of these Gorum 
features are typical of Munda vis-à-vis Dravidian and Indo-Aryan; native vocabu-
lary has only // except the word dunom ‘cattle’. On the other hand the phoneme /t/ 
occurs frequently. The retroflex nasal and lateral are missing completely and the dif-
ference between dental and retroflex articulation is lost in coda position. Therefore 
Aze (1971) did not assume a systematic separation of retroflex and dental sounds. 
Another characteristic of the Gorum sound system is the absence of palatal stops 
which have been replaced by the alveolar fricatives /s/ [s] and /z/ [z] varying with [d].1 
The palatal nasal is remarkably rare and its phonemic status is disputable. Similar 
arguments have been made for other Munda languages as well, for example, Ho 
(Anderson et al. this volume).

 (5) p t s ( ) k 
 b (d) z  g

 m n ( )  
 r, l 
 y
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The series of glottalized unreleased stops mentioned in the preceding section are 
allophones of their voiced counterparts and occur in the coda or in morpheme-final 
position. The only question is how to treat [-] (graphically represented as j, follow-
ing Mundological tradition) whose counterpart could only be the alveolar fricative 
/z/ or the palatal approximant /y/; both would be exceptions. But the whole palatal 
series is exceptional since the palatal nasal // occurs rarely and often sounds less like 
[ ] and more like a slightly nasalized version of the palatal approximant [y� ].

There are a few words with non-glottalized unreleased voiced stops in the coda: 
[bag] ‘two’ and [yag] ‘three’ but phonologically they might best be represented as 
bagu and yagu/yagi (cf. so-called Dravidianized Gadba (Gutob) pronunciation 
(Subba Rao and Patnaik (1992)). Unvoiced obstruents in the coda are rare but there 
are instances of /p/, /t/ and /k/ all clearly distinguished from the unreleased voiced 
obstruents by a very audible though slightly delayed aspiration in careful pronuncia-
tion. Note that Aze (1971, 1973) does not allow syllable-final unvoiced stops. More 
 experimental work will have to be performed to resolve this issue.

Loanwords (mostly from Desia Oriya) possess a different phonology. Here dental 
and retroflex sounds in the coda are distinguished and voiced stops are allowed 
in the coda. Since most speakers of Gorum are primary users of Desia Oriya, the 
picture drawn above might nowadays not be psychologically adequate anymore. We 
therefore represent the glottalized obstruents by the combination of a small super-
script glottal stop and the corresponding consonant (C). However this glottal stop 
has to be distinguished from the phoneme // which has been discussed together with 
the creaky voice in the preceding section.

2.4 Syllable structure and phonotactics

With very few exceptions, Gorum syllables have the structure C1VC2 in which C1, C2 
or both can be empty. There are no consonant clusters in the Gorum syllable, with 
two exceptions:

There are consonants in the syllable coda which are preceded by their homo-organic 
nasal alternating with a nasalization of the preceding vowel as in the following 
examples:

 (6) [ru�kh]~[rukh] ‘husked rice’
 [ta�kh]~[takh] ‘cooked rice’

In native Gorum words the phenomenon seems to be restricted to [kh]. Thus there 
are three possibilities: we can either assume a maximal syllable structure C1VC2C3 with 
/k/ being the only allowed cluster in the coda, or treat [kh] as a single segment /k/, 
or regard the vowel as phonologically nasalized. Similar arguments for phonologically 
pre-nasalized unit segments have been made in the discussion of syllable  phonotactics 
of other Munda languages as well, for example, Santali (Anderson 2001b).

The other exception to the proposed rule for syllable structure is the cluster [dr]/
[r] which occurs in some words in syllable onset:

 (7) ruka [rukha] ‘tiger’
 indra [in.dra] ‘medicine’

While ruka clearly violates the assumed syllable structure, indra may actually be 
inra  and thus conform to the assumed maximal syllable like another candidate for 
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an exceptional syllable structure mnly ‘five’, which varies between [mnli�] and 
[mndli�].

Additionally there are a few restrictions on single phonemes. The retroflex flap // 
is restricted to intervocalic position except for the word kia ‘when (temporal)’ and 
maybe a few other words but never occurs in the onset. The glottal stop does also 
not occur in the onset and this same restriction holds true for the velar nasal //; 
two apparent exceptions are discussed in the following paragraph in connection with 
syllabic properties of segments.

An uninvestigated part of the Gorum syllable is the nucleus. While mostly  occupied 
by one simple vowel, there are instances where the whole syllable consists of an // 
like in [.gai)] ‘which’ and [.] ‘darkness’. Another aspect of the nucleus are words 
with two vowels like li ‘irrigated field’, biel ‘non-irrigated field’ or ab ‘vegeta-
bles’. It is unknown whether they should be regarded as disyllabic or monosyllabic. 
Possible vowel combinations are shown in Box 8.1:

2.5 Intonation/stress

According to Aze (1971:35), in Gorum isolated words, that is, those produced 
in  isolation or not embedded within a larger prosodic structure, stress is gener-
ally found in word-final position, if  the final syllable is closed; otherwise, pri-
mary stress falls on the penultimate syllable in Gorum nominal forms. Gorum 
verb forms exhibit a range of  morpholexical complications that deviate from this 
idealized system.

2.6 Morphophonology

No more than two sequences of vowels are found in any Gorum stem. In morphe-
mically complex forms, three vowels may arise morphotactically. Generally, the first 
one is lost (and the means of encoding a grammatical category in some instances). 
This coalescence may occur in similar morphotactic locations with disallowed or 
dis-preferred two-vowel sequences as well.

 (8) le-a-bu let’s dance’ > [le.aabu] ~ [laabu]
 ne--tu ‘we will sell it’, often [ntu] (Aze 1971:33)

 i e u  a
i  biel ‘non-irrigated  li ‘irrigated field’ miam ‘blood’
  field’
e erei-nu ‘to nod’     
u ui ‘to go’    adua ‘sunset’
 mnli ‘five’    a ‘to dance’
a gai ‘to dig’   ab’vegetables’

BOX 8.1: POSSIBLE VOWEL COMBINATIONS IN GORUM
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Consonant clusters in morphologically determined contexts exceed those typically 
found stem-internally in Gorum, that is, the morphotactics may differ not insignificantly 
from the phonotactics of uninflected stem forms. For example (Aze 1971:30), clusters 
of consonant followed by alveolar stop or nasal are restricted to the following mor-
phological contexts: -Ct- is limited to verbs with stem-final consonants followed by 
the -tu NPST element, -C- clusters are basically found in nouns alone with the -i 
‘noun auxiliary’, -Cn- clusters arise through the use of the common -nu GEN/modifier 
or the -n(u) subject affected (usually intransitive) element; lastly clusters in which 
the initial element is an [r], that is -rC-, are limited to (verb) forms preceded by the 
negative prefix ar- (or r-).

3 MORPHOLOGY

3.1 Nominal morphology

As is the case with many Munda languages, the real complexity of the morphology 
of Gorum lies in the verb, but nominal forms nevertheless encode a range of func-
tional categories, including number, a limited system of adnominal relations marked 
by case-like elements, person, etc.

3.1.1 Number

Gorum distinguishes two number categories in the noun: singular and plural.2 While 
singular is unmarked, plural is marked by the suffix -gi. This suffix nearly always 
takes the last affix slot on the noun.

 (9) (a) ana-nm-gi
 elder.brother-2SG.POSS-PL

 ‘your elder brothers’
 (b) gursud-nen-gi
 mosquito-DEM-PL

 ‘These mosquitoes’ (Aze and Aze 1973:300)

The first and second person pronouns are an exception in that they show separate 
plural stems bile and mai, respectively, whereas the third person pronoun nod 
takes the regular plural marker.

The plural suffix does not seem to be used to form honorific forms of nouns 
as in other South Asian languages. But occasionally another non-standard use is 
found in juxtaposed singular nouns which together form the subject or object of the 
clause and are then as a group of singular terms collectively marked with the plural 
marker:

 (10) aya-ni aba-ni-gi zel-ey
 mother-1SG.POSS father-1SG.POSS-PL tell-3PL

 ‘My father and mother told’ (Aze andAze 1973:250)

There are some nouns which possess no plural form, but number agreement in 
Gorum may also be semantic, as in the case of the Desia Oriya loan lk, which 
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triggers plural agreement, although the noun lacks the plural suffix itself, as in the 
following example:

 (11) enu-nu lk uubun bay-j=gi3

 Enung-ATTR people yesterday come-PST-PL

 ‘The people from Enung came yesterday.’

Some expressions are marked by the marker igin4 which can be analyzed as 
 consisting of the -i which will be discussed in section 3.1.4, the plural marker -gi, 
and an element -n probably connected with either the locative suffix -n or the attributive 
marker -nu. They sometimes are generic expressions but always denote some sort of 
collective. In accordance with the supposed plural marker component of igin, these 
expressions trigger plural agreement.

 (12) seda-igin bay=gi=ni mi ba.
 constable-COLL come=3PL.SUBJ=PROG 1SG place
 ‘Officials come to me’

Note also that there is a clitic =gi as in the two previous examples which marks 
third person plural on verbs replacing, or reinforcing, the regular plural suffix 
-ey. Whether the nominal -gi and the verbal =gi are actually historically identical 
remains to be investigated. A cognate element is found in numerous other Munda 
languages.

3.1.2 Case

There are two case forms in Gorum: object/oblique marking and locational/genitive 
marking.

The formal expression of  grammatical case relations is restricted to object forms 
of  pronominals in Gorum. Like in Gutob-Remo, but unlike most other South 
Asian (or other) languages, this objective case relation is encoded by what might 
be analyzed as the prefix e-. Nouns are combined with the postpositional element 
etur; these nouns can be picked up anaphorically as case-marked pronominals. The 
postposition etur is part of  a series of  (locational/directional) postpositions: etur 
‘OBJ’, tur ‘from’, entur ‘to, towards’, and batur ‘with’. The elements e-, -, and 
en- are directly connected with the deictic part of  the demonstrative system which 
possesses an e-, -, as well as an en- series (see section 3.1.7). The remaining ba is 
also used without the element -tur and can be related to the noun ba ‘place’ (cf. 
bo[] locatives in  various other Munda languages; also cf. the Juang comitative/
instrumental).

For third singular pronouns the e- element is combined with the third person 
subject pronoun stem nd(-gi) forming end(-gi). The first and second person 
pronouns however are a combination of  the e- element and the affix form of  the 
respective pronoun either from the series used for object marking on the verb or 
from the series used for indicating the possessor on the possessed.

From a comparative Munda or even Austroasiatic perspective (cf. Tao-îh, Solntseva 
1996), case prefixes attached to pronominal stems are expected. Only the vocalism 
is unexpected in Gorum. It has perhaps been partially reformed on the basis of the 
third singular pronoun form, which is deictic in origin.

The objective form also marks experiencer and other ‘dative’ subject-type 
 constructions. In a ditransitive argument structure the recipient/goal participant 
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is marked as object and so is treated like the object in a monotransitive argument 
structure. Thus like other South Munda languages Gorum follows the primary 
object pattern (Dryer 1986).

While the use of etur with animate nouns is obligatory, its use with object pronouns 
and inanimate nouns is optional. The conditions of variation in both cases and 
whether they are meaningful or not remains unclear.

The adnominal marker -n, which may be connected with the modifier -nu since the 
loss of word-final /u/ is very frequent, is used to mark possessors as well as goal or 
location functions. In its former use, it attaches to any (pro-)nominal stem.

 (13) (a) mam-nu miam kalay bb
 you-GEN blood mark dear
 ‘your blood stain, my dear’ (Aze and Aze 1973:323)
 (b) aya-y zel-u ad mu-n gzgi-y
  mother-3.POSS tell-PST for Modu-MODFR trousers-3.POSS

 ta-ru u phei ba tb-u taj
 come.out-PST and trunk place put-PST AUX

  ‘because his mother told him this Modu took off  his trousers and put 
them in the trunk’ (Aze and Aze 1973:229)

The same case element also has a locative or allative meaning (or general ‘oblique’) 
in certain formations, for example, with certain demonstratives and inherently 
 locational elements.

 (14) (a) en-le etur begi zel-i-le-ay ini-n nay-a ki
  OBJ-we DO quickly tell-EPEN-1PL-CLOC this-LOC what-EMPH Q

 m-la-ru m-k-u*
 2-hit-PST 2-AUX-AFF

  ‘tell us quickly, what is it that you have put in this?’ (Aze and Aze 
1973:323)

 (b) tl-u* u zig-y zin-ey u lb-n
  fasten-AFF and leg-3.POSS pass-LV and ground-LOC

 rgd-ru* u*i
 trail-PST.AFF AUX:AFF

  ‘when he fastened them, they went past his legs and trailed onto the 
ground.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:228)

3.1.3 Person

There is one kind of person-marking on nouns: The possessor may be marked for 
person and number on the possessed noun, mostly on body parts and kin terms (i.e. 
canonically inalienably possessed nouns), but sometimes on other nouns as well. 
But this is probably restricted to relations that are conceptualized as inalienable 
 possession or at least socioculturally determined inalienability as in the second exam-
ple below. For a Gorum family the possession of fields, especially irrigated ones, is 
socially highly important, since religious rituals concerning the household and the 
village are connected with the fields and the harvest grown on them. Thus, although 
a household can de facto sell a li ‘irrigated field’, it remains connected to the 
former possessor even after generations.
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 (15) (a) nay aba-nm-nu aya-nm-nu zag le-tay-m-ay
 what father-2-GEN mother-2-GEN bone 1PL-give-2OBJ-CLOC

 ‘Shall we give you your parent’s bones?’ (Aze and Aze 1973:318)
 (b) bile li-le pu bay=ni.
 We irrigated.field-1PL.POSS rain.water come-PROG

 ‘Rain water is coming into our fields.’

The set of possessor markers shows close resemblance in the first and second person 
to the respective object markers on the verb. Both sets are given below:

 (16) possessor marker object marker

 1 SG -ni -i
 2 SG -nm -m
 3 SG -y Ø
 1 PL -le -( i )le
 2 PL -be -( i )be
 3 PL -y(-gi) Ø

In the third person plural, A. Zide (1997:255) gives -ygi. Our informants do not 
distinguish between third person singular and plural possessor and use the plural 
marker -gi only for marking the plural of  the possessed. Thus while ana-y-gi (elder.
brother-3POSS-PL) with A. Zide’s information can mean ‘his elder brothers’, ‘their 
elder brothers’, and ‘their elder brother’ our information rules out the last meaning, 
but then aba-y (father-3POSS) is ambiguous between ‘his father’ and ‘their father’. 
The latter meaning is ruled out in the situation described in A. Zide (1997).

There is one phenomenon of person marking on nouns, which occurs in the 
 preamble of some stories and sometimes in the story texts themselves. A noun used 
to address a second person group – in the case of a story preamble example, like 
the one below, mostly the audience – is combined with the second person singular 
 possessor marker -nm. There are no instances of second person plural marking 
even though the referent is clearly a plural noun. Neither the mechanisms allowing 
this marking nor its semantics and pragmatics are known.

 (17) o bub-nm bay bay bj sama zel-u taj-u
 EXCL child-2POSS come come one story tell-INF give-INF

 ‘Oh you children come come I will tell a story.’

3.1.4 Definiteness

Gorum possesses no article or any other device uniquely used for marking  definiteness 
or indefiniteness. Beside demonstratives, pronouns, and proper nouns, which are 
inherently definite, there are some affixes and clitics signaling definiteness of nouns 
though not encoding it. All these words have in common that their semantics are 
only roughly known.

The nominal affix -i glossed by Aze and Aze (1973:214) as ‘focus’ and explained 
to be an equivalent of the definite article seems indeed to be a strong indicator of 
definiteness. Note however, that it also combines with words that are inherently defi-
nite like proper nouns. Aze and Aze (1973:214) have recognized the suffix -n to be 
an allomorph of -i used after vowels. We gloss it simply here as -i; in forms cited 
from Aze, we retain his use of -FOC.
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 (18) Ramdas-i aytene', Sobas-i aytene', Liti-n aytene'
 Ramdas-i like.that Sobas-i like.that Liti-i like.that
 ‘Ramdas is like that, Sobas is like that, Liti is like that’

Two demonstratives ini ‘this’, ai ‘that’ are frequently used adnominally as demon-
strative determiners. Both convey a component of definiteness and at least the first 
probably contains the formative -i discussed above.

Another proximal demonstrative =nen appears as a clitic in Gorum and though 
its semantic and pragmatic effects are far from understood, it functions as a topic 
marking device, with effects often like those in conditional sentences. It also seems 
to convey a component of definiteness, which is not surprising when its origin in the 
demonstrative system is taken into account.

 (19) gzgi-nen ar-man-ey-i-ay
 trouser-this NEG-suit-LV-1OBJ-CLOC

 ‘These trousers do not fit me.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:228)

Like in other South Asian languages, object marking on inanimate nouns, where it 
is optional, may also be connected with definite arguments.

3.1.5 Class/gender

In the grammar of Gorum no morphologically marked class or gender exists. Nevertheless 
inanimate and animate nouns are in some respects treated differently. As mentioned above 
animate nouns in object position are obligatorily marked while inanimate nouns are not. 
Inanimate nouns do not seem to be picked up with  anaphoric pronouns. Historically, 
class may once have been a semi-productively encoded  feature of Austroasiatic morphol-
ogy, possibly seen frozen in a lexicalized way in the Gorum nominal derivation patterns, 
discussed in section 3.1.10 below. Additionally there are pairs of loanwords from Desia 
Oriya showing a lexical male/female distinction, for example, banza ‘nephew’ and banzi 
‘niece’ as well as buka ‘dwarf’ and buki ‘dwarf-girl’. Such couplets form a minor system 
of masculine/feminine gender oppositions across the Munda languages.

3.1.6 Pronouns

Gorum has a set of subject pronouns and a set of object pronouns. There is no dual 
or inclusive–exclusive distinction. The possible source of the object pronoun set has 
been discussed in section 3.1.1. Note that the first person subject pronoun appears to 
be partially analogically re-formed perhaps on the basis of such forms as the second 
singular pronoun (with initial m- not n-). The object forms reflect the earlier forms, 
based on comparison with other Munda languages.

 (20) Subject Object

 1s mi eni
 2s ma enm
 3s nd end
 1pl bile enle
 2pl mai enbe
 3pl ndgi endgi
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Aze (1973) has an alternative second form bai beside mai  for the second person 
plural subject, while A. Zide (1997:255) lists only babi  as the second person plural 
subject. In the texts published by Aze and Aze (1973) an alternative form mam for 
the second person singular subject also appears.

 (21) bile da-u  le�-ru da-u le-ru
 we do-INF 1PL.AFF-PST  do-INF 1PL-PST

 ‘we are doing it.’ ‘we are doing it.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:314)

Zero anaphora is frequent but its pragmatics are not known. The interrogative 
 pronouns of Gorum are my ‘who’ and its objective form emy ‘to whom’ for 
 animate referents and nay ‘what’, enay ‘to what’ for inanimate referents and the 
interrogative pronoun for the possessor monay.

3.1.7 Demonstratives

As in other Munda languages the demonstrative system of Gorum is rather  complex. 
It has not been studied until now and on account of the rapid loss of proficient 
speakers it might be already too late to study it in all its pragmatic nuances. The 
tables below are a tentative list of the different demonstratives and other words 
showing a systematic resemblance with the demonstrative system and trying to order 
them in a sensible manner. They are not supposed to be exhaustive nor are the trans-
lations supposed to be minute paraphrases of their semantic or pragmatic content.

 (22) e ‘this’ en ‘this one’ et ‘that one’ etur ‘OBJECT’

   ent ‘that one’ entur ‘to, towards’
  ini ‘this’ ai ‘that’ 

The demonstrative pronouns given above do show very little regularity: there is a series 
of pronouns all having an element e combined with an element n PROXIMATE or an 
 element t DISTAL; e ‘this’ may also stand alone, but how this form contrasts with the other 
two forms is unknown. The object  marking postposition etur is probably grammatical-
ized from this series, Aze (1973b) gives for etur the meaning ‘to, towards’ in addition to 
the object marking function.5 Due to incompleteness of the data, it is unclear whether 
there is a separate en-series, but the existence of the postposition entur ‘to, towards’ 
is a strong hint that it is indeed a separate series. There are two other demonstratives, 
which have a DISTAL/PROXIMATE contrast: ini ‘this’ and ai ‘that’. They are the most 
 frequent demonstratives of Gorum applied for local and non-local referents which can 
be  animate as well as inanimate and they nearly always appear adnominally.

The e-series shows strong resemblance with the locational deictics, which possess 
a se-series and an -series parallel to the e-series with -n in its proximate and -t in its 
distal form. The -form also forms a corresponding postposition with the formative 
-tur. Both se- and -series have a directional component as part of their meaning. 
The other locational demonstratives tin/tun ‘here’ and tit/tut ‘there’ are not directed. 
Whether or not the vowel alternation is meaningful, as in the positional postpositions 
ali ‘on, above’ and alu ‘in, into’, is unknown. There is an interrogative tigay/tugay 
‘where’ in the locational deixis series. There is also an interrogative for the temporal 
deixis agay ‘when’, but no corresponding demonstratives seem to exist. There is also 
a series of manner demonstratives and one for quantity, contrasting PROXIMATE and 
DISTAL, and corresponding to an interrogative series containing the formative -ay.
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 (23) se ‘this  sen ‘this side, in front set ‘that side, 
 side’ of’ behind’
  ‘yonder’ n ‘hither’ t ‘yonder’ tur 
    ‘from’ 
  tin ‘here’ tit ‘there’  tigay ‘where’
  tun ‘here’ tut ‘there’  tugay ‘where’
     agay ‘when’
  ayne ‘like this’ ayte ‘like that’  amnay ‘how’
  ine ‘this much’ ite ‘that much’  ijay ‘how 
     much’

3.1.8 Numerals

The inherited numerals of Gorum have been replaced to various degrees by their 
Desia Oriya equivalents. While the numerals from ‘one’ to ‘three’ are still used fre-
quently, the numerals ‘four’ and ‘five’ are not actually used any more but are still 
remembered today and can be elicited. The numerals for ‘six’ and ‘seven’ could not 
be verified during recent fieldwork on Gorum but are uniformly reported in the 
older literature.6 These numerals are given below:

 (24) bj bag yag ungi mnly turgi gulgi
  bagu yagu 
   yagi
 ‘one’ ‘two’ ‘three’ ‘four’ ‘five’ ‘six’ ‘seven’

For the numerals beyond ‘seven’ our knowledge is restricted, and the information 
is limited and contradictory. N. Zide (1978:61) lists all the variants from different 
older sources and field notes in the case of Aze and Zide. There are never less than 
three alternatives, and their forms differ widely. These and the ones from Mahapatra 
(1995) are given below for each numeral.

 (25) ‘eight’ tamgi galgi gul boj galga
  Sitapati (1933) Zide Aze  Mahapatra (1994)

 ‘nine’ timgi algab galgab talgi galba
  Sitapati (1933) Zide Zide Aze Mahapatra (1994)

 ‘ten’ galgi galgab algab alga
 Aze, Bhattacharya (1954), 
 Sitapati (1933), Zide Zide Zide Mahapatra (1994)

Numbers above ‘ten’ are always borrowed from Desia Oriya.

3.1.9 Adpositions

Gorum makes use of a range of postpositions in various grammaticalized ways. 
They can be grouped according to their lexical component. The first group consists 
of postpositions formed with the formative -tur. They mostly encode directional 
meaning, but the most frequent member of this group is the object marker etur that 
has already been discussed in section 3.1.2 above.
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 (26) abi-ni etur mitad zum-t-ey-gi m
 sister-1 DO today eat-NPST-PL-PL must

 ‘Oh today they will eat my sister.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:325)

Other members of that group are: tur ‘from’, entur ‘to, towards’, and batur ‘with’. 
The last postposition is a combination of -tur with ba which can be used separately 
as a postposition with a locational/directional meaning and is most likely identical 
with the noun ba ‘place’.

 (27) (a) t tur bay=gi=ni
  there from come=3PL=PROG

  ‘from there they are coming.’
 (b) a'su-i ba sat a'su ne-aj ne-gi knek kumab iku

 house-FOC place seven house 1-climb 1-see little powder NEG

  ‘I climbed into the lofts of seven houses and saw that there was not even 
a little powder.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:320)

Another group of postpositions is formed with -i/-u and encode stationary topo-
logical relations. Members of this group are ali ‘on, above’ and alu ‘in, into’ and 
ti ‘onto, upon’

 (28) lug alu bj tsunia kuntur uku-ru'
 hole inside one shrew rat be-PST.AFF

 ‘Inside the hole there was a shrew.’ NB: -ru'. (Aze and Aze 1973:270)

3.1.10 Derivation

As in many South Munda languages (Anderson and Zide 2002), a variety of 
 pan-Munda root forms may be identified in the makeup of a wide range of free 
forms of nouns in Gorum. The pattern, seen over and over again throughout not just 
Munda but also Austroasiatic languages as a whole (and the numerous Austroasiatic 
subgroups) is for certain prefixes, infixes, processes of reduplication, compounding, 
etc. (which may reflect formerly active processes) to be used in the derivation of 
acceptable free forms of nouns derived from a common pool of monosyllabic noun 
stems. That is, most free forms of nouns have some kind of internal morphemic 
structure. Some of the more salient of these derivational devices are discussed briefly 
below. It should be noted however, that these processes are not productive anymore 
and that the internal structure of noun forms are not transparent for the speakers 
in any sense.

Prefixes used in nominal free forms in Gorum include pi-, bu-/bo/-, u-, a- (<?*n-), 
k/gV[N]-, su/sV-, infixes -n-, --, and suffixes (?) -om, -li (could be compound 
 elements), and the compound prefix elements au- and ta-.

 (29) pi- 
 pitm ‘wooden pillow, rolling plate’ pisap ‘chicken’

 bu- (*could be reduplication)
 budi ‘ash’ bunl ‘soft’ bub ‘child’* bubu ‘snake’*
 burb ‘lung’ ?? bsu ‘salt’

 (30) u-
 usal ‘skin, leather’ uru ‘bamboo’
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 (31) a- (<?*n-)
 aka ‘father’s mother’ akan ‘elder brother’s wife’
 asu ‘sick’ asu ‘younger’
 arub ‘crab’ aub ‘breast’
 alub ‘hare’ as ‘shit’ (cf. aslu ‘ear-wax’)
 au ‘mother’ ary ‘fly’ ara ‘tree’ (cf. arasali ‘tree bark’)
 anu ‘elder brother’ au ‘younger brother’, ‘brother’s son’
 aril ‘hailstone’ are ‘stone’ ala ‘straw’

 (32) kV-
 kuril ‘snake’ kula ‘tiger’
 kus ‘dog’ kib ‘cow buffalo’
 kibu ‘bear’ ki�sr ‘antelope’ ku ‘fire’
 kiky ‘hen’ kuur ‘camel’

 (33) gV-
 gutr ‘small boy’ giyei ‘lizard’ gusi ‘ghost’
 gurgi ‘shame’ gu�ub ‘fist’ glia ‘black drongo’
 gmra ‘shoulder’ gn ‘throat, neck’

 (34) kVn-
 kanmun ‘pig’
 ?? knun ‘daughter-in-law’ may also be -n-
 kinmed ‘goat’
 kina ‘river’

 (35) su-??
 sua ‘parrot’ suub ‘leaf cap’ sumr ‘deer’
 s ‘elephant trunk’ ?? 

There are at least two distinct reduplication patterns attested in Gorum nominal 
 lexemes. The first type is CVC copy, or CV when there is no C2 or if  C2 is a stop when 
there is no copy of the coda consonant.

 (36) sisi ‘meat, flesh’ lulu ‘shadow’ sasa ‘turmeric, yellow’
 samsam ‘riddle’ gumgum ‘cheek’ jj ‘storm’
 saisai ‘to stir’ gaga ‘rice’ (cf. gaa ‘eat’)
 balbalu ‘hot’

The second type is a full copying, compare balbalu and samsam with jimijimi.

 (37) jimijimi ‘drizzling’

Sometimes it is hard to know if  a prefix or a reduplication is involved in the  derivation 
of the free form of a given noun.

 (38) ssn ‘testicle’

Other forms appear to reflect old compounds, some transparent, some not.

 (39) t ‘mouth’ tr ‘snore’

 (40) au-
 aukibu ‘she-bear’ aukus ‘bitch’ aukula ‘tigress’
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 (41) ta-
 tali ‘bullock’ takur ‘horse’
 mu ‘nose’ mu -lup ‘nostril’ mu-e ‘snot’

Some forms with final vowels in Gorum may reflect a vocalization of a previous 
glottal/laryngeal or nasal segment.

 (42) bulu ‘thigh’ pi ‘bird’

Compound elements or derivational suffixes found in Gorum may include -li and -om.

 (43) (a) -li ??
 tali ‘bullock’
 (b) -m ??
 dunm ‘cow’ pitm ‘wooden pillow, rolling plate’

Combining forms of nouns found in noun incorporation (section 3.2.11) also serve as the 
combining form for noun+noun formations in Gorum: guura ‘pus’  (ripe-water)’
Deverbal nouns derived by infixed -Vn- are not infrequent in Gorum. If  a stem is 
reduplicated (like ‘sweep’) or has an incorporated noun (‘drink’), the -n- form is 
attached to the stem form lacking these.

 (44) raj ‘to comb’ rinaj ‘comb’
 re ‘keep’ rina ‘wooden platform over hearth for keeping things’
 juj ‘sweep’ jn ‘broomstick’

The suffix -nu can form nouns from verbs as well in Gorum.

 (45) ai ‘to play’ ainu ‘game’

Some constructions have been borrowed from Indo-Aryan.

 (46) amaru ‘to shave’ amarulk ‘barber’
ama ‘front’ amanulk ‘ancestor’ (literally front-GEN/ATTR-person)

 panu ‘sew’ panukar ‘tailor’
 a ‘dance’ akar ‘dancer, actor’

Note the following derivationally related set of forms:

 (47) kun ‘sing’ kunkun ‘song’ kunkunkar ‘singer’

Noun+Noun compounding with both elements appearing in a free form is also 
attested in Gorum.

 (48) kumda don-ay u kumda kõl bag don-ay u
pumpkin take-CLOC/IMP and pumpkin leaf two take-CLOC/IMP and

a-ad u tut tari u don-na+
REDPL-chop and there cook and take-IMP.AFF

‘Bring pumpkin and then bring some pumpkin leaves and then chop them 
up and cook them here and take them.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:318)

3.1.11 Adjectives

The lexical category adjective, if  it exists at all, consists of a few lexemes like 
asaj ‘black’, asel ‘white’, lup ‘big’, and asu ‘small’. There is a limited number of 
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 further candidates but the category adjective is definitely a small closed set. Adjectives 
precede the noun they modify if  they are used attributively and are  combined with 
the verb uku ‘to be, to stay’ when they are used predicatively. In contrast to other 
attributes they are not specially marked in this function.

 (49) lup saka-y yu-ru ga-ru sun-ru
big brother-3POSS remove-PST eat-PST say-PST

‘The big brother took it and ate.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:322)

More generally modifiers precede nouns and nearly always bear the genitive/ 
attributive modifier suffix -nu. This may attach to plural or case-marked nouns as 
well as to whole phrases or sentences.

 (50) bagi-nu lk en r-a-ey=gi
lazy-MODFR folk this NEG-do-3PL=3PL

‘lazy folk will not do this.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:314)

3.1.12 Adverb(ial)s

Adverbials in Gorum are uninflected elements that precede the verbs they modify. 
Adverbials are not frequent and many words used as adverbials are loanwords like 
in the example below, begi ‘quickly’ a word used in Telugu and Oriya, which entered 
the Gorum lexicon probably via Desia where it is also frequently used. A variety 
of expressive formations serve as adverbial elements in Gorum like in the second 
example tsptspa (see also section 3.3) as well.

 (51) (a) begi zel-i-le-ay.
quickly tell-EPEN-1PL.OBJ-CLOC

‘Tell us quickly!’
(b) tsptspa ga-r-ey la-r-ey

quickly eat-PST-3PL:SUBJ hit-PST-3PL

‘They gobbled it up.’

3.2 Verbal morphology

3.2.1 Subject

The person and number categories for ‘subject’ (or S/A, i.e. Gorum shows  nominative/
accusative alignment) are marked by affixes on the verb. These affixes are given below.

 (52) sg pl
1 ne- le-
2 m- b-
3  -ey/=gi

The first and second person are marked by prefixes, which are always in the first slot.

 (53) ne-ab-sj-t-m
1SG-CAUS-learn-NPST-2OBJ

‘I will teach you.’

The third person subject marking differs from the first and second person  marking. 
Third person singular is zero marked and overt third person plural marking is 
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 exceptional. There are two plural subject markers in Gorum, -ey and =gi. The  suffix 
-ey is the default marker. It follows the tense marking on the verb. This is the place 
taken by the object markers, as can also be seen from the fact that -ey never occurs 
together with object markers. With respect to its morphological characteristics, 
the subject marker -ey behaves more like an object marker, even in some  syntactic 
respects, for example, in the progressive construction (discussed below under 
section 3.2.12), its behavior is parallel to the object markers. But syntactically it 
agrees with subject pronouns. Additionally it differs from object markers in that 
it cannot occur together with the cislocative affix -ay, which directly follows the 
object marker. If  either an object affix or the cislocative affix is present, or both, the 
usage of -ey is blocked and the marker =gi is used. This marker always occupies the last 
position on the verb (except when followed by the progressive clitic =ni). In the case 
of  some complex predicates consisting of  more than one finite verb in contrast with 
the other person markers which occur on both verbs, it normally occurs only once 
(on the last verb). The following sentences are examples for the behavior of  =gi. 
The morphosyntactic properties of=gi suggest that it is more likely a clitic.7

 (54) (a) eni la-r-i=gi
OBJ:I hit-PST-1OBJ=3PL

‘They hit me.’
(b) enu-nu lk uubun u--ay

Enung-ATTR people yesterday depart-PST-CLOC

bay=gi
come/PST=3PL.SUBJ

‘The people from Enung came here yesterday.’

The two plural suffixes in Gorum verbs very seldom occur at the same time on 
the same predicate as in the example below. Whether this double subject marking 
on the verb is meaningful is unknown.

 (55) bagi-nu lk en r-a-ey=gi
lazy-MODFR folk this NEG-do-3PL=3PL

‘lazy folk will not do this.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:314)

3.2.2 Object types

The ‘object’ (or OBJ) is realized through a series of suffixes. Only first and second 
 person object are marked. In addition to indexing arguments encoding patient, 
recipient, beneficiary, and even possessor, the ‘object’ series of inflections in Gorum 
also refer to experiencer arguments as well.

 (56) aa-r-i-ay
thirsty-PST-1OBJ-CLOC

‘I was thirsty.’

 (57) Gorum
 sg pl
1 -i -ile
2 -m -ibe
3 -Ø -Ø
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These markers coincide in the main in both form and function with both Sora and 
Juang, suggesting that this likely is a retention of an archaic feature from Proto-
Sora-Gorum and Proto-South-Munda (Anderson 2007). Gorum encodes primary 
objects in the verb but may encode features of the subject as well; that is, the Gorum 
verb is maximally bi-personal.8

 (58) btel m-taj-j-i
buffalo 2-give-PST-1OBJ

‘you gave the buffalo to me.’

In addition to indexing the person and number of subcategorized referents, in 
Gorum it is also possible to index the animate possessor of the referent that  logically 
fills the verb’s subcategorization frame.

 (59) (a) mi pensil(-nm) ne-gi-t-m
I pencil(-2POSS) 1-see-NPST-2OBJ

‘I will see your pencil.’ (Aze 1973:284)9

(b) puipui-nm ir-m lur-m
heart-2POSS beat-2OBJ PROG-2OBJ10

‘your heart is beating.’ (Aze 1973:284)

As these examples suggest, both object and subject ‘possessor raising’ is found in 
Gorum. Such constructions serve to maximize the overt morphological encoding of 
highly salient animate referents. Note that as in Sora, many of the possessor-raising 
constructions are found with verbs exhibiting incorporation of a nominal, frequently 
a body part. These kinds of incorporative complexes are motivated by the desire 
to maximize the highly salient, animate possessors in the formal referent-indexing 
machinery of the verb, which in head-marking languages tends to be the central (and 
often the only obligatory) part of the clause (see Anderson 1995, 1997).

3.2.3 Tense

Gorum distinguishes two tense categories: past and nonpast. In an affirmative 
 sentence, tense is expressed by a suffix. The past tense suffix in Gorum is -ru, a 
descendent form of the Proto-Sora-Gorum PST *-le.

 (60) (a) kapi e-ni tagu-r-i-ay
coffee OBJ-1 burn-PST-1OBJ-CLOC

‘coffee burnt me.’
(b) payi i-ru

work finish-PST

‘s/he finished (that) work.’

When following a liquid, a nasal or /j/, the /r/ is phonologically completely 
 assimilated to the preceding sound. If  the word is pronounced in isolation the 
consonant in the syllable onset can be heard but in actual discourse it becomes 
acoustically nearly nonexistent, except for an occasional slight lengthening of  the 
consonant.11

 (61) gul--i
call-PST-1OBJ

‘he called me.’
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When overtly indexed, the category NPST is marked with the suffix -tu in Gorum:

 (62) (a) mi ne-i-tu+
I 1-go-NPST:AFF

‘I’ll go.’
(b) m-taj-t-i

2-give-NPST-1OBJ

‘you will give (it) to me.’
(c) ne-la-tu+

1-hit-NPST:AFF

‘I’ll hit (myself).’

There are however some otherwise finite forms with no overt tense marking like the 
following one. How this fact fits into the whole tense system is unknown. Maybe it 
constitutes a further tense category ‘neutral’.

 (63) mi a'su ne-ku+
I house 1-be/AFF

‘I am in the house.’ (Aze 1973:266)

3.2.4 Aspect

Aspect is expressed in Gorum by auxiliary verb constructions or other com-
plex predicate types, which will be discussed under section 3.2.12. There is how-
ever one morphological device for encoding aspect. The progressive clitic =ni, 
attached to past forms of  verbs, is an areal phenomenon occurring not only in 
Gorum but at least also in Gutob, Remo, and some varieties of  Desia Oriya. Its 
origin is unknown, since the construction seems peripheral in the grammars of 
all the three languages and all three languages possess alternative constructions 
for expressing a progressive (see Anderson and Harrison this volume-a, Griffiths 
this volume, Gustafsson 1989).

 (64) mitad zid nist d-r-i=ni
today EMPH laziness feel-PST-1OBJ=PROG

‘I am feeling tired today.’

3.2.5 Mood

Mood is not an obligatory morphological category in Gorum. The system for 
expressing modality is rather formally varied, including mood constructions involv-
ing affixation, particles, and suppletion. The conditional mood is a reading of the 
topicalizing construction formed by the suffix, enclitic, or particle nen/en.

 (65) ik, ir nen zig si ligad-tu+ ui-tu+
no jump if  leg arm break-F/AFF go-F/AFF

‘No. If  I jump my arms and legs will get broken.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:226)

It should be noted, however, that as in many Eurasian languages these sentences 
normally also have a temporal reading. A formally and functionally cognate element 
is found in Sora (Anderson and Harrison this volume-b), but the morphosyntax of 
the construction differs in some respects.
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As in various other Munda languages, there are suppletive singular imperative 
forms for a small number of common high-frequency verbs, for example, ‘go’ which 
is usually ui appears as y.

 (66) y kumda k'l-i ba y
go.IMP pumpkin leaf-FOC place go.IMP

‘go, go to the pumpkin leaf place.’ (Aze 1973:318)

Non-singular imperatives are formed by suffixing a marker to the verb, as in Sora (and 
other Munda languages), and in the first person additionally by prefixing the person 
marker, and in the third person plural by adding the suffix -ey. In the  following example, 
uay ‘come’ receives the suffix -bu to form the second person  plural imperative, which 
as in many languages can function as a polite imperative form. The verb ui ‘go’ is also 
irregular in the plural, so in the first person plural imperative the root ui disappears com-
pletely between the prefix le- and the suffix -b[u], which thus appears as leb ‘let us go’.

 (67) (a) ana ana begi uay-bu ana e-ni
elder.brother COPY quickly come-PL.IMP elder.brother OBJ-I

tagu-r-i-ay
burn-PST-1OBJ-CLOC

‘Elder brother, elder brother, come quickly, it is burning me!’ (Aze and 
Aze 1973:320)

(b) ai mali kunda-n leb
that Mali hill-LOC go/1PL.IMP

‘Let us go to the Mali hill over there.’

There are slight differences in inflection depending on whether the verb displays the 
n-element, marking low transitivity, the cislocative marker -ay, both, or neither of 
them. The different imperative paradigms for such verbs are as follows:

 (68) -u
 SG DL PL

1  le-X-u le-X-bu
2 X-Ø  X-ab(u)
3 X-e-tu  X-e-t-ey

-nu 
 SG DL PL

1  le-X-nu le-X-nu-bu
2 X-na  X-n-ab(u)
3 X-ne-tu  X-ne-t-ey

-ay 
 SG DL PL

1  le-X-ay le-X-ay-bu
2 X-ay  X-(ay)-bu
3 X-ay-tu  X-ay-t-ey

-nu-ay 
 SG DL PL

1  le-X-naj- le-X-naj-bu
2 X-naj-  X-naj-bu
3 X-naj-tu  X-naj-t-ey
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Both -n- and -ay- inflectional patterns are found in Sora; this suggests that an archaic 
Proto-Sora-Gorum system has been preserved in Gorum. Please note that these 
paradigms with first dual imperatives are the only place where Gorum  distinguishes 
between dual and plural.12

3.2.6 Orientation/directionality

The verb system of Gorum formally encodes categories of verbal orientation 
or  directionality. As is typically the case cross-linguistically, (former) serial verb 
 constructions perform these functions in Gorum (for more examples of these see 
 section 3.2.12 below). The translocative/itive formation is relatively straightforwardly 
a serial  formation, where V2 is a ‘go’ verb. It marks orientation or motion away from 
the subject or deictic center.

 (69) (a) uri-n ui-tu sun-ru bb uri-n ui'
other-LOC go-NPST/AFF say-PST dear other-LOC go/AFF

sun sun-ru
when say-PST

‘it’s going off  mark, dear, going off  mark.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:328)
(b) sat bay sun-ru rel dar-r-ey ui-e'y sun-ru

seven brother say-PST plough grasp-PST-3PL go-3PL.AFF say-PST

‘the seven brothers went ploughing.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:315)

The cislocative presents a more complex picture. Formally speaking it appears to 
be a suffix, appearing usually after tense and object markers. It might derive from 
a serialization of  the verb uay meaning ‘come’ grammaticalized to the  cislocative 
 suffix -ay. Such a development is typical in languages with a grammaticalized 
 cislocative or  ventive category (Anderson 2004a, 2006). The situation is however 
far from clear, since the Gorum verb meaning ‘come’ is highly suppletive. The 
most frequent nonpast form is batay and consists of  the cislocative marker -ay, 
the  nonpast suffix -t, and a root ba, which might be identical with the noun 
ba ‘place’. Whether this is  accidental or not is an open question. Occasionally 
the root uay also appears in the nonpast. So uay might either be the source of 
the cislocative marker or on the  contrary a frozen combination of  a (reduced) 
root u and the cislocative -ay. Regardless of  its origin, the cislocative suffix -ay 
in Gorum, depending on the verb stem involved and the  particular discourse 
context, marks motion toward the speaker, orientation toward the speaker, and 
by extension, motion/orientation toward the ‘locus of  discourse focus’. In some 
instances, it has also taken on a meaning of  a first person singular referent, which 
the cognate element clearly has done in certain conjugations in Sora and Juray; a 
similar functional development has apparently occurred in Iwaidjan languages of 
Northern Australia as well (Nick Evans, p. c.). It additionally can express among 
other things spatial or temporal remoteness; so the full range of  its semantics are 
still not sufficiently known.

The prototypical meaning of the cislocative can be seen in the following pair:

 (70) (a) dn-t-ey (b) dn-t-ay=gi
take-NPST-3PL  take-NPST-CLOC=3PL

‘they will take it.’ (Field Notes)  ‘they will bring it.’ (Field Notes)
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Another function of -ay seems to be connected with deontic modality:

 (71) (a) mi ne-i-tu+ (b) mi ui-t-a+y
I 1-go-NPST/AFF  I go-NPST-CLOC/AFF

‘I will go.’ (Aze 1973:275)  ‘I must go (now).’ (Aze 1973:275)
(c) le-i-t-a+y

1PL-go-NPST-CLOC/AFF

‘we must go’ (Aze 1973:275, 277)
(d) nd gi-n-a+y lu-r-ay

he see-ITR-CLOC/AFF PROG-PST-CLOC

‘he (remote) is seeing himself ’ or ‘he can be seen (by someone).’ (Aze 
1973:289)

In still other Gorum forms, it appears to be taking on the function of the version 
construction (Anderson and Gurevich 2005); see section 3.2.7 below:

 (72) (a) gurj d-r-i (b) gurj d-r-i-ay
shy feel-PST-1OBJ  shy feel-PST-1OBJ-CLOC

‘I felt shy.’  ‘I felt shy.’13 (Aze 1973:275)
(c) saybu-i zel-i (d) saybu-i zel-i-ay

master-FOC tell-1OBJ  master-FOC tell-1OBJ-CLOC

‘the master told me’  ‘the master told me’
(e) udubun zalapu ne-i' ne-k-ru' u nay mad ada-r-i-ay

yesterday Z 1-go.AFF 1-AUX-PST.AFF AUX what much thirst-PST-1OBJ-CLOC

‘yesterday when I went to Jalaput, I was so thirsty.’ (Aze 1973:262)

As mentioned above, the cislocative element can also be used in Gorum to mark 
remoteness in time or space. In the following pair of  sentences the event in the 
first sentence is understood to take place in the near future or at a near place, 
whereas in the second the event will take place in a more distant future or at a 
remote place.

 (73) (a) nd ad la-tu (b) nd ad la-t-ay
he dance hit-NPST  he dance hit-NPST-CLOC

‘He will dance.’  ‘He will dance (later and/or over there).’
  (Aze 1973:274)

3.2.7 Voice/version

Categories of argument manipulation, voice categories like causative, reflexive, etc. 
as well as version (Anderson 2001c, Anderson and Gurevich 2005) are an integral 
part of Gorum grammar. To the former belongs the causative prefix/infix and the 
detransitivizing -n suffix, to the latter, grammaticalized creaky/glottalized voice 
 register.

Like most other South Munda languages, Gorum preserves both prefixal and 
infixal allomorphs of the Proto (South) Munda (and Proto-Austroasiatic) causa-
tive, with the prefix used with original monosyllabic/mono-moraic stems and an 
infix used with  bi-moraic/syllabic ones (Anderson 2004b, Anderson and Zide 2001). 
Double causatives are always formed by the outer prefix as the second causative 
marker, regardless of the original means to mark the category and of course of the 
resulting stem shape.
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 (74) ab-giy-u ‘show’     < gi-u ‘see’
bpt ‘frighten’ < but ‘fear’
ligad-nu' ‘to break’ (ITR)
li(b)gad-u ‘to break something’
ab-ligad-nu' ‘cause to break, get broken’
ab-li(b)gad-u ‘cause s.o. to break something’ (A. Zide 1972)

The suffix -n may be added to stems in Gorum (or was added historically in most 
instances, as the process is only quasi-productive), to mark various kinds of detran-
sitivized voice categories, for example, reflexive or passive, the latter, as is commonly 
the case in Munda, with modal capabilitive (or attemptive) semantics as well.

 (75) (a) nd gi-n-a'y lur-ay
he see-ITR-CLOC:AFF AUX-CLOC

‘he is seeing himself, can be seen’ (Aze 1973)
(b) bub-i +ri-u luru (c) bub-i +ri-nu' luru

baby-FOC walk-u AUX  baby-FOC walk-ITR.AFF AUX

‘the baby is walking.’  ‘the baby is trying to walk (but falls).’
  (Aze 1973)

(d) r-+ri-nu' (e) ar-samad-n-i'
NEG-walk-ITR:AFF  NEG-recognize-ITR-1OBJ:AFF

‘can’t walk’   ‘it was not recognized by me.’ (Aze 1973)

This multiplicity of functions associated with Gorum -n (and with parallels in Sora) 
is paralleled elsewhere in Munda, for example, in various Kherwarian languages 
(and probably Proto-North Munda too).

 (76) Bhumij
jom-ke-n-a-i
eat-ASP-ITR-FIN-1
‘I was eating.’ ‘I ate.’ (Ramaswami 1992:99)

 (77) (a) Mundari (b) Mundari
suku-le-n-a-ko  diku- itu-a-n-a
happy-ASP-ITR-FIN-PL  Hindi-1 teach-APPL/BEN-ITR-FIN

‘they had been happy.’  ‘I have been taught Hindi.’
(Osada 1992:106)  (Osada 1992:98)

(c) Mundari (d) Mundari
tusi-en-tan-a-e haagu-n-ja-n-a-ko
put.on-RFLXV-PROG-FIN-3 get.down.-RFLXV-ASP-ITR-FIN-PL

‘he is putting it on himself.’ ‘they have just got down by
(Osada 1992:92) themselves.’ (Osada 1992:92) 

In addition to these seemingly related functions, the inflectional affix -n- has several 
other functions in Sora and Gorum, and presumably in Proto-SJG as well. It seems 
that a particular class of verbs (albeit ones whose semantics are in line with the 
general ‘middle’ or ‘de-/intransitive’ function of *-n-) require this -n- in all forms 
throughout the paradigm, including imperative formations.

 (78) sg dl pl sg dl pl
1 ? -X-(n)-ay -X-(n)-ay-ba  ? le-X-ay le-X-ay-bu
2 X-(n)-ay  X-(n)-ay-ba  X-ay  X-(ay)-bu
3 X-(n)-ay-te  X-(n)-ay-te-yi  X-ay-tu   X-ay-t-ey
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It has been argued (Anderson 2007, Anderson and Gurevich 2005) that the complex 
of notions that may be marked by the creaky voice vowel feature in Gorum can be 
meaningfully subsumed under the category of version, in particular subject (or act-
ant) version, which contrasts with neutral (or action) version (ii). Version represents 
a grammaticalized discourse notion of ‘primary affectedness’ or ‘discourse salience’. 
Version relates to arguments and their relation to the event encoded by the predi-
cate but it differs from voice manipulation as it neither adds/deletes, nor equates or 
switches grammatical relations or status of arguments, as traditionally understood 
voice categories do, which in this way belong to a grammatical layer of lexical event 
structure; version, much like passive argument defocusing (or in fact functionally 
just the opposite), highlights arguments in their relation to the particular discourse 
structure of the narration of the event. In other words voice is a grammaticalized 
system belonging to the argument structure of  predicates and is obligatory, while 
version rather is a grammaticalized system of participants in an event structure and 
is generally optional (it may become obligatory/codified with individual predicates 
in various different languages (e.g. Turkic, Burushaski)). See Anderson (2001c), 
Anderson and Gurevich (2005) for more.

Version in Gorum covers a range of formal and functional contrasts. As noted 
above, it encodes the notions of primary affectedness, discourse salience, and dis-
course deictic orientation. The -u' creaky voice segment performs a wide range of 
functions in Gorum, including antipassive, auto-poesis, passive potential, subject 
version, and object version.

 (79) ◊ Subject affecting
(a) B. go'sa gaa-ru-ni vs. (b) go'sa gaa-ru'-ni

B rice eat-PST-PROG   rice eat-PST:AFF-PROG

‘B is eating the rice.’   ‘B is eating the rice.’ (Aze 1973:256)
(c) mi ne-aa-ru' ne-k-ru''

I 1-thirst-PST.AFF 1-AUX-PST.AFF 
‘I am thirsty.’ (Aze 1973:255)

(d) mi taku ne-mm-ru'
I cooked.rice 1-REDPL:smell-PST.AFF

‘I smelled the cooked rice.’ (Aze 1973:255)
(e) aka-nm-gi ze bb sunen sun-ru inku

elder.brother’s.wife-2-PL EMPH dear when say-PST NEG

pua-di bey-bej-i a-r-e*y uk-e'y
stomach-FOC REDPL-vomit-FOC do-PST-3PL.AFF AUX-3PL.AFF

‘Your wives, my dears, have sick stomachs.’ (Aze 1973:320)

 (80) ◊ Object affecting
(a) bj amn e-ni bam-(m)-i' uk-i'

one arrow OBJ-1 hit-T-1OBJ:AFF AUX-1OBJ:AFF

‘(an arrow) has hit me.’ (Aze 1973:298)
(b) tilej-i ne zel-m tay-m-t-'m m

old.man-FOC it tell-2OBJ AUX-2OBJ-NPST-2OBJ:AFF MOD

‘it’s the old man, let him tell you.’ (Aze 1973:278)

 (81) ◊ Passive Potential
(a) ai able lub-tu' (b) ai able r-lub-nu'

 that tablet swallow-NPST.AFF  that tablet NEG-swallow-ITR.AFF

 ‘that tablet will/can be swallowed.’  ‘..will/can not.’ (Aze 1973:286)
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 (82) ◊ Antipassive
nd turya-n-u' luru
he kick-ITR-AFF AUX

‘he is kicking (in general).’ (Aze 1973:284)

 (83) ◊’semi-reflexive’ or auto-poesis
(a) mi si-oy ne-po-tu (b) mi si-ni ne-po-tu'

I arm-3 1-stab-NPST  I arm-1 1-stab-NPST.AFF

‘I will stab his arm.’  ‘I will stab my arm.’
(Aze 1973:281)   (Aze 1973:281)

This Gorum development appears to be a functional shift from a serialized verb 
 formation encoding a deictic orientation/directionality category (‘come’ > venitive/
cislocative) to a category of version or discourse affectedness. A similar grammati-
calization path seems to underlie the development of both the frozen, now opaque 
and lexicalized system of version in Burushaski (Anderson in press, Anderson and 
Gurevich 2005, cf. Bashir 1985) which like Munda appears to reflect a historical 
serialized formation with ‘come’, and Siberian Turkic languages (Anderson 2001c, 
2004a), which rather show version structures deriving from serialized formations 
involving the deictic verb ‘take’.

Note that version and indirect ‘experiencer’ subject constructions appear to be in 
complementary distribution in Gorum.

 (84) (a) aa-r-i (b) ne-aa-ru'
thirst-PST-1  1-thirst-PST.AFF

‘I was thirsty.’ (Aze 1973:307)  ‘I was thirsty.’ (Aze 1973:307)
oblique subject  affected direct subject (+AFF)

One and the same root which takes its subject marking from the object series of mark-
ers (i.e. with ‘oblique’ subject marking) are like the experiencer–subject  doublets, that 
is, they may have optional affective marking as well. They are thus unlike the overt 
agent passives which similarly use ‘object’ suffixes as subject  markers, but obligato-
rily have version marking.

 (85) (a) bigi payi a-u bau -t-i
tomorrow work do-INF reluctant feel-NPST-1OBJ

‘I will fell reluctant to work tomorrow.’ (Aze 1973:263)
(b) kilnu payi a-u bau-n-i' lu-r-i

now work do-INF reluctant-ITR-1OBJ.AFFF AUX-PST-1
‘I am reluctant to work now.’ (Aze 1973:263)

Note that apart from obligatory, grammaticalized uses of version marking as on the 
overt agent passive constructions mentioned above, version marking on a verb is not 
an indication of the grammatical relations of the verbal actants involved in Gorum, 
like a voice category, but rather encodes their status in the discourse space.

 (86) (a) nd Bolram-i etur ab-u go'tu batur
he B-FOC OBJ cover-TR cloth with
‘he covered B with a cloth.’ (Aze 1973:256)

(b) B-i ab-u uku'
B-FOC cover-TR:AFF AUX.AFF 
‘B is covered.’ (Aze 1973:256)
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(c) go'tu B-i etur ab-u
cloth B-FOC OBJ cover-TR:AFF

‘the cloth covered B.’ (Aze 1973:256)

In each of the preceding sentences, there are three ‘arguments’ implicit in each form, 
though only the first expresses all overtly. The grammatical relations of the nominals 
concerned change from active to passive forms, but not the transitivity marking or 
the focus status. What changes is the affectedness of the patient Bolram from the 
perspective of discourse salience. In the last two examples, Bolram is marked as 
affected, though in the second example he is the subject and in the third the patient. 
Thus, affectedness has nothing to do with grammatical relations or semantic roles.

3.2.8 Finiteness

Gorum has no special means for marking finiteness. Although it is not always easy 
to determine what a finite verb in Gorum is, good indications for finiteness are tense 
marking and the presence of subject markers. On the other hand, object marking does 
not seem to be restricted to what we would count as finite verbs. From a South Asian 
perspective Gorum uses finite verbs in positions where non-finite verb forms would be 
expected. Much remains to be investigated in this domain of Gorum grammar.

3.2.9 Negation

Negative formations in Gorum are relatively straightforward. Negative forms are 
marked by the prefixes ar-, r-, and if preceded by a subject prefix, the negative prefix 
is r-. The negation prefix is placed after the subject prefix slot but precedes the causative 
prefix ab-. Negative verb forms take subject and object affixes but do not display the 
normal tense marking. In the third person, nonpast tense is indicated by the negative 
prefix r-. Past tense is marked by the prefix ar-. This distinction is neutralized, follow-
ing the subject prefix: in the first and second person both forms become -r-.

The prefix ar- also appears with aspect forms and some modal forms like the 
nen/en forms below.

 (87) (a) ar-ui-en (b) m-r-zel-en 
NEG-go-COND 2-NEG-say-COND 
‘if  you don’t go’ ‘if  you do not say’

(c) ar-samad-n-i (d) gzgi-nen ar-man-ey-i-ay
NEG-recognize-ITR-1OBJ  trouser-this NEG-suit-LV-1OBJ-CLOC

‘it was not recognized by me.’   ‘these trousers do not fit me.’
(Aze and Aze 1973:228)

The other prefix, r-, is found in various modal formations, for example, prohibitives 
and capabilitives in addition to its future/nonpast meaning.

 (88) (a) iku r-i-nu' (b) r-alam
NEG.COP NEG.NPST-walk-ITR/AFF  NEG.NPST-touch
‘No, (s)he can’t walk.’  ‘don’t touch’ (Aze 1973:283)

(c) bagi-nu lk en r-a-ey=gi
lazy-ATTR folk this NEG.NPST-do-3PL=3PL

‘lazy folk will not do this.’ (Aze 1973:314)
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An alternative prohibitive form, ambu is possibly old and/or a loan, cf. Kharia abu 
Remo, etc.

 (89) ambu alam
PROHIB touch
‘don’t touch’

The negative copula form is iku[] or sometimes ik[]. It cannot take tense or 
person affixes. However, it appears in clause-final position like normal verbs and is 
used for the negation of existence and the negation of properties.

 (90) (a) e-nd nist ik ls ik
OBJ-s/he him lazy NEG.COP slow NEG.COP

‘He is neither lazy nor slow.’
(b) a'su-i ba sat a'su ne-aj ne-gi

house-FOC place seven house 1SG.SUBJ-climb 1SG.SUBJ-see

knek kumab iku
little powder NEG.COP

‘I climbed into the lofts of seven houses and saw that there was not 
even a little powder.’ NB: a'su (Aze and Aze 1973:320)

3.2.10 Derivation

Verb derivation as such has not yet been studied extensively in Gorum. There are a 
number of nominal and verbal stems that are related semantically to one another 
and for which a denominal or deverbal process of verb derivation can be posited. 
There are however not many derivational affixes in Gorum, which is not very sur-
prising given the not very pronounced noun/verb distinction in the whole Munda 
family (for a discussion of the lexical categories of Munda see: Bhat 1997, Evans 
and Osada 2005, Peterson 2005). The most important type of derivation is probably 
a zero derivation by which a very large group of nominal and adjectival roots can 
also be used as verbs, like the pair below.

 (91) kuila ‘old woman’
aya-nom kuila-ru ui
mother-2SGPOSS old.woman-PST go/PST

‘Your mother has become old (an old woman).’

 (92) lup ‘big’
aud igin lupu-r-ay baj=gi=ni
boy all big-PST-CLOC come=3PL.SUBJ=PROG

‘The boys are growing up.’

As can be seen from the examples above, as a general rule the concept expressed in 
the nominal usages is associated with an inchoative in the verbal usage. It is unknown 
which nominal/adjectival roots can be used as verbs.

There are also various processes of compounding or lexically restricted  affixation 
types that may be found in the make-up of seemingly derived verb stems in 
Gorum.

 (93) ai ’ louse’ aita ‘press nails to kill lice’
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These words may be best analyzed as (frozen) noun incorporations, and are discussed 
in the next section.

Loan verbs in Gorum tend to take the suffix -ey which directly follows the root. 
Similar phenomena are found in other Munda languages as well.

 (94) bub-i zel-i uk-i' gzgi-ni lb-n
baby-FOC tell-1SG.OBJ AUX-1SG.OBJ.AFF trouser-1SG.OBJ ground-LOC

gsr-ey-nu' ui-nu' lu-ru
land-LV-INF.AFF AUX-INF.AFF AUX-PST

‘The youngster was telling me “my trousers reach the ground.” ’ (Aze and 
Aze 1973: 230)

3.2.11 Noun incorporation and combining forms

One of the salient features of Gorum is the presence of a developed system of nominal 
incorporation (Mithun 1984). As has been described previously (A. Zide 1976, 1997) 
that speaks to a (in Gorum formerly) elaborate system of nominal combining forms, 
which in some instances (a) may reflect an older phonological or morphologically 
underived form than the corresponding free-standing stem, (b) may be a later pho-
nological clipping, or (c) may be in a suppletive relationship with the corresponding 
free form.

 (95) -su ‘firewood’ aal ‘firewood’, cf. Kharia sl, -sl

These short or combining forms appear both in verbal constructions of various 
types, and in various derived nominalizations and non-finite forms as well.

While incorporation is found in Sora, Juray and Gorum, and is, thus, clearly recon-
structable for Proto-Sora-Gorum, it seems to be much less developed in Gorum than 
in Juray or Sora, or at least more lexically restricted. At least today, in the present 
stage of language death, all verbs involving noun incorporation are frozen lexemes. 
There seems to be no mechanism to derive new verb/noun combinations or to derive 
combining forms from new nouns. The list of verbs involving noun incorporation is, 
however, rather long and there are candidates of which not every part is semantically 
transparent, like in the following example:

 (96) gal-baa
tie-head
‘tie a turban’

The word a ‘water’ has come to be used as an almost classifier-type element in a 
number of Gorum verbs. The following list is far from complete but may provide an 
impression of how productive the process once must have been.

 (97) aa ‘be thirsty’ ia ‘to soak’
gua ‘to open up a gully’ 
za ‘to (white) wash the walls’ cf. zd ‘to wipe off’
ria ‘to wash (clothes)’ 

gia ‘to drink (water)’
ga ‘to rinse’
tia ‘to bathe (buffalos) in a tank’
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Similar classificatory incorporation is found in Nicobarese as well and may be an 
archaic feature of Austroasiatic morphosyntax (Anderson 2004b).

3.2.12 Auxiliary verb constructions and complex predicate types

Like most other Munda languages, Gorum makes extensive use of verb+verb 
 structures. Some of the combinations show a functional restriction that suggests 
these  combinations fall under the heading of auxiliary, light, compound, or explica-
tor formations common throughout South Asian and Eurasian languages broadly 
speaking. Others retain a type of combinatorial semantics that is rather suggestive 
of serialized formations. The range of formal and functional subtypes of complex or 
multi-verb predicates in Gorum is briefly presented in the following paragraphs.

Usually such verb+verb formations consist of two verbs, although complex 
 formations with three or more verbs may be found.

Although, generally speaking, taken to mean functional complex predicate 
 subtypes where there is a degree of functional semantic bleaching associated with 
the second or head element, the auxiliary verb constructions (AVCs) in Gorum, 
discussed below, themselves fall into several definable formal subgroups. In terms of 
their grammatical semantics, the functions associated with AVCs in Gorum include 
a range of Aktionsart, aspectual and modal categories, in particular, and also orien-
tation/affectedness/version or voice notions as well. Examples demonstrating func-
tional categories such as deliberate action (98), non-volitional action (99), vigorous 
action (100), and temporary action (101) include the following:

 (98) ... ne-gur-r-ay ne-taj-ay
1-enter-PST-CLOC 1-give-CLOC

‘I deliberately entered (your house).’ (Aze 1973:278)

 (99) kula ne-gi-sun mi ne-buto-tu' ne-i-tu'
tiger 1-see-when I 1-fear-NPST:AFF 1-go-NPST:AFF

‘when I see the tiger, I’ll be afraid.’ (Aze 1973:279)

(100) mi ne-ga-ru ne-la-ru
I 1-eat-PST 1-hit-PST

‘I ate vigorously.’ (Aze 1973:279)

(101) ini basa-n le-re-u le-kud-u
this base-LOC 1PL-leave-TR 1PL-AUX-TR

‘we temporarily leave (our stuff) at this base.’ (Aze 1973:279)

From the perspective of the inflectional typology of AVCs (Anderson 2006), Gorum 
shows a wide range of patterns. Unlike most Munda languages which prefer an 
AUX-headed inflectional pattern, with obligatory inflectional categories realized on 
the auxiliary and the lexical verb appearing in a constructionally predetermined 
form (including bare stem forms), Gorum prefers the doubled pattern of inflection 
(probably reflecting their origin in Gorum not in a complement structure, but rather 
a serialized formation, see below). Various split and split/doubled constructions and 
even the rare LEX-headed pattern are attested in various Gorum AVCs.

The different auxiliaries, which occur in AVCs in Gorum, are given in the list below 
together with their lexical meaning and a rough label of the function of the AVCs as 
well as the inflectional type. The auxiliaries pud ‘flower’ and kud ‘to sit a child on 
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one’s hip’ listed by Aze (1973:279) and Aze and Aze (1973:215) are  suspicious. These 
verbs do not usually occur as auxiliaries cross-linguistically, and are used only rarely 
as such in Gorum. Combinations involving these two verbs may better be dealt with 
as lexical phenomena rather than as AVCs. 

(102) taj ‘give’ benefactive doubled inflection
taj ‘give’ deliberate action doubled inflection
ui ‘go’ unintentional action doubled inflection
uay ‘come’ unintentional action doubled inflection
la ‘hit’ vigorous action doubled inflection
pud ‘flower’ ‘action moving outwards 
   from a center’ doubled inflection
kud ‘to sit a child ‘action of short
  on one’s hip’  duration’ doubled inflection
uku ‘be’ ‘stative’ AUX-headed/doubled
lud ‘lift’ ‘progressive’ AUX-headed
lku (no related verb) ‘progressive’ AUX-headed

The AUX-headed patterns in Gorum require either an infinitival form of the lexical 
verb in the case of lud ‘lift’ or a past tense (or ‘participial’) form as in some cases 
of uku ‘be’.

(103) (a) bile a-u le-ru
we do-INF 1PL:AUX-PST

‘we are doing it.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:314)
(b) nia z-ru uku'

coconut fruit-PST AUX:AFF

‘There are coconuts growing.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:222)

The progressive in the first of the two preceding examples is a typical complement 
construction, while in the AVC involving uku ‘be’ the first verb (V1) preserves most 
characteristics of a finite verb as can be seen from the following example, although 
with regard to tense it is subordinated to the AUX, as we have seen before.

(104) ne-aa-ru' ne-k-ru'
1-thirsty-PST:AFF 1-thirsty-PST:AFF

‘I was thirsty.’ (Aze 1973:296)

Doubled person formations, subject, object, or both like in the benefactive AVC 
below, are especially frequent in Gorum complex predicate formations. They occur 
in all AVCs except the AUX-headed and the LEX-headed progressive.

(105) ... mi kia ne-silay-t-m ne-taj-t-m-ay
I when 1-sew-NPST-2OBJ 1-give-NPST-2OBJ-CLOC

‘When can I sew for you?’ (Aze and Aze 1973:229)

Fully doubled tense/subject forms are also attested in various Gorum auxiliary verb 
constructions. This is generally the case with the double inflected constructions and 
with the nonpast construction of the auxiliary uku resulting in a habitual construction. 
Contrary to this, the present perfect as seen above as well as the past perfect forms are 
formed by an AUX-headed formation and thus the uku construction is hetero geneous 
inflectionally. In other words, this auxiliary verb has been grammaticalized into two 
separate constructions, an AUX-headed perfect formation and a doubly inflected habitual 
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formation (cf. the two different AUX-headed formations found in English with the auxil-
iary be, the be -ing progressive and the be -ed/en passive).

The cislocative marker -ay and the affectedness or version marker are encoded 
either in a split or a doubled manner in different Gorum formations. Each one can 
appear on either the lexical verb or the auxiliary (or, in various constructions, both).

Other complex split/doubled patterns may be found as well in individual construc-
tions of Gorum. For example, the third plural subject enclitic =gi appears preferen-
tially on the auxiliary (or leftmost or head position). The semi-bound conditional/
subordinate nen/en marker may also appear in a doubled formation.

(106) biti e'n ui e'n sun-ru bb sun-r-ay sun-ru
tired if/AFF go if/AFF say-PST dear say-PST-CLOC say-PST

‘When they became tired, she said “Dear”.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:328)

The LEX-headed inflectional pattern, where the lexical verb is fully inflected but 
accompanied by a functional auxiliary head, is found in a small number of Gorum 
paradigms, including lku and arguably the semi-auxiliary modal form dm.

(107) a-ru lku ‘s/he was doing.’
a-tu lku ‘s/he will be doing.’

Thus Gorum possesses three different kinds of progressive, the (possibly borrowed or 
fused LEX-headed) clitic =ni (see section 3.2.4), the AUX-headed lud ‘lift’  construction 
and the LEX-headed lku progressive.

The origins of inflectional patterns are to be found in the type of structure that 
gave rise to the grammaticalization of a particular AVC. Thus, structurally similar 
formations may be found even if  the construction itself  is an auxiliary or serial 
formation.

(108) (a) ik, ir nen zig si ligad-tu' ui-tu' mitad
no jump if  leg arm break-NPST/AFF go-NPST/AFF today

ta ne-kid-tu'
EMPH 1SG.SUBJ-die-NPST/AFF

‘No. If  I jump my arms and legs will get broken. Today I will surely 
die.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:226)

(b) enu-nu lk uubun u--ey ui-j-ey
Enung-ATTR people yesterday depart-PST-3PL.SUBJ go-PST-3PL.SUBJ

‘The people from Enung went away yesterday.’

To be sure, the origin of the doubled inflectional pattern so characteristic of Gorum 
multi-predicate formations is to be found in two possible source constructions. In the 
first source, it is frequently the case that certain concepts appear as lexically doubled 
predicates in Gorum, with two semantically similar inflected verbs, here ‘pound’ and 
‘grind’ simply juxtaposed with no intervening conjunction like u.

(109) mi ui-t-aj m u ta-t-ay d-t-ay
I go-NPST-CLOC/AFF must and pound-NPST-CLOC grind-NPST-CLOC

m u mi ni dn-t-ay sun-ru sun-ru
must and I meal take-NPST-CLOC say-PST say-PST

‘I must go, I must pound and grind and take the picnic lunches, she said.’ 
(Aze and Aze 1973:317)
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The other common source construction for doubly inflected AVCs in Gorum is a 
core serialized formation (Bril 2004, Crowley 2002). Here verbs are concatenated 
in a combinatorial semantic sequence, each bearing their own inflection. It is rela-
tively straightforward to see how the second of these forms, when it functionally 
specializes and grammaticalizes into an auxiliary, would simply carry over its original 
 morphosyntax into the target formation.

(110) m-tari-tu m-dn-tu sun-r-ay sun-ru
2-cook-NPST 2-take-NPST say-PST-CLOC say-PST

‘you will cook the stuff  and take it.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:318)

This is only a rough picture of the AVCs and other complex predicates of Gorum, 
which are, as we have tried to show, formally very varied, ranging from auxiliary 
verb constructions to serial verbs constructions and LEX-headed more particle-like 
constructions, either semi-univerbated as with =ni or free-standing as with lku.

3.3 Expressives (echo and tag forms)

Although expressive words and related phenomena are a characteristic feature of 
Gorum and Munda languages in general, they have not been studied in Gorum. 
Only their existence has been acknowledged and they have been called echo 
forms, tag formations, or tag word among others. In general, they consist of  the 
augmenting of  an element in certain expressive contexts in a lexically determined 
manner. This augment may be a partially altered reduplication or ‘echo’ form, 
or a suppletive, opaque element always used immediately following the element 
in question. Both strategies also exist in Desia Oriya and in other languages of 
the region.

There are at least two different kinds of usage for echo words: the first is redu-
plicated words used as a kind of manner adverbial. In these cases, the reduplicated 
word itself  is often semantically and etymologically opaque. The other usage is 
 reduplicated nouns, in this case the reduplication indicates an unspecific quantity 
of what the respective noun denotes. Expressive forms of both kinds are presented 
in the following sentences. The last sentence is an example for the suppletive type 
of echo word.

(111) (a) tsp-tspa ga-r-ey la-r-ey
‘gulping’-ECHO eat-PST-3PL.SUBJ hit-PST-3PL.SUBJ

‘They gobbled it up.’
(b) kusa-kasa zel-e'y sun-ru uaj sun-ru

‘quietly’-ECHO tell-3PL.SUBJ/AFF say-PST come.IMP/AFF say-PST

‘they spoke in whispers, come, he said.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:324)
(c) kki bj dar-ab, gudi bj dar-ab, 

mattock one carry-HORT iron.rod one carry-HORT 

tsatni-tsutna igin dar-ab 
basket-ECHO COLL carry-HORT

‘Let us carry a mattock, an iron rod and some baskets.’
(d)  bub-gutr a-r-e'y u sun-ru

that baby=ECHO do-PST-3PL.SUBJ/AFF and say-PST

‘he had many children.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:333)
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4 SYNTAX

4.1 Syntax of the simple sentence

Gorum syntax is fairly typical for South Munda languages. It has clause-final verbs 
preceded by mainly left-branching modifiers and arguments. That is, Gorum is a pre-
dominantly head-final language (with some notable deviations mentioned below). So 
the main clause pattern is SOV. Of course, as in most natural languages, transitive 
clauses with two realized noun phrases are not so frequent in actual Gorum discourse.

(112) (a) [...] kaa-i durdant si� rza-i etur zel-u
rabbit-FOC with.terrible.teeth lion king-FOC OBJ tell-PST

‘[...] the rabbit told the awesome lion lord.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:238)
(b) blram krisel etur lru lid-ru

Bolram Christel OBJ oil rub-PST

‘Bolram rubbed oil on Christel.’ (Aze 1973:249)

From the preceding examples we can also see that additional arguments or 
adjuncts, like instruments and other more verb dominated functions tend to take 
the interjacent place between object and verb and are not marked morphologi-
cally. Adverbials with a scope over the whole clause, like temporals or locatives, 
also frequently occur in clause initial position. These functions also sometimes 
occur in the post-verbal position, which appears to be discourse active, and are 
discussed in section 5 below. In the following example the temporal mitad ‘today’ 
is in clause-initial  position.

(113) mitad, si� rza-i etur ne-i-r-ay ne-taj-ay.
today lion lord-FOC OBJ 1-finish-PST-CLOC 1-AUX-CLOC

u n-aj-ay, mi
and 1-come-CLOC I
‘Today I finished off  the lion lord and I have come. Yes, me!’ (Aze and Aze 
1973:241).

Yes/no questions may be marked by intonation or by combining the assertive sentence 
with the question tag ki ik. This tag consists of the Gorum negative copula ik and 
the question marker particle ki. This particle is a loan from Desia Oriya. There may 
be a pragmatic difference, perhaps in respect to the presence of a bias, between the two 
questions or they may be total equivalents. As in many languages, such questions are 
typically answered by repeating the verb in question with a change of subject.

(114) (a) lai m-ga-ru ki ik
millet.gruel 2-eat-PST Q NEG.COP

‘Have you eaten the millet gruel (, or not)?
(b) zag m-katr-ey-u ne-katr-ey-u

bone 2-chew-LV-PST 1-chew-LV-PST

‘have you chewed the bones?’ ‘I have.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:331–332)

Existential and copular-type sentences, including negative copular forms, appear 
with the copular element if  present in final position as well.

(115) aytarm tur nai paii ik
sunday from what work NEG.COP

‘From sunday on there will not be any work (to do).’
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4.1.1 Typological features

As expected in a Eurasian SOV language, the internal structure of Gorum 
 predominantly shows an Operator–Operand or Dependent-Head pattern.

(116) ma e-ni m-zel-l-i
you OBJ-I 2-tell-PST-1OBJ

‘you told (to) me.’ (Bhattacharya 1975:161)

Typologically, Gorum is, in contrast with most South Asian (or even Eurasian) 
 languages, not a language which predominantly employs converbs as a clause 
 linkage strategy, but prefers the combination of finite verbs sometimes showing 
more resemblance to serializing languages. This can among others be seen from the 
linkage types involved in the formation of the auxiliary verb constructions discussed 
in section 3.2.12.

Historically, the syntax may not have been always so predominantly of the SOV type. 
As discussed under section 3.1 the verb has an object suffix but, with the  exception of 
the third person, a subject prefix. The fused demonstrative nen which has been gram-
maticalized as a topicalizing and subordinating device follows the noun, which, if it 
has not evolved from a combination of a word or phrase marked with the attributive 
-nu and the demonstrative en, could be a hint that historically the order was noun demon-
strative and not demonstrative noun as it is in present-day Gorum. Noun-numeral order 
is found in some Munda languages, however (e.g. Remo), at least as an alternate order.

(117) gzgi-nen ar-man-ey-i-ay
trouser-this NEG-suit-LV-1OBJ-CLOC

‘these trousers do not fit me.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:228)

The same variation in the order of dependent and head is seen with possessive 
 constructions. The series of possessive markers discussed in section 3.1.3 may reflect 
a possible earlier possessum–possessor configuration, and the possession forma-
tion with the general modifier or attributive element -nu shows the synchronically 
 predominant dependent-head order.

(118) aya-y zel-u ad mdu-n gzgi-y
mother-3.POSS tell-PST for Modu-ATTR trousers-3.POSS

ta-ru u phei ba tb-u taj
come.out-PST and trunk place put-PST AUX

‘because his mother told him this Modu took off  his trousers and put them 
in the trunk.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:229)

4.2 Complex sentence structure

A variety of strategies are attested that serve to encode a range of functional 
 subtypes of complex sentences in Gorum. While coordination mostly involves either 
the marker u or mere juxtaposition, subordination structurally speaking usually 
entails a preposed quasi- or overtly nominalized verb form or a verb in the infini-
tive form followed by a postpositional element. Quotatives usually mark speech but 
are also used for a variety of other functions. The particle or clitic u coordinates 
clauses mainly with subject coreference. The different clause combining strategies 
are discussed in the following sections.
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4.2.1 Relative-type clauses

Clauses in the delimiting relative-type function in Gorum consist of preposing a 
clause with all its attendant internal morphosyntax and adding the suffix/clitic -nu . 
This phrase now modifies the noun it precedes.

(119) e-nd ti-ey la-r-ey-nu lk
OBJ-s/he shoot-3PL AUX-PST-3PL-ATTR folk
‘the folks who shot her.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:333)

The attributive function performed by this kind of clauses is also reflected in the fact 
that words, phrases, and clauses are all marked by the same formative -nu when used 
attributively (see also above section 3.1.11). Verbs in the infinitive form occasionally 
occur in this function as well, as in the following sentences where the infinitive form 
of the verbs is formed by -u. Intransitive verbs, however, form their infinitive with 
the suffix -nu, but this may derive from *-n-u.

(120) (a) bile bagi=buzl nyte a-u lk u a-u 
we lazy=ECHO not do-INF folk and do-INF 

le--ru
1PL.SUBJ-AUX-PST

‘we are not lazy folk who do nothing.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:314)
(b) tnan-y-nu sisid zum-u sama

sister-3.POSS-GEN meat eat-INF story
‘the story of eating their sister’s flesh.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:315)

The last example shows that – the genitive marker is also -nu as already mentioned 
under section 3.1.2. So the relative clause-like function and attributively function-
ing nouns or noun phrases are marked by -nu as are possessors and infinitives of 
intransitive verbs. Infinitives, as seen above, occur sometimes in environments were 
the relative marking -nu would be expected. More investigation is needed to show 
the various uses of the marker -nu and how they are related.

4.2.2 Other subordinate clauses (time, manner, cause, purpose)

Subordinate clauses in Gorum may either consist of  a clause with an infinitive verb 
directly combined with the finite verb or the clause may be marked by postposi-
tional elements like ad ‘because, for’ which appears with a verb in the infinitive 
form, or with clitics like nen/en ‘if/when’, which generally follow an unmarked 
form of the verb; these may be combined to form the complex subordinator adnen 
‘because’.

(121) (a) bile ua yu-u le-i'
we mango remove-INF 1PL-go:PST:AFF

‘We went to collect mangoes.’ (Aze 1973:304)
(b) dinek kuntur-i kinte zum-u ad ta-r-ay

one.day rat-FOC grass eat-INF for come.out-PST-CLOC

‘One day the shrew came out to eat some grass.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:270)
(c) biba a'su ui nen e-ni lia-t-i 

wedding house go if  OBJ-I ridicule-NPST-1OBJ
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la-t-i=gi 
AUX-NPST-1OBJ=3PL

‘If  I go to the wedding, they will laugh at me.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:228)
(d) silay-i tay-i sun-ru adnen kuila-i zel-u

sew-1OBJ AUX-1OBJ say-PST because old.woman-FOC tell-PST

mi t din rati zak e-ni imad uk-i'-ay
I EMPH day night item OBJ-I sleep AUX-1OBJ/AFF-CLOC

mi kia ne-silay-t-m ne-taj-t-m-ay
I when 1-sew-NPST-2OBJ 1-AUX-NPST-2OBJ-CLOC

‘because he said “sew it for me” the old woman said “Me?! Day and night 
I have to sleep. When can I sew for you?!”’ (Aze and Aze 1973:229)

There is a further subordinator zi, sometimes realized as zi', meaning roughly ‘if ’ or 
‘although’ or ‘after’.

(122) bar-bj l-ay zi ne-r-ui.
again-one write-CLOC after 1-NEG-go
‘After/although he wrote again, I still did not go.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:249)

The verb sun ‘say’ marks complement and quotative structures. It appears in certain 
narrative genres in practically every line. Combined with the subordinator nen the 
resulting sunen seems to function almost identically like the simple nen.

(123) ik sunen, gaga-gigi ga-tu la-tu.
not when.if  cooked.rice-ECHO eat-NPST AUX-NPST

‘Should this not be done, then they [the dogs] will eat all the rice meals.’ (Aze 
and Aze 1973:286)

Its bare form sun may be used in a subordinating function as well. Its other functions 
are discussed under section 4.2.3.

(124) le-lud-ru sun ayu baj=gi sun,
1PL-lift-PST when fish come=3PL when

le-led-tu, garmad ba bj le-r-tu
1PL-catch-NPST bamboo.bag place one 1PL-pack-NPST

le-taj-tu
1PL-give-NPST

‘When we lift it up, when the fish come, we will catch them and pack them 
into the bamboo bag.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:279)

Other subordinator combinations of, yet, unknown functional types are also found 
in Gorum, for example, the complex en sun-ru in the following example.

(125) dar en sun-ru nd-gi sun-ru ai bal-u 
grasp COND say-PST s/he-PL say-PST that cook-INF 

bal-u-nu-a sun-ru sbu zum-u la-u lur=ey sun-ru
cook-INF-MODFR-EMPH say-PST all eat-INF AUX-INF AUX=3PL say-PST

‘when he held it, they ate heartily, all that had been warmed up.’ (Aze and 
Aze 1973:331)
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One peculiar feature of Gorum complex sentence structure is that the conditional/
subordinate clitic or particle nen/en may appear in a doubled inflectional pattern in 
auxiliary structures. The consequences for the analysis of the syntax of nen and the 
auxiliary verb constructions have not been fully explored.

(126) silay nen taj nen, bar ts a-ru' ui'
sew if  AUX if  again short do-PST/AFF AUX/AFF

‘If  it was sewn, it would become even shorter.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:230)

4.2.3 Coordination and switch reference

Like most South Munda languages, Gorum has certain functional elements that, 
in addition to or instead of their typical conversational genre, are found in particu-
lar narrative discourse genres and seem to be embedded within a switch reference 
system. The elements are the same subject conjunctive u and the different subject 
conditional/subordinator nen/en.

(127) ta nen bj kua kuntur-i etur ub-u dn-ru
come.out DS/COND one crow rat-FOC DO peck-PST take-PST

lm-u dn-ru
bite-PST take-PST

‘it came out, and a certain crow pecked the shrew, bit the shrew, and took it 
away.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:270)

(128) (a) u-ay baj u tarbulad 'tur zalapu u-u ui'
depart-CLOC come and Talabireda from Jalaput depart-PST go/AFF

‘Having departed and come, he departed from Talabireda and went to 
Jalaput.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:249)

(b) zoipur ne-mata-ru u marbai dugan
Jeypur 1-lower-PST:AFF and Marwari shop
ne-i u bj tska ne-apad-ru
1-go/AFF and one shirt 1-sew-PST

‘Having got off  (the bus) at Jeypur I went to Marwari’s shop and had 
a shirt made’ (Aze and Aze 1973: 251)

Sometimes same subject clauses can be simply juxtaposed without a conjunction or 
subject coreference marker like the take-wash-take sequence in the following example.

(129) le-gad-ru le-taj u bar galmj le-a-ru
1PL-cut-PST 1PL-AUX and again yank 1PL-do-PST

u kina-n le-dn-r-ay le-tia-r-ay
and river-LOC 1PL-take-PST-CLOC 1PL-wash-PST-CLOC

le-dn-r-ay u le-gandi-ru prbu uan
1PL-take-PST-CLOC and 1PL-fasten-PST:AFF festival time
‘We deliberately cut it and then we did it up into yanks, we took it to the 
river and washed it, and then we put it on at a festival time.’ (Aze and Aze 
1973:275)

In many languages, among them Eurasian languages of  the Indo-Aryan and 
Dravidian families, various forms of  the verb ‘say’ have been grammaticalized into 
a variety of  subordinate clause markers. Such functions typically include quota-
tives, complementizers, narrative devices, and evidentials. These perhaps represent 
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one original grammaticalization into the marker of  a quotative, with three separate 
subsequent chains of  semantic development into evidentials, complementizers, and 
other not yet fully explored discourse-pragmatic functions (e.g. quotatives > (a) 
evidential; >> (b) complementizers; >>> (c) narrative devices). The form in ques-
tion in Gorum is sun-ru and it has in various examples the function of  introducing 
actual speech, serves to introduce the content of  any verb of  mental action, serves 
to hedge on the information source of  a narrative chunk, re-focus on particular 
referents in the discourse temporarily, serves as a kind of  general topic marker, 
and serves to mark a range of  complement or subordinate clauses. These descrip-
tions of  the functions of  sun-ru are rather impressionistic. A full survey of  sun-ru, 
however, has not been made, not to mention a thorough analysis. A few  examples 
of  the diverse functions of  sun-ru are given below. Large numbers of  clauses strung 
together with sun-ru are characteristic of  the texts of  Aze and Aze (1973) and 
Gorum discourse, in general, with the element performing different functions in 
the same sentence as well.

(130) (a) ka'ti bam e'n ai miam sun-ru kuma ko'l-i
knife hit COND/AFF that blood say-PST pumpkin leaf-FOC

ba sun-ru bam-u'
place say-PST hit-TR:AFF

‘When she was struck by the knife, her blood went on the pumpkin 
leaves.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:318)

(b) guni sun-ru kau-i sun-ru ali aj uk-u'
girl say-PST young.girl-FOC say-PST in[side] climb AUX-AFF

‘The girl, the young girl, was climbing up the tree.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:327)
(c) lag-ey-e'y uk-e'y one o'tur

repeatedly.say-LV-3PL:AFF AUX-3PL:AFF over.there from

sun-ru ta asu aud-i sun-ru ta unu-i
say-PST EMPH small boy-FOC say-PST EMPH bow-FOC

kan-i tsel-i kea-i nali-i dasta-i 
arrow-FOC spear-FOC spear-FOC gun-FOC what.all-FOC

dar-r-ay sun-ru uaj-ay 
grasp-PSTST-CLOC say-PST come(.AFF)-CLOC

‘They said that repeatedly; then from over there the small boy came 
holding a bow and arrow, spears and a gun and what-all.’ (Aze and Aze 
1973:327)

(d) tb en taj en sun-ru nd-gi sun-ru ei
put COND AUX COND say-PST s/he-PL say-PST cook-ECHO

a-r-e'y e-ey sun-ru bal-ey sun-ru bb 
do-PST-3PL:AFF cook-3PL.SUBJ say-PST heat-LV say-PST dear

uk-e'y sun-ru katar bae gitor sonde sun-ru  
AUX-3PL:AFF say-PST story way song join say-PST

uk-e'y sun-ru
AUX-3PL:AFF say-PST

‘when I put it there, they did the cooking and heating. Dear, they 
stayed and made up songs.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:333)

(e) bile 't kj le-i-tu' sun-r-ay sun-ru
we there:AFF place 1PL-go-NPST:AFF say-PST-CLOC say-PST

‘We will go there, they said.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:326)
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(f) ajnu a en sun-ru ajnu a-ru sun zi 
like.this do COND say-PST like.this do-PST when after 

ti-u sun zi sun-ru uri-n ui-tu' sun-ru
shoot-PST when after say-PST other-LOC go-NPST:AFF say-PST

amon-i
arrow-FOC

‘He did like this; when he did like this, it went somewhere else, the 
arrow.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:328)

5 SEMANTICS/DISCOURSE

5.1 Semantics

Lexical semantics have not been investigated in Gorum yet. In most cases only rough 
English equivalents are known. In some cases we also have the Desia Oriya equiva-
lent, but lack precise lexical semantic knowledge of the element. The grammatical 
semantics are discussed throughout sections 3 and 4, but as mentioned in these 
 passages their semantics are often also insufficiently understood. The major problem 
here, as with many other endangered languages, is that with the decreasing number 
of fully competent speakers the semantics of words and constructions are increas-
ingly assimilated to the semantics of the presumptive equivalents in the superceding 
language, in this case Desia Oriya.

5.2 Discourse

The topic of Gorum discourse is far too great, for anything substantial here to be 
stated, and our knowledge of Gorum discourse is limited to a very small set of text 
genres comprising different types of narratives. However, a few brief, if  somewhat, 
random comments are made below. In narratives, verbal repetition is not atypical to 
indicate extended action relevant to the discourse.

(131) u� gi-ey gi-ey gi-ey biti-r-e'y ui-e'y sun-ru
yes see-3PL.SUBJ COPY COPY tire-PST-3PL:AFF AUX-3PL:AFF say-PST

‘yes, they looked and looked until they became tired.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:316)

Little is really known yet about the information structure of Gorum sentences as 
these have not been systematically investigated to date. What Aze calls the -i ‘focus’ 
element does appear to mark definiteness or specificity (see section 3.1.4), maybe 
with some sort of contrastiveness, which may be implied by the label ‘focus’. It may 
occur more than once in a sentence and mark different referents.

(132) (a) dinek kuntur-i kinte zum-u ad ta-r-ay
one.day rat-FOC grass eat-INF for come.out-PST-CLOC

‘one day the shrew came out to eat some grass.’
(b) na-i amn-i nli-i dn-ay

bow-FOC arrow-FOC gun-FOC bring-CLOC/IMP

‘bring me a bow and arrow, and a gun.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:324)

A common device used in Gorum narrative discourse is a so-called head-to-tail 
 linkage. This consists of rote, mechanical repetition of the finite verb of a preced-
ing sentence (often at the right edge periphery of the clause) as a non-finite form 
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at the left edge periphery of the next sentence. As aforementioned, in Gorum, one 
typically finds u if  the subject of the sentence is the same as the form in the head-
to-tail linkage construction and nen/en if  it is not. Compare the use of nen and u 
in the following pair of successive sentences:

(133) (a) ta nen bj kua kuntur-i etur ub-u
come.out DS/COND one crow rat-FOC DO peck-PST 

dn-ru lm-u dn-ru 
AUX-PST bite-PST take-PST

‘it came out, and a certain crow pecked the shrew, bit the shrew and 
took it away.’

(b) dn-ru u ara ali ab-k'k-ru
take-PST and/SS tree on CAUS-sit-PST

‘having taken it, the crow put it in a tree.’ (Aze and Aze 1973:270)

Similar alternations are found in Gta texts as well (Anderson this volume).
Other discourse-sensitive elements of a currently poorly understood nature in 
Gorum include laki, exclamations like ale and si and possibly more.

(134) u� ale dantn-na' la'ki dantn-na' bile
yes DISC clean.teeth-IMP:AFF DISC clean.teeth-IMP:AFF we

tay-i-le-ay u sun-r-ay sun-ru
give-EPEN-1PL.OBJ-CLOC and say-CLOC-PST say-PST

‘  “Yes, clean your teeth, then give the food to us,” he said.’ (Aze and Aze 
1973:322)

Gorum is a nearly rigidly verb final language, there is however a post-verbal field in 
which elements can be placed. Mostly continuous topics are placed there; they also 
often have the character of what have been called after-thought topics.

(135) (a) Kria la-na' u aj; ale tak ga 
waistcloth hit-IMP:AFF and climb/IMP DISC cooked.rice eat/IMP 
mi n-ari ana tak ga-u
I 1SG.SUBJ-refuse elder.brother cooked.rice eat-INF

‘“Tuck your waistcloth round you and then climb. Eat the rice first.” 
“I refuse to eat the rice, elder brother.” ’ (Aze and Aze 1973:326)

(b) mi ba sbu bele lk baj=gi=ni saibu
I place all time people come=3PL.SUBJ=PROG westerners

igin baj=gi=ni seda igin baj=gi=ni
COLL come=3PL.SUBJ=PROG constable COLL come=3PL.SUBJ=PROG

mi ba?
I PLACE

‘People always come to me, Westerners come to me, police men come 
to me.’

As all Gorum speakers are bilingual in Desia Oriya, code-mixed utterances 
are  frequently attested in connected speech, as in the following Gorum–Desia 
 sentence.

(136) tr maki ne-i m-i-tu' ki ik
(D)you (D)your.mother (D)take-CV 2SG.SUBJ-go-NPST:AFF Q NEG

‘taking your mother (=Desia), will you go or not?’ (Aze and Aze 1973:324)
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6 LEXICON

6.1 Austroasiatic/Munda components

Numerous Gorum lexical elements can be traced back not only to Proto-South 
Munda or Proto-Munda origins, but also to old Austroasiatic forms. This is 
the case for many body part terms as well as for the (now mainly lost) lower 
numerals and other basic vocabulary, for example, bj ‘one’, si ‘hand’, or a 
‘water’.

6.2 Loan strata

In the current state of endangerment, Gorum discourse is full of Indo-Aryan words. 
Depending on the individual speaker, the topic of the discourse and other factors, 
the percentage of Indo-Aryan words can be extremely high so that the line between 
borrowing and code switching is sometimes hard to draw or may not even be rel-
evant here. Nevertheless, different loan strata can be distinguished.

The vast majority of  loanwords come from Desia Oriya, the lingua franca of  the 
whole region and the first or second language of  every Gorum speaker. Many of 
the loans from Desia seem to be rather recent, since Gorum possesses alternative 
words of  Munda origin for them. Loans from Desia are not restricted to any lexi-
cal field or lexical category. With the exception of  verbs, which get the suffix -ey 
attached to their stem, the loanwords remain morphologically and phonologically 
unchanged.14

There are also words from other languages in Gorum, mostly from Telugu, Oriya, 
and English. The loans from Telugu like dabu ‘money’ and from other languages 
entered Gorum via Desia Oriya. As far as we know there are no English or Telugu 
loans, which are not also present in Desia Oriya.

There is an older loan stratum with words presumable mostly of Indo-Aryan 
 origin. Some of them have no direct correspondent in Desia, so they probably come 
from another source. One word of this group is mersa ‘chili’. For words of this group 
there exists no alternative Gorum word and speakers regard them as native Gorum. 
There are also some verbs, the most frequent being dar ‘to grasp, to hold’, which are 
loaned from Desia but do not receive the loan verb suffix -ey, maybe because they 
are also older loans.

There may be some older loanwords of Dravidian origin, but Dravidian–Munda 
contact has not been studied thoroughly. A preliminary attempt at certain possible 
avenues may be seen in Zide (1991) and Anderson (2003).

In discourse, Indo-Aryan loans sometimes constitute half  or more of the lexemes 
of a sentence, like in the following example:

(137) emti ar-a-ey-gi sun-ru kemti ki ate pani
like.that NEG-do-3PL.SUBJ=3PL.SUBJ say-PST how Q hand water

ge pani ne sun-ru ate tak ge tak ne
foot water it say-PST hand cooked.rice leg cooked.rice it

a-t-ey uk-t-e'y
do-PST-3PL.SUBJ AUX-PST-3PL.SUBJ/AFF

‘she waited on them hand and foot, serving water and rice.’ (Aze and Aze 
1973:315)
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7 BRIEF ANALYSED TEXTS

Text 1: The Shrew that became a Tiger from (Aze and Aze 1973: 270–274) (in 
normalized transcription)

(i) biel bj lug uku-ru'
field one hole be-PST.AFF

‘there was a hole in a field.’

(ii) lug m-gulm-u
hole 2-know-PST

‘a hole, you know?’

(iii) lug alu bj tsunia kuntur uku-ru'
hole inside one shrew rat be-PST.AFF

‘inside the hole there was a shrew.’

(iv) dinek kuntur-i kinte zum-u ad ta-r-ay
one.day rat-FOC grass eat-INF for come.out-PST-CLOC

‘one day the shrew came out to eat some grass.’

(v) ta nen bj kua kuntur-i etur ub-u n-ru;
come.out COND one crow rat-FOC DA peck-PST AUX-PST

lm-u n-ru
bite-PST take-PST

‘when it came out, a certain crow pecked the shrew, bit the shrew and took 
it away.’

(vi) dn-ru u ara ali ab-k'k-ru
take-PST and tree inside CAUS-sit-PST

‘having taken it, the crow sat in a tree.’

(vii) zum-t-ay sun-ru u mile 'j kua-i mile 'j u
eat-NPST-CLOC say-PST and happy.AFF crow-FOC happy.AFF and

kua-i besi mile 'j u kaakaa sunru 
crow-FOC very happy.AFF and ‘Kaa-Kaa’ say-PST 

amtm-u' taj tsunia kuntur-i tb-y ba
open.mouth-(PST).AFF AUX shrew rat-FOC mouth-3.POSS place

tur su'-u' lb-n
from fall-(PST).AFF ground-LOC

‘ “I must eat you” he said and the crow was very happy; he was happy and said
“Kaa-Kaa” and as he opened his mouth, the shrew fell from his mouth to 
the ground.’

(viii) su'-u' ad ai tsunia kuntur-i bj rusi tpsia
fall-(PST)-AFF because that shrew rat-FOC one priest worship

a-ru lku 
do-PST AUX

‘that shrew fell while a certain priest was doing his worship.’

(ix) but zibn a-ru' u ai rusi-i-nu zig aki 
fear life do-PST.AFF and that priest-FOC-GEN leg below
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u'i  u srn a-ru
go:AFF and worship do-PST

‘the shrew feared for his life and went to the priest’s feet and did worshipped.’

(x) rusi-i gi u tsunia kuntur-i etur led-ru n-ru u
priest-FOC see and shrew rat-FOC OBJ catch-PST AUX-PST and

e-nd ztn a-ru
OBJ-s/he guardian do-PST

‘the priest saw the shrew, caught and took him and looked after him.’

(xi) ztn a-ru u rusi-i babe'y  kuntur e-nd
guardian do-PST and priest-FOC think.AFF that rat OBJ-s/he

etur kua-nen zum-tu la-tu
OBJ crow-this eat-NPST AUX-NPST

‘having taken care of him, the priest thought “that shrew, this crow will eat 
him up, for sure.” ’

(xii) e-nd bj ruma a-t-ay taj-t-ay sun-ru u
OBJ-s/he one cat do-NPST-CLOC AUX-NPST-CLOC say-PST and

kuntur-i etur ruma a'yir taj
rat-FOC OBJ cat change-PST AUX

‘he must become a cat; then he created a cat from the shrew.’

(xiii) ruma a'yir nen taj nen dinek ai ruma-i etur
cat change COND AUX COND one.day that cat-FOC OBJ

kusd san-ru n-ru led-t-ay zum-t-ay sun-ru u
dog chase-PST AUX-PST catch-NPST-CLOC eat-NPST-TLOC say-PST and
‘when he created the cat, one day a dog chased and took the cat and said “I 
must catch and eat you.”’

(xiv) kusd san-u-a gi u byragi-i ruma-i etur kusd
dog catch-LOC-EMPH see and priest-FOC cat-FOC OBJ dog

ayir-u taj
change-PST AUX

‘the priest saw the dog, the hunting one, and created a dog from the cat.’

(xv) kusd a'yir-u taj u kusd-i etur bar-bj ruka
dog change-PST AUX and dog-FOC OBJ again-one tiger

bj len-u zum-u ad aram a-ru
one catch-INF eat-INF for idea do-PST

‘he created a dog and a tiger had the idea to catch and eat the dog.’

(xvi) ent zi byragi-i gi u kusd-i etur ruka
that also priest-FOC see and dog-FOC OBJ tiger

a'b-il-u taj
CAUS.AFF-create-PST AUX

‘the priest also saw that and caused the dog to become a tiger.’

(xvii) kusd-i ruka il-u' u byragi-i-nu asrm asu
dog-FOC tiger create-NF:AFF and priest-FOC-GEN ashram house
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ba ui kur-ke pi ' pi ' u grzn a-ru a-ru
place four way-each turn.AFF REDFL and roar do-PST do-PST

uku-ru' an byragi-i-nu sisu rusi zel-nu' 
AUX-PST.AFF because priest-FOC-GEN student priest tell-n:AFF

sun-nu' lk ai byragi-i-nu kuia my ar-ui-n-e'y
say-n:AFF folk that priest-FOC-GEN hut who NEG-go-n-PL.AFF

but-e'y
fear-PL.AFF

‘the dog, having become a tiger, walked around the four sides of the ashram 
building and was roaring and roaring; the priest and his students talked to 
each other “who will go to the priest’s hut?” – they are afraid.’

(xviii) byragi-i dinek zel-u
priest-FOC one.day tell-PST

‘one day the priest told them’

(xix) ruka-nen bpt-t-ay u sbu lk mi lge my
tiger-this see-CLOC and all folk I near who

ar-uay-gi gialpn sbu-ke byragi-i lu-ru
NEG-come-PL blighter all-each fear.CAUS-PST AUX-PST

‘when everyone see this tiger, who will come near me? The blighter is 
frightening them all.’

(xx) sun-ru u ai lk igin etur zel-u ruka-nen st
say-PST and that people COLL OBJ tell-PST tiger-this real

ruka r-a-nu' bj tsunia kuntur enu
tiger NEG-do-n:AFF one shrew rat that
‘so he told those folk “the tiger is not a real tiger, it is a shrew.” ’

(xxi) mi mntr ne-a-ru u ruka a'b-il-u ne-ku'
I spell 1-do-PST and tiger CAUS.AFF-create-PST 1-AUX:AFF

b-r-but sun-ru u byragi-i ai lk igin etur zel-u
2PL-NEG-fear say-PST and priest-FOC that folk CLFR OBJ tell-PST

‘I made a spell and I caused this tiger to appear; don’t be afraid.’

(xxii) laki ruka-i babe'y gialpn mi-t bj bn zntu
DISC tiger-FOC think.AFF blighter I-EMPH one wild animal

ruka e-ni etur amnaj my b-r-but-nu sun-ru zel-u
tiger OBJ-I OBJ how who 2PL-NEG-fear-n:AFF say-PST tell-PST

‘Then the tiger thought “Blighter! I myself  am a wild animal!” “How is it 
that you should not be afraid of me?” he said.’

(xxiii) mi bpto-t-ay byragi-i etur sun-ru ruka-i dinek grzn
I frighten-NPST-CLOC priest-FOC OBJ say-PST tiger-FOC one.day roar

a-ru a-ru u boyragi-i etur len-u zum-u ad u'i
do-PST do-PST and priest-FOC OBJ catch-INF eat-INF for go:AFF

‘  “I will frighten you” said the tiger to the priest; one day he roared and went 
to catch and eat the priest.’
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(xxiv) gugu-e'y u led-u zum-u ad u'i ad arre
REDPL.roar-LV.AFF and catch-INF eat-INF for go:AFF because ‘wow’

tsunia gialpn etur mi mntr ble kula ne-a-ru ne-ku-ru'
shrew blighter OBJ I spell due.to tiger 1-do-PST 1-AUX-PST.AFF

mitan-nen e-ni etur led-u zum-u bay lur-ay
today-this OBJ-I OBJ catch-INF eat-INF come.INF AUX-CLOC

‘he roared and went to catch and eat him; then the priest said “Wow! due to 
my spell I made that blighter of a shrew into a tiger; this day he is coming 
to catch and eat me.” ’

(xxv) amnaj ama tsunia m-ku-ru' ayte tsunia a-na'
how first shrew 2-be-PST.AFF like.that shrew do-IMP.AFF

y sun-ru u bar br taj la-ru
go.IMP say-PST and again spell give AUX-PST

‘“become like the shrew you were previously” he said and again he cast a 
spell.’

(xxvi) br taj-u an bar ruka-i zemti ama-nu tsunia
spell give-PST because again tiger-FOC how first-MODFR shrew

rup-u zemti rup a-ru ' u 'i
change-INF how change do-PST.AFF AUX:AFF

‘because he cast a spell again, the tiger was changed back into the shrew he 
was at first.’

(xxvii) rup a-ru' u'i ad ruma u'i u ai
change do-PST.AFF AUX:AFF because cat go:AFF that

tsunia kuntur-i etur len-ru zum-u la-ru
shrew rat-FOC OBJ catch-PST eat-PST AUX-PST

‘because he was changed, a cat caught that shrew and ate him up.’

(xxviii) sun-ru'
say-PST.AFF

‘The End’

Text 2: Bedbugs (from Aze and Aze 1973:296–299)

 (i) bile grum igin ba k inku
  we Gorum COLL place cot not
 ‘there are no beds in our Gorum houses.’

 (ii) ayne silad uk-tu'
 like.this mat be-NPST.AFF

 ‘there is a sleeping mat.’

 (iii) bile grum igin ba k ink
  we Gorum COLL place cot not
 ‘there are no beds in Gorum places.’

 (iv) bai srkar lk ba k uku-tu'
  you.PL business folk place cot be-NPST.AFF

 ‘in your houses there are beds.’
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 (v) bile grum ba silad
  we Gorum place mat
 ‘in our Gorum places there are mats.’

 (vi) ayne silad ba zi simad uk-t-e'y
  like.this mat place also bedbug be-NPST-PL.AFF

 ‘Bedbugs stay in mats likes these.’

 (vii) tin din-ke tsari din-ke ga nen n nen ne
  three day-each four day-each wash COND take COND it

 knek una-t-e'y
 little decrease-NPST-PL.AFF

  ‘if  we take them and wash them every three or four days then there are 
fewer bedbugs.’

 (viii) ink sun enen-gi enen-gi ura igin sen sirim 
  not when this-PL this-PL body COLL this.side pinch

 sun-ta-y lm-t-ay-gi sen sirim anananananay
 say-NPST-CLOC bite-NPST-CLOC-PL this.side pinch elder.brother

 sun-u yyyyy
 say-INF Oy…

  ‘if  not, then they scratch their sides as the bedbugs bite their bodies; 
“brother, brother” one says “Oyoyoyoy.”’

 (ix) kine laka bub igin sunen ayne inku
  this.tall item baby COLL when/if  like.this not

 zum-t-ey la-t-ey
 eat-NPST-PL AUX-NPST-PL

  ‘when the babies are this big, it is not like this, for the bedbugs will eat 
them.’

 (x) rata rata a-tu' ui-tu'
 red.spot RDPL do-NPST-AFF AUX-NPST-AFF

 ‘red spots will appear.’

 (xi) ini kulan-gi ba-nu guni igin kulan-gi ba-nu guni
  this kulan-PL place-GEN girl COLL kulan-PL place-GEN girl

 igin sunen enten-gi
 COLL when/if  that-PL

 ‘this happens to the girls at this place, Kulans’ place, those girls.’

 (xii) ura-iri rata-tu' ui-tu'
 body-ECHO red.spot-NPST-AFF AUX-AFF

 ‘their bodies are covered in red spots.’

 (xiii) ajtu lm-t-ey simad
 like.that bite-NPST-PL bedbugs
 ‘bedbugs will bite like that.’

 (xiv) aa
 yes
 ‘yes’
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 (xv) e-nd aka lm-u lu-r-ey u nd lup lk u
  OBJ-s/he EMPH bite-INF AUX-PST-PL and s/he big folk and

 man-ey ar-lud gtu gusaj uku' ai
 sense-LV NEG-AUX cloth wrap.around AUX:AFF that
  ‘when they are biting him, he doesn’t feel it as he is an adult and is 

wrapped in his blanket.’

 (xvi) idia guni igin ad lm-ey sun aaaa sun-t-ey
  small girl COLL because bite-PL when aaaa say-NPST-PL

 mmd mmmmdm sun-t-ey
 suckling.noise say-NPST-PL

  ‘when they bite little girls, the say “aa give me a suck, give me a suck” (of 
mother’s breast).’

 (xvii) ajtu-a simad
 like.that-EMPH bedbugs
 ‘bedbugs are like that.’

 (xviii) simad-nen bj-bj asu pampu la-ey taj-ey lur-ey pampu
  bedbug-this one-one house pump hit-PL AUX-PL AUX-PL pump

 igin ini ayne kabri kabri gi-n-a'y lur-ay pampu
 COLL this like.this spotted COPY see-n-CLOC:AFF AUX-CLOC pump

 igin n-r-ay(-gi) la-r-ey taj-ey sun ta abud
 COLL take-PST-CLOC-PL AUX-PST-PL AUX-PL when EMPH much

 a-t-e'y simad
 do-NPST-PL.AFF bedbug
  ‘in each house they are spraying these bedbugs and the wall looks like this, 

all spotted; when they bring pump to spray, there will be many bedbugs.’

 (xix) lk din-ke asu za-u
 folk day-each house paint.w.cowdung water-INF

 ‘every day people cowdung wash there houses.’

 (xx) din-ke saa gbr saa a-u
 day-each cowdung.water cowdung cowdung.water do-INF

 la-u u din-ke silad goa-ay tebe simad ink
 AUX-INF and day-each mat wash-CLOC then bedbug not
  ‘each day they do it with cowdung water (with wood chippings) and then 

they wash the sleeping mats, and then there are no more bedbugs.’

 (xxi) aa
 yes
 ‘yes’

 (xxii) ink sun munad aka ye-u la-u a-tu' lm-ay-gi
  not when myself  EMPH cry-INF AUX-INF AUX-NPST.AFF bite-CLOC-PL

 sun lbulb lbulb lbulb lm-ay-gi sun
 when nibble bite-CLOC-PL when
 ‘when it is not so, we ourselves cry out when they bite us, nibble-nibble.’
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 (xxiii) hayhayhayhayhayhay sun-u a-tu'
 ‘Ha… say-INF AUX-NPST.AFF

 ‘“Ha” we say.’

 (xxiv) ska-siki kuy ne'n uk ne'n ne g'tu=gi 'ti ayne gusaj
  shirt=ECHO wear COND.AFF AUX COND.AFF it cloth=ECHO like.this wrap

 ne'n u gtu-i aynu bil nen u gn ne'n
 COND.AFF and cloth-FOC like.this lay.out COND and lie.down COND

 taj nen ne knek r-lm-ay-gi
 AUX COND it little NEG-bite-CLOC-PL

  ‘if  we are wearing shirts, or if  we are wrapped up in blankets like this, and 
then if  the blanket is laid out and one lies down, the bedbugs will not bite 
so much.’

 (xxv) bar uma ura gn-na'-t-a'y m
 again top.half.naked body lie.down-IMP.AFF-NPST-CLOC.AFF must
 ‘if  you lie down with a bare back.’

 (xxvi) lm-lm-t-ay la-t-ay-gi
 RDPL-bite-NPST-CLOC AUX-NPST-CLOC-PL

 ‘bedbugs will bite (you) repeatedly.’

 (xxvii) saklya gi ne'n emti zub inku
 morning see COND.AFF in.this.manner itch not
 ‘if  you see yourself  in the morning, don’t itch yourself  so much.’

(xxviii) nay-a lm-i ey sun-u a-tu'
 what-EMPH bite-1 EXCLAM say-INF AUX-NPST.AFF

 ‘  “what bit me” one will say.’

 (xxix) aa
 yes
 ‘yes’

 (xxx) inku; ye-u la-u inku sina; ajtu-a
 no, cry-INF AUX-INF NEG EMPH like.that-EMPH

 ‘No, one mustn’t cry. It is like that.’

 (xxxi) aa
 yes
 ‘yes’

NOTES

 *  Data with no source specifi ed was collected by Felix Rau during his fi eldwork. 
Most of  the data was collected on a fi eld trip fi nanced by the Gesellschaft 
für Bedrohte Sprachen (German Society for Endangered Languages), which 
he gratefully acknowledges. Felix Rau would also like to thank the people of 
Bod Kicob, Orissa and especially Loikon Kirsani for patiently teaching him 
Gorum.

 1  A. Zide (1982) lists also the allophone [] for /z/, but it is in free variation with the 
others and neither Aze nor the authors have found it.
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 2  Generally Gorum distinguishes only between singular and plural, but in the 
imperative verb paradigm a separate fi rst person dual form also occurs.

 3  Note that this =gi is part of the verbal agreement paradigm and not number 
marking of the noun.

 4  This marker is called ‘classifi er’ by Aze and Aze (1973:214) because of its function 
‘to denote a collective noun indicating the whole class of things’. This label is 
confusing and should be regarded as a misnomer.

 5  Present informants only know of the object marking function of etur and use 
only entur in the ‘to, towards’ sense. Dative/Accusative confl ation is common in 
the South Asian linguistic area however, and found in numerous other Munda 
languages as well, for example, Gta (Anderson, this volume) or Korku (Zide, 
this volume).

 6 Only one recent work (Mahapatra 1995) has galgi instead of gulgi.
 7  As has been already mentioned under section 3.1.1 the relation between the 

nominal plural marker -gi and the third person plural subject marker =gi is an 
open question. Historically they seem to be related, and cognate with plural 
markers found in both and nominal and verbal forms across the Munda languages 
(Anderson 2007). Their phonology and morphosyntax differ however.

 8  Three participant events with a fi rst or second person as a theme-like 
participant and not as the recipient are avoided through various strategies, 
like grouping the theme-like participant together with the agent making both 
the subject.

 9  This example is not acceptable to all speakers. The ambiguous status might 
result from the fact that normally only inalienable possession is marked by the 
possessor affi xes and that most speakers refuse to construe the possession of a 
pencil as inalienable.

10  Note the double marking of object in this possessor raising construction in 
Gorum. Most auxiliary verbs in Gorum show such doubled infl ection (of both 
‘subjects’ and ‘objects’). Gorum is thus close to a canonical ‘doubled’ infl ectional 
system in auxiliary verb constructions (see Anderson 2006).

11  These forms of the past tense suffi x are treated as a zero past tense form by Aze 
(1973) and Aze and Aze (1973).

12  A similar archaism is attested in contemporary varieties of Xakas as well 
(Anderson 2005).

13  It is possible that this use of the CLOC refl ects a Munda-type analog to the common 
Indian areal experiencer constructions with dative subjects.

14  It should be noted that the phoneme inventories of Gorum and Desia Oriya are 
very similar. For the phoneme inventory of Desia Oriya see Gustafsson (1989).
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CHAPTER NINE

KHARIA
John Peterson

1 INTRODUCTION

Kharia is a South Munda language spoken primarily in the southwestern areas of 
the state of Jharkhand (primarily in Districts Simdega and Gumla)1 and adjoining 
areas of the states of Chhattisgarh (primarily in Districts Surguja and Raigarh) and 
Orissa (especially in Sundargarh District). According to the internet version of the 
Ethnologue,2 there is also a considerable number of speakers in Assam and smaller 
communities elsewhere, including West Bengal and the Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands.

In the genetic scheme of Munda given in Zide (1969), Kharia and Juang make 
up the South Central branch of Munda. In Anderson’s (2001) scheme, however, 
Proto-Juang and Proto-Kharia parted company at an early date, although Kharia 
and Juang are noted to share many common traits. As Anderson (2001:32) notes, 
the question of internal relationships within South Munda is still very much an 
unsettled issue.

Kharia is often spoken in multi-lingual communities, where its speakers are in 
daily contact with speakers of Sadani,3 the traditional lingua franca of  the region, 
and Hindi (both Indo-Aryan), Mundari (Munda) and Kurukh4 (North Dravidian). 
In Orissa speakers of Kharia are also in close contact with speakers of Oriya (Indo-
Aryan). Most speakers of Kharia are multi-lingual and speak Kharia, Sadani and 
Hindi more or less fluently, and in Orissa also Oriya.

The standard name of the language and people is khaiya [k�.ijá], but many 
speakers feel that the form kheiya [k�.ijá] is more correct. The etymology of 
khaiya is unclear. Konow (Grierson 1906 [1994]:190) notes a suggestion which con-
nects the term to the Proto-Munda word for ‘person’. Although this is uncontrover-
sial in the case of the North Munda languages and peoples, who refer to themselves 
and their languages as either h or ho (both of which mean ‘man, person’ in the 
respective languages), the cognate word in Kharia is ka, and there remain a number 
of problems with such a derivation, especially the aspiration in the name khaiya/ 
kheiya. A number of other popular or ‘folk’ etymologies have also been proposed 
(see Kullu� 2000:3–7 for an overview); perhaps the most interesting is the one in 
which the name is claimed to derive from the Kharia word khoi ‘village section’, as 
the Kharia often live together in individual sections of multi-lingual villages.

There are three groups which are generally classified together as Kharia – the 
dudh Kharia (cf. Hindi du
dh, Sadani dudh ‘milk’), the elki or helki Kharia, and the 
Hill Kharia. Of these three groups, apparently only the Dudh and D(h)elki Kharia 
speak Kharia, whereas the Hill Kharia now speak Indo-Aryan languages closely 
related to Bengali and Oriya.

It is generally assumed that there are two main dialects of Kharia  corresponding to 
the division between the Dudh and D(h)elki Kharia, but this has yet to be  confirmed. 
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The present study deals only with Dudh Kharia as it is spoken in  southwest 
Jharkhand and northwest Orissa.

According to the 1971 census, 191,421 people spoke Kharia as their native  language 
at that time, out of a total Kharia population of 321,190 (data from Abbi 1993:543), 
whereas Grimes (1988:471), quoting another work, gives 111,000–160,000 speakers 
for roughly the same period. The present Kharia-speaking population has undoubt-
edly increased since then, although it is not clear how many speakers there are. The 
internet versions of the Ethnologue5 give a total of 278,500 speakers for 1994 (14th 
edition 2000) and 292,000 in India for 1997 (15th edition 2005).6

The question of whether Kharia is endangered is difficult to answer. In the short 
term, it cannot be considered endangered, although the long-term chances of 
 survival are more difficult to assess. As early as Grierson (1906 [1994]:190) Kharia 
was declared to be a dying language, a view which also found support in Pinnow 
(1965a:ix, 4ff.). Nevertheless, the language probably has more speakers now than 
at any other point in its history due to the size of the ethnic Kharia population, 
although it is my impression that an ever-increasing percentage of this population is 
choosing to rear their children in either Hindi or Sadani.

Conversely, there is a growing movement to promote Kharia, both through 
 various organizations as well as in the schools. On the other hand, the increasingly 
high level of education is bringing the Kharia in their daily lives more and more into 
contact with Hindi and other languages, while opportunities for speaking Kharia 
are becoming fewer. Only time will tell to what extent present attempts at preserving 
the language are successful. Although the language has certainly taken on a large 
number of traits from Indo-Aryan (cf. Abbi 1993, 1997 and Malhotra 1982), it has 
survived up to the present and the number of people speaking it has even increased 
substantially in the past 30 years, despite all earlier forecasts.

2 PHONOLOGY

Ironically, although modern linguistic work on Kharia began with Pinnow’s (1959) 
monograph on Kharia phonology, predominantly from a historical viewpoint, 
work on Kharia phonology has progressed little since then. As work on this area is 
 currently in progress, the information provided in the following pages is still some-
what tentative. The analysis here is based largely on Rehberg (2003).

2.1 Vowel inventory

Monophthongs. Kharia has the following five distinctive (monophthongal) vowel 
phonemes, given here along with their most common allophones:

  (1) i [, i()] u [, u()]
 e [, e()] o [, o()]
  a [, a, , ]

In (2), I give a few minimal pairs to demonstrate the status of  these vowels as 
phonemes.

The status of [] is unclear: For Biligiri (1965:16f.) it can be phonemic but is 
 generally an allophone of /a/, while Rehberg (2003:7) considers it an allophone of 
/e/, /a/, /o/ or /u/. I consider it an allophone of /a/. [] occurs only in loanwords.
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Vowel length is not phonemic in Kharia. There is a strong tendency for word-final 
vowels to be lengthened. Otherwise, it is not yet possible to give precise rules for the 
distribution of these allophones, although the first allophone given in (1) for each 
phoneme may be considered the unmarked form.

Biligiri (1965:18) and Pinnow (1959:29) also consider nasalization (marginally) 
phonemic. I consider it non-phonemic, as I know of no genuine minimal pairs which 
are distinguished by nasalization alone.

  (2) /a/ vs. /i/: ana ‘we (DL INCL)’ / ani ‘we (PL INCL)’
 /a/ vs. /o/: ja ‘pull out of the ground’ / jo ‘sweep’
  /i/ vs. /e/: im ‘thatch’ / em ‘warm’, i ‘draw, pull’ / e ‘cook (pulse, 

  vegetables)’
 /u/ vs. /a/: ulu ‘boil’ / ula ‘leaf’
 /o/ vs. /e/: kolo ‘bread’ / kole ‘king’, goj ‘die’ / gej ‘pluck (fruit)’
 /e/ vs. /a/: =te ‘present active’ / =ta ‘present, middle’, ter ‘give’ / tar ‘kill’
 /o/ vs. /u/: koyo ‘wind’ / kuyu ‘pot’, mo ‘smoke’ / mu ‘emerge’
 /i/ vs. /u/: gil ‘beat’ / gul ‘cry out’

Diphthongs. Rehberg (2003:6) lists the following five diphthongs. The phonetic  values 
given here are from my own ongoing work and appear to be their most  common 
realizations:

  (3) /ae/ [ae", " ei"], /ao/ [a"], /ou/ ["], /oi/ ["] and /ui/ [ui "]

As I follow here a transliteration of the written language, I will write these as /ay/, 
/aw/, /ou/, /oy/ and /ui/, respectively, unless they occur in closed syllables, where the 
first two are transliterated as /ai/ and /au/.

The following presents a few minimal pairs between ‘diphthongs’ and 
 ‘monophthongs’:

  (4) /o/ vs. /ou/: =jo ‘additive focal particle’ / =jou ‘as long as’, ho ‘that’ / hou ‘yes’
 /o/ vs. /oy/: ho ‘that’ / hoy ‘become’; koy ‘shave’ / =ko ‘contrastive particle’
 /u/ vs. /ui/: lebu ‘man; person’ / lebui ‘love’
  /e/ vs. /ei/: besa ‘well (adv.)’ / beisa ‘the water which is poured into rice for

 cooking’
  /a/ vs. /ay/: =ta ‘present, middle marker’ / tay ‘ablative’; a ‘water’ / ay

 ‘woman’ (near-minimal)

The status of these as diphthongs is doubtful: It seems more appropriate to me to 
treat them simply as a vowel in the nucleus and a glide in the coda rather than as 
diphthongs, at least in the native vocabulary. This is primarily due to the incompat-
ibility of these combinations with a consonant in the coda (cf. Rehberg 2003:17f.). 
Although such examples are found, all of these examples are either loanwords 
from Indo-Aryan (generally Sadani) or place names of uncertain origin: cair ‘four’, 
j(h)au�t ‘animal’, soub ‘all’, bhoir ‘entire’, buidh ‘intelligence’ and digduin ‘Digduin 
(name of a town)’.

2.2 Suprasegmental inventory

Kharia has no phonemic tones or registers. In Rehberg’s (2003:23ff.) analysis, 
Kharia has a non-distinctive pitch accent, marked by a low-tone on the first  syllable 
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of  the word. After this syllable, the pitch then gradually rises on the  following 
syllable(s). This fits in well with the fact that Kharia generally does not allow 
monosyllabic words (see section 3.1.10).

In the present study, I do not assume a low-tone accent in Kharia. Rather, I  propose 
that it is the ‘low  high’ prosodic pattern itself  which defines a  phonological word 
in Kharia rather than a low-tone accent. Thus, each phonological word in Kharia 
begins with a low-tone pitch which then gradually rises throughout the remainder of 
the phonological word. If  the word is monosyllabic, then we find a rising contour:

  (5) rochob ‘side’ [�.ch$bm] , la ‘tongue’ [la%]

There is no expiratory accent in Kharia and any syllable of the phonological word 
may be more ‘prominent’ with respect to volume (Rehberg 2003:24ff. and 53ff. 
(tables)).

2.3 Consonants

Table 9.1 presents the consonant phonemes of Kharia. The status of forms in ‘( )’ as 
phonemes is uncertain. Where transliteration and IPA values differ, the IPA value is 
given in ‘[ ]’. Aspiration is indicated in the transliteration by an ‘h’, for example, /th/ 
is pronounced [th], /bh/ as [b], etc.

In the following I present minimal pairs for some of these phonemes.

 (6) /g/ vs. /k/: go ‘cook’ / ko ‘know’, gone ‘tooth’ / kone ‘mouse’
  /d/ vs. //: bida ‘farewell’ / bia ‘rice seed’, kuda ‘millet’ / kua ‘a kind of

 black berry’
 /b/ vs. /bh/: bu ‘beat a drum’ / bhu ‘bark’(v.)
 /t/ vs. /th/: tomsi ‘wasp’ / thomsi ‘9’
 /t/ vs. //: tuta ‘bottom’ / tua ‘tomorrow’
  /m/ vs. //: oem ‘warm oneself ’ / oe ‘give back’, am ‘arrive’ / a ‘send’
 // vs. //: e ‘open (of clouds), clear’ / e ‘return’ (ITR)
 /m/ vs. /n/: om ‘bask in the sun’ / on ‘drive (an ox-cart)’
 /l/ vs. /r/: gul ‘cry out’ / gur ‘fall’
 /r/ vs. /s/: irin ‘plum’ / isin ‘cook (rice)’
 /r/ vs. //: irib ‘forget’ / iib ‘night’
 Near minimal pair: // vs. /d/: au ‘fool’ daru ‘tree’

● What are generally referred to as retroflex plosives in studies on Kharia are 
 actually often – perhaps generally – realized as postalveolars. The exact status 

TABLE 9.1: THE CONSONANTS

 Labial Dental Retroflex/ Palatal Velar Glottal
   Postalveolar

Plosives p  t th  h c ch k kh ()
 b bh d dh   h j [] jh [] g gh 
Nasals m n ()   
Flaps  r [] () (h)   
Approximants w l  y [j]  
Fricatives ph [f] s    h []
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of the plosives in this category awaits closer study and I will refer to them here 
merely as retroflex.

● [] is only marginally phonemic. It is normally an intervocalic allophone of //: o=na 
‘take=INF’ vs. o=e ‘take=A.IRR’ ‘take!’. There is, however, at least one minimal pair: 
oo ‘become more; more; and’ vs. oo ‘get stuck’. [h], on the other hand, is restricted 
to Indo-Aryan loanwords and is an intervocalic  allophone of /h/.

● /ph/ is generally realized as [f] but is pronounced by some speakers as an 
 affricate [pf].

● /c(h)/ and /j(h)/ are often realized as the affricates [t(h)] and [d(h)], especially in 
loanwords.

● [] is generally an allophone of /g/: [g] appears in the onset, [] in the coda. For 
example, a stem-final [] often alternates with [g] when an enclitic with an initial 
vowel follows, for example, o ‘house’, og=a ‘of the house’ (house=GEN).

However [] is not always an allophone of /g/. For some speakers [] can also serve 
as an infix which marks the causative in polysyllabic roots and which usually has 
the form [b], an allophone of /b/ (see below). For example, boto ‘be(come) afraid’, 
bo<>to or bo<b>to ‘scare’. This suggests that [] is a phoneme in its own right, 
although somewhat marginal.

The glottal stop is typically followed by an ‘echo-vowel’, that is, the vowel pre-
ceding the glottal stop is repeated as an extra-short vowel after the glottal stop:
/ga/ ‘rip’ is pronounced [g.%]. In fast speech the ‘echo-vowel’ (and, less often, the 
glottal stop) is often omitted. Although the ‘echo-vowel’ produces a second syllable, 
phonetically speaking, this is not a syllable from a phonological point of view and 
operations which are sensitive to the number of syllables of the stem treat forms 
such as [g.%%] as a single syllable.7

Gemination. Geminates of most consonants are allowed but only at morpheme 
 boundaries: /oton=na/ [tn] (press=INF) ‘press’ or /beto-a/ [bt] 
 (hunger-water) ‘thirst’. Pairs such as the following show that consonant length, 
unlike vowel length, can be phonemic:

 (7) u-n-a ‘of  this’8 un=na= ‘to place’ (GEN)
 this-n-GEN place=INF=GEN

 (8) kolej ‘quarrel, fight’ kol lej ‘curse one another’
  RECIP curse

There are also environments where gemination may be assumed to have been lost, 
such as kolej above, presumably from kol lej, and umay ‘NEG.3PL’, from *um=may 
‘NEG=3PL’.

//, /s/ and /h/ may not be geminated.

Pre-glottalized stops. Plosives in the coda are generally realized as pre-glottalized 
stops. In this position the oppositions [±voiced] and [±aspirated] are neutralized as 
well as the opposition between dental and retroflex plosives. There are only three 
 pre-glottalized stops: /b/ [bm], // [] and /j/ []. There is no /g/: When /g/ occurs 
in the coda, it is realized as [], except in recent loanwords, where it is  pronounced as [g].

The pre-glottalized stops are pronounced as follows: At the same time as the flow 
of air is suppressed for the production of the plosive, the glottis contracts, producing a 
glottal stop. Before the plosive is (non-audibly) released, the glottal stop is released, 
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and air flows through the nasal cavity, producing a homorganic nasal; that is, what 
is written as b is pronounced [bm].

In order to differentiate between the (marginally phonemic) plosive // and the 
(non-phonemic) pre-glottalized plosives, the former will be consistently written as  
while the latter will be represented as , etc. For example, what is written poda 
 ‘village’ has the phonemic structure /poda/ or, perhaps, /pogda/. On the other hand, 
what is written ona ‘to carry’ has the phonemic structure /ona/.9

2.4 Syllable structure

Kharia words of native origin all have the syllable structure (C)V(C), where ‘C’ is 
a consonant and ‘V’ a vowel or nasal.10 In addition, there are the following general 
constraints:

● Words may begin with any consonant other than //, /h/ or // (Rehberg 2003:15). 
/w/ is only found word-initially in Indo-Aryan loans. [] occasionally occurs in the 
onset in the spontaneous speech of some speakers (Rehberg 2003:23) but is never 
phonemic in this position and is in free alternation with an empty onset.

● The nucleus may consist of a vowel or nasal. // is attested in this function in my 
data (/laphga/ ‘cave’ [l.pf.ga]) and Rehberg (2003:14) cites the form/phophna/ 
‘fungus’ from Biligiri (1965:11), presumably with [] in the nucleus.

● The oppositions [±voiced], [±aspirated] and dental/retroflex are neutralized in the 
coda (see under paragraph head ‘Pre-glottalized stops’).

● There are no native words with an /s/ or /h/ in the coda. Where these are found, the 
lexeme is invariably of Indo-Aryan origin, such as bes ‘good’, jinis ‘animal, thing’, 
sandeh ‘doubt’, etc.

2.5 Intonation

Little work has yet been done on Kharia intonation. Rehberg (2003:37ff.) has a few 
 preliminary remarks on the topic, although she cautiously refers to these as speculative.

With respect to declaratives, Rehberg notes that the utterance is relatively mono-
tonous and decreases gradually both in intensity and frequency towards the end of 
the sentence.

In interrogatives, on the other hand, the pitch rises and falls considerably in the 
utterance, and each low-tone pitch (marking the beginning of a phonological word) 
is clearly articulated. Sentence-pitch only falls towards the end of the utterance.

2.6 Morphophonology

Morphophonological phenomena can conveniently be divided into two groups.

(i)  In the first group, these are restricted to a particular morpheme or morphemes.

The past, active marker =o. Before this marker a stem-final plosive is devoiced and 
aspirated, oj ‘drive’, och=o ‘she/he drove’. Stem-final [] (< /g/) is realized as [kh]: 
o ‘eat’, okh=o ‘she/he ate’ (sections 3.2.3–3.2.5).

After vowels, the glide -y- is inserted before the past active marker to avoid a hiatus. 
For the sake of glossing I will consider the past, active morpheme in these environ-
ments to have the form =yo: hisa=yo ‘she/he called out’, yo=yo ‘she/he saw’.11
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The first and second persons in the past active have slightly irregular forms: =oj 
([] < *=o=) and =ob ([bm] < *=o=m), respectively.

el ‘come’ and col ‘go’. The final /l/ in col ‘go’ and el ‘come’ is dropped before 
all enclitics beginning with /n/, for example, co=na ‘to go’ (INFIINITIVE), e=na=ki 
(come=M.IRR=PL) ‘they will come’ vs. col=ki (go=M.PST) ‘she/he went’ and el=ki 
(come=M.PST) ‘she/he came’. This does not hold for other lexemes ending in /l/: ol 
‘bring’, ol=na ‘to bring’ (INFINITIVE).

(ii)  The second group is more phonologically conditioned, that is, the changes here 
are due only to the phonotactic rules of the language.

/g/ > [g] / []. When a stem ending in [] (< /g/) is followed by an enclitic begin-
ning with a vowel (except for the past active marker =o), [] may be realized as 
[g], for example, o ‘house’, og=a’ ‘house=GEN’, o=te (eat=A.PRS) ‘she/he eats’ 
vs. og=e (eat=A.IRR) ‘she/he will eat’. However, this rule is not obligatory for the 
genitive, and speakers tend to insert the glide /y/ [j] after the glottal stop (and other 
plosives) and before the genitive marker =a, for example, a-y-a ‘of the water’. 
This process has now spread to most environments, so that it is now probably more 
appropriate to consider the underlying form of the genitive marker to be =ya 
instead of the etymologically expected form =a.

The perfect. As noted already in Biligiri (1965:59), the perfect marker =si()= 
can be realized as [ch.%] after a stem-final /j/, /goj=si/  [g.ch.%] ‘she/he has 
died.’ However, this is not obligatory, and the pronunciation [g.s.%] is also 
acceptable.

No complex onsets or codas. The progressive markers =tej (active voice) and 
=taj (middle voice) are realized as such only before the markers of the first and 
 second persons, singular, the only two personal markers which begin with a vowel. 
Otherwise the final  is dropped: likha=tej=i ‘I am writing’ vs. likha=tej=ki ‘they 
are writing’ (< *likha=tej=ki). This is due to the strict (C)V(C) structure of the 
native elements of the language, that is, complex codas (and onsets) are not allowed. 
The same distribution holds for the present copulae ayij() (non-negative) and 
umboij() (negative).

Similarly, the perfect marker =si is realized as =si in the first and  second 
persons, singular, elsewhere as =si: col=si=i ‘I have gone’, col=si  ‘she/he 
has gone’.

No hiatus within words. Kharia does not allow a word-internal hiatus. When an 
 enclitic beginning with a vowel attaches to a word ending in a vowel, either -w- (between 
two vowels belonging to the group /o/, /a/ and /u/) or -y- (otherwise) is inserted.

 (9) u ‘this’ u-w-a ‘of  this’ yo ‘see’ yo-y-e ‘she/he will see’
  this-w-GEN see-y-A.IRR

Rarely, -n- is encountered with demonstratives instead of -w-: u-n-a ‘this-n-GEN’ 
‘of this’.

Merger of /e/ with similar vowels and palatal glides. The marker of the irrealis 
active, =e, is dropped after stems ending in =e, after the ‘diphthongs’ /ay/, /ui/, 
/oy/ and before person markers beginning with a vowel (i.e. /=i/ ‘1SG’ and /=em/ 
‘2SG’), for example, /karay=e=em/  karayem ‘you will do’, /ter=e=i/  teri ‘I 
will give’.
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3 MORPHOLOGY

3.1 Nominal morphology

Box 9.1 shows the maximal structure of the NP. The order of the unbound 
 morphemes is free to some extent and that given in Box 9.1 may be considered the 
unmarked order. ‘Lexeme(s)’ covers both the (possibly complex) lexical head as well 
as all attributes, which directly precede the head.

BOX 9.1: A SCHEMATIC OVERVIEW OF THE NP

Genitive Determiner DEM QUANT Genitive Determiner Lexeme(s)=POSS=NUM= CASE

 (10) ai=ya ghol bea=om=ki=te12

 ANAPH=GEN 10 son=3POSS=PL=OBLQ

 ‘his ten sons’ (object)

 (11) ho rusu o
 that red house
 ‘that red house’

Although not a hard-and-fast rule, there is a clear preference for possessive genitive 
determiners to appear at the beginning of the NP with the second genitive deter-
miner position reserved for denoting the material something is made of or where 
something is from:

 (12) mo kinir=a jantu 
 1 jungle=GEN animal
 ‘an animal of the jungle (i.e. a wild animal)’

 (13) ai=ya mo dhagar=om=te gam=o …
 ANAPH=GEN 1 servant=3POSS=OBLQ say=A.PST

 ‘He said to one of his servants …’ (adapted from Malhotra 1982:127)

Note that the markers to the far right in Box 9.1 are enclitic. For example, if  the lexi-
cal base is not overtly present (e.g. if  it is known), these markers simply attach to the 
right-most element of the phrase, regardless of its status, whether lexical or genitive 
attribute. That is, unlike affixes, these markers do not attach to stems. Rather, they 
attach to the entire phrase.13 Thus, in the following example, one may assume that 
the lexical base lebu ‘person’ is not mentioned as it is clear from context.

 (14) munusi rochob=a=ki=ko (cf. munusi rochob=a lebu=ki=ko)
 east side=GEN=PL=CNTR east side=GEN person=PL=CNTR

 ‘the easterners (contrasted)’

In fact, if  there is no further information within the NP, as all this is known from 
context, then these markers attach directly to the demonstratives, which then serve 
as pronominals of the third person, for example, ho=ki=te (that=PL=OBLQ) ‘them’ 
from ho ‘that’.

With respect to the stem itself, it should be noted that the issue of parts-of-speech 
in Kharia, especially if  these are taken to be lexical classes, is quite complex and 
 cannot be dealt with here in detail. For the present I will only note that ANY lexeme, 
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but also any ‘NP’, may function in Kharia both as a predicate (without any light or 
‘dummy’ verb), as the argument of a predicate, or as an attribute of either an argu-
ment or a predicate. However, if  an element is overtly marked for the oblique case 
(or an adposition, see sections 3.1.2, 3.1.9), it is an ‘NP’.14

The only ‘derivational’ processes which could be taken as evidence for the  presence 
of lexical classes in Kharia are the ‘nominalizing’ infix -NV- and reduplication in the 
free-standing form, both of which are almost entirely restricted to monosyllabic 
stems and usually function as attributes or complements of the predicate.15

As I argue in section 3.1.10, Kharia strongly disfavours monosyllabic words, 
hence there are a number of derivational strategies to avoid this, including infixation 
and reduplication (cf. also Anderson and Zide 2002). As the markers to the right in 
Box 9.1 may all be lacking (or ‘zero morphemes’), a monosyllabic word could result 
in the case of a nominal, which should be avoided. In fact, this is true of almost all 
words in Kharia, and only a few, very common words are monosyllabic, such as 
mo ‘eye’, ti ‘hand’ or o ‘house’, the vast majority being bisyllabic.

This is never possible with a predicate, which is always overtly marked for at least 
one grammatical category and, with that, is always at least bisyllabic. As such, there 
is no need to ‘strengthen’ predicates by adding a second syllable.

As space is limited here, the interested reader is referred to the discussion in sec-
tion 3.2, where examples of ‘unusual’ predicates are given, as well as the sections 
dealing with the ‘nominalizer’ -NV- and the free-standing form (sections 3.1.10 
and 3.2.8, respectively). A much more detailed discussion of this topic is given in 
Peterson (2007) and Peterson (2006).

3.1.1 Number

Kharia has three grammatical numbers, both on NPs and predicates: Singular 
(unmarked), dual (marked by =kiyar) and plural (marked by =ki).16 Number mark-
ing for non-singular entities is optional in the spoken language, especially if  these 
are non-human. In written texts, however, number marking is generally considered 
obligatory, even if  duality or plurality is indicated elsewhere in the clause.

 (15)  lebu (lebu=Ø) ‘man, person’ lebu=kiyar ‘two men, two people’, lebu=ki 
‘men, people’

The dual also functions as a means of expressing honorific status and is marked on 
both the NP and the predicate.

 (16) ho-ka=a tay konon  bahin=kiyar tama inermiiya=a
 that-SG.HUM=GEN ABL small sister=HON    now intermediate=GEN

 paricha likha=te=kiyar.
 exam write=A.PRS=3.HON

 ‘Her younger sister (HON) is now writing the intermediate exams.’ (AK, 4:12)

3.1.2 Case

Case markers attach directly to the right-most element of the NP. There are three 
morphological cases:

Unmarked form or ‘direct case’ (Ø-marking) – found with subjects and 
non-definite objects;
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Oblique (marked by =te) – marks definite objects, ‘indirect objects’ and
  adverbials;
Genitive (marked by =(y)a)17 – the adnominal case, through which one NP
 becomes an attribute in a larger NP.

Case markers attach directly to the bare nominal (or rather, the last element of the 
lexical base of the NP). This differs from the adpositions (section 3.1.9), which either 
always take the genitive or which take the genitive with personal pronominals and 
proper names. An example:

 (17) o=te ‘the house (object); in the house’ CASE MARKER

 house=OBLQ

 (18) og=a bahare ‘outside the house’ POSTPOSITION

 house=GEN outside

There is, however, one construction in which the oblique marker =te can co-occur with 
the genitive: If  the semantic head of the NP is not overtly expressed, the  (enclitic) 
oblique marker =te attaches to the right-most element of the remaining lexical base 
of the NP, regardless of its status. If  this element is a genitive determiner, this results 
in apparent ‘double case marking’. It is especially common with predicative  alienable 
 possession and with the meaning ‘at the home/place of’:

 (19) i=a=te saykal ayij.
 1SG=GEN=OBLQ bicycle PRS.COP

 ‘I have a bicycle.’

This may be considered a ‘reduced’ form of the following construction, in which the 
semantic head is overtly mentioned:

 (20) i=a bo=te saykal ayij.
 1SG=GEN place=OBLQ bicycle PRS.COP

 ‘I have a bicycle.’ (literally: ‘There is a bicycle at my place.’)

The same is also true of the meaning ‘at the home/place of’:

 (21) am=a=te or am=a bo=te
 2SG=GEN=OBLQ  2SG=GEN place=OBLQ

 ‘at your place’

(19) and (21) are thus similar to (14): As the lexical head, bo ‘place’, is omitted 
in these two examples, the enclitic case marker simply attaches to the right-most 
 element of the remaining lexical base, as was the case in (14) with respect to number 
marking.18

3.1.3 Person

Kharia distinguishes morphosyntactically between alienable and inalienable 
attributive possession. With alienable possession, the possessor appears in the 
genitive before the semantic head. With inalienable possession, instead of  a geni-
tive attribute the semantic head itself  is marked for the possessive relationship by 
one of  the enclitics in Table 9.2, which cross-reference the possessor (adapted from 
Malhotra 1982:96).19
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As Malhotra notes, these forms are most commonly found with kinship terms, 
body parts and domestic animals.

 (22) aba= ha=nom ma=om
 father=1SG.POSS bone=2SG.POSS mother=3SG.POSS

  ‘my father’ ‘your bone(s)’ ‘his/her mother’

However, even with these nominals, inalienable possessive markers are not  obligatory:

 (23) am=a ti
 2SG=GEN hand
 ‘your hand’

Malhotra (1982:97) notes that the forms for the third persons dual and plural 
are ambiguous – the number marking may refer either to the possessor or to the 
possessed entity. Context differentiates between them: kulam=om=ki ‘their (PL) 
brother(s) / his/her brothers’.

There are considerable differences of opinion with respect to these markers: 
Pinnow (1966:159) lists merely one form each for the first, second and third  persons, 
(=na)=, =nom and =om, respectively, regardless of number. Similar data are found 
in Mahapatra (1976:809). This was also confirmed by one speaker I  questioned. 
Nevertheless, counterexamples are easy to find:

 (24) gandur=na=ni lae=ki, lae dakha=ki ha�ni.
 Gandur=1POSS=1PL.INCL fight=M.PST fight try=M.PST indeed
 ‘Our Gandur fought, he tried to fight, indeed.’ (Kerkea� 1990:8)

Data from other speakers I consulted were also in accordance with the data in 
Table 9.2. Obviously, both systems are in use.

The inalienable construction may also be ‘reinforced’ by the alienable construction:

 (25) hote=ga manu purkha buha= saw-ay=om
 there=FOC Manu ancestor old.man=GEN spouse-woman=3POSS

 jiyom ter=o
 life give=A.PST

  ‘Right there, the elderly ancestor Manu’s wife died (= ‘gave [her] life’).’ 
(MT, 1:110)

 (26) am=a dhagar=nom gil om=sikh=o.
 2S=GEN servant=2POSS beat PASS=PRF=A.PST

 ‘Your servant had been beaten.’ (Abbi 1993:551)

TABLE 9.2: INALIENABLE POSSESSIVE MARKERS

Singular Dual Plural

INCL. EXCL. INCL. EXCL.

First person (=na)=,
 (=na)=i
 (seldom:
 (=na)=(i)).

(=na)=na (=na)=jar (=na)=ni (=na)=le

Second person =nom (=no)=bar (=no)=pe
Third person =om =om(=kiyar) =om(=ki)
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3.1.4 Definiteness

Kharia has no definite markers other than the oblique marker with definite direct 
objects, which is restricted to nominals with definite reference. With ‘indirect’ objects 
and adverbials, however, its use is more or less mandatory (section 3.1.2).

To refer to an unspecified, non-definite referential entity, mo or ek ‘one’ is used, 
as in the following example, where the cave is being referred to for the first time.

 (27) soub se maha be=om20 sima, mo maa=te a 
 all ABL big son=3POSS Simra 1 cave=OBLQ water

 kuy=o
 find=A PST

 ‘His eldest son, Simra, found water in a cave.’ (AK, 1:22)

Word order may also be used to denote the topical status of a sentence constituent, 
with highly topical information appearing earlier in the sentence and new informa-
tion to the right. For examples, see section 4.1.

3.1.5 Gender/nominal class

Kharia has neither grammatical gender nor any other type of morphosyntactic 
nominal classification.21 There are several ways of expressing whether a male or 
female is intended, for example, lexically kokro sikoy ‘rooster’, kitur sikoy ‘hen’, 
through the ‘suffix’ -ay ‘woman’, for example, kulam ‘brother’, kulam-ay ‘sister’, 
etc. (adapted from Malhotra 1982:66f.).22

A number of nominals and attributes which are specified for gender have been 
 borrowed from Indo-Aryan, such as kohi (m.) / kohni ‘lazy’ (f.). In the large majority of 
these forms, however, the masculine form ends in /a/ and the feminine in /i/, for example, 
bea ‘son’, bei ‘daughter’, buha ‘old man’, buhi ‘old woman’. These same two endings 
can also denote large/neutral vs. small entities. Again, this use has been borrowed from 
Indo-Aryan, such as oga ‘boat’ vs. ogi ‘small boat’ (see Biligiri 1965:144f.).

3.1.6 Pronominals

The free-standing pronominals are presented in Table 9.3. The use of these pronomi-
nals in Kharia is optional when the identity of the referent is not focused, that is, 
Kharia is a ‘pro-drop’ language.

As noted in section 3.1.1 above, the dual is also used to denote honorific status. 
When referring to oneself  to someone to whom respect is due, the exclusive form of 
the first person, ijar, is used. This use, however, is restricted to singular entities in 
the first and second persons: There are no special honorific forms for first and sec-
ond persons, dual and plural, although the ‘dual’ may be used to denote politeness 
with a third person, singular or plural entity.

In the non-singular first persons, there is an inclusive/exclusive distinction. The 
inclusive denotes that the speaker includes the addressee in the reference (‘we including 
you’), whereas with the exclusive, the addressee is excluded (‘we without you’). There 
are two further distinctions in the third persons:

Anaphoric vs. unmarked. There are two sets of forms for the third persons, one based 
on ai, the other on the demonstratives (see section 3.1.7). The difference between 
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these two groups is as follows: The forms based on the demonstratives, such as ho 
‘that’, can be used in cataphoric, anaphoric and deictic function whereas those based 
on ai can only be used anaphorically and refer back to the topic.23 Also, forms 
based on ai can only be used with reference to humans.

 (28) soub se maha be=om, sima, mo maa=te a
 all ABL big son=3POSS Simra 1 cave=OBLQ water

 kuy=o. ai uh=o.
 find=A PST ANAPH drink=A.PST

 ‘His eldest son, Simra, found water in a cave. He drank [it].’ (AK, I:22)

The unmarked pronominals (hoka, hoje) are literally ‘unmarked’ in this respect: In 
addition to their deictic and cataphoric functions, they can also be used anaphori-
cally. In fact, they often refer to the same entity as ai within the space of a single 
sentence, as in the following example.

 (29) gha ai=te baa kharab la=ki. tay mo mo
 therefore ANAPH=OBLQ big bad EMOT=M.PST then 1 REP

 bhai=ki=ya imi ho=ta hota ho-ka
 brother=PL=GEN name take=CV REP that-SG.HUM

hisa=na ma�e=yo.
call.out=INF start=A.PST

  ‘Therefore, he became very sad. Then, taking the names of the brothers one 
by one, he began to call out.’ (AK, 1:27f.)

Human/Non-human. Third-person, unmarked pronominals distinguish between human 
and non-human reference in the singular. These pronominals derive from a demonstra-
tive such as u ‘this’, ho ‘that’ (MEDIAL) or han / hin ‘that’ (REMOTE) plus a  second, deriva-
tional element: The pronominals for human reference make use of -ka ‘person’, which 
is quite common in compounds but whose use as a free morpheme is now largely obso-
lete. Pronominals for non-human reference make use of -je. -je is also often found 
alone in this function, but does not appear to have any lexical  meaning.

 (30) u-je=ga heke manus jati=ya kahani.
 this-SG.NHUM=FOC PRS.COP man ethnic.group=GEN story

 ‘This is the story of humanity.’ (AK, 3:17)

TABLE 9.3: THE FREE-STANDING PRONOMINALS

 Singular Dual / Honorific Plural

  INCL EXCL INCL EXCL

1 i (less commonly: i) ana ijar ani ele
2 am am=bar am=pe
3 ai, a(i)=kiyar,  a(i)=ki, 
 ho-ka, ho-je, ho=kiyar,  ho=ki, 
 u-ka, u-je, u=kiyar,  u=ki, 
 hin-ka, hin-je, hin=kiyar,  hin=ki, 
 han-ka, han-je han=kiyar  han=ki 
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For an example of ho-ka with human reference, see example (29) above.

Interrogatives. There are six basic interrogative forms, given in Table 9.4.
a- and i combine with free morphemes and with case markers to derive other 

 interrogative compounds:

 (31) a-bo ‘where?’ (bo ‘place’)
 a=te ‘where?’ (=te ‘OBLIQUE’)
 i-bhere ‘when?’ (bhere ‘time’)
 i=te ‘where?’ (=te ‘OBLIQUE’)
 i-ghay ‘how?’ (ghay ‘way’)

Interrogatives may also be used predicatively:

 (32) am i=yob?
 2SG what=A.PST.2SG

 ‘What did you do?’

 (33) am=te i=ki?
 2SG=OBL what=M.PST

 ‘What happened to you?’

Indefinites. Some interrogatives, such as atu ‘where’, combine with the additive 
focus marker =jo ‘also’ to serve as indefinites, for example, atu=jo ‘wherever’. For 
some indefinites, however, there is no corresponding interrogative, such as jaha� 
 ‘something’ or jahãy(=ga) ‘whoever’. jaha� may also be used attributively. The most 
common indefinites are:

 (34) jahãy, jahãy=ga, ber=jo ‘whoever’ atu=jo ‘wherever’
 jaha�, i=jo ‘some(thing); whatever’ jaha� bhere ‘whenever’

3.1.7 Demonstratives

Kharia has a three-way demonstrative system with evidence for an earlier four-way 
system:

 (35) u ‘this’, near to speaker
 ho ‘that’, medial distance from speaker
 hin, han ‘that’, farther away from speaker

hin and han differ little in meaning in actual usage, if  at all. Along with Malhotra 
(1982:53), I can find no evidence for Biligiri’s (1965:65) analysis of han as restricted to 
visible and hin to non-visible entities. However, unlike Malhotra, I find no  evidence 
for hin and han being in complementary distribution. Instead, my data indicate that 
they are in free distribution, with hin being the more common of the two.

TABLE 9.4: INTERROGATIVES

Free morphemes Bound morpheme

ata ‘what?, which?’ ber, behar ‘who?’ a- ‘Q’
atu ‘where? i ‘what?’
ina ‘why?’
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There is yet another demonstrative with the same meaning as han and hin -se, a 
borrowing from Sadani. It is only seldomly encountered and is generally only found 
with temporal adverbials, such as se bhere ‘that time’, se dinu ‘that day’, but cf. also 
se lekhe ‘like that’.

These demonstratives may appear at the beginning of an NP as a determiner, 
preceding all other NP constituents, or, with the exception of se, they may combine 
with -ka ‘person’ and -je ‘3SG.NHUM’ to form pronominals (section 3.1.6). Again, 
with the exception of se, they may also combine with the oblique marker =te to 
form locative adverbials, with ghay ‘way’ to form manner adverbials, with tij ‘side, 
direction’ to form goal-directed locative adverbials, or with bhere to form temporal 
adverbials:

 (36) u goa duniya=te
 this entire world=OBLQ

 ‘in this entire world’

 (37) hin bhere ‘(at) that time’
 u-ka ‘she/he (here)’, ho-ka ‘she/he (there)
 hin-ka, han-ka ‘s/he (remote)’
 u=te ‘here’, han=te / hin=te ‘there’
 ho-ghay ‘that way, like that’
 han-tij u-tij ‘this way and that’

3.1.8 Numerals and classifiers

There are two sets of numerals in Kharia. One, of Kharia origin, is no longer in com-
mon use and shows a great deal of variation. The other is borrowed directly from 
Sadani. Only the Sadani numerals are at all common, and even the lower numerals 
in actual speech are all borrowed from Sadani. Numerals of Sadani origin generally 
occur with numeral classifiers, although this is not obligatory.

Kharia Numerals.24 There is great deal of uncertainty concerning these numerals, 
and only the forms for ‘1–3’ and ‘10’ are uniform for all speakers. Other numerals 
can vary greatly from speaker to speaker. In Box 9.2, beginning with ‘4’, the first 
numeral given is the most commonly cited form, followed by less common variants.

There are two systems for the numerals from ‘11’ to ‘19’. The first simply com-
bines the word for ‘10’ with the respective single digit. There is also another system 
in which all numerals from ‘11’ to ‘19’ have their own designation. This system is 
given to the right in Table 9.5.25

The designation for ‘20’ is eki (< Indo-Aryan, cf. Bengali kui ‘a score’ Sadani 
kori ‘a score’). Pinnow (1965a:6) also cites uki. For ‘21–29’, the single digits are 
added to eki, for example, eki mo ‘21’, etc.

1 mo (NHUM), muu (HUM)   6 tibru, tibhru, ibru
2 ubar  7 tham, thom, tho, ghul
3 uphe  8 thom, ghal, tham, thomsi
4 iphon, tham  9 thomsi, ghal, tomsi, ghul
5 moloy, thum 10 ghol

BOX 9.2: KHARIA NUMERALS 1–10
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There are no simple words in the Kharia numeral system for ‘30’, ‘40’, etc. There are 
two different strategies for expressing numbers above ‘29’.

● The first, vigesimal system counts in scores and adds the appropriate numeral 
from ‘1’ to ‘19’ to the correct multiplication of ‘20’.

● The second system counts in decades, with multiples of ‘10’ plus the respective 
single digit. The fact that this system has no decadal term for ‘100’ suggests that 
it is the younger of the two.

These two systems are shown in Table 9.5.
Native ordinals. The native term for ‘first’ is generally se, for example, se el-

el=a lebu (first come-REDPL=FOC person) ‘the people who came first’. Alternatively, 
the genitive of absib ‘beginning’ can also be used, although this is rare.

 (38) absib=a eto
 begining=GEN order
 ‘(the) first commandment’ (lit.: ‘the commandment of the beginning’)

Other ordinals are derived as follows: In reference to humans, -ka is attached to the 
corresponding cardinal number:

 (39) uphe-ka
 3-SG.HUM

 ‘(the) third person’

For non-humans/inanimates, there are three strategies: First, the respective cardinal 
number is placed in the genitive:

 (40) ubar=a eto
 2=GEN order
 ‘(the) second commandment’

 BOX 9.3: KHARIA NUMERALS 11–19

11 ghol mo  ghul  16 ghol tibru rabe
12 ghol ubar  gholsi   17 ghol tham tarsi
13 ghol uphe  ak  18 ghol thom abayej
14 ghol iphon  oy�a  19 ghol thomsi ubki
15 ghol moloy  raba

TABLE 9.5: KHARIA NUMERALS 30–100

Vigesimal system System of decades

 30 (mo) eki ghol, literally ‘(1) 20 10’ uphe ghol ‘3 10’
 31 (mo) eki ghol mo, etc. uphe ghol mo, etc.
 40 ubar eki ‘2 20’ iphon ghol ‘4 10’
 50 ubar eki ghol ‘2 20 10’ moloy ghol ‘5 10’
 60 uphe eki ‘3 20’ tibru ghol ‘6 10’
 70 uphe eki ghol ‘3 20 10’ tham ghol ‘7 10’
 80 iphon eki ‘4 20’ thom ghol ‘8 10’ 
 90 iphon eki ghol ‘4 20 10’ thomsi ghol ‘9 10’
100 moloy eki ‘5 20’ moloy eki ‘5 20’
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Alternatively, beginning with ubar ‘2’ the compound form -sib (< absib ‘beginning’) 
is used to form ordinals, for example, bar-sib a�k ‘second act (of a play)’, etc. Note 
that the /u/ in ubar is dropped here.

In a third strategy, cardinal numbers are used, with no special marking: ubar ebo 
‘second act/scene’.

Finally, Malhotra (1982:126) writes of another general strategy for ordinals begin-
ning with ‘second’, which is not found in my corpus. She notes that ordinals above 
‘first’ are formed by using the postpositions ‘after’ or ‘behind’ following the numeral. 
Her two examples (adapted):26

(41) boriya= loho moloy=a kunab
 both=GEN after five=GEN behind
 ‘third’ ‘sixth’

Indo-Aryan Numerals (from Sadani). As mentioned above, only the numerals which 
have been borrowed from Sadani are in common use. Box 9.4 presents the lower 
numerals and a few of the higher numerals.
Ordinals. Ordinals in common use have also all been borrowed from Sadani: first 
pohila, second dusra, third tisra, etc.
Collectives. With the exception of bariya, which is of Kharia origin, collectives are 
formed by adding =o directly to the Sadani numeral. This =o is probably identical 
with the homophonous classifier =o (see below), although it may be related to the 
Hindi oblique plural suffix -o�. Box 9.5 presents examples for the lower collectives.
Classifiers. There is a small number of optional classifiers in Kharia. These are 
found only with cardinal numerals and, rarely, with quantifiers such as kai ‘a few’. 
Here are the most common ones.

=o
=o is the general classifier and is used with all types of nominals. It is by far the
 most common classifier.

BOX 9.4: NUMERALS BORROWED FROM 
SADANI

0 sun 6 chaw
1 ek 7 sat
2 dui 8 ah
3 tin 9 naw, na�w
4 cair, ceir 10 das
5 pa�c Others: 100 say, saw, sos
 1,000 hajar
 100,000 lakh

bariya, beriya, boriya‘both’ chaw=o ‘all six’
(cf. ubar ‘2’) sat=o ‘all seven’
tin=o ‘all three’ ah=o ‘all eight’
cair=o ‘all four’ naw=o ‘all nine’
pa�c=o ‘all five’ das=o ‘all ten’

BOX 9.5: COLLECTIVES
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 (42) duy=o daru ‘two trees’ chaw=o sore ‘six stones’ tin=o bhai ‘three brothers’
 ho

  ho is another all-purpose classifier, less common than =o. Before ho, ‘6’ is
realized as che.

 (43) pa�c ho orej ‘five oxen’ che ho sore ‘six stones’ kai ho ompay ‘a few rivers’
 jan / jhan

  j(h)an is used exclusively for humans. It is less common than =o in this
function and has been borrowed from Sadani -jan / -jhan.

 (44) tin jhan lebu=ki ‘three people’ tin jhan bhai=ki ‘three brothers’

j(h)an also attaches to names to denote the person who is explicitly mentioned as 
well as either those accompanying him or her at that moment or his or her family:

 (45) birsi jhan ‘Birsi and her friends (who are with her now).’

3.1.9 Adpositions

Kharia has a large number of  postpositions and one preposition. Adpositions 
differ from case markers (section 3.1.2) in that adpositions generally require the 
genitive case when the semantic head of  the NP is a pronominal or a proper nomi-
nal, otherwise the bare nominal. Case markers, on the other hand, attach directly 
to the last element of  the bare NP. Here I present some of  the more  common 
adpositions.

The preposition enem ‘without’ This is the only preposition in the language. Normally, 
the NP appears in the direct case: for example, enem gojhu ‘without a path’, but it 
can also appear in the genitive:

 (46) ani jaha�-tij col=ta=ni. ute=ko enem
 come.on INDEF-side go=M.PRS=1PL.INCL here=CNTR without 

 a=ya goj go=na=ni.
 water=GEN die C:TEL=M.IRR=1PL.INCL

 ‘Come on! Let’s go somewhere. Here we will die without water.’ (TK, 1:7)

In subordination, an NP whose lexical head is a free-standing form (here:  aw-aw)27 
appears in the oblique case to denote the adverbial status of the subordinate clause. 
The entire construction is then negated by enem.

 (47) enem raja ro rani=kiyar=a aw-aw=te khaiya=ki
 without king and queen=DL=GEN COP-REDPL=OBLQ Kharia=PL

 kaij=ko her=ga akbakay=ki=may.
 somewhat=CNTR very=FOC be.in.a.flurry=M.PST=3PL

 ‘Without there being a king and queen, the Kharia panicked.’ [MT, 1:104]

Postpositions. There are simple and complex postpositions in Kharia. Most 
 simple postpositions are not further analysable from a synchronic perspective. Here 
are some of the most common:

 (48) bu ‘with; INS; COM’ tay, se ‘ABL’
 gha ‘for; PURP’ (cf. gha ‘opportunity’ (?)) thom, tho ‘for; PURP’
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As already noted, these postpositions generally take the genitive with pronominals 
and proper names and the unmarked form with lexical nominals:

 (49) i=a bu ho-ka=a tay kinir tay
 1SG=GEN COM that-SG.HUM=GEN ABL forest ABL

 ‘with me’ ‘from him/her’  ‘from (the) forest’ 

Complex postpositions derive from oblique-cased relational nominals, whereby the 
oblique marker is often omitted.

 (50) bahar(=te) ‘outside of’ (bahar ‘outside’)
 mugam(=te) ‘in front of’ (mugam ‘front’)
 kunab(=te) ‘behind’ (kunab ‘back’)
 toblu(=te) ‘on top of, above’ (toblu ‘top’)
 mojhi(=te) ‘amidst, among’ (mojhi ‘middle’)
 tuta(=te) ‘under, below’ (tuta ‘bottom’)

As with the simple postpositions, complex postpositions take the genitive with 
 pronominals and proper names, but show a higher tendency to take the genitive 
with lexical nominals as well.

 (51) sadhu=ki=ya mojhite
 holy.man=PL=GEN amongst
 ‘amongst the holy men’'

However, they do not require the genitive: tunbo mojhite ‘in the middle of the 
day’.28

3.1.10 Derivation: ‘nominalizers’

There are two non-productive derivations which are generally considered nominal-
izers. The first, which is found in a number of common words, makes use of the 
infix -NV-, where -V- has the same quality as the vowel preceding -N- in all cases 
other than the slightly irregular mo<ne> ‘one each’ from mo ‘one’. -N- is a nasal 
of indeterminate quality. It is usually realized as /n/, but /m/ is also occasionally 
found.29 Box 9.6 presents a few examples.

In many cases the simple, non-derived form no longer exists:

 (52) *ga ‘reap’ ga<na> ‘sickle’
 (*)sel ‘pray’ se<ne>l ‘prayer’

bel ‘spread out (a mat or bedspread)’   be<ne>l ‘bedding’
ej ‘chop’ e<ne>j ‘large hatchet’
kuj ‘dance’ (predicate) ku<nu>j ‘dance’ (nominal)
mo ‘one’ mo<ne> ‘one each’
ro ‘be sad’ ro<mo>-a ‘tear’ (i.e. ‘sad-water’)
si ‘plow’ (predicate) si<ni> ‘plow’ (nominal)

BOX 9.6: THE ‘NOMINALIZER’ -NV-
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There is no root *ga in Kharia, but such a lexeme is found, for example, in the 
South-Munda language Sora with the meaning ‘cut’. Similarly, while sel with the 
meaning ‘pray’ is still found in the texts in Pinnow (1965a), speakers I questioned 
all rejected the form, and use senel both predicatively (‘pray’) and referentially 
(‘prayer’).

The designation of  this infix as a nominalizer is not without problems: 
Modern Kharia has the general requirement that free-standing lexemes be at least 
bisyllabic, a requirement which derives from an earlier bimoraic constraint (see 
Anderson and Zide (2002), discussed in Peterson (2007). For monosyllabic lexemes 
to be used as the head of  an NP, this means that some strategy is needed to derive 
bisyllabic forms, since possessive, number and case markers may all be lacking 
(or ‘zero morphemes’). There are only very few exceptions to this rule, namely 
 commonly occurring nominals, such as o ‘house’, ti ‘hand’ or mo ‘eye’, but the 
vast majority are bisyllabic. Nowadays, monosyllabic roots are reduplicated in these 
environments as free-standing forms (section 3.2.8) whereas the older  language 
seems to have preferred the -NV- infix. At any rate, forms such as mo<ne> ‘one 
each’ from mo ‘one’ call any analysis of  this marker as a nominalizer into ques-
tion (for a more detailed discussion of  parts-of-speech in Kharia, see Peterson, 
2006, 2007).

The second construction, discussed in Pinnow (1965a:161, note), combines the 
infix -NV-, just discussed, with the reduplication of the root, typical of free-standing 
forms. Instead of -NV-, -NVm- is also found, and the consonant in the coda of the 
lexeme is deleted. Table 9.6 presents the four examples for this construction which I 
have come across. The first three are from Pinnow, the last from my own fieldwork:

TABLE 9.6: INFIX -NV- WITH REDUPLICATION

Root Derived form

el ‘come’ e<nem>-el ‘having arrived’
goj ‘die’ go<nom>-goj ‘deceased (person)’
rab ‘bury’ ra<na>b-rab ‘burial ground; grave’
kol ‘count’ ko<no>l-kol ‘population’

It is extremely difficult to determine the function of this form. It does not appear to 
have ever been very productive and the four forms given here are the only ones I have 
been able to locate, compared with at least 45 of the type -NV-.

3.1.11 Nominal attributes

If  one uses only morphosyntactic criteria as a guide to determining parts-of-speech, 
then there is little evidence for assuming a separate class of adjectives in Kharia. 
Instead, from a purely morphosyntactic point of view it is more convenient to con-
sider simple nominal attribution to be expressed by a free-standing form, described 
in section 3.2.8, that is, stems appear in their basic form if  they are polysyllabic, or 
are reduplicated if  monosyllabic. Some examples:
 Free-standing form: 
 (53)  konon bhai ‘little brother’ cf. konon ‘become small’  konon
 oko ha�o ‘settled place’ oko ‘sit down; settle’ oko
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 maha daru ‘the big tree’ maha ‘become big’  maha
 ru-ru kabo ‘open door’ ru ‘become open’  ru-ru
 rusu o ‘red house’ rusu ‘become red’  rusu

Note that reduplication here is not in any way restricted to ‘verbs’ or lexemes denoting 
an event vs. a state. This is especially clear in a case like oko ro dho-dho hão (set-
tle.down and take-REDPL place) ‘the place where [they] settled down and which [they] 
took’. As oko is bisyllabic, it is not reduplicated, whereas the monosyllabic dho is.

Although no longer in current use, there also appears to have been a root sa 
‘become yellow’, which had the form sa-sa when used attributively, that is, 
 ‘yellow’, and which is given with this meaning in Floor et al. (1934:112). This form 
has now been replaced by the Sadani term piyar ‘yellow’, as all colour terms except 
osel ‘white’, mogher ‘black’ and rusu ‘red’ have been replaced by the corresponding 
Sadani equivalents,30 and in current usage sa-sa means only ‘turmeric’, a meaning 
which it has retained from very early times (see Anderson and Zide 2002).

On the other hand, ANY lexeme that can be used attributively can also be used to 
denote a change-of-state (middle voice) or a transitive telic action (active voice) and 
vice versa, hence there seems to be little justification for assuming an adjectival class 
in Kharia.

There are only a few monosyllabic lexemes which do not fit this pattern and 
which do not reduplicate (except to denote plurality, etc. see below), all loans from 
Indo-Aryan: khus ‘(become) happy’, lil ‘(become) blue’ and bes ‘(become) good’, for 
example, bes dinu ‘good day’.

Finally, the repetition of attributes can denote both intensity (‘very’) and plurality. 
When used to denote plurality, the NP is not generally marked for number, as with 
konon konon murti in the following example:

 (54) ho-ka lokha oh=o ro lokha o=na loho 
 that-SG.HUM soil take=A.PST and soil take=INF after

 i-ghay  ai=ya rup bu=ga konon konon murti
 what-way ANAPH=GEN form INS=FOC small REP statue

 bay=o.
 make=A.PST

   ‘He took soil and, after taking soil he made small statues in (= with) his 
[own] form.’ (AK, 3:10)

Comparatives and superlatives. Comparatives and superlatives are formed as fol-
lows: The standard is followed by an ablative postposition and the lexeme denoting 
a  scalar property, appearing in its base form. The two constructions are identical 
except for the fact that the standard in the superlative construction contains a quan-
tifier denoting entirety, such as jhai or soub ‘all’. Also, there is a distinct preference 
for the ablative postposition tay in the comparative construction and se in the super-
lative construction, although both may be used in both constructions.

Comparative:

 (55) la ai=ya tay konon bhai, beghma, ho-ka
 then ANAPH=GEN ABL small brother Beghma that-SG.HUM

 onor=o.
 hear=A.PST

 ‘Then hisi younger brother, Beghmaj, hej heard [himi].’ (AK, 1:30)
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Superlative:

 (56) soub se maha=ya biha hoy=si.
 all ABL big=GEN wedding become=PRF

  ‘The oldest has married (= The marriage of the oldest [daughter] has 
become).’ (AK, 4:9)

Note that this construction is used with all scalar lexemes and is not limited to 
‘attributive’ lexemes, thus it cannot be considered a typical property of ‘adjectives’.

 (57) soub se suru=te ponmesor ap aw=ki.
 all ABL beginning=OBLQ God Father COP=M.PST

 ‘In the very beginning there was God the Father.’ (AK, 3:4)

3.1.12 Adverb(ial)s

The most common means of modifying a predicate or an entire clause is by suf-
fixing -bo, -a or -son to a lexeme. The choice of one over the other is lexically 
determined. Some lexemes can also take more than one of these markers, with no 
difference in meaning.

 (58) ajor ‘front’ ajor-a ‘forwards’
 bes ‘good’ bes-bo, bes-a ‘well’
 dular ‘love’ dular-bo, dular-son ‘lovingly’
 lere ‘rejoice; joy’ lere-son ‘joyously’

 (59) ro tama am=pe u naw� kuum=te=ga sadi biha
 and now 2=2PL this 9 family=OBLQ=FOC marry marry

 kerso=na=pe  ro  … baru-bo  aw=na=pe.”
 marry=M.IRR=2PL and good-INTENS live=M.IRR=2PL

  ‘And you will marry in only these nine families and you will live very well.’ 
(AK, 1:69)

However, this construction is not exclusively used to mark adverbials, and forms 
marked by one of these markers can also appear in predicative function:

 (60) ho-ka iku jughay lere-son=ki.
 that-SG.HUM very much joy-INTENS=M.PST

 ‘She/he became very happy.’

What these apparent ‘adverbials’ in fact express is a slight degree of ‘intensity’, that 
is, they denote that an event or state is ‘more intense’ than the unmarked forms, simi-
lar to the function of very in English. Hence they are not restricted in any way to an 
adverbial function, although they are certainly compatible with this usage.

For other types of ‘adverbial’ modification, see the sections on the sequential and 
imperfective converbs (section 3.2.8) and ‘adverbial’ clauses (section 4.5).

3.2 Predicative morphology

Box 9.7 gives a simplified overview of the maximal possible structure of a non-
negated, non-periphrastic predicate with a single stem. There is some freedom of 
order with respect to the markers between the stem and the perfect marker, all of 
which have the status of grammatical words. They correspond to what are generally 
referred to in South Asian linguistics as ‘V2s’ or ‘explicator verbs’ (section 3.2.10). 
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The reciprocal marker may also be considered a word as it shows some degree of 
freedom of movement (section 3.2.11 under ‘Semi-productive incorporation’) and 
has a rising contour, typical of monosyllabic phonological words (section 2.2).

Box 9.7 gives the general, unmarked order of some of these constituents, which 
are too numerous to all be portrayed here (‘< >’ denotes an infix).

BOX 9.7: A SCHEMATIC OVERVIEW OF THE NON-NEGATED MORPHOLOGICALLY 
FULLY FINITE PREDICATE IN KHARIA

RECIP CAUS-Lexeme-<CAUS> AKT BEN PASS/RFLX AUTOPOES TEL=PRF=TAM/VOICE=PERS/NUM/HON

The causative marker is an affix which may only appear either directly before and/or 
within the lexical head. The markers to the right, beginning with the perfect, are all 
enclitic markers and attach directly to the right-most element of the predicate phrase, 
regardless of its status (see examples in the following section beginning with [66]).

Types of predicating bases. Typical of Kharia is the fact that the predicate base may 
be any type of lexeme, a nominal in the genitive, an entire ‘NP’, or it may consist of 
several lexical morphemes. Let us now look at these in somewhat more detail.

In theory at least, any lexical morpheme may function as the head of a predicate 
without the need for a light verb. For example, free-standing interrogatives can func-
tion as the predicate of a clause in Kharia with no derivational marking. In these 
cases, the middle voice denotes a change-of-state, i=na? (what=M.IRR) ‘what will 
 happen?’, whereas the active denotes an activity, i=ye=m? (what=A.IRR=2SG) ‘What 
will you do?’. Another attested example:

 (61) beo=te=ga tirib al=e la i-ghay=na?
 sun=OBLQ=FOC cloud cover=A.IRR then what-way=M.IRR

 ‘If  a cloud covers the sun, then how will it be?’ (Kerkea� 1990:5)

This is only true with dynamic predicates. If  a state is described, then the copula 
is used:

 (62) i heke?
 what PRS.COP

 ‘What is [that]?’

Similarly, indefinites may serve as predicates:

 (63) jaha� guu=may, ani=te sadhe=si=may,  ho-je
 INDEF OPT=3PL 1PL.INCL=OBLQ torment=PRF=3PL that-SG.NHUM

 bhagwan=jo=ko yo=tej.
 god=ADD=CNTR  see=A.PROG

  ‘Let them do as they like (= let them whatever), they have tormented us, and 
God is watching that as well.’ (Kerkea� 1990:7)

Despite this theoretical possibility, speakers’ intuitions differ greatly on the extent to 
which typically referential entities may be used predicatively, at least in interviews. 
Consider the following example:

 (64) bhagwan lebu=ki ro el=ki.
 God man=M.PST and come=M.PST

 ‘God became man and came [to earth] (i.e. Jesus).’ (Malhotra 1982:136)
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While no speakers objected to the second predicate in example (64), that is, elki, 
opinions varied somewhat with regard to the first predicate, lebuki: For some speak-
ers I consulted, lebuki is a perfectly grammatical form, although not the most natural 
means of expressing this thought, as the use of the transitional copula hoy ‘become’ 
is preferred. However, some speakers rejected it outright.

Similar data were obtained for typically ‘pronominal’ deictics. Although all insisted 
that the use of the copula would be more appropriate, some speakers were reluctant 
to accept the following example, while others had no difficulty in doing so.

(in a play about me and you, in which both of us will be taking part):

 (65) ‘naak=te  i=ga  ho-ka=na=i  ro  am=ga  
 play=OBLQ 1SG=FOC that-SG.HUM=M.IRR=1SG and 2SG=FOC 

 i=na=m.’  ‘umbo. am=na  um=i  pal=e.  irekar
 1SG=M.IRR=2SG no  2SG=INF NEG=1SG be.able=A.IRR director

 se=ga i=te  ho-ka=o  am=ga am=na=m’
 early=FOC 1SG=OBLQ that-SG.HUM=A.PST  2SG=FOC 2SG=M.IRR=2SG

  ‘ “In the play I will be him and you will be me.” “No. I can’t be you. The 
director already made me him. You will be you.” ’

(Pro)nominals marked for the genitive can also function as predicates. This is a fully 
productive process but only holds for dynamic predicates:

 (66) i ho-ka=te i=a=yoj.
 1SG that-SG.HUM=OBLQ 1SG=GEN=A.PST.1SG

 ‘I adopted him/her (i.e. I made him/her mine).’

However, this is not true of oblique-marked NPs with any meaning: *sahar=te=ki 
‘city=OBLQ=M.PST’, *sahar=te=yo ‘city=OBLQ=A.PST’. The reason for the different 
treatment of the two morphologically marked cases appears to be straight-forward: 
The oblique marker =te marks an entire NP, which plays a role – either as object or 
adjunct – at the clause level. The genitive on the other hand occurs within the NP – it 
is not relevant at the clause level but is comparable to any other nominal attribute in 
this respect, such as the so-called adjectives discussed in section 3.1.11, all of which 
can also function as predicates. This is demonstrated most clearly in examples such 
as the following: If a possessive relationship exists between two or more entities, then 
the entire ‘NP’, including the genitive attributes, can function as a predicate:

 (67) ho-ka i=a natgot=ki.
 that-SG.HUM 1SG=GEN family.relationship=M.PST

 ‘She/he became a member of my family (e.g. through marriage).’

Finally, a head ‘nominal’ with a quantifier (68) or with a demonstrative (69) may 
 function as a predicate:

 (68) ubar rochob=ki=. 
 2 side=M.PST=1SG

 ‘I moved to both sides (i.e. this way and then that).’

 (69) ho rochob=ki=.
 that side=M.PST=1SG

 ‘I moved to that side’
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In summary, as long as it expresses a change-of-state or action, any lexeme or ‘NP’ 
can serve as the stem of a predicate without the need for a light or ‘dummy’ verb, 
provided that a proper context can be found.31

The semantics of these lexical units in different functions are completely predictable. 
Although we cannot go into detail here, any lexical morpheme which denotes a mate-
rial entity X has the meaning ‘become X’ in the middle voice and ‘turn something into 
X’ in the active. Similarly, lexemes denoting a property Y have the meaning ‘become 
Y’ (middle) or ‘make something Y’ (active). As we shall see in section 3.2.8, lexical 
morphemes denoting an event Z also have a predictable meaning when used as com-
plements – ‘the act of Z-ing’. For a more detailed discussion, see Peterson (2007).

Of course, convention and world knowledge will serve to restrict these theoretical 
possibilities in everyday speech. For example, ebul ‘table’ usually refers to an entity 
on which things may be placed, is made of wood, etc. Things seldom ‘become a 
table’, which is what the predicative use of this lexeme in the middle voice would 
mean, and one seldom ‘turns something into a table’, which is what it would mean 
in the active. It thus comes as no surprise that speakers only reluctantly accepted this 
lexeme as a predicate although, once a proper context was found (e.g. fairy tales), 
most did accept this usage.

I therefore conclude that the only reason speakers were either reluctant or unwilling 
to accept predicative uses of lexemes such as these was my inability to find a natural-
sounding context in which an action or event of this type can be conceived. There 
are no lexical or morphosyntactic rules which disallow such predicates. There are, 
however, clear personal preferences.
Simple and complex stems. The predicate may contain one or more stems, each of 
which may be marked for derivational categories such as the reciprocal or causative. 
Some examples (stems are underlined):

Single stems:

 (70) mu=ki=may bho<b>re go=sikh=o=ki
 go.out=M.PST=3PL fill.up-<CAUS> C:TEL=PRF=A.PST=PL

 ‘they went out’ ‘they had filled [it] up. 

Complex stems:

 (71) musni jhai kopuu=ki jume katib kon socay=o=ki no
 one.day all man=PL assemble gather SEQ think=A.PST=PL COMP

 ‘ho dano=te i-gu=ga tar o-gur=e=ni?’
 that demon=OBLQ what-like=FOC kill CAUS-fall=A.IRR=1PL.EXCL

  ‘One day, all the men came together (= “having assembled [and] gathered”) and 
thought “How will we kill that demon?” ’ (= ‘kill [and] cause to fall’) (MT, 1:66)

Alternating stems. This group consists of a large number of lexical morphemes 
which have been borrowed from Sadani and which have two different forms, 
one in -e for the middle voice and one in -ay (= [ae"] i.e. /a/ + /e/) for the active, with 
the exception of badle ‘change’ (ITR) (middle) / badli ‘change’ (TR) (active) and bujhi 
‘understand’ (middle) / bujhay ‘explain’ (active). Table 9.7 presents a few examples.

The -e in Kharia in both stems perhaps derives from the infinitive marker -ek in 
Sadani, although this derivation is not without problems. At any rate, -e/-y here 
serves to mark the lexeme as a borrowed stem.32
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The status of -a in Kharia is more problematic. In Sadani, the suffix -a
 is, among 
other things, a causative marker, although its status there is still somewhat unclear.33 
In Kharia, -a is not productive outside of these lexemes.

While all of these lexemes are direct borrowings from Sadani, many lexemes 
marked by -ay in Kharia in fact derive from verbs in Sadani which are not marked 
there by -a
 with the same meaning. Cf. Kharia karay ‘do’ but Sadani kar- ‘do’, and 
Kharia socay ‘think’ but Sadani soc- ‘think’.34

It would be incorrect to assume that -a is simply a causative marker or transitiv-
izer in Kharia: -a is also found in a number of lexemes which can appear only in the 
middle or active, but not in both, such as khisay ‘become angry’ (middle only) or 
chi�kay ‘sneeze’ (active only). These forms do not have a counterpart marked in -e, 
and neither fits the usual description of a ‘causative verb’.

The exact status of -a in Kharia is dealt with in more detail in Peterson (2006). For 
our purposes it will suffice to note that it appears to be related to animacy, whereas 
predicating lexemes without the -a (i.e. those in -e) generally have inanimate subjects.

3.2.1 Subject

Kharia is a nominative/accusative type language in terms of predicate agreement. 
The predicate generally (but not always, see below and section 5) agrees with the 
‘subject NP’ (= S and A) in terms of person, number and honorific status. Table 9.8 
gives an overview of subject-markers on the predicate.

As the following examples show, the predicate usually agrees with the ‘subject NP’, 
which is either S or A. That is, Kharia shows nominative/accusative alignment:

 (72) la  soub=ga bhai=ki ho  khajar tar=na  gha juda
 then all=FOC brother=PL that deer kill=INF PURP separate
  S
 juda mu=ki=may,  kinir=te.
 REP  emerge=M.PST=3PL forest=OBL

  PREDICATE

  ‘Then all the brothers set out separately to kill that deer, into the forest.’ 
(AK, 1:15)

 (73) muda hao=ki khaiya soj=te=may, adha=ki khaiya
 but half=PL Kharia understand=A.PRS=3PL half=PL Kharia
  A O PREDICATE1 A O
 umay soj=te.
 NEG.3PL understand=A.PRS

  PREDICATE2
 ‘But half  understand Kharia, half  don’t understand Kharia.’ (AK, 5:6)

TABLE 9.7: THE -E/-AY ALTERNATION

Middle stem Active stem

bage ‘be(come) bad’  bagay ‘spoil (TR), ruin’
cale ‘function; go’ calay ‘drive (a car, etc.)’
chue ‘leave’ (ITR) chuay ‘leave’ (TR)
khole ‘open’ (ITR) kholay ‘open’ (TR)
salge ‘burn, catch fire’ salgay ‘light a fire’
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The third person plural marker =may is generally found after the middle past 
marker =ki, thus avoiding the sequence =ki=ki ‘=M.PST=3PL’, although this 
sequence is occasionally found. =ki is generally used elsewhere although it is 
often replaced by =may in these environments as well, especially after the perfect 
marker =si. Thus =may and =ki are identical in meaning when they mark a third 
person plural subject: The choice of  one over the other in these environments is 
largely  speaker-specific; compare, for example, the following example, where the 
two appear  side-by-side:

 (74) tay lam=na lamna lamna ho=ki  ho  jinis=te,  khajar, 
 then search=INF REP REP that=PL that animal=OBLQ deer 

 kuy=o=ki  ro  tar=o=may
 find=A.PST=PL and kill=A.PST=3PL

  ‘Then searching, searching, searching they found that animal, a deer, and 
killed [it]’ (AK, 1:53)

The only environment in which they are not in free distribution is with the negative 
morpheme um: When a clause with a third person plural subject is negated, only 
umay (< *um=may ‘NEG=3PL’) may be used, never *um=ki (section 3.2.9).

Note that, with the exception of =may ‘=3PL’, the agreement markers of the third 
persons are, properly speaking, number markers and are identical with number 
marking on the NP. For example, lebu(=Ø) ‘man, person’, lebu=kiyar ‘men, people’ 
(DL) and lebu=ki ‘men, people’ (PL) (section 3.1.1). Hence I gloss these markers on 
the predicate as SG(Singular), D(ua)L and PL(ural), respectively, but do not gloss them 
for person.

‘Subject NP’ or incorporated pronominal subject? As we shall see below in 
 sections 3.2.9 and 5, there is reason for considering the person marking on the predi-
cate to be the subject and the overt ‘subject NP’ to be in apposition to this form. 
First, explicit mention of the ‘subject NP’ is generally only found when it is con-
trasted with another entity, when it is a new topic, or when its identity is not clear 
from the context, especially in the third persons. ‘Subject-less’ clauses abound in my 
texts: Here I will only refer the reader to example (180), in which the ‘object NP’ is 
also not explicitly mentioned. Thus, explicit mention of the ‘subject NP’ (or other 
arguments) is pragmatically motivated.

In addition, the person marker enjoys a certain amount of ‘freedom of movement’ 
in that it attaches in negation to the negative marker, leaving behind a semi-finite 
predicate form (section 3.2.9), for example, ko=t[e]=i (know=A.PRS=1SG) ‘I know’ 
but um=i ko=te (NEG=1SG know=A.PRS) ‘I don’t know.’

TABLE 9.8: PERSON/NUMBER/HONORIFIC MARKING ON THE 
PREDICATE

 Singular Dual (/HON) Plural

  INCL EXCL INCL EXCL

1 =(i) (less commonly: =(i)) =na =jar =ni =le
2 =(e)m =bar =pe
3 Ø =kiyar =ki / =may
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And finally, in section 5 we will see that Kharia has ‘semantic agreement’ in that 
the formal categories of person and number need not be the same for the ‘subject 
NP’ and the person marker on the predicate in cases such as ‘those of you’, ‘who 
(of you)?’, etc., where the predicate is marked as second person, plural, although the 
‘subject NP’ is the third person (see e.g. examples (214)–(215)).

All this strongly suggests that person marking on the predicate is a kind of 
 incorporated pronominal and that the overtly mentioned ‘subject NP’ is in apposi-
tion to this.

3.2.2 Object types

There are two types of subcategorized elements in Kharia which are not  subjects: 
(direct) objects and oblique arguments, which I will refer to here simply as obliques.

The object is a clearly defined category in Kharia: When definite it appears in the 
oblique case, marked by =te. When it is indefinite, it appears in the unmarked form 
(= direct case). This category corresponds to O or P in typological studies. However, 
unlike North Munda languages or Juang, Sora or Gorum, Kharia does not encode 
features of the object in the predicate itself.

The second group, the obliques, is generally marked by =te, but not consistently, 
although the rules governing this marking are not altogether clear as yet. In a sense, 
these may be considered ‘obligatory adjuncts’, similar, for example, to the obligatory 
locative with predicates such as reside or put in English. Semantically, this group 
includes beneficiaries (e.g. with ter ‘give’) and locatives (e.g. with maay ‘place’), 
and perhaps others.

Although the oblique marker =te is used to mark both definite objects on the one 
hand and obliques (and also adjuncts) on the other, there is at least one difference 
between these two groups which justifies this distinction: Only the object can become 
the subject of the passive, obliques and adjuncts cannot. Thus the  morphosyntactic 
behaviour of a recipient with ter ‘give’ is virtually identical to that of a locative adver-
bial (e.g. with oko ‘sit down’), except that it is obligatory or rather, its  presence is 
obligatorily assumed even if it is not overtly expressed: An oblique or adjunct may not 
be promoted to subject in the passive ((76) and (79)), whereas an object may (78).

 (75) Active: ho-ka  u  ha�o=te  oko=ki.
 that-SG.HUM this place=OBLQ sit.down=M.PST

 ‘She/he sat down in this place.’

 (76) Passive: *u  ha�o  oko  om=ki.
 this place sit.down PASS=M.PST

 ‘This place was sat on.’

 (77) Active: ho-ka  am=te  pothi=te  ter=o.
 that-SG.HUM 2S=OBLQ book=OBLQ give=A.PST

 ‘She/he gave you the book.’

 (78) Passive: am=te  pothi  ter  om=ki.
 2S=OBLQ book give PASS=M.PST

 ‘A book was given to you.’

 (79) Passive: *am pothi=te  ter  om=ki=m.
 2SG  book=OBLQ give PASS=M.PST=1SG

 ‘You were given the book.’
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When the object of the predicate is known from context, it need not be explicitly 
mentioned. Similar to the ‘subject NP’ discussed in section 3.2.1, the object is only 
explicitly mentioned if  it is focused, a new topic, or not recoverable from context. 
Some examples of this in the examples in this text are (85), (120) (in which the recipi-
ent or ‘indirect object’ is also not explicitly mentioned) and (180).

3.2.3–3.2.5 Tense, aspect and mood

Tense, aspect and mood in Kharia are expressed in a predicate-final, complex gram-
matical marker. This marker begins with the marking for the perfect, followed by 
portmanteau markers which express both the basic TAM categories and basic voice 
(active vs. middle) and finally, markers for person, number and honorific status. 
With the exception of the optative, all of these markers are enclitic, whereas the 
optative marker is a phonological word and can be separated from the unit before it, 
for example, by the enclitic focal particle =ga.

The basic TAM/voice categories. Almost all morphologically fully finite predicates 
in Kharia are marked as either active or middle, while non-finite forms are neutral 
with respect to these two categories. These two categories are marked by portmanteau 
morphemes which simultaneously express four of the seven basic TAM categories.

The remaining three categories, the ‘Past II’, perfect and optative, are neutral with 
respect to basic voice.35 These forms are presented in Table 9.9.

Past and ‘Past II’. The past and ‘Past II’ are used for events which have already 
occurred at the time of the speech-act. They are most common in narratives in 
chains of events.

 (80) rel  chute=na tho  po�ga  baje=ki  la  bhei 
  train leave=INF  PURP horn be.sounded=M.PST then sheep

 merom=ki ho-tij=ga  col=ki=may.
 goat=PL  that-side=FOC go=M.PST=3PL

  ‘The horn sounded for the train to leave, so the sheep and goats went in that 
 direction.’ (RD, 1:11)

The ‘Past II’ derives from the ending of the past perfect, =sikh=o, which always 
appears in the active.36 It does not seem to differ at all semantically from the simple 
past, although the active/middle opposition is neutralized in this category, as the 
form is always =kho.37 Its use is considered incorrect, although it is very common 

TABLE 9.9: THE BASIC TAM/VOICE CATEGORIES

Middle Active

Past (PST, aspectually neutral) =ki =o
Present General Imperfective (PRS) =ta =te

Present Progressive (PROG) =taj =tej
Irrealis (IRR) =na =e

‘Past II’    =kho

Perfect    =si()

Optative guu / guu
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in the spoken language, especially among younger speakers. It appears to be a rather 
recent innovation.

 (81) hote kheti uslo bes bes aw=kho.
 there field soil good REP COP=PST.II

 ‘The fields and the soil there were good.’ (MT, 1:76)

The ‘Past II’, like the simple ‘past’, is aspectually neutral, in opposition to the peri-
phrastic past imperfective (section 3.2.12). The past imperfective, which is otherwise 
marked by the middle past marker =ki, can also be marked for the ‘Past II’.

 (82) ho-ka isa isa khotay=jo merom gupa=na la=kho.
 that-SG.HUM far REP up.to=ADD goat guard=INF IPFV=PST.II

 ‘He used to watch over the goats going (= up to) very far.’ (RD, 1:4)

The present. The present (general) imperfective is used for actions which occur on 
a regular basis, hold at the moment of utterance, as a ‘historical present’ or, very 
rarely, for imminent future actions. In the following, the speaker is telling us about 
the cooking habits of the Kharia:

 (83) khoi poda bo=ki=te tam jou khaiya=ki
 village.section village place=PL=OBLQ now up.to Kharia=PL

 kaom cakhna hinte sasa umay  may=te.  ho=ki 
 fish curry  LOC  turmeric NEG.3PL mix=A.PRS that=PL 

 tenton=ga  may=te=ki.
 tamarind=FOC  mix=A.PRS=PL

  ‘Up to the present day, in the villages and village sections, the Kharia do not 
mix turmeric into fish curries. They mix in tamarind.’ (MT, 1:115f.)

In its use as a ‘historical present’, the present often alternates freely with the past 
tense:

 (84) la poha=jo col=ki ro yo=te ho maa bote am=ki
 then Porha=ADD go=M.PST and see=A.PRS that cave LOC arrive=M.PST

 a=te yo=yo.
 water=OBLQ see=A.PST

  ‘Then Porha also went and looks, [he] arrived at the cave [and] saw the water.’ 
[AK, 1:39]

As mentioned above, the use of the present tense for future actions is quite seldom:

 (85) kongher rag badli kon gam=o ‘gaj=chi=i, yo,
 boy voice change SEQ say=A.PST cast=PRF=1SG  mother

 ol  kay=t[e]=i?’
 bring BEN=A.PRS=1SG

  ‘The boy, changing his voice, said “I have thrown [down a loaf of bread], 
mother, shall I bring [some more] for [you]?” ’ (BB, 1:80)

It could thus be argued that what I term here the present (general imperfective) is 
more appropriately termed ‘nonpast’, as I have referred to this in previous studies 
(Peterson 2002, 2007, in press). However, as this function of the present is so seldom 
and the use of the irrealis so common for future time, I prefer to refer to it now as 
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the present tense and examples such as (85) must then be considered ‘exceptions’ 
which can be explained by the fact that they are considered imminent, as with the 
present progressive (see below).
The present progressive. The progressive is used for events which are in progress 
at the time of  utterance (86) or are imminent (87). The progressive consists of  the 
present marker =te/=ta plus what appears to be a marker deriving from the present 
copula ayij: ayij is realized as ayij in all persons other than the first and  second 
persons, singular. Similarly, the progressive markers =tej (active) and =taj 
 (middle) are realized as =tej and =taj in these environments, respectively.

 (86) i=te musa eri ko<b>su=tej ro kula=jo.
 1SG=OBLQ today body get.sick-<CAUS>=A.PROG and fever=ADD 

 jab=si.
 catch=PRF

  ‘Today [my] body is hurting me and fever has also taken hold of (= caught) 
me.’ (BB, 2:23)

 (87) (The witch said:) i  gone  cokhay ke el=taj=i=ga.
 1SG tooth sharpen SEQ come=M.PROG=1SG=FOC

 ‘I’ll come right back after I sharpen my teeth.’ (BB, 1:65)

The progressive is restricted to ‘present’ contexts. For past, future and hypothetical 
progressive meanings, the periphrastic imperfective is used (section 3.2.12).
Irrealis. The irrealis is used for future actions and states (88), in the imperative (89), 
and in conditional and counterfactual clauses (section 4.5).

 (88) toba a=te i-ghay u=e=ni?
 mud  water=OBLQ what-way drink=A.IRR=1PL.INCL

 ‘How will we drink muddy water?’ (MS, 1:126)

 (89) kulu gam=o ‘baru kayom! i=te=jo am=bar=a 
 turtle say=A.PST good speech 1SG=OBLQ=ADD 2=2DL=GEN 

 sori o=e=bar!’
 with take=A.IRR=2DL

 ‘The turtle said “Great idea! Take me along with you as well!”’ (TK, 1:11)

Perfect. The present perfect denotes that an event has occurred which is of direct 
relevance to a later situation, usually – but certainly not always – the moment of the 
speech act. For example, in the following story, nine sons have been sent out by their 
father to hunt down a certain animal when suddenly one of them, Porha, realizes 
that they do not know which animal they are supposed to hunt – none of them can 
remember what their father has said. Thus, the fact that the father may have said 
that they should hunt down a deer is of direct relevance to the moment of speech 
(although English does not allow the perfect here). The present perfect is marked for 
neither tense nor active/middle.

 (90) poha gam=o no ‘sahayda, ikon, khajar, hiran=te, 
 Porha say=A.PST COMP maybe umh deer deer=OBL

 tar=na  gam=si  hoy’. 
 kill=INF say=PRF INFER

  ‘Porha said “Maybe, umh, he said to kill a deer.” ’ (AK, 1:13)
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The past perfect is found only in the active. It usually designates a past event which 
preceded another event in the past.38

 (91) am=pe, i  gam=sikh=oj ho-ghay=ga am=pe col=ki=pe.
 2=2PL 1SG say=PRF=A.PST.1SG that-way=FOC 2=2PL go=M.PST=2PL

 ‘You, you went just as I had told you.’ (AK, 1:63)

The past perfect may also be used as a simple past tense. From this usage, the ‘Past 
II’ discussed above has developed.

 (92) ho-ka ho jara daru=ya khori=te murti=te
 that-SG.HUM that banyan tree=GEN hollow=OBLQ statue=OBLQ

 ko<>sor=na un=sikh=o.
 dry-<CAUS>=INF place=PRF=A.PST

  ‘He placed the statues in the hollow of that banyan tree to dry [them].’ 
(AK,3:13)

For examples of the irrealis perfect, see (205) and (215).
Optative. The optative is used to denote a strong wish, obligation or a third person 
imperative. It may not be used in conjunction with first or second persons. Unlike 
all other basic TAM categories, guu / guu may be separated from the stem by 
the focal particle =ga and is hence a separate word. However, it has no independent 
lexical meaning.

 (93) ani=a konsel kongher=ki khaiya=ki=ya bair na�dani=te
1PL.INC=GEN girl boy=PL kharia=PL=GEN old history=OBLQ

ko guu=may ro khaiya=ki=ya paom ro main=te
know OPT=3PL and Kharia=PL=GEN strength and honour=OBLQ

ko kon oo  meson ho-je arjay guu=may.
know SEQ once again that-SG.NHUM revive OPT=3PL

  ‘Our girls and boys should know the old history of the Kharia and, having 
learned the honour and strength of the Kharia, they should revive it once 
again.’ (Kerkea� 1990:ii)

3.2.6 Orientation/directionality

Kharia has no general marker of directionality on the predicate. However, motion 
towards the deictic centre of the narrative can be expressed by using a predicate 
whose second lexical stem is el ‘come’ as a kind of ventive.

 (94) … ro boto go=ki ro boto ke e el=ki.
 and fear C:TEL=M.PST and fear SEQ return come=M.PST

  ‘… and he became afraid, and, having become afraid, he returned.’ 
(AK, 1:36)

There is no general andative category in Kharia indicating motion away from a 
deictic center.39

3.2.7 Voice/Version

Kharia has two basic voices – active and middle. Most predicates which appear in 
the active are transitive and most which appear in the middle are intransitive, that is, 
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lexemes which can appear in either voice are generally transitive in the active and 
intransitive in the middle. Table 9.10 presents a few examples.

There are a number of other criteria which combine to determine basic voice. 
These include aspect/Aktionsart, ‘thoroughness’, and volitionality, among others.

Aspect/Aktionsart. When the stem is a (potentially) free-standing form (section 3.2.8), 
the predicate obligatorily appears in the middle voice40 and denotes an action that 
occurs over and over for a long time or, with telic predicates, takes a very long time 
to happen. In the past, this form can also denote a remote past and with respect to 
future time either a distant future or an event whose time of action is uncertain. My 
data strongly suggest that any lexeme can participate in this alternation, provided 
that a proper context can be found. For illustration, here are a few predicates which 
in the unmarked construction always appear in the active voice.

 (95) Unmarked form (active) Marked form (middle)
 absib ‘begin’  absib ‘take a long time beginning’; ‘began a long

 time ago’
 bu ‘beat (a drum)’ bu-bu ‘beat (a drum) regularly (e.g. as a 
  drummer)’
 hake ‘grunt (of oxen)’ hake ‘grunt a long time ago’
 lam ‘search for’ lam-lam ‘search for a long time; hunt’

Example: bi

 (96) i a bih=oj. (bi > bih before =o) Unmarked construction
 1SG water pour.out=A.PST.1SG

 ‘I poured the water out.’

 (97) i a bi-bi=ki=. Marked construction
 1SG water pour.out-REDPL=M.PST=1SG

  ‘I poured the water out over and over (e.g. that was my job, so I did it 
 constantly).’

‘Reflexivity’. With a number of predicates, the use of the middle denotes an action 
which the subject either does to him-/herself  or which she/he performs on him-/ 
herself. Table 9.11 provides a few examples.

This criterion is closely related to valency, in that the ‘reflexive’ form is often 
intransitive. However, as guju (as well as several others in this class) is also transitive 
in the middle voice, this category must be considered distinct from that of valency.
‘Thoroughness’. In this somewhat heterogeneous class, predicates are in some way 
less thorough when they appear in the middle than when they appear in the active. 
Table 9.12 gives a few examples.

TABLE 9.10: PREDICATING LEXEMES WHICH APPEAR IN 
BOTH THE MIDDLE AND ACTIVE

 Middle Active

ga  ‘rip (of paper)’ (ITR) ‘rip’ (TR)
pa  ‘break’ (ITR) ‘break’ (TR)
ru ‘open’ (ITR) ‘open’ (TR)
sului ‘warm up’ (ITR) ‘warm up’ (TR)
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Suddenness/(Non-)volitionality. There are a number of predicates which are not 
only intransitive when they appear in the middle, but which also denote that an 
action occurred suddenly and strongly imply that it was also performed acciden-
tally, as opposed to the same predicate in the active, which is transitive, not sudden 
and  usually agentive. Table 9.13 provides a few examples. Following this are two 
 examples to illustrate this, both from the same story.
Middle Intransitive / Nonvolitional / Sudden. In the following story, the soldiers 
are actually searching for a camp-fire while hunting and quite unexpectedly stumble 
upon a castle in the middle of the forest:

 (98) jab ho=ki lam=na col=ki=may la ho=ki=te kinir
CR:TEMP that=PL seek=INF go=M.PST=3PL then that=PL=OBLQ  forest

mojhi=te mo kole=a mohol kui=ki.
middle=OBLQ 1 king=GEN castle find=M.PST

‘When they went to look for [for the source of the smoke], they [unexpect-
edly] found a king’s castle in the middle of the forest.’ (Pinnow 1965a:40) 
[literally: ‘a king’s castle appeared to them.’]

Active Transitive/Volitional/Not sudden. Taking another example from Pinnow 
as follows:

 (99) … la i=te alsi lam=na bu saghar=e=pe oo ber
then 1SG=OBLQ axe seek=INF INS help=A.IRR=2PL and who

kuy=e, ho-ka=te i=a bei==te
find=A.IRR that-SG.HUM=OBLQ 1SG=GEN daughter=1SG=OBLQ

TABLE 9.11: ‘REFLEXIVITY’ AND BASIC VOICE

 Middle Active

guju ‘wash one’s own feet’ (TR) ‘wash someone else’s feet’ (TR)
khuray ‘shave oneself ’ ‘shave someone else’
uwa ‘bathe’ (ITR) ‘bathe’ (TR)

TABLE 9.12: ‘THOROUGHNESS’ AND BASIC VOICE

 Middle Active

ju ‘sprout roots’ (ITR) ‘take root firmly’ (ITR)
kaij  ‘believe, have faith in (more or less)’ ‘believe in (strongly)’
lebui ‘love (somewhat)’ ‘love (strongly)’

TABLE 9.13: SUDDENNESS/(NON-)VOLITIONALITY AND BASIC 
VOICE

Middle Active

kui ‘stumble upon’; ‘appear’, ‘be found’ ‘(look for and) find’
malum ‘come to know accidentally’ ‘find out (by searching)’
onor ‘hear accidentally’; ‘be heard’ ‘(listen and) hear’
yo ‘catch a glimpse of’; ‘be seen’ ‘(look and) see’
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ter[=e]=i.
give[=A.IRR]=1SG

‘… then [please] help me with looking for my axe, and whoever finds [it, I] 
will give him my daughter [in marriage]’ (Pinnow 1965a:39)

There are also a number of  other uses, some of  which are more or less 
 speaker-specific, which we cannot go into here. See Peterson (2006) for a more 
detailed discussion.

3.2.8 (Non-)finiteness

There are both non-finite and semi-finite predicates in Kharia. Fully finite  predicates are 
marked for PERS/NUM/HON, whereas non-finite and semi-finite forms lack this marking.

Semi-finite forms. Semi-finite forms may be considered predicates with multiple 
stems but with a slight difference to the standard case. Normally, the various stems 
of a predicate with multiple stems are directly juxtaposed to one another with no 
intervening inflectional marking, as in (100).

(100) tay ai=te=jo batay=o no ‘dhay�[=e] am,  han
then ANAPH=OBLQ=ADD say=A.PST COMP hurry=A.IRR 2SG that

maa bote a[] [a]yij. u  e=na=m.’
cave LOC41 water PRS.COP drink come=M.IRR=2SG

‘Then [he] said to him, too, “You hurry, at the cave there is water. Drink [and] 
come [back].”’ (AK, 1:38)

Similarly, with semi-finite forms, we find a single predicate with multiple stems, but 
here each stem contains a certain amount of inflectional marking without being 
fully finite, except for the final element, which is fully finite (101). The two lexical 
stems may or may not be joined by a conjunction such as ro or oo, both of which 
mean ‘and’.

(101) konon no maha jhai=ga tomne tomne lutui iku
small or big all=FOC new REP clothes very

kelom-bo su=yo aku=yo=ki.
beautiful-INTENS put.on=A.PST wear.a.chaddar=A.PST=PL

‘Whether big or small, all put on [and] wrapped around [themselves] the very 
beautiful new clothes.’ (Pinnow 1965a:75)

This type of semi-finiteness is highly restricted and is typical of certain fixed 
 expressions. It is much more common in the past tense, where it is more or less 
obligatory for certain combinations, than in, for example, the irrealis, and at least in 
the modern language is restricted to the active voice.42 It is especially common with 
certain everyday actions which tend to be done together, such as eating and drinking. 
Consider, for example, the following, adapted from Roy and Roy (1937:180f.).

(102) u=kiyar ta el=a sori=ga og=e u=e=kiyar.
this=DL now 1PL.EXCL=GEN with=FOC eat=A.IRR drink=A.IRR=DL

‘They two will now eat and drink with us.’

Non-finite forms & Free-standing forms. Every finite lexical predicate has a 
 corresponding form which I refer to as the free-standing form. It lacks all TAM 
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and person marking, although it retains valency-related marking such as causative 
and passive/reflexive marking. It may govern an object and adjuncts, which take the 
same marking they would have with a finite predicate, but what corresponds to the 
subject of the finite predicate appears in the genitive. The free-standing form may 
also mark for case and number. This form is used in various types of subordination 
(section 4.6) but is most commonly found in attributive function, corresponding 
more or less to relative clauses (section 4.4).

The free-standing form is formed as follows: Polysyllabic stems (= root and 
 derivational markers) undergo no changes, while monosyllabic stems are reduplicated. 
Thus this type of reduplication is purely phonologically motivated. Some examples:

(103) Simple root Free-standing form
borol ‘live’ borol
ru ‘open’ ru-ru
yo ‘see’ yo-yo

As noted, the ‘subject’ of the free-standing form appears in the genitive:

(104) lekin khaiya la iswar=a ter-ter heke.
but Kharia language Lord=GEN give-REDPL PRS.COP

‘But the Kharia language has been given [to us] by God (= is a God’s 
giving).’(MS, 1:267)

Free-standing forms have no inherent orientation with respect to subject, object, 
instrument, locative, etc., nor with respect to tense. Also note that i=a in (105) 
appears in the genitive as it is the ‘subject’ of the free-standing form, not because 
of what would appear to be the head nominal (lebu). The structure of (105) is thus 
parallel to that of (104).

(105) i=a yo-yo lebu
1SG=GEN see-REDPL person
‘the person I saw/see/will see’

(106) i=te yo-yo lebu
1SG=OBLQ see-REDPL person
‘the person who saw/sees/will see me.’

(107) i=a dura=te ru-ru kuji
1SG=GEN door=OBLQ open-REDPL key
‘the key I opened/open/will open the door with’

Unlike the infinitive, which is discussed in the following section, the free-standing 
form is not used with auxiliaries.

The semantics of the free-standing form are entirely predictable from the basic 
meaning of the lexical morpheme: For lexical morphemes which denote an event, 
the meaning of the free-standing form is the act of performing this event; with 
change-of-state lexemes, it denotes the property itself.

Finally, recall that the potentially free-standing form may also serve as the stem 
of a finite predicate (section 3.2.7).
Infinitives. Kharia is one of the few Munda languages – perhaps the only one – which 
possess a general infinitive form, marked by =na. What corresponds to the subject 
of a finite predicate appears in the genitive (108), while objects of an infinitive have the 
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same marking as with finite predicates (109). The infinitive may serve as a nominal, 
as in (108) or in forms such as o=na ‘food’ (literally: ‘(to) eat’), u=na ‘drink’, in 
attribution (109), and is used with a number of auxiliaries  (section 3.2.12).

(108) am=a jib=na=te hik um hoy=ki.
2SG=GEN touch=INF=OBLQ good NEG become=M.PST

‘Through your touching [it, it] has become spoiled (= did not become good).’
(MS, 1:247)

(109) musni u-ghay hoy=ki no oli=te o=na
one.day this-way happen=M.PST COMP sedan=OBLQ take=INF

bhere u khaiya pahan=te haa la=ki.
time this Kharia priest=OBLQ pee EMOT=M.PST

‘One day it happened this way that, at the time [they were] to take away the 
sedan chair, the Kharia priest had to pee.’ (AK, 2:8)

Sequential converbs (‘Conjunctive participles’). There are three sequential converb 
markers in Kharia: ker, ke and kon. These forms are traditionally referred to as 
 ‘conjunctive participles’ in South Asian linguistics. The first two are direct  borrowings 
from Sadani (See Jordan-Horstmann 1969:96f.).

kon, the more common form, appears to be a calque of the Sadani form -ker: 
Like the cognate form -kar in Hindi, -ker in Sadani appears to derive from the root 
kar-‘do’. Similarly, the sequential converbal marker kon in Kharia apparently derives 
from ikon ‘make, do’.

The core function of these forms is to denote the completion of one action before 
another begins.

(110) … ka kom=ki ho ke mu go=ki=may.
bow arrow=PL grab SEQ set.off  C:TEL=M.PST=3PL

‘… they took their bows and arrows and set off  (i.e. “having grabbed their 
bows …”).’ (AK, 1:11)

These converbs can also be used to denote the manner in which an action is carried 
out. In the following example, the action denoted by the converb (with two stems) 
effectively amounts to that of the morphologically finite predicate and the converb 
simply denotes the manner in which this action was carried out.

(111) …lay koj kon goju bay=si=may.
dig scrape SEQ path make=PRF=3PL

‘…they have built the path by digging and scraping [the dirt away].’ (MT, 1:45)

Imperfective converbs. There are three constructions which function as imperfective 
converbs. To the stem is added one of the following forms:

● a form which is homophonous with the present general imperfective, middle 
marker =ta

● the focal marker =ga
● the infinitival marker =na

This form is then reduplicated. Only =ta may unambiguously be  considered an 
imperfective converb marker, whereas the others primarily fulfil other  functions.43
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As the following examples show, in addition to simultaneity, the imperfective  converbs 
can also express an additional ‘adverbial’ meaning, generally that of manner:

(112) ele am=pe=te go=ta gota han-tij u-tij
1PL.EXCL 2=2PL=OBLQ carry.on.shoulders=CV REP that-side this-side

o=e=le.
take=A.IRR=1PL.EX

‘We will carry you around on our shoulders (= carrying, we will take).’ 
(AK, 2:34)

(113) muda ekle aw=ga awga muruk ansa la=ki.
but alone COP=FOC REP very unhappiness EMOT=M.PST

‘But [He (= God)] became unhappy being alone (= being alone, he became 
unhappy).’ (AK, 3:6)

(114) … lekin lam=na lamna soub=te iku jughay a piyas
but search=INF REP all=OBLQ very much water thirst

la=ki.
EMOT=M.PST

‘But searching and searching, [they] all became very thirsty.’ (AK, 1:17)

Participles. There are three participial markers in Kharia, two of which have been 
borrowed from Indo-Aryan. They are only used in nominal attribution (section 4.4).

● The first ‘participle’ consists of the simple predicate stem plus the ending -u, 
which has a number of other functions.44 It has no inherent temporal orienta-
tion and may refer to past, present or future events.

● The second participle has been borrowed from Hindi and consists of the  infinitive 
in =na followed by the form =wala. This form is used to denote iterativity and 
habituality.

● Finally, there is the suffix -l, which attaches only to lexical predicates of Sadani 
origin which end in -a or -ay. This suffix has simply been borrowed along 
with the root. For example, aay ‘hang (TR)’ aa-l ‘hung’, biha ‘marry’ biha-l 
 ‘married’. It seems to be restricted to past events only and is not acceptable to 
all speakers.

3.2.9 Negation

Non-modal (i.e. indicative) sentential negation is expressed through the negative 
particle um. When the predicate is negated, PERS/NUM/HON marking attaches 
to the negative morpheme um, which precedes the now semi-finite predicate, as 
Box 9.8 shows. The negative morpheme um is not a verb: It cannot mark for any of 
the TAM categories given in Box 9.8. Hence, NEG=PERS/NUM/HON should not 
be mistaken for a negative auxiliary.

NEG=PERS/NUM/HON RECIP CAUS-Lexeme -<CAUS> AKT BEN PASS AUTOPOES TEL=PRF=TAM/VOICE

BOX 9.8: A SCHEMATIC OVERVIEW OF THE NEGATED MORPHOLOGICALLY FULLY 
FINITE PREDICATE IN KHARIA
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(115) ter[=e]=i um=i  ter=e
give=A.IRR=1SG NEG=1SG give=A.IRR

‘I will give.’ ‘I will not give.’

The only (partial) exception to this is the second person, singular, where person mark-
ing may either attach to the predicate or to um. The predicate-final position of person 
marking is by far the more common of the two in the second person,  singular. (cf. from 
Malhotra 1982:285):

(116) ubhro um=em e=na or ubhro um e=na=m.
these.days NEG=2S come=M.IRR these.days NEG come=M.IRR=2S

‘These days you do not come.’

Recall also from section 3.2.1 that the form *um=ki ‘NEG=PL’ is ungrammatical for the 
third person, plural. Instead, only the form umay from *um=may ‘NEG=3PL’ is found.

(117) ju=o=may umay ju=o kuy=o=ki umay kuy=o
ask=A.PST=3PL NEG.3PL ask=A.PST find=A.PST=PL NEG.3PL find=A.PST

‘they asked’  ‘they didn’t ask’  ‘they found’  ‘they didn’t find’

As noted in section 3.2.1 above, this (highly limited) freedom of movement is in line 
with the analysis of the person marker on the predicate as the subject of the clause, 
a kind of incorporated pronominal, while the overt NP is actually in apposition to 
this subject. See also section 5.

To negate the imperative or the optative, the form abu is used. In the second  person, 
it marks for person and number and has the forms abu ‘2SG’, abar ‘2DL/2HON’ and 
ape ‘2PL’. The form abu is also used for the third person but may not occur with a 
first person subject.

(118) muda u gharana= imi ubne to purlu purlu
but this family=GEN name so.much day spotless REP

ayij je abu koil guu.
PRS.COP so NEG.MOD stain  OPT

‘But this family’s name has been spotless for such a long time, so [he] should 
not stain [it].’ (Kerkea� 1990:12)

For many speakers the form is always abu in the second person as well and PERS/
NUM/HON marking appears at the end of the predicate. Compare the following two 
examples, where the second person is marked on the negative particle (119) or 
 predicate-finally (120).

(119) kay=e=bar! kimin ku�u, a=bar=ga ro
lift=A.IRR=2HON daughter.in.law child NEG.MOD=2HON=FOC drop

melay=e!
leave=A.IRR

‘Pick [them] up (HON)! Daughter-in-law, don’t drop [and] leave [any]!’ 
(MT, 1:42)

(120) i lam=te=m? la, mane, i   ter[=e]=i lekin
what want=A.PRS=2SG then umh 1SG give=A.IRR=1SG but

i=te jan abu tar=e=m.
1SG=OBLQ life NEG.MOD kill=A.IRR=2SG
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‘What do you want? Then, umh, I will give [it to you], but don’t kill me.’ 
(MS, 1:64)

For negation of the copula, see section 4.1.

3.2.10 Derivation

In this section I deal with categories which may loosely be termed derivation, such 
as the causative. I also include here those categories in Box 9.7 which appear between 
the stem and the perfect marker, that is, the ‘V2s’ or ‘explicator verbs’.45 The  status of 
these ‘V2s’ as derivational markers is, however, questionable. For  example, with the 
exception of the causative, all other categories discussed in this section are expressed 
by (grammatical) words, not affixes. Nevertheless, their semantic contribution to the 
stem is often somewhat unpredictable and many of them are limited with respect to 
productivity, occurring only with a relatively small number of lexemes. Their status 
as derivation or inflection will not be dealt with further here.

Causative: //OB// – Allomorphs: /o/, /o/, /ob/, /ob/, /b/, /b/, //. The causative 
increases the valency of the lexical predicate by one by introducing a higher or 
superordinate agent, that is, causing someone to carry out an action or causing an 
otherwise nonagentive event to happen. With monosyllabic roots, it appears as a 
prefix, with disyllabic roots, it is generally an infix. The exact distribution of the 
various allomorphs is partially idiosyncratic and cannot be presented here in detail, 
but there are clear tendencies:

● As an infix, the form is either [b] or [b]. Before labials and occasionally  elsewhere 
it is realized as [].

● The usual form of the prefix is [b] before most consonants and [b] before 
 vowels. Some speakers prefer the form [] over [b].

● [] is restricted to a small number of lexemes.

The following presents a few examples:

(121) Underlying lexeme Causative stem
ajo ‘dry up (ITR)’ a<b>jo ‘dry up (TR)’
eb ‘rise; climb’ o-eb ‘raise; offer up, sacrifice’
imi ‘become named’ i<>mi ‘name’ (TR)
yar ‘flee’ ob-yar ‘chase away, drive off’

There are also double causatives. In this construction, the second causative marker 
always appears as a prefix, despite the fact that it is added to a bisyllabic stem.

(122) Underlying lexeme Simple causative Double causative

 alo ‘sing’ a<b>lo ‘have s.o. sing’   ob-a<b>lo ‘have 
 s.o. make s.o. sing’

 eb ‘rise; climb’ o-eb ‘raise; offer up; sacrifice’  ob-deb ‘have s.o. 
 sacrifice’

 leme ‘go to bed’ le<>me ‘put s.o. to bed’  ob-le<>me 
 ‘have s.o. put s.o. to
 bed’

 sore ‘become ready’ so<b>re ‘prepare’  ob-so<b>re ‘have
 s.o. prepare’
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Except for the temporo-aspectual function of the middle voice (section 3.2.7) and 
unless the predicate is marked for the reciprocal or the passive/reflexive, a predicate 
marked as causative appears in the active voice.
‘Reciprocal’: kol. The marker kol generally has a reciprocal interpretation, that is, 
two entities mutually affect one another in some manner. However, with many predi-
cates this marker can also denote that the two entities did something together or 
helped one another, as the following forms show.

(123) kol baj=ki=kiyar
 RECIP like=M.PST=DL

 ‘they (DL) liked each other.’

(124) kol alo=ki=kiyar
 RECIP sing=M.PST=DL

 ‘they (DL) sang together.’

(125) kol absib=ki=kiyar
 RECIP start=M.PST=DL

 ‘they (DL) helped each other start.’

The basic meaning of  this category appears to be that of  mutual affectedness 
in general, and not merely reciprocity. That is, both (or more) entities equally 
carry out and are equally affected by an action. kol has no independent lexical 
meaning.

A predicate marked for the reciprocal always appears in the middle voice. With 
respect to the ‘mobility’ of kol, see ‘Semi-productive incorporation’ in section 3.2.11.
Passive / Reflexive: om This category has two main functions:

● It denotes a backgrounding passive, in which the agent of the action is  suppressed.
● It denotes reflexivity, that is, the subject’s action affects the subject itself.

Thus, the following form can have two very different meanings, depending on the 
context:

(126) yo om=ki=kiyar.
 see PASS/RFLXV=M.PST=DL

  ‘They (DL) were seen (by someone else) / They (DL) saw themselves (e.g. in 
the mirror).’

This category can also express an ‘indirect’ reflexive meaning:

(127) … taj om=ki=may koma=te.
 distribute RFLXV=M.PST=3PL meat=OBLQ

 ‘… they distributed the meat amongst themselves.’ (AK, 1:56)

In the passive use of  this morpheme, the undergoer may appear either in the 
unmarked form (= direct case), in which case it may be considered the ‘subject 
NP’ and is cross-referenced on the predicate (128), or it may appear in the oblique 
case, if  definite, in which case the predicate has default marking (third person, 
singular) (129).46

(128) pothi=ki ter om=ki=may.
 book=PL give PASS=M.PST=PL

 ‘Books were given.’
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(129) pothi=ki=te ter om=ki.
 book=PL=OBLQ give PASS=M.PST

 ‘The books were given.’

om has no independent lexical meaning, although it is homophonous with the 
marker of third person, inalienable possession (section 3.1.3).
‘Durativity’. There are three markers which may all be subsumed under the gen-
eral heading ‘durativity’. Although there are subtle differences between them, they 
are largely interchangeable and it is often difficult to distinguish between them 
semantically.

In two of the following three categories, the semel-iterative and the iterative, the 
stem may be a (potentially) free-standing form or, less commonly, a simple stem. 
When the stem is a free-standing form and the predicate is marked by either of 
these two categories, the predicate appears in the same basic voice as it would in 
the unmarked form, that is, in the same basic voice as when the stem is a simple 
lexeme and not a free-standing form. These are the only predicates which may have 
a stem which is a free-standing form but which need not appear in the middle voice 
 (sections 3.2.7).

None of these three markers has an independent lexical meaning.
Continuative: kan. This category denotes that an action continues for a longer time 
than expected (‘keeps on’). It is also often used to express that the subject continues 
to carry on with one action while performing another:

(130) ho-ka  kayom=ta ro kinbhar=jo jo kan=te.
 that-SG.HUM talk=M.PRS and courtyard=ADD sweep CONT=A.PRS

 ‘She talks and keeps sweeping the courtyard.’

With some change-of-state predicates, particularly those of motion but also transi-
tives such as o ‘take (away)’, the notion of ‘continuation’ denotes that the change 
is more or less permanent:

(131) i am=bar=a pothi=te o kan=oj.
 1SG 2=2HON=GEN book=OBLQ take CONT=A.PST.1SG

 ‘I took your book (and I’m not giving it back!).’

Marked for a person other than the first person, this could also mean that the 
 person who took the book lives far away and will not be able to bring it back for 
some time.
Semel-Iterative: lo. This category is used primarily by the older generation. For 
those speakers who use this form, it marks an event which occurs over and over, but 
generally only on one occasion, in contradistinction to khor (see below), although 
these two are often interchangeable.

With lo the stem is often the free-standing form discussed in section 3.2.8, 
although the use of the simple lexical morpheme instead of the free-standing form 
is quite common.

(132) bero lo=ki=may ro oko lo=ki=may.
 stand.up S:ITER=M.PST=3PL and sit.down S:ITER=M.PST=3PL

 ‘They kept on standing up and sitting down again (e.g. at a meeting).’

Iterative: khor. Like lo, khor denotes iterativity but generally with an action which 
comes to a complete stop and then begins again. Here as well, the free-standing 
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form generally serves as the stem, although the simple root may also be used. Some 
 examples:

(133) ubhni=te pe yo kon kowa han-tij u-tij le-le
 cup=OBLQ rice see SEQ crow that-side this-side fly-REDPL

 khor=ki  muda solo=te  yo  kon pe  o=na  um
 ITER=M.PST but  dog=OBLQ see SEQ  rice eat=INF NEG 

 are=ki.
 descend=M.PST

  ‘Having seen rice in the cup, the crow kept flying back and forth, but having 
seen the dog, it didn’t come down to feed.’

According to my data, the use of  le-le lo=ki here instead of  le-le khor=ki 
would denote that the crow kept flying back and forth without landing, whereas 
the use of  khor makes it clear that the crow landed here and there and then flew 
again.

The notion ‘here and there’ is quite common with khor, primarily with predicates 
of motion (134) but not exclusively with these predicates (135).

(134) u  bo=ki47 tij=ga cina=ki  buli khor=na
 this place=PL direction=FOC chick=PL wander ITER=INF 

 la=ki=may.
 IPFV=M.PST=3PL

 ‘The chicks were running here and there in all directions.’

(135) o-o khor=o.
 eat-REDPL ITER=A.PST

  ‘[She/he] ate a little of this and then a little of that (i.e. here and there from 
the plate).’

The telicizers. In this section I discuss the three most common telicity markers.
‘Anticipatory telic’ o and ‘culminatory telic’ go. These two markers are largely 
synonomous and serve to mark an action or change-of-state as being completed. 
The difference between the two is one of narrative structure.

o (with the allomorph o ) indicates that another event follows directly upon 
the event denoted by the predicate that it marks;

go (with the allomorph go) marks a turning point or culmination in a 
 narrative.

To get an idea of the difference between these two markers, consider their use with 
the lexeme aw ‘stay, live’: aw o=ki=may (stay A:TEL=M.PST=3PL), with the anticipa-
tory telic marker, would mean ‘they stayed there (and then …)’, implying that their 
stay at a particular place was short, as they were on their way to somewhere else.
aw go=ki=may, on the other hand, with the culminatory telic marker, would mean 
that they settled down somewhere to live, and the narrative would then  continue on 
a different topic. Here is an example for o:

(136) tay  raja  jhai mudh kalo=ki=te  ro  yahudi
  then king all  chief   priest=PL=OBLQ and Jew 

 jait=a  etoag=a guru=ki=te  oklo  rema
 ethnic.group=GEN receiving.orders=GEN teacher=PL=OBLQ meeting call 
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 oh=o  ro  ho=ki=te  “masih=te  ate  jorme=na
 A:TEL=A.PST and that=PL=OBLQ messiah=OBLQ where be.born=INF

 ayij?”  gam=o  ro  ju=o.
 PRS.COP say=A.PST and ask=A.PST

  ‘The king called all the chief  priests and teachers of the Jewish people who 
received orders [from the king] to a meeting and asked (= said and asked) 
them “Where is the Messiah to be born?” ’ (Kullu� 1992:2 = Luke, 2:4)

go is much more common than o and signals not only that the action has 
reached its conclusion, but also that the story is probably also to continue in a 
 different direction.

In the next example, the Kharia priest has dallied too long and another person, a 
Brahman, has taken his place and is performing the sacrifice. The Kharia priest then 
finally arrives and sees this. The text reads:

(137) yo=te la pujapah=ko suru go=si, absib
 see=A.PRS then sacrifice=CNTR begin C:TEL=PRF begin

 go=si=may.
 C:TEL=PRF=3PL

  ‘He sees, then, that the sacrifice has already begun, [i.e. they] have already 
started (AK, 2:29)

The story then continues: Seeing that he has been replaced, the Kharia priest then 
gives up his priesthood entirely and even begins carrying the new priest around in 
his sedan chair.
Totality: may. may denotes the totality of an action or change-of-state with respect 
to a particular participant in the scenario. For example, in the following example this 
is with respect to the tea, the object:

(138) sori sori caha u may=o=ki (*ro tam jou 
 together REP tea drink TOTAL=A.PST=PL and now up.to

 u=tej=ki).
 drink=A.PROG=PL

 ‘They drank up all the tea together (*and are still drinking).’

With transitive activity predicates, the affected entity may also be a plural subject. 
Here, the clause whose predicate is marked by may has a gradual interpretation, that 
is, ‘one by one’ until all have performed the action:

(139) ho-ka=te (pai pai / muu muu  / *sori sori)  gil 
 that-SG.HUM=OBLQ turn REP  one.CLSSFR REP  together REP hit

 may=o=ki.
 TOTAL=A.PST=PL

 ‘They all hit him (in turn / one after the other / *together).’

With predicates denoting a simple change-of-state or a telic activity, the affected 
entity is usually either an intransitive subject or an object. If  the affected entity 
is plural, may denotes that all members of the group have been affected. If  the 
predicate is scalar, may then has the interpretation ‘really, very, completely’. Both a 
gradual and a simultaneous interpretation are then possible.
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(140) kabo sago om  may=ki.
 door close PASS TOTAL=M.PST

 ‘The door was shut completely.’

The affected entity may also be a locative adjunct:

(141) ho-ka soub pala=te gita may=ki.
 that-SG.HUM all bed=OBLQ lie  TOTAL=M.PST

  ‘He took up the whole bed (e.g. by tossing and turning) (= he lay in the 
whole bed).’

For further discussion, see Peterson (in press).
Ambulative. san ‘while going’.  This marker derives from an older lexical  predicate 
*san ‘go’ (cf. Santali sn ‘go’ and Kharia sango ‘walk’ (< *san and the culminatory 
telic marker go (see above and also footnote (56)).

(142) ol=na  olna kayar belo san=ki.
 bring=INF REP mango ripen AMB=M.PST

 ‘While being brought [to market], the mangoes ripened along the way.’

With ol ‘bring’, o ‘take’, col ‘go’ and el ‘come’, san denotes comitativity and is 
best translated as ‘along with’ (Kullu� 1981:49). Note that Kullu� also writes that san 
is only compatible with these four lexemes and in fact, some speakers I questioned 
rejected example (142) as ungrammatical.

(143) baysali tay  … ho=ki mo baysali kota ro baysali sã 
 Baisali ABL that=PL  1 Baisali cow and Baisali ox 

 ol  san=o=ki.
 bring AMB=A.PST=PL

  ‘From Baisali … they brought one Baisali cow and Baisali ox along with 
them.’ (MT, 120)

Suddenness: bha, hamba and dhab. These three markers denote that an action 
occurred suddenly or quickly. None of the three may be used as free lexemes.

(144) kijta =te col bha=ki u-tay  hontay?
 what.time=OBLQ go SUD=M.PST this-ABL then
 ‘When did [he] suddenly leave from here, then?’ (Kerkea� 1990:2)

(145) akil=a kayom no  musni  a-tij  tay=ko el 
 mind=GEN opinion COMP one.day Q-side ABL=CNTR come

 hamba=ki mo maha dano  ro  poda=ya  jhai
 SUD=M.PST  1  big  demon and village=GEN all  

 lebu=ki=te  diyoga muu  muu=te o=na mãe=yo.
 person=PL=OBLQ daily  1.CLSSFR REP=OBLQ  eat=INF  begin=A.PST

  ‘It is believed (= opinion of the mind) that one day a great demon suddenly 
appeared from somewhere and began to eat all the people of the village, one 
by one.’ (MT, 1:64)

(146) paopur=te=ga ho=ki iku=ga kisro=sikh=o=ki hin=a
 Patna=OBLQ=FOC  that=PL much=FOC wealthy=PRF=A.PST=PL that=GEN

 caom ho=ki  rohtaspur  hinte oko dhab=na pal=o=ki.
 for that=PL Rohitasgarh LOC  sit.down SUD=INF be.able=A.PST=PL
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  ‘In Patna they had become very wealthy, therefore they were able to settle 
(= sit) down quickly in Rohitasgarh.’ (MT, 1:188)

Departive: u. This marker denotes that the subject performed some action and then 
departed. u cannot serve as the lexical root of a predicate.

(147) maha kulam paopur tay se mu=ki=may. ho=ki
 big brother Patna ABL first go.out=M.PST=3PL that=PL

 kuab aw=ki=may  ho=ki=te  u  gam u=yo=ki: “…”
 behind COP=M.PST=3PL that=PL=OBLQ this say  DPT=A.PST=PL

  ‘The elder brothers set out from Patna first. They said to those who were 
behind (before they left): “….” (MT, 1:160)

Conative: dakha/lakha. Conativity is expressed through a number of means in 
Kharia, one of which is dakha. The form lakha is also occasionally encountered. 
Neither has an independent lexical meaning.

(148) a=ki=ya  ompay paro=na bo=te=jo mudui=ki  kuday 
 ANAPH=PL=GEN river cross=INF place=OBLQ=ADD enemy=PL chase 

 dakha=sikh=o=ki,  . . .
 CONAT=PRF=A.PST=PL

  ‘The enemiesi also tried to chase [themj away] at the place where theyj had 
crossed the river, ….’ (MT, 1:167)

Excessive: bay.  bay is homophonous with, and undoubtedly derives from, the lexi-
cal predicate bay ‘make, do’. As a marker on the predicate it serves to denote that 
the action was ‘more intense’ than the unmarked form, or even ‘excessive’, somewhat 
similar to the function served in English by the adverbs ‘extremely’, ‘strongly’ or 
‘intensely’.

(149) muja pheinga=te lej bay=o, ‘u cini i=a
 ant grasshopper=OBLQ curse EXCES=A.PST this sugar 1SG=GEN

 bohin=na==ki thuray=si=may.’
 sister=1POSS=1SG=PL gather=PRF=3PL

  ‘The ant gave the grasshopper a bad scolding, “This sugar my sisters have 
gathered.” ’ (TK, 2:42)

The compatibility of bay with lexemes is highly idiosyncratic and its semantic con-
tribution is often unpredictable. For example, it is compatible with aj ‘splash’ and 
gil ‘beat’ with an ‘excessive’ or ‘intensifying’ meaning but also with kayom ‘talk’ but 
here with the resultant meaning ‘deceive’. On the other hand, it is not compatible 
with kamu ‘work’ or geb ‘burn’, to name just two examples.
Autopoesis: jom. With avolitional predicates, this marker denotes that something 
happened on its own, that is, there was no outside force which caused it to hap-
pen (150). With potentially volitional predicates it denotes that the actor simply 
performed the action because she/he wanted to and was under no obligation to do 
so (151). It is best translated by the English just. It is not used as an independent 
lexical morpheme, although, as Pinnow (1966:112f.) notes, it derives from an earlier 
lexeme meaning ‘eat’.48
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(150) (*beo bu) belom jom=ki.
 sun INS  ripen AUTOPOES=M.PST

  ‘It (e.g. fruit) just ripened (i.e. all by itself) (*through / *because of 
the sun).’

(151) i kohri=te badli jom=oj.
 1SG room=OBLQ change AUTOPOES=A.PST.1SG

 ‘I just changed the room around (for no particular reason).’

Benefactive: kay.  kay denotes that an action was carried out on behalf  of someone 
other than the subject. It has no independent lexical meaning.

In the following example from a children’s story, a boy is in a tree in which loaves 
of bread grow. An elderly woman is waiting at the bottom of the tree and, thinking 
she is waiting for something to eat, he throws her down two loaves.

(152) hobne=te=ga  kongher kãaybo=te yo=yo  ro
 that.much=OBLQ=FOC boy  old.woman=OBLQ see=A.PST and

 ubar kolo  ho-ka=a  mugamte  ob-gur  kay=o.
 2  bread that-SG.HUM=GEN in.front.of CAUS-fall BEN=A.PST

   ‘After a while, the boy saw the old woman and threw down (= caused to fall) 
in front of her two loaves of bread for her.’ (BB, 1:40)

3.2.11 Nominal incorporation

While relatively seldom, Kharia does allow a certain amount of incorporation of 
arguments and adjuncts into the predicate. Incorporation in general is limited to a 
small number of commonly occurring combinations. There is both non-productive 
(i.e. lexicalized) incorporation and semi-productive incorporation.

Non-productive incorporation. In non-productive incorporation the incorporated 
 element appears directly after the predicative root and precedes all TAM markers. If  
the incorporated element is polysyllabic, one syllable, usually the last, is dropped. 
In the incorporation of monosyllabic free lexemes, no phonological changes occur 
(‘*’ denotes a reconstructed form).

(153) ajo ‘dry up’ (ITR) ajo-a ‘dry up (of water)(ITR)’ < a ‘water’
 si ‘plow’  si-lo ‘plow’  < *lo 49

This process creates a new (compound) stem, and what appears to be an incorpo-
rated subject or object is in fact not an argument but merely a part of this new stem, 
as the following examples show. That is, this can only be considered ‘incorporation’ 
from a historical point of view.

(154) a  ajo-a=ki
 water dry.up-water=M.PST

 ‘The water dried up.’

(155) … hoom=ki=ya gojlo=te  si-lo=na  ayij  la
 other=PL=GEN  rice.field=OBLQ plow-earth=INF PRS.COP then 

 madet rema=te=ki. 
 help  call.for=A.PRS=PL

  ‘… the rice fields of the others must be plowed, then [they] call for help.’ 
(AK 5,13–14)
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Below I present a few more examples.

(156) Incorporation of ‘subject’
 ij ‘defecate’  ij-tha ‘defecate (of cows)’  < *ta ‘cow’50

(157) Incorporation of ‘object’
 ol ‘take’  ol-ay ‘marry’  < kanay ‘wife, woman’

(158) Other types
 beto ‘be(come) hungry’  beto-a ‘be(come) < a ‘water’
   thirsty’
 bo ‘come to an end, finish’ (ITR) bo-sor ‘petrify’  < sore ‘stone’

Semi-productive incorporation. Some speakers will accept the incorporation of non-
specific and non-referential objects into the predicate itself. The incorporated ele-
ment in this construction appears directly after the reciprocal marker kol, if  present, 
and before the root. All speakers who accepted these forms, however, preferred 
forms in which the object was not incorporated. All forms given here were elicited 
in interviews. Only minor optional phonetic changes, such as the loss of // in the 
coda, occur.

Acceptable (to some)  Preferred

(159) kol  ula  likha=ki=kiyar ula kol likha=ki=kiyar
 RECIP letter write=M.PST=DL

 ‘they wrote each other letters.’

(160) kol  a  u=ki=kiyar a kol u=ki=kiyar
 RECIP water drink=M.PST=DL 
 ‘they gave each other water to drink.’

This type of incorporation is limited to certain commonly occurring combinations, 
such as letters and writing, water and drinking, etc., but is not possible in other 
combinations:

(161) *kol  tomli u=ki=kiyar
 RECIP milk  drink=M.PST=DL

 ‘they gave each other milk to drink.’

3.2.12 Auxiliary verb constructions

There are a number of auxiliaries which occur with a lexical predicate in the infini-
tive. These cover a variety of functions, including aspect in its most general sense 
(‘phase verbs’ and general imperfectivity) as well as modals.

Aspect, ‘phasal verbs’

la ‘IMPERFECTIVITY’. This is by far the most common auxiliary. It is usually found 
in the past tense and is also compatible with the irrealis or perfect, but not with 
the general present nor with the progressive. It denotes imperfectivity in general, 
including iterativity, habituality and non-present progressivity. It is always marked 
for middle voice in those categories in which an active/middle opposition is found 
(i.e. past, irrealis).
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(162) … khaiya lebu=ki  pujapah karay=na la=ki=may, …
 Kharia  man=PL sacrifice  do=INF  IPFV=M.PST=3PL

  ‘… the Kharia men used to perform sacrifices ….’ (AK, 2:6) 

 mãe, suru ‘begin’

(163) je boto bu thartharay=na mãe=yo=ki.
 so  fear INS  tremble=INF begin=A.PST=PL

 ‘So [they] began to tremble with fear.’ (MT, 1:32)

 melay ‘stop’

(164) hin=a  gha=ga ho=ki=te  ob-koda=na  melay
 that=GEN for=FOC  that=PL=OBLQ CAUS-paint.oneself=INF leave 

 goh=o=ki
 C:TEL=A.PST=PL

 ‘Therefore, [they] stopped tattooing (=painting) them.’ (MT, 1:173)

Modality lam ‘seek; want’. As an independent predicate, lam has the meaning 
‘look for’. As an auxiliary with an animate subject, it means ‘want’:

(165) … i u  iku sundar  konthe=ki=te bajhay kon
 1SG  this very beautiful bird=PL=OBLQ  trap  SEQ

 satay=na  um=i  lam=te.
 torment=INF NEG=1SG want=A.PRS

 ‘… I don’t want to trap these beautiful birds and torment them.’(BB, 2:43)

ter ‘allow’. ter as a lexical predicate means ‘give’ but as an auxiliary it has a  permissive 
meaning.

(166) umbo, jiyom aw=na  bheir=ko  ho-ghay=na  um=ni
 NEG  life  COP=INF up.to=CNTR that-way=INF NEG=1PL.INCL 

 ter=e.
 allow=A.IRR

  ‘No! As long as there is life [in us], we will not allow that to happen (= we 
will not allow [it] to become that way).’ (Kerkea�, 1990:7)

pal ‘can; be able’. With an infinitive, pal denotes capability. It has no independent 
lexical meaning. See examples (65), (146), (184), (209).

The copula obligation, necessity. The person who is under obligation appears in 
the oblique case and the infinitive is the ‘subject NP’.

(167) … i=te raga bhere=ya gha terom  thuray=na  ayij.
 1SG=OBLQ cold  time=GEN for  honey gather=INF PRS.COP

 ‘… I have to gather honey for the cold season.’ (TK, 2:20)

3.3 Expressives

Kharia has a construction which is often termed the ‘echo-word’ formation in South 
Asian linguistics, in which a lexical stem is followed by an element which has no 
independent meaning but which modifies the meaning of the first element, generally 
indicating something akin to the English ‘etc.’, for example, raja rajwa ‘king ECHO’ = 
‘the king etc., the king and his court’. The ‘echo-word’ construction in Kharia is 
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actually a collection of forms from at least three different sources, which I now 
discuss separately.

1  The first consists of  forms in which the second element seems to have once 
had an independent meaning, which is however no longer in common use. In 
all cases it appears that the original meaning of  this element was very close to 
that of  the first element, a common strategy in ‘compounding’ in Kharia, cf. 
ompay khirom ‘big.river river’ = ‘rivers’, ba rumkub ‘unhusked.rice husked.
rice’ = ‘rice’ or paysa hebua ‘money money’ = ‘wealth’ (adapted from Malhotra 
1982:72f.).

Consider now kinir jhakoy, which Malhotra (1982:73) translates as ‘forest, 
 wilderness’ and analyses as a compound of kinir ‘forest’ and jhakoy [also  realized 
as jhakor, JP] ‘scrubland’. Some speakers I questioned were not familiar with 
this second term in isolation, although it would seem to have lost its independent 
meaning only recently, since it is still attested in Roy and Roy (1937:165) with the 
form jhankor and the meaning ‘forest’ or ‘sarna (holy  forest)’.

Other expressions which would seem to belong to this category are kunu hakon 
‘family’ from kunu ‘child’ and the echo-word hakon, which Pinnow (1965a:92, 
ln.10) translates as ‘illegitimate child’ (Kegel) but which is no longer used as an inde-
pendent morpheme, and khe jol ‘bite, etc.’ from khe and the echo-word jol (?).

2  The second group is quite large and consists of loans from Sadani. Here just a few 
examples: lae bhie / laai bhiai ‘fighting, etc.’, main marjad ‘honour, etc.’, culha 
cawka ‘stove, etc.’, kado walo ‘mud, etc.’, khoj puchar ‘investigation, etc’.

3  Finally, there is a highly productive construction in Kharia in which a telic action 
can be denoted through a type of reduplication which is similar to the echo-word 
formation. The meaning is usually that of a durative or gradual telic action, 
although there are some irregularities. In the following I present a few examples.

(168) Unmarked stem  Gradual telic
 col ‘go’  col cila ‘go away’
 ubay ‘press down, deplete’ ubi ubay, ubay ubi ‘completely deplete’
 dho ‘grab, take’  dho dhiga ‘take, grab (e.g. an electric wire
  which one is not supposed to touch, or 
  steal s.th.)’
 melay ‘leave’  meli melay ‘leave behind’
 o ‘eat’  o iga ‘eat up’
 uwa ‘bathe, wash’  uwa uwi ‘finish washing up, bathing’

4 SYNTAX

4.1 Syntax of the simple sentence

Kharia has the unmarked constituent order Subject–Object–Predicate, although 
word order is quite flexible: Topical elements tend to appear first in the sentence, 
with new information appearing further to the right but before the predicate, as in 
the following example:

(169) tama i  ani=a  gotar=a  kahni batay=na col=taj=i.
 now  1SG 1PL.INCL=GEN clan=GEN story tell=INF  go=M.PROG=1SG

 ‘Now I am going to tell the story of our clan.’ (AK, 1:1)
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As the following example shows (= second half of (149) above), the subject can follow 
the object (or other entities) if  the object is considered more topical. Here, the ant 
is telling the grasshopper that she cannot give him any sugar, since her sisters have 
worked hard gathering it. The sisters are mentioned here for the first time in the story 
and are hence less topical than the sugar, which the grasshopper has just asked for.

(170) u  cini  i=a  bohin=na==ki  thuray=si=may.
 this sugar 1SG=GEN sister=1POSS=1SG=PL gather=PRF=3PL

 ‘This sugar my sisters have gathered.’ (TK, 2:42)

Although the predicate is usually in clause-final position, this is not obligatory. 
Especially common is the placement of the goal with predicates of motion after the 
predicate:

(171) …ro dhirom dhirom ho=ki  am=ki=may  raylogah.
 and slowly REP  that=PL arrive=M.PST=3PL Raylogarh.
 ‘… and they gradually arrived at Raylogarh.’ (MT, 1:82)

Sentence types. The majority of examples presented so far have been for what 
Bloomfield (1933[1984]:173) refers to as ‘narrative predication’, in which, for 
 example, a narrative is being continued, such as when the subject performs an action. 
This is in contradistinction to what Maas (2004) refers to as qualitative predica-
tion, in which an inherent property of an entity is given (e.g. I am a man, That is a 
tree). ‘Inherent’ here should be taken to mean something akin to ‘central or most 
important characteristic’ and will undoubtedly be subject at least to some extent to 
a particular speaker’s judgement.

There is also a third type, which I will refer to as non-inherent qualitative predi-
cation, in which the position of an entity is given or a statement is made about a 
temporary or non-essential characteristic of this entity. As the preceding text con-
tains abundant examples for narrative predication, I will only discuss inherent and 
non-inherent qualitative predication in the following text.

Table 9.14 presents the stems of the present copula. Forms other than the present 
are derived from aw, which as a lexical morpheme has the meaning ‘stay, remain; 
live’: Here the inherent / non-inherent distinction is neutralized. The present forms 
do not mark for basic voice but do mark for PERS/NUM/HON.
Inherent qualities. Except in the present, the expression of inherent qualities obliga-
torily employs a copula alongside the predicate NP. An example:

(172) raja=ya imi  aw=ki  sembho  oo  rani=ya  imi
 king=GEN name COP=M.PST Sembho and queen=GEN name 

 aw=ki  akay.
 COP=M.PST Dakay
 ‘The king’s name was Sembho and the queen’s name was Dakay.’ (AK, 1:4)

TABLE 9.14: THE PRESENT COPULAE, NON-NEGATIVE 
AND NEGATIVE

Type of copula Non-negated form Negated form

Inherent qualities heke nalage
Non-inherent qualities ayij() umborij()
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In the present, the copula is also generally used, although not always. Both the 
 non-negated form heke and the negated form nalage have been borrowed from Sadani.

(173) u-je=ga  heke  khaiya gotar=a  choka kahani.
 this-SG.NHUM=FOC PRS.COP Kharia  clan=GEN small  story
 ‘This is a short history of the Kharia clan.’ (AK, 1:70)

The copula often precedes the predicate NP, as in the last two examples. As the 
 following shows, however, this is not necessarily the case.

(174) u  kahani u  goa duniya=te lebu=ki=ya  kahani heke.
 this story  this entire world=OBLQ person=PL=GEN story PRS.COP

 ‘This is the story of the people on the entire world.’ (AK, 3:1)

Finally, the copula is often omitted in the present.

(175) …ro u=ga  ho  jinis=a  koma.
 and  this=FOC that animal=GEN meat
 ‘… and this [is] the meat of that animal.’ (AK, 1:57)

Non-inherent qualities. This type of predication makes use of the copula ayij (ayij 
with all persons other than the first and second, singular) when non-negated and 
umboij (umboij with all persons other than the first and second, singular) when 
negated. ayij appears to be an Indo-Aryan loanword: Although it is not entirely 
clear from which language, it is clearly not from (modern) Sadani, where the cor-
responding form is a
h-. However, the presence of the third person, non-honorific 
form ich ‘he/she/it is’ in Maithili (Yadav 1996:217ff.) would seem to indicate that it 
has in fact been borrowed from some Indo-Aryan source.

(176) ho=kiyar=ya tomo=te a�a ayij.
 that=DL=GEN mouth=OBLQ stick PRS.COP

 ‘There is a stick in their mouths.’ (TK, 1:44)

(177) u  khoi=te  bea umboij=may.
 this village.section=OBLQ boy NEG.PRS.COP=3PL

 ‘In this village section there are no boys.’ (RK, 5:3)

ayij is generally present but optional:

(178) samudar lekhe ompay=ki boe  boe.
 ocean  like  river=PL be(come).big REP

 ‘The river [is] very big, like an ocean.’ (MS, 1:157)

4.2 Complex sentence structure

Kharia has a number of conjunctions and disjunctions. Their presence has no effect 
on word order. Here I present a few of the most common ones, followed by a simple 
example.

(179) ro, oo() ‘and’  hina tho, hina gha ‘therefore’
 muda, lekin, magar ‘but’ tewjo, tewajo ‘nevertheless’
 la ‘(and) then’  ina no (why COMP) ‘because’
 lako ‘but’  um lako ‘otherwise’
 agar, yadi ‘if ’
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(180) musni dinu bheir  lam=o=ki  muda umay  kuy=o.
 once  day  entire search=A.PST=PL but  NEG.3PL find=A.PST

 ‘Once [they] searched all day but didn’t find [the demon]’ (MT, 1:68)

4.3 Complement clauses

In subject function. Complement clauses in subject function are rare. The predi-
cate may be an infinitive (181) or a finite predicate in which the entire complement 
clause may then be marked by the postposition gu ‘like’ (182), although this is not 
 necessary (183).

(181) orej kota bui=na=ko  ho=ki=ya  dhatam aw=ki.
 ox  cow  raise=INF=CNTR that=PL=GEN custom  COP=M.PST

 ‘But raising oxen and cows was their custom.’ (MT, 1:9)

(182) menson=ko um  a=e=m  gu la=ta.
 once=CNTR  NEG send=A.IRR=2SG like EMOT=M.PRS

  ‘It looks like you won’t repell (= send) [them] all at once.’ (Kerkea� 1990:11)

(183) am  um  co=na=m  la=ta.
 2SG NEG go=M.IRR=2SG EMOT=M.PRS

 ‘It looks like you won’t be going.’

In object function. Complement clauses in object function are quite common, 
 especially with predicates of speech and thought. These clauses have a finite  predicate 
and usually begin with the complementizer no.

Speech and thought are generally presented as they would have been uttered by 
the person who said or thought them. no can be omitted.

(184) ap=om  raa=te  remakh=o ro  gam=o  no  ‘babu 
 father=3POSS Rata=OBLQ call=A.PST  and say=A.PST COMP child(VOC) 

 musa  i  kinir  co=na  um=i  pal=e.’
 today 1SG forest go=INF NEG=1SG be.able=A.IRR

  ‘His father called Rata and said [to him] “Son, today I will be unable to go 
to the forest.” ’ (BB, 2:21)

Instead of no, gam kon, the sequential converb of gam ‘say’, is occasionally found 
clause-finally as a kind of quotative particle, although this is not common:

(185) ‘je janwar  tar=e=ki  ho  janwar=ya  ghos  ol=e=ki’
 CR animal kill=A.IRR=PL that animal=GEN meat take=A.IRR=PL

 gam kon gam=o, swapan, munu  bu
 say  SEQ  say=A.PST dream  dream INS

  ‘ “Whatever animal they kill, that animal’s meat they should bring [back to 
you”] [he] said, in (= through) a dream.’ (MS, 2:8)

4.4 ‘Relative clauses’

Kharia is especially rich in strategies for expressing predicative nominal attribution, 
which I will simply refer to here as ‘relative clauses’. I have found 13 productive strat-
egies, including pre-, post- and circumnominals as well as two types of correlatives. 
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The prenominals show the greatest amount of variation, including prenominal 
 participial constructions, prenominal infinitives and prenominally juxtaposed (fully, 
semi- and non-) finite predicates. As space will not allow for a full discussion of these 
forms, I merely present an example for each construction below and refer the reader 
to my (2006) grammar.51

4.4.1 Correlatives

There are two types of correlative constructions in Kharia:
●  The ‘ je’-class. The correlative marker has the invariable form je, which has been 

borrowed from Indo-Aryan (cf. the Sadani correlative pronominal je).
●  The ‘a/i’- or ‘Q’-class. This construction makes use of correlative forms which 

are homophonous with interrogatives, generally either the bound interrogative 
marker a- ‘Q’ followed by a lexical nominal, such as a-tij ‘Q-side’ = ‘where’, or 
its free form ata ‘Q’. There is also a small class of interrogatives which are based 
on the morpheme i ‘what?’, such as i-ghay (what-way) ‘how’ or i-bhere (what-
time) ‘when’. Other forms found here include be(ha)r ‘who’.

With both of these constructions, the head nominal is typically present in both the 
main and subordinate clauses, and often appears in the main clause with a demon-
strative. Alternatively, it is indicated only by a pronominal in the main clause.

(186) i je/ata phonen bu likha=sikh=oj  ho-je  kuy=oj.
 1SG CR  pen  INS  write=PRF=A.PST.1SG that-SG.NHUM find=A.PST.1SG

 ‘I found the pen I had written with.’

In a very similar construction, the ‘correlative’ can be used postnominally as a sim-
ple relative pronominal:

(187) ho  hohi=te=ga  mo kinir=a  jantu  a-je no
 that hollow=OBLQ=FOC 1  forest=GEN animal Q-SG.NHUM COMP

 choanagpur=a  lebu   ‘ba1o’ gam=te=ki  aw=na la=ki.
 Chotanagpur=GEN person wildcat say=A.PRS=PL live=INF IPFV=M.PST

 ‘ In just that [tree] hollow lived an animal of the forest which the people of 
Chotanagpur call “Wildcat”.’ (Pinnow 1965a:62)

4.4.2 Prenominals

Participles (section 3.2.8)

 Infinitive + wala

(188) jharkhan=te  aw=na=wala  lebu=ki  iku jughay milansar 
 Jharkhand=OBLQ live=INF=PRTCPL person=PL very  much  friendly 

 aw=ta=ki. 
 COP=M.PRS=PL

 ‘The people who live in Jharkhand are very friendly.’

 Participle in -l

(189) muda mo brahman  ho-ka=a  daru=te  aa-l
 but  1  brahman that-SG.HUM=GEN tree=OBLQ hang-PRTCPL
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 janew=te  yo=yo. 
 holy. thread=OBLQ see=A.PST

  ‘But a Brahmani saw the holy thread which hej had hung on the tree.’ (AK, 2:14)

 Participle in -u

(190) ho=ki  ho-ka=te  yo-u dinu somto  aw=ki.
 that=PL that-SG.HUM=OBLQ see-PRTCPL day  Monday COP=M.PST

 ‘The day they saw him on was a Monday.’ 

 -nV- ‘nominalization’ (section 3.1.10)

(191) khaiya=ki ber=a  ji<ni>b  pe=jo  umay  o=na 
 Kharia=PL  who=GEN touch-<NML> rice=ADD NEG.3PL eat=INF 

 la=ki, …
 IPFV=M.PST

  ‘The Kharia did not use to eat rice which had been touched by anyone, ….’ 
(Pinnow 1965a:122, ln. 57)

Infinitives (section 3.2.8)

 Genitive case

(192) kabhi kabhi, moka soka, kolej=ta=may  lekin
 sometimes  sometimes fight=M.PRS=3PL but

 mel  prem se=ga  aw=na=ya  kornis  karay=te=ki.
 harmony love  ABL=FOC live=INF=GEN attempt do=A.PRS=PL

  ‘Sometimes they fight, but they try to live in peace and harmony.’ (AK, 5:33)

 Unmarked form (= direct case): (= (109))

(193) musni  u-ghay  hoy=ki  no  oli=te  o=na
 one.day this-way happen=M.PST COMP  sedan=OBLQ take=INF

 bhere u  khaiya pahan=te  haa la=ki.
 time  this Kharia  priest=OBLQ pee  EMOT=M.PST

  ‘One day it happened this way that, at the time [they were] to take away the 
sedan chair, the Kharia priest had to pee.’ (AK, 2:8)

Differing levels of finiteness of the predicate in the attributive clause (section 3.2.8) 

 Fully finite

(194) i  yo=yoj lebu=ki i=a  hoel=te aw=ta=ki.
 1SG see=A.PST.1SG  person=PL 1SG=GEN hotel=OBLQ live=M.PRS=PL

 ‘The people I saw live in my hotel.’

 Semi-finite (aw=ta for the fully finite aw=ta=ki)

(195) jharkhan=te  aw=ta  lebu=ki  iku  jughay milansar
 Jharkhand=OBLQ live=M.PRS person=PL very much  friendly

 aw=ta=ki.
 COP=M. PRS=PL

 ‘The people who live in Jharkhand are very friendly.’
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Free-standing forms

(196) i=a likha  phonen=te kuy=oj.
 1SG=GEN write pen=OBJ find=A.PST.1SG

 ‘I found the pen I had written with.’

(197) am=pe le-le  jãut  tar  ol=e=pe.
 2=2PL  fly-REDPL animal kill bring=A.IRR=2PL

 ‘You kill and bring [back] flying animals (= birds).’ (MT, 1:131)

4.4.3 Circumnominals

(198) biru  eb=na  ebna ba rukub ro=ki
 mountain ascend=INF REP  ‘rice’  spill=M.PST

 kay=e=bar!
 lift=A.IRR=2HON

  ‘Pick up (HON) the rice which spilled while you were walking up the hill!’
[MT, 1:40]

4.5 ‘Adverbial clauses’

Purpose clauses. Purpose clauses are constructed with the infinitive, often in the 
genitive case, and either of the following postpositions: gha ‘for; PURP’ and tho 
‘for; PURP’.

(199) la  soub=ga bhai=ki  ho khajar tar=na  gha juda juda
 then all=FOC  brother=PL that deer kill=INF PURP  separate REP

 mu=ki=may,  kinir=te.
 emerge=M.PST=3PL forest=OBLQ

  ‘Then all the brothers set out separately to kill that deer, into the forest.’ 
(AK, 1:15)

Causal clauses. The most common means of expressing a causal clause is through 
the conjunction ina no ‘because’, which consists of ina ‘why?’ and the complemen-
tizer no. In these clauses, the predicate is always fully finite.

(200) kunab aw=ki  tomli khaiya gam om=na  la=ki=may
 behind  COP=A.PST milk Kharia  say  PASS=INF IPFV=M.PST=3PL

 ina  no  u=ki  tomli u=ga  el=ki=may.
 why COMP this=PL milk  drink=FOC come=M.PST=3PL

  ‘Those who were behind were called “Milk Kharia” because they came 
drinking milk.’ (MT, 1:180)

Temporal clauses. To express that one event took place before or after another event, 
either the postposition se ‘before’ or loho ‘after’ is used. The predicate of the 
temporal clause appears in the infinitive, generally in the genitive case.

(201) i=a  gam=na no  co=na=  se  sosreir=ga
  1SG=GEN say=INF  COMP go=INF=GEN before husband’s.parents’.home=FOC

 rema a=si=may,…
 call send=PRF=3PL

  ‘It’s my opinion (= saying) that, before he goes, your parents52 should call 
[him] and send [him back], … (= have called [and] sent).’ (Kerketta 1991:11)
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(202) u=na  loho ai  ho maha daru tuta=te=ga
 drink=INF after  ANAPH that big  tree  bottom=OBLQ=FOC 

 el=ki.
 come=M.PST

 ‘After drinking [the water], he came to the bottom of that big tree.’ (AK, 1:23)

A common means of expressing a temporal clause is with a ‘relative clause’ modify-
ing the head nominal bhere ‘time’. The predicate of the subordinate clause can be 
an infinitive, as in (109)/(193), although it is probably more often fully finite, as in 
the following example:

(203) ho-ka  hik biha=na  la=ki=may  bhere am=ki.
 that-SG.HUM just  marry=INF IPFV=M.PST=3PL time arrive-M.PST

  ‘He arrived just as they were celebrating the wedding (= at the they-were-just-
getting-married time).’ (Pinnow 1965a:41)

Conditionals and counterfactuals. In both conditional and counterfactual clauses, the 
apodosis is always marked by the conjunction la ‘then’. The Indo-Aryan loanword 
agar ‘if ’ can appear in the protasis, although it is generally not used. Very rarely, yadi 
‘if ’, a borrowing from modern Indo-Aryan (where it is a borrowing from Sanskrit), 
is found.

In conditionals, the predicate of both the protasis and apodosis appears in the 
irrealis, regardless of the degree of probability. In counterfactuals, the predicate of 
the protasis appears either in the irrealis or in the irrealis perfect, while that of the 
 apodosis is marked as irrealis.

Conditional

(204) am  am=a  ti  bu ob-dhog=e=m  la  sebol
 2SG 2SG=GEN hand INS  CAUS-grab=A.IRR=2SG then delicious 

 la=na.
 EMOT=M.IRR

  ‘If  you give me it (= cause [me] to grab [it]) with your [own] hands, then [it] 
will taste delicious.’ (BB, 1:43)

Conterfactual

(205) agar i  hante aw=si=na=i  la  ho-ka=a 
 if   1SG there  COP=PRF=M.IRR=1SG then that-SG.HUM=GEN 

 kayom onor[=e]=i.
 speech  hear[=A.IRR]=1SG

  ‘If  I had been there I would have listened to His [= God’s] words.’ (Pinnow 
1965a:103)

Concessives

Concessive clauses are formed by the correlative construction jawbhi … tawbhi 
‘although … nevertheless’, which has been borrowed from Indo-Aryan. tewjo or 
tewajo ‘nevertheless’ is also found instead of tawbhi. The predicate of the subordinate 
clause is fully finite.
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(206) jawbhi  ho-ka  dhagar  ayij, tawbhi ho-ka=a=te 
 although that-SG.HUM servant COP.PRS still  that-SG.HUM=GEN=OBLQ

 laij  besu pe um  kui=taj.
 stomach full  rice NEG find=M.PROG

  ‘Although he is a servant, still he goes hungry (= a stomach-full of rice isn’t 
being found to him).’ (Pinnow 1965a:60)

4.6 Same subject and different subject in subordination

There is a strong tendency in Kharia to restrict the sequential converb to clauses 
which have the same subject as the main clause and to use a free-standing form 
 (section 3.2.8) in the oblique case when the subject of the subordinate clause is 
 different from that of the main clause.53

Same subject. (from a story on the mythological pre-historical wanderings of the 
Kharia in Egypt)

(207) dhirom dhirom khaiya maha rokelo paro  kon rusu
 slowly  REP  Kharia  big  desert  cross SEQ  red

 samuder am=ki=may
 ocean arrive=M.PST=3PL

  ‘Slowly but surely, the Kharia crossed the great desert and arrived at the 
Red Sea.’ (MT, 1:21)

As with many other South Asian languages, a so-called dative subject may also be 
the controller of the sequential converb, although it is marked for oblique case:

(208) etwa=te  u=ki=ya  haleit  yo  kon lebui la=ki.
 Etwa=OBLQ this=PL=GEN condition see SEQ  love  EMOT=M.PST

 ‘Etwa, seeing their condition, felt compassion.’ (RD, 2:108)

 Different subject

 (Free-standing form = aw-aw=te)

(209) muda dada=om=ki=ya  aw-aw=te  ber
 but  elder.brother=3POSS=PL=GEN COP-REDPL=OBLQ who 

 bei=ki=te  um  uu=na  pal=e.
 dauther=PL=OBLQ NEG make.flee=INF be.able=A.IRR

  ‘But as long as their elder brothers are present, no one will be able to drive 
the daughters away.’ (MT, 1:169)

This is, however, for most speakers only a tendency, and the use of the sequen-
tial converb is not categorically restricted to same subject contexts. In the following 
example, it is the porcupine (jiray) who has stayed a few days, before the father 
sends his daughter off  with the porcupine:

(210) thor to  aw  kon jiray=a  sori  a  goh=o.
 few  day stay SEQ  porcupine=GEN with send C:TEL=A.PST

  ‘[Øi] having stayed a few days, [hej] sent [herk] off  with the porcupinei.’ 
(Pinnow 1965a:40)
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The use of the sequential converb with a clause whose subject is different than that 
of the main clause is, however, uncommon. In fact, for some speakers the sequential 
converb cannot be used in different-subject environments and the attested example 
(210) above was considered ungrammatical by one speaker I questioned, while other 
speakers accepted it as grammatical.

Similarly, there appear to be two different strategies to express ‘without doing’, 
depending, at least tendentially, on whether both clauses have the same or different 
subjects.

Same subject. In sentences where both clauses have the same subject, enem ‘without’ 
is used and the lexical predicate appears in its base form, as in (211), or it may appear 
as a sequential converb (212).

(211) musa=ko  i  enem  daichna- o um=i  melay[=e].
 today=CNTR 1SG without fee-take  NEG=1SG leave=A.IRR

  ‘Today, without receiving my fee, I will not leave.’ (Kerkea� 1990:3)

(212) jaisan musa  i  enem  yo  kon saak-tij  bake=na
 CR  today 1SG without see SEQ  road-side hurry=INF

 la=ki= no?
 IPFV=M. PST=1SG Q

 ‘Like I started54 running towards the street today without looking?’
  (Pinnow 1965a:95, section 4)

Different subject. With different subjects, enem is used with the free-standing form, 
as in example (47), repeated here as (213).

(213) enem  raja  ro  rani=kiyar=a aw-aw=te  khaiya=ki
 without king and queen=DL=GEN COP-REDPL=OBLQ Kharia=PL 

 kaij=ko  her=ga  akbakay=ki=may.
 somewhat=CNTR very=FOC be.in.a.flurry=M.PST=3PL

 ‘Without there being a king and queen, the Kharia panicked.’ (MT, 1:104)

5 SEMANTICS

Here I briefly address a phenomenon which is typical for Kharia, that of ‘semantic 
agreement’. Consider the following example:

(214) boto=ta=pe  ho=ki  lutui  su  kon pe  cakhna ijtha
 fear=M.PRS=2PL that=PL clothes put.on SEQ  rice curry  cow.dung

 kinbhar=na=pe, i=ko  lae=na=i.
 courtyard=M.IRR=2PL 1SG=CNTR fight=M.IRR=1SG

  ‘Those of you who are afraid, you put on your [house] clothes and see to your 
house work like cooking and cleaning the courtyard with cowdung, but I will 
fight.’ (Kerkea� 1990:7)

Consider the apparent contradiction between the ‘subject’ pronominal and the 
‘agreement’ marker on the predicate. The subject would appear to be hoki ‘they’, 
but the predicate is clearly marked as having a second person, plural subject, ‘you 
(PL)’. This is further complicated by the fact that hoki is the head of a ‘relative’ clause 
which consists of the predicate boto=ta=pe ‘you (PL) are afraid’.
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As this utterance is directed toward a large group of people, the subject is the 
second person, plural, although only a part of this group is meant, that is, ‘those of 
you’, not ‘(all of) you’. In cases such as these, Kharia invariably chooses the second 
person over the third person in terms of predicate marking, as the group whose 
members are intended is being directly addressed. This also entails ‘overriding’ what 
would seem to be the explicitly mentioned grammatical subject, hoki ‘they’. Here I 
present two further, similar examples:

(215) korob=si=na=pe.  ber=jo  i=jo  a=pe  gam=e.
  silent=PRF=M.IRR=2PL who=ADD what=ADD NEG.MOD=2PL say=A.IRR 

‘Be quiet! Don’t any of you say anything.’ (Kerkea� 1990:2)

 behar bujhay=e=pe?
 who  explain=A.IRR=2PL

 ‘Which of you will explain?’

As noted in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.9, these data strongly favour considering the 
 ‘subject NP’ to be a kind of apposition to the person marker on the predicate, which 
would then be the actual subject of the clause.

6 LEXICON

Although the status of Kharia as a Munda language cannot be called into question, 
as core areas of the lexicon such as the pronominals, grammatical morphemes and 
many other areas have cognate forms in other Munda languages, the language has 
been enormously affected by its neighbouring languages, such as Sadani, Mundari, 
and in more recent times (standard) Hindi, Persian and English (the last two most 
likely via Hindi and Sadani), and even Biblical Hebrew through contact with 
Christian missionaries.

6.1 Austroasiatic/Munda components

The personal pronominals have probably been the most resistant area of the lexicon 
against borrowing, although even here it is possible (although in my opinion highly 
unlikely) that there is one loan, ai, the anaphoric pronominal of the third person, 
which may be a loan from Kurukh (Grierson 1906 [1994]:194). All other pronomi-
nals are clearly of Munda origin. Similarly, most grammatical markers such as TAM 
markers, case markers, etc., can easily be shown to be of Munda origin.

Other areas of the lexicon have been more receptive to loans – referential lexemes, 
predicating lexemes and postpositions of Indo-Aryan origin are found in abun-
dance. Even areas such as kinship terms, household appliances, cardinal and ordinal 
numerals and religious life now abound in loanwords from Indo-Aryan. Although 
there are no exact figures, easily one-third – but more likely closer to one-half  – of 
the lexemes now in current use have been borrowed, and many of the native lexemes 
found, for example, in the texts Pinnow (1965a, b) collected are no longer under-
stood by younger speakers I consulted (i.e. up to about 30 years of age) and often 
not even by older speakers.55
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6.2 Loan strata

6.2.1 Loans from North Munda

Basing their work on the Kharia words given in Pinnow (1959), Zide and Stampe 
(1968) present a list of 17 lexemes in Kharia which may have been borrowed from 
North Munda, most likely from Mundari, which is still spoken today in many of 
the same villages as Kharia and with which it has undoubtedly been in close contact 
for centuries.

Some of these putative loans are indeed likely candidates, such as rutu ‘small fife’, 
whose form can only be explained through recourse to Mundari grammar, and dura 
‘song’, whose form (initial /d/) would certainly argue for a loan from Mundari, as 
one would expect a // in the onset in words of Kharia origin (Zide and Stampe 
1968:174).

On the other hand, some of the forms the authors list require more research, 
such as gono ‘bride price’, which is to my knowledge actually gini-ta, an archaic 
compound composed of gini ‘price’ and the bound morpheme -ta ‘cow’. Others, 
such as Kharia haa, Santali ao ‘urine’, are probably cognate forms deriving from 
the same Proto-Munda forms.

Others are more doubtful, such as san ‘go’, Santali sn ‘go’: In Kharia there is 
a lexeme sango ‘walk’, which has lexicalized from the combination *san ‘go’ and 
go ‘C:TELIC’. san is no longer used as a free lexeme, but is still found in its ‘ambula-
tive’ function (section 3.2.10). Its use as a grammatical marker in (Dudh) Kharia56 
would favour an analysis of this form as being of common Munda descent, not a 
loan word from North Munda, for which there is no evidence. The different vowels 
(sn (Santali) vs. san (Kharia)) also point in this direction.

6.2.2 Loans from Sadani

By far the largest number of loanwords comes from Sadani. Loans from Sadani 
can be found in almost all areas of the lexicon. For example, Sadani loans have now 
completely ousted the native numerals (section 3.1.8) and the large majority of kin-
ship terms now in use are from Sadani, even when the Kharia words are still widely 
known, for example, bhai ‘brother’ and bahin ‘sister’. The native expressions are 
kulam and kulam ay, respectively, but these are now virtually restricted to address-
ing large groups of people, for example, khaiya kulam, kulam ay! ‘Kharia brothers 
and sisters!’.

The days of the week, months of the year, and cardinal directions have suffered 
the same fate. For example, munusi ‘east’ (literally: ‘where the sun rises’), of Kharia 
origin, is now virtually unknown, and purab, from Indo-Aryan, is used. The same 
applies to many common terms, such as dinu ‘day’ (IA) (cf. Kharia to), mas / ma�su, 
ghos ‘meat’ (IA) (cf. Kharia koma), etc.

6.2.3 Loanwords from English and other languages

The large majority of English loanwords have probably made their way into Kharia 
via Indo-Aryan languages, such as pablik from English public but with the meaning 
‘people’, or sapo ‘support’, risaj ‘research’, etc. Others would seem to have taken a 
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different, perhaps more direct route, such as ebul ‘table’, perhaps through contact 
with the missionaries.

As Pinnow (1959:9) notes there are also a number of loanwords in Kharia from 
(Biblical) Hebrew, which entered the language at the time of the activities of the mis-
sionaries. This influence is largely restricted to names from the Bible, such as yaphat 
‘Japhat’, melki sedek ‘Melchizedek’, etc. Similarly, the many Christian personal 
names such as mariyanus, paulus or ursula, originating in a variety of languages, 
were introduced by the (mostly Belgian and German) missionaries.

One name deserves special mention here due to the semantic shift it has under-
gone: beljam from English Belgium. The majority of Christian missionaries who 
worked with the Kharia were Belgians. As a result, the name beljam in older texts 
has several connotations, but apparently none of which refers to Belgium proper. 
beljam refers either to Europe, the Garden of Eden or to the ‘city of Belgium’ (in 
Palestine!) (cf. Pinnow 1965a:118, 125).

7 BRIEF ANALYSED TEXT

The following text57 was chosen as it is very similar to a story which is also told by 
the Kurukh in Jharkhand in a slightly different version and refers to a (presumably 
real) battle, the details of which are no longer known.58 Interestingly, in the Kurukh 
version it is the Kurukh women who fight, while in this Kharia version it is the 
Kharia women who fight. The text deals with the Kharia’s legendary pre-historic 
travels through South Asia, as they were constantly forced to flee further by their 
enemies, the ahiyal, literally ‘the bearded ones’, whose identity is unknown. The 
term appears to be a generic term for non-tribal peoples.

The festival referred to here is known as Sarhul in the North Munda languages. 
The Kharia name is jakoy, which means ‘spring’, that is, the ‘spring festival’ or 
festival of flowers. It is celebrated during the months of March/April.

Speaker: Marianus Tete (29), Thethaitangar, southwest Jharkhand

  (i) musni jakoy=a dinu aw=ki.
one.day spring.festival=GEN day COP=M.PST

‘Once it was the day of the Spring Festival.’

  (ii) ho dinu purkha=ki osel sikoy=te a=ki=ya 
that day ancestor=PL white rooster=OBLQ ANAPH=PL=GEN

sarna hinte o kon bhagwan=om=ki=te daom
place.of.worship LOC take SEQ god=3POSS=PL=OBLQ sacrifi ce

o-eb=na la=ki=may.
CAUS-ascend=INF IPFV=M.PST=3PL

‘On that day the ancestors used to take a white rooster to their place of 
 worship and offer it up to their gods.’

 (iii) ho dinu purkha kinir jãut=a koma=jo o=na
that day ancestor forest animal=GEN meat=ADD eat=INF

la=ki=may.
IPFV=M.PST=3PL

‘On that day the ancestors also used to eat the meat of forest animals.’
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 (iv) hin=a gha=ga jhai ko�puu=ki kinir lam-lam tay
that=GEN for=FOC all man=PL forest search-REDPL ABL

e=sikh=o=ki.
return=PRF=A.PST=PL

‘For just this reason all the men returned from the forest hunt.’

     (v) ho-tij gola=jo purkas kui=sikh=o=ki bul
that-side rice.beer=ADD very.much fi nd=PRF=A.PST=PL get.drunk

kon lelem=sikh=o=ki.
SEQ fall.asleep=PRF=A.PST=PL

‘There they found a great deal of rice beer, got drunk and fell asleep.’

 (vi) mudui=ki ho=ki=ya rada=te yo=yo=ki, ho=ki
enemy=PL that=PL=GEN drunkenness=OBLQ see=A.PST=PL that=PL

gha kuy=o=ki.
opportunity fi nd=A.PST=PL

‘The enemies saw their drunkenness, they found an opportunity [for attacking].’

  (vii) ho=ki gam=o=ki ‘el=a gha … [the rest in Sadani]’.
that=PL say=A.PST=PL 1PL.EXCL=GEN for
‘They said, “For us …, if we don’t surround them now, we’ll never be able to.”’

 (viii) jhai mudui=ki hathiyar dho=ta dhota a=ki=ya poda
all enemy=PL weapon take=CV REP ANAPH=PL=GEN village

tay mu=ki=may.
ABL emerge=M.PST=3PL

‘All the enemies grabbed their weapons and set out from their village.’

 (ix) khaiya ay=ki=ko bujhi go=si=ki.
Kharia woman=PL=CNTR understand C:TEL=PRF=PL

‘The Kharia women understood [the situation].’

  (x) ho=ki turthe=ga apan apan oiyay dhab=na suru=yo=ki.
that=PL fast=FOC RFLXV REP put.in.order SUD=INF begin=A.PST=PL

‘They quickly began to put themselves in order.’

 (xi) mudui=ki=ya59 lutui su dhaph=o=ki no jhai=ga
enemy=PL=GEN clothing put.on SUD=A.PST=PL and all=FOC

ka kom dhokh=o=ki ro loimae=ga
bow arrow grab=A.PST=PL and run.here.and.there=FOC

mudui=ki=te kuday=na ma�e=yo=ki.
enemy=PL=OBLQ chase=INF begin=A.PST=PL

‘They put on the [men’s] clothing and all grabbed bow and arrow and, 
 running to and fro, they began to drive back (= chase) the enemy.’

  (xii) mudui=ki boto bu u-tij, a-tij pal=o=ki,
enemy=PL fear INS this-side Q-side be.able=A.PST=PL

hin-tij=ga boto-son yar=o=ki.
that-side=FOC fear-INTENS fl ee=A.PST=PL

‘The enemies fl ed in fear to wherever they could.’
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 (xiii) khaiya ay=ki ho=ki=te kuday kon hoom siman
Kharia woman=PL that=PL=OBLQ chase SEQ other border

tij ob-yar=na ma�e=yo=ki.
side CAUS-fl ee=INF begin=A.PST=PL

‘The Kharia women began to drive them off to a different region, chasing 
them.’

 (xiv) jhai poda hinte muu la muu60 gãysi aw=ta=ki=ga.
all village LOC 1.CLSSFR then 1.CLSSFR spy COP=M.PRS=PL=FOC

‘In all villages there are some spies.’

   (xv) ho poda=te=jo muu mahara ay gãysi aw=ki.
that village=OBLQ=ADD 1.CLSSFR Mahara woman spy COP=M.PST

‘In that village as well there was a woman Mahara spy.’

 (xvi) ho-ka khoi buli=na modhe bu khaiya=ki=ya
that-SG.HUM village.section wander=INF means INS Kharia=PL=GEN

jhai habhaw=te erikhudi ko may=sikh=o.
all mannerisms=OBLQ from.bottom.to.top fi nd.out TOTAL=PRF=A.PST

‘She had learned through wandering through the village all of the  mannerisms 
of the Kharia inside and out.’

 (xvii) ho-ka=a mudui=ki=ya bo=te col kon ho=ki=te 
that-SG.HUM=FOC enemy=PL=GEN place=OBLQ go SEQ that=PL=OBLQ

utun goh=o.
speak C:TEL=A.PST

‘ She went to the enemies’ place and spoke to them.’61

(xviii) ho-ka ho=ki=te gam=o:
that-SG.HUM that=PL=OBLQ say=A.PST

‘She said to them:’

[The spy speaks in Sadani] ‘You people, running out of  fear of  the women until 
your dhotis and lungis fell off! Those people were women! You watch – they are 
now going to wash their hands and legs. Now, they will collect water with both 
hands and wash their hands and legs. Men wash their hands and legs with only 
one hand.’]

 (xix) mudui=ki yo=yo=may la khaiya ay=ki ubar ti
enemy=PL see=A.PST=3PL then Kharia woman=PL 2 hand

bu=ga guju=na guhe=na ma�e=yo=ki.
INS=FOC wash.feet=INF wash.hands=INF begin=A.PST=PL

‘The enemies saw then that the Kharia women began to wash their hands 
and legs with both hands.’

  (xx) mudui=ki hathiyar dho=ta dhota khaiya=ki=te kuay=na
enemy=PL weapon take=CV REP Kharia=PL=OBLQ chase=INF

ma�e=yo=ki.
begin=A.PST=PL

‘The enemies, grabbing their weapons, began to chase the Kharia away.’
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 (xxi) khaiya ay=ki yar=na guju umay kuy=o. ho=ki
Kharia woman=PL fl ee=INF path NEG.3PL fi nd=A.PST that=PL

u-tij, a-tij pal=o=ki, hinte=ga yar=o=ki.
this-side Q-side be.able=A.PST=PL there=FOC fl ee=A.PST=PL

u-tij=ko ko�puu=ki=ya matwari chadke=ki.
this-side=CNTR men=PL=GEN drunkenness be.fi nished=M.PST

‘The Kharia women didn’t fi nd the path to fl ee on. They fl ed wherever they 
could. On this side [i.e. over here], the men’s drunkenness came to an end.’

 (xxii) ho=ki poda=om=ki=ya halet onor=o=ki, kunu
that=PL village=3POSS=PL=GEN condition hear=A.PST=PL child

hakon=om=ki=te sumtay=o=ki ro kuda kudi khaiya
ECHO=3POSS=PL=OBLQ assemble=A.PST=PL and hurry REP Kharia

ay=ki=ya kunab kunab yar=o=ki.
woman=PL=GEN back REP fl ee=A.PST=PL

‘They heard what was happening in their village (= the condition of their 
village), assembled their children and hurrily fl ed after the Kharia women.’
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NOTES

 1 The present districts of Simdega and Gumla together formed the district of Gumla 
during the  rst year of the new state of Jharkhand, but are now separate districts, 
hence literature from this earlier period refers to them both together as Gumla District. 
These two present-day districts were also formerly a part of the Ranchi District of 
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Bihar, from which Jharkhand gained independence on 15 November 2000. In older 
texts this area is therefore referred to as Ranchi District.

 2 www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=khr (May, 2005), accessed on 
5 November 2007.

 3 Or ‘Sadri’, as it is referred to in the region.
 4 Kurukh is also often referred to as ‘Oraon’. The language is also spoken in portions 

of southern Nepal, where it is known as ‘Dhangar’.
 5 See note 2 above.
 6 Note also that the number of speakers given in the 15th edition of the Ethnologue 

for all speakers in both India and Nepal is only slightly higher than the number of 
speakers in India: 293,575.

 7 See the discussion of the free-standing form in section 3.2.8.
 8 -n- here serves to avoid a hiatus.
 9 The reader at this point may justi  ably wonder why I have chosen to write the glottal 

stop at all, as it is not – or at best only marginally – phonemic. There is only one 
argument against this, but I feel it is important enough to override all other factors: 
Glottalization is highly characteristic of spoken Kharia and when Kharia is written, 
authors will generally indicate in some manner that a consonant in the coda is pre-
glottalized and will ALWAYS use an unambiguous marker for the glottal stop – /g/ is 
NEVER used to represent [] and I do not believe that a transcription which does not 
take this into account would be accepted by speakers of the language. For this reason, 
I consistently indicate glottalization.

10 Loanwords from Indo-Aryan generally retain their syllable structure, resulting in 
consonant clusters in both the onset and the coda as well as diphthongs in closed 
syllables.

11 Similarly, where the glide -y- appears before other enclitics, such as =e ‘=A.IRR’ 
I will also consider the -y- to belong to the enclitic for ease of glossing.

12 Sources are generally given only for examples consisting of full-length sentences. 
Unless otherwise noted, all examples have been adapted to the system of transliteration 
and glossing used here.

Examples from my own corpus are abbreviated as follows: For example, [RD, 1:25], 
where RD refers to the name of the speaker, and 1:25 to the text and text-line in my 
corpus, respectively. These texts will be published in Peterson (in preparation). 
Full-length examples for which no source is given are all from my own interviews. 
Glosses of Sadani lexemes are based on Blain (1975), Jordan-Horstmann (1969) and 
Nowrangi (1956).

13 In section 3.2 we see that a similar situation holds for the markers of the  nite predicate 
(Box 9.7). In fact, a phrase such as that in (14) could also serve as the lexical base of 
a predicate. Cf. for example, examples (66)–(69).

14 This is different in Peterson (2007). I have since been able to gather data which clearly 
indicate that possessive and number marking are not unique to ‘NPs’ but may also 
occur in predicates. In Peterson (2006), this topic is dealt with in considerably more 
depth.

Note also that I do not assume the presence of nouns, verbs and adjectives in Kharia. 
For ease of presentation I will merely refer here to ‘nominals’/’NPs’, ‘predicates’ 
and ‘modi  ers’/‘attributes’ and will not discuss this topic in any great depth in this 
chapter. The reader is referred here to the brief discussion of predicate types in section 
3.2 and to Peterson (2006) for more details.

15 They can, however, also serve as the lexical base of a predicate.
16 On the relationship between =ki and =kiyar (< *ki=bar ‘PL=2’?) see Pinnow 

(1966:164).
17 From a historical perspective, =a is the original form of this suf  x, which is still 

found in most north Munda languages either as a genitive marker or as a nominalizer/
attributivizer. The form =ya results from the insertion of a non-phonemic glide in 

http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=khr
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certain phonological environments which has become more or less mandatory and 
spread to other environments (see section 2.6 above). Other allophones are =wa 
(after /o/ and /u/), = after /a/ and =na with some demonstratives, but, with the 
exception of the demonstratives, in all these environments as well the form =ya is 
the most common form.

18 Malhotra (1982:110) provides an example in which the oblique marker =te attaches 
to the genitive in a so-called dative-subject environment: i=a=te leme la=ta 
(1S=GEN=OBLQ sleep EMOT=M.PRS) ‘I feel sleepy’ Similarly, see example (206). Forms 
such as these are exceedingly rare and I have no such forms in my own corpus. Most 
important for the dialect I describe here however is the fact that these examples were 
rejected by speakers I consulted. Hence I will consider them dialectal or perhaps 
idiolectal forms.

19 Note the similarity between many of these forms and the free-standing pronominals, 
discussed in section 3.1.6.

20 Although be would be more in line with the system I am using, ‘son’ marked for 
inalienable possession is consistently written be, as it derives from Indo-Aryan bea, 
which is also its free form (i.e. when not marked for possession).

21 With respect to the [±animate] distinction made by Biligiri (1965): Although it is 
true that there is a stronger tendency to observe number agreement with an animate 
subject than with an inanimate subject, number agreement with inanimate subjects 
is quite common and its use or non-use would appear to be dependent upon other 
criteria, such as speaker preference, perhaps also de  niteness, etc., and not formal 
noun classes.

Similarly, although the classi  er j(h)an is restricted to human referents (section 
3.1.8), it can always be replaced by the more common general classi  er =o, and 
classi  ers are never obligatory. Hence, the evidence for the opposition [±animate] is 
at best marginal.

22 For some speakers ay ‘woman’ is still used as a free lexeme, for others it is restricted 
to compounds.

23 Anaphoric pronouns are also found elsewhere in South Asia, for example, in Mundari 
(Osada, 1992:66f.), in Sinhalese (Gair, 2003:782) and in at least some Dardic 
languages (Bashir, 2003:845; 858).

24 I deal in this section only with cardinals and ordinals, as I only have signi  cant data 
for these two groups. There are, however, also traces in the data in Pinnow, 1965a 
of native distributives, involving the ‘nominalizer’ -nV- (section 3.1.10), such as 
mo<ne> ‘one each’ and u<nu>phe ‘three each’.

25 The data for this second group were provided by a group of young men (all aged 17), who 
read them to me from their school notes. All con  rmed that they had been taught these 
numerals in school. However, they themselves use the numerals borrowed from Sadani.

26 On the form boriya, see the discussion of the collectives.
27 See section 3.2.8. The use of the genitive here (rani=kiyar=a) is not related to the 

preposition enem but marks the ‘subject’ of a free-standing form.
28 There are also a number of borderline cases which I cannot discuss further here, such 

as the two highly speaker-speci  c locative markers hinte and bote, which show traits 
of nominals, postpositions and case markers. See Peterson (2006) for details.

29 For a discussion of this marker from a broader Munda perspective, see Zide (1968).
30 It is interesting to note here that the three terms which have not been replaced by the 

corresponding Sadani terms are the three left-most colour terms in the two hierarchies 
of basic colour terms found in Berlin and Kay (1969:104) and the term for ‘yellow’, 
which has only recently been borrowed, immediately follows these three in one of 
their two hierarchies.

31 To express stative predication, either a nominal or the free-standing form is used together 
with the copula. See section 4.1 on this use and the respective forms of the copula.
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32 As Arlo Grif  ths (p.c.) has pointed out to me, there is a similar alternation with many 
borrowed elements in Gutob (Zide, 1985:97ff.) between -ei and -a, although Sadani 
is not spoken in this area. As I am not familiar with the developments of earlier 
forms of the eastern Indo-Aryan languages, I will not pursue this topic further here, 
but it seems evident that the marker -e/-y in Kharia has been borrowed from some 
Indo-Aryan source, along with the respective lexemes.

33 According to Jordan-Horstmann (1969:56f ), -ā is a causative marker, in addition to 
its functions as a verbalizer, causative passive and re  exive marker. According to 
Nowrangi (1956:115), the same suf  x is also a marker of the simple passive. Cf. (from 
Nowrangi, 1956:114f.) sun- ‘hear’, sun-ā- ‘be heard’ ‘, piy- ‘drink’, piy-ā- ‘cause to 
drink’ and nāc- ‘dance’, nac-ā- ‘be made to dance’. While not especially common, 
there are a number of languages where predicates marked by a speci  c morpheme may 
be interpreted either as passive or causative, such as Korean (cf. Keenan, 1985a:262, 
citing another source) as well as a number of Siberian languages (Greg Anderson, 
p.c.). The Sadani data appear more complex, since -ā can be interpreted as both passive 
and causative, but also as causative passive. This topic requires further study.

34 This is not true of all predicates here, though. Cf. Kharia coray ‘steal’ from Sadani cor-ā- 
‘steal’, which derives from the noun cor ‘thief’ (cf. Jordan-Horstmann, 1969:56).

35 With regard to the perfect, the present perfect is morphologically unmarked for active 
and middle voice, as well as tense. However, the past and irrealis perfect are marked 
for both basic voice and tense. The optative and ‘Past II’ never mark for basic voice.

36 Recall from section 2.6 that a stem-  nal plosive is devoiced and aspirated before 
the past active marker =o. If the stem-  nal is the glottal stop, this becomes /kh/ 
before /o/. Hence /si/ + /o/ = /sikho/. Note, however, that for this analysis to hold, 
we must assume that the perfect marker has the underlying form /si/ and not /si/.

37 Alternatively, one could analyse this as the ‘Past II’ marker /kh/ and the past active 
marker /o/. I will retain the analysis here of this form as /kho/, unmarked for basic 
voice, as there is no corresponding middle form.

38 As noted in note 36 above, the fact that the perfect has the form =sikh before the 
active past ending =o suggests that the underlying form is si (< /sig/) and not si 
(= /si/). This topic is dealt with in Peterson (2006).

39 But see the closely related departive u and the ambulative san in section 3.2.10.
40 Unless it is marked explicitly for iterativity, see section 3.2.10.
41 See note 28 above on bote.
42 This would seem to be a very old Munda construction. For similar data in Santali, 

see Neukom (2001:176f.). See also under the discussion of root types in Remo 
(Fernandez, 1968:37) stems of the type Root-o-Root, where -o is homophonous 
with – if not identical to – the marker of the active past, referred to by Fernandez as 
‘Class I’, past. It is perhaps signi  cant that the past active form appears to have been 
generalized in Remo and that this construction in Kharia is much more common in the 
past and does not occur in the middle voice.

43 =ga otherwise functions as a focus particle. Similarly, an ‘imperfective converb’ 
marked by =na can appear in the oblique case, suggesting that this marker is in fact 
the in  nitival marker.

The status of =ta as a converbal marker is much clearer: Since the present active 
marker =te can never be used in this function and since the form marked by =ta 
cannot mark for person, this =ta is clearly not the same marker as the marker of the 
present middle, although I assume that is what it derives from.

44 For example, as a non-productive derivational suf  x of indeterminate meaning, 
e.g., with nominals: konsel ‘girl’ vs. konselu ‘woman’. With  nite predicates 
its meaning is more predictable and denotes a prolonged action: yo ‘see’, you 
‘look at, stare’, although it is not compatible with many lexemes with this meaning. 
With typical property lexemes, it is highly productive and its meaning is entirely 
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predicatable: ‘-ish’, for example, rusu ‘red’, rusu-u ‘reddish’. Its status as a 
participial marker is hence very uncertain.

45 Due to the large number of these categories, not all can be dealt with here.
46 On the status of the overtly expressed NP as the subject of the clause, see sections 

3.2.1, 3.2.9 and 5.
47 The plural marker =ki is also used to indicate approximation, that is, ‘here and there; 

more or less these places’. Other examples include ia=ki ‘yesterday or so’, tua=ki 
‘tomorrow or so’.

48 However, Pinnow also writes that jom still means ‘eat’ in Kharia, whereas all speakers 
I consulted rejected this, and for them the form no longer has any independent 
meaning. Note also that Pinnow considers it an alternant form of the passive marker 
om, although the two have very distinct functions.

49 No longer used as a free morpheme but found in a number of forms related to ‘earth’: 
lokha ‘earth, dirt’, uslo ‘land’, gojlo ‘rice  eld’, rokelo ‘desert’ (cf. roke 
‘sand’).

50 While not a free lexeme nor productive, -ta appears in a number of words related to 
cows: kota ‘cow’, dimta ‘stall’, gini-ta ‘bride price’ (formerly paid in cattle), 
etc. A comparison with other South Munda languages also shows that it must have 
meant ‘cow’ at some earlier time.

51 I follow here the terminology in Keenan (1985b [1995]) in which the ‘relative 
pronoun’ in the subordinate clause is referred to as the co[r]relative. The pronominal 
element in the main clause in Kharia is either a simple pronominal or a demonstrative 
of some type and will be glossed as such. This is in distinction to most studies on 
South Asian languages, where what I refer to as the correlative is termed the ‘relative 
pronoun’ and the demonstrative element in the main clause the ‘correlative’.

52 The wife is speaking to her husband about his parents.
53 Or rather, the use of the converb is restricted to subordinate clauses when the  nite 

clause corresponding to the subordinate clause would have the same subject as the 
main clause. The same holds mutatis mutandis for different subjects: If the  nite 
clause corresponding to the subordinate clause would have a different subject then 
the main clause, then the free-standing form is preferred, and the element corresponding 
to the subject of the corresponding  nite version of the subordinate clause appears in 
the genitive.

54 Very rarely, la can also denote that an action began instead of imperfectivity. This 
topic is discussed in greater detail in Peterson (2006).

55 In a brief (non-representative) text consisting of  ve pages, 54 out of 121 lexemes 
(= 44.6%) were Indo-Aryan borrowings. In fact, this  gure would seem to be too low, 
as the text was written especially for me and contained a number of forms no longer 
in current use in the spoken language, such as the native cardinal numbers with which 
most speakers are not even familiar. However the actual frequency of loanwords in 
texts appears to be much lower than this, as the most common lexemes are usually of 
Kharia origin, but as yet I have no  gures for frequency.

56 Roy and Roy (1937:38) quote a Dhelki Kharia speaker who claims that this is one of 
the differences between Dudh and Dhelki Kharia. According to him, the Dudh Kharia 
say cholla-ki for ‘he went’ [translated by the authors as ‘they come’, JP], whereas the 
Dhelki Kharia say sanning. The speaker seems to be referring to the past imperfective 
form cona laki ‘he was going / used to go’ in Dudh Kharia. There is no form *col 
la-ki, and the simple past form is colki.

The Dhelki Kharia form sanning seems to have been misrecorded. san undoubtedly 
means ‘go’, and -ni is the ending for the  rst person, plural, exclusive. What would 
seem to be missing here is a TAM-marker.

57 This text consists of lines 194–218 of a text which appeared in full in Peterson (2006). 
I present it here in a normalized orthography.
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58 It is also referred to in passing in Roy and Roy (1937:220f.). Cf. also Tirkey 
(1998: 28f.), concerning the title of a Kurukh-language periodical, Sinagi Dai, and 
the story behind its name.

59 This is undoubtedly a slip of the tongue, as the women put on their men’s clothing, 
not that of the enemy.

60 muu la muu is an idiomatic expression meaning ‘one or another, some’. Note 
also that the present general imperfective form aw=ta=ki is used instead of the 
present copula ayij=may, as a habitual situation is being portrayed, not a present 
state.

61 The use of =a as a focus marker is quite common, although speakers I consulted, 
even many who themselves use it, denied using it or even being familiar with it and 
corrected their recorded texts. I was not able to question this speaker on this topic. 
Like =ga, =a appears to derive from the ‘full’ particle form =ga ‘FOC’.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

The Kharia are one of the best studied Munda groups and studies on their language and 
culture date back to the nineteenth century. There are five works in Western languages 
(English and German) which must be considered standard works on the Kharia and 
their language: Malhotra (1982), Pinnow (1959; 1965a,b) and Roy and Roy (1937).

Malhotra (1982), the author’s Ph.D. dissertation, is a comprehensive grammar of 
Kharia, dealing extensively with all aspects of the language, except phonology, and 
including a chapter on language change. Unfortunately, the dissertation is difficult 
to obtain, as it has not been published.

Pinnow (1959) deals with Kharia phonology from a predominantly historical 
 perspective and is standard literature for anyone interested in historical Munda and 
Austroasiatic linguistics. Pinnow (1965a) is a large collection of texts in Kharia, 
accompanied by a word-for-word translation and a free translation and followed by 
detailed notes. Pinnow (1965b) is a shorter collection of the same type but without 
the word-for-word translation. These last two works provide a valuable resource for 
anyone wishing to study almost any aspect of Kharia, including language change to 
a certain extent, as these texts are now over 40 years old.

Roy and Roy (1937) is a treasure-house of information on the Kharia from the 
first half  of the twentieth century and is based on twelve years of research among all 
three Kharia groups (Dudh, Dhelki and Hill Kharia) by S.C. Roy, often referred to 
as the ‘father of Indian ethnography’, and his son. This work (two volumes) contains 
information on virtually all aspects of Kharia life at that time, with the exception of 
the language. It stands alone in its scope in Munda ethnography and is so detailed 
that it has even led one modern scholar to write of it that ‘Later  ethnographic 
accounts have nothing significant to add’ (Pfeffer 1993:222).

Other studies which should be mentioned in this context are primarily of  interest 
from a historical perspective, such as Banerjee (1894 [1982]), the first attempt to 
describe the language systematically, Tea Districts Labour Association (1929), a 
short but remarkably precise description of the language, Floor et al. (1934), also 
from the Tea Districts Labour Association, a highly useful and compact English–
Kharia, Kharia–English dictionary and to date the only one published, and Biligiri 
(1965), the first full-length study of the language. While none of these is  up-to-date, 
they have played an important role in the history of Kharia linguistics.

There are also a number of more recent works on the Kharia people and their 
language in English and German, such as Abbi (1993; 1997), Mahapatra (1976), 
Peterson (2002, 2006, 2007, in press), Pfeffer (1993), Rehberg (2003), Sinha (1984), 
Vidyarthi and Upadhyay (1980) and Zide and Stampe (1968).

The number of works in Hindi on the Kharia and their language is also  significant: 
Ba (1983; 2001) deal with Kharia phonology; Bhagat (2001) is a brief, six-page 
 overview of the Hill Kharia; Duu (1986) contains a brief  grammar, a large 
number of Kharia stories and songs, all accompanied by a Hindi translation, as 
well as a Hindi–Kharia and Kharia–Hindi glossary; Duu (1999), based on the 
author’s own interviews with Dudh and Dhelki Kharia, contains a large amount 
of information on all aspects of Kharia life; Sa�hu (1979/80) and Kullu� (1981) are 
concise grammars of Kharia, the latter also with a glossary, and finally Kullu� (2000) 
deals extensively with Kharia religion and culture.

Most of these authors who have written in Hindi are themselves Kharia, so 
that one can also speak of an indigenous scholarly tradition among the Kharia. 
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In fact, Kharia (culture, language, literature and history) can also be studied at the 
Department of Tribal and Regional Languages at Ranchi University, where many 
of the courses are taught by Kharia.

There is also a growing amount of literature in Kharia, beginning with Archer 
(1942), a collection of songs and riddles in Kharia, although unfortunately only 
some of these have been translated (see the indices in Pinnow 1965a:284, 286). There 
are also a number of Bible translations, or rather partial translations, song-books 
for the church service and other religious texts, as well as a translation of some of 
Premchand’s works. Original work in Kharia is also on the increase, ranging from 
poetry and short stories to drama (e.g. Kerkea� 1990, from which many examples 
in this work were taken).

For a more complete list, see: www.SouthAsiaBibliography.de/Bibliography/
Austroasiatic/Munda/Kharia/kharia.html

http://www.SouthAsiaBibliography.de/Bibliography/Austroasiatic/Munda/Kharia/kharia.html
http://www.SouthAsiaBibliography.de/Bibliography/Austroasiatic/Munda/Kharia/kharia.html
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CHAPTER TEN

JUANG*

Manideepa Patnaik

1 INTRODUCTION

Juang,1 belongs to the South Munda subgroup of the Western Austroasiatic  language 
family. The other names of Juang are Patua, Puttoas, Patra and Juang. According 
to an analysis by Zide (1969) Juang was paired with Kharia to form the Central 
Munda language subgroup.

Juang is spoken in southern Keonjhar, northern Angul and eastern Dhenkanal 
districts of Orissa state by about 30,875 speakers (2001 census). According to the 
Ethnologue version of 2000, the number of speakers is 50,000.

Juang is a close cognate of Kharia. As per the Ethnologue, Juang shares lexical 
similarity of about 20–22% with Kharia. There is still a lot of work pending on 
Juang and its relative position in the Munda subgroup. One can conjecture at this 
point, that Juang may be an isolate language of the Munda group (as suggested by 
Anderson 2001). The neighbouring Indo-Aryan language Oriya has heavily influ-
enced the Juang language. The influence has resulted in the loss of glottal stop, 
 Oriya versions of relative clause formation, quotative constructions and anaphora 
system among others. Juang still has some idiosyncratic patterns which are very 
interesting and some other patterns which are very typically Munda.

Juang doesn’t have a script on its own. When written, it uses the Oriya script. The 
earliest reference to Juang can be found in Grierson’s Linguistic Survey of India 
and Sten Konow’s brief  sketch of the language. Other work on various aspects of 
Juang is found in Pinnow (1960), Mahapatra (1962a, b, c), Matson (1962), Dasgupta 
(1978) and Patnaik (2000). The Academy of Tribal Dialects and Culture has pre-
pared language-learning materials and short documents on almost all Munda lan-
guages that cover in brief  the phonology and morphology of the languages along 
with some useful lexicon, songs and folk tales. The one on Juang is authored by 
Sashmita Mohapatra (1991). Much has been done on the cultural, anthropological 
and sociological aspects of this tribe some of which have been published and a lot in 
dissertations. A magazine called ‘Banakua’ edited by Upendra Mishra has published 
a brief  sketch of the language too which is currently unavailable. The sketches avail-
able provide pronominal tables and verb paradigms with few examples of simple 
sentences and complex sentences that run to a couple of pages with a number of 
unglossed folk tales, folk songs and relatively good lexica.

Juangs can broadly be divided into Plains Juangs and Hill Juangs. Hill Juangs live 
in Gonasika and Pallara hills whereas the Plains Juangs live in about 147 villages in 
and around Keonjhar and Dhenkanal districts. Speakers of this language use their 
mother tongue not only at home but also with their peers in school and other places 
in the community. They look up to their culture and have a very positive attitude 
towards their language. Language proficiency is pretty impressive even in the case 
of bilingual or multilingual Juangs though it is higher among the older generation. 
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The medium of education is Oriya though the government has prepared a few Juang 
primers for children and older people.

2 PHONOLOGY

2.1 Vowel inventory

Juang has a six-vowel inventory system. The vowels in Juang are /i/, /e/, /a/, //, 
/o/ and /u/. /e/ has a variant of //. Though not many contrastive pairs are found 
between // and /o/ there are cases where /o/ is used and not // and vice versa. /a/ is 
sometimes realized as a schwa.

 (1) Vowel inventory
 i  u
 e  o
  a 

Glide formation. The two vowels /u/ and /i/ have a tendency towards glide formation 
when they precede another vowel. Some examples are given below:

 (2) arkia – arkya ‘they two’
 uai – wai ‘child’
 kui – kwi ‘get’
 kua – kwa ‘handful’
 dui – dwi ‘two’

Diphthongs. All vowels can become diphthongized when they are followed by any 
palatal stops or palatal nasals. For example:

 (3) ai/ ayy ‘I’
 decer / deyceir ‘had come’
 ni / niyy ‘we’
 pucuka / puicwika ‘boil’
 bgj / bgyj ‘kill’

2.2 Suprasegmental phenomena

Stress, juncture, tones, and registers are not phonemic in Juang though they are 
present in the language to be used for various contextual and stylistic purposes. 
Actually these have not yet been investigated to any degree.

Vowel length. There are very few instances where vowel length is noticed to be 
 phonemic. Vowels often get lengthened in tense, aspect, mood categories (Patnaik (in 
preparation) has details). In the past tense the vowel is always lengthened  irrespective 
of which subject it takes.2 Sometimes borrowing encourages vowel length. Most of 
the time lengthening is used for the formation of imperative construction as the 
 following examples exhibit:

 (4) jy- ‘saw’ (past tense where vowel is lengthened)
 jeel- ‘jail’ (borrowing where vowel is lengthened)
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 (5) k- ‘shave’ vs. k! ‘shave!’
 un- ‘keep’ vs. un! ‘keep!’

Vowel nasalization. All vowels can be nasalized in Juang. There are some cases 
where even nasalization is seen to have phonemic status.

 (6) tr ‘I fastened’ vs. t��r ‘elephant’s trunk’
 knia ‘marriageable’ vs. k�ia ‘safe’

Nasal consonants of the preceding syllable allow vowel nasalization.

 (7) gutiae / gu�tiae / gutia�e / gutiae�

2.3 Consonants

The consonant system in Juang follows the typical South Munda pattern. The 
 genuine consonant inventory of Juang doesn’t have voiced stops and aspirated stops. 
With increasing borrowing it is now possible to find aspirations in Juang. Unlike 
most Munda languages, glottal stops are infrequently noticed in Juang.

 (8) Consonant inventory

 Bilabial Dental Retroflex Palatal Velar 
 p t  c k
 b d  j g
 m n   
  s,l 
  r  y

Contrastive pairs.  The following examples exhibit some contrastive pairs indicating 
the different phonemic status of the phonemes described above.

 (9) k – g k ‘know’ gn ‘weave’
 k – c kke ‘shaves’ cake ‘taste’
 c – j cake ‘taste’ jge ‘watch’
  – t ke ‘cheat’ tke ‘tired’
 t – d tke ‘tired’ dk ‘sit’
 p – b page ‘break’ bge ‘command’
 b – m bge ‘command’ mtej ‘nose’
 r – l rge ‘pour’ lage ‘continue’

Retroflex stops are rarely found in word-final position. Word-medial // is often 
replaced by // as in cnc cnc ‘quickly’ or kig  kig ‘tiger’. However, 
p which is an Oriya loan is never heard as *p ‘few’ nor turai as *turai ‘sword’ 
nor buug as *buug ‘spade with a straight narrow blade’.

Sound alternations. In certain other instances some sounds alternate with other 
sounds in a particular environment and at other times, there appear to be free 
or context-less variations. Note that there is considerable inter-speaker variation 
in the realization of  many sounds in Juang: both consonants and vowels. This 
variation is faithfully represented in the transcriptions throughout this chapter. 
Apart from the ones enumerated below, this includes variation between palatal and 
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dental-alveolar and retroflex and dental–alveolar nasals and obstruents. Examples 
of  some of  the often–found morphophonological changes and alternations are 
given below:

 (10) (a) // changes to /r/
 Example – the definite marker /e/ > /re/
 (b) /j/ changes to /y/
 Example – the negative /jena/ > /yena/
 (c) /e/ alternates with / /
 Example – /dake/ meaning ‘calling’ > /dak/
 (d) /o/ alternates with //
 Example- /aro/ meaning ‘he’ > /ar/

Gemination of  consonants is normally found word-medially in disyllabic words. If  
the word has more than two syllables it is found between the ultimate and penultimate 
syllables of the word.

 (11) ape / appe ‘you pl.’ (apperiki ‘you all’)
 lub / lubb ‘greed’
 kkm / kkkm ‘arrow’
 duk / dukk ‘sorrow’

Sibilants and the liquid /r/ are excluded from gemination:

 (12) dus / *duss
 ber / *berr

Homorganic nasal formation is very often noticed in Juang. Examples where homorganic 
nasal formation is followed by the language are given below:

 (13) [g] gi ‘shirt’
  eklg ‘now’
 [c] pacg ‘five sections’
  kcelan ‘girl’
 [j] kje ‘arrange’
 [] eej ‘small’
 [] aara ‘white’

2.4 Syllable structure

There are monosyllabic, dissyllabic as well as multisyllabic words in Juang.
The minimal syllable structure of a word could be monosyllabic which would just 
be a vowel. A monosyllabic word that is just a vowel is often a marker having gram-
matical relevance which is always hosted by a word. I provide some examples below 
of words with various syllable structure where V stands for ‘vowel’ and C stands for 
‘consonants’.

 (14) Monosyllabic words
 a ‘of, at’ (as in ia ‘of  the house’)
 u ‘but’
 i ‘be’
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 (15) Disyllabic words
V.CV le ‘mango’
V.CVV rei ‘mango’
V.CVC mr ‘eye’
VV.VC ek ‘yes’
VV.CV aera ‘not blossoming’
VV.CVC alila ‘above’
VC.CV au ‘knee’
VC.CVC nsm ‘jack fruit’

 (16) Trisyllabic words
V.CV.CV  ariga ‘curry’
V.CV.CVC  asimr ‘eye lash’
V.CVC.CV  acika ‘an event three days old’
VC.CV.CV  mba ‘two’
CV.CV.CV  kanati ‘mop the floor’
CV.CV.CVC  barosi ‘wall’
CV.CVV.V  sme ‘tolerate’
CV.CVV.CV  kaniare ‘bride’
CV.CVC.CVC leratr ‘moon light’
CV.CVC.CCV sumundr ‘sea’
CVV.V.CV bes ‘age’
CVV.CV.CV bisak ‘old’
CVV.CV.CVC kuirso ‘smoke’
CVC.CV.CV gnd ‘dirty water’
CVC.CV.CVV lajkurei ‘touch-me-not plant’
CVC.CV.CVC kkula ‘butterfly’
CVC.CVC.CVC  kujimdak ‘star’
CCV.CV.CV srabn ‘rain’
CCVC.CVC.CVC gridaksr ‘sweating’

The contrast between voiced and voiceless stops is not found word-finally. When 
the word ends with a glottalized consonant, both voiced and voiceless stops 
occur in free variation. Glottalization is no longer phonemic in Juang. It looks like 
a sociolinguistic variable the details of  which remain to be worked out. Glottal 
stops occur before voiceless stops. Consider the examples in which the distinction 
between voiced and voiceless stop is neutralized and there is a glottal stop before 
the voiceless stop or a pre-glottalized release as is found in many other Munda 
languages.

 (17) selk / selg ‘dog’

2.5 Intonation/stress

Not much work has been done on intonation/stress of  Juang. My study which 
largely focuses on morphological and syntactic aspects of  the language shows 
that speakers of  this language often express interrogation, surprise, exclamation, 
and sadness with the use of  intonation, but this has not been systematically stud-
ied. Intonation falls on the last word of  the sentence which is a verb.
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 (18) ju luk-re-te ai abuj ar am-te jy
who man-DEF-ACC I see:PST he you-ACC see:PST

‘The man who (m) I hit saw you’

 (19) ju luk-re-te ai abuj ar am-te jy ?
‘The man who(m) I hit saw you?’

Stress is always on the second syllable in this language.

2.6 Morphophonology

Morphophonological alternations seem to happen in case of verb morphology more 
often than nominal morphology in Juang. Matson (1964: 16–19) has cited a list of 
environments where morpho-phonemic alternations are noticed. Some of them are 
given below:

 (20) (a) /o/  /oi-/ // - {- o} (Past tense)
{gito-}{-o}
 gitoi-o ‘he sang’

(b) /e/  / i / // - {-an}
{aki-} {-an}
akean ‘he called’

(c) /s/  /c/ // - {Perfect Aspect}
{gar-} {-se} {-re}
garcere ‘he will have begged’

(d) //  /r/ // V-
kako-o  kako -ro ‘his armpit’

The perfect marker /-se/ exhibits several morpho-phonemic processes. If  the tense 
suffix has an initial vowel, -- is inserted.

 (21) lon+se +o  lonseo
‘he was looking’

Adding -se to the root causes a devoicing of the final root consonant.

 (22) jib+se+ke  jipseke ‘he has touched’
jeg+se+ke  jekseke ‘he has cried’
kij+se+ke  kiceke ‘he has danced’

The plural suffix /-ki/ may change the vowel of the suffix to /i / (as it is the case for 
the tense suffixes):

 (23) ji+se+ke+ki  ji-si-ki-ki ‘They have seen.’

This assimilation is optional: domsekiki ‘they are waiting’

 (24) dm+se+re+ki  dmseriki

3 MORPHOLOGY

Munda languages show some unusual patterns for the South Asian Sprachbund in 
terms of their morphological pattern. Nominal morphology is equally as interesting 
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as verbal morphology. As some of the typical features in these languages adjectives 
can take tense markers, there are multiple-agreement markers on various constitu-
ents in a sentence; conjunctive participles can carry the agreement features of main 
 subject and many more. As this is just a sketch grammar, the following sections 
describe some of those features briefly.

3.1 Nominal morphology

Nouns in Juang carry person and number agreement markers which occur either 
as suffixes or prefixes. They carry definiteness markers, classifiers, and case markers. 
A noun phrase may consist of a single noun, pronoun, adjective or numeral, or 
a combination of these; determiners precede the head. Adjectives, numerals, and 
quantifiers precede the noun.
Examples of various combinations are:

 (25) Numeral+adjective+noun
muint ka�a luk
one blind person
‘a blind man’

 (26) Determiner phrase+noun
uai-a gata-r
child-GEN voice-DEF

 ‘A child’s voice’

 (27) (Interrogative) pronoun+noun
mai knter-e
which bird-DEF

‘Which bird?’

3.1.1 Number

Juang has a three-way number-distinction system, namely singular, dual, and plural. 
The singular noun is unmarked. Dual number is marked by the suffixes /-ba/ and 
/-kia/. The free morpheme [banog] is also used to mark dual in case of honorificity. 
Plural number is marked by /-ki/.

 (28) uai ‘child’ uai-kia ‘two children’ uai-ki ‘many children’

 (29) ni-ba ‘we two’ apa banog ‘you two’

 (30) ar-kia ‘they two’ ar-ki ‘they all’

Honorificity in number system. Honorificity plays a role in the number system 
in Juang in the case of  ‘one’ and ‘two’. They use muino for non-honorific ‘one’ 
and minog for honorific ‘one’; ombao for non-honorific ‘two’ and banog for 
honorific ‘two’.
The numbers can be used either pre-nominally or post-nominally.

 (31) (a) muino luko ‘one person’ vs. luko muino ‘one person’
(b) ombao olekia ‘two mangoes’ vs. apa banog ‘two people’
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Classifiers with numbers. Number markers are affixes which occur as per the rules of 
number affixation as described above. Numerals take classifiers like goa when they 
occur prenominally.

 (32) tini goa uai-i-ki
 three CLSSFR child-DEF-PL

 ‘Three children’

3.1.2 Case

Juang is a postpositional language. Nouns carry lexical case markers as well as post-
positions. Case markers can take postpositions too. There can be instances of double 
case marking as well.

 (33) Case markers
(a) Nominative: Ø
(b) Accusative/dative case: /-te/; sometimes /-bo/ or /-b/
(c) Genitive case: /-a/; /-r/ or /-ra/; /-ka/ (+pronominal clitic of the possessors)
(d) Locative case: /-b/; /-te/
(e) Ablative case: /-ta/; /-tasun/

Nominative. Nominative case markers in Juang is null. Definite markers or diminutive 
markers like /-e/, /-o/, /-re/, and /-ro/ occur with subject nouns or nouns that occur in 
nominative case positions.

 (34) (a) ber-ke-kia
 sleep-PRS -DL

 ‘Both of them are sleeping.’
 (b) ar-kia am-te i buji-kia

 he-DL you-ACC well do-DL

 ‘Both of them love you.’

Accusative/dative. The accusative marker in Juang is /-te/. The dative case marker is 
/-te/ too. The accusative case marker is homophonous with the dative case marker 
in most Indo-Aryan languages. In the case of ditransitive verbs, the direct object 
gets deleted when it can. When the direct object doesn’t occur independently, the 
number/person marker of the direct object occurs with the verb. In case both the 
objects occur in one sentence both can take /-te/.

 (35) ar-kia am-te ai-te ab-mo-jo-oo-m-kia
 3-DL 2-ACC 1-DAT CAUS-2-see-1-FUT-DL

 ‘Both of them will show me to you’

When the direct object is [-animate], the accusative case marker may not surface. When 
the case marker does not surface, a classifier or a definite marker normally occurs 
with the direct object. The genitive/possessive precedes the governing noun. In the 
possessive/genitive construction, pronominal clitics are copied onto the possessor or 
the governing noun. The genitive marker is different from the possessive marker in 
this language.
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 (36) ai-te juang-ka gata-ro-ki ab-soim-i
 I-DAT Juang-GEN language-DEF-PL CAUS-teach
 ‘Teach me the language of Juang’ (Matson 1964)

Genitive. The genitive case marker in Juang is /-a/. The Oriya loans /-ra/ and /-r/ are 
often used as genitive case markers. The genitive case markers can be accompanied 
by other case markers or postpositions. Juang makes a difference between possessor 
and genitive. In the possessor–possessed relationship the agreement is between the 
possessor and the possessed.

 (37) inja +r+a  inja-r-a ‘in his house’
 selg+d+a  selg-da ‘of  the dog’
 iti+pe+a  iti-p-a ‘in your hand’
 babu+ki+a  babu-k-a ‘of  the snakes’
 din+r  din-r ‘of  the day’

In the possessive construction, pronominal clitics are copied onto the possessor or 
the governing noun. The genitive case marker may or may not be present in such 
a construction type. The noun complex with genitive construction can take other 
case markers. The following examples show the possessor construction that carries 
accusative case markers.

 (38) aba-i-ate
 father-1SG-ACC

 ‘to my father’

 (39) aba-i-a-te
 father-1SG-GEN-DAT

 ‘To my father’

Inanimate nouns do not take pronominal copy of the possessor. Occasional 
 counterexamples are found which is neither systematic nor a pattern. When the 
 pronominal copy is not found, the genitive case marker /-a/ is compulsorily added 
to the possessor that is preposed to the possessed noun.

 (40) selog-a bokob--o
 dog-GEN head-DEF-3POSS

 ‘The dog’s head’

Sometimes the suffix /-ka/ occurs in a genitive/possessive construction. It is not 
clear whether it should be taken as a genuine genitive case marker of Juang or as a 
 deviation such as a Hindi loan.3

 (41) uai-i-ki-ka
 child-DEF-PL-GEN

 ‘Of the children’

 (42) ar-a-ka tikna
 3SG-GEN-GEN address
 ‘His addresses’
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 (43) konter-a-ka a�a-ro-ki asi-ke- ri?
 bird-GEN-GEN wing-3-l be-PRS-Q

 ‘Do the birds have wings?’

Since this occurs with a genitive case marker /-a/ most of  the times, some 
 speakers prefer to recognize this as an emphatic rather than a case of  double 
genitive. The younger generation prefers to recognize this marker as a genitive 
case marker.

Genitive case vs. possessor construction. Juangs prefer to use possessor–possessed 
relationship with kinship terms or nouns indicating body parts. In other cases they 
use the genitive.

 (44) inja- a
 house-GEN

 ‘Of the house’

 (45) koui-ti-m
 your elbow-hand-2
 ‘Your hand’s elbow’

 (46) kaka-i
 brother-1
 ‘My elder brother’

 (47) ai-a aba-i am-te di buji-ke
 I-GEN father-1 you-ACC well do-PRS

 ‘My father loves you’

Locative. There are several suffixes that mark direction or location of space and time 
in Juang. The most often used locative case marker is /–b/. Other suffixes which 
are used to mark location are: /-a/, /-ya/, /-a/, /-ra/, /-e/ and /-re/. The following 
 examples are illustrative.

 (48) nin-a ndi-b n-n-e.
 we.PL-GEN river-LOC 1PL-go-PRS

 ‘We are going to the river.’

 (49) ai-a beto boe-rag ni-a ga�o� muji-bo du/mu/i-na
 I-GEN fear flood-water 1PL-GEN village mid-LOC enter/3FUT/-FUT

 ‘I fear the flood water will get into our village.’

 (50) ar-kia bang-b i a-ku-buji-ri-kia.
 3DL two-LOC good NEG-RECIP-like-PRS-DL

 ‘They don’t like each other.’

 (51) ai ar-a-b lo-se-ke.
 I 3SG-OBLQ-LOC see-PRF-PRS

 ‘I’m looking at him.’

 (52) ere luk-re kutia-b susumusi-e-te dej-ke.
 that person-DEF axe-INS REDPL:tree-DEF-ACC cut-PRS

 ‘That man is cutting the tree with an axe.’
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 (53) sumusi-a
 tree-LOC

 ‘On the tree’

 (54) inja-ya
 house-LOC

 ‘In the house’

 (55) sumusi-a
 tree-LOC

 ‘On the tree’

 (56) ni-ra
 throat-LOC

 ‘Inside the throat’

 (57) aike-re
 pot-LOC

 ‘In the pot’

Ablative. The ablative case markers are /-tasun/ and /-ta/. The suffixes may be added 
either directly to the noun or to the genitive marker /-a/.

 (58) bojar-ta
 market-ABL

 ‘From the market’

 (59) lej-a-ta
 cow-GEN-ABL

 ‘Than the cow’

The suffix -ta (-sun) indicates the starting point.

 (60) subudin dikr-te nin skulu-ta ni-du-ke.
 every day afternoon-LOC 1PL school-ABL 1PL-return-PRS

 ‘Every afternoon we come back from school.’

 (61) ai shr-tasun laka rhe-jena.
 I town-ABL far live-NEG

 ‘I don’t live far from town.’

 (62) ai kebe:le ar-aka-ta ru ki-kib-jena.
 I ever 3-GEN-ABL loan REDPL-make-NEG

 ‘I never borrow money from him.’

 (63) am-a aba-m sekalkia-ta kiti smi jirai-re?
 you-GEN father-2 lunch-ABL how much time rest-PRS

 ‘For how long does your father rest after lunch?’

 (64) nin ariga-ta sugei t�n n-ur-ke.
 1PL curry-ABL very rice 1PL-eat-PRS

 ‘We eat more rice than curry.’

 (65) nin-a leij ape-a lej-ata p dud in-ke.
 1PL-GEN cow 2PL-GEN cow-ABL little milk give-PRS

 ‘Our cow gives less milk than yours.’
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 (66) suruma jiar- ali-ta dk-se-ran.
 Suruma chair-on-ABL sit down-PRF-PST

 ‘Suruma was sitting on a chair.’

 (67) rasta sag-iti bak-ta daji -pe.
 street left-hand side-ABL keep-2PL

 ‘Keep to the left.’

Comparison. The ablative case marker /ta/ is used to mark comparison too.

 (68) ai-a inja--e am-a inja-m-ta kuba.
 I -GEN house-1-DEF you-GEN house-2-ABL big
 ‘My house is bigger than your house.’

Dative subject. Like many South Asian languages, the subject NP of predicate 
expressing emotions, attitude and volition carry dative case marker.

 (69) am-te jr ian-ri?
 you-DAT fever happen-Q

 ‘Do you have fever?’

Like other South Asian languages, even in Juang when the subject argument is marked 
for dative the object argument is marked for nominative. When there is a dative 
subject along with a nominative object, the verb agrees with the object because the 
dative case marker blocks subject verb agreement. When the dative  subject occurs in 
an embedded clause the clause is often in an infinitive or in a gerund form. In this 
case the dative case, which is also called an experiencer subject, exhibits impersonal 
agreement with the matrix verb.

Genitive subject. In the genitive subject construction the subject carries genitive case 
marker and the object carries nominative case. Even here the verb agrees with the 
object and not with the subject.

 (70) ram-a [ai-a inja-te ngr-te] be a-sian
 ram-GEN I -GEN house-LOC go-INF time NEG-be-PST

 ‘Ram doesn’t have time to go to my house.’ 

3.1.3 Person

There are three persons and three numbers in Juang, normally, first person, second 
person and third person. Every person has a singular form, a dual form and a plural 
form. Person markers do not necessarily precede roots unless it is non-third.

The pronouns may have case suffixes. The possessive pronouns are formed by the 
addition of the case /-a/.

 (71) ai-a ui-n-e ksk-ra, ele ape-a spa-r
 I-GEN shirt-1-DEF dirty-DEF but 2PL-GEN clean-DEF

 ‘My shirt is dirty, but yours is clean.’

Possessor agreement. Juang, like most Munda languages, exhibit possessor agree-
ment in which the possessed agrees with the possessor. The following table illustrates 
the possessor agreement markers.
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 (72) Pronouns Person marker Agreement marker

 1SG ai -i
 1DL ni-ba -niba
 1PL ni -nein
 2SG am -nom
 2DL apa -pa
 2PL ape -pe
 3SG ar -r
 3DL ar-kia -kia
 3PL ar-ki -ki

 (73) oba-i ‘my father’
 oba-r ‘his father’
 oba-m ‘your father’

Possessor agreement is compulsory in case of kinship terms and inalienable posses-
sion. It’s not compulsory otherwise as the following examples illustrate.

 (74) ai-a   inja-i vs. ai-a inja ‘My house’
 ar-kia selog-do vs. ar-kia selog ‘Their dog’

3.1.4 Definiteness

Definite markers behave in a very interesting way in Juang. The definiteness markers 
in Juang are: -e/ -re/ and /-ro/. The definite markers occur with nominative subject 
and genitive cases quite often. They are seen to occur with verbs too in non-finite 
clause constructions. They are occasionally seen with finite verbs too. The following 
sections describe the occurrence and importance of definite markers as and when 
they occur.

We provide below a few examples in which the definite markers occur most 
often.

 (75) uai-e ‘The child’
 aba--e ‘My father’
 iji--re ‘My foot’

Emphatic. The suffix /–ka/ which is seen as a genitive occurs in some other cases too 
where there are no genitives. In this case they are used to add some type of emphasis 
of definiteness.

 (76) ar-ki cur-ka dagan j-re-ki.
 3-PL thief-EMPH like look-PRS-PL

 ‘They look like thieves.’

3.1.5 Gender/nominal class

Gender in Juang is marked by several affixes as well as full words. Full words are borrowed 
from Oriya whereas the affixes are genuine to Juang. Bhattacharya (1975) makes a full 
list of gender-forming affixes in many Munda languages. I provide below gender-forming 
affixes in Juang some of which are given in Bhattacharya and some are my own.
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 (77) Class I gender-forming suffixes
 /-ser/
 /-mai/

 (78) Class II gender-forming suffixes indicating feminine
 / -i /
 /-ai /
 / -ey/
 / -rae/
 / -ray/
 / -jey/
 /- jei /
 /je /
 / -rma/
 / -nay/
 / -nay/

 (79) Class III gender-forming suffixes denoting masculine
 / -ger/
 / - ger/
 / -er/
 / -a/
 /- oa/
 /- ai/
 /- u/
 /- ul/

I provide few examples below where addition of these markers changes the gender 
of the noun.

 (80) jua ‘Juang man’ jua-dai ‘Juang woman’
 bk ‘brother’ bk-ai ‘sister’
 bua ‘old man’ bui  ‘old woman’
 anira selg ‘male dog’ mai selg ‘female dog’

3.1.6 Reflexives and reciprocal pronouns

Juang has separate forms for reflexives, reciprocals, and personal pronouns. 
Reflexives and reciprocals always find their antecedents either in the smaller domain 
or in the larger domain inside the full sentence. Pronouns are often used in place 
of reflexives and they too find their antecedents inside the full sentences as well as 
outside thus creating ambiguity of reference. Patnaik (2000) discusses the details of 
the anaphoric structure with binding possibilities. I provide a very short description 
of the categories in this chapter.

Reflexives. Juang has a nominal reflexive. The element /-dom/ which is referred to 
as a verbal reflexive in other Munda languages is present in Juang, but in Juang it 
behaves like a passive marker only and not as a reflexive. The simple forms of the 
reflexives in Juang are aapein and aapaaa. The reflexives can be followed by all 
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lexical case markers like full nouns. Juang also has composite as well as reduplicated 
forms of the reflexive.

There can be two ways of reduplicating the reflexives. The structure of the 
 reduplicated reflexive can be either of the two examples provided in Box 10.1.

 BOX 10.1: REFLEXIVES IN JUANG I

The structure of the composite form of the reflexive can be either of the two exam-
ples provided in Box 10.2:

BOX 10.2: REFLEXIVES IN JUANG II

The lexical case markers can occur either to the right of  the entire reduplicated form 
as well as the composite form or to the right of  the first part of  the  complex.

 (81) ramo apein-te i buji-ke
 Ram self-ACC well like-PRS

 ‘Ram loves himself.’

Reciprocals. There are two types of reciprocals in Juang, namely nominal recipro-
cal and verbal reciprocal. The nominal reciprocal in Juang is either a reduplicated 
form of a reflexive or a pronoun. There is also a composite form of reciprocal which 
consists of a reflexive and a pronoun.

The four forms of the reduplicated reciprocals in Juang are as given in Box 10.3.

BOX 10.3: RECIPROCALS IN JUANG I

The composite form also has four forms provided in Box 10.4.

BOX 10.4: RECIPROCALS IN JUANG II

Reflexive+reflexive+case marker
Or
Reflexive+case marker+reflexive

(a) apein+case marker+apein
(b) apein+apein+case marker
(c) araka+case marker+araka
(d) araka+araka+case marker

(a) araka+case marker+apein
(b) araka+apein+case marker
(c) apein+case marker+araka
(d) apein+araka+case marker

Pronoun+reflexive+case marker
Or
Pronoun+case marker+reflexive
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Note that the form araka (ar+ka) is used in all these cases and not /ar/. The suffix 
/-ka/ here may have emphatic definitive connotation if  not genitive.

In addition to these forms, there is paraspara a borrowed form from Oriya which is 
used as a reciprocal in Juang. This form can also be reduplicated. In case the lexical 
case marker occurs to the right of each of the constituents then the form imparts 
only the distributive meaning.

Apart from the nominal reciprocal, Juang has a verbal reciprocal too which is 
/ku/. This verbal reciprocal is always prefixed to the verb.

 (82) araki araka araka di ku-buji-ri-ki
 3PL each other well RECIP-do-DEF-PL

 ‘They love each other.’

The verbal reciprocal may occur with the nominal reciprocal or it may occur in cases 
where there is no nominal reciprocal. The /-ku/ reciprocal is discussed in sections on 
derivation (section 3.1.10) too.

Juang has three persons and three numbers. All of them can take lexical case 
 markers like full nouns.

 (83) Personal pronouns
 1 SG ai 2 SG am 3 SG ar
 1 DL ninba 2 DL apa 3 DL ar-kia
 1 PL ni 2 PL ape 3 PL ar-ki

The pronouns may have case suffixes. The possessive pronouns are formed by the 
addition of the case suffix /-a/.

Juang has several interrogative pronouns that can also take lexical case markers 
and occur in various case-marked positions. Some of the interrogative forms are as 
follows:

 (84) adi ‘who’ biri ‘what’
 adi-te ‘whom’ adi-a ‘whose’ adi-alia ‘where’

3.1.7 Demonstratives

There are several demonstrative pronouns in Juang. The demonstrative pronouns 
can also take all lexical case markers like pronouns and anaphors. Postpositions do 
not occur with demonstratives.

Some of the forms of demonstrative are given below:

 (85) ni ‘this’ ni-ta ‘from here’ 
 ini ‘this’
 auri ‘that’ au-ra ‘there’ au-b ‘there’
 ere ‘that’ era ‘there’ eta-b ‘here’
 uil-a ‘that’
 nan-te ‘here’ ena ‘here’

eta which means ‘thus’ otherwise has the meaning ‘here’ when it occurs with a loca-
tive case marker /b/, whereas au which is otherwise a coordinator has the meaning 
‘there’ when it occurs with the same locative case marker /b/. au has the distal 
meaning like ‘that’ too.
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3.1.8 Numerals and classifiers

The numeral system in Juang is pretty mixed. The first four numbers and few other 
numbers belong to the genuine Juang system whereas the rest are borrowed from 
Oriya or rather they are of the Indo-Aryan pattern.

After checking it with a large number of speakers and texts I found out that only 
the numbers till four are of genuine Juang pattern and numbers higher than four are 
borrowed from Oriya.

 (86) Number list
 muint ‘one’
 ombat ‘two’ bang ‘two’
 egta ‘three’ ganda-min ‘four’

The original Juang numbers don’t take classifiers. The borrowed forms take a clas-
sifier such as ga.

 (87) panc-ga ‘five’ cha-ga ‘six’

The classifier goa is borrowed from Oriya. goa is also used after the interrogative 
and indefinite pronoun kiti also.

 (88) buli-ra kiti-ga lei asi-ki-ki.
 Buli-GEN how class cow be-PRS-PL

 ‘How many cows does Buli have?’

muinto is the only number that occurs pre-nominally as well as post-nominally 
whereas all other numbers have post-nominal occurrence.

 (89) inja agila-ta juaai luk-re muint asi-ke.
 house in front of-ABL woman person-DEF one be-PRS

 ‘There is a woman in front of the house.’

Other important numbers in Juang are as follows:

 (90) kui-mui ‘twenty’ kurie-ganda-mi ‘twenty-four’
 sumui ‘hundred’ jr-mui ‘thousand’
 muikua ‘a handful’ muami ‘a handful’

3.1.9 Postpositions

Nouns in Juang carry postpositions. Most of the postpositions are borrowed from 
the superstratum Oriya though some are genuine to Juang. Most of the postposi-
tions can follow genitive case markers and oblique case markers. The structure of a 
postpositional noun is provided in Box 10.5:

BOX 10.5: JUANG NOUN STRUCTURE

Some of the commonly found postpositions are given in the following examples:

 (91) agila ‘in front of, before’ [Oriya- agree] aguru ‘before’ [< Oriya]
 ali ‘on’ alu ‘in’
 be ‘in’ (temporal) [Oriya: belo] lagi ‘for’ [< Oriya]

Noun+genitive case marker / oblique case forms / definite marker+postposition
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 bulu ‘till’ ian ‘for’ (temporal)
 dire ‘by’ [Oriya: dwara] kra ‘during’
 jaki ‘until’ [Oriya: jake] samu ‘near’
 cta ‘behind’ [Oriya: pcha] uculita ‘behind’
 tulia ‘under, ago’ [Oriya: tia]

I provide a few sample examples below with postpositions.

 (92) ai uai--a bel-a ai kiriket eb-nm-an.
 I child-1-GEN time-GEN I cricket play-PRF-PST

 ‘I used to play cricket in my childhood.’

 (93) ar ai-a lagikici ki-kib-jena.
 3SG I-GEN for anything REDPL-do-NEG

 ‘He doesn’t do anything for me.’

 (94) ai min at-b n-, ai-a tulog-ke n-gr-jena.
 I alone market-LOC go-PST I-GEN anyone-ACC go-PFV-NEG

 ‘I went to the market alone, no one went with me.’

The postpositions may be combined with case suffixes.

 (95) inja agila- ta juaai luk-re muint asi-ke.
 house in front of-ABL woman person-DEF one be-PRS

 ‘There is a woman in front of the house.’

 (96) gat-r-alu-a babug asi-ke.
 hole-DEF-in-GEN snake be-PRS

 ‘There is a snake in the hole.’

3.1.10 Derivation

Several derivational processes are present in Juang. In fact, complex derivation is 
one of the defining features of Munda linguistics that establishes itself  as a separate 
type from other languages of the South Asian Sprachbund.

Some of the derivational processes in Juang are realized through the following:

(a) Reduplication
(b) Prefixation
(c) Suffixation
(d) Ambifixation

Reduplication is used in the formation of infinitives and participles. Suffixation is 
used for adjectivalizing nouns and verbs and vice versa.

For example infinitives and gerunds are formed by reduplicating the root.

 (97) ur ‘drink’ > urur ‘in order to drink’
 j ‘see’ > jj ‘seeing’

Negative verbal noun can be formed by prefixing /a-/ and suffixing /-e/.

 (98) gata ‘say’ vs. a-gata- e ‘untold story’
 n ‘saw’ vs. a-n-jn ‘unseen things’
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3.1.11 Adjectives

Adjectives in Juang can occur both in pre-nominal attributive position as well as in 
predicative position. The most fascinating aspect of Juang adjectives are that they 
can take definiteness markers, case markers as well as tense markers. The following 
examples are illustrative.

 (99) i uai
 Good child
 ‘Good boy’

(100) lalaj llb-d
 fire hot-DEF

 ‘Hot fire’/ ‘Fire is hot’

Adjectives can take tense markers in which they behave like verbs.

(101) enteij ‘little’
 enteij-ke ‘is becoming little’

Some of the commonly used adjectives are as follows:

(102) guleij-ke
 round-PRS

 ‘It’s become round.’

(103) i ‘good’ jute ‘few’ enteij ‘little’
 sugei ‘many’ anar ‘dark’ buua ‘strong’
 kuig ‘some’ kuba ‘big’ sugei ‘enough’
 llp ‘hot’ guleij ‘round’ 

Comparison. The ablative case marker /ta/ is used to mark comparison too.

(104) ai-a inja--e am-a inja-m-ta kuba
 I-GEN house-1-DEF you-GEN house-2-ABL big
 ‘My house is bigger that your house.’

3.1.12 Adverb(ial)s

Three types of adverbs are found in Juang, namely simple adverbs, complex adverbs, 
and compound adverbs. Adverbs denote spatial relationships, temporal relationships, 
manner, and others. Simple adverbs are monomorphemic in nature.

 (105) Temporal
 ek ‘now, just’ tome ‘now’
 acika ‘day before yesterday’ aeka ‘yesterday’
 misi ‘today’ tera ‘tomorrow’

 (106) Spatial
 tulina ‘down’
 aluna ‘inside’
 ekeca ‘near’

 (107) Manner
 cc ‘quickly’
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Adverbs can carry case markers in Juang.

 (108) ai-ta ‘that side’
 alum-ta ‘from inside’
 meser-te ‘in the day’

Adverbs get reduplicated to intensify the action of the verb they are modifying. This 
happens very often in many Indo-Aryan languages, including Oriya too, which may 
have been borrowed into Juang.

(109) ekura ekura ‘often’

3.2 Verb morphology

Verbs in Juang carry tense, aspect, mood as well as person and number agreement 
markers. These markers are suffixed, prefixed, infixed and even at times ambifixed. 
There are subject and object agreement markers on the verb though object agree-
ment is being lost due to superstratum influence. As it is, object agreement in Juang 
is not as obligatory or as productive as in other Munda languages. In fact, object 
agreement and multiple object and noun agreement is one of the famous features of 
Munda languages that doesn’t seem to be noticed in Juang as productively though 
one can force the speakers to construct them without threatening the grammaticality 
of the construction types.

Juang has finite as well as non-finite verbs. Finite verbs carry subject person by 
prefixes, object person by suffixes; number markers by prefixes and suffixes as well; 
tense markers by suffixes as well as by an infixes as in future tense; aspect mark-
ers by suffixes; various polarity and negation markers by prefixes, suffixes, infixes, 
and ambifixes along with reduplication. Non-finite verbs lack tense and normally 
agreement. Conjunctive participles carry agreement markers. Lack of finiteness is 
expressed by specific markers.

Verb morphology is the only aspect on which much work has been done on Juang. 
According to the Juang–Kharia comparative work done by Mahapatra (1976), the 
Juang chart alone can generate thirty basic verb paradigms with four basic morpho-
logical classes.

For the basic verb structure see Box 10.6.

BOX 10.6: JUANG BASIC VERB STRUCTURE

Person markers precede the root verb in the case of  non-third person. Roots in 
Juang (Konow 1906 (=Grierson 1967), Mahapatra 1976, Matson 1964, Pinnow 
1960) have been subdivided into three subclasses – transitive, intransitives, and 
transitive-intransitive. Transitive verbs take one specific set of  tense  markers; intran-
sitive verbs take another specific set of  tense markers; and transitive– intransitive 
verbs can take tense markers from both the sets. It has been observed by Mahapatra 
that in Juang, a number of  roots are clearly exempt from the transitive–intransitive 
opposition. The function of  the root can be determined only from its co-occurrence 
with the particular set of  tense markers. For example, verbs such as pag meaning ‘to 
break/to be broken’ or guj meaning ‘to wash’ or ‘to be washed’ can belong to both 

Root+Aspect+Tense+Person/pronominal clitic
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set I and set II. I will provide the list of set I and set II verbs in the tense sections 
(section 3.2.3). Matson’s PhD thesis and Mahapatra’s paper on verb morphology 
provide lists of those verbs quite elaborately though I have collected my own verb 
list independent of their works.

Verb reduplication is a very productive morphological as well as syntactic process in 
Juang. Monosyllabic roots are more often reduplicated than multisyllabic roots. Some 
of the examples of verb reduplication as given in Mahapatra (1976) are as follows:

(110) Root Reduplicated base Glosses
 i- ii- be
 ig- iig- open
 ur- urur- eat
 j- jj- see
 ku- kukui- get
 sb- sbsb- hold
 di- didi- give
 jim- jijim eat

3.2.1 Subject

Juang being a pro-drop language, the subject noun often doesn’t occur in an 
 independent position. Instead, the subject agreement marker occurs in the verb 
 complex. The subject agreement marker can either be prefixed or suffixed. In case 
of the third singular it can be infixed.

There are three persons and three numbers in Juang. The three persons (1, 2, and 
3) and three numbers (singular, dual, and plural) are expressed through nine differ-
ent agreement markers on verbs. The agreement marker for 1SG and the agreement 
marker for 3SG are identical which means they are null. I provide below a small table 
for the person marking here; towards the end of this section, I will also provide a full 
table that would show all person–number agreement markers in negative construc-
tion, possessive construction, and various tense and aspect constructions.

(111) Person and number affixes
  SG DL PL

 (a) Ø ba- n (Vi)-
 (b) m (Vi) - a- Vi -
 (c) Ø -kia -ki

(112) mVi-+ur-ke  m-ur-ke ‘you are drinking’
 nVi-+ur-ke  n-ur-ke ‘we all are drinking’
 mVi- +gg-e  me-gg-e ‘you are taking’
 nVi- +gg-e ne-gg-e ‘we all are taking’
 Vi- +gg-e  e-gg-e ‘you all are taking’
 mVi- +jelai-ke  me- jelai-ke ‘you are fishing’
 nVi- +jelai-ke  ne- jelai-ke ‘we all are fishing’
 Vi- +jelai-ke  e- jelai-ke ‘you all are fishing’
 mVi- +buli-ke  mi- buli-ke ‘you are walking’
 nVi- +buli-ke  ni- buli-ke ‘we all are walking’
 Vi- +jim-e  me- jim-e ‘you all are eating’
 mVi- +di-ke  mi- di-ke ‘you all are giving’
 nVi- +di-ke  ni- di-ke ‘we all are giving’
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Dative subject. Subjects in Juang can carry a dative case marker. Then the agreement 
between the subject and verb gets blocked. I found a few instances in which the agreement 
was not blocked. It was not blocked probably because in the speaker’s mind the dative 
subject was processed as an accusative NP and he went ahead with the agreement the way 
he would do it in the case of object agreement. I provide those instances below.

(113) ai -te b-b n-gr-te bet-ki-
 I-DAT forest-LOC go-PFV-PRF fear-PRS-1
 ‘I fear going alone to the forest.’

 am-te b-b n-gr-te bet-ko-m
 you-DAT forest-LOC go-PFV-PRF fear-PRS-2
 ‘You fear going alone to the forest.’

3.2.2 Object types

In Juang object agreement is not as productive as in some other Munda languages 
but it is present. There seems to be a difference between the time when Matson had 
worked on object agreement in the 1960s and when I worked on the same 40 years 
after. Matson’s work gives the impression of Juang having had very productive object 
agreement and I don’t deny it. Matson’s Class-A verbs show object concord very 
productively. The affix classes of object agreement are as follows:

(114)  1 2

SG - -m
DL -ba -pa
PL -eni -pe

I provide below modified glossing versions of some of the examples given in Matson 
(1964: 61).4

(115) am ai- te me-j-ki- 
 you I-ACC 2-see-PST-1
 ‘You saw me.’

(116) kamulu niba- te gatai-o-ba
 man we.DL-ACC talk-PST-1DL

 ‘A man talked to both of us.’

(117) selg ni-te kedao--neni
 dog we-ACC bite-PST-1PL

 ‘A dog bit us all.’

(118) ai am-te j--k-m
 I you-ACC see-1-PRS-2SG

 ‘I see you.’

(119) ar apa-te jo-k-pa
 he you-ACC see-PRS-2DL

 ‘He sees both of you.’

(120) ar ape-te j-ke-pe
 he you.PL-ACC see-PRS-2PL

 ‘He sees you all.’
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(121) ai ara-te j-o-ke
 I he-ACC see-1-PRS

 ‘I see him.’

(122) ai inja-te j-o-ke
 I house-ACC see-1-PRS

 ‘I see a house.’

During my field trip I realized that the occurrence of the object suffixes have become 
largely optional. In all the cases cited below, speakers have expressed optionality in 
the occurrence of object agreement markers. Some speakers have expressed a strong 
opinion about the obligatoriness of the occurrence of the object agreement marker 
though.

(123) biri ki-kib-te m-i-na ai-te abj-i-ni.
 what REDPL-do-INF FUT-be-FUT I-ACC show-IMP-1
 ‘Show me what to do.’

(124) am-te ai-ko mino dake-ke
 you-ACC who-DEF one call-PRS

 ‘Someone is calling you.’

(125) ai-te dag gilaso min oren-i- dai
 I-ACC water glass one bring-1-FEM

 ‘Please get me a glass of water.’

There is some example in which the speakers resisted to object agreement too. The 
examples are as follows:

(126) am ai-te Jua gata m-ab-soj-e.
 you I-ACC juang language 2-CAUS-learn-FUT

 ‘You will teach me Juang.’

The following table illustrates all possibilities of person–number agreement markers 
in various cases.

(127)   Pronouns Subject Object Possessive
   agreement agreement agreement
   marker marker marker

 1 SG ai   Vc -  - /- - /-
 1 DL ni-ba bVn - (ba-) - ba - ni
 1 PL ni n Vc - / nV-  -neni -eni
 2 SG am m Vc -/ mV -nm/ -m/-m -nm/ -m
 2 DL apa V-(a-) -pa  -pa
  apa banog
 2 PL ape V-  -pe -pe
 3   mVc  
 3  /-mVc -/  
 3  -mVc  
 3 SG  ar —  -d
 3 DL ar-kia -kia  -dkia
 3 PL ar-ki -ki   -dki
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The pronominal affixes which are actually the contracted versions of the pronominal 
can occur as subject agreement markers and object agreement markers in various 
tenses, negatives, and possessives.

3.2.3 Tense

The Juang tense paradigm is relatively complex. Transitive verbs take one set of 
tense markers and intransitive verbs take another set. Set I exemplifies tense suffixes 
for transitive verbs whereas set II exemplifies tense markers for intransitive verbs. 
Most of the tense markers occur as suffixes. Only the future tense marker occurs as 
an infix. There are some verbs which take tense markers from both sets.

(128) Tense markers
  Set I Set II 
 Simple present -ke -e
 Simple past -o -an
 Simple future -e -na (+ Infix -mV-, see below)

List of verbs of in set II which are mostly intransitive in nature are as follows:

(129) Set-II verbs
 Stem Present Future Past Perfect
 ari arie arina arian arisere ‘come out’
 bui buire buina buian buisena ‘set (sun)’
 buur buue buuna buuran buurceran ‘get up’
 dk dkre dkna dkan dksere ‘sit’
 dui[r] duie duina duiran duicere ‘enter’
 gg ggde gna ggan gksere ‘take’
 i ie ina ian iseke ‘be’
 jirai jiraie jiraina jiraian jiraiser ‘rest’
 ku[r] kue kuna kuran kucera ‘put on’
 la lae lana laan lasere ‘belch’
 nn nne nna nnan nncer ‘get caught’
 n ne na nan ncere ‘stand’
 ui uire uina uian uiseran ‘fly’

(130) Set-I verbs
 kui kuike kuina kuian kuisere ‘receive’
 sub subke suna suseran ‘wear’

(131) List of set-I verbs (Matson [1964:23])
 abso ‘sell’ aitog  ‘scratch’ bane ‘cheat’
 ba ‘beat’ botae ‘command’ dolae  ‘shake’
 ake ‘call’ i ‘give’ gaj  ‘fry’
 gata ‘speak’ ga ‘cook’ ge ‘count’
 gse ‘rub’ jan ‘lick’ jim  ‘eat’
 ji ‘ask’ j ‘see’ jui ‘copulate’
 keab ‘bite’ ke ‘cut’ ko ‘know’
 lej ‘scold’ lobtor ‘burn’ lo ‘look at’
 maje ‘rinse’ mane ‘obey’ ojae ‘lose’
 roj ‘milk’ sae ‘leave’ sesej ‘give haircut’
 sb ‘hold’ taam ‘caress’ ta ‘measure’
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 ae ‘pull’ eke ‘lift’ ele ‘push’
 tice ‘carry on head’  tin ‘bury’
 tintar ‘carry.on shoulder’   tom ‘throw’
 uci ‘wipe’  un ‘keep’

Notice in the following examples the behaviours of the verb /en/ that takes tense 
marker of class-I verb and present tense marker and future tense marker of class-II 
verbs.

(132) en ene ena en ‘come’

There are some more verbs that carry suffixes of either class. The following examples 
are illustrative.

(133) kib kibke kibe  kib  kipseke ‘do’
   kibe kima
 lage lageke  laga   lageseke  ‘feel’
  lagare    lagian
 sb sbke sbe  sb  sbseke ‘hold’
      sban 

In the progressive, reduplication occurs only with monosyllabic stems and only some 
final consonants get deleted. Nasals do not get deleted but get assimilated.

3.2.4 Aspect

There are two basic aspectual categories in Juang: perfect and progressive. Usually 
the verb gets reduplicated to denote an imperfect aspectual dimension.

The perfect aspect markers in Juang are /-se/, /ce-/, and /-te/. Morphophonemic 
variants of /-se/ are /-cer/ in the environment of j/n/n-V; /-ce/ in the environment 
of j/n/n _C; /-ser/ before V if  not following /j/; and /-se/ elsewhere. The continuous 
aspect markers are /-nm/ and /-j/.

There are two groups of aspect markers. The first group consists of two suffixes 
that are added directly to the root. The second group consists of several suffixes that 
are added to the right edge of the verb form.

/-se/ most often occur as a perfect marker. /-se/ has other functions too.

(134) ai akurs-r cake-se-ke
 I sugarcane juice-DEF taste-PRF-PRS

 ‘I have tasted sugarcane juice.’

/-se/ doesn’t occur when the perfective aspect is negated. In that case the negative 
marker /jena/ occurs and still the negative perfect meaning is understood.

(135) ai kebe akursr cake-jena
 I when sugarcane taste-NEG

 ‘I have never tasted sugarcane juice.’

/se/ has a variant /ce/ as the following example illustrates.

(136) ai-a bui- ar-a-ka nokotej suna beke-a un-ce-te
 I-GEN mom-1 3-GEN-GEN little gold bank-LOC! keep-PRF-PST

 ‘My mother has kept most of her gold in the bank.’

There are instances where /-se/ and /ce/ occur to describe the state of being of an event.
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(137) rasta k-a muint ka�a luk dk-se-re.
 road side-LOC one blind man sit.down-PRF-PRS

 ‘A blind man is sitting by the side of the road.’

(138) seag pak-a ai n-ce-re
gate near-LOC who stand up-PRF-PRS

‘Who is standing at the gate?’

(139) ar aeka n-ce-ran.
3 yesterday stand up-PRF-PST

‘Yesterday he was standing.’

(140) suruma jiar alita dk-se-ran.
Suruma chair on sit.down-PRF-PST

‘Suruma was sitting on a chair.’

There are also instances where /-se/ doesn’t occur with perfect. Simple past is used 
in case of present perfect in these cases.

(141) ai-a kaka-i ekolo baib n
I-GEN brother-1 just.now out go-PST

‘My brother has just gone out.’

The following examples illustrate instances in which /-se/ is used in case of impera-
tives or in simple future.

(142) ape iat-se-na bete gai ecao-r
2.PL be tired-PRF-FUT time car drive-PROHIB

‘When you are tired, don’t drive.’

(143) ni ni-a ni-a ni-k--se-na.
we we-GEN we-GEN 1PL-RECIP-see-PRF-FUT

‘We will see each other.’

The perfect marker /-te/. /-te/ is another perfect marker in Juang which marks 
 completion of an action in present as well as in the past. Like /se/, even /te/ can be 
taken as a present as well as past perfect marker. The marker /-te/ is rather tricky in 
this language because the infinitival clause is also marked with /-te/. /te/ occurs in 
several other positions too.

(144) belo budi-an-te.
sun set-PST-CMPLT

‘The sun has set.’

Sometimes /-te/ occurs along with the perfect marker /-se/ or the variant of it.

(145) ai soi-ce-ke-te.
I learn-PRF-PRS-CMPLT

‘I have learnt.’

There are instances where a suffix such as /-ro/ occurs to mark perfect aspect 
though it is not common. One such instance is the following.

(146) nai boi-ke-ro
river flow-PRS-PRF

‘The river has flown.’
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The progressive aspect /- nm/ or /-nman/. The progressive aspect marker /-nm/ or 
/-nman/ occurs with reduplicated verb bases only when they indicate continuation. 
In reduplication the final consonant of the first syllable gets deleted. When the stem 
ends with a consonant, it coalesces with the initial /n-/.

(147) ki + nman  kikibman ‘was doing’
jim + nman  jinjimman ‘was eating’
leber + nman  lebernman ‘was sleeping’

(148) pancota beoa bolia-te ebodom-oman.
five o’clock field-LOC play-IMPF

‘At 5 o’clock she was playing in the field.’

(149) aneka smesar ateta bea am biri ki-kib-noman?
yesterday morning eight o’clock you what REDPL-do-IMPF

‘What were you doing at 8 o’clock yesterday morning?’

(150) ban juaai-kia dando-te koeom-oman-kia.
two Juang.woman-DL road-LOC quarrel-IMPF-DL

‘Two women were quarrelling in the street.’

(151) gata bar i-noman luko-re kala.
road cross be-IMPF man-ART deaf
‘The man crossing the road is deaf.’

(152) aeka ain muinto juangai-te kui-sero ju
Yesterday I one woman-ACC meet-PERF:PST who

panco-goa gata gata-noman.
five-CLSSFR language speak-IMPF

‘Yesterday I met a woman who can speak five languages.’

3.2.5 Mood

Various suffixes are added for indicating modal variation which occurs before 
number suffixes and after aspect suffixes. In subjunctive and conditional  sentences 
/tan/ is used for simple present; /nomtan/ for imperfect/progressive and /etan/ 
for perfect. Instead of  /nomtan/, /nomsetan/ is also used in instances indicating 
 imperfect aspect. In habitual usage, /nom-de tan/ and /setan/ are interchangeably 
used depending on tense and aspect suffixes. In imperative /me/, /pe/ and /re/ etc. 
are used depending on the person.

(153) Subjunctive
Examples of subjunctive forms are given below for the verb /kib/ meaning ‘do’:

Simple subjunctive ara kip-tan araki kip-tan-ki
Imperfect subjunctive ara kipki-nomtan araki kipki-nom-tan-ki
Perfect subjunctive ara kip-setan araki kip-setan-ki
Simple subjunctive ain kib-tan nin mi-kib-e
Imperfect subjunctive ain kip-nom-setan nin ni-kip-setan
Perfect subjunctive ain kip-setan nin ni-kib-e
Simple subjunctive am mi-kip-tan apperiki i-kip-tan
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Imperfect subjunctive ammi-kip-momtan-ki/mi-kipki-setan i-kipki-nom-setan
Perfect subjunctive am kip-setan-ki apperiki i-kip-setan

(154) Hortative
The following examples illustrate the hortative forms of  the same verb 
/-kib/  meaning ‘do’.

Simple hortative ara kib-e-me
Imperfect hortative ara kikip-nom-deme
Perfect hortative ara kip-seke-me
Simple hortative am ki-be
Imperfect hortative apa banog kikip-moma-pe
Perfect hortative aperiki ni- kip-ke

The affirmative–imperative markers are /-ku/ and /-e/ for first person and third 
person. /e/ is used in cases when the speaker requests the hearer for something or 
persuades the hearer.

(155) niba-ku-n
1DL-IMP-go
‘Let both of us go.’

The second person imperative is formed by adding suffixes /-pa/ and /-pe/ along with 
the future marker /-na/.

(156) doko-na
sit-IMP.II

‘Sit down! (You alone)’

(157) ak-e
call-IMP.I
‘Call! (You alone)’

(158) doko-na-pa
sit-IMP.II-2DL

‘Sit down! (You two)’

(159) doko-na-pe
sit-IMP.II-2PL

‘Sit down! (You all)’

There are some verbs from class-II type which can take /-e/ and /-na/.
In negative imperatives /ro/ and /-jena/ are used. /-ro/ is added to the past form 

of the verb, and /-jena/ is added to reduplicated stem or to the stem with / -ke/ as in 
present tense. A variant of /-ro/ is /-do/. /-do/ is used with class-II verbs.

(160) mi-ji-o-ro
2-ask-PST.I-PROHIB

‘Don’t ask’ (You alone)

(161) me-toon-an-do
2-stand-PST.II-PROHIB

‘Don’t stand’ (You alone)
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(162) a-ji-o-ro.
2DL-ask-PST.I-PROHIB

‘Don’t ask. (You two)’

(163) i- ji-o-ro.
1PL-ask-PST.I-PROHIB

‘Don’t ask. (You all)’

Note that -o is the past suffix of class-I, -an of  class-II.

More examples follow.

(164) kanto me-ege-o-ro.
wall 2-jump-PST-PROHIB

‘Please jump over the wall.’

(165) a-a pai� me-lelej-an-do.
I-GEN for 2-get.angry-PST-PROHIB

‘Don’t get angry with me!’

(166) mino m-ono-ro
alone FUT-go-NEG

‘Don’t go alone.’

3.2.6 Orientation/directionality

Not investigated for Juang.

3.2.7 Voice

Causatives are formed by affixations such as /-b-/, /u-/, /o-/, /a-/, /ap-/, /am-/, and /ab-/.

(167) buur ‘get up’ bu-b-ur ‘cause to get up’
tij- ‘carry on head’ u-tij ‘cause to carry on head’
boi- ‘blow’ o-boi ‘cause to blow’
bug- ‘play’ a-bug ‘cause to play’
pee- ‘strike’ ap-pee ‘cause to strike’
maje- ‘rinse’ am-maje ‘cause to rinse’
im- ‘pinch’ ab-im ‘cause to pinch’ (Matson 1964:26)

Juang has active as well as passive voice. Passive voice is made by the infixation of 
/-oman-/, /-riman-/. Sometime passive is formed by just exchanging the position of 
the subjects and objects.

(168) polici cur-re-ki-te sb-
police thief-DEF-PL-ACC catch-PST

‘Police caught thieves’

(169) cur-re-ki sb-man-ki
thief-DEF-PL catch-PSSV-PL

‘The thieves got caught.’

(170) juadai-re-te muino nua-ra ganua i-a-ki
woman-DEF-ACC one new-DEF basket give-1-PST

‘The woman was given a new basket in the village.’
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(171) ai muinto juangadai-ra-te nua ganua ia
I one woman-DEF-ACC new basket gave
‘I gave basket to the woman.’

3.2.8 Finiteness

See section 4.2 on Syntax.

3.2.9 Negation

Negation is formed by several affixes depending on the tense and person/number 
features of the subject or the object with which the verb agrees.

The following table illustrates various negative markers for various persons and 
numbers.

(172) Pronominal Person negative marker General negative markers
1 SG Ø -jena
1 DL b- ama-, mama-, am-, ab-
1 PL n- -na
2 SG m- n-
2 DL a- -r
2 PL e-
3 SG

3 DL -kia
3 PL -ki

Some of the negative markers are prefixed and some are suffixed. There are instances 
of ambifixation and double negatives as well. The negated verb is sometimes 
 reduplicated.

Reduplicated stem + -jena

(173) ai n-n-jena.
I REDPL-go-NEG

‘I don’t go.’

(174) ai kui-kui-jena
I REDPL-receive-NEG

‘I haven’t received.’

(175) ai jim-jim-jena
I REDPL-eat-NEG

‘I didn’t eat.’

As stems with more than one syllable don’t reduplicate, these verbs are negated 
 simply by addition of /jena/.

(176) ai pera-i-jena
I return-AUX-NEG

‘I haven’t returned.’

(177) ai cake-jena
I taste-NEG

‘I have not tasted.’
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There are certain instances where reduplication is expected to be possible but it 
doesn’t occur.

(178) ai on-jena
I hear-NEG

‘I don’t hear.’

(179) ar i-jena
he stop-NEG

‘It has not stopped.’

The following are some of the possible combinations of double negatives.

(180) Combination I
a- + -jena ‘NEG + NEG’
ama- + -jena ‘NEG + NEG’

(181) Combination II
a+ -na ‘NEG + NEG’
a+ ma- + -na ‘NEG + NEG’

(182) Combination III
ma+jena ‘NEG + NEG’
ari+ jena ‘NEG + NEG’
aire+ jena ‘NEG + NEG’
bama + jena ‘NEG + NEG’

(183) Examples
a-den-de ‘not driving out’
ama-k-ke ‘not knowing’
apa-eke-jena ‘not calling’
ama-n-de-jena ‘not coming’
a-en-de-na ‘not running away’

3.2.10 Derivation

As discussed in section 3.1.6, Juang has a verbal reciprocal which is /ku/. It doesn’t 
have a verbal reflexive. The reciprocal prefix ku- is added directly to the root. 
Person and negative prefixes precede it. ku- has the allomorph ko- before roots 
with mid-high vowels (e,o).

(184) ne-ku-lona-na
1DL-RECIP-look-FUT

‘We (all) will look at each other.’

(185) a-ku-lona
2DL-RECIP-look
‘You (two) looked at each other.’

(186) e-ku-lona
2PL-RECIP-look
‘You (all) looked at each other.’

(187) ar-kia ban-b di a-ku-buji-ri-kia.
3DL two-DIR well NEG-RECIP-love-PRS-DL

‘They don’t like each other.’
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(188) arakara-kia dio ku-buji-ri-kia.
each other-DL well RECIP-love-PRS-DL

‘We stop talking (to each other).’

3.2.11 Nominal incorporation

Noun incorporation is not as productive in Juang as it is in some other South Munda 
languages. Instances of noun incorporation are noticed in case of body parts being 
used with verbs like ‘wash’.

(189) am am-a itim-e mi-gui-di-agan
you you-GEN hand: 2-DEF 2-wash-hand-PST

 ‘You washed your hand.’

‘iti’ ‘hand’ becomes ti/di in incorporated forms.

3.2.12 Auxiliary verb constructions

Not particularly investigated for Juang.

3.3 Expressives

Not investigated.

4 SYNTAX

4.1 Simple sentences

Juang is a verb-final language. It has most of the verb-final features. In sentences 
with a ditransitive verb, the unmarked order of the constituents in a sentence is 
 subject-indirect object/(indirect object)-direct object/(direct object)-verb. Yes-no 
questions and tag-question markers occur post-verbally. Juang is a pro-drop 
 language. There are no pleonastic or expletive elements in this language. It has a 
relatively free word order for pre-verbal elements.

Simple sentences can be in declarative, passive, active and causative. All these 
sentences can be negated and interrogated. As mentioned before, there can be dative 
subject and genitive subject constructions in Juang.

(190) ai i asi-ke
I well be-PRS

‘I am fine.’

(191) ai am-te k-sk-jena
I you-ACC know-AUX-NEG

‘I don’t know you.’

(192) ai-te rasi gon-ke.
I-DAT flower smell-PRS

‘I can smell the flowers.’
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(193) ai-te emalo� i-sere
I-DAT cold be-PRF

‘I have got a cold.’

(194) ai-te ekolo nn-te mina
I-DAT now REDPL:go-INF FUT

‘I must go now.’

Juang has constituent questions. Question words can take case markers. The 
 question words are: ai ‘who’, aite ‘whom’, aiaba ‘whose’, aialia ‘on what’, 
ire ‘where’. Question words cannot really be reduplicated as productively as in 
the superstratum Oriya.

(195) ia-re ai bna-e-be
home-LOC who make-FUT-Q

‘Who will make the house?’

(196) ia-re ai a-bna-ere-ki
house-LOC who NEG-make-FUT-Q

‘Who doesn’t make the house?’

(197) apa biri mi-kib--e
you what 2-do-FUT-Q

‘What do you do?’

(198) apa biri ama-kib-e
you what NEG-do-Q

‘What don’t you do?’

(199) apa a -na-t
You EMPH go-FUT-EMPH

‘Will you go?’

(200) �, ai m-n-a
yes, I FUT-go-FUT

‘Yes, I will go.’

Juang allows multiple question words in simple sentence. The question words can 
occur anywhere in the sentence because Juang is a free word order language.

(201) (a) bite ai-te ai i-
What who-ACC who give-PST

‘Who gave what to whom?’
(b) ai-te bite ai i-
(c) ai bite ai-te i-

Sentences in Juang can take yes–no echo question.

(202) ai am-te  io buji-ke
I you-ACC well do-PRS

‘I love you?’
(Do I love you?)

(203) am biri m-ur-e
you what 2-eat-FUT

‘Will you eat?’
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Here the question word biri is used with the dubitative marker.
Anaphors find their antecedents inside the same domain. Anaphors in Juang may 

appear as /apein/. The Oriya loan /nijo/ also occurs as an anaphor. The pronouns 
often find their antecedents in the same domain too. Detailed discussion on this 
topic can be found in Patnaik (1996, 2000).

(204) aini ain-tei di bodice
I I-ACC like do-PRF

‘I love myself.’

(205) sita nij-te bi muint sgan
sita self-DAT book one bought
‘Sita bought a book for herself.’

(206) sita nij-te muin babu jy
sita self-DAT one snake saw
‘Sita saw a snake near herself.’

(207) gita nij ia-re rere
gita self  house-LOC stay
‘Gita stays at her own place.’

(208) ram nij-te nije ek bi di-
ram self-DAT self  one book give-PST

‘Ram gave a book to himself.’

(209) sita ar-r ming gata-nman.
sita self-GEN with talk-PROG

‘Sita was talking to herself.’

(210) sita ara suke ar lejdman
sita she on she angry.was
‘Sita got angry on herself.’

(211) ram gata-nman shyam aram-ke ar prsnsa kiban.
ram say-PROG shyam he-ACC he praise do:PST

‘Ram was saying Shyam praises himself.’

(212) ram shyam-te ara ia baband kete me-gata-yr gam
ram shyam-ACC self  house burn about NEG-say-INF say:PST

‘Ram told Shyam not to tell anybody about self ’s burning house.’.

(213) sbie nij-te budi abamdeki
every body self-ACC intelligent think:PRS

‘Everybody thinks himself  to be intelligent.’

(214) ai ape kst didi-te cahete
who self  pain REDPL:give-INF want
‘Who wants to hurt himself ?’

Equational sentences. There can be sentences in Juang that do not carry a verb. 
They are called equational sentences. Such sentences are usually combinations of 
nouns with nouns, nouns with adjectives, nouns with adverbs, and nouns with 
question words.
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(215) puri mui san jaga
puri one small place
‘Puri is a small place.’

(216) puri mui san jaga jena / kuba jaga
puri one small place NEG

‘Puri is not a small place.’

(217) ar dsm srei/r chauapila
he tenth class:GEN student
‘He is a student of class ten.’

(218) ai-a mamu-i muinta mastero
I-GEN uncle-1 one teacher
‘My uncle is a teacher.’

(219) ar-ki i lok-ki jena
he-PL good people-PL NEG

‘They are not good people.’

4.1.1 Typological features

Juang is a verb-final language.

(220) ai t ur-ke
I rice eat-PRS

‘I eat rice.’

The verb ‘be’ doesn’t surface when the verb is in the present tense. However, the 
verb ‘be’ surfaces when it is in the past tense.

(221) abu muin dakotoro
Abu one doctor
‘Abu is a doctor.’

(222) sita men-ce-na catuapila asi-ana
sita last year student be-PST

‘Sita was a student last year.’

In sentences with a predicative adjective, the verb ‘be’ is not overtly present.

(223) ini polo-re i
this fruit-DEF good
‘This fruit is good.’

The forms of  the verb ‘be’ and ‘become’ are different. The form for ‘be’ is asi 
and ‘become’ is i. The verb i ‘becomes’ carries the tense marker as shown in the 
following example:

(224) len ag i-an
Ice water become-PST

‘Ice became water.’

In the unmarked order adverbs occur pre-verbally. Adverbs do not normally carry 
postpositions or case markers though they can.

Yes–no question markers occur post-verbally.
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(225) am ara-te buguca-te mi-ki-ro
You he-ACC garden-LOC 2-beat-Q

‘Did you beat him in the garden?’

Like all Munda languages, the non-singular imperative markers are /-pa/ and /-pe/ 
in the affirmative. In Juang /-ro/ and /-re/ occur in negative imperative forms, and 
they occur post-verbally.

(226) apa somogare ia-bo on-a-pe
you all home-LOC go-IMP-2PL

‘All of you go home.’

(227) tear me-den-ro
tomorrow 2-come-NEG.IMP

‘Don’t come tomorrow’.

Like typical Munda languages, the subject in Juang does not carry any  nominative 
case marker as such. Definite markers occur with subject noun phrase. With 
 non-subject noun phrases, definiteness is manifested either by a lexical accusative 
or a definite marker when the noun phrase is [+animate]. Thus, when the direct 
object is definite, either the definite marker occurs or the lexical accusative case 
marker occurs. When the direct object is [-animate], the accusative marker does not 
 normally occur as is the case with many South Asian languages.

(228) Itu merm-te kig-a asara nu
Itu goat-ACC tiger-GEN near keep:PST

‘Itu kept the goat near the tiger.’

(229) ar-a uai-re/uai-i-te ai-ya ali-te pkao
he-GEN child-DEF/child-DEF-ACC I-GEN on-LOC keep:PST

‘He kept the child on me.’

(230) itu ere boi-re ain-te di-o
itu that book-DEF I-DAT give-PST

‘Itu gave the book to me.’

The modifier can precede as well as follow the noun in noun modification.

(231) kte sunduru
cloth beautiful
‘Beautiful cloth’

(232) sunduru kote
beautiful cloth
‘Beautiful cloth’

In qualifying adjectives, the qualifier precedes the adjectives and adverbs precede 
the verb.

(233) sugei i
very nice
‘Very nice’
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(234) sima sugai tiri ai-ke
Sima very slow walk-PRS

‘Sima walks very slow.’

Gapping is not very consistent in Juang. The bilingual Juangs prefer gapping 
whereas the monolingual Juangs do not prefer gapping. Backward gapping is 
 preferred to forward gapping.

(235) ain kar jim- aru tm mtra jim-
I fish eat-PST and Tom peas eat-PST

‘I ate fish and Tom peas.’

The conditional clause always precedes the matrix clause.

(236) ara judi gl-b n-de ai-te pacola m--r-ene
he if  Keonjhar-DIR go-COND I-DAT shawl FUT-bring-FUT

‘If  he goes to Keonjhar, he will bring a shawl for me.’

The inclusive, exclusive and emphatic particles follow the noun.

(237) tanu-j ere-b mn-a 
Tanu-EMPH there-LOC 3:FUT:go-FUT

‘Even Tanu will go there.’

Juang employs reduplication as a strategy for morphological and syntactic  processes, 
which is very widespread in most Munda languages. Reduplication is noticed for 
 participles, infinitives and negatives. It performs an intensifying  function too.

(238) ara-ka enteij enteij uai-ki asi-ki-ki
he-GEN small small child-PL be-PRS-PL

‘They have little little babies.’

(239) ai ini komo kikib-te bulu lanka den-se-re
I this work REDPL:do-INF very far come-PRS-PRF

‘I have come so far to do this work.’

(240) ai ini komo ki-kib-jena
I this work REDPL:do-NEG

‘I don’t do this work.’

The dubitative marker -ri is post-verbal. It always occurs on both disjuncts.

(241) ara de-me-nari jena-ri ai a-konko-jena
he come-FUT:DUBIT NEG-DUBIT I NEG-know NEG

‘I don’t know whether he will come or not.’

4.2 Complex sentences

This section presents in brief  the way sentences in Juang can be coordinated, 
 subordinated, and compounded using various devices.

Juxtaposition is one of the ways of sentence coordination. In this type, sentences 
get coordinated without any markers indicating coordination.

(242) kig ake gau en-j gucae-
tiger call-PST milkman come-NF save-PST

‘The tiger called and the milkman came and saved him.’
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The dubitative marker /ri/ which is also homophonous with the question marker /ri/ 
occurs when two sentences get coordinated in the disjunctive ‘but’-construction.

(243) jn en- gr ri-mima mari en-gr arim-e jena
John come-FUT but Mari come-FUT possible-DEF-NEG

‘John can come but Mary can’t.’

Juang borrows the Oriya coordinator /au/ to mark coordination. Most often the 
coordinator /au/ doesn’t occur and sentences get juxtaposed.

(244) ai ere ukikn-ae-te mui klm i- au knn-te
I that girl-FEM-ACC one pen give-PST and boy-ACC

mui pensil
one pencil
‘I gave a pen to that girl and a pencil to the boy.’

In the following example the coordinator ‘and’ doesn’t occur.

(245) ar jiu-te gan-b gg- gitu-te ia-b
he jitu-ACC village-LOC take-PST gitu-ACC house-LOC

‘He took Jitu to the village and Gitu to home.’

There are instances of conjunction reduction in Juang in case of relative clauses: 
the correlative marker and the pronoun of the embedded clause get deleted in the 
second coordinate. In the place of a relative marker the correlative marker occurs.

(246) ju luk-re-te ai jy--ju bulu ge-j sugai
REL man-DEF-ACC I see-PST-REL Bulu hit-PRF be.PST

krap iana.
bad was
‘The man who I had seen and Bulu had hit he was very bad.’

Gapping is a very productive phenomenon in coordination. Gapping is usually 
forward in nature in which case the second occurrence of the noun gets deleted. The 
conjunction marker doesn’t necessarily occur in these cases.

(247) ai md urke-ju ar urur jena
I alcohol drink-REL he REDPL:drink NEG

‘I drink alcohol but he doesn’t drink alcohol.’

Like nouns even the second occurrence of the same verb can be put to deletion in 
the second coordinate structure.

(248) jn kar jim-ke-ju bil- manso
John fish eat-PRS-CONJ Bill meat
‘John eats fish and Bill meat.’

(249) ram selg mej bilei-te
ram dog killed cat-ACC

‘Ram killed the dog and killed the cat too.’

Equatives. Sentences get coordinated with the use of equatives too. Juang doesn’t 
have any equative marker of its own. The equative marker is borrowed from the 
superstratum Oriya.
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(250) gita jitiki sapar sita j sitiki sapar
gita as much beautiful sita also that much beautiful
‘Gita is as much beautiful as Sita.’

Conditional clause. The marker /-j/ is used to mark conditionality in both counter-
factual/irrealis and realis conditions.

(251) apa ama den--j ai n-tan
You NEG come-PST-COND I go-SBJNCT

‘If  you would have come I would have gone.’

(252) ni nama ne-lara-ser-j ar jek-setan
We NEG 1DL-laugh-PRF-COND she cry-SBJNCT

‘If  we would not have laughed, she would not have wept.’

(253) ar a-ur-ke-r-k-ju a-ur-eme
he NEG-eat-PRS-DEF-COND NEG-eat-CONT

‘If  he does not want to eat let him not eat.’

Reason clause. Another type of subordination is done by the use of /ete/ meaning 
‘because’. The reason clause is marked by the /ete/ which has been  grammaticalized to 
become to a finite complementizer. The details of this category have been  discussed 
in Patnaik (2000).

(254) apa a-ma-jim-ke ete ai kikib-jena
You 2DL-NEG-eat-PRS that/because I REDPL:do-NEG

‘I didn’t do it because you don’t eat it.’

There are two other types of sentential subordination, namely finite and non-finite. 
Finite sentential subordination includes the relative clause formation and the com-
plementizer clause formation. Non-finite sentential subordination includes gerunds, 
the infinitival construction and the participial construction.

The relative–correlative construction in Juang consist of two clauses that occur 
immediately preceding the head noun in unmarked order. However, there are no 
such restrictions on the order of the relative clause. The relative marker is ‘ju’ and 
the correlative markers in the main clause are the personal pronouns aro, or the 
demonstrative pronoun ere or auri.

(255) ju luko-re-te ai ruba- ar ai-a joa--a kaka-ro
REL man-DEF-ACC I meet-PST he I-GEN friend-1-GEN brother-DEF

‘The man who I have met is my friend’s brother.’

(256) auri suduru bhangi kuru-cere ere ai-a joa-.
that red shirt wear-PRF that I-GEN friend-1
‘The boy who is wearing a red shirt is my friend.’

The complementizers in Juang are ju, ete, gamojo and buli. Of these, ju is a left periph-
eral complementizer, whereas ete and gamojo are right peripheral  complementizers. 
Buli, which also occurs as a right peripheral complementizer, is a loan from the 
Oriya right peripheral complementizer boli which is a grammaticalized form of the 
verb bol- ‘say’. ju also resembles the left peripheral complementizer of Oriya, that 
is, je. However, it is not easy to say whether ju is borrowed from Oriya or originally 
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it was there in Juang. Apart from them, there are complement clauses which are not 
marked by any complementizer. Let us take a look at these constructions first.

(257) aro gan-gam-moman- [ju Ramo emen-a].
he REDPL-say-PROG – COMP R. come-FUT.
‘He was telling that Ram would come.’

(258) ain babe-sero-ju aro nice gunuguo kimib-e.
I think-PRF-COMP he surely trouble do/3:FUT/-FUT

‘I had thought he would definitely create troubles.’

(259) ain o-s-ro-ju aro muino muruko.
I hear-PRF-COMP he one fool
‘I had heard that he is a fool.’

(260) am [Ramo Sita-te kania m-un-e ete me-gam-o-jo]
you Rama Sita-ACC marriage FUT: 3-do-FUT COMP 2-say-PST-COMP

me-gam-o
2-say-PST

‘You said Ram will get married to Sita.’

(261) arokia [sina muino godo ete gam-o-kia-jo] gam-o-kia.
They:DL Sina one fool COMP say-PST-DL-COMP say-PST-DL

‘They (two) said Sina is a fool.’

(262) aro am-te godo ete gam-o-jo gam-ke.
he you-ACC fool COMP say-PST-COMP say-PRS

‘He says you are a fool.’

Infinitival clauses. Interestingly ete, which behaves like a finite right peripheral com-
plementizer, also occurs with non-finite complement clauses.5 In this function, it 
always occurs attached to the verb, whereas as a finite complementizer it occurs 
separately. Consider the following examples.

(263) bulbul uu-te jage-re.
Bulbul REDPL:go-INF want-DEF

‘Bulbul wants to go.’

(264) aro kuumo musi-eteere cakiri kib-o.
he family manage-INF job do-PST

‘He did the job to manage his family.’

Gerunds. Gerunds are constructed much like the infinitive but the /te/ clause takes 
the definite marker.

(265) Ramo  ere-bo on-on-e-te ke io a-buji-ki-ki.
Ram there-LOC REDPL-go-DEF-NF no one good NEG-understand-PRS-PL

‘No one likes Ram’s going there.’

Participle clauses. There are three types of participial clauses, namely perfect parti-
cipial clauses, imperfect participial clauses, and conjunctive participial clauses.

 (i) Conjunctive participial clauses

(266) bulbul inja-b en-j jiray-an-.
Bulbul house-LOC come-PRTCPL rest-came-PST

‘Having come home Bulbul took rest.’
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When the conjunctive participle gets negated /jo/ becomes /ro/ and the negative  prefix 
/a-/ is added to the root clause.

(267) ar kici a-unu-r ba-arian
he anything NEG-eat/NMLZ/-NEG.PRTCPL leave-PST-PRF

‘Having not eaten anything he left.’

Sometimes the conjunctive participle gets negated simply by reduplicating the root 
verb.

(268) ar t urur-rima- ri rui jim-
he rice REDPL:eat-CAP-DUB chapati eat PST

‘Having not being able to eat rice he ate chapatti.’

 (ii) The imperfective participial clauses. The root verb gets reduplicated and it 
 carries /-noman/ to construct imperfect participial constructions.

(269) gag-te ngo-r-ong-re-nman ere bea bulbul
road-LOC REDPL:go-DEF-PROG that time Bulbul

lukr-re-te jy
man-DEF-ACC see:PST

‘Bulbul saw the man while going on the road.’

(iii)  Non-finite conditional clause. The non-finite conditional clause is formed by 
suffixation of /-j/ to the matrix verb.

(270) drkar ian-j rusi saaj dimin-je gam
necessary happens-PRTCPL rusi help will:do   said
‘Rusi said he will help, if  necessary.’

(271) lej ia-b ngnma-bela ga-te mui ki-te ruba-
cow house-LOC while.going-at road-LOC one tiger-ACC meet-PST

‘The cow met a tiger while going home.’

5 SEMANTICS

Not specially investigated for Juang for this chapter.

6 LEXICON

6.1 Austroasiatic/Munda components

I provide below a set of selected words which are native to the tribe and language.

Domestic items

ia – home urunia – kitchen
utan – winnowing fan ulir – carrying rope
kaka – bow kskm – arrow

Selected body parts

mr – eye ila – tongue lutur – ears
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itip – belly iti – hand mak – tears
mteij – nose iji – leg reiji – heel
sagiti – left hand iiti – right hand

6.2 Loan strata

Superstratum loans are quite prominent in Juang in a few cases. The entire number 
system other than the first four numbers and a few others has been borrowed from 
Oriya. As can be seen from the texts given here, the very term ‘Rusi’ whose descend-
ants are the Juang is supposed to be is an Indo-Aryan word. There are many words 
in today’s Juang which are borrowed from Oriya. Some of the syntactic structures 
have been influenced by Indo-Aryan languages. The occurrence of retroflex sounds 
could be Dravidian influence via Indo-Aryan languages. The word structure in case 
of gender and adjective formation is influenced by Oriya. Kinship terms still follow 
the Munda pattern though.

The usage of /ka/ as a genitive seems to be from Hindi. Loss of final vowel in some 
words could be due to Hindi influence.

A few English words like ‘jail’, ‘court’, ‘school’ etc. seem to have been borrowed 
from Oriya as well.

7 BRIEF ANALYZED TEXTS

Juangs feel very proud to speak about their origin as one of  the most ancient tribes 
of  human civilization. The first story they speak when they are asked to tell a 
story is the story that talks about their origin. This story dates back to prehistoric 
days when there were two people, a man and a woman, who existed on this earth 
that was  created by the God of  Justice (Justice God). Those two people grew up 
to be saints, and they lived on a hill near Gonasika.6 All other places in the world 
were surrounded by water those days which is why not many humans were there. 
Humans basically had no place to live. Eventually the couple had a child. Justice 
God then decided to dry up a few places so that he could keep some humans. He 
had to do something very drastic to be able to do that. He had to kill the saint’s 
child and throw his blood everywhere. He asked the parents of  the child whether 
he could carry out such an act. The father agreed, but the mother did not. The 
Justice God then sent a tiger to kill the child. The child was very brave, and he had 
mastered the art of  protecting himself  against wild animals with the help of  bow 
and arrow. So when he saw the tiger he killed him at once using his sharp arrow. 
Then the Justice God had to devise another plan. Justice God told the father to 
prevent his child from taking the bow and arrow when he would go to the river 
to bathe. The obedient child did that. He did not carry protection along with him 
when he went to the river to bathe and finally a tiger killed him. His blood was 
thrown everywhere. That caused the water to dry up from lots of  places. His limbs 
were thrown to several places which gave rise to mountains and hills. His hair was 
thrown out to several places too which gave rise to plants and trees. After that the 
couple had 12 sons and 12 daughters. The children of  those children got to be 
known as Juangs.

This story was told to me by several people during my visit to the field. The first 
person who had written down this story for me was Kasturi Juanga, who worked as 
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an office assistant in a government college in Keonjhar district. She had  apparently 
given the same story to Ms Sashmita that appears in a small sketch book  prepared by 
her in 1991 for the Tribal Welfare Department of Government of Orissa. The story 
in that book doesn’t have glosses though the story lines are the same as the ones 
given to me. This shows the exactness of the oral tradition that has been  carrying 
this story on for ages. I heard this story lines from many people belonging to many 
age groups. All of them told the story exactly the same way, using the same language 
and intonation, as Kasturi did.

Needless to say, oral tradition is very strong in Juang which is shown from the 
songs and folk tales they carry. I have collected hundreds of stories and folktales 
which reinforces the strength of Juang oral tradition. As mentioned above, they still 
don’t have a script system of their own and the education system is one of Orissa 
government in which the medium of schooling is Oriya.

The story as given below has few Oriya loans like ‘subida’ meaning ‘comfort’ as 
in ‘subidha’ of Oriya; ‘sina’ is an Oriya loan which means ‘could’ in a negative way; 
‘rusi’ meaning ‘saint’ is the Indo-Aryan word for ‘rusi’. How could so many Oriya 
loans could get into a Juang folk tale remains to be studied by folklorists.

7.1 Text 1

  (i)  juang-ka  jnm gata 
Juang-GEN born story
[The story of Juang’s birth]

  (ii) n-ga urua gata
went-GEN old story
‘This is a story of very old days.’

 (iii) drm kil purtibi-te mba muusa surusi kib-sere
Daram God world-LOC two people create do-PRF

‘A god called Daram God created two people in this world.’

 (iv) ar-kia i-an-kia rusi au rusi-ai
he-DL be-PST-DL saint and saint-FEM

‘Both of them became saints.’

  (v) ar-kia gunasika nikui-a muin ui-a re-an-kia
he-DL gonasika near-GEN one hill-GEN stay-PST-DL

‘They lived on a hill near Gonasika.’

 (vi) muluk-a sabi-ete ak asi-an
area-GEN everywhere-LOC water be-PST

‘The entire area was full with water.’

  (vii) erete muus-ki re-te subida ara-asi-an
thus people-PL stay-INF comfort NEG-be-PST

‘That’s why it wasn’t possible for humans to live in the world.’

 (viii) misi-a ara-kia muin knn  jnm-ian 
one.day-GEN she/he-DL one child born-PST

‘They had a child.’
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  (ix) erebea drm kil tankui ak-te kb-sr-j
that time Daram God all water-ACC dry-PRF-PST-PRTCPL

muus-ki-te unn-te  jage-an
people-PL-ACC keep-INF want-PST

‘At this time Daram God wanted to dry up all the water and keep human 
beings in the world.’

  (x) erete rusi knn-te ge-kij inja-b- subui-te  jini-te
so saint child-ACC kill-? house-LOC-DEF all-ACC blood-ACC

m-a 
throw-PST

‘That’s why he (the Daram God) had to kill the saint’s child and spray his 
blood everywhere.’

 (xi) ere-re drm kil rusi-te ji-ki
so Daram God saint-ACC ask-PRS

‘So the Daram God asked the saint.’

  (xii) rusi sina mnge-, rusi-ai  jena gam 
saint could agree-PST saint-FEM NEG say
‘Saint agreed but his wife did not agree.’

  (xiii) rusi knn-te gege-te drm kila muin kig kin-a
saint child-acc REDPL:kill-INF Daram God one tiger send-PST

‘Daram God sent a tiger in order to kill the saint’s child.’

 (xiv) rusi knn kakag kkm-b kig-te b-gj
Saint child bow arrow-INS tiger-ACC CAUS-die
‘The saint’s son killed the tiger with his bow and arrow.’

  (xv) ar kakag km pargm asi-an 
he bow arrow perfect be-PST

‘He (the saint’s child) was perfect with bow and arrow.’

 (xvi) drm kil rusi-te gam alu n-j knn-m-te
Daram God saint-ACC say bathe go-PRTCPL child-DEF-ACC

kakag gg-te mana mi-kib-e
arrow take-INF prohibit FUT-do-FUT

 ‘Daram God told the saint that he should prohibit his child from taking an 
arrow when he goes to bathe.’

 (xvii) ba-r mane-j knn- kakag ma-gg-an
father-GEN obey-PRTCPL child-DEF arrow NEG-take-PST

‘Obeying his father’s words the child didn’t take arrow to the river.’

(xviii) kig rusi knn-te b-gj
tiger saint child-ACC CAUS-die
‘The tiger killed the child.’

  (xix) ar-a injab- subuae kini--ki
he-GEN blood-DEF everywhere spray-PST-PL

‘His blood was spread all over.’
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  (xx) ere-tasun purtibi-ta ak ksr-
that-after world-LOC water dry-PST

‘After that water dried up from the world.’

 (xxi) ar-a iji iti-r-b-ta paa u-i-ian 
he-GEN leg hand-DEF-LOC-ABL hills happen-PRF

‘From his legs and hands hills and mountains emerged.’

 (xxii) bkk-a  juntar-ta lag sumusi ian
child-DEF hair-ABL leaf flower happen:PST

‘From the child’s hair plants grew.’

(xxiii) elmi-ta rusia-kia barg-a-leka knn kncelan ian
this-ABL saint-DL twelve-DEF-each son daughter be:PST

‘The saint couple had 12 sons and 12 daughters after this.’

(xxiv) ar-ki  jua-ki-te  jnm kib-ki
he-PL Juang-PL-ACC born do-PL

‘They gave birth to Juangs.’

 (xxv) ere-tasun  jua  jati sursi ian
this after Juang community create be:PST

‘This is how Juang community was created.’

Pinnow’s (1960) collection of texts has a different folk tale about the origin of Juangs. 
I could hear very few informants of older generation subscribing to this story. I read 
the story given in Pinnow out to them. The story I give below has been taken from 
Pinnow’s texts which is no different from what I heard from few villagers. However, 
I didn’t check the language of the story with anybody. According to this story, the 
God Shiva and his wife the Goddess Parvati gave birth to a saint couple who lived 
in the forest by eating fruits and roots of the forest. They were always in  meditation. 
A few days after hair started growing from Rusi’s (male saint) tongue. After that 
whoever he cursed got cursed and died. This created fear among the  villagers, and 
they evoked spirits from mountains, forests to help them. The spirits of mountains 
and forests appeared, and they fed the Rusi with all sorts of food to satisfy him. 
After this event, the hair started falling out of Rusi’s tongue. After the hair fell out, 
whenever he cursed it had no effect. No one got cursed as his evil magical power 
disappeared. After that, wherever he sat good things started to happen, such as 
water started flowing from there. Wherever he kept his feet water started to flow 
from there which is called ‘Rusi’s foot water’. Then eventually many children were 
born from the Rusi who got to be known as Juangs. Thus Juangs are the children of 
the saint or Rusi. This is the origin of Juangs according to another folk tale. Note 
the contrast that in the earlier story there was water everywhere which is why there 
was no human civilization and Justice God had to do something as nasty as killing 
a child to be able to dry up the water and create human civilization. By contrast, in 
this story, there was no water or presumably not enough for the human habitats; the 
problem was solved with the help of spirits, gods, and demons of mountains and 
forests who made the evil power of the Rusi disappear by which it became possible 
thereafter for the Rusi to sit in places where water started flowing. The earlier story 
talked about a phase in which human child sacrifice was probably in practice. The 
earlier story justifies that Justice God persuades the saint to sacrifice his child so 
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the child’s blood and severed limbs can create nature and civilization. The story is 
unforgivably suggestive about child sacrifice which was a part of  Hindu Shakti cult 
in the middle ages. The second story disqualifies one’s ability to curse by terming it 
to be a bad thing and promotes the message that the disappearance of  evil habits 
like cursing someone to die can create by contrast, instead of  death, the magical 
power to create nature and water and settlements. These two stories signify the 
influence of  the Hindu belief  system of  two phases in different ways. The second 
story too has some Oriya loans. Both stories reinforce that Juangs are children of 
‘Rusi’ meaning ‘saint’ in Sanskrit and other Indo-Aryan languages. The stories 
may have been created after Juangs have come into contact with the Aryan culture 
somewhere in prehistory.

I provide that text below; the glosses are my own because some of the glosses given 
by Pinnow don’t match the grammatical categories found out for those segments.

7.2 Text 2

juang-r kahai rusi rusirai-kia A history of the Juang: Rusi and Rusiani

  (i) isur  parboti  jonomo-n-kia
Shiva Parvati born-PST-3DL

‘Shiva and Parvati were born.’

  (ii) au-r-ta rusi rusi-ai  jonomon-kia
they-GEN-ABL Rusi Rusi-FEM born:PST-3DL

‘Rusi and Rusiani were born from them.’

  (iii) ar-kia bang-eta-ju ere-tasun bo-a ron-kia
she/he-DL two this-ABL-EMPH that-ABL forest-LOC stay-3DL

‘Both of them lived in the forest.’

  (iv) ph mu  jim--kia
fruit root eat-PST-3DL

‘They ate fruits and roots (in the forest for survival).’

    (v) e-tasun rusi-ra ela-a-te  juana-ro hari-seran
this after Rusi-GEN tongue-DEF-LOC hair-DEF came-PRF:PST

‘In few days hair started hanging out from Rusi’s tongue.’

  (vi) eta hari-seran-j  jie-te lejag-an-j ar gj
then come-PRF:PST-PRTCPL who-ACC curse-PST-PRTCPL he die:PST

‘After (the hair) came out whoever he cursed he died.’

 (vii) eta-ju pirho-paho-koila baro-rokomo u-jim-o
then EMPH village forest/spirit/demon/god twelve CAUS-eat-PST

‘When this happened the spirits of mountains and forests fed him all sorts of 
food.’

(viii) u-jim-o-jo eta-sun ela-a oio-o
CAUS-eat-PST-PRTCPL thus-after tongue-DEF fall.down-PST

‘Having fed him thus the hair of his tongue fell out.’
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  (ix) ono-jo  jemiti  jie-te lej-a-gan-j etasun kei-te
go-PRTCPL when which-ACC which-GEN-??-PRTCPL then who-ACC

ma-lagana
NEG-happen:PST

‘When the hair fell out whoever he cursed it didn’t happen to him.’

   (x) etasun rusi-ra soto-ro budi-ana
then Rusi-GEN truth-DEF end-PST

‘Then the truth about Rusi (Rusi’s magical power) ended.’

  (xi) etasun rusi jouti doko-seran-jo io era mane
then Rusi wherever sit-PRF:PST-PRTCPL well this all

boraboro ag asi-ke
again.and.again water be-PRS

‘After that wherever the Rusi sat there always came water.’

 (xii) rusi-ra pado-ra-te ag hari-an
rusi-GEN feet-GEN-ACC water came-PST

‘Water came out of Rusi’s foot.’

(xiii) rusi-a pado-ra ag ere-te gam-ke-ki
Rusi-GEN foot-GEN water this-ACC say-PRS-PL

‘This is known as “Rusi’s foot water”.’

(xiv) hari-ana eta  jonomo rusi-ra bou�so-ro, jua-ki
came-PST then born Rusi-GEN family-GEN Juang-PL

 jonomo-siri-ki
descendents-PRF-PL 
‘Then Rusi’s descendents were born who were known as Juangs.’

 (xv) ereta manta  jono-man-ki  jota tangorota
from there place:ABL be.born-PST-PL which:ABL hill:DEF:ABL

 jonomosiri rusi
be.born:PRF Rusi

 ‘They (Juangs) were born in the place where Rusi was born.’

(xvi) ere-tasun jua-ki asi-ke-ki rusi-ra putro
thereafter Juang-PL be-PRS-PL Rusi-GEN son
‘Therefore the Juangs are called the sons of Rusi.’

NOTES

*  A generous grant given to me to be at Max Plank Institute of Evolutionary Anthropology 
at Leipzig, Germany has helped me to complete this long pending work in a relatively 
short time. My sincere thanks to Professor Bernard Comrie for making it possible for 
me to come here to be able to complete the work. Thanks also to the editor.

1  The word ‘Juang’ in Juang language means ‘man’. The alternative name Patua 
means wearer of leaf-dress. Juangs abandoned their traditional leaf dress when 
Captain J. Johnstone forced them to wear clothes in the nineteenth century.

2  Matson and Pinnow report vowel lengthening in case of  rst singular subject though I 
noticed lengthening in all persons and numbers.
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3  /-ka/ is a genitive marker in Hindi. It may be possible that due to industrialization in 
the area Juangs are exposed to Hindi-speaking people as a result of which -ka may 
have entered the language, but the usage of /-ka/ seems to older than industrialization 
in the area.

4  I will give my own examples of object agreements in the large grammar book on Juang 
that I am writing for Europa Lincom.

5  Non-  nite verb forms in Juang are marked by -te, -ta or they may just be the reduplicated 
forms of the roots.

6  Those two people grew up to be saints and they lived on a hill called Gonasika. 
Gonasika is still a hill in Keonjhar district which is very picturesque. Most of the 
speakers on Gonasika hill are monolingual Juangs. There are some other stories about 
Gonasika also which relate to portions in the great epic Ramayana.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

REMO (BONDA)
Gregory D.S. Anderson and K. David Harrison

1 INTRODUCTION

Remo, also known as Bonda, Bondo, and Bondo/Nanga Poroja (in Remo remosam), 
has several thousand speakers. Remo is known mostly from a few sources, Fernandez 
(1968), some of which is published as (1983) from the Hill Remo (Mulipaa)  dialect, 
Ramachandra Rao’s phonological materials, Swain’s study and Bhattacharya’s 
(1968) brief  text and more extensive lexical materials, which are mostly of the Plains 
Remo variety. In the following discussion, Remo is used to mean either Hill Remo 
alone or the Hill and Plains dialects together. The data presented in this chapter are 
drawn from Fernandez (1968), Bhattacharya (1968) and from field work carried out 
by the authors in 2005 and 2007, which included digital video and audio of Remo 
speakers (attributed as [SDM] in the chapter, representing our primary consultant 
Sukra Dangada-Majhi).

Remo is unwritten. Its only close relative in South Munda is Gutob, with which it 
forms the Gutob–Remo branch. This latter may form a larger unit jointly with Gta 
in a Gutob–Remo–Gta node as has been suggested by Zide (1965) or may have 
several shared innovations that included Gta, but not form an actual genetic unit 
as suggested by Anderson (2001). Remo and Gutob also share certain structural/
typological (genetic?) features with Kharia as well; this enigmatic situation remains 
an open research question for the future.

The Remo-speaking Bonda occupy the Jeypore Hills in southern Orissa, west of 
the Machkund river in Malkangiri district, centred around Mundlipada (Parkin 
1991:32). The Plains Remo are found primarily in 35 villages in Khairpat block of 
Malkangiri district. While the total number of Plains Remo grew from 2565 to 4764 
from 1941 to 1971, the total number of speakers of the language did not increase 
accordingly. Gradual attrition to Desia has been occurring in some parts of the 
Remo (Bonda) area, and Remo is likely endangered.

Hill Bonda (Remo) are one of the tribal groups in India that are best known 
for being different than ‘civilized’ Indian citizens, and have a reputation for feroc-
ity of character (Elwin 1950). They are organized into exogamous patrilineal clans 
typically named for villages, and, at a superordinate level, into two moieties, tiger 
(ontal), and cobra (killo or kukusa) (Elwin 1950:28–29). Boys and girls reside in 
 segregated village dormitories, marriage is by mutual consent, not arranged, and it 
was not uncommon for older women to marry young boys (von Furer-Haimendorff  
1943). The women traditionally shaved their heads and wore only a cloth girdle and 
elaborate ornaments, enormous metal necklaces and earrings and bead strands that 
came down to the upper thigh. The men wore loincloths, carried bows and arrows 
and reportedly would shoot each other (and outsiders) without qualm. Material 
culture still practiced includes fibre extraction and weaving, construction and use of 
ploughs, hoes, hatchets, mortars, pestles, nets, fish traps, baskets, bird snares, looms, 
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stringed instruments, and drums. They erect and venerate stone megaliths with 
 offerings of rice, mangoes, and sacrificed fowl (Elwin 1950). The Bondo remains 
a popular attraction in the Indian ethno-tourist industry, at a weekly market they 
attend when they come down from their hill villages.

2 PHONOLOGY

2.1 Vowel inventory

The vowel inventory of Remo is relatively straightforward within the South Munda 
context. It is a typical five-vowel system. It may have schwa phonetically, but this is 
weakly motivated as a phoneme by Fernandez (1968).

  (1) Remo Vowels
 i u
 e () o/

  a
(Fernandez 1968:7)

Diphthongs of various types are also attested: (Fernandez 1968:66) lea ‘tongue’, 
bois ‘age’, guiag ‘to wash’, mbainu ‘2 people’, otoi ‘not to be’, kencua ‘earthworm’, 
dau ‘small’.

In Plains Remo, various laxing and weakening processes typical of different 
 vowels are seen in a range of contexts (Fernandez 1968:40–42).

  (2) /i/ > [] /__# mir ‘why’
 /e/ > [] /__n/r/l knda ‘branch’, sllari ‘scolopendra’
 /o/ > [] /___N/T db ‘white’, a ‘fish’
 /a/ > [] /__Ca mas ‘new moon day’, ksa ‘astringent’

Some Plains Remo forms showing vowel oppositions include the following: biri ‘field 
on hill’ vs. bire ‘stone’; kesu ‘bed sheet’ vs. kasu ‘coin’ vs. kasa ‘astringent’ vs. kosa 
‘joint part of metal point and the wooden part of an arrow’; bund ‘tree trunk’ vs. 
bond ‘tank’.

2.2 Suprasegmental phenomena

Remo makes limited use of phonemic nasalized vowels. Thus, one finds oppositions 
like the following in Hill Remo (Fernandez 1968:14).

  (3) nkwi� ‘father-in-law’ nkwi ‘younger sister’
 onkwi� ‘husband’s brother’s wife’ ionkwi ‘married woman’
 busã ‘grandfather’ usa ‘skin’
 ger-su� ‘boy’s dormitory’ nsu ‘knife’
 batugõ ‘twins’ tumugo ‘night’

Note that contrastive nasalization is also seen in diphthongs in Hill Remo (Fernandez 
1968:14).

  (4) orõy�  ‘sickle’ suroy ‘bracelet’
 oõnãy ‘baby’ nsonay ‘squirrel’
 umãw ‘little’
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There are at least six words of Hill Remo where a nasalized vowel alternates with an 
oral vowel followed by a nasal consonant (Fernandez 1968:13).

  (5) ãyun ~ aun ‘common fly’
 ki�yar ~ kiar ‘wife’s sister’
 o�a ~ oa ‘honey’
 so�k  ~ sonk ‘throat’
 oro�y� ~  oroy ‘sickle’
 ger-su� ~  ger-su ‘boy’s dormitory’

Note that while diphthongs are not overly common, ey is generally noted in only two 
words in Hill Remo and its nasalized counterpart e�y� in one: te�y�o ‘anthill’, gey-o 
‘chewed it’, leympu ‘waist’ (Fernandez 1968:13)

The sequence ãõ is found in a small number of stems, for example, bãõsi ‘flute’, 
seserãõ ‘newborn baby’, but *ao only occurs across morpheme boundaries, for example 
a-om ‘do not keep in hand’. Also, *oa is always broken up by a -w- phonetically, for 
example, ow-al-o-pe ‘you caused to thatch’ ow-am-o-ni ‘I caused to pick’.

Some Plains Remo pairs with nasal and oral vowels include the following:

  (6) kuy ‘younger sister’ ku�y ‘wife’s father’
 er ‘winnow’ e�r ‘endosperm of a mango seed’
 iyoaya ‘house, etc.’ iyõayã ‘serpentine’
 usa ‘skin’ busã ‘paternal grandfather’
 kuy ‘poke with folded hands’ ku�y ‘scold’

2.3 Consonant inventory

The consonant system of Hill Remo is typical South Munda, it has a five-way place-
contrast at nasal and voiced stops. Glottal stop is found frequently.

  (7) Hill Remo
 p t   k  
 b d  j g
 m n   
  s
  z
  l
  r
 w   y (Fernandez 1968:7)

Plains Remo presents a slightly different picture. Here, a voiceless palatal is found, 
but no retroflex  or z; Hill Remo w is realized as Plains Remo v.

  (8) Plains Remo
 p t   k  
 b d  g
  s  c
    j
 m n   
  l
  r
 v   y  (Ramachandra Rao 1981:10)
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In a small number of stems, Hill Remo (HR) has lost a final consonant that Plains 
Remo (PR) preserves:

  (9) Hill Remo Plains Remo
 suu suug ‘blossom’
 wa wal ‘swim’

At one point in the history of Remo there were, and for speakers of certain varieties 
there remain, instances of word-initial syllabic nasals. This is realized in the form of 
a lexicalized prefix or ‘pre-base’ in a number of Remo words. Remo speakers vary 
between treating these as syllabic or as pre-nasalization on the following consonant. 
Thus, a word like Hill Remo nsu ‘knife’ or Plains Remo nsa ‘refuse’ may be treated 
as either one or two syllables for different speakers.

In Plains Remo, aspirates in loans are often deaspirated, for example, goa ~ 
goa ‘horse’ tal ~ tal ‘leafy fan’ (Ramachandra Rao 1981:28–29). Both voiced and 
voiceless stops can occur word-finally bop ‘head’ kub ‘many’ kot ‘manure’ bond ‘tank’ 
so ‘castrated bull’.

Note that the palatal affricate is realized as alveolar before round vowels: tsoni 
‘beak’ tsola ‘wick’ cali ‘skin’ kanc ‘bottle’ cinta ‘worry’ dzudzu ‘sight’ dzoi ‘field canal’ 
dzokto ‘under’ jamali ‘check’ pajraa ‘spring season’ (Ramachandra Rao 1981:35).

Some examples of contrastive words demonstrating the phonemic inventory of 
Plains Remo are offered below:

 (10) pali ‘river bank’ bali ‘sand’
 tati ‘leafy plate’ dadi ‘maternal grandfather’ 
 aku ‘mango seed’ aku ‘girl’
 parak ‘river’ parag ‘spring pond’
 kubu ‘node’ gubu ‘pig’
 ruõ ‘chill’ suõ ‘fire’
 rani ‘widower’ lani ‘a month [May–June]’
 may ‘pull’ nay ‘cobra’
 om ‘eggplant’ [g]om ‘village’
 rot ‘charriot’ ro ‘fat’
 ma ‘curry’ mag ‘a month’ va ‘bow’
 miri ‘how’ piri ‘bird’ biri ‘field on hill’

Note that word-finally the sequence -o# may be realized as a nasalized vowel + 
glottal combination, o�# in Remo.

 (11) gutumo� ‘forehead’ =gutum [SDM]

2.4 Syllable structure and phonotactics

The following comments can be made about the phonotactics of  Plains Remo: 
Most consonants can be found word-initial except*-, while final -l and - are found 
only in loans, for example, jal ‘fish net’. In addition - , -v, and -c are all  lacking 
word-finally (Ramachandra Rao 1981:19). In terms of  the  phonotactics of  vow-
els, these are generally less restricted except that nasalized -i � is only found finally, 
for example, si �  ‘sun’, and nasalized e � is never found initially: me � ‘younger 
brother’  (Ramachandra Rao 1981:23). In contrast to Rao’s analysis, the conso-
nant  inventory of  Plains Remo as given in Bhattacharya (1968) reports v as a 
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phoneme, but gives no examples in his lexicon. He finds w only in a few Desiya 
loanwords (e.g. terwa ‘eunuch’, parwa ‘pigeon’) and likewise c and h only in loan-
words.

The following medial heterosyllabic clusters are found in the Plains Remo given 
in Bhattacharya (1968).

 (12) 

  Key: (✓) attested only in loanwords, ✓* attested only in proper nouns, ✓ 
geminate.
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The following lexemes (simplex or complex) exemplify consonant clusters. (Note: 
In Bhattacharya’s transcription, a final consonant followed by an apostrophe, 
for  example, k’, p’, indicates a pre-glottalized, unreleased stop, for example, p, k. 
We have retained this convention in the wordlist presented here.)

 (13) p supre superintendent of police
  upkar aid (Desiya loanword)

 b b�bsi headache
  bba a toothless person
  bbgari front side
  b�bker head (i.e. ear) of paddy
  tiribak’ cloud
  dabla the white one (Desiya loan)

 m limbi catapult
  smdi son’s wife’s father
  smpu muskrat
  rimkur quarrelsome person
  kammi deity, spirit
  umri fig (Desiya loanword)
  mi i inner part of house
  umtai prostrate

 d buddi intelligence (Desiya loanword)
  dadya bad (Desiya loanword)
  badrai murderer

  sag- to stop
  sra a kind of rat
  subr- to be sold out
  bute buffalo (male)
  ralak’ glutton
  juak’- to sink
  jujulu earring (upper) for male
  basa until, henceforth
  erupe funnel

 g laglak’ cave
  lglk’- to calve
  snagsagrak’ (Hill Remo) window
  sinigbu a worm which emits bad smell
  mugsi smoke
  bunu�gin a drum
  a�gak’- to be wet
  bitig-na salt-LOC

  digdag flash of lightning
  uguk’- to send

 t sitgur restlessness
  mtri minister (Desiya loanword)
  titti enta to bury a dead body
  map a wrapper, a blanket
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  publ football (English loanword)
  kkte- to have something tightened

 l sial-bai the head of a horned deer

 s lsna also
  lktap’ dew
  siksa bone, skeleton
  mesre magistrate (English loanword)
  miste in neighbour
  uskp’ hiccup

 n ontal cobra moiety
  ptanlak’ a kind of necklace
  punni lotus
  punay- to stop another
  banji ~ banjala a childless couple
  ne bring (second person imperative)
  mina one alone
  dinke daily, always (Desiya loanword)
  dinsu article (Desiya loanword)  

  megam-sam a festival held in the month of Pus
  majal very much

 y buyi- to play on a flute
  pusaypa pitma�ri tree*
  bayg luck (Desiya loanword)
  yjak’ to make ready

 j bejri tomato (Desiya loanword)

 r srla�i cucumber
  srkup’ snail
  srni a female thief
  srm-  to awake from sleep
  urkuri mad
  orpa the last of the death rites
  mrtk’ star
  mrsi chilli
  burbu a kind of wild fruit

 k kakka father’s younger brother
  maka spider (loanword)
  okra man, male
  kser horizontal pole on which clothes are dried

  regi wooden necklace
  saye ancestor spirit
  sansi egg shell
  litap’ a small basket
  sema bug
  meer a kind of bean
  meer a kind of worm
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  bale relatives on the father’s side
  bre-sa swearing by a brother
  nap cloth worn by Bonda women 
  gusbur wild dog

In Plains Remo, the combination of /gg/ is realized as [g]. og-o-t-i ‘I have carried 
a child’ vs. o-go-t-i ‘I can carry a child.’

 (14) nsuk ‘knife’ > nsug-e ‘knives’
  > nsug-bero ‘with the knife’
 > nsug-e-bero ‘with the knives’ (Ramachandra Rao 1981:83)

Regarding possible syllable types, the following are permitted (Ramachandra Rao 
1981:24).

 (15) V
 VC
 CV
 CVC, CVVC
 CVCC (only in loans)
 CCV, CCCV

One important distributional fact about Remo consonantism is that initial CC 
clusters are virtually exclusively homo-organic (syllabic) nasal + obstruent clusters. 
There are a few loans that are an exception to this: ruka ‘leopard/panther’ and 
gyapo ‘bastard’ (Ramachandra Rao 1981:48–49, 63–64). As aforementioned, word-
initially these are (often) not clusters or unit phonemes (i.e. pre-nasalized stops) but 
rather the initial nasal forms the nucleus of its own syllable.

 (16) mp mpo  ‘saree’ mpor ‘husband’
 mb mbar  ‘2’
 ns nsap ‘waist’ nsuga ‘banana’
 nt ntopsi ‘egg’ ntu ‘near’
 nd ndea ‘tree species’
 k kuk  ‘rice’
 g go  ‘crab’ gorga ‘black scorpion’
 j  jur  ‘dawn’

As for possible three-term initial clusters #CCCV, only the following with initial, 
homo-organic nasals (Ramachandra Rao 1981:64) are permitted.

 (17) ntra ‘morning liquid meal, gruel’
 ntlo ‘that day’
 rokabiye ‘big black ant’
 ntni ‘mushroom’

Three-term medial clusters VCCCV invariably involve a pre-nasalized cluster 
(Ramachandra Rao 1981:66). These vary between bi- and tri-syllabic pronunciations.

 (18) gori ‘rag’ suru ‘bamboo hat’
 pak ‘pigeon’ kondru ‘hump of bullock’

In final position, a similar observation can be made: two-term final clusters CC# are 
mostly homorganic nasal + obstruent clusters as well (Ramachandra Rao 1981:66).
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 (19) kond ‘arm’ so ‘castrated bull’
 bond ‘tank’

Possibly, Plains Remo has pre-nasalized stops appearing in coda position func-
tioning as unitary elements phonologically. Were this suggestion taken to be true, 
then Plains Remo syllable structure might be reducible to the following:

 (20) V VC CV CVC CVVC CRVC

where C1 is either a simplex consonant or a pre-nasalized stop or a pre- nasalized 
stop + liquid cluster. Syllabification phenomena support this hypothesis 
(Ramachandra Rao 1981:78).

 (21) u.i ‘temple’ su.ru  ‘bamboo hat’
 n[.]de.a ‘tree species’ e.ke.te.ke ‘crookedly’

Note that vowel + n + consonant (or pre-nasalized), that is, onC (or onC) and õC 
contrast word-finally in Hill Remo ons ‘duck, swan’ vs. sõk ‘throat’.

2.5 Intonation/stress

In Plains Remo stress is always on the second syllable. That is, it is in final position in 
disyllable words, otherwise second syllables get primary stress, and every subsequent 
even numbered syllable gets secondary stress. This suggests that the first syllable 
is marked as extra-metrical and stress is assigned by forming iambic (left-headed) 
binary feet, with left-headed prominent word structure:

 (22) oíyonì bbáenkìni
 (o).í.yo.nì (b).bá.en.kì.ni
 (Ø)S W S (Ø)S W S W
   (* )  (*   (* ) (* )
    *    *

 baósusùenk�ga gaysúsuènkinì
 (ba).ó.su.sù.en.k�.ga  (gay).sú.su.èn.ki.nì
 (Ø) S W S W   S W  (Ø) S W S W S
   (* )  (* )  (* ) (* )  (* )  (*
   * *

2.6 Morphophonology

Both dialects of Remo exhibit a range of morphologically triggered alternations. 
For example, in some stems ending in -aj, this monophthongizes and become -e 
before the non-past marker in Hill Remo (Fernandez 1968:16).

 (23) bosaj-o-ni > bose-t-i ‘I set aside (offer)’

With the stem -iy/i ‘return’, on the other hand, iy becomes i before consonant-initial 
affixes (Fernandez 1968:16).

 (24) o-iy-o-ni ‘I caused to return’ i-t-i ‘I return’ i-g-ni ‘I returned’
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Assimilation to place with nasal + consonant combinations can occur across 
 morpheme boundaries in Hill Remo (Fernandez 1968:17).

 (25) tami-ba-g-ta ‘he has sneezed’ < tami-bam
 em ‘do’  > i-em REDPL

With a small number of nasal final stems, in the first person singular past tense 
(conjugation-II), there is a coalescence between the final nasal, regardless of place 
and the velar consonant of the PAST.II suffix to yield  (Fernandez 1968:17).

 (26) bam ‘get’ > ba-ni ‘I got’ < /bam-g-ni/
 to-ni < ton-g-ni ‘I stood up’ 
 snsay-ni < -g-ni ‘I was ahead’

In Hill Remo, stem-final , s, l > Ø before a consonant-initial suffix or word-boundary/ 
hiatus. Note that in Plains Remo, s and l show the same behaviour while in this same 
environment, >. 

 (27) Hill Remo
 ba-o-ni ‘I slapped’ ba-t-i ‘I slap’ ba ‘slap!’
 bal-o-ni ‘I burned’ ba-t-i ‘I burn’ ba ‘burn!’
 sayks-o-ni ‘I sifted’ sayk-t-i ‘I sift’ sayk ‘sift!’ (Fernandez 1968:18)

 (28) Plains Remo
 ruys-o-ni ‘I milked (cow)’ ruy-t-i ‘I milk’ no-ruy ‘milk!’
 jul-o-pa ‘you 2 saw’ ju-t-pa ‘you 2 see’ no-ju ‘see/look!’
 be-o-na ‘we 2 gave’ be-to-na ‘we 2 give’ no-be ‘give!’
 (Ramachandra Rao 1981:101)

Note that the restriction on final clusters mentioned above in Hill Remo operates on 
the word-level (as seen in the form ‘sift!’ above), not on the stem-level, where clusters 
like -ks are permitted.

In Plains Remo, the combination of /gg/ is realized as [g]. og-o-t-i ‘I have 
 carried a child’ vs. o-go-t-i ‘I can carry a child.’

In Plains Remo, stem-final voiceless consonants may be voiced when adding 
vowel- or voiced-consonant initial suffixes (Ramachandra Rao 1981:83).

 (29) nsuk ‘knife’ > nsug-e ‘knives’
  > nsug-bero ‘with the knife’
  > nsug-e-bero ‘with the knives’

Plains Remo shows a range of consonant assimilations:

 (30) //  > [m] /__b ntmbk’ ~ ntb’0 ‘brain’
 /l/ > [n] /V[+NASAL] __ ns� > ns-le ~ ns-ne ‘spade’-PL

 // > [r] / [r] __ buitur renta ‘to spit’ (< /enta/)
  ~ g nsuk’ ‘big knife’ > PLURAL nsule ~ nsu�gle
  ~   ~ l piri ‘bird’ > pirie ~ pirie ~ pirile ‘bird’-PL

According to data in Fernandez (1968:18), with a small number of stems ending in 
-b, there is a curious change in first person singular past forms. Both of the stems 
below belong to conjugation-II. Rather than *lob-g(i)-ni and *lob-ga as might 
expected, one finds lok-ni ‘I cured’ lo-ga ‘he cured’ instead. Similarly, one finds 
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sab > sak-ni ‘ I came’ and sa-ga ‘he came’. Note that non-past shows regular  voicing 
assimilation, for example, lop-t-i ‘I cure’.

The causative prefix o- is realized as ow- before stems beginning with -a. This is 
due to the restriction on surface sequences of *oa in Remo: ow-al-o-pe ‘you caused 
to thatch’ ow-am-o-ni ‘I caused to pick’.

As discussed in the section below on verb morphology, reduplication plays a 
 significant role in Remo; for example, the reduplicated verb stem allomorph must be 
used with the suffixes -en, -go, and -uso. Optimally, the reduplication takes the 
shape of CVC-. Certain vocalic changes are typically found in Remo  reduplicated 
forms. With high and mid vowels, the reduplicant vowel is always high. With 
rounded syllable nuclei, the reduplicant has a rounded vowel [u], with unrounded 
base nuclei, the reduplicant vowel is unrounded [i]; otherwise, the vowel is . This 
can be  summarized as follows:

 (31) Ci / Ce / Cey > Ci-
 Coy / Cwi / Cwo > Cu-
 Ca(y) > C

As alluded to above, not every stem copies the second consonant in the  reduplicated 
form. Generally nasals are preserved, but -b, -, -l, and -s are deleted, for example, 
ab ‘pound’ > -ap-. CVr stems also mainly lose the final -r, that is, they are 
 realized as CV- reduplication except tur-tur ‘search for’ (Fernandez 1968:20).

A handful of  stems show idiosyncratic behaviour in reduplicated forms. 
For example, stem-final consonants in targets as well as copies may be lost, 
 unexpected devoicing of  stem final consonants in the base and the reduplicant 
may occur, or the reduplicant appears with unexpected vocalism, etc. (Fernandez 
1968:20–21).

 (32) le > l-le ‘squeeze’
 lag / tag > lak-lak / tak-tak, ‘smoothe’ / ‘strip’
 log / tog / zog > lok-lok / tok-tok / zok-zok ‘fall’ / ‘pick up’ / ‘trample’
 bam > bum-bam ~ bm-bam

As in Hill Remo, the reduplicated stem in Plains Remo is used with mono-syllabic 
verbs with the following suffixes: PROG -e CAP -go and DESID -usu. All result from 
fused auxiliary verb constructions (see section 3.2.12). As with Hill Remo, there are 
a number of lexically restricted idiosyncrasies in the reduplicated forms themselves. 
However, the systems also differ not insignificantly.

In Plains Remo, the only time one finds full CVC- reduplication is if  in the stem, 
C2 = -g/-n. Otherwise, there is CV- reduplication. Note that the reduplicated vowel 
is a faithful copy of stem V1. The vowel in the reduplicant is not restricted to high 
vowels and schwa as in Hill Remo.

 (33) ki-kib ‘pour’ lu-lu ‘borrow’
 ga-gar ‘rip’ jo-jor ‘descend’
 e-em ‘do’ ru-ruis ‘milk’
 sug-sug ‘sweep’ on-on ‘carry on shoulders’

Note that with stems of the shape VC, reduplication copies only the vowel, not the 
coda, thus yielding a long vowel. This is true even if  the coda consonant is -n or -g, 
for example, u-un ‘transplant’, o-og ‘carry child in sling’.
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The PAST.II morpheme can have a zero-allomorph when used with a first or second 
person subject, and is realized as -ga when in word-final position with a third person 
subject.

The plural suffix -le may be realized as -ne particularly following stems that have 
a nasal consonant in the final syllable.

 (34) (a) remo-ne gulay-l remo-ne  bani-uni
 person-PL! all-PL person-PL crookedly-ECHO

 uri[w]-o[]-ta
 walk-CV-[AUX]-NPST.II

  ‘All people are walking crookedly.’ [SDM]

 (b) remo-le  bani-uni uri-o-ta
  person-PL crookedly-ECHO walk-CV-[AUX]-NPST.II

  ‘The people are walking crookedly.’ [SDM]

3 MORPHOLOGY

3.1 Nominal morphology

The system of nominal morphology in Remo is relatively straightforward. Both 
inflectional prefixes and suffixes are found, but only a relatively small total number. 
The derivational system appears to have been much richer at one point, with a wide 
range of lexicalized derivational elements attested.

3.1.1 Number

The plural morpheme is -(l )e, with numerous allomorphs. Its use is not obligatory 
but it appears with both animates and inanimates: remo-le ‘men’ (< remo), kutom-e 
‘mallets’, bob-e ‘heads’, tamakuli-le ‘fireflies’.

 (35) (a) sayb-le joman-jimin ay-ga-alu
  sahib-PL policeman-ECHO climb-PST.II-SUB

  ‘The sahib policemen climbed beneath.’ (Fernandez 1968:98)
 (b) gitin biri-b  same  su-sum-sa
  that.CLOSE forest-LOC mandeya.corn REDPL-eat-PURP

  kubete piri kukum gisak sa-sap t
  many bird peacock monkey REDPL.come NARR.PRTCL

  ‘ Many birds, peacocks, and monkeys used to come to that forest to eat 
the corn.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:147)

 (c) gisag-e  semug bagb  ai-ga
  monkey-PL tree on.top.of climb-PST.II.3
  ‘The monkeys climbed on the top of a tree.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:147)

Note that stem-final - > g and k > g before the plural morpheme, for example, mo 
‘eye’ > mog-e ‘eyes’, gisak’ [gisak] ‘monkey’ > gisag-e ‘monkeys’.

 (36) mmrtg-e tina-ga
 star-PL be.seen-PST.II

 ‘Stars were visible.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:85)
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The plural allomorph -le appears after final vowels (all data in this section from 
Bhattacharya 1968):

 (37) eri-le ‘bodies’ jri-le ‘streams’
 gisi-le ‘lice’ gine-le ‘teeth’
 gu-le ‘boys’ g-le ‘crabs’

Some vowel final forms take the -e suffix, inserting a glide.

 (38) tati-ye ‘leaf-plates’

Some forms ending in consonants show optional or regionally varying deletion of -l.

 (39) eru-e ~ -le  ‘horns’
 gusu-e ~ -le ‘men of the Dora community’
 gisi-e ~ -le ‘cocks’
 girem-e ~ -le ‘cats’
 kn-e ~ -le ‘these ones’
 k-e ~ -le ‘cots’
 meer-e ~ -le ‘kind of beans’
 mbur-e ~ -le ‘crowbars’
 bailg-e ~ -le ‘friends’ (< bailk)

Other consonant final forms are not reported as allowing -l deletion,

 (40) barik-le ‘village guard of the Dom caste’
 dalait-le ‘office peon, chaprasi’
 jil-le ‘jail’
 kes-le ‘cock’s combs’
 ku�i-le ‘wells’
 ig-le ‘excrements’ (< ik)

while a few are only listed as taking –e alone.

 (41) ayer-e ‘unripe mangoes’
 gusbur-e ‘wild dogs’

Plains Remo also shows allomorphy -le ~ -e / 

 (42) erupe-e ~ -le ‘funnels’
 gulu-e ~ -le ‘hares’
 gubu-e ~ -le ‘pigs’
 bubu-e ~ -le ‘snakes’
 nsam-le ~ -e ‘eyelashes’
 pmi-le ~ -e ‘leaf cups’
 gie-e ~ -le ‘ropes’

Some apparent lexical exceptions are not reported to take -e, despite a final 
glottal stop,

 (43) tum-le ‘mouths’
 nsemi-le ‘noses’
 su-le ‘oils’

while a few forms appear to take only -e.
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 (44) kurme-e ‘goat hooves’
 bile-e ‘feathers’

Finally, some expanded allomorphy -le ~ -e ~ -e  may be found

 (45) bie-le ~ -e ~ -e ‘ants’
 gus-le ~ -e ~ -e ‘dogs’

and a few irregular forms:

 (46) kunnui-le ~ -se ‘wives’
 jaarbi-se ‘Hill Bonda women’
 tuna-le ~ -ne ‘younger sister’

Irregular plural formants or pluralia tantum may be found to a limited degree as 
well: oon-ay ‘son, daughter’ > oon-ay-e ‘daughters, sons (someone else’s)’, or 
sela-n-o-ger-o ‘girls and boys’ (Fernandez 1968:65).

Note that a plural marked noun is still morphosyntactically singular in terms of 
verb agreement (see also section 3.2.1).

 (47) bondagada-na remo-le uli sum-to
 Bondagada-GEN person-PL mango eat-NPST.I
 ‘The people of Bondagada eat mango[es].’ [SDM]

3.1.2 Case

The most characteristic and typologically unusual feature of the Remo nominal 
inflectional system is its use of the objective case a-. It is nearly obligatory with 
 pronouns and in a number of contexts with nouns as well (Fernandez 1968:66ff.). 
Note that the semantic role of the element varies considerably.

One area where the use of  the objective a- is found is when two overt non-
subject NPs are present (even if  one is indexed pronominally). The a- appears on 
the  element not fulfilling the patient/theme role in these constructions. It, thus, 
appears to function as a kind of  oblique object element. In addition, it most 
commonly occurs on definite animate noun phrases so its function is partially 
deictic.

 (48) (a) ni a-remo kiya bi-be-en-t-i
  I OBJ-man rice REDPL-give-PROG-NPST-1
  ‘I am giving the man rice.’ 
 (b) selane ao a-lesi poik-g-ta
  girl fish OBJ-basket put.in-PST.II-NPST.II

  ‘The girl has put fish in the basket.’ (Fernandez 1968:66)

Compare the above with the following:

 (c) ni nsua sum-t-i (d) ni nsua a-sum-t-i
  I banana eat-NPST-1  I banana NEG-eat-NPST-1
  ‘I eat bananas.’ [SDM]  ‘I am not eating a banana.’ [SDM]
 (e) a-io wi-ya (f  ) a-ni kiya be
  OBJ-house go-IMP  OBJ-I rice give
  ‘go home!’   ‘give me rice’ (Fernandez 1968:112)
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 (g) ni a-guso kiya su-sum be-t-i
  I OBJ-dog rice REDPL-eat AUX-NPST-1
  ‘I am feeding the dog the rice.’ (Fernandez 1968:120)
 (h) gitin remo a-monabay selane kiya be-o
  that.CLOSE man OBJ-fat girl rice give-PST.I
  ‘That man gave rice to the fat girl.’ (Fernandez 1968:119)

If  there is no non-patient present, a- may occur on the patient. Note that this applies 
to reflexive pronouns as well. All of these verbs could be considered special tran-
sitive subtypes in Remo, which subcategorize for a subject and an oblique, not a 
patient, and that triggers the use of a-.

 (49) (a) ni a-remo kiya  ru o-mak-t-i
  I OBJ-man rice cook CAUS-learn-NPST-1
  ‘I teach the man to cook rice.’

 (b) ni a-ni o-jul-o-ni
  I OBJ-I CAUS-see-PST.I-1
  ‘I saw myself.’ (made me see me) (Fernandez 1968:66)
 (c) remo a-gisi ju-to (d) ni a-ni  ju-ti-
  man OBJ-chicken see-NPST.I  I OBJ-I see-NPST-1
  ‘The man sees the chicken.’  ‘I see myself.’
  (Fernandez 1968:124)  (Fernandez 1968:125)
 (e) ni tuwela a-mna remo jul-o-ni
  I yesterday OBJ-one man see-PST.I-1
  ‘I saw that one man yesterday.’
 (f  ) ni  a-remo tuwela jel-o-o-ni
  I OBJ-man yesterday see-PST.I-PST.I-1
  ‘I saw the man yesterday.’ [SDM]
 (g) remo a-ni jul-o-ta
  man OBJ-I see-PST.I-NPST.II  
  ‘The man sees me.’ (lit. has seen)
 (h) may a-may-e tusa-to
  she/he OBJ-she/he-PL derogate-NPST.I
  ‘He derogates them.’ (Fernandez 1968:67)
 (i) a-remo jul-o-no-ki
  OBJ-man see-PST.I-2-Q

  ‘Did you see the man?’ (Fernandez 1968:67)

Experiencers are also marked with the objective a-, and occur with third person 
verb agreement.

 (50) (a) a-ni lu-lor-uso-g-ta
  OBJ-I REDPL-vomit-DESID-PST.II-NPST.II

  ‘I wish to vomit.’
 (b) a-oon eri si-ta

  OBJ-baby body hurt-NPST.II

  ‘The baby hurts.’ (Fernandez 1968:67)
 (c) a-ni mabisom ruo-gta (d) a-ni kuru-gta
  OBJ-I very cold-PRF  OBJ-I hungry-PRF

  ‘I feel very cold.’   ‘I am hungry.’ 
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 (e) a-may tamiba-gta
  OBJ-she/he sneeze-PRF

  ‘he is sneezing.’ (Fernandez 1968:112)

Structurally speaking, the a- objective is not a prefix, but rather a phrasal proclitic 
which targets the leftmost edge of the relevant NP that it serves to mark. Thus, it 
may appear on a demonstrative, a possessive pronoun, or anything likely to precede 
a noun or come initially in a Remo noun phrase.

 (51) (a) a-kon bire kur (b) a-kon  soka oyja
 OBJ-that stone roll  OBJ-that shirt how.much

 ‘roll down that stone’ dabu   i-ta
 money COP-NPST.II
   ‘How much does that shirt cost?’

(Fernandez 1968:67)
 (c) ni a-ni-a io uri-t-i
  I OBJ-I-GEN house walk-NPST-1
  ‘I will walk to my house.’
 (d) a-nay- io i-ki-a sum-nay
  OBJ-we-GEN house COP-PRF-COND eat-1PL

  ‘If  we’d gone to our house, we would’ve eaten.’ (Fernandez 1968:67)
 (e) gitin remo a-monabay selane kiya be-o
  that.CLOSE man OBJ-fat girl rice give-PST.I
  ‘That man gave rice to the fat girl.’ (Fernandez 1968:119)

The objective marker also appears on the comparandum in comparative and 
 superlative formations in Hill Remo.

 (52) (a) a-selane- upre may tiur-bay (b) may a-gulay-o- upre
  OBJ-girl-GEN over he tall-ADJ s/he OBJ-all-HUM-GEN over

‘He is taller than the girl.’ oli-ara
 bad

   ‘He is the worst of all.’ 
(Fernandez 1968:67–68)

But in Plains Remo, comparative constructions without the objective marker may 
be found.

 (53) ni nane n muna
 I in.comparison.with you big
 You are older than me. (Bhattacharya 1968:79)

While the use of the objective a- is (largely) obligatory in the domains  outlined above, 
there are a number of constructions where it may appear in certain instances. Possessive 
constructions, possibly derived from an existential locative copular  formation histori-
cally, represent one such formation. These are frequently, but not invariably, found 
where the possessor is marked with the objective a- (and for human nouns, the posses-
sive suffix) [a], followed by a copular verb.

 (54) (a) a-semu suu-ay i-ta
  OBJ-tree raw-fruit COP-NPST.II

  ‘There is raw fruit on the tree.’ (Fernandez 1968:67)
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 (b) (a-)guso gisi i-ta (c) (a-)remo- bop gisi i-ta
  OBJ-dog lice COP-NPST.II  OBJ-man-GEN head lice COP-NPST.II

  ‘There are lice on the dog’  ‘There are lice on the man’s head.’
     (Fernandez 1968:68)

Straight locative readings are also possible with certain nouns in certain uses of the 
a- ‘objective’ marker.

 (55) selane uuo a-kia kuma-en-ta
 girl four.HUM OBJ-river bathe-PROG-NPST.II

 ‘Four girls are bathing in the river.’ (Fernandez 1968:117)

Fascinatingly, there are instances where a- alternates with a variety of other case suffixes 
or fused adpositional elements. Variants of the following type are therefore attested:

 (56) (a) ni io-bo gay-t-i vs. (b) ni a-io gay-t-i
 I house-LOC/DIR enter-NPST-1   I OBJ-house enter-NPST-1
 ‘I enter the house.’ ‘I enter the house.’
  (Fernandez 1968:68)
 (c) ni korji-bagbo layk-t-i vs. (d) ni a-korji layk-t-i
  I chair-SUPERESS/LAT sit-NPST-1  I OBJ-chair sit-NPST-1
  ‘I sit on the chair.’   ‘I sit on the chair.’
      (Fernandez 1968:68)
 (e) oom guso-bitre i-ta vs. (f) oom a-guso
  arrow dog-INESS COP-NPST.II  arrow OBJ-dog 
  ‘The arrow is in the dog.’  i-ta
 COP-NPST.II

 ‘The arrow is in the dog.’
 (Fernandez 1968:68)
 (g) umpor-ãy� bire-uer layk-g-ta
  husband-KIN stone-AGAINST sit-PST.II-NPST.II vs. 
  ‘The husband sat against the stone.’ 
 (h) umpor-ãy� a-bire layk-g-ta
 husband-KIN OBJ-stone sit-PST.II-NPST.II

 ‘The husband sat against the stone.’ (Fernandez 1968:68)
 (i) nen.-gom-bo ne-gom-a ne-gom-na  io
  1PL:GEN-village-LOC 1PL:GEN-village-[GEN] 1PL:GEN-village-GEN house
  ‘The houses in … of our village.’ [SDM]

In a small number of instances, a- is never used. For example, a- is never found with 
the noun gige ‘festival’.

 (57) (a) ni gige wi-t-i vs. (b) ni a-mulipaa   wi-t-i
  I festival go-NPST-1  I OBJ-Mundlipada go-NPST-1
  ‘I will go to the festival.’  ‘I will go to Mundlipada.’
      (Fernandez 1968:68)

Further, neither quantified nouns nor coordinate nouns may take a-.

 (58) (a) remo so muy luk-to
  man hoe one dig-NPST.I
  ‘The man digs with one hoe.’
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 (b) samba zunulu tu-o-ta
  armband earring wear-PST.I-NPST.II

  ‘He has worn an armband and an earring.’ (Fernandez 1968:69)

The possessive or genitive formant is -(a) in Hill Remo -n(a) in Plains Remo. 
It appears after the plural suffix: sik-sa-a ‘the bone’s’, remo-le-a ‘the men’s’, 
atipaa- remo-le ‘the men of Dattipada’ (Fernandez 1968:65). It occurs in the 
shortened or altered form -n in a range of adnominal attributive and non-finite verb 
forms as well (see sections 3.1.10, 3.1.11, and 3.2.8 below).

 (59) (a) remo io oroy-en-ta (b) ni remo- tumo
  man house build-PROG-NPST.II  I man-GEN mouth

 ‘The man is building a house.’ on-t-i
 hear-NPST-1
 ‘I hear the man’s voice.’
        (Fernandez 1968:126)
 (c) kon monabay selane- io
  this fat girl-GEN house
  ‘This fat girl’s house.’ (Fernandez 1968:127)

The genitive case (which is identical to what Fernandez calls the possessive) is  usually 
-na in Plains Remo. It occurs on a possessor noun that precedes the possessum. 
Some examples of its use are offered below.

 (60) (a) ni nej-na gom malkangiri distrikt-bo i-ta
  I we-GEN village Malkangiri District-LOC COP-NPST.II

  ‘My..our village is (a place) in Malkangiri District.’ [SDM]
 (b) mi-le-na gusuger-e-na ninden gusuge kne
  Omdi-PL-GEN Gusungger-PL-GEN primary.clan Gusu’ge DEIC-EMPH

  kirsani rem-le
  Kirsani person-PL

   ‘The original clan for the Omdi and Gusungger is Gusu’ge; these are 
Kirsa�ni people.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:79)

 (c) gojta-na nzemi gojta-na nsemi (d) sajkal-na tiksu
  bull-GEN nose   bull-GEN  nose  bicycle-GEN leg/foot
  ‘the bull’s nose’ [SDM]  ‘bicycle wheel’ [SDM]
 (e) bondagada-na remo-le uli sum-to
  Bondagada-GEN person-PL mango eat-NPST.I
  ‘The people of Bondagada eat mango[es].’ [SDM]

It can be used in lexical[ized] ‘compounds’ as well.

 (61) (a) titi-n kirime (b) tiksu-na kirime
  hand-GEN nail  foot-GEN nail
  ‘fingernail’   ‘toenail’ [SDM]

One of the uses of the genitive case is to distinguish indefinite generic  possessive 
compounds ‘an elephant leg’ from definite, referential possessors, for  example, 
‘(the) elephant’s leg’. As the English glosses represent, such a patterning is far 
from  unusual.
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 (62) (a) ati-na tisku certa (b) ati-na mo� mbaar
  elephant-GEN leg four’  elephant-GEN eye two
  ‘the elephant’s four legs’  ‘the elephant’s two eyes’ [SDM]
 (c) ati-na luntur mbaar (d) ati-na …. aro
  elephant-GEN ear two  elephant-GEN tusk
  ‘the elephant’s two ears’  ‘the elephant’s tusk’ [SDM]
 (e) ati-na luntur mbaar munawe
  elephant-GEN ear two big
  ‘the elephant’s two big ears’ [SDM]

Compare the above ‘definite referential’ possessor with the genitive case with the 
indefinite/generic compounds found below.

 (63) (a) ati bob (b) ati mo�[]
  elephant head  elephant eye
  ‘elephant head’  ‘elephant eye’
 (c) ati suno (d) ati tiksu
 elephant trunk elephant leg
 ‘elephant trunk’ ‘elephant leg’ [SDM]

Finally, although the evidence is scant, the genitive case may also function as the 
subject (at least of a pronominal subject) of a dependent clause in Remo as well.

 (64) kra jul-  jul- a-g-seta mayn kiya-ntra-ma 
 man see-PST.I see-PST.I NEG-CAP-SS he:GEN cooked.rice-gruel-curry

 bu-ki-n-b ui-ga
 put-PLUP-DEP-LOC/DIR go-PST.II

  ‘The man waited there for some time, but then unable to wait more he returned 
to the place where rice, gruel and vegetables were laid by him.’ (Bhattacharya 
1968:149)

Other case forms are often called postpositional elements, though many appear in a 
bound form, so are well on their way to being actual morphological cases. Fernandez 
lists 19 of these, three (actually four, and probably more) of which can be used with 
non-finite verbs to mark dependent clauses of various sources (see also  section 4.2 
below). Some of these are clearly borrowings, such as the originally  Indo-Aryan 
play, one variant of the benefactive or purposive postposition/case clitic. With verbs, 
it takes a reduplicated stem. With pronominals, it takes the a- form in Hill Remo 
and the genitive in Plains Remo. A nearly functionally identical  element is -sa with 
nearly identical formal patterning (e.g. it also occurs with purposive clauses with a 
reduplicated non-finite verb to mean ‘in order to X’ or ‘for X-ing’).

 (65) susum-play vs. a-ni-play
 REDPL:eat-FOR  OBJ-I-FOR

 ‘for eating’  ‘for me’ (Fernandez 1968:110)
 Plains Remo
 ni(-na) palay ‘for me, for my sake’ ma palay ‘for what’ (Bhattacharya 1968)

Another common case or adpositional clitic is the locative/illative in -bo, also found 
in other South Munda languages.
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 (66) (a) ni nej-na gom malkangiri distrikt-bo i-ta
  I we-GEN village Malkangiri District -LOC COP-NPST.II

  ‘ “My” “our” village is (a place) in Malkangiri District.’ [SDM]
 (b) mari kiya t ipni-b kib-
  then cooked.rice EMPH small.basket-LOC/DIR pour-PST.I
  ‘Then he poured the rice into a small basket.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:148)
 (c) ntra patli-b kib-
  gruel small.pot-LOC/DIR pour-PST.I
  ‘He put the gruel in small pot.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:149)
 (d) ma muni-b sb-ga
  vegetable.curry earthen.pot-LOC hold-PST.II

  ‘The veggy curry was held in an earthen pot.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:149)

Note that in its attributive function, the ‘genitive’ may attach to a locative/directional 
case-marked noun, which then serves to modify another noun, for example, -bo-n[a]. 
Attributive use of a genitive in a wide range of formations may be found in other 
Munda languages as well, for example, Gorum (Anderson and Rau, this  volume).

 (67) kra bisar- kna biri-b-na taas i-ta 
 man think-PST.I so.much forest-LOC-DEP field.work be-NPST.I

 a-kri cucare bug--be--ni
 OBJ-woman in.vain beat-CV-AUX-PST.I-1
  ‘The man then thought (in his mind), “There is so much work in the field; I 

beat her for nothing.” ’ (Bhattacharya 1968:149)

3.1.3 Person

Person as an inflectional category of nouns in Remo is highly restricted and 
perhaps attested only in rapid speech. In our corpus, there is only one possible form 
of this type attested in the spontaneous utterance directed from one Remo speaker 
to another.

 (68) pe-mba-na ma-ymi 
 2-father-GEN what=name
 ‘What is your father’s name?’

Such a formation is not overly uncommon with a restricted set of largely kin-terms 
across the South Munda languages (e.g. Gta). Indeed, the form pemba is also a 
possible form in Gta with the same meaning and the speakers so recorded may well 
have been influenced by this sister language spoken in the same region. Such forms 
are not attested, otherwise, in the admittedly small corpus of recorded Remo data. 
However, they may simply be of low frequency and, therefore, have not yet (other 
than this form) been identified in the corpus.

3.1.4 Definiteness

Definiteness per se is not a morphological category of Remo and the topic has not 
received a special investigation yet to date. However, note that in Remo, as in Sora, 
third person pronominal forms can be used attributively before a noun to serve as a 
marker of definiteness.
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 (69) ma�e remo-le  i-ta
 they Remo/person-PL go-NPST.II

 ‘the Remo people go.’ [SDM]

3.1.5 Class/gender

Generally speaking, nouns are not distinguishable by gender. Some words, mostly 
loans, (including personal names) from Indo-Aryan have characteristic -a (mascu-
line) or -i (feminine) and, thereby, distinguish gender.

 (70) Buda ‘Masculine name’ Budi ‘Feminine name’
 banza ‘younger brother’s son’ banji ‘younger brother’s daughter’
 (Fernandez 1968:78).

A small number of adjective stems are similarly marked in this fashion.

 (71) sut-i-bay sut-a-bay ‘lame (f, m)’
 ku-i-bay ku-a-bay ‘mute (f, m)’ (also ko) (Fernandez 1968:88)

Also (and only) bojr- ‘deaf’ kan- ‘blind’ and par- ‘fair complected’ (Fernandez 
1968:88). The most common way of indicating gender in Remo nouns is with the 
prefixes (or first compound elements) lay- ‘male’ vs. jo- ‘female’, for example, 
lay-bu ‘boar’ vs. jo-bu ‘sow’ (Fernandez 1968:78). There are suffixal or N2 com-
pound elements (see section 3.1.10) that encode gender and are used to distinguish 
human male and female referents, for example, -boy ‘woman’ and -rem ‘man’, for 
example, gor-boy ‘Dom woman’ gor-rem ‘Dom man’.

A human/non-human distinction also appears to be relevant in the numeral  system 
of Remo, see below.

3.1.6 Pronouns

The system of Remo personal pronouns includes three persons (first, second, third) 
and three numbers (singular, dual, plural) to form a nine-way opposition. The forms 
of the pronouns are as follows. Note that, while dual is recognized in the pronominal 
system, and for first and second persons, at least is encoded morphologically in the 
verb, it is not an activated inflectional category for nouns in Remo.

 (72)  SG DL PL

 1 ni na nay
 2 no pa pe
 3 may may-pa may-e (Fernandez 1968:81)

Subject forms of both nouns and pronouns are unmarked in Remo, but inflected 
‘objective’ forms as well as genitive/possessive forms of pronouns are found. Some 
examples of illustrating their use are offered below.

 (73) (a) ni nija-na gom  bondaua 
  I self-GEN village Bondaua (Bondagaa)
  ‘My own village is Bondagaa/Bondaua.’ [SDM]
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 (b) ni-na ugbo (c) no-na ubo (d) may-na ugbo
  I-GEN hair  you-GEN hair  she-GEN hair
  ‘my hair’ [SDM]  ‘your hair’ [SDM]  ‘her hair’ [SDM]
 (e) ni  la'y-t-i (f) na [m]bayo ton-te-no
  I sit-NPST-1  we.2DL 2.people stand-NPST.II-1DL

  ‘I am sitting’  ‘We (2) are standing.’ [SDM]
 (g) na�j glero tog-te-naj
  we.PL all stand-NPST-1PL

  ‘We all are standing.’ [SDM]
 (h) ni  tugola to-k-ni (i) ni tuw/gela lay-ki-ni
  I yesterday stand-T/A-1  I yesterday sit-T/A-1
  ‘Yesterday I was standing.’  ‘I was sitting yesterday.’ [SDM]
 (j) a-ni kiya be
  OBJ-I rice give
  ‘give me rice’ (Fernandez 1968:112)
 (k) ma�e njuru mura-ta ... ...a-maj biri-bo
  they morning rise-NPST.II OBJ-they-[GEN] highland.field-LOC

  biri biri wi-ta
  highland.field go-NPST

   ‘They get up in the morning and go to (work) in their highland fields.’ 
[SDM]

Note that, the human numeral/quantifier forms mbayyo ‘2/pair of ’ and gulay-o 
‘all of ’ may be used with first and second person dual and plural, but the 
former element never and the latter only rarely appears with third person dual 
and plural.

 (74) (a) na (mbayyo) a-Mulipaa wi-t-na
  we.2 pair.of OBJ-M go-NPST.II-1DL

  ‘The pair of us go to M.’
 (b) nay (gulay-o) miip kiya sum-t-nay
 we all.of evening rice eat-NPST.II-1PL

  ‘We eat rice in the evening.’ (Fernandez 1968:69–70)
 (c) may-e iskul- bo sa-ga
  she/he-PL school-LOC/DIR come-PST.II.3
  ‘They came to school.’ 
 (d) may-pa (*mbayyo) iskul-bo sa-ga
  she/he-DL *pair.of school-LOC/DIR come-PST.II.3
  ‘The two of them came to school.’ (Fernandez 1968:70)

3.1.7 Demonstratives

The demonstrative system of Remo is decidedly complex in terms of deictic space. 
There is a neutral or proximal element kon and four distal elements distinguished 
by the degree of closeness to the speaker or deictic space. These are gitin (close but 
most commonly used distal), gusu (mid-1), ro (mid-2), and geta (~ gta) (distant 
or far).
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 (75) (a) kon gisi ni-a (b) kon remo (c) kon mbaar bire
  this chicken I-GEN  this man  this two stone
  ‘This chicken is mine.’  ‘this man’  ‘these 2 stones’
         (Fernandez 1968:82)
 (d) gitin guso (e) gitin remo-le
  that.CLOSE dog  that.CLOSE man-PL

  ‘that nearby dog’  ‘those nearby men’ (Fernandez 1968:82)
 (f ) gusu gibeso ona su-sum-en-ta
  that.MID.1 bear honey REDPL-eat-PROG-NPST.II

  ‘That somewhat close bear is eating honey.’ (Fernandez 1968:82)
 (g) no-a taja ro
  you-GEN axe that.MID.2
  ‘That axe (some distance away) is yours.’ (Fernandez 1968:82)
 (h) geta remo kon remo ara
  that.DIST man this man NEG

  ‘that man, not this man’ (Fernandez 1968:82)
 (i) mi-le-na gusugere-na ninden gusuge k-ne
  Omdi-PL-GEN Gusungger-PL-GEN primary.clan Gusu’ge DEIC-EMPH

 kirsani  rem-le
 Kirsani person-PL

   ‘the original clan for the Omdi and Gusungger is Gusu’ge; these are 
Kirsa�ni people.’

Certain ones of these demonstrative elements may be used pronominally without 
an accompanying noun and, then, be marked for number. These number-marked 
demonstrative pronouns include kon-e ‘these’ gitin-a ‘those [2] (close)’ or kon-o-pa 
‘these 2’ (Fernandez 1968:83).

The Hill Remo interrogative pronouns include the following: arn ‘what/which’ ma 
‘what’ ja ‘who’ ja-[a] ‘whose’.

 (76) (a) arn gom remo sa-ga (b) ro- ma
  what village man come-PST.II.3   that.MID.2-GEN what
  ‘What village does the man come from?’  ‘What is that?’
        (Fernandez 1968:83)
 (c) gitin remo ja (d) kon ja
  that.CLOSE man who  this who
  ‘Who is that man?’   ‘Who is this?’ (Fernandez 1968:83)
 (e) kon ja- taja (f ) gitin ja-a oon-ay
  this who-GEN axe  that.close who-GEN child-KIN

  ‘Whose axe is this?’  ‘Whose child is that?’
 (g) no- imi ma
  you-GEN name what
  ‘what’s your name?’ (Fernandez 1968:83)
 (h) oho kn ma kakurti in mp igiigim
  EXCL this what trouble alas cloth in.spite.of
   ‘Oh! What is this trouble, in spite of there being a cloth.’ 

(Bhattacharya 1968:64)
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For some speakers ‘why’ is combinatorial ma-sa, literally ‘on account of what, 
for what’.

When functioning as subjects and referring to people, various kinds of indefinite 
and quantifier pronouns formally marked by the suffix -o are found in Hill Remo. 
This set of elements consists of the following: gulay-o ‘all’, ae-o ‘all’ (loan)’, 
soman-o ‘everyone, rapte-o ‘many’, and una-o ‘few’. This element also appears 
with numeral stems (see section 3.1.8).

 (77) (a) gulay-o ay-ga (b) ae-o io-bo wi-ga
  all climb-PST.II.3  all house-LOC/DIR go-PST.II.3
  ‘All climbed.’  ‘All went home.’ (Fernandez 1968:85)
 (c) rapte-o i-en-ta (d) una-o a-Mulipaa wi-ga
  many return-PROG-NPST.II   few OBJ-M go-PST.II.3
  ‘Many are returning.’  ‘Few went to Mundlipada.’
 (e) soman-o a-io wi-ga
  everyone OBJ-house go-PST.II.3
  ‘Everyone went home.’(Fernandez 1968:85)
 (f) tre ~ tr there (g) kre there (Bhattacharya 1968:75–79, 82)

3.1.8 Numerals

The numbers ‘one’ through ‘six’ showed Munda features, mixed with Indo-Aryan 
features in Fernandez’s materials from the 1960s. Above ‘six’ and the numeral system 
increasingly converges with local Indo-Aryan models. For younger speakers now, the 
restriction has extended largely down to the number ‘three’ with numbers over ‘four’ 
obviously loaned from Desia.

 (78) Bondagada Remo
 mujo�[] ~ muju� ‘one’
 mbaar ‘two’
 gi�i� ~ ii ‘three’
 catta ~ carta ‘four’
 pa�[n]tra ‘five’
 coa ‘six’
 sad[r] ‘seven’
 a't/ ‘eight’
 no ‘nine’
 dos ‘ten’
 egaro ‘11’
 kui ‘20’
 ekusi ‘21’
 baisi ‘22’ [SDM]

Numbers ‘one’ to ‘five’ show idiosyncratic marked forms which explicitly refer to 
humans. Generally, these appear to be derived from corresponding non-human 
forms by the addition of  some element. These elements are called the ‘human 
classifier  suffixes’ by Fernandez (1968:88). They include the following: -a found 
in mia ‘one’, -yo in mbayyo ‘two’, -o in witio ‘few’ (and the adjective somano 
‘straight’), -o which occurs with moloyo ‘five’, geo ‘three’ uuo ‘four’ 
and the indefinite pronouns. Finally, numbers from ‘six’ and higher take the 
element -lok of Indic origin.
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 (79) Human Non-human
 mia remo ‘one man’ muy gisi ‘one chicken’
 mbayyo selane ‘two girls’ mbaar bire ‘two stones’
 geo gere ‘three boys’ gii guso ‘three dogs’
 tiiri-lok remo ‘six men’ tiiri goyta ‘six cows’
 witi-o gere ‘few boys’ witi gisi ‘few chicken’

Note that nouns following numerals usually remain in a singular form in Remo, 
but may optionally appear in the plural (e.g. tiiri-lok remo ‘six men’ vs. geo 
ger-e ‘three boys’).

While numerals (adjectives) often precede the noun they govern, they may also 
follow them as well in Remo. This is true whether the numeral is an original Munda 
root or a loan element.

 (80) (a) ati-na tisku certa (b) ati-na mo� mbaar
 elephant-GEN leg four  elephant-GEN eye two
 ‘the elephant’s four legs’  ‘the elephant’s two eyes’ [SDM]

As aforementioned, other cardinal numerals show an Indic-looking form, at least 
on the root level. The actual attested form consists of the Indic root followed by 
an augment, followed by the particle -a for non-humans (Fernandez 1968:89). The 
augments are -g with so ‘6’, sat ‘7’, a ‘8’ no ‘9’ and dos ‘10’; - with bar ‘12’ ter ‘13’ 
pondr ‘15’ sol ‘16’ sort ‘17’ and otr ‘18’, Ø with egar ‘11’ and onis ‘19’, and -u with 
sod ‘14’. Note that the non-human element -a may appear with a very restricted 
number of adjectival forms as well, for example, bola ‘pretty, good’; gigeba ‘hot’ 
(Fernandez 1968:89). Examples include satga ‘7’, aga ‘8’, noga ‘9’, dosga ‘10’, 
egara ‘11’, bara ‘12’, tera ‘13’, sodua ‘14’, pondra ‘15’, sola ‘16’, sotra ‘17’, 
otra ‘18’, onisa ‘19’, korea ‘20’ (Fernandez 1968:93)

Lower numerals in Remo also show variation with numerals borrowed from 
Indo-Aryan.

 (81) Human Non-Human Indic-Origin Alternate/
   Higher Number Form
 mia muy ‘1’ ~ ek
 mbayyo mbaar ‘2’ ~ dwi
 geo gii ‘3’ ~ tin
 uuno uu� ‘4’ ~ sar
 moloyo moloy ‘5’ ~ pans
 tiirilok tiiri ‘6’ ~ soga (Fernandez 1968:94)

The word for ‘20’ in Remo is kore. This serves as the basis for the Remo  vigesimal 
numeral system. Generally speaking only ‘21’, ‘31’, etc. show the Munda lower numeral 
stem, while all other higher numbers utilize the Indic forms: kore muy ‘21’ but kore 
dwi ‘22’, kore tin ‘23’, etc. Higher numbers are derived from 20, thus one finds kore 
dos ‘30’, kore sol ‘36’, kore onis ‘39’. Then from dikori ‘40’ comes dikori dos ‘50’, 
dikori sol ‘56’, etc. On occasion, certain speakers will use compound forms of higher 
numbers where the tens uses the Indic word but the ‘1’–’5’ shows the Munda stem: 
kore uu� ‘24’ dikori moloy ‘45’ (Fernandez 1968:94). Sometimes a final -o is found in 
higher numerals, for example, kore otro ‘38’ or kore solo ‘36’ (Fernandez 1968:92). 
No information is currently available on the formation of ordinal, distributive, 
 collective, or fractional numerals in Remo.
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 (82) (a) nabay ton-te-no
  we.2DL=2.people stand-NPST.II-1DL 
  ‘We two are standing.’
 (b) na bayo ton-te-no
  we.2DL 2.people stand-NPST.II-1DL

  ‘We two are standing.’ [SDM]
 (c) ati-na  luntur mbaar (d) remo-na luntur mbaar[a] ove
  elephant-GEN ear two man-GEN ear two small
 ‘the elephant’s two ears’ ‘the man’s two small ears’

3.1.9 Adpositions

Remo makes extensive use of bound/enclitic postpositional or case elements. These 
express both a range of local or directional semantic categories as well as benefac-
tive, purpose, etc. As aforementioned, in many instances a noun may either appear 
in one of these postpositional or case forms or in the general objective form in a-. 
Such case/fused adpositional forms include the locative/illative -bo[] ‘in(to)’ the 
subessive -alu ‘under’ and the adessive -borotere ‘near’.

 (83) (a) ni io-bo gay-t-i (b) ni korji-bagbo layk-t-i
  I house-LOC/DIR enter-NPST-1  chair-SUPERESS/LAT sit-NPST-1
  ‘I enter the house.’    ‘I sit on the chair.’ (Fernandez 

1968:68)
 (c) oom guso-bitre i-ta
  arrow dog-INESS COP-NPST.II

  ‘The arrow is in the dog.’
 (d) umporãy� bire-uer layk-g-ta
  husband:KIN stone-AGAINST sit-PST.II-NPST.II

  ‘The husband sat against the stone.’ (Fernandez 1968:68)
 (e) gitin remo semu-alu layk-g-ta
  that.CLOSE man tree-SUB sit-PST.II-NPST.II

  ‘That man is sitting/has sat under the tree.’ (Fernandez 1968:98)
 (f) may guso-borotere layk-g-ta
  s/he dog-NEAR sit-PST.II-NPST.II

  ‘He has sat/is sitting near the dog.’
 (g) tnayntur-nande kukusa gay-ga
  fence-THROUGH tiger enter-PST.II.3
  ‘The tiger entered through the fence.’ (Fernandez 1968:98)

In a small number of instances, a noun may appear with both the objective a- and a 
case or bound postpositional element.

 (84) selane a-remo-bagbo layk-g-ta
 girl OBJ-man-SUPER sit-PST.II-NPST.II3
 ‘The girl has sat upon the man.’ (Fernandez 1968:98)

According to Fernandez (1968:97), there are 19 bound postpositional or case elements 
in Remo that appear with nouns and pronouns. Three (actually four if one includes -sa) 
of these may be found with verbs as well, namely -alu ‘under, beneath’ -bagbo ‘on, 
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upon’ and -play ‘for’. In the case of the first of these, it appears to function like an 
incorporated adverb. In the last instance, this forms a purposive subordinate clause 
(see section 4 below).

Note that one basic way of conjoining nouns belonging to this sub-class of nominal 
elements in Remo is with the comitative or connective b[o]ro ‘with, and’.

 (85) selane bro gere
 maiden:PL with young.man-PL

 ‘The young men and women together.’ [SDM]

3.1.10 Derivation

Derivation in Remo as a productive process is relatively weakly developed, although 
there is evidence that a more elaborate machinery for deriving nouns was available 
in a previous stage of the language. Specifically, a large number of unproductive 
elements appear to have been used to derive the free forms of Remo nouns from 
their corresponding roots. Such a system is commonly found in South Munda 
 languages.

Nouns occur as mono-syllabic or bi-syllabic and mono-morphemic, for example, 
mo ‘eye’ bie ‘stone’ ola ‘leaf, paper’ rei ‘spine’ arom ‘vein, nerve’ suti ‘clitoris’ 
(Fernandez 1968:71). Nouns may also be bi- or poly-morphemic. This includes 
 composite and compound nouns consisting of N1 and N2 (and N3) components like 
tiksu ‘leg’ or ija-buru ‘house fence’ (Fernandez 1968:72) or derived. The proc-
esses of derivation include prefixing, infixing, and suffixing, reduplication, etc.

Sometimes the meaning of one element or another is opaque in Remo, for example, 
leym-pu ‘waist’ siy-e ‘coloured thread’ su-za ‘needle’ (Fernandez 1968:72). Another 
common (historical) derivational process seen in Remo nouns is reduplication l-lap 
‘butterfly’ si-ser ‘song’ titi ‘hand, arm’ (Fernandez 1968:72).

Remo makes extensive use of the pan-Munda (and pan-Austroasiatic)  nominal 
infix -Vn- to derive nouns from verb stems. Many of these have instrumental 
 meanings.

 (86) sug ‘sweep’ > s/un/ug ‘broom’
 nay ‘ghat’ < ayks ‘climb’
 sinia ‘fish hook’ < sia ‘to fish’
 sini ‘bird trap’ < si ‘snare birds’
 pine ‘flute’ < pe ‘play musical instrument’
 gine ‘tooth’ < gey ‘chew’
 gunura ‘spindle’ < gurag ‘spin’
 naray ‘metal lid’ < ray ‘cover a pot’
 tnab ‘thatched roof’ < tab ‘remove’ (Fernandez 1968:79)

Such nouns can be derived from verbs that have incorporated nouns in them, for 
example, sugsugbo ‘to comb’ > s/un/ugbo ‘hair comb’, with the incorporated 
noun -bo ‘head’.

One unusual and restricted use of an -n infix is to form duals with certain 
 nominals. Rather than the -n quasi-instrumental nominalizing infix this element 
is, perhaps, more likely to reflect a semantic extension of the reciprocal prefix -n 
(see 3.2.7).
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 (87) biya (younger) brother > biniya ‘two brothers’ (Bhattacharya 1968:94)

A curious feature of Remo is that a small number of nouns historically are inflected 
verb forms, like rim-o-ta ‘quarrel’ which appears to be a present perfect third singu-
lar verb form of ‘fight’ (Fernandez 1968:72).

Fernandez divides the structure of Hill Remo nouns into prebases (i.e. prefixes) 
roots and postbases (= suffixes). One type of noun consists of a Root and an opaque 
suffixal element. [Root+Suffix] oon-ay ‘someone else’s daughter/son’ kua-i 
‘buttock, rectum’ (Fernandez 1968:72). Some roots are always bound to a suffix or 
N2 compounding element, for example, sik-sa ‘bone, skeleton’. Prefix + Root is the 
most common combination.

 (88) gi-si‘chicken’ gu-so ‘dog’
 -gom ‘village’ -kuswi� ‘jackfruit’
 so-ma ‘curry’ ka-gilas ‘glass’ (loan) (Fernandez 1968:73)

Complex forms are also attested to a limited degree. The patterns attested include 
Root+Gen+Root tum-na-so ‘dog’s snout’ (Fernandez 1968:73).

 (89) titi-n kirime tiksu-na kirime
 hand-GEN nail foot-GEN nail
 ‘fingernail’  ‘toenail’ [SDM]

(Prefix+Root)+Root is the most common complex pattern gisimo ‘eyeglasses’ 
(chicken+eye) n-se-mi ‘nose’ gi-be-so ‘bear’ n-sak-pi ‘bird’s nest’ -ger-su� ‘boy’s 
dormitory’ (Fernandez 1968:73). In one anomalous form, the combination 
Root+(Prefix+Root) is found. This is bay--gre ‘cradle’ (Fernandez 1968:73).

Compound nouns are also found in Remo. Formally, these show a range of types. 
The most common type is Root+Root, for example, suku-bai ‘heart’ tagi-mali 
‘brass necklace’ (Fernandez 1968:73); Prebase+Root+Root, for example, -ger-sela 
‘unmarried female’ n-to-si ‘egg’ (Fernandez 1968:73). On rare occasion three roots 
may be combined: e-ta-goy ‘cow’s rope halter’ (Fernandez 1968:73) A Root may 
also appear with a participle in Remo compounds, susum-ti ‘right hand’ (cf. sum 
‘eat’). Note that the same element may appear as the first or second part of a com-
pound, for example, tiksu ‘leg’ vs. suom ‘arrow shaft’ (Fernandez 1968:72).

Most of the prefixes occur infrequently, perhaps, in a very small number or even a 
single form. Others occur relatively commonly or in quasi-definable semantic groups 
of words. For example, the ‘animal’ classifier gV- is attested in a number of words 
with allomorphy conditioned as follows:

 (90) gV-
  > gi-/__Ci/e
  > gu-/__Cu/o
  > g/__Ca

Examples of this prefix are to be found in such common words as gisi ‘chicken’ 
gise ‘grasshopper’ gga ‘crow’ glay ‘castrated bull’ gu-bu ‘pig’ gu-so ‘dog’ 
(Fernandez 1968:74).

Another common prefix found in Remo is the historical syllabic nasal *N- which 
assimilated to the place of the following consonant (m,n,,). This is found in a 
wide range of words: mbur ‘iron bar’ nsu ‘knife’ []em ‘bird wing’ gom ‘village’ 
(Fernandez 1968:74). A small number of words suggest that perhaps  is being gen-
eralized or that there is a separate nominal formant that is - (Fernandez 1968:75). 
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Such a non-homo-organic - is found in such words as ber ‘slingshot’, so ‘spade’, 
and ragay ‘rib’.

Opaque or unique initial elements may be found in Remo so-ma ‘curry’ ka-gilas 
‘cup, glass’ su-tubu ‘earth, soil’ bay-gre ‘cradle’ la-gomar ‘scorpion sp.’ oli-aa-rem 
‘bad man’ (Fernandez 1968:75).

Some noun roots appear commonly in combination with other roots. These 
include -rem ‘man’, -ti ‘hand’, and -a ‘water’. They serve almost as semantic  classifiers 
in some forms. Examples with these elements include e-rem ‘evil magician’ (< el-) 
buso-rem ‘adult’ sio-rem ‘human testicles’ sakar-rem ‘rich man’ (Fernandez 1968:76). 
seserrem ‘songster’ = (Ramachandra Rao 1981:85) buso-rem ‘adult’ sakar-rem ‘rich 
man’ bol-rem ‘good man’ (Fernandez 1968:80); kirim-ti ‘fist’ gta-ti ‘palm of hand’ 
basa-ti ‘left hand’ s/un/uku-ti ‘elbow’ t/n/a-ti ‘arrow nock’ (Fernandez 1968:77); 
bo-a ‘natural spring’ on-a ‘honey’ gay-a ‘large clay pot’ lumu-a ‘dew’, ur-
 a ‘cloud’ olog-a ‘waterfall’ ki-a ‘river’ li-a ‘rain’ (Fernandez 1968:77).

More rare second elements include -si ‘chicken’, -bu ‘buffalo’, -boy ‘feminine’, 
-ay/-e�y�/-ãy� ‘kinship reference’, and -mo ‘eye, face, mouth’, etc. (Fernandez 
1968:77). A sample of the forms that occur with these include kurlak-si ‘chicken 
wattles’ jo-si ‘hen’ oon-si ‘chick’ gupa-si ‘ceremony type with chicken featured 
prominently’ r/un/uk-si ‘courtyard’; n-to-si ‘egg’; bute ‘buffalo’, se-bu ‘mar-
riage feast where buffalo is slaughtered’, jobu ‘buffalo cow’ lay-bu ‘buffalo 
bull’; salag-boy ‘marriageable girl’ gor-boy ‘Dom female’ lu-boy-a ‘woman’s bead 
necklace’ n-boy-bu ‘adolescent female pig’ liy-boy ‘husband’s younger sibling’; oon-
ay ‘daughter, son’ (when speaking of someone else’s child) kuni-e�y� ‘wife’ (when 
husband speaks)’ umpor-ãy� ‘husband’ (wife speaking); nsa-mo ‘eyelash’ a-mo 
‘tears’ sar-mo ‘face’ tu-mo ‘mouth, beak’. Highly restricted suffixes include -ne 
which is found in two forms only sela-ne ‘girl, woman’ and gulay-ne ‘boy’.

Some examples of basic vocabulary showing different kinds of compounding and 
other derivational processes include the following:

 (91) sunu�kuti ‘elbow’ gulay titi ‘arm’ [all hand] titi ‘hand’
 o�onti ‘finger’ jomti ‘finger’
 o�o�[n]su ‘toe’ jomsu ‘toe’
 tnarm ‘shoulder’ 

The possessive element -a straddles the border between derivation and inflection. 
Functionally, it appears inflectional, appearing in genitive formations. However, it 
appears to also have derivational functions as well, for example, it may combine 
with a participial verb form to create a noun formally: su-sup-a ‘round pot handle’ 
tu-a-so ‘dog’s snout’ tu-a-goy ‘cow’s snout’ (Fernandez 1968:77). Note also the 
following morphophonological changes in compounding (participle + noun) and 
reduplication, respectively, oy-rig ‘ripe Sua millet’ < oys ‘harvest’, mi-me[] ‘dance’ 
< me (Fernandez 1968:79). Note that variation in noun formation can be seen in 
individual instances, for example, rim-o-ta ‘quarrel’ (Fernandez 1968:72) vs. rim 
‘quarrel’ < rim ‘to quarrel’ (Fernandez 1968:79). As alluded to above, Remo finite 
verbs may sometimes be lexicalized as nouns (Fernandez 1968:79).

 (92) re ‘cut’ > regta ‘wound’
 sil ‘be sick’ > sita ‘pain, sickness’
 jur ‘be chilled’ > jurgta ‘chill’
 a ‘be taboo’ > ato ‘taboo’
 suol ‘greet’ > suo-t-i ‘Hello’ (Fernandez 1968:79)
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3.1.11 Adjectives

Adjectives as a word class is perhaps more justifiable in Remo than it is in many 
other Munda languages. Adjectives may precede (most commonly) or follow nouns 
that they modify. When used attributively they remain uninflected (except the clitic 
objective prefix which then appears on the leftmost word in the phrase which may 
be an adjective), but an adjective may undergo zero-derivation and form nouns and 
then, like demonstratives or numerals, may take, for example, number inflection. 
Adjective–Noun case and/or number concord is not known in Remo grammar.

 (93) (a) na�j glero tog-te-naj
  we.PL all stand-NPST.I-1PL

  ‘We all are standing, have all stood up.’
 (b) ati-na luntur mbaar munawe
  elephant-GEN ear two big
  ‘the elephant’s two big ears’ [SDM]
 (c) remo-na luntur mbaar ove
  man-GEN ear two small
  ‘the man’s two small ears’ [SDM]
 (d) mona-bay selane
  fat-ADJ girl
  ‘the fat girl’

Adjectives may be morphologically marked by the modifier suffix -bay, a syllabic 
nasal prefix, N-, or both. Note that this includes numeral stems as well.

 (94) m-baar ‘two’ -gii ‘three’
 buso-bay ‘adult’ sakar-bay ‘rich’ bol-bay ‘good’
 sasa-bay ‘yellow’ bubay ‘multicoloured’ 
 tali-rosuno ‘garlic’ > tuluy-bay ‘white’
 mona ‘grow big’ > mona-bay ‘big, fat’ > mona-gom ‘town’
 n-tera-bay ‘green, blue’ 

Note that -bay may attach to reduplicated verbal forms as well.

 (95)  gigeb-bay ‘hot’ < geb ‘be hot’ zuzurbay ‘weak’ < jur ‘be chilled’ (Fernandez 
1968:80)

Note also the idiosyncratic and unique formant -lu- in goy-lu-bay ‘dead’.
Some adjective stems must occur with a suffix in Remo, although these are often 

loans and copy with them some of the gender/number morphology from their 
 Indo-Aryan source, as well as often taking the adjectival suffix- bay. Such adjective 
stems include kan- ‘blind’, ur- ‘smart’, be- ‘young’, eg- ‘tall’, sero- ‘dirty’, and 
rentem- ‘lean’.

 (96) kan-a-bay remo
 blind-MASC-ADJ man
 ‘the blind man’

As aforementioned, the objective marker also appears on the comparandum in 
comparative and superlative formations in Hill Remo. In Plains Remo, compara-
tive constructions without the objective marker may be found. Comparatives in Hill 
Remo use upre ‘over’ and superlatives add gulay[o] ‘all’ to this.
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 (97) (a) a-sela-ne- upre may tiur-bay
  OBJ-girl-GEN over he tall-ADJ

  ‘He is taller than the girl.’
 (b) may a-gulay-o- upre oli-ara
  s/he OBJ-all-HUM-GEN over bad
  ‘He is the worst of all.’ (Fernandez 1968:67–68)
 (c) ni nane n muna
  I in.comparison.with you big
  ‘You are older than me.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:79)

3.1.12 Adverb(ial)s

Reduplication is frequently found in adverbials. This kind of reduplication may 
belong historically to a subsystem of expressive discourse, a common feature of 
Munda and Austroasiatic languages, generally. Examples include bai-bai ‘well’ 
rumaru ‘etc.’ sorosoro ‘loosely’ toroto ‘crookedly’.

 (98) (a) gulayne oom bai-bai twin-to
  boy arrow well shoot-NPST.I
  ‘The boy shoots the arrow well.’
 (b) may sapu u-o rumaru
  s/he wine take-PST.I etc
  ‘He took wine and what-not.’
 (c) ni a-taja sorosoro sog-o-t-i 
  I OBJ-axe loosely hold-PST.I-NPST-1 
  ‘I have held the axe loosely.’ 
 (d) remo toroto uri-to
  man crookedly walk-NPST.I
  ‘The man walks crookedly.’

Other adverbials may be uninflected nouns functioning adverbially.

 (99) (a) ni miip io-gri a-wi-t-i
  I evening house-ABL NEG-go-NPST-1
 ‘I do not go from the house in the evening.’
 (b) azur a-biri wi-t-i
  morning OBJ-forest go-NPST-1
  ‘In the morning I go the forest.’
  NB zur ‘dawn’ (Fernandez 1968:104)

Munda numeral stems may be found in frozen form in a range of temporal adverbs 
referring to days: misin ‘one day’ < muy ‘one’ barsi ‘two days’ ersi ‘three days’ bartoga 
‘day before yesterday’ baurtoga ‘two days before yesterday’ inlo ‘fifth day before yes-
terday; fifth day after tomorrow’ (Fernandez 1968:104). Some examples of temporal 
adverbs in use include the following:

(100) (a) ni tugola to-k-ni (b) ni tuwela lay-ki-ni
  I yesterday stand-T/A-1  I yesterday sit-T/A-1
  ‘Yesterday I was standing.’  ‘I was sitting yesterday.’ [SDM]
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 (c) nij  oega tog-edi-n
  we.PL right.now:EMPH stand-AUX:T/A-1PL

  ‘We are standing now.’ [SDM]

Adverbs referring to years include the noun boros ‘year’ seen in borsek ‘one year’ 
diboros ‘two years’ and the combining forms [CF]=mo seen in oymo ‘this year’ and 
ndimo ‘last year’ (Fernandez 1968:105).

The locatives include aka ‘here’ ate ‘there’ ika/igri ‘from here’ (Fernandez 
1968:106). The interrogative adverbs of Hill Remo consist of the following: ari ‘where’, 
masa ‘why’, miri ‘how’, oyja ‘how much’, oyjabele ‘when’, and tor ‘to where’.

(101) (a) masa remo wi-en-ta-ki (b) goyta tor wi-en-ta
  why man go-PROG-NPST.II-Q  cow to.where go-PROG-NPST.II
  ‘Why is the man going?’ ‘(to) Where is the cow going?’
 (Fernandez 1968:107)
 (c) no miri wi-to-no 
  you how go-NPST.I-2    
  ‘How will you go?’ 
 (d) no-a soka oyja dabu-en-ta
  you-GEN shirt how.much money-PROG-NPST.II
  ‘How much did your shirt cost?’ (Fernandez 1968:107–108)
 (e) no oyjabele lem-o wi-to-no (f ) remo ari i-ta
  you when sleep-PST.I go-NPST.I-2   man where COP-NPST.II

  ‘When will you go to sleep?’  ‘Where is the man?’
       (Fernandez 1968:108)

Lastly, ara is used to mean ‘no’ and ‘not’; ansa also means ‘no’. oon is’yes’. 
(Fernandez 1968:107–108)

3.2 Verbal morphology

Like the other Munda languages, the verbal morphology of Remo is where the great-
est complexity is expressed, although the Remo verb is in some senses among those 
that are least morphologically developed of the Munda languages. Categories such 
as the person/number of the subject, a variety of TAM formations, and  negation 
are to be included in the make-up of the Remo verb form. In addition, like other 
South Munda languages, a limited degree of mainly lexicalized noun incorporation 
is evident in its structure. Lastly, Remo makes extensive use of a diverse functional 
and formal array of auxiliary verb constructions (many fused into large univerbated 
complexes).

Verb as a formal word category in such North Munda languages as Mundari 
has generated a small body of literature (see Evans and Osada 2005 for a recent 
discussion). Largely, nominal stems may simply be used verbally by making them 
predicates and adding finite verbal morphology to them. Whether one can justify the 
word class per se in Remo is yet to be fully investigated.

(102) maa2pru ns�-ga
 god spade/hoe-PST.II

 ‘God became a spade.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:83)
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3.2.1 Subject

As in Gutob (and Kharia), Remo uses a series of subject enclitics (103). In the case of 
the first singular marker, there are two allomorphs, with the vowel-initial allomorph 
used after consonantal TAM forms like the non-past in -t(V)-. The past tense uses a 
third singular allomorph in -ga for third person subjects (in the ‘second’ conjugation). 
Elsewhere, third person subject (of any number) has no formal realization.

(103)  1st 2nd 3rd
 SG -ni, -i -no -Ø, -ga
 DL -na -pa -Ø -ga
 PL -nay -pe -Ø, -ga

Thus, there is a singular: dual: plural opposition in the first and second persons but 
not in the third. Examples of some sample inflected forms showing the use of the 
various subject enclitics (or suffixes) are seen in (104).

(104) (a) ju-t-na (b) wi-g-no (c) ju-to
  see-NPST.II-1DL  go-PST.II-2  see-NPST.I
  ‘we two see’  ‘you went’  ‘she/he sees’ (Fernandez 1968:25)
 (d) sap-g-t-nay (e) sum-o-ke-pe
  come-PST.II-NPST.II-1PL  eat-PST.I-PRF-2PL

  ‘We all have come.’  ‘Y’all had eaten.’ (Fernandez 1968:26, 22)
 (f ) sap-k-pa (g) maypa wi-ga
  come-PLUP-2PL  they.2 come-PST.II

  ‘You 2 had come.’ ‘They 2 went.’ (Fernandez 1968:26, 25)
 (h) ni la'j-t-i (i) ni tugola to-k-ni
  I sit-NPST-1  I yesterday stand-T/A-1
  ‘I am sitting.’ ‘Yesterday I was standing.’ [SDM]
 ( j) na [m]bajo ton-te-no[]
  we.2DL 2.people stand-NPST.II-1DL

  ‘We two are standing.’ [SDM]
 (k) bondagada-na   remo-le uli sum-to
  Bondagada-GEN person-PL mango eat-NPST.I
  ‘The people of Bondagada eat mango[es].’ [SDM]
 (l) ma�e� njuru mura-ta ..a-maj� biri-bo 
  they morning rise-NPST.II OBJ-they-[GEN] highland.field-LOC

  biri biri wi-ta
  highland.field go-NPST.II

   ‘They get up in the morning and go to (work) in their highland 
fields.’ [SDM]

(m) na�j glero tog-te-naj
  we.PL all stand-NPST-1PL

  ‘We all are standing.’ [SDM]

Note that the third person past allomorph is used in the pluperfect forms with the 
perfect in -k- suggesting that this was a second conjugation verb when it still func-
tioned as an auxiliary, before becoming the tense/aspect marker that it currently is.

(105) (a) sum-o-k-ga (b) sap-k-ga
  eat-PST.I-PRF-PST.II.3  come-PLUP-PST.II.3
  ‘They 2 had eaten.’  ‘They had come.’
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3.2.2 Object types

Unlike South Munda languages such as Gorum, Juang, or Sora, Remo makes no use 
of morphologically encoded object categories within the verb.

3.2.3 Tense

Tense(/aspect) marking shows a moderately complex system in Remo, with verbs 
dividing into two rough conjugational classes, at least as far as the past tense is con-
cerned. Originally, the distinction may have been one of transitive (Class/Conjugation I) 
vs. intransitive (Class/Conjugation II) or ‘active’ vs. ‘middle’. However, Plains Remo 
appears to be generalizing Conjugation-I and many intransitive verbs are now part 
of this class. The seventeen Class-II verbs in Plains Remo are all Class-II in Hill 
Remo except rag- ‘tear (cloth or paper)’ which is Class-I.

The two sets of inflections in Remo are offered in (106)

(106)  Plains Remo Hill Remo  Plains Remo Hill Remo
 PST-I  - PST-II -ga, -gi-, Ø -ga, -gi-, Ø
 NPST-I -to -to NPST-II -ta -ta

The system in Gutob, the language most closely related to Remo, has a similar tense-
marking system, where the PST-II is -gu (called middle past by Griffiths, this volume) 
and the PST-I -o (called active past by Griffiths, this volume). There is a potentially 
cognate element in Gutob relating to the NPST.I, but in Gutob it appears to have a 
customary or habitual aspect meaning, at least in some contexts. It is possible that 
the -o vocalism in the NPST.I is a secondary development in Remo, spread from the 
o-/ vocalism of the past form in the conjugation. The NPST.II form seems to be 
the older one from a comparative Munda perspective (Anderson 2001, 2004, 2007).

Some examples of the various tense-markers in Remo are offered in (107).

(107) Class-I
 lar-o-na ‘we two winnowed’ lar-t-i ‘I winnow’
 lar-to-pa ‘you two winnow’ lar-o-t-pe ‘you (pl) have winnowed’
 lar-o-i-ni ‘I had winnowed’ lar-o-ik-pa ‘you two had winnowed’
 lar-o-ig-a ‘she/he’
 la-lar-en-t-i ‘I am cutting’ la-lar-en-t-a ‘she/he is cutting’
 la-lar-e-no ‘you were cutting’ la-lar-go-t-na ‘we two can cut’
 la-lar-go-i-ni ‘I could cut’ la-lar-go-ik-pa ‘we two could cut’
  (Fernandez 1968:92)
 Class-II (Ø-past)
 nsa-no ‘you refused’ nsa-ga ‘she/he refused’
 nsa-t-i ‘I refuse’ nsa-t-pa ‘you two refuse’
 nsa-ta ‘she/he refuses’ nsa-gi-t-nay ‘we have refused’
 nsa-i-ni ‘I had refused’
 nsa-ik-pe ‘you (all)’ nsa-ig-a ‘she/he had refused’
 nsa-en-t-nay ‘we are refusing’ nsa-e-ni ‘I was refusing’
 nsa-go-t-no ‘you can refuse’ nsa-go-i-na ‘we two could refuse’
  (Fernandez 1968:92)
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Note that in non-third person subject contexts, the past tense form of Class-II 
appears as -gi, and does so for all persons with certain verbs.

Some more examples demonstrating the use of various Remo tense morphemes 
are offered below.

(108) (a) remo soka oluu-ta  (b) remo tuboo-da
  man shirt wear-NPST.II   man tie.turban- NPST.II

  ‘The man is wearing the shirt.’  ‘The man is wearing a head-wrap.’
  [SDM]     [SDM]
 (c) guso tuwg-bo di�i-da (d) guso ro-bo laig[i]-da
  dog ground-LOC lie- NPST.II   dog road-LOC sit-NPST.II

  ‘The dog is lying on the ground.’   ‘The dog is sitting on the street.’ 
[SDM]

 (e) gere too-da
  young.man stand-NPST.II

  ‘The young man/bachelor is standing.’ [SDM]
 (f ) ni la'j-t-i  (g) ni to[o]n-t-i
  I sit- NPST.II-1  I stand- NPST.II-1
  ‘I am sitting.’  ‘I stand up.’ [SDM]
 (h) nabaj ton-te-no[]
  we.2DL=2.people stand-NPST.II-1DL

  ‘We (two) are standing.’
 (i) na bajo ton-te-no[]
  we.2DL 2.people stand-NPST.II-1DL

  ‘We (two) are standing.’ [SDM]
 ( j) na�j glero tog-te-naj (k) ni nsua sum-t-i
  we.PL all stand-NPST.II-1PL  I banana eat-NPST.II-1
  ‘We all are standing.’ [SDM]  ‘I eat bananas.’ [SDM]
 (l) bondagada-na   remo-le uli sum-to
  Bondagada-GEN person-PL mango eat-NPST.I
  ‘The people of Bondagada eat mango[es].’ [SDM]
 (m) bondagada-na   remo-le… k[i]ja
  Bondagada-GEN person-PL cooked.rice
  ‘The people of Bondagada eat cooked rice.’
 (n) sum-to nd[]ra� u'u-to
  eat- NPST.I morning.gruel drink-NPST.I
  ‘(they) drink the rice gruel.’
 (o) ni tugola to-k-ni (p) ni tuwela lay-ki-ni
  I yesterday stand-T/A-1  I yesterday sit-T/A-1
  ‘yesterday I was standing.’  ‘I was sitting yesterday.’ [SDM]
 (q) ni tuwela a-mna remo jul-o-ni
  I yesterday OBJ-one man see-PST.I-1
  ‘I saw that one man yesterday.’
 (r) ni nsua tugola … sum-o-ni
  I banana yesterday … eat-PST.I-1
  ‘yesterday I ate/was eating a banana.’

Note that the second conjugation past may, in certain instances, be used without the 
final vowel.
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(109) (a) muna-bai gisag sun- ki kn kra sag
  big-DET monkey say-PST.I QUOT DEIC man come:PST.II

   ‘The big monkey said: “This one is not the wife, the man has come.” ’ 
(Bhattacharya 1968:148)

 (b) kra a-kri sun- y samele srlaye 
  man OBJ-woman say-PST.I DISC mandeya.corn cucumber

  bda-le gaa gulay bulu-g i-ta
  boda.grain-PL beans all/many ripen-PST.II AUX-NPST

   ‘The man said to his wife: “Dear, the mandeya, cucumbers, boda grains, 
and jurunga beans, all have matured (in our field).” ’ (Bhattacharya 
1968:149)

Regarding the distribution of stems into the conjugations in Hill Remo, based on 
their English meanings, which is, of course, not necessarily indicative of anything 
per se about the semantics of the Remo forms themselves, there does not appear to 
be anything semantically coherent about them. The Plains Remo Class-II forms do 
not share that much, except that almost all of them are canonical one-argument 
verbs, which is not that surprising given that it is assumed here that Class-II was 
originally intransitive (or ‘inactive’, middle, stative, etc.).

In Hill Remo, there is no obvious connection among all the single argument forms 
in Class-I, but there are some clear groups within the relatively large set. For example, 
a large number of bodily functions are Class-I: ‘cough’, ‘hiccough’, ‘vomit’, ‘fart’, 
‘piss’, shit’, ‘belch’, ‘have wrinkles’; verbs of oral action: ‘say’, ‘chirp’, ‘whistle’, ‘chat’, 
‘bark’, ‘blow on fire’, ‘suck blood’, ‘palm-read’. All of these might be subsumed 
under some kind of ‘active’ or agent-initiated or -involved action.

However, there are also some stative forms: ‘be sticky’, ‘be naked’, ‘be spicy’, 
‘be taboo’; various active verbs of  manipulating vegetable matter: ‘cut wood’, ‘spin 
fibre on thigh’, ‘spread cloth’, ‘place yarn on warp of  loom’, ‘pound fibre’, ‘ball 
yarn’, ‘tie wood’, ‘wear on upper arm’, ‘bend wood’, ‘cut paper’, ‘graze’, ‘wind 
yarn on frame’; certain forms with incorporated nouns ‘cut off  head’, ‘squeeze out 
water’, and miscellaneous others ‘rain’, ‘run’, ‘arrive’, ‘shave self ’ (if  anything a 
canonical middle form from a Munda or South Asian perspective!), ‘dam stream’, 
or ‘spoil’.

A number of Class-I stems of Plains Remo are Class-II in Hill Remo. This set 
includes both ‘expected’ intransitives and various unexpected semantic transi-
tives. Frustratingly, there doesn’t appear to be any systematicity per se across the 
group of ‘unexpected’ Class-II forms, that is, those that are semantically transi-
tive in Hill Remo. There are a number of verbs of aggressive or vigorous physical 
action: ‘fight’, ‘beat’, ‘rub’, ‘beat on breast’, ‘jump across’, ‘jump over’, ‘climb’, ‘give 
birth’, ‘scratch’, ‘wash’, ‘bathe’, ‘dig’, ‘wrap with cloth’; other verbs include: ‘get’, 
‘know’, ‘love’, ‘fear’, ‘desire’, ‘win’, ‘heat’, ‘fish with trap’, ‘recognize’, ‘hide’, ‘wear 
on head’, ‘marry’, ‘wear’, and ‘threaten’. Some might be reconcilable with original 
notions of ‘middleness’ (as argued for Gutob and Kharia), but it is clear that no such 
categorization is operative, synchronically, in Remo. In addition, a small number of 
Hill Remo roots may be used in this labile manner with either conjugation (110). 
Exactly one, perhaps two appear to be used so in Plains Remo (111). For a list of 
verbs  falling into these two inflectional classes in the two different attested Remo 
dialects, see 6.3 below.
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(110) ‘Labile’ roots in Hill Remo
 jul (I) ‘see, look’ (II) ‘hang up’
 lug (I) ‘dig’ (II) ‘set (of sun)’
 ru (I) ‘bring’ (II) ‘take’
 tul (I) ‘throw’; ‘fix in ground’ (II) ‘hang, tie’
 tur (I) ‘search for’ (II) ‘sprout’

(111) Plains Remo
 wai (I) ‘call’ (II) ‘marry’
 NB: ra (I) ‘cook’ raal ‘cook’ (II)

Without a doubt it is pure coincidence that all such roots in Hill Remo are mono-
syllabic and have the vowel -u-. Some stems may be used variably or differently 
by different speakers, for example, nsa is listed as class-II by (Fernandez 1968:92) 
but as class-I (Fernandez 1968:134), where it has an unmarked past allomorph 
(or Ø-past) anyway.

Also, a number of stems show a kind of mixed inflection in Plains Remo -o < 
I / -ta < II, which suggests that these are being generalized. Note that the multiple 
tense-marked (‘present perfect’) forms show -ota and -gta not *-oto, so this may 
have something to do with the cause of this change.

Although the extent to which this active process has not been investigated, there 
appears to be in Remo the possibility to make a passive off  of a first conjugation 
verb by inflecting it in the second conjugation. There is but one, albeit clear, example 
of this in our corpus.

(112) ma muni-b sb-ga
 vegetable.curry earthen.pot-LOC hold-PST.II

 ‘The veggy curry was held in an earthen pot.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:148)

Morphophonologically speaking, the tense-markers show a limited degree of 
assimilation or ‘harmony’ processes. These can be archiphonemically abstracted:

(113)  I II
 NPST -tO -tA
 PST (-o) -gI
 PRF -kI -kI (Fernandez 1968:28)

Note that the perfect (see section 3.2.3) form is undifferentiated for the two classes, and 
probably represents a more recent grammaticalization of an auxiliary verb construction 
(Anderson 2006). The processes of assimilation or harmony operative are listed below.

(114) O/A > Ø/__-V
   e/__-Ce
   o/__-Co
   a/__-Ca
 O > o /__#
 A > a/__#
 -gI > Ø/__1st/2nd marker(+-V??)
   a/__# (= Ø-3rd ending (= -a probably)
   i/__-tO [npst]-V
   e/__-Ce
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   o/__-Co
   a/__-Ca
 -kI > identical to following vowel (i/e/o/)
 -tV = NPST -gV PAST and -kI

Importantly, the vowel qualities can show a rightward as well as a leftward spread, 
as in gaj-go-to-no, where the -o- vocalism in the two tense-markers is determined by 
the -o in the subject marker.

In terms of relative positionality of the tense (T), aspect (A), quasi-fused modal 
auxiliaries (M) and subject markers (S), the following Verb Templates in Remo are 
found (in non-negative conjugations; on negatives, see section 3.2.9).

(115) V-T-S V-A-S V-T-A-S V-M-T-S
 V-M-A V-M-T-A-S 

Examples of these include those in (116).

(116) Conjugation-I
 ba-o-no ‘you slapped
 ba-te-pe ‘you all slap’
 ba-o-t-pa ‘you two have slapped’
 ba-o-ki-ni ‘I had slapped’
 b-ba-go-t-nay ‘we can slap’
 ba-o ‘she/he, they slapped’
 ba-to ‘they, she/he slap’
 ba-o-ta ‘she/he has, they have slapped’
 ba-o-k-ga ‘she/he has, they had slapped’ (Fernandez 1968:52–53)

 Conjugation-II
 gay-g-no ‘you entered’ gay-g-a ‘she/he, they know’
 gay-t-na ‘we 2 enter’ gay-to-no ‘you enter’
 gay-ta ‘she/he, they enter’
 gay-gi-t-i ‘I have entered’ gay-go-to-no ‘you have entered’
 gay-g-ta ‘she/he has, they’ve entered’ 
 gay-ko-no ‘you had entered’ gay-ki-g ‘she/he has, they had entered’
  (Fernandez 1968:52–53)

As for the inflectional pattern of the ‘completive’ and other auxiliary verb construc-
tions, see section 3.2.12.

3.2.4 Aspect

Remo has two or three morphological, inflectionally encoded aspectual categories 
(or tense/aspect combined), the perfect and the pluperfect, as well as the progres-
sive. The perfect or present perfect consists of  the conjugationally appropriate 
past tense-marker followed by the non-past marker, followed by a person marker 
if  relevant, that is -/gI-tV ; note that the third past form precedes the non-past 
marker in the perfect but follows it in the pluperfect. Remo is typologically unu-
sual in having a unitary, unanalyzable pluperfect (or past perfect) suffix but a 
transparent, componential (present) perfect element -kI- for second conjugation 
verbs. First conjugation verbs, on the other hand, also have the past tense-marker 
preceding the pluperfect marker, namely -o-kI (to which is added the third person 
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past marker -ga with third person subjects). Compare the forms in the following 
examples:

(117) (a) gay-gi-t-i (b) gay-go-to-no
  enter-PST.II-NPST-1  enter-PST.II-NPST-2 
  ‘I have entered.’  ‘You have entered.’
 (c) gay-g-ta
  enter-PST.II-NPST.II

  ‘She/he has, they have entered.’ (Fernandez 1968:52–53)
 (d) gay-ko-no (e) gay-ke-pe
  enter-PLUP-2  enter-PLUP-2PL

  ‘You had entered.’  ‘You all had entered.’
 (f) gay-ki-g
  enter-PLUP-PST.II.3
  ‘She/he has, they had entered.’ (Fernandez 1968:52–53)
 (g) ba-o-t-na (h) ba-o-ta
  slap-PST.I-NPST-1DL  slap-PST.I-NPST.II

  ‘We 2 have slapped.’  ‘He has slapped.’ (Fernandez 1968:52–53)
 (i) ba-o-ki-ni (j) ba-o-k-ga
  slap-PST.I-PLUP-1  slap-PST.I-PLUP-PST.II.3
  ‘I had slapped.’ ‘He had slapped.’ (Fernandez 1968:52–53)

Progressive forms in Remo are encoded by the suffix -en-, originally an  auxiliary 
verb fused into a morphological complex. The verb stem, if  mono-syllabic, 
appears in the reduplicated form. Note that the progressive in Remo is inherently 
unmarked for tense and takes the second conjugation non-past marker -ta to make 
a present  progressive and, importantly, the -kI- and -k- pluperfect marker (for both 
 conjugations) to mark past progressives or imperfects.

The degree of bondedness between the progressive auxiliary and the lexical verb, 
that is, whether this remains a synchronically bi-partite auxiliary verb construction 
or has been univerbated into a larger morphological complex, remains a subject to 
be resolved by future research.1

(118) (a) b-ba=en-ki-ni (b) g-gay=en-ki-ni
  RDPL-slap-PROG-PRF-1   RDPL-die- PROG-PRF-1
  ‘I was slapping.’   ‘I was dying.’ (Fernandez 1968:54)
 (c) b-ba=en-k-ga (d) g-gay=en-k-ga
  RDPL-slap-PROG-PRF-PST.II.3  RDPL-die- PROG-PRF-PST.II.3
  ‘She/he was slapping.’  ‘She/he was slapping.’ (Fernandez
    1968:54)
 (e) b-ba=en-gi-ti (f) g-gay=en-gi-ti
  RDPL-slap-PROG-PST.II-NPST-1   RDPL-die-PROG-PST.II-NPST-1
  ‘I have been slapping.’   ‘I have been dying.’(Fernandez 

1968:54)
 (g) ni weka nsua su�-sum []em-t-i
  I now banana REDPL:eat AUX-NPST-1
  ‘I am eating a banana now.’ [SDM]

It is possible for the progressive auxiliary to appear without a tense-marker but with 
a subject marker in non-past formations.
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(119) kri jul--seta ma eem en-n kra  seta sun-
 woman see-PST.I-SS what REDPL:do AUX-2 man QUOT SS say-PST.I
  ‘Seeing (him) the wife (said), “What were you doing, husband?” ’ (Bhattacharya 

1968:148)

A reduplicated (or unmarked?) verb stem alone can also function as a finite verb 
form in Remo, marking a kind of past habitual tense/aspect form.

(120) (a) gitin dkra biri-b piri kukum gisak’ gubu
  that.CLOSE old.man forest-LOC bird peacock monkey pig

  i�-i�-sa isa jag-bar  ui.
  COPY.chase-PURP daily watch-AUGM go
   ‘The man would go there daily to watch and drive away the birds, 

 peacocks, monkeys, and pigs.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:148)
 (b) gitin kri  mai kra-palay kia isa
  that.CLOSE old.woman 3sg man-FOR cooked.rice daily

  ru bebe
  bring REDPL.give
   ‘The woman used to bring food for her husband daily.’ (Bhattacharya 

1968:148)

There is one progressive formation in Plains Remo that bears mention here. This is 
the aspectual clitic -ni perhaps borrowed from Desia. Bizarrely, it seems to  function 
as a post-inflectional clitic which attaches to a fully finite (tense- and  subject-marked) 
past tense form of a verb (appropriate to the inflectional class of the Remo stem). Some 
examples of this bizarre mixed construction are offered in (121). Similar formations 
are found in Gorum (Anderson and Rau, this volume).

(121) (a) u2i-ga-ni (b) sum--ni-ni (c) t-ga-ni
  go-PST.II.3-PROG  eat-PST.I-1-PROG  become.loose-PST.II.3-PROG

  ‘He is going.’  ‘I am eating.’  ‘It is becoming loose.’
       (Bhattacharya 1968:79)

3.2.5 Mood

There are three basic modal categories morphologically encodable within the Remo 
verb (in addition there is a range of quasi-bound modal auxiliary formations dis-
cussed in section 3.2.12). The first of these is the imperative formation. For first 
conjugation verbs, this is the bare stem to which is added person/number markers 
except for the second singular form (which is Ø in this conjugation).2 Third person 
imperatives are marked by the suffix -aj in both Hill Remo and Plains Remo. Second 
conjugation forms have an -[l ]a- imperative form added to most persons including 
second singular.

(122) Hill Remo
 (a) sum-ni (b) sum-na (c) sum-naj (d) sum
  eat-1 eat-1DL  eat-1PL eat
  ‘Let me eat.’  ‘Let us 2 eat.’  ‘Let us all eat.’  ‘eat’
 (e) sum-aj (f) sum-pa (g) sum-pe
  eat-3  eat-2DL  eat-2PL

  ‘let him/her eat’  ‘eat you 2’   ‘eat(PL)’ (Fernandez 1968:59)
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(123) Hill Remo
 (a) ayks-a-pa (b) ayks-a-pe (c) ayks-a-ni 
  climb-IMP-2DL  climb.IMP-2PL  climb-IMP-1
  ‘climb you 2’  ‘climb(PL)’  ‘let me climb.’
 (d) ayks-a-na (e) ayks-a-naj (f) ayks-a 
  climb-IMP-1DL  climb-1PL  climb-.IMP 
  ‘let us 2 climb.’  ‘let’s all climb.’  ‘climb’
 (g) ayks-aj
  climb-3.IMP ‘let him/her climb’ (Fernandez 1968:59)

Plains Remo, on the other hand, has an imperative suffix in -le that is used in both 
conjugations. Sometimes this appears as -la as in Gta or as -a as in Gutob. Note that 
in Plains Remo, first person imperative forms may have a deontic modal nuance.

(124) Plains Remo
 (a) baa em-na (b) la-le
  divide AUX-1DL  go-IMP

  ‘We 2 should divide.’  ‘go!’
 (c) sum-le (d) sum-na
  eat-IMP  eat-1DL

  ‘eat!’  ‘we should eat.’ (Fernandez 1968:59)

Another modal form in Remo is the subjunctive in -(l)ai which is probably cognate 
with both Gutob -e and Gta -le.

(125)  Gutob Plains Remo Hill Remo Plains Gta Hill Gta
 Subjunctive -e -(l)ai -(l)ai -le -le

The conditional in Remo is marked by the clitic -na which generally allows for no 
person/number indexing. This attaches to the past form of first conjugation stems 
or to the bare stem forms instead for Conjugation-II stems (or the Ø-allomorph of 
the past); a similar pattern is seen with the completive auxiliary as well. This -na 
also serves to mark different subject structures within the system of switch reference 
active in narrative genres.

(126) (a) ui-na (b) em--na
  go- COND  do-PST.I-COND

  ‘if  I go’  ‘if  you do’
 (c) n raja e-na ni nn mntri em-a-ni
  you king COP-COND I you:GEN minister COP-IMP-1
   ‘When you will be a king let me be your minister.’ (Bhattacharya 

1968:63)
 (d) sakur -ren-ta kiya a-sakur--na
  stir.with.ladle -AUX-NPST cooked.rice NEG-stir.with.ladle-PST.I-COND

 geb-  su-t
 burn-CV AUX-NPST?
  ‘If  you do not stir, the rice will be fully burnt.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:126)

3.2.6 Orientation/directionality

Outside of auxiliary structures where such categories are expressed to a minor 
degree, directionality or orientation plays a quite limited role in Remo. The one 
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exception is the stem ru ‘carry’ which when inflected in the first conjugation (ru-o 
‘she/he brought’) has a cislocative/ventive speaker-deictic meaning of ‘bring’ and in 
the second conjugation (ru-ga ‘she/he took away’) has a deictic hearer orientation 
or translocative meaning. A similar system is found in Gutob.

The auxiliary ui ‘go’ has numerous functions in Remo. One such function is in 
combination with other verbs of motion to form a translocative/-itive formation. 
Note that the lexical verb in such formations occurs in the converb form that is the 
same as the past tense.

(127) a-kra gisag-e jul--seta saay-bar-sa
 OBJ-man monkey-PL see-PST.I-SS scatter-AUGM=PURP

 ur- ui-ga t
 run-CV go-PST.II NARR.PRTCL

  ‘The monkeys saw the man and ran off  to scatter his food.’ (Bhattacharya 
1968:148)

3.2.7 Voice

Like many Munda languages, Remo has two morphologically encodable voice 
 categories involved in stem formation. The first is the archaic Munda causative 
prefix, realized in Remo as o- (or -). A very small number of verb stems appear 
in a reduplicated form with the causative prefix. Note that the causative curiously 
appears with modal auxiliaries rather than the lexical verb over which it has  semantic 
scope in certain AVCs (see 3.2.12), suggesting it has some kind of phrasal clitic 
 status  morphophonologically. The causative is highly productive in Remo and can 
be added to practically any verb stem.

(128) o-gi-geb ‘caus-REDPL:heat’ vs. o-log ‘pluck’ (Fernandez 1968:40)

The reciprocal, on the other hand, appears as an infixed -n and appears in a small 
number of lexical items. It seems likely that the Remo reciprocal is cognate with 
the infix part of the prefix-cum-infix reciprocal found in Gta, but whether this 
is, in fact, cognate with the Kherwarian infixed -p- reciprocal (via *-m-) remains 
a  subject for future research. Note that both the causative and the reciprocal can 
appear together in a single stem (cf. ‘cause to fight’).

(129) (a)  su-n-ob ‘cause to embrace each other’ < sob ‘catch’ (Fernandez 1968:40)
 (b)  o-bu-n-ug < bug ‘cause to fight’ bug > bunug ‘fight’ (Fernandez 1968:40)
 (c) na -s/n/bna
  we.DL CAUS-hold/RECIP/-1DL

  ‘We two held each other.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:25)

3.2.8 Finiteness

Verb phrases can be made into modifiers by adding the adjectival suffix -bay and 
preposing the verb phrase before the noun that it modifies, forming a relative-clause 
type structure. For more on this, see the Syntax section below. At least four and 
probably more types of non-finite or non-final forms are found in Remo. Some of 
these have other functions in the grammar of the language. Thus, reduplicated verb 
stems are found in number of contexts in Remo. One area where they constitute an 
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obligatory non-finite verb form is with mono-syllabic stems of lexical verb in certain 
auxiliary verb constructions, for example, the progressive formation.

(130) (a) ni [n]sura sũsum []em-t-i 
  I banana REDPL:eat AUX-NPST-1
  ‘I am eating a banana.’
 (b) ni nsua sũsum en-t-i
  I banana REDPL:eat AUX-NPST-1
  ‘I am eating a banana.’ [SDM]

Note that with loan stems in constructions licensing a reduplicated stem allomorph, 
instead of reduplication, a stem augment -bar- is added.

(131) gisag-e gy-bar a-g-ga
 monkey-PL jump-AUGM NEG-CAP-PST.II

 ‘The monkeys were unable to jump out.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:148)

Another non-finite form is the past tense converb or participle form that is used 
in various auxiliary structures as well as quasi-serialized formations (see 3.2.12). 
Originally this was restricted to first conjugation verbs, but this has been extending 
into all verbs over the past forty years or so.

(132) (a) remo ireire uri[g]-o[] wi-en-ta
  man slowly walk-CV go-AUX-NPST.II

  ‘The man is slowly walking.’ [SDM]
 (b) remo surisuri uri-o-jen-ta
  man quickly walk-CV-AUX-NPST.II

  ‘The man is walking quickly.’
 (c) remo surisuri uri-o[] o-jen-ta
  man quickly walk-CV AUX-AUX-NPST.I
  ‘The man is walking quickly.’ [SDM]
 (d) sakur renta kiya a-sakur-na
  stir.with.ladle-AUX-NPST cooked.rice NEG-stir.with.ladle-PST-COND

  geb- su-t
  burn-CV AUX-NPST?
   ‘If  you do not stir, the rice will be fully burnt.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:126)

There are two kinds of conjunctive elements in Remo as well, one of which also func-
tions as a conditional marker but is found in mainly complex sentences which do not 
share subjects across the clauses, and the other of which just seems to string together 
predicates across a complex sentence, albeit with a strong tendency to  patterning 
with same subject structures. Thus, these are largely addressed in section 4.2.3.

However, there are some uses of -a which neither seem to be different subject 
coordinative forms nor conditional subordinate clauses, here functioning as a kind 
of purposive marker, but the details of its use in this construction remain to be 
worked out.

(133) sunubo tug-o-ta susugbo-a
 comb:head tie-PST.I-NPST comb:head-DEP

 ‘He has tied a comb (to his waist) for hair-combing.’ (Fernandez 1968:61)

Finally, a bare stem form of a verb (in Conjugation-II) may serve as a non-finite 
form in certain complex predicate structures (see section 3.2.12 for examples).
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3.2.9 Negation

Negative verb forms in Remo are mainly formed by adding the negative prefix 
a[r]- to the verb template. This is true of most past tense forms (some with Ø-past 
allomorphs), non-past, perfect, pluperfect, and progressive. Remo stands apart 
from its close sister language Gutob in this way, which has among the world’s most 
 unusual systems of negation (Anderson 2007). Note that the second conjugation 
past tense negative has a zero-allomorph of the past with first singular subjects with 
certain stems.

(134) (a) guso ro-bo di ar-ii-da 
  dog road-LOC lie NEG-AUX-NPST  
  ‘The dog is not lying on the street.’ [SDM] 

 (b) ni a a-u-t-i
  I water NEG-drink-NPST-1
  ‘I am not drinking water.’ [SDM]
 (c) a-sum-o (d) a-sa-ga (e) a-sak-ni
  NEG-eat-PST.I  NEG-come-PST.3  NEG-come-1
  ‘She/he didn’t eat’  ‘She/he didn’t come’   ‘I didn’t come’ 
  (Fernandez 1968:56)
 (f ) a-sum-t-i (g) a-sum-to (h) a-sap-ta
  NEG-eat-NPST-1  NEG-eat-NPST.I  NEG-come-NPST.II

  ‘I don’t eat.’  ‘She/he doesn’t eat.’  ‘He doesn’t come.’
  (Fernandez 1968:56)
 (i) a-sum-o-t-i ( j) a-sab-o-ta
  NEG-eat-PST.I-NPST-1  NEG-come-PST.I!-NPST.II

  ‘I have not eaten.’  ‘He has not come.’ (Fernandez 1968:56)
 (k) a-sum-o-k-ga (l) a-sap-ki-ni
  NEG-eat-PST.I-PLUP-PST.3  NEG-come-PLUP-1
  ‘She/he had not eaten.’  ‘I had not come.’ (Fernandez 1968:57)
 (m) a-sum-en-t-i (n) a-sap-en-ta
  NEG-eat-PROG-NPST-1  NEG-come-PROG-NPST

  ‘I am not eating.’  ‘I am not coming.’ (Fernandez 1968:57)
 (o) a-sum-en-k-ga (p) a-sap-en-ki-ni
  NEG-eat-PROG-PLUP-PST.3  NEG-come-PROG-PLUP-1
  ‘She/he was not eating.’  ‘I was not coming.’ (Fernandez 1968:57)
 (q) n-na prslbai bb-le gisi a-em--na
  you-GEN clean:ADJ head-EMPH louse NEG-appear-PST.I-COND

   ‘Lice would not have appeared if  your head was clean.’ (Bhattacharya 
1968:63)

 (r) ni nsua a-sum-t-i
  I banana NEG-eat-NPST-1
  ‘I am not eating a banana.’ [SDM]
 (s) ni tugola da a-u'-[o]-t-i
  I yesterday water NEG-drink-PST.I-NPST-1
  ‘Yesterday I was not drinking water.’ [SDM]

With modal auxiliary formations, the negative appears on the modal auxiliary over 
which it has semantic scope. The lexical verb appears in a reduplicated form, as is 
required by these particular auxiliary verb constructions (see section 3.2.12).
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(135) (a) susum a-go-ta (b) ssap a-go-ta
  REDPL:eat NEG-CAP-NPST.II  REDPL:come NEG-CAP-NPST.II

  ‘She/he can’t eat.’ ‘I can’t come.’ (Fernandez 1968:57)
 (c) susum a-go-ki-ni (d) ssap a-go-k-ga
  REDPL:eat NEG-CAP-NEG.PST-1  REDPL:come NEG-CAP-NEG.PST-PST.3
  ‘I couldn’t eat.’  ‘He couldn’t come.’ (Fernandez 

1968:57)

The most curious aspect of negative marking in the Remo verbal system is the 
formation of negative imperatives or prohibitives. This system is in part shared by 
Gutob where the system is infinitely more complex (but may have triggered the shift 
in the system attested in this language), and also in Gta.

(136)  Gutob Plains Remo Hill Remo Plains Gta Hill Gta
 PST-I ar-X-t a-X-tV- a-X- a-X-ke a-X-t
 PST-II ar-X-t a-X-ga/gi-Ø a-X-ga/gi/Ø a-X-ke a-X-t
 PROHIB-I ar-X-gu a-X- a-X- a-X-ge a-X-g
 PROHIB-II ar-X- a-X- ga/gi a-X-ga/gi a-X-ge a-X-g

That is, prohibitives in Remo have the formal structure of negative past forms, with 
which they are, in fact, ambiguous. Note that both Conjugation-I and Conjugation-II 
verbs take the appropriate respective past tense forms. Compare the forms in (137) 
with those in (134) above. For more on this, see Anderson (2007).

(137) (a) a-sum-o-ni (b) a-sum-o
  NEG-eat-PST.I-1  NEG-eat-PST.I
  ‘don’t let me eat’ ‘don’t eat’
 (c) a-ayk-gi-ni (d) a-ayk-ga
  NEG-climb-PST.II-1  NEG-climb-PST.II

  ‘don’t let me climb’  ‘don’t climb’ (Fernandez 1968:59)

3.2.10 Derivation

Derivation is not an extensively used process in the Remo verbal system. Causative 
and reciprocal formations, as well as noun incorporation are semi-productive or lexi-
calized means of deriving verb stems, each discussed in relevant sections above and 
below. There are also lexicalized instances of what appears to be deverbal  nominal 
forms functioning as verb stems in Remo as well, for example, note sinig can be a 
verb ‘to fart’ < √sig (Fernandez 1968:40), where a reciprocal meaning seems unlikely. 
In addition, a small number of verb stems are, historically, complex,  consisting of 
 compounding or lexicalized combinations of serial verb forms (in some instances 
 having become auxiliaries). Generally these have two stems in combination, 
 historically, forming a complex verb stem synchronically, for example, kukup-bam 
‘have a cough’ where bam means ‘get’. Sometimes the second element is opaque, 
gugu-sur ‘level ground (for planting)’ -?? (Fernandez 1968:35). Forms with lexical-
ized,  serialized or auxiliary (or ‘light’) verbs include bulo-su ‘boil over’, where the 
second element means ‘throw’ (Fernandez 1968:35) or bana-wi[y] ‘forget’ and goy-iy 
‘die, be dead’ (Fernandez 1968:36) where the second element means ‘go’.

(138) (a) goyta goy-i-da (b) goyta kalevay goy-i-da
  bull die-AUX-NPST.II  bull black die-AUX-NPST.II

  ‘The bull died/is dead.’  ‘The black bull died/is dead.’ [SDM]
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Note also luba-goy ‘drown’ (Fernandez 1968:36), with an incorporated noun a 
‘water’ (see 3.2.11) and a second verb meaning ‘die’. There appears to be only one 
tripartite complex of this type in Remo, viz biba-em-jinl ‘to perform marriage cer-
emony’, literally, ‘marry-do-win’ (Fernandez 1968:37). Of course, there may be other 
such formations as well.

Reduplication is also an important process in the Remo verbal system as it is in 
the majority of, South Munda languages. This may not be a productive stem  deriving 
process per se, but elucidating this issue requires further analysis. In  general, Remo 
‘regular’ roots take either CV- or CVC- reduplication, the longer copy  appearing 
when C2 is  in Remo, for example, sum > susum ‘eat’, sap > ssap ‘come’, su > 
susu ‘finish’/’throw’. Many Remo verbs are transparently derived by reduplicating 
mono-syllabic roots (Bhattachraya 1968). The semantics associated with such verb 
roots are those frequently encountered in verb stem reduplication  cross-linguistically, 
for example, iterative, frequentative, repeated action, augmented action, etc. For 
a number of such stems, however, the semantics behind the  reduplication remain 
opaque.

(139) sugsugb- to comb
 ktktte- to cackle (of a hen)
 gagatm- to open mouth, gape
 susu enta to massage oil on oneself
 susu enta to sell
 tutu enta to wear (shoe, hat, bangle, finger-ring or ear-ring)
 titi enta to pierce; to card cotton; to shoot with arrow
 ta�ktag enta to peel off, crack, flay
 uu enta to flee
  enta (fire) to be kindled
 ssb- to hold, catch, buy
  enta to laugh
 trtr- to tremble

There are, however, a large number of ‘irregular’ roots in Remo that either show a 
somewhat unexpected or unusual copy or change in the root itself, or add dummy 
morphs rather than some phonologically relatable copied sequence when appearing 
in formations that require the reduplicated stem allomorph. Examples include o > 
oon ‘hear’, ra > ra ‘cook; pull’, un > unker ‘transplant seedlings’ (< ker = keron 
‘rice’), yon > oyon ‘chase away’, le > lle ‘squeeze’, ba > bba ‘slap’.

3.2.11 Noun incorporation and combining forms

A small number of verb stems in Remo, historically, consist of a verb stem together 
with a so-called combining form of a noun to form a verb stem. Many South Munda 
languages make use of an opposition between bi-moraic or bi-syllabic free forms of 
nouns that contrast with monosyllabic combining forms of these same stems. Note 
that verb stems with incorporation can be either in Conjugation-I or Conjugation-II 
in Remo. Often the root of the noun is the same as the combining form, and the 
free form is derived through one of a range of non-productive lexical means (see 
section 3.1.10). Thus, the combining form of the noun is lexically determined, but as 
elsewhere in Munda, tends to be the basic root of the noun involved (canonically but 
not obligatorily of the shape CVC, less commonly CV). Sometimes (as in the second 
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example in (140) below), the combining form and the free form stand in a  suppletive 
relation to one another (at least synchronically). Older incorporated forms, as in 
other South Munda languages, show the earlier syntactic structure of VN in the 
incorporative complexes (140).

(140) old VN compounds
 ale-ag ‘squeeze water’
 buk-ta  ‘pound fibre’ (= CF of suta ‘thread’)
 susug-bog ‘comb’ (sweep-head) (Fernandez 1968:39)

New compounds, on the other hand, reflect the more recent syntactic structure of 
the language, with NV order: rak-jul ‘palm-read’ (Fernandez 1968:38), which 
belongs to Conjugation-I inflectionally. Note that verbs and nouns with the same 
incorporated element can be used in the same sentence in Remo.

(141) sunubo tug-o-ta susugbo-a
 comb tie-PST.I-NPST.II comb:head-COND

 ‘He has tied a comb (to his waist) for hair-combing.’ (Fernandez 1968:61)

3.2.12 Auxiliary verb constructions and other complex predicate types

Like many Munda languages, Remo makes extensive use of auxiliary verb construc-
tions and other complex predicate structures (see Anderson 2006 for a general theo-
retical perspective on this). The range of functions expressed by such constructions 
are generally typical of areal and cross-linguistic norms, as are, for the most part, the 
semantic origins of the particular auxiliaries involved and the paths of grammati-
calization and functional specialization that they have undergone. From an inflectional 
perspective, Remo shows a Munda-typical system of AUX-headed auxiliary verb con-
structions, with the lexical verb in various formations obligatorily appearing either 
in a non-finite reduplicated form, in a basic stem form (or Ø-marked dependent 
form), or in a past tense form (called the ‘general converb’ form by Griffiths (this 
volume) in his discussion of similar structures in the closely related Gutob).

In Remo, the completive aspect form is marked by an auxiliary verb construc-
tion using su-. First conjugation verbs appear in a past tense (‘converb’) form, 
while intransitive forms appear in an unmarked form. As an etymologically transi-
tive/Conjugation-I verb (meaning ‘throw’), the verb itself  takes this past form as 
well, when it is inflected in the past, as well as the subject markers, both of which 
are expected as this is embedded within an AUX-headed auxiliary verb construction 
(Anderson 2006). Therefore, transitive stems exhibit a pseudo-split-doubled pattern 
with past tense-marking seemingly on both – however, one tense suffix is licensed 
by the actual tense specification of the event, namely the one on the auxiliary verb 
itself, while the other is licensed by the larger constructional parameters, that is, 
it is necessitated by the use of a Conjugation-I verb with this particular auxiliary 
in this function, and with subject encoded on the auxiliary, while Conjugation II 
stems rather show the basic pattern and an unmarked stem form of the lexical verb, 
with all inflectional categories realized on the auxiliary verb. Compare the following 
forms in this regard.

(142) (a) ba-o su-o-ni (b) gay su-o-ni
  slap-CV-COMPL-PST.I-1 die COMPL-PST.I-1
  ‘I finished slapping.’ ‘I finished dying.’ (Fernandez 1968:55)
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 (c) ba-o su-o (d) gay su-o
  slap-CV COMPL-PST.I  die COMPL-PST.I
  ‘She/he finished slapping.’   ‘She/he finished dying.’ (Fernandez 

1968:55)

The progressive formation, as aforementioned, in Remo consists of CV(C) redupli-
cation of the lexical stem, followed by the tense and person marked auxiliary verb 
en-. This AVC shows the AUX-headed inflectional pattern in Remo in the positive, 
with tense and subject appearing on the lexical verb.

(143) (a) bba=en-ki-ni (b) ggay=en-ki-ni
  REDPL:slap=PROG-PRF-1 REDPL:die= PROG-PRF-1
  ‘I was slapping.’ ‘I was dying.’ (Fernandez 1968:54)
 (c) bba=en-k-ga (d) ggay=en-k-ga
  REDPL:slap=PROG-PRF-PST.II.3  REDPL:die=PROG-PRF-PST.II.3
  ‘She/he was slapping.’  ‘She/he was slapping.’
    (Fernandez 1968:54)
 (e) bba=en-gi-t-i (f ) ggay=en-gi-t-i
  REDPL:slap=PROG-PST.II-NPST-1  REDPL:die=PROG-PST.II-NPST-1
  ‘I have been slapping.’  ‘I have been dying.’
    (Fernandez 1968:54)
 (g) ni [n]sura susum []em-t-i
  I banana REDPL:eat AUX-NPST-1
  ‘I am eating a banana.’
 (h) ni nsua susum en-t-i
  I banana REDPL:eat AUX-NPST-1
  ‘I am eating a banana.’ [SDM]
 (i) remo surisuri uri-o-jen-ta
  man quickly walk-CV-AUX-NPST.II

  ‘The man is walking quickly.’ [SDM]

In the negative, however, a split pattern is seen with tense and subject on the auxiliary 
and negative on the lexical verb. This is a relatively common split inflectional pattern 
in auxiliary verb constructions among the world’s languages (Anderson 2006).

(144) (a) a-sum-en-t-i (b) a-sap-en-ta
  NEG-eat-PROG-NPST-1  NEG-come-PROG-NPST.II

  ‘I am not eating.’   ‘He is not coming.’
(Fernandez 1968:57)

 (c) a-sum-en-k-ga (d) a-sap-en-ki-ni
  NEG-eat-PROG-NEG.PST-PST.II.3  NEG-come-PROG-NEG.PST-1
  ‘She/he was not eating.’  ‘I was not coming.’
    (Fernandez 1968:57)

The capabilitive formation in Remo is structurally similar to the progressive, that is, 
the lexical stem appears in a reduplicated form, and the construction exhibits the 
basic inflectional pattern.

(145) (a) bba=go-t-i (b) ggay=go-t-i
  REDPL:slap=CAP-NPST-1  REDPL:die=CAP-NPST-1
  ‘I can slap.’ ‘I can die.’ (Fernandez 1968:53)
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 (c) bba=go-ta (d) ggay=go-ta
  REDPL:slap=CAP-NPST.II  REDPL:die=CAP-NPST.II

  ‘She/he can slap.’ ‘She/he can die.’
   (Fernandez 1968:54)
 (e) bba=go-ki-ni (f ) ggay=go-ki-ni
  REDPL:slap=CAP-PRF-1 REDPL:die=CAP-PRF-1
  ‘I could slap/ have slapped.’  ‘I could die/ have died.’
   (Fernandez 1968:54)
 (g) bba=go-k-ga (h) ggay=go-k-ga
  REDPL:slap=CAP-PRF-PST.II.3  REDPL:die=CAP-PRF-PST.II.3
  ‘She/he could slap/ have slapped.’   ‘She/he could die/ have died.’
    (Fernandez 1968:54)

The desiderative formation in Remo is also, formally, similar to the capabilitive 
and the progressive, that is, the lexical stem is reduplicated and the construction 
exhibits the AUX-headed inflectional pattern.

(146) (a) bba=uso-g-ta (b) ggay=uso-g-ta
  REDPL:slap=DESID-PST.II.3-NPST.II  REDPL:die=DESID-PST.II.3-NPST.II

  ‘wants to slap’  ‘wants to die’
    (Fernandez 1968:55)
 (c) bba=uso-k-ga (d) ggay=uso-k-ga
  REDPL:slap=DESID-PRF-PST.II.3  REDPL:die=DESID-PRF-PST.II.3
  ‘wanted to slap’ ‘wanted to die’
   (Fernandez 1968:55)

Note that there is some considerable idiolectal, regional, or dialectal variation in the 
selection of certain functional operators/auxiliaries in Remo. Thus, the desiderative 
in -uso is in variation with -lua-en (< ? lu ‘borrow, beg, want’) and the progres-
sive in -en is in variation with -nen and -e (Fernandez 1968:41–42).

Causative forms of capabilitive marked verbs show an unusual pattern. Here, the 
causative attaches to the auxiliary verb, rather than lexical verb, despite the fact 
that the causative scope is over the lexical verb, that is, ‘able to make X’ not ‘make 
able to X’.

(147) (a) su-sum=o-go-t-i (b) s-sap=o-go-t-i
  REDPL:eat=CAUS-CAP-NPST-1  REDPL:come=CAUS-CAP-NPST-1
  ‘I can cause to eat.’ ‘I can cause to come.’
   (Fernandez 1968:57)
 (c) susum=o-go-ta (d) ssap=o-go-ta
  REDPL:eat=CAUS-CAP-NPST.II  REDPL:come=CAUS-CAP-NPST.II

  ‘She/he can cause to eat.’  ‘She/he can cause to come.’
    (Fernandez 1968:57)
 (e) susum=o-go-ki-ni (f ) ssap=o-go-ki-ni
  REDPL:eat=CAUS-CAP-PRF-1  REDPL:come=CAUS-CAP-PRF-1
  ‘I could cause to eat.’ ‘I could cause to come.’
   (Fernandez 1968:57)
 (g) susum=o-go-k-ga (h) ssap=o-go-k-ga
  REDPL:eat=CAUS-CAP-PRF.PST.II.3  REDPL:come=CAUS-CAP-PRF.PST.II.3
  ‘She/he could cause to eat.’  ‘She/he could cause to come.’
    (Fernandez 1968:57)
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Note that, as aforementioned, negative stems are not reduplicated in the  progressive 
construction in Remo and the negative attaches to the lexical stem. Note also that the 
past tense is always the second conjugation form, as the auxiliary verb,  historically, 
belonged to this class.

(148) (a) a-sum=en-g-ta (b) a-sap=en-g-ta
  NEG:eat=PROG-PST.II-NPST.II  NEG:come=PROG-PST.II-NPST.II

  ‘She/he has not been eating.’  ‘She/he has not been coming.’
    (Fernandez 1968:58)

Conversely, the lexical stems are reduplicated in the negative capabilitive, but the 
negative prefix, like the causative, attaches to the auxiliary verb.

(149) (a) susum=a-go-t-i (b) ssap=a-go-t-i
  REDPL:eat=NEG-CAP-NPST-1  REDPL:come=NEG-CAP-NPST-1
  ‘I cannot eat.’  ‘I cannot come.’ (Fernandez 1968:57)
 (c) susum=a-go-ta (d) ssap=a-go-ta
  REDPL:eat=NEG-CAP-NPST.II  REDPL:come=NEG-CAP-NPST.II

  ‘She/he cannot eat.’  ‘She/he cannot come.’
    (Fernandez 1968:57)

Further, complex auxiliary verb constructions may be created from the comple-
tive construction. For example, the auxiliary verb is reduplicated when used in a 
 progressive formation, rather than the lexical stem. However, the form in which the 
lexical stem appears remains the same as in the past completive, that is, the past for 
Conjugation-I stems and the unmarked form for Conjugation-II stems. In other 
words, each auxiliary requires its complement to the left, whether it is a lexical verb 
or another auxiliary, to be in the appropriate form of the construction. This is true 
of recursively embedded auxiliary structures in English as well, for example, I will 
have been seeing her, where will triggers a stem form, have the past participle and be 
the -ing form in its progressive meaning.

(150) (a) ba-o=su-su=en-t-i (b) gay=su-su=en-t-i
  slap-CV=REDPL-COMPLT=PROG-NPST-1  die=REDPL-COMPLT=PROG-NPST-1
  ‘I am finishing slapping.’  ‘I am finishing dying.’
    (Fernandez 1968:55)
 (c) ba-o=su-su=en-ta (d) gay=su-su=en-ta
  slap-CV=REDPL-COMPLT=PROG-NPST.II  die=REDPL-COMPLT=PROG-NPST.II
  ‘She/he is finishing slapping.’  ‘She/he is finishing dying.’
    (Fernandez 1968:55)
 (e) ba-o=su-su=en-ki-ni (f ) gay=su-su=en-ki-ni
  slap-CV=REDPL-COMPLT=PROG-PRF-1  die=REDPL-COMPLT=PROG-PRF-1
  ‘I was finishing slapping.’  ‘I was finishing dying.’
    (Fernandez 1968:56)

The above phenomena may be summarized as follows:

(151) AUX/Function CAP-go DESID-uso COMPL-su/-susu CONT-en
 Verb Form +Rdpl +Rdpl *** -su after past +Rdpl
    -susu after past before en

Remo makes limited but definite use of structures that are commonly known as 
‘light’ verbs in the literature. This consists of an uninflectable lexical stem, often 
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a borrowed or onomatopoetic/sound symbolic element in its base form followed by 
an inflectable stem, often ‘go’.

(152) (a) kl pi i-ga
  mechanism break go-PST.II

  ‘The mechanism broke.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:149)
 (b) kri sun- n t jul--n  ni mri  kubetek 
  woman say-PST.I you NARR.PART see-PST.I-2 I how very.much

  ru-ni nn m wag i-ga ki kra
  take-1 you:GEN eye crack AUX-PST.II.3 VOC man
   ‘The wife replied, “But you saw, how have I taken more? Have your 

eyes burst, O husband?”’ (Bhattacharya 1968:149)

As aforementioned, although not the developed system seen in its sister language 
Gta, something akin to a (semantically) serialized structure is found in Remo in 
which the first verb appears in the converb form, followed by the  appropriately 
 uninflected verb form of the second verb (including an uniflected imperative).

(153) su� guis- ik-l  seta sun-
 fire kindle.fire.by.blowing-PST.I stay-EMPH QUOT SS say-PST.I
 ‘Stay here kindling fire’ (Bhattacharya 1968:149)

3.3 Expressives

Expressive forms with reduplication are characteristic of virtually all modern Munda 
languages, where such systems may reach advanced levels of development. Mono- 
and di-syllabic nouns frequently undergo suffixing echo reduplication with overwrit-
ing of V1 (and V2, if  present) (Bhattachraya 1968).

(154) ger gar young man
 same simi a type of corn (mandeya)
 titi tata hand
 kekepkakap’  (animal name)
 ker kura paddy
 gie gaa frog
 piri para bird
 sulup’ salap’ four-horned antelope
 semug sumak’ tree (< semuk’)
 gabu gaba pig
 gulu gala hare
 gus gasa dog
 gisi gasa cock

Echo reduplication can also occur with overwriting of V2 only (Bhattacharya 1968).

(155) gyta gyti cow
 burta burti animal (in Desiya ‘goil’)
 senla senli mat
 siram sirim sambar
 musri musra lentil
 rigar rigir sua corn
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While such forms are relatively easy to find attested, the expressive and pragmatic 
meaning of this type of reduplication has not been investigated and unfortunately 
awaits further study.

4 SYNTAX

The syntax of Remo remains largely unstudied. Only the briefest of comments will 
be addressed here. This is especially true of complex sentence structures which have 
not been widely attested in extant literature on the language. Our consultant did not 
produce such formations in his spontaneous utterances, and the texts that exist also 
have only extremely limited instantiations of complex syntactic structures.

4.1 Syntax of the simple sentence

The simple sentence in Remo is largely similar to that of many other Munda 
 languages. In terms of clausal constituent order, Remo is strongly SOV – almost 
no utterances or text examples in the corpus do not end in a verb, and speakers 
often outright reject such formations under elicitation conditions. Not only verbs 
but nouns and adjectives may occupy the clause-final slot licensed for predicates. In 
some instances, no copula is necessary.

(156) (a) ni remo (b) ni-na-ymi sukra dangaa maji
  I Remo  I-GEN-name S. D. M.
  ‘I am a Remo.’ ‘My name is Sukra Dangada Maji.’ [SDM]
 (c) remo bai (i-ta) (d) io sero (i-ta)
  man good COP-NPST.II  house dirty COP-NPST.II

  ‘The man is good.’  ‘The house is dirty.’ (Fernandez 1968:112)
 (e) nuia  baibe[y]
  coconut round
  ‘The coconut is round.’ or ‘the round coconut’ [SDM]
 (f) goyta kalevay    (g) mayn eri kalevay
  bull black     3:GEN body black
  ‘The bull is black.’ or ‘the black bull’  ‘Its body’ colour is black.’
        [SDM]
 (h) mi-le-na gusuger-e-na ninden gusuge
  Omdi-PL-GEN Gusungger-PL-GEN primary.clan Gusu’ge

  k-ne kirsani rem-le
  DEIC-EMPH  Kirsani person-PL

   ‘The original clan for the Omdi and Gusungger is Gusu’ge; these are 
Kirsa�ni people.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:79)

Note that this lack of copula is also possible with possessive structures in the present. 
Thus, such formations are of the structure Noun-GEN Noun [Copula].

(157) ma�yina … goyta gubu[] gisi gime
 they-GEN … cattle pig chicken goat
 ‘They have cattle, pigs, chickens, goats.’ [SDM]
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Negative possessive structures, on the other hand, in the present use the negative 
copula form. Possessors may be omitted contextually as well.

(158) ni ob-a-go-t-i gine ara
 I bite-NEG-CAP-NPST-1 tooth NEG.COP

 ‘I can’t bite it, I have no teeth.’ (Fernandez 1968:114)

Locational copular structures often use the copula form i- in Remo.

(159) ni ney-na gom malkangiri distrikt-bo i-ta
 I we-GEN village M. D. -LOC COP-NPST.II

 ‘My/our village is (a place) in Malkangiri District.’ [SDM]

In more marked TAM forms, for example, conditional or imperative, the copula em 
may be used in Remo.

(160) n raja e-na ni nn mntri em-a-ni
 you king COP-COND I you\GEN minister COP-IMP-1
 ‘When you will be a king let me be your minister.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:63)

As aforementioned, like the other Munda languages, the basic clausal constituent 
order of Remo is S[ubject] O[bject] V[erb]. Other permutations are permitted under 
certain discourse conditions, but the textually unmarked order is SOV, as it is in 
most, if  not all, modern Munda languages.

(161) (a) remo nuia sago-a (b) remo a-gisi ju-to
  man coconut holding-PROG/PRES   man OBJ-chicken see-NPST.I
  ‘The man is holding the coconut.’  ‘The man sees the chicken.’
  [SDM]   (Fernandez 1968:124)
 (c) ni a-ni ju-t-i (d) ni nsua sum-t-i
  I OBJ-I see-NPST-1  I banana eat-NPST-1
  ‘I see myself.’ [SDM]   ‘I eat bananas.’ (Fernandez 

1968:125) 
 (e) remo io oroy-en-ta (f ) ni remo- tumo on-t-i
  man house build-PROG-NPST.II   I man-GEN mouth hear-NPST-1
  ‘The man is building a house.’  ‘I hear the man’s voice.’
      (Fernandez 1968:126)
 (g) a-ni mabisom ruo-gta
  OBJ-I very cold-PRF

  ‘I feel very cold.’
 (h) a-ni kuru-gta a-may tamiba-gta
  OBJ-I hungry-PRF OBJ-she/he sneeze-PRF

  ‘I am hungry.’ ‘He is sneezing.’ (Fernandez 1968:112)
 (i) no eroga kiya sum-to-no-ki
  you tomorrow rice eat-NPST.I-2-Q

  ‘will you eat rice tomorrow?’
 ( j) arn gom remo sa-ga
  which village man come-PST.II.3
  ‘From which village does the man come?’ (Fernandez 1968:112)
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The OV order is maintained in imperative formations as well in Remo.

(162) (a) a-io wi-ya (b) a-ni kiya be
  OBJ-house go-IMP  OBJ-I rice give
  ‘go home!’   ‘give me rice’ (Fernandez 1968:112)

Within the noun phrase or verb phrase, there is some variability permitted but the 
order of modifiers and heads are generally set. Thus, deverbal ‘participial’ adjectives 
almost always precede the noun in NPs in Remo.

(163) surisuri uribay remo
 fast walk-ADJ man
 ‘the fast walking man’ (Fernandez 1968:117)

4.1.1 Typological features

The relative order of numeral and noun is variable in Remo with both Num N and 
N Num order attested. Note that suffixed or enclitic classifiers, similar to those 
found in various other South Asian languages can appear on the numeral,  encoding, 
for example, human vs. non-human oppositions. Note that this syntactic  variability 
of the relative position of Numeral and Noun is not dependent on categories of 
humanness or animacy, but may be subject to as-of-yet undiscovered discourse/
pragmatic, rather than strict semantic (either functional or lexical) features of the 
elements involved.

(164) Num N ~ N Num
 (a) mia remo kwusi�-alu i-ta
  one.HUM man jackfruit-SUB COP-NPST.II

  ‘One man is beneath the jackfruit tree.’
 (b) bire muy gari-bo i-ta
  stone one.NONHUM path-LOC/DIR COP-NPST.II

  ‘One stone is on the path.’ (Fernandez 1968:117)
 (c) gii gisi aka ita
  three.NONHUM chicken here COP-NPST.III

  ‘Three chickens are here.’ 
 (d) selane uuo a-kia kuma-en-ta
  girl four.HUM OBJ-river bathe-PROG-NPST.I
  ‘Four girls are bathing in the river.’ (Fernandez 1968:117)

Other order-based restrictions within the Remo noun phrase include the predomi-
nance of the following structural types: Gen N, Dem N, and Adj N. That is, the noun 
phrase of Remo shows a typical head-final patterning that is common in Eurasian 
SOV languages, generally speaking, and in South Asian languages, in particular, (e.g. 
Gen N; Dem N; Adj N), with notable exceptions. More expanded phrases regularly 
follow this pattern as well, for example, Num Adj N.

(165) mbayyo mona-bay selane-le er-en-ta
 two.HUM fat-ADJ girl-PL thresh-PROG-NPST.II

 ‘Two fat girls are threshing.’ (Fernandez 1968:117)
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However, post-nominal adjectival modifiers are also possible (i.e. in an N Adj. 
 structure), even those bearing the adjectival or modifier suffix -bay (but not geni-
tives or demonstratives (?)) in Remo. Thus, like numerals, adjectives in Remo may 
appear post-nominally or in internally headed structures like the second example 
below, with Num N Adj order possible. Variation to this effect is common; what, 
if  any, semantic difference exists between these variants requires further research to 
elucidate. Whether these post-nominal structures are archaic artefacts of an earlier 
SVO or VSO structure, an older order that is suggested by both internal-Munda and 
external-Austroasiatic comparative evidence, is unknown at present, but is at least 
plausible (unless these variants can be proven to be used only in particular discourse/
pragmatic contexts and/or of very recent origin). Thus utterances of the following 
type are also grammatical.

(166) (a) remo monabay
  man fat
  ‘fat man’
 (b) muy gisi kaylabay ~ muy kaylabay gisi
  one.NONHUMAN chicken black
  ‘one black chicken’ (Fernandez 1968:127)
 (c) kaabay remo diredire uri-o
  blind.MASC:ADJ man slowly walk-PST.I
  ‘The blind man walked slowly.’
 (d) monabay selane sum-o
  fat girl eat-PST.I
  ‘The fat girl ate.’  (Fernandez 1968:116) 
 (e) goyta kalevay goy-i-da
  bull black die-AUX-NPST.II

  ‘The black bull died/is dead.’ [SDM]
 (f) ati-na luntur mbaar munawe
  elephant-GEN ear two big
  ‘the elephant’s two big ears’ or ‘the elephant has two big ears.’ [SDM]
 (g) remo-na luntur mbaar[a] ove
  man-GEN ear two small
  ‘the man’s two small ears’ or ‘The man has two small ears.’ [SDM]

A four-term noun phrase without a numeral expression also usually follows the 
head-final structure that seems characteristic of Remo, as in example (167) with 
Dem–Adj–Gen–N order.

(167) kon monabay selane- io
 this fat-ADJ girl-GEN house
 ‘This fat girl’s house.’ (Fernandez 1968:127)

Adverbs generally precede verbs in Remo, which as aforementioned, are usually the 
final element of a clause (whether this is a simplex lexical verb or complex predicate 
with a light or auxiliary verb).

(168) kaabay remo diredire uri-o
 blind.MASC:ADJ man slowly walk-PST.I
 ‘The blind man walked slowly.’ (Fernandez 1968:116)
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However, the placement of adverbs is relatively free, and they can appear 
 clause-initially, in second position, etc.

Further, within the verb phrase, the relative order of ‘indirect’ (i.e. semantic recipi-
ents, beneficiaries, goals, etc.) and ‘direct’ (i.e. semantic patients or themes), usually 
sees the indirect/human/animate object preceding the direct/inanimate object. Note 
that in terms of case-marking (which as mentioned in section 3.1.2 is a phrasal 
 proclitic, appearing on the leftmost element of the noun phrase designated as 
‘object’ (but not encoded in the verb, as Remo has lost morphological encoding of 
object properties in the verb that was characteristic of both Proto-South Munda 
and Proto-Munda (Anderson 2001, 2004, 2007)), it is the ‘indirect’ object that is 
case-marked (as this is the most likely argument to be animate/human/definite), and 
thus Remo shows the pattern something akin to that typically known as the ‘primary 
object’ pattern (Dryer 1986) in the literature, albeit it represents a system in which 
case is marked on the dependent noun not on the verb in Remo (as it is in Juang, 
Gorum, or Sora).

(169) (a) gitin remo a-monabay selane kiya be-o
  that.CLOSE man OBJ-fat:ADJ girl rice give-PST.I
  ‘That man gave rice to the fat girl.’ (Fernandez 1968:119)
 (b) ni a-guso kiya su-sum be-t-i
  I OBJ-dog rice REDPL-eat AUX-NPST-1
  ‘I am feeding the dog the rice.’ (Fernandez 1968:120)

Interrogative sentences without ‘Wh-words’ in Remo are formed with the  post-inflectional 
clitic -ki. This, like the post-inflectional progressive (see 3.2.4) is likely a loan from 
Indo-Aryan.

(170) (a) sum-o-no-ki (b) sum-to-no-ki
  eat-PST.I-2-Q  eat-NPST.I-2-Q

  ‘Did you eat?’  ‘Do you eat?’ (Fernandez 1968:112)

There appears to be two elements used as quotatives in Remo, one native and the 
other borrowed. Generally they have different syntax. The native element is  which 
functions as a kind of defective verb meaning ‘say’. It usually follows the quote and 
precedes the finite verb meaning ‘say’.

(171) (a) dkri jul- seta ma eem  en-n kra 
  woman see-PST.I SS what REDPL:do AUX-2 man QUOT

  seta sun-
  SS say-PST.I
  ‘The wife saw him and said “What are you doing, husband?” ’
 (b) su� guis- ik-l  seta sun-
  fire kindle.fire.by.blowing-PST.I stay-EMPH QUOT SS say-PST.I
  ‘Stay here kindling fire’
 (c) kra sun- n baa-rem kub sb 
  man say-PST.I you distribute-person very.much hold/catch

  it-n  seta kra sun-
  AUX:NPST-2 QUOT SS man say-PST.I
  ‘The man said, “You, who did the distribution, have taken more (meat).”  ’
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In other uses, it appears to convey the meaning ‘say’ alone with no additional verb, 
or with it deleted.

(172) (a) gisag-e jul--seta kra ui-ga-ni 
  monkey-PL see-PST.I=SS man go-PST.II.3-PROG QUOT/say:PST.I
  ‘The monkeys saw (her) and said “there goes the man.”  ’
 (b) sum-ti- d seta titi br sb--se jikl-
  eat-NPST-1 QUOT ss hand with hold-PST.I-SS pull-PST.I
  ‘Saying “I will eat” they held the beans with their hands and pulled.’
 (c) cih mr em-ti- be  seta 
  fie how do-NPST-1 DISC QUOT SS

  gitin gisag-na siksa mui i-ga
  that.CLOSE monkey-GEN bone one be-PST.II.3
   ‘“Fie upon me! What will I do now?” At that time a piece of bone of 

one of the monkeys was lying there.’

The other quotative is ki which likely derives from an Indo-Aryan loan source. This 
often precedes the quote that is sets off  in the sentence.

(173) (a) kri sun- ki ana kra n-na kia
  woman say-PST.I QUOT no man, you-GEN cooked.rice

  gisag-e saay- sum-
  monkey-PL scatter-PST.I eat-PST.I
   ‘The woman said “no, husband, monkeys scattered and ate your 

food.” ’ (Bhattacharya 1968:148)
 (b) kra sun- ki ni mui buddi em-t-i
  Man say-PST.I QUOT I one trick do-NPST-1
  ‘The man said “let me do a trick”.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:148)
 (c) muna-bai gisag sun- ki kn kra sag
  big-ADJ monkey say-PST.I QUOT DEIC man come:PST

  ‘The big monkey said: “This one is not the wife, the man has come.” ’

Note that the use of a quotative is not obligatory (although quite common) in Remo 
narrative discourse.

(174) kra sun- ma palay bug--be--ni kri gy-ga
 man say-PST.I what for beat-CV-AUX-PST.I-1 woman die-PST.II.3
  ‘The husband said, “why did I strike? The wife is dead.” ’ (Bhattacharya 

1968:149)

4.2 Complex sentence structure

As aforementioned, while the investigation of most features of Remo grammar need 
more and better data so we can advance our understanding of its structure, one area 
of Remo grammar that stands out as in particular need of further intensive inves-
tigation is the formation and structure of complex sentences. Indeed, virtually no 
data on complement clauses are available for the language. An object complement 
clause may appear in reduplicated form. Note that this is exactly the structure that 
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typifies many auxiliary verb constructions in Remo and it is from such complement 
structures that many such auxiliary verb constructions probably have arisen.

(175) i tutu mak-t-i
 I REDPL:throw/tie know-NPST-1
 ‘I know how to throw.’ (Fernandez 968:122)

4.2.1 Relative-type clauses

Like complement clauses, relative clauses are mainly lacking in our corpus. A verbal 
element can be turned into a participle with relative-type functions by adding -bay to 
the basic stem for bi-syllabic verbs and a reduplicated stem for mono-syllabic ones.

(176) surisuri uri-bay remo io-bo wi-ga
 fast walk-ADJ man home-LOC/DIR go-PST.II.3
  ‘The fast walking man goes home.’ (i.e. the man who walks fast’) (Fernandez 

1968:117)

4.2.2 Other subordinate clauses (time, manner, cause, purpose, etc.)

Remo does appear to have a range of means of creating subordinate clauses of vari-
ous functional subtypes. Unfortunately the extent of their use, and how seemingly 
synonymous constructions differ from each other either in meaning, contexts of 
appropriateness and connotation remains uninvestigated.

Like many other languages of the world, Munda languages included, clitic post-
positional elements (or case forms) may be attached to non-finite verbs to form 
subordinate clauses of various types in Remo. These may attach to a reduplicated 
form if  the stem is mono-syllabic. They may also attach to a copular form.

(177) badl an-sa pa- mmrtg-e tina-ga
 ?cloudy COP.NEG-DEP sky.to.clear-PST.I star-PL be.seen-PST.II.3
  ‘Because there was no cloud, the sky has cleared up, stars are visible.’ 

(Bhattacharya 1968:85)

Some postposing of subordinate structures is found in Remo. Nominalized or 
case-marked complements may be found in a post-verbal position, which, therefore, 
appears sentence medially.

(178) (a) sunubo tug-o-ta su-sugbo-a
  comb:head tie-PST.I-NPST.II REDPL.combing:head-DEP

   ‘He has tied a comb (to his waist) for hair-combing.’ (Fernandez 
1968:61)

 (b) gor-boy suta ru-o-ta kja-play bodobel-bo
  Dom.FEM thread bring-PST.I-NPST.II barter-FOR Bodobel-LOC/DIR

   ‘A Dom woman has brought thread for bartering at Bodoballe.’ 
(Fernandez 1968:61)

 (c) gurume- gom remo bire on-o-ta
  Andrahal-GEN village man stone carry-PST.I-NPST.II

  gunom jukjuk-play
  memorial building-FOR

   ‘The men of Andrahal village have carried a stone for building a 
 memorial.’ (Fernandez 1968:61)
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Some elements may attach to what otherwise appears to be a finite verb form in the 
language.

(179) ru-en-k-ga-sa
 bring-PROG-PERF-PST.II.3-SS

 ‘while they were taking him in’ (Fernandez 1968:100)

Conditional forms, already mentioned in section 3.2.5 are also, properly speaking, a 
subtype of complex sentence and, therefore, should be included herein as well.

(180) (a) a-nay- io i-ki-a ma losuna sum-ni
  OBJ-we-GEN house COP-PRF-COND what ADD eat-1
   ‘If  we had food in our house, I would also have eaten something.’ 

(Fernandez 1968:101)
 (b) gulayne kiya a-sum-o-a goy-g-wi-ta
  boy rice NEG-eat-PST.I-COND die-PST-AUX-NPST.II

  ‘If  the boy does not eat, he will die.’ (Fernandez 1968:101)

An accompaniment converb or dependent form in Remo is also found in -lo. Cognate 
elements are found in Sora, for example, as well.

(181) ni wi-lo gisi goy-wi-ga
 I go-WHILE chicken die-AUX-PST.II.3
 ‘While I was gone, the chicken died.’(Fernandez 1968:101)

As aforementioned, it may be the case that the genitive case of a pronominal may 
also function as the subject of a dependent clause in Remo.

(182) kra  jul-  jul-  a-go-seta mayn  kiya-ntra-ma 
 man see-PST.I see-PST.I NEG-CAP-SS -he:GEN cooked.rice-gruel-curry

 bu--ki-n-b  ui-ga
 put-PST.I-PRF-DEP-PLACE go-PST.II.3

 ‘The man waited there for some time, but then unable to wait more he returned 
to the place where he lay the rice, gruel and vegetables.’ (Bhattacharya 
1968:149)

In this sentence the subordinate clause verb has the dependent/attributive suffix -n 
to which the locative/directional case or adposition has attached. Here the meaning 
 created reflects the origin of the element ‘place’ and makes a relative-type subordinate 
clause meaning ‘the place where.’

Examples of other verb forms functioning as complements of postpositions, 
appearing in the dependent -n form include the following in Remo:

(183) kra kri i-ki-n turgu biri-b gisag-e
  man woman go-PLUP-DEP afterwards forest-LOC monkey-PL

 same su-sum-sa i-ga
 mandeya.corn REDPL-eat-PURP go-PST.II.3

 ‘The husband and wife being gone, the monkeys went to the field to eat 
mandeya.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:149)

This dependent verb form in -n can operate itself  to mark a temporally subordinate 
clause in Remo in, at least, certain instances.
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(184) gitin kata sun--ki-n dapre kra
 that.CLOSE utterance say-PST.I-PRF-DEP suddenly man

 ma  �y-�-ki-n kui� br a-kri
 vegetable.curry cook-PST.I-PRF-DEP earthen.pot INS OBJ-woman

 bug--be-
 beat-CV-AUX-PST.I

 ‘When this was uttered the man suddenly struck his wife with the pot in 
which the curry was cooked.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:149)

4.2.3 Coordination, co-subordination and switch reference

In the Remo texts in Bhattacharya (1968), there are certain non-finite elements that 
appear to function as a coordinating ‘conjunction’ but which have an predominant 
patterning in sentences where the two clauses share or do not share a subject argument. 
Such a pattern led Anderson and Boyle (2002) to suggest that at least for certain narra-
tive genres, such a distribution seems to represent a switch reference system. The Remo 
switch reference markers are se(ta) for same subject and -na for different subject.3 See 
examples in (185) for same subject and (186) for different subject.

(185) Same subject
 (a) kri kran-b ui-seta mayn lge tg-
  Woman man-LOC go-SS she/he:GEN side stand-PST.I
 ‘The woman went up to and stood by her husband.’
 (b) n gsig-seta biri-b i-ya
  you wear.cloth(by.men)-SS forest-LOC go-IMP

 ‘dress like a man and go to the forest’
 (c) kukusag gine gij-l=seta kirime tur- atin
  tiger teeth gnash-while-SS claw take.out-PST.I that.far.off

 gu nalili sug em- sa, kn gu-lna
 boy embracing like do-PST.I and.then this boy-also

 kirime tur-=seta gij-l=seta a-kukusag nalili
 nail take.out-PST.I-SS gnash-WHILE-SS4 OBJ-tiger emb.

 sug em-
 like do-PST.I

‘The tiger then gritted his teeth and bringing out his claws moved as if  
to embrace the boy, at which the boy also exposed his fingernails gritted 
his teeth and moved as if  to embrace the tiger.’

(186) Different subject
(a) a-ni atr a-be-t-n-ki   -na nn   

OBJ-I milk NEG-give-FUT.II-2-Q say-DS you:GEN

baagari aktr  uis-  sum
distributed.property milk milk-CV drink(eat)
‘(I say), “will you give me milk or not” and he says “milk your side of 
the partitioned property and drink (it)”.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:150)

(b) prk’ kri  sag-na  kia  saay-  sum-nay
Next.time woman come-DS cooked.rice scatter-PST.I eat-1PL

‘Next time the woman comes, let’s scatter the food and eat it.’
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Usually same subject coordinate constructions are not simply a juxtaposed finite 
clause sequence, but this structure does occur in Remo.

(187) (a) ni sa-g-ni a-remo jul-o-ni
I come-PST.II-1 OBJ-man see-PST.I-1
‘I came and saw the man.’

cf. (b) ni sak-seta a-remo jul-o-ni 
I come-ss OBJ-man see-PST.I-1
‘I came and saw the man.’ (Fernandez 1968:113)

(c) gulayne sum-o sa-ga
boy eat-PST.I come-PST.II.3
‘The boy ate and came.’ (Fernandez 1968:113)

(d) ma�e� njuru  mura-ta ... ...amaj� biri-bo 
they morning rise-NPST.II OBJ-they-[GEN] highland.field-LOC

biri biri wi-ta
highland.field go-NPST.II

‘They get up in the morning and go to (work) in their highland
fields.’ [SDM]

Quasi-serialized structures with the first verb in a (past tense/participle or) converb 
form are also found to a certain extent in Remo clause structure. Since the first verb 
appears in semi-dependent form, these are not classic serial structures of the type 
found in Gta (Anderson this volume).

(188) aktr  uis-  sum
‘milk milk-CV drink(eat)
‘milk (it) and drink its milk!’ (Bhattacharya 1968:150)

5 SEMANTICS/DISCOURSE

5.1 Semantics

This has not been extensively examined in Remo to any degree.

5.2 Discourse

Nor has discourse been examined in Remo and little will be offered here. There are, 
of course, discourse sensitive particles, for example, -le, the use of which remain 
obscure.

(189) n-na  prslbai bb-le gisi  a-em--na
you-GEN clean:ADJ head-EMPH louse NEG-appear-PST-COND

‘Lice would not have appeared if your head was clean.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:63)

Another such element is the particle l which is frequently found in singular imperative 
forms and adds a sense of heightened urgency to the command.

(190) (a) su�  guis-  ik-l    seta  sun-
fire kindle.fire.by.blowing-PST.I stay-EMPH QUOT SS say-PST.I
‘Stay here kindling the fire’ (Bhattacharya 1968:149)
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(b)   kri  siri-l
DISC woman quickly-EMPH

‘O wife, come quickly, come quickly’ (Bhattacharya 1968:149)

Other discourse sensitive elements, possibly restricted to particular genres (e.g. 
 narrative style) are also commonly found in Remo. One such element is the  narrative 
particle t.

(191) (a) gitin  biri-b  same  kubete bulu-ga  t
that.CLOSE forest-LOC mandeya.corn a lot ripen-PST.II.3 NARR.PRTCL

‘A lot of mandeya corn ripened in the forest-field.’ (Bhattacharya 
1968:148)

(b) gitin  biri-b  same  su-sum-sa  kubete
that.CLOSE forest-LOC maneya.corn REDPL.eat-PURP many

piri kukum  gisak’  sa-sap t
bird peacock monkey REDPL.come NARR.PRTCL

‘Many birds, peacocks, and monkeys used to come to that forest to eat 
the corn.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:148)

Another is the rhetorical particle be which seems to be more typical of conversa-
tional genres or in conversation in narratives.

(192) cih  mr  em-ti-  be    seta  gitin  gisag-na 
fie how do-NPST-1 DISC QUOT SS that.CLOSE monkey-GEN 

siksa  mui i-ga
bone one be-PST.II.3
‘ “Fie upon me! What will I do now?” At that time a piece of bone of one 
of the monkeys was lying there.’ (Bhattacharya 1968:149)

As in many South Asian languages, for example Burushaski or Gta, there is a 
 structure that is used to string along sentences in narrative discourse. Commonly 
known as ‘head-to-tail linkage’, this structure consists of a copy of the finite verb in 
clause-final position from the preceding sentence as a non-finite verb form in clause-
initial position in the following sentence. In Remo, this structure is not as common 
as it is in the aforementioned two languages (one of which, Gta, is Remo’s sister 
language). Formally speaking, the verb often takes what appears to be the purpo-
sive subordinator -sa or in the dependent form -n (193–194) while in others (195) 
it appears to be embedded within the switch reference system (see Anderson this 
volume for more on this latter structure in Gta).

(193) (a) gitin  nsug bur  aten  muna-bai  gisak  
that.CLOSE knife with  that.one big-ADJ monkey

pug-  be- 
gore-PST.I AUX-PST.I
‘The man gored the big monkey with that knife.’

(b) pug-  be--sa  au-au  gisag-e  a-muna-bai 
gore- PST.I AUX-PST.I-DEP REDPL-young monkey-PL OBJ-big-ADJ

gisag jul-
monkey see-PST.I
‘(he was stabbed and) the younger ones looked at the big monkey.’
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(194) (a) tul- be-  seta kra mar kri  i-gari  i-ga
tie-CV tie-PST.I ss man and woman house-PATH go-PST.II.3
‘After that the husband and wife went home.’

(b) kra kri  i-ki-n  turgu  biri-b  gisag-e 
man woman go-PLUP-DEP afterwards forest-LOC monkey-PL

same su-sum-sa  i-ga
mandeya.corn REDPL-eat-PURP go-PST.II.3
‘The husband and wife being gone the monkeys went to the field to eat 
mandeya.’

(195) (a) biri-b-n gaa puek sug ru-seta  ng-b 
field-LOC-DEP beans ??? like bring-PST.I-SS trap-LOC

tul-  be-
tie-CV AUX-PST.I
‘They brought a bunch of jurunga beans (like puek) from the field 
and tied it inside the trap.’

(b) tul-  be-  seta  kra  mar  kri  i-gari  i-ga
tie-CV tie-PST.I  ss man and woman  house-PATH  go-PST.II.3
‘After that the husband and wife went home.’

As is clear from the glosses in these sentences, it is often best to leave the head-to-tail 
linkage part out of the translation into English, as this is not a part of English 
 narrative structure and the result is odd sounding in translation, and in the case of 
different subject structures like (193) hard to fit into the translation at all.

6 LEXICON

6.1 Austroasiatic/Munda components

Remo has a large amount of its basic vocabulary inherited from its Proto-Munda 
and Proto-Austroasiatic ancestral languages. Some examples of basic vocabulary 
items of an indigenous origin include the following:

(196) likimo tenkur[u]mo� nsemi
seed-eye 
‘eye pupil’ ‘eyebrow’ ‘nose’ [SDM]

nsura� nsuga ‘banana’ 
a a' ‘water’ guso ‘dog’ tiksu ‘leg’ ‘foot’ luntur ‘ear’
gine ‘tooth’ mo� ‘eye’ bo[b] ‘head’  gutumo� ‘forehead’

 =gutum
buli ‘thigh’ gire ‘chest’ suloy ‘belly’ gua ‘back’
tumo ‘mouth’ kurtm ‘moustache’   lea ‘tongue’
tnarm ‘shoulder’ sunu�kuti ‘elbow’  titi ‘hand’
o�onti ‘finger’ o�o�[n]su ‘toe’  jomsu ‘toe’
kunay ‘butt’ [SDM]

6.2 Loan strata

Naturally, a wide range of loan words has entered the Remo lexicon from a range of 
sources, mainly local Indo-Aryan ones, but also including English via Indo-Aryan. 
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See Bhattacharya (1968) for an excellent Remo lexicon and still the best source on 
Remo vocabulary.

(197) gari ‘truck’ cini ‘sugar’

6.2.1 Hill Remo verb lexicon

In the following two sections, we briefly offer a list of verb stems and their inflec-
tional classes in both the Hill Remo and Plains Remo varieties.

(198) Unexpected (?) Class-I Sample maybe unexpected Class-II
kub ‘cough’ kirol ‘shout’
koso-be ‘hurt’ kukwi ‘wrap, cover with cloth’
kurob ‘belch’ kumal ‘bathe’
lor ‘vomit’ lobl ‘love’ (loan)
mag ‘know’ loklog ‘give birth’
nana-i ‘be naked’ lugbar ‘dig’
naso-em ‘spoil’ obunug ‘fight’
ig ‘cut paper’ olug ‘put on’
og ‘carry child in sling’ orig ‘wear, wrap’
ograg ‘wind yarn on frame’ oai ‘fight’
ola ‘spread’ (of cobra’s hood) pwo ‘(jump) across’
om ‘hatch eggs’ po ‘jump over’; ‘threaten’
oys ‘harvest paddy’ rubog ‘wear/put on head’
per ‘be spicy’ sog ‘hold’
pugla ‘bend wood’ somo ‘know’
rie ‘have wrinkles’ somoo ‘know/recognize s.o.’
rojug ‘dam stream’ ton ‘wash’; ‘stand’; ‘offer’
sambu ‘suck blood’ sul ‘crow’; ‘rub’
sinig ‘fart’ surol ‘greet’
turag ‘piss’ tipa ‘hide’
umpar ‘blow fire’ tugor ‘beat’
ur ‘run’ aborl ‘fight’
uskob ‘hiccough’ bagor ‘beat one’s breast’
sun ‘speak, ask, answer’ bam ‘get’
tun ‘wear on upper arm’ bibal ‘marry’
aleag ‘squeeze out water’ butu ‘fear’
a ‘be taboo’ ayks ‘climb’
ar ‘shave’ usog ‘wish, desire’
wagbog ‘cut off  head’ gwiag ‘wash’
bartug ‘cut wood’ gel ‘offer’
batur ‘spin fibre against thigh’ gigeb ‘heat’
besag ‘spread cloth’; ‘go to bed’ gije ‘scratch’
bibe ‘place yarn on loom warp’ jinl ‘win’
bokor ‘chat’ jiral ‘fish w/trap’
bubob ‘bark’
bukta ‘pound fibre’
bulay ‘ball yarn’
wi ‘cook’
woyar ‘cook something bought’ 
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el ‘arrive’
erakjul ‘palm-read’
geb ‘burn’
gi ‘be sticky’
goswi ‘chirp, whistle’
gub ‘graze’; ‘tie (wood)’
gur ‘rain’
guraarjul ‘look back’
igsam ‘defecate’
jagl ‘keep watch’
karabem ‘spoil’

(199) ‘Labile’ roots
jul (I) ‘see, look’ (II) ‘hang up’
lug (I) ‘dig’ (II) ‘set (of sun)’
ru (I) ‘bring’ (II) ‘take’
tul (I) ‘throw’; ‘fix in ground’ (II) ‘hang, tie’
tur (I) ‘search for’ (II) ‘sprout’

Note also: ra (I) ‘cook’ raal ‘cook’ (II)

6.2.2 Plains Remo verb list

(200) I II
arlim ‘scratch’ ipor ‘(a man) said of a woman’
al ‘breathe’
iksam ‘shit’
ukse ‘cry’ ug ‘cry’
ur ‘run’ kumab ‘bathe’
uri ‘walk’ kumbog ‘wash head’
uskobam ‘hiccough’
entur ‘spin yarn against thigh’
oroi ‘not to be’
kaba e ‘get surprise’
kirol ‘shout’
kukub ‘cough’
kurob ‘belch’
gi ‘stick to something’
giral ‘fish w/trap’ guisu ‘wash feet’
guiag ‘wash’ guimog ‘wash face’
gunlay ‘roll down’ gay ‘enter’
gupa ‘celebrate 1st birthday’
gur ‘rain’
gurag ‘spin thread’
gegeb ‘heat’
gebig ‘wear’
gosig ‘whistle’
gosil ‘wear loin cloth’
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cokoti ‘mix w/hand’
jagl ‘keep watch’
jin ‘win’
jojor ‘descend’
jor ‘descend’
ais ‘climb’
aur ‘drizzle’
akumag ‘give birth (hum)’
aur ‘be cloudy’
it ‘be’ ‘live’
u ‘go, run away’
usug ‘want’
em ‘be(come)’ ‘do’
egug ‘be hanged’
el ‘cross by jumping’
en ‘cook curry’
enag ‘cook by mixing all vegetables’ 
ool ‘laugh’
rig ‘lie down’
tamil ‘sneeze’
tar ‘become white’
tugor ‘beat’ go ‘be able’
tuag ‘piss’ gois ‘die’
tubog ‘tie/put on head’
turgu ‘be behind’
togak ‘get up’
to ‘pound’
nsa ‘refuse’
pisel ‘slip’
puep ‘snap fingers’
per ‘be hot’
babl ‘think’
bibe ‘get drowned’
butu ‘fear’
burug ‘swell’ les ‘sit’
bekor ‘chat’ lakar ‘tire’
bobob ‘bark’ rag ‘tear (cloth/paper)’
murag ‘wake up’ mel ‘dance’
rakt ‘be startled’ lugag ‘drown’
lagbur ‘scrape w/spade’ lemog ‘sleep’
lor ‘vomit’ sag ‘come’
waiser ‘grumble’
wagbog ‘be ahead’
sinig ‘flatulate’
silip ‘sneeze’
sukur ‘warm self  up’
suug ‘blossom’
sun ‘say’
sulo ‘sweat’
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susubog ‘comb hair’
sela ‘mature’

Note: kuy ‘poke with’ ku�y ‘scold’ (both = I)

wai (I) ‘call’ (II) ‘marry’

7 BRIEF ANNOTATED SAMPLE TEXT

7.1 The monkey tragedy

From Bhattacharya (1968:147–148), original line numbering retained. Note: In 
Bhattacharya’s transcription, a final consonant followed by an apostrophe, for 
example, k’, p’, indicates a pre-glottalized, unreleased stop, for example, p, k. We 
have retained this convention in the following text. The influence of Indo-Aryan 
syntactically is pronounced in this text, for example, the complementizer/quotative/
subordinator ki used before direct quotes.

 (i) kra  ikri  i-ga  t
old.man old, woman stay-PST.II.3 NARR.PRTCL

‘There was an (old) man and woman.’

 (ii) biri  gi-gi  gy-2�  t
forest REDPL-cut cut-PST.I NARR.PRTCL

‘They cleared a forest (to cultivate it).’

 (iii) gitin  biri-b  same  kubete  bulu-ga  t
that.CLOSE  forest-LOC  mandeya.corn  a lot ripen-PST.II.3  NARR.PRTCL

‘A lot of mandeya corn ripened in the forest-field.’

 (iv) gitin  biri-b  same  su-sum-sa  kubete piri 
that.CLOSE forest-LOC maneya.corn REDPL.eat-PURP many bird

kukum  gisak’  sa-sap t
peacock monkey REDPL.come NARR.PRTCL

‘Many birds, peacocks, and monkeys used to come to that forest to eat 
the corn.’

 (v) gitin  kra  biri-b   piri kukum gisak’  gubu 
that.CLOSE old.man forest-LOC bird peacock monkey pig

i�-i�-sa  isa jag-bar  ui.
REDPL.chase-PURP daily watch-AUGM go
‘The man would go there daily to watch and drive away the birds,  peacocks, 
monkeys, and pigs.’

 (vi) gitin  kri  mai kra-palay kia  isa  
that.CLOSE old.woman 3SG man-FOR cooked.rice daily 

ru  bebe
bring REDPL.give
‘The woman used to bring food for her husband daily.’
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 (vii) ru-be-be-sa  atin  gisag-e  gari-b   
bring-REDPL-give-PURP that.far.one monkey-PL path-LOC

jagl--seta a-kri  kia  saay-  su-sum
watch-PST.I-SS OBJ-woman cooked.rice scatter-PST.I REDPL-eat
‘(she went in order to bring and give (him food)), some monkeys on the 
path watched her and scattered the food (in order) to eat it.’

 (viii) kri  kran-b  ui-seta mayn  lge  tg-
Woman man-LOC/DIR go-SS 3SG-GEN ?side? stand-PST.I
‘The woman went up to and stood by her husband.’

 (ix) kra sun- kia  argu  ru--n.
Man say-PST.I cooked.rice where bring-PST.I-2
‘The man said “where is the food you brought?” ’

 (x) kri  sun-    ki  ana kra n-na  kia 
woman say-PST.I COMP no man, you-GEN cooked.rice

gisag-e  saay-  sum-
monkey-PL scatter-PST.I eat-PST.I
‘The woman said “no, husband, monkeys scattered and ate your food.” ’

 (xi) ni kri-rem  ma  em-t-i
I woman-person what do-NPST-1
‘I am (just) a woman, what am I to do.’

 (xii) kra sun-  ki  ni mui buddi em-t-i
man say-PST.I COMP I one trick do-NPST-1
‘The man said “let me do a trick”.’

 (xiii) mar  misi  jur  a-kri  sun-
Again/another one.day morning OBJ-woman say-PST.I

n  gsig-seta  biri-b i-ya
you wear.cloth(by.men):PST.II-SS forest-LOC go-IMP

‘The next morning he told his wife “dress like a man and go to the forest”.’

 (xiv) mar misi jur  kri t mui kdi  gsi-ga, 
again morning woman EMPH one dhoti wear-PST.II.3

mui  agiya mui  knd-b  kser-ga
one axe one shoulder*-LOC/DIR hang.up-PST.II.3
‘That same morning the woman put on a dhoti and placed an axe on her 
shoulder.’ *(Bhattacharya glosses as ‘shoulder’ but the word does not 
appear in his lexicon; the usual word tnarom.)

 (xv) mari kri  biri-b  ui-sa  gari-gari  ui-ga
then woman forest-LOC go-PURP path-path go-PST.II.3
‘The woman went by the path to go to the forest.’

 (xvi) gisag-e  jul--seta kra ui-ga-ni 
monkey-PL see-PST.I=SS man go-PST.II-PROG QUOT

‘The monkeys saw (her) and said “there goes the man.” ’
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 (xvii) prk’  kri  sag-na  kia  saay-  sum-nay
Next.time woman come-DS cooked.rice scatter-PST.I eat-1PL

‘Next time the woman comes, let’s scatter the food and eat it.’

 (xviii) kra t  kia  ra-  ma  �y-
Man EMPH cooked.rice cook-PST.I veg.curry cook-PST.I
‘The man cooked rice and veggy curry.’

ntra  lbur- 
gruel prepare-PST.I
‘He prepared the gruel.’

mari kiya  t  ipni-b  kib-
then cooked.rice EMPH small.basket-LOC/DIR pour-PST.I
‘Then he poured the rice into a small basket.’

ntra  patli-b  kib-  
gruel small.pot-LOC/DIR pour-PST.I
‘He put the gruel in small pot.’

ma  muni-b  sb-ga
vegetable.curry earthen.pot-LOC hold-PST.II.3
‘The veggy curry was held in an earthen pot.’

mari mui amu-b  jgal-  mari kri  sugo
then one large.basket-LOC collect-PST.I then woman like

t�y-=seta  gari gari ui-ga-ni
carry.on.head-PST.I=SS path path go-PST.II-PROG

‘Then he put them in a large basket on his head like a woman and went 
down the path.’

 (xix) a-kra  gisag-e  jul--seta saay-bar-sa ur- 
OBJ-man monkey-PL see-PST.I-SS scatter-AUGM=PURP run-CV

ui-ga  t
go-PST.II.3 NARR.PRTCL

‘The monkeys saw the man and ran off  to scatter his food.’

 (xx) gitin-a  muna-bai sensenu a-dkra sb-  turgu  
that.CLOSE-ATTR big-ADJ at.first OBJ-man seize-PST.I later

au-au-bai  gisag  sb-
REDPL-small-ADJ monkey seize-PST.I
‘The bigger one among them went first and caught hold of the man, and 
then the younger ones seized him.’

 (xxi) gitin  kra nsap-b  nsug mui pig  i-ga
that.CLOSE man waist-LOC knife one be.tucked.in AUX-PST.II:3?
‘There was a big knife concealed in the man’s waist.’

 (xxii) gitin  nsug bur aten  muna-bai gisak  pug-  be-
that.CLOSE knife with that.one big-DET monkey gore-PST.I AUX-PST.I
‘The man gored the big monkey with that knife.’
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 (xxiii) pug-  be--sa  au-au  gisag-e  a-muna-bai 
gore-PST.I AUX-PST.I-DEP REDPL-big monkey-PL OBJ-big-ADJ

gisag jul-
monkey see-PST.I
‘He was stabbed and the younger ones looked at the big monkey.’

 (xxiv) muna-bai gisag sun- ki  kn kra sag
big-ADJ monkey say-PST.I QUOT DEIC man come:PST

‘The big monkey said: “This one is not the wife, the man has come.” ’

 (xxv) mari  au-au-bai  gisag-e  gy-seta u-ga
again small-COPY-ADJ monkey-PL jump-SS flee-PST.II.3
‘Then the younger monkeys jumped and ran away.’

 (xxvi) kra kiyan  ma  ntra  ntur--seta gisag-en 
man cooked.rice curry gruel leave-PST.I-SS monkey-PL[DEP]

tegu tegu in-
chase chase chase-PST.I
‘The man leaving the rice, vegetable, and the gruel chased them.’

 (xxvii) gisag-e  semug bagb  ai-ga
monkey-PL tree on.top.of climb-PST.II.3
‘The monkeys climbed on the top of a tree.’

 (xxviii) dkra semug alu  ui-seta a-gisa-ge bagb  
man tree down go-SS OBJ-monkey-PL on.top.of

jul--seta puta-le ni-na same sum--se 
look-PST.I-SS (abusive)-PL I-GEN mandeya.corn eat-PST.I-SS

sukay-t-pe  ki
escape-NPST.I-2PL QUOT

‘The man going below the tree looked up at the monkeys (and said), “You 
wretched creatures, will you escape eating my maneya?”.’

 (xxix) kra jul-  jul-  a-g-seta  mayn  kiya-ntra-ma 
man see-PST.I see-PST.I NEG-CAP-SS he:GEN cooked.rice-gruel-curry

bu--ki-n-b  ui-ga
put-PST.I-PRF-DEP-LOC/DIR go-PST.II.3
‘The man waited there for some time, but then unable to wait more he 
returned to the place where rice, gruel, and vegetables were laid by him.’

 (xxx) kiya  ntra  mari t�y--seta  biri-b  ui-ga
cooked.rice gruel again carry.on.head-PST.I-SS field-LOC go-PST.II.3
‘He then returned to the field carrying the rice, gruel, on his head.’

 (xxxi) dkri  jul- seta ma  eem  en-n kra  
woman see-PST.I SS what REDPL:do AUX-2 man QUOT

seta sun-
SS say-PST.I
‘Seeing (him) the wife (said), “What were you doing, husband?”.’
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 (xxxii) sa kra sun-  ana saay-bar-na  gisag-e 
then man say-PST.I no scatter-AUGM-DEP monkey-PL

a-mui  kra gisag  bus-l  be--ni
OBJ-one.NONHUMAN man monkey stab-EMPH AUX-PST.I-1
‘Then the man said: “Nay, I stabbed the male one of the monkeys who 
came to scatter (the cooked rice).” ’
(NB: -AUGM-bar functions like reduplication with loan verb stems)

 (xxxiii) gy-ta  u bur-ta  u
die-NPST.II or live-NPST.II or
‘Whether he will die or survive (no one can say).’

 (xxxiv) turgu  gitin  kia  ntra  mambay 
afterwards that.CLOSE cooked.ricegruel vegetable.curry two.persons

kra kri  baa-g-se  sum-
man woman distribute.food.after.cooking-PST.II-SS eat-PST.I
‘After that the husband and wife shared the rice, gruel, and vegetable 
and ate.’

 (xxxv) kra a-kri  sun- y  samele  srlaye 
man OBJ-woman say-PST.I DISC mandeya.corn cucumber

bda-le  gaa gulay  bulu-g  i-ta
boda.grain-PL beans all/many ripen-PST.II AUX-NPST.II

‘The man said to his wife: “Dear, the mandeya, cucumbers, boda grains, 
and jurunga beans, all have matured (in our field).” ’

 (xxxvi) mui  nk’ g-na
one trap make-1DL

‘Let us make a trap.’

 (xxxvii) tebe kra  kri  mbay  nk’  tiyar  eem  tanm-
then  man woman  two.persons  trap ready  REDPL:do  begin-PST.I
‘Then both husband and wife began to make a trap.’

(xxxviii) nk’ tiyar  e-ga
trap ready become-PST.II.3
‘The trap was ready.’

 (xxxix) biri-b-n  gaa puek sug ru--seta  ng-b tul- be-
field-LOC-DEp beans ??? like bring-PST.I-ss trap-LOC tie-cv AUX-PST.I
‘They brought a bunch of jurunga beans (like puek) from the field and 
tied it inside the trap.’

 (xl) tul- be-  seta kra mar kri  i-gari  i-ga
tie-CV AUX-PST.I ss man and woman house-path go-PST.II.3
‘After that the husband and wife went home.’

 (xli) kra kri  i-ki-n  turgu  biri-b  gisag-e 
man woman go-PLUP-DEP afterwards forest-LOC monkey-PL

same su-sum-sa  i-ga
mandeya.corn REDPL-eat-PURP go-PST.II.3
‘The husband and wife being gone the monkeys went to the field to eat 
mandeya.’
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 (xlii) [missing from text]
‘All of them saw the mandeya crop, but were not attracted to it.’

 (xliii) [missing from text]
‘They went to eat the mandeya inside the trap.’

 (xliv) sum-ti- d  seta titi  br sb--se  jikl-
eat-NPST-1 QUOT ss hand with hold-PST.I-SS pull-PST.I
‘Saying “I will eat” they held the beans with their hands and pulled.’

 (xlv) kl  pi  i-ga
mechanism break go-PST.II.3
‘The mechanism broke.’

 (xlvi) gisag-e gy-bar  a-g-ga
monkey-PL jump-AUGM NEG-CAP-PST.II.3
‘The monkeys were unable to jump out.’

 (xlvii) gulay gisag-e  gy-ga
all monkey-PL die-PST.II.3
‘All of them died.’

 (xlviii) mar  misi  jur  kra kri  rabip’ 
that morning morning.gruel man woman cooking.food 

em-  seta biri-b  ui-ga
do-PST.I SS forest-LOC go-PST.II.3
‘Next morning the man and his wife went to the field after taking their 
morning meals.’

 (xlix) gulay biri-b  bul--seta kra a-kri  sun-
all forest/field-LOC roam-PST.I-SS man OBJ-woman say-PST.I
‘The man going round the whole field said to his wife.’

 (l) su� guis-  ik-l    seta sun-
fire kindle.fire.by.blowing-PST.I stay-EMPH QUOT SS say-PST.I
‘Stay here kindling fire’

 (li) kra ng-b ui-ga
man trap-LOC go-PST.II.3
‘Then he went to the trap.’

 (lii) gulay gisag-e  sapay-ta
all monkey-PL be.pressed-PST.I:NPST.II

‘All the monkeys have been pressed underneath.’

 (liii)   kri  siri-l
DISC woman quickly-EMPH

‘O wife, come quickly, come quickly’
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 (liv) ni-na same  sum-ta  gisag-e  kiril-ta
I-GEN mandeya.corn eat-PST.I:NPST.II monkey-PL become.fat-PST.I:NPST.II

‘They have eaten my mandeya and grown fat.’

 (lv) ru-seta sur-na  mari ma  �y--seta  sum-na
bring-SS scorch-1DL then curry cook-PST.I-SS eat-1DL

‘Let’s take them and scorch them, and then let’s cook curry and eat.’

 (lvi) kra mar kri  mui mui n- seta ru-ga
man and woman one one carry.on.shoulder-PST.I SS take-PST.II.3
‘The man and his wife took them one by one on their shoulders.’

 (lvii) su�-b  ru-seta sur-
fire-LOC/DIR take-SS scorch-PST.I
‘and taking them to the fire scorched them’

 (lviii) kra seli  gg-
man meat cut-PST.I
‘The man cut the meat (with axe).’

 (lix) kri  ma  �y-�
woman curry cook-PST.I
‘The woman cooked curry.’

 (lx) kra seli  tgtg-
man meat REDPL:separate -PST.I
‘The man separated the meat (from the bones).’

 (lxi) kri  seli  baal-
woman meat distribute-PST.I
‘The wife distributed the meat (between the two).’

 (lxii) baal--seta  mbay  kra  kri  tireleg-seta  sum-
distribute-PST.I-SS  two.persons  man woman  together-SS eat-PST.I
‘When it was distributed both husband and wife (sat) together (and) began 
to eat.’

 (lxiii) kra sun-  n  baa-rem  kub  sb 
man say-PST.I you distribute-person very.much hold/catch
it-n   seta kra sun-
AUX:NPST-2 QUOT SS man say-PST.I
‘The man said, “You, who did the distribution, have taken more (meat).”’

 (lxiv) kri  sun-  n  t  jul--n  ni mri kubetek 
woman say-PST.I you NARR.PART see-PST.I-2 I how very.much

ru-ni nn  m  wag  i-ga  ki  kra
take-1 you:GEN eye crack AUX-PST.II.3 VOC man
‘The wife replied, “But you saw, how have I taken more? Have your eyes 
burst, O husband?”’
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 (lxv) gitin  kata sun--ki-n  dapre  kra ma 
that.CLOSE utterance say-PST.I-PRF-DEP suddenly man vegetable.curry

�y-�-ki-n  kui�  br a-kri  bug--be-
cook-PST.I-PRF-DEP earthen.pot INS OBJ-woman beat-CV-AUX-PST.I
‘When this was uttered the man suddenly struck his wife with the pot in 
which the curry was cooked.’

 (lxvi) kri  gi-ga
woman die-PST.II.3
‘The woman died.’

 (lxvii) kra sun-  ma  palay bug--be--ni kri  gy-ga
man say-PST.I what for beat-CV-AUX-PST.I-1 woman die-PST.II.3
‘The husband said, “why did I strike? The wife is dead.”’

 (lxviii) kra bisar-  kna  biri-b-na  taas  i-ta 
man think-PST.I so.much forest-LOC-GEN/DEP field.work be-NPST.II

a-kri  cucare bug--be--ni
OBJ-woman in.vain beat-CV-AUX-PST.I-1
‘The man then thought (in his mind), “There is so much work in the 
field; I beat her for nothing.”’

 (lxix) cih mr  em-ti-  be    seta gitin  gisag-na  
fie how do-NPST-1 DISC QUOT SS that.CLOSE monkey-GEN

siksa mui i-ga
bone one be-PST.II.3
‘ “Fie upon me! What will I do now?” At that time a piece of bone of one 
of the monkeys was lying there.’

 (lxx) kn gisag  sesa  t a-kri   
DEIC monkey for.the.sake.of NARR.PARTCL OBJ-woman

-gys--ni  -seta a-siksa  ge lat bug--be-
CAUS-die-PST.I-1 QUOT-SS OBJ-bone ?? kick hit-CV-AUX-PST.I
‘ “It was for these monkeys that I killed the woman,” having said this he 
gave a kick to the bone.’

 (lxxi) gitin siksa teksu-b gai-ga
that.CLOSE bone leg-LOC enter-PST.II.3
‘The bone (i.e. its poison) ascended through his leg.’

 (lxxii) a-kra bisan  ai-ga
OBJ-man poison to.spread(poision)-PST.II.3
‘The poison spread through the man (i.e. his whole body).’

 (lxxiii) tebe kra lna gi ui-ga
then man also die go-PST.II.3
‘The man also died.’

NOTES

1  For example, unlike other AVCs in Remo, the negative and the causative elements 
occur on the lexical verb not the auxiliary, which in the case of the negative is usually 
what the scope of the negative operator is over, that is, the action is not ongoing.
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2  Curiously, because Remo has lost object morphology in the verb, the  rst conjugation 
or ‘transitive/active’ second singular imperative forms in Hill Remo are the only ones 
which appear in a mono-morphemic, mono-moraic form, a restriction against which, 
it has been argued (Anderson 2004, Anderson and Zide 2002) may have triggered the 
need for an intransitive imperative suf  x in Proto-(South)-Munda in the  rst place. 
Note that Plains Remo allows no such forms, as explained later in the chapter.

3  The -ta element in Remo is probably some kind of emphatic. It may be cognate with 
Gta -ka (see below) usually glossed ‘only’. The shorter variant se occurs in the three 
texts in Bhattacharya (1968) only with a plural (same) subject. Whether this apparent 
distribution is meaningful and non-random requires further research. Note also the 
possible relation of the same subject marker to the clausal connective -sa ‘and then’ 
in Remo.

4  Note that in the examples in this sentence, the switch reference marker attaches not to a 
stem marked with a past tense (or ‘participle’) marker, but rather with the simultaneous 
action marker -l glossed ‘while’ in the interlinear analysis.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

GUTOB
Arlo Griffiths

1 INTRODUCTION

Gutob (Gad[a]ba) is a South Munda language spoken in Orissa and Andhra Pradesh 
(and among migrant workers in northern West Bengal and Assam), by an unknown 
but probably rather limited number of speakers.*

1.1 Name of the language

The name of the language, Gutob, as used by its speakers when speaking it, is 
 identical with their self-designation as a social group (pace Parkin 1991:31), and may 
be cognate with the ethnonym and language name Gta (Anderson, this volume).1 
To my knowledge, Ramamurti (1938) was the first among linguists to refer to this 
language as ‘Gutob’.

Previous work (by Indian authors: Maha�nti 1956, Bhaskara Rao 1969, Gaura 
1991, Subba Rao 1992) has tended to prefer the (Desia) Oriya name ‘Gadaba’ 
(/gadba/ ~ /godba/ <ga
daba
>). This practice seems less appropriate not only on the 
grounds that it is preferable to employ a community’s own name for its language, 
but also for the reason that, in this particular case, the name ‘Gadaba’ is poten-
tially confusing (Parkin 1991:31): it has been used in the literature (Burrow and 
Bhattacharya 1962–1963, Bhaskara Rao 1980, 1998) also to refer to an unrelated 
Dravidian language spoken by a community called Ollar in Koraput. In view of the 
likely Munda etymology of the name Gutob (see Note 1), application of the term 
‘Gadaba’ – which to all appearances is derived from the former – to this Dravidian 
language and its speakers would appear to be secondary. According to Bhattacharya 
(1956:2), the word ‘Ollar’ ‘is usually [?] derived from the Gadba (i.e. Gutob) word 
ola [/olag/ A.G.], meaning “leaf,” and this derivation which may be taken to be an 
example of the linguistic phenomenon called “folk etymology,”2 is associated with a 
belief  that Ollar women previously used to put on leaves instead of clothes’. Burrow 
and Bhattacharya (1962–1963:46) add: ‘The name used by the [Dravidian-speaking] 
Gadbas near Salur of themselves is Konekor, which means “mountaineers”.’

1.2 Speakers of the language

Members of the numerous other communities (Berger 2002) sharing the living 
space of the speakers of Gutob (hereafter: the Gutob-Gadbas) refer indiscrimi-
nately to them and speakers of Ollari as ‘Gadbas’. Even though there are no prac-
tical  restrictions on intermarriage (Berger 2002:70, n.13, pace Pfeffer 2001a:104), 
there is an ideal of endogamy, and the two groups are clearly separate,  inhabiting 
 different villages. While the latter group has been described ethnographically by 

633
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Thusu and Jha (1972), information on the Gutob-Gadbas remained scattered (e.g. von 
Fürer-Haimendorf 1943, Izikowitz 1969) until the German ethnologist Georg 
Pfeffer started a series of field trips in the 1980s, resulting in a number of important 
 publications (Pfeffer 1991, 1997, 1999, 2001a, 2001b). His student Peter Berger has 
spent 21 months doing ethnographic fieldwork among the Gutob-Gadbas from 1999 
to 2001: with the publication of Berger’s PhD thesis on their ritual and society (2004 
[published 2007]), and his other writings (2000, 2001–2002, 2002, 2007b, forthcom-
ing), a  relative abundance of ethnographic information is now available. There are 
also some recent contributions by scholars who are not professional ethnographers, 
of which Das 1999 and Patnaik 1992 may be cited here.

The only drawback (from our point of view) of the ethnographic work to date,  notably 
that of Pfeffer and Berger, is that it has relied indirectly, via interpreters (Pfeffer), or 
directly (Berger) on the Desia language for collection of ethnographic data in general, 
and in particular for information on oral traditions. Berger makes some important 
 sociolinguistic remarks (2007a:24, n.18): ‘im Bereich der Rituale (z.B. der Invokationen) 
ist das Desia die dominante Sprache (was bereits von  Fürer-Haimendorf in Bezug 
auf den Bondo [the speakers of Remo, A.G.] bemerkte, 1943b:168, fn.1)’. Although 
 invocations of gods, spirits, and demons are only rarely done in Gutob,  preliminary 
investigations by myself, partly undertaken in fruitful cooperation with Berger, have 
revealed rather extensive oral literature (stories, songs) in Gutob, especially among the 
older generations. In everyday situations, all but the youngest generation still appear 
comfortable in this language, but the number of children who no longer learn Gutob 
(whether as second language or at all) seems to be increasing rapidly.

Bilingualism in the local lingua franca, the Desia dialect of Oriya (Gustafsson 
1973a/b, Dasgupta and Bhattacharya 1975, Mahapatra 1985, Gustafsson 1989) is 
 universal among the Gutob-Gadbas, and indeed it is so among all the local ‘tribal’ 
and ‘scheduled-caste’ communities (Pfeffer 2001b:779). The primary direction of 
language-shift is, and presumably has been for a considerable amount of time, towards 
Desia, while those (mostly male) members of the younger generations who have enjoyed 
some level of education have also come in contact with the language of schooling, 
which is standard Oriya.3

1.3 Location of speakers

Speakers of Gutob inhabit villages scattered over the southern parts of Orissa and 
the adjoining northern districts of Andhra Pradesh. The highest concentration of 
Gutob-Gadbas – according to the 1995 redrawing of Orissa District boundaries – is 
found in the Lamptaput block of Koraput District. This appears to be the core area 
of Gutob-Gadba settlement. From this core area, speakers of the language appear in 
recent centuries to have migrated to the plains of Andhra Pradesh (Patnaik 1992:4f., 
also Burrow and Bhattacharya 1962–1963:46), and also to Rayagada District, where 
anthropologist Roland Hardenberg and I have seen them living among the Kondhs 
in a village near the market place Majiguda, not far from Kalyansinghpur.

1.4 Number of speakers

Due to the confusion about whom the name ‘Gadaba’ refers to (sections 1.1–1.2, 
see also Thusu and Jha 1972:1ff.), it is nearly impossible to get reliable data on the 
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number of  speakers. The 1961 census, according to Manoharan (2001) the most 
 reliable census to date for linguistic-demographic data, clearly states:

Though lately work on a section of Gadaba has been reported to have revealed 
Dravidian affiliations yet for want of a comprehensive work on Gadaba 
 language, it has been decided ... to conform to the Linguistic Survey of India 
Classification. Gadaba has therefore been included here in the Munda Branch 
of the Austro-Asiatic Sub-Family. (Mitra 1964:clxxxi)

This means that its figure of 40,193 ‘Gadaba’ speakers conflates (at least) two 
entirely unrelated languages. According to Manoharan (2001:129), the most recent 
available census (1991) lists approximately 28,000 ‘Gadaba’ speakers, again conflat-
ing (at least) two linguistic communities.

There are no data on the relative strengths of the Gutob- and Ollar-Gadba 
 populations, nor – more importantly – on the level of retention of the native  languages 
among these two communities, as opposed to a switch towards Desia Oriya, or Telugu 
in Andhra Pradesh. Basing myself on the above figures, and on my impression (devel-
oped during an extensive field trip through large tracts of the southern part of Koraput 
District) that Ollar-Gadbas are relatively more numerous than Gutob-Gadbas, I had 
come to the estimate that there are approximately 10,000–15,000 speakers of Gutob.4 
But after these words had been written, the following even more pessimistic estimate 
came to my attention (Rajan and Rajan 2001b:1f.):

Gadabas are concentrated mainly in the Koraput District of Orissa. The total 
population of all Gadaba in Orissa is 56,911 according to the 1981 census of 
India. The recent survey of the Asha Kiran Society (1998) puts Gutob as 5,000. 
This low number is because of two major hydroelectric power projects in the 
district. As a result of these hydroelectric projects many Gadaba people were 
evacuated and resettled at different places in Koraput. Thus they became a 
minority, and they gradually shifted to the Indo-Aryan Desia language. Only 
forty villages in Lamtaput still maintain their Gutob-Gadaba language.5

1.5 Classification/taxonomic issues

Gutob’s nearest relative is Remo, spoken in the immediate vicinity of the core Gutob 
area by the Bonda or Remo tribe (Anderson and Harrison, this volume): the similari-
ties with Remo in every field of grammar are great. In fact, Bhattacharya (1968:xxx) 
affirms: ‘In the beginning we were of the view that Gutob and Bonda [= Remo] are 
two dialects of the same language. But we were convinced later that they are  different 
enough to be treated as two languages.’ Bhattacharya’s judgment has found general 
acceptance among linguists and appears indeed to be supported by the data (e.g. the 
two verbal systems are quite distinct). On the relationships of Gutob further afield in 
the Munda language family, see now Anderson 2001, who emphasizes some  previously 
unrecognized grammatical similarities with Kharia (Peterson, this volume).

1.6 Known dialect divisions

It can be stated with some confidence that at least two dialects of Gutob exist: 
I  shall call these ‘Koraput Gutob’ and ‘Andhra Gutob’, and shall assume the former 
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to represent a ‘standard’ form of the language. Some phonological differences within 
Koraput Gutob (/boo/ :: /buo/ ‘with’, /uigi/ :: /uizi/ ‘went’, /uilo/ :: /ilo/ ‘will 
go’, /on/ :: /oon/ ‘child’) may after further research turn out to correspond with 
a two- (or three-) way division of the core area of Gutob in Koraput: east of the 
Kolab reservoir (villages Tikrapada, Deptahanjar), west of the Kolab  reservoir 
(Kangrapada, Guneipada, Jalahanjar, Pipalput, Alangpada, Raipada etc.). Perhaps 
dialectically distinguishable from the previous two is the somewhat removed Onkadili 
area (Gadbapada), not yet – to my knowledge – visited by any linguist interested in 
Gutob.6

The level of mutual intelligibility of Andhra Gutob with Koraput Gutob is 
 uncertain. The Andhra dialect differs from the latter in phonology (see Bhaskara 
Rao 1969), having undergone strong influence from the locally dominant Dravidian 
language Telugu. Data on other fields of grammar are much less reliable, being 
 available only in the linguistically somewhat naive study by Subba Rao (1992). 
Differences from Koraput Gutob are especially striking in the lexicon, where 
besides influence from Telugu, one notices conservatism, for example, in the reten-
tion of native numerals. Below this last stratum of loan vocabulary, evidence for a 
layer of Indo-Aryan (presumably Desia Oriya) loans, notably ‘/lokune:n/’ ‘people’ 
(Subba Rao 1992:19), confirms the assumption made on non-linguistic grounds that 
the  Gutob-Gadbas in Andhra Pradesh form an offshoot from the core habitat in 
Koraput.

Whether the language of Gutob-Gadbas in other areas, such as Rayagada 
District, belongs dialectically with one of the above groups, or whether one or more 
 additional dialect groups exist, remains an open question.

1.7 Literary status

No indigenous written literature exists. Virtually none of the Gutob-Gadbas in Orissa 
are literate. With attitudes toward the value of education, especially of women, being 
rather negative among the Gutob-Gadbas, and with the actual  educational facilities 
offered by the State government being extremely poor, only few have pursued their 
educational career long enough to have learned the written form of Oriya and its 
script. According to the Ethnologue, the ‘literacy rate in second language’, that is, 
(standard) Oriya, perhaps more properly called ‘third language’, was 6.53% in 1977. 
Oriya script would lend itself  well to rendering Gutob, with the exception of the 
glottal stop //, for which the Oriya ‘visarga’ sign <h> might be adopted. For previ-
ous attempts to render Gutob in Oriya script, see Maha�nti (1956), Gaura (1991), and 
the Gutob-Gadaba Language Learner’s Guide, published by the Asha Kiran Society 
in 2001.

1.8 History of research, prospects

Although the existence of the language has been known since the middle of the 
 nineteenth century, and although this was, along with Sora, the only Munda  language 
of Southern Orissa to be included in the Linguistic Survey of India (Konow 1906: 
229–238),7 Gutob is still a relatively poorly known language. The small booklet in 
Oriya by Maha�nti (1956) gives some idea of the nominal and verbal morphology, 
and some classified lexical data, but is presented in an inconsistent and imprecise Oriya 
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 transcription. The work by Gaura (1991) was done with the collaboration of one 
native speaker and – as is clear from their name Khemdu (the name of the Bear 
clan, which has no members among the Gutob-Gadbas) – two non-native  speakers. 
Although it is basically written in Oriya, it has the advantage (for linguists not 
 conversant with Oriya) of using both IPA and Oriya transcriptions, but does not 
distinguish native and borrowed morphology, and especially phonology/lexicon. The 
work contains a small collection of texts (in Oriya script only).

The most serious work has been done from the 1960s onwards under the  auspices 
of the Chicago Munda Languages Project. This has resulted in quite extensive typed 
text collections (DeArmond 196?, Zide and Das 1965), regrettably  without a (good) 
translation or grammatical analysis as well as an incomplete draft of a verb lexicon 
(Zide and Das 1963). These materials have been kindly put at my  disposal for use in 
this chapter by Zide and DeArmond. Besides the texts, there are numerous grammati-
cal, and especially comparative studies by Zide and his students (e.g. DeArmond [no 
date], 1976), which however give little insight into the overall grammatical system 
of the language, and its lexicon. The same problem holds true for the comparative 
studies by Bhattacharya (1975), relying on his own field data for Gutob.

Sarma (2001) presents some sociolinguistic information on the Andhra Pradesh 
Gutob-Gadbas. A Tamil couple of the local (Christian) Asha Kiran Society, 
just south of Lamptaput, Jamuna and Herold Rajan, have been working in the 
Lamptaput area since 1996; Peter Berger kindly provided me with their publications 
2001a and 2001b.8

In the following, I refer to my database – work in progress – which has taken as 
its starting point the texts recorded and transcribed by Norman Zide and Richard 
DeArmond for the mentioned Munda Languages Project at the University of Chicago 
in the 1960s.9 References with the structure ‘4.5’ refer to Zide’s texts, and those with 
the structure ‘C.5’ to DeArmond’s. I hereby gratefully acknowledge both scholars’ 
generosity in placing their material at my disposal. The data are interpreted here in 
accordance with my own results reached during three (brief) periods of fieldwork 
in the village Jalahanjar in 2001, 2002, and 2004. It may be noted that word and 
morpheme boundaries follow the transcriptions in the Zide and DeArmond texts: 
no attempt is made to distinguish suffixes, clitics, and  postpositions.

2 PHONOLOGY

Unfortunately, a clear picture does not emerge from the several publications which 
have been devoted to Gutob phonology by earlier researchers (Zide 1965:44, 
1972:512, Gaura 1991:3–15). Rajan and Rajan (2001a) present a sketch of their 
interpretation of the phonology, which offers a clearer picture, although I do not 
agree with their analysis in all respects. My own fieldwork up to this time has not 
concentrated on phonological issues. The following paragraphs are, therefore, rather 
tentative, and several points will most likely need to be revised and supplemented in 
light of future fieldwork.

2.1 Vowel inventory

The vowel inventory of Gutob is as follows. The phonemes are given along with their 
most common allophones.
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  (1) i [i,]  u [u]
e [e,]  o [o,]
 a [,,a]

The following two minimal pairs will suffice as evidence for contrast between /i, e/ 
and /u, o/:

  (2) /pi/ ‘to remove thatch/tiles’ vs. /pe/ ‘to blow’

  (3) /su/ ‘to throw’ vs. /so/ ‘to sell’

Rajan and Rajan (2001a) assume contrast between /a/ and //, but their examples 
in my analysis all contain the single phoneme /a/.10 Only loan vocabulary causes 
some problems for the above picture, with such (semi-)minimal pairs as follows 
(De.  stands for Desia and Gu. for Gutob in the following examples):

  (4) /laz/ [lad] (De.) ‘shame’ vs. /laj/ [lac] (Gu.) ‘who?’
(cf. Desia /niman/ [niman] ‘good’ etc.)

  (5) /dos/ [ds] (De.) ‘10’ vs. /dos/ [dos] (De.) ‘sin’

The vowels may appear combined in the following diphthongs, those appearing only 
in loan vocabulary being given in parentheses:

  (6)  Vi iV Vu  uV    Vo?
  a /ai/ /ia/ (/au/) — /ao/?
  o /oi/ /io/  (/ou/) — —
  e /ei/ /ie/ (/eu/) — —

The only known example of the combination /uV/ in native vocabulary does not 
seem to be monosyllabic, and is therefore not treated as a diphthong here: ui ‘to go’ 
is a nonreduplicating, therefore bisyllabic root (see DeArmond 1976:215 and  section 
3.2.10.1). Given the limited knowledge about Gutob phonemics and  phonetics, I am 
hesitant to make further statements about the language’s diphthongs. It may be more 
appropriate to treat the close vowels in these diphthongs as approximants (/y, w/).

2.2 Suprasegmental phenomena (tone, register)

These phenomena have not yet been investigated in a detailed and systematic  manner. 
Tone is known not to be phonemic, as is vowel length. Nasalization of vowels can 
occur under certain morphophonological conditions (see section 2.6), and can in 
rare cases become phonologically distinctive: contrast [rı̃ã] ‘bring!’ with lia (De.) 
‘puffed rice’, and sı̃ ‘sun’ with si ‘to wind’. Note also the word mı̃o� ‘again’, which 
is morphologically opaque. The language seems to show (remnants of) a system 
of glottalized vowels (see Zide 1965:49–53). I have noted the words la ‘tongue’, 
a ‘? ’, u ‘hunt’, na ‘last year’, u ‘to swell’, on ‘child’, un ‘four’ (obsolete), 
al ‘bamboo’, sol ‘oil’, par ‘to dawn’, and tir ‘to sprout’. The phenomenon needs 
further study: attribution of the glottal stop to the vowel rather than to the coda is 
somewhat arbitrary for the time being.

2.3 Consonant inventory

The following table shows the inventory of obstruents in Gutob, along with their 
most common allophones. Phonemes that seem to be restricted to loan vocabulary 
are given in parentheses.
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 (7)  voiceless voiced
labial p [p,p] b [b,p]
dental t [t,] (d)
retroflex ()  [,,]
palatal —  j [j,is,c]
velar k [k,k]  [,Ø,k]
dento-alveolar s[s,ts,t ] z [dz,d]
glottal h,   —

Note that the allophones of the phonemes /s/ and /z/ are probably in free variation, 
and that /z/ occurs only rarely in words that cannot readily be identified as a bor-
rowing from another language, for example, zu ‘to see’. /p/ can be fricativized, that 
is, nearing [] or [f], in initial position.

In final position, only unreleased plosives are permitted, which means the distinc-
tion between voiced and voiceless is neutralized here.11 //, in native vocabulary, here 
merges with //.

From the structural point of view, it seems that /j/, the unreleased palatal stop 
([c]) which occurs only in final position, belongs together with /s/, which occurs only 
in initial position, in native vocabulary.

In intervocalic position, labials  [b], //  [], /j/  [is], and velars  /g/ (option-
ally Ø: /sala(g)-o/).

The status of /h/ is marginal in Gutob, as it is in Desia.12 In Gutob, it seems to 
be found – besides in such rare loanwords as honu [nu, hnu] ‘monkey’ or huni 
‘village shrine’ – only in distal deictic demonstratives: hu(nu) ‘that (over) there’ and 
in interjections like hu, a�ha�.

The following sonorants are found in Gutob:

 (8) nasals m, n, , 
approximants r, l

The language shows a number of clear cases of free / n / ~ / l / variation. For  example, 
the root non ‘to chase’ has a variant lon.

// is dropped in intervocalic position with concomitant nasalization of the 
 bordering vowels, for example, ri-o [rı̃o�] ‘brought’ (contrast ri-gi [rigi] 
‘took’).13

2.4 Syllable structure and phonotactics

The vast majority of the language’s syllables have the structure C1VC2, in which 
either C1 or C2, or both, may be Ø. Very rarely do we find syllable-initial clusters 
in native vocabulary, for example, sin.dro ‘medicine’: in such C1C2VC3 syllables, C2 
is always /r/. The special case of C1VC2 words has been discussed in section 2.2. 
Syllable-initial and final clusters are only slightly more common in loan words, for 
example, ruka ‘tiger’, bund ‘part of a plant stem’. Rajan and Rajan (2001a:26–35) 
give some further details.

2.5 Intonation/stress

Zide (1965:44) remarks, ‘Any syllable of CVC shape, and any morpheme-final  syllable 
in a nonaffixal morpheme is – by definition – stressed.’ I have no data on intonation 
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or stress to confirm or contradict this statement. See Bhattacharya (1968:xxi and 
xxiii) on the closely related Remo language.

2.6 Morphophonology

Both the middle and the active past tense suffixes (see section 3.2.3–3.2.7) involve 
certain morphophonological changes. The quality of the vowel in the former (-gu or 
-gi) depends on the shape of the verb root. The MID-PST -gV takes the shape -gi after 
root-final /j/ (goj-gi ‘died’, buj-gi ‘lost’),14 and after the roots pi ‘to come’, ri ‘to 
take’ (but see a-ri()-gu-nu ‘who has not been taken’, i.e. ‘spinster’), and ui15 ‘to go’. 
Apparently, the allomorph -gu occurs in all other cases (guj-ti-gu ‘washed his hands’, 
u-gu ‘was’, log-gu ‘fell’, and bil-gu ‘got drunk’).

Roots ending in -a show elision of the vowel of the active past tense suffix -o: eta 
(De.) ‘to think’, PST eta- ‘thought’; the same would seem to hold true (optionally) 
of borrowed roots which normally end in -ei.16

Vowel harmony in word formation is a productive process in this language (see 
section 3.1.10 and cf. Zide 1965:46f.). It seems to be this process which governs 
the distribution of the allomorphs /ei/ and /oi/ of the third singular inalienable 
 possessive marker: the second form seems to occur only after words with /o/. Vowel 
harmony triggered by the OPT suffix is encountered in the most important irregular verb, 
namely u(k) ‘to be (located)’ (example 63). The presence of the final  consonant -k 
in that same root is subject to further morphophonological rules:

u before consonants and before -o, in CAUS ob-u-o ‘made stay’
uk in IMP before -a: uk-a, ik in OPT before -e: ik-e

Another important irregular verb is em ‘to become/to make’:

em before HAB, ACT-NPST (em-to ‘makes’, em-tu ‘will make’) and  vowel-initial
 suffixes, for example, em-o ‘made’
en/e before the stem in reduplication and before MID-PST: enem ‘to make/
 become’, egu ‘became’
e before MID-NPST -lo: elo ‘will become’

Loss of the root-final nasal is also seen before the MID-NPST suffix in roots with 
final //: ri ‘to take’ ri-lo ‘will take’, pi ‘to come’ pi-lo ‘will come’. Whether it is 
lost in the same way in all such roots is not yet known.

Two roots are known where a velar alternates with /ks/ before vowel-initial suffix, 
namely pig and log (e.g. piks-o ‘broke in half ’ and obloks-o ‘caused to fall’).

3 MORPHOLOGY

3.1 Nominal morphology

3.1.1 Number

Gutob has two grammatical numbers: singular (unmarked) and plural, marked by 
the suffix -nen (PL). The explicit marking of plural number seems in many cases to be 
optional. A noteworthy usage of -nen is to form elliptic plurals: for example, io-nen 
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‘mother and those with her’. Unlike other South-Asian languages, Gutob does not 
employ number to express honorific status, a category which seems to be irrelevant 
in this language (pace Rajan and Rajan 2001b:45).

3.1.2 Case

According to the tentative analysis adopted here, case suffixes are always attached 
directly to the bare nominal, and are in this way distinguished from postpositions (see 
section 3.1.9), which can take the genitive case. There are three morphological cases in 
Gutob:

(a) Subject case: unmarked.
(b) Genitive/Possessive/Attributive case: marked with -nu. Postpositions (except 

(pu)lai) seem to take the genitive case of animate nouns and the unmarked 
object case of inanimate nouns.

(c) Object case: unmarked, or marked with a suffix -(pu)lai (formally a postposi-
tion, though it very rarely occurs with -nu)17 on nominals and pronouns, and a 
prefix o- on pronouns. The same affixes are used to distinguish the indirect (or 
more human/animate) from the direct object.

The following example contains a combination of object-case markers:

 (9) o-ni o zana, ouon-lai zana ura,
OBJ-1SG EMPH known boy-OBJ known NEG

giki-pulai zana ura, o-laj zana ura.
wife’s.elder.brother-OBJ known NEG OBJ-who known NEG

‘Only I know, the boy doesn’t know, [my] brother in law doesn’t know, nobody 
[but me] knows.’ [2.248]

The next example shows the direct object (onob) twice unmarked, both in indefinite 
and in definite use; it shows the two postpositional OBJ markers used in constructions 
parallel to the reduplicated infinitive (see section 3.2.8).

 (10) D: mono onob ena, tuno mo-gu ui-lo-ni.
 where girl QUOT there getup-MID.PST go-MID.NPST-1SG

M: onob loei-lai o. … ki   ma paii en-em?
 Girl fuck-OBJ EMPH … or what work REDPL-do

D: onob loei-pulai o ura mı�õ ma paii en-em?
 Girl fuck-OBJ EMPH not else what work REDPL-do

D: ‘Noticing a girl somewhere, I will get up and go there.’

M: ‘To fuck the girl, that is. Or to do what?’

D: ‘Just to fuck the girl, what else would I do?’ [C.113–119] 

Direct and indirect object can be differentiated by marking the latter (according to 
Rajan and Rajan 2001b:14 only if  both are animate):

 (11) ni ramu-lai guso be-o-ni
1SG Ramu-OBJ dog give-ACT.PST-1SG

‘I gave the/a dog to Ramu.’ (Rajan and Rajan 2001b:14)
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3.1.3 Person

For the third person, Gutob can mark inalienable possession on kinship terms 
(though importantly, not on body parts). The suffix involved is -ei/-oi.

 (12) utu pap-nu lagire remol-ei-lai mo kana-gu
that sin-GEN due.to husband-3POSS-OBJ eye go.blind-MID.PST

ui-gi kimboj-ei boiri-gu ui-gi.
AUX(go)-MID.PST wife-3POSS go.deaf-MID.PST AUX(go)-MID.PST

‘Due to that sin, her husband’s eyes became blind, his wife became deaf.’ [12.2]

 (13) nom ma roza-nu ouon-oi-ki, ie tu onob sala-.
2SG  Q king-GEN son-3POSS-Q QUOT that girl ask-ACT.PST

‘Are you the king’s son, perhaps, the girl asked.’ [15.108]

3.1.4 Definiteness

There seem to be no markers for definiteness in Gutob other than the optional (?) 
OBJ marking of definite objects (see example 19, also section 3.1.2). Reference to 
unspecified, non-definite nouns is made by means of muiro or ek, respectively the 
native and the borrowed word for ‘one’ (see section 3.1.8), or by means of indefinite 
pronominals.

 (14) maj muiro gamsa mono-nu-ki tor-o-su ri-o 
3SG one towel where-GEN-Q search-ACT.PST-CONJ AUX(bring)-ACT.PST

ekdom barogaia dem-o-su oi-gu u-tu
immediately 12.knots make-ACT.PST-CONJ wear-MID.PST AUX(be)-PRS

‘After he had found himself  a towel from somewhere, and immediately had 
made 12 knots, he wore it.’ [10.6]

 (15) muiro oug ito goj-gi ui-gi-su
one boy QUOT die-MID.PST AUX(go)-MID.PST-CONJ

uba e-gu.
ghost become-MID.PST

‘A boy, they say, died and became a ghost.’ [7.1]

3.1.5 Class/gender

Bhattacharya states (1976:190):18

It is usually believed that Munda gender is a two-group inflectional and 
 concordant type based on the concepts of animacy and inanimacy. The rigid 
pattern which is found in Sa[ntali] is considered to be the original Munda 
 gender-type. But this pattern of animate and inanimate gender is not found in 
the five South Munda languages, Saora, Parengi, Gutob, Bonda and Dideyi, and 
it has become very dim in the Central Munda languages, Juang and Kharia.

It is possible, however, that a distinction between animate and inanimate nouns does 
play a marginal role in Gutob morphosyntax, for example, in the selection between 
the allomorphs ig and ike ‘from’ (see section 3.1.9).
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Bhattacharya (1976:195) distinguishes ‘compounded sex-based gender’ and 
‘inflected sex-based gender’.19 The former are combinations of  sex-linked words 
with sexually indeterminate nouns. Thus, when a distinction between male and 
female is to be made clear in Gutob, it can be expressed by using the (Desia) 
words anra ‘male’, gara ‘ram, male animal’, mai ‘female’: for example, anra 
girem ‘tom cat’, anra kirtag ‘stallion’, gara gime ‘billy goat’, gara mena ‘ram’, 
mai guso ‘bitch’, and mai kirtag ‘mare’ (see also poru-ta ‘male calf ’). Or it can 
be expressed morphologically, with suffixes (-a masculine, -i feminine), in Desia 
borrowings: pura/puri ‘male/female buffalo calf ’, bua/bui ‘old man/woman’.

3.1.6 Pronouns

3.1.6.1 Personal pronouns

The following table shows the personal pronouns of Gutob:

 (16) SG PL

(1) ni nei/naj
(2) nom pen
(3) maj majnen

These forms are identical with the pronominal enclitics marked on verbs (see 
example 60), except that the third person singular is there unmarked (or Ø-marked), 
and the third person plural is marked only by the plural morpheme -nen. That this 
morpheme is simply a marker of number and not a person marker is made clear 
from collocations with 1PL and 2PL pronominals:

 (17) pen eran em-o-na em-nen, ni-nu lio 
2PL how do-ACT.PST-CV do-PL 1SG-GEN wet.rice.field

sui-tu-ni.
plow-ACT.NPST-1SG

‘You do whatever you do, I shall plow my wet rice field.’ [B.6]

Comparative evidence from Gta (Zide 1968:349) confirms that pronominals nei 
and naj were originally used to mark the distinction between inclusive and exclusive 
1PL. In the field, I have occasionally felt it would be possible to prove that traces of 
this distribution still persist, but the database does not provide any clear evidence. It 
does, however, provide evidence for their merger:

 (18) ura, kebe naj ar-omtur-nei.
no when 1PL NEG-leave-1PL

‘No, we will never leave it!’ [B.13]

The two forms seem to have developed a new distribution, where use of -naj is largely 
restricted to hortative function, in combination with imperative verb forms, and -nei 
is used elsewhere. See the following instructive examples:

 (19) nei pi-pi + el ni-nu bobre-nen boiragi-lai bug-naj
1PL REDPL-come + time 1SG-GEN brother-PL sadhu-OBJ beat-1PL

iesu non-o ri-ri-nen u-gu.
QUOT chase-ACT.PST REDPL-AUX(take)-PL AUX(be)-PST

‘At the time of our coming [when we came], my brothers were chasing after 
[him], saying, “Let’s beat the sadhu’’.’ [15.166]
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 (20) o, i-a-naj nei-nu bo.
come.on go-IMP-1PL 1PL-GEN LOC

‘Come on, let’s go to our place.’ [10.148]

Still, there are cases where naj is used outside such a hortative context:

 (21) ura ni isel, o-naj-sa kete boros e-gu samel
no ni friend OBJ-1PL-also some year  become-MID.PST millet

kaei-o be-o, kero ar-bulu-to, taire …
be.wasted-ACT.PST AUX(give)-ACT.PST paddy NEG-ripen-NEG.PST so
‘No, friend. It’s been a number of years now that our millet got wasted, the 
paddy did not get ripe, so … .’ [D.53]

3.1.6.2 Interrogative, relative, and indefinite pronouns

In native vocabulary, we find six basic interrogative forms, which can all function as 
relative pronominals; loans from Desia provide all other interrogatives.

(a) ma ‘what?’, whence maem ‘why?’
(b) mono ‘where? ’
(c)  umbo ‘in what direction?’, whence umboike ‘from where, from what direc-

tion?’
(d)  unoi ‘when, which day?’, whence, apparently, ar-unoi NEG-which.day ‘next 

year’ (= ‘not any day soon’?)
(e) eran/aren/emran ‘how?’
(f) laj ‘who?’

ma can be used both as a substantive and as an adjective:

 (22) ulo ri-o-na ma em-to-pen?
straw bring-ACT.PST-CV what do-HAB-2PL

‘What do you do when you get the straw?’ [1.85]

 (23) ma din-e pen puza em-o?
what day-LOC 2PL puja do-ACT.PST

‘On what day did you do the puja?’ [2.271]

Note further the use of this word to introduce questions (cf. the identical use of 
Hindi kya
 and Oriya kaaja):

 (24) ma ser-gu + mei-gu-su loei-to-pen?
Q sing-MID.PST + dance-MID.PST-CONJ fuck-HAB-2PL

‘Do you sing, dance, and then fuck?’ [C.85]

In a common usage corresponding to Desia kis-a ‘what? ’, ma is found  combined 
with -a, seemingly the Oriya ‘article’ discussed at some length by Neukom and 
Patnaik (2003:22ff.):20

 (25) nom maa seb-tu, o-ni ar-kupei-a egia.
2SG  what slaughter-ACT.NPST OBJ-1SG NEG-cut-NEG.NPST axe
‘What will you slaughter, the axe will not cut me.’ [B.76]
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Indefinites are derived from these by adding the morphemes -sa ‘and’, -ki Q:

 (26) umbo-sa umbo-naj mo-gu i-a.
where-and where-1PL get.up-MID.PST AUX(go)-IMP

‘Let’s get up and go somewhere!’ [5.392]

 (27) laj-sa tenu konek goi-o  be-o-na goi-tu-ni
who-and that a.bit cut-PST AUX(give)-PST-CV cut-ACT.NPST-1SG

ia-su ie sun-o-ni
IRR-CONJ QUOT say-ACT.PST-1SG

‘If anyone cuts that little piece [of land], I should cut it, that’s what I said.’ [5.23]

An example of the use of -ki has been given above in section 3.1.4 (example 14). 
Here is another one:

 (28) ma-ki e sun-o-nom, u samo sun.
what-Q QUOT say-ACT.PST-2SG that story tell
‘Whatever you said, tell that story.’ [5.24]

But interrogatives can also function as indefinite pronouns without such an  addition:

 (29) laj-nu imi gibir bai, laj-nu imi guso bai, …,
who-GEN name pig brother who-GEN name dog brother

tu lok-nen sobu kimboj ri-o-nen.
those people-PL all wife bring-ACT.PST-PL

‘Someone’s name was Pig Brother, someone’s name was Dog Brother, … 
those people all brought a wife.’21 [11.15]

Negative indefinite pronouns (‘nobody’, ‘never’, etc.) are simply formed by the 
combination of interrogative pronoun and a negation, just as in Oriya (see Neukom 
and Patnaik 2003:100–104). Cf. example (9), and the following:

 (30) maa sasta  ura.
what  cheap NEG

‘Nothing is cheap.’ [A.64]

The only proper indefinite pronoun is the Desia borrowing kisi (Oriya kichi) which 
corresponds in the following example to Gutob maa:

 (31) goj-gi ui-gi-na tu on-lai kisi
die-MID.PST AUX(go)-MID.PST-CV that daughter-OBJ anything

milei ura oron + bostor
be.available NEG  meal + clothes
‘When they had died, that daughter didn’t have anything, food or clothes.’ [10.4]

3.1.7 Demonstratives and other deictics

In the analysis adopted here, Gutob has a three-way demonstrative system (Zide 
1991:353f.):22

 (32) Proximate Intermediate Remote
main bases e- u- tu-
derived eke  utu/otu
expressive   ha-/hu-
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 (33) About the beginning of time:
eke  zu-o-na ura, otu zu-o-na ura.
here see-ACTPST-CV NEG there see-ACT.PST-CV NEG

‘If  you looked here: no(thing). If  you looked there: no(thing).’ [6.2]

To the three main bases, which can occur as free-standing forms, additional 
 morphemes can be added.

-to: the semantic specifics are unclear, but this suffix seems to be added  primarily 
to deictic bases with reference to humans (see Zide 1972:509). For example, e-to-
nen, u-to-nen, tu-to-nen (also to the third person marker: o-maj-to-nen) – ‘these, 
those, those there, they’.

-no: indicates place, for example, e-no, u-no, tu-no. This is presumably the 
same morpheme as in mono ‘where?’, and one might presume – in view of the other 
known cases of /l/ ~ /n/ interchange (see section 2.3) – that there is a connection with 
elo(), ulo(), tulo() ‘(come) here, there, yonder’, hulo ‘(look) there’. Rajan and 
Rajan (2001b:16), on the other hand, interpret -lo as ‘generic’ and -no as ‘specific’ 
marker.23

-nu: meaning unclear, e-nu, u-nu, tu-nu, ‘this, that, that there’. Zide (1991:353) 
calls this a ‘nominalizer postbase’, which suggests that he may have thought of  a 
connection with the -nu suffix, one of  whose main uses is in  nominalization.

I am not yet sure where to place in this system the forms alo ‘?’, telo ‘there (?)’, 
and utun ‘this’ or ‘that’ (?). The second occurs, for example, in the  following:

 (34) kaligai-nu ig-ta ri-o-su ispor + mapru-lai
black.cow-GEN dung-cow bring-ACT.PST-CONJ Shiva-lord-OBJ

telo ri-o-ni
there(?)  bring-ACT.PST-1SG

‘Having brought the dung of the Black Cow, I brought it there for the Lord 
Shiva.’ [6.8]

3.1.8  Numerals (including cardinal, ordinal, distributive,
collective, and classifiers)

Except for the numeral muiro() ‘one’, and possible vestiges of the inherited 
word for ‘two’ such as in bumuia ‘two brothers’ (from buia ‘brother’), numerals 
 borrowed from Desia have completely ousted native numerals in present-day Gutob. 
In the 1930s, Ramamurti was still able to record the following native  numerals 
(1938:xviii–xx):24

1 muiro  7 gil
2 umbar, mar, umbar, ummar  8 tam-gi
3 igen igen, igen-ro  9 tim-gi
4 uun (un) 10 gol
5 mallai 11 gol-mui
6 tir 12 gol-mbar
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However, in his letter from Koraput to F.B.J. Kuiper of 31 October 1951, Izikowitz 
already claims that he could find only the numerals 1–3: ‘Funny enough they can 
only count to 3 in their own language, the rest goes in Oriya. 1,2,3 is múiro, m�ba
r and 
’igen. ’ is the glottal stop.’ Norman Zide’s fieldwork in the 1960s still yielded these 
same three numerals (Zide 1978:51). Subba Rao (1992:17) states for Andhra Gutob: 
‘Gadaba language has numerals only up to five. Counting above five is done by 
way of addition and multiplication.’ He records: one = /muy�u/, two = /mbaru/, 
three = /ienu/, four /unu/ (or /punja/, see just below), five = /moley/ – these five 
items confirm Ramamurti’s data.

Beyond the above mentioned word for ‘twelve’ we have no information on 
native counting up to 20 (and onwards).25 As for Desia, we need not recount the 
whole list of  numerals (for which, see Gustafsson 1989:1007ff.), but may point 
out only the following expressions, goek ‘one unit = one’ (next to ek), zoek ‘one 
pair’ (next to di/dui ‘two’), punzek ‘one heap = four’ (next to sar, see Zide 1978:51) 
and di-punza ‘two heaps = eight’ (next to a), which nicely exemplify the same 
system that is also pervasive for higher numbers, namely the use of  multiples of 
koi ‘score’.

As to ordinals, atu/agtu ‘early, ahead, in front’ can be used in the meaning ‘first’. 
At present, I have no information about strategies for making higher ordinals – the 
addition of -o to the cardinal as described by Subba Rao (1992:19) for Andhra 
Gutob resembles nothing known to me from Koraput. Information is also not avail-
able on distributives and collectives.

The language does not have an extensive set of numeral classifiers, and those 
words which do seem to function in such a way tend to be borrowings from Desia:

humans: -an, as in muı�an ‘alone’, ‘one man’ (apparently only with ‘one’)
humans: lok (De.)
young people: rasi (De. rasi ‘herd’?)
cattle (‘a head of cattle’): mun (De.)

A frequently heard element after numerals, numeral adverbs like ketek ‘how many?’ 
(De.), or classifiers is the suffix -laka (which I tentatively gloss here with EMPH, not 
pretending that this throws any light on the morpheme’s function):

 (35) muiro uma-pulai umar-laka botel tol-to-nen mui-laka
one ghost-OBJ two-EMPH buffalo tie.up-HAB-PL one-EMPH

bua or-to-nen  mui-laka  uma-pulai
cattle kill-HAB-PL one-EMPH ghost-OBJ

‘For one ghost, they tie up two water-buffaloes; they kill one [head of] cattle 
for one ghost.’ [F.3]

 (36) dinke ketek-laka be-be-nen u-gu?
per.day how.much-EMPH REDPL-give-PL AUX(be)-MID.PST

‘How much did they give per day?’ [18.7]

 (37) koe-a uma e-gu-na salis  mun-laka botel
twenty-ART ghost become-MID.PST-CV forty head-EMPH buffalo

tol-to-nen.
tie.up-HAB-PL

‘If  there are 20 ghosts, they tie up 40 buffaloes.’ [F.4] 
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3.1.9 Adpositions

Gutob has a considerable number of postpositions, and no native prepositions. 
Postpositions differ from case markers in that they can be added to the nominal 
marked for genitive case. The distribution of cases where GEN suffix -nu does and 
does not intervene has not yet been worked out, but may depend on animacy. Below, 
I list the most important postpositions in roughly (Roman) alphabetical order. I have 
attempted to illustrate their meanings using examples both with GEN-marking (where 
available in the database) and without.

ali ‘near’:

 (38) anei-gu pi-gi tu onob-nu ali tu on-lai
return-MID.PST AUX(come)-MID.PST that girl-GEN near that child-OBJ

salag-o: ‘umbo-nom ui-nom?’
ask-ACT.PST whither-2SG go-2SG

‘When he had come back near that girl, she asked that boy, “where are you 
going?”.’

alu ‘inside’:

 (39) tubog alu u-to ki tobna u-to?
earth inside be-HAB or above be-HAB

‘Is it in the earth, or above?’ [2.367]

buo/boo ‘with’:

 (40) A man talking about problems after having sex:
kose to-gu-ni, sol + sil buo
with.difficulty pull.out-MID.PST-1SG oil + ECHO with

amroj-gu-ni su-o
smear-MID.PST-1SG AUX(throw)-ACT.PST-1SG

‘I pulled it out with difficulty. I smeared it with oil etc.’ [C.28]

 (41) a ni amrika saibo-nu buo nondpur ni u-tu,
now 1SG America saheb-GEN with Nandpur 1SG be-NPST

a ‘puri i-a-naj’ ie sun-o-nen-ni.
now Puri go-IMP-1PL QUOT say-ACT.PST-PL-ni
‘Now I am with the America gentlemen [in] Nandpur; now they are saying, 
“Let’s go to Puri”.’ [E.6]

bo ‘at, in, to’ (LOC) and ike ‘from’:

 (42) ni ui-gi-ni ien bo sonek, su tu ike 
1SG go-MID.PST-1SG house LOC a.moment CONJ that from

mı�o� ni pi-gi-ni
again 1SG come-MID.PST-1SG

‘I went home for a while, and then I came [back] from there again.’ [4.5]

 (43) muiro io-nu ike, muiro apo-nu ike zonom + zat
one mother-GEN from one father-GEN from birth + ECHO

naj em-o-naj u-tu ze, nom goj-gi-na ni ma
1PL do-ACT.PST-1PL be-ACT.NPST so, 2SG die-MID.PST-CV 1SG what
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u-gu-nu leka, ni goj-gi-na nom ma
AUX(be)-MID.PST-GEN account 1SG die-MID.PST-CV 2SG what

u-gu-nu leka?
AUX(be)-MID.PST-GEN account
‘From one mother, from one father we have been born, so if  you die, what is 
to become of me, and if  I die, what is to become of you?’ [5.361]

For the latter postposition, we also find ig, perhaps limited to inanimate nouns:

 (44) maj obsei-o sun-o-nu sa�di alni ig ito
3SG show-ACT.PST say-ACT.PST-GEN ancestral acre from QUOT

mala + oila ito kook + kuuk ka + ku gornei + girnei
wood + ECHO QUOT hoe.work + ECHO cutting + ECHO trimming + ECHO

em-o su-o ito
do-ACT.PST AUX(throw)-ACT.PST QUOT

‘He got the hoe-work, the cutting, the trimming done on the wood from the 
ancestral acre which had been shown [and] mentioned.’ [5.34]

kuru ‘towards’/‘at’, see example (73) and the following:

 (45) gia-si kuru o-o u-gu iena tu ike
back-house at listen-ACT.PST AUX(be)-PST QUOT that from

tur-gu pi-gi ito.
leave-MID.PST AUX(come)-MID.PST QUOT

‘When he had heard it at the back of the house, he came out from there.’ [5.155]

lagire ‘due to’: see example (12).
muna ‘like, by way of’:

 (46) gaio tur-to . . . ni-sa pi-lo-ni zu-o-nu
a.lot come.out-HAB 1SG-too come-MID.NPST-1SG see-ACT.PST-GEN

muna muson
like one.day
‘A lot is displayed. I too will come one day for seeing.’ [A.41]

oon ‘near’:26

 (47) tu gikil-nu oon barogaia ui-gi.
that tiger-GEN near B. go-MID.PST

‘Barogatia went near that tiger.’ [10.53]

orbon ‘near’:

 (48) ni maj-nu orbon pi-gi-ni
1SG 3SG-GEN near  come-MID.PST-1SG

‘I came close to him.’ [N. Zide/B.P. Das, field data (notebook N. morphology)]

pulai ‘in order to, for’ (OBJ), see section 3.1.2, and:27

 (49) ni sun-tu-ni onob-rasi-pulai
1SG say-ACT.NPST-1SG girl-CLSSFR-OBJ

‘I will tell the girls.’ [A.129]
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sumo ‘in front of’:

 (50) iesu, tu on odorpo e-gu, io-ei-nen-nu
QUOT that child odorpo become-MID.PST mother-3POSS-PL-GEN

sumo boro u-tu.
in.front  cry AUX(be)-PRS

‘And so, that child became odorpo, and is crying in front of its mother and 
the rest.’ [15.62]

tobna ‘above’: see example (39).

3.1.10 Derivation

The most common means in Gutob to derive nouns from nouns or other parts of 
speech is the use of the nominalizing suffix -ka, glossed NMLZ in this description 
(after Rajan and Rajan 2001b:2f. and 17).

 (51) buron-ka ri-to-pen ki usor-ka?
live-NMLZ bring-HAB-2PL or be.dry-NMLZ

‘Do you bring green or dry wood?’ [A.11]

 (52) lok, ma lok runei-lo-nen? ugom-ka to?
people Q people gather-MID.NPST-PL village-NMLZ DISC

‘People, will people gather? Villagers, you mean?’ [2.280]

There are several other native processes of nominal derivation clearly evident in 
the lexicon, though none of them seems to be productive in the current form of the 
language (this needs to be verified).

3.1.10.1 Deverbatives/nominalizers (-Vn-)

There are many examples of the infix -Vn-, which is used to derive nouns from verb 
roots.28 It is infixed before the initial or only vowel of such roots. The quality of the 
vowel is determined by vowel harmony: the infix takes the shape -in- before front 
vowel and -un- before central or back vowel. In vowel-initial roots, the infix becomes 
in effect a prefix, but here the form an- occurs before /a/ in the root. The following 
list contains all examples I have found thus far.

 (53) an-ab ‘husk’ (ab ‘to husk’)
 b-in-itir ‘saliva’ (bitir ‘to spit’)

b-un-aj ‘writing, arithmetic,
 embroidery’ (baj ‘to decorate’)
b-un-o ‘ladder’ (bok/bo ‘?’)
g-in-ir ‘fishing net’ (gir ‘to fish’)
g-in-ira ‘spindle’ (gira ‘to spin’)
g-un-ug ‘hatchet’ (gug ‘to peck’)
in-i ‘rope’ (i ‘to hang’)
p-in-e ‘flute’ (pe ‘to blow’)
r-un-a ‘medicine’ (ra ‘to concoct?’)
r-un-ug ‘doorway’

s-in-i ‘bird-lime, gum’ (si ‘to 
 bird-lime’)
s-un-ag ‘loan’ (sag ‘to tear’) 
s-un-ar ‘comb’ (sar ‘to comb’)
 (rug ‘to open’)
s-un-og ‘broom’ (sog ‘to brush’) 
s-un-oi ‘plowshare’ (sui ‘to plow’)29

t-in-el ‘threshing-floor’ (tel ‘?’)30

t-un-ol(+bo) ‘(head)band’
 (tol ‘to tie’)
z-un-u ‘clothesline’ (zu ‘to
 suspend’)
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I find one case of a derivation which also seems to involve reduplication (see 
Peterson on Kharia in this volume): s-in-i-si ‘spool’ from si ‘to wind’. A possible 
 example of the common Austroasiatic -Vm- infix may be gumul ‘borer (insect)’ from 
gul ‘to  bore’.

3.1.10.2 The animacy marker gV-

There is a sizeable set of words (comprising mainly animal names) formed with a 
prefix gV-, where the quality of the vowel again depends on that of the underlying 
root. The following is a list of all animal names belonging to this formation currently 
known to me:

 (54) gi-bir/gi-big ‘pig’ gi-kil ‘tiger’ gi-li ‘rabbit’ gi-me ‘goat’
gi-si ‘louse’ gi-si ‘chicken’ gu-bon ‘bear’ gu-ga ‘crow’
gu-laj ‘bull, ox’ gu-sa ‘monkey’ gu-so ‘dog’

The basic lexical element, forming the second syllable, can be encountered in other 
combinations in compounds (see below), but cannot occur as free-standing form: 
we may therefore assume that derivation with the gV- prefix was necessary at a stage 
of the language where the phonological system did not allow monosyllabic words. 
My explanation of the name Gutob as gu-tob (from tubog ‘earth’) has been given in 
Note 1. It does not seem impossible that also gulo ‘stranger, member of the Rona 
caste’ is derived with the same prefix from sulo ‘far away’. If  these words have been 
correctly analyzed, it would mean that the semantic contribution of the prefix is 
wider than merely the denotation of animal names, and includes also humans: in 
other words, it may be taken as a marker of animacy. Depending on comparative 
linguistic evidence which is not available to me, such kinship terms as giki ‘wife’s 
elder brother (?)’ may also turn out to belong to this formation.

3.1.10.3 A prefix sV-?

Not having access to any evidence which would disprove or confirm such a hypoth-
esis (suggested already by Anderson and Zide 2002), I also add here a list of 
words which may be taken to have been formed with a prefix sV-, again showing 
vowel harmony between the first and second syllable. The meaning of this prefix is 
not clear.

 (55) silen (only in silen-a ‘sweat’) silej ‘long’ silim ‘?’
simin ‘day-time, day’31 sisa ‘bone’32 subul ‘sweet’
sukug ‘gourd’ sumol ‘seed/pit’ sulo ‘far away’
sumol ‘pure’ suram ‘antelope’ suloj ‘stomach’
sulob ‘tree’ sumo ‘in front of’ susu ‘leg’33

3.1.10.4 Nominal combining forms

This section must be read in conjunction with section 3.2.11, for the processes 
involved in deriving nominal combining forms for incorporation into nominal com-
pounds are the same as those for incorporation into verbs. Although one may describe 
most combining forms as reduced monosyllabic counterparts of full free-standing 
forms, historical arguments in some cases suggest rather that the free-standing forms 
are expanded versions of roots (= combining forms); there are also cases where an 
 etymological connection between full and combining form is not evident at all.34
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 (56) raj-sa ‘cremation ground’ raj ‘?’ si-sa ‘bone’
ig-li ‘ear-wax’ ig ‘excrement’ litir ‘ear’
utob-si ‘chicken egg’ utob ‘egg, ball’ gi-si ‘chicken’
i-ta ‘cow-dung’ ig ‘excrement’ kita ‘cow’
gia-si ‘back of the house’, with si CF of ien ‘house’

3.1.11 Adjectives

The language does not seem to have a separate part of speech ‘adjective’. Many 
 lexical items used for nominal attribution can take verbal morphology, and can by 
that criterion be treated as verbs (Zide 1985:97).

According to my field data, comparatives and superlatives are expressed in  typical 
South Asian fashion by means of the ‘ablatival’ postposition ike: X ike ADJ 
‘ADJ-er than X’ and sobu ike ADJ ‘the ADJ-est of all’. The database at my disposal, 
however, contains no example sentences with this construction.

3.1.12 Adverb(ial)s

Rajan and Rajan (2001b:19 [section 3.3]) distinguish ‘two types of adverbs, the first 
one occurs as a single word and the other occurs as an onomatopoeic word and it 
can occur more then [sic] once in the VP’. The following are their two examples:

 (57) sida ui-gi
straight go-MID.PST

‘He went straight ahead.’ (Rajan and Rajan 2001b:19)

 (58) maj ka ka ka e-gu-su maj lau som-o
3SG ka ka ka become-MID.PST-CONJ 3SG ladu eat-ACT.PST

‘It (the crow) cried ka ka ka and ate the ladu.’ (Rajan and Rajan 2001b:19)

3.2 Verbal morphology

As in other Munda languages, the distinction between nouns and verbs is not very 
strict in Gutob. Take the following example, where the borrowed word correspond-
ing to the Oriya noun maha
jana ‘important man’ is inflected as a verb:

 (59) mazon-gu-nom
important.man-MID.PST-2SG

‘You became an important man.’ [10.159]

The morphology of the Gutob verb can be described with the help of a few simple 
canonical shapes:

 BOX 12.1: POSITIVE FINITE VERB FORMS 

(CAUS-)root-suffix(TENSE/VOICE/ASPECT/MOOD)-SUBJECT.PRONOMINAL

REDPL-root-SUBJECT.PRONOMINAL
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3.2.1 Subject

Subject is marked by (clitic) pronominals generally placed in the verb phrase; the 
rules for the exact placement of the pronominal seem to be quite free, or if  they are 
not, they have as yet defied attempts at analysis (Zide 1997:308ff.). These pronomi-
nals have the same shape as personal pronouns (section 3.1.6.1), except that the third 
person singular is Ø-marked and third person plural (optionally) marked by the 
general plural marker -nen.

 (60) SG PL

1 ni  nei/naj
2 nom  pen
3 Ø -nen

I have the impression that repeated subject marking is a feature of expressive 
 discourse:

 (61) ni ta sobu paii ni em-o-ni be-be-ni
1SG DISC all work 1SG do-ACT.PST-1SG REDPL-AUX(give)-1SG

‘I am doing all the work for you.’ [5.57]

3.2.2 Object types

Encoding of objects pronominally in the verb, as is seen in various other Munda 
languages, plays no role in Gutob.

3.2.3–3.2.7  Tense, aspect, mood, orientation/directionality,
valence/voice

In Gutob, the meanings of the same TAM-morphemes are different in negative 
verb forms from their meanings in the corresponding positive forms. As Zide and 
Anderson (2001:537, n. 4) have observed:

[t]he negative in Gutob is quite complex. Very few categories use the same 
 markers in the negative as the positive. Thus, in the positive, -to marks a cus-
tomary present [here called ‘habitual’, A.G.], but in the negative it marks past 
tense: ser-to sing-CUSTOMARY.PRESENT ‘sings’ vs ar-ser-to NEG-sing-NEGATIVE.PAST 
‘didn’t sing’ (N. Zide field notes).

 BOX 12.2: CONVERBS

– General converb: root-PST

– Conditional converb: (NEG)-root-PST-CV
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The following table shows the usages of the various morphemes:35

 (62) 

 Positive Negative

 Middle Active  Middle Active

NPST -lo -tu -a -Ø
PST -gV -o -to
IMP -a -Ø -gV -o
HAB -to —
OPT -e -e

The basic auxiliary is u(k) ‘to be’, which has the following rather irregular positive 
paradigm:

 (63) u-tu PRS ‘is’
u-lo FUT ‘will be’
u-gu PST ‘was’
uk-a IMP ‘be!’
u-to HAB ‘is’
ik-e OPT ‘may be’
u INF ‘(to) be’

Note also the following negative forms: ura ‘is not’, aruto ‘was not’, aruka ‘will 
not be’, arike ‘may not be’. With the above suffixes, and these forms of the aux-
iliary, we can now build a paradigmatic overview. Shown here are all the possible 
finite forms (with unmarked third singular subject) of the intransitive verb ser ‘to 
sing’ and the transitive verb som ‘to eat’.

 (64) 

 Positive  Negative

 Middle Active Middle Active

 1 INF seser somsom seser ura somsom ura
 2 NPST serlo somtu arsera arsom
 3 PST sergu somo arserto arsomto
 4 HAB serto somto seser ura somsom ura
 5 IMP sera som arsergu arsomo
 6 OPT sere some arsere arsome
7a PRS PRF sergu utu somo utu sergunu ura somonu ura
7b    sergu u ura somo u ura
8a PST PRF sergu ugu somo ugu seser aruto somsom aruto
8b    sergu u ura somo u ura
8c    sergunu ura somo nu ura
 9 FUT PRF sergu ulo somo ulo ? ?
10 HAB PRF sergu uto somo uto ? ?
11 PRS PROG1 seser utu somsom utu seser ura somsom ura
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CONTINUED

 Positive  Negative

 Middle Active Middle Active

12 PST PROG seser ugu ugu seser ura somsom ura
    ugu ugu
13a FUT PROG seser ulo somsom ulo seser ura somsom ura
    ulo ulo
13b    seser aruka somsom aruka
14 HAB PROG seser uto somsom uto seser ura somsom ura
15 IMP PROG seser uka somsom uka seser arugu somsom arugu
16 OPT PROG seser ike somsom ike seser arike somsom arike
17 PRS PROG2 serguni somoni seser ura somsom ura

A construction with the pattern REDPL-root-PST-PR.S is of uncertain status. In my field 
notes I have written zuzuonen = zuzunen utu [REDPL-look-3PL AUX: PRS.PROG1] ‘they 
are looking’. Examples in Norman Zide’s text collection, however, suggest rather a 
preterite (perfect) meaning:

 (65) asam ui-gi-nu lok, maa sun-tu-nom
Assam go-MID.PST-GEN people what say-ACT.NPST-2SG

luga + paa … o … aka + usa ie-nu
clothes + ECHO, oh, money + ECHO QUOT-GEN

muna ri-ri-o-nen ka asam
like REDPL-bring-ACT.PST-PL ka Assam

ui-gi-nu lok ri-o-nen.
go-MID.PST-GEN people bring-ACT.PST-PL

‘The people who went to Assam, what will you say, clothes, … , oh, … things 
like money they have brought, the people who went to Assam, they brought.’ 
[18.16]

The negative forms of the FUT.PFT and the HAB.PFT are not yet known (due to gaps in 
field data). In the following paragraphs, the positive forms are taken as the basis of 
discussion; for examples of negative forms, see section 3.2.9.

3.2.3 Tense

Gutob has two basic tense categories, ‘non-past’ and ‘past’, the former being 
 morphologically divided into a ‘present’ and a ‘future’ only in the case of the verb 
u(k) ‘to be’ (see just above). For the use of the NPST, see example (66). Examples of 
the PST are strewn throughout this sketch.

3.2.4 Aspect

Among the simple verb forms in the table (rows 4–5), the reduplicated root dubbed 
‘infinitival present’ (with a roughly ‘continuous’ meaning) and the form in -to, 
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dubbed ‘habitual’, express aspectual values. The other aspect  categories, ‘perfective’ 
and ‘progressive,’ are expressed with complex constructions. A selection of forms is 
exemplified below. First contrast ‘infinitival present’ with  ‘non-past’:

 (66) A: maem mı�o� nom pi-gi be?
 why again 2SG come-MID.PST POL

B: ni ta sobu paii ni em-o-ni
 1SG DISC all work 1SG do-ACT.PST-1SG

 be-be-ni
 REDPL-AUX(give)-1SG

A: nom maem pi-gi-nom?
 2SG why come-MID.PST-2SG

B: ni to zaia nom mon em-o-na,
 1SG DISC whatever 2SG mind make-ACT.PST-CV

 unu ni em-o be-tu.
 that 1SG do-ACT.PST AUX(give)-ACT.NPST

A: ‘Why have you come again?’ B: ‘I am doing all the work for you.’
A: ‘Why have you come?’ B: ‘Whatever you have in mind, I will
  do it for you.’ [5.56–59]

Past forms followed by the auxiliary ‘to be’ yield perfectives. Here are examples of a 
‘habitual perfective’ and a ‘present perfective’ form:

 (67) simra-gu o u-to-nen, isel.
become.silent-MID.PST EMPH AUX(be)-HAB-PL friend
‘[Such women] really keep silent, friend.’ [A.119]

 (68) kina tol-o-nen u-tu, eran em-o?
river dam-ACT.PST-PL AUX(be)-PRS how do-ACT.PST

‘They have dammed the river, how so?’ [A.85]

Reduplicated forms followed by the same auxiliary ‘to be’ yield progressives:

 (69) ura, naik + barik sobu su-sun-nen u-tu.
no headman + messenger all REDPL-say-PL AUX(be)-PRS

‘No, the headman and the messenger, they are all saying so.’ [B.24]

 (70) so din bo dos aka, ura-na agar aka-laka ri-ri-nei
6 day LOC 10 rupee NEG-CV 11 rupee-EMPH REDPL-take-1PL

u-gu, rane, tubog o ob-tur terepete.
AUX(be)-PST you.know earth EMPH CAUS-emerge with.difficulty
‘In six days we were taking ten rupees, if  not eleven rupees, you know, dig-
ging up earth with difficulty.’ [18.8]

The language also has an alternative construction for the ‘present progressive’ 
(calqued on the Desia construction described by Mahapatra 1985:75), making 
use of a borrowed morpheme -ni: root-PST-(PR.S)-ni (row 17 in example 64). See, 
 sun-o-nen-ni in example (41), and ob-gu-ni ‘is biting’ in (77).
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3.2.5 Mood

Two of the simple forms (rows 5 and 6) express modality, here dubbed ‘imperative’ 
and ‘optative’, respectively:

 (71) muiro kui naj to-o-su tu kui bo
one well 1PL dig.out-ACT.PST-CONJ that well LOC

uu-gu goj-gi i-a-naj
drown-MID.PST die-MID.PST AUX(go)-IMP-1PL

‘Let’s dig out a well, drown ourselves in it, and die!’ [9.8]

 (72) nor zonom em-e-nen
man birth do-OPT-PL

‘May men be born!’ [6.14]

The (clitic?) particle ia (IRR) marks counterfactuality:

 (73) ni-nu kuru a u-gu-na, ni a i-tu-ni ia
I-GEN way water be-PST-CV I water drink-ACT.NPST-1SG IRR

‘If  I had water, I would drink water.’ [DeArmond n.d.:9]

The precise function of  the (clitic?) particles o and ej has to be worked out 
with further field data. The currently available text collection provides no clarity, 
but it seems their grammatical behavior and function fall within the domain of 
 modality:

 (74) maj mı�o� bin-ka be-tu ej.
3SG again other-NMLZ give-ACT.NPST ej
‘He might (?) give something else.’ [1.178]

 (75) ito ena pi-lo-ni o.
thus QUOT come-MID.NPST-1SG o
‘In that case I can (?) come.’ [A.103]

3.2.6 Orientation/directionality

These concepts seem to play no morphological role in the grammar of Gutob, their 
expression being achieved through auxiliary verb constructions as discussed in 
 section 3.2.12 below.

3.2.7 Valence/voice

Through a double set of TAM-markers, Gutob morphologically distinguishes two 
‘voice’ classes, called ‘active’ and ‘middle’ in this description; these two classes cor-
respond rather closely with semantic transitivity and intransitivity, respectively.

It is noteworthy that semantically transitive verbs, which in other contexts take 
ACT inflection, take MID endings when reflexively combined with body parts of the 
speaker as object(s). See example (40) above, and:

 (76) kunig-sa ra-gu majki ura ze.
vagina-and tear-MID.PST wife not that
‘And my wife1 had torn her1 vagina, indeed.’ [C.36]
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 (77) maj ai-lai ob-gu-ni.
3SG finger-OBJ bite-MID.PST-ni
‘He1’s biting his1 finger.’ (Rajan and Rajan 2001b:17)

The connection of MID inflection with semantically transitive verbs is not  limited 
to reflexivity, but is also found in the case of reciprocals, which explains why the 
CAUS-marking in the following example does not trigger ACT inflection (pace Zide 
1985:98):

 (78) imi ob-o-gu-nen
name CAUS-hear-MID.PST-PL

‘They made each other hear names.’ [11.14]

3.2.8 (Non-)finiteness

The language does not seem to enforce a very strict distinction between finite and 
non-finite verb forms; at least there are no positively marked non-finite forms. In 
a non-third person context, the absence of pronominal marking can be used as a 
 criterion for non-finiteness; but even the ‘(conditional) converb’ marked with -na (see 
section 4.7), which would seem to be one of the most clearly non-finite categories, 
fails this criterion in a rare case like the following (a partial repetition from example 66), 
where the -na phrase is marked with pronominal nom (though not as suffix):

 (79) ni to zaia nom mon em-o-na, unu ni
1SG DISC whatever 2SG mind make-ACT.PST-CV that 1SG

em-o be-tu.
do-ACT.PST AUX(give)-ACT.NPST

‘Whatever you have in mind, I will do it for you.’ [5.59]

The negative copula has a form ura-gu (the precise difference in usage from aruto 
still needs to be worked out) that seems to be found only in direct or nearly direct 
combination with -na:

 (80) ni ura-gu e-na-sori o-nom sob-o
I not.be-PST QUOT-CV-sori OBJ-2SG carry.away-ACT.PST

ui-lo ia  be ie ito
AUX(go)-MID.NPST IRR POL QUOT QUOT

‘Had I not been there, he would have carried you away.’ [5.374]

 (81) a a ura-gu-na mono-nu kero e-lo?
now water not.be-PST-CV where-GEN paddy become-MID.NPST

‘If  there is no water now, from where will the paddy come?’ [D.29]

Using the above criterion of absent person marking, the ‘general converb’ 
 (formally identical with a third person singular PST, see above) is the only other cer-
tain  non-finite category known to me at present. See the general converb uuu 
in example (71) above, and

 (82) su, ni majnen boo u-gu ui-gi-ni.
CONJ 1SG 3PL with be-MID.PST go-MID.PST-1SG

‘Then, I went after having stayed with them.’ [3.9]
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 (83) egia ri-o seb-tu-ni.
axe take-ACT.PST slaughter-ACT.NPST-1SG

‘I will take an axe and slaughter [you].’ [B.79]

The bare or reduplicated form of the verb (3.2.10.1) serves, among other functions, 
to derive a form of the verb here called ‘infinitive’: see examples (19) and (70).

3.2.9 Negation

Gutob makes use of the following negative copulae and negative prefixes:

 (84) ‘not’ ‘not yet’
copula ura oroj
prefix ar- mor-

The copula ura can at least partially be inflected as a verb (uragu ‘was not’), but this 
inflected form seems to occur only in non-finite constructions (see examples 80 and 81). 
For oroj, of which no inflected forms occur in the available data, see the following:36

 (85) … ebke anei aka ni oroj
up.to.now come.back EMPH 1SG not.yet
‘… up to now, I haven’t come back yet / am not coming back yet (?)’ [D.78]

It seems likely that mor- has a fuller semantic load than ar- (perhaps: ‘not yet, 
not even’):

 (86) After repeated promises:
o mama, nom be-tu-nom ki ura,
listen father.in.law you give-ACT.NPST-2SG or not

nom-nu onoon-pulai? nom mor-be-be muna  ena
you-GEN daughter-OBJ you NEG-REDPL-give like QUOT

o-nom ia gilei-tu-ni
OBJ-2SG standing swallow-ACT.NPST-1SG

‘Listen, father-in-law, will you give her or not, your daughter? If  you say that 
you will not yet/still not give her, I will swallow you right away …’ [5.71–72]

 (87) ito emran u-lo, guja-gu mor-su-o-na?
this.way how be-FUT wash.in.water-MID.PST NEG-AUX(throw)-ACT.PST-CV

‘How can it be like this, if  you don’t even wash it?’ [C.53]

 (88) o, apa-nu samo mor-sob-o-na mı�o� laj-nu
listen father-GEN word NEG-carry-ACT.PST-CV then who-GEN

samo sob-tu, a ugom bitre muiro naik
words carry-ACT.NPST now village inside one headman

u-lo, naik bo + san-nu samo
be-FUT headman big + small-GEN words

ar-sob-o-na laj-nu samo sob-tu-nen?
NEG-carry-ACT.PST-CV who-GEN words carry-ACT.NPST-PL

‘Listen, if  he does not even accept father’s words, then whose words will he 
accept? Now there will be one headman within the village; if  the headmen (?) 
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do not accept the words of [the villagers] big and small, whose words will 
they accept?’ [2.257]

The following is an example of a negative ‘infinitival present’ (table row 1) or present 
progressive (11/17) – there is a possible interpretation as negative perfective (see also 
example 85).

 (89) D: mini a emran e-gu, isel, nei-nu kuru
 this.year water how become-MID.PST friend we-GEN path

 mulke pi-pi ura.
 totally REDPL-come NEG

M: mulke pi-pi ura, isel, mini ziuna pulai
 totally REDPL-come NEG friend this year living for

 boe kosto e-gu ui-gi.
 very difficult become-MID.PST AUX(go)-MID.PST

D:  ‘How was the rain this year, friend? On our side, nothing at all has 
come / is coming’

M:  ‘Nothing has come / is coming at all, friend – it has become very hard 
to live this year’ [D.3–4]

 (90) si tu-tur oroj.
sun REDPL-come.out not.yet
‘The sun has not risen yet / is not rising yet.’ [A.G. field notes]

Negative non-past (2):

 (91) ito-ka-nen ena ni pi-lo, ura-na, lo-lo-nu-nen
this way-NMLZ-PL QUOT 1SG come-NPST not.be-CV REDPL-curse-GEN-PL

ena ni ar-pi-a.
QUOT 1SG NEG-come-NEG.NPST

‘If  they are of such type, I will come; if  not, if  they are [of the type] that 
curse, I won’t come.’ [A.120]

Negative past (3):

 (92) lej-gi-nen-su-sori utu on ito ‘eke pi-lo-ni, aba
sit-MID.PST-PL-CONJ-sori that child QUOT here come-MID.NPST-1SG father

pi-lo-ni aba’ iesu maj-nu io ouon-ei-lai
come-MID.NPST-1SG father QUOT he-GEN mother son-3POSS-OBJ

ito ar-ba-to. ar-ba-to-su maj io-ei
QUOT NEG-send-NEG.PST NEG-send-NEG.PST-CONJ 3SG mother-3POSS

boo ito ien bo u-gu.
with like.this house LOC be-MID.PST

‘They sat there and that child said, “I will come here to father, I will 
come to father,” but his mother did not allow her son to go. She did not 
allow [him] to go and in this way he stayed at home, with his mother.’ 
[5.66–67]
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Negative habitual (4):37

 (93) dek-te gona-nen ura.
watch-CV urinate-PL NEG

‘[Women] do not urinate while [someone] is watching.’ [2.563]

Negative imperative (5):

 (94) nom mator o-ni ma ar-em-o iesu ito
you just OBJ-1SG what NEG-do-(NEG)ACT.IMP QUOT QUOT

maj sun-o.
3SG say-ACT.PST

‘ “Just don’t do anything to me,” he said.’ [5.76]

 (95) ãhã ar-be-o-naj e mama. tirgig sata
yes  NEG-give-(NEG)ACT.IMP-1SG hey father.in.law later truth

be-tu-nom be ie ito-su tur-gu ui-gi
give-ACT.NPST-2SG POL QUOT QUOT-CONJ leave-MID.PST AUX(go)-MID.PST

ito.
QUOT

‘ “Yes, let’s not do [any] giving now, father-in-law. Honestly, you will give [her] 
later,” he said and took off.’ [5.139]

3.2.10 Derivation

There are two productive processes of verbal derivation in Gutob, namely reduplica-
tion and causative pre-/infixation.

3.2.10.1 Reduplication

Reduplication is found only with monosyllabic roots/stems and can be full or 
 partial.38 The precise constraints governing reduplication have not yet been sorted 
out, but the place of articulation of the root-final consonant does seem to play a 
role (root-final consonants that are found in both fully and partially reduplicating 
roots are printed in bold-face):

C1VC2 roots (a): REDPL = root [C2 can be b, , g, l, m, n, , ]
C1VC2 roots (b): REDPL = C1V [C2 can be: b, g, j, r, l, ]
CV roots: REDPL = root 
VC roots: REDPL = root 
CV1V2 roots: REDPL = CV1 
V1V2 roots: REDPL = root 

3.2.10.2 Causative pre-/infix

Causative stems are derived from simple verb roots by means of the CAUS  morpheme 
ob-/-ob-. In the case of certain (all?)39 disyllabic roots with vowel /u/ in the first syl-
lable (and some with /i/), it is infixed into the root, replacing the /u/ (or /i/). Examples 
are as follows:

buri ‘to be full’ b-ob-ri ‘to fill’
buron ‘to live’  b-ob-ron ‘to cause to live’
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buto ‘to be scared’ b-ob-to ‘to scare’
bulu ‘to be ripe, ripen (INTR)’ b-ob-lu ‘to make ripe’
pual ‘to break (INTR)’ p-ob-al ‘to break (TR)’
tunon ‘to stand’ t-ob-non ‘to erect’
uig ‘to sleep’ -ob-i ‘to put to sleep’
birim ‘to bow’ b-ob-rim ‘to cause to bow’

In all other cases, the same morpheme ob- is prefixed to the unchanged simple root, 
occasionally with assimilation of its /b/ to the root-initial consonant. Examples:

gir ‘to learn’ ob-gir ‘to teach’
som ‘to eat’ ob-som ‘to feed’
sarda ‘to be joyful/pleased’ o-sarda ‘to make joyful, to please’
mo ‘to get up (ITR)’ o-mo ‘to get up (TR)’

Sometimes, an apparently underlying simple root does not seem to exist, for exam-
ple, ob-sej ‘to show, to guide’ < *sej ‘to see (?)’.

3.2.11 Noun incorporation and combining forms

Noun incorporation is not a productive process in Gutob, but there are many  examples 
which show that it must have been in a former stage of the language. Nouns incorpo-
rated in verb stems appear in their combining form (section 3.1.10.4) and can assume 
the role of object, instrument or sometimes intransitive subject. Examples are:

 sog-til ‘to glean grain fallen on the ground’ < sog ‘to sweep’, t-in-il ‘threshing-
 floor’, i?-om ‘to defecate’ <i?‘excrement’, om ‘?’; guj-tom ‘to wash the mouth’ 
< guj ‘to wash’, tumog ‘mouth’.

3.2.12 Auxiliary verb constructions

Under this heading, I treat two constructions:

infinitive + inflected form of go/em

general converb + inflected AUX

3.2.12.1 General converb + inflected auxiliary verb

Auxiliary verb constructions of this type are structurally parallel to sequences of a 
general converb with a finite verb form (section 3.2.8),40 but auxiliary constructions are 
characterized by extensive semantic bleaching of the second, fully inflected member of 
the complex construction. The following is a list of the verbs that  figure as auxiliaries in 
this construction. Note that several auxiliaries are functionally somewhat diverse:

 (96) Verb Lexical meaning Functions as auxiliary verb
su ‘throw’ sudden motion; completive
ri ‘take’, ‘bring’ self-benefactive
ui ‘go’ translocative/itive; completive
pi ‘come’ cislocative/ventive
be  ‘give’ benefactive; completive
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sarei ‘finish’ telicizer
laei  ‘apply’ inceptive

su: see example (87) and

 (97) ura, ar-kupei-a o-ni, egia pulai pigs-o
no NEG-cut-NEG.NPST OBJ-1SG axe OBJ split-ACT.PST

su-tu-ni.
AUX(throw)-ACT.NPST-1SG

‘No, it will not cut me: I will break the axe in two.’ [B.80]

ri: according to Hook (1991:186f.), ‘No auxiliary plays the role played by le 
(homophonous with ‘take’) in Hindi.’ This statement, made with specific regard to 
Gta, but apparently intended also to hold for Gutob, is certainly false. Consider the 
following counter-examples:

 (98) o-ni mastor ai-o ri-o.
OBJ-1SG master call-ACT.PST AUX(take)-ACT.PST

‘A master1 called me to him1’ [3.1]

 (99) moo + moo gisi naj sob-o ri-Ø,
big + big chicken we buy-ACT.PST AUX(take)-ACT.IMP

gime naj sob-o ri-Ø zatra en-em
goat we buy-ACT.PST AUX(take)-ACT.IMP festival REDPL-do

lai ie sarlo-gu-su, zar gor-ke ta-ke
for QUOT talk-MID.PST-CONJ whose house-OBJ that-OBJ

tur-gu ui-to-nen.
go.out-MID.PST AUX(go)-HAB-PL

‘ “Let’s buy a really big chicken, let’s buy a goat, for holding the festival”: in 
this way they discuss, and appear at whoever’s house.’ [8.4]41

ui: see the preceding example, and

(100) muiro oug ito goj-gi ui-gi-su
one boy QUOT die-MID.PST AUX(go)-MID.PST-CONJ 

 u�ba  e-gu.
ghost become-MID.PST

‘A boy, they say, died and became a ghost.’ [7.1]

(101) nom zu-o-na kaba-gu ui-lo-nom,
you see-ACT.PST-CV become.amazed-MID.PST AUX(go)-MID.NPST-2SG

isel.
friend
‘When you see it, you will become astonished, friend.’ [A.92]

pi:

(102) ui-gi-na a�ei-gu pi-pi
go-MID.PST-CVB return-MID.PST RED-AUX(come)

e-lo?
become-MID.NPST

If we go, will it be possible to get back? [A. 77]
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be: see example (66), and

(103) maj sun-o-su-sori tirgig mı�o� tu noj + el
he say-ACT.PST-CONJ-sori afterwards again that night + time

i-o-nen, som-o-nen, i-o-nen, mı�o� ui-gu
drink-ACT.PST-PL eat-ACT.PST-PL drink-ACT.PST-PL again sleep-MID.PST

be-o-nen.
AUX(give)-ACT.PST-PL

‘He said [this], and after that, they drank again during that night, they ate, 
they drank, and they went to sleep again.’ [5.46]

(104) a ri-o-su ispor + parboti-lai ito ai-o
water bring-ACT.PST-CONJ Shiva + Parvati-OBJ QUOT call-ACT.PST

‘elo, ri-o ni be-o’ ie ito.
come.here bring-ACT.PST 1SG AUX(give)-ACT.PST QUOT QUOT

‘Having brought water, he called to Shiva and Parvati: “Come here, I’ve 
brought [it] for you”.’ [6.11]

The verbs lagei and sarei, finally, are both borrowings from Desia:

(105) maa lai nom pi-gi lagei-gu-nom u-tu
what for 2SG come-MID.PST AUX(apply)-MID.PST-2SG AUX(be)-PRS

nom unam lok, mama, ie ito.
2SG old.man person father.in.law QUOT QUOT

‘For what reason have you started coming? You’re an old man, father-in-
law.’ [5.111]

(106) lai o-o sarei-gu-na gisi go-to-nen.
rice cook-ACT.PST AUX(finish)-MID.PST-CV chicken cut.up-HAB-PL

‘When they have finished boiling the rice, they cut up the chicken.’ [8.12]

3.2.12.2 Infinitive form + inflected form of o/em

The modal verb go ‘to be able’ differs from the above in that it can be combined rather 
with (infinitival) reduplicated forms, in the same way as the auxiliary u(k) ‘to be’ 
 (section 3.2.3), although it can also be combined with general converbs (example 109).

(107) ni kolikata ui-gi ena pi-pi ar-go-a ni
1SG Calcutta go-MID.PST QUOT REDPL-come NEG-can-NEG.NPST 1SG

etai-bar-nen  u-tu.
worry-INF-PL AUX(be)-PRS

‘If  I go to Calcutta, they worry I will not be able to come back.’ [D.46]
(108) zu-zu ni go-ura.

REDPL-see 1SG can-NEG

‘I can’t see.’ [A.G. field notes]

(109) boiragi ti-o ar-go-to.
hermit shoot-ACT.PST NEG-can-NEG.PST

‘The hermit was not able to shoot at [it].’ [10.39]
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The construction with (infinitival) reduplicated form is also found for the verb em 
‘to become’. See example (102) and the following:

(110) usor tubog mı�o� su-su e-lo?
dry earth then REDPL-build become-MID.NPST

‘Then will dry earth allow [for a house] to be built?’ [1.100]

3.3 Expressives

Gutob does not show a system of expressives in the sense of a separate part of 
speech, not derived from another morphological class (Diffloth 2001:263ff.). The 
rare ‘expressive’ use of the sound [h] has been mentioned in sections 2.3 and 3.1.7. 
I treat here the echo  formations which are a pervasive feature of the language. The 
following is a good example:

(111) laj o-maj-to-nen saka ura-su, majnen ogor + par 
who OBJ-3-to-PL aid not-CONJ 3PL hill + mountain

kook + kuuk em-o-su buron-nen u-tu
hoe + ECHO do-ACT.PST-CONJ live-PL AUX(be)-PRS

aso-nen u-tu.
live-PL AUX(be)-PRS

‘As nobody helped them, they were living by doing hoework42 on the hills.’ [5.5]

The example illustrates three predominant patterns: (i) echo proper: repetition of the first 
word with phonological changes (kook + kuuk); (ii) pairing of two native words with 
identical or related meaning (buron + aso); and (iii) pairing of two  borrowed words with 
 identical or related meaning (ogor + par). The  following example illustrates (iv) pair-
ing of a native with a borrowed word with identical or related meaning (luo + bokrei):

(112) u ike pi-gi-su kete lok boo luo +
there from come-MID.PST-CONJ some people with joke +

bokrei ui-gi-su, anond e-gu-su-nei, u-gu-nei.
banter go-MID.PST-CONJ joy become-MID.PST-CONJ-1PL stay-MID.PST-1PL

‘After we had come from there, and had gone around cutting jokes with 
 several people, and had become happy, we stayed [home?].’ [4.3]

4 SYNTAX

4.1 Syntax of the simple sentence

4.1.1 Typological features

Constituent order in Gutob is generally subject-object-verb. Adjectives, numerals, 
demonstratives and quantifiers precede the head noun, adverbs precede the head they 
modify. The internal structure of noun phrases can be represented as follows (after 
Rajan and Rajan 2001b:28):

Noun phrase  (QF)/(DEM) (ADJ1) (ADJ2) NOUN

There is evidence from the (frozen) system of nominal composition that constituent order 
was different in an earlier stage of the development of this language (Note 34 in section 
3.1.10.4).
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4.1.2 Alignment

Alignment in Gutob is of the ‘nominative–accusative’ type.

(113) ni o-maj-to-nen ob-gir-o-ni-su, majnen gir-gu-nen
1SG OBJ-3-to-PL CAUS-learn-ACT.PST-1SG-CONJ 3PL learn-MID.PST-PL

‘I taught them and they learned.’ [3.3]

4.2 Complex sentence structure

Mention may be made here of a kind of participle that can be formed by compounding 
el ‘time’ with another word. See examples (19) (nei pipi + el), (103) (noj + el), and 
the following:

(114) … utu kero bulu-gu-nu-el ito ois-o-nen
… that rice ripen-MID.PST-GEN-time QUOT harvest-ACT.PST-PL 

ito
QUOT

‘… when that rice had ripened, they harvested.’ [5.289]

4.3 Coordination

Rajan and Rajan (2001b:29) list several examples of asyndetic coordination (see 
my example 44). In addition, Gutob seems to show several particles of coordinate 
 conjunction, notably -sa, mı�o�, and o, but the exact syntactic status of each of 
them needs further investigation. See also the conjunctive marker -su glossed CONJ 
in this sketch (section 4.7).

(115) zona ao-sa nei-nu o, lio-sa nei-nu
corn orchard-and 1PL-GEN EMPH wet.rice.field-and 1PL-GEN 

o, lamgo-sa nei-nu o.
EMPH dry.field-and 1PL-GEN EMPH

‘The corn orchard is ours, and the wet field is ours, and the dry field is ours.’ 
[B.35]

(116) memor mı�o� ni mı�o�  sonia asali bo
ward.member again 1SG again Sonia Adsali LOC

log-gu-nei be-o.
fall-MID.PST-PL AUX(give)-ACT.PST

‘The ward member, I and Sonia fell down to Adsali.’ (Rajan and Rajan 2001b:19)

(117) ma em-tu-ni naparla lok iesu tu onoon-oi-lai
what do-ACT.NPST-1SG unable person QUOT that daughter-3POSS-OBJ

o ouon-oi-lai sun-o.
and son-3POSS-OBJ say-ACT.PST

‘ “What shall I do? For I am an incapable person,” she said to her daughter 
and to her son.’ [5.219]

Disjunction is marked with the word ki. See examples (10), (51), and the following:

(118) oon kina ki sulo?
close river or far
‘[Is] the river close or far?’ [A.25]
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4.4 Complement clauses

Complement clauses are built with the quotative ie (derived from i ‘to speak’) or 
its extensions (i)ena and iesu. Verbs of speaking are often repeated around the 
complement clause.

(119) lokon sun-o nom-nu agia ena ispor + mapru
Lakshmana say-ACT.PST 2SG-GEN order QUOT Shiva + lord

ni ui-lo andari bon bo kaligai-nu ita
1SG go-MID.NPST dark forest LOC black.cow-GEN dung

ri-tu-ni ie mapru sun-o.
bring-ACT.NPST-1SG QUOT lord say-ACT.PST

‘Lakshmana then said: “Because it is your order, O Lord Shiva, I will go to the 
Dark Forest. I will bring the dung of the Black Cow,” said the Lord.’ [6.6]

(120) saukar zu-o-su umbo-nom ui barogaia ie
merchant see-ACT.PST-CONJ whither-2SG go B. QUOT

salag-o.
ask-ACT.PST

‘The merchant saw him and asked, “Where are you going, Barogatia?”  ’ [10.30]

(121) mono onob ena, tuno mo-gu ui-lo-ni.
somewhere girl QUOT thither get.up-MID.PST go-MID.NPST-1SG

‘Noticing a girl somewhere, I will get up and go there.’ [C.113]

(122) kaligai sun-o, eno lok ura, bak  ura ni
black.cow say-ACT.PST here people not.be men not.be 1SG

ate eran e-gu u-lo-ni  iesu kaligai
alone how become-MID.PST be-FUT-1SG QUOT black.cow

sun-o.
say-ACT.PST

‘The black cow said, “There are no people here, no men: how shall I stay 
alone?” spoke the Black Cow.’ [11.4]

Another complementizer-like quotative (ito) is treated under section 5.2. There are 
rare examples of complement clauses entirely lacking a complementizer: see  example 
(107, before etaibarnen utu) and example (134).

4.5 Relative-type clauses

Gutob shows two types of relative clauses. The first, making use of the GEN marker, 
seems to be inherited, while the other constructions, whether they use borrowed 
pronouns or native ones, make the impression of being calques on Indo-Aryan con-
structions. I refer back to the examples (28), (79), and (99), and add the following 
(see also sentence xxvii in the sample text under section 7):

(123) nei purbe dine ike en-em-nu lio.
1PL olden day from REDPL-do-GEN wet.field
‘It is a wet field which we work on from of old.’ [B.11]
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(124) mor-ui-gi-nu lok kuu, o-maj lio milei
NEG-go-MID.PST-GEN person hunger OBJ-3SG wet.field be.available

ura.
NEG

‘The man who has not gone is hungry; he does not have wet land.’ 
[18.25]

(125) ura nei-nu dadi on-o-nu tunu.
no 1PL-GEN uncle plant-ACT.PST-GEN that
‘No, it is the one that our uncle planted.’ [B.38]

(126) laj mara + mari e-gu-nen o-maj razi em-to.
who beat + ECHO become-MID.PST-PL OBJ-3SG agreed make-HAB

‘He makes those who have fought with each other settle their dispute.’ [I.4]

4.6 Subordinate clauses

These types of clauses are formed in various ways, making use of the quotative con-
structions exemplified above (section 4.4), and by the markers -su and -na that are 
discussed just below in section 4.7.

4.7 The markers -su and -na

It has been claimed in a recent article that Gutob appears to have a switch-reference 
system (Anderson and Boyle 2002:41–42):43

In Gutob …, the same subject marker -su attaches to a past form of the verb, 
but one lacking person inflection, in line with the generally redundant nature 
of subject person inflection in switch reference systems. ... The different subject 
marker in Gutob is -na. It also attaches to a past tense form of the verb, simi-
larly lacking person inflection.

There are numerous exceptions to the claims made by Anderson and Boyle. These 
exceptions do not necessarily invalidate their generalizations entirely, but viewing 
the markers -su and -na primarily as opposite poles in one switch-reference system 
does not seem to me to be the most fruitful approach. In this sketch, I take -su as a 
marker of conjunction (‘and’), while I take -na to mark predominantly conditional 
converbs.44 The main difference between the two markers seems to me to lie in the 
association of -na with conditional clauses, an association not shared by -su. Against 
ostensible lack of person inflection before -su, see examples (92) (lej-gi-nen-su-sori), 
(113) (ob-gir-o-ni-su), and further:

(127) ni pi-gi-na pen[-nu] ugom rati konek uk-a-naj-su,
1SG come-MID.PST-CV 2PL[-GEN] village night a.bit be-IMP-1PL-CONJ

arko dine maskun i-a-naj.
next day Machkund go-IMP-1PL

‘When I come, let’s stay a while in your village at night, and then go to 
Machkund the next day.’ [A.107]

Although the texts show a clear tendency for -su with same subject reference (examples 
passim in the present sketch), it is not limited to this. It can connect clauses both with 
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and  without switch of subject. The following examples illustrate different subject 
reference:

(128) ni o-maj-to-nen ob-gir-o-ni-su, majnen
1SG OBJ-3-to-PL CAUS-learn-ACT.PST-1SG-CONJ 3PL

gir-gu-nen
learn-MID.PST-PL

‘After I taught them, they learned.’ [3.3]

(129) u-gu-nei-su majnen ien-bo mo-gu pi-gi-nen.
be-PST-1PL-CONJ 3PL house-LOC get.up-MID.PST come-MID.PST-3PL

‘After we stayed [a while], they got up and came home.’ [4.4]

(130) ni pi-gi-ni-su o-ni sa + pa  be-o-su
1SG come-MID.PST-1SG-CONJ OBJ-1SG tea-ECHO give-ACT.PST-CONJ

ob-lei-o-nen.
CAUS-sit-ACT.PST-PL

‘After I had come, they gave me tea etc. and made me sit.’ [4.6]

Uses of -na in temporally subordinate and conditional clauses with same subject 
reference, on the other hand, are numerous. See example (106) and the following:

(131) pi-gi zu-o-na babu-nei, boo-nei
come-MID.PST see-ACT.PST-CV babu-1PL with-1PL

algu + al-gu-su, sobua zu-o-nei,
COPY + roam-MID.PST-CONJ everything see-ACT.PST-1PL 

mini a bo sobua som-o-nei
yesterday market LOC everything eat-ACT.PST-1PL

‘When we came and saw, we, we went around in yesterday’s market with the 
Babus, and saw everything, ate everything.’ [4.2]

(132) ien bo lej-gi u-gu-na mı�o�
house LOC sit.down-MID.PST AUX(be)-MID.PST-CV again 

laj zu-tu-nen?
who see-ACT.NPST-3PL

‘If  they keep sitting at home, whom else will they see?’ [18.23]

The function of morphemes found in combination with -su and -na, such as (-na)-ro, 
(-na)-sina, and (-su/-na)-sori, has yet to be determined.

5 SEMANTICS/DISCOURSE

5.1 Semantics

Two topics that might be selected for treatment under this heading are ‘color terms’ 
and ‘kinship terms’. I must be very brief about both. Gutob has the cross-linguistically 
common basic set of three color terms, the commonly used terms being those bor-
rowed from Desia: dob ‘white’ (Gutob pile), ro ‘red’ (Gutob equivalent unknown), 
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kala ‘black’ (Gutob iej). Regarding the topic of kinship terminology, I refer to Zide 
and Zide (1991), Pfeffer (1999), and Berger (forthcoming).

5.2 Discourse

Besides the quotative markers discussed in section 4.4, there is another particle, of 
related derivation, namely ito, presumably in origin meaning ‘it is said’, here also 
glossed QUOT for lack of precise understanding of its function. It is very common in 
Gutob narrative.

(133) ozir + el, ia ito i-o, lai som-o,
morning + time gruel QUOT drink-ACT.PST cooked.rice eat-ACT.PST

ma som-o, kond bo egia ito on-o,
curry eat-ACT.PST shoulder LOC axe QUOT carry-ACT.PST 

mı�o� tur-gu ui-gi ito tu maj-nu mala bo.
again leave-MID.PST AUX(go)-MID.PST QUOT that 3SG-GEN patch LOC

‘In the morning, he drank gruel, he ate rice, he ate curry, he carried his axe on 
his shoulder, and took off  again, to that patch of wood of his.’ [5.52]

There is a very common marker of emphasis, the particle o (see Rajan and Rajan 
2001b:40); see examples (9–10), (67), (70), and (115). The marker laka is used ‘to empha-
size measurement’ (Rajan and Rajan 2001b:40); see examples (35–37) and (70). Perhaps 
related to laka is the particle aka, also used to emphasize the preceding word. All three 
markers are here glossed EMPH. For aka, see example (85) and the following:

(134) ni ta  ripo em-tu aka i-i-ni u-tu.
I DISC report make-ACT.NPST EMPH REDPL-say-1SG AUX(be)-PRS

‘I am saying that I will register a report.’ [B.30]

A striking feature of Gutob discourse is the very frequent occurrence of the particle be: 
see examples (66), (80), and (95). Rajan and Rajan (2001b:3 [section 4.2.1]) interpret it 
as a politeness marker, and this interpretation is tentatively followed here. Several other 
particles are borrowed from Indo-Aryan, such as the adversative or topicalizing particle 
to/ta (Hindi to, Oriya ta /t/; here glossed as DISC) found in examples (52) and (66).

6 LEXICON

As stated above, bilingualism is universal among the tribals of Koraput, and one 
may doubt whether nowadays Gutob is the first language of any speaker. Code 
switching from Gutob into Desia and back was an extremely common phenomenon 
already in the 1960s, as the following example of mixed Desia-Gutob phrases illus-
trates (the bold elements are Desia):

(135) noro-r murti nı �,  dek-ba-ke sundor nı �,
man-GEN shape NEG watch-INF-OBJ beautiful NEG

kai-ba-ke mundur nı �,  e-gu ui
eat-INF-OBJ sweet NEG become-MID.PST AUX(go)

em-to, pen ui-gi ena
AUX(become)-HAB 2PL go-MID.PST QUOT
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ien-nu paii kimboj + remol pulai-sina zana.
house-GEN work wife + husband to-only known
‘There’s not the shape of a man, it’s not beautiful to watch, there’s nothing sweet 
to eat. If you go, only the man and wife know the household work.’ [2.219]

Desia and Gutob morphology can be quite freely intermingled. See example 
(107) above, where the Desia infinitive marker -bar takes the place of the Gutob 
 reduplication to form the present progressive etai-bar-nen u-tu ‘they are  worrying’ 
(the interlocutor answers with a more ‘Gutob’ form eta-nen u-tu, meaning the 
same). See also the following example:

(136) surjo-r sa  ura-ki, goso-r sitla ura.
sun-GEN sunset NEG-or tree-GEN coolness NEG

‘The sun’s setting was not there, nor was the tree’s coolness there.’ [6.3]

Given such a sociolinguistic situation, it may come as no surprise that various fields 
of the inherited lexicon have been replaced wholesale by, or survive only  marginally 
next to, borrowings from Desia. See the following statement of Zide (1985:97f.) 
 concerning borrowings from Indo-Aryan:45

Gutob (like Kharia and Gorum) has borrowed a great deal of vocabulary – 
including a great percentage of its verb stock – from IA (which, for Gorum and 
Gutob, means Desia). Of these borrowings, the great majority (but not adjectives 
or statives) takes the suffixes -ei and -a. At least thirty percent (of a not particu-
larly conservative dialect) of the verb lexicon consisted of EI/A-taking verbs.

7 BRIEF ANALYZED TEXT: THE GOTER RITUAL

The following text was recorded in the 1960s by Richard DeArmond (it is labeled 
‘F’ in my database). Thanks are due to Peter Berger for his help in translating 
the text. For anthropological accounts of the ritual, see Izikowitz (1969), Pfeffer 
(1991), (2001a), Berger (2007a:284–308). Berger’s forthcoming article listed in the 
 bibliography contains the most detailed account, as well as some remarks on the 
possible meaning (and linguistic derivation) of the word goter.

   (i) godba-nen-nu kam-nu samo.
Gadba-PL-GEN ritual-GEN story
‘A story about the ritual of the Gadbas’

   (ii) majnen-nu dadi, ani + puni, bai, io, goj-gi-na,
3PL-GEN grandfather ancestor+ECHO brother mother die-MID.PST-CV

goter togri-to-nen
G. unroll-HAB-PL

‘When their grandfather, ancestor, brother, mother has died, they  perform 
the goter.’

  (iii) muiro uma-pulai umar-laka botel tol-to-nen, mui-laka
one ghost for two-EMPH buffalo tie.up-HAB-PL one-EMPH

bua or-to-nen, mui-laka uma-pulai.
cattle kill-HAB-PL one-EMPH ghost for
‘For one ghost, they tie up two water-buffaloes; they kill one [head of]  cattle 
for one ghost.’
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  (iv) koea uma e-gu-na salis mun-laka botel
twenty ghost become-MID.PST-CV forty head-EMPH buffalo

tol-to-nen.
tie.up-HAB-PL

‘If  there are 20 ghosts, they tie up 40 buffaloes.’

   (v) sari banda-laka rukug em-to-nen.
four banda-EMPH uncooked.rice make-HAB-PL

‘They provide four banda of  uncooked rice.’

(vi) ozar, eozar aka korso em-to-nen.
1,000 1,500 rupee expense make-HAB-PL

‘They make an expense of 1,000, 1,500 rupees.’

(vii) botel sob-o-su, muna bo tol-to-nen.
buffalo buy-ACT.PST-CONJ platform LOC tie.up-HAB-PL

‘When they have bought the buffaloes, they tie them at the platform.’

(viii) tebe goter baza baza-to-nen.
then G. rhythm drum-HAB-PL

‘Then they beat the goter rhythm.’

(ix) baza--su mei-to-nen.
drum-ACT.PST-CONJ dance-HAB-PL

‘And drumming, they dance.’

(x) a + e, agi + egia, kana sob-o-su, goter
stick-ECHO ECHO-axe sword carry-ACT.PST-CONJ G.

labo bo tur-to-nen.
field LOC leave-HAB-PL

 ‘They leave for the goter fi eld, carrying wooden sticks etc., hatchets etc.,   
swords.’

(xi) penom + ili i-o-su, sulo + sulo-nu lok
 beer + wine drink-ACT.PST-CONJ far + far-GEN people

pi-to-nen goter zu-zu.
come-HAB-PL G. REDPL-see
 ‘People from very far off  drink beer and wine, and come to see the goter.’

(xii) rana, gouu, mali, kumar, goren, sobu jati
R., cowherd, gardener, potter, G., all community

runei-to-nen.
gather-HAB-PL

‘Ronas, Cowherds, Gardeners, Potters, Gorens (Harijans), all  communities meet.’

(xiii) besi mara + mari, puza + ana e-gu
much fi ght + ECHO murder + ECHO become-MID.PST

ui-to-nen, bil-gu-su.
AUX(go)-HAB-PL get.drunk-MID.PST-CONJ

‘Being drunk, they get into a lot of fi ghting, murdering.’

(xiv) polis-sa pi-gi u-to.
police-and come-MID.PST AUX(be)-HAB

‘The police are also there.’
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(xv)  polis-nu samo manei-nen ura, bil-gu-su.
police-GEN words respect-PL NEG get.drunk-MID.PST-CONJ

‘Being drunk, they do not pay heed to the words of the police.’

(xvi) laj-nu samo mana + mani ura, goter labo bo botel
who-GEN words respect-ECHO NEG G.  fi eld LOC buffalo

tol-o-su.
tie.up-ACT.PST-CONJ

‘Nobody’s words are heeded, after the buffalo has been tied on the goter 
fi eld.’

(xvii) goter baza baza--su mei-to-nen, panzia-nen
G. rhythm drum-ACT.PST-CONJ dance-HAB-PL P.-PL

keu mai sol-gu-su.
lime earth smear-MID.PST-CONJ

‘The Panzias smear [one another/themselves] with lime-soil, and dance 
while drumming the goter rhythm.’

(xviii) goter labo bo dui ozar, tin ozar lok
G. fi eld LOC two 1,000 three 1,000 people

runei-to-nen
gather-HAB-PL

‘Two to three thousand people gather on the goter fi eld.’

(xix) goter sarei-gu-na, panzia botel sob-o ui-to.
G. fi nish-MID.PST-CV P. buffalo carry-ACT.PST AUX(go)-HAB

‘When the goter is fi nished, the Panzias take away the buffaloes.’

(xx) runei-gu-nu lok sobu mo-gu ui-to-nen.
gather-MID.PST-GEN people all rise-MID.PST go-HAB-PL

‘All the people who had gathered get up and go.’

(xxi) kilom lok arko dine potek u-to-nen.
guest people next day until be-HAB-PL

‘The guests remain until the next day.’

(xxii) dui din bozi som-o-su laj-nu ien bo maj
two day feast eat-ACT.PST-CONJ who-GEN house LOC 3SG

ui-to-nen.
go-HAB-PL

‘While eating feasts for two days, they go to anybody’s house.’ [?]46

(xxiii) sar so aka-nu paai sarei-to.
four hundred rupee-GEN cloth fi nish-HAB

‘ 400 rupees worth of cloth is used.’

(xxiv) salis pui rukug sarei-to.
forty pui uncooked.rice finish-HAB

‘40 puis of uncooked rice are used.’

(xxv) pondro pui samel sarei-to.
fifteen pui ragi finish-HAB

‘15 puis of ragi (finger millet) are used.’
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(xxvi) koe mun ki tiris mun botel labo
one.score head or thirty head buffalo field

bo seb-o-su zurei-to-nen.
LOC slice-ACT.PST-CONJ tear-HAB-PL

‘They slice open 20 or 30 buffaloes in the field, and tear them open.’

(xxvii) suloj zurei-o-su laj parla maj
stomach tear-ACT.PST-CONJ who could 3SG

sob-o ui-to-nen.
carry-ACT.PST AUX(go)-HAB-PL

‘Those who are able to tear [out] the stomach, they take it away.’

(xxviii) majnen seli ri-gi o-o, pila maizi
3PL meat take-MID.PST cook-ACT.PST child wife

buo som-to-nen.
with eat-HAB-PL

‘They take the meat, cook it, and eat it together with children and wife.’

(xxix) zar u-gu-nu botel zetki, panzia sobu
whose be-MID.PST-GEN buffalo how.many P. all

sob-o ui-to.
carry-ACT.PST AUX(go)-HAB

‘The Panzias take away all buffaloes, however many [they may be], and to 
whomever they might have belonged.’

(xxx) maj muiro goter togri-o-nu lok pulai be-to.
3SG one G. unroll-ACT.PST-GEN person to give-HAB

‘They give it to a man who has performed the goter.’

(xxxi) muiro bua or-o-su pans pui rukug
one cattle kill-ACT.PST-CONJ five pui uncooked.rice

o-o-su sobu lok pulai bozi be-to.
cook-ACT.PST-CONJ all people to feast give-HAB

‘He kills one [head of] cattle, cooks five puis of rice, and offers a feast to all 
the people.’

(xxxii) goter baza baza--su panzia ui-to
 G. rhythm drum-ACT.PST-CONJ P. go-HAB

‘When the goter rhythms have been drummed, the Panzias go.’

(xxxiii) bozi  som-o sobu lok arko dine ui-to-nen.
 feast eat-ACT.PST all people next day go-HAB-PL

‘When they have partaken of the feast all people go, the next day.’

(xxxiv) penom i-o ili i-o-su
 beer drink-ACT.PST wine drink-ACT.PST-CONJ

 bil-gu ui-to-nen.
 get drunk-MID.PST AUX(go)-HAB-PL 
‘Having drunk beer, having drunk wine, they get drunk.’

(xxxv) ito em-o gai aka + poisa, kero, irik + samel
thus do-ACT.PST much rupee-money, paddy, irik + finger.millet,
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sobu korsu em-o su-su-nen, gadba
all expense make-ACT.PST REDPL-AUX(throw)-PL G.

zati-nu lok.
community-GEN people
‘In this way, the people of the Gadba community come to make a lot of expenses 
of all kinds: money, paddy, irik millet (panicum miliare), and finger millet.’

NOTES

 *  I am very grateful to the editor of this volume, to Gérard Diffloth, Frits Kortlandt, 
John Peterson, Tijmen Pronk, and Norman Zide for their reading and critique 
of part or the whole of a draft of this sketch which was completed in December 
2004. This first draft lay untouched by me for more than two whole years. Given 
the fact that the final draft had to be prepared under pressure of time, I was 
in the end not able satisfactorily to address many of the important points of 
criticism of the mentioned readers. Nor was I able to incorporate, as I had first 
intended, possibly relevant data and analyses from two recently published (brief) 
sketches of Gutob that came to my attention after completion of my first draft: 
these are Mukherjee 2002 and Ghosh 2003. I thank Sven Grawunder who sent 
me a xerox of the latter publication in April 2007, as well as kristen De Joseph 
and Jasper May who assisted me in preparing this final draft.

 1  Although the meaning of the name appears to be no longer transparent to the 
speakers who use it, it can be understood as a compound gu-tob ‘creature of 
the earth’, with gV- (see section 3.1.10.2) prefixed to tob, presumably a combin-
ing form (see 3.1.10.4) of tubog ‘earth’ (see tom in guj-tom ‘to wash the face’ : : 
tumog ‘face’). The combining form tob also appears to be found in tour ‘white 
ant’, whose Remo cognate (Bhattacharya 1968 #1497) is tobur, and in Kharia 
toba ‘mud’ = ‘earth-water’. Hence, the meaning of gu-tob in this analysis exactly 
 parallels the meaning of Desia maia ‘earth-people’, an important  self-defining 
concept of Gutob-Gadba society discussed by Peter Berger (2007a:100, 105f.). On 
these grounds, I strongly prefer the given etymology above the  derivation from the 
word for ‘egg’ (utob), as proposed to me by Norman Zide (personal communica-
tion, with reference to origin myths among speakers of North Munda  languages). 
For a derivation from a word for ‘stream, river’, see Ramadas (1931).

 2  The frequently quoted association of the name Gad(a)ba with the Goda�varı � river 
(e.g. Parkin 1991:31, Berger 2007a:183–189) seems likely to be another such case. 
Considering the etymological explanation of the name Gutob given in Note 1 
above, and the likelihood of folk-etymological speculations on a name no longer 
understood, the historical value of indigenous traditions on the Gutob-Gadbas’ 
having come ‘originally’ from the Goda�varı � river is not to be overestimated.

 3  Telugu is the predominant language among the Gutob-Gadabas who have 
descended into the plains of Andhra Pradesh. Sarma (2001:9) remarks about 
the use of Gutob in this habitat: ‘neither the older generation speak it among 
themselves, nor do they make use of it with the younger generation, making the 
language progressively defunct.’ See section 1.3.

 4  In a personal communication (27 August 2002), Peter Berger confirmed this  estimate:

The Ollar are definitely much more numerous than the Gutob. The 
 latter inhabit only a small stretch from Deptahanjar to Ongel, Onmail, 
Kangrapada etc. To the South are the Parenga, to the North the Ollar. 
I have not yet tried to make an estimate from my village surveys, but if  we 
say there are 50 Gutob villages (probably there are less) in the Lamptaput/
Onukadilli area with an average of 200–300 people you get your numbers.
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 5  It is not entirely clear how one is to bring this estimate in line with the following 
statement, published by the same authors earlier in the same year (2001a:9 – 
quotation exactly as printed):

According to the 1981 census of India, the total Gadaba population is 56,913 in 
undivided Koraput district (Malkangiri, Rayagada, Koraput and Nowrangpur) 
Orissa. It is inclusive of Ollar Gadabas and Gotop Gadabas. In 1995 a Socio – 
linguistic survey done by Asha Kiran Society puts the number of speakers of 
Gutop – Gadaba in undivided Koraput Orissa, at 15,000 – 20,000. Majority of 
Gutop Gadabsas live in Lamtaput block of Koraput District.

Without indication of any source, the most recent (15th) edition of the Ethnologue 
www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=gbj (accessed 4 May 2007) mentions 
8,000 speakers, for the year 2000.

 6  Rajan and Rajan (2001b:5), speak of four dialects within their ‘Gutob-Gadaba’, 
that is, our ‘Koraput Gutob’: Kinda Raji, Lamtaput dialect, Koraput dialect and 
Birong Raji. I do not know the meaning of the word raji (presumably not Desia 
raji ‘agreement’), nor whether the division into kina ‘river’ and biro ‘jungle’ 
dialects corresponds to an indigenous classification. The data for the Rajan and 
Rajan ‘write-up’ ‘was collected from the Kinda Raji dialect spoken by the people 
of Tikkorpoda Panchayat, Lamtaput Block, Koraput District, Orissa.’ See also 
Zide 1965:49 n13.

 7 See the comment by Zide (1978:50):

Note the (previously recognized) confusion between Gorum (Parengi) and 
Gutob in the LSI. The numerals given in the lexical tables at the back of the 
Munda Section of Vol. IV include under Gadba (Bastar) what are Gadba 
(Gutob) forms. In parentheses following these are Gorum (Parengi) forms which 
are called Gadba (Vizagapatam).

   EDITOR’S NOTE: The text sample returned under Gadba is likewise actually 
in Gorum.

 8  The publisher’s address is Asha Kiran Society, Lamptaput – 764 081, Koraput, 
Orissa, India. Along with these publications aimed at a linguistic audience, a 
‘Gutob-Gadaba Language Learner’s Guide’ has also been published, with basic 
sentences in Gutob (in Oriya script and romanization), in Oriya, and in English. 
Further language learning materials published later by the same society were 
brought to my attention by Felix Rau in 2005, but I have not yet found time to 
go through them attentively.

 9  An electronic (searchable) form of the database is accessible online at 
hin.osaka-gaidai.ac.jp/griffithsa/ (accessed on 7 November 2007). Other texts, 
including those recorded by myself, are to be added in due course.

10  Their ostensible evidence for contrast is: /ly/ ‘rice’, /lay/ ‘for’, /sy/ ‘street’, 
/nay/ ‘we (INC)’, and /lay/ ‘who’. I transcribe these words: /lai/, /lai/, /sai/, /naj/, 
and /laj/, respectively – there is one homonym in my analysis, viz. /lai/ ‘cooked 
rice’ or ‘for, OBJ’.

11  Previous work has tended to call unreleased plosives in final position ‘checked’ 
(Bhattacharya 1965–1966) or ‘preglottalized’. For example, Zide 1965:52 speaks 
of ‘the – phonetically preglottalised in final position – weakly voiced stops /b, d,  
j, g/’. The same author (1972:512) claims: ‘Gutob guj-tom- ‘to wash the mouth’, 
but gui-mod- ‘to wash the eyes’. The preglottalised j of  the former is kept since 
no other postvocalic glottalised consonant follows it in the stem, whereas the 
glottalisation is lost in gui-mod- since the j- preceded preglottalized (postvocalic) 
-d in the same verbstem.’ I have no data to confirm the phenomenon described 
by Zide, and transcribe the first element of both words guj-.

http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=gbj
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12  In the analysis of Das Gupta and Bhattacharya (1975:11) and Mahapatra (1985), 
/h/ is entirely absent, but Gustafsson (1989) does record a very small number of 
words with initial /h/.

13  This is not a hard and fast rule: the nasal consonant seems to be preserved 
in disyllables, for example, [uru-o] ‘he sank (TR)’, [ri-ri-o-nen] ‘they are 
bringing/have brought’ (see example 65).

14  The status of seeming exceptions abaj-gu ‘played’ (5.354) and amroj-gu ‘smeared’ 
(C.28) needs to be checked.

15  The suffix -gi tends to be pronounced as [di] in the case of this verb.
16  If  in such a case the transcribed texts also happened to miss the presumably 

intended/underlying glottal stop, and the suffix hence appears to vanish entirely, 
ostensible problems of grammatical analysis may emerge, such as the one hinted 
at by Hook 1991:192 n 10.

17  In fact the available data yield no compelling examples of pulai combined with 
the GEN and just one example of -nu lai.

18  Cf. this author’s broad definition of ‘gender’ as a ‘classification of nouns or other 
parts of speech on the basis of inflections or other grammatical features’ (ibid.).

19  The latter, Bhattacharya claims, is found only with reference to humans, but this 
claim is false: see pura/puri cited below.

20  Especially p. 26 on the obligatory usage of -a after interrogative and other pro-
nouns ‘in case of non-attributive use’.

21  The pairing of  laj with tu could also be interpreted as a relative/correlative pair-
ing, but the context seems to suggest otherwise.

22  As to the ‘expressive’ category, see Zide (1991:363): ‘A final word – on h in 
Munda demonstratives . . . . The recorded Gutob lexicon shows just one morpheme 
with h, ha- ‘yonder’. All forms with ha take a peculiar intonation, and the a 
is often expressively lengthened; thus, haaano, “waaay out there”.’ Note that 
Rajan and Rajan (2001b:16) posit a four-way system, but do not record the 
form with h-.

23  Anderson (p.c.) speculates that the second part of mono (and umbo) might 
derive from -n(u)-bo (GEN-LOC).

24 Forms in parentheses are retranscribed following Zide 1978:51.
25  The mere existence of the forms recorded by Ramamurti shows that a radical 

change has occurred either on the Koraput or on the Andhra side. Regarding the 
latter, Subba Rao (1992:17) states: ‘For counting numbers from six to eleven, five 
is taken as the base. Mode of counting above five is based on additions to five. . . . 
Numbers higher than nine are made up both by multiplication and addition.’

26  Cf. also o-pen oon u-tu ki? OBJ-2PL near be-ACT.NPST Q ‘Is it near you?’ [A.73], 
where oon governs an objective case form. See also example (118).

27  As noted in section 3.1.2 (with Note 17) above, the status of this marker as a 
postposition seems uncertain, because clear cases of its combination with a GEN 
suffix are not available in the database.

28  See Peterson’s discussion of the cognate Kharia formation in this volume for a 
possible phonological explanation for the use of this infix.

29  The vowel /o/ in the last example (sunoi) remains unexplained. In addition, the 
words munan ‘manner’ and tunom ‘boiling’ may derive from verbs. The word 
nino ‘yoke’ does not show the expected vowel harmony, nor does a root no ‘to 
yoke’ seem to be attested.

30  I do not know a root tel from which this verb could be derived. May we assume a 
connection with botel ‘buffalo’, the animal used for threshing grains underfoot 
on the tinel, or with sotil ‘to glean grains fallen on the ground’?

31  I know one example of a possible -Vm- infix (gumul cited in section 3.1.10.1), so 
simin could perhaps be derived from sı� (from *sin?) ‘sun’.

32  The first syllable does not show the expected vowel, so this derivation is  doubtful.
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33  EDITOR’S NOTE: This is probably a reduplicated form, not a *sV- prefix, 
matching the reduplicated form for ‘hand’ (titi).

34  It is interesting to note that the order of elements in these compounds is 
the reverse of what one might expect in what is (currently) a ‘modifier-head’ 
language.

35  Zide (1985:101) states: ‘the negative uses the same morphemes but redistributed 
arbitrarily, that is, I can find no logic to the “redistributed system”.’

36  The tense-aspectual interpretation in these and several of the following examples 
of negated verb forms is uncertain.

37  See Mahapatra 1985:68 on the Desia ‘adverbial durative’ non-finite verbal suffix 
-te, here glossed as CV.

38  Stems derived by CAUS-derivation (section 3.2.10.2) are polysyllabic by definition, 
and therefore do not reduplicate; see example (70).

39  See Zide’s statement (1985:94) concerning Kharia, but implicitly valid for South 
Munda languages more generally: ‘Roughly . . . monosyllabic stems take Bpx as 
(probably) do bimorphemic stems and borrowed stems. The remainder – disyl-
labic monomorphemic stems – take (the great majority of them) Bix’ (where Bpx 
and Bix stand for the causative prefix and infix, respectively).

40  If  my analysis of example (14) is correct, we have evidence that the compound 
can be interrupted by the CONJ marker (section 4.7).

41  The words zar gorke take in this example are Desia.
42  The interpretation of the echo formation kook + kuuk is not entirely certain, 

but it seems most likely that it is connected with the Desia words kookbar ‘to 
work a field with a hoe’ (see Gustafsson 1989:135) and koki ‘hoe’.

43  EDITOR’S NOTE: In the cited article, the authors state there are two formally 
overlapping but functionally distinct systems that -na participates in, one typically 
in conversation (in texts and actual conversation) where -na functions as a subor-
dinator marking conditional and temporally subordinate clauses and with possible 
same subject reference across the clauses, and one as a device of narrative discourse, 
where the patterning is one of a different subject marker. They do erroneously state 
that the -su element does not allow person marking which is clearly false.

44  It is to some extent parallel in function (and form!) to the ‘conditional converb’ 
in -ile of  Oriya (Neukom and Patnaik 2003:251), based on the PST suffix -il-.

45  Zide’s (1991) paper looks at possible grammatical influence from Dravidian. 
No evidence for direct lexical influence from Dravidian languages on Koraput 
Gutob is known to me, although there is considerable evidence for such influence 
on Gutob via Desia.

46  One wonders whether the text is correctly transcribed here. If  laj can mean  ‘own’, 
the CONJ marker -su can receive its usual translation ‘after . . .  ’.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

GTA
Gregory D.S. Anderson

1 INTRODUCTION

The Gta language is spoken by the Gta people of  southern Orissa, primarily 
in Malkangiri district and adjacent areas of  Koraput as well. The people and 
language are known as Didayi [iay[i]] in India both in English and  indigenous 
language vernacular publications. Their self-designation is generally gta (with 
some groups self-identifying as Didayi, now as well), as in gta=re ‘Gta  person’, 
with the first part (gta) probably cognate with Gutob/Gadab[a] and the  latter 
part (=re, the  combining form of  remwa) cognate with Remo (cf. remo-sam ‘Remo 
language’).

The final classification of  Gta remains an open question. The Hill Gta variety 
is still too poorly attested to accurately assess even the prehistory of  Gta itself  
much less how it fits in with the rest of  the cognate Munda  languages. It has been 
classified as ‘Lower Munda’ by Bhattacharya (1975), the  Gutob–Remo–Gta 
 subgroup of  Koraput Munda (Zide 1969) and its own subgroup of  South Munda 
(Anderson 2001a). Remo, in particular, seems to have had some not insignificant 
influence on Gta over the past centuries (and Proto-Gutob–Remo interacted 
and shared developments with Proto-Gta) rather than it necessarily  forming 
a distinct subgroup with these two clearly related sister languages (Gutob 
and Remo).

Plains Gta and Hill Gta are the recognized varieties. They differ to a fair degree 
from what data is available. There are under 4,500 speakers of Gta including both 
its varieties total.

Gta remains an unwritten language. The confusing convention for using the 
grapheme {x} for [æ]/[] found in (Mahapatra et al. 1989) is not followed here.

From an ethnographic perspective, the Gta are said to have the only polyphonic 
singing style attested among the people of India.

2 PHONOLOGY

To say that the phonology is unusual would be to put it mildly. In a sense, Gta is 
similar to Georgian or Khoisan languages (or some Salish and other NW American 
languages) where clusters (or minor syllables) of  an unusual sort clog syllable onset 
position. However, its manifestation is not at all as it is in these other languages. 
On top of  this oddity, there is both a distinctly Munda and a distinctly South Asian 
‘feel’ to the sound of the language. The use of  glottal stops and pre-glottalized 
stops are hallmarks of  Munda consonantism, while the retroflexion common in the 
language comes as no surprise given the language’s location at the juncture between 
Indo-Aryan and Dravidian.
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2.1 Vowel inventory

The basic vowel inventory of Gta consists of at least the five cardinal vowels, i, e, 
u, o, a, to which is added by some researchers a sixth vowel [æ] for Mahapatra et al. 
(1989) etc. and [] for Ghosh (2003) etc.

 (1) i u
e o
[æ] a

The arguments for and against analyzes of [æ] (which is also realized as []) as a 
distinct phoneme in the system of Gta are complex and varied and require more 
detail than is possible here. For the time being, it seems best to consider it phonemic. 
There are contrasts in certain (i.e. open CV) syllable types, for example, [gæ] vs. [ge] 
vs. [ga], but there are also areas of neutralization, for example, in syllable rhymes 
where one finds a complementary distribution of e before the glottal stop, but æ/ 
before velars, that is, e# but æg/k/#.

Nasalized variants of some vowels, especially the back vowels are found in a 
 limited number of lexemes, some of which appear to be old, and others of which are 
more likely loans of more recent origin. Thus, to the vowel phonemes in (1) above we 
may add the following nasalized vowels as well: a� o� u� [i�], and possibly [[e�]].

In this presentation, w is considered part of nucleus and contrasts with u, for 
 example, before i. Note also that in reduplicated forms we is realized as uwe (and 
wa as uwa).

 (2) mæ-ne b-n-asa mæ jontu-ig we-la aba
He-GEN residence/NOUN/residence what animal-ADD go-DS survival

nu mæ tmwa-ha ga-uwe-i-ke
NEG.COP he mouth-EMPH enter-REDPL:AUX:TLOC-AUX-T/A
‘Whatever animal went by his residence does not survive, but rather ends 
up in his mouth.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, H.2)1

This would add the following diphthongs to the inventory of possible elements in the 
nucleus position of the syllable in Gta: we wa wi ui ia oi .

2.2 Suprasegmental phenomena (tone, register)

While not explicitly reported for Gta, the instrumental analysis of the language 
remains in its infancy and tone or register features may well be found to exist in some 
manner in the language or they may be, in fact, not attested in the structure of Gta. 
This area of analysis is lacking for most of the languages of the family and remains 
a priority for future synchronic research.

2.3 Consonant inventory

Gta consonantism is characterized by a six way place contrast of  obstruents, 
some of  which come in voiced and voiceless pairs, and a fairly limited set of 
continuant sounds.
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 (3) p t  c  k 
b [d]  j g
m n   
 s    h
 l
 r 

Note that -g is pre-glottalized in coda position in Gta. There is some  phonotactic 
evidence in Gta that there may be a phonological set of prenasalized stops. 
A similar argument has been made about other Munda languages, for example, 
Santali (Anderson 2001b). This would add the following set to the those in (3) above: 
mb nd [] [j] and g.

2.4 Syllable structure and phonotactics

Gta is an unusual language from the perspective of syllable structure or  phonotactics. 
It has an enormous number of ‘clusters’ found in word-initial position but a 
restricted number of consonants found in coda position. A small number of words 
with  syllabic nasals and prenasalized stops may also be found.

 (4) Clusters attested in word-initial position

bb br bn bl  bs bk bt  —
cc  cn cl     cm
  n       b —
gg gr gn gl g gs  gt gm gb  g —  gh
hh hr hn hl h
jj  jn
kk kr kn kl k ks  —  km
ll   ln —   ls   lm lb   lg   lh
m-m m-r m-n m-l     — m[-]b  
n-n  — n-l  n-s   n-t   n[-] [n-g]
       [-]k     [-]g 
pp pr pn pl p
rr — rn   rs rk   rb  rg
ss sr sn sl  — sk  sm  sb s sg 
tt tr tn tl    — tm tb  [tg] th

In addition to these a small number of words may be found with the  following 
clusters as well: b, l, lj, gj, gc, n-c and m-p.

 (5) ku gnag-hwa to-ce ga-ge
tiger door-rope open-SS enter-PST

‘The tiger opened the door and entered.’ (Mahapatra and Zide n.d. 53)

This feature of Gta appears to be very similar to syllable structure constraints 
found in other Austroasiatic languages that are distant relations of Gta. However, 
rather than representing a retention of an archaic phonotactic feature directly 
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 inherited from Proto-Austroasiatic lost in all other Munda languages, this  feature 
of Gta is more likely to be a pseudo-archaism, that is, a feature that looks to be 
archaic, but is, in fact, a secondary development by chance (?) mimicking an archaic 
feature. This feature consists of sesquisyllabic word-structure with an associated 
array of word-initial consonant ‘clusters’, see (6). Although, so-called  sesquisyllabic 
words are found frequently in Mon-Khmer languages, their presence in Gta arose 
through, among other processes, the loss of unstressed vowels in word-initial 
 syllables. The specific form of the vowel found in such languages as Gutob or Remo 
is not  predictable based on the Gta form, but the reverse is largely true. Some 
words exhibiting this unusual CCV[V][C] structure that characterizes the language 
(in  addition to the autonym Gta) include

 (6) bba ‘to pat’ bsa ‘to grow long (of hair)’
bbo ‘snake’ bto ‘fire to dazzle’
blu ‘sister’ (said by female) bo ‘fear’
bkig ‘pungent’ cca ‘to lick’
bno ‘ladder of single bamboo’ clæ ‘(be) long or tall’
bri ‘uncultivated land’ cmu ‘seed’
cnu ‘promise, oath’ hli ‘bamboo shoot’
cri ‘(become) deep’ hma ‘curry, vegetable’
dig ‘listen’ hni ‘village’
u ‘stick’ hrwe ‘cow’
no ‘trap’ jjo[] ‘put in’
ggæ ‘chew’ jnir ‘spindle’
gbug ‘pig’ kmi ‘younger brother’s wife’
gce ‘cockroach’ kso ‘winnowing fan’
ga ‘mouse’ klir ‘be blind’
gi ‘frog’ kka ‘donkey’
go ‘female genitals’ knwe ‘wife’
ghæ ‘rope’ knæ ‘drum’
gja ‘be broken into pieces’ kri ‘be fat’
glæ ‘ox’ keso ‘be hungry’ ‘hunger’
gmi ‘goat’ lli ‘creeper’
gsu ‘dog’ lbo ‘wet’
gni ‘tooth’ lmir ‘tasty’
gta ‘dog-fly, tick’ leria ‘be oily’ ‘to melt of oil’
hhia ‘festival, worship’ lgo ‘neck’
lja ‘shallow’ nsa ‘waist’
lse ‘pus’ nso ‘banana’
mpæ ‘child!’ nto ‘gourd’
mmu ‘nose’ nti ‘hand’
mria ‘wake up’ ‘arise’ ntwig ‘mushroom’
mni ‘name’ pnahar ‘big size broom’
mbar ‘2’ ppa ‘to brush, flick’
nna ‘to sound’ par ‘to burst’
ncia ‘bone’ pu-gug ‘bare, uncovered, naked’
nco-ti ‘right hand’ pni ‘flute’
mbæsia ‘left hand’ plig ‘bird’
nia ‘water’ præg ‘after a moment’
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nræ ‘root’ rbog ‘to rot’
ga ‘rat, mongoose species’ rgæi ‘rub body against wall  
  (like animal)’
nlia ‘tongue’ rko ‘uncooked rice’
gog ‘insect’ rna ‘loft, attic under roof’
nlug ‘ear’ rsi ‘assemble, gather’
nji ‘3’ rrua-kig ‘winter’
njir ‘morning’ sna ‘house’
ssig ‘cold’ srog ‘sip, slurp’
sbo ‘taste’ tti ‘hand’
sgir ‘be warm’ tre ‘kendu tree’
sko ‘gourd-ladle’ tmwa ‘mouth’
sla ‘tree’ tnu ‘tethering pot’
smo ‘front to front’ t[u]gwa ‘yesterday’
sni ‘sun’ tlæ ‘to stack’
snle ‘place of work’ thwa� ‘stand’
snsi ‘horn mallet used to beat bark-fiber’ tbo ‘earth, ground’

There is an interestingly restricted set of consonants allowed in coda position 
 word-finally. This includes , , k, g, r, n. One also finds  but only in loans and t as 
well, but only in demonstrative stems. In word-medial syllables, coda position also 
allows c, l and m.

Velar nasals are highly marked word-initially in Gta, almost only (with one or 
two lexical exceptions) found as a syllable nucleus or as a part of a prenasalized stop 
complex. Retroflex nasals only occur as allophones of /n/ before [].

 (7) Remo Gta
kuy kui
‘water pot’ ‘water pot’ (Bhattacharya 1975: 47)

2.5 Intonation/stress

Stress occurs in final position in Gta words, with some exceptions. For example, 
some morphemic combinations attract stress (the negative in combination with a 
second singular subject in various conjugations), while others disprefer it (the tense/
aspect suffixes). Longer words have secondary stress patterns, but these also remain 
to be investigated.

 (8) bo-k[e]-ne dape he-ba næ ljo cemwa na-big-e
fear-T/A-NF immediately today-ABL I field grass 2-sow-or

n[a]-á-big ak-ce baso-ke
2-NEG-sow QUOT say-T/A
‘Fearing, he said “from today will you or will you not sow my field?” ’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.26)

2.6 Morphophonology

There are a range of changes that individual morphemes undergo when used in com-
bination with others. Vowel changes may be evidenced when comparing the forms 
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for the numerals in the second decade in Gta. A u in the second syllable triggers 
u-vocalism in the element meaning ‘ten’ (gu-), while with a different following vowel, 
we find go-. Note that the o-vocalism is original in the stem.

 (9) gonji ‘13’ gugu ‘17’
gomal ‘15’ gutur ‘16’
gombar ‘12’ gua ‘10’
gommwi ‘11’ gu ‘7’
gosoti ‘19’ tur ‘6’

Some morphemes (when appearing in certain phonological environments or 
 morphemic combinations) seem to accrue a nasal or appear in phonological 
 variants, one of which has a prenasalized element or a floating nasal and one (or 
more) variant(s) that lack(s) it.

 (10) (a) ani we-pe--i-ke akce baso-ke
where go-2PL-do-T/A QUOT say-T/A

‘ “Where are you going”, he says’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, C.11)
(b) mæ-ne b-n-asa mæ jontu-ig we-la aba

He-GEN residence/NOUN/residence what animal-ADD go-DS survival

nu mæ tmwa-ha ga-uwe-i-ke
NEG.COP he mouth-EMPH enter-REDPL:AUX:TLOC-AUX-T/A
‘Whatever animal went by his residence does not survive, but rather 
ends up in his mouth.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, H.2)

(c) b’ba-æ baso-ke nu ani-ani-ne si-si=re-hi at
father-3 say-T/A no COPY:where-GEN plough=man-PL there

gali wig-i-e akce-ka bari baso-la-ig a-mane-ke
way go.home-AUX-FUT QUOT-only again say-DS-ADD NEG-agree-T/A
‘Her father disagreed, “no, ploughmen might be passing through on 
their way home.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.11)

(d) bari me-swa-ne ii-le hana-æ pag=li we-ke
then one-day=DEF how-INTERJ husband-3 break=shoot go-T/A
‘Then one day what happened but the husband went for shoots.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, G.7)

(e) ukri haæ-æ-ke ha�we pno bæ-ke
Old.woman husband-3-CASE sharpen spear send-T/A

hu-æ-ke ha� bea=ha bæ-ke
child-3-CASE pluck okra=vegetable send-T/A

‘The old woman sent her husband to sharpen a spear and sent her child 
to pluck some okra.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, L.18)

(f) wig-ce bba-æ-ke baso-ke “nu aba næ ljo
go/come-SS father-3-CASE say-T/A well father:VOC we:INC land

ja-e-ha kia bbig-i-ke akce bba-æ-ke 
who-3-EMPH paddy REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A QUOT father-3-CASE

baso-ke”
say-T/A

‘She came home and told her father “well daddy, is someone (supposed 
to be) sowing our field?” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.10)
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3 MORPHOLOGY

3.1 Nominal morphology

The nominal morphology of Gta constitutes a developed and relatively 
 straightforward system from an inflectional perspective. Categories of number, case, 
and person are found; marking of definiteness may be realized in the  morphological 
system of the language as well. The derivational system of the language, on the 
other hand, presents a very complicated picture, which is discussed only in brief  in 
section 3.1.10.

Generally speaking, the issue of parts of speech is a complex one in Munda (see 
Evans and Osada 2005 for a recent discussion). Under the heading of  nominal 
 morphology, we recognize the following partially functionally determined (partially 
morphologically and or syntactically determined) subcategories of nominals for Gta: 
nouns, pronouns (including interrogatives, negative and indefinite),  demonstratives, 
numerals (including classifiers), adpositions, adjectives or adjectivals and adverb[ial]s. 
It should be borne in mind that working out the exact nature of these  subcategories, 
and what if  anything can be used as diagnostic for determining individuated parts of 
speech in Gta, remains an object of future research.

In terms of the formal or templatic structure of a noun in Gta, a maximal one 
is hard to determine, and there are several different sub-templates. For personal 
pronouns it is

 (11) OBJ-Pronoun-CASE

a-næ-ke k-mæ-hi a-mia
OBJ-we-CASE DEM-3PR-PL NEG-know
‘They do not know us.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.36) 

For third person pronouns, the maximal template is

 (12) OBJ-3PR-DL/PL-CASE

a-mæ-pa-ke go+gsia du
OBJ-3PR-DL-CASE child+monkey NEG.COP

‘They had no child[ren].’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, M.2)

For demonstrative pronouns, the maximal template is

 (13) OBJ-DEM-3PR-PL-CASE

a-k-mæ-hi-ke  mmwi coa-k[e]-ne ne-[m]bi akce bari baso-ke
OBJ-DEM-3PR-CASE one lame-T/A-DEP 1PL-give QUOT again say-T/A
‘ “Let’s give them that lame one”, he said.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date,  A.49)

For animate nouns the template is

 (14) Noun-3-PL-CASE

hu-æ-hi-ke
child-3-PL-CASE

‘(to) his children’
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while inanimate nouns, unless anthropomorphized in texts, tend to be uninflected. 
This template is expandable in the case of the Noun by expanding what functions 
in the templatic spot of the stem via juxtaposition compounding, derivational 
compounding, or simple derivation. So, for example, ‘Stone God’ is one word in 
Gta and is an example of juxtaposition compounding, simple concatenation of two 
free forms of nouns with no coordinative particle, affix or clitic, for example,

 (15) kito-bwar baso-ke ha�prig=ta ia ha�prig=ta bari
God=stone say-T/A shut=mouth mother:VOC shut=mouth then

a�u=ta ia a�u=ta
open=mouth mother:VOC open=mouth
‘The stone-god said, “shut your mouth, mother, shut your mouth” and then 
“open your mouth, mother, open your mouth.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, A.21)

3.1.1 Number

There are two formally marked number categories for nouns in Gta. In addition 
to the singular which has no formal marker, there is the dual marker -pa and the 
plural marker hi (also realized as hi�). The dual marker, historically, is the second 
person dual marker. The dual marker is commonly found on the rightmost element 
in a juxtaposed compound (with two full free forms of nouns), as in the following 
two examples:

 (16) (a) gri-ku-pa ho-balir-ke
Cat-tiger-DL RECIP-talk-T/A
‘The cat and tiger talked to each other.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date,  H.5)

(b) okra-okri-pa sapa jiwa-ke bagwe-har-ke
Old.man-old.woman-DL all animal-CASE kill-PL-T/A

‘The old man and old woman killed all the animals.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, D.24)

It may also attach to the third person pronominal stem to encode ‘they two’.

 (17) mæ-pa mba-ya hara-hari i-ce ko�a  pwetur-æg-har-ke
he-DL two-person defeat:ECHO AUX-SS mountain surround-shit-PL-T/A
‘The two of them trying to beat each other, went around the mountain 
 shitting.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.12)

As the last two examples show, the -pa marker for dual is limited to nominal or pro-
nominal stems, and is not repeated for a third dual subject inflection for the verb. 
Instead the number of the subject, if  encoded at all formally (see the first example 
above for an instance of a sentence that lacks an overt subject marker in its verb), is 
encoded by a non-singular (or plural) verbal subject marker –har-. In other words, 
dual as a number category is only morphosyntactically activated for nouns, while 
verbs make a simple singular/non-singular distinction.

As aforementioned, the plural marker comes before the case suffix but after the 
person suffix in the maximal nominal template of Gta. Thus we find  examples with 
such structures as Noun-PL (18) Noun-3-PL (19) 1/2-Noun-PL (20) DEM-3PR-PL (21)
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 (18) (a) k-mæ-hi ke-la olæ-læ-k[e]-ne remwa-hi a-næ-ke
DEM-3PR-PL see-DS wander-AUX-T/A-DEP person-PL OBJ-we-CASE

k-mæ-hi a-mia
DEM-3PR-PL NEG-know
‘They, (you see), are nomads, and they do not know us.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, A.36)

(b) nu næ des lag-ne-o æk akce-ka bari
No we.INC country away-1PL-run like.this QUOT-only again

kia-hi ho-balir-ke
paddy-PL RECIP-talk-T/A

‘ “No let us run away from this country” the paddies conversed.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, C.7)

 (19) (a) hu-æ-hi baso-ke ia næ bari na ætte
Child-3-PL say-T/A mother:VOC we also/again you with

ne-pa-e
1PL-come-FUT

‘The children said, “mother we also will come with you.” ’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, B.15)

(b) knwe-æ-hi ig baso-ke we-la-pe bir=tia
Wife-3-PL also say-T/A go-IMP-2PL gayil(wild.cattle)

tar-læ-ke
come.out-AUX-T/A

‘The[ir] wives also said, “go, the wild cattle has come out.” ’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, A.3)

 (20) næ=re-hi
1PL-person-PL

‘our people’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.11)

 (21) k-mæ-hi o-kæn on+kos i-ce
DEM-3PR-PL this.much punishment+trouble do-SS

bar=si+jir=si i-i-ke
two=day+three=day REDPL:do-AUX-T/A

‘These ones were working with so much trouble the last two or three days.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.32)

Complex templates are found as well. This includes internally complex nouns that 
may be derived compounds, consisting of, for example, a combination of free form + 
combining form of nouns (22), or one of non-finite verb + combining form (23), or 
consisting of juxtaposed compounds as well, for example, Noun-Noun-PL (24)

 (22) he-dig tæn kito big-ne cemwa ak-ce kito-ke
today-even that god sow-PRTCPL/NF/GEN grass COMP god-CASE

gta=re-hi gge-mia-ke
Gta-people-PL REDPL:worship-CUST-T/A
‘Even today the Gta people worship that god as he might [have] sow[n] 
grass.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.32)
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 (23) b’ba-æ baso-ke nu ani-ani-ne si-si=re-hi at
father-3 say-T/A no COPY:where-GEN plough=man-PL there

gali wig-i-e akce-ka bari baso-la-ig a-mane-ke
way go.home-AUX-FUT QUOT-only again say-DS-also NEG-agree-T/A

‘Her father disagreed, “no, ploughmen might be passing through on their 
way home.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.11)

 (24) (a) e-e ggo=re-hi koa-ba wig-i-la
now-time REDPL:hunt=person-PL mountain-abl come.home-AUX-DS

sela-mbwe-hi kero kisalo gag-la ggo=re-hi 
female-PL way loin.cloth tie-DS REDPL:hunt=person-PL 

hni gga a-ia-har-ke
village REDPL:enter NEG-CAP-PL-T/A
‘Now [if] the hunters return home, and the women have blocked their 
access by tying loincloths together, the hunters can’t enter the village.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.63)

(b) me-swa-ne kia-manda-hi rsi-ke bari ho-balir-ke
One-day-DEF/GEN paddy-group-PL gather-T/A again RECIP-talk-T/A
‘One day all the paddies assembled and spoke with each other.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, C.4)

As in many Eurasian SOV languages, a noun appears in the singular following a 
numeral (in some instances with an intervening classifier but not in this example; 
for more see section 3.1.8).

 (25) nia kuma-ce nji harke i læ-la knwe-æ gwe-we-ge
Water bath-SS three month do COP-DS wife-3 die-go/AUX-T/A
‘(after) she gave birth, three months passed and the wife died.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, B.4)

Also, inanimate nouns often lack number marking altogether, even when clearly 
referentially plural.

 (26) sela-mbwe-hi kero kisalo gag-la ggo=re-hi
female-PL way loin.cloth[s] tie-DS REDPL:hunt=person-PL

hni gga a-ia-har-ke
village REDPL:enter NEG-CAP-PL-T/A
‘(if) the women have blocked their access by tying loincloths together, the 
hunters can’t enter the village.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.63)

3.1.2 Case

The case system of Gta is relatively complex. There are both grammatical or struc-
tural cases and postpositional or semi-cases. There is also a range of postpostional 
elements in Gta discussed in section 3.1.9 which may be entering into the case 
 system. Possession and object marking are particularly complex in terms of their 
realization and variation and are addressed separately below.

The unmarked form of the noun functions as a subject (ii/iii/v) or in as of yet 
undetermined contexts, verbal objects (direct/indirect) as well, even if  animate and 
referential (i), and commonly so if  inanimate in reference (ii/iii/iv).
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 (27) (a) coa=bir ne-bi-la k-mæ-hi a-næ-ke mæ mane-e be
Lame=gayil 1PL-give-DS DEM-3PR-PL OBJ-we-CASE obey-FUT Q

‘We will give them the lame gayil (but) will they obey us?’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, A.35)

(b) mæ-hi int-ba janwai hni ha�tar-ce tarpa-æ
3PR-PL that.side-ABL Janwai village abandon-SS ceremonial.drum

lini=kwi ale-tæn-ne sorte sa-ce at
ceremonial.cooking.pot all-that-DEF/GEN entirely hold-SS there

jar-ce haa-koa basa-har-ke
climb.down-SS vicinity-mountain reside-PL-T/A

‘From that side they abandoned the village of Janwai, took up all their 
ceremonial drums and pots, climbed down and settled in the vicinity of 
the mountain.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.6)

(c) dæk e-ba næ ljo cemwa na-big-la a-na-ke bol
look today-ABL I field grass 2-NEG-sow OBJ-you-CASE good

n-a-i æt akce-ka bari kito-ke baso-ke
1-NEG-do like.that QUOT-only again god-CASE say-T/A

‘Then he said to the god, “look, you sow grass in my field (again), then 
I will not be nice to you.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.28)

Another potential function of an unmarked noun in a Gta sentence is to mark a 
location or goal of an action (there is no locative case form in the language).

 (28) na wa læ[]-ce cili+hao na-we-ra-e ja tæn-sa
You home remain-SS meat+fish 2-go-bring-FUT who that-PURP

sle we-ge
work go-FUT

‘(she said) “[if] you stay at home and [go] bring meat and fish; who will go to 
work for those things?” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, M.16)

Possibly the most straightforward of the case forms of Gta is the ablative in -ba 
which belongs to the class of postpositional or semi-case elements. It carries both a 
spatial motion away from meaning (i) as well as a more metaphorical extension of 
the ablative semantics to mean ‘from’ with a time referent (ii). It shows no real vari-
ation in terms of its realization, consistently appearing as -ba.

 (29) (a) e-e ggo=re-hi koa-ba wig-i-la
now-time REDPL:hunt=person-PL mountain-ABL come.home-AUX-DS

‘Now [if/when] the hunters return home from the mountains.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.63)

(b) kito baso-ke “na ljo e-ba næ n-a-big
god say-T/A you field today-ABL I 1-NEG-sow

akce baso-ke”
QUOT say-T/A
‘The god says, “from today on I will not sow your field any longer.” ’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.29)

In this latter function, the ablative is particularly common with interrogative and 
demonstrative stems.
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 (30) (a) mmwi goæ=o baso-ke ona-ba asi-ge
One boy say-T/A when-ABL fever-T/A

‘One boy asked, “since when has he been sick?” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide 
no date, M.12)

(b) mæ-hi int-ba janwai hni ha�tar-ce
3PR-PL that.side-ABL Janwai village abandon-SS

‘From that side they abandoned the village of Janwai.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, F.6)

(c) at-ba gbe gmi-ke bo-læ-ke
there/then-ABL bear goat-CASE fear-AUX-T/A
‘since then bear has been afraid of goat.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, II.15)

Another functionally straightforward case form in Gta is the purposive or designa-
tive case, usually rendered ‘for’ or ‘in order to’ in English translation. It marks the 
purpose for which an action is performed. It has several realizations, including -sa, 
-nsa, -sa, -nsa, and -sar.

 (31) (a) næ slwe-nsa konta u�-we-e cili+hao-nsa
I belly-PURP mountain 1-AUX/go-Q:RHET meat+fish-PURP

u�-we-e
1-AUX/go-FUT

‘Am I to go to the mountain work in order to fill our bellies or in order 
to eat fish and meat?!’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, M.17)

(b) e mæ-sa næ ne-we-e akce ja-ig
today what-PURP we.INC 1PL.INC-go-FUT QUOT who-ADD

a-we-ke
NEG-go-T/A
‘ “For what will we go today?” (they said) and no one came.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, D.29)

(c) mæ-sar n-a-bíg akce mæ baso-ke
what-PURP 1-NEG-sow QUOT he say-T/A

‘ “Why shouldn’t I sow?” He said.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.20)
(d) gbe baso-ke arei clæ+nlug kai+ira na mæ-nsa

bear say-T/A ho long+ear stick+horn you what-PURP

kala-ha ra=sæ ra=sæ ppa na-mia-ke
daily go.ahead=obstruct COPY REDPL:come 2-CUST-T/A

‘Bear said, “whoa there long-ear stick-horn why do come first every day 
and block (me)?” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.3)

The last of  the common postpositional cases is the adessive or ad-lative in -[n]nia/-
rnia. It means ‘be near’, ‘(move) up to near’ in contexts requiring these  locational/
directional semantics. It also is one of  the variant means of  encoding possession 
in Gta; see below.

 (32) (a) mæ ku-nnia we-ce sarlo+uhwe�-ce ko-ke
He tiger-ADESS go=ss greet+ECHO/TAG-SS sit-T/A
‘He went up to the tiger, greeted him and sat down.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, H.4)
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(b) ukri p-n-a=cwe=ia okra-ke pno-mæg-nnia
Old.woman millet-gruel oldman-CASE anus-near

a-ug-ce a-ro+a-be-ce osmar hnor
CAUS-drink-SS CAUS-compose+ECHO-SS song CONCOMITANT

a-ro-ce ho-ke
CAUS-compose-SS cry-T/A
‘The old woman smearing millet gruel near the oldman’s anus  composing 
songs, cried while singing.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, D.14)

The most straightforward of  the grammatical or structural cases is the genitive or 
possessive case in -ne. This same element also functions as a definite marker (some-
times with vaguely assertive semantics), as an adnominal  attributive  formant, as 
well as one of  the component elements (along with the tense/aspect or participle 
element) in the means to form relative clause structures in the  language as well 
(see section 4.2.1).

The case suffix -ne appears on the first of two nouns that stand in a 
 possessor–possessed relationship to one another, appearing in that order. Both 
 pronouns (including demonstratives) and nouns may be marked by the genitive/pos-
sessive suffix in -ne in Gta (33). Thus, the possessor is marked by -ne and is followed 
by the possessum, which if  the latter belongs to the class of inalienably possessed 
nouns (see section 3.1.3) may appear in the possessed form as well (with third person 
possessors) (34).

 (33) (a) te-la tæn kito baso-ke næ-ne paii kæn-ha, na
that-DS that god say-T/A I-GEN work this-EMPH you

i-rokom kia na-big-ke næ ig se-rokom
what-manner paddy 2-sow-T/A I also that-manner

cemwa bbig-i-ke
grass REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A
‘Then that god said, “my task is this: whatever manner you sow in, I will 
sow in that manner too.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.17)

(b) te-la a-tæn hni-ne pujari at go=re
This-DS that.very village-GEN priest that hunt=person

bitre mmwi-ja pujari læ-ge tæn pujari mæ pag=ra
among one-person priest remain-T/A that priest what offering

bi-ke tæn koa-ne bri-hu-ke pag=ra bi-ke
give-T/A that mountain-GEN mountain-child-CASE offering give-T/A
‘Then the priest of that village who was also among the hunters; that 
priest made some offering to the mountain-god of that mountain.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.52)

(c) na sapa koa-ne jantu-ke wa-ra-si-ce
you all mountain-GEN animal-CASE call-CAUS-gather-SS

wa a-gga
home CAUS-REDPL:enter
‘You call and gather all the animals of the mountain and get them to 
enter the house.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, D.10)
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 (34) mæ-ne knwe-æ nia kuma-ge
3PR-GEN wife-3 water bath-T/A

‘His wife gave birth.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.2)

Conjoined possessor nouns appear without a conjunction as is typical of Gta 
 syntax, with both nouns marked for genitive.

 (35) etwa laig laig laig-ce mal-bha a-i-ce
like.that night night night-SS five-head:CLSSFR CAUS-do-SS

tur-bha sgwa bir=tia-ne sre-ne u+tæ-ce wa
six-head:CLSSFR like gayil-GEN/DEF deer-GEN/DEF carry-SS home

ra-wig-har-ke
bring-come.home-PL-T/A
‘Spending night after night like that they brought home five or six head of 
gayil and deer.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.59)

Complex or recursive/embedded genitive phrases are also found in Gta, each noun 
appearing in a genitive-marked form. Note that these do not formally differ from the 
asyndetic or conjunctionless coordinative structure just mentioned, distinguishable 
only by context.

 (36) mo�jæ hni we-har-la mæ-hi baso-ke næ-ne hni-ne
Middle village go-PL-SUB 3PR-PL say-T/A we-GEN village-GEN

sla kau pe pa-ce-ka bari sapa
tree branch? you.PL come-SS-only again entirely

gwe+hæ-bi-pe-i-ke
cut+ECHO-AUX-2PL-AUX-T/A

‘Because they settled in the middle of the village, those others said “you are 
coming here and cutting down all the trees of our village and their branches.” ’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.14)

Note that one of the variant means of encoding ‘have’ constructions in Gta uses 
the genitive as well, explained later.

Another grammatical case in Gta is -ke. The functions of this case are quite var-
ied, but many cluster around a dative or a dative-accusative familiar from a range 
of languages. However, its functions are numerous and for this reason it is simply 
glossed as -CASE, as it is probably the default non-subject grammatical case. The 
system described below is relevant only to noun stems, and not demonstratives or 
pronouns, where other subsystems are attested (see discussion of a- below). It is 
likely but not certain, that -ke is a loan (from Desia?) in Gta, as its functions partly 
overlap with other elements or forms in the system, and as just mentioned, pronouns 
also exhibit their own phenomena.

In its basic functions, the -ke case suffix can mark a recipient or ‘indirect object’ 
(i) or a patient or ‘direct object’ (i/ii). It, thus, functions as a kind of ‘primary object’ 
marker in the Dryer (1986) sense.
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 (37) wig-ce bba-æ-ke baso-ke “nu aba næ ljo
go/come-SS father-3-CASE say-T/A well father:VOC we:INC land

ja-e-ha kia bbig-i-ke akce bba-æ-ke
who-3-EMPH paddy REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A QUOT father-3-CASE

baso-ke”
say-T/A
‘She came home and told her father “well daddy, is someone (supposed to be) 
sowing our field?” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.10)

 (38) (a) hni-[n]-[]re baso-ke næ ne-we-e tæn bir=tia-ke
Village-GEN-person say-T/A we 1PL-go-FUT that gayil-CASE

ne-twi-e
1PL-shoot-FUT

‘The villagers said, “we will go, we will shoot down those wild cat-
tle.” ’(Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.4)

(b) ljo habo-bo-la hu-æ-ke bæ-ke
land forget-AUX-DS child-3-CASE send-T/A
‘It was forgotten at the field so he sent his child (for it).’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, I.5)

For other verb stems, it is not clear how to analyze the -ke-marked noun either syn-
tactically or semantically (there is sufficient variation), but, nevertheless, it seems to 
mark the primary object of the clause.

 (39) (a) kito-ke b-a-o-ke dape kito bo-ke
god-CASE frighten\CAUS\-T/A immediately god fear-T/A
‘He frightened the god and the god became fearful.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, I.25)

(b) he-dig tæn kito big-ne cemwa
today-even that god sow-PRTCPL/NF/GEN grass

akce kito-ke gta=re-hi gge-mia-ke
COMP god-CASE Gta-people-PL REDPL:worship-CUST-T/A
‘Even today the Gta people worship that god as he might [have] sow[n] 
grass.’(Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.32)

Another, related function in Gta of  the case suffix -ke is to mark the causee in a 
causative construction.

 (40) (a) tæn goæ=o-ke a-ga-ce mæ kia
that boy=child-CASE CAUS-enter-SS he paddy

tto-i-ge
REDPL:pound-AUX-T/A

‘Then (she) made that boy come in and start pounding paddy.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, L.33)

(b) na sapa koa-ne jantu-ke wa-ra-si-ce
you all mountain-GEN animal-CASE call-CAUS-gather-SS 
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wa a-gga
home CAUS-REDPL:enter
‘You call and gather all the animals of the mountain and get them to 
enter the house.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, D.10)

A superlative object, perhaps better conceived of as ‘primarily affected’ object in 
Gta may be marked by -ke as well.

 (41) (a) tæn kito remwa-ke bwe-tur-la remwa-ke gæ-ke
that god person-CASE spit-DS man-CASE itch-T/A

‘The god spit on the man, and the man started to feel itchy.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, I.22)

(b) remwa i-le kito-ke bwe-tur-la kito-ke poka-poka
man oh.boy! god-CASE spit-DS god-CASE blisters

tar-ke
emerge-T/A

‘The man spat on the god and blisters broke out on the god.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, I.23)

The case element -ke may optionally (though most commonly does) appear within 
adverbs of various types in Gta (cf. English ‘to-day’).

 (42) (a) e mæ-sa næ ne-we-e akce ja-ig a-we-ke
today what-PURP we.INC 1PL.INC-go-FUT QUOT who-ADD NEG-go-T/A

‘ “For what will we go today?” (they said) and no one came.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, D.29)

(b) e-ke næ-nnia swa nu na wig-la-ce
Today we-ADESS fire NEG.COP you go.home-IMP-SS

swa to-ra-la ak-ce gri-ke to=so bæ-ke
fire pull.out-bring-IMP state-SS cat-CASE pull.out=fire send-T/A
‘ “Today we have no fire, you go home and bring the fire,” saying thus, 
the bear sent the cat to bring fire.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, H.13)

As in many South Asian languages, a noun functioning as an experiencer subject 
may be case-marked by -ke in Gta.

 (43) (a) tæn kito remwa-ke bwe-tur-la remwa-ke gæ-ke
that god person-CASE spit-DS man-CASE itch-T/A

‘The god spit on the man, and the man started to feel itchy.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, I.22)

(b) remwa i-le kito-ke bwe-tur-la kito-ke poka-poka
man INTERJ god-CASE spit-DS god-CASE blister:COPY

tar-ke
emerge-T/A

‘The man spat on the god and blisters broke out on the god.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, I.23)

Finally a kind of possessive notion may be marked by a noun in -ke in Gta in 
 certain configurations as well.
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 (44) ukri p-n-a=cwe=ia okra-ke pnomæg-nnia
Old.woman millet-gruel oldman-CASE anus-ADESS

a-ug-ce a-ro+a-be-ce osmar hnor
CAUS-drink-SS CAUS-compose+ECHO-SS song CONCOMITANT

a-ro-ce ho-ke
CAUS-compose-SS cry-T/A
‘The old woman smearing millet gruel near the oldman’s anus composing 
songs, cried while singing.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, D.14)

Gta like some of the other South Munda languages, makes use of an objective case 
prefix in a-. As discussed in Anderson (2007), this is an archaic feature in Munda 
and in the Austroasiatic language family as a whole, with cognates in Mon-Khmer 
as well. It may appear with personal pronouns and demonstrative stems as well and 
often marks direct objects (or possessors).

 (45) me a-ni bug-ke
he OBJ-1 beat-PAST

‘He beat me.’ (Bhattacharya 1975: 166)

The objective prefix in a- may combine with the case suffix in -ke in Gta as well. 
Here an indirect object (46) is the typical meaning found (or possession as well, see 
below) or objects of verbs of mental action (47).

 (46) (a) dæk e-ba næ ljo cemwa na-big-la a-na-ke bol
look today-ABL I field grass 2-sow-DS OBJ-you-CASE good

n-a-i æt akce-ka bari kito-ke baso-ke
1-NEG-do like.that QUOT-only again god-CASE say-T/A

‘Then he said to the god “look, you sow grass in my field (again), then 
I will not be nice to you.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.28)

(b) a-k-mæ-hi-ke mmwi coa-k[e]-ne ne-[m]bi akce
OBJ-DEM-3PR-CASE one lame-T/A-DEP 1PL-give QUOT 

bari baso-ke
again/also/then say-T/A

‘Let’s give them that lame one’. (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.49)

 (47) (a) coa=bir ne-bi-la k-mæ-hi a-næ-ke mæ mane-e be
Lame=gayil 1PL-give-DS DEM-3p-PLO BJ-we-CASE what obey-FUT Q
‘We will give them the lame gayil (but) will they obey us?’(Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, A.35)

(b) k-mæ-hi ke-la olæ-læ-k[e]-ne remwa-hi 
DEM-3PR-PL see-DS wander-AUX-T/A-DEP person-PL

a-næ-ke k-mæ-hi a-mia
OBJ-we-CASE DEM-3PR-PL NEG-know
‘They, (see you), are nomads, and they do not know us.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, A.36)

As aforementioned, there is a wide range of constructions to mark possessive clauses 
in Gta. Generally speaking, these consist of a copula verb or an element func-
tioning as a copula with a case-marked noun phrase. In the negative, the negative 
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(present) copula is u (also the interjection meaning ‘No!’ or ‘so’/‘well’). Pronominal 
 possessors in such constructions may be marked by the a- objective prefix (a), the 
a- prefix and the -ke suffix (b/c) or it may appear in the adessive form in -nnia (d).

 (48) (a) nia� ni-læ-ke sina a-na ke-la knwe-hu
We.DL 1DL-remain-T/A though OBJ-you see-COND/DS wife-child
nu a-næ knwe-hu nu
NEG.COP OBJ-I wife-child NEG.COP

‘Though we both live, you see, you don’t have a wife or child and I don’t 
have a wife or child.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, H.6)

(b) a-mæ-pa-ke go+gsia du
OBJ-3PR-DL-CASE child+monkey NEG.COP

‘They had no child[ren].’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, M.2)
(c) a-mæ-hi-ke oron+paron nu ki tmwa a�ton nu 

OBJ-3PR-PL-CASE food+ECHO NEG.COP or mouth brushing NEG.COP

æt i-ce k-mæ-hi olæ-læ-ke
like.that do-SS DEM-3PR-PL wander-AUX-T/A
‘They have no food, no [way of] brushing teeth, they’ve been wandering 
around like that.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.33)

(d) e-ke næ-nnia swa nu na wig-la-ce swa
Today we-ADESS  re NEG.COP you go.home-IMP-SS  re
to-ra-la ak-ce gri-ke to=so bæ-ke
pull.out-bring-IMP state-SS cat-CASE pull.out=  re send-T/A
‘Today we have no fire, you go home and bring the fire; saying thus, the 
bear sent the cat to bring fire.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, H.13)

Non-negative formations are also varied. In the past, the verb læ-ge may be found, 
in combination with the genitive suffix in -ne.

 (49) mæ-hi-ne mbar-klig bu�i læ-ge
3PR-PL-GEN two-CLSSFR buffalo COP-T/A

‘They had two buffaloes.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.2)

Circumlocutions are also possible, such as the borrowed verb mile- ‘be available’ 
which takes a dative/objective marked form of the logical possessor (a-...-ke with 
this pronominal stem).

 (50) gte-la a-næ-ke gai-si cili cco-ne mile-e
then OBJ-we.INC-CASE more=day meat REDPL:eat-GEN available-FUT

‘Then we will have meat for eating for many days.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, D.12)

Keeping the distribution of these elements in mind, it appears that certain 
 constructions in Gta seem to have the formal properties of structures called, among 
various terms, ‘possessor raising’. One such construction aforementioned, is the use 
of -ke for nouns and a-...-ke for pronouns to mark possessors or primarily affected 
 referents with certain body part formations.
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 (51) næ hwe-ulæg-n-læ-e na a-næ-ke pnomæg
I pretend-sleep-1-AUX-FUT you OBJ-I-CASE anus

p-n-a-cwe-ia kig-bi
millet.gruel pour.down-AUX

‘I’ll pretend to sleep, you smear some millet gruel around my anus.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, D.8)

Such formations are also found when the body parts in question are incorporated 
into the verbal stem (see section 3.2.11) as in the following example.

 (52) a-næ-ke  kala-ha ekwa gæ-mu gæ=moa-læ-e
OBJ-we.INC-CASE daily like.this fry=nose fry=eye-AUX-FUT

‘They shall be frying our noses and eyes up like this every day.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, C.5)

Finally, note the following unusual structure in Gta which combines many of the 
features just mentioned. Here the ‘objective’ element a- seems to mark a pronominal 
possessor, or perhaps it is merely a pronominal ‘affected discourse referent’. Here 
the pronoun is marked a- alone (cf. Juang and North Munda -a[] genitive) but 
the noun it is associated with appears with the suffix -ke. It is as if  the two elements 
were split across the two components of the ‘affected’ NP, with the pronoun taking 
the a- prefix as expected and the noun the -ke suffix. More analysis is required to 
determine how widespread this construction is in the language.

 (53) ssæ æk i-ce a-næ remwa-hi-ke sapa
Before like.this do-SS OBJ-we.INC person-PL-CASE all

bagwe-co-har-ke
kill-eat-PL-T/A

‘Doing so earlier, they killed and ate up all of our people.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, D.28)

3.1.3 Person

A small number of stems in Gta, primarily kin-terms, (may) appear in an inalien-
ably possessed form. For first and second person possessors, a personal prefix is used 
(corresponding to the subject prefixes/proclitics) while with third person possessors, 
a suffix is used instead which takes the form -[]æ after consonant-final stems 
and  -æ (for some speakers) after vowel-final ones. Thus, templatically we find

 (54) 1st/2nd person: 1/2-Noun[-PL/DL-CASE]

 (55) 3rd person: Noun-3-[PL/DL-CASE]

with number suffixes and case suffixes following in that order.

 (56) (a) pe-nta (b) næ=re-hi
2PL-grandfather 1PL-person-PL

‘your grandfather’ ‘our people’
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, L.41) (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.11)

(c) ljo habo-bo-la hu-dæ-ke bæ-ke
land forget-AUX-DS child-3-CASE send-T/A
‘It was forgotten at the  eld so he sent his child (for it).’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, I.5)
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The possessed form of the noun may occur with a genitive-marked [pro]noun that 
refers to the possessor of the possessed noun.

 (57) mæ-ne knwe-æ nia kuma-ge
3PR-GEN wife-3 water bath-T/A

‘His wife gave birth.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.2)

Sometimes the inalienable possession form seems to correspond to a definite 
 referent rather than one that is explicitly possessed or referred to as such in that 
context:

 (58) (a) nia kuma-ce nji harke i læ-la knwe-æ gwe-we-ge
Water bath-SS three month do COP-DS wife-3 die-go/AUX-T/A
‘(after) she gave birth, three months passed and the wife died.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, B.4)

(b) me=swa-ne-ak-ke gwe-k[e]-ne knwe-æ wa wig-ce
One=day-DEF-state-T/A die-T/A-DEP wife-3 home come.home-SS

hu-æ-ke a-bbu+a-cco-ce
child-3-CASE CAUS-REDPL:suck+CAUS-REDPL:eat-SS

bole+hma we+twe-ce hu-æ-ke aco+aug bari
rice+curry cook+serve-SS child-3-CASE feed+give.drink also
hu-æ-ke baso-ke
child-3-CASE say-T/A
‘It is said that one day the dead wife came home to feed and suckle 
her/the children cook and serve up rice and curry, she fed her/the 
 children and then said to the (older) child’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, B.8)

With certain stems, there is an assimilation of [e/æ] --> [i] in the possessive prefix 
form; compare the forms for ‘your father’ and ‘your mother’ below.

 (59) (a) pe-mba wig-ce a-pe-ke salia+ku-la
2PL-father come.home-SS OBJ-2PL-CASE ask+TAG-COND/DS

ni-ia wig-læ-ge akce a-baso-ge-pa
1PL-mother:VOC come.home-AUX-T/A QUOT NEG-say-PROHIB-2DL

‘When your father comes back home and asks you, do not say “our mother 
has come home.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.9)

(b) okri baso-ke pe-mba bari po-la ca
Old.woman. say-T/A 2PL-father again stab-DS SOUND:SYMBOLIC

ak-ke pi-ia
state-T/A 2PL-mother
‘The old woman said “your father” and he stabbed again, “ca” it sounded 
and she said “your mother”.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, L.23)

Note that certain kin-terms appear in numerous forms in Gta, for example, some 
have derived or suppletive vocative forms (e.g. ia ‘mother’, aba ‘father’). Note that 
with second plural possessors ‘father’ appears in the stem-form -mba (e.g. pe-mba) 
with a syllabic nasal prefix that has derived the free form of the noun while third 
person possessors, on the other hand, take the variant bba (e.g. bba-æ) with a 
 reduplicated free form.2
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 (60) wig-ce bba-æ-ke baso-ke “nu aba næ ljo
go/come-SS father-3-CASE say-T/A well father:VOC we:INC land

ja-e-ha kia bbig-i-ke akce
who-3-EMPH paddy REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A QUOT

bba-æ-ke baso-ke
father-3-CASE say-T/A
‘She came home and told her father “well daddy, is someone (supposed to be) 
sowing our field?” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.10)

3.1.4 Definiteness

Definiteness as a morphologically expresssed category is not per se a feature of the 
grammar of Gta. There are certain uses of what appears to be the genitive case 
marker in a small number of constructions without any possessive interpretation pos-
sible. These seem to function as some kind of emphatic or definite marker. As briefly 
noted above, sometimes the possessive marking on nouns themselves seem to carry a 
connotation of definiteness rather than possession per se as well. The use of this geni-
tive-definite marker in Gta is found most typically with two kinds of expressions, one 
with demonstrative stems (61) and the other in certain kinds of (usually clause-initial) 
adverbial expressions found in, for example, formulaic expressions in tales (62).

 (61) (a) o kra a-tæn-ne gbug=ci e-li-ra-ke nlug=bug mari
Old.man OBJ-that-DEF pig=meat go-lift-bring-T/A ear=pig again
gwa=lug ra-wig-ke
cut=ear bring-come.home-T/A
‘The old man went and brought that pig meat and cut and brought back 
home [pieces of] the pig’s ear.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, M.7)

(b) æt ne-i sina pe pe--o-la nor+nara-hi
That.like 1PL.INC-do though you.PL 2PL-AUGM-run-DS human.being+ECHO-PL

ggwe-we-har-e akce kæn-ne ira baso-ke
REDPL:die-AUX-PL-FUT QUOT this-DEF/GEN millet.species say-T/A
‘ “Let’s do it like this (as an acceptable alternative), you run away, the 
human beings will all die” this millet said.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, C.16)

(c) mæ-hi int-ba janwai hni ha�tar-ce tarpa-æ 
3PR-PL that.side-ABL janwai village abandon-SS ceremonial.drum
lini=kwi ale-tæn-ne sorte sa-ce at
ceremonial.cooking.pot all-that-DEF entirely hold-SS there
jar-ce haa-koa basa-har-ke
climb.down-SS vicinity-mountain reside-PL-T/A
‘From that side they abandoned the village of Janwai, took up all their 
ceremonial drums and pots, climbed down and settled in the vicinity of the 
mountain.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.6)

(d)  koa-ne nla koa-ne pau koa-ne cucu
mountain-GEN tuber mountain-GEN leaf mountain-GEN fruit
ale-kæn-ne co-co-ce-ka bari mæ-hi brwa-læ-ge
all-this-DEF COPY-eat-SS-only again 3PR-PL live-AUX-T/A
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‘They lived only eating tubers, leaves and fruits available in the mountains.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, G.3)

 (62) me-swa-ne kia-manda-hi rsi-ke bari ho-balir-ke
One-day-DEF paddy-group-PL gather-T/A again RECIP-talk-T/A

‘One day all the paddies assembled and spoke with each other.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, C.4)

Other words or forms may appear with this genitive/definite marking in Gta as well, 
for example, adjectival or demonstrative stems (a/b) or non-finite verb forms (c), 
where it marks a kind of infinitival structure.

 (63) (a) akæn koa-ne gsia=o nu-n[e] koa we-ke
This mountain-GEN monkey=child FAR-DEF mountain go-T/A

ge-la o gsia=o-hi pe-nta gwe-we-ge
come-IMP VOC monkey-child-PL 2PL-grandfather die-AUX-T/A

o-ho o-ho nu-n[e] koa-ne ko=o atæn
VOC child VOC child FAR-DEF mountain-GEN peacock=VOC that
koa  we-ke ge-la o ko-o-hi  pe-nta
mountain  go-T/A come-IMP VOC peacock-VOC-PL 1PL-grandfather
gwe-we-ge o-ho o-ho
die-go-T/A VOC child VOC child
‘Oh monkeys of that far-off mountain, come here, your grandfather is dead; 
the peacocks of that far-off mountain went away to that mountain yonder, 
come back oh peacocks, your grandfather is dead.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, D.15)

(b) ljo we-la mmwi mæ-bare baya okra sgwa ke-ce
 eld go-DS one what-INTERJ mad old.man like look-SS

gi=sia  gi=sia nlug-ce clæ clæ ugbo-ce-ka
cheek-monkey cheek-monkey ear-SS long long hair-SS-only
bari momnæg-ne buti  bwa=tar-ce mmwi 
again very.big-DEF basket carry=shoulder-SS one 
unæ=ula+to-ce-ka mæ big=cog æte bbig-i-ke ljo
cigarhold.in-lips-SS-only s/he sow=basket with REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A land
‘She went to the  eld, an old man looking like a cheek monkey was there 
with long hair, carrying a basket on his shoulder, with a cigar in his mouth 
and was sowing the  eld with a basket. (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.8)

(c) bari jibon=re llæ-ne an a-mile-ke
again life=man REDPL:remain-DEF place NEG-available-T/A
‘There was no place for the soul to stay’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, J.18)

It may be in this latter function that this element has found its way into the make up 
of the relative clause or participial form discussed in sections 3.2.8 and 4.2.1.

A small number of other elements may be included in this vaguely discourse based 
notion of definiteness. For example, the -te in the following form may be a frozen 
(locational/directional) case form or it may be a variant of -ne. Further the suffix or 
clitic -no in the form below may be another example of a vaguely emphatic definiteness 
marker in Gta. Much remains to be worked out in this domain of Gta grammar.
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 (64) æt i-ce mba-ya-no at-te wi-ha+ri-ha-har-ke
like.that do-SS two-person-DEF there-DEF rebuke-EMPH+fight-EMPH-PL-T/A

‘Like that the two people quarreled there.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, I.21)

3.1.5 Class/gender

Noun classes or gender are not active categories in the morphosyntax of Gta per se. 
That said, there are some means of encoding various kinds of class- or  gender-like 
distinctions in the language. A small set of mainly loan words appear in  masculine 
and feminine varieties, often contrasting masculine -a and feminine -i, directly 
reflecting the system found in local Indo-Aryan varieties, for example, okra vs. 
okri/ukri. If  an ambiguous animal term needs to be specified for gender, then clas-
sifiers can be used to disambiguate these, for example, bbo- for masculine for exam-
ple, gri ‘cat’ bbo-ri ‘tomcat’ gsu ‘dog’ bbo-su ‘male-dog’ or ia[N]- for feminine 
gmi ‘goat’ iami ‘nanny’ birbo ‘buffalo bull’ vs. iambo ‘buffalo cow’. As is evident 
from the alternations above, it is clear that if  a noun-derivational prefix is found 
in the gender-neutral term, this is replaced by the gender classifier prefix in these 
gender-specific forms.

There is also a combining form or suffix -/=o that seems to have masculine 
 reference as well. Its use and distribution remains a subject for future research.

 (65) goæ-o ljo we-ge
child-MASC field go-T/A

‘The child went to the field.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.7)

gir-boe-o we-ke-la mæ ig wig-ce
male-child-MASC go-see-COND s/he also come.home-SS

bba-æ-ke baso-ke
father-3-CASE say-T/A
‘When the male child went and saw, he came home and told his father.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.13)

In addition, a covert or morphosyntactic distinction between human/animate and 
inanimate is also found in certain people’s speech. Thus for some speakers, only 
human nouns may be marked for number (dual or plural) or with the ‘objective’ 
or ‘dative’ case suffix -ke, while for others any animate noun can be so marked 
(and trigger plural verb agreement). For most speakers, plural marking, -ke object 
marking and especially plural verb agreement is found with inanimates only if  these 
have been anthropomorphized, for example, talking rice paddies and millets from 
traditional narratives.

3.1.6 Pronouns

Gta has a ten-member pronominal system consisting of three persons (first,  second, 
third) and three numbers (singular, dual and plural) and an inclusive form of the first 
person dual and plural. As aforementioned, third dual is marked by a combination of 
the third singular pronoun stem and the second dual marker -pa. The pronoun forms 
are given in (66) and examples of their use follow. Note that Bhattacharya (1975) 
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has ni for the first person, and Ghosh (2003) follows this (though his examples 
mainly show n instead). This may be a variant of the form found in our materials 
næ, but may also reflect the influence of Remo on the speech of their consultant[s], 
where ni is the normal first person singular form (see Anderson and Harrison this 
volume). Note also the subtle distinction between the exclusive and inclusive first 
person plural pronouns [næ vs. næ]

 (66)  SG DL PL

1 næ nia [INCL] næ næ [INCL]
2 na pa pe
3 mæ mæpa mæhi 

Examples of the use of pronouns in Gta in various functions are offered in the 
following sections.

 (67) næ
te-la tæn kito baso-ke næ-ne paii kæn-ha, na i-rokom
that-DS that god say-T/A I-GEN work this-EMPH you what-manner

kia na-big-ke næ ig se-rokom cemwa bbig-i-ke
paddy 2-sow-T/A I also that-manner grass REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A
‘Then that god said “my task is this: whatever manner you sow in, I will sow 
in that manner too.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.17)

 (68) na
(a) na kala-ha ani we-na-mia-ke ia

You daily-EMPH where go-2-CUST-T/A mother:VOC

‘Mother, where do you go everyday?’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.13)
(b) dæk e-ba næ ljo cemwa na-big-la a-na-ke

look today-ABL I  eld grass 2-sow-DS OBJ-you-CASE

bol n-a-i æt akce-ka bari kito-ke baso-ke
good 1-NEG-do like.that QUOT-only again god-CASE say-T/A
‘Then he said to the god “look, you sow grass in my field (again), then 
I will not be nice to you.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.28)

Note that the agreement prefixes of Gta are in fact agreement markers, as they are 
used even in the presence of an overt subject pronoun. Note also that the uninflected 
form of the pronoun may serve as a genitive or possessive form in a small number of 
instances (cf. the inalienably possessed forms mentioned in 3.1.3).

 (69) kito baso-ke ‘na ljo e-ba næ n-a-big akce baso-ke
god say-T/A you field today-ABL I 1-NEG-sow QUOT say-T/A

‘The god says “from today on I will not sow your field any longer.” ’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.29)

 (70) næ
tela e næ ii ne-i kito-ke mæ-ig ne-pag=ra
then now we how 1PL-do god-CASE what-ADD 1PL-break=twig

pag=ra-ce-ka bari tæn koa e-go ne-ke akce baso-ke
break=twig-SS-only again that mountain go-hunt 1PL-AUX QUOT say-T/A
‘Then what are we to do now? Let’s make an offering of something to the 
god and then let’s try to go hunting on that mountain.’ (Mahapatra and Zide 
no date, A.51)
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 (71) næ
e mæ-sa næ ne-we-e akce ja-ig a-we-ke
today what-PURP we.INC 1PL.INC-go-FUT QUOT who-ADD NEG-go-T/A

‘ “For what will we go today?” (they said) and no one came.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, D.29)

 (72) nia� = nia[]
nia�  ni-læ-ke sina a-na ke-la knwe-hu nu
We.DL 1DL-remain-T/A though OBJ-you see-COND/DS wife-child NEG.COP

a-næ knwe-hu nu
OBJ-I wife-child NEG.COP

‘Though we both live, you see, you don’t have a wife or child and I don’t have 
a wife or child.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, H.6)

 (73) pe
(a) pe sapa remwa pe-ulæg-ke næ ko-n-læ-ge

You.PL all person 2PL-sleep-T/A I sit-1-AUX-T/A
‘(while) you people all slept, I (alone) sat (awake all night).’(Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, A.44)

(b) gte-la k-mæ baso-ke pe a-o-ge-pe ge-la-pe
this-DS DEM-3PR say-T/A you.PL NEG-  ee-PROHIB-2PL come-IMP-2PL 
ag-la-ig  ja-ig a-we-ke
state-DS-ADD who-ADD NEG-go-T/A
‘Then he said “don’t  ee, please come,” but nobody came/went.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, J.23)

(c) æt ne-i sina pe pe--o-la nor+nara-hi
that.like 1PL.INC-do though you.PL 2PL-AUGM-run-DS human.being+ECHO-PL

ggwe-we-har-e akce kæn-ne ira baso-ke
REDPL:die-AUX-PL-FUT QUOT this-DEF millet.species say-T/A
‘ “Let’s do it like this though, you run away, the human beings will all die” 
this millet said.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, C.16)

 (74) pa
pa co-pa
you.DL eat-2DL

‘eat you 2!’ (Mahapatra et al. 1989)

While unit/unanalyzable elements are found with first and second person non-
 singular forms, these are clearly agglutinative and combinatorial in form for third 
person pronouns.

 (75) mæ/mæ-pa/mæ-hi
(a) mæ we-ce baso-ke ‘na mæ bbig na-i-ke’

he go-SS say-T/A ‘you what REDPL:sow 2-AUX-T/A’
akce salia+ku-ke
QUOT ask+ECHO-T/A

‘He (=father) goes and says “what are you sowing?” he asked.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, I.16)

(b) mæ-ne knwe-æ nia kuma-ge
3PR-GEN wife-3 water bath-T/A
‘His wife gave birth.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.2)
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(c) gmi baso-ke æt nu kæn k�a-ke ja
goat say-T/A that.like no this mountain-CASE who
pwetur-æg-a-ca-la mæ ssæ pa-co-e
surround-shit-CAUS-arrive-DS he before come-eat-FUT

‘Goat said “No, not like that, (I suggest) whoever can surround the mountain 
in shit, let him come and eat  rst.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.11)

(d) mæ-pa mba-ya hara-hari i-ce ko�a pwetur-æg-har-ke
he-DL two-person defeat:ECHO AUX-SS mountain surround-shit-PL-T/A
‘the two of them trying to beat each other, went around the mountain 
shitting.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.12)

(e) mæ-hi int-ba janwai hni ha�tar-ce tarpa-æ
3PR-PL that.side-ABL janwai village abandon-SS ceremonial.drum
lini=kwi ale-tæn-ne sorte sa-ce at
ceremonial.cooking.pot all-that-DEF entirely hold-SS there
jar-ce haa-koa basa-har-ke
climb.down-SS vicinity-mountain reside-PL-T/A

‘From that side they abandoned the village of Janwai, took up all their 
ceremonial drums and pots, climbed down and settled in the vicinity of 
the mountain.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.6)

Beside personal pronouns, a range of  other pronominal elements are found in Gta. 
These include interrogative pronouns, indefinite pronouns, and  demonstratives. 
The demonstratives are discussed in 3.1.7, but the other categories are briefly 
 introduced here.

The interrogative or Wh-pronouns in Gta form the basis for the indefinite, etc. 
pronouns so are introduced first. A basic inanimate/animate (or perhaps human/
non-human) distinction is maintained between the referents of mæ ‘what’ and 
ja ‘who’.

 (76) mæ 
ku mæ lig-ge ak-ce hur-hur a-ia-ke
tiger what work-T/A state-SS wait-wait NEG-CAP-T/A

‘The tiger saying “what did he do? Could not wait any more”.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, H.17)

Combined with the case suffix -sa/-sar ‘for’, the interrogative ‘why, for what reason’ 
is created.

 (77) (a) e mæ-sa næ ne-we-e akce ja-ig a-we-ke
today what-PURP we.INC 1PL.INC-go-FUT QUOT who-ADD NEG-go-T/A
‘ “For what will we go today?” (they said) and no one came.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, D.29)

(b) mæ-sar n-a-bíg akce mæ baso-ke
what-PURP 1-NEG-sow QUOT he say-T/A
‘ “Why shouldn’t I sow?” He said.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.20)

The bare form of this pronoun may carry this kind of interrogative meaning as well 
in a limited number of instances.
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 (78) æt baso-ke dape-ha  ‘mæ næ ljo na-big-ke’
like.that say-T/A instantly-EMPH what I land 2-sow-T/A

akce kmæ baso-ke
QUOT this.one say-T/A

‘Right away he spoke thus “why do you sow my land?” ’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, I.19)

The basic form of  the interrogative pronoun mæ may also carry an indefinite 
sense when used in certain kinds of  rhetorical questions (with the question  particle 
be), that is, ‘anything’ or ‘something’. Usually this is marked by the  additive focus 
marker -ig etc.

 (79) (a) coa=bir ne-bi-la k-mæ-hi a-næ-ke mæ mane-e be
lame=gayil 1PL-give-DS DEM-3PR-PL OBJ-we-CASE what obey-FUT Q
‘We will give them the lame gayil (but) will they obey us about anything?’
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.35)

(b) tela e næ ii ne-i kito-ke mæ-ig ne-pag=ra
then now we how 1PL-do god-CASE what-ADD 1PL-break=twig
pag=ra-ce-ka bari tæn koa e-go ne-ke
break=twig-SS-only again that mountain go-hunt 1PL-AUX

akce baso-ke
QUOT say-T/A
‘Then what are we to do now? Let’s make an offering of something to the 
god and then let’s try to go hunting on that mountain.’ (Mahapatra and Zide 
no date, A.51)

In negative structures (i.e. with negative verb forms) in combination with the 
emphatic particle, adverb, or additive focus marker, ig/ig, negative pronouns of 
the ‘nothing’ sort are produced. Note that while usually together, the pronoun and 
the particle may be separated as well.

 (80) mmwi-mæ plig+ga ig a-mile-ke
one-what bird+mouse ADD NEG-available-T/A
‘Nothing, not even a bird or mouse was available (to be hunted)’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, A.10)

Such negative pronoun forms are common with the animate pronoun ja ‘who’ in 
our materials.

 (81) (a) kæn okri jiwa-manda-ke e-wa-la ja-ig a-we-ke
this old.woman animal-herd-CASE go-call-DS who-ADD NEG-go-T/A

‘(When) the old woman called the animals, [but] no one came.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, D.27)

(b) e mæ-sa næ ne-we-e akce  ja-ig a-we-ke
today  what-PURP  we.INC  1PL.INC-go-FUT  QUOT who-ADD  NEG-go-T/A
‘ “For what will we go today?” (they said) and no one came.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, D.29)

Indefinite pronouns of the ‘whoever’-type are also formed with non-negative verbs 
in a complex structure, akin to relative-correlative structures familiar from languages 
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of the region. These consist of two parallel clauses, one headed by ja and one by the 
third person pronoun mæ.

 (82) (a) tte-la hi�sa nu-kua ja par-le mæ pa
that-DS envy NEG.COP-NEG:COND who can-OPT he come
cco i-le
REDPL:eat AUX-OPT

‘Thus there will be no envy; whoever wins, let him come and eat.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.7)

(b) gbe baso-ke akæn kona ja olæ a-ca-la
Bear say-T/A this mountain who walk CAUS-arrive.at.destination-DS

mæ ssæ uli-alo thwa�-læ-le
he before mango-under stand-remain-OPT

‘Bear says, “whoever gets to this here mountain  rst, let him stand under the 
mango tree.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.9)

Other interrogatives include ona ‘when’ oi ‘how many’/‘how much’ and 
ani ‘where’ -rokom ‘what manner’. Like mæ and ja, these may occur as indef-
inites with positive and negative structures involving the particle/clitic/additive focus 
 element -ig (etc.). Some examples of their use follow in both interrogative  structures 
(83) and indefinite and correlative structures (84), not in combination with personal 
pronouns, but with subtypes of demonstratives.

 (83) (a) ani we-pe-i-ke akce baso-ke
where go-2PL-do-T/A QUOT say-T/A
‘“Where are you going?” he says.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, C.11)

(b) na kala-ha ani we-na-mia-ke ia
You daily-EMPH where go-2-CUST-T/A mother:VOC

‘Mother, where do you go everyday?’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.13)
(c) mmwi goæ=o baso-ke ona-ba asi-ge

One boy say-T/A when-ABL fever-T/A
‘One boy asked “since when has he been sick?” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, M.12)

 (84) (a) ukri gewa=mwa-ria-ce baso-ke u okra mari 
old.woman shy=eye-ECHO-SS say-T/A no old.man again
ona-ig u�-we-e 
when-also 1-go-FUT

‘The old woman was embarassed and said “No, old man, I will go there 
again sometime.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, L.26)

(b) hi oi=mwa sgwa we-la okra gwe=we-ge
later.on how.much=year like go-DS old.man die=AUX-T/A
‘Later on, after like several years passed, the man died.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date)

(c) bba-æ baso-ke nu ani-ani-ne si-si=re-hi at gali
father-3 say-T/A no COPY-where-GEN plough=man-PL there way
wig-i-e akce-ka bari baso-la-ig a-mane-ke
go.home-AUX-FUT QUOT-only again say-DS-ADD NEG-agree-T/A

‘Her father disagreed, “no, ploughmen might be passing through on their 
way home.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.11)
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(d) te-la tæn kito  baso-ke  næ-ne  paii kæn-ha, na i-rokom
then that god say-T/A I-GEN work  this-EMPH  you  what-manner
kia na-big-ke næ  ig se-rokom cemwa  bbig-i-ke
paddy  2-sow-T/A  I also  that-manner  grass REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A
‘Then that god said “my task is this: whatever manner you sow in, I will 
sow in that manner too.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.17)

In the last example, the form i-rokom bears mention. Its first element is  something 
that appears in an emphatic interjection-like interrogative in ii[-le]. Some  examples 
of the use of this latter element are offered below.

 (85) (a) hi i-le mæ jetek brwa-læ-ge o-i=si sgwa
afterwards what-INTERJ he as.many live-AUX-T/A how.many=day like
læ-ge o-tæn=si jako cemwa mulke-se po-ia nu
remain-T/A that.many=days till grass totally-DEF sprout NEG.COP

‘Afterwards, however long he lived, no grass ever grew up there again.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.30)

(b) wo�-æ wa=hu we-ge; we-ce baso-la gire
Mother-in-law-3 call=child go-T/A go-SS say-DS young.man
baso-ke me=mwa-ne sle ii me=swa n-a-lug-e
say-T/A one=year-GEN work how one=day 1-CAUS-  nish-FUT

‘The mother-in-law went to call the son-in-law and speak (with him); the 
young man said “how can I do one year’s work in just one day?” ’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, K.8)

(c) bari me-swa-ne ii-le hana-æ pag=li we-ke
then one-day=DEF how-INTERJ husband-3 break=shoot go-T/A
‘Then one day what happened but the husband went for shoots.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, G.7)

3.1.7 Demonstratives

The demonstrative system of Gta, like that of many other Munda languages is 
complex, indeed among the more elaborated of such systems found cross-linguistically. 
For a fuller description the reader is referred to Zide (1968, 1972). The basic opposi-
tion is between k[æn] ‘this’ or proximal (86) and t[æn] (87) ‘that’ (unmarked distal) 
but many other forms are attested. These demonstratives appear as modifiers in 
pre-nominal position.

 (86) tæn
(a) æk baso-la tæn gire bari wo�-æ

Like.this say-DS that young.man again mother-in-law-3
pla wig-ke
behind come.home-T/A

‘She spoke like this and that young man came back home behind (=following) 
his mother-in-law.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, K.11)

(b) hni-[n]-[]re baso-ke næ ne-we-e tæn bir=tia-ke ne-twi-e
village-GEN-person say-T/A we 1PL-go-FUT that gayil-CASE 1PL-shoot-FUT

‘The villagers said, “we will go, we will shoot down that gayil.” ’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.4)
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(c) bari tæn miik at-te knæ+hni a-bog-ce-ka bari
again that night there drum+ECHO CAUS-beat-SS-only again
para-miik wa=æ+wa=so wa-ce njo njir
whole-night dance=drum-dance=ECHO dance-SS next.day morning
sra-ke bir=tia-ke tæ-ra-we-ce
deer-CASE gayil-CASE carry.on.head-bring-go-SS 
ggwa+ttæg-ce klig hni baa+kua co-ke
REDPL:cut+REDPL:make.piece-SS whole village share+ECHO eat-T/A

‘Then that night they danced beating the drum and then on the morning of 
the next day they slaughtered the gayil and deer and prepared the meat and 
the whole village ate together.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.61)

 (87) kæn
(a) kæn okri jiwa-manda-ke e-wa-la ja-ig a-we-ke

this old.woman animal-herd-CASE go-call-DS who-ADD NEG-go-T/A

‘(when) the old woman called the animals, [but] no one came.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, D.27)

(b) koa-ne nla koa-ne pau koa-ne cucu
mountain-GEN tuber mountain-GEN leaf mountain-GEN fruit
ale-kæn-ne co-co-ce-ka bari mæ-hi brwa-læ-ge
all-this-DEF eat-eat-SS-only again 3PR-PL live-AUX-T/A

‘They lived only eating tubers, leaves and fruits available in the mountains.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, G.3)

A number of other categories appear to be derived from these basic ones. One such 
form appears to be derived from a stem æ-k/æ-t which forms adverbials ‘like this’ 
‘like that’ that often appear in clause-initial position in narratives.

 (88) æk
(a) æk baso-la tæn gire bari wo�-æ

Like.this say-DS that young.man again mother-in-law-3
pla wig-ke
behind come.home-T/A

‘She spoke like this and that young man came back home behind (=following) 
his mother-in-law.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, K.11)

(b) æk i-ce itua bole a-i-ce mbar pwa-co
Like.this do-SS little cooked.rice CAUS-do-SS two leaf.cup
nturia a-i-ce næ gta=re-hi cco+uug- mia-ke
gruel CAUS-do-SS we Gta-person-PL REDPL:eat-REDPL:drink-CUST-T/A
‘And thus we did it this way, we Gta people used to make two leaf-cups 
and eat [only] a little cooked rice with gruel.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, C.23)

 (89) æt
æt i-ce mba-ya-no at-te wi-ha+ri-ha-har-ke
like.that do-SS two-person-DEF ? there rebuke-EMPH+fight-EMPH-PL-T/A
‘Like that the two people quarreled there.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, I.21)
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When used referentially without an accompanying noun that it modifies, the 
 proximal demonstrative element k- may be added to the third person pronominal 
stem -mæ (inflected in any number). This corresponds to the use of  ‘this one’, etc. 
in English.

 (90) kmæ
(a) na kia a-ble na-co-la næ cemwa n-a-ra-ble

you paddy CAUS-ripen 2-eat-COND I grass 1-NEG-CAUS-ripen
akce kmæ baso-ke
QUOT this.one say-T/A
‘ “You cultivate paddy and eat it; shouldn’t I cultivate grass” this one said.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.18)

(b) kmæ-hi ha� kuru=paka we-har-ke
this:one-PL small pit=side go-PL-T/A

‘These people went to the small-pit side’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.5)

A number of other demonstrative forms are attested in our materials. One of these 
is atte ‘there’ which may have an archaic retention of an older now lost or lexicalized 
local/directional case -te in Gta.

 (91) atte hur-k-ne-nia ig go-k-ne-nia ig bir=tia-ig
there guard-T/A-DEP-ADESS also hunt-T/A-DEP-ADESS also gayil-ADD

a-tar-ke
NEG-come.out-T/A
‘The gayil did not appear there, neither near the guard[s] nor the hunter[s].’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.7)

Other demonstrative elements found in Gta include forms such as o-kæn ‘this 
much’ (92) and int ‘that side’ (93).

 (92) k-mæ-hi o-kæn on+kos i-ce
DEM-3PR-PL this.much punishment+trouble do-SS

bar=si+jir=si i-i-ke
two=day+three=day REDPL:do-AUX-T/A

‘These ones were working with so much trouble the last two or three days.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.32)

 (93) mæ-hi int-ba janwai hni ha�tar-ce tarpa-æ
3PR-PL that.side-ABL janwai village abandon-SS ceremonial.drum

lini=kwi ale-tæn-ne sorte sa-ce at
ceremonial.cooking.pot all-that-DEF entirely hold-SS there

jar-ce haa-koa basa-har-ke
climb.down-SS vicinity-mountain reside-PL-T/A

‘From that side they abandoned the village of Janwai, took up all their 
 ceremonial drums and pots, climbed down and settled in the vicinity of the 
mountain.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.6)

This has only scratched the surface of the complexity embodied in the demonstrative 
system of Gta. For more on Munda demonstrative systems, see any of the relevant 
sections in the chapters in this volume.
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3.1.8 Numerals

The numerals from ‘one’ to ‘twenty’ in Gta are

 (94) m-mwi/mmui gomi
mbar/mbaya gombar
nji gonji
o� go-o� 
malwa/malue gomal
tur gotur/gutur
gu gogu/gugu
tma gotma
sonti gosoti
gua gosal ga//kui (Mahapatra et al. 1989)

Numerals take singular forms and may appear with classifiers in incorporated and/or 
derivational compound forms. The forms in (95) have the structure Numeral Noun.

 (95) (a) etwa i-ce mbar hni-ne remwa-hi at wi-ha-har-ke
Like.that do-SS two village-GEN person-PL these quarrel-PL-T/A
‘Doing like that, the peoples of the two villages quarreled.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, F.16)

(b) ttar-ce mmwi sla alo we-ce e-rsi-har-ke
REDPL:come.out-SS one tree under go-SS go-assemble-PL-T/A
‘They come out, go under a tree and (start to) assemble.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, A.43)

Note the animate form mbaya ‘2 persons’ (as well as plural verb agreement, see 
 sections 3.1.1 and 3.2.1), which may be used without a following noun.

 (96) e-ke mba-ya hara+jita ne-i
today-CASE two-person defeat+win 1PL.INC-do
‘Let’s today decide by stake.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.6)

Other nouns require classifiers. These may be free-standing in form (97) or may 
combine with the numeral in a derivational compound (98).

 (97) mæ-hi-ne mbar klig bu�i læ-ge
3PR-PL-GEN two CLSSFR buffalo COP-T/A
‘They had two buffaloes.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.2)

 (98) etwa laig laig laig-ce mal-bha a-i-ce
like.that night night night-SS five-head:CLSSFR CAUS-do-SS

tur-bha sgwa bir=tia-ne sre-ne u+tæ-ce
six-head:CLSSFR like gayil-GEN/DEF deer-GEN/DEF carry-SS

wa ra-wig-har-ke
home bring-come.home-PL-T/A

‘Spending night after night like that they brough home five or six head of 
gayil and deer.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.59)

Duplication of numeral stems in Gta serves the function of distributive numerals 
‘X by X’.
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 (99) gmi mmwi mmwi a-i-ce kona pwetur-æg-a-ca-ke
goat one one CAUS-do-SS mountain surround-shit-CAUS-arrive-T/A

‘Goat one by one went around the mountain shitting.’ (Mahapatra and Zide 
no date, II.13)

3.1.9 Adpositions

A number of postpositional elements are found in Gta. They appear with an 
 uninflected (non-case marked) form of the noun they govern. Some examples of 
common postpositions in sentences in Gta include the following.

(100) (a) æk baso-la tæn gire bari wo�-æ
Like.this say-DS that young.man again mother-in-law-3
pla wig-ke
behind come.home-T/A 
‘She spoke like this and that young man came back home behind (=following) 
his mother-in-law’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, K.11)

(b) me-swa-ne mæ-hi læ-ia-kig hli-koa we-ce
One-day-DEF 3PR-PL rainy-season bamboo.shoot-mountain go-SS

ga-ha� sla alo we-ge
bamboo tree under go-T/A
‘One day in the rainy season going to Shoot Mountain they came under the 
bamboo trees.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, G.4)

(c) tæn k-n-ala e sgwa oron cco a-mia-har-ke
That time today like cooked.food REDPL:eat NEG-CUST-PL-T/A
e sgwa paii i a-mia-har-ke
today like work do NEG-CUST-PL-T/A
‘At that time unlike today, they did not eat cooked food nor did they work 
(the  elds) like today.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, G.2)

(d) tela atæn hni-ne pujari at go=re bitre
then that.very village-GEN priest that hunt=person among
mmwi-ja pujari læ-ge tæn pujari mæ pag=ra 
one-person priest remain-T/A that priest what offering 
bi-ke tæn koa-ne bri-hu-ke pag=ra bi-ke
give-T/A that mountain-GEN mountain-child-CASE offering give-T/A

‘Then the priest of that village who was also among the hunters, that priest 
made some offering to the mountain-god of that mountain.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, A.52)

(e) mæ-hi at origi-hu� ætte basa-læ-ge
3PR-PL there Oringi-child with reside-AUX-T/A
‘They lived there with the people of Oringi.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, F.7)

3.1.10 Derivation

There are several different means of deriving nominal forms in Gta. This includes 
pseudo-derivation or juxtaposition compounding of two free forms of nouns, and 
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derivational compounding, which consists of  combining forms of  nominals. One 
of  the hallmarks of  Gta nominal structure (and verbal structure for that matter 
due to the system of incorporation) is the obligatory bimoraic full form [FF] of 
nouns that contrasts with a monosyllabic combining form [CF] that combines with 
other nominal or verbal stems. The combining form and the full form are often 
transparently related to each other, the combining form most commonly appear-
ing to lack an initial consonant, perhaps a lexicalized prefix, that is found with the 
bimoraic full form. The two most common appear to be a syllabic nasal and g-, but 
reduplication of  C1 is also used. This is apparent when comparing forms of  Gta 
that are cognate with Kherwarian forms, where prefixes other than reduplication 
(which as in many other languages is a full reduplication in the case of  ‘turmeric’) 
has been lost, in nouns replaced by suffixes, compounding or vowel extensions of 
various sorts.

(101)  Selected Nouns in Gta with Kherwarian cognates (i.e. which are  Proto-Munda 
words)

Gta gloss Kherwarian
tti/nti ‘hand’ ti ~ tii
nco ‘foot’ jaga
gcæ ‘porcupine’ jhi �k  jiki (H)
gir ‘young man’ ---
mmwa ‘eye’ mt/ [-e-, -]
ku ‘tiger’ kul, kula (M)
u�hu�/-u� ‘child’ hn (o), hpn
gsu ‘dog’ seta
nia ‘water’ dak/g//Ø
ssia ‘turmeric’ sasa
gsæ ‘fowl’ sim
kwi�/ ‘f-i-l, w.e.b.’ hhar Ho honyar, Mundari honyar ~ hoear
gb ‘bear’ bana
ncu ‘oil’ sunum
n(d)rwe ‘fly’ r, roko

There is variation in the derivational means used to form the free form from the 
 combining form in Gta in certain instances. For example, the forms for ‘hand’ 
above tti and nti show a root/stem ti, also the combining form, and what appears to 
be  reduplication in the former case and syllabic nasal prefixation in the latter case. 
Note that the same  derivational variation is seen in the forms found for ‘father’ in 
Gta mba and bba; note also the vocative form ‘Dad[dy]!’ aba, each show a different 
form derived from =ba.

Many combining forms are used in Gta (Mahapatra and Zide 1972). Some  common 
ones are exemplified below. Such concepts as animals, for example, ‘pig’, ‘chicken’, 
‘body parts’, ‘nose’, ‘mouth’, ‘day’, ‘man/person’ are typical combining forms.

(102) (a) se-gsæ tilo=po dur-gbug temur=bug
CLSFR:COLL-chicken spur=leg? CLSFR:COLL-pig snout=pig
c-m-o-u�hu� rupug-rupug
eat/AGENT/eat-child tra la la
‘spur of the chicken’s leg, snout of the pig, (you are) the child-eater tra la 
la.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, L.50)
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(b) ukri baso-ke “amu bobo tbo ke-la æg=bug
Old.woman say-T/A don’t child earth see-COND feces=pig
æg=sæ læ-ke ar-a-lo-ge na wæ=go
feces=chicken remain-T/A NEG-CAUS-fall-PROHIB you cloth=fold
ra-jar-la-ce bi-la
bring-climb.down-IMP-SS give-IMP

‘The old woman said, “look, don’t let them fall, there are pig and chicken 
feces remaining (on the ground), climb down and bring some up in the fold of 
your loin cloth and give (them) to me.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, L.11)

(c) gte-la a-næ-ke gai-si cili cco-ne mile-e
then OBJ-we.INC-CASE more=day meat REDPL:eat-GEN available-FUT

‘Then we will have meat for eating for many days.’ (Mahapatra and Zide 
no date, D.12)

(d) ljo we-la mmwi mæ-bare baya okra sgwa ke-ce
 eld go-DS one what-INTERJ mad old.man like look-SS

gi=sia gi=sia nlug-ce clæ clæ ugbo-ce-ka
cheek-monkey cheek-monkey ear-SS long long hair-SS-only
bari momnæg-ne buti bwa=tar-ce mmwi unæ=u
again very.big-DEF basket carry=shoulder-SS one cigar
la+to-ce-ka mæ big=cog æte bbig-i-ke ljo
hold.in-lips-SS-only s/he sow=basket with REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A land
‘She went to the  eld, an old man looking like a cheek monkey was there 
with long hair, carrying a basket on his shoulder, with a cigar in his mouth 
was sowing the  eld with a basket.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.8)

In the case of =re ‘person, man’ from remwa, it can attach to primarily nominal or 
verbal stems. In the latter case, either the basic form or the reduplicated form of the 
verb stem is used.

(103) (a) o=sæ næ gta=re mmwi-ja læ-ke
much.before we Gta=people one-person remain-T/A
‘In the old days, there was one of us Gta people.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, I.1)

(b) bba-æ baso-ke nu ani-ani-ne si-si=re-hi at gali
father-3 say-T/A no COPY-where-GEN plough=man-PL there way
wig-i-e ak-ce-ka bari baso-la-ig a-mane-ke
go.home-AUX-FUT QUOT-only again say-DS-also NEG-agree-T/A

‘Her father disagreed, “no, ploughmen might be passing through on their 
way home.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.11)

(c) te-la a-tæn hni-ne pujari at go=re bitre
This-DS that.very village-GEN priest that hunt=person among
mmwi-ja pujari læ-ge tæn pujari mæ pag=ra 
one-person priest remain-T/A that priest what offering  
bi-ke tæn koa-ne bri-hu-ke pag=ra bi-ke
give-T/A that mountain-GEN mountain-child-CASE offering give-T/A

‘Then the priest of that village who was also among the hunters, that priest 
made some offering to the mountain-god of that mountain.’(Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, A.52)
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(d) e-e ggo=re-hi koa-ba wig-i-la
now-time REDPL:hunt=person-PL mountain-ABL come.home-AUX-DS

sela-mbwe-hi kero kisalo gag-la ggo=re-hi
female-PL way loin.cloth tie-DS REDPL:hunt=person-PL

hni gga a-ia-har-ke
village REDPL:enter NEG-CAP-PL-T/A
‘Now [if] the hunters return home, and the women have blocked their access 
by tying loincloths together, the hunters can’t enter the village.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, A.63)

The other type of nominal formation is the juxtaposition compound. This is a 
 concatenation of two free forms of nouns together.

(104) kmæ hi gwe-we-la mæ ljo+bri cemwa po-ia-mia-ke
that.one afterwards die-AUX-DS he field+forest grass sprout-CUST-T/A
‘Only after he died, did grass sprout again on his fields.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, I.31)

One semi-productive means of deriving nominal forms from verbal or some nominal 
stems is the process of nasal infixation. Here n is inserted into the position immedi-
ately following the word-initial consonant. It, thus, becomes either part of a complex 
onset cluster or a syllabic nucleus in the case of CC- stems (i.e. ones already redupli-
cated, from which -n- forms may also be derived).

(105) pno ‘spear’ po ‘stab, poke’
cno ‘broom’ co ‘sweep’
bnasa ‘residence’ basa ‘reside’
na ‘lid’  a ‘close lid, cover pot’ (Mahapatra et al. 1989)

tæn k-n-ala e-sgwa oron cco a-mia-har-ke
That time today like cooked.food REDPL: eat NEG-CUST-PL-T/A
‘At that time unlike today, they did not eat cooked food.’<-- kala (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, G.2)

Note that -n- infixed derived nominals may be derived from verbs that have 
 incorporated nouns in them in Gta.

(106) bari gag-bo-k[e]-ne goæ=o-ke to-bi-la tar-ce
Again tie-AUX-T/A-DEP boy=child-CASE open-AUX-DS come.out-SS

ukri-ne hu-æ-ne c-n-og=mu
old.woman-GEN child-3-GEN ornament/NOUN/=nose

c-n-og=mwa tto-bi-ce tæn goæ=o-ke
ornament/NOUN/=eye REDPL:open-AUX-SS that boy=child-CASE

a-ga-ce mæ kia tto-i-ge
CAUS-enter-SS he paddy REDPL:pound-AUX-T/A
‘again she uncovered the confined boy [who] came out, took the old woman’s 
child’s nose ring and eye ornament … then that boy started pounding paddy 
himself.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, L.33)
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3.1.11 Adjectives

It is not clear that adjectives as a word class exist per se in Gta, but some stems may 
appear modifying a nominal stem in an underived form and appear in a  position 
to the left of the noun they modify. Such a formation is not overly frequent in the 
textual materials.

(107) (a) kmæ-hi ha� kuru=paka we-har-ke
This:person-PL small pit=side go-PL-T/A

‘These people went to the small-pit side.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.5)
(b) ntig-e  miik ulæg kala mna remwa hetæ-ke

Afterwards night sleep time elder man remember/think-T/A
næ-ig cili li-n-co-la pa-i hma-ig sa-n-co-la
I-also meat lift-1-eat-DS CONTNG-AUX curry-ADD hold-1-eat-DS

pa-i-ag-ce hetæ-hetæ-ce ulæg-ge
CONTNG-AUX-state-SS COPY-remember/think-SS sleep-T/A
‘Afterwards at the time of night sleeping the elder man thought “I could 
have brought meat, I could have held and eaten curry, so thinking he fell 
asleep.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, J.10)

(c) pe sapa remwa pe-ulæg-ke næ ko-n-læ-ge
You.PL all person 2PL-sleep-T/A I sit-1-AUX-T/A
‘(while) you people all slept, I (alone) sat (awake all night).’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, A.44)

A more common structure is a derivational compound where the adjective stem 
fuses with the combining form of the noun, as in hæ-ri below, not hæ gri 
‘black cat’ or coa-bir for coa bir-tia.

(108) (a) gmi baso-ke mæ i-ge gia=mwa hæ=ri ag-ke
goat say-T/A what do-T/A crow=eye black=cat state-T/A

‘Goat said “so what, you crow-eyed black cat.”’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, II.4)

(b) coa=bir ne-bi-la k-mæ-hi a-næ-ke mæ mane-e be
Lame=gayil 1PL-give-DS DEM-3PR-PL OBJ-we-CASE what obey-FUT Q
‘We will give them the lame gayil (but) will they obey us?’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, A.35)

Partial reduplication can encode an augmented meaning to the adjectival  semantics

(109) e-go-har-la mmwi mo-mnæg i-k[e]-ne bir=tia mmwi tar-ke
go-hunt-PL-DS one very.big AUX-T/A-DEP gayil one come.out-T/A
‘They started hunting and one very large gayil appeared.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, A.54)

Adjectives may be derived from adverbials with the ‘definite’ or ‘genitive’ suffix -ne.

(110) wo�-æ wa=hu we-ge; we-ce baso-la gire
Mother-in-law-3 call=child go-T/A go-SS say-DS young.man

baso-ke me=mwa-ne sle ii me=swa n-a-lug-e
say-T/A one=year-GEN work how one=day 1-CAUS-finish-FUT

‘The mother-in-law went to call the son-in-law and speak (with him); the 
young man said “how can I do one year’s work in just one day?” ’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, K.8)
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3.1.12 Adverb(ial)s

Adverbials are another category with heterogeneous formal properties, and, thus, 
defined functionally in Gta. Most typically, temporal and manner adverbs cluster 
near the left clause periphery, in either initial position or in second position but they 
may appear throughout a clause (except in final position).

(111) (a) bba-æ-ke  baso-ke dape bba-æ tar-ke
father-3-CASE say-T/A instantly father-3 go.out-T/A

‘As soon as he said this to his father, his father immediately left.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, I.14)

(b) gbe baso-ke ‘na to kala-ha ssæ pa-ce
bear say-T/A you surely daily before come-SS

cco na-mia-ke næ kala-ha hi ppa m-mia-ke
REDPL:eat 2-CUST-T/A I daily afterwards REDPL:come 1-CUST-T/A
‘Bear says “every day you come before and eat and then I come.”’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, II.5)

(c) kmæ hi gwe-we-la mæ ljo+bri cemwa po-ia-mia-ke
that.one afterwards die-AUX-DS he  eld+forest grass sprout-CUST-T/A
‘Only after he died, did grass sprout again on his  elds.’

(d) ssæ æk i-ce a-næ remwa-hi-ke sapa bagwe-co-har-ke
Before like.this do-SS OBJ-we.INC person-PL-CASE all kill-eat-PL-T/A

‘Doing so earlier, they killed and ate up all of our people.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, D.28)

Some adverbials constitute partially grammaticalized elements in Gta such as hnor, 
an adverbial expressing concomitant action.

(112) ukri p-n-a=cwe=ia okra-ke pno-mæg-nnia a-ug-ce
Old.woman millet-gruel oldman-CASE anus-near CAUS-drink-SS

a-ro+a-be-ce osmar hnor a-ro-ce ho-ke
CAUS-compose+CAUS-ECHO-SS song CONCOMITANT CAUS-compose-SS cry-T/A
‘The old woman smearing millet gruel near the oldman’s anus composing 
songs, cried while singing.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, D.14)

3.2 Verbal morphology

3.2.1 Subject

Gta is like Remo, Gutob, and Kharia, (and increasingly Juang) in generally showing 
only subject agreement with the verb. A sample paradigm is given in (113).

(113) 1SG n-co-ke ‘I ate’
2SG na-co-ke ‘you ate’
1PL.INC ni-co-ke ‘we (include. you) ate’
1PL.EX næ-co-ke (~ n-) ‘we (not you) ate’
2PL pa-co-ke ‘y’all ate’
2DL pe-co-ke ‘you two ate’
3SG co-ke ‘she/he ate’
3PL co-ke ‘they ate’
 co-har-ke
Note ni- first dual imperative
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As is evident, unlike Remo, Gutob, and Kharia that have subject enclitics, Gta, like 
Juang (and Gorum) has subject prefixes. This is an archaic feature shared by archaic 
(South) Munda languages (Anderson 2007). The only marker from a morphopho-
nological perspective that merits particular attention is that for the first singular 
 subject prefix, which is a syllabic nasal that is often homo-organic to the initial 
sound of the verb stem (e.g. m before labials,  before velars; note also its realization 
as u� before we- (also n-) but  before æ (also n-).

(114) (a) ukri gewa=mwa-ria-ce baso-ke u okra mari
old.woman shy=eye-echo-SS say-T/A no old.man again
ona-ig u�-we-e
when-also 1-go-FUT

‘The old woman was embarassed and said “No, old man, I will go there 
again sometime.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, L.26)

(b) mæ we-ce baso-ke ‘na mæ bbig na-i-ke’ akce
he go-SS say-T/A ‘you what REDPL:sow 2-AUX-T/A  QUOT

salia+ku-ke
ask+ask-T/A

‘He (=father) goes and says “what are you sowing?” he asked.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, I.16)

(c) æt ne-i sina pe pe--o-la nor+nara-hi
That.like 1PL.INC-do though you.PL 2PL-AUGM-run-DS human.being+ECHO-PL

ggwe-we-har-e akce kæn-ne ira baso-ke
REDPL:die-AUX-PL-FUT QUOT this-DEF/GEN millet.species say-T/A
‘ “Let’s do it like this (as an acceptable alternative), you run away, the 
human beings will all die,” this millet said.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, C.16)

In complex verb stem and serial verb constructions, in Gta the referent property 
marker is usually affixed to the last member in the series/complex.

(115) wi-ha-har-ke ho-m-m-og ho--m-u
Quarrel-PL-T/A RECIP-beat/RECIP/ RECIP-throw.stone/RECIP/

ho-s-m-i+ho-s-m-a-har-ke
RECIP-cut/RECIP/+RECIP-catch/RECIP-PL-T/A

‘They beat each other, threw stones at each other, caught and butchered each 
other.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.17)

Compare the distribution of subject marking of the following two sentences which 
seems to be determined by the choice of lexical verb in the construction (two very 
important deictically active verb stems), not the auxiliary which remains function-
ally identical across the two.

(116) (a) na kala-ha ani we-na-mia-ke ia
you daily-EMPH where go-2-CUST-T/A mother:VOC

‘Mother, where do you go everyday?’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.13)
(b) ia-æ baso-ke næ wa u�-wig-mia-ke

mother-3 say-T/A I home 1-go.home-CUST-T/A
‘the mother said “I go home.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.14)
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Under, as yet, unclear circumstances, agreement may be suppressed in certain uses 
of particular verbs, for example, the final verbs in (117) below, both auxiliary verb 
structures that usually have subject inflection but here lack them (and both have 
reduplicated lexical verb components).

(117) (a) te-la tæn kito baso-ke næ-ne paii kæn-ha, na
then that god say-T/A I-GEN work this-EMPH you
i-rokom kia na-big-ke næ ig se-rokom cemwa
what-manner paddy 2-sow-T/A I also that-manner grass
bbig-i-ke 
REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A
‘Then that god said “my task is this: whatever manner you sow in, I will 
sow in that manner too.”’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.17)

(b) æk i-ce itua bole a-i-ce mbar pwa-co
like.this do-SS little cooked.rice CAUS-do-SS two leaf.cup
nturia a-i-ce næ gta=re-hi cco+uug- mia-ke
gruel CAUS-do-SS we Gta-person-PL REDPL:eat-REDPL:drink-CUST-T/A
‘And thus we did it this way, we Gta people used to make two leaf-cups 
and eat [only] a little cooked rice with gruel.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, C.23)

Subject marking is the same for intransitive verb stems (-we-) and transitive ones 
(-twi-), that is, Gta exibits nominative/accusative alignment.

(118) hni-[n]-[]re baso-ke næ ne-we-e tæn bir=tia-ke ne-twi-e
village-GEN-person say-T/A we 1PL-go-FUT that gayil-CASE 1PL-shoot-FUT

‘The villagers said, “we will go, we will shoot down those wild cattle.” ’ 
Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.4)

Incorporated stems (-pag=ra) inflect the same as unincorporated ones (-di) or func-
tional elements (-ke).

(119) tela e næ ii ne-i kito-ke mæ-ig ne-pag=ra
then now we how 1PL-do god-CASE what-ADD 1PL-break=twig

pag=ra-ce-ka bari tæn koa e-go ne-ke akce baso-ke
break=twig-SS-only again that mountain go-hunt 1PL-AUX QUOT say-T/A
‘Then what are we to do now? Let’s make an offering of something to the 
god and then let’s try to go hunting on that mountain.’ (Mahapatra and Zide 
no date, A.51)

Usually only finite verbs mark subject but different subject constructions (see 
 section 4.2.3) with personal subjects may take subject marking as well.

(120) (a) coa=bir ne-bi-la k-mæ-hi a-næ-ke mæ mane-e be
Lame=gayil 1PL-give-DS DEM-3PR-PL OBJ-we-CASE what obey-FUT Q
‘We will give them the lame gayil (but) will they obey us about anything?’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.35)

(b) na kia a-ble na-co-la næ cemwa n-a-ra-ble
you paddy CAUS-ripen 2-eat-COND I grass 1-NEG-CAUS-ripen
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akce kmæ baso-ke
QUOT this.one say-T/A
‘ “You cultivate paddy and eat it; shouldn’t I cultivate grass,” this one said.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.18)

As aforementioned, in serial verb constructions in Gta, the referent property marker 
is usually prefixed to the last member in the series/complex. Note that in asyndetic 
paratactic complex predicate formations, doubled subject marking is rather found.

(121) (a) næ bagwe+jog n-talig-e
I kill-pick.up 1-ECHO-FUT

‘I will kill (you) and throw (you) away.’ (Mahapatra and Zide, n.d.)
(b) akue n-i-ke

CAUS:meet 1-PROG-T/A.I
‘I am causing to meet’ = ‘  xing you up with a girl.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide, n.d.)

(c) næ ugi e-ko n-læ-e
I garden go-sit-1-stay-FUT

‘I will go and sit and rest in the garden.’ (N. Zide 1997:332)
(d) næ hwe-ulæg-n-læ-e na a-næ-ke pnomæg

I pretend-sleep-1-AUX-FUT you OBJ-I-CASE anus
p-n-a-cwe-ia kig-bi
millet.gruel pour.down-AUX

‘I’ll pretend to sleep, you smear some millet gruel around my anus.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, D.8)

A small number of stems are discontinuous in Gta and function like old serial 
structures of the above mentioned type, with agreement on the rightmost host. One 
common stem is ‘run away’ lag -o.

(122) a�=sa-he bæ-ke a�=sa+a�=ia-ce bini
thatch=house-EMPH send-T/A thatch=house+ECHO/TAG-SS separate

a-nsi+a-lwe co-pe ag i-ge atæn-ig
CAUS-boil+CAUS-ECHO eat-2PL REDPL: state AUX-T/A that-also

na lag-na-o-ke ba
you run.away 2-run.away-T/A come/go.IMP

‘He asked you to thatch the house; he was telling you “make a thatch house 
ready (for you) to prepare meals and eat separately and for that reason you 
ran away,” now let’s go.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, K.10)

In a few instances, however, there are exceptions to this person marking pattern, and 
there are forms with the prefix at the beginning of the verb complex in Gta.

(123) n-wig-mia-ke n-we-gag-ce
1-go[.back]-CUST-T/A 1-swing-tie-SS

‘I habitually went back.’ ‘after I swung and tied’ (Zide 1997:333)

In some instances, verbal agreement prefixes may even be found on both members of 
a juxtaposed coordinate construction, or a mixed construction with double subject 
marking but tense/aspect only on the rightmost conjunct, reminiscent of so-called 
split/doubled inflectional structures discussed by Anderson (2006).
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(124) okra, na bole-nturia na-co na-ug-k(e)-e
old.man you rice-millet.gruel 2-eat 2-drink-T/A-Q:RHET

‘Old man, didn’t you drink/eat your rice millet and gruel?’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date)

Apart from -har-, there is one other instance of suffixal (or enclitic really) subject   marking 
in the Gta verbal system and that is in the formation of the imperative and prohibitive 
(see section 3.2.9), where dual and plural (second person) markers are found at the end of 
the verbal complex, as it is so found in other Munda languages (Anderson 2007).

(125) (a) pe-mba wig-ce a-pe-ke salia+ku-la
2PL-father come.home-SS OBJ-2PL-CASE ask+TAG-COND/DS

ni-ia wig-læ-ge akce a-baso-ge-pa
1PL-mother:VOC come.home-AUX-T/A QUOT NEG-say-PROHIB-2DL

‘when your father comes back home and asks you, do not say “our mother 
has come home.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.9)

(b) gte-la k-mæ baso-ke pe a-o-ge-pe ge-la-pe
this-DS DEM-3PR say-T/A you.PL NEG-  ee-PROHIB-2PL come-IMP-2PL

ag-la ig ja-ig a-we-ke
state-DS also who-ADD NEG-go-T/A
‘Then he said “don’t flee, please come,” but nobody came/went.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, J.23)

Although overtly or semantically dual, nominals can have only plural or singular 
agreement on the verb, not the dual marker -pa which in verbal forms is, therefore, 
restricted to its original second dual meaning.

(126) [Noun]DL…..[Verb]PL/SG

(a) mæ-pa mba-ya hara-hari i-ce ko�a pwetur-æg-har-ke
he-DL two-person defeat:ECHO AUX-SS mountain surround-shit-PL-T/A
‘the two of them trying to beat each other, went around the mountain 
shitting.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.12)

(b) okra-okri-pa sapa jiwa-ke bagwe-har-ke
Old.man-old.woman-DL all animal-CASE kill-PL-T/A
‘the old man and old woman killed all the animals.’ (Mahapatra and Zide 
no date, D.24)

(c) gri-ku-pa ho-balir-ke
cat-tiger-DL RECIP-talk-T/A

‘The cat and tiger talked to each other.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, H.5)

3.2.2 Object types

Object marking is, generally, not part of the Gta verbal structure with one  exception: 
The verbal plural marker -har- can refer to objects in certain of its uses. These are the 
only instances of bipersonal verb structure in Gta but it follows the older Munda 
order of S-V-O in the make up of the verb-word.

(127) gte-la næ mria-ce a-mæ-hi-ke m-bagwe-har-e
then I rise-SS OBJ-3PR-PL-CASE 1-kill-PL:OBJ-FUT

‘Then I will get up and kill them all.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, D.11)
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3.2.3 Tense

Plains Gta has two tense/aspect markers, -ge and -ke, both with several  complicated 
uses, sometimes quite restricted. -ge may be cognate with Proto-Gutob Remo *-g 
(and Kharia -ke) while -ke is an imperfective with a complicated tense/aspect range 
of  meanings. The Hill Gta form corresponding to -ke is -t. Gta -ke/-t probably 
reflects not just something of  the South Munda NPST but also the ancestor of  the 
more obscure -ki, the only other reflex of  which is in Hill Remo. Mahapatra et al. 
(1989) lists a large number of  differences between the use of  -ke and -ge in Gta. 
These were summarized by Zide (1999) and are in (128).

(128) -ke -ge
(a) indefinite/aorist definite
(b) cislocative translocative
(c) assertive evidential
(d) state/present change/past
(e) w/auxiliary=present/perfect w/auxiliary=past/pluperfect
(f  ) habitual/general present definite past (w/Intransitives)
(g) interrogative Answer =assertive?
(h) negative prohibitive
(i) participial ----
( j) remote past recent past
(k) actant focus action focus
 neutral marked

These are mostly consistent within a single column, but there are some anomalies, 
for example, the use of -ke as a supposed assertive in declarative sentences, corre-
sponding to a quasi-evidential use of -ge in contrast with the interrogative use of 
-ke and the assertive answer in -ge. However, such cross-categorial inconsistencies 
are found in the use of particular forms/constructions in a wide range of languages; 
for example, in the Turkic language Xakas the auxiliary verb odr ‘sit’ can be used 
as either a marker of imperfective or perfective action (Anderson 2004a). The tense/
aspect element -ke is the default past marker, and the one possible in negative past 
forms (except in certain auxiliary constructions).

Examples of the use of -ke and -ge in Gta include those listed in (129), (130) 
and (131)

(129) (a) mæ cili co-ke vs.  (b) mæ  cili co-ge
she/he meat eat-T/A    she/he meat eat-T/A
‘She/he eats/ ate meat.’   ‘She/he’s just eaten meat.’

(c) sari-ge
flower-T/A

‘flowered completely’

(130) -ke
(a) o=sæ næ gta=re mmwi-ja læ-ke

much.before we Gta=people one-person remain-T/A
‘In the old days, there was one of us Gta people.’(Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, I.1)

(b) gbe æg-a-ca a-ia-ke
bear shit-CAUS-arrive NEG-CAP-T/A

‘Bear could not shit (around all of it).’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.14)
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(c) ia-æ baso-ke næ wa u�-wig-mia-ke
Mother-3 say-T/A I home 1-go.home-CUST-T/A
‘The mother said “I go home.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.14)

-ge is used in perfect constructions, as the translocative with motion verbs (see  section 
3.2.6), as the default past with several verb stems (alug- ‘finish’. nia kuma- ‘give 
birth’), and in prohibitive forms.

(131) -ge
(a) mmwi goæ=o baso-ke ona-ba asi-ge

One boy say-T/A when-ABL fever-T/A
‘One boy asked “since when has he been sick?” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, M.12)

(b) ggæ=se+bog-pa=se a-lug-ge
REDPL:worship=spirit+ECHO/TAG=spirit CAUS-  nish-T/A
‘He  nished the death rites’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.6)

(c) sapa jiwa-hi ke-re ag-ce gga-har-ge
all animal-PL see-EXCLAM state-SS REDPL:enter-PL-T/A
‘ “Let’s see” they said and all the animals entered.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, D.20)

(d) mæ-hi at origi-hu� ætte basa-læ-ge
3PR-PL there oringi-child with reside-AUX-T/A
‘They lived there along with the people of Oringi.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, F.7)

(e) mæ-ne knwe-æ nia kuma-ge
3PR-GEN wife-3 water bath-T/A
‘His wife gave birth.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.2)

The Gta future in -e may be cognate with the Gutob present participle +el, or pos-
sibly other anomalous futures in -e found in various Munda languages (Anderson 
2007). In Proto-Gta, as in Proto-Sora–Gorum, the transitive/intransitive inflec-
tional dichotomy is not active in the tense/aspect system. Only the later South 
Munda ‘intransitive’ past (Anderson 2001, 2004b, 2007) was preserved as the past in 
*-k (cf. pre-Kharia (*)-ki and Proto-Gutob-Remo *-g). The subject proclitics were 
preserved in Proto-Gta, however (and modern Gta as well).

(132) (a) gmi baso-ke æt nu kæn k�a-ke ja
goat say-T/A that.like no this mountain-CASE who
pwetur-æg-a-ca-la mæ ssæ pa-co-e
surround-shit-CAUS-arrive-DS he before come-eat-FUT

‘Goat said “No, not like that, (I suggest) whoever can surround the mountain 
in shit, let him come and eat  rst.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.11)

(b) hni-[n]-[]re baso-ke næ ne-we-e tæn bir=tia-ke
village-GEN-person say-T/A we 1PL-go-FUT that gayil-CASE

ne-twi-e 
1PL-shoot-FUT

‘The villagers said, “we will go, we will shoot down that gayil.” ’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, A.4)
a-næ-ke kala-ha ekwa gæ-mu gæ=moa-læ-e
OBJ-we.INC-CASE daily like.this fry=nose fry=eye-AUX-FUT

‘They shall be frying our noses and eyes up like this every day.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, C.5)
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Note that in Gta, the future also has a zero allomorph in the negative. There is also 
no tense/aspect marker in negative present formations (see also section 3.2.9).

(133) (a) mæ-sar n-a-bíg akce mæ baso-ke
what-PURP 1-NEG-sow QUOT he say-T/A
‘“Why shouldn’t I sow?” He said.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.20)

(b) k-mæ-hi ke-la olæ-læ-k[e]-ne remwa-hi a-næ-ke
DEM-3PR-PL see-DS wander-AUX-T/A-DEP person-PL OBJ-we-CASE

k-mæ-hi a-mia
DEM-3PR-PL NEG-know
‘They, (you see), are nomads, and they do not know us.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, A.36)

3.2.4 Aspect

A number of  aspectual categories are found in Gta grammar, mainly expressed 
by (fused) auxiliary verb constructions. These include perfect and progressive 
among others.

Perfect in Gta is mostly marked by the auxiliary Gta i- which generally takes 
a reduplicated stem allormorph. In the negative past, no reduplication of the verb is 
permitted, even when otherwise dictated as such by -i-.

(134) (a) c-co-(n)-i-ge (b) c-co-i-ge
REDPL-eat-1-PRF-T/A  REDPL-eat-PRF-T/A
‘I have eaten.’  ‘She/he has eaten.’

(c) c-co-n-i-e (d) cco-i-e
REDPL-eat-1- PRF-FUT  REDPL-eat-PRF-FUT

‘I will eat.’  ‘She/he will eat.’
(e) c-co-n-a-i (f  ) c-co-a-i

REDPL-eat-1-NEG-PRF  REDPL-eat-NEG-PRF

‘I won’t eat.’  ‘She/he won’t eat.’
(g) co-n-a-i-ge (h) co-a-i-ge

eat-1-NEG-PRF-T/A  eat-NEG-PRF-T/A
‘I haven’t eaten.’ ‘She/he hasn’t eaten.’ (Mahapatra et al. 1989)

Note the use of -ge with i, rather than the expected -ke in the negative conjugation 
(see section 3.2.9).

The Gta perfect auxiliary has cognates in Gutob–Remo as well, viz. Remo en/m, 
Gutob e. In these languages, the semantics of this auxiliary are not the same as 
in Gta; In Remo, this is progressive (Anderson and Harrison this volume) while in 
Gutob this can function as a ‘light verb’ or a predicate meaning ‘become’.

(135) Gutob
may-nen rone-bone e-gu buron-gu-nen-aso-gu-nen
3-PL happy-ECHO AUX-PST.II live-PST.II-PL ECHO-PST.II-PL

‘They became happy and lived (on that way).’ (Zide 1997)

The Gta progressive has læ for intransitive and bo- for transitive stems, includ-
ing all causative marked verbs. This is one of the only domains in which the older 
conjugational distinction (whatever the original semantics distinguishing the two 
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classes may have been) that characterizes most modern Munda languages has been 
preserved in Gta grammar. Note also the contrastive use of the tense markers -ke 
(with bo) and -ge (with læ) as well.

(136) (a) co-n-læ-ge (b) co-læ-ge
eat-1-PROG.I-T/A  eat-PROG.I-T/A
‘I was eating.’  ‘She/he was eating.’

(c) a -co-m-bo-ke (d) a-co-bo-ke
CAUS-eat-1-PROG.II-T/A  CAUS-eat-PROG.II-T/A

‘I was feeding.’  ‘She/he was feeding.’
(e) co-n-læ-e (f  ) co-læ-e

eat-1-PROG.I-FUT  eat-PROG.I-FUT

‘I will be eating.’  ‘She/he will be eating.’
(g) a-co-m-bo-e (h) a-co-bo-e

CAUS-eat-1-PROG.II-FUT  CAUS-eat-PROG.II-FUT

‘I will be feeding.’  ‘She/he will be feeding.’
 (i) at[e] gmi copa=u cco i-g[e]=ak-ke

there goat skin=mango REDPL:eat AUX-T/A=state-T/A
‘it is said that Goat was there eating mango skins.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, II.2)

( j) tte-la hi�sa nu-kua ja par+le mæ pa
that-DS envy NEG.COP-NEG:COND who can+OPT he come
cco i-le
REDPL:eat AUX-OPT

‘Thus there will be no envy; whoever wins, let him come and eat.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, II.7)

3.2.5 Mood

There are a range of  morphologically marked modal formations in Gta. One 
set of  these is found in the imperative/hortative paradigm and prohibitive forms 
(marked by a[r]-. . .-ge).

(137) (a) pa    co-pa  (b) pa   a-co-ge-pa
you two eat-2DL  you.two NEG-eat-PROHIB-2DL

‘Eat you-2!’  ‘Don’t eat you-2!’
(c) pa    aco-pa (d) pa   ar-aco-ge-pa

you.two feed-2DL  you.two NEG-feed-PROHIB-2DL

‘Feed you all!’  ‘Don’t feed you all!’
(e) co-pe (f) pe  a-co-ge-pe

you.PL-eat-2PL  you.PL NEG-eat-PROHIB-2PL

‘eat (you please)!’  ‘Don’t eat (you please)!’
(g) pe    aco-pa (h) pe   ar-aco-ge-pe

you. PL feed-2PL  you.PL NEG-feed-PROHIB-2PL

‘Feed (you two)!’ ‘Don’t feed (you 2)!’

Some more examples of these modal forms are offered below.

(138) (a) mbaya akwa ni[]-læ na wa a-wig-ge
Both here 1DL[:IMP]-remain you home NEG-go.home-PROHIB

‘Let’s both stay here, don’t go home.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, H.7)
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(b) gte-la k-mæ baso-ke pe a-o-ge-pe ge-la-pe
then DEM-3PR say-T/A you.PL NEG-  ee-PROHIB-2PL come-IMP-2PL

ag-la ig ja-ig a-we-ke
state-DS also who-ADD NEG-go-T/A
‘Then he said “don’t  ee, please come,” but nobody came/went.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, J.23)

Rhetorical forms can be marked by -e/-re:

(139) næ slwe-nsa konta u�-we-e cili+hao-nsa u�-we-e
I belly-PURP mountain 1-go-Q:RHET meat+fish-PURP 1-AUX/go-FUT

‘Am I to go to the mountain work in order to fill our bellies or in order to eat 
fish and meat?!’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, M.17)

Conditional constructions come in several forms in Gta. The conditional subordi-
nate clause formant (and different subject marker) -la is one such element found in 
formations of this type.

(140) (a) na kia a-ble na-co-la næ cemwa n-ar-a-ble
you paddy CAUS-ripen 2-eat-COND I grass 1-NEG-CAUS-ripen
akce kmæ baso-ke 
QUOT this.one say-T/A
‘“You cultivate paddy and eat it; shouldn’t I cultivate grass” this one said.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.18)

(b) dæk e-ba næ ljo cemwa na-big-la a-na-ke bol
look today-ABL I  eld grass 2-NEG-sow OBJ-you-CASE good
n-a-i æt akce-ka bari kito-ke baso-ke
1-NEG-do like.that QUOT-only again god-CASE say-T/A
‘Then he said to the god “look, you sow grass in my  eld (again), then I will 
not be nice to you.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.28)

(c) pe-mba wig-ce a-pe-ke salia+ku-la
2PL-father come.home-SS OBJ-2PL-CASE ask+TAG-COND/DS

ni-ia wig-læ-ge akce a-baso-ge-pa
1PL-mother:VOC come.home-AUX-T/A QUOT NEG-say-PROHIB-2DL

‘When your father comes back home and asks you, do not say “our 
mother has come home.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.9)

The imperative occurs with second person, the subjunctive with the third and, rarely, 
first persons. The imperative marker, also -la, is used

(141) (a) æt ne-i sina pe pe--o-la nor+nara-hi
That.like 1PL.INC-do though you.PL 2PL/IMP-run-DS-AUGM  human.

being+ECHO-PL

ggwe-we-har-e akce kæn-ne ira baso-ke
REDPL:die-AUX-PL-FUT QUOT this-DEF millet.species say-T/A
‘ “let’s do it like this (as an acceptable alternative), you run away, the human 
beings will all die,” this millet said.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, C.16)

(b) ukri baso-ke “amu bobo tbo ke-la æg=bug
Old.woman say-T/A don’t child earth look-IMP feces=pig
æg=sæ læ-ke ar-a-lo-ge na wæ=go
feces=chicken remain-T/A NEG-CAUS-fall-PROHIB you cloth=fold
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ra-jar-la-ce bi-la
bring-climb.down-IMP-SS give-IMP

‘the old woman said, “look, don’t let them fall, there are pig and chicken 
feces remaining (on the ground), climb down and bring some up in the fold 
of your loin cloth and give (them) to me.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, 
L.11)

(c) knwe-æ-hi ig baso-ke we-la-pe bir=tia tar-læ-ke
wife-3-PL also say-T/A go-IMP-2PL gayil come.out-AUX-T/A
‘The[ir] wives also said “go, the gayil has come out.” ’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, A.3)

Gta also makes use of a small number of suppletive imperative verb stems. For 
example, ba ‘let’s go!’

The hortative/optative in Gta is -le[]

(142) (a) tte-la hi�sa nu-kua ja par-le mæ pa
that-DS envy NEG.COP-NEG:COND who can-OPT he come

cco i-le
REDPL:eat AUX-OPT

‘Thus, there will be no envy; whoever wins, let him come and eat.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.7)

(b) gbe baso-ke akæn kona ja olæ a-ca-la
Bear say-T/A this mountain who walk CAUS-arrive.at.destination-DS

mæ ssæ uli-alo thwa�-læ-le
he before mango-under stand-remain-OPT

‘Bear says, “whoever gets to this here mountain first, let him stand 
under the mango tree.”’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.9)

(c) nu mæ-hi mia-le a-mia-le
Well 3PR-PL know-IMP NEG-know-IMP

‘Well, whether they know or not’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.37)

Gta also has a contingent mood prefix in pa-. There do not appear to be any obvi-
ous cognate elements in any other Munda language, but the fact that it is a prefix, 
suggests that it may well be old. One possibility would be the dubitative particle in 
Sora (Anderson and Harrison, this volume-b).

(143) ntig-e miik ulæg kala mna remwa hetæ-ke
Afterwards night sleep time elder man remember/think-T/A

næ-ig cili li-n-co-la pa-i hma-ig sa-n-co-la
I-also meat lift-1-eat-DS CONTNG-AUX curry-ADD hold-1-eat-DS

pa-i-ag-ce hetæ-hetæ-ce ulæg-ge
CONTNG-AUX-state-SS COPY-remember/think-SS sleep-T/A

‘Afterwards at the time of night sleeping the elder man thought “I could have 
brought meat, I could have held and eaten curry, so thinking he fell asleep.” ’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, J.10)

3.2.6 Orientation/directionality

As described in section 3.2.3, the only basic means of encoding these categories in 
Gta with our current state of understanding of its grammar is through the use of -ke 
vs. -ge with the stem we- to mark cislocative and translocative, respectively.
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(144) (a) me-swa-ne mæ-hi læ-ia-kig hli-koa 
One-day-DEF 3PR-PL rainy-season bamboo.shoot-mountain

we-ce ga-ha� sla alo we-ge
go-SS bamboo tree under go-T/A

‘One day in the rainy season going to Shoot Mountain they came under 
the bamboo trees.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, G.4)

vs.

bari me-swa-ne ii-le hana-æ pag=li we-ke
then one-day=DEF how-INTERJ husband-3 break=shoot go-T/A

‘Then one day what happened but the husband went for shoots.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, G.7)

(b) mæ ua wig-ke vs. mæ ua wig-ge
he home go-T/A he home go-T/A
‘He came back home.’ ‘He went home.’

Similar quasi-covert cislocative/translocative systems encoded in a small number 
of motion verb stems differentiated by two classes of tense/aspect markers, albeit 
with only partially overlapping formal markers, is found in Remo (Anderson and 
Harrison, this volume-a) and Gutob (Griffiths, this volume) as well.

3.2.7 Voice/version

As in other South Munda languages, a causative may be marked by a prefix. In Gta 
this is realized as a-. It has an infixed allomorph as well in -a-. This distribution is 
subject to the same conditioning factors as in Kharia, Juang, and Sora, that is, the 
infix is used with polysyllabic (verb) stems, or functions as a prefix to the rightmost 
stem syllable. It adds a (usually animate) argument to a construction, which may be 
marked by the case suffix -ke, or serves as a mere transitivizer.

(145) (a) na sapa koa-ne jantu-ke wa-ra-si-ce
you all mountain-GEN animal-CASE call-CAUS-gather-SS

wa a-gga
home CAUS-REDPL:enter
‘You call and gather all the animals of the mountain and get them to 
enter the house.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, D.10)

(b) ggæ=se+bog-pa=se a-lug-ge
REDPL:worship=spirit+ECHO/TAG=spirit CAUS-finish-T/A

‘He finished the death rites.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.6)

mæ ljo big-ce si+hæ-ce-ka bari tæn kala
he land sow-SS cut-splash.water-SS-only again that day

poel a-lo-cmu i-ke
first CAUS-fall-seed AUX-T/A

‘that day he prepared the soil by cutting weeds and splashing water and 
then sowed seeds of the first (crop).’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.2)

kito-ke b-a-o-ke dape kito bo-ke
god-CASE frighten\CAUS\-T/A immediately god fear-T/A
‘He frightened the god and the god became fearful.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, I.25)
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Reciprocal is also marked morphologically in the Gta verbal complex. In fact, it is 
likely that the most archaic means of realizing this category is to be found in Gta 
where there is an infixed -m- corresponding to North Munda -p- in conjunction with 
the prefix ho- cognate with the reciprocal found in other South Munda languages. In 
other words, Gta may have preserved a Proto-Munda combination of prefix and 
infix to index reciprocal.

(146) wi-ha-har-ke ho-m-m-og ho--m-u
Quarrel-PL-T/A RECIP-beat/RECIP/ RECIP-throw.stone/RECIP/

ho-s-m-i+ho-s-m-a-har-ke
RECIP-cut/RECIP/+RECIP-catch/RECIP-PL-T/A

‘They beat each other, threw stones at each other, caught and butchered each 
other.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.17)

The -m- may have been preserved as -n- in a few Remo forms that have recipro-
cal semantics as well, but no cognate prefix. The ho- prefix may also appear alone 
with reciprocal semantics in Gta. This is probably the more common of the two 
reciprocal patterns.

(147) (a) tur-la-ig gri-ke a-ho-ba-ke
Search-COND-ADD cat-CASE NEG-RECIP-get-T/A

‘Although he searched, he did not meet the cat.’ (Mahapatra and Zide 
no date, H.19)

(b) me-swa-ne kia-manda-hi rsi-ke bari ho-balir-ke
One-day-DEF paddy-group-PL gather-T/A again RECIP-talk-T/A

‘One day all the paddies assembled and spoke with each other.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, C.4)

3.2.8 Finiteness

A small number of non-finite verb forms may be found in Gta. One of these is the 
infinitive or gerund form. This is created from monosyllabic verb stems by a copy of 
the initial consonant as a prefix, yielding a geminate consonant. A certain number 
of complement taking or auxiliary verbs require their complement verb to appear in 
this reduplicated infinitive form, for example, alug, i, or [a-]mia (though with 
the latter it does not appear to be obligatory).

(148) (a) k-mæ tto+hhu alug-ce ko-læ-ge
DEM-3PR REDPL:pound+REDPL:ECHO/TAG CAUS-finish-SS sit-remain-T/A

‘This one finished pounding and remained sitting there.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, L.36)

(b) he-dig tæn kito big-ne cemwa akce
today-even that god sow-PRTCPL/NF/GEN grass COMP

kito-ke gta=re-hi gge-mia-ke
god-CASE Gta-people-PL REDPL:worship-CUST-T/A
‘Even today the Gta people worship that god as he might [have] sow[n] 
grass.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.32)

(c) tte-la hi�sa nu-kua ja par-le mæ pa
that-DS envy NEG.COP-NEG:COND who can-OPT he come
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cco i-le
REDPL:eat AUX-OPT

‘Thus there will be no envy; whoever wins, let him come and eat.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.7)

A C1- reduplicated verb form can appear with the definite (or genitive) suffix as well, 
for example, as the complement of mile. As this is a loan stem, this construction is 
not likely to be an old one in the language.

(149) (a) gte-la  a-næ-ke gai-si cili cco-ne mile-e
then OBJ-we.INC-CASE  more=day  meat  REDPL:eat-GEN  available-FUT

‘Then we will have meat for eating for many days.’ (Mahapatra and Zide 
no date, D.12)

(b) bari jibon=re llæ-ne an a-mile-ke
again life=man REDPL:remain-DEF place NEG-available-T/A
‘There was no place for the soul to stay.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, J.18)

Another non-finite form is the different subject or conditional suffix in -la (see 
 sections 3.2.5 and 4.2.3). Corresponding to this is the same subject or coordinative/
conjunctive suffix in -ce (section 4.2.3).

The -ce form of the verb ak ‘say, state’ has been grammaticalized as both a 
 quotative and a complementizer with verbs of mental action.

(150) (a) bo-k[e]-ne dape he-ba næ ljo cemwa
fear-T/A-NF immediately today-ABL I field grass

na-big-e n[a]-á-big akce baso-ke
2-sow-or 2-NEG-sow QUOT say-T/A
‘Fearing, he said “from today will you or will you not sow my field?” ’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.26)

(b) æt ne-i sina pe pe--o-la nor+nara-hi
That.like 1PL.INC-do though you.PL 2PL-AUGM-run-DS  human.

being+ECHO-PL

ggwe-we-har-e akce kæn-ne ira baso-ke
REDPL: die-AUX-PL-FUT QUOT this-DEF/GEN millet.species say-T/A
‘ “Let’s do it like this (as an acceptable alternative), you run away, the human 
beings will all die,” this millet said.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, C.16)

Gta also makes use of a participle form that can function nominally or as an 
adjectival modifier. It is formed with the complex suffix -k-ne, probably historically, 
derived from the definite/genitive form of the verb marked in the -ke tense/aspect 
form. Some examples of its use follow below.

(151) (a) atte hur-k-ne-nia ig go-k-ne-nia ig
There guard-T/A-GEN-ADESS also hunt-T/A-GEN-ADESS also

bir=tia-ig a-tar-ke
gayil-ADD NEG-appear-T/A

‘The gayil did not appear there, neither near the guard[s] nor the 
hunter[s].’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.7)

(b) k-mæ-hi ke-la olæ-læ-k[e]-ne remwa-hi a-næ-ke
DEM-3PR-PL see-DS wander-AUX-T/A-DEP person-PL OBJ-we-CASE
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k-mæ-hi a-mia
DEM-3PR-PL NEG-know
‘They, (you see), are nomads, and they do not know us.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, A.36)

(c) origi basa-k-ne mlæ-hu� k-mæ-hi gsæ
Oringi reside-T/A-DEP mlæ-son DEM-3PR-PL chicken

ko-hu�=ja-ne rko æt bi-e
peacock-child=paddy-GEN rice like.that give-FUT

‘The original settlers of Oringi, those of the Mlæ clan, offer things like 
chicken and fine rice.’(Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.10)

(d) hi santa we-k-ne samwa sapa baso-ke
Afterwards market go-T/A-DEP story whole say-T/A

‘Later he told the whole story about coming to the market.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, J.28)

Duplication or full reduplication of a verb stem may also be found. Note the follow-
ing two uses. In the first example, the duplication is iconic of an iterative action in 
an augmented same subject form (see section 4.2.3). The second form, on the other 
hand, shows a partially grammaticalized use of full reduplication in this capabilitive 
construction.

(152) (a) koa-ne nla koa-ne pau koa-ne cucu
mountain-GEN tuber mountain-GEN leaf mountain-GEN fruit

ale-kæn-ne co-co-ce-ka bari mæ-hi brwa-læ-ge
all-this-DEF COPY-eat-SS-only again 3PR-PL live-AUX-T/A

‘They lived only eating tubers, leaves, and fruits available in the 
 mountains.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, G.3)

(b) ku mæ lig-ge ak-ce hur-hur a-ia-ke
tiger what work-T/A state-SS wait-wait NEG-CAP-T/A

‘The tiger saying “what did he do” could not wait any more.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, H.17)

3.2.9 Negation

The negative prefix in Gta is a[r]-. In combination with a zero tense ending (or lack 
of a tense marker), this creates a negative present (sometimes future) form.

(153) k-mæ-hi ke-la olæ-læ-k[e]-ne remwa-hi a-næ-ke
DEM-3PR-PL see-DS wander-AUX-T/A-DEP person-PL OBJ-we-CASE

k-mæ-hi a-mia
DEM-3PR-PL NEG-know
‘They, (you see), are nomads, and they do not know us.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, A.36)

Third person modal forms are also formed via a straightforward combination of the 
negative prefix -a and the optative suffix -le.

(154) nu mæ-hi mia-le a-mia-le
Well 3PR-PL know-IMP NEG-know-IMP

‘Well, whether they know or not’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.37)
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Only -ke is permitted in negative past contexts in Gta (i.e. a- -ke), neutralizing 
the  -ge/-ke dichotomies at work in positive conjugations. Note the use of epenthetic 
(and possibly archaic) -r- preceding the causative prefix in the first example below. 
Note that some auxiliaries inflected in the negative past do, however, allow (or, in 
fact, require) -ge.

(155) (a) tæn k-n-ala e sgwa oron cco
That time today like cooked.food REDPL:eat

a-mia-har-ke e sgwa paii i a-mia-har-ke
NEG-CUST-PL-T/A today like work do NEG-CUST-PL-T/A

‘At that time unlike today, they did not eat cooked food nor did they 
work (the fields) like today.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, G.2)

(b) kæn  okri jiwa-manda-ke e-wa-la ja-ig a-we-ke
this old.woman  animal-herd-CASE  go-call-DS  who-ADD  NEG-go-T/A

‘(when) the old woman called the animals, [but] no one came.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, D.27)

Subject prefixes come outside the negative prefix in Gta. Note that this is also true 
in Juang and Gorum (Anderson 2007).

(156) na kia a-ble na-co-la næ cemwa n-ar-a-ble
you paddy CAUS-ripen 2-eat-COND I grass 1-NEG-CAUS-ripen

akce kmæ baso-ke
QUOT this.one say-T/A

‘ “You cultivate paddy and eat it; shouldn’t I cultivate grass” this one said.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.18)

Second singular and first person non-singular subject prefixes often coalesce with 
the negative prefix and attract stress.

(157) (a) mæ-sar n-a-bíg akce mæ baso-ke
what-PURP 1-NEG-sow QUOT he say-T/A
‘ “Why shouldn’t I sow?” He said.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.20)

    (b) bo-k[e]-ne dape he-ba næ ljo cemwa
fear-T/A-NF immediately today-ABL I field grass

na-big-e n[a]-á-big akce baso-ke
2-sow-or 2-NEG-sow QUOT say-T/A
‘Fearing, he said, “from today will you or will you not sow my field?” ’
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.26)

The negative prefix may occur in non-finite forms as well.

(158) a-mane-la bar-mmwi gir=boe hu-æ-ke bæ-ke
NEG-agree-DS another male child-3-CASE send-T/A
‘He disagreed and then sent another child, a male one.’ (Mahapatra and Zide 
no date, I.12)

Prohibitives are formed by the combination a-. . .-ge. Dual and plural subject  markers 
occur on the outside of the -ge.
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(159) (a) a-po-ge
NEG-pierce-PROHIB

‘Don’t stab (me).’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, L.39)
(b) gte-la k-mæ baso-ke pe a-o-ge-pe 

this-DS DEM-3PR say-T/A you.PL NEG-flee-PROHIB-2PL 

ge-la-pe ag-la ig ja-ig a-we-ke
come-IMP-2PL state-DS also who-ADD NEG-go-T/A

‘Then he said “don’t flee, please come,” but nobody came/went.’
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, J.23)

(c) mbaya akwa ni[]-læ na wa a-wig-ge
Both here 1DL[:IMP]-remain you home NEG-go.home-PROHIB

‘Let’s both stay here, don’t go home.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, H.7)

In addition to the a[r]- -ge prohibitive construction, prohibitives may also be aug-
mented or softened by the particles amu or namu, which occur in clause-initial 
position often before a vocative.

(160) (a) ukri baso-ke “amu bobo tbo ke-la æg=bug
Old.woman say-T/A don’t child earth see-COND feces=pig

æg=sæ læ-ke ar-a-lo-ge na wæ=go
feces=chicken remain-T/A NEG-CAUS-fall-PROHIB you cloth=fold

ra-jar-la-ce bi-la”
bring-climb.down-IMP-SS give-IMP

‘The old woman said, “look, don’t let them fall, there are pig and 
chicken feces remaining (on the ground), climb down and bring some 
up in the fold of your loin cloth and give (them) to me.” ’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, L.11)

(b) bari po-la ‘namu aba’ ak-ke
Again stab-DS “please.don’t father:VOC” state-T/A

‘Again he stabbed “please don’t father” she said.’ (Mahapatra and Zide 
no date, L.40)

Negative copula constructions are usually formed with u, also the interjection 
‘No!’. As discussed in section 3.1.2 above, the logical possessor may occur in a range 
of different case forms, dative, adessive, objective.

(161) (a) a-mæ-pa-ke go+gsia du
OBJ-3PR-DL-CASE child+monkey NEG.COP

‘They had no child[ren].’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, M.2)
(b) e-ke næ-nnia swa nu na wig-la-ce swa

Today we-ADESS fire NEG.COP you go.home-IMP-SS fire

to-ra-la ak-ce gri-ke to=so bæ-ke
pull.out-bring-IMP state-SS cat-CASE pull.out=fire send-T/A

‘ “Today we have no fire, you go home and bring the fire,” saying thus, the 
bear sent the cat to bring fire.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, H.13)

(c) nia� ni-læ-ke sina a-na ke-la knwe-hu
We.DL 1DL-remain-T/A though OBJ-you see-COND/DS wife-child
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nu a-næ knwe-hu nu
NEG.COP OBJ-I wife-child NEG.COP

‘Though we both live, you see, you don’t have a wife or child and I don’t 
have a wife or child.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, H.6)

3.2.10 Derivation

Verb derivation is mainly unproductive in Gta. Causative and reciprocal stem  formation 
were presented briefly in section 3.2.7. Stem compounding, akin to  juxtaposition com-
pounding in nominal derivation, and also showing distinct formal overlap with certain 
kinds of serial verb constructions or echo and tag constructions (see section 3.2.12) is 
also found to a certain extent in Gta as well. One such form is offered below.

(162) e-ke mba-ya hara+jita ne-i
today-CASE two-person defeat+win 1DL.INCL-do
‘Let’s today decide by stake.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.6)

3.2.11 Noun incorporation and combining forms

Gta, like many of its South Munda languages, but more so than any other except 
than Sora, makes extensive use of verb–noun stem compounding or noun incor-
poration. The forms of the nouns are the combining forms already alluded to and 
exemplified in section 3.1.10 above.

Combining forms often look like the root of the noun with a prefix or infix (or 
suffix) removed.

(163) Gta full forms Gta combining forms gloss
ncu =cu ‘oil’
tti  =ti ‘hand’
gsi =si ‘louse’
gbe =be ‘bear’
gnar =gar ‘strip of bamboo’
remwa =re ‘person’
kuma =ko ‘pumpkin’

(a) okra atæn-ne gbug=ci e-li-ra-ke nlug=bug mari
Old.man that-DEF pig=meat go-lift-bring-T/A ear=pig again

gwa=lug ra-wig-ke
cut=ear bring-come.home-T/A

‘The old man went and brought that pig meat and cut and brought back 
home [pieces of] the pig’s ear.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, M.7)

(b) ukri gewa=mwa-ria-ce baso-ke u okra mari
Old.woman shy=eye-ECHO-SS say-T/A no old.man again

ona-ig u�-we-e
when-also 1-go-FUT

‘The old woman was embarassed and said “No, old man, I will go there 
again sometime.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, L.26)

(c) a-næ-ke kala-ha ekwa gæ-mu gæ=moa-læ-e
OBJ-we.INC-CASE daily like.this fry=nose fry=eye-AUX-FUT

‘They shall be frying our noses and eyes up like this every day.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, C.5)
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(d) ljo we-la mmwi mæ-bare baya okra sgwa ke-ce
field go-DS one what-INTERJ mad old.man like look-SS

gi=sia gi=sia nlug-ce clæ clæ ugbo-ce-ka
cheek-monkey cheek-monkey ear-SS long long hair-SS-only

bari momnæg-ne buti bwa=tar-ce mmwi unæ=u
again very.big-DEF basket carry=shoulder-SS one cigar

la+to-ce-ka mæ big=cog æte bbig-i-ke ljo
hold.in-lips-SS-only s/he sow=basket with REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A land
‘She went to the field, an old man looking like a cheek monkey was there 
with long hair, carrying a basket on his shoulder, with a cigar in his mouth 
was sowing the field with a basket.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.8)

In Gta, as in all the other South Munda languages, combining forms are generally 
monosyllabic ‘root’ elements. Free-standing nouns in Gta, on the other hand, are 
minimally bi-moraic: they must have at least some (derivational) element not found 
in the corresponding combining form. In Gta, this latter constraint is rigid: there are 
no (indigenous) nouns not having at least two morae, while the vast  majority of com-
bining forms are monosyllabic and monomoraic (Mahapatra et al. 1989, Mahapatra 
and Zide 1972). This correspondence, between a monomoraic/monosyllabic combin-
ing form and a sesqui-syllabic/bisyllabic free form of nouns has parallels in Sora, in 
Proto-South Munda, and in both Khasi and Nicobarese (Anderson 2007, Anderson 
and Zide 2002).

Note that one of the noteworthy aspects of Gta nominal incorporation is that 
this language permits an external modifier to modify or qualify a nominal element 
that has been incorporated into the verb.

(164) Gta
[næ] mbæsia gwe-ti-ke
I left.hand wash-hand-T/A

‘Washed my left hand.’ (Sadock 1991: 97)

Gta with its large degree of syntactic transparency between its incorporated 
noun and the extrenal syntax of the clause is, thus, like Greenlandic and Ket in this 
respect (Anderson 2007), allowing for the syntactic transparency of incorporated 
nouns on a number of levels (incorporated nouns may ‘refer’ and be syntactically 
modified). Many other languages do not have such a transparent access between 
incorporation and syntax.

3.2.12  Auxiliary verb constructions, serial verb constructions, and
other complex predicate types

Gta makes use of  a wide range of  complex predicate types including two part 
co-lexicalized stems, serial verb constructions, light verb constructions, echo-
 formations, and auxiliary verb constructions of various types. The formal and 
functional properties of these numerous formations in the language could form a 
monograph in their own right (see Hook 1991 for a brief  introduction).

Auxiliary verb constructions in Gta express mainly aspectual and modal 
 categories. The order is Lexical Verb–Auxiliary Verb as is expected in Eurasian SOV 
languages. Inflectionally speaking, auxiliary verb constructions (and really [almost] 
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all complex predicate structures) in Gta are AUX-headed in the Anderson (2006) 
sense. The lexical verb in these structures either appears in a reduplicated form or in 
the unmarked/basic stem form. Whether or not speakers run together AVCs as single 
intonation units or not varies considerably.

Compound predicates, most (nuclear) serial structures and AUX-headed  auxiliary 
verb constructions have the structure X subj-Y where X is one or more predicates 
serialized or otherwise concatenated followed by a fully inflected verb (subject, 
polarity, tense/aspect/mood).

An example of a compound predicate in Gta is lag -o ‘run away’ the uninflecting 
element precedes the inflecting element, which in turn is inflected for subject, and 
may be reduplicated if  embedded in a larger (e.g. auxiliary) structure.

(165) (a) nu næ des lag-ne-o æk akce-ka bari
No we.INC country away-1PL-run like.this QUOT-only again

kia-hi ho-balir-ke
paddy-PL RECIP-talk-T/A

‘ “No let us run away from this country” the paddies conversed’  
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, C.7)

(b) e-ke-ig gbe gmi ke-la lag o-mia-ke
today-CASE-also bear goat see-COND run.:REDPL:away-CUST-T/A

‘Even today bears run away from goats when they see them.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, II.16)

Noun + verb predicates are found as well in a limited set of instances in Gta.

(166) nia  kuma-ce nji harke i læ-la knwe-æ gwe-we-ge
Water bath-SS three month do COP-DS wife-3 die-AUX-T/A

‘(after) she gave birth, three months passed and the wife died.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, B.4)

Auxiliary constructions often have the same formal structures as the complex 
 serialized predicate, with the last auxiliary appearing in a fully inflected form 
 (subject- and tense-marked).

(167) gbe baso-ke ‘na to kala-ha ssæ pa-ce cco
bear say-T/A you surely daily before come-SS REDPL:eat

na-mia-ke næ kala-ha hi ppa m-mia-ke
2-CUST-T/A I daily afterwards REDPL:come 1-CUST-T/A

‘Bear says “every day you come before and eat and then I come.” ’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, II.5)

The use of or lack of reduplication (with serialized predicates when embedded) 
within larger auxiliary structures that at least in certain instances require or prefer 
reduplicated or ‘infinitive’ complement forms is complex in Gta and the details 
remain to be worked out.

(168) (a) tte-la hi�sa nu-kua ja par-le mæ p
that-DS envy NEG.COP-NEG:COND who can-OPT he come

cco i-le
REDPL:eat AUX-OPT

‘Thus, there will be no envy; whoever wins, let him come and eat.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.7)
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(b) na kala-ha ani we-na-mia-ke ia
You daily-EMPH where go-2-CUST-T/A mother:VOC

‘Mother, where do you go everyday?’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.13)

Some common auxiliary stems in Gta include mia marking customary action, ia 
the capabilitive mood form, læ, bo, and i which are [im]perfective markers, bi. 
which can mark an intensive or a benefactive action (< ‘give’) and ke which creates 
an attemptive mood marker < ‘see’.

(169) (a) æk i-ce itua bole a-i-ce mbar pwa-co
Like.this do-SS little cooked.rice CAUS-do-SS two leaf.cup

nturia a-i-ce næ gta=re-hi cco+uug- mia-ke
gruel CAUS-do-SS we Gta-person-PL REDPL:eat-REDPL:drink-CUST-T/A

‘and thus we did it this way, we Gta people used to make two leaf-cups 
and eat [only] a little cooked rice with gruel.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, C.23)

(b) wig-la wa wig-ce ke-la wa muta 
come-DS home come-SS see-DS home waterjug 

a-læ-ke ljo habo bo-ke
NEG-remain-T/A field forget AUX-T/A
‘He came home and saw (that) the water jug was not there; he forgot it 
in the field.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.4)

(c) gbe æg-a-c a-ia-ke
bear shit-CAUS-arrive NEG-CAP-T/A
‘Bear could not shit (around all of it).’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.14)

(d) at-ba gbe gmi-ke bo-læ-ke
there/then-ABL bear goat-CASE fear-AUX-T/A
‘Since then Bear has been afraid of Goat.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, II.15)

(e) a�=sa-he bæ-ke a�=sa+a�=ia-ce bini
Thatch=house-EMPH send-T/A thatch=house+ECHO/TAG-SS separate

a-nsi+a-lwe co-pe ag i-ge atæn-ig
CAUS-boil+CAUS-ECHO/TAG eat-2PL REDPL:state AUX-T/A that-also

na lag-na-o-ke ba
you run.away 2-run.away-T/A come/go.IMP

‘He asked you to thatch the house; he was telling you “make a thatch 
house ready (for you) to prepare meals and eat separately” and for 
that reason you ran away; now let’s go.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, 
K.10)

(f ) tela e næ ii ne-i kito-ke mæ-ig ne-pag=ra
then now we how 1PL-do god-CASE what-ADD 1PL-break=twig

pag=ra-ce-ka bari tæn koa e-go ne-ke
break=twig-SS-only again that mountain go-hunt 1PL-AUX

akce baso-ke
QUOT say-T/A

‘Then what are we to do now? Let’s make an offering of something to 
the god and then let’s try to go hunting on that mountain. (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, A.51)
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While it is not the place to go into a detailed argumentation in favor of this position, 
in addition to ‘auxiliary’ or ‘light’ verb constructions, there are also a range of other 
complex predicate types evidenced in Gta. These include serial verb constructions in 
which there is a componential, combinatorial semantics associated with the individual 
elements and the larger construction, as well as so-called echo formations in which one 
element in the complex predicate structure is semantically opaque and co-lexicalized. 
Both structures are found in Gta and both are briefly presented below.

In Gta (and in a variety of other South Munda languages) there are a range of 
complex verb forms that are probably best analyzed as fused (or in some instances 
still free-standing) serial verb forms. Not infrequently, some element in a complex 
predicate in Munda languages is completely opaque in its meaning/function and 
origin and lexically determined as to which elements it may appear with. These are 
known as ‘echo’ forms (K. Mahapatra 1976, N. Zide 1976). A few examples of these 
will suffice to demonstrate the range of constructions found in Gta of  this type.

Most nuclear serial structures show a similar behavior in Gta as well. Two or 
three stems may commonly be serialized (usually following the iconic order of events 
described in the complex predicate) followed by the last, appropriately tense- and 
subject-inflected final verb.

(170) (a) at-ba bari ia-æ wig-bia-ke
That-ABL again mother-3 come.home-decline-T/A

‘From that time on, the mother declined to come home.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, B.24)

(b) e-tur n-ke-e
go-look.for 1-see-FUT

‘I will go and look for and find (girl for you).’ (Mahapatra and Zide 
no date)

(c) gmi mmwi mmwi a-i-ce kona
goat one one CAUS-do-SS mountain

pwetur-æg-a-c-ke
surround-shit-CAUS-arrive-T/A
‘Goat one by one went around the mountain shitting.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, II.13)

Various serialized and auxiliated structures can combine to yield fairly large 
sequences of verbs.

(171) (a) næ hwe-ulæg-n-læ-e na a-næ-ke pnomæg
I pretend-sleep-1-AUX-FUT you OBJ-I-CASE anus

p-n-a-cwe-ia kig-bi
millet.gruel pour.down-AUX

‘I’ll pretend to sleep, you smear some millet gruel around my anus.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, D.8)

(b) tæn gire atwa-ha sle-gnar-bi-læ-ge
That young.man there-EMPH work-??-AUX:BEN-AUX-T/A

‘That young man worked there for them.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, K.5)

Auxiliaries and serialized forms may appear in head-to-tail linkage structures and in 
non-finite formations with this same inflectional pattern (with subject (and non-finite) 
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marking) found on the rightmost verb in the structure. Sometimes variation is seen 
between the relative order of elements in nuclear serialized forms in Gta.

(172) bani salia-we-ke vs. bani e-salia-ke
Wage beg-go-T/A  wage go-beg-T/A

‘came to beg her wages’  ‘came to beg her wages’
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.24) (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.26)

Notice the inflectional and morphophonological structure of echo-formations in Gta. 
In most such formations, it is the final element that serves as the inflectional head (i.e. it 
mimics an AUX-headed inflectional structure in auxiliary verb constructions or serial verb 
constructions). Thus, in the following form the subject prefix and the tense clitic/affix are 
found on the final element, which in this particular example happens to belong to the 
class of opaque ‘echo’ formants. Such a formation may have derived, historically, from a 
(nuclear) serialized formation (cf. Anderson 2006, Bril 2004, Crowley 2002, Senft 2004).

(173) næ bagwe-jog n-talig-e
I kill-pick.up 1-ECHO-FUT

‘I will kill (you) and throw (you) away.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date)

Other forms use less opaque second elements and are, thus, akin to the ‘semi-lexical’ 
nature of light verb formations as conceived of by Butt and Geuder (2001).

(174) bobo, a-na-ke mmwi sela bihæ m-bi-e
child OBJ-you-CASE one girl marry 1-AUX-FUT

‘Child, I will marry you off  to a girl.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date)

In some forms one encounters a construction reminiscent of the split-doubled inflec-
tional type (Anderson 2006), with subject marking on both elements in a construct 
but tense marking only on the final one in Gta.

(175) okra, na bole-nturia na-co na-ug-k(e)=e
old.man you rice-millet.gruel 2-eat 2-drink-T/A=Q

‘Old man, didn’t you drink/eat your rice millet and gruel. (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date)

On occasion, one finds subject marking on the first element and not the last one in 
Gta. That is, the two elements form a tighter, compound-like bond, and, thus, func-
tions as a unitary (historically complex) stem in this sense. These are also  reminiscent of 
‘nuclear’ serialized forms as described in the literature (Bril 2004, Crowley 2002, Foley and 
Olson 1985, Schiller 1990, Senft 2004), but appear to be left-headed, not right-headed.

(176) Gta
n-we-gag-ce
1-swing-tie-SS

‘After I swung and tied’ (Mahapatra and Zide, n.d.)

For more on Gta complex predicate structures, see Anderson (2007) chapter 8.

3.3 Expressives

In Gta, extensive use is made of forms that only occur as the second member of a 
co-lexicalized pair which are partially based phonologically on the basic stem. These 
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are known in the literature on Austroasiatic under a broad heading called expressives, 
that also include onomotapoetic and other sound symbolic sets of related stems. 
Some examples of these copy forms are illustrated in (177)

(177) (a) lag-o-ce baso-ke at hni-ne remwa  ætte pe
‘run.away-SS say-T/A there village-GEN person with you.PL

bari mæ-hi ætte wi-ha+ri-ha a-we-g[e]-pe
then 3PR-PL with quarrel-ECHO NEG-go-PROHIB-2PL

‘the head ran away and said “you don’t go fight with them, these villag-
ers.”’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.23)

(b) æt ne-i sina pe pe--o-la
That.like 1PL.INC-do though you.PL 2PL-AUGM-run-DS

nor+nara-hi ggwe-we-har-e akce
human.being+ECHO-PL REDPL:die-AUX-PL-FUT QUOT

kæn-ne ira baso-ke
this-DEF millet.species say-T/A

‘“let’s do it like this (as an acceptable alternative), you run away, the 
human beings will all die” this millet said.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, C.16)

(c) ukri gewa=mwa-ria-ce baso-ke u okra mari
old.woman shy=eye-ECHO-SS say-T/A no old.man again

ona-ig u�-we-e
when-also 1-go-FUT

‘The old woman was embarassed and said “No, old man, I will go there 
again sometime.”’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, L.26)

(d) mæ-pa mba-ya hara-hari i-ce ko�a
he-DL two-person defeat:ECHO AUX-SS mountain

pwetur-æg-har-ke
surround-shit-PL-T/A

‘The two of them trying to beat each other, went around the mountain 
shitting. (Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.12)

(e) a-mæ-hi-ke oron+paron nu ki  tmwa a�ton
OBJ-3PR-PL-CASE food+ECHO NEG.COP or mouth brushing

nu  æt i-ce k-mæ-hi olæ-læ-ke
NEG.COP like.that do-SS DEM-3PR-PL wander-AUX-T/A

‘They have no food, no [way of] brushing teeth, they’ve been wandering 
around like that. (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.33)

These are related to other co-lexicalized predicate pairings where the second 
 member is not or differently related to the basic stem form (which may include incor-
porated nominals). Such formations include the echo-formations mentioned above 
(Mahapatra 1976, Zide 1976).

(178) (a) ggæ=se+bog-pa=se a-lug-ge
REDPL:worship=spirit+ECHO/TAG=spirit CAUS-finish-T/A

‘He finished the death rites. (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.6)
(b) mæ  ku-nnia we-ce  sarlo+uhwe�-ce ko-ke

He tiger-ADESS go=ss greet+ECHO/TAG-SS sit-T/A
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‘He went up to the tiger, greeted him and sat down. (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, H.4)

(c) a�=sa-he bæ-ke a�=sa+a�=ia-ce bini
Thatch=house-EMPH send-T/A thatch=house+ECHO/TAG-SS separate

a-nsi+a-lwe co-pe  ag i-ge atæn-ig
CAUS-boil+CAUS-ECHO/TAG eat-2PL REDPL:state AUX-T/A that-also

na lag-na-o-ke ba
you run.away 2-run.away-T/A come/go.IMP

‘He asked you to thatch the house; he was telling you “make a thatch 
house ready (for you) to prepare meals and eat separately” and for that 
reason you ran away; now let’s go.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, K.10)

4 SYNTAX

4.1 Syntax of the simple sentence

The basic sentence order of Gta is SOV. Of course, examples of this type with S and 
O represented by full NPs are relatively rare in texts and speech, but OV features and 
general Eurasian verb-final characteristics dominate Gta syntax. Textually speak-
ing, verb-final structure is nearly universal and speakers reject such formations with 
something other than the finite verb outside of their textual context.

(179) (a) origi basa-k-ne mlæ-hu� k-mæ-hi gsæ
Oringi reside-T/A-DEP Mlæ-son DEM-3PR-PL chicken

ko-hu�=ja-ne rko æt bi-e
peacock-child=paddy-GEN rice like.that give-FUT

‘The original settlers of Oringi, those of the Mlæ clan, offer things like 
chicken and fine rice.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.10)

(b) æt baso-ke dape-ha  ‘mæ næ ljo na-big-ke’
like.that say-T/A instantly-EMPH not what I land 2-sow-T/A

akce kmæ baso-ke
QUOT this.one say-T/A

‘Right away he spoke thus “why do you sow my land?” ’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, I.19)

(c) okra mria-ce ukri-ke baso-ke na tokæ
Old.man rise-SS old.woman-CASE say-T/A you pestle  
ssa næ  bha-lo n-sa-e
REDPL:hold I club 1-hold-FUT

‘The old man woke up and said to the old woman “you hold the pestle, 
I’ll hold the club.” ’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, D.23)

However, inverted syntax of various sorts may be found as well in Gta. The nuances 
of these variants have yet to be investigated.

(180) ljo we-la mmwi mæ-bare baya okra
field go-DS one what-INTERJ mad old.man

sgwa ke-ce gi=sia gi=sia nlug-ce
like look-SS cheek-monkey cheek-monkey ear-SS
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clæ clæ ugbo-ce-ka bari momnæg-ne buti
long long hair-SS-only again very.big-DEF basket

bwa=tar-ce mmwi unæ=u la+to-ce-ka
carry=shoulder-SS one cigar hold.in-lips-SS-only

mæ big=cog æte bbig-i-ke ljo
s/he sow=basket with  REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A land
‘She went to the field, an old man looking like a cheek monkey was there 
with long hair, carrying a basket on his shoulder, with a cigar in his mouth 
was sowing the field with a basket.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.8)

Positive copula sentences in the past use læ-ge and a case-marked possessor (see 
section 3.1.2 above). Negative copular forms are marked by nu and a case-marked 
possessor as well.

(181) (a) mæ-hi-ne mbar-klig bu�i læ-ge
3PR-PL-GEN two-CLSSFR buffalo COP-T/A

‘They had two buffaloes. (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.2)
(b) mmwi  sakar læ-ge a-mæ-ke mmwi sela-[m]boe

One rich.man COP-T/A OBJ-3PR-CASE one girl
hu-æ læ-ge

child-3 COP-T/A

‘There was a rich man, he had one daughter.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, K.1)

(c) a-mæ-pa-ke go+gsia du
OBJ-3PR-DL-CASE child+monkey NEG.COP

‘They had no child[ren]. (Mahapatra and Zide no date, M.2)

Quotations of direct speech are followed by the quotative akce, a same  subject/
conjunctive non-finite form of the verb ak ‘say, state’. Such a formation is common 
not only across Munda and the other languages of South Asia but of Eurasian SOV 
languages more generally (e.g. Tuvan (Anderson and Harrison 1999)).

(182) (a) ani we-pe-i-ke kce baso-ke
where go-2PL-do-T/A QUOT say-T/A
‘“Where are you going?” he says.’  (Mahapatra and Zide no date, C.11)

(b) mæ we-ce baso-ke ‘na mæ bbig na-i-ke’
he go-SS say-T/A ‘you what REDPL:sow 2-AUX-T/A

akce salia+ku-ke
QUOT’ ask+ECHO-T/A

‘he (=father) goes and says “what are you sowing?” he asked.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, I.16)

Possessor raising may occur in Gta with pronominal possessors through the combi-
nation of  case marking on the pronoun and body-part incorporation in the verb.

(183) a-næ-ke kala-ha ekwa gæ-mu gæ=moa-læ-e
OBJ-we.INC-CASE daily like.this fry=nose fry=eye-AUX-FUT

‘They shall be frying our noses and eyes up like this every day.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, C.5)

An interrogative sentence may have a final interrogative particle especially if  it 
lacks a Wh-word (which although present in the following sentence is probably a 
rhetorical or emphatic use of this pronoun).
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(184) coa=bir ne-bi-la k-mæ-hi a-næ-ke mæ mane-e be
Lame=gayil 1PL-give-DS DEM-3PR-PL OBJ-we-CASE what obey-FUT Q

‘We will give them the lame gayil (but) will they obey us about anything?’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.35)

4.1.1 Typological features

Gta exhibits most of the phrasal syntactic features that characterize other SOV 
 language characteristics. For noun phrases, this means Noun-final phrases and 
such features as Numeral Noun, with the Numeral followed by a classifier for non-
human nouns and some inanimates (185), Demonstrative Noun (186), Adjective 
Noun (187), Genitive Noun (188), and Relative Clause Noun (189).

(185) NUM [CLSSFR] N
(a) etwa i-ce mbar hni-ne remwa-hi at

Like.that do-SS two village-GEN person-PL  these

wi-ha-har-ke
quarrel-PL-T/A

‘Doing like that, the peoples of the two villages quarreled.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, F.16)

(b) mæ-hi-ne mbar-klig bu�i læ-ge
3PR-PL-GEN two-CLSSFR buffalo COP-T/A

‘They had two buffaloes.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.2)

(186) DEM N
kæn okri jiwa-manda-ke e-wa-la ja-ig a-we-ke
This old.woman animal-herd-CASE go-call-DS who-ADD NEG-go-T/A

‘(when) the old woman called the animals, [but] no one came.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, D.27)

(187) GEN N
næ-ne hin-ne sla
we-GEN village-GEN tree
‘the tree of our village’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.14)

(188) ADJ N (also true in derivational compounds)
(a) kmæ-hi ha� kuru=paka we-har-ke

This:person-PL small pit=side go-PL-T/A

‘These people went to the small-pit side.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date,  A.5)

(b) gmi baso-ke mæ i-ge gia=mwa hæ=ri  ag-ke
goat say-T/A what do-T/A crow=eye black=cat state-T/A
‘Goat said “so what, you crow-eyed black cat.”’ (Mahapatra and Zide 
no date, II.4)

(189) REL N
(a) hi santa we-k[e]-ne samwa sapa baso-ke

Afterwards market go-T/A-DEP story whole say-T/A

‘Later he told the whole story about going/coming to the market.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, J.28)
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(b) gwe-k-ne knwe-æ 
die-T/A-DEP wife-3
‘the dead wife’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.8)

(c) origi basa-k-ne mlæ-hu� k-mæ-hi gsæ
Oringi reside-T/A-DEP Mlæ-son DEM-3PR-PL chicken

ko-hu�=ja-ne rko æt bi-e
peacock-child=paddy-GEN rice like.that give-FUT

‘The original settlers of Oringi, those of the Mlæ clan, offer things like 
chicken and fine rice.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.10)

Features of verb phrase syntax characteristic of Gta include OV (190) order and 
V AUX (191) order.

(190) OV
(a) na sapa koa-ne jantu-ke wa-ra-si-ce wa

you all mountain-GEN animal-CASE call-CAUS-gather-SS home

a-gga
CAUS-REDPL:enter
‘You call and gather all the animals of the mountain and get them to 
enter the house.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, D.10)

(b) hni-[n]-[]re baso-ke næ ne-we-e tæn bir=tia-ke
Village-GEN-person say-T/A we 1PL-go-FUT that gayil-CASE

ne-twi-e
1PL-shoot-FUT

‘The villagers said, “we will go, we will shoot down those wild cattle.”’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.4)

(191) V AUX

(a) tte-la hi�sa nu-kua ja par-le mæ p
that-DS envy NEG.COP-NEG:COND who can-OPT he come

cco i-le
REDPL:eat AUX-OPT

‘Thus, there will be no envy; whoever wins, let him come and eat.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.7)

(b) mæ-ne b-n-asa mæ jontu-ig we-la
He-GEN residence/NOUN/residence what animal-ADD go-DS

aba nu mæ tmwa-ha ga-uwe-i-ke
survival NEG.COP he mouth-EMPH enter-REDPL:AUX:TLOC-AUX-T/A

‘Whatever animal went by his residence does not survive, but rather 
ends up in his mouth.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, H.2)

4.2 Complex sentence structure

For the most part a detailed analysis of Gta syntax whether on the level of phrase 
or simple sentence (section 4.1) or on the level of complex sentence structure as 
briefly outlined below, remains an object for future investigation. Only a few cursory 
comments are offered here.
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4.2.1 Relative-type clauses

Relative clauses in Gta are left-branching and right-headed. The verb is marked by 
the suffix -k-ne keeping its own internal phrasal syntax. This appears pre-nominally.

(192) (a) tela mæ trwe gwa we-k[e]-ne remwa-ke 
Then he in company go-T/A-DEP  man-CASE

e-wa-ra-ce salia-ku-har-ke
go-call-bring-SS ask-PL-T/A

‘Then he brought the man who had come (the market) together with 
him and they asked him.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, J.29)

(b) bari gag-bo-k[e]-ne goæ=o-ke to-bi-la tar-ce
Again tie-AUX-T/A-DEP boy=child-CASE open-AUX-DS come.out-SS

ukri-ne hu-æ-ne c-n-og=mu
old.woman-GEN child-3-GEN ornament/NOUN/=nose

c-n-og=mwa tto-bi-ce tæn goæ=o-ke
ornament/NOUN/=eye REDPL:open-AUX-SS that boy=child-CASE

a-ga-ce mæ kia tto-i-ge
CAUS-enter-SS he paddy REDPL:pound-AUX-T/A

‘Again she uncovered the confined boy [who] came out, took the old 
woman’s child’s nose ring and eye ornament … then that boy started 
pounding paddy himself.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, L.33)

These -k-ne- marked verbal forms can sometimes be used nominally at least notion-
ally, and take case suffixes, for example,

(193) atte hur-k-ne-nia ig go-k-ne-nia ig
There guard-T/A-DEP-ADESS also hunt-T/A-DEP-ADESS also

bir=tia-ig a-tar-ke
gayil-ADD NEG-come.out-T/A

‘The gayil did not appear there, neither near the guard[s] nor the hunter[s].’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.7)

Note go-k-ne ‘hunter’ may also be [g-]go=re as well, with optional reduplication 
and an incorporated noun formant =re ‘man/person’.

Some relative/correlative type structures may be found with certain interrogative 
and indefinite pronouns/quantifiers.

(194) (a) te-la tæn kito baso-ke næ-ne paii kæn-ha,
then  that god say-T/A I-GEN work this-EMPH

na   i-rokom kia na-big-ke næ ig
you what-manner paddy 2-sow-T/A I also

se-rokom cemwa bbig-i-ke
that-manner grass REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A
‘Then that god said “my task is this: whatever manner you sow in, I will 
sow in that manner too.”’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.17)

(b) hi i-le mæ jetek brwa-læ-ge
afterwards what-INTERJECT he as.many  live-AUX-T/A

o-i=si sgwa læ-ge o-tæn=si jako cemwa
how.many=day like AUX/COP-T/A that.many=days till grass
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mulke-se po-ia nu
totally-DEF sprout NEG.COP

‘Afterwards, however long he lived, no grass ever grew up there again.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.30)

Indefinite relative/correlative constructions of the ‘whoever … he’ type are formed 
by the complex structure ja X-la mæ in Gta.

(195) (a) gbe baso-ke akæn kona ja olæ
Bear say-T/A this mountain who walk

a-ca-la mæ ssæ  uli-alo
CAUS-arrive.at.destination-DS he before mango-under

thwa�-læ-le
stand-remain-OPT

‘Bear says, “whoever gets to this here mountain first, let him stand 
under the mango tree.”’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.9)

(b) gmi baso-ke æt  nu kæn k�a-ke ja
goat say-T/A that.like  no this mountain-CASE who

pwetur-æg-a-ca-la mæ ssæ pa-co-e
surround-shit-CAUS-arrive-DS he  before come-eat-FUT

‘Goat said “No, not like that, (I suggest) whoever can surround the mountain 
in shit, let him come and eat first.”’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.11)

4.2.2 Other subordinate clauses (time, manner, cause, purpose, etc.)

A common structure in Gta complex sentences is the causally dependent clause 
form, which is created by the polyfunctional non-finite marker or subordinator -la.

(196) (a) næ ne-læ-la ha� remwa ne-i-e
We 1PL-remain-SUB small people 1PL-do-FUT

‘Because/if  we remain[ed], we shall become a small people.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, C.18)

(b) a-mane-la bar-mmwi gir=boe hu-æ-ke bæ-ke
NEG-agree-DS another male child-3-CASE send-T/A
‘He disagreed and then sent another child, a male one’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, I.12)

In other instances, the function of -la is as a different subject marker (see sec-
tion  4.2.3). A kind of conditional is clearly intended in some of its uses, as in, at 
least, the second of its two uses below in (197(a)), the other being a formant of a 
kind of temporal/conditional clause.

(197) (a) e-e ggo=re-hi koa-ba
now-time REDPL:hunt=person-PL mountain-ABL

wig-i-la sela-mbwe-hi kero kisalo gag-la
come.home-AUX-DS female-PL way  loin.cloth tie-DS

ggo=re-hi hni gga a-ia-har-ke
REDPL:hunt=person-PL village REDPL:enter NEG-CAP-PL-T/A
‘Now if/when the hunters return home, and the women have blocked 
their access by tying loincloths together, the hunters can’t enter the 
 village.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.63)
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(b) dæk e-ba næ ljo cemwa na-big-la a-na-ke
look today-ABL I field grass 2-NEG-sow OBJ-you-CASE

bol n-a-i æt akce-ka bari kito-ke baso-ke
good 1-NEG-do like.that QUOT-only again god-CASE say-T/A
‘Then he said to the god “look, you sow grass in my field (again), then 
I will not be nice to you.”’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.28)

Other temporal subordinate clause functions of -la may be seen in such examples 
as the following:

(198) (a) pe-mba wig-ce a-pe-ke salia+ku-la
2PL-father come.home-SS OBJ-2PL-CASE ask+TAG-COND/DS

ni-ia wig-læ-ge akce a-baso-ge-pa
1PL-mother:VOC come.home-AUX-T/A QUOT NEG-say-PROHIB-2DL

‘When your father comes back home and asks you, do not say “our 
mother has come home.”’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.9)

(b) e-ke-ig gbe gmi ke-la lag o-mia-ke
today-CASE-also bear goat see-COND run.:REDPL:away-CUST-T/A
‘Even today bears run away from goats when they see them.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, II.16)

The combination of the non-finite marker in -la plus the emphatic or additive focus 
clitic -[]ig forms concessive clauses (‘although’). A similar process is seen in unre-
lated languages like Tuvan as well (Anderson and Harrison 1999).

(199) tur-la-ig gri-ke a-ho-ba-ke
Search-COND-ADD cat-CASE NEG-RECIP-get-T/A

‘Although he searched, he did not meet the cat.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, H.19)

The quotative akce is becoming a type of complementizer used in certain complex 
sentences with complement (clause) taking predicates in Gta. This may have the 
connotation of a causal complement in some instances.

(200) he-dig tæn kito big-ne cemwa akce kito-ke
today-even that god sow-PRTCPL/NF/GEN grass COMP god-CASE

gta=re-hi gge-mia-ke
Gta-people-PL REDPL:worship-CUST-T/A
‘Even today the Gta people worship that god as he might [have] sow[n] 
grass.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.32)

The participial form in -k-ne can be used with dape to mark either a concomitant 
action or temporal subordinate clause of prior or simultaneous action.

(201) bo-k[e]-ne dape he-ba næ ljo cemwa na-big-e
fear-T/A-DEP immediately today-ABL I field grass 2-sow-or

n[a]-á-big ak-ce baso-ke
2-NEG-sow QUOT say-T/A

‘Fearing, he said “from today will you or will you not sow my field?”’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.26)
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The element dape by itself  with a finite verb encodes the notion ‘as soon as’, that is, 
a kind of notionally subordinate temporal clause of immediately prior action.

(202) bba-æ-ke baso-ke dape bba-æ tar-ke
father-3-CASE say-T/A instantly father-3 go.out-T/A

‘As soon as he said this to his father, his father immediately left.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, I.14)

The participle -k-ne can also appear as -k-nia, which appears to be an adessive case form 
attached to the participle element -k- (the dependent marker -ne may well be the geni-
tive case, historically). As in many Eurasian SOV languages, for example, Burushaski 
(Anderson 2002) or Mundari (Osada this volume), such ‘case marked clausal subordi-
nation’ constructions serve to form temporally subordinate clauses of the ‘when’-type.

(203) hi nswar-la bura-nia ppa-i-k-nia 
later.on dry-DS flood-water REDPL:come-AUX-T/A-ADESS

‘Later on, when (you) have dried (me) out and the floods come.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, I.14)

The combination -ce+ka bari forms a kind of complex same subject conjunctive, 
marking prior action.

(204) mo�jæ hni we-har-la  mæ-hi baso-ke næ-ne   hni-ne
Middle village go-PL-SUB 3PR-PL   say-T/A    we-GEN village-GEN

sla kau pe pa-ce-ka bari sapa
tree branch? you.PL come-SS-only again entirely

gwe+hæ-bi-pe--i-ke
cut-AUX-2PL-AUX-T/A
‘Because they settled in the middle of the village, those others said “you are 
coming here and cutting down all the trees of our village and their branches.”’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.14)

4.2.3 Coordination and switch reference

Gta has been described by Anderson and Boyle (2002) as having a system of switch 
reference. Here verbs in complex sentences appear in a non-finite form that marks 
various kinds of inter-clausal dependencies and simultaneously serve to indicate 
subject [dis]continuity with the following clause (whether finite or non-finite) and 
ultimately with the (usually) one finite marked verb permitted in a sentence.

The same subject marker in Gta is -ce(). Examples of its use can be found in (205).

(205) Same subject
(a) ukri ho-ru=ho-ria-ce swa e-rro-ra-ce

old.woman weep=ECHO-SS fire go-REDPL.carry-bring-SS

hana-næ-ne mo-ke cwar-ce
husband-3.REF-GEN corpse-CASE dry-SS

a-nswar-bo-ke
CAUS-dry-AUX-PAST

‘The old woman wept a lot and then made a fire, dried up her husband’s 
corpse and preserved it.’ (Mahapatra and Zide n.d.)
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(b) ku gnag-hwa to-ce ga-ge
tiger door-rope open-SS enter-PAST

‘The tiger opened the door(-rope) and entered.’ (Mahapatra and Zide n.d.)

As is apparent from the examples above, all but the last of a series of verbs with the 
same subject take the same subject marker, the last verb appearing with finite inflec-
tion. This pattern is one of the defining characteristics of switch reference systems. 
More examples of this in Gta include sentences such as the following:

(206) (a) mæ  ku-nnia we-ce sarlo+uhwe�-ce ko-ke
He tiger-ADESS go=ss greet+ECHO/TAG-SS sit-T/A
‘He went up to the tiger, greeted him and sat down.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date, H.4)

(b) mæ-hi int-ba janwai hni ha�tar-ce
3PR-PL that.side-ABL Janwai village abandon-SS

tarpa-æ lini=kwi ale-tæn-ne sorte
ceremonial.drum ceremonial.cooking.pot all-that-DEF entirely

sa-ce at jar-ce haa-koa basa-har-ke
hold-SS there climb.down-SS vicinity-mountain reside-PL-T/A

‘From that side they abandoned the village of Janwai, took up all their 
ceremonial drums and pots, climbed down and settled in the vicinity of 
the mountain.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, F.6)

(c) mria-ce ttar-har-ke
Wake-SS REDPL:come.out-PL-T/A

‘They woke up and came out.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, A.42)
(d) ttar-ce mmwi sla alo we-ce e-rsi-har-ke

REDPL:come.out-SS one tree under go-SS go-assemble-PL-T/A
‘They come out, go under a tree and (start to) assemble.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, A.43)

(e) me=swa-ne-ak-ke gwe-k[e]-ne knwe-æ wa
One=day-DEF-state-T/A die-T/A-DEP wife-3 home

wig-ce hu-æ-ke a-bbu+a-cco-ce
come.home-SS child-3-CASE CAUS-REDPL:suck+CAUS-REDPL:eat-SS

bole+hma we+twe-ce hu-æ-ke aco+aug bari
rice+curry cook+serve-SS child-3-CASE feed+give.drink also

hu-æ-ke baso-ke
child-3-CASE say-T/A

‘It is said that one day the dead wife came home to feed and suckle her/
the children cook and serve up rice and curry, she fed her/the children 
and then said to the (older) child.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, B.8)

The same subject or conjunctive form can appear in an expanded form as -ce+ka bari

(207) mæ ljo big-ce si+hæ-ce-ka bari tæn kala poel
he land sow-SS cut-splash.water-SS-only again that day  first

a-lo cmu i-ke
CAUS-fall seed AUX-T/A

‘That day he prepared the soil by cutting weeds and splashing water and then 
sowed seeds of the first (crop).’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.2)
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The Gta different subject marker is -la. It is cognate in form and function with the 
Proto-Gutob–Remo conditional and different subject marker *-na.

(208) Different subject
(a) hi oi=mwa sgwa we-la okra gwe=we-ge

later.on how.much=year like go-DS old.man die=AUX-T/A
‘Later on, after like several years passed, the man died.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date)

(b) ljo habo-bo-la hu-æ-ke bæ-ke
field forget-AUX-DS child-3.RFLXV-CASE send-PAST

‘It (the jug) was forgetten on the field, (so) he sent his child.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date: 32)

(c) a-mane-la barmmwi gir=boe hu-æ-ke bæ-ke
NEG-agree-DS another male child-3.RFLXV-CASE send-PAST

‘She did not agree and he sent another male child.’ (Mahapatra and 
Zide no date: 33)

Other examples of the different subject marker in -la used conjunctively in Gta 
include the following:

(209) (a) e-go-har-la mmwi mo-mnæg i-k[e]-ne
go-hunt-PL-DS one very.big AUX-T/A-DEP

bir=tia mmwi tar-ke
gayil one come.out-T/A
‘They started hunting and one very large gayil appeared.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, A.54)

(b) ljo habo-bo-la hu-dæ-ke bæ-ke
land forget-AUX-DS child-3-CASE send-T/A
‘It was forgotten at the field so he sent his child (for it).’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, I.5)

(c) tæn kito remwa-ke bwe-tur-la remwa-ke gæ-ke
that god person-CASE spit-DS man-CASE itch-T/A

‘The god spit on the man, and the man started to feel itchy.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, I.22)

The different subject and same subject elements can be used together, in  appropriate 
contexts, to encode and track subject [dis]continuity across clauses in complex 
 sentences in Gta.

(210) (a) karwali li-ce cu-la goæ=o atwa-ha
Bitter-gourd creep-SS bear.fruit-DS boy there-EMPH

llæ-mia-k[e]-ak-ke
REDPL:remain-CUST-T/A-state-T/A

‘It is said that the bitter gourd sent out creepers and bore fruit, and the 
child stayed there (as always).’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, L.3)

(b) tar-ce ke-la mæ ste-ha bbig-i-ke
go.out-SS see-DS he true=EMPH REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A
‘He (=boy) went out and saw, he (=old man) really was sowing (the 
field).’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.15)

In (211) through (215) five consecutive lines from a single text are offered. They 
demonstrate a number of interesting points germane to the present discussion. The 
first sentence (211) exhibits a straightforward use of the same subject marker.
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(211) æt ak-ce knwe hana wi=ha-har-ke
like.that say-SS wife husband quarrel-PL-T/A

‘Speaking like that, the wife and husband quarreled.’ (Mahapatra and Zide, 
n.d.: 47)

The second sentence (212) exhibits head-to-tail linkage, that is, it starts with a 
resumption of  the preceding sentence’s finite verb – a common narrative device 
in the South Asian linguistic area. However, this is not a rote repetition of  the 
preceding verb in a particular, non-finite morphological form, as is found, for 
example, in certain ‘Aryanized’ Juang texts, but rather, this resumptive connec-
tive element is marked for whether it has the same or a different subject as the 
following clause. In this instance, the subjects are different, the husband and 
wife together vs. the wife alone (that is, there is only partial subject co-reference) 
and the form is accordingly found with the different subject marker. Similarly, 
the initial verb form in (214) is a resumptive form marked for different subject 
as well.

(212) wi=ha-la me-swa-ne knwe-æ iile hli  sambo
quarrel-DS  one-day-DEF wife-RFLXV PRTCL shoot plant

we-ke
go-T/A
‘They quarreled and one day the wife went to the bamboo-plant place.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide, n.d.: 47)

In the beginning of  the sentence (213) this ‘resumptive’ or head-to-tail linked 
use of  the same subject marker is found. This sentence also has a fascinating 
 example of  an unconscious speaker correction with regards to both the use of 
the appropriate case inflection and switch reference marker. At first the speaker 
uses a verb in the different subject form and a nominal complement in the 
adessive case, realizes he misspoke and ‘corrects’ himself  to use the oblique 
object case marker on the noun and the same subject marker on the verb. This 
sentence constitutes a clear and strong confirmation of  the switch reference 
system of  Gta.

(213) hli sambo we-ce poga iile hli-nnia
shoot plant go-SS tobacco PRTCL shoot-near

cu-bi-la tæn hli-ke cu-bi-ce wig-ke
smear-AUX-DS that shoot-CASE smear-AUX-SS go-T/A

‘She went to the bamboo-plant place, smeared tobacco on the shoots and 
returned home.’ (Mahapatra and Zide, n.d.: 47)

(214) wig-la hi hana-e pag=li we-ke
go-DS afterwards husband-RFLXV break=shoots go-T/A

‘She went and afterwards, the husband went for bamboo shoots.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide, n.d.: 47)

The final sentence (215) begins with a same subject marker on the first of two 
 consecutive actions by the husband, the second of which is marked different  subject, 
as the final predicate of the sentence refers to the shoots tasting bitter, not the 
 husband.
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(215) hli pag-ce coke-la poga sgwa bsæ læ-ke
shoot break-SS taste-DS  tobacco like bitter AUX-T/A

‘He broke the shoots and tasted them, they were bitter like tobacco.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide, n.d.: 47)

Sometimes sequences of juxtaposed finite clauses may be found as well for coordina-
tive constructions.

(216) ukri haæ-æ-ke ha�we pno bæ-ke
Old.woman husband-3-CASE sharpen spear send-T/A

hu-æ-ke ha� bea=ha bæ-ke
child-3-CASE pluck okra=vegetable send-T/A

‘The old woman sent her husband to sharpen a spear and sent her child to 
pluck some okra.’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, L.18)

Of course, nuclear serialization is possible in which the first verb simply appears in 
an unmarked form altogether.

(217) (a) tte-la hi�sa  nu-kua ja par-le mæ pa
that-DS envy NEG.COP-NEG:COND who can-OPT he come

cco i-le
REDPL:eat AUX-OPT

‘Thus, there will be no envy; whoever wins, let him come and eat’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, II.7)

5 SEMANTICS/DISCOURSE

Neither semantics of any domain really nor discourse on any meaningful level has 
been investigated per se in Gta.

5.1 Semantics

Some verbs in Gta described very specific actions and concepts. A fair bit can be 
inferred about Gta culture through a careful inspection of its lexicon (as is true of 
any language). Some examples of interesting Gta words include

(218) a-wæ-bo ‘nod head horizontally’ a-ar-bo ‘nod head side to side’
a-bæg ‘split open a crab’ oo ‘carry baby in sling’
urig ‘sky to become clear of clouds’ cog ‘put on ornaments’
war ‘eat boiled bamboo bno  ‘ladder made of single bamboo’
  shoots in special way’
curia ‘to flow out of nasal mucus’ gæi ‘twist long fibers to make rope’
gotæ ‘bring something from u ‘throw stones on someone.’
 inaccessible place with
 help of long stick’
hnua-bug ‘sliding door of pig-sty’ koræg ‘dried out from fire too long’
kuig ‘make hairknot’ lbwe ‘broken rice particles’
nosor ‘to free from tiger’ po ‘kill louse by pressing under nail’
rgæi ‘rub body against rri ‘eat flesh from bones’
 wall (like animal)’
snæg ‘symbolic ritual stool’ sko ‘gourd-ladle’
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5.2 Discourse

The study of discourse particles and discourse structures in Gta remains  embryonic. 
Certain interjections, clitics and particles appear in the text materials, but their use 
has not been explored at all. Such forms include i[i][le], -ha, etc.

(219) (a) bari me-swa-ne ii-le hana-æ pag=li we-ke
then one-day=DEF how-INTERJ husband-3 break=shoot go-T/A

‘Then one day what happened but the husband went for shoots.’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, G.7)

(b) remwa i-le kito-ke bwe-tur-la kito-ke poka-poka
man oh.boy! god-CASE spit-DS god-CASE blisters

tar-ke
emerge-T/A

‘The man spat on the god and blisters broke out on the god.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, I.23)

(c) wig-ce bba-æ-ke baso-ke “nu aba næ
go/come-SS father-3-CASE say-T/A well father:VOC we:INC

ljo ja-e-ha kia bbig-i-ke” ak-ce
land who-3-EMPH paddy REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A QUOT<state-SS

 bba-æ-ke baso-ke
 father-3-CASE say-T/A

  ‘She came home and told her father “well daddy, is someone (supposed 
to be) sowing our field?”’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.10)

 (d) tar-ce ke-la mæ ste-ha bbig-i-ke
  go.out-SS see-DS he true=EMPH REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A

   ‘He went out and saw, he (=old man) really was sowing (the field).’ 
(Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.15)

Duplication or full reduplication may be used for emphasis in certain cases.

(220) (a) bba-æ baso-ke nu ani-ani-ne si-si=re-hi at
 father-3 say-T/A no COPY-where-GEN plough=man-PL there

gali wig-i-e akce-ka bari baso-la-ig
way go.home-AUX-FUT QUOT-only again say-DS-also

 a-mane-ke
 NEG-agree-T/A

  ‘Her father disagreed, “no, ploughmen might be passing through on 
their way home.”’ (Mahapatra and Zide no date, I.11)

(b) ku mæ lig-ge ak-ce hur-hur a-ia-ke
 tiger what work-T/A state-SS wait-wait NEG-CAP-T/A

  ‘The tiger saying “what did he do” could not wait any more.’ (Mahapatra 
and Zide no date, H.17)

Up to five iterations of a single verb stem can be found in such formations.

(221) æt i-ce ri-ri ri-ri ri-har-ce hi
like.that do-SS REDPL:fight REDPL:fight fight-PL afterwards

kito-ke b-a-o-ke
god-CASE frighten\CAUS\-T/A
‘ They fought like that and frightened the god. (Mahapatra and Zide no 
date, I.24)
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6 LEXICON

6.1 Austroasiatic/Munda components

Much of the Gta lexicon is both old Munda and old Austroasiatic. Gta is in 
some senses the most archaic of the Munda languages in terms of noun structure, 
although its syllable structure, seemingly similar to that of various Mon-Khmer 
subgroups of Southeast Asia, is as mentioned above, likely to be a pseudo-archaic 
feature of the language, that is, one that is accidentally (?) mimicking that feature. 
Note that the second part of some CC clusters in onset position Gta result from 
C2 orginally in a coda-position, for example, sni ‘sun’, < *si. Words of Munda/
Austroasiatic origin in Gta include tti/nti ‘hand’ gcæ ‘porcupine’ m-mwa ‘eye’, 
nlia ‘tongue’ slwe ‘belly’ gni ‘tooth’ nlug ‘ear’ among many, many others.

6.2 Loan strata

A number of words have been borrowed in Gta, mainly from Desia and other 
local and world languages, even English, for example, mas mas ‘early night’ somara 
‘Monday’ dukan ‘shop’ meser ‘teacher’ iskool ‘school’.

7 BRIEF ANALYZED TEXTS

7.1 Text 1: cemw kito God of Grasses

  (i) o=sæ næ gta=re mmwi-ja læ-ke
much.before we Gta people one.person remain-T/A

‘In the old days, there was one of us Gta people.’

   (ii) mæ ljo big-ce si+hæ-ce-ka bari tæn kala poel
he land sow-SS cut-splash.water-SS-only again that day first

a-lo-cmu i-ke
CAUS-fall-seed AUX-T/A

 ‘That day he prepared the soil by cutting weeds and splashing water and 
then sowed seeds of the first (crop).’

  (iii) big+ta-ce-ka bari ki=lo-næ i-pia-ce-ka
sow+??-SS-only again clod.of.earth-etc. beat-break-SS-only

bari hi to-gwar-la ile wa
again afterwards passing.of.time-DS what:INTERJECT home

ug-nturia wig-ke
drink-gruel come.home-T/A

‘He sowed and loosened soil, it became late, so he came home for a meal.’

  (iv) wig-la wa wig-ce ke-la wa muta
come-DS home come-SS see-DS home water.jug

a-læ-ke ljo habo bo-ke
NEG-remain-T/A field forget AUX-T/A

 ‘He came home and saw (that) the water jug was not there; he forgot it in 
the field.’
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   (v) ljo habo-bo-la hu-dæ-ke bæ-ke
land forget-AUX-DS child-3-CASE send-T/A
‘It was forgotten at the field so he sent his child (for it).’

  (vi) sela-mboe hu-dæ-ke bæ-ke e bobo muta
girl child-3-CASE send-T/A VOC child:VOC waterjug

e-jog-ra-la ljo læ-ke akce baso-ke
go-pick.up-bring-DS field remain-T/A QUOT say-T/A

 ‘He sent his daughter; he said “hey sweetie, go bring back the water jug, it 
was left on the field.” ’

  (vii) goæ-o ljo we-ge
child-masc field go-T/A

‘The child went to the field.’

 (viii) ljo we-la mmwi mæ-bare baya okra sgwa ke-ce
field go-DS one what-INTERJ mad old.man like look-SS

gi=sia gi=sia nlug-ce clæ clæ ugbo-ce-ka
cheek-monkey cheek-monkey ear-SS long long hair-SS-only

bari momnæg-ne buti bwa=tar-ce mmwi unæ=u
again very.big-DEF basket carry=shoulder-SS one cigar

la+to-ce-ka mæ big=cog æte bbig-i-ke ljo
hold.in-lips-SS-only s/he sow=basket with REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A land
‘She went to the field, an old man looking like a cheek monkey was there 
with long hair, carrying a basket on his shoulder, with a cigar in his mouth 
was sowing the field with a basket.’

(ix) bbig-i-la mæ ke-ke bari wig-ke
sow-AUX-DS s/he see-T/A again come.home-T/A

‘She saw the one that was sowing and she went home again.’

(x) wig-ce bba-æ-ke baso-ke “nu aba næ ljo
go/come-SS father-3-CASE say-T/A well father:VOC we:INC land

ja-e-ha kia bbig-i-ke akce bba-æ-ke baso-ke”
who-3-EMPH paddy REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A QUOT father-3-CASE say-T/A
‘She came home and told her father “well daddy, is someone (supposed to 
be) sowing our field?” ’

(xi) bba-æ baso-ke nu ani-ani-ne si-si=re-hi at
father-3 say-T/A no COPY:where-GEN plough=man-PL there

gali wig-i-e akce-ka bari baso-la-ig a-mane-ke
way go.home-AUX-FUT QUOT-only again say-DS-also NEG-agree-T/A
‘Her father disagreed, “no, ploughmen might be passing through on their 
way home.” ’

(xii) a-mane-la bar-mmwi gir=boe hu-æ-ke bæ-ke
NEG-agree-DS another male=child 3-CASE send-T/A
‘He disagreed and then sent another child, a male one.’

(xiii) gir-boe-o we-ke-la mæ ig wig-ce
male-child-MASC go-see-COND s/he also come.home-SS
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bba-æ-ke baso-ke
father-3-CASE say-T/A
‘When the male child went and saw, he came home and told his father.’

(xiv) bba-æ-ke baso-ke dape bba-æ tar-ke
father-3-CASE say-T/A instantly father-3 go.out-T/A

‘As soon as he said this to his father, his father immediately left.’

(xv) tar-ce ke-la mæ ste-ha bbig-i-ke
go.out-SS see-DS he true=EMPH REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A
‘He (=boy) went out and saw, he (=old man) really was sowing (the field).’

(xvi) mæ we-ce baso-ke ‘na mæ bbig na-i-ke’ akce salia+ku-ke
he go-SS say-T/A ‘you what REDPL:sow 2-AUX-T/A QUOT ask+ECHO-T/A
‘He (=father) goes and says “what are you sowing” he asked.’

(xvii) te-la tæn kito baso-ke næ-ne paii kæn-ha, na i-rokom
that-DS that god say-T/A I-GEN work this-EMPH you what-manner

kia na-big-ke næ  ig se-rokom cemwa  bbig-i-ke
paddy  2-sow-T/A  I also  that-manner  grass REDPL:sow-AUX-T/A
‘Then that god said “my task is this: whatever manner you sow in, I will sow 
in that manner too.” ’

(xviii) na kia a-ble na-co-la næ cemwa n-ar-a-ble
you paddy CAUS-ripen 2-eat-COND I grass 1-NEG-CAUS-ripen

akce kmæ baso-ke
QUOT this.one say-T/A

‘ “You cultivate paddy and eat it; shouldn’t I cultivate grass” this one 
said.’

(xix) æt baso-ke dape-ha ‘mæ næ ljo na-big-ke’
like.that say-T/A instantly-EMPH what I land 2-sow-T/A

akce kmæ baso-ke
QUOT this.one say-T/A

‘Right away he spoke thus “why do you sow my land?” ’

(xx) mæ-sar n-a-bíg akce mæ baso-ke
what-PURP 1-NEG-sow QUOT he say-T/A
‘ “Why shouldn’t I sow?” He said.’

(xxi) æt i-ce mba-ya-no atte wi-ha+ri-ha-har-ke
like.that do-SS two-person-DEF there rebuke-EMPH+fight-EMPH-PL-T/A

‘Like that the two people quarreled there.’

(xxii) tæn kito remwa-ke bwe-tur-la remwa-ke gæ-ke
that god person-CASE spit-DS man-CASE itch-T/A

‘The god spit on the man, and the man started to feel itchy.’

(xxiii) remwa  i-le kito-ke bwe-tur-la  kito-ke poka-poka  tar-ke
man oh.boy!  god-CASE  spit-DS god-CASE  blisters emerge-T/A
‘The man spat on the god and blisters broke out on the god.’
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(xxiv) æt i-ce ri-ri ri-ri ri-har-ce hi
like.that do-SS REDPL:fight REDPL:fight fight-PL afterwards

kito-ke b-a-o-ke
god-CASE frighten\CAUS\-T/A
‘They fought like that and frightened the god.’

(xxv) kito-ke b-a-o-ke dape kito bo-ke
god-CASE frighten\CAUS\-T/A immediately god fear-T/A
‘He frightened the god and the god became fearful.’

(xxvi) bo-k[e]-ne dape he-ba næ ljo cemwa na-big-e
fear-T/A-NF immediately today-ABL I field grass 2-sow-or

n[a]-á-big akce baso-ke
2-NEG-sow QUOT say-T/A

‘Fearing, he said “from today will you or will you not sow my field?” ’

(xxvii) kito bo-ce baso-ke næ n-a-bíg akce baso-ke
god fear-SS say-T/A I 1-NEG-sow QUOT say-T/A

‘The god was scared and said “I will not sow (any more).” ’

(xxviii) dæk e-ba næ ljo cemwa na-big-la a-na-ke bol
look today-ABL I field grass 2-NEG-sow OBJ-you-CASE good

n-a-i æt akce-ka bari kito-ke baso-ke
1-NEG-do like.that QUOT-only again god-CASE say-T/A

‘Then he said to the god “look, you sow grass in my field (again), then I will 
not be nice to you.” ’

(xxix) kito baso-ke ‘na ljo e-ba næ n-a-big akce baso-ke
god say-T/A you field today-ABL I 1-NEG-sow QUOT say-T/A

‘The god says “from today on I will not sow your field any longer.” ’

(xxx) hi i-le mæ jetek brwa-læ-ge o-i=si
afterwards what-INTERJECT he as.many live-AUX-T/A how.many=day

sgwa læ-ge o-tæn=si jako cemwa mulke-se
like remain-T/A that.many=days till grass totally-DEF

po-ia nu
sprout NEG.COP

‘Afterwards, however long he lived, no grass ever grew up there again.’

(xxxi) kmæ hi gwe-we-la mæ ljo+bri cemwa
that.one afterwards die-AUX-DS he field+forest grass

po-ia-mia-ke
sprout-CUST-T/A
‘Only after he died, did grass sprout again on his fields.’

(xxxii) he-dig tæn kito big-ne cemwa akce kito-ke
today-even that god sow-DEP grass COMP god-CASE

gta=re-hi gge-mia-ke
Gta-people-PL REDPL:worship-CUST-T/A
‘Even today the Gta people worship that god as he might [have] sow[n] 
grass.’
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7.2 Text 2: gbe-gmi Bear and Goat

(i) me-swa-ne gbe uli-alo we-g[e]=ak-ke
one-day-DEF bear mango-under go-T/A=state-T/A
‘It is told that one day Bear went under the mango tree.’

(ii) at[e] gmi copa=u cco i-g[e]=ak-ke
there goat skin=mango REDPL:eat AUX-T/A=state-T/A
‘It is said that Goat was there eating mango skins.’

(iii) gbe baso-ke arei clæ+nlug kai+ira na mæ-nsa kala-ha 
bear say-T/A ho long+ear stick+horn you what-PURP daily

ra=sæ ra=sæ ppa na-mia-ke
go.ahead=obstruct REDPL:come 2-CUST-T/A

‘Bear said “who there long-ear stick-horn why do come first every day and 
block (me)?” ’

(iv) gmi baso-ke mæ i-ge gia=mwa hæ=ri ag-ke
goat say-T/A what do-T/A crow=eye black=cat state-T/A

‘Goat said “so what, you crow-eyed black cat.” ’

(v) gbe baso-ke ‘na to kala-ha ssæ pa-ce cco
bear say-T/A you surely daily-EMPH before come-SS REDPL:eat

na-mia-ke næ kala-ha hi ppa m-mia-ke
2-CUST-T/A I  daily  afterwards REDPL:come 1-cust-T/A

‘Bear says “every day you come before and eat and then I come.” ’

(vi) e-ke mba-ya hara+jita ne-i
today-CASE two-person defeat+win 1PL.INC-do
‘Let’s today decide by wager.’

(vii) tte-la hi�sa nu-kua ja par-le mæ pa
that-DS envy NEG.COP-NEG:COND who can-OPT he come

cco i-le
REDPL:eat AUX-OPT

‘Thus, there will be no envy; whoever wins, let him come and eat.’

(viii) gmi baso-ke mæ-i-ka tæn-ig bol-ha
goat say-T/A what-do-EMPH/MOD that-also good-EMPH

‘Goat says “whatever, that’s also good.” ’

(ix) gbe baso-ke akæn kona ja olæ a-ca-la
Bear say-T/A this mountain who walk CAUS-arrive.at.destination-DS

mæ ssæ uli-alo thwa�-læ-le
he before mango-under stand-remain-OPT

‘Bear says, “whoever gets to this here mountain first, let him stand under the 
mango tree.” ’

(x) gte-la mæ jine-e ssæ pa-ce kala-ha ssæ pa-co-e
this-DS he win-FUT before come-SS daily-EMPH before come-eat-FUT

‘This being so, he will win and come first, he will come and eat first.’
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(xi) gmi baso-ke æt nu kæn k�a-ke ja
goat say-T/A that.like no this mountain-CASE who

pwetur-æg-a-ca-la mæ ssæ pa-co-e
surround-shit-CAUS-arrive-DS he before come-eat-FUT

‘Goat said “No, not like that, (I suggest) whoever can surround the mountain 
in shit, let him come and eat first.” ’

(xii) mæ-pa  mba-ya hara-hari i-ce ko�a pwetur-æg-har-ke
he-DL two-person  defeat:ECHO  AUX-SS  mountain  surround-shit-PL-T/A

‘The two of them trying to beat each other, went around the mountain shitting.’

(xiii) gmi  mmwi  mmwi  a-i-ce kona pwetur-æg-a-ca-ke
goat one one CAUS-do-SS  mountain  surround-shit-CAUS-arrive-T/A
‘Goat one by one went around the mountain shitting.’

(xiv) gbe æg-a-ca a-ia-ke
bear shit-CAUS-arrive NEG-CAP-T/A
‘Bear could not shit (around all of it).’

(xv) at-ba gbe gmi-ke bo-læ-ke
there/then-ABL bear goat-CASE fear-AUX-T/A
‘Since then Bear has been afraid of Goat.’

(xvi) e-ke-ig gbe gmi ke-la lag-o-mia-ke
today-CASE-also bear goat see-COND run.:REDPL:away-CUST-T/A
‘Even today bears run away from goats when they see them.’

NOTES

1  Almost all of the data used in the preparation of this chapter comes from an unpublished 
collection of Gta texts collected by K. Mahapatra and N. Zide. The format for citing 
these examples is (Mahapatra and Zide no date) followed by an alphanumeric code. 
The letter refers to the text order in the collection and the number the sentence number 
from that text. Thus, H.2 means the second sentence from the eighth text. Two of these 
texts are given at the end of this collection and used with Professor Zide’s permission. 
These are listed as text 1 and text 2 and are cited in the chapter body in the following 
manner I.5 and II.12, which mean the  fth line of the  rst text and the twelfth line from 
the second of these texts.

2  Note that some other nouns show similar variation in the realization of their free 
form, for example, nti vs. tti ‘hand’ also with a syllabic nasal pre  x in opposition to a 
reduplicated form.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

ON NIHALI*

Norman H. Zide

1 OVERVIEW OF NIHALI

The interest in Nihali, such as it is, in certain narrow academic quarters, lies in the 
fact – possible fact – that it is (in interesting ways) no language at all b ut a ‘so-called’ or 
seeming language, and/or that it is a mystery, a lost – possibly ‘p aleolithic’ – l anguage 
(something like the Tasaday of the Philippines, what Tasaday was  purported to be 
but without the heavy public relations flak that surrounded it). It is, perhaps, the 
only remnant in India of an ancient – pre-Munda, pre-Dravidian,  pre-Ind o-Aryan 
language family, with no living relatives, but, perhaps, a sister language of the lan-
guage the Bhils spoke before they lost their own language and it was supplanted by 
the various Indo-Aryan ‘Bhilis’. Nihali has been noticed by historical linguists for 
the very high percentage of borrowed vocabulary, and the variety of (proposed) 
sources for that borrowing, and the ‘suspiciously simplified’ syntax of the language. 
What is a  mystery academically and popularly can be an administrative headache. 
Early notices of the Nihals describe them as nuisances, hill marauders and plunder-
ers, ‘caterans’ who were ‘incorrigible’, and needed to be exterminated, and almost 
were on a couple of occasions. (I use Mundlay’s spelling, Nihali, which represents 
the local pronunciation; Kuiper and others write ‘Nahali’. Berger’s paper goes into 
the history of the name. The name the Nihals use for themselves is Kalto or Kaltu.) 
It is due to the work of Professor F.B.J. Kuiper that Nihali has been brought to the 
attention of Indologists, and what we say here addresses matters that Kuiper has 
been the first to foreground, and to treat in impressive detail.

Nihali has been referred to several times as a ‘so-called (sogennante)’ language 
or something similar by Koppers, Konow, and Kuiper. Even Fuchs expressed 
doubts about the language. The new many-volumed epitome of gazetteers and 
 tribes-and-castes compendia, People of India (being issued by the Anthropological 
Survey of India) in its ninth volume, Languages and Scripts recognizes (and, on the 
strength of its own investigations[?], finds) the ‘Nahals’ as speaking – in different 
regions – Nimari or Korku (but not Bhili), but there is no mention of a  spoken 
Nihali language. What is defective or ‘so-called’ about Nihali? Why is it not just a 
language, comme les autres? For Kuiper it is an argot (of  what? or in what multi-
lingual package?), and he talks of Gaunersprachen (secret languages used by crimi-
nals); Koppers seems to doubt that it is a full (complete) native language, the first 
language of anyone, the assumption being that all Nihali-speaking Nihals (a small 
minority of those identified in official records as Nihals) are bilingual, their other – 
full – language presumably being the North Munda language Korku. Kuiper reports 
Koppers’ mention of a collection of texts collected by Koppers and Fuchs, but Fuchs 
in a recent book presents a considerable amount of information about the Nihals 
and says something about their language but makes no mention of any text collec-
tion. (Mundlay found and worked with Nihali monolinguals as well as  bilinguals, 
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and did collect texts. It is, as of the sixties and perhaps still, a first  language, a 
home language, and most likely a ‘full language’, however we choose to define such 
a phrase. We will come to that later.) Konow was responsible for the data on the 
Munda languages and Nihali (in volume 4 of the Linguistic Survey of India (LSI)) 
and Koppers quotes his 1908 article: (that there is) ‘one tribe, the so-called Nahals 
of  Nimar, who were stated to speak Kurku in 1870, but who now speak (c. 1908) 
a mixture of Munda, Dravidian and Aryan dialects’ – presumably our ‘Nihali’ or 
some variant of it. The evidence for their speaking Korku and nothing else in 1870, 
in any case, is shaky. The progress from monolingual Korku to some ‘Nihali’ seems 
unlikely. ‘Nihali’ has been in and out of the roster of Indian languages several times. 
Now you see it, now you do not.

Discussions of Nihali presuppose conjectural histories of the ‘language’, so that, 
for instance, it is not clear that calling it an ‘argot’ refers to present day use of Nihali 
usage (if  Mundlay’s data on monolinguals are accurate, and I think they are, then 
at least for some group(s) of Nihals Kuiper is mistaken) or to some earlier stage 
(‘argotization’[??]) in the formation of Nihali. Is an argot ‘stage’ recognized in the 
formation of some component of other (‘full’) languages? If  Kuiper is referring to 
phonological deformation and ‘mutilation’ – and he does talk of mutilation – does 
‘argot’ have something to do with ‘pidgin’?

Reasons adduced for doubting that Nihali – if  there is one or a set of closely 
related dialects that are being consistently referred to in these publications – is a 
full-fledged language, and the first and/or only language of  any speaker are the 
following: (1) the common association of Nihali-speaking Nihals (the estimate as of 
1963 of the Nihal population was c.25,000, of which (Mundlay’s estimate) perhaps 
10% spoke Nihali) with Korkus and Korku villages. Presumably elsewhere in Nihal 
territory Nihals (i.e. de Candolle’s Zones 2 and 3) they did not speak or know Nihali. 
(I doubt if  anyone has made a careful investigation of Nihali language competence 
and use throughout the area. Mundlay has useful information of the Nihals she 
surveyed in the Melghat region.) Korku villagers I worked with when asked about 
the Nihali language (Mundlay assured me that there were Nihali-speaking Nihals 
living in the village) told me that the Nihals had no language of their own; they 
spoke Korku. The few extended descriptions of the Nihals are in books (Fuchs 
1998, Hermanns, Koppers) primarily concerned with other groups: the Korkus or 
the Bhils, and this seems to be the characteristic angle of encountering and view-
ing the Nihals, when seeing them as anything but a source of civil disturbance and 
disruption. The few exceptions, papers addressing primarily Nihali matters, include 
the much quoted brief  piece – the one source known to administrators or scholars 
having to find out something on the Nihals – in the Tribes and Castes of the Central 
Provinces (1916), and de Candolle’s paper). (2) The (more than) apparent secrecy 
about the language and the general ignorance of its existence suggest to some that 
it isn’t a language, but an argot or jargon used for certain limited purposes, the real 
language of these people (in Melghat/Nimar) being Korku, or in other areas – is the 
argot there completely gone? – some form of Nimari – or Bhili or Hindi or Marathi. 
(3) More interesting is the judgment that the language is limited, defective, perhaps a 
broken down descendant of an earlier ‘full language’, or a mixed language, and not 
adequate to the usual needs of linguistic communication. Thus, the need for Korku, 
or some other ‘full’ language. (4) An examination of the structures of the lexicon has 
led Kuiper to suggest that, in fact, Nihali is an argot (see below).
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But the information on which all these generalizations have been made is 
limited. Schafer and Kuiper independently exhumed Nihali from the brief  descrip-
tion in the LSI and observed that it was not – as Grierson/Konow implied (although 
not without reservations) – a North Munda language, probably closely related to 
Korku, but something else. The LSI has a few pages on Nihali. Bhattacharya, on 
one short field trip, collected a small amount of material on Nihali (see his article, 
but the further field trips to the Melghat area he intended (personal communication, 
S. Bhattacharya c.1966)) were not allowed by his superior, the then Director of the 
Anthropological Survey, Nirmal Kumar Bose. Kuiper’s thorough study of Nihali 
of 1962 was based on the (limited) Nihali materials of the LSI and Bhattacharya. 
That’s all that was available. All the surmises about the status of Nihali can be shot 
down by new and better observational data, and Mundlay provides some of that.

Nihals and Bhils, Nihali and ‘Bhili’. For the connection of the Nihals with the 
Bhils, see Koppers (1948), and also Kuiper (1962) and Fuchs (1988). Koppers quotes 
Campbell (1880) who wrote that the Nihals ‘are the most savage of the Bhils’, but 
this, Koppers says, is not to be taken literally; the Nihal problem is complicated. 
(Koppers has a few notes about the Nihals in this book and in his Geheimnisse.) 
There is an extensive ethnographic literature on the numerous Bhil groups, and 
something, but much less, on the language(s). The ‘Bhili language’ is, apparently, a 
number of Indo-Aryan dialects of the regional languages in the extensive area of 
Bhil settlement (Gujarat, Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh – see Koppers’ 
map). In some regions Nihals have been long associated with Bhils, have lived with 
them and still do (see de Candolle). (There are no – or few? – Nihali villages; Nihals 
live in sections of Korku, Bhil, and other [which?]) villages.) Fuchs also mentions 
Bhili-speaking Nihals as well as Korku-speaking and Nihali-speaking Nihals. The 
pre-Indo-Aryan language the Bhils probably spoke is lost, and we don’t know its 
genetic affiliation. West-central India is almost entirely Indo-Aryan-speaking now. 
Presumably other linguistic families were more strongly represented in these areas 
in earlier times. There are other – fairly large – groups in central India, the Baiga 
for one, who now speak a variety of the local ‘Hindi dialect’, but who probably had 
their own, non-Indo-Aryan, language earlier. That ‘Old Bhili’ was related to ‘Old 
Nihali’ – that there was an ancient Nihali–Bhili family – is a plausible surmise (this 
was suggested by Koppers and by Shafer and accepted by a number of others), but 
as yet there is no linguistic evidence for it, and I have seen no strong claims based on 
ethnographic materials to support it. I examined one lexicon of Bhili – Thompson 
(1895) – and found no vocabulary cognate with the Old Nihali vocabulary identified 
by Kuiper, Shafer, and this author in the data Kuiper used and in Mundlay’s data.

2 PROPOSED LINGUISTIC LAYERS IN NIHALI

2.1 Dravidian/Tibeto-Burman

Most of the Dravidian cognates adduced by Kuiper, Shafer, and Bhattacharya 
seem plausible. Pinnow in his review of Kuiper summarized his (Kuiper’s) material 
on Dravidian influence: there are four strata (Schichten) – (Kuiper speaks only of 
sources of Dravidian words, not strata) with c.47–50 examples (9% of the total). 
If  borrowing from Kurukh – one of the four strata – is relevant to the history of 
Nihali, it may be possible to date (approximately) some of the borrowing, given a 
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hypothesis about the location of the Nihals at the time of known movements north 
of the Kurukhs (Oraons). Burrow wrote a short notice of the book, but had no 
comments on the Dravidian material. The review provides a concise description of 
Kuiper’s intentions, materials, conclusions; the only comment he allowed himself  
was to remark Kuiper’s ‘considerable reserve’ – resistance – to accepting Nihali – the 
lexical remains after the borrowings have been extracted – as ‘a language which is 
in origin quite independent’ (of Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, Munda and Austroasiatic, 
Tibeto-Burman), which to Burrow ‘seems most likely’, and which, as I too see it, 
Kuiper’s monograph makes a good case for. One would like a Dravidianist to go 
over the entire corpus (i.e. including Mundlay’s material) and comment on the whole 
picture. I am no Tibeto-Burmanist but the Tibeto-Burman (possible) cognates – of 
Konow, Shafer, and Kuiper – I find less convincing. Here too, much new mate-
rial – data and analyzes – is now available, and it would clarify several of the issues if  
someone familiar with it and the other Nihali-related material were to reevaluate the 
Tibeto-Burman connection. Certainly a few of the forms (Nihali sunum ‘oil’, from 
Korku and North Munda sunum) seem to have related forms in Tibeto-Burman, and 
there are certainly old Proto-Munda (and Proto-Austroasiatic) loans – whichever 
way the borrowing went (e.g. PM *kuXla ‘tiger), but, for instance, the geographical 
information Kuiper provides on the proximity of a Tibeto-Burman-speaking group, 
Limbu – ‘not greater than about 130 miles’, to (present day) Santal groups may 
not be relevant to Nihali although it is to North Munda since there is no reason to 
think that the North Munda connection (borrowing or whatever) was not primary, 
and that Nihali borrowed the form – as it did so many – later, from Korku. Kuiper 
mentions Konow’s views on ‘complex pronominalized Himalayan languages’ and 
a Munda substratum as a contributor to their formation. Konow’s views on these 
languages – and the Munda substratum – are not accepted by Tibeto-Burmanists 
today. Kuiper finds the Tibeto-Burman connection to be ‘the most puzzling prob-
lem’ of Nihali contacts, but, with caveats, goes on to find grammatical morphemes 
in Himalayan languages as (possibly) connected with Nihali morphemes.

2.2 Austroasiatic (apart from Munda)

The discussion of the possible connections of Nihali with Austroasiatic is based on 
material in Kuiper (1962) and on various papers of Pinnow’s, which are also taken 
up in some detail by Kuiper (1972). The linguists who have done considerable work 
on Austroasiatic (primarily Mon-Khmer) in the last 35 years or so, that is, Shorto, 
Diffloth, and Ferlus, have had nothing to say about Nihali, probably because they 
don’t find it to be (interestingly or at all) Austroasiatic, if, in fact, they find it at all. 
The identification of West (Munda) and East (Mon-Khmer) Austroasiatic cognates in 
general (of course, some languages have undergone more obscuring sound changes) 
has not been difficult. That the establishing of plausible Nihali cognates – the pau-
city of data making things that much harder – has been difficult and  uncertain could 
be a result of several state of affairs, one being remoteness of  relationship. Pinnow 
(1963) proposes a provisional (‘the present state of investigation of the position 
of Nihali does not permit any definite judgment’) western group of Austroasiatic 
languages which he calls Nahali–Munda, Nahali (now definitely judged not to be 
Munda) being western Nahali–Munda, and Munda being eastern Nahali–Munda. 
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He writes that the classification of Nahali is ‘particularly difficult’, in large part 
due to lack of data. The more interesting and difficult-to-explain  connection of 
Nihali with Munda has to do with its morphology (‘Its morphological system ... is 
obviously connected with that of the Munda languages.’ See details in 1966a, and 
some remarks on Nihali verb morphology and its implications below under ‘What 
Kind of a (Contact-Shaped) Language is Nihali?’). Kuiper quotes Pinnow’s 1963 
conclusion, ‘We may perhaps come closest to the truth if  we assume that Nihali 
possesses an isolated non-Austroasiatic stratum that has been partially replaced 
by an Austroasiatic stratum which has also provided Nihali with its inflection.’ I 
would ask why ‘Austroasiatic’ here should not be replaced by ‘Munda’. In 1965 in the 
Austroasiatic pronoun paper Pinnow writes (again I am quoting Kuiper, 1972), ‘the 
personal pronouns of the disputed language Nihali can be classified with those of 
the Austroasiatic family, even though they are rather markedly distinguished from 
the personal pronouns of the other groups.’ The Nihali pronouns don’t look like 
Munda pronouns, and Pinnow finds a few similarities of individual Nihali pronouns 
with forms of similar meaning in Austroasiatic languages, for example, Khasi. I 
don’t find these miscellaneous similarities indicative of genetic relationship, and 
Pinnow himself  expresses doubts in the paper. But in his 1966b review of Kuiper, 
Pinnow finds himself  increasingly persuaded of Nihali’s fundamental Austroasiatic 
character (Der grundlegend austroasiatische Charakter des Nahali schalt sich so nach 
und nach immer mehr heraus). Kuiper writes that ‘my provisional attempt at an 
analysis of  the case-endings and the pronouns did not confirm this assumption 
of an Austroasiatic provenance’. I agree with Kuiper in finding little evidence of 
Austroasiatic provenance. Kuiper’s ‘central problem’ in 1962, ‘how we must conceive 
the relations between the oldest Austroasiatic stratum and the other unidentified 
component of the language’ should perhaps now be decentered.

2.3 Munda

Apart from the numerous (transparent) borrowings from Korku, what has Nihali 
borrowed from Munda, or Munda from Nihali? First, of course, there is no 
 assurance that all the Korku borrowings have been identified. And in the absence 
of sufficient possibly cognate vocabulary, no setting-up of sound correspondences 
(Nihali–Kherwarian or Nihali–South Munda(SM)) is possible, so that one goes 
by one’s own intuitions about relations of words – in one’s own style of negative 
capability. Examining the sets of words on Kuiper’s page 39, ‘A. More closely con-
nected with North Munda (Kherwarian), and B. More closely connected with 
Central and South Munda’, I find several of the seven items in set A unaccept-
able or implausible, most importantly te- (Mundlay te-) ‘to eat’, which does belong 
here, but in set B. Of the items in set B, the words for ‘father’, a-ba, is pan-Munda, 
reconstructible – and not a loan – for Proto-Munda. The most interesting – and to 
my eye the most solid forms – are be- ‘to give’ (Mundlay be-), *er, ier- ‘to go’, piy- 
‘to come’, and te-. Although we have only these four words, the connection here is 
more persuasive to me than anything in Kuiper’s Munda alignments and the claims 
of  cognation that go with them. These four do have good parallel forms in one or 
another branch of SM, and apparently no related forms in North Munda. I don’t 
accept Kuiper’s Santali atin as likely to be connected with Nihali te-. The actual 
forms and their antiquity – sub-family membership – will be discussed elsewhere. We 
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give here rough reconstructions: Gutob–Remo–Gta *bd- ‘to give’, Gutob–Remo–
Gta *p- ‘to come’, Koraput Munda *tej- ‘to serve food’, KM *r/er- ‘to run, jump, 
move.’) What do we make of this? The critical question – crucial to a hypothesis 
of SM subfamilies having borrowed from Nihali words that have no congeners in 
Mon-Khmer – of Austroasiatic cognates for these SM forms is as yet unanswered. 
That Nihali could have come into contact with SM languages is not at all unlikely. 
Certainly, some of the Koraput Munda languages (e.g. Gutob Gadba, now spoken 
only in Koraput District, Orissa was spoken further west, in Bastar, ca. 75 years 
ago, if  not more recently), and we have no realistic notions of where and how the 
Nahals earlier ranged or came from. What sort of contact situations between what 
sort of groups, Munda and Nihali, could have resulted in the borrowing of basic 
lexical items? If  the power of the Nihals earlier (as it was some time later) was 
military and their success as marauders (like the (SM) Remo (Bonda) today but in 
a smaller way, contained by the local district administration, or like the Comanche 
and other Plains Indians), what sort of linguistic impression would we expect the 
marauders’ language to make and under what conditions? Was there (intermittent?) 
occupation of the raided  territories? Intermarriage? The claim that some of the SM 
languages (Juang, for one) spoke something else before they adopted the ancestor 
of the Munda language they now speak is not new. That ‘something else’ could 
have been Nihali, or a sister language of Nihali. There are many possible scenarios 
to account for the lexical similarities (borrowing, presumably), but I want to affirm 
the importance of the identification (by Shafer and Kuiper) of these forms; they are 
less questionable and (therefore) more important than the other putative linkages 
proposed. In Kuiper’s discussion of Nihali and Austroasiatic he writes ‘the circum-
stance that the non-Kurku elements of the Nihali vocabulary cannot be attributed 
to any one of the sub-groups would seem to point to the conclusion that the older 
Munda stratum in Nihali stands somewhat apart from the sub-groups into which 
Munda is divided. Berger arrived at the same conclusion.’ If  the Kherwarian simi-
larities can be discounted, and I think they can, and the A and B sets are revised and 
realigned as proposed above, then perhaps (the corpus is still too small, but we can 
perhaps find more forms supporting this hypothesis) it is precisely one subgroup, 
SM, or perhaps some subfamily or subfamilies of SM that show(s) these lexical 
relationships, and it is SM (the SM family and/or one or another of its subfamilies) 
that has the connection with Nihali. I suggest that SM or KM has borrowed from 
Nihali, and Kuiper’s and Berger’s conclusion is wrong.

2.4 Argot

In 1962 Kuiper writes ‘In the case of  Nihali, it is true, there are no certain indica-
tions of  an analogous origin’ (he has been talking in the previous paragraph of 
metonymy and mutilation in speech disguise in various secret languages of  the 
subcontinent) ‘of  the names of  parts of  the body, etc., which categories are also in 
Nihali  etymologically unexplained. Still, it may be useful not to forget that some 
of  the obscure Nihali words may also belong to an argot, and need not necessarily 
date back to a linguistic pre-history of  India.’ This is an interesting and use-
ful  warning. He mentions jiki ‘eye’ as perhaps connected with Santali jhiki miki, 
jiki miki ‘splendid, resplendent, shining, radiant’ – and also notes Ainu shik(i). 
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(Kuiper in his earlier work on  Proto-Munda words in Sanskrit brings in echo 
pairs of  this sort, none of  which are, as yet, reconstructable for Proto-Munda). In 
his 1972 review he writes (in a discussion of  my inadequate treatment of  Nihali 
in a survey article on the Austroasiatic languages of  India): (Zide’s) ‘observations 
contain nothing new except the confirmation that Nihali is actually an argot, as 
had been suggested (by Kuiper) in 1962.’ I did not think or say that Nihali was 
an argot, but that it was likely that ‘Nihali was used as a more or less secret 
language’; Navajo was used during World War II by the United States military as 
a ‘secret language’ because it was unintelligible to the enemy; this did not make it 
an argot. It seems possible that some of  the obscure Nihali words may belong to 
an argot, but there are – as Kuiper shows – other reasons for obscurity. Despite the 
interesting and not irrelevant discussion of  Gaunersprachen, I see no good reason 
(the jhiki miki forms do not convince me) to claim that Nihali is an argot (now? at 
which previous stage? all of  it? some section of  the vocabulary? which?). It may be 
that the phonological distortions, lexical substitutions (rhyming slang, etc.) found 
in (other) secret languages are responsible for some of  the Nihali vocabulary – 
certainly ‘some of  the obscure Nihali words’ may be argot, that is, the result of 
speech disguising transformation and substitution, but this is something suggested 
here, and in no way demonstrated, and if  it was something like rhyming slang (as 
in Cockney) there would be no way of  retrieving the baseforms, and thus of  prov-
ing that there was, in fact, this sort of  distortion. Kuiper’s reasons for proposing 
his argot hypothesis seem to be, first, the social position and criminal activities 
of  the Nihals (which don’t guarantee their possession and use of  an argot), and, 
second, certain speculations about a few words in the old Nihali lexicon. I find the 
case unproven. I learn from Hal Fleming about ‘jargons’ in small, low status hunt-
ing and gather groups in East Africa where a small stock (~40 words) of  ‘jargon’ 
has been recorded and the casual conclusion drawn from this short vocabulary is 
that the language ‘is a jargon’. One needs to see how much and what segment of 
the lexicon is (speech disguise-derived) ‘jargon’ and what else ‘the language con-
sists of ’. Kuiper’s case for an ‘argot’, more explicitly, is the following (1962: 11–16): 
he first takes up the low status of  the Nihals as a ‘despised social group’ and notes 
that other low status groups in India have secret languages. He then introduces vari-
ous kind of phonological ‘mutilation’ found in such secret languages. He notes that 
words for body parts are commonly replaced in secret languages by disguised forms, 
and goes on to give the sources and derivations of  some of  the replacement 
forms, and, a bit later, suggests that Nihali jiki ‘eye’ might perhaps (originally) be 
a descriptive term. All of  this is suggestive, but hardly probative, and I don’t find 
it persuasive. In 1972 he is more positive about the argot hypothesis, and adduces 
some material (e.g. on Vedda) that might suggest analogs for what happened to 
Nihali, but again with nothing closer to a proof.

The quest for Nihali seems in some subtext to reveal a plot, one that Professor 
Kuiper most probably did not intend and would not accept: the voyage to Nihali 
as the grand occasion for wide-ranging exploration of Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, 
Austroasiatic, and Tibeto-Burman. Then, the winnowing of the Nihali lexicon, 
and the extraction of contact-derived matter. What is left is a small cache of semi-
 precious Old Nihali words, but this does not satisfy. A second voyage, on the 
Argo(t) – the golden fleece was plastic after all – leads to the discounting and 
discarding – throwing overboard – of some of that old Nihali vocabulary. Apart 
from these substantial, scholarly souvenirs de voyage, what is left of ‘Nihali’? More, 
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I think, than the argot hypothesis seems to allow. Pinnow (1966b) agrees with Kuiper 
on the importance of the argot hypothesis (Der Hinweis auf den moglichen Argot-
Charakter des Nahali ist eins der wichtigsten Ergebnisse der Arbeit Kuipers, und seine 
Bedeutung kann nicht genug unterstrichen werden).

We need to distinguish a ‘functional argot’ – that is, the use of a (secret) lan-
guage for concealment, from an ‘argot’ (secret) language formed through processes 
of word-deformation, substitution, etc. (see Guiraud and Mehrotra. Mehrotra isn’t 
aware of Kuiper’s monograph. Kuiper is not aware of some of the earlier material 
mentioned in Mehrotra, for example, Sleeman on the language of the Thugs. The 
two discussions and bibliographies taken together provide a good survey of secret 
languages in India through c.1966).

The parallels with Sri Lankan Vedda and Rodiya are interesting (Vedda – Kuiper 
quoting de Silva – ‘is a creole based on an older Vedda language with Sinhalese as 
the second contributing factor’, (Kuiper) ‘Rodiya is a secret language in which non-
Sinhalese items are used in Sinhalese structures’). Can (our) Nihali be a creole based 
on an older Nihali language? Individual factors and contexts may be shared by Nihali 
(under various conjectures) and Rodiya, Vedda, etc. But, as Kuiper’s data show, none 
of these cases is closely parallel to the Nihali situation. Nihali exhibits a wide range 
of linguistic contacts, many more than were available to Vedda or Rodiya. What the 
time scale is – in any of these cases – is still unknown. For Nihali, we assume that 
there was considerable mobility in a fairly extensive  multilingual territory, so that 
such partly similar contact situations as that of Brahui or Vedda or Rodiya with 
massive borrowing (or deformation?) but less extensive linguistic contacts are only 
partly similar. Perhaps the language of the Thugs should be more closely examined. 
The Romani (Gypsy) sociolinguistic situations – one or more of them – seem more 
like what the Nihali situation(s) may have been, but for Romani we know where the 
people came from and, roughly, when (it is relevant that earlier speculations about 
the Gypsies posited a much more ancient exodus than the one scholars later recon-
structed), and we know their original – re-exodus and  pre-wandering – Indo-Aryan 
language and a fair amount about the languages they came in contact with, whereas 
for Nihali the ancestor language is presumably unattested outside the (obscure) 
Nihali lexical corpus, and some of its possible contacts – as proposed by Kuiper – 
have yet to be more firmly demonstrated. And as Kuiper has shown the proportion 
of borrowed vocabulary in Nihali is very high, presumaby much higher than in any 
of the Romani dialects (what the corresponding figures for Vedda are I cannot say). 
As with most everything else about the Nihals, we know little about their social or 
occupational history. They do not now and did not in the recent past own and culti-
vate fields (and there is no evidence that they practiced slash and burn agriculture) or 
cattle. In the Melghat they seem to have been associated with the Korkus (themselves 
known earlier as freebooters, but now settled agriculturalists), but we do not know 
how far back the connection goes. They were probably hunters and gatherers, and 
did more and less raiding of neighboring sedentary communities. Fuchs mentions 
that they are skilled trainers of dogs, and this skill is appreciated by the Korkus. As 
‘caterans’ one wonders about their mobility. Did they have horses? They don’t now, 
and neither do the Korkus, although (see Fuchs) there are representations of horses 
commonly on Korku wooden funerary tablets, and a taboo on eating horsemeat. 
Horses in that area would be expensive to keep, not particularly practical – bullocks 
are at least as efficient as ploughing and cart animals, and more docile, and healthier 
in that terrain. The word for ‘horse’ (see Kuiper) is ma�v, which Kuiper connects 
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with Dravidian (e.g. Telugu ma�vu) and possibly Tibeto-Burman and Tai forms. The 
Korku and other Munda forms (old borrowings) are not related. Hermanns has ori-
gin stories from Nihali informants according to which in earlier times the Nihals and 
Korkus were one people. (Not surprising, Korku informants deny this.) This means, 
I assume that they (all) then spoke a form of Nihali. Later the Korku upgraded 
themselves (giving up beef, certain low occupations, etc.) and, presumably, adopted 
a North Munda language from high status invaders/immigrants to the region. The 
Nihals were downgraded, and the Korkus have maintained the social distance (see 
Fuchs for Korku–Nihali interactions). There are references to Korku presence and 
activity in the fifteenth century, and to the Nihals ‘at the time of Akbar’, that is, the 
latter part of the sixteenth century, in both cases as hill robbers and freebooters. See 
Fuchs (1963) also on the antiquity of the Korkus (and, by implication, the Nihals 
who, these writers would claim, probably were in there earlier if  in fact they were a 
different group) in the region, and that of the other North Munda (linguistic) groups 
in Bihar and adjacent regions. There are, of course, the usual putative identifications 
with peoples mentioned in the Ramayana (as ra �ksasas – demons, see Fuchs (1988), 
but also Zide (1972) on Khara). The social position and the marginal occupations of 
the Nihals suggest that they may well have had and used a secret language, early and 
late. Information on this may still be obtainable. That this is an argot (or that they 
use an argot – and what relation that argot has with ‘Nihali’) has yet to be proved.

3 WHAT KIND OF A (CONTACT-SHAPED) 
LANGUAGE IS NIHALI?

A much more thorough treatment of this topic is called for, but I offer here one 
possible scenario showing schematically how Nihali may have come to its present 
state (The data on the Nihali verb can be found in Grierson (1906), Pinnow (1966a) 
Bhattacharya (1957) and Kuiper (1962) as well as in Mundlay and Lynch, sources 
that were not available to Kuiper but do not describe a system that is significantly 
different). An examination of what Kuiper meant and might mean by ‘argot’ might 
introduce various linguistic–sociolinguistic–historical scenarios and tentatively try to 
place various statements and implications of Kuiper’s in such a scheme. Here is a pre-
liminary attempt at doing just that (all of the assumptions and stages are arguable).

 (i) The (Old) Nihali language – not Austroasiatic – was spoken (perhaps in west-
central India, when??) as a first language by, perhaps, a nomadic group,  probably 
not agriculturalists, and probably not pastoralists either. These people may well 
have been bi- or multilingual. It was a representative of a family no longer found 
in India, apart from words inherited from that older lexicon in modern Nihali; 
there may well have been related languages in earlier times.

(ii) In the course of wandering in or to the eastern parts of central India (I won’t 
try to break this down into ordered stages), there was borrowing to and from 
SM (not that we can identify which is which with much assurance, but see the 
section 2.3). They, Nihals, may have been more powerful at this time, more 
dominant as raiders. It is possible that they were technologically more advanced 
in some ways than the SM groups (but obviously not in agricultural techniques). 
The morphosyntax of Nihali, whatever it was – I am assuming that not much of 
it is left and/or identifiable – at this stage, whatever ‘natural’ changes it may have 
undergone, was fairly intact.
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(iii) Some borrowing from Dravidian, massive disruption of the Nihali community/
communities, perhaps the decimation of the community on orders of local rul-
ers and chiefs (see Fuchs (1988) or earlier traumatic reduction and breakup 
of the community (due to unknown causes). (Kuiper quotes Forsyth on the 
aboriginal races having been compelled to retire to the mountains before Hindu 
invaders. A few remained in the country occupied by the Hindus, chiefly in the 
position of agricultural serfs, or village watch-men, a description which, some-
what modified, could apply to the Nihals in the (non-Hindu) Korku villages in 
the present. Historical speculation about the position of the Nihals, early and 
late, is stymied by the lack of information on where ‘they’ were when). The old 
morphosyntax breaks up. Probably the Nihals (some group of them, one that 
remains, later ‘Nihali-speaking’) are bi- or multilingual and lean more heavily 
on one. Other language(s) are used for many vital functions, but retain some 
older Nihali, at least some of the lexicon. (On these massacres, Fuchs (1988) 
writes that in the latter part of the eighteenth century Mughals were being 
replaced by Marathas who heavily taxed not only the farmers of the plains but 
the tribals in the hills to which the tribal leaders responded by waging drawn-
out guerilla-style warfare; this led eventually to their nearly complete annihilation 
(men, women, and children alike) by a group of Arabs in the service of Scindia. 
According to Russell and Lal, in the late sixteenth century the Raja of Jeetgurh 
and Mekote conducted a similar slaughter. Now the question remains open as 
to whether the Nihals referred to in these sources actually designates the Nihali-
speaking ancestors of the present Nihals, but it seems likely.

(iv) The older language is remade and socially reconfigured with a ‘creole-style’ 
grammar, this perhaps (some) used as a secret language, perhaps with argot-
style speech deformation in some of the lexicon. The tense/aspect, etc. markers, 
indeed most of the morphemes used (as Pinnow 1966a points out) are familiar 
from a number of languages of the area, but they are not used in the same 
way, that is, this does not look like a case of ‘natural genetic’ inheritance. The 
Gutob (SM) language, shows an extreme example of tense suffixes splitting 
in  confusing ways between the positive and the negative, but it still seems like 
a ‘natural’ development; the Nihali salad of verbal morphemes on the other 
hand, seems to show a disruption. The language is heavily re-lexified, with 
Melghat Korku being the lexifier (including words Korku borrowed from Indo-
Aryan). This latter observation has relevance to the antiquity and nature of 
Korku–Nihali connections. If  anciently, the Korku and Nihal were one people, 
and the Korku separated themselves and adopted a North Munda variety, were 
the Nihal and Korku still in contact in the kind of relationship (with the Nihals 
as servants of Korkus) we find today, and which is implied in the literature to 
have been the case for some time? If  such was the case, the Nihals would have 
been – as they are now – bilingual in Korku (and perhaps, as now, familiar 
with other local languages as well). This would suggest that the borrowing from 
Korku started very early, and not, as it looks, fairly late. It is simpler to say that 
while the Korku–Nihali connection may be an old one, the heavy relexification 
dates to a comparatively recent period when the Nihal community was badly 
broken up, reduced, scattered, and that then some of the Nihals retreated to 
the Korku area, and recuperated a social organization and a Nihali language. 
As to possible influences of or direct contact with non-Munda Austroasiatic or 
Tibeto-Burman languages, as the above discussion indicates, I have my doubts 
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about these – they could have been acquired in the wander years of the Nihals, 
and clearly the Nihals have moved around. This scenario rules out the ‘funda-
mentally Austroasiatic character’ hypothesis put forth by Pinnow. If  Nihali has 
a fundamentally Austroasiatic character, and acquired it in the usual historical 
linguistic ways, then my scenario is all wrong – unless the connection is remote 
indeed, in which case we would want to have heard more from Pinnow about 
that fundamental Austroasiatic character.

On questions of syntax that have not been examined, and not mentioned in this 
study, consult Mundlay materials. In this ‘remaking’, was what was not borrowed (at 
one stage or another), and is retrievable and assignable to ‘Old Nihali’ (at one stage 
or another) just a small set of words? We have said nothing about Nihali syntax and 
how it compares to Korku or Hindi or Marathi or (some) Dravidian. The SOV word 
order, use of postpositions, etc. is common to all the languages in the area. But it 
is not clear, for example what relative-clause-type structures are like in Nihali. How 
‘simplified’ or ‘reduced’ or ‘creole-like’ is Nihali grammar? Pinnow has suggested 
that the verb system is like that of Proto-Munda. I don’t see this.

Younger, Marathi-speaking historians of the region might be encouraged to look 
at the Nihals and their history. If  concentrated subalternity is of interest, are they 
subaltern’s (Hindi- and Marathi-speakers) subaltern’s (Korku) subalterns? How 
‘other’ in the non-urban Indian scene can one get? Perhaps some illumination of the 
linguistic problems will come out of a better understanding of where the Nihals were 
and what they were doing and saying to whom.

As a final word, note that the paucity of data on Nihali has not prevented meg-
alo-comparativists from finding a home for it. Thus, Bengston (1994) finds a place 
for Nihali in his Macro-Australic superstock. Most linguists do not accept such 
 proposals.

NOTES

*  EDITOR’S NOTE: This paper is a revised version of a paper fi rst published in 
Mother Tongue in 1998. The author retained the copyright. Many authors use 
Nihali and Nahali interchangeably. Zide in this article uses Nihali for the language 
(except when discussing authors who use Nahali).
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coordination: Asuri 236; Gorum 
418–420; Gta 750–754; Gutob 666; 
Ho 235–236; Juang 545; Kera 
Mundari 186; Kherwarian 235–236; 
Mundari 148–149; Remo 616–617; 
Santali 78–80; Sora 368–370

dative: Gorum 388; Gta 695, 699, 704, 
735; Juang 515, 519, 529, 539; Kera 
Mundari 171, 173, 177, 185; Kharia 491; 
Korku 263, 289; Mundari 122, 156; 
Santali 34–36, 68, 75; Sora 309, 
315, 354

definiteness: Gorum 390–391; Gta 702–704; 
Gutob 642; Ho 207; Juang 520; Kera 
Mundari 171; Kharia 445; Kherwarian 207; 
Korku 264; Remo 576–577; Sora 315

demonstratives 6; Gorum 392–393; 
Gta 710–712; Gutob 645–646; Ho 
209–210; Juang 523; Kera Mundari 
172–173; Kharia 447–448; Kherwarian 
209–210; Korku 266–267; Mundari 
110–114; Remo 578–580; Santali 44–45; 
Sora 317–318

derivation: Gorum 394–396, 408–409; 
Gta 714–717, 736; Gutob 650–652, 
661–662; Ho 213–215, 228; Juang 525, 
538–539; Kera Mundari 174, 182–183; 
Kharia 452–453, 473–480; Kherwarian 
213–215, 228; Korku 268–269, 282–283; 
Mundari 116–117, 132–133; Remo 583–585, 
601–602; Santali 50–52, 68–72; Sora 
321–325, 351

Desia: and Gorum 382–383, 385, 387, 391, 
393, 397, 400, 413–414, 420–422; and 
Gta 695, 756; and Gutob 634–636, 
638–639, 643–647, 664, 669–671; and 
Remo 557, 580, 596

dialectal differences: Gorum 382; Gutob 
635–636; Kharia 434; Santali 17–19; 
Sora 299

diphthongs: Gta 683; Gutob 638; Ho 199, 
244; Juang 509; Kera Mundari 168; 
Kharia 436, 440; Remo 558–559; 
Santali 11, 23–25, 30, 71
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directionality: Gorum 402–403; Gta 
729–730; Gutob 657; Ho 226; Juang 536; 
Kharia 465; Kherwarian 226; Korku 
273–279; Mundari 129; Remo 597–598; 
Santali 65; Sora 341–342

discourse: Gorum 420–421; Gta 755; 
Gutob 669–670; Ho 236–237; Kera 
Mundari 188; Kherwarian 236–237; 
Korku 293; Mundari 153–155; Remo 
617–619; Santali 86–87; Sora 370

distribution of languages: Asuri 197; 
Bhumij 196–197; Birhor 197–198; 
Gorum 381–382; Gta 682; Gutob 
633–635; Ho 196; Juang 508; Kera 
Mundari 165–166; Kharia 434–435; 
Kherwarian 195–198; Korku 256–257; 
Korwa 197; map 2; Mundari 99; 
Remo 557–558; Santali 13–15; Sora 
299–300; Turi 198

Dravidian connections 1; Gorum 382, 385, 
422; Gta 682; Gutob 635–636; Juang 549; 
Kera Mundari 165, 184; Kharia 434; 
Korku 256, 291; Nihali 765–767, 772–773; 
Sora 371

dual: Gta 689; Ho 208–209; Juang 
514–515; Kera Mundari 178; Kharia 460; 
Korku 262, 264–265; Mundari 109; 
Santali 32–34, 42–43

echo forms see expressives
expressives 7; Gorum 413; Gta 741–743; 

Gutob 665; Ho 230–231; Juang 539; 
Kera Mundari 184; Kharia 482–483; 
Kherwarian 230–231; Korku 288; 
Mundari 139–145; Remo 607–608; 
Santali 73–74; Sora 360–362

finiteness: Gorum 407; Gta 731–733; 
Gutob 658–659; Ho 227; Juang 537; 
Kera Mundari 181; Kharia 468–471; 
Kherwarian 227; Korku 273–279; 
Mundari 131–132; Remo 598–600; 
Santali 66; Sora 345–346

gender: Gorum 391; Gta 704; Gutob 
642–643; Ho 207–208; Juang 520–521; 
Kera Mundari 171; Kharia 445; 
Kherwarian 207–208; Korku 264; 
Remo 577; Santali 39–41; Sora 315

genitive: Gorum 388–389, 397, 416; Gta 
694–695, 699–703, 705, 718, 732, 745, 750; 
Gutob 641, 648; Ho 206–207, 234–235; 
Juang 515–520, 523–524, 539, 549; Kera 
Mundari 167, 170, 175, 185; Kharia 
440–441, 443, 449, 451–452, 456–457, 
469, 488–489; Korku 258, 261–264, 268, 
284; Mundari 101, 109–110, 113, 147; 
Remo 574–577, 585, 611, 615; Santali 11, 
13, 18, 34–35, 38, 40, 48, 53, 88; Sora 310, 
312, 320–321

Gorum 381–430; analyzed text 423–429; 
classification 3–4, 381; and Desia 382–383, 
385, 387, 391, 393, 397, 400, 413–414, 
420–422; dialects 382; discourse 420–421; 
distribution 2–3, 381–382; lexicon 422; 
literary status 382; morphology 387–413; 
morphophonology 386–387; nominal 
morphology 387–397; phonology 382–387; 
semantics 420; and Sora 299; syntax 
414–420; verbal morphology 397–413

Gta 682–761; analyzed text 756–761; 
classification 3–4, 682; and Desia 695, 756; 
dialects 682; discourse 755; distribution 2, 
682; expressives 741–743; and Gutob 719; 
and Kharia 719; lexicon 756; literary 
status 682; loans 756; morphology 
688–743; morphophonology 686–687; 
nominal morphology 688–719; phonology 
682–687; and Remo 557, 682, 719, 731; 
semantics 754; syntax 743–754; verbal 
morphology 719–741

Gutob 633–678; analyzed text 671–675;
classification 3–4, 635; and Desia 634–636, 
638–639, 643–647, 664, 669–671; dialects 
635–636; discourse 669–670; distribution 
2–3, 633–635; expressives 665; and 
Gta 719; language name derivation 633; 
lexicon 670–671; literary status 636; 
loans 670–671; morphology 640–665; 
morphophonology 640; nominal 
morphology 640–651; phonology 637–640; 
and Remo 557, 590; semantics 669; 
studies 636–637; syntax 665–669; 
verbal morphology 652–664

Hasada dialect: Mundari 99
Ho 1, 195–253; analyzed text 240–250; 

discourse 236–237; distribution 2–3, 
196; lexicon 237–240; loans 240; 
morphology 204–231; nominal 
morphology 205–216; orthography 
250–252; phonology 198–204; 
semantics 236; syntax 231–236; verbal 
morphology 216–229

honorific pronouns: Santali 42
hortative: Gta 727, 729; Gutob 643–644; 

Juang 535; Sora 338–339

imperative: Gorum 401–402, 404; Gta 
719, 723, 727–729, 733; Gutob 643, 657, 
661; Ho 217, 225, 227, 231; Juang 509, 
533–536, 543; Kera Mundari 181; 
Kharia 464–465, 472; Korku 273, 277, 
285; Mundari 119, 121, 127–128, 132, 151; 
Remo 563, 596–597, 601, 607, 609–610, 617; 
Santali 31–32, 39, 63–67, 70; Sora 
329, 337–340, 349, 357

indefinite pronouns: Gta 708–709; 
Gutob 645; Kera Mundari 172; 
Kharia 447; Mundari 112; Santali 43–44
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Indo-Aryan influences 1; Bhumij 197, 205, 
240; Gorum 381–382, 384, 396, 422; 
Gta 682, 704, 753; Gutob 635–636, 667, 
670–671; Ho 210, 237; Juang 508, 524, 527, 
549–550, 553; Kera Mundari 168, 171–177, 
181, 183–184, 186, 188; Kharia 434–436, 
438–439, 445, 448, 450, 454, 471, 485, 487, 
490, 493–494; Kherwarian 197, 205, 240; 
Korku 256, 258, 262, 267, 282–283, 
290–291; Mundari 101, 108, 114–115, 
122, 156; Nihali 765–766, 773; Remo 575, 
577, 580–581, 586, 612–613, 619, 623; 
Santali 15–17, 21, 26–27, 30, 39–40, 45–8, 
88; Sora 315, 371

infixation: Gutob 661–662; Ho 213; 
Kherwarian 213; Korku 262; Santali 51, 
56, 68–69, 71

interrogative pronouns: Gorum 392; 
Gta 707–709; Gutob 644–645; 
Santali 42–44; Sora 317

interrogatives: Kera Mundari 172; 
Kharia 447; Korku 265–266; 
Mundari 112

intonation: Gorum 386; Gta 686; 
Gutob 639–640; Ho 204; Juang 512–513; 
Kera Mundari 169; Kharia 439; 
Kherwarian 204; Korku 260; Mundari 
104–105; Remo 565; Sora 306

Juang 508–555; analyzed text 549–554; 
classification 3–4, 508; distribution 2–3, 
508; expressives 539; lexicon 548–549; 
loans 549; morphology 513–539; 
morphophonology 513; orthography 508; 
phonology 509–513; semantics 548; 
studies 508; syntax 539–548; verbal 
morphology 527–539

Juray 299; auxiliary verb constructions 358; 
mood 340–341; voice 344

Kera dialect: Mundari 99
Kera Mundari 1–2, 165–193; analyzed 

text 188–192; classification 167–168; 
discourse 188; lexicon 188; morphology 
170–184; morphophonology 169–170; 
nominal morphology 170–175; 
phonology 168–170; semantics 188; 
studies 166–167; syntax 184–187; verbal 
morphology 175–184

Kharia 434–507; analyzed text 495–498; 
classification 3–4; dialects 434; 
distribution 2–3, 434–435; expressives 
482–483; and Gta 719; lexicon 493–495; 
loans 494–495; morphology 441–483; 
morphophonology 439–440; nominal 
morphology 441–455; phonology 435–440; 
and Remo 557; semantics 492–493; 
studies 506–507; syntax 483–492; verbal 
morphology 455–482

Khasi 1, 737, 768

Kherwarian 1, 195–253; analyzed text 
240–250; classification 3–4; discourse 
236–237; distribution 195–198; lexicon 
237–240; loans 240; morphology 
204–231; nominal morphology 205–216; 
phonology 198–204; semantics 236; 
syntax 231–236; verbal morphology 
216–229

Koda: distribution 2; tense 222–224
Koraku: distribution 2
Koraput Munda: classification 3
Korku 1, 256–297; analyzed text 293–297; 

classification 3–4; distribution 2, 256–257; 
lexicon 293; loans 293; morphology 
262–288; morphophonology 260–262; and 
Nihali 764–766; nominal morphology 
262–269; phonology 257–262; syntax 
288–293; verbal morphology 270–288

Korwa see also Kherwarian: distribution 2, 
197; lexicon 238–239; negation 228; object 
types 220; tense 222–223

Kurux 165, 171, 188

language name derivations: Gorum 381; 
Gutob 633; Kera Mundari 166; 
Santali 12–13

lexicon: Asuri 238–239; Austroasiatic 
components see Austroasiatic lexical 
elements; Bhumij 238–239; Birhor 238–239; 
Gorum 422; Gta 756; Gutob 670–671; 
Ho 237–240; Juang 548–549; Kera 
Mundari 188; Kharia 493–495; Kherwarian 
237–240; Korku 293; Korwa 238–239; 
Mundari 156, 238–239; Remo 619–623; 
Santali 87–88; Sora 371; Turi 238–239

loans: Gta 756; Gutob 670–671; Ho 240; 
Juang 549; Kherwarian 240; Korku 293; 
Mundari 156; Remo 619–623; Santali 88; 
Sora 371

locative: Juang 517–518; Korku 264; 
Remo 573; Santali 35, 38; Sora 311

Mahali: distribution 2–3
mood: Bhumij 225; Gorum 400–402; 

Gta 727–729; Gutob 653–655, 
657; Ho 225–226; Juang 534–536; 
Juray 340–341; Kera Mundari 178–181; 
Kharia 462–465; Kherwarian 225–226; 
Korku 273–279; Mundari 127–129; 
Remo 596–597; Santali 63–64; Sora 
337–341

morphology: expressives see expressives; 
Gorum 387–413; Gta 688–743; 
Gutob 640–665; Ho 204–231; Juang 
513–539; Kharia 441–483; Kherwarian 
204–231; Korku 262–288; Mundari 
106–145; nominal see nominal morphology; 
Remo 568–608; Santali 18, 32–74; 
Sora 306–362; verbal see verbal 
morphology
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morphophonology: Gorum 386–387; 
Gta 686–687; Gutob 640; Ho 204; 
Juang 513; Kera Mundari 169–170; 
Kharia 439–440; Kherwarian 204; 
Korku 260–262; Mundari 105–106; 
Remo 565–568; Santali 31–32; 
Sora 306

Munda see Note and detailed topics
Mundari 1, 99–162; analyzed text 156–161; 

classification 3–4; discourse 153–155; 
distribution 2–3, 99; Hasada dialect 99; 
Kera dialect 99; lexicon 156; morphology 
106–145; morphophonology 105–106; 
Naguri dialect 99; nominal morphology 
107–119; phonology 100–106; semantics 
153; syntax 145–152; Tamaria dialect 99; 
verbal morphology 119–138; word 
classes 106–107

Muwasi see Korku

Naguri dialect: Mundari 99
negation 7; Gorum 407–408; Gta 708, 

733–736; Gutob 654–655, 659–661; 
Ho 227–228; Juang 537–538; Kera 
Mundari 181–182; Kharia 471–473; 
Kherwarian 227–228; Korku 279–281; 
Korwa 228; Mundari 132; Remo 600–601; 
Santali 66–68; Sora 346–350; Turi 228

Nicobarese 1, 410, 737
Nihali 764–774; as argot 769–772; 

Austroasiatic (non-Munda) connections 
767–768; Dravidian connections 766–767; 
and Korku 764–766; linguistic layers 
766–772; Munda connections 768–769; 
proposed history 772–774; Tibeto-Burman 
connections 766–767

nominal attributes see adjectives
nominal morphology: adjectives see adjectives; 

adpositions see adpositions; adverbials 
see adverbials; case see case; class 
(nouns) see class (nouns); definiteness 
see definiteness; demonstratives see 
demonstratives; derivation see derivation; 
gender see gender; Gorum 387–397; 
Gta 688–719; Gutob 640–651; Ho 
205–216; Juang 514–527; Kera Mundari 
170–175; Kharia 441–455; Kherwarian 
205–216; Korku 262–269; number see 
number; numerals see numerals; person 
see person; postpositions see postpositions; 
pronouns see pronouns; Remo 568–588; 
Santali 32–53; Sora 307–327

nominalizers see derivation
non-finiteness see finiteness
North Munda group 2 see also under 

individual languages; classification 3–4; and 
Santali 13

noun class see class (nouns)
noun incorporation: Gorum 409–410; 

Gta 736–737; Gutob 662; Ho 228; 

Juang 539; Kera Mundari 183; 
Kharia 480–481; Kherwarian 228; 
Korku 283; Remo 602–603; Santali 72; 
Sora 351–357

nouns see nominal morphology
number: Bhumij 205; Gorum 387–388; 

Gta 689–691; Gutob 640–641; Ho 205; 
Juang 514–515; Kera Mundari 170; 
Kharia 442; Kherwarian 205; Korku 262; 
Mundari 107–108; Remo 568–570; 
Santali 32–34; Sora 307–309

numerals: Bhumij 210–211; Gorum 393; 
Gta 713–714; Gutob 646–647; Ho 
210–212; Juang 524; Kera Mundari 173; 
Kharia 448–451; Kherwarian 210–212; 
Korku 267–268; Mundari 114–115; 
Remo 580–582; Santali 45–48; Sora 318–320

object types: Bhumij 220; Birhor 220; 
Gorum 398–399; Gta 723; Gutob 653; 
Ho 219–221; Juang 529–531; Kera 
Mundari 177–178; Kharia 461–462; 
Kherwarian 219–221; Koda 221; Korku 
271–273; Korwa 220; Mundari 121–125; 
Remo 590; Santali 55–56; Sora 329–330

Oraons 99, 165–167, 181, 188, 767
ordinal numbers see numerals
orientation: Gorum 402–403; Gta 729–730; 

Gutob 657; Ho 226; Juang 536; Kharia 
465; Kherwarian 226; Korku 273–279; 
Mundari 129; Remo 597–598; Santali 65; 
Sora 341–342

orthography: Ho 250–252; Juang 508; 
Santali 19–20; Sora 299–301

person 7; Gorum 389–390; Gta 700–702; 
Gutob 642; Ho 207; Juang 519–520; 
Kera Mundari 171; Kharia 443–444; 
Kherwarian 207; Korku 264; Remo 576; 
Santali 38–39; Sora 312–315

personal pronouns: Gorum 391–392 
see also pronouns; Gta 704–707; Gutob 
643–644; Ho 208–209; Juang 521–523; 
Kera Mundari 171–172; Kharia 445–447; 
Kherwarian 208–209; Korku 264–
265; Mundari 109; Remo 577–578; 
Santali 41–42; Sora 316

phonemic inventory see phonology
phonology: Gorum 382–387; Gta 682–687;

Gutob 637–640; Ho 198–204; Juang 
509–513; Kera Mundari 168–170; 
Kharia 435–440; Kherwarian 198–204; 
Korku 257–262; Mundari 100–106; 
Remo 558–568; Santali 17–18, 20–32; 
Sora 301–306

phonotactics: Gta 684–686; Gutob 639; 
Ho 203–204; Kera Mundari 169; 
Kherwarian 203–204; Korku 259; 
Mundari 102–103; Remo 560–565; 
Sora 302–305
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plural: Gorum 387–388; Gta 689–691; 
Gutob 640–641; Ho 208–209; Juang 
514–515; Kera Mundari 178; Kharia 460; 
Korku 262, 264–265; Mundari 109; 
Remo 568–570; Santali 32–34; Sora 
307–309, 327–328, 330

possessive: Gorum 389–390; Gta 698–699, 
701; Juang 519–520; Kharia 443–444; 
Mundari 109–110, 113; Remo 574–576; 
Sora 312–315

postpositions see also adpositions: Gorum 
393–394; Gta 714; Gutob 648–650; 
Ho 212–213; Juang 524–525; Kera Mundari 
170–171, 173–174; Kharia 451–452; 
Kherwarian 212–213; Korku 263–264, 268; 
Mundari 109, 115–116, 150–151; Remo 
582–583; Santali 48–50; Sora 320–321

predicative morphology see verbal morphology
prefixation: Gutob 662; Santali 51–52, 68
prepositions see also adpositions: Kera 

Mundari 173; Kharia 451
pronouns: Gorum 391–392; Gta 704–710;

 Gutob 643–645; Ho 208–209; Juang 
521–523; Kera Mundari 171–172; 
Kharia 445–447; Kherwarian 208–209; 
Korku 264–266; Mundari 109–110; 
Remo 577–578; Santali 41–44; Sora 316–317

Proto-Munda 3–4

reduplication 6–7; Gorum 394–395, 413; 
Gta 701, 715, 718, 726, 733, 738, 747, 755; 
Gutob 640, 651, 661, 670; Ho 214–215, 
230–231; Juang 525, 527–528, 532, 534, 537–
538, 544; Kera Mundari 181; Kharia 442, 
453–454, 469, 483; Kherwarian 214–215; 
Korku 258, 261, 270, 274, 279–280, 282; 
Mundari 115, 119, 132–133, 139–142; 
Remo 567, 583, 585, 587, 596, 598–599, 602, 
604, 607–608, 627; Santali 47, 68, 71, 73; 
Sora 307, 321–322, 346, 360–361

register see suprasegmental phenomena
relative clauses: Gorum 416; Gta 747–748; 

Gutob 667–668; Ho 234; Juang 545; Kera 
Mundari 186–187; Kharia 486–489; 
Kherwarian 234; Korku 290–293; 
Mundari 149; Remo 614; Santali 83–84; 
Sora 365

relative pronouns see also pronouns: 
Gutob 644; Kera Mundari 172

Remo 557–631; analyzed text 623–630; 
classification 3–4; and Desia 557, 580, 596; 
discourse 617–619; distribution 2–3, 
557–558; expressives 607–608; and 
Gta 557, 682, 719, 731; and Gutob 557, 
590; and Kharia 557; lexicon 619–623; 
loans 619–623; morphology 568–608; 
morphophonology 565–568; nominal 
morphology 568–588; phonology 558–568; 
semantics 617; syntax 608–617; verbal 
morphology 588–608

Sadani 165–166, 171; and Kharia 494
Santali 1, 11–94, 188; adpositions 48–50; 

classification 3; demonstratives 44–45; 
derivation of name 12–13; dialectal 
differences 17–19; discourse 86–87; 
distribution 2–3, 13–15; expressives 73–74; 
language name 12–13; lexicon 18–19, 
87–88; loans 88; morphology 18, 32–74; 
morphophonology 31–32; nominal 
morphology 32–34; orthography 19–20; 
phonology 17–18, 20–32; semantics 85–86; 
studies 97–98; syntax 74–84

scripts 6 see also orthography
semantics: Gorum 420; Gta 754; Gutob 669; 

Ho 236; Juang 548; Kera Mundari 188; 
Kharia 492–493; Kherwarian 236; 
Korku 293; Mundari 144–145, 153; 
Remo 617; Santali 85–86; Sora 370

sentence structure see complex sentence 
structure; simple sentences

serial verb constructions see auxiliary verb 
constructions

simple sentences: Bhumij 232; Gorum 
414–415; Gta 743–746; Gutob 665; 
Ho 231–234; Juang 539–544; Kera 
Mundari 184–185; Kharia 483–485; 
Kherwarian 231–234; Korku 289–290; 
Mundari 145–146; Remo 608–613; 
Santali 74–78; Sora 362–364

singular: Gorum 387–388; Gta 689; 
Gutob 640–641; Ho 208–209; 
Juang 514–515; Kera Mundari 178; 
Kharia 460; Korku 264–265; Mundari 109; 
Santali 32–34; Sora 328, 330

Sora 299–379; analyzed text 371–378; 
Austroasiatic components 371; 
classification 3–4, 299; discourse 370; 
distribution 2–3, 299–300; expressives 
360–362; and Gorum 299; lexicon 371; 
loans 371; morphology 306–362; 
morphophonology 306; nominal 
morphology 307–327; orthography 
299–301; phonology 301–306; 
semantics 370; syntax 362–370; verbal 
morphology 327–360

South Munda group 2 see also under 
individual languages; classification 3–4; 
and Santali 13

speakers see distribution of languages
statistics see distribution of languages
stress: Gorum 386; Gta 686; Gutob 

639–640; Ho 204; Juang 512–513; Kera 
Mundari 169; Kherwarian 204; Korku 260; 
Mundari 104–105; Remo 565; Sora 306

studies 5–6; Gorum 382; Gutob 636–637; 
Juang 508; Mundari 99–100; Santali 97–98

subgroups 1–2
subject: Asuri 219; Bhumij 218; Gorum 

397–398; Gta 719–723; Gutob 653; 
Ho 216–219; Juang 528–529; Kera 
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Mundari 176–177; Kharia 459–461; 
Korku 271–273; Mundari 120–121; 
Remo 589; Santali 54–55; Sora 327–329

subordinate clauses: Gorum 416–418; Gta 
748–750; Gutob 668–669; Ho 234–235; 
Kera Mundari 187; Kharia 491–492; 
Kherwarian 234–235; Mundari 150–152; 
Remo 614–616; Santali 81–83; Sora 
366–368

suprasegmental phenomena: Bhumij 
200–201; Gorum 383–384; Gta 683; 
Gutob 638; Ho 200–201; Juang 509–510; 
Kera Mundari 168; Kharia 436–437; 
Kherwarian 200–201; Korku 257–258; 
Remo 558–559; Santali 29–30; Sora 301

switch reference: Gorum 418–420; Gta 
750–754; Ho 235–236; Kherwarian 
235–236; Mundari 152; Remo 616–617

syllable structure: Gorum 385–386; Gta 
684–686; Gutob 639; Ho 203–204; Juang 
511–512; Kera Mundari 169; Kharia 439; 
Kherwarian 203–204; Korku 259; Mundari 
102–103; Remo 560–565; Santali 30–31; 
Sora 302–305

syntax: Gorum 414–420; Gutob 665–669; 
Ho 231–236; Juang 539–548; Kera 
Mundari 184–187; Kharia 483–492; 
Kherwarian 231–236; Korku 288–293; 
Mundari 145–152; Remo 608–617; 
Santali 74–84; Sora 362–370

tag forms see expressives
TAM (tense, aspect, mood) see aspect; 

mood; tense
Tamaria dialect: Mundari 99
taxonomy see classification of languages
tense 7; Asuri 222–224; Bhumij 221, 224–225; 

Birhor 222; Gorum 399–400; Gta 
724–726; Gutob 653–655; Ho 221–225; 
Juang 531–532;Kera Mundari 178–181; 
Kharia 462–465; Kherwarian 221–225; 
Koda 222–224; Korku 273–279; Korwa
222–223; Mundari 125–127; Remo 590–594; 
Santali 56–57; Sora 330–337; Turi 
222, 224

tone see suprasegmental phenomena
Turanian see Santali
Turi see also Kherwarian: auxiliary verb 

constructions 229; distribution 2–3, 198; 
lexicon 238–239; negation 228; tense 
222, 224

typological features: Gta 745–746; 
Gutob 665; Juang 542–544; Remo 610–613

valence 7 see also voice; Gutob 657–658; 
Kharia 465–468; Mundari 129–131; 
Sora 343–344

verbal morphology: aspect see aspect; 
auxiliary verb constructions see auxiliary 
verb constructions; combining forms 
see combining forms; derivation see 
derivation; directionality see directionality; 
finiteness see finiteness; Gta 719–741; 
Gutob 652–664; Ho 216–229; Juang 
527–539; Kera Mundari 175–184; 
Kharia 455–482; Kherwarian 216–229; 
Korku 270–288; mood see mood; 
Mundari 119–138; negation see negation; 
noun incorporation see noun incorporation; 
object types see object types; orientation 
see orientation; Remo 588–608; Santali 
53–73; Sora 327–360; subject see subject; 
tense see tense; valence see valence; 
version see version; voice see voice

version see also voice: Gorum 403–407; 
Kharia 465–468; Sora 342–344

vocabulary see lexicon
voice 7; Asuri 226; Bhumij 226, 404; 

Gorum 403–407; Gta 730–731; Gutob 
657–658; Ho 226–227; Juang 536–537; 
Juray 344; Kera Mundari 181; 
Kharia 465–468; Kherwarian 226–227; 
Korku 273–279; Mundari 129–131, 404; 
Remo 598; Santali 65–66; Sora 342–344

vowels 6; Gorum 382–383; Gta 683; 
Gutob 637–638; Ho 198–200; Juang 509; 
Kera Mundari 168; Kharia 435–436; 
Kherwarian 198–200; Korku 257; 
Korwa 199; Mundari 100; Remo 558; 
Santali 20–25; Sora 301
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